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PREFACE 

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The main goal of this work is to present the Tocharian verbal system 
in a systemic way. In contrast to the nominal system of Tocharian, 
which clearly shows many innovations with respect to what may 
reasonably be reconstructed as the PIE system, the Tocharian verbal 
system has often been considered as archaic and far more 
conservative, and hence important for the reconstruction of the PIE 
system. The main focus of my work lies in establishing the synchronic 
verbal systems of Tocharian A and B. With respect to methodology, I 
proceed by the following steps as recommended by Winter, 1994a, 285 
= 2005, 466:  

1.  Comprehensive collection of the data, which are presented in 
the verbal index in part II, to which reference is made in the main part 
by, e.g., “see käm- ‘come’, s.v.”. 

2. Comparative reconstruction of the (pre-)PT system based on 
common features shared by both Tocharian languages; 

3. Internal reconstruction of the (pre-)PT system in case the two 
languages differ; 

4. Comparison of the reconstructed pre-PT system with the 
evidence provided by the other branches of PIE. I did not start out 
with any preconception of the place of the Tocharian branch among 
the other IE branches, and I will not explicitly address this vexed 
question at all. Nevertheless, I hope my findings will prove useful also 
in this respect. 

THE TEXT CORPUS 

As a rule, I quote forms as transliterated in the respective standard 
edition, unless otherwise stated. As for as yet unedited words and 
passages and their translation, in cases where I rely on someone else’s 
information I always quote that authority for the reading and/or 
translation, and if no such reference is given, the reading/translation 
is my own. For a description of the different collections, see Malzahn, 
2007d, 79ff. 
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Berlin collection 

The Berlin collection has been used more or less completely. Beside 
the texts edited in TochSprR(A) and TochSprR(B) and those scattered 
over different articles, I also could make use of the edition of KVac by 
Klaus T. Schmidt in his unpublished habilitation thesis. For the 
unedited remainder, which is still the major unedited part, I rely on 
my own readings of the photographs as published on TITUS and of 
the original manuscripts and also on the preliminary edition by 
Tamai, 2007a.  

Paris collection 

Consisting of nearly 2000 pieces, as per Pinault, 2007, 163ff., the 
greater part of the Paris collection still awaits edition and even 
publication. In the summer of 2005 and 2009 I had the opportunity to 
work with the majority of the unpublished texts together with 
Georges-Jean Pinault in Paris, and most of the word forms and 
passages from this part used here are quoted according to his 
transliterations. 

London collection 

Apart from my own readings based on the photographs available on 
the web site of the International Dunhuang Project, I also could make 
use of the edition by J. W. Broomhead in his unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation and of the recent preliminary edition by Peyrot, 2007 and 
Tamai, 2007. 
 

 

 



  

ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS FOR QUOTATIONS 

In general, I do not mark Tocharian B forms, whereas Tocharian A 
forms are marked by ‘TA’. Similarly, Tocharian B roots go unmarked, 
whereas Tocharian A roots are marked by a superscript A. I generally 
quote TB word forms and roots as default forms. 

SIGNATURES AND QUOTATIONS OF PASSAGES 

I generally use the simplified system of transcription for Tocharian 
word forms and text passages, as per TEB I, 40f., § 7,2, unless the word 
form or text passage quoted is edited or published here for the first 
time. In this case I use the system of transliteration as adopted in 
Tocharische Sprachreste. In the simplified system of transcription the 
“Fremdzeichen” like Ka, etc., are transcribed by kä, etc., while virama 
position and silent ä in virama position is not indicated, i.e., Ka@ = k, 
-wä = w, etc. When quoting forms from unpublished small fragments, 
I did not try to figure out how many lines the whole text might have 
had, but usually quote the line(s) as they are still visible on the 
fragment.  

Symbols used in transliteration 

////   lacuna of unknown length 
( )   restored ak1ara(s) 
[ ]   damaged ak1ara(s) 
–   lacuna of one single ak1ara  
·    illegible part of an ak1ara 
{ }   superfluous ak1ara(s) or part thereof 
< >  missing grapheme without lacuna in the original   

manuscript 
(( ))  interlinear correction 
•  punctuation mark 
||  double daNDa 
superscription   silent vowel in virama position 
=   (vowel) sandhi 
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Symbols used in translations of Tocharian, Sanskrit and Old Turkish 
passages 

( )  restoration of completely damaged/missing words and parts 
of words 

[ ]  additional word(s) without equivalent in the original, and/or  
additional information on the meaning of the passage 

In quoted translations of Tocharian, Sanskrit, and Old Turkish 
passages I leave the symbols and brackets as they are in the original. 
However, in these quotes I use 

{ }  for additions or deviations from the original translation  
{...}  for omission of word(s) from the original translation. 

Apart from translations, I use the following brackets in quotes: 
[  ]  additions or deviations from the original 

[...]  omission of word(s) of the original. 

TOCHARIAN TEXTS 

a = recto side of a manuscript  
b = verso side of a manuscript 

I quote the side of a manuscript generally according to the 
authoritative edition; if there is a deviation from said edition, I 
indicate that fact by “a [= recte b]”. 
Texts edited in TochSprR(B) are not given a signature, these are just 
quoted by their respective edition number, e.g. 45 a 4 = TochSprR(B) 
45 or A 23 b 4 = TochSprR(A) 23. 

A = Berlin collection, Tocharian A texts edited in TochSprR(A). 
A(Ud.) = Udanala&kara, ed. by Lévi, 1933, 72ff. 
Amb = Ambarajataka (= M 500, 4/5 = PK NS 32); ed. by Lévi, 1912, 

reedited by Thomas, 1965. 
AS = Ancienne Série (part of the Paris collection PK). 
bi = Middle Iranian texts in Brahmi script from the Berlin Turfan 

collection (at DTA). 
BM = British Museum, text from the Stein collection formerly kept in 

the British Museum with the catalogue number Or. 8212 (163) 
[Or. 52], ed. Broomhead I, 106f. 

Ch = Chien-Fo-Tung (Mi+-öy, qianfódòng = Dunhuang; site indication 
used by Stein). 
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PK Cp = Comptabilités de couvents (= PK DA M. 507, = PR). 
Monastery records from the Paris collection. 

D = Dakianus(-Stadt) (= Xoco, site indication used by the German 
expeditions). 

DA = Douldour-âqour (= Duldur-akhur; site indication used by the 
French expeditions).  

DA M = Douldour-âqour, manuscrit = PK DA M. 507 = PR = PK Cp. 
Dd = Documents divers, inscriptions on objects and wall graffiti from 

the Paris collection, ed. by Pinault, 1987, 180ff. 
DTA = Digitales Turfanarchiv (Berlin). 
Fill. M = Magical-medical text from the Paris collection ed. by 

Filliozat, 1948; see also Sieg, 1955. 
Fill. P = “Pelliot”, medical text of the Paris collection, ed. by Filliozat, 

1948; see also Sieg, 1955. 
Fill. W = “Weber/Macartney” manuscript, ed. by Filliozat, 1948; see 

also Sieg, 1955. 
Fill. Y = Yogasataka, ed. by Filliozat, 1948; see also Sieg, 1955, reed. by 

Carling, 2003a. 
FK = Fonds koutchéen, text no. 1205 and no. 590 (= PK NS 40) ed. by 

van Windekens, 1940, Tab. I-IV; see also E. Sieg/W. Siegling apud 
Couvreur, 1948, 327ff.  

(PK) Gn = Old subseries of the Paris collection used by Walter 
Couvreur and subsequently J. W. Broomhead. 

G-Su = Graffite de Soubachi (see Pinault, 1987). 
H = Text of the Hoernle collection. 
HMR = Hoernle Manuscript Remains, three texts ed. by Lévi in 

Hoernle, 1916, 356ff. HMR 1 = H 149.X 3, HMR 2 = H 149.X 4, 
HMR 3 = H. 149.X 5. Several new editions. 

HW(B) = Administrative texts published in facsimile by Huang 
Wenbi, 1958. 

IA = Innermost Asia, refers to texts published in Stein, 1928.  
IOL = India Office Library (London). 
K = Karmavibha$ga, ed. by Lévi, 1933; see also Sieg, 1938. 
KVac = Karmavacana (text from the Berlin collection), ed. by Schmidt, 

1986. 
PK LC = Lettres Commerciales, administrative texts from the Paris 

collection. 
LP = Laissez-Passer, caravan travel passports of the Paris collection, 

comprehensive edition by Pinault, 1987. 
M = Murtuq (site indication used by the German expeditions). 
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Mainz = Subseries of the Berlin collection, refers to fragments brought 
to the Mainzer Akademie der Wissenschaften in 1947. 

Man.Bil. = Tocharian B-Old Turkish bilingual text in Manichaean 
script, ed. by von Gabain/Winter, 1958. 

MQ = Ming-öi Qizil, site indication used by the German expeditions. 
Note that I use MQ not only in the strict sense of texts coming 
from the Ming-öi of Qizil, but also as an abbreviation for so-
called MQ character; see chap. Sound Laws (chap. 1). 

MSN = Maitreyasamiti-Na/aka, play in Tocharian A transmitted in 
several manuscripts from the Berlin collection and by the YQ 
manuscript. 

NS = Nouvelle Série (part of the Paris collection PK). 
Or. = Oriental Collections, British Museum/British Library inventory 

siglum. 
Ot. = Text of the Otani collection. 
Pä = “Pässe”, caravan travel passports of the Paris collection ed. by 

Lévi, 1913, 313ff. as cited by the Sieg School. Reedited by Pinault, 
1987 with the new siglum LP (see above). 

Pe = Two texts from the Petrovsky collection kept in St. Petersburg, 
first ed. by Leumann, 1900, 16f. 

PK = Fonds Pelliot Koutchéen, kept in the Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France.  

PB = Siglum used by the Sieg School only for wooden tablets of the 
Paris collection (= now PK Bois). 

PR = “Pariser Rechnungen”, siglum used by the Sieg School for the 
series PK DA M. 507 (see PK Cp above). 

Qu = Qumtura (site indication used by the German expeditions). 
S = Sängim (site indication used by German expeditions). 
S = Udanastotra, ed. by Lévi, 1933, reed. by Thomas, 1966a. 
Š = Šorcuq (site indication used by the German expeditions). 
Ser = Serindia, refers to texts published in Stein, 1921. 
SI = SerIndia, Collection of the Institute of Oriental Studies of the 

Russian Academy of Arts and Sciences, St. Petersburg. 
St. = Stein collection, London. 
T = Toyoq (site indication used by the German expeditions). 
THT = Tocharische Handschriften der (Berliner) Turfan(sammlung), 

current standard inventory system for any Tocharian texts from 
the Berlin collection now kept by the State Library at Berlin. 

T.P. = Text from the Berezovsky collection (St. Petersburg) edited by 
Lévi, 1913, 320, fn. 1 (also quoted as Pä 320, see above). 
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TX = Udanavarga texts described by Bernhard, 1965, 79f., ed. by 
Thomas, 1974. 

U = Udanavarga, ed. by Lévi, 1933. 
X = Text of the Berlin collection with unknown find spot. 
Y = Yarcoto (site indication used by the German expeditions). 
YQ = Yanqi Qianfodong (“1000 Buddha Grottos of Yanqi”), 

abbreviation for the MSN manuscripts ed. by Ji/Winter/Pinault, 
1998. 

Z = Old Siglum of Berlin texts formerly kept in the Museum für 
Indische Kunst. 

OLD TURKISH TEXTS 

I basically follow the transcription of UW I, 9f. Passages from the Old 
Turkish Maitrisimit are quoted by the version name, chapter number, 
manuscript number, verso/recto side of the manuscript and line, e.g., 
MaitrSä+im (XVI) 51 a 3 = Sä+im version, chapter 16, leaf 51, recto, 
line 3. 

MaitrHami = Hami version of Maitrisimit 
MaitrSä+im = Sä+im version of Maitrisimit 
U = Old Turkish Texts of the Berlin Turfan Collection 

SANSKRIT AND PALI TEXTS 

Abhidh-k = Abhidharmakosa 
BhiPat = Bhikkhunipatimokkha  
CV = Cullavagga 
CPS = Catu1pari1atsutra 
Dhp = Dhammapada 
DN = Dighanikaya 
Divy = Divyavadana 
KaVa = Karmavacana 
Ni#sPat = Ni#sargika-Patayantika part of Pratimok1asutra 
Pac = Pacittiya part of Patimokkha 
Par = Parajika part of Pratimok1asutra 
Pat = Patayantika part of Pratimok1asutra 
Patim = Patimokkha 
PPU = Matrce/a, Satapañcasatka 
Saik1 = Saik1a part of Pratimok1asutra 
SHT = Sanskrithandschriften aus den Turfanfunden 
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PrMoSu = Pratimok1asutra 
SN = SaMyuttanikaya 
Uv = Udanavarga 
VAV = VarNarhavarNa 
VinVibh = Vinayavibha$ga 

GRAMMATICAL ABBREVIATIONS 

Abl. Ablative 
Abs. Absolutive 
Abstr. Abstract 
a activum tantum 
a+ activum tantum + m-Part 
act. active 
All. Allative 
Antigv. Antigrundverb 
Caus. Causal  
Com. Comitative 
fem./f. feminine 
Ger Gerundive 
Gv. Grundverb 
Imp Imperfect  
Inf Infinitive 
Instr. Instrumental 
itr. intransitive 
Ipv Imperative 
Kaus. Kausativum 
Loc. Locative 
 

m medium tantum 
m+ medium tantum + nt-Part 
m-Part m-Present participle  
masc./m. masculine 
mid. middle 
n. neuter 
nt-Part nt-Present Participle 
Opt Optative 
Part Participle 
pass. passive 
Perl. Perlative 
PPt Preterit participle 
Priv Privative 
Prs Present 
Pt Preterit 
Sub Subjunctive 
Subcl. Subclass 
tr. transitive 
x both active and middle voice 
    attested

 
(VIII/I/III) (a+/x/m) 
Round brackets like this with three entries after a given root indicate 
the class number of the present, subjunctive, and preterit class made 
from that root and the voice pattern to be found in them. Accordingly, 
this example would indicate that the root has an activum tantum 
present Class VIII with an m-present participle, a subjunctive of Class 
I showing both voices, and a medium tantum preterit of Class III. If a 
stem class is unattested or no finite forms are found, this is indicated 
by a small dash (-). If more than one present/subjunctive, preterit stem  
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is attested both class numbers are listed and separated by a small dash 
such as (I-II). In case the class is ambiguous, the possible class 
numbers are joined by an “o” (for or), such as (IoII). In case of stems 
showing mixed formations (such as thematized forms in a basically 
thematic stem), this is indicated by a plus sign such as (I+II). 

LANGUAGES

Aeol. Aeolic dialect of Ancient 
 Greek 
Anat. Anatolian 
Arm. Armenian 
Av. Avestan 
BHS Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 
Dor. Doric dialect of Ancient  
 Greek 
Germ. Germanic 
Gk. Greek 
Go. Gothic 
Hitt. Hittite 
IIr. Indo-Iranian 
Ion.-Att. Ionic-Attic dialect of  
 Ancient Greek 
Khot. Khotanese 
Lat. Latin 
Lith. Lithuanian 
Luv. Luvian 
 

ModHG Modern High  
 German 
NWGmc. North West  
 Germanic 
PT Proto-Tocharian 
PIE Proto-Indo-European 
OAv. Old Avestan 
OCS Old Church Slavonic 
OIce. Old Icelandic 
OIr. Old Irish 
ON Old Nordic 
Osc.-U. Oscan-Umbrian 
Pa. Pali 
Skt. Sanskrit 
TA Tocharian A 
TB Tocharian B 
Tib. Tibetan 
Ved. Vedic Sanskrit 
YAv. Young Avestan

JOURNALS AND SERIES 

AGI Archivio Glottologico Italiano 
AoF Altorientalische Forschungen 
AO Archiv Orientální 
BEI Bulletin d’Études Indiennes 
BiOr Bibliotheca Orientalis 
BSOAS Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 
CAJ Central Asiatic Journal 
CRAI Comptes Rendus de l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles- 
 Lettres 
CWPL Copenhagen Working Papers in Linguistics 
GGA Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 
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HS Historische Sprachforschung 
IF Indogermanische Forschungen 
IIJ Indo-Iranian Journal 
IJDL International Journal of Diachronic Linguistics 
JA Journal Asiatique 
JAOS Journal of the American Oriental Society 
JIES Journal of Indo-European Studies 
KZ Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung 
Lg Language 
MSL Mémoires de la Société de Linguistique de Paris 
MSS Münchener Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft 
NGAW Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen 
OLZ Orientalische Literaturzeitung 
RBPh Revue Belge de Philologie et d’Histoire 
REArm Revue des Études Arméniennes 
REIE Revue des Études Indo-Européennes 
SbWGF Sitzungsberichte der Wissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft an der 
Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main 
SEC Studia Etymologica Cracoviensia 
SHT Sanskrithandschriften aus den Turfanfunden 
SPAW Sitzungsberichte der Preußischen Akademie der  
 Wissenschaften 
TIES Tocharian and Indo-European Studies 
ZDMG Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ed. edition, edited 
frg. fragment 
hg. herausgegeben 
ms(s) manuscript(s) 
publ. published  
scil. scilicet 

s.v. sub voce 
transl. translation 
Übers. Übersetzung 
vel sim. vel simile 
viz. videlicet 

 
 
 



CHAPTER ONE  

 BASIC REMARKS ABOUT THE PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEM AND SOUND 
LAWS 

Since this book is not a historical grammar of Tocharian, but just a 
presentation of its verbal system, I cannot give a detailed account of 
all aspects of its synchronic and diachronic phonology here; in what 
follows, I will concentrate on those phonological traits that are 
relevant to verbal matters. 

Above all, Tocharian B is not at all a uniform language; for detailed 
information about my own views on the various chronological and 
dialectal layers see Malzahn, 2007a, 255ff. and also most recently 
Peyrot, 2008, passim. Basically, we have, on the one hand, to do with 
manuscripts showing what was called “MQ character” by Krause 
(WTG, 1ff.), i.e., a more archaic layer of the TB language that is mostly 
preserved in documents coming from the site of Ming-öi Qizil (= 
MQ),1 and some of these documents are also paleographically archaic. 
On the other hand, many documents of profane nature show traits of 
a language that can safely be regarded as a more progressive or 
informal variety, in contrast to the standard variety in which the 
majority of Tocharian manuscripts is written. It is also apparent that 
the eastern variety of Tocharian B, i.e., the one coming from the 
remote Turfan oasis, had many characteristics of that progressive or 
informal-style variety even in documents of non-profane nature, and, 
in my opinion, some cases of these special features are reminiscent of 
neighboring Tocharian A.  

1.1. THE ESSENTIAL OUTCOMES OF PIE SYLLABICS AND LARYNGEALS 

There is no unanimity about how to set up, and how to denote the 
vowel system(s) of prehistorical Tocharian. At any rate, it is at least 
quite common to distinguish between an earlier and a later stage of 
prehistorical Tocharian in its development. In what follows, I will use 

                                                 
1 Note that for the sake of convenience I will use the abbreviation MQ for 

texts of so-called MQ character even when they hail from other sites such as 
Duldur-akhur. 
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the terms “Proto-Tocharian” (PT) for a stage one could also reasonably 
call “Common Tocharian”. Repeatedly it will prove necessary to make 
a further distinction between “Early Proto-Tocharian” and “Late 
Proto-Tocharian”. 

As for the late PIE vowels and diphthongs, I assume the following 
developments and use the following notations: 

 
PIE pre-PT (Late) 

PT 
TA TB 

*aH(_C), *a *a *å a o 
*oH(_C), *o  *o  *a a a/a 
*H(C_C and U_(C)#),2 *a *a *a a a/a 
*i, *u *i, *u *(’)ä ä a/ä 
*e *e *’ä ä a/ä 
*iH(_C-), *i2 *i *(’)äy i i 
*uH(_C-), *u2 *u *äw u u 
*o *o *æ a e 
*eH(_C), *e, *eye *e *’æ a e 
*ew *ew *’äw u u 
*ow *ow *æw o 8 (MQ), au 
*ey *ey *’äy i i 
*oy *oy *æy e ey, ai 
*ew *ew *’æw o 8 (MQ), au 
*ey *ey *’æy e ey, ai 
*ow *ow *aw o au 
*oy *oy *ay e ai 

 
By setting up this list I do not want to imply that the respective PIE 
input always finally surfaces as the vowels indicated in the two 
rightmost columns. Quite to the contrary, various umlaut phenomena 
and processes of lengthening, strengthening, shortening, weakening, 
and deletion may have led to completely different results. All those 
special processes will be duly discussed whenever and wherever 
necessary. 

In addition, pre-PT must already have had a non-palatalizing 
central vowel *ä, mostly because of a sound change PIE *CRC- > pre-

                                                 
2 This topic is controversial. The view given above is the one of Peters, 

2006, 336, fn. 17 and 342; most scholars opt for different outcomes, most 
notably Hackstein, 1995, 23ff. 
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PT *CäRC-.3 An epenthetic *ä was also realized after stem-final non-
syllabics in front of verbal endings (e.g., in the Class III preterit), and 
in *CCC clusters such as *-kst- (and also, e.g., in the Class IX present). 
Finally, PIE schwa secundum also resulted in that *ä, to judge from 
*kätna- = Gk. skidna- from PIE *(s)k0dneH-. Note that this pre-PT *ä 
was turned into (Late pre-PT or) Early PT *u after a labial non-syllabic 
(i.e., labiovelars, p, m, and w). 

Even when functioning as the peak of a second syllable from the 
left or the initial syllable in a disyllabic form, where the vowel was 
expected to bear the accent according to the basic rule of TB 
accentuation, *ä resulting from both pre-PT *e and *ä was deleted in 
TB open syllables if followed by a dental (as established by Winter, 
1993, 197ff. = 2005, 441ff.; but see already Normier, 1980, 276f.; 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 79f.), and also even in (some kinds of) closed 
syllables according to Klingenschmitt’s rule (Klingenschmitt, 1994, 372 
= 2005, 403, fn. 107), which claims that “ein ä in zweiter Wortsilbe 
zwischen Nasalen (und vielleicht allgemein zwischen gleichen oder 
ähnlichen Konsonanten) noch vor Aufkommen der westtocharischen 
Akzentregelung synkopiert wurde”. In such cases, the accent was 
shifted onto the initial syllable. On the other hand, *(-)sk’äT- was even 
depalatalized whenever the *-ä- was the peak of a third or fourth 
syllable from the left (see the discussion in Hackstein, 1995, 206f.). 
Note further that pre-PT *#e- was turned into PT *yä- and pre-PT *#e- 
into PT *yæ-; therefore, AByok- ‘drink’ can be derived from pre-PT 
*#eKä-. Another important PT sound law concerning both *ä from 
pre-PT *ä and *’ä from pre-PT *e was the regular metathesis 
*Cr(’)/l(’)äC- > *Cär/l(’)C- (see, e.g., Ringe, 1996, 158f.). To judge from 
variants such as seruwe ‘hunter’ and ostuwa ‘houses’, pre-PT 
developed its own kind of Sievers’ Rule after pre-PT heavy syllables; 
but note that at the time of o-umlaut, those forms must have ended in 
*-äwV, and not in *-uwV (see also Malzahn, 2007, 241, fn. 15). Pre-PT 
must also have had a Lindeman rule of its own, as per Katz, 1997, 80. 

In what follows, I will refer to all PT vowels and diphthongs that 
are not actually *(’)ä, *(’)äy, and *(’)äw by the term “full vowels”, and I 
will use the cover symbol “E” for them. 

                                                 
3 Note that the following -C- might have also been a laryngeal. For #HRC- 

see Hackstein, 1998, 217ff.; however, I doubt that there is compelling evidence 
for any other result than PT *æRC-, which was also the regular outcome of 
PIE *RC-. 
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1.2. THE ESSENTIAL OUTCOMES OF THE OTHER PIE NON-SYLLABICS 

As for the position in front of non-palatalizing vowels, we can safely 
assume the following results: 

 
PIE *p, 

*b, 
*b 

*t, 
*d, 
*dH 

*k, k, 
*g, 
*g, 
*F, 
*G 

*d; 
*ty(#_V); 

*dy 

*m *n *r *l *(H)y 
(#_V), 
*-dy- 

*(H)w 
(#_V) 

*s 

TA/TB p t k ts m n, 
$ 

r l y w s 

In front of palatalizing vowels, however, we find rather the following 
outcomes: 

 *t *k *ts *n, *$ *l *w *s 
TA/TB c s TA s ñ ly TB y 1 

 
Accordingly, it seems that one cannot decide between setting up pre-
PT *ä, *i, *u, and *e on the one hand, and reconstructing pre-PT *o and 
*e on the other (at least as far as the phonological level alone is 
concerned) whenever TA/TB (*)ä and TB e(/a) / TA a(/a) are preceded 
by the result of a PIE labial stop, *m, *r, or *#(H)y (but see the 
paragraph on palatalization in the next chapter). For palatalizing 
effects of pre-PT *i, see the discussion in Katz, 1995, 162f., fn. 30 and 
Malzahn, 2007, 241, fn. 15. Note that in the Class II preterits of 
Tocharian B, we find py, my, tsy rather than mere p, etc., and also ky, 
ñy, wy, 1py, rather than and beside s, ñ, y, 1p; see the detailed 
discussion in chap. Pt II. As for the results of PT *ts’-, Schulze, 1924, 
168 = 1934, 241 was the first to notice that whereas examples for s- < 
*ts’- from the verbal system abound in TA, there is just one single 
evident case of s- < *ts’- to be found in TB, viz. the numeral sak ‘10’ 
(for the evidence see now also, e.g., Ringe, 1996, 148). Since this 
distribution can hardly be due to mere chance, and since numerals are 
known to tend to behave irregularly (quite often more progressively 
than other parts of the lexicon) with respect to phonology, I conclude 
that the lautgesetzlich outcome of PT *ts’- was s- in TA, and ts- in TB. 

As for the vexed question of the lautgesetzlich results of the PIE 
labiovelars, see the work by Fellner, 2005 and 2006. There can be no 
doubt that the palatalized result of any labiovelar was s as well. PIE 
*#d- behaves in the same way as PIE *#d- whenever the respective 
root ended in another aspirate, which attests to a pre-PT variant of 
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Grassmann’s Law, as first noticed by Werner Winter (see, e.g., the 
discussion in Ringe, 1996, 47). PIE *-b- vanished without a trace at 
least in keme/ TA kam ‘tooth’ (see Ringe, 1996, 42f.). For irregular 
weakening of PT *-p- and *-m(-) see Peters, 2004, 430, 434, and 
Malzahn, 2007a, 270. 

Intervocalically, PIE *y seems to have been deleted exceedingly 
early, i.e., in pre-PT times, at least in a sequence PIE *eye, and possibly 
also in a position between two low vowels, see the discussion in chap. 
Prs III/IV; in the very same position between two non-high vowels, 
the results of PIE *d and PIE *w were deleted as well (see Ringe, 1996, 
155ff.). For irregular strengthening of PT *(-)w- see Peters, 2004, 431f. 
In informal styles and in polysyllables, *-y- could be deleted quite 
early even after non-syllabics (witness sana < pre-PT *sänya < *sämya < 
PIE *smiH, and -sa in the fem. PPts < pre-PT *-sya < PIE *-siH). 
Whenever *-y- remained, *-ny- and *-ly- resulted first in palatal 
geminates, but whereas the palatal character of *-n’n’- was mostly 
preserved into the historical times of TA and TB documents (see 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 111ff.), the sequence *-l’l’- (like its Ancient Greek 
pendant) could have a twofold outcome: it either developed into -ly- 
or was depalatalized and thereby turned into TA/TB -ll- (see 
Hilmarsson, 1990, 101, 110 with ref.), and consequently fused with 
what was also the regular result of pre-PT *-l(C)n- (as per Ringe, 1996, 
165). This (*)-ll- could further be simplified at least in pretonic 
position. For (*)-ññ- > -ñ- see Peters, 2006, 344f., and for the result of 
pre-PT *-sy- with preserved *-y- see Peters, 2006, 343-345; for the 
development of pre-PT *Cw clusters in general see Winter, 1972 = 
1984, 205-211 = 2005, 157-162. 

1.3. THE TOCHARIAN B ACCENT 

In the standard variety of Tocharian B, the location of the accent can 
usually be seen thanks to the rendering of underlying /ä/ and /a/. For 
several reasons it is quite obvious that /ä/ is rendered by (ä) if 
unaccented and rendered by (a) when bearing the accent, and in a 
quite parallel way /a/ is rendered by (a) when it bears the accent, and 
by (a) if devoid of accent. From the distribution of accent-bearing /ä/ 
and /a/ one can then easily infer a basic rule of Tocharian B 
accentuation:  
Disyllabic words usually bear the accent on the initial syllable, 
whereas polysyllabic words usually bear the accent on the second 
syllable from the left, cf. WTG, 10, § 5; TEB I, 43, § 10. We further find 
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word-final accentuation in what seem to be disyllabic forms which 
actually dropped final (*)-ä in standard Tocharian B.  

In older manuscripts, notably those coming from the find spot of 
Ming-öi Qizil, /ä/ is rather generally rendered by (ä) even if accented, 
and /a/ is rendered by both (a) and (a) without correlation to the 
accent. This is actually one of the main characteristics of the more 
archaic, so-called MQ texts, as per WTG, 1ff., § 1; see now in detail 
Peyrot, 2008, 33ff. Peyrot, l.c., also shows that in these older texts (ä) 
and (a)/(a) are not interchangeable inasmuch as (ä) never renders /a/, 
but always stands for /ä/ (accented or unaccented). 

On the other hand, we find consistent word-initial accentuation in 
a number of verbal categories, viz. in subjunctive forms of Classes I 
and V, and in the present, subjunctive, and preterit forms of 
kausativum paradigms (but note that members of these classes that 
are media tantum quite often are exceptions to the exception, i.e., 
follow the basic rule). As will be argued in detail in the respective 
chapters, it is quite often conceivable that the initial accent is due to 
the loss of an additional initial syllable. On the other hand, there 
exists/once must have existed a number of both nominal and verbal 
forms such as, e.g., *pátärä > patär, *ænkäwæ1ä > e$ko1 (as opposed 
to *lätäwæ1ä > ltuwe1) and *prækäwa > prekwa that could not have 
lost any additional first or second syllable, and nevertheless bear the 
accent on the initial syllable, a fact that, strangely enough, so far has 
hardly even been mentioned in the literature.4 As for the forms that 
belong to the latter group, it strikes me that most of them have in 
common that the vowel of the initial syllable is a full vowel such as a 
or *æ > TB e, and that the vowel of the following, second syllable is, or 
was, (*)ä. Furthermore, it is quite remarkable that with respect to the 
1.sg. active forms of Class III preterits, which are expected to have 
ended in PT *-äwa, forms in -Cwa of the prekwa type abound, 
whereas all of the three forms in -Cuwa that I am aware of can be 
assigned to informal-style context. From this distribution I conclude 
that in the formal styles, forms of the shape (*)(C)ECä... originally bore 
the accent on the initial syllable quite regularly, whereas the informal 
styles had generalized the basic rule right from the start (*prækäwa, of 
course, should have resulted precisely in prekuwa). In historical times, 

                                                 
4 A TB accentuation scheme different from the basic rule and applied to PT 

*æ ... ä sequences has, however, already been assumed by Ringe, 1989a, 37f., 
on the occasion, but also only for the purpose, of explaining certain PPts such 
as yaitku, yairu, etc. 
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however, it seems that the basic rule had already gained much new 
territory within the formal styles also, e.g., in the very paradigm of the 
Class III preterits, where forms of the prekwa type in the 1.sg. are 
regularly paired together with, e.g., 3.pl. forms of the prekar type, 
which must go back to *prækärä with accent on the second syllable. 
Note further that in Tocharian A, full vowels in an initial syllable 
never show weakening (see below 1.4.). 

1.3.1. The verbal accent in forms with attached clitic pronouns 

As to be expected with regard to the basic accent rule, the clitic 
variants of the personal pronouns, by forming an accentual unit with 
preceding verbal forms, cause underlying disyllabic finite verb forms 
of Tocharian B to shift the accent onto the second syllable from the 
left5 (except when the latter belong to those marked categories with 
initial accent mentioned above).6 As for the pronouns of the 3.sg. -ne 
and 1.–3.pl. -me, which always end in a surfacing vowel, cf., e.g., the 
3.sg. Sub II sman-me (from sämäM-me) beside the (somewhat 
differently structured) 3.sg. sanmäM without clitic pronoun from the 
root käm- ‘come’, or the 3.sg. Prs II cäñcan-me from cä$k- ‘please’. 
Similarly structured subjunctive forms of Class I, however, have initial 
accent even if followed by such clitics, cf., e.g., the 3.sg. tekäM-me 
from täk- ‘touch’. Middle forms in °-(n/m)tär are, of course, usually 
too long to be subject to such a shift, but the forms of the copula ste 
and skente if suffixed indeed turn into star- and skentar-. Interestingly 
enough, the (*)-ä- of the ending is syncopated in the 3.sg. sem-nes 
(attested beside sema-ñ and semo < *semä) of the thematic preterit of 
käm- ‘come’, either as a result of Klingenschmitt’s rule (1994, 372 = 
2005, 403, fn. 107) or as a reflex of the patär rule discussed above. As 
for the clitic pronoun of the 1.sg. -ñ (< *-ñä), cf., e.g., the 3.sg. Prs I 
nesa-ñ from nes- be’, the 3.sg. Prs VIII plu1a-ñ from plu-, the 3.sg. Pt 
VI sema-ñ from käm- ‘come’, or the 3.sg. Sub V swa-ñ from suwa- ‘eat’. 
To my knowledge, no variants with o mobile are attested. As for -ñä 
in w1i-ñä in the metrical passage S 4 b 3, I assume that the 
preservation of -ä is in all probability due to the following particle nta, 
because this is a text in standard Tocharian B and preservation of -ä 

                                                 
5 At least from a descriptive point of view. W. Winter is of the opinion 

(p.c.) that clitics do not attract stress, but restore otherwise retracted stress. 
6 This means they do not attract word accent by themselves, as did, e.g., 

Latin -que in itaque, see Winter, 1993, 203 = 2005, 447. 
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instead of substitution by o mobile is unusual for such texts and what 
is more, neither -ä nor mobile -o should show up in the middle of a 
verse or colon at all (o mobile is usually confined to pada/colon-final 
position). There are no probative examples to be found for the 2.sg. 
clitic pronoun -c,7 which ended in (*)-ä as can be seen by attestations 
of preserved -cä or -co with o mobile. The 3.sg.act. oräñ-c from ar(- 
Antigv. ‘leave’, on the other hand, has initial accent because of its 
status as a Sub I form. 

1.4. VOWEL BALANCE AND RELATED PHENOMENA IN TOCHARIAN A 

Whereas the location of the accent in Tocharian B can be detected on 
the basis of the different renderings of /ä/ and /a/, no such device is 
available for establishing the synchronic accent rules of Tocharian A. 
Consequently, there are different views on the synchronic accent of 
Tocharian A. However, most scholars work with the hypothesis that 
the accent rules of pre-Tocharian A at least were the same as the ones 
found valid for Tocharian B, i.e., that one can reconstruct the accent 
system of Proto-Tocharian on the basis of Tocharian B alone. 

One thing that can be said about TA vowels in general is that there 
seems to be a manifest tendency to weaken or even delete vowels. On 
the one hand, *ä was generally deleted in open syllables, even if *ä 
functioned as the peak of an initial syllable in a PT disyllabic form (as, 
e.g., in TA ysar ‘blood’ from PT *yäsar). On the other hand, Late PT 
word-final vowels were generally deleted (except in PT mono-
syllables; TA snu ‘wives’ is maybe a reshaped *knu from PIE 
*qneHes). As a consequence, the active 1.sg. preterital ending TA -a 
and the active 3.sg. ending of the imperfect and some kinds of 
preterits must be due to contraction of two vowels, or to some 
lengthening to compensate for the loss of a former additional syllable. 
In contrast, word-final vowels resulting from PT diphthongs having a 
full vowel as first element were preserved in Tocharian A. 

Finally, Tocharian A was subject to a phenomenon usually referred 
to in English by the term “vowel balance” (based on the term 
“Vokalbalance” coined by the German manuals), or by “syncope” in 
the work of Werner Winter. This phenomenon consists of weakening 
of (*)-a- to -a-, and weakening of (*)-a- (which may have resulted from 
(*)-a- itself) to (*)-ä-, which then may even be deleted in an open 

                                                 
7 Note that word-final -c can show up as -s in the eastern and informal 

variants of Tocharian B, cf. Schmidt, 1986a, 642 and Peyrot, 2008, 77. 
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syllable.8 In disyllabic forms of Tocharian A (which usually resulted 
from PT forms with an additional final syllable) with a full vowel in 
the initial syllable, PT (*)-a-, if implementing the syllable peak of the 
second syllable, regularly turns into TA -a-, cf., e.g., the 3.pl. Pt I PT 
*takaræ > TA takar. In trisyllabic TA forms with a full vowel in the 
initial syllable and a full vowel in the third syllable, a PT (*)-a-, *-æ-, 
*-å- implementing the syllable peak of the second syllable was 
weakened to (*)-ä-, which was finally deleted in an open syllable, cf., 
e.g., the Late PT obl.sg. *pæ/aykantanä > TA pekäntaM, or the Late PT 
1.sg.mid. Prs IV *årt(t)åmar > TA artmar. No such weakening occurs 
when the trisyllabic form had an ä in the initial syllable, cf. the PT 
2.sg.mid. Pt I *kälpatay > TA kälpate. On the other hand, if the vowel 
of the initial syllable was a full vowel and the vowel of the third 
syllable an (*)-ä-, a PT *-a- implementing the peak of the second 
syllable was again weakened to TA -a-, and this -a- remained 
unchanged like any other TA -a- found in this position, cf., e.g., the 
Late PT 1.pl.mid. Pt I *pæ/aykamätæ > TA pekamät, the Late PT 
3.sg.mid. Prs IV *yåtåtär > TA yatatär, or the Late PT 1.pl. Prs I/II 
*næsæmäsä > TA nasamäs. In forms consisting of (at least) four 
syllables of the structures *(C)EC(C)E(C)Cä(C)CE- or 
*(C)EC(C)EC(C)aCV-, an (*)-a- in the second or third syllable 
respectively was also weakened to TA (*)-ä-, and was finally deleted 
in an open syllable. This is of relevance for the verbal abstracts in TA 
-lune from PT *-al-, and for the preterit participles in PT *-aw- such as 
Late PT *papaykaw- as well (cf. TA peklune, TA papeku). Preterit 
participles of the type TA kakmu most probably also show weakening 
and loss of a full vowel (in this case, PT *-æ-) that once stood in the 
second syllable, to judge from the equivalent forms of Tocharian B on 
the one hand, and the type TA nanku < *nanakäw- on the other hand. 
For vowel balance in general see TEB I, 45ff., § 11. As for forms that 
seem to violate the principles of vowel balance, most of those 
apparent exceptions can be neatly explained by assuming a PT proto-
form with an additional non-final syllable that was eventually lost in 
Tocharian A, see above all Winter, 1994, 401ff. = 2005, 450ff. Obvious 
examples of this kind are, e.g., the 1.sg. Pt I TA taka from PT *takawa 
and the 3.sg.mid. Pt III TA eMtsat from Late PT *ænkäsatæ. See also 

                                                 
8 A relic form showing weakening of *-a- to -ä- and yet preservation of that 

vowel in an open syllable is the m-Part TA kropnämaM, a variant of the 
regular TA kropnmaM from Akrop(- ‘gather’ attested once in a metrical 
passage. 
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Klingenschmitt, 1994, 314 = 2005, 356, fn. 6 on TA polkaMts ‘star or 
lightning’ < *på-läkantsa. On the other hand, TA -ant- instead of 
expected *-änt- in a lot of participial forms can be explained by 
analogical levelling, see chap. Prs Part. As for the treatment of PT full-
vowel diphthongs in the context of TA vowel balance (e.g., TA 
kaklyu1u with -u- vs. TA papeku with -e- instead of *-i-), see Peters 
2006, 333, fn. 14 with ref. Since in the context of vowel balance a full 
vowel never undergoes any kind of weakening in an initial syllable, it 
is rather safe to assume that in Tocharian A full vowels implementing 
the peak of an initial syllable in a word bore the accent. 

1.5. a-UMLAUT 

The Tocharian a-umlaut was detected by Winter, 1962a, 32f. = 1984, 
274 = 2005, 62f. By this umlaut a PT *æ is turned into TA/TB (*)a when 
a PT *a implemented the peak of the following syllable.9 It was treated 
in greater detail by Cowgill, 1967, 171ff.= 2006, 445ff., who was the 
first to notice that a-umlaut behaved like a sound law and was 
observed in all contexts in Tocharian B, whereas in Tocharian A a-
umlaut failed to occur in quite a lot of forms. In order to explain this 
discrepancy, by assuming that pre-Tocharian A may have had the 
very same accentuation rules as historical Tocharian B, Cowgill 
claimed that in pre-TA a-umlaut took place only in forms in which the 
syllable with the *a to trigger a-umlaut bore the accent. Adams, 1978a, 
449 basically subscribed to Cowgill’s conditioning, and further 
suggested as an amendment that any PT *æ-vowel resulting from pre-
PT *e was affected by a-umlaut regardless of the further context, and 
was thereby able to explain the TA imperfect forms of the type lyak as 
regular outcomes of PT *l’æka with unaccented *-a(-). Unfortunately, 
Cowgill’s rule still makes a lot of wrong predictions, even if one were 
willing to accept Adams’ amendment: on the one hand, a-umlaut 
occurred neither in PT *prætsakå (cf. TB pratsako/ TA pratsak ‘breast’) 
nor in PT *sælatæ (cf. TA salat ‘flying (animal)’), nor in all the active 
3.pl. Pt I forms of the type TA plawar (from PT *-æCaræ); on the other 
hand, a-umlaut also occurred in quite a lot of members of the one Pt I 

                                                 
9 Kümmel, 2009, 172ff. sets up a similar umlaut for PT *å by which a 

sequence PT *å ... a should turn to *a ... a (which he claims have “far-reaching 
consequence for historical grammar”); however, there is only counterevidence 
against and no good evidence in favor of such an umlaut rule. 
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subclass that constantly shows a non-palatalizing surface root vowel 
-a-, such as TA sparttu ‘turned’.10 

Since a-umlaut is essentially a kind of vowel assimilation, which 
typologically often occurs only sporadically, one may toy with the 
idea that it may not have behaved like a sound law at all, so that no 
further conditioning of a-umlaut could be detected at all. This said, it 
seems to me that in Tocharian A a-umlaut always occurred both in PT 
disyllabic forms (such as *l’æka, *spærtwa) and in PT trisyllabic forms 
of the structure *(C)æC(C)aC(C)a (such as *l’ækawa, *l’ækasta, 
*æknatsa); therefore, one may conclude that a-umlaut in pre-
Tocharian A had occurred by sound law precisely in these two 
contexts only. The plural forms of the active and middle paradigms 
and any 3.sg. form in a middle paradigm of the imperfect type *l’æka 
and of the Class I preterits of the type *spærtwa would then have to 
have their a-vowels by paradigmatic leveling, and PPts of both the 
type TA papeku and the type TA nanku would have to owe their TA 
-a- to analogical processes as well. There exist even some irregular 
forms such as the PPt TA kakrupu (attested beside TA kakropu, which 
shows an o parallel to the e of the TA papeku type) from Akrop(- 
‘gather’ which may lend support to such a view. 

1.6. UMLAUT LEADING TO TA/TB o 

PT *æ was turned into TA/TB o by two different kinds of umlaut that 
are usually called o-umlaut and u-umlaut: 

On the one hand, PT *æ became TA/TB o in forms in which the 
following syllable contained PT *å (see, above all, Adams, 1978a, 449; 
Hilmarsson, 1984, 143; 1986, 29ff.; Pinault, 1987a, 89ff.; Ringe, 1996, 
163, §67). Similarly, Early PT *äw from pre-PT *Ü and *ew(_C) turned 
to TA/TB o in the same context (as per Hilmarsson, 1986, 38-42). This 
kind of umlaut had little impact on verbal morphology with the 
exception of sosoyu from *sæsåy-. On the other hand, the u-umlaut 
that turned PT *æ into TA/TB o before a pre-PT and even Early PT *u 
in the following syllable is highly relevant for the verbal system, 

                                                 
10 Ringe, 1987a, 262 on the one hand follows Cowgill by assuming that a-

umlaut in TA “affected only unstressed” PT *æ, but then on the other hand 
concludes that TA pratsak, which did not undergo a-umlaut, “was accented 
on its initial syllable when a-umlaut occurred”. This would imply, of course, 
that pre-TA did not have the same accentuation rules as historical TB, in 
striking contrast to the basic assumption made by Cowgill. 
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because it possibly also worked with an Early PT *u that I think may 
have developed from a pre-PT *ä immediately after a labial stop, 
labiovelar, *m, and *w. By this umlaut rule one may derive AByok- 
‘drink’, the Sub I yonm-/ Ayom(- ‘reach’, the Sub I yop- and the TA Pt 
III yow- ‘enter’ from pre-PT *ekw+C-, *yom+C- (or *em+C-?), *yop+C- 
via *eKäC- etc. > Early PT *yækuC- etc. > *yokuC- etc. > Late PT 
*yokäC-,11 etc. This kind of umlaut could enable us to tell when a 
reduplicated PPt from a root with initial pre-PT *w- was formed from 
the zero grade of the root and when it was formed from a full grade, 
because zero-grade allomorph PT *wæwäC- should have first become 
*wæwuC-, then *wowuC-, and eventually by sound law TA woC- 
(and TB (*)oC-), whereas full-grade allomorphs *wæwæC- and 
*w’æw’äC- should, of course, not be affected by u-umlaut, and 
accordingly turn into TA waC- (and TB *weC- and *yeC-, respectively; 
as for the actually attested forms of Tocharian B such as ausu, which 
point to a former analogical preservation or rather reintroduction of 
the second syllable, see Ringe, 1989a, 35ff.).12 
                                                 

11 Note the remarkable absence of umlaut in wek / TA wak ‘voice, noise’ 
(suggesting that pre-PT *-woKä- had turned to *-wokä- by dissimilation). At a 
first glance, Jasanoff, 1992, 151, fn. 28 (yokäM “the lineal continuant of ... 
*hégwh-ti”) and Weiss, 1994, 92, fn. 5 seem to follow the same strategy, but to 
judge from Jasanoff, 1978, 32, § 25, the Jasanoff school rather thinks that pre-
PT *e, and only pre-PT *e but not also pre-PT *o, was rounded “before a labial 
or labialized consonant” (scil. one standing in syllable-final position), thereby 
following a suggestion of Jochem Schindler (cf. ibidem fn. 16: “The suggestion 
that these roots originally contained a long vowel is due to Schindler”, and 
note also Cowgill, 1967, 173 = 2006, 446: “In yäp- ‘enter’, yänm- ‘attain’, and 
wätk- ‘separate, decide’ the adjacent labial has umlauted *æ to o: yopäM, 
yonmäM, wotkäM ... kewu may have restored e analogically on account of 
kowu* ‘I will kill’”). However, also pre-PT *o must actually have been 
involved in Schindler’s rule, to judge from TB sompastär ‘deprives’, and since 
one has to reconstruct pre-PT *ä-vowels in front of verbal endings anyway, it 
is neither necessary nor economical to set up such a special rounding rule (to 
judge from 1ñor ‘sinew’ < PT *sn’æwur, Sub I forms such as kewu, rewät must 
indeed be analogical innovations, as already seen by Cowgill). 

12 Note, however, that in forms built from a root of the type wäT- such as 
wät-, TA woT- (as in 3.pl.act. Pt II TA wotar) may just be the result of pre-TA 
*wawT- from older pre-TA *wa-wäT- (from PT *w’æw’äT- or *wæwæT-) with 
analogically preserved, or reintroduced, root syllable. To be completely 
honest, we never can totally exclude that (pre-)TB *wo- and TA wo- are rather 
contraction products of a very archaic reduplicated structure PT *w(’)äw(’)æ- 
with the original reduplication vowel *(’)ä still preserved, and not replaced by 
*æ. 
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As for yet another kind of o-umlaut yielding TB o/ TA a that 
affected pre-PT *a and Late PT *a rather than preserved PT *æ, and 
which is of crucial importance for the diachronic analysis of present 
Classes III and IV, see the respective chapter on these present classes. 

1.7. FURTHER ASPECTS OF PALATALIZATION 

From what was written above one may guess that the results of pre-
PT *teC- etc. and pre-PT *täC- etc. were kept constantly distinct, viz. 
the first yielding palatalized TA/TB (*)cäC- etc. and the second TA/TB 
(*)täC- etc., whereas sequences involving consonants without 
palatalized counterpart such as pre-PT *peC-/*meC- and pre-PT 
*päC-/*mäC- merged completely, both resulting in TA/TB (*)päC-/ 
(*)mäC-. Quite to the contrary, however, there is now a widespread 
belief that only pre-PT *päC-/*mäC- turned out as TA/TB (*)päC-/ 
(*)mäC-, and that pre-PT *peC-/*meC- regularly resulted in TB piC- 
and miC-, even where the immediately following non-syllabic -C- did 
not have a palatal quality itself; see, e.g., Adams 1978a, 448, fn. 9 
(“PTch *yä appears as -i- (usually) in B and -ä- in A”, mentioning mit 
‘honey’ and °pirko/ TA °pärk ‘rising (of the sun)’ to be derived from 
“PTch *pyärko”); Katz, 1995, 162, fn. 30 (who is, however, rather 
skeptical himself); Ringe, 1996, 102, 105, 141; Winter, 1999, 270 (who 
nevertheless concedes that pareM ‘they carry’ could go back to PIE 
*beront by sound law, evidently because of the following back vowel 
*-o-). In favor of such a view one can put forth pis ‘five’ that clearly 
goes back to PIE *penKe (although it must be borne in mind that 
numerals quite often show irregular developments), and the 
synchronic i/ä-ablaut met in the 3.pl.act. pirsare vs. 3.sg.med. pärsate 
(from pärsa- ‘sprinkle’) that is best explained in terms of a pre-PT *e/ä-
ablaut (on which see chap. Pt I). In terms of phonology, PT *p’äC- > 
TB piC- also seems quite plausible, because in the informal and in the 
eastern varieties of Tocharian B a PT *-ä- could turn into -i- in any 
kind of palatal environment (see TEB I, 49, § 15,1b; Stumpf, 1990, 68ff., 
and most recently Peyrot, 2008, 55ff.). Unfortunately, at closer 
inspection things do not look so simple. First, there seem to be 
counterexamples such as the thematic stem pär- ‘carry, etc.’, evidently 
from PIE *ber-e/o-. According to Ringe, 1996, 105, -ä- is to be 
explained as the result of a morphologically conditioned 
depalatalization process (for which there is little other evidence, see 
Kim, 2006, 133f., and chap.s Sub II and Prs II), whereas Winter, 1999, 
270 preferred to derive pär- from a zero grade of the root. But in that 
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case one could hardly explain why pi- is also met in kauM-pirko (/ 
eastern kom-pirko 108 b 5) ‘sunrise’ (see the attestations in Winter, 
1988, 777 = 2005, 331) and pilko ‘gaze’, which both belong to the 
numerous abstracts in -o otherwise clearly based on active preterit I 
stems, notwithstanding the fact that the active 3.sg. forms of the Pt I 
paradigms of the respective roots for ‘rise’ and ‘look at’ are parka and 
palyka, respectively, that is, with surface -a- from (*)-ä- rather than 
with -i-. If -i- in these abstracts indeed points to proto-forms with pre-
PT *e, then parka and palyka are most likely to be derived from full-
grade forms as well (as per Klingenschmitt, 1982, 108f.; 1994, 314 = 
2005, 356, fn. 6: “parka ... < vorurtoch. *bhergh-0-t”).13 Even more 
obviously, both attested allomorphs -1pirtt- and 1partta11- from 
spartt(- ‘turn, behave, be’ must go back to the same preform PT 
*sp’ärt°. The preliminary conclusion then will be that for yet unknown 
reasons, PT *(s)p’äC- could result in both TB (1)piC- and TB (*)(1)päC-. 
In addition, we find the opposite distribution of i and ä in the pair 
pältakw/ TA piltäk ‘drop, dew’, so that we are further led to conclude 
that PT *p’äC- could yield both results päC- and piC- in Tocharian A 
as well. Second, in some cases TB -i- seems to result from a pre-PT 
vowel *ä in a completely non-palatalizing context, i.e., in wina 
‘pleasure’ and in the 3.pl. Pt I witare and 3.sg. Prs witär (both from 
wäta?- ‘fight’), because pre-PT *weC- was, of course, expected to result 
in TB *yäC-. Third, with respect to pilko and palyka, the paradigm of 
the Pt I of the respective root has the following forms in standard 
Tocharian B: 3.sg.act. palyka, 3.pl.act. pälykare,14 3.sg.med. pälkate. 
Hence, in this paradigm we find a consonantal variation -lyk-/-lk- 
rather than a synchronic ablaut -i-/-ä-. Nevertheless, precisely this 
variation is again best taken to reflect a former pre-PT ablaut *e/ä.15 
From this we clearly have to infer once more that PT *p’äC- could turn 

                                                 
13 Note further that pilto ‘leaf’ (for the -o see Schmidt, 1982, 363) is, 

according to Adams, DoT, 388 to be derived from a zero-grade proto-form 
*blH-t- (any full-grade variant from a root ending in a laryngeal is indeed 
expected to have yielded a different result). However, cognate OHG blat, etc. 
cannot be taken to be the lautgesetzlich outcome of a full-grade or zero-grade 
proto-form derived from a root with a final laryngeal either. 

14 There also exists an eastern variant 3.pl.act. pilykar. 
15 TB -lyk- is also met constantly in the Pt III of the antigrundverb of 

pälk(- ‘burn, torment’ (3.sg.act. pelyksa, 2.sg.med. palyksatai, PPt 
pepalykusai, pepälyko1). Since a pre-PT ablaut *o vs. *ä would not account for 
the -lyk-, one may think of a pre-PT Narten ablaut *e vs. *e. 
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out as both standard TB piC- and standard TB päC-.16 With respect to 
the palatalized -ly- that only shows up after pre-PT *e and is 
otherwise absent in pilko, pilto, and pile ‘wound’, one could speculate 
that two specific alternative outcomes of PT *p’äl- existed in standard 
Tocharian B, on the one hand pil-, and on the other hand (*)päly-.  

Forms reminiscent of TB (*)pälyk-, i.e., with a palatal ly in front of 
an otherwise non-palatalizing *ä or with root-final clusters of the 
structure *-C1’C2- in front of any kind of vowels, are rather frequently 
met in Tocharian A. Note above all the following Pt III forms:  
TA palyä1t from Apäl(- Antigv. ‘extinguish’; TA pyockäs from Apyutk- 
‘come into being’; TA plyocksa-m from Aplutk- ‘± arise’; TA lyockwa 
from Alutk(?- ‘make, turn into’; TA wackwa from Awätk(- Antigv. 
‘separate’ (note that the PPt had non-palatalized -tk-, to judge from TA 
watkurä1). At least in both TA plyock- and TA lyock-, the old root-
initial palatalization is preserved. At the same time, the root-initial 
palatalization must also have been shifted onto the *t that followed 
later in the form, i.e., PT *(p)l’æwtk- > pre-TA *(p)l’æwt’k-.17 There 

                                                 
16 It must be admitted that it is rather customary to assume for (*)pälyk- a 

liquid metathesis *plyäka- > *pälyka- (in the notation of the recent statement 
by Kim, 2004, 209, fn. 39), on the basis of evidence such as Greek flšgw. 
However, pilko, pelyksa, and maybe also the Sub V palkau rather point to a 
schwebeablaut occurring in the Tocharian preterital stem, i.e., pre-PT *belg- 
and *belg- contrasting with the PIE *bleg- found in the Greek present. On 
such a schwebeablaut opposition between present and aorist stems see, e.g., 
Peters, 1975, 41. Hackstein, 1995, 114, fn. 20 rather assumes analogy in the case 
of pelykwa, but note that we also have a form like plyawa next to 
pepälyworsa. 

17 One can also compare 1alype/ TA 1älyp ‘ointment’ (differently 
Klingenschmitt, 1975, 153 = 2005, 137, fn. 7; Ringe, 1996, 114). As for TA 
wackwa, TB responds with otkasa, from *wäwætk- without a palatalized root 
initial, according to Peters, forthc.; the PPt stem TA watk-, on the other hand, 
can easily be derived from *wæwætk-, so one may doubt that TA wack- is to 
be derived directly from a palatalized *w’äw(’)æt’k- < *w’äwætk-. I assume 
that a preform with such a lautgesetzlich outcome of a reduplicated structure 
may have been immediately turned into *wäwætk-. Pace Hilmarsson, 1990, 
110 and 112, I do not think that PIE reduplicated presents *si-sl-ye/o- and *se-
sol- could have turned into PT *1äsälyyä- and *1äsæl- with preserved word-
initial *1-, which are meant to explain the Sub II of the antigrundverb of säl(- 
‘fly’ 1ällatsi and related Pt I 1alla, respectively (for another explanation of 
these forms, see s.v. säl(- ‘fly’, and Malzahn, in print a). Maybe it is best to 
assume that in the active pre-TA Pt III paradigm of the root, irregular 
*wäwætk- was replaced with synchronically regular *w’ætk-, which later on 
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exists yet another form of Tocharian A which clearly shows that bare 
metathesis of palatalization could occur in this branch of Tocharian as 
well, i.e., a shift or transfer of the original word-initial palatalization to 
the right without preservation of the palatalization at the beginning of 
the word: from the grundverb of the root Akätk(- ‘cross, pass’, we 
actually find two different active 3.sg. forms of the preterit I, on the 
one hand TA stäk, which looks like the perfectly regular result of a 
regular proto-form *k’ätka, and on the other hand TA kcäk, evidently 
from *kät’ka, which can be explained as an outcome of the 
aforementioned *k’ätka by mere metathesis of palatalization.18 Such a 
metathesis of palatalization could occur as well within clusters 
consisting of two consonants. A development *-tk’- > *-t’k- can be 
observed in the TA Prs II forms 2.pl.act. TA kackäc and Ger I TA 
kackäl from Akatk- ‘rejoice, be glad’ (whereas *-tk’- yielded -cc- in 
related TB kacc-).19 A development *st’- > *s’t- is met in the TB archaic-
looking, irregular oppositional transitive 1.sg.act. Pt I 1/amawa from 
stäm(- ‘stand’ (whereas in the regular Pt II we find both sam- and 

                                                                                                        
may have turned either into *w’æt’k- or just into *wæt’k- (see immediately 
below); participial TA watk- then may rather come from pre-TA *w’æw’ätk-. 

18 See also Pinault, 2006, 106f., who prefers to explain the palatalization 
analogically. In my opinion, the case of TA kcäk/stäk militates against the 
claim by Ringe, 1996, 142 that the root-final palatalization found in TA forms 
such as pyockäs, plyockäs, and lyockäs first occurred just in TA s-preterits 
where the “initial consonants could no longer be distinctively palatalized” 
(that is, in forms such as pre-TA *w’ætk-, but not in forms such as pre-TA 
*(p)l’æwtk-, which according to Ringe had adopted the -ck- cluster very 
recently and secondarily), and had started out precisely as a device for 
making up for the lautgesetzlich loss of word-initial palatalization that had to 
affect initials such as *p’-, *py’-, and *w’- (but, of course, not *k’-). On the other 
hand, a shift of palatalization from the right to the left may best explain the 
aforementioned Sub II of the antigrundverb of säl(- ‘fly’ 1ällatsi and related Pt 
I 1alla, see Malzahn, in print a. Finally, PT *wä- could turn into pre-TB *w’ä- > 
*yä- where a sequence *-’äyæ followed later in the word, as is shown by the 
joint evidence of both y1iye ‘night’, which must go back to PT *wäs’æy < 
*wus’æy < *wäs’æy on the evidence of TA o1eM and o1eñi ‘at night’ from PT 
*æwus’æy°, and also yriye ‘male sheep’ from PT *wär’æy- based on a PIE 
hysterokinetically inflected *wrhén- (see also Peters, 2004, 434f., fn. 28 with an 
alternative solution).  

19 As for the remarkable fact that in TA roots in -tk it is merely the t that 
gets palatalized, Koller, 2008, 25ff. argues that this is due to the phonological 
template Tocharian A assigned to its roots, TA -k being phonologically treated 
as a root extension and not as part of the root. 
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scam-); finally, *tr’- regularly resulted in TB/TA tr-, though 
occasionally also in TA cr-, which may be also taken as a result of such 
a metathesis, i.e., of *tr’- > *t’r-. If such metatheses of palatalization did 
indeed take place, one may explain the presence of wi- in TB forms 
such as wina and witär by assuming that we are facing pre-PT full-
grade forms with a pre-PT root vowel *e, and that PT *w’äna and 
*w’ätär underwent a metathesis of palatalization of the type *C’VC > 
*CVyC, thereby turning into *wäyna and *wäytär. Furthermore, one 
may venture the idea that by a metathesis of almost the same kind, 
*-l’CaC- yielded -lCayC- in the otherwise enigmatic privative for-
mation TB empalkaitte.20 As a consequence, one may then finally 
guess that the lautgesetzlich result of *p’äC- and *m’äC- sequences 
was precisely TB/TA päC- and TB/TA mäC-, viz. in cases where 
neither shift nor metathesis of palatalization occurred. On the other 
hand, piC- and miC- may always be the outcome of *päyC- and 
*mäyC- sequences. These may have resulted from metatheses of the 
*C’äC- > *CäyC- kind as attested by TB wina and witär.21 The 
allomorph (*)päly(k)- can be taken as the result of either *p’äl’(k)- with 
shift and preservation of the palatalization at the same time (as in TA 
(p)lyock-), or of *päl’(k)- with shift/transfer only, i.e., with bare 
metathesis of palatalization (as in TA kcäk).22 In Tocharian B, *ts’äC- 

                                                 
20 There can be no doubt that a metathesis of such a kind has to be 

assumed for the TA ‘Prs III’ stem allomorph TA kare- ‘laugh’, clearly from 
*kær(ä)yæ- (r *kær’æ- < *pre-PT *Koreye/o-) still preserved in the TA Sub V 
3.sg.act. karya1, as per Jasanoff, 1978, 46. 

21 As for °pirko and pilto, I would not rule out the possibility that in the 
ancestors of these two forms *pä- was changed into *p’ä- by hypercorrection. I 
think there are at least two forms of Tocharian B with word-initial y- instead 
of expected *w- that may indeed be best explained as reflexes of proto-forms 
with a hypercorrect *w’-, i.e., ylaiñäkte ‘Indra’ (differently on this form Peters, 
2004a, 267, fn. 5), and yerkwanto ‘wheel’ (both morphological considerations 
and the combined evidence of the TA equivalent wärkänt and related TB 
orkäntai ‘back and forth, to and fro’ from PT *æwurkänt- < *ænwärk(w)änt- 
clearly militate in favor of a pre-PT *wärk(w)änto(s), which implies that the TB 
root vowel -e- and maybe even the -w- should be explained in terms of 
hypercorrection as well). 

22 As for Pt I piñña vs. pännate from pänna- ‘stretch’, which show the very 
same i/ä-ablaut that we meet in pirsare vs. pärsate, it must be borne in mind 
that there must have existed a pre-PT present stem *ponHweye/o- > PT 
*pænw’æ-/*pænw’yæ-, which could have helped to turn *-nwa into *-nw’a > 
pre-TB *-n(’)ya > -ñña, or could even have triggered such a change alone 
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evidently behaved exactly like *p’äC- and *m’äC-: on the one hand, 
there is Pt-II-related tsetstsarormeM with -tsar- most probably from 
PT *-ts’är-. On the other hand, tsiC- is found in both the 2.sg.med. Ipv 
III pätsilpar-ñ and in tsirauñe ‘strength’ (see Ringe, 1996, 148). Note 
that such shifts and metatheses quite often occur only sporadically 
and do not behave like sound laws, see, e.g., Peters, 1980, 316f., fn. 262 
on shifts and metatheses of aspiration in Ancient Greek. 

1.8. GEMINATION 

In both Tocharian A and B, we sometimes find examples of 
etymologically unexpected consonant gemination, most of which are 
found at very strong boundaries. 

1.8.1. Word-internal gemination at strong morpheme boundaries 

Word-internal gemination of a root-initial consonant is notably 
attested in reduplicated preterit participles after the reduplication 
vowel, in imperative forms after the imperative particle, and in 
compounds. The root tätta- ‘put’ is certainly a fossilized example of 
that very phenomenon: PT *täta- < PIE *di/e-d(o)- (on the etymology 
see Hackstein, 1995, 63, fn. 57, and Adams, DoT, 284). 

1.8.1.1.  The preterit participle 

Gemination of a root-initial consonant after the reduplication syllable 
is not so rare a phenomenon in the PPts of Tocharian A and B, but 
different preterit classes show different behavior. Gemination is rather 
regularly attested in PPts based on a kausativum preterit stem of 
Class II for initial c, s, 1, and ts in TB (e.g., sessarso1 from kärs(- Kaus. 
IV ‘make know(n)’, tsetstsarormeM from tsär(- Kaus. I ‘separate’). 
Most instances of geminated PPts outside Pt II concern forms from 
roots with initial k° like: kakkaccu and kakkaco1 from katk- ‘rejoice’ 
attested beside kakaccu even in the same text (107); PPt kakkarpau 
from karp(- ‘descend’ (THT 1680 b 1); PPt kekkärku (MQ) from kärk- 
‘bind’; PPt kakkraupau from kraup(- ‘gather’ (THT 1362 a 1). 
Gemination also shows up in derived absolutives like kakkarparmeM 
from karp(- ‘descend’ attested in THT 1327 (= TX 6) b 4, and also in 
                                                                                                        
(which then would have been a purely analogical change, and would not have 
presupposed an original initial *p’ä-). 
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kakkarpä11ormeM from the kausativum of the same root. Gemination 
is less often found in PPts from roots beginning with t° (tettinor from 
tina- ‘± defile oneself’). 

In Tocharian A, gemination of this kind is far less frequent than in 
Tocharian B, but at least gemination in front of a sonorant is attested 
by TA caccriku from the Pt II of Atrik(- Kaus. II ‘sin against’ and TA 
kakkñäññu from Akña-ññ- ‘± recognize’.  

1.8.1.2.  The imperative 

In the imperative, the root-initial consonant can be geminated after the 
imperative particle. TEB I, 234, § 422,3 called this phenomenon 
“Verschärfung des Wurzelanlauts”. Just as in the PPt, from forms 
belonging to classes other than Class II we have examples with root-
initial k° and t°, but then in addition also one with r°: 
2.sg. Ipv pokkaka, 2.pl. Ipv pokkakas from kaka- ‘call’ (all instances in 
TB showing the geminate; but cf. the non-geminated 2.pl.act. Ipv TA 
p1kaks-äM from Akaka- ‘call’); 2.pl.mid. Ipv pättasat ‘put!’ from tas- 
‘put’, similarly TA 2.sg.mid. Ipv pätstsar, and 2.pl.mid. Ipv TA 
pätstsac (both forms are only attested with geminates); 2.sg.mid. Ipv 
pärrittar ‘persist!’ from ritt(- ‘be attached’. This kind of gemination is 
attested in texts of all kinds and provenances. 

In some of the imperatives of Class II, which all belong to a 
kausativum paradigm and which are usually associated with a 
preterit of Class II, we also find gemination. Actually, initial c° here 
turns into -cc- even more consistently than in the PPt: 2.sg.act. Ipv 
päccauk from tuk- Kaus. I ‘hide’, 2.sg.act. Ipv päccapa from täp- 
‘proclaim’. 

From a diachronic point of view, the isolated 2.sg. Ipv pete shows 
the same phenomenon, according to Peters, 2004, 431, fn. 12, who 
claims pete is to be derived directly from pre-PT *po do (following the 
analysis by Hackstein, 2001, 17ff., who, however, reckoned with an 
analogical reshaping of †petse) via geminated *po ddo. 

1.8.1.3.  Compounds 

Klingenschmitt, 1994, 374 = 2005, 405 fn. 109 has a short list of forms 
showing gemination of initial consonants of second members of 
compounds, such as, e.g., wi-ppewänne ‘having two feet’ attested in 
PK AS 16.2 a 1 (Pinault, 1989a, 154). Judging from that list one may 
come to the conclusion that such gemination is mainly found in 
eastern texts (cf. ñikte-ññikte from 108 (S) and se ññisa from 107 (S), to 
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which Klingenschmitt refers as kind of a parallel). However, 
gemination in compounds is also attested in normal, non-informal 
style texts of non-eastern provenance, so that we cannot simply be 
dealing with an eastern, informal-style phenomenon.23 

1.8.1.4.  Diachrony 

Although we seem to deal with spontaneous gemination at first 
glance, efforts can be made, and indeed have been already made, to 
provide at least a part of these cases with a diachronic explanation. 
Schulze, 1924, 173 = Schulze, 1934, 247 has been the first to claim that 
the PPts of Tocharian go back to proto-forms with double 
reduplication such as “papapyutku”, but I do not think that this is a 
good idea even for the PPts that belong to Class II preterits, see chap 
PPt 14.2.2. As for the imperative forms, assuming the former presence 
of a reduplication syllable would often make excellent sense 
morphologically, but not phonologically, since a proto-form pre-TB 
*päcäcäpa with preserved *-cäcä- was expected to result either in 
standard TB *pcacpa or (via Klingenschmitt’s rule) *pac(c)pa, but not 
in the actually attested päccapa. Note that diachronically, sequences 
consisting of a non-lexical particle PT *pæ/*pä and a lexical verbal 
form could, and even should, be subsumed under the cases discussed 
below sub 1.8.2. As for the compounds, some examples such as tsamo-
ppilene ‘abscess or tumor wound’ may show a geminate that had 
resulted regularly from a former sequence pre-PT *-s+C-, see the 
strategy followed by Klingenschmitt, 1994, 349 = 2005, 385 and similar 
cases of gemination in compounds found in Greek; but of course one 
would not like to explain the case of the compounds differently from 
the case of the PPts, for which see chap. PPt 14.2.2. 

1.8.2. Gemination at word boundaries 

Gemination of word-initial consonants or word-final consonants is 
often attested with preceding and following non-lexical words, cf. the 
list in TEB I, 74, § 63f. In Tocharian A, this kind of sandhi phenomenon 
seems attested more often than in Tocharian B. Again, this kind of 
gemination is attested in texts of all variants and provenances of 
Tocharian B. Here, it is found above all after the negation ma, cf., e.g., 
ma ttsa, ma kkrake (334 b 9); the adverb snai, cf., e.g., snai kkaruM; the 

                                                 
23 To be sure, Klingenschmitt did not make such a claim. 
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relative pronoun 0ce, cf., e.g., 0ce 11ap, or se ññisa;24 the 
adverb/adjective po ‘all’, cf., e.g., po lläklenta; the conjunction entwe, 
cf., e.g., entwe kka. Note especially the postposition päst that itself 
ends in a consonant cluster and nevertheless can cause gemination of 
a following word initial, cf., e.g., päst ñña11i. On the other hand, a 
non-lexical word itself can also show gemination of its own final 
consonant, cf., e.g., ñiss erkatte or alekk ra (cf. TEB I, 74, § 63), and in 
addition show gemination of its own initial consonant even after 
lexical words, cf., e.g., weñenta cceMts or yatwesa 11ek (cf. TEB I, 74, § 
64). A similar case may be the gemination of the initial of an enclitic 
pronoun following a verbal form such as kana1äM-nne. 

As for Tocharian A, the postposition TA mosaM can cause 
gemination of the word-final consonant of a preceding lexical word, 
cf., e.g., TA akaliss mosaM (cf. TEB I, 74, § 63). Moreover, gemination 
at a word boundary can even be found in cases where two lexical 
words are involved, cf. TA pältsäkk arñantar (cf. TEB I, 74, § 63).  

Klingenschmitt, 1994, 349 = 2005, 385 claimed that in po lläklenta < 
pre-PT *pas luglonta geminate -ll- is just the preserved lautgesetzlich 
outcome of the underlying sequence *-s#l-. In a similar fashion (fn. 
69), he explained the geminate in the example TA oki ssasmuräs as 
preserved lautgesetzlich reflex of the former root initial TA s’t’- (from 
the root A1täm(- Kaus. I ‘put’). According to him, the Tocharian 
phenomenon of gemination at word boundaries had originated 
precisely in such cases. On the other hand, especially in Tocharian B 
we often find rather the opposite phenomenon, viz. instances of 
degemination at word boundaries, such as alyeksa instead of 
etymologically correct alyek ksa (cf. TEB I, 74, § 63, fn. 2), so that one 
could also toy with the idea that the gemination phenomenon was at 
least partly due to hypercorrection. As a matter of fact, somewhat 
similar processes can be found in other languages as well, such as the 
Italian Rafforzamento (or Raddoppiamento) Fonosintattico (see, e.g., 
Repetti, 1991, 307ff.; Loporcaro, 1997; Marotta, 2008, 237f.),25 and the 
sporadic word-final and word-initial gemination of Ancient Greek 
(see, e.g., Solmsen, 1901, 166, Anm.; West, 1967, 113 with ref.; this 

                                                 
24 For se as the informal-style variant of the relative pronoun 0se, cf. 

Stumpf, 1990, 68. 
25 “A strengthening that is observed after certain function words and after 

words with a final tonic vowel ... The process was historically triggered by the 
assimilation at word boundaries between an etymologically final consonant 
and a following initial consonant” (Marotta, l.c.). 
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feature of gemination is referred to by the term of ‘lengthening’ in 
Eben, 2004), but not any of these parallels have precisely the same 
restrictions as found in Tocharian B. Because of this, all in all I think it 
is best to assume that the whole process had spread from the more 
informal styles into the more formal styles, regardless of its possible 
further origin(s), and this I think will also hold for the gemination in 
PPts, as will be argued in chap. PPt 14.2.2. 

Especially in Tocharian A we sometimes find word-initial 
gemination in front of r, y, and w with no morpheme boundary 
involved at all, cf., e.g., TA kuppre beside kupre; see the examples in 
Klingenschmitt, 1994, 346f. = 2005, 383f., who rightly claimed that such 
sonorants and glides “in anderen Sprachen ebenfalls die Gemination 
vorausgehender Konsonanten bewirken können”; see the discussion 
in Méndez Dosuna, 1994, 114f.  

Even odder kinds of what seems to be word-internal spontaneous 
gemination can be met within Tocharian B, cf., e.g., -rkk- in the PPt 
tsetsärkko1 295 a 3 (MQ) from tsärk- ‘heat’ or the sequence -rtt- even 
rather regularly met in forms built from the root art(t)(- ‘love’. These 
geminates may have to do with the fact that in Tocharian B there 
existed already lautgesetzlich sequences -rtt- due to the sound law PT 
*-tw- > TB -tt-; but note that such writings are sporadically found also 
in both Ancient Greek inscriptions (see, e.g., Hermann, 1923, 112, 
118f.,122) and in the Rik-Pratisakhyas (see, e.g., Hock, 1991, 128f. with 
ref.). Even a gemination of the Latin littera type seems to be found in 
the 2.pl. Ipv cisso 108 a 2 and a 8 (S) from i- ‘go’, a variant of (p)ciso, 
itself a quite irregular outcome of what must have been pre-TB 
*päyäcäso. Since this form comes from an eastern text and from a 
manuscript that has many (other) informal and hypercorrect forms,26 
one may conclude that this kind of gemination is also some kind of 
progressive-style phenomenon that has to be viewed together with 
the tendency of these styles to simplify consonant clusters. 
 

                                                 
26 Such as kärstoca for kärstauca or hypercorrect 3.sg.mid. Opt tsälpauyträ 

for tsälpoyträ. 



CHAPTER TWO 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION INTO THE TOCHARIAN VERBAL SYSTEM 

2.1. THE GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES OF THE TOCHARIAN VERB 

As it seems, from any Tocharian verbal root there could be formed a 
present stem, a subjunctive stem, a preterit stem, an imperative stem, 
and a preterit participle. From the present stem there were built the 
indicative present and the imperfect, a gerundive and respective 
abstract, and further what I call nt-participle and m-participle. In 
Tocharian A, also the infinitive was formed from the present stem. 
From the subjunctive stem there were formed the subjunctive itself, 
the optative, and likewise a gerundive and a respective abstract, and, 
quite remarkably, the infinitive in Tocharian B. From the preterit stem 
only the finite preterit was built; similarly, the imperative stem only 
formed imperative forms. There are twelve present classes, ten 
subjunctive classes, eight preterit classes, and seven imperative classes 
to be kept distinct. In general, I follow the classifications as adopted 
by the Sieg school and used in the manuals TG, WTG, and TEB with 
only very few exceptions. As will be discussed in detail in the 
respective chapters, I prefer to call the present participles nt-participle 
and m-participle instead of “active” and “middle” present participles; 
I introduce a preterit Class 0 called “root preterit” which was labeled 
asigmatic s-preterit by the manuals (of the type TA lyokät); I altered 
the classification of nasal presents in Tocharian A, so that there is now 
a Class VII nasal present in Tocharian A as well, which is, however, 
descriptively different from the TB Class VII present; finally, I slightly 
altered assignments of imperative forms regarding Classes VI and VII.  

2.2. GRUNDVERB AND KAUSATIVUM 

The manuals basing themselves on the Sieg School also work with the 
concept of “Grundverb” opposed to “Kausativum”. Descriptively, 
many Tocharian verbal roots have two or even three different sets of 
paradigms, the second and third of which mostly (but not always) 
have a valency different from that of the first ones, and quite often 
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function as true causatives to the first ones. For a more detailed 
account and the relevant terminology I opted for, see chap. Valency. 

2.3. A-CHARACTER VS. NON-A-CHARACTER 

I define that a Tocharian root has A-character whenever it forms a 
subjunctive in stem-final PT *-a-, i.e., a Class V or VI subjunctive, 
basically following Hackstein, 1995, 16, fn. 3 (but differently 139); 
Winter, 1965 = 2005, 106ff.; Schmidt, 1982, 363ff.; see most recently 
Pinault, 2008, 575f.1 Having or not having A-character is a key 
property with respect to paradigmatic affiliation. In this study, I 
therefore consistently indicate whether a root has A-character or not. 
A-character is marked by a superscripted a after the root based on the 
practice of indicating se/ character of Sanskrit roots by a superscripted 
i (e.g., pälka- ‘see’). In contrast, roots not having such a superscripted a 
do not have A-character (e.g., pälk- ‘shine’). If it is uncertain whether a 
root has A-character or non-A-character, I indicate this fact by adding 
a superscripted question mark ? to the root final (e.g., Apewa?- ‘card’, 
for which A-character can be assumed but is not attested with 
certainty). Many roots have A-character in the grundverb, but lose it 
in the kausativum. These roots are marked by a superscripted ( (e.g., 
pälk(- ‘burn’). 

For what I think are the various sources of that root-final PT *-a-, 
see especially the chapter on Pt I.  

2.4. ABLAUT 

Tocharian has preserved the PIE principle of root ablaut fairly well in 
the verbal system, which cannot be said of the nominal system. The 
most remarkable ablaut feature of Tocharian is the creation of 
neological zero grades to roots of the structure PIE *ÇCey/w(C). See 
the discussion by Adams, 1978a, 446ff.; Penney, 1978, 74ff.; Ringe, 
1996, 135ff.; Hackstein, 1998, 228. According to these authors, beside 
and instead of the lautgesetzlich zero-grade ä < pre-PT *u, *i, a 
neological zero grade TB/TA i and TB/TA u was created via 
analogical introduction of the glides *y and *w into the lautgesetzlich 

                                                 
1 Marggraf, 1970, passim and Hilmarsson, 1991, 73ff. have a different 

concept of A-character, which, however, is completely arbitrary; see the 
discussion in chap. Sub I/V 18.4.3. 
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zero grades of the structure *Cä(C)-, evidently on the model of roots 
with the shape CeR(C)-: 
 
PIE Early PT Late PT TB TA 
*CoyC/*CiC, 
etc. 

*CæyC/*CäC *CæyC/*CäyC CaiC/CiC CeC/CiC 

*CowC/*CuC, 
etc. 

*CæwC/*CäC *CæwC/*CäwC CauC/CuC CoC/CuC 

*CoRC/*CRC, 
etc. 

*CæRC/*CäRC *CæRC/*CäRC CeRC/CäRC CaRC/CäRC 

 
Note, however, that this is not the only explanation to get to the 
historically attested forms. A reshaping of the kind *Ci(C)- > *Cäy(C)-, 
*Cu(C)- > *Cäw(C)-, based again on the model of *CäR(C)-, would also 
lead to the attested forms. As a matter of fact, it may even be easier to 
get from *Ci(C)- to *Cäy(C)- than from *C’ä(C)- with root-initial 
palatalization to *Cäy(C)- with no root-initial palatalization, but this 
argument is, of course, cogent only to scholars who, as I do, believe in 
a palatalizing quality of pre-PT, or PT, *i. Finally, it has to be pointed 
out that the evidence of the so-called u-umlaut, caused by the former 
presence of a short *u, which on its side could even have developed 
out of a pre-PT *ä standing after a labial, certainly does not militate in 
favor of an early sound law *u > *ä. Note finally that the roots mäsk- 
‘(ex)change’ and wätk(- ‘decide’ behave with respect to apophony 
precisely as any root of the (*)CäRC type. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE VERBAL ENDINGS 

3.1. THE PIE VERBAL ENDINGS 

As is well known, there is still much debate going on with respect to 
the setting up of a number of PIE verbal endings. Hopefully, the 
following list will not look too absurd to the majority of users. For 
simplicity’s sake, I deliberately omit here the dual endings. 

Primary endings 

“mi-Conjugation” 
Active 

 
 Athem. Them.  Athem. Them. 
1.sg.  *-mi *-o1 1.pl.  *-me/os(i) *-o-me/os(i) 
2.sg.  *-s(i) *-e-s(i) 2.pl.  *-tHe ± ne *-e-tHe ± ne 
3.sg.  *-ti *-e-ti 3.pl.  *-(e)nti *-o-nti 

 
Middle (I) 

 
 Athem. Them.  Athem. Them. 
1.sg.  *-H(e)y/r  *-o-H(e)y/r  1.pl.  *-me/osdH *-o-me/osdH 
2.sg.  *-soy/r  *-e-soy/r  2.pl.  *-dHwe/o ± y/r2 *-e-dHwe/o ± y/r 
3.sg.  *-toy/r *-e-toy/r 3.pl.  *-(e)ntoy/r  *-o-ntoy/r 

 

 

                                                 
1 Usually set up as *-o-H; see, most recently, Klingenschmitt, 2005a, 124; 

Tichy, 2006, 238, 240. 
2 As per Melchert, 1984, 26 (see now also Klingenschmitt, 2005a, 127, fn. 

34); usually the ending is reconstructed without the laryngeal; see esp. 
Jasanoff, 2003, 48.  
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Secondary endings 

Active 
 

 Athem. Them.  Athem. Them. 
1.sg. *-m *-o-m 1.pl.  *-me/o *-o-me/o 
2.sg. *-s *-e-s 2.pl.  *-te  *-e-te  
3.sg. *-t *-e-t 3.pl.  *-(e)nt  *-o-nt  

 
Middle (I) 

 
 Athem. Them.  Athem. Them. 
1.sg.  *-H(e) *-o-He 1.pl.  *-me/odH *-o-me/odH 
2.sg.  *-so  *-e-so  2.pl.  *-dHwe/o *-e-dHwe/o 
3.sg.  *-to *-e-to 3.pl.  *-(e)nto3  *-o-nto  

Endings of the He-conjugation (Middle II/active perfect) 

1.sg.  *-He(y/r) 1.pl.  ? 
2.sg.  *-tHe(y/r)/*-tHas4  2.pl.  *-(H)e? 
3.sg.  *-e/o(y/r) 3.pl.  *-r(s)/*-èr(s)/*-ro(y/r) 

 
The Tocharian verbal endings as a whole have recently been discussed 
by Cavoto, 2004, 227ff. A principal stand was made by Adams, 1993, 
20ff., who assumed that the present/subjunctive endings in general go 
back to the PIE primary ending set. Like Winter, 1990a, 16ff. = 2005, 
377ff., Adams suggests that the final *-i of the primary endings could 
have been truncated “facultatively”, so that variants came into being 
that looked like secondary endings, and that further after the loss of 
final *-t, Tocharian ended up with a “long” and “short” ending set. 
According to Adams, in the end Tocharian B generalized the “short” 
forms, and Tocharian A the longer ones, with the exception of the 3.pl. 
active where Tocharian A preserved both variants. 
 
 
 

                                                 
3 *-ntro according to Klingenschmitt, 2005a, 122, 128 (see also Jasanoff, 

2003, 52ff.). 
4 There is no compelling Celtic evidence in favor of *-tHes; see McCone, 

2006, 140. 
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3.2. THE ENDINGS OF THE PRESENT AND SUBJUNCTIVE STEMS 

Active 
 

 Athematic Thematic 
 TB TA TB TA 
1.sg. -u, -m -m -8/-au -am 
2.sg. -t(o) -t ’-t(o) ’-t 
3.sg. -M -1 ’-äM ’-ä1 
1.pl. -m(o) -mäs -em(o) -amäs 
2.pl. -cer -c ’-cer ’-c 
3.pl. -M -iñc/-i -eM -eñc/-e 

 
Middle 

 
 Athematic Thematic 
 TB TA TB TA 
1.sg. -mar -mar -emar -amar 
2.sg. -tar -tar ’-tar ’-tar 
3.sg. -tär -tär ’-tär ’-tär 
1.pl. -mtär -mtär -em(n)tär -amtär 
2.pl. -tär -cär ’-tär ’-cär 
3.pl. -ntär -ntär -entär -antär 

3.2.1. Active 

3.2.1.1. 1.sg. active  

In Tocharian B the athematic ending is /-äw/ (written (-u)) after non-
syllabics (cf. ayu ‘I give’), and “/w/ after non-thematic vowel (cf. 
karau ‘I will gather’)”, as per Winter, 1990a, 15 = 2005, 376, i.e., the 
second element of a diphthong *-aw > /-aw/ (written (-au)) in the 
subjunctive and present Classes V and VI. The thematic ending of the 
present and subjunctive is written -ew, -8 in old manuscripts, and -au 
in standard Tocharian B.5 Note that the thematic variant, i.e., -au could 
be introduced into athematic stems (e.g., 1.sg. Prs nes8/nesau ‘I am’), 
which is a development also attested for other persons of basically 
athematic stems. An exceptional 1.sg. active present ending -m 

                                                 
5 -8 is confined to the oldest manuscripts; see Stumpf, 1990, 80 with fn. 47 

and Peyrot, 2008, 42 (cf., e.g., lkask8 in the paleographically archaic 
manuscript Kucha 0187 (= Or.8212/1379) a 1, on which see Malzahn, 2007a, 
268). 
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appears in the monosyllable yam ‘I go’. This -m is also the normal 
1.sg. active ending of the imperfect and, respectively, optative. 1.sg. 
optative forms in -im usually have the accent on the -i-, thereby 
attesting to the former existence of word-final *-ä (e.g., yamim from 
yam- ‘do’), but unlike in the case of the similarly structured 2.sg. 
active ending -t < -tä, no variants with o mobile or preserved final *-ä 
are attested for the -m of the 1. singular. Tocharian A has the ending 
TA -m in all categories and classes without exception. 

TB/TA -m most certainly derives from PIE *-mi. On the other 
hand, there are a lot of different views about the source of the w/u-
element in Tocharian B, cf., e.g., the statement by Hackstein, 1995, 
151f., fn. 7 that its derivation “bleibt m. E. eine offene Frage”. For 
earlier approaches, see VW II/2, 261. 

Derivation of TB -u from PIE *-o was at first proposed by Pedersen, 
1941, 141, followed by Lane, 1976, 140ff.; van Brock, 1977, 78ff.; Pinault, 
1989, 153f.; 1994, 130ff.; 2008, 620; Ringe, 1996, 89. Since a word-final 
PIE *-o# in general turned at first into Late pre-PT/Early PT *-Ü# 
(causing the so-called u-umlaut) before it was finally lost in both 
languages, one would have to assume that the verbal ending was 
irregularly preserved due to its morphological function (as already 
pointed out by Hilmarsson, 1986, 47f.; 1988a, 514). In addition, one 
would, of course, also have to assume that TB -u, /-w/ had 
secondarily spread to the athematic verbal categories.  

Other scholars suggested that TB -u somehow derived from pre-PT 
*-wi or *-wa, most of them thinking that the *-w-element had originated 
in the domain of the PIE active perfect and therefore also had to do 
with the preterit ending of the 1.sg. PT *-wa (for which see below 
3.3.1.1); see VW II/2, 261 (followed by Adams, 1988a, 52ff., but note 
the later objections made in Adams, 1993, 22f. with fn. 16); Pinault, 
1989, 153 and 2008, 620 (trying to connect TB -u with Luwian -wi); and 
above all G. Schmidt, 1995, 68ff. (esp. 71), who after having pointed 
out that the 2.sg. active Prs/Sub ending TB/TA -t clearly seems to 
derive from an active perfect ending, and that the Sub I and V forms 
clearly seem to derive from perfect forms, concluded that “die nur an 
idg. Pf.-Endungen bzw. toch. Prt.-Endungen anknüpfbaren Prs.- und 
Konj.-Endungen 2. sg. AB -t, 1. sg. B -u über den Konj. ins Prs. gelangt 
sein [werden]”. 

Finally, there is the strategy to derive TB -u from PIE *-m(i) by 
some kind of lenition. Actually, lenition of *-m(-) > -u/w(-) was at first 
proposed by Sieg/Siegling, apud TochSprR(A), VI, fn. 2, and argued in 
detail by Couvreur, 1938, 243ff.; see also Couvreur, 1947a, 55, § 93; 
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Pinault, 1989, 153; 2008, 620; Adams, 1993, 22f.; in addition, 
Klingenschmitt, 1994, 405ff. = 2005, 430ff. assumed that lenition and 
preservation of *-m(-) were a matter of word length. According to this 
author, the pre-PT ending *-mi resulted by sound law in PT *-mä 
whenever it formed part of a disyllabic form, and was turned by 
sound law into PT *-wä in polysyllabic forms, “ä nach w” then being 
subject to early loss, and -m tending to being generalized in Tocharian 
A. For the assumption of a development *-mi > *-(ä)mi > *-(ä)w 
(“nicht *-(ä)wä”) > -(ä)w/-u, see most recently Peters, 2004, 434. 

Finally, Winter, 1990a, 15ff. = 2005, 376ff. derived -8 and -u from 
PIE *-om and *-m by claiming the development *-Vm > *Vw to have 
been confined to the context of following ñ, which he said could be 
supplied by the 1.sg. pronoun ñis (followed by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 64; 
but see the objections by Adams, 1993, 17). 

Summing up, I think one would very much like to derive TB -u, 
/-w/ from (pre-)PT *-mi, but since it would be completely arbitrary to 
assume an early reduction *-wä > *-w, one will have to resort to the 
morphologically second best solution, i.e., to derive it from (pre-)PT 
word-final *-m. As a matter of fact, such an analysis would tally nicely 
with the two facts that -au also functions as genuine preterit ending 
(of Pt Class VI) and that at least also the TB present/subjunctive 
ending of the 3.pl. active has to be derived from a (pre-)PT ending 
devoid of final *-i, see below 3.2.1.6. 

3.2.1.2. 2.sg. active 

The 2.sg. active ending is -t in Tocharian A, and this is also the usual 
outcome in Tocharian B. However, there the accent still shows that the 
ending had the former structure (*)-tä, and the final (*)-ä is still 
reflected by some writings with so-called o mobile (cf. Krause, 1951, 
151, fn. 21; TEB I, 255, § 455,3); it is even still written -ä in some 
manuscripts with archaic ductus: cf. 2.sg. yamästä ‘you do’ in 295 b 6 
(pada-final position), 2.sg. Imp 1aitä ‘you were’ in 273 b 5 (pada-final 
position). On the other hand, in a letter, i.e., an informal-style 
document, kept by the Museum in Ürümqi edited by Schmidt, 1997, 
235f., we have now the 2.sg. Prs aista-ne and 2.sg. Sub aita-ne showing 
an “auffällig[en] ... Sproßvokal”. The same allomorph is now also 
attested in THT 1178 a 1: lare nesta-ñ twe • “you are dear to me”. 
Since the input to all these forms is expected to have been trisyllabic 
PT *næsätä-, etc., the output to be expected was, of course, TB *nest-ñ, 
etc. There indeed exist quite a lot of 2.sg. active forms followed by a 
clitic which also have a monosyllabic surfacing stem in front of the 
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ending and show the expected syncope of the *-ä- that followed the 
desinence-initial (*)-t-.6 Most probably we are dealing here with a 
special feature of the informal styles, in which (as a result of a deletion 
of a morpheme boundary, which is quite typical a feature of informal 
styles) the underlying form of the 2.sg. Prs of nes- may always have 
been disyllabic PT *næstä rather than trisyllabic PT *næsätä. 

According to many scholars, (*)-tä is to be derived from the PIE 
Middle II/perfect ending *-tHa (see, e.g., Krause, 1951, 151f.; TEB I, 
258, § 462,1; VW II/2, 261ff.; Pinault, 1989, 154; Adams, 1993, 20). There 
is, however, the problem that PIE *a was expected to result in PT *-a, 
as has indeed been the case in the respective preterit ending *-sta, as 
already pointed out by Pedersen, 1944, 5. The claim that TB/TA -t is 
“lautgesetzlich aus idg. *-tH2a entstanden” (as per G. Schmidt, 1985, 74 
with further ref.) is by now completely outdated. On the other hand, 
many scholars as early as Meillet, who was first followed by Pedersen, 
1944, 5 and Couvreur, 1947a, 55, § 93, assumed some kind of influence 
from an enclitic pronoun *tÜ (which means that they either derive 
(*)-tä directly from such a *tÜ or assume an original sequence 
*-ta+*tÜ): see Cowgill, 1985, 104f. = 2006, 73; Adams, 1988, 17; 1993, 19, 
fn. 7; Winter, 1990a, 27f.; Klingenschmitt, 1994, 409 = 2005, 434; 
Hackstein, 2001, 24f.; Pinault, 2008, 620. Differently, Peters, 2004, 438, 
fn. 40 proposes irregular weakening of (of course unaccented) pre-PT 
*-a > PT *-a in an ending; see also Hackstein, 2004a, 289.7 

There is, of course, the further problem that one does not expect a 
Middle II/perfect ending to show up in active present/subjunctive 
paradigms. This problem has been explicitly addressed by G. Schmidt, 
1995, 71 (see above sub 3.2.1.1), and can, of course, easily be solved 
within the general framework of Jay Jasanoff. Note, however, the fact 
that in archaic Greek poetry the old perfect ending -sqa can perfectly 
well act as a primary ending, which is probably owed to the fact that 
for the di- and polysyllabic present and subjunctive stems of Greek no 
ending *-si was available, which may also have been true for pre-PT. 

                                                 
6 west-mesca ‘you say to me’ in 273 b 3 (MQ, metrical); went-mesca ‘you 

will say to us/them’ in St. 42.2.1 a 3 (MQ, metrical; see Malzahn, 2007a, 268); 
yust-me ‘you turn towards me’ in 273 b 3 (MQ, metrical) from *yuwästä-me 
(cf. yuwäst with analogically restored *-wä- in KVac 30 b 2). Whether prek1tañ 
in 351 a 3 is another example of accented -tä- is difficult to judge. swat-ne in H 
149.add 123 a 2 (thus WTG, 294) is not relevant here, because one has to read 
tuwe swat ta[M] • (Broomhead I, 294; Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 157). 

7 It is possible that the same kind of weakening in a final syllable is also 
met in some Sub V forms with -ä- instead of *-a-; see chap. Sub I/V 18.2.1. 
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3.2.1.3. 3.sg. active 

Tocharian A and B show different present/subjunctive endings in the 
3.sg. active, viz. TA -1, TB -M. At least at first glance, it seems these 
two endings cannot go back to any common proto-form or to any 
proto-form plausibly reconstructed for PIE at all. 

Until recently, a popular theory derived both TB -M and TA -1 
from two different enclitic pronouns or particles required to have 
been attached to 3.sg. active forms ending in pre-PT *-t (and not *-ti). 
Such a solution has been at first proposed by Meillet in Lévi/Meillet, 
1912, 8; see the ref. in VW II/2, 264. As for Tocharian B, Adams, 1988a, 
56 reckons with a sentence particle *nu (objections by Winter, 1990a, 
18f. = 2005, 379f., who rather opts for pronominal *no “in subject 
function”; see also the later defense by Adams, 1993, 16ff. and 26f.); 
similarly, Pinault, 1989, 154 compares the adverb *nu ‘now’ (Gk. nûn, 
etc.). For the assumption of a pronominal particle see beside Winter, 
1990a, 19 = 2005, 380 also Klingenschmitt, 1994, 409 = 2005, 434. 
Differently, TEB I, 258f., § 463,1 speculated about deriving the 3.sg. 
forms from 3.pl. forms, and similarly Lane, 1976, 152 assumed 
substitution of thematic 3.sg. *-e-t by *-e-nt after thematic 3.pl. *-o-nt. 
Again differently, Peters, 2004, 435ff., resorts to the principle of 
hypercorrection, taking as his starting point the verbum 
substantivum. Peters reckons that word-final nasals were lost earlier 
in the informal styles than in the formal ones, so that in a frequent 
verb (*)-n may have started to vary with -ø even in the standard forms 
of the 3. plural, and based on such a variation in the plural he says a 
nasal could be introduced hypercorrectly into the 3. singular as well.  

As for the derivation of the TA ending, Krause, 1951, 155ff. (and 
WTG, 200; TEB I, 259, § 463,1) proposed a merger of the 3. with the 
2.sg. resulting in a generalization of the 2.sg. *-si, but for the 
typological parallels invoked by Krause, see rather Ross/Crossland, 
1954, 112ff., who argue that all of these alleged parallels have to be 
explained otherwise. Just like in the case of Tocharian B, derivation 
from a particle (*-si vel sim.) has also been assumed for TA -1, e.g., by 
Pinault, 1989, 154, and even analogical introduction from the s-present 
was advocated by Levet, 1991, 168 (which is completely ad hoc). In 
1987, however, Jasanoff, 1987, 110f. and Klingenschmitt, 1987, 188 = 
2005, 266, fn. 64 (also 1994, 409 = 2005, 434) independently proposed 
two different phonological developments by both of which PIE 
*-ti/*-di would eventually turn into PT *-1(ä). Jasanoff/ 
Klingenschmitt were then followed by Hackstein, most recently in 
2007, 134 (with new evidence in favor of such an outcome of pre-PT 
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*-ti) and Peters, 2004, 435. In contrast, Pinault, 2006a, 268ff.; 2008, 620 
does not accept a sound law *-Vti# > -1, and instead sets up a sound 
law of progressive palatalization *-eT# > *-ä1, which would also 
explain the TA ending directly (for Tocharian B he still works with a 
particle *nä). Jasanoff, 1987, 111, fn. 44 even toys with the idea that -1 
was analogically turned into *-n1 in both languages, and that this 
ending finally resulted in TB -M on the one hand and TA -1 on the 
other hand, cf. the parallel development *-Vns# > TB -M and TA -s in 
the obliquus plural, as per Gippert, 1987, 25ff. The advantage of such a 
scenario is, of course, the possibility to derive the seemingly 
completely different endings of the two languages from one single 
common ancestor form. However, if one would not like to opt for 
Jasanoff’s explanation, it would again be inevitable to assume (as 
already in the case of the 1.sg., see above 3.2.1.1) that the TB ending 
was the outcome of a (pre-)PT ending devoid of primary *-i; see for a 
general discussion below sub 3.2.1.6. 

Finally, there can be no doubt that in the TB 3.sg. active forms of 
the optative (which otherwise simply shows Prs/Sub endings), the 
irregular zero ending is to be derived from bare secondary *-t (-i from 
pre-PT *-i-t, and -oy from pre-PT *-ay-t). In this very special case the 
use of PIE *-t devoid of final *-i does not cause us trouble at all, 
because it can be taken for an archaism even inherited from PIE. In 
Tocharian A, the endings of the optative forms are always the same as 
the ones found in the present and subjunctive forms. 

3.2.1.4. 1.pl. active 

It is usually assumed that TA -mäs goes back to a primary ending 
with attached *-i PIE *-mesi;8 on the other hand, TB -m(o) is certainly 
to be derived from i-less PIE *-me or *-mes (which would have 

                                                 
8 See, however, the ample discussion of the phonological aspects in 

Malzahn, 2007, 241, fn. 15. In contrast, Pinault, 2006a, 270 does not believe that 
*-si should have yielded -1, and therefore can derive TA -mäs directly from 
*-mesi. Pinault actually made a quite excellent case for pre-PT *si > PT *sä 
(without palatalization) by pointing to TB esale, TA asäl ‘post’, the (*)-ä- of 
which cannot, of course, go back neither to pre-PT *-e- nor pre-PT *-u-. 
Whoever would nevertheless not like to join Pinault in his conclusion, would 
have to resort to assuming that the (*)-ä- in the ‘post’ word does not derive 
from any PIE vowel at all, but from a prop vowel *-ä- that had developed 
within an *-sl- cluster in (pre-)PT. 
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yielded TA †-m); see TEB I, 259, § 465; VW II/2, 266ff.; Pinault, 1989, 
154; 2008, 621; Klingenschmitt, 1994, 410 = 2005, 434. 

3.2.1.5. 2.pl. active 

Tocharian B shows -cer as 2.pl. active ending, Tocharian A has -c, and 
the latter can smoothly be derived from PIE *-te, cf. TEB I, 259, § 466; 
VW II/2, 268f.; Pinault, 1989, 54; 2008, 621; Klingenschmitt, 1994, 410 = 
2005, 434f. On the other hand, TB -cer can only be derived from *-cær 
< *-t’e + r(V) from PIE *-te. The *-e of *-te e *-te has either been 
explained in terms of a sound law (thus Lane, 1976, 135), a 
“rhythmische Dehnung” (thus Klingenschmitt, 1994, 410 = 2005, 434), 
and analogy (thus Van Windekens, VW II/2, 269 with ref.); note 
especially Tichy, 2000, 85: “Auslautendes *-e in den Sekundär-
endungen der 1. Dual sowie der 1. und 2. Plural wurde wohl unter 
dem Akzent [...] zu *-e gelängt”. As for the added r-element, it is 
traditionally assumed that it was transferred from the middle r-
endings, though it is not easy to see why such a transfer to an active 
ending should have been made at all. Pinault, 1989, 154 therefore 
refers to the particle TB ra ‘aussi’, while Peters, 2004, 438f., fn. 41 
reckons with hypercorrection. 

3.2.1.6. 3.pl. active 

Tocharian B shows consistently -M, Tocharian A has two sets of 3.pl. 
active present/subjunctive endings: one with final -ñc, and another 
lacking that final -ñc. Usually, TB -M is derived from PIE secondary 
*-(e/o)nt, and TA -ñc from PIE primary *-(e/o)nti (see Pedersen, 1941, 
143f.; TEB I, 259, § 467; VW II/2, 269ff.). As for the short variants of TA 
lacking final -ñc that end in mere -e or -i (the instances of which have 
been collected by Hilmarsson, 1989, 124f.), most of them are attested in 
the Berlin MSN manuscript, whereas such forms only very rarely 
show up in other manuscripts, as was already pointed out in TG, 326, 
§ 412; see now Itkin, 2002, 14.9 Since those short variants are usually 
only found when followed by an enclitic pronoun,10 Itkin rightly 

                                                 
9 Itkin, 2002, passim also discusses other features of the MSN manuscript 

not shared by any other TA manuscripts suggesting that it really stands apart 
from the rest (as actually already noticed by Sieg/Siegling in TochSprR(A), 
VIII) and hence showing that in contrast to the communis opinio, “differences 
do exist between texts written in Tocharian A”. 

10 This fact clearly militates strongly against the claim made by Cowgill, 
1985, 104f. = 2006, 73 that the longer forms go back to proto-forms “containing 
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concludes that this has indeed been the original domain of them. Of 
course one would then like to make the further guess that 
diachronically, the short variants developed out of the longer ones by 
mere truncation, and should not be traced back to PIE or (pre-)PT 
proto-forms other than the ones to be set up for the longer ones in 
-ñc.11 

There is then no problem in deriving TA -ñc from PIE > (pre-)PT 
*-nti,12 and TB -M from (pre-)PT *-nt. The latter derivation tallies 
nicely with the facts that TB -eM can indeed also function 
synchronically as a preterit ending (viz. of Pt VI),13 and that the TB 
active present/subjunctive endings of all of the other persons 
(including most notably the 1.sg. and the 3.sg.) are to be derived from 
(pre-)PT proto-forms devoid of final *-i as well. The latter fact is, of 
course, surprising, because it is hard to find any morphosyntactic 
reason why Tocharian B (in contrast to Tocharian A) should have 
used the PIE secondary endings as present endings (NB in the active 
only) rather than the PIE primary ones. I therefore like to side with 
Adams, 1993, 20ff. and the other scholars who like him14 prefer to 
derive the TB endings (NB: not the TA endings) from a (pre-)PT set of 

                                                                                                        
a further pronominal or other element, conceivably the same as in A 3rd sg. 
-1”.  

11 Compare the situation with the 3.pl. active Pt endings discussed below 
sub 3.3.1.6.; there can be little doubt that TB -ar used in front of enclitics arose 
by weakening of PT *-aræ in this same context. But of course one cannot 
completely exclude in theory that in the same position in front of enclitics 
morphologically older forms have been preserved. As a matter of fact, many 
scholars assumed that the short endings of TA were somewhat more 
original/archaic than or at least as original/archaic as the longer ones, among 
them Kortlandt, 1979 = 2007, 5 (who wanted to derive them from a PIE 3.pl. 
ending *-o); Cowgill, 1985, 104f. = 2006, 73, 548 (claiming pre-PT *-nti > PT *-n 
> TB -M/ pre-TA *-y following Szemerényi); Hilmarsson, 1989, 124f.; Pinault, 
2008, 621; see also Ringe, 1990, 233f., fn. 40; 1996, 76ff.  

12 Of course, PIE *hwihkmti ‘twenty’ resulted in TA wiki devoid of final 
-ñc and looking like one of those short variants of the 3.pl. active Prs/Sub 
forms, but it is well known that numerals tend to undergo irregular sound 
change. 

13 As a matter of fact, the Cowgill/Ringe school claims that pre-PT *-nt 
even if found after a short vowel would not have led to TB -M, but would 
have vanished completely (see most recently Kim, 2001, 121, fn. 5 and against 
this claim, Peters, 2004, 436, fn. 35). 

14 For instances, Peters, 2004, 435ff., who, however, did not include here 
the 1.sg. ending /-w/. 
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endings devoid of final *-i which itself did not derive from the PIE 
secondary endings, but from a (pre-)PT outcome of the PIE primary 
endings showing irregular truncation of final *-i, maybe originally 
only to be found in the paradigm of the verbum substantivum.15 

3.2.2. Middle 

As mark of the non-preterit middle endings, Tocharian has 
generalized a final r-element through the whole paradigm.16 

3.2.2.1. 1.sg. middle 

In both languages the ending goes back to PT *-mar. The -m- as part of 
a 1. singular ending is unproblematic; the element -ar has been 
compared with *-or of Celtic and Italic, see Watkins, 1969, 191 with 
ref.; similarly about a PIE 1.sg.mid. ending PIE *-or, G. Schmidt, 1977, 
107, fn. 105, but see later G. Schmidt, 1982, 349, fn. 45. Pinault, 1989, 
155 sets up *-ma + *-r(i), with *-ma < *-m-H (mere *-H apparently 
presupposed by Ved. -i, but see Jasanoff, 2003, 47 with ref.) or, 
alternatively, *-m-He. Likewise Klingenschmitt, 1994, 406 = 2005, 431 
fn. 163; 2005a, 126, fn. 32. works with “Umbildung von uridg. *-Ha”, 
and similarly also Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 55 by setting up *m(e)-He ± 
ri. 

3.2.2.2. 2.sg. middle  

In both languages the ending goes back to PT *-tar. We are apparently 
dealing with the PIE Middle II ending *-tHe > *-ta enlarged by the 
ubiquitous middle r-element, cf. Jasanoff, 2003, 47. There is nothing 
wrong, of course, with *-tHe being used in a middle ending, but in 
theory, *-tar could also have been coined quite recently on the basis of 
the following analogical proportion: *-mä : *-tä :: *-mar : x, x = *-tar. 

                                                 
15 As per Peters, 2004, 439. Parallels for such an irregular treatment of final 

*-nti would be provided by ikäM ‘twenty’ (and somehow, of course, also by 
TA wiki and the TA short variants of the 3.pl. active Prs/Sub endings), and as 
per Hackstein, 2007, 135 with fn. 9, also by the ablative ending -meM. 

16 On the question of the middle element r, see basically Watkins, 1969, 
174ff.; Jasanoff, 1977, 159ff. and 2003, 46; Klingenschmitt, 1994, 410 = 2005, 
434f.; 2005a, 122ff. At least in Tocharian, there is no evidence for an original 
final vowel *-i. 
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3.2.2.3. 3.sg. middle 

Both languages show the ending -tär/-trä. As for the alternation of -tär 
and -trä (-tr in sandhi before vowels), there is no obvious 
distributional pattern to be found; see Peyrot, 2008, 61 with fn. 55, who 
has been the most recent scholar to assume that we have to do here 
with “a marginal phoneme /r/”. From a diachronic point of view, we 
expect *-tor as preform (rather than the *-tro advocated by Pedersen, 
1941, 154), which should, of course, develop into PT *-tær. Therefore, 
some scholars proposed to set up either an ending *-tr (G. Schmidt, 
1977, 96f. with ref.) or *-tri (Jasanoff, 1977, 161ff., followed by, e.g., 
Pinault, 1989, 155, but now given up by both Jasanoff, 2003, 46 and 
Pinault, 2008, 622f.), while others assumed a weakening process PIE *o 
e *ä in posttonic context, e.g., van Brock, 1978, 227ff.; most recently 
Peters, 2004, 438, fn. 40 with ref. (who also objects to Ringe’s 
assumption, 1996, 86f. of *-tor > *-tur). See also the ref. in VW II/2, 
274f. 

3.2.2.4. 1.pl. middle 

Peyrot, 2008, 155ff. shows that the older TB ending is -mtär/-mträ (= 
TA -mtär/trä) and that the TB variant given as -mttär by the manuals 
should in fact rather be read -mntär. The latter is confined to the 
informal/eastern variety of Tocharian B (or later language, as 
preferred by Peyrot), while it never shows up in archaic texts. While 
both readings -mttär and -mntär are paleographically possible, Peyrot 
argues cogently that we have here an informal-style, i.e., progressive 
sound change mt > mnt parallel to mc > mñc and mk > m$k.  

For the etymology, see the overview in VW II/2, 276. There can be 
little doubt that the ending goes back to PIE *-medh (with the 
ubiquitous -r of the middle Prs/Sub endings added secondarily), -är 
instead of expected (*)-ar being due either to analogical reshaping or 
irregular weakening of a PT full vowel as also assumed for the 2.sg. 
active and the 3.sg. and 3.pl. middle endings of the present/ 
subjunctive ending set. 

3.2.2.5. 2.pl. middle 

The two languages clearly differ: Tocharian B shows -tär/-trä, 
Tocharian A -cär.17 These endings are certainly the respective preterit 
= imperative endings TB -t, TA -c with the ubiquitous -r of the middle 

                                                 
17 There does not seem to exist a variant TA †-crä, cf. TG, 326, § 411. 
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present/subjunctive endings added. As for the further etymology, see 
the overview in VW II/2, 277. The easiest way to account for the 
difference with respect to palatalization would be to assume that in 
pre-Tocharian B, a PT ending *-t’ä became secondarily depalatalized 
under the analogical influence of the many other middle endings 
starting with, or at least consisting of, a non-palatal (*)-t-. As for that 
PT *-t’ä, one would like to derive it from the PIE middle ending of the 
2.pl. that evidently started with a *-d- which was possibly followed 
by a *-w- (as has been done by Cowgill, 1974, 559 = 2006, 39 and 
Jasanoff, 1977, 160), and not from the 2.pl. active ending PIE *-te/*-te, 
as has also been done before (but note that according to Jasanoff, 2003, 
48 the *-d- of the middle ending was analogically replaced by *-t- in 
both Anatolian and Tocharian). Pinault, 1989, 156 and 2008, 624 
derived TB *-tä from a Sievers variant *-duwe > *PT *-täw’ä > pre-TB 
*-täyä, which seems to require irregular phonological development; as 
for TA -c, Pinault in 2008 suggested analogical influence from the 2.pl. 
active ending of the present/subjunctive ending set (somewhat 
differently, Pinault in 1989 derived TA -c from a middle ending *-de 
lacking *-w-; see on Pinault, 1989 also Cavoto, 2004, 246f.). 

3.2.2.6. 3.pl. middle 

TB/TA -ntär/-nträ has to be seen together with the respective 3. 
singular -tär/-trä; for possible explanations see above 3.2.2.3. 

3.3. THE ENDINGS OF THE PRETERIT(/IMPERFECT) STEMS 

In Tocharian A, with a few exceptions the imperfect uses the ending 
set of the preterit, while the Tocharian B imperfect has preserved the 
optative endings, which are basically the ones of the present/ 
subjunctive ending set (with the general exception of the 3.sg. active). 
The synchronically irregular and rarely attested Class VI preterit (< 
thematic inflection) is not treated here, but in chap. Pt VI in detail. 

Active 
 a-inflection non-a-inflection 
 TB  TA TB TA 
1.sg. -àwa -a, -awa -wa -wa/-u 
2.sg. -àsta -a1t -asta -ä1t 
3.sg. -a -ø/-a-M -sa -äs/-sa-m 
1.pl. -àm -amäs -am -mäs 
2.pl. -às(o) -as -as/-so — 
3.pl. -àre -ar -ar -är 
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Middle 

 
 a-inflection non-a-inflection 
 TB TA TB TA 
1.sg. -àmai -e/-awe -mai -e/-we 
2.sg. -àtai -ate -tai -te 
3.sg. -àte -at -te -t 
1.pl. -àm(n)te -amät -m(n)te -mät 
2.pl. -at -ac — -c 
3.pl. -ànte -ant -nte -nt 

3.3.1. Active 

3.3.1.1. 1.sg. active 

Especially in Tocharian A different variants are attested: 
 

 TB TA 
Pt I -awa -a 
Pt II -awa -awa/-a 
Pt III -wa/-uwa -wa/-u 
Pt IV -àwa -awa 
Pt V -awa -a 
Imp  -awa/-a 

 
Krause, 1955a, 138 claims that the “regellos” variation of active TA -a 
and TA -awa (and middle TA -e and TA -awe) to be found in the TA 
imperfect18 is due to the fact that the formation of the imperfect from 
the present stem is an innovation; similarly Winter, 1965a, 206f. = 
1984, 173f. = 2005, 132f. As a general rule, Winter, l.c., states that TA -a 
turns up with a-stems, TA -wa with consonantal stems, and 
exceptions from that basic rule such as the 1.sg. Pt II TA sasmawa-m 
or the 1.sg. Pt IV TA laläk1awa are to be explained analogically, viz. 
by assuming a regular contraction of *-awa to TA -a, onto which -wa 
(which was itself an innovated allomorph; see below) was again 
added. Winter, 1991, 54 = 2005, 431; 1994, 404 = 2005, 453 has further 

                                                 
18 To be sure, we have just one instance of the active ending TA -a (TA 

spartw1a) vs. three certain attestations of TA -awa (TA 1mawa, ko1awa, 
klyosäM1awa); in the middle, we have one single attestation of TA -e (TA 
wläM1e) vs. two of TA -awe (TA mäncawe, wläM1awe); note that the variants 
TA wläM1e and TA wläM1awe are even attested in the very same manuscript. 
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shown that the lack of vowel weakening by vowel balance in forms 
such as the 1.sg. Pt I TA taka ‘I was’ is due to the former disyllabic 
structure of the ending -a < *-awa. For the assumption of a 
contraction, see already Couvreur, 1947a, 56, § 95, and the ref. by Van 
Windekens in VW II/2, 280 (who, however, rejects it), and also 
Þórhalsdóttir, 1988, 201.  

In Tocharian B, we have an ending variant -uwa in the 1.sg.act. Pt 
III, as was seen by Schmidt, 1985, 433f., who assumed that this is “the 
older variant”, even though it is just attested in texts that show 
influence of the informal styles; however, that does not necessarily 
speak against the assumption of an archaism, see chap.s Sound Laws 
1.3. and Pt III 9.1.1. There it will become clear that the suggestion by 
G. Schmidt, 1985, 59, fn. 31 of a “falsche Neuauflage von Sievers’ 
Gesetz?” is unfounded.  

As for the Pt III ending in Tocharian A, TA -wa is, of course, not 
the regular outcome of PT *-äwa, but an analogical form,19 whereas 
the expected ending TA -u is also attested, as was shown by 
Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 52ff. = Winter, 2005, 436ff. Note that most 
examples of TA -u are either morphologically irregular in some other 
aspects as well (see chap. Pt III for the details), or are forms of high 
frequency such as TA campu ‘I was able’ attested beside 1.sg. TA 
camwa, i.e., it seems that the more archaic ending was precisely 
preserved in frequent forms or in forms detached from the average Pt 
III stem formation. 

The w-element of the Tocharian ending is generally connected 
with the w-element showing up in some perfect forms from other 
branches, as first done by Meillet, 1930, 183 = 1977, 266; see the ref. in 
VW II/2, 280 and the lengthy discussion by G. Schmidt, 1985, 53ff. G. 
Schmidt adheres to the explanation of that *-w- as a deictic element, 
whereas Winter, 1965a, 209 = 1984, 175f. = 2005, 134 believes in a glide 
*-w- developing between root-final *-o from *-oH and the endings of 
the 1.sg. *-He and the 3.sg. *-e in perfects made from roots in *-eH; 
similarly Hackstein, 2002a, 229f., fn. 71. Differently, Jasanoff, 1988, 66 
rather derives PT *-wa directly from a *-Hu he says could have 
resulted from the familiar 1.sg. ending *-He by sound law in certain 
contexts (hereby followed by Pinault, 1989, 157f.); cf. now also 

                                                 
19 Winter rightly claimed that TA -wa could have been triggered by an 

analogical proportion -e : -we :: -a : x, x = -wa. G. Schmidt, 1985, 60 was quite 
wrong arguing that it is rather the middle ending TA -we that was 
analogically created; see below 3.3.2.1. 
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Jasanoff, 2003, 175f.: *-oH-He > *-oHu > *-ow e *-ow + *-a eventually 
“resegmented as *-o-wa”. On the other hand, Klingenschmitt, 1994, 407 
= 2005, 432 claims that PT *-wa is an inner-Tocharian creation based 
on the analogical proportion 2.sg. Prs *-tä : 1.sg. Prs *-mä :: 2.sg. Pt *-ta 
: x, x = 1.sg. Pt *-ma. 

But if it is correct that pre-PT *-m- could finally turn into PT *-w- 
within verbal endings just by (more or less irregular) sound change, 
one may, of course, feel free to derive PT *-wa from a Middle I = 
Middle II ending *-m-He of the Greek -mai and -m§n type. Note that 
most of the other Tocharian active Pt endings clearly derive from the 
Middle II/perfect ending set, with the 3.pl. ending pre-PT *-ro by its 
*-o clearly looking like a middle ending rather than like an (active) 
perfect ending (see above all Ringe, 1990, 199f.; Jasanoff, 2003, 32f., 
51ff.; Tremblay, 2006, esp. 267). Note furthermore that some archaic-
looking Pt III forms of Tocharian A show the zero grade of the root 
precisely in the singular active — of course within athematic 
paradigms, one should expect the zero grade of a root/stem to show 
up only in singular active forms of a middle paradigm (see chap. Pt III 
9.1.4).  

3.3.1.2. 2.sg. active 

TA -1t and TB -sta go back to PT *-sta, which was as early as Petersen, 
1933, 28f. compared with the Hittite 2.sg. preterit ending -išta (and the 
Latin 2.sg. perfect -isti), see the ref. in VW II/2, 281 and for a detailed 
list of possible comparanda from other branches G. Schmidt, 1985, 
84ff. To be sure, Hitt. -išta has been claimed to be an inner-Anatolian 
creation, see now Jasanoff, 2003, 119 and Kloekhorst, 2008, 802 (each 
with a different scenario). It is generally assumed that PT *-sta is 
ultimately based on PIE *-tHa. Krause, 1951, 152ff. assumed a cross 
between *-tHa and “die alte Sekundärendung -s des Aorists”, 
followed by TEB I, § 462 and Pinault, 1989, 158. Ringe, 1990, 209f. and 
Klingenschmitt, 1994, 409 = 2005, 434 both seem to derive the *-s- of 
this ending from a (classical) sigmatic aorist, although not very 
explicitly. Again differently, Jasanoff, 2003, 176 assumes that the -s- 
was owed to the PIE sound law *-TT- > -TsT-, i.e., originated in roots 
ending in a dental. 

3.3.1.3. 3.sg. active  

The 3.sg. of the a-preterit inflection has what seems to be a zero 
ending, i.e., mere stem-final (*)-a in both languages; a similar zero 
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ending appears in the 3.sg. optative/imperfect in Tocharian B, and 
only in the latter case we can be sure that the zero ending derives 
from PIE *-t. In the Class III s-preterit, on the other hand, we have TB 
-sa and TA -äs/-sa-+clitic, which is to be derived from PT *-sa.20 It is 
obvious that the final *-a was not original here, see chap. Pt III in 
detail. 

3.3.1.4. 1.pl. active 

The 1.pl. active endings of the preterit are the same as the ones of the 
respective endings of the present/subjunctive in both languages; note, 
however, that the two languages have two different endings. The only 
(slight) difference between preterit and present/subjunctive is that in 
the TB preterit no variants with o mobile are attested, though it is 
difficult to judge whether this is just due to coincidence or not. To be 
sure, the TB accent as in the 1.pl.act. Pt I karpam still attests to a 
former trisyllabic form *karpámä. 

3.3.1.5. 2.pl. active 

The ending of the 2.pl. active of both languages was *-s- followed by a 
vowel that had various different outcomes: pre-TB *-ä, TA zero, but 
also TB -o and TA -u, see below 3.4.1.2. and 3.4.2.1. on the Ipv. The 
imperatives of the 2.pl. have in general the same endings as the 
respective Pt forms, but it is remarkable that in the 2.pl. of the active 
imperative of Tocharian B, the variant with final -o is not confined at 
all to the usual o-mobile contexts, i.e., metrical passages, and that this 
only holds to a lesser degree for the respective preterit variant. The 
2.pl.act. Pt I klyau1aso ‘you heard’ is attested in pada-final position, 
i.e., in a regular o-mobile position, whereas lyakaso ‘you saw (?)’ in H 
149.add 134 (= IOL Toch 178) b 8 is attested sentence-initially in what 
looks like a prose passage, but it cannot be excluded that the form is 
an imperative instead of a preterit in the first place. The second 
attestation of the latter form in 625 a 6 is without context. On the other 
hand, three 2.pl.act. Pt I forms are attested without final o (though 
with the accent on the -a- attesting to a former trisyllabic structure: 
cämpyas, takas, srukas). There is no respective 2.pl.act. attested in the 
TB preterit of Class II, while the s-preterit has once a form maitas (= 

                                                 
20 To be more precise, PT *-sa after vowels and PT *-äsa after non-syllabics, 

as shown by Winter, 1994, 406 = 2005, 455 (see in detail chap. Pt III 9.1.1.). 
Consequently, the speculations by Levet, 1991, 163ff. do now lack their basis. 
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maitäs) ‘you set out’ and once a form lautso ‘you removed’, and lautso 
comes from a prose passage (431 b 2, MQ); in the preterit Class IV one 
can restore a 2.pl.act. yam1a(so) ‘you made’ in a metrical passage (42 a 
3; colon-final); the Pt V 2.pl.act. wñas ‘you said’ also comes from a 
metrical passage (12 b 4), and the same is true for the Pt VI latso ‘you 
went out’ (colon-internal). 

Note that there is a difference in Tocharian A between the Pt I 
where we find TA -as and TA -as with regular weakening by vowel 
balance as in TA kotas, and the corresponding Ipv I where we have 
TA -äs. 

As for the origin of PT *-sV, a number of analogical explanations 
and connections with otherwise not so clear material from other 
branches has been put forward, see the older literature in VW II/2, 
283ff.; for the latter strategy see also Adams, 1993a, 29ff., who 
compared the 2.pl. perfect future Osc.-U. -uso, and the speculation by 
G. Schmidt, 1995, 91, fn. 157 about a “numerusindifferentes Zeichen 
idg. *-s- der 2. Person”. Klingenschmitt, 1994, 410 = 2005, 435 assumes 
that *-sV goes back to *-s-e (“Unterbleiben der Palatalisierung 
analogisch nach *-sta < *-stHa”), *-s-e being a combination of the 
original PIE 2.pl.act. perfect ending and the s-aorist suffix; see also 
Petersen, 1933, 28; Cavoto, 2004, 245f.; Pinault, 2008, 627. Again 
differently, Peters, 2004, 438, fn. 40 starts with *-so assuming the same 
kind of reduction *æ > *ä in posttonic syllables as he says is found in 
the endings of the 3.sg./pl.mid. present (see above), and the 3.pl.act. 
preterit (see below). Recently, Kloekhorst, 2008a, 498 has connected 
the s-element with that of Hitt. 2.pl. Prs -šteni, Pt -šten claiming it to 
have been originally restricted to the ¦i-conjugation. See further the 
diachronic discussion in chap. Ipv 37.8., where the ending will be 
derived from pre-PT *-sas. 

3.3.1.6. 3.pl. active 

In the TB Class I preterit and preterit classes that inflect like the Class I 
preterit we have TB -are (respectively -are when the accent is on the 
root syllable), whereas in the Class III preterit we find -ar (always 
bearing the accent), and -är in MQ-character texts. On the other hand, 
the Class III ending can secondarily acquire a final -e, while the a-
ending -are, respectively -are, can lose the final -e. As is argued in 
detail in the respective chapters on the preterit stem classes (see also 
Peyrot, 2008, 132ff.), Pt III -are seems to be a feature of the informal 
/eastern variety of Tocharian B. On the other hand, loss of final -e is 
especially often attested before a following clitic (not confined to 
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informal/eastern texts): we have attestations from Classes I, IV, and V 
for this case, e.g., the 3.pl. Pt V weñare-nes (S) beside weñar-mes (S). 
However, loss of final -e is also attested without following clitic in 
3.pl. Pt I forms, and the latter instances seem to be confined to 
informal/eastern documents, so that one will no doubt assume loss as 
a result of weakening or even apocope for these phonologically more 
progressive varieties. The fact that the informal styles could lose the 
final -e in the Pt I ending may then also ultimately be the reason for 
introducing -e into the 3.pl. ending of the Class III preterit, i.e., this 
may be another case of hypercorrection.21 

Tocharian A shows -ar in Classes I, II, and V, but -är in Class III, so 
that one can set up PT *-aræ as ending of the a-classes and PT *-ärä 
with final *ä (as per Winter, 1989, 114ff. and Ringe, 1990, 197f.) for Pt 
III.  

As for the etymology of PT *-aræ and PT *-ärä, Ringe, 1990, 197ff. 
rightly pointed out the problems met with the traditional explanations 
referred to in VW II/2, 285f. Since pre-PT *-ro would look like a 
middle and not like a perfect ending, and since pre-PT *-re/*-ri/*-ru 
would hardly lead anywhere, he followed Cowgill’s suggestion (p.c.) 
that PT *-ræ derived from pre-PT *-ront, and PT *-rä from pre-PT 
*-rnt, with zero-grade variant *-rnt reflecting the origin of Pt III in an 
acrostatic paradigm (i.e., the classical s-aorist); a bit differently Pinault, 
2008, 627f.; see the discussion above 3.1.1.6. According to Peters, 2004, 
436, fn. 35 and 438, fn. 40, *-ärä can be derived from unaccented PIE 
*-ro with *o showing the same posttonic weakening to *ä that can also 
be assumed for the 3.sg./pl.mid. Prs/Sub -(n)tär (see above), whereas 
3.pl. Pt I -are he says can be derived from an accented variant *-ró. 

3.3.2. Middle 

3.3.2.1. 1.sg. middle  

The endings of the 1.sg. middle at first glance seem to differ quite 
considerably in the two languages. Tocharian B has -mai and 
Tocharian A has the variants -e and -we, the latter being confined to 
TA Pt 0 yamwe and the imperfect where -awe has to be as secondary 
as the respective active ending -awa; see above 3.3.1.1. The 
resemblance of TB -mai to Gk. -mai is, of course, striking at first glance 
(see, e.g., TEB I, 260, § 468,2 and the ref. in VW II/2, 289f.), but Lane, 
                                                 

21 The 3.pl. forms prautkar and rotkär-ne are again to be explained 
differently; see the discussion in chap. Pt I 7.2.1.1. 
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1976, 144f. argued that judging by TA -e the PT ending had rather 
been *-ay, and that the m-element of Tocharian B could have just 
recently been introduced from the 1.sg. present ending *-mi. As a 
matter of fact, pace Pinault, 2008, 629 the distribution of the two TA 
endings (-e only found with stems ending in -a-, -we found in the 
archaic Pt 0) clearly points to the conclusion that -e is always 
contracted from pre-TA *-away, and that in pre-TA there had just 
been one single respective ending, viz. *-way (as per Schmidt/Winter, 
1992, 55 and most recently Cavoto, 2004, 236f.), which is an almost 
perfect match for TB -mai, since in Tocharian A, *-m- could have easily 
be replaced by *-w- either as a result of sound change or under the 
analogical influence of the *-w- found in the respective active ending. 
There is another problem with PT *-may, because one does not expect 
final *-y in a preterit ending and no final *-y in any middle ending of a 
branch that had otherwise clearly -r as a marker of primary middle 
endings in use. Of course, the same problem is met in the 2.sg.mid. 
ending TB -tai, TA -te < PT *-tay, which looks like the PIE Middle 
II/perfect ending of the 2.sg. *-tHa + the primary ending marker *-i. 
According to Jasanoff, 1977, 169, Tocharian could use pre-PT *-may 
and *-tay as preterit endings precisely because in the present/ 
subjunctive of the middle Tocharian made regularly use of the *-r in 
order to mark the endings as primary ones, so that the old primary 
endings in *-ay became free to carry other functions and eventually 
became “confined to non-present function”. Pinault, 2008, 629f. objects 
to this explanation and suggests we have to start with a post-PIE 
ending *-(H)aHam, which according to him would have led first to 
*-aHan, then to *-an, and eventually to “*-ai”. But note that according 
to Schumacher, 2007, 274, the 3.pl. ending of the Old Albanian aorist is 
to be derived from a primary middle ending PIE *-ntoy, which would 
furnish an almost perfect parallel, and that Phrygian is said to have 
3.sg. preterit forms in -toy, such as edatoy (see most recently Brixhe, 
2004, 53f.). Of course, for all these languages one may assume that 
they once had a middle perfect with primary endings in *-y, and that 
still in prehistorical times the middle perfect had fused with the aorist. 

3.3.2.2. 2.sg. middle 

TB -tai and TA -te apparently go back to PT *-tay, which seems to 
consist of *-ta < PIE 2.sg. *-tHa and of the same problematic “primary” 
marker *-i that is also attested in the 1.sg.mid. preterit *-may, see the 
discussion above. Whatever the correct explanation for *-may is, one 
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can always make the claim for Toch. 2.sg. middle endings starting 
with -t- that they were creations ex nihilo ultimately based on the 2.sg. 
active Prs/Sub ending *-tä; see above 3.2.2.2. 

3.3.2.3. 3.sg. middle 

TB -te, TA -t < PT *-tæ clearly go back to the regular PIE secondary 
ending of Middle I *-to (see the ref. in VW II/2, 291). 

3.3.2.4. 1.pl. middle 

TB -mte and TA -mät most likely go back to PIE *-medH > *-mäta, 
with the final *-a replaced by *-æ under the analogical influence of the 
3.sg. and 3.pl., hence *-mätæ; cf. VW II/2, 291f. and Pinault, 1989, 159f.; 
2008, 629. On the TB ending variant -mnte (not †-mtte) see above sub 
1.pl.mid. of the Prs/Sub and Peyrot, 2008, 155ff. 

3.3.2.5. 2.pl. middle  

For the 2.pl. middle see above 3.2.2.5.  

3.3.2.6. 3.pl. middle 

TB -nte and TA -nt clearly go back to PT *-ntæ, which can neatly be 
derived from the regular PIE ending of Middle I *-nto (see the ref. in 
VW II/2, 293f.). 

3.4. THE ENDINGS OF THE IMPERATIVE STEMS 

The e-imperative forms and the synchronically irregular Class VII as 
well as the paradigms of the Class IV and V imperative forms are 
discussed in detail in chap. Ipv and not in this one. 
 

 TB TA TB TA TB TA 
 Class I Class II Class III 
2.sg.act. -a -ø, 

-ø-ñi 
-a, 
-ø 

-ø, 
-a-ñi 

-ø, 
-sa 

-ø, 
-a-m 

2.pl.act. -as(o) -äs -as(o) -äs -so -äs 
2.sg.mid. -ar -ar -ar -ar -sar -sar 
2.pl.mid. -at -ac -at -ac -sat -sac 
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3.4.1. Active 

3.4.1.1. 2.sg. active 

The ending of the 2.sg. active of the Class I and II imperative in 
Tocharian B is (*)-a, i.e., what looks like the mere stem with a zero 
ending. This tallies with the fact that in the imperative it is the 2. 
person that is the unmarked one (see, e.g., Watkins, 1969, 119f. with 
ref.). This (*)-a is once lost in a Class II Ipv (päccauk ‘hide!’), which is 
certainly an informal-style variant. On the other hand, the 2.sg. active 
of the Class III imperative is usually endingless with the one seeming 
exception of pe$ksa, which I will argue in chap. Ipv 37.3. is to be taken 
for a truncated middle form in *-sar. Another irregular endingless 
2.sg. Class I imperative form is TA pä1tak-ñi ‘be!’, which lacks the 
stem-final -a- one should have expected to be preserved. But since we 
are no doubt dealing with a form of high frequency, irregular 
truncation (as actually also met in other forms of the paradigm) can be 
assumed with some certainty. 

3.4.1.2. 2.pl. active 

The plural forms of the Tocharian imperative in general seem to show 
the same endings as the respective preterit forms. However, the 2.pl. 
active of the TB imperative often ends in -o even in prose texts, i.e., in 
contexts where o mobile does usually not show up at all. This is 
especially true for the Class III Ipv, for which indeed only forms 
ending in -so are attested. Only one single such prose form ending in 
-o can be adduced for the respective preterit, so it seems that the 
occurrence of -o was rather original with the imperative, from where it 
may have spread into the preterit. Tocharian A also has a peculiarity 
in showing TA -äs instead of expected -as in the Class I imperative. 

3.4.2. Middle 

3.4.2.1. 2.sg. middle 

The 2.sg. middle ending in both languages can be derived from PT 
*-ar, which looks like the final *-a- of most of the respective active 
forms with the “middle” marker -r attached (see Pinault, 1989, 162).  

It is usually claimed that the PIE 2.sg.mid. imperative ending *-swo 
is reflected by the one single TA form päklyossu (cf. the ref. in VW 
II/2, 296), but see the objections by Pinault, 2005, 515ff., who rather 
connects 2.pl. TA päklyossu with the TB variant 2.pl. pklyausso 
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attested in a prose text from Sängim, i.e., written in the eastern variety 
of Tocharian B close to Tocharian A. Both forms show assimilation of 
*päklyau1äs° to *-säs-, and as for the final TA -u, Pinault refers to the 
particle TA nu ‘now’, which is also the equivalent of a TB form in -o, 
viz. TB no ‘id.’. 

3.4.2.2. 2.pl. middle 

The 2.pl.mid. endings of the imperative are in general the same as the 
2.pl.mid. endings of the respective preterit paradigms. 

3.5. THE DUAL ENDINGS 

 2.du. 3.du.act. 3.du.mid. 
TB Prs — -teM 

Prs I+II nesteM ‘both are’; 
Prs IXa westeM ‘both say’ 

-aitär 
Prs II tasaitär  
‘both resemble’ 

TB Pt  — -ais 
Pt I stamais ‘both stopped’; 
Pt VI ltais ‘both went out’ 

— 

TA Pt — TA -enes 
Pt I taken(e)s ‘both were’ 

— 

TB Ipv -ait 
Ipv III 
pyamttsait 
‘make!’ 

— — 

TA Ipv TA -es 
Ipv VI pines 
‘go!’ 

— — 

On the dual endings see the different treatments by Hackstein, 1993b, 
47ff. and Klingenschmitt, 1994, 411 = 2005, 435. On the imperative 
dual see also Pinault, 2005, 503ff.; according to Pinault, one has to 
restore to TA taken(e)s in A 354 a 6 and not to TA taken[a]s as is 
generally assumed. The form he says was based on *takes < *takays, 
and acquired the nasal in analogy with 2.du. Ipv TA pines ‘go!’.  

The dual is apparently characterized by a morpheme PT *-ay- (> 
-ai-/ TA -e-) being supplied with secondary endings. 
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3.6. THE NON-FINITE FORMS 

3.6.1. Gerundive 

The gerundive in -lle, TA -l is to be derived from a modal PIE verbal 
adjective in *-liyo- also met in the Armenian verbal adjectives in -li;22 
see Hackstein, 2003a, 54 with fn. 4., 59ff., and 2004, 99ff. 

3.6.2. Privative 

The privative in TB -tte is rather not to be derived from *-two-, but 
from *-to-, as per Hilmarsson, 1991, 15f. with ref. The gemination is no 
doubt secondary and based on the lautgesetzlich gemination in the 
other case forms having -cc-. Pedersen, 1941, 218 seems to toy with the 
idea of spontaneous gemination (“in mehrsilbigen Wörtern”), but such 
a phenomenon is otherwise only met in completely different contexts. 
The privative was treated in detail by Hilmarsson, 1991. Since the 
privative is derived from the subjunctive stem of any given verb, I 
discuss it in the chapter about subjunctives (chap. 17.), and list the 
respective forms under the subjunctive stem in the verbal index.  

3.6.3. Infinitive 

The infinitive suffix in both languages is -tsi, no doubt from PT *-tyæy, 
which may have to do either with PIE *-dyoy (said to underlie Ved. 
-dhyai ) , as per VW II/2, 250 and Jasanoff apud Ringe, 1996, 79, or is 
somehow based on a respective case form of a ti- or rather tyo-stem 
(see Ringe, l.c., with ref.). 
 

                                                 
22 See Olsen, 1999, 395 with ref. 



CHAPTER FOUR  

VALENCY 

4.1. GRUNDVERB, ANTIGRUNDVERB, AND KAUSATIVUM 

The manuals TG, WTG, and TEB agree that numerous Tocharian 
verbal roots have two or even three different paradigms and call these 
“Grundverb” and “Kausativum” (paradigms) respectively. TEB I, 174, 
§ 297 differentiates between “Kausativa” standing beside transitive 
“Grundverben” and such standing beside intransitive “Grundverben”, 
and admitts that in the latter cases the semantic relation “erscheint [...] 
häufig wie das von Intransitiv/Passiv zu Transitiv/Aktiv”, which 
means that the “Kausativum” often functions as what Jasanoff, 2003, 
195 calls “oppositional transitive” and must be keept distinct from the 
concept of “causative”.1 Much in the same vein, Lane, 1953, 485 points 
out that the “Kausativum” often is simply what Jasanoff calls an 
oppositional transitive paradigm, and this was later shown in detail 
by Winter 1980, 421ff. = 2005, 203ff. and Hackstein, 1995, passim. 

Winter, 1962a, 25f. = 1984, 267f. = 2005, 55f.; 1990b, 2535ff. = 2005, 
415ff. was also the first to point out that some stem formations from 
“Kausativum” paradigms are morphologically less complex than the 
respective stem formations from the “Grundverb” paradigms, see also, 
e.g., Schmidt, 2000, 234 — so that the term “Grundverb” is in many 
cases not appropriate either.  

Finally, quite a few of those additional paradigms do not even 
denote oppositional transitives (two of them are even as intransitive 
as the “Grundverb”; see 4.11. below). For these reasons, I will refrain 
from referring to those so-called “Kausativa” as causatives2 (except if 
they are true causatives with respect to function). I will adhere to the 

                                                 
1 For an exact definition of how I will use these terms, see below 4.3. 

Carling, 2009, 54ff. distinguishes “(1) Verbs that alternate between 
intransitives and  transitives (causatives), (2) Verbs that alternate between 
transitive and ditransitive (or intransitive and ditranstive), (3) Verbs that keep 
their transitivity”. 

2 As has been done by other authors writing in English such as Adams and 
Hilmarsson. 
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traditional, German terms grundverb and kausativum, because they 
are so widely in use, and after all, most of these additional paradigms 
function as true causatives or at least as oppositional transitives 
indeed, so that the term kausativum is not completely inappropriate 
in the vast majority of the cases. 

Bearing in mind all these facts, I thought the strategy least 
confusing would be to use both of the terms grundverb and 
kausativum essentially in the same way as TG, WTG, and TEB do, that 
is, as purely morphological terms, so that labeling a paradigm 
kausativum would not automatically imply that the respective 
paradigm indeed functioned as a causative. However, for clarity’s 
sake I nevertheless decided to restrict kausativum to those extremely 
common additional paradigms that were basically characterized by 
Class IX(a or b) presents in Tocharian B and Class II/Class IV preterits 
in both Tocharian A and B, and to coin a new morphological term 
antigrundverb (which has a quite obvious etymology) in order to 
unambiguously denote those not so common cases of additional 
paradigms that were basically characterized by Class VIII presents 
and Class III preterits in both Tocharian A and B. 

For the semantic and distributional properties of the 
antigrundverb paradigms, see below 4.5.1.  

The basic definition of a kausativum is that it is a second (or third) 
verbal paradigm showing stem formations that are not those of the 
antigrundverb, i.e., that do not have an s-present of Class VIII,3 
subjunctive of Class I or II (or VII in Tocharian A) or Class III preterit. 
I further decided to distinguish four different types of kausativa 
basically defined by the relation of valency found to exist between the 
kausativum and its grundverb. 

4.1.1. Kausativum I 

A Kausativum I is a second, transitive kausativum paradigm standing 
beside an intransitive (unaccusative or unergative)4 grundverb 
paradigm and functioning as an oppositional transitive or true 
causative to the intransitive grundverb, such as: 
                                                 

3 Note that since in Tocharian A s- and sk-presents have fallen together 
into one single s-present (Class VIII), it is sometimes impossible to distinguish 
antigrundverb and kausativum paradigms in Tocharian A. 

4 Since the distinction between unaccusative and unergative verbs in 
Tocharian would require a study of its own, I refrain from a more detailed 
analysis in this book. On the terms see 4.3. below. 
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klautk(- ‘turn, become’ (itr) with Prs IV, Sub V, Pt I, Ipv I vs. 
Kaus. I ‘make turn’ (tr) with Prs IXb, Sub IXb, Ipv IV. 
 
The following verbs form a Kausativum I: 
an(-sk- Gv. ‘breathe in, inhale’, K ‘make breathe’, Aoks- Gv. ‘grow, increase’, K 
‘make grow’, katk-/ Akatk- Gv. ‘rejoice, be glad’, K ‘make glad’, karp(-/ 

Akarp(- Gv. ‘descend’, K ‘make descend; pass on’, kän(-/ Akän- Gv. ‘come 
about, occur, be fulfilled’, K ‘fulfill (a wish)’, Akäln- Gv. ‘resound’, K ‘let 
resound’, kery- Gv. ‘laugh’, K ‘make laugh’, klaw(- Gv. ‘be called, named’, K 
‘name, announce’, Aklisa- Gv. ‘sleep’, K ‘make sleep’, klutk(- Gv. ‘turn, 
become’, K ‘make, turn into’, klautk(- Gv. ‘turn, become’, K ‘make turn’, täm-/ 

Atäm- Gv. ‘be born, come into being’, K ‘beget, generate’, tuk(-(/ Atpuk(-) Gv. 
‘hide oneself, seek refuge in’, K ‘hide (something)’, triw(-/ Atriw(- Gv. ‘be 
mixed, shaken’, K ‘mix, shake (something)’, Atrisk- Gv. ‘sound, boom’, K ‘let 
boom’, Aträ$k- Gv. ‘cling, stick’, K ‘cling, affix to’, twas(- Gv. ‘shine’, K ‘kindle’, 
nan(- Gv. ‘appear’, K ‘show’, nask- Gv. ‘bathe, swim’, K ‘bathe sb.’, Anätsw(- 
Gv. ‘starve’, K ‘let starve’, nitt(- Gv. ‘collapse’, K ‘tear down’, naut(-/ Anut(- 
Gv. ‘disappear’, K ‘make disappear, destroy’, parak(- Gv. ‘prosper’, K ‘make 
prosper’, pärsk(-/ Apärsk(- Gv. ‘be afraid’, K ‘frighten’, pälk-/ Apälk- Gv. 
‘shine’, K ‘illuminate, show’, Apya1t(- Gv. ‘be strong, be nourished’, K ‘make 
grow’, prä$k(-/ Aprä$k?- Gv. ‘restrain oneself, keep away’, K ‘reject’, prutk(-/ 

Aprutk(- Gv. ‘be shut; be filled’, K ‘shut; fill up’, plant(-/ Aplant(- Gv. ‘rejoice, 
be glad’, K ‘make glad’, plu- Gv. ‘float, fly, soar’, K ‘let fly, soar’, Aplutk- Gv. ‘± 
(a)rise’, K ‘± protrude, let flow out’, Amask(- Gv. ‘be difficult, present 
problems’, K ‘?’, mäk(- Gv. ‘run’, K ‘make run’, mä$k(-/ Amä$k(- Gv. ‘be 
inferior, lack, be deprived of’, K ‘overcome’, mit(- Gv. ‘set out, go, come’, K ‘let 
go’, miw(- Gv. ‘tremble, quake’, K ‘shake’, mauk(- Gv. ‘refrain from, desist’, K 
‘?’, mrausk(-/ Amrosk(- Gv. ‘feel disgust, aversion to the world’, K ‘make 
someone feel disgust’, ya$k(-/ Aya$k(- Gv. ‘be deluded’, K ‘bewitch’, yas(- 
Gv. ‘be excited’, K ‘excite sb.’, yät(- Gv. ‘be decorated’, K ‘adorn, decorate’, 
yäp- Gv. ‘enter; set (sun)’, K ‘let enter’, Ayär(- Gv. ‘bathe; purge (ritually)’, K 
‘bathe sb.’, ritt(-/ Aritw(- Gv. ‘be attached, linked to, persist; be suitable’, K 
‘connect, adapt, translate’, lal- Gv. ‘exert oneself, get tired,’, K ‘± make tired’, lä-
n-t- Gv. ‘go out, emerge’, K ‘let go out’, läm(- Gv. ‘sit’, K ‘set, let subside’/ 

Aläm(- Gv. ‘sit’, K ‘set, make sit down’, warwa?-/ Awarpa?- Gv. ‘prod, urge 
oneself’, K ‘spur on, prod (something), urge sb.’, wask(- Gv. ‘stir, move, 
quake’, K ‘move away (something)’/ Awask(- Gv. ‘move, quake’, K ‘stir up, let 
shake’, wäks(- Gv. ‘± turn away’, K ‘± make turn away’, Awäs- Gv. ‘don, wear 
(clothes)’, K ‘dress sb.’, waiw(-/ Awip(- Gv. ‘be wet’, K ‘moisten’, Asätk(- 
‘spread out’, K ‘spread (something)’, Asälpa- Gv. ‘glow’, K ‘make glow’, si-n- 
Gv. mid. ‘satiate oneself; be depressed’, K act. ‘satiate’, mid. ‘get depressed’, 
suk?- Gv. ‘hang down; hesitate’, K ‘let linger/hesitate’, swas(-/Aswas(- Gv. 
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‘rain’, K ‘let rain’, soy- Gv. ‘become sated, satisfied’, K ‘satiate’, stäm(-/ 

A1täm(- Gv. ‘stand’, K ‘put, place’, stina-sk- Gv. ‘be silent’, K ‘make silent’, 
staukk(- Gv. ‘swell’, K ‘make swell’, spartt(-/ Aspartw(- Gv. ‘turn; behave; be’, 
K ‘turn (something)’, spaw(- Gv. ‘subside, diminish’, K ‘reduce’, spänt(- Gv. 
‘trust’, K ‘make trust’, swar(- Gv. ‘please’, K ‘enjoy’, tsarw(-/ Atsarw(- Gv. ‘be 
comforted, take heart’, K ‘comfort, console’, Atsäm(- Gv. ‘grow, increase, come 
into being’, K ‘increase, cause to grow’, tsär(-/ Atsär(- Gv. ‘be separated’, K 
‘separate’, tsälp(-/ Atsälp(- Gv. ‘pass away, be released, redeemed’, K 
‘redeem, free’, tsuw(- Gv, ‘attach oneself, being stuck together, stick to’, K 
‘add’/ Atsuw(- Gv. act. ‘stick together’, mid. ‘obey’, K ‘put together’. 

4.1.2. Kausativum II 

A Kausativum II is a third, kausativum paradigm (which is always 
transitive) standing beside both a grundverb paradigm (which is 
always intransitive) and an antigrundverb, such as: 
 
wätk(- ‘decide’, ‘be decided’, ‘differ’ (itr) with Sub V, Pt I vs. 
Antigv. ‘separate’, ‘decide’ (tr) with Sub I+II, Pt III vs. 
Kaus. II ‘command’ (tr) with Prs IXb, Sub IXb, Pt II. 
  
The following verbs form a Kausativum II: 
ar(-/ Aar(- Gv. ‘cease, come to an end’, Antigv. ‘leave, give up, abandon’ (tr), 
K ‘give up, abandon’, al(- Gv. ‘± be restrained’, Antigv. ‘keep away, hold in 
check’ (tr), K ‘keep away, hold in check’, as(- Gv. ‘dry (out)’, Antigv. ‘dry 
(out)’ (itr), K ‘make dry’, aiw(- Gv. ‘be turned toward, incline to’, Antigv. ‘turn 
to’ (tr), K ‘turn to’, trik(- Gv. ‘go astray, be confused’, Antigv. ‘miss, fail’, ‘go 
astray, stumble’, ‘lead astray’ (tr/itr), K act. ‘lead astray’, mid. ‘faint’/ Atrik(- 
Gv. ‘be confused; faint’, Antigv. ‘fail, miss’, ‘be confused’, ‘confuse, lead astray’ 
(tr/itr), K ‘sin against sb.’, musk(- Gv. ‘disappear, perish’, Antigv. ‘make 
subside’ (tr), K ‘make subside’, yat(- Gv. ‘be (cap)able’, Antigv. ‘tame’, K 
‘enable, tame’, lä$k-/ Alä$k- Gv. ‘hang, dangle’, Antigv. act. ‘hang up’, mid. ‘be 
attached to’, K ‘let dangle’, Aluk- Gv. ‘light up, be illuminated’, Antigv. 
‘illuminate’ (tr), K ‘illuminate’, wak(- Gv. ‘split apart, bloom’, Antigv. mid. 
‘differ’ (cf. Awak(- Antigv. act. ‘take apart, split apart’, mid. ‘differ’ (tr/itr)), K 
‘let bloom’, wätk(-/ Awätk(- Gv. ‘decide’, ‘be decided’, ‘differ’, Antigv. 
‘separate’, ‘decide’ (tr), K ‘command’, wik(-/ Awik(- Gv. ‘disappear’, Antigv. 
‘avoid’ (tr), K ‘drive away, remove’, sak(- Gv. ‘remain over, remain behind’, 
Antigv. mid. ‘be left, restrain oneself’ (itr), K ‘restrain, leave behind’, sätk(- 
Gv. ‘spread out’, Antigv. ‘spread (something)’, K ‘spread (something)’, säl(-(/ 

Asäl(-) Gv. ‘fly, arise’, Antigv. ‘throw (down)’ (tr), K ‘throw (down)’, spärk(-/ 
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Aspärk(- Gv. ‘disappear, perish’, Antigv. ‘get lost’, ‘go astray’ (itr), K ‘cause to 
disappear, destroy’. 

4.1.3. Kausativum III 

A Kausativum III is a second, kausativum paradigm standing beside a 
grundverb paradigm and having the same valency as the grundverb, 
i.e., it functions neither as an oppositional transitive nor as a causative 
to the grundverb, and can even be as much intransitive as the 
grundverb itself, such as: 
 
saw- ‘live’ (itr) with Prs II, Sub II, Pt I, Pt VII, Ipv VI vs. 
Kaus. III ‘live’ (itr) with Prs IXa, Pt IV. 
 
The following verbs form a Kausativum III: 
art(t)(- Gv. ‘be pleased with, love, praise’ (tr), K ‘acknowledge; rejoice in’ (tr), 
kärn?- Gv. ‘hit’ (tr), K ‘inflict pain’ (tr), käln- Gv. ‘resound’ (itr), K ‘howl, roar 
(of the wind)’ (itr), kras(- Gv. act. ‘vex’ (tr), mid. ‘be angry’ (itr), K act. ‘vex’ 
(tr), mid. ‘be angry’ (itr), Ata(-s)- Gv. act. ‘put, set, place’ (tr), mid. ‘place 
oneself’ (itr), K (Atäs-) ‘provide’ (tr), täl(-/ Atäl(- Gv. ‘carry, bear’ (tr), K ‘lift up, 
carry’ (tr), näm- Gv. act. ‘bend’ (tr), mid. ‘bow’ (itr), K ‘bend’ (tr), nu(- Gv. ‘cry, 
shout’ (tr), K ‘shout (a shout)’ (tr), Apärs(- Gv. ‘sprinkle, spray’ (tr), K ‘sprinkle, 
water’ (tr), putk(- Gv. ‘divide, separate, distinguish’ (tr), K ‘divide’ (tr), mälk(- 
Gv. ‘± put (on) (jewelry, weapons)’ (tr), K ‘± cross (arms)’ (tr), yäs- Gv. ‘excite, 
touch (sexually)’ (tr), K ‘touch (sexually)’ (tr), Ayu(- Gv. ‘turn, incline towards’ 
(itr), K ‘aspire to, reach out for’ (itr), lik(- Gv. ‘wash’ (tr; med. tant.), K act. 
‘wash sb.’ (tr), mid. ‘wash’ (tr), Alitk(- Gv. ‘remove’ (tr), K ‘remove’ (tr), Awät(- 
Gv. ‘put, place’ (tr), K ‘erect, place (upright)’ (tr), saw-/ Asaw- Gv. ‘live’ (itr), K 
‘live’ (itr), 1äMs- Gv. ‘count, count as’ (tr), K ‘count as’ (tr), Atsäk(- Gv. ‘pull, 
take (out, away)’ (tr), K ‘take away’ (tr). Unclear are: AeMts(- ‘?’ (Kaus. III/IV), 
ku- ‘?’ (Kaus. III/IV), kutka?- ‘?’ (Kaus. III/IV). 
For the semantic properties, see the more detailed account below in 
section 4.11. 

4.1.4. Kausativum IV  

A Kausativum IV is a second, transitive kausativum paradigm 
standing beside a transitive grundverb paradigm and functioning as a 
true causative to the transitive grundverb,5 such as: 

                                                 
5 But note that the Kaus. IV of kärs(-/Akärs(- ‘know’ is sometimes used in 

a non-causative sense, and then denotes rather ‘make known’. 
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kälp(- ‘obtain’ (tr) with Prs IXa, Sub VI, Pt I 
Kaus. IV ‘make obtain, bestow’ with Prs IXb. 
 
The following verbs form a Kausativum IV: 
akl- Gv. ‘learn’, K ‘teach’, au-n- Gv. act. ‘hit, wound’, mid. ‘begin’, K ‘cause to 
begin’, kätk(-/ Akätk(- ‘cross, pass (time), surpass, trespass, commit (sin)’ 
(tr/itr), K ‘let pass, cross’, kärs(-/ Akärs(- Gv. ‘know, understand, recognize’, K 
‘make know(n), make recognize, announce, teach’, käla- Gv. ‘lead, bring’, K ‘let 
lead (the way)’, kälp(-/ Akälp(- Gv. ‘obtain’, K ‘cause to obtain, bestow upon’, 
Akäl(t)sa- Gv. ‘oppress’, K ‘let be pressed (together)’, käs-/ Akäs- act. ‘quench, 
extinguish’ (tr), mid. ‘come to extinction’ (itr), K ‘let come to extinction’, kau- 
Gv. ‘destroy, kill’, K ‘make kill’, kraup(- Gv. ‘gather’, ‘assemble, congregate’, K 
‘let gather’, Atkäla?- Gv. ‘illuminate’, K ‘illuminate, illustrate’, märs(- Gv. 
‘forget’, K ‘make forget’, yänm(- Gv. ‘achieve, reach’, K ‘make obtain’, ram(- 
Gv. ‘compare’, K ‘let compare’, läk(-/ Aläk(- Gv. ‘see, look’, K ‘make see, 
show’, Alut- Gv. ‘remove’, K ‘let remove’, waltsa- Gv. ‘grind’, K ‘let grind’, 
Awe-ñ- Gv. ‘say, speak’, K ‘make say’, särk(- Gv. ‘± take care of; pull (?)’, K ‘± 
let take care of’, Atsit(- Gv. ‘touch’, K ‘make touch’. 
Probably also: päk- Gv. act. ‘cook, let ripen’ (tr), mid. ‘cook, ripen’ (itr), K ‘let 
cook’. 

4.2. VALENCY 

The valency of a verb basically concerns the number of arguments it 
can combine with; formally stated, it is the property of a verb’s so-
called argument structure. Traditionally, one distinguishes transitive 
verbs, which take on a direct object (and thereby are bivalent or two-
place predicates) and intransitive verbs, which cannot combine with a 
direct object (and thereby are monovalent or avalent verbs). In this 
study I basically adhere to this traditional definition. A Tocharian 
verbal stem is hence transitive if it takes on a direct object, i.e., an 
obliquus. Modern linguistics, however, reckons with the existence of 
two very different kinds of intransitive verbs that can be kept distinct 
both syntactically and semantically, scil. unaccusative and unergative 
verbs.6 

                                                 
6 According to the so-called Unaccusative Hypothesis originally 

formulated by Perlmutter, 1978, 157ff. the class of intransitive verbs is not 
uniform but consists of two subclasses, namely unaccusatives and 
unergatives, each associated with a different underlying syntactic 
configuration. In Relational Grammar, the framework adopted by Perlmutter, 
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4.3. CAUSATIVITY, VOICE, AND VALENCY IN PIE 

To judge from the evidence of the most ancient branches of the IE 
family, with respect to the issues of valency and voice there seem to 
have existed three different kinds of verbal roots7 in Late PIE: 

(1) Roots denoting processes or states for which it is quite natural 
to assume external causation on one occasion and no external 
causation on another, such as PIE *Çwag ‘break (itr/tr)’, *Çgenh 
‘come/bring into being’, *ÇdeQ ‘burn (itr/tr)’, *Çnek ‘perish/destroy’, 
*ÇpeK ‘cook (itr/tr)’, the likes of which constitute a subgroup of 
unaccusative verbs, which are said to be capable of undergoing the so-
called “causative alternation”.8 If a causer of the process/state was 
expressed (“the thief breaks the window”), active and/or middle 
forms derived from such verbs were used transitively. In this case, the 
subject of these forms is the external agent, and the accusative object is 
the patient or theme of the respective process/state. When no causer 
was assumed at all or at least mentioned, a middle form was used 
intransitively (with the subject being the patient or theme of the 
respective process/state: “the window breaks”). Such intransitive 
forms can, and will be called in this book, either “oppositional 
intransitives” (as per Jasanoff, 2003, 51) or “anticausatives”9 (which is 

                                                                                                        
1978, this was expressed as a distinction between verbs taking a final subject 
originating as an initial direct object (i.e., unaccusatives — sometimes also 
referred to as ergatives) and verbs taking a final subject that was also an initial 
subject (i.e., unergatives). In the framework of Government and Binding 
(Chomsky, 1981, passim and subsequent literature), the sole argument of an 
unergative verb is a theta-marked deep structure subject, whereas the sole 
argument of an unaccusative verb is a theta-marked deep structure object that 
surfaces as a subject. Semantically, therefore, the (surface, or grammatical) 
subject of an unaccusative verb does not actively initiate or is not actively 
responsible for the action of the verb; rather, it has properties that it shares 
with the direct object of a transitive verb (or better, with the grammatical 
subject of its passive counterpart). 

7 It is, of course, not quite appropriate to speak of a “root’s” valency at all, 
because valency can only be the property of a concrete verbal form.  

8 See, e.g., the extensive semantic study on causative alternation verbs in 
English by Levin/Rappaport Hovav, 1995, passim. 

9 The term “anticausative” is used here as a cover term for what 
Levin/Rappaport Hovav, 1995, esp. chap. 3, 79ff. refer to as “alternating 
unaccusatives” (e.g., English break in the intransitive or inchoative frame “the 
window broke”). This contrasts with the use of the term in Haspelmath, 1993, 
passim where it refers to the inchoative alternant only in languages where, 
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now the term preferred by some general linguists, e.g., by Méndez 
Dosuna, 2006).10 The respective transitive forms, on the other hand, 
will hence be called “oppositional transitives”; note that in this book 
these terms are not meant to imply that either of them functions as the 
marked member of the binary opposition (see Allan, 2003, 54ff.).11  

(2) Roots denoting activities such as ‘kill’, ‘slay’, ‘beat’, ‘cut’ (PIE 
*ÇQen, etc.). Active and middle forms derived from such roots were 
regularly used transitively, and middle forms could also be used as 
passive forms.12 

(3) Roots denoting processes/activities/states regularly taken not 
to be caused by an external agent, such as PIE *Çhes ‘be’, *Çhey ‘go’, 
*Çmer ‘die’,13 *ÇbuH ‘grow, become’, *Ç(H)wert ‘turn (itr)’,14 *Çswep 
‘(fall a)sleep’, *ÇHanh ‘breathe’, *ÇgerH ‘get old’, *Çplew ‘soar’. 
External causation would have been seen as something rare and 
marked with respect to these verbs, the likes of which are called in 
current linguistic terminology “unergative verbs”. Many of these roots 

                                                                                                        
unlike in English, it involves special marking (e.g., a reflexive pronoun or 
clitic).  

10 As can already be guessed from the terms “causative alternation” and 
“anticausative”, many general linguistic theories of today by the term 
“causative” regularly also refer to what I, following Jasanoff, call 
“oppositional transitives”. Note further that anticausatives are a subset of 
unaccusatives, which is why they are sometimes called “alternating 
unaccusatives”. That is, not all unaccusatives participate in the causative 
alternation (e.g., English arrive or fall do not). 

11 Note that Jasanoff, 2003, 180 seems to refer to alternating unaccusatives 
by the term “‘bivalent’ roots”, but obviously does not count PIE *Çwag and 
*Çgenh among these. 

12 Of course, those passive forms and the intransitive middle forms built 
from the roots of type (1) may seem to be two birds of the same feather to 
more traditional IE linguistics, but certainly not to general linguists of today. 
For the passive in PIE, see most recently George, 2005, 2ff. 

13 See Barton, 1989. Pace Barton, 1989, 141, I do not think that Greek pairs 
such as dšrkomai / Édrakon also belong here, i.e., that one should set up a PIE 
intransitive active root aorist *dérk-t standing beside a PIE middle present 
from this very root on account of the Greek evidence. As Watkins, 1969, 101 
has shown, Greek thematic aorists of the Édrakon type rather directly go back 
to athematic middle (“Middle II”) paradigms (that had 3.sg. forms with an 
ending PIE *-e). 

14 See Hoffmann, 1976, 590 and Goto, 1987, 63ff. for the Vedic evidence, 
and Meiser, 2003, 216 for the Latin material. 
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seem to have started out as activa tantum,15 but then quite a number 
of them developed middle forms (especially in present/imperfect 
paradigms) in various branches. Most likely based on the model of the 
roots of types (1) and also (2), the respective active forms and even the 
new middle forms themselves then could be used transitively, i.e., as 
oppositional transitives expressing external agency (which originally 
had been viewed upon as highly marked with respect to these roots). 
Note that quite often it is not so easy to decide whether a PIE (and 
therefore also a Tocharian) root had originally belonged to type (1) or 
type (3); e.g., *ÇsteH seems rather to behave like an unergative verb in 
Vedic, but like an unaccusative verb (forming a huge number of 
transitive forms with meanings such as ‘to make stand’) not only in 
Greek, but also in other branches.  

In what follows, I will use the term “causative” exclusively for 
verbal forms that denote marked agentive external causation, i.e., 
which render concepts such as ‘make kill’, ‘make go’, ‘make breathe’, 
and, of course, also ‘make break (tr)’, but not to forms denoting 
unmarked external causation, i.e., which render concepts such as 
‘break (tr)’ = ‘make break (itr)’ (typical with PIE roots of the type (1), 
which can undergo the so-called ‘causative alternation’). To the latter 
kind of transitive forms I will refer by the term ‘oppositional 
transitive’. In other words, causatives are defined as based either on 
transitive verbal forms or on unergative intransitive verbs, but not on 
intransitive forms of an unaccusative verb. 

On the other hand, it can be observed crosslinguistically that the 
same morphological devices are often used for the marking of 
causativity and oppositional transitives alike. Thus, Jamison, 1983, 
passim, and esp. 186 following a former suggestion by Paul Thieme, 
has shown that the Vedic presents in -áya- with PIE o-grade of the 
root at first had the function of forming transitives, and that their 
property to form causatives is a secondary feature. The development 
of a former transitivity marker to a marker of causativity can be 
observed crosslinguistically, see, e.g., Narrog, 2004, 351ff. for a study 
of Japanese and with references to North American languages. 

The same double function of forming both transitives and 
causatives can be observed in Tocharian. 

As we will see, Tocharian generally preserved the passive use of 
the PIE middle, but usually replaced the inherited aorist middle forms 

                                                 
15 This is a very important insight owed to Lazzeroni; see Lazzeroni, 2002, 

105ff.; 2003, 165ff.; and 2004, 139ff.; and also Benedetti, 2002, 20ff. (on evidence 
mainly coming from Vedic). 
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made from PIE unaccusative roots by respective forms from 
invariably active aorists in suffixal PIE *-eH[(e)h]-, much in the same 
way as Greek replaced its inherited aorist middles from unaccusative 
roots by invariably active aorists in suffixal -e-. Tocharian, however, 
differed from Greek, inasmuch as it formed new subjunctives and 
presents on the basis of those aorists in pre-PT *-a- e PT *-a- (sic), and 
all of these verbal forms in PT *-a- that ultimately derived from aorists 
in pre-PT *-a- (sic) then together constituted the so-called grundverb 
paradigms. On the other hand, those very aorist stems in suffixal pre-
PT *-a- e PT *-a- could also function as their own causatives/ 
oppositional transitives.16 On their basis new (reduplicated) present-
stem formations in suffixal PT *-a- with causative/oppositional 
transitive semantics were formed, which were subsequently enlarged 
by (*)-sk-. Finally, they themselves were teamed together with pre-PT 
e-grade preterits enlarged by that ambivalent pre-PT *-a- e PT *-a-
suffix, with the result that from many roots, fully-inflected additional 
(mostly just second) paradigms with causative/oppositional transitive 
semantics could emerge. What we are facing here is actually even a 
highly important feature of the Tocharian verbal system, as per 
Winter, 1960, 182, fn. 11 (similarly Watkins, 1962, 62): “The 
development of a formal contrast between transitive and intransitive 
verbs [is] apparently one of the important innovations in the 
Tocharian system.” 

4.4. TOCHARIAN CAUSATIVES (THE KAUSATIVUM) 

There are basically two different morphological devices in Tocharian 
for denoting change in valency, scil. the formation of oppositional 
intransitives/anticausatives, oppositional transitives, and causatives: 
stem alternation and voice alternation (the latter almost never used to 
form true causatives, see immediately below). 

The usual means of denoting valency increase, i.e., of forming an 
oppositional transitive to an intransitive unaccusative verb or of 
forming a causative to an intransitive unergative verb or to a 
transitive verb, was stem alternation, i.e., creating an antigrundverb 
paradigm (as it seems, essentially a device for forming oppositional 

                                                 
16 See below 4.4., 4.9.1., 4.10.1., and note that in Baltic there exist both 

transitive and intransitive e-preterits, and in Balto-Slavic both transitive and 
intransitive a-preterits. 
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transitives only) and/or a kausativum paradigm (a device for forming 
both oppositional transitives and causatives). 

If the question is asked the other way round, i.e., what has been the 
regular device for denoting true causativity, the answer will be that in 
that function almost always a special kind of kausativum paradigm is 
to be found, viz. one that consists of a present of Class IXb or Xb in 
Tocharian B (to which will respond a Class VIII present in Tocharian 
A), a subjunctive of Class IXb or Xb in Tocharian B (to which will 
respond a Class IX subjunctive in Tocharian A), and a preterit of either 
Class II or Class IV in both languages. The preterits of Class II (and 
also the respective imperatives of Class II and some irregular 
privative forms) excepted, all of these stems once ended in a 
thematically inflected suffix (*)-sk-/-11-. Note, however, that the same 
kind of kausativum paradigms was also regularly used in order to 
form oppositional transitives to intransitive unaccusative grundverbs, 
while the antigrundverb way of forming oppositional transitives had 
obviously ceased to be productive in historical times.  

Quite expectedly, there exist some exceptions to that general 
pattern. Voice alternation seems to have been used in order to create a 
causative to a transitive stem in the case of the Class VIII present from 
Aakl-, which means ‘learn’ in the middle (as does the respective TB 
Class IXa present) and ‘teach’ in the active (as do all, i.e., even the 
middle forms from the respective TB Class IXb present); but it should 
be borne in mind that verbal stems of the meaning ‘learn; get taught’ 
can show an irregular syntactic behavior also in other languages. In 
Ancient Greek, Ed£h (of that very meaning) was the only h-aorist to be 
used transitively at all (as per Forssman, 1964, 17ff.), and in ModHG, 
gelehrt werden seems to be the only passive to a transitive verb that 
can be construed with an accusative. 

On the other hand, it is doubtful whether there exists even one 
single antigrundverb paradigm acting as a causative to a transitive 
grundverb (tsuk(- ‘± suck out’, Antigv. ‘suckle, foster’), whereas there 
seems to be at least one antigrundverb form clearly acting as a 
causative to an unergative root (the Sub II Inf saccätsi), see below 
4.4.1. Finally it should be stressed that in some cases, what seems to be 
basically a non-causative (either transitive or unergative) stem in 
suffixal PT *-a- r pre-PT *-a- (sic) could function as its own true 
causative, see below 4.9.1. and 4.10.1. 
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4.4.1. A peculiar case of kausativum formation (kätk(-) 

A special and interesting case is kätk(- ‘cross, pass’. The grundverb is 
remarkable (x/x/a) (VI-VII-IXa/V/I), in that it can be construed both 
with and without obliquus form, see below 4.9.2. There are different 
stems attested in a causative meaning: a palatalized Prs IXb 
satkä11eñca; a palatalized Sub II Inf säccätsi (MQ), which belongs to 
an antigrundverb morphologically; a non-palatalized Sub IXb katkässi 
(S), a Class II preterit, and a Class IV Ipv kätkä11ar (sic): 
29 b 2 //// 1eme samudtär • satkä11eñca “... indem er es [d.h. das 
Wesen] allein das Meer [der Geburt] überschreiten läßt” 
(TochSprR(B), transl., 48 with fn. 8; cf. also Dietz, 1981, 60); 108 b 3f. 
tumeM trey sai11(eM)s kä11i ceyna yältse trey ja/il(ap)urvakaM 
1amaneM bhavakkär11ai yoñiyai eM1ke katkässi añmassu • tarya 
orotstsana pratiharinta sälkate-mes “Darauf führte der Lehrer der drei 
Welten ihnen in dem Wunsche, diese 1003 Sramanas, die ehemaligen 
Flechtenträger, bis zur Stätte der letzten [höchsten] Existenz 
hinüberzubringen, die drei großen Wunder vor” (Carling, 2000, 323); 
133 a 4 krent yamor ma yamo1äM ce(n n)o säccätsi pkate “die keine 
gute Tat getan Habenden beabsichtigte er aber hinüberzuführen” 
(Thomas, 1957, 134); 296 b 4 ga$kne olyisa tseñe kätkä11ar (sic)17 “lass 
[du] auf der Ga$ga das Schiff [wtl. mit dem Schiff] die Flut 
überschreiten (gerichtet an einen Fährmann)” (Schmidt, 1974, 487); 
THT 3597 b 6 satkasta ceM cäk=aurce sar “you (sg.) let them cross the 
wide river” (cf. Schmidt, 1983a, 274); 403, 3 (pa)täräM m(a)täräM 
satkatai “you have let (your) fathers and mothers pass ...”. 

In Tocharian A, of the kausativum only the PPt is attested, 
referring to a cow out of control: A 360, 8 ////rayaty atisrtavyaM | ki 
alä1trä lyutar sasätkusaM. Schmidt, 1974, 500 and apud SWTF, s.v. 
atisrtavyaM emends and restores:18 (gaM var)ayaty atisrtagaM “er (der 
Stock, daNDaka Z. 7 {= A 360,7}) wehrt das ausgebrochene Rind ab”; 
he further compares the Pali version caNDaM pi goNaM vareti; on the 
basic meaning of TA ki as ‘rug or cover with long fleece’, see the 
discussion by Carling, DThTA, s.v. ki. 

                                                 
17 The text has many orthographic peculiarities, as already pointed out by 

TochSprR(B); Stumpf, 1971a, 112f.; Thomas, 1993, 173ff. This does not come as 
a huge surprise, because the manuscript has now actually been dated to 1178-
1255 by the radiocarbon method; see Tamai, 2005. 

18 Note that this restoration and the need to emend atisrtavyaM was 
already seen by W. Siegling (pers. copy). 
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Adams, DoT, 158f. assumes that the (palatalized) Prs IXb stem 
belongs to a special kausativum of the grundverb used transitively, 
and that the (unpalatalized) Sub IXb stem, the (palatalized) Sub II 
stem, the Pt II stem, and the Imp IV stem constitute a kausativum of 
the grundverb used intransitively. As a matter of fact, all of these 
forms except saccätsi behave syntactically in a way that is typical of 
causatives to transitive verbs, i.e., they are construed with two 
complements;19 saccätsi alone is construed with just one single 
complement, the obliquus form ceM: 133 a 4 ceM ... saccätsi (MQ) “he 
(intended) to let them (obl.) proceed’; 108 b 3 1amaneM ... yoñiyai ... 
katkässi ‘letting the monks (obl.) cross the path (obl.)”; satkasta ceM 
cäk=aurce sar “you (sg.) let them cross the wide river”; 296 b 4 olyisa 
tseñe kätkä11ar “let you the ship (perl.) cross the flood (obl.)”. 

However, despite its slightly different syntactic behavior, the Sub 
II seems to have as much a causative meaning as the kausativum 
forms, and the absence of a second complement is not diagnostic 
either, as argued in the preceding footnote. 

 
 
 

                                                 
19 According to Krause, 1960, 148 (followed by Schmidt, 2007, 333) a 

Tocharian “Kausativ transitiver Grundverben” can either be constructed with 
a double obliquus (which Krause deemed the older construction) or with 
obliquus plus genitive or perlative (cf. now also Carling, 2009, 53f. and 58ff.). 
Note, however, that causatives to transitive grundverbs, i.e., Kausativum IV 
forms, do not necessarily have to be constructed with two complements 
(which, to be sure, neither Krause not Schmidt claimed). Cf. the Kaus. IV of 
kärs(- ‘know, understand, recognize’, which shows examples with just one 
object beside constructions with double obliquus: 325 a 5 akalk sarsä11äM-ne 
“he makes him know(n) [his] desire” (double obliquus) vs. HMR 3 (= H 
149.X.5) b 3 tumeM sthulananda c8 tanapateM sarsä11i “Thereupon 
Sthulananda instructed the contributor” (Broomhead I, 75f.); or the TA 
passage YQ 15 a 5 (cf. also A 215 b 6): (ñäkta)ñ bramñkät sasärsar kar • 
bramñkät skaM wlañkät sasärs “... (the Suddhavasa gods) told only God 
Brahma, and God Brahma told Indra” (Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 50f.). 
Similarly, the 3.sg. Pt IV kraupä11a from kraup(- Kaus. IV ‘let gather’ is often 
attested in Vinaya texts in the phrase: pañäkte sa$k kraupä11a “Buddha had 
gathered the community”. According to Thomas, 1979a, 240 “findet man in 
analogen Fällen dafür das Prät. vom Grundverb (B kraupate), was letzten 
Endes doch auf eine engere Berührung beider Ausdrücke schließen läßt”. 
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4.4.2. Translations of Sanskrit causatives and the periphrastic 
construction with yam- 

True Skt. aya-causatives get usually translated by Tocharian kausativa 
forms, e.g., in the bilingual text 538 b 5, where Skt. hasayati ‘make 
laugh’ is translated by Prs IXb kerästrä from kery- Kaus. I ‘make 
laugh’ (note the middle voice); similarly, the Prs IXb 1ukäskeM from 
suk?- Kaus. I ‘let linger/hesitate’’ renders Skt. vilambayanti in 44 b 3. 
An especially notable example for the use of a Tocharian kausativum 
in order to render a true aya-causative is ipä11eñca = Skt. patayantika, 
the nt-participle of the Prs IXb of yäp- Kaus. I ‘let enter’, “almost 
surely a late calque on Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit”, as per Adams, 
1994a, 11, fn. 6. On the other hand, Skt. prapayati in Uv I, 17 ‘gelangen 
lassen, treiben’ is translated by the grundverb ak- ‘lead’, cf. Thomas, 
1969a, 321f. The Vinaya rule HMR 1 a 2 that renders Skt. khanyat 
khanayed va “(who) digs or lets dig” has rapanaM rapatsi wat 
watkä11äM “(who) digs or commands to dig”, cf. Schmidt, 2007, 334. 

What does not seem to be attested is the rendering of a true Skt. 
aya-causative by a collocation of a noun with AByam- ‘do’,20 even 
though such collocations of AByam- ‘do’ and the obliquus of an 
abstract noun are especially often used in order to render non-
causative Skt. aya-forms, cf:  
TB/TA anumodit yam- ‘give approbation to’ = Skt. anumodayati ‘id.’, 
anumodit < Skt. anumodita- ‘approved, permitted’ (attested in PK AS 
16.3 a 5, see Pinault, 1989a, 183); cotit yam- ‘accuse’ = Skt. codayati ‘id.’, 
cotit < Skt. codita-, the PPP of Çcud ‘impel’, only the aya-formation of 
which has the meaning ‘accuse’ (attested in PK AS 18B a 2, see Pinault, 
1984, 380; 2008, 80); sarit/TA sarit yam- ‘memorize’ = Skt. smarayati 
‘id.’, sarit/TA sarit < *sarita- for smarita- due to Middle-Indic 
influence, see Pinault, 1989a, 183 (attested in PK AS 16.3 a 6f. and A 
302 a 3).21 

                                                 
20 For such formations cf. Krause, 1955, 31 with the examples TA stwar pak 

yamitär “möge er Viertel machen”, waike lare yamtär “wenn er die Lüge liebt 
(wörtl. „lieb macht“)” and akli yamitär ‘learn’. See also the dossiers in 
Schmidt, 1974, 337ff. and in Adams, DoT, 491f. Some of these forms are even 
just periphrastic variants of otherwise attested primary or denominative 
simple verbs. 

21 Note that these frequently used collocations consisting of AByam- ‘do’ 
and a noun that is a loan from Sanskrit are not confined to aya-formations, cf: 
adhi1/hit yam- ‘take control of’, adhi1/hit < Skt. adhi1/hita- ‘controlled’ (see 
Pinault, 1994, 159f.); appamat yam-/ TA appärmat yam- ‘verächtlich machen’ 
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4.5. ANOTHER KIND OF VALENCY CHANGE BY STEM ALTERNATION 

(THE ANTIGRUNDVERB) 

As already mentioned in 4.4., oppositional transitives to intransitive 
unaccusative grundverbs could be also provided by what I for 
clarity’s sake decided to call antigrundverb paradigms. There are less 
antigrundverb paradigms than kausativum paradigms attested in this 
function, and their morphological pattern evidently was not 
productive any more in historical times. Unlike the kausativum 
paradigms, antigrundverb paradigms as a rule do not seem to be used 
as true causatives.22 

4.5.1. The antigrundverb 

If a root has three paradigms, the manuals speak of two different 
“Kausativum” paradigms. However, in such a case only one of them 
follows the productive pattern of the kausativa. The other paradigm 
always consists of a present of Class VIII in both Tocharian A and B, a 
subjunctive of Class I or II in both languages, respectively a Class VII 
subjunctive in Tocharian A (being a rather regular inner-TA substitute 
to a Class I subjunctive), and a preterit of Class III in both languages. 
The following cases are attested: 

ar(-/ (Aar(-) Gv. ‘cease, come to an end’ (itr), A ‘leave, give up, abandon’ (tr), 
al(-/ Aal(?- Gv. ‘± be restrained’ (itr), A ‘keep away, hold in check’ (tr), as(-/ 
Aas(- Gv. ‘dry’ (itr), A ‘dry’; ‘(make ?) dry’ (?), aiw(- Gv. ‘be turned toward, 
incline to’ (itr), A ‘turn to’, Akur(?- Gv. ‘age, become feeble’ (itr), A ‘make aged, 
make become feeble’ (tr), krämp(- Gv. ‘be hindered, disturbed’ (itr), A 
‘disturb, hinder’ (tr), klä$k-/ Aklä$k(?- Gv. ‘± be in doubt, be insecure’ (itr), A 
‘doubt’ (tr), tälp(- Gv. ‘be purged’ (itr), A ‘purge’ (tr), trik(- / Atrik(- Gv. ‘go 

                                                                                                        
= Skt. avajananti ‘sie machen verächtlich’ (see Thomas, 1969a, 304ff.), appamat 
/ TA appärmat < “wrong Sanskritization of Pkt. appamata- (Pa. appamatta-) 
from Skt. alpa-matra- ‘a little, a little merely’” (Carling, DThTA, s.v. 
appärmat); nermit yam- ‘form (in a magical way)’ = Skt. nirminoti ‘id.’, nermit 
< Skt. nirmita- ‘created (in a magical way)’; nessait yam-/TA nesset yam- 
(always constructed with war/ TA wär ‘water’) ‘put a spell (on water)’, cf. Sieg, 
1938, 54 (also attested in SHT I, 146 a 4 (MQ) [wa]r niset yanä1äle “a spell is to 
be cast on water”, see Malzahn, 2007b, 301), maybe a loan from Skt. ni1edha- 
‘repulsion’. 

22 The only exception(s) seem to be tsuk(- Antigv. ‘± suckle, foster’, for 
which see the verbal index and possibly also the Sub II Inf saccätsi in 133 a 4 
(the passage is discussed above in the main text; see 4.4.1.). 
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astray, be confused’ (itr), A ‘miss, fail’, ‘go astray, stumble’, ‘lead astray’ (tr/itr), 
Apäl(- Gv. ‘come to extinction’ (itr), A ‘extinguish’ (tr), pälk(-/ Apälk(?- Gv. 
‘burn’ (itr), A ‘burn, torment’ (tr), pruk(- Gv. ‘jump, leap (away)’ (itr), A 
‘overlook, neglect, ignore’ (tr), plä$k(- Gv. ‘come up, be for sale’ (itr), A ‘sell’ 
(tr), mus(- Gv. ‘rise, be pulled up’ (itr), A ‘lift, give up’ (tr), musk(- Gv. 
‘disappear, perish’ (itr), A ‘make subside’ (tr), mlutka- Gv. ‘escape’ (itr), A ‘take 
off’ (tr), yat(-/ Ayat(- Gv. ‘be (cap)able’ (itr), A ‘tame’ (tr), räk(-/ Aräk?- Gv. 
‘extend oneself (over)’ (itr), A ‘extend (over), cover’ (tr), rä$k(- Gv. ‘ascend, 
mount, climb up’ (itr), ‘ascend’ (tr), lä$k- Gv. ‘hang, dangle’ (itr), A act. ‘hang 
up’ (tr), mid. ‘be attached to’ (itr)/ Alä$k- Gv. ‘dangle’ (itr), A ‘let dangle’ (tr), 
Alip(- Gv. ‘remain, be left over’ (itr), A ‘leave (behind)’ (tr), luk(-/ Aluk- Gv. 
‘light up, be illuminated’ (itr), A act./mid. ‘illuminate’ (tr), mid. ‘light up’ (itr), 
wak(-/ Awak(- Gv. ‘split apart, bloom’ (itr), A act. ‘take apart, split apart’ (tr), 
mid. ‘differ’ (itr), wätk(-/ Awätk(- Gv. ‘decide, be decided, differ’ (itr), A 
‘separate, decide, answer’ (tr), wik(-/ Awik(- Gv. ‘disappear’ (itr), A ‘avoid’ 
(tr), sak(-/ Asak(- Gv. ‘remain over, remain behind’ (itr), A act. ‘restrain’ (tr), 
mid. ‘be left, restrain oneself’ (itr), sätk(-(/ Asätk(-) Gv. ‘spread out’ (itr), A 
‘spread’ (tr), säl(-(/ Asäl(-) Gv. ‘fly, arise’ (itr), A ‘throw (down)’ (tr), spärk(-/ 

Aspärk(- Gv. ‘disappear, perish’ (itr), A ‘get lost, go astray, disappear’ (itr), 
tsäm(- Gv. ‘grow, increase, come into being’ (itr), A ‘cause to grow, increase, 
promote’ (tr), tsuk(- Gv. ‘± suck (out)’ (tr), A ‘± suckle, foster’ (tr). 

As argued above, for clarity’s sake I decided to call additional 
paradigms of this kind antigrundverb paradigms; note that I do not 
call paradigms of such a morphological shape antigrundverb 
paradigms whenever there clearly did not exist a respective 
grundverb paradigm — and especially I do not do so in cases where 
the absence of such a grundverb paradigm is indicated by the 
existence of a Sub III.  

Antigrundverb paradigms in general function as oppositional 
transitives to intransitive unaccusative grundverbs, but there exists a 
small number of exceptions: in at least one case an antigrundverb acts 
as a causative to an unergative grundverb (Sub II Inf saccätsi 133 a 4, 
see above 4.4.1.); sporadically, it merely transitivizes its intransitive 
grundverb (in the cases of ar(-/ Aar(-, trik(-/ Atrik(-, wätk(-/ 
Awätk(-, pruk(-, Aklä$k(?-, see immediately below); for anti-
grundverb forms that do have intransitive meaning themselves, see 
4.5.1.1. below. Looked at the other way round, beside antigrundverb 
paradigms and their respective grundverb paradigms one finds quite 
often also forms from yet another additional, i.e., a third paradigm 
attested, which always follows the morphological pattern of the 
kausativum paradigms that have a Class IXb present in Tocharian B, 
and which in my terminology then has to go for a Kausativum II, a 
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term meant just to denote a distributional, and no functional, 
property, i.e., attestation beside an antigrundverb. Again in very few 
cases, each of the three paradigms differs semantically from each of 
the other two, the most notable and most evident case is ABwak(- Gv. 
‘split apart, bloom’, Antigv. act. ‘take apart’, mid. ‘differ’, Kaus. II ‘let 
bloom’. Since the antigrundverb formation itself was clearly not a 
productive device for forming oppositional transitives in historical 
times anymore, in contrast to the formal model of the kausativa, very 
often antigrundverb and kausativum stems show the same meaning.  

In the following I list all attested antigrundverbs together with 
their respective grundverb and, if attested, kausativum paradigms 
standing beside them. Note that the respective grundverb always has 
a subjunctive of Class V23 and a preterit of Class I (alternatively Pt 0 in 
Tocharian A and once Pt VII in Tocharian B), but that the present stem 
classes differ, so that I have arranged the list according to the present 
stem classes of the grundverb: 

 
 Grundverb Antigrundverb Kausativum 
  

Prs I (/+ VIII) 
  

lä$k- ‘hang, dangle’  
(itr) (—)  
(I/-/I) 

act. ‘hang up’, mid. 
‘be attached to’  
(tr/itr) (m/a/-) 
(VIII/I/-) 

‘let dangle’  
(tr) (—) 
(IXb/-/-) 

Alä$k- ‘dangle’  
(itr) (a+/-/-) 
(I/-/-) 

    ‘let dangle’  
    (tr) (a/a/-) 
    (VIII/VII/II+III) 

säl(- ‘fly, arise’  
(itr) (-/-/m) 
(-/-/I) 

‘throw’  
(tr) (-/-/x) 
(-/II/I) 

‘throw’  
(tr) (a/-/-) 
(IXb/IXb/II) 

Asäl(- ‘fly, arise’  
(itr) (a+/-/-) 
(I/-/I) 

    ‘throw’  
    (tr) (—) 
    (VIII/-/-) 

  
Prs III/IV (/+VIII) 

  

ar(- ‘cease, come to an 
end’ 
(itr) (m/a/a) 
(IV/Va/I) 

‘leave, give up, 
abandon’  
(tr) (a+/x/a) 
(VIII/I/III) 

‘give up, abandon’  
(tr) (a/m/a) 
(IXa+b/IXa/IV) 

                                                 
23 In the following table TB Sub V stems with initial accent are indicated by 

“Va”, those with accentuation according to the basic rule by “Vs”. 
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 Grundverb Antigrundverb Kausativum 
Aar(- ‘cease, come to an 

end’ (itr) (m/a/a) 
(IV/V/I) 

   ‘give up, abandon’  
   (tr) (a/-/-) 
   (VIII/-/IV) 

al(- ‘± be restrained’ (itr) 
(—) 
(IV/-/-) 

  ‘keep away, hold in check’  
  (tr) (m+/m/-) 
  (IXb/I/III) 

Aal(?- — ‘keep away, hold 
in check’ 
(tr) (m/-/m) 
(VIII/VII/III) 

— 

as(- ‘dry (out)’  
(itr) (m/-/a) 
(IV/-/I) 

‘dry (out)’ 
(itr) (—) 
(-/-/III) 

‘make dry’  
(tr) (a/-/-) 
(IXb/-/-) 

Aas(- ‘dry (out)’  
(itr) (m/a/a) 
(IV/V/I) 

‘(make ?) dry’  
(?) (-/-/a) 
(-/-/III) 

— 

aiw(- ‘be turned toward, 
incline to’  
(itr) (m/-/a) 
(IV/-/I) 

    ‘turn to’  
    (tr) (m/m/-) 
    (IXb/IoII/-) 

kura?- ‘age’  
(itr) (m/-/-) 
(IIoIII/-/-) 

— — 

Akur(?- ‘age, become feeble’  
(itr) (—) 
(-/-/I) 

  ‘make aged, make become feeble’  
  (tr) (m/-/-) 
  (VIII/-/III) 

krämp(- ‘be hindered, 
disturbed’ (itr) (m/-
/a) 
(III/Vs/I) 

‘disturb, hinder’ 
(tr) (a/-/a) 
(VIII/IoII/III) 

— 

Akrämpa- ‘be hindered, 
disturbed’ (itr) (—) 
(-/V/I) 

— — 

trik(- ‘go astray, be 
confused’ (itr)  
(m/-/a) 
(III/V?/I) 

‘miss, fail’; ‘go 
astray, stumble’; 
‘lead astray’ (tr/itr) 
(a/x/a) 
(VIII/II/III) 

act. ‘lead astray’, 
mid. ‘faint’  
(tr) (a/-/x) 
(IXb/-/II) 

Atrik(- ‘be confused; faint’  
(itr) (m+/a/a)  
(III/V/I) 

‘fail, miss’, etc. 
(tr/itr) (a+/-/a) 
(VIII/II/III) 

— 
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 Grundverb Antigrundverb Kausativum 
Apäl(- ‘come to extinction’  

(itr) (m/-/-) 
(III/-/-) 

    ‘extinguish’  
    (tr) (a/-/a) 
    (VIII/-/III) 

pälk(- ‘burn’  
(itr) (m/-/-) 
(III/-/-) 

‘burn, torment’  
(tr) (x/m/x) 
(VIII/II/III) 

— 

Apälk(?- —     ‘burn, torment’  
    (tr) (a/-/m) 
    (VIII/II/II) 

plä$k(- ‘come up, be for 
sale’ 
(itr) (m/-/a) 
(III/Vs/I) 

‘sell’  
(tr) (x/a/a) 
(VIII/II/III) 

— 

musk(- ‘disappear, perish’ 
(itr) (m/-/a) 
(III/Vs/I) 

    ‘make subside’ 
    (tr) (a/-/-) (IXb/II/-) 

yat(- ‘be (cap)able’ (itr) 
(m/a/a) 
(IV/Va/I) 

‘tame’ 
(tr) (a/-/a) 
(VIII/-/III) 

‘enable, tame’ (tr)  
(-/x/m) 
(IXb/IXb/II+IV) 

Ayat(- ‘be (cap)able’ (itr) 
(m/a/-)  
(IV/V/I) 

    ‘enable, tame’  
    (tr) (a/m/-) 
    (VIII/VII/-) 

lipa- ‘remain, be left over’  
(itr) (m/m/a) 
(III/Vs/I) 

— — 

Alip(- ‘remain, be left over’  
(itr) (-/-/a) 
(-/-/I) 

‘leave (behind)’ (tr) 
(-/a/a) 
(-/VII/III) 

— 

luk(- ‘light up, be 
illuminated’ (itr) 
(m/-/a) 
(III/Va/I) 

act./mid. 
‘illuminate’, mid. 
‘light up’  
(tr/itr) (x/m/x) 
(VIII/II/III)  

— 

Aluk- ‘light up, be 
illuminated’  
(itr) (-/-/m) 
(-/-/0) 

    ‘illuminate’  
    (tr) (a/-/a) 
    (VIII/-/II+III) 

wak(- ‘split apart, bloom’ 
(itr) (m/a/-) 
(IV/Va/I) 

mid. ‘differ’  
(itr) (m/-/-) 
(VIII/-/-) 

‘let bloom’  
(tr) (-/-/a) 
(-/IXb/IV) 
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 Grundverb Antigrundverb Kausativum 
Awak(- ‘split apart, break 

apart, burst’  
(itr) (-/a/x) 
(-/V/0+I) 

act. ‘take apart’, 
mid. ‘differ’ (tr/itr) 
(m+/a/a) 
(VIII/VII/III) 

— 

wätk(- ‘decide’, ‘be 
decided’, ‘differ’ (itr) 
(-/x/a) 
(-/Vs/I) 

‘separate’, ‘decide’  
(tr) (-/a/a) 
(-/I+II/III) 

‘command’  
(tr) (a/a/a) 
(IXb/IXb/II) 

Awätk(- ‘separate’, ‘be 
separated’,  
‘be decided’  
(itr) (m/-/a) 
(III/V/I) 

‘separate’, ‘decide’, 
‘answer’  
(tr) (-/a/a) 
(-/IX/III) 

‘command’  
(tr) (a/-/a) 
(VIII/-/II) 

wik(- ‘disappear’  
(itr) (m/m/a) 
(III/Vs/I) 

‘avoid’  
(tr) (a/a/-) 
(VIII/II/-) 

‘drive away, 
remove’  
(tr) (a/a/a)  
(IXb/IXb/II) 

Awik(- ‘disappear’  
(itr) (m/a/a) 
(III/V/I) 

‘avoid’  
(tr) (a/-/-) 
(VIII/-/III) 

‘drive out, remove’ 
(tr) (a+/a/a) 
(VIII/IX/II) 

sak(- ‘remain over, 
remain behind’ (itr) 
(—) 
(-/-/I) 

mid. ‘be left, 
restrain oneself’ 
(itr) (m/-/-) 
(VIII/-/-) 

‘restrain, leave 
behind’  
(tr) (a/-/-) 
(IXb/IXb/-) 

Asak(- ‘remain’  
(itr) (m/a/a) 
(III/V/I) 

    ‘restrain’  
    (tr) (-/a/-) 
    (VIII/VII/-) 

sätk(- ‘spread out’ 
(itr) (m/-/a) 
(III/Vs/I) 

    ‘spread’  
    (tr) (a/-/m) 
    (IXb/-/III) 

Asätk(- ‘spread out’  
(itr) (m/-/a)  
(III/V/I) 

    ‘spread’  
    (tr) (a/-/a) 
    (VIII/-/II) 

Asik(- ‘be overflown’ (itr) 
(m/a/-) 
(III/V/I) 

   ‘make overflow’  
   (tr) (—) 
   (-/-/IIoIII) 

spärk(- ‘disappear, perish’ 
(itr) (m/m/a) 
(III/Vs/I) 

‘get lost’, ‘go 
astray’  
(itr) (-/a/-) 
(-/II/-) 

‘cause to disappear, 
destroy’ (tr) 
(a/a/m) 
(IXb/IXb/II) 
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 Grundverb Antigrundverb Kausativum 
Aspärk(- ‘disappear, perish’ 

(itr) (-/-/a) 
(-/V/I) 

‘get lost, 
disappear’  
(itr) (-/?/a) 
(-/I/III) 

‘cause to disappear, 
destroy’  
(tr) (x/-/m) 
(VIII/IX/II) 

tsäm(- ‘grow, increase, 
come into being’ 
(itr) (m/m/a) 
(III/Vs/I) 

‘cause to  
grow, increase, 
promote’  
(tr) (a/m/a) 
(VIII/IoII/III) 

— 

Atsäm(- ‘grow, increase, 
come into being’ 
(itr) (m/-/-) 
(III/V/I) 

— ‘increase, cause to 
grow’  
(tr) (a/-/m) 
(VIII/IX/II) 

  
Prs V 

  

tälp(- ‘be purged’ (itr) (—) 
(V/-/-) 

‘purge’  
(tr) (—) 
(-/IoII/-) 

— 

  
Prs VI 

  

pruk(- ‘jump, leap (away)’  
(itr) (x/-/a) 
(VI/-/I) 

‘overlook, neglect, 
ignore’  
(tr) (m/-/a) 
(VIII/-/VII) 

— 

mus(- ‘rise, be pulled up’ 
(itr) (m/-/-) 
(VI/-/I) 

‘lift, give up’  
(tr) (—) 
(-/II/-) 

— 

  
Prs unattested 

  

klä$k- — ‘doubt’  
(tr) (m/-/-) 
(I/I/III) 

— 

Aklä$k(?- ‘± be in doubt, be 
insecure’  
(itr) (—) 
(-/-/I) 

‘doubt’  
(tr) (-/a/-) 
(VIII/VII/-) 

— 

räk(- ‘extend oneself 
(over)’  
(itr) (-/m/-) 
(-/Va/I) 

‘extend (over), 
cover’  
(tr) (a+/a/x) 
(VIII/I+II/III) 

— 
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 Grundverb Antigrundverb Kausativum 
Aräk?- — ‘extend (over), 

cover’  
(tr) (-/-/a) 
(-/-/III) 

— 

rä$k(- ‘ascend, climb up’  
(itr) (-/-/a) 
(-/Va/I) 

‘ascend’  
(tr) (a/-/a) 
(VIII/I/III) 

— 

tsuk(- ‘± suck (out)’ (tr)  
(-/-/a) (-/Va/I) 

‘± suckle; foster’ 
(tr) (a/-/a) 
(VIII/I/III) 

— 

Atsuka- ‘drink’ (tr) (-/a/a)  
(-/V/I) 

— — 

 
This pattern is also to be seen with what are synchronically different 
roots, viz. intransitive lä-n-t- ‘go out, emerge’ and transitive lut- 
‘remove’, lut- (IXa/II/III) being diachronically a causative or 
oppositional transitive to *lät-. 

4.5.1.1. Remarkable forms (mostly intransitives) 

The antigrundverb of säl(- ‘fly’ has a Class I preterit with palatalized 
root initial instead of a Class III preterit; on the stem see Malzahn, in 
print a. The roots trik(- ‘err, etc.’ and spärk(- ‘disappear, etc.’ behave 
very unusually with respect to valency. The antigrundverb of trik(- 
can be both transitive and intransitive, while the antigrundverb of 
spärk(- even is always intransitive,24 and this despite the fact that we 
are (almost) exclusively dealing with active forms, i.e., we do not have 
to do with valency alternation by voice alternation as is, e.g., attested 
for the antigrundverb of ABwak(- Antigv. act. ‘take apart’, mid. ‘differ’ 
(for voice alternation see below for details). Furthermore, the 
intransitive antigrundverb paradigms of trik(- ‘err, etc.’ and spärk(- 
‘disappear, etc.’ seem to differ slightly in meaning from the respective 
intransitive grundverb. The intransitive 1.sg. Pt III forms TA prasku ‘I 
am afraid’ in A 230 b 3 from Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’ (as per Schmidt/ 
Winter, 1992, 53 = Winter, 2005, 437), and most likely also TA wiyu ‘I 

                                                 
24 Carling, 2003, 68 and 2009, 61 glosses its “present VIII” stem (i.e., what I 

call antigrundverb stem) by ‘avoid’, but nevertheless correctly points out in 
2003, 71 that the only certain example in PK AS 7G b 3 is intransitive, but 
“animated”: “the beings disappear”. 
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was scared’ from Awi(- ‘be frightened’ of A 295 a 4 (as per 
Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 54 = Winter, 2005, 438). 
 
4.5.1.1.1. trik(- 
The manuals translate the antigrundverb (“first kausativum”) of trik(- 
with ‘fehlen, verfehlen’ (see WTG, 250f.; TEB I, 208, § 376; TEB II, 200), 
and the kausativum with ‘in die Irre führen, verwirren’. Adams, DoT, 
314ff. glosses the “first causative” with ‘err, make a mistake’, the 
construction with perlative by ‘err because of’, and the collocation 
ytari trik- by ‘mistake the way; do wrong’. As for the second, he 
translates the (emended) middle traikate as a genuine passive ‘was 
lost’, concluding that “[t]he first ‘causative’ is essentially an intensive 
of the Grundverb while the second ‘causative’ is more truly a 
causative in that it makes the underlying verb transitive’’. In contrast, 
Carling, 2003b, 73 with fn. 20 (p. 74) states that there is ‘‘no semantic 
difference as compared to present III’’, and that ‘‘[t]he translation ‘in 
die Irre führen, verwirren’ [...] seems to be a ghost’’, which is not quite 
correct in my opinion. The antigrundverb rather seems to have the 
transitive meaning ‘miss something, fail someone’ in the following 
instances:  
29 b 5 (1e)mi wnolmi tetriko1 ytariM 1eM aknatsaññesa ‘‘some beings 
[had] mistaken [their] ways out of ignorance’’ (as translated by 
Adams, l.c.; cf. TochSprR(B), transl., 49: ‘‘einige Wesen hatten die 
Wege verfehlt aus Unwissenheit’’); 282 b 2f. 0se 1añ pälskontse 
lka{M}trä astarññe aisamñe ma yairu läM yäknemeM späntai yamäM 
ta$w=añmala11ä(lñesa) – – – – (su) palsko 1añ tsetserñu trik1äM 
wäntre ‘‘wer [zwar] die Reinheit des eigenen Denkens sieht, [aber], 
[weil] er den Verstand nicht geläutert [hat], von der [rechten] Weise 
abgeht [und] [nur] auf Liebe [und] Mitleid vertraut [wtl. 
vertrauensvoll macht] ..., (der) ... verfehlt das Ziel’’ (Schmidt, 1974, 
346); 293 a 3 ytari trisäM “he misses the [right] course’’; S 6 (= PK AS 
5C) b 6 poys(i)ññeM kauñäktentso pärkalñe trisim manta ‘‘das 
Aufgehen der der letzten [höchsten] Existenz angehörigen 
Allerkenner-[Allwisser-]Sonnen möchte ich keineswegs [durchaus 
nicht] verfehlen’’ (Thomas, 1966a, 176, fn. 10; see also Pinault, 1990a, 
67); S 8 (= PK AS 4B) b 4 poysiññe11ai ek1alymeM ma trisimar källoym 
1pä os(tm)e(M lantsi) ‘‘nicht möchte ich um die Zeit der 
Allwisserschaft herumkommen’’ (Thomas, 1966a, 181, fn. 1); 241 b 1 po 
saulä11eM klautkenne saultsa lareM trisim-c ma ‘‘in all situations in 
life, I will not fail you, dear one of my life’’ (cf. Pinault, 2008, 331). 
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On the other hand, the antigrundverb can also be used 
intransitively, and then has the meaning ‘fail, go astray, stumble’: 
282 b 1 (MQ) sn(ai) parwa lestaimeM tsa$kaM su kl(a)y(aM) n(o) 
k(eM)tsa wiñcaññe sa(r)wa(r)ñ(e)sa tr(i)k1ä(M) ‘‘(if a bird) without 
feathers rises from the nest, and then falls to the ground, he makes a 
mistake because of [his] wicaññe pride’’ (cf. Adams, DoT, 315); the 
next line has trik1äM in transitive use, see above; H 149.15 b 2 su kr1i 
r(a) trisäM “[a]lso if this one should stumble” (Broomhead I, 183f.); H 
149.295 a 3f. poysiMñ k(ektseñe) ma t(r)isi ‘‘the body of omniscience ... 
should not go astray’’ (Broomhead I, 131); H 150.111 b 2 poysiññana 
ek1alyänmeM man(ta) trisye(M) “the Buddha epochs should never 
fail” (Broomhead I, 149, 152); K 2 a 5 te keklyau1ormeM (e)pastyaññe 
yänmacer yamor nta yamtsi ma 1pä triscer maka-ykne ‘‘wenn ihr 
dieses gehört habt, werdet ihr Erfahrung erlangen die Taten zu tun 
und nicht so vielfach zu straucheln’’ (Sieg, 1938, 7); K 7 b 3 (0se) c(e)y 
onolm(i e)$(kä)ltsa tsä$ko1 dussilñesa trikeM 1pärkeM ette cmelne 
tmaskenträ ‘‘diese Wesen, welche wenn sie in aus Leidenschaft 
entstandenem schlechtem Charakter irren und sich vergehen in 
niederer Geburt [wieder]geboren werden’’ (Sieg, 1938, 32); K 8 a 1 
(sle=a)knatsa(ññe) m(ai)mtsa trikseM dussiläñe yamaskeM ‘‘(einige 
Wesen hier) voll Unwissenheit straucheln in [ihrem] Ermessen und 
zeigen schlechten Charakter” (Sieg, 1938, 33f.); restored (t)r(ai)ksa in 
370 b 1 is without much context: //// (t)r(ai)ksa kentsa kl(aya) //// ‘‘... 
fell to the ground”, and the same applies to //// ime traiksa • in PK AS 
13G b 2 (reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), and also to the new 
attestation of the nt-Part in THT 1686 a 3: /// ltsa 0se trik1eñca ////.25 

Finally, the antigrundverb of trik(- seems to have the same 
meaning ‘lead astray’ that is assigned to the Kausativum II in the Ger 

                                                 
25 As for the function of the complement in the perlative found in these 

cases, instrumental function is recommended by the fact that a similar passage 
is attested in Tocharian A, which has a special case form for the instrumental: 
A 55 b 3 trikseñc akntsañ e$kälyo ‘‘the ignorant err because of [their] passion’’. 
According to Kölver, 1965, 63, the perlative of maim ‘Ermessen, Beurteilung’ 
in the passage K 8 a 1 has modal function just like in 240 a 3: “nach Ermessen’’, 
but causal function is much more likely: ‘‘they err because of their wrong 
judgment’’ (for the functions of the perlative in general, see Carling, 2000, 
12ff., 262ff.). To judge from the examples in Carling, 2000, 238ff., abstracts are 
rather used in the locative and allative than in the perlative, and the function 
of perlatives from abstracts is also often difficult to make out (Carling, 2000, 
241f.). However, A 81 b 4 lant sema ype mäskatär clearly means “the country 
is under the protection of the king’’ (Carling, l.c.; cf. Schmidt, 1974, 109). 
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II trisälle in 261 b 4 sai11(e) trisälle, which Thomas, 1952, 35 translates 
as ‘‘die sündhafte Welt’’ (the form is without further context). To be 
sure, the concept of the world that leads astray (rather than the world 
that fails or goes astray) is the most likely interpretation. Pace Adams, 
DoT, 315, however, I do not take 293 b 1 for another instance of the 
antigrundverb denoting ‘lead astray’, because of the absence of an 
object. Whereas 293 b 1 esnesa me$kitse (su) tka ra (t)risäM aisaumye 
c8 nakse(ntär) Adams renders by ‘‘he [is] lacking eyes; thus the 
wiseman will lead [him] astray and they reproach him’’, I would 
rather opt for “the wise man will go astray”. 

At last, the PPt tetriku can have both the meaning ‘missed, failed’, 
i.e., belong to the antigrundverb, i.e., the Pt III stem, and ‘have been 
led astray’, i.e., belong to the kausativum (see WTG, 177, § 172, fn. 1.). 

The interpretation of what must be finite forms of the kausativum 
of this root is not without difficulties: 
The evident Pt II traikane in 90 b 3 (which is the correct reading of the 
manuscript) has to be emended to traikate, according to TochSprR(B), 
27, fn. 22, i.e., to a middle form; differently WTG, 251 (traika-ne) and 
TEB I, 246, § 440,2. The form is to be translated as ‘he fainted’, see 
Schmidt, 2001, 320. Since the same meaning ‘faint’ is attested for the 
intransitive grundverb in Tocharian A, a middle (either intransitive or 
rather passive ‘he was confused’ e ‘fainted’, thus Schmidt, 2001, fn. 
121) is indeed to be preferred. A middle traikate is further said to be 
attested in H 149.290 b 3 by WTG, 251; Broomhead I, 214, and Schmidt, 
1974, 137. Schmidt translates: ‘‘das Denken wurde alsdann dem 
Elenden verwirrt’’. Actually, to judge from the manuscript, it is rather 
to be read traika-ne: //// palsko traika-ne ot talante • teksa asyai 
oM1ameM, and accordingly to be translated: “the spirit of the 
wretched one led him astray; he touched the nun from above”. On the 
other hand, if the form should be emended to a middle one, the 
meaning would again have to be passive ‘he was led astray’. 
tr[ai](ka)//// in H 150.119 a 1 is unclear. The sole attestation of the Prs 
or Sub IXb form trikä11äm in THT 2380 frg. z a 1 is without much 
context, though //// läkle triKaFFaM //// “suffering leads astray” is 
not too absurd.  

In Tocharian A as well, both transitive and intransitive forms are 
attested in the antigrundverb of Atrik(- (cf. TEB I, 208, § 376 and TEB 
II, 107). 

Transitive use is the only likely analysis for the 1.sg. TA triksam in 
A 160 a 5, although the context is fragmentary: ñi ime triksa(m) “I 
confuse my recollection’’; A 227/8 b 4f. 0c(e) pat nu wras(añ) 
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metrakäM spalmeM kä11iM • p1k<ä>1 puk lo trikseñc is analyzed as 
one sentence unit and the verbal form as a transitive one by Thomas, 
1997, 108, fn. 189: “... oder welche Wesen den Maitreya, den 
vorzüglichen Lehrer, ganz und gar verfehlen ...”. The PPt TA tatriku 
has the meaning ‘missed’, and is constructed with TA ytar ‘way, path’ 
(A 405 a 3) in the same way as TB trik(- can go together with the 
cognate ytari. The Ger TA trislune means ‘error, misconduct’. The nt-
Part TA trik1ant in A 80 a 4 is without much context, but since it is 
parallel to TA aknats ‘ignorant’, one can guess that the form means 
something like ‘the confused one’. The Inf TA trikässi clearly has the 
transitive meaning ‘to confuse, lead astray’ (A 6 b 1; the attestation in 
A 136 a 6 is without context); the same is true for the m-Part TA 
trikäsm(aM) ‘confusing (the senses)’ in A 312 b 3. The PPt TA caccriku 
that must belong to a kausativum Pt II has the special meaning ‘have 
committed a sin against someone’ in A 220 b 4, see Thomas, 1957, 291. 

On the other hand, intransitive use of an active antigrundverb 
form is attested in A 55 b 3: trikseñc akntsañ e$kälyo ‘‘the ignorant err 
because of [their] passion’’. The morphologically irregular and 
therefore more archaic 1.sg. active s-preterit TA triku in A 295 a 4 (as 
per Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 54 = Winter, 2005, 438) is intransitive as 
well: wiyu triku cam klopyo ‘‘ich war verstört [und] verwirrt durch 
dieses Leid’’. 
 
4.5.1.1.2. spärk(- 
In each of the two languages there exits only one single form that is 
diagnostic with respect to the valency of the stem, and each of those is 
certainly intransitive:  
K 7 b 3 (0se) c(e)y onolm(i e)$(kä)ltsa tsä$ko1 dussilñesa trikeM 
1pärkeM ette cmelne tmaskenträ “diese Wesen, welche, wenn sie in 
aus Leidenschaft entstandenem schlechtem Charakter irren and sich 
vergehen, in niederer Geburt [wieder]geboren werden” (Sieg, 1938, 
32). Sieg further states in fn. 1 that the verb in this passage shows up 
“in der übertragenen Bedeutung ‘sich vergehen, fehlen’”, whereas the 
basic meaning, according to him, is ‘sich verlieren’.  

In Tocharian A we have spärksa-m pältsäk “reasoning disappeared 
from them” in A 239 a 2 = A 222 a 4 (for the reading and word 
separation see TochSprR(A), “Nachträge”, 254, ad p. 110). Since TA 
pältsäk is genus alternans, the fem. deictic pronoun sam cannot be an 
attribute of that form; accordingly, a word separation spärk sam 
pältsäk is excluded, and we are certainly faced with: (•) spärksa-m 
pältsäk tmak särki arnaM mäskär umparñe “reasoning disappeared 
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from them [and] consequently they became evil in [their] 
appearance”. 
 
A third, and a possible fourth example of an intransitive 
antigrundverb evidenced by a Class III preterit form are 1.sg.act. TA 
prasku ‘I am afraid’ in A 230 b 3 from Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’ (as per 
Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 53 = Winter, 2005, 437), and 1.sg.act. TA wiyu ‘I 
was scared’ from Awi(- ‘be frightened’ in A 295 a 4 (as per 
Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 54 = Winter, 2005, 438), provided the latter is 
not a form that originally belonged to a Class I preterit. 

It is certainly no coincidence that three of these functionally 
irregular forms, viz. the 1.sg. Pt III forms TA prasku, TA triku, and TA 
wiyu are also morphologically irregular by showing the original 
ending of the 1.sg. (see chap. Pt III). On the other hand, the 
intransitive antigrundverb forms from Pt III paradigms TA triku, TA 
wiyu, TA spärksa-m, and also TA wläs ‘died’, which is another 
intransitive Pt III form, but clearly one that did not belong to an 
antigrundverb paradigm, all have *ä as their root vowels, and at least 
TA spärksa-m by its root-initial s- no doubt suggests that all of these 
intransitive forms contain pre-PT zero grades, and not pre-PT e-
grades, of the root.26 Accordingly, one will obviously have to assume 
that among the (multiple) inputs to preterit Class III there had also 
figured basically intransitive zero-grade root formations (which one 
would then prefer to derive from middle preterital forms). As for 
intransitive TA prasku with a PT æ-grade, of course it does not come 
as a huge surprise that an active form belonging to what evidently 
was an unergative stem could preserve the intransitive semantics to 
be expected for both an active perfect form and an active aorist form 
built from such a root or stem. 

4.6. TWO MORPHONOLOGICAL TRAITS FOUND WITH KAUSATIVA 

As mentioned above sub 4.4., for the purpose of denoting valency 
alternation the speakers of (Proto-)Tocharian had a variety of different 
purely morphological devices at their disposal. It is, however, quite 
obvious that at least in Tocharian B two rather morphonological traits 

                                                 
26 Note that if TA wläs belongs with Gk e£lw ‘got caught (in a military 

action)’ etymologically, a 3.sg. form with a PIE e-grade should rather have 
resulted in a TA form ending in *-as, i.e., TA wläs is also best taken for an old 
zero-grade form. 
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were also in use for forming and marking causatives and oppositional 
transitives, viz. initial accent and palatalization of root-initial 
consonants or consonant clusters — the first trait being found quite 
regularly in all essential parts (i.e., Prs, Sub, and Pt) of the kausativum 
paradigms that functioned as causatives or oppositional transitives, 
the second trait being consistently found only with Pt II and (to a 
somewhat lesser extent) with Imperative II forms. As for possible 
initial accent in TA kausativum paradigms, we cannot be sure about 
the placement of word accent in general; however, since full vowels 
that must have implemented the syllable peaks of initial syllables 
never get weakened nor deleted in Tocharian A, it is a rather certain 
that full vowels functioning as syllable peaks of initial syllables 
regularly bore the word accent even in historical times, and that 
therefore initial accent could hardly have functioned as a device for 
denoting causativity/oppositional transitivity in Tocharian A at all. 
On the other hand, original root-initial palatalization at least should, 
of course, have left traces in many surface forms of Tocharian A as 
well, but actually there are many roots, especially roots starting with a 
k-, that do not undergo root-initial palatalization, neither in the Pt II 
forms nor in the Imperative II forms of Tocharian A. 

4.6.1. The initial accent in Tocharian B 

Winter, 1980, 438ff. = 2005, 220ff. claimed that initial accent in 
Tocharian B was a morphological feature to denote causativity or 
transitivity. At the time, he did not come up with a diachronic 
explanation for that fact and in any case assumed that this was not an 
inherited feature in the first place. In contrast, Tocharian A, he said, 
because of its mechanical accent did not develop this characteristic, 
which is indeed very likely. As for the TB oppositional transitive/ 
causative stems of present/subjunctive Classes IXb-XIb, Winter was 
certainly correct in stating that as a rule it is the initial accent that 
marks the valency and not merely the sk-stem formation, because sk-
stem formations without initial accent are not oppositional transitives 
or causatives.27 A similar initial accent is to be found in the TB preterit 

                                                 
27 It is difficult to judge whether there exist some causative/oppositional 

transitive Prs/Sub IX forms lacking initial accent beside the case of parak(-. 
Possible candidates include the Abstr I wätka11älyñe ‘command’ (Š) from 
wätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’ (attested beside regular Prs/Sub IXb forms). 
However, although it comes from a central text, the form can indeed be an 
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of Class II alongside initial palatalization. Winter further speculated 
whether the initial palatalization in the s-preterit Class III is a feature 
of verbs of motion and linked with transitivity, and he also pointed 
out that a-subjunctives in Tocharian B standing beside (transitive) 
Class VI nasal presents have initial accent, those standing beside 
(intransitive) presents of Class III have non-initial accent. Although 
this is perfectly true as a pattern, his survey covered only one part of 
the material. As is discussed in detail in chap.s Sub I/V and Prs III/IV, 
the initial accent in all of these stem classes can, in my opinion, be 
explained diachronically (basically by setting up former reduplicated 
forms, which by now has also become the strategy adopted by Winter) 
with a few analogical developments, e.g., as is certainly to be assumed 
in the case of the Class IXb forms; see the discussion in the respective 
chapters.  

4.6.2. Initial palatalization 

Beside the initial accent, palatalization of the root initial consonant 
(cluster) is another feature to be found with oppositional transitive 
and causative stem formations. But in contrast to initial accent, which 
is a quite regular feature in the TB kausativum stem classes, root-
initial palatalization is no such regular marker of transitivity/ 
causativity. Thus, in the present/subjunctive Classes IXb and Xb there 
are forms attested with and without initial palatalization, sometimes 
even within the same paradigm, and in general it looks like the 
palatalized forms are merely archaisms, see the detailed discussion in 
chap. Prs/Sub IX. The only pattern that can be found is that all 
examples of palatalized Prs/Sub IXb forms have a preterit of Class II 
beside them, and such preterits show initial palatalization in 
Tocharian B on a regular basis. Note, however, that we find non-
palatalized Prs/Sub IXb forms beside Class II preterits as well, e.g., 
klutk(- Kaus. I ‘make turn’, which has a palatalized Pt II, but an 
unpalatalized Prs/Sub IXb stem, and this stem is attested quite often 
in texts from all provenances.  

Some kausativum (or antigrundverb) formations showing initial 
palatalization are especially noteworthy. The triple root säl(- ‘fly’ has 
a Class I preterit stem with palatalized root initial 1alla- in the 

                                                                                                        
MQ form, see the discussion in chap. Prs/Sub IX. Another candidate is 
1pärka11älle from spärk(- Kaus. II ‘destroy’ attested in the Weber manuscript, 
where one cannot exclude copying from an older MQ manuscript as well. 
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antigrundverb instead of a Class III preterit as is usual beside a 
normal Class I preterit sala- in the grundverb. In this case, however, I 
do not think that the initial palatalization is a recent, secondary 
marker of transitivity, but I believe that we are rather dealing with an 
anticipatory shift of palatalization from the root final to the initial in 
pre-TB *säl’l’° and *sal’l’° to *s’äl(’)l(’)° and *s’al(’)l(’)°, as is argued in 
chap. Sound Laws 1.7.  

A causative 1.sg.act. 1/amawa (sic) is attested from stäm(- Kaus. I 
‘put’ (PK NS 31 a 3, see Pinault, 1994, 107, fn. 4), which is remarkable 
in two ways; first because both Pt II and Pt IV forms are already 
attested as preterit stems of the Kausativum I, and second because 1/° 
as palatalization product of st° is very odd. The form is, in my 
opinion, not a secondary creation, but rather an archaism, and the 
palatalization again rather due to metathesis, see chap.s Sound Laws 
1.7. and Pt I 7.3.7. 

A different case are palatalized subjunctive Class II forms 
belonging to antigrundverbs such as säccätsi from kätk(- ‘cross, pass’ 
(as discussed above), 3.sg.mid. lyustär from luk(- Antigv. ‘illuminate’, 
Abstr pälysalñe/pilycalñe from pälk(- Antigv. ‘burn’, and 3.sg.act. 
plyañcän from plä$k(- Antigv. ‘sell’. To be sure, the (irregular) 
intransitive antigrundverb of spärk(- Antigv. ‘get lost, disappear’ 
shows root-initial palatalization as well (3.pl.act. 1pärkeM), whereas 
other antigrundverb subjunctives from roots with palatalizable root 
initial do not show initial palatalization (as wik(- Antigv. ‘avoid’). On 
the other hand, many thematic subjunctive stems that are not part of 
an antigrundverb also do show initial palatalization, which is indeed 
what is diachronically expected, since the PIE thematic present 
usually had e-grade in the root. In sum, root-initial palatalization in 
these forms is again an inherited feature rather than a secondary 
marker of transitivity. 

Finally, the highly irregular subjunctive stem kyana- of the 
Kausativum I of kän(- ‘fulfill (a wish)’ is also a special case that has to 
be explained diachronically; on the root see chap.s Pt II 8.2.3. and Sub 
I/V 18.3.1. in detail.  

Root-initial palatalization is also sometimes attested with s-
preterits, though, as is argued in chap. Pt III, no apparent connection 
of palatalization and transitivity can be found in this case, and the 
occurrence of palatalization has, again, diachronic reasons.28 

                                                 
28 A possible example of initial palatalization of a Class III preterit with 

causative semantics may come from kau- ‘kill’: Pt III kauwa ‘I killed’ vs. 
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As for the marking of kausativum forms in Tocharian A, I already 
noted above that no certain statement can be made about the accent, 
and that in Tocharian A root-initial palatalization is even less 
associated with transitivity or causativity than in Tocharian B. The 
only pattern where Tocharian A and B seem to show the same 
characteristics, as discussed by Winter, 1980b, 553ff. = 1984, 245ff. = 
2005, 240ff., is that of root-initial palatalization in preterits of Class I: 
these forms are indeed overwhelmingly transitive and they regularly 
have a nasal present stem beside them. However, as is argued in 
detail in chap. Pt I 7.3.3., in theses cases root-initial palatalization is 
not a secondary morphological marker of transitivity, but due to an 
inherited pattern of (mostly transitive) PIE nasal presents standing 
beside (mostly transitive) root aorists. 

To sum up, Tocharian B apparently developed initial accent as a 
marker of oppositional transitive/causative kausativum paradigms. In 
contrast, root-initial palatalization was no such synchronic marker.  

4.7. VALENCY AND VOICE 

Voice in Tocharian like in many other languages has a double 
function. Voice alternation can be used to express valency alternation, 
i.e., the middle can function as anticausative. What is remarkable is 
that this anticausative function is a relatively rare function of the 
middle in Tocharian. Transitive verbs can show active/middle voice 
alternation with the middle having quite different functions. There are 
also many activa tantum or media tantum. The most interesting 
behavior with respect to voice is shown by intransitive verbs. 

4.7.1. Intransitive verbs and voice 

As for intransitive verbs, with the exception of Prs III/IV verbs 
(including the paraka- type) and Sub III verbs, they are 
overwhelmingly either activa tantum or media tantum. There are the 
following groups: 
 

                                                                                                        
sauwwa, sauwa- ‘I let kill’ (thus WTG, 187, § 182). However, as is argued s.v. 
kau-, it is not completely certain that the forms in question are indeed let-
causatives, and, on the other hand, sauwwa, sauwa- can also be analyzed as Pt 
II. 
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4.7.1.1. Activa tantum 

4.7.1.1.1.  With Prs I 
i- ‘go’ (itr) (a+/a/-) (I+II/I+II/-) = Ai- ‘go’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (I/-/-)  
Akäln- ‘resound’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (I/-/-) = but in TB both voices 
Atärm- ‘tremble, be agitated’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (I/-/-) 
nes- ‘be’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (I+II/I/-) = Anas- ‘be’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (I+II/I/-) 
pälk- ‘shine’ (itr) (a/-/a) (I/-/I) = Apälk- ‘shine, appear’ (itr) (a/-/a) (I/-/I) 
Aprä$k?- ‘restrain oneself’ (itr) (a/-/-) (I/-/-) 
Aplu- ‘fly, soar’ (itr) (-/-/a) (I/-/I) 
Alä$k- ‘dangle’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (I/-/-) 
Asäl(- ‘fly, arise’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (I/-/I) = but säl(- ‘fly, arise’ (itr) (-/-/m) 
sälpa?- ‘glow’ (itr) (a+/-/a) (I+II/?/I) = Asälpa- ‘glow’ (itr) (a/a/-) (I/V/I) 
Asuw(- /Aswas(- ‘rain’ (itr) (a+/-/a) (I/V/I) 
tsip?- ‘dance’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (I+II/-/-) = Atsip?- ‘dance’ (itr) (a/-/-) (I/-/-) 
kañm?- ‘± be merry’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (IoII/IoIIoV/-) 
 
4.7.1.1.2.  With Prs II 
katk- ‘rejoice’ (itr) (a+/-/a) (II/II/I) = Akatk- ‘rejoice’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (II/-/-) 
kery- ‘laugh’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (II/-/-) 
cä$k- ‘please’ (itr) (a/a/-) (II/IoII/-) 
cämp- ‘be able to’ (itr) (a/a/a) (II/II/I) = Acämp- ‘be able to’ (itr) (a+/a/a) 
(II/II/III) 
nask- ‘bathe, swim’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (II/II/I) 
Apros- ‘feel ashamed’ (itr) (a/-/-) (II/II/-) 
plätk- ‘overflow, develop, arise’ (itr) (-/a/a) (II/I/III) 
Amiwa- ‘shake, quake’ (itr) (a/-/-) (II/V/-) = but in TB both voices 
re(-sk)- ‘flow’ (itr) (a/-/-) (IIoIXa/-/-) 
lyäk- ‘lie’ (itr) (a+/a/-) (II/II/-) 
saw- ‘live’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (II/II/I-VII) = Asaw- ‘live’ (itr) (a+/a/-) (II/II/I) 
1äm- ‘sit, remain’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (II/-/-) = A1äm- ‘sit, remain’ (itr) (a/-/-) (II/-/-) 
soy- ‘become sated, satisfied’ (itr) (a/a/a) (II/II/I) 
 
4.7.1.1.3.  With Prs V 
nitt(- ‘collapse’ (itr) (a/-/a) (IoV/V/I) 
pärsk(- ‘be afraid’ (itr) (a/a/a) (V/V/I) 
suwa-/ swasa- ‘rain’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (V/V/I) ~ Asuw(- /Aswas(- (itr) (a+/-/a) 
(I/V/I) 
 
4.7.1.1.4.  With Prs VI 
alpa- ‘stroke’ (itr) (a/a/-) (VI/V/-) = but Aalpa- (-/-/m) 
Akarp(- ‘descend’ (itr) (a+/-/a) (VI/V/I) ~ TB Prs IV 
Aklisa- ‘sleep’ (itr) (a/a/a) (VI/V/I) ~ klänts(- ‘sleep’ (itr) (a/a/a) (XII/V/I) 
sika- ‘step, set foot’ (itr) (a/a/-) (VI/V/-) 
skaya- ‘strive’ (itr) (a+/a/-) (VI/V/-) = Askaya- ‘strive’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (VI/V/I) 
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4.7.1.1.5.  With Prs VII (TB) 
rätka?- ‘± (a)rise’ (itr) (a/-/-) (VII/-/-) 
 
4.7.1.1.6.  With Prs VII (TA) 
Alotka- ‘turn’ (itr) (a/a/a) (VII/V/I) ~ TB Prs IV 
 
4.7.1.1.7.  With Prs VIII 
plu- ‘float, fly, soar’ (itr) (a/a/a) (VIII/I/III) ~ Aplu- ‘fly, soar’ (itr) (-/-/a) (I/-/I) 
 
4.7.1.1.8.  With Prs VIII (TA) 
Atrisk- ‘sound, boom’ (itr) (a/-/-) (VIII/-/-) 
Awärs- ‘breathe’ (itr) (a/-/-) (VIII/-/-) 
 
4.7.1.1.9.  With Prs IXa 
aksa- ‘waken’ (itr) (-/a/a) (IXa/V/I) 
ala-sk- ‘be sick’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (IXa/IX/-) 
lal- ‘exert oneself’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (IXa/IV/VII) 
wäs- ‘dwell, abide, live, lie down’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (IXa/IV/VII) 
sata-sk- ‘exhale’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (IXa/IX/-) 
 
4.7.1.1.10.   With Prs Xa 
kli-n- ‘be obliged to’ (itr) (a/a/a) (Xa/IoII/III) = but Akli-n- (itr) (a/m/-) 
(X/IoII/-) 
yäp- ‘enter, set (sun)’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (I-Xa/I/III) = Ayäw- ‘enter’ (itr) (-/-/a) 
(-/-/III) 
lä-n-t- ‘go out, emerge’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (Xa/?/VI) = Alä-n-t- (itr) (a+/a/a) 
(VIII/II/VI) 
 
4.7.1.1.11.   With Prs XI 
Aoks- ‘grow, increase’ (itr) (a+/-/a) (XI/-/I-V) = but in TB both voices 
 
4.7.1.1.12.   Prs XII 
klänts(- ‘sleep’ (itr) (a/a/a) (XII/V/I) ~ Aklisa- ‘sleep’ (itr) (a/a/a) (VI/V/I) 
 
4.7.1.1.13.   No present attested 
auswa- ‘± cry, lament’ (itr) (-/a/-) (-/V/-) 
Akapa- ‘well up, be greedy’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) 
Akälka- ‘go’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) 
taka- ‘be, become’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) = Atak(- (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) 
tära?- ‘± stretch, reach out’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I) 
naut(- ‘disappear’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) ~ Anut(- (itr) (-/m/-) (-/V/I) 
Aplutk- ‘± arise’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/III) 
mä(s)?- ‘go’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I+III) 
r(·)wa?- ‘± despair, be ashamed’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I) 
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A1tara?- ‘become tired’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I) 
särp?- ‘beat (of the heart)’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/IoIII) 
stäm(- ‘stand’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) = A1täm(- (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) 

4.7.1.2. Media tantum 

4.7.1.2.1.  With Prs II 
käly- ‘stand, be situated’ (itr) (m+/-/-) (II/-/-) = Akäly- (itr) (m+/-/-) (II/-/-) 
perk?- ‘peer’ (itr) (m/-/-) (II/-/-) 
man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’ (itr) (m/m/m) (II-VI/II-V/I) 
yärs- ‘show respect, affection’ (itr) (m/-/m) (II/II/I) = Ayärs- (itr) (m/m/m) 
(II/II/I) 
Awäs- ‘don, wear’ (itr/tr) (-/m/m) (II/IoV/III) 
 
4.7.1.2.2.  With Prs V 
nan(- ‘appear’ (itr) (m/m/m) (V/V/I) 
mäk(- ‘run’ (itr) (m/m/m) (V/V/I) 
A1kita- ‘± appear, seem’ (itr) (m/-/-) (V/-/-) 
 
4.7.1.2.3.  With Prs VI 
kwäsa- ‘lament’ (itr) (m/?/-) (VI/V/I) 
man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’ (itr) (m/m/m) (II-VI/II-V/I) 
mus(- ‘rise, be pulled up’ (itr) (m/-/-) (VI/-/I) = Amusa- (itr) (m/-/m) (VI/-/I) 
mrausk(- ‘feel disgust’ (itr) (m/m/m) (VI/V/I) = Amrosk(- (itr) (m/-/m) 
(VII/V/I) 
staukk(- ‘swell’ (itr) (m/-/-) (VI/-/I) 
 
4.7.1.2.4.  With Prs VII 
klutk(- ‘turn, become’ (itr) (m/-/-) (VII/V/I) 
 
4.7.1.2.5.  With Prs VII (TA) 
Awask(- ‘move, quake’ (itr) (m/-/m) (VII/V/I) 
 
4.7.1.2.6.  With Prs VIII 
tsak- ‘glow’ (itr) (m/-/m) (VIII/-/III) = Atsak- (itr) (m/m/m) (VIII/IoII/III) 
 
4.7.1.2.7.  With Prs IXa 
kän(- ‘come about’ (itr) (m/m/-) (IXa/I-III/III) = Akän- (itr) (m/m/-) 
(VIII/III/0oIII) 
tre$k- ‘cling, stick’ (itr) (m/m/m) (IXa/I/III) = Aträ$k- (itr) (m+/m/m) (VIII/I-
VII/III) 
twa-/ twas(- ‘shine’ (itr) (m/-/-) (IXa/-/-) 
wäs- ‘don, wear’ (itr/tr) (m/m/m) (IXa/I/III) ~ Awäs- ‘don, wear’ (itr/tr) 
(-/m/m) (II/IoV/III) 
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4.7.1.2.8.  With Prs Xa 
täm- ‘come into being’ (itr) (m+/m/m) (Xa/III/III) = Atäm- (itr) (m/m/m) 
(X/III/0) 
yäka- ‘be careless’ (itr) (m/m/-) (Xa/VI/I) = Ayäka- (itr) (m/m/-) (X/VI/I) 
 
4.7.1.2.9.  With Prs XII 
Aar1a1-iññ- ‘fit (clothes)’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/-/-) 
arc(-äññ)- ‘should, ought to’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/-/-) 
Aklop-iññ- ‘express sorrow, lament’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/-/-) 
cele-ññ- ‘appear’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/-/-) 
ykaM1-äññ- ‘feel disgust’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/XII/-) 
wask(- ‘move, quake’ (itr) (m/-/m) (XII/V/I) ~ Awask(- (itr) (m/-/m) 
(VII/V/I) 
wina-ññ- ‘enjoy’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/XII/-) = Awin-iññ- ‘enjoy’ (itr) (m/m/-) 
(XII/XII/-) 
Asew-iññ- ‘yawn’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/XII/-) 
As4ka1-iññ- ‘be happy’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/-/-) 
sklok-äññ- ‘despair’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/-/-) 
skw-äññ- ‘be happy’ (itr) (m/-/-) (XII/XII/-) 
 
4.7.1.2.10.   No present attested 
Apewa?- ‘card’ (itr) (-/-/m) (-/-/I) 
yas(- ‘be excited’ (itr) (-/-/m) (-/-/I) 
yät(- ‘be decorated’ (itr) (-/-/m) (-/-/I) 
räk(- ‘extend oneself (over)’ (itr) (-/m/-) (-/V/I) 
warwa?- ‘prod, urge oneself’ (itr) (-/-/m) (-/-/I) = Awarpa?- (itr) (-/-/m) (-/-/I) 
Aweka- ‘fall apart, break’ (itr) (-/m/m) (-/V/I) 
suk?- ‘hang down; hesitate’ (itr) (-/m/-) (-/XII/-) 
stina-sk- ‘be silent’ (itr) (-/m/-) (-/IX/-) 

4.7.1.3. Intransitive verbs with both voices 

miw(- ‘tremble, quake’ is a special case. The active forms have the 
meaning ‘shake, quake’ (of natural phenomena), which seems to be the 
basic meaning. In Tocharian B, however, there are also middle forms 
attested, which are confined to a collocation with pit ‘bile’ and with a 
genitive of the undergoer, and this phrase has the meaning ‘faint’, a 
concept based on Indian medicine, see Schmidt, 1974, 120ff. Atsarta?- 
‘weep’ with a middle present stem and an active a-preterit looks like 
the Prs III/IV pattern, but pace Schmidt, 1974, 33, fn. 2, a Class IV Prs, 
is philologically and morphologically impossible; the Prs is either of 
Class I or Class II. In any case, the root vowel met in TA sert- can by 
no means be a lautgesetzlich TA outcome (see the disussion s.v. 
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Atsarta?-). Accordingly, this root is not a good witness for voice 
pattern. As for läm(-/ Aläm(- ‘sit’, Tocharian A is activum tantum, 
while in Tocharian B there is one single middle form lmate, attested in 
a monastery record, beside many other active forms.29 As for Akatka- 
‘arise’, the only middle form is actually a restored one, and although it 
is a philologically cogent restoration, one may hesitate to accept it 
from a morphological point of view. Intransitive Aya- ‘go, travel’ 
(m/-/a) (X/-/I) is the equivalent of the activum tantum iya- ‘go, travel’ 
that also can have transitive valency with the meaning ‘lead’ without 
voice/stem alternation, see below 4.9.1. As for intransitive Awäl- ‘die’ 
(m/m/a) (X/III/III), it will be argued below in 4.7.2. that this kind of 
middle inflection found with this unergative root in both the present 
and subjunctive stems is probably a secondary feature caused by 
analogical influence from semantically opposed täm- ‘be born’, an 
influence the Pt evidently has escaped. A special case is plak- act. 
‘agree’, ‘receive agreement’, mid. ‘ask for permission’ (itr) (a/a/m) 
(VIII/I/III). While the verb seems to be intransitive, there is a 
difference in meaning between active and middle forms, but no 
valency change.  

No certain explanation for mixed voice pattern in intransitive 
paradigms can be found in the following cases: the once attested 
active form of tina- ‘± defile oneself’ (beside a certain middle 
attestation) does not have much context, so it cannot be excluded that 
the verb is basically transitive and that the intransitivity of the middle 
form is just due to the anticausative function of the middle. No 
present form from mauk(- ‘refrain from, desist’ (itr) (-/a/x) ~ Amuka?- 
‘desist’ (itr) (-/-/a) is attested, so that it is possible that the present 
belonged to Class IV, in which case, however, the once attested 
middle preterit form would be irregular as well. 
 
 
This leaves very few intransitive verbs with voice alternation: 

                                                 
29 Adams, DoT, 654f. analyzed and translated the form in question as 

transitive one belonging to the kauativum, and the form is indeed not stative:  
PK Cp 32, 4: sa$kram wtetse lmate “le monastère s’est assis de nouveau” 
(Pinault, 1984a, 26); “le monastère ... s’est de nouveau installé” (Pinault, 1984a, 
31); “became set up” (Adams, 2DoT, s.v. 1äm-). Hence, lmate indeed 
semantically rather belongs with the kausativum paradigm, which is 
reminiscent of the behavior of the two middle Ipv I forms karsar and prutkar, 
and of that of the middle forms from ABpyutk- as well. 
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pruk(- ‘jump, leap (away)’ (itr) (x/-/a) (VI/-/I) 
an(-sk- ‘breathe in’ (itr) (x/-/-) (IXa/IX/-) 
käm- ‘come’ (itr) (x/x/x) (Xa/II/III-VI)30 = Akum- (itr) (x/x/-) (X/II/III) 
Akli-n- ‘be obliged to’ (itr) (a/m/-) (X/IoII/-) = but activum tantum in TB. 

saw-/ Asaw- ‘live’ is an interesting case. The intransitive31 grundverb 
paradigm is activum tantum in both languages. Beside the grundverb 
there is a kausativum attested in both languages that is also 
intransitive, but shows both active and middle inflection in Tocharian 
B (x/-/m) (IXa/-/IV) and only middle forms in Tocharian A (m/-/-) 
(VIII/-/-). No difference in meaning or function can be found between 
the different paradigms or voices. A similar case is yu- ‘seek, aspire, 
turn towards’ that has an intransitive kausativum paradigm 
(IXb/IXb/-) which is also attested in Tocharian A Ayu(- Kaus. III 
‘aspire to, reach out for’ (itr), where it stands beside a (likewise) 
intransitive grundverb with a slightly different meaning ‘turn, incline 
towards’. The formal kausativum shows both active and middle 
inflection in Tocharian B, while in Tocharian A only active forms are 
attested. Hence, there is reason to believe that the formal kausativum 
has been detached from the former grundverb. On the complicated 
history of the root, see s.v. yu-. 
 
In sum, the material suggests that intransitive verbs are over-
whelmingly either activa or media tantum; voice alternation both 
within the same stem or within the paradigm is only attested 
occasionally. The question that arises now is, of course, what causes 
an intransitive verb in Tocharian to be activum or medium tantum, 
but this question is beyond the scope of this study. However, the 
following observations can be made: a convenient explanation would 
be to assume an opposition between unaccusative and unergative 
verbs. Such a strategy is, in fact, used for PIE verbal roots by 
Benedetti, 2002, 20ff., and Lazzeroni, 2002, 105ff., 2003, 165ff. and 2004, 
139ff. (based mainly on Vedic). Their basic claim is that in PIE 
unergative verbs were activa tantum, unaccusative ones media 
tantum. It seems that typical unergative verbs such as verbs of motion 
like ‘go’, ‘dance’, or verbs of sound emission like ‘resound’, ‘laugh’, etc. 

                                                 
30 The TB middle has the meaning ‘zusammenkommen mit’, whereas in 

TA there does not seem to be a semantic difference between active and middle 
forms (see Schmidt, 1974, 472ff.). 

31 The verb is basically intransitive, but can be correlated in a figura 
etymologica with saul/ TA sol ‘life’ in both grundverb and kausativum, cf. 
below 4.10.3. in the main text. 
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indeed prevail in the activa tantum class of Tocharian. On the other 
hand, there also seem to be typical unaccusative verbs in this class 
such as lyäk- ‘lie’, 1äm- ‘sit’. The same is true for the media tantum 
group where we have typical unergative verbs such as mäk(- ‘run’ as 
well.  

4.7.2. Simple voice alternation denoting valency alternation 

As in many other languages, alternation of voice can be used to 
denote valency change in Tocharian. As can also be observed 
crosslinguistically, it is the active that correlates with transitive 
valency and the middle with intransitive valency, i.e., the Tocharian 
middle can have anticausative function.32 

Since the middle as marker of anticausatives is crosslinguistically 
often attested and this function was also most likely a property of the 
middle already in PIE (cf. Villanueva Svensson, 2003, 21ff.), it must be 
pointed out that valency alternation by simple voice alternation 
within the same verbal stem formation is not a common feature in 
Tocharian. On the contrary, it seems confined to a special set of roots 
that share some basic semanto-syntactic and morphological traits, 
above all causative alternation on the one hand33 and the occurrence 
of Sub III forms (which are exclusively middle) on the other hand. 
Within the paradigms made from these roots, valency alternation 
denoted by simple voice alternation is then again restricted to the 
respective present stems of Tocharian B and two of the respective 

                                                 
32 Strangely enough, there are also some verbs in Tocharian where the 

middle is linked with transitive valency and the active with intransitive 
valency, see the discussion in chap. Voice 5.2.2. 

33 To be honest, Anäm- seems not to behave like a typical causative 
alternation verb, in that the active of its s-present is attested in intransitive use 
only, and the same must be said of the nasal infix present TA = TB rämna-, 
which probably is to be derived from a cognate pre-PT *nämna-. Note, 
however, that according to Peters, forthcoming, even the active paradigms of 
the s-presents were based on pre-PT 3.sg. middle forms of root aorists, and 
that also some among the active paradigms of the nasal present Class VI are 
rather to be derived from respective pre-PT middle paradigms. 
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present stems of Tocharian A,34 and to (most of) the respective preterit 
stems of Tocharian B:35 
 
 Prs tr Prs itr Sub tr Sub 

itr 
Pt tr Pt itr 

kän(- 
‘occur’; 
‘fulfill’ 

Prs 
IXb (a) 

Prs IXa 
(m) 

Sub V (m) 
kyanamar 
(Sub I m)? 

Sub 
III (m) 
(Sub I 
m)? 

Pt II 
(a) 

Pt III 
(-) 

Akän- ‘id.’ Prs 
VIII 
(a+) 

Prs VIII 
(m) 

Sub IX (a) Sub 
III (m) 

Pt II 
(a) 

Pt 
0/III 
(-) 

käs- ‘come 
to 
extinction’; 
‘extinguish’ 

Prs II 
(a) 

Prs II 
(m) 

Sub I (-) Sub 
III (m) 

Pt III 
(a) 

Pt III 
(m) 

Akäs- ‘id.’ — — — Sub 
III  
(-) 

Pt II 
(m) 

Pt 
0/III 
(-) 

täm- ‘be 
born’; ‘beget’ 

Prs Xb 
(x) 

Prs Xa 
(m+) 

Sub Xb (m) 
 

Sub 
III (m) 

Pt IV 
(-) 

Pt III 
(m) 

Atäm- ‘id.’ Prs X 
(a) 

Prs X 
(m) 

Sub IX (m) Sub 
III (m) 

Pt IV 
(m) 

Pt 0 
(m) 

näk- 
‘destroy’; 
‘disappear’ 

Prs 
VIII (a) 

Prs VIII 
(m) 

Sub I + II 
(a) 

Sub 
III (m) 

Pt III 
(a) 

Pt III 
(m) 

Anäk- ‘id.’ Prs 
VIII (a) 

Prs X 
(m) 

Sub I (a) Sub 
III (m) 

Pt III 
(a) 

Pt 0 
(m) 

näm- ‘bend’; 
‘bow’ 

Prs 
VIII (a) 

Prs VIII 
(m) 

Sub I (-) Sub 
III (m) 

Pt III 
(a) 
Pt II 
(-) 

Pt III 
(m) 

       

                                                 
34 In the subjunctive, however, the standard pattern is the following: 

active-only transitive Sub I vs. middle-only intransitive Sub III. 
35 In the following list I also include one single root that does not really 

belong to that small group of unaccusative (causative alternation) verbs at all, 
because it also forms a Sub III (and a Prs X), viz. the unergative root Awäl- 
‘die’. It is an obvious guess that this root, from which was formed a 
completely irregular zero-grade active Pt III (3.sg. wläs), took on Prs X and 
Sub III forms just secondarily, viz. under the influence of its antonym Atäm- 
‘be born’.  
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 Prs tr Prs itr Sub tr Sub 
itr 

Pt tr Pt itr 

Anäm- ‘bow’ — Prs VIII 
(a+) 

— Sub V  
(-) 
Sub 
IX (-) 

— Pt I (-) 
Pt II 
(-) 
Pt III 
(-) 

päk- ‘ripen’; 
‘cook’ 

Prs 
VIII (a) 

Prs VIII 
(m) 

— Sub 
III (-) 

— Pt III 
(-)  

Apäk- ‘id.’ Prs 
VIII 
(p) 

Prs X 
(m) 

— Sub 
III (-) 

— Pt 0 
(m) 

ru- ‘open’ — Prs VIII 
(m) 

Sub I (a) Opt 
(m) 

Pt III 
(-) 

— 

Aru- ‘id.’ Prs 
VIII (a) 

— — — — — 

Awäl- ‘die’ — Prs X 
(m) 

— Sub 
III (m) 

— Pt III 
(a) 

tsäk- ‘burn’ Prs 
VIII (a) 

Prs VIII 
(m) 

Sub I (-) Sub 
III (m) 

Pt III 
(a) 

Pt III 
(m) 

Atsäk- ‘id.’ Prs 
VIII (a) 

Prs X 
(m) 

— Sub 
III (-) 

— Pt 0 
(m) 

 
Lane, 1953, 494 and Schmidt, 1974, 62f. pointed out that Tocharian A is 
more prone to denote valency alternation by stem formation than 
Tocharian B. This is most conspicuous in the preterit, while in the 
present Tocharian B also shows stem alternation, notably between a 
normal (nä)sk-present (Prs IXa, Xa) and a (nä)sk-present with initial 
accent (Prs IXb, Xb). Since the intransitive and normally accented Prs 
IXa and Xa forms seem also confined to the middle (while the 
kausativum Prs IXb and Xb can show both voices), it is likely that a 
formerly voice-alternating present stem was secondarily replaced by a 
kausativum stem marked with initial accent (that could then also take 
on middle forms without the danger of confusion with an intransitive 
middle anticausative). Tocharian A shows a parallel development in 
having a transitive active Prs VIII36 vs. intransitive middle Prs X 
(Anäk-, Apäk-, Atsäk-). 

                                                 
36 Note, however, that the transitive Prs VIII of Apäk- has a middle form in 

passive function: the 3.pl.mid. Imp TA päk1ant can only have passive 
meaning ‘were cooked (by someone)’ (not ‘boiled, ripened’). One of the two 
middle forms attested of the Prs X stem is intransitive (Imp TA pkäM1ant in A 
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4.7.2.1. Remarkable forms 

käs- is a special case, because though it synchronically seems to be a 
simple thematic present stem with voice/valency alternation, Jasanoff, 
most recently, 2008, 159 plausibly argues that we are dealing with a 
former s-present that underwent simplification of etymologically 
expected -ss-. 

Anäm(- ‘bow’ has an intransitive active Prs VIII, and three different 
PPt formations that all seem to have the same intransitive meaning. In 
addition, the root is also peculiar inasmuch as there is a Class V 
subjunctive stem attested as well, even though the other roots in 
question do not have A-character. If the etymological derivation from 
synonymous räma- ‘bow’ as being based on a nasal present stem 
*nämna- > rämna- is correct (as proposed by Melchert apud Adams, 
DoT, 531), we have another indication that the root had A-character in 
Proto-Tocharian. The paradigm of the root kän(- descriptively 
deviates from the general pattern even more than the one of the root 
näm-. Diachronically, the aberrant behavior of these two roots is easily 
explained, since the PIE > pre-PT ancestors of both roots had ended in 
a laryngeal, which had to develop into a PT *a in certain contexts, so 
that there could exist stem allomorphs from these two roots in PT *-a- 
that would have to look much the same as stem allomorphs ending in 
suffixal PT *-a- and would have to be assigned to the familiar pattern 
characterized by a Pt I and a Sub V ending in suffixal PT *-a-. 

A behavior quite similar to the one of the Sub III verbs discussed in 
this paragraph is found with the antigrundverb paradigm from the 
root luk(-/ Aluk- ‘light up, be illuminated’. It has an intransitive 
grundverb (III/V/I) in Tocharian B, and beside that also intransitive 
middle forms of present Class VIII and preterit Class III, which can 
easily be explained as cases of middles in anticausative function. 
However, note that the corresponding antigrundverb ‘illuminate’ 
(VIII/II/III) also has middle forms that are transitive, i.e., have non-
anticausative middle function. In other words, the middle s-present 
can be intransitive ‘light up’ or transitive ‘illuminate for oneself’. In 
Tocharian A, beside the transitive antigrundverb the only certain 
intransitive form is the middle root preterit. 

With respect to semantics, this group of verbs seems to consist of 
quite typically causative alternation verbs: ‘come to extinction’ vs. ‘fall 
into ruin, disappear’, ‘cook, ripen’, ‘open’, ‘burn’, ‘sprout’, etc. It is 

                                                                                                        
222 a 3f., see Schmidt, 1974, 135), the second is unclear (TA päknä1tr-äM in A 
124 b 6, see Schmidt, 1974, 265f.). 
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therefore not too surprising that valency change can indeed be 
expressed by mere voice alternation. Since, furthermore, anticausative 
was not the only function of the middle, it is also understandable that 
stem alternation for expressing valency change is the more productive 
kind of formation in Tocharian, and secondary marking of 
oppositional middles by stem formation is indeed precisely attested 
for these roots as well (notably in the TA present stem formations of 
Class X, and, I think, the same process may just underlie the Sub III 
formation itself, see chap. Sub III). 

4.8. DOUBLE MARKING OF VALENCY ALTERNATION BY VOICE AND 
STEM FORMATION  

There are just three stem formations in Tocharian that show a double 
characterization of both stem formation and voice, viz. oppositional 
intransitive stems that are also media tantum. These are present Class 
III and IV stems (being the prototypical intransitive grundverb 
present stems of triple roots), the subjunctives of Class III (being the 
intransitive subjunctive of the type päk-), and, confined to Tocharian 
A, intransitive middle root preterits beside transitive active Class III 
preterits, which are to be found both in paradigms having a Sub III or 
a Prs III. At first glance, it does not seem odd that intransitive stems 
are media tantum. However, the linking of a certain stem formation 
and voice with valency is singular to just these three stem formations. 
Note further that the respective oppositional transitive stems are not 
likewise linked with active voice in turn. The oppositional transitive s-
present (of the antigrundverb) or sk-present (of the kausativum) 
beside present Classes III and IV can be middle, and at least the s-
present can itself show voice alternation to express valency alternation 
(e.g., ABwak(- grundverb ‘split apart, bloom’, antigrundverb act. ‘split’, 
mid. ‘differ’). In the case of Class III subjunctives, kantär may be one 
example of a middle form from the oppositional transitive stem (Class 
I or II),37 and there are certainly middle forms attested in the 
secondary subjunctive stems of Class Xb in Tocharian B and Sub IX in 
Tocharian A.  

The next question is, of course, and one that is highly important for 
the diachronic explanation of all of these classes: why is this kind of 
stem formation synchronically linked with middle voice at all? Did 
they acquire middle inflection because they were confined to 

                                                 
37 On 3.sg. kantär see the discussion in chap. Sub III 20.1.3. 
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oppositional intransitives, or did they become oppositional 
intransitives because they were medium tantum? These questions are 
discussed in the respective chapters on Prs III/IV, Sub III, and Pt 0. 

4.9. VALENCY CHANGE WITHOUT VOICE OR STEM MARKING 

There are very few examples to be found of valency alternation within 
the very same stem without voice alternation. 

4.9.1. iya- ‘go, travel’, ‘lead, cause to go’ (itr/tr) 

The TA equivalent Aya- is only attested as an intransitive with the 
meaning ‘go, travel’ (there are both middle and active forms attested), 
and this is also the overwhelming sense of the TB verb, which is 
activum tantum.38 One single TB form, however, is most likely 
transitive in the sense of ‘lead, cause to go’: 
2 b 8 + 3 a 1 ontsoyttñesa allo$kna retke iyaM ypaunane maka 
wnolme(M) kauseM “Wenn (die Könige) aus Unersättlichkeit das 
Heer in andere Länder führen, töten sie viele Wesen” as translated by 
TochSprR(B), transl., 5. That lante is the (missing) first part of the line 
and hence the subject is indeed quite plausible due to another parallel 
found in 1 b 8, as per TochSprR(B), s.v. 1 b 8.39 

4.9.2.  ABkätk(- ‘cross, pass’ (tr/itr) 

The grundverb paradigm from this root can be used both transitively 
and intransitively; if there is any complement denoting a locality vel 
sim. at all, it stands either in the obliquus or in the perlative, as per 
Carling, 2000, 67f., fn. 193: “Die Grundbedeutung von kätk- ist 
‘überschreiten’, das mit einem Objektsobliquus konstruiert wird. Mit B 
ytarye [...] wird aber B kätk- mit einem Perlativ kombiniert, und die 
Bedeutung muß hier eher ‘schreiten, passieren’ sein”. Intransitive use 
                                                 

38 5 a 2 kokaletstse iyoy su prasenaci walo ot “Es kam zu Wagen 
einhergefahren (wtl. als einer, der einen Wagen hat) der König Prasenajit” 
(Thomas, 1957, 35); often in caravan travel passports (see Pinault, 1987, 190) in 
the sense of ‘pass’. A 29 b 6 (ä)ntanene jambudvip tämne ya añca //// “where 
Jambudvipa (was), he went there ...”; A 379 b 3 ya puk säk kälymne(ntwaM) 
“he went in the ten directions” (Winter, 1988, 781 = 2005, 335). 

39 However, as W. Winter (p.c.) pointed out to me, it cannot be excluded 
that retke is, in fact, the subject of the sentence. 
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is attested (a) correlated with perlative (only in Tocharian B) in: 29 b 4 
(t)ak ytarisa poysinta kätkanaM taksa arhanti “nur auf diesem Wege 
überschreiten die Alleswissenden, auf diesem die Arhats” 
(TochSprR(B), transl., 49; cf. Carling, 2000, 94). (b) Absolutely used in 3 
a 2 mäkte saul (kä)tta$käM “wie das Leben vergeht”; 3 a 4 mant 
kätta$käM (sic) saulanma “so gehen die Leben vorüber” (TochSprR(B), 
transl., 5). 

In Tocharian A we have: A 18 a 3 oktuk antarakalpañ kätkeñc sas 
mahakalp “Wenn achtzig Antarakalpas vergehen, ist es ein 
Mahakalpa” (Sieg, Übers. I, 22); A 295 a 8 = YQ 36 b 4 käntantuyo 
pukla kätkeñc “by the hundreds the years will pass”; similarly A 409 a 
3 pukla kätkeñc “the years will pass”. Here A 288 a 5 may also belong, 
which Schmidt, 1974, 476 restored and translated:40 (säk 1pä)t-pi koris 
1äk-känt (tmaM pukla kupre)ne kätkeñc katka(1 säm) arkiso11aM 
pättañkät “(Wenn 176 Millionen Jahre) vergangen sind [wörtl. 
vergehen], wird er [scil. Maitreya] sich in der Welt als Buddha 
erheben”.41 The proposal by TG, 428 to restore TA (kä)tkeñc in A 284 a 
2 can now be confirmed by the Old Turkish parallel (identified by 
Pinault, 1999, 203f.) MaitrSä+im, Blatt 6 recto: “(wenn 57 Ko/i mal 6 
000 000 Jahre der Menschen ver)gehen, [so] ist dies in der Raurava-
Hölle gerade mal ein Tag und eine Nacht” (Geng/Klimkeit/Laut, 1998, 
118); consequently, the TA passage 284 a 2 ////(kä)tkeñc täM 
raurapaM koM w1e mäska(tär) must be translated: “(when ... years 
pa)ss, it is in the Raurava-[Hell] one single day and one single night”. 
Similarly YQ 2 a 4 ~ A 214 a 1 stwar tmaM tri wälts we känt w1eñ 
katkar “43,200 nights have gone by” (Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 68f.); A 
305 b 2 (k1aNa)ñ ñi täpreM apta ma katkar kosne tñi “(hast du 
verstanden, Sa$kha, daß) mir nicht so viele (Augenblick)e, (die ich in 
drei AsaMkheyas [und] hundert Kalpas gelitten habe), vergangen sind 
wie dir?” (translation and restoration according to Schmidt, 1994b, 267 
with fn. 175; according to Pinault, 2004, 2f., however, TA apta rather 
has the meaning “früher”). 

Transitive use in Tocharian B we have in the following cases: 36 b 4 
(kä)tknaM trä$konta “they commit sins”; Dd 6,2,4 su kätka1tär 

                                                 
40 Note that a similar restoration was already proposed by W. Siegling 

(pers. copy). 
41 Cf. the Old Turkish parallel MaitrHami I, 20ff. (as per Pinault, 1999, 193): 

“wenn (bei) jenen [Menschen] 56 Millionen [Jahre] vergehen, wenn der 
B[odhisattva] Maitreya auf dieser Erde erschienen ist” (as translated by 
Geng/Klimkeit, 1988, 77). 
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ypomna 01aiM 1pä “he passes through lands and villages” (cf. 
Pinault, 1987, 184f.); PK NS 107 a 1 0se kätkana(M) sammutträ 
“welche den Ozean durchqueren” (Thomas, 1977, 105); PK NS 107 a 2 
(ma cai) kätkana(M) m(a)k(a)lñe “sie überqueren den Fluß nicht” 
(Thomas, 1977, 107). In Pratimok1a texts kätk(- often translates Skt. 
adhya Çpad ‘hineingeraten in (schuldhaftes Handeln); sich vergehen 
(gegen)’, see Schmidt, 1986, 182 (such as kätk(- ike = Skt. adhya Çpad 
sthanam “vergehen gegen diesen Punkt”). A similar meaning we seem 
to have in 333 a 8 kwri ma katkat peparku poñ • “if asked you do not 
get into (culpable behavior), [thus] speak”. Similarly 608 a 2 //// ymar 
taññe yaitkor katkat(s)i “I ... offended (against) your order”; 355 b 4 
//// nest kerekauna k(a)tkatsi “you are ... to pass through the flood”; 
29 a 7 mäkt2 ytarisa makte sätkawa cmel1e samudtär “Auf welchem 
Wege ich selbst überschritt das Meer der Geburt” (TochSprR(B), 
transl., 48); 247 a 2 sano warñai sanmanma sakse warñai klesanma 
satka(sta) “Die Fesseln Frau usw. [und] die Klesas Branntwein usw. 
hast (du) überschritten” (Thomas, 1957, 176); 429 a 2 (vid)yasthanta11e 
satka samudtär “he crossed the sea of learning”; PK AS 18B b 1f. 
y<u>mane lykaskana sik1apatäntats <ts>amo sitkare “[Dadurch, daß 
sie] zugänglich [waren], haben sie das Gedeihen der kleinen 
Sik1apadas [Moralvorschriften] außer acht gelassen” (Thomas, 1985, 
91f.; 1987a, 90f.; cf. Pinault, 2008, 77). 

Transitive use in Tocharian A we have in the following cases: A 1 b 
6 + A 2 a 1 maski kätkaläM ktä$keñc tsra1iñ samuddrä • traidhatuk 
saMs(ar tsra)11uneyo ktä$keñc kraMs “Den schwer überschreitbaren 
Ozean überschreiten die Energischen, die dreiteilige Welt 
überschreiten die Guten durch Energie” (Sieg, Übers. I, 4); A 150 a 1 
kusn(e) ptañäktassi mrac lap cämpi(1 a)suk ktä$katsi “whoever may 
be able to cross the top of the Buddha’s head”; A 355 b 1 ymassu1 
wrasañ pasanträ saMvar1i slyi ma ktä$kañc (sic, for ktä$keñc) e$käl 
1urma1 “Verständige Wesen wahren die Regel des SaMvara [und] 
überschreiten [sie] nicht aus Leidenschaft” (Schmidt, 1974, 405); A 256 
a 4 apas pacrässi sasmunt slyi cam mar katkat “Die von den Ahnen 
[und] Vätern aufgestellte Regel, die überschreite nicht!” 
(Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004a, 55); A 374, 8 kaswone asuk kätkac “you 
surpass virtue”; A 1 b 3 tmä1 stwar wäkna ar1lasyo rarkuñcäs i1anäs 
kcäk “Dann überschritt er die vierfachen mit Schlangen bedeckten 
Festungsgräben” (Sieg, Übers. I, 4; according to Lane, 1947, 37, TA 
stwar wäkna is correlated with TA ar1lasyo ‘snakes’); A 155 b 2 karas 
katkar “they crossed the wood”; A 395 b 2 tämyo cam kausal1iM wärt 
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assuk ma katkar “Darum durchschritten sie den Kausala-Wald nicht 
weiter” (Thomas, 1957, 127); YQ 38 a 5 säk karmapatäntu ktä$kanträ 
“they trespass the ten karmapathas” (for 11 a 4 see Schmidt, 1974, 
264f.; Winter, 2001, 131); fragmentary are 247 a 1, 425 a 2 and 379 a 4; A 
203 b 5, A 82 b 4, YQ 28 a 2; YQ 29 b 7f. 

4.9.3. Basically transitive media tantum acting as reflexive middles 

According to Schmidt, 1974, 304ff., a couple of basically transitive 
verbs which are all media tantum can also have reflexive meaning 
without morphological alteration. His examples are kraup(-/Akrop(- 
‘gather; gather oneself’, pask-/Apas- ‘protect; beware of’; Ayät- ‘adorn; 
adorn oneself’; wlawa- ‘control; restrain oneself’.  

For example, wlawa- ‘control’, ‘control, restrain oneself’ is attested 
two times with palsko ‘thinking’ as direct object: H 149.290 b 1 //// 
ksa palsko ma wlawatär taisa te oko w(ä)rpanatär “[wenn] einer sein 
Denken nicht beherrscht, so genießt er dies [als] Frucht [davon]” 
(Schmidt, 1974, 352); A(Ud.) 1 (= PK AS 6B) b 5 keklyau1ormeM 
mrauskate mamrauskau wlawate palsko “auf Grund des Gehörten 
empfand er [scil. Nanda] Überdruß, [und] überdrüssig geworden, 
beherrscht er sein Denken” (Schmidt, 1974, 352). On the other hand, 
reflexive use and correlation with an ablative is attested in S 3 (= St. 
Ch. 00316.b) a 5f.: kektseñ reki palskosa 1ek wlawoymar anaisai 
duscaritmeM “in Körper, Wort [und] Gedanken möge ich mich immer 
sorgfältig vom üblen Wandel zurückhalten” (translation according to 
Kölver, 1965, 144; transliteration according to Thomas, 1966a, 167, cf. 
also Pinault, 1990a, 64). Similarly 243 b 4 po wlawatai anaisai kaccap 
ram no 1añ lyña //// “you were completely (and) carefully 
covered/locked in (= contained) like a tortoise in its own shell (?)” 
(Hilmarsson, 1991, 44). In Tocharian A, only the abstract TA wlawlune 
is attested. 

4.10. FORMATIONS INDEPENDENT OF THE BASIC VALENCY OF THE STEM? 

According to TEB I, the imperative (183, § 313,2) and the infinitive 
(184, § 314,4) of basically intransitive grundverb stems can be 
transitive (“kausativisch”).  
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4.10.1.   The imperative 

From the examples given in TEB for transitive a-imperatives of Class I 
only two are indeed examples of such a phenomenon, whereas the 
others can be interpreted differently. The TB example pätriwa-ne ‘mix 
it!’ is rather to be analyzed as an Ipv of Class II, and not as Ipv I, see 
the discussion in chap. Ipv. As for the TA example, TA pkana-ñi 
‘fulfill my (wish)!’ is a special problem. The form can be analyzed as 
Ipv III, and since Akän- ‘fulfill’ belongs to the group of verbs 
characterized by an intransitive subjunctive Class III, the 
corresponding active preterit of Class III can belong to the kausativum 
(cf. Anäk-). The only certain examples among the Ipv I forms said to 
have the semantics of kausativum forms in TEB are the 2.pl.act. Ipv I 
pwikaso and the 2.sg.mid. karsar ‘make known’ beside the 2.sg.act. 
Ipv I pkarsa ‘know!’. A third form of this kind is, I think, provided by 
prutkar in H 149.26/30 (= IOL Toch 5) b 1, as per Krause, WTG, 32, § 
26,2: karuna11e tro$k prutkar “Erfülle die Mitleidhöhle!”; similarly 
recently Pinault, 2008, 324 who suggests a development 
“probablement par l’intermédiaire d’un sujet indéfini: ‘qu’on se 
remplisse!’”.42 As is argued in chap.s Pt I, Sub I/V, Prs/Sub IX, and 
Ipv, these forms can be regarded as archaisms pointing to “causative” 
a-stems. 

In order to offer an explanation, Krause, 1960, 149 referred to the 
well-known fact that at least in the Attic dialect of Ancient Greek the 
2.sg.act. present imperative paûe can be used both in the causative 
meaning quite typical of active paÚein ‘to stop (somebody from doing 
something)’ and in the anticausative meaning otherwise (at least 
before the 3rd century BC) restricted to the middle paÚesqai ‘to stop 
(doing something)’. Since Wackernagel, 1920, 122 it has been 
customary to regard this as an archaism going back to PIE times, 
assuming that imperative forms consisting of the pure verbal stem 
only, precisely for that reason had been indifferent to valency (and 
also number) in the proto-language. Basing himself on Wackernagel 
as well, Schmidt, 1974, 24ff. also tried to explain the 2.sg. imperative 

                                                 
42 In contrast, Couvreur, 1954, 87 doubted that the form is imperative: 

“[d]er Satzzusammenhang [...] zeugt nicht unbedingt für eine 
Imperativgeltung.” However, there are indeed some Ipv forms in this 
confessionary text by which the Buddha seems to be addressed directly (see 
Weber, 1999, 157). On the other hand, the analysis as 3.pl. Pt by Couvreur’s 
pupil Broomhead I, 187 is excluded for syntactic reasons, because tro$k is a 
singular. 
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forms pe$ksa ‘seize!’ from the medium tantum root e$k-/ AeMts- 
‘seize’ and päccauk ‘hide!’ belonging semantically to the middle-only 
kausativum paradigm from the root tuk(- ‘hide oneself’ by the very 
same principle, as with respect to morphology he took them for old 
active forms. This is, however, quite unlikely, because the -s- in 
pe$ksa clearly indicates that what we have here is an old middle 
form, viz. pe$ksar, which by irregular sound change had lost the final 
-r; as for päccauk, this form must have undergone an irregular 
weakening/truncation of its final syllable at any rate, and therefore 
can also be derived from an old regular middle form in *-ar. 

As a matter of fact, Méndez Dosuna, 2006 argued that the 
anticausative use of paûe (and also of Égeire) found in Attic Greek 
was merely due to a rather recent inner-Attic innovation, and that 
there is absolutely no reason for assuming that in PIE any kind of 
endingless form and/or imperative form could have been indifferent 
to valency (or number), simply by its very nature of being an 
endingless and/or imperative form. 

Therefore, we should rather assume that the causative use of the 
three imperative forms karsar, prutkar, and pwikaso had something to 
do with their property of belonging to a stem that ended in a suffixal 
pre-PT *a e PT *a, because quite the same phenomenon is met with a 
non-imperative form from the stem iya-, which also must have ended 
in suffixal pre-PT *a e PT *a (see above 4.9.1.). 

4.10.2.  The infinitive 

Thomas, 1954, 712 states: “Gelegentlich scheint es auch möglich, einen 
Inf. des Grundverbs in kausativischem Sinn zu verwenden”. A 
number of examples have been put forward in support of such a 
claim:   
mrauskatsi-s (sic) in 5 a 7: l(a)nte palsko mrauskatsi-s “um den Geist 
des Königs von der Welt abzuwenden” (TochSprR(B), transl., 10). It is 
indeed extremely unlikely that this form belongs to a Sub I of an 
antigrundverb paradigm, so the form is a Sub V showing root-initial 
accent, see the detailed discussion in chap. Sub V 18.3.2. On the other 
hand, tsälpatsi-s in 30 a 6 can also be intransitive if restored (eM1ke)tse 
is the subject of the sentence: (eM1ke)tse läklentameM tsälpatsi-s 
oktatsa klyomña “the world is released from suffering by the 
Eightfold Way”. As for the third example listed by the manuals, 
waimene sklok wikatsi in 127 b 6 “[es ist] schwierig, Zweifel zu 
vertreiben” may also be interpreted as “[it is] difficult [for] doubt to 
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disappear” (as per Adams, DoT, 599). Finally, TEB I, 184, § 314,4 adds 
the TA example A 430 a 3 war (sic) wipasi lywa-M “Wasser zum 
Naßmachen schickte sie ihm” for a grundverb formation with the 
meaning of a “Kausativum”, and Thomas, 1954, 729 with fn. 144 is 
certainly correct in stating that the meaning here is rather ‘moisten’ 
than ‘feucht sein’ as per TG, 472, but one can hardly rule out the 
possibility that wipasi rather denoted ‘zum Feuchtwerden’, ‘in order 
to get wet’.  

4.10.3.  Figura etymologica 

Two basically intransitive verbs can be constructed with an abstract 
noun derived from the same root in a figura eymologica, which is a 
phenomenon that can be observed crosslinguistically, e.g., in Greek, 
where such a construction is called “Akkusativ des Inhalts”, cf. 
Schwyzer, Gr.Gram. II, 74ff., 218f. The respective roots are aksa- 

‘waken’ and ABsaw- ‘live’. 
All attestations of aksa- ‘waken’ are devoid of any obliquus 

complement except S 4 (= PK AS 4A) b 4f.: krent aksalñe 1ek a(ks)oym 
“ein gutes Erwachen möchte ich stets erwachen” (Couvreur, 1947, 150, 
fn. 3; Pinault, 1990a, 65); here the verb is correlated with the abstract 
aksalñe derived from its subjunctive stem. 

ABsaw- ‘live’ is also basically intransitive, but can be constructed 
with saul/TA sol ‘life’ both in the grundverb and the likewise 
intransitive Kausativum III paradigm. 

As can be expected, there exist also other kinds of figurae 
etymologicae, such as koyn kaya- ‘open the mouth’, newe nu(- ‘cry a 
cry’, and wäs- wastsi ‘put on garment’. 

4.10.4.  Directional obliquus with verbs of motion 

Basically intransitive verbs of motion can be construed with an 
obliquus indicating direction, see Thomas, 1983, 9ff. Quite obviously, 
the obliquus in such constructions is to be derived from a PIE 
accusative or locative of direction; note also the fact that the same 
verbs can alternatively be construed with allative, perlative, or 
locative forms in the same sense, see the survey by Carling, 2000, 
passim for details. The same construction, according to Thomas, 1983, 
14ff., also underlies a phrase such as pintwat i- “den Almosengang 
gehen”. 
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4.11. KAUSATIVUM III 

A kausativum paradigm, i.e., a second or third paradigm by definition 
consisting of sk-present/subjunctive forms and a Class II or IV 
preterit, does not automatically have a valency different from that of 
the respective grundverb.43 In this study kausativum paradigms 
having the same valency as the grundverb are called Kausativa III. 
Usually, in these cases we have a transitive grundverb and a likewise 
transitive kausativum, which is, however, not a causative of the 
grundverb, and can sometimes show the very same meaning as the 
grundverb, as is the case with täl(- Gv. ‘carry, bear’, Kaus. III ‘lift up, 
carry’. More often the Kausativum III shows a slightly different 
meaning, as is the case with art(t)(- Gv. ‘be pleased with, love, praise’, 
Kaus. III ‘acknowledge; rejoice in’. There are even two kausativa 
paradigms attested that have intransitive valency just like the 
grundverb: the respective roots are: saw-/Asaw- ‘live’ and yu- ‘seek, 
aspire’ (in TB only the kausativum is attested)/ Ayu(- Gv. ‘turn, incline 
towards’, Kaus. III ‘reach out, aspire to’, both usually construed with 
the allative. As for the latter, see the discussion s.v. yu-/Ayu(-.  

What is not attested is an intransitive kausativum beside a 
transitive grundverb.  

                                                 
43 This can also be observed in other languages. For non-causative verbs 

with causative morphology in Semitic languages, see Zaborski, 2007, 32ff. 
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VOICE  

Every finite1 verbal form of Tocharian has either active or middle 
voice, i.e., has an ending that belongs either to the set of the so-called 
active or to the set of the so-called middle endings, and the same also 
holds for the finite verbal forms of PIE. 

As is obvious, by this I define the concept of “middle”, which can 
mean different things to different people, in purely morphological 
terms.2 As for the grammatical/semantic function(s) of the Tocharian 
grammatical category “middle”, with regard to the main purpose of 
this book the most important aspect is probably that Tocharian middle 
forms can be, but actually are only quite rarely, used in anticausative 
function, i.e., in order to denote oppositional intransitivity. For a great 
part of the middle forms, however, and especially for the forms of 
middle-only paradigms, I at least can hardly make out any special 
semantic function being expressed. 

5.1. THE PIE MIDDLE 

Reconstructing the function(s) of the PIE middle is especially difficult 
because there seem to exist two different sets of middle endings, the 
second being strongly reminiscent of the set of endings usually set up 

                                                 
1 Note that the two present participles, i.e., the nt- and the m-participle do 

not have anything to do with voice in Tocharian, see chap. Prs Part. 
2 By my own definition, of course, even all modern IE languages of Europe 

would lack the category “middle”, but actually there are scholars who would 
even claim that opened in the English sentence The door opened is a middle 
form, i.e., who define the concept of “middle” in purely semantic terms, such 
as, e.g., John Lyons (see Kemmer, 1993, 1). On the other hand, in the 
elementary studies by Klaiman, 1991 and Kemmer, 1993 (for which see also 
Allan, 2003, 42ff.), who rather try to stir a middle course, “middle” also gets 
first defined morphologically; see, e.g., the statement of Kemmer, 1993, 4: “I 
have concentrated on the subset of languages which have a formal marker 
(termed a middle marker or MM) used in the expression of some cluster of 
semantic categories fitting Lyons’ description”, which is that “the ‘action’ or 
‘state’ affects the subject of the verb or his interests”. 
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for the PIE active perfect, and often referred to by the term “stative” 
(despite the fact that most of the so-called “stative” forms actually do 
not have stative semantics at all). Villanueva Svensson, 2003, who 
wrote the most recent, detailed monograph on the PIE middle, is 
somewhat skeptical about the possibility of capturing the finer points 
of the functions attributed to the PIE middle at all. He nevertheless 
neatly discusses the more secure statements one can make about the 
PIE middle (p. 21ff.). According to him, the middle was certainly a 
distinct PIE category, transmitted to Hittite and to Tocharian as well; 
PIE had paradigms showing voice alternation, activa tantum, and 
media tantum; and the function of the middle that can safely be 
assumed on the evidence of ancient IE languages, namely Vedic, 
Avestan, Greek, Hittite, and also Tocharian was benefective,3 reflexive, 
reciprocal, passive, and anticausative — actually, it has been shown in 
great detail by Schmidt, 1974, passim, that all of these PIE middle 
functions can indeed also be found in Tocharian.4 Villanueva 
Svensson further claims that media tantum verbs in PIE largely seem 
to be verbs of movement and processes, verbs of bodily action, of 
emotion and of utterance, an observation he says is in accordance with 
insights of typology (for which he quotes the works of Klaiman, 1991 
and Kemmer, 1993). The main conclusion to be drawn from these 
studies for PIE is, as per Villanueva Svensson, that PIE actually 
behaves precisely like a “normal” language.  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
3 There are several terms for the middle expressing a special attachment of 

the subject, e.g., also “dynamic”. Klaiman, 1991, 92 summarizes the function of 
the “IE differential middle”, i.e., a middle that stands in opposition to an 
active, as follows: “the middle, in opposition to the active, encodes situations 
having principal effects upon the referent of the nominal which the verb 
assigns as subject”. 

4 Schmidt worked with the traditional terms reflexive, reciprocal, dynamic 
(as per Delbrück, 1887, 425ff.), eventive (as per Gonda, 1960), and passive. In 
contrast to Schmidt, 1974, Dietz, 1981, 8ff. claims without further discussion 
that no PIE middle functions survived in Tocharian. Although the study by 
Dietz makes it perfectly clear that the present participles do not have any 
connection with voice in Tocharian, it is a severe misjudgment to draw from 
this fact any conclusions for the finite verbal forms. Neither can I follow the 
similar objections to Schmidt’s conclusions by Thomas, 1999, 473ff. 
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5.2. THE TOCHARIAN MIDDLE 

According to the detailed survey by Schmidt, 1974, 7f., the percentage 
of finite middle forms in Tocharian A and B amounts to 33%, which he 
says is even the highest percentage of middle forms to be found in any 
ancient IE language. Schmidt distinguished the following subgroups 
of Tocharian middles: Eventives, reflexives, intensives, and passives. 

The eventive “drückt aus, daß das Subjekt von einem Vorgang 
betroffen wird, ohne daß ein Agens impliziert wird”, such as in the 
example A 89 b 1: sam ayot ri puk tsakät nakä(t) “die Stadt Ayodhya 
verbrannte ganz [und] ging zugrunde” (Schmidt, 1974, 133) — of 
course, this is what I call anticausative use. 

The reflexive “besagt, daß das Subjekt den Verbalvorgang in seiner 
Sphäre vollzieht oder daß der Verbalvorgang irgendwie auf das 
Subjekt zurückwirkt”, e.g., A(Ud.) 1 a 6: sonopitär lik1itär wästsanma 
krenta yä11itär “er salbte sich, wusch sich [und] zog sich gute Kleider 
an” (Schmidt, 1974, 68). 

The intensive “betont, daß das Subjekt den Verbalvorgang mit 
einer gefühlsmässigen (inneren, persönlichen) Beteiligung begleitet”, 
as in A 382, 2: cwaM ynanmuñya cwaM wsokoñya peke ptañkte 
arä(mpat) “aus Wertschätzung zu dir, aus Freude zu dir habe ich die 
Gestalt des Buddha gemalt” (Schmidt, 1974, 457); here Schmidt also 
includes the so-called “spontane” middle with the meaning: “das 
Subjekt vollzieht die Verbalhandlung aus eigenem Antrieb” (Schmidt, 
1974, 449 and 488, e.g., A 71 a 2: ma nu akal knä1tär-ñi “Aber er erfüllt 
meinen Wunsch nicht [von sich aus]”). 

Finally, middle forms can be used as passives, see, e.g., 461, 5: ñake 
1uktañce 1kas meñantse meM monte ñwe-mape satre swatär “jetzt, 
vom 7. des sechsten Monats ab, wird neues, reifes Getreide gegessen” 
(Schmidt, 1974, 68). 

As far as I can judge from my own experience, generally speaking 
the middle of any relevant (i.e., transitive) root could virtually be used 
in a passive sense, whereas a similar claim cannot be made at all for 
the anticausative use of middle forms, which rather seems to have 
been restricted to a very small number of roots. 

Although Schmidt evidently does not like the idea that Tocharian 
middle forms may carry no obvious function at all, in the end even he 
admits that there are some (according to him rather rare) cases “in 
denen das Medium als reines Deponens, d.h. in aktiver Geltung, 
auftritt”, adding that “in dem einen oder anderen Falle ist jedoch 
damit zu rechnen, daß sich die Funktion des Mediums vom heutigen 
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Standpunkt nicht mehr bzw. noch nicht erkennen läßt” (Schmidt, 
1974, 497). 

Taking into account the special purposes of this study, in what 
follows I will keep distinct four different kinds of Tocharian middles: 
(a) middles that obviously do not convey any detectable semantic 
function (mostly, but not exclusively forms from media tantum 
paradigms); (b) middles denoting a special attachment/ involvement 
of the subject (i.e., reflexive, reciprocal, spontaneous, etc. middles); (c) 
middles used as passives; (d) middles used as anticausatives. 

5.2.1. Activa tantum and media tantum 

Like any other language that has both middle and active inflection, 
Tocharian has verbs that are activa tantum or media tantum.5 Both 
transitive and intransitive verbs can be activa and media tantum. 
Schmidt, 1974, 142 claims that very often verbs are media tantum that 
“seelisch-geistige Zustände und Vorgänge bezeichnen”,6 whereas 
“Medioactiva7 und Verben mit durchgehendem Wechsel der Diathese 
sind dagegen in dieser Gruppe vergleichsweise selten”. Note, 
however, that this can only be called a tendency, since there are also 
roots from the same semantic field such as, e.g., kery-/ Akary- ‘laugh’ 
that are activa tantum instead, a fact also pointed out by Schmidt, 
1974, 92 himself, but not discussed further. One difference between 
transitive and intransitive verbs that can be observed is that 
intransitive verbs in Tocharian are overwhelmingly either activa 
tantum or media tantum, whereas voice alternation in this group is 
rarely attested (see the discussion in chap. Valency 4.7.1.). In addition, 
certain special kinds of stem formations are prone to be media tantum 
or activa tantum, such as the middle-only present Classes III and IV 
and the denominatives of Prs/Sub Class XII. As will be argued in the 
respective chapters, the use of voice in these cases is basically a matter 
of morphology and not so much of semantics. 
 
 

                                                 
5 Due to the scarcity of attested forms, some of these may, of course, in 

reality have been alternating verbs. 
6 This fits the list of “middle situation types” by Kemmer, 1993, 267ff., 

where animate verbs, i.e., verbs having a living being as subject prevail. 
7 I.e., verbs with a Prs III or IV. 
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5.2.2. Transitive middle vs. intransitive active 

5.2.2.1.  A middle acting as the oppositional transitive of an  
intransitive (unaccusative) active 

The root ABpyutk-, which shows a paradigm typical of kausativa, 
though without having a grundverb beside it, has a remarkable voice 
alternation: it is the active that has the intransitive valency ‘come 
about, occur’ in both languages, while the middle (only attested with 
certainty in Tocharian A) has the oppositional transitive meaning 
‘establish, create’. The following active TB forms are clearly 
intransitive:  
107 a 3 ysaparsa yey asirvat we11i teM epi$ktene s2 o$ko<rño> päs 
pyautka “er trat beiseite [und] sprach einen Segensspruch. Inzwischen 
wurde der Brei fertig” (Schmidt, 2008a, 322);8 591 a 5 
(per)ne=<a>rhanteññe k1ayajñaMmpa 1e lkasi ram no kälma11äM-ne 
pyutkäske(M)-ne krentauwn(a) “the Arhatship together with the 
knowledge of the annihilation (of the Klesas) as it were, enables him 
[i.e., the Arhat] to see, the virtues come to him” (see the discussion of 
the passage s.v. kälm- ‘± enable, allow’). The active Pt pyautkare in 108 
b 1 is without context, while the Prs pyutkä11äM in the Pratimok1a 
passage 329 a 4 is again fragmentary: //// rkatär payti pyutkä11äM. 
Adams, DoT, 409 takes payti as object (“[this sin] establishes payti”), 
and for this analysis one can adduce the fact that the sanctions in the 
original Pratimok1a show the accusative. However, one cannot 
exclude intransitive “payti comes about”. The newly attested 
pyutkä11im is unclear as well: THT 1335 frg. a a 2 //// pyutKa11im 
waste nestsi //// “I would become (became?) a refuge”? The two TB 
middle forms are also attested in too fragmentary a context to yield 
any reliable information.  

The infinitive pyutkässi in 297, 1 b 1f., on the other hand, rather has 
a transitive meaning: ayor11e paramit pyutkässi aiymasu poysi saim 
wasta • ara(N)imi ñimtsa kenantse saswe 1ayt tä$kwaññet wnolmeM 
“Die Vollkommenheit im Geben zustande zubringen wünschend, 
warst du, o Allwissender, o Schutz [und] Zuflucht, Herr der Erde mit 
Namen AraNemi; du liebtest die Wesen” (Schmidt, 1974, 144).  

                                                 
8 For the correct restoration o$ko<rño> see Schmidt, 2008a, 316, fn. 15 and 

Pinault, 2008, 113. 
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In Tocharian A, all active forms are clearly intransitive, all middle 
forms transitive; see the discussion of the passages by Schmidt, 1974, 
493ff. 

Since a formal kausativum can indeed be intransitive if the 
respective grundverb is also intransitive (see chap. Valency 4.11.),9 one 
may assume that pyutk- had indeed, and evidently replaced, an 
intransitive grundverb ‘± come into being’, which means that it is not 
the intransitive use of the finite active forms that one ought to feel 
concern about. Of course, the case of ABpyutk- is strongly reminiscent 
of the two middle Ipv I forms karsar and prutkar, which are the only 
forms among the ones formally belonging to the respective Pt I 
grundverb paradigms to show the semantics typical of the respective 
kausativum paradigms. If it is correct that the behavior of these two 
imperative forms reflects an original indifference of verbal stems in 
suffixal pre-PT *-a- e PT *-a- with respect to valency, the behavior of 
the kausativum paradigm(s) from ABpyutk- can be neatly explained by 
assuming that the former grundverb paradigm(s) eventually ousted 
by the kausativum paradigm(s) had also been built around a stem in 
suffixal (pre-PT *-a- >) PT *-a-, viz. a PT stem *pyutk-a-. See 
furthermore the case of 3.sg.mid. Pt I lmate s.v. läm(- ‘sit’. 

5.2.2.2. “Objektives Aktiv” beside “subjektives Medium” 

The cases discussed in the following paragraph differ from the one of 
ABpyutk- in that the respective transitive middle forms do not function 
either as oppositional transitives or as causatives of the respective 
intransitive active forms. We are dealing here with forms from alleged 
“Verben der sinnlichen Wahrnehmung” with regard to which 
Schmidt, 1974, 183ff. and 1997c, 542ff. claims that there exists a 
difference between “subjektiver und objektiver Bedeutung”. Again 
according to Schmidt, there are actually two different groups of such 
Tocharian verbs to be kept distinct: those showing a “subjektives 
Aktiv” and an “objektives Medium” (such as klyau1äM ‘listen’ vs. 
klyau1tär ‘is heard’), and those showing an “objektives Aktiv” and a 
“subjektives Medium” (such as active ABwär(- ‘smell (itr.)’ vs. middle 
ABwär(- ‘smell (tr.)’). While the difference between “subjektives Aktiv” 
and “objektives Medium” is apparently the usual voice/valency 
alternation of an active transitive and middle intransitive or passive, 

                                                 
9 Interestingly enough, while the intransitive grundverb of saw-/ Asaw- 

‘live’ is activum tantum, the synonymous intransitive Kaus. III shows both 
active and middle forms without change of meaning. 
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the opposite pattern of a transitive middle standing beside an 
intransitive active is indeed peculiar, as already noted a propos of 
ABpyutk- as discussed above. Schmidt presents the following 
examples for that second pattern: “AB wär- ‘riechen’”, “A pälk- Akt. 
‘aussehen’, Med. ‘sehen’”, “käln- ‘tönen’”, and “akl- ‘lernen’ < 
‘hinhören, zuhören’”. Both käln- and akl- Schmidt derives from the 
PIE root *Çklew ‘hören’, and by his concept of “objektives Aktiv” and 
“subjektives Medium” he wants to explain why intransitive käln- is 
activum tantum, and why medium tantum akl- has the meaning 
‘learn’. However, as is shown in chap. Valency 4.7.1., intransitive verbs 
in Tocharian are in general either activa or media tantum. While the 
reason lying behind the choice of voice in these two verbs would 
certainly merit a special study, it has to be pointed out that the 
etymological connection of akl- ‘learn’ with *Çklew is possible but far 
from certain, and, what is more, there are other, similarly transitive 
verbs such as e$k- ‘seize’ that are also medium tantum.10  

On the other hand, the verbs ABwär(- ‘smell’ and Apälk- ‘shine’ vs. 
Apälka- ‘see’ are indeed to be taken more seriously. 

However, the problem of Apälk- is more complex than can be 
guessed from Schmidt’s discussion. Schmidt claims that the 
intransitive activum tantum Apälk- ‘shine, look, appear’ (itr) (I/-/I) 
belongs to the very same paradigm as transitive, medium tantum 
Apälka- ‘see’ (-/V/I) by explicitly stating that both roots are not ‘‘zwei 
selbständige Verben”. But since both roots certainly differ with respect 
to A-character vs. non-A-character, i.e., are synchronically different 
with respect to stem formation, there can be no doubt that they are 
different roots from a synchronic point of view. This is even true for 
the a-preterit attested for both roots, because in Tocharian B pälka- 
‘see’ and pälk- ‘shine’ show two different a-preterit formations (pälka- 
‘see’ has a Subclass 1 preterit with root-initial palatalization, e.g., 3.sg. 
palyka, whereas pälk- ‘shine’ has no root-initial palatalization, e.g., 
3.sg. pälka), and it is hence conceivable that Tocharian A once also 
had such a palatalized (i.e., Subclass 4) Pt I from Apälka- ‘see’. Also for 
this purely morphological reason one cannot simply speak of valency 
alternation between Apälk- ‘shine, look’ and Apälka- ‘see’ by mere voice 
alternation (such as is indeed attested with Apyutk-) — at least from a 
synchronic point of view. While intransitive ABpälk- ‘shine’ is activum 
tantum in both languages, the question is rather why Apälka- ‘see’ is 

                                                 
10 Schmidt, 1974, 240f. and 394ff. explained the middle voice in e$k- ‘seize’ 

as that of a verb “des körperlichen and geistigen [An-sich-]Nehmens”. 
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medium tantum in Tocharian A in contrast to Tocharian B, where the 
paradigm is almost exclusively attested in the active. The reason 
should, in my opinion, more likely be sought in the fact that Tocharian 
B seemed to have had another Sub V stem *pälka- ‘burn’ from pälk(- 
‘burn’ that judging by the Prs III ought to have been a media tantum 
itself (no subjunctive from the grundverb of pälk(- ‘burn’ may be 
attested, but it can safely be set up based on the pattern of other Prs III 
verbs), so that by using pälka- ‘see’ in the active a case of homonymy 
could be avoided. Since Tocharian A had completely abandoned the 
grundverb of Apälk(?- ‘burn’, no such homonymy between a middle-
only Sub V *pälka- ‘burn’ and the middle-only Sub V pälka- ‘see’ was 
about to occur in Tocharian A. To be sure, the fact that Apälka- ‘see’ is 
medium tantum in Tocharian A cannot have anything to do with the 
semantics of this verb, because in Tocharian A the present stem of ‘see’ 
is provided by the root Aläk(-, which has both voices and the active of 
which is even attested more often than the middle.  

The case of ABwär(- is again different. The original meaning of the 
root, which may have ended in a laryngeal,11 was no doubt ‘smell 
(itr.)’ alone. The meaning ‘smell (tr.)’ is attested for two forms only, the 
Inf warstsi, and the 3.pl.mid. Pt I wärskante. The latter form is 
extremely remarkable also from a morphological point of view: it is a 
Pt I in non-palatalizing -a- belonging to an sk-Prs/Sub stem *wäräsk-,12 
which in its turn, also quite remarkably, underwent a lautgesetzlich 
development into *wärsk-, and did not analogically preserve the *-ä- 
in front of suffixal -sk-. From a morphological point of view, both 
*wärsk- and wärska- are best to be taken for preserved archaisms. 

Since wärskante (with no doubt suffixal -a-) is the only finite form 
of the verb with transitive meaning, and since in TA/TB pälka- ‘see’ 
suffixal -a- is involved as well, the obvious choice will be, of course, to 
compare again the middle Ipv I forms karsar and prutkar, especially 
with regard to the fact that karsar itself has a meaning typical of the 
forms of the kausativum paradigm, but actually not really causative 

                                                 
11 Actually, we find -a- in the Inf wratsi only, whereas there also exists a 

Prs/Sub I/II form wartär that lacks the -a- one should have expected if the -a- 
in wratsi would have been of suffixal origin. 

12 But note that wärsk- in wärskante itself evidently goes back directly to 
pre-PT *wärsk- and not to a preform *wäräsk-, which should have resulted in 
TB *warsk- as attested in warskemane, etc. Accordingly, for the Prs/Sub stem 
TB warsk- we have to assume a development *wärsk- > *wäräsk- (with 
analogical *-äsk-) > *wärsk-, i.e., a so-called “Duke of York Gambit”. 
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either, viz. ‘make known!’. As discussed in chap. Pt I, I think the verbal 
stem in suffixal -a- pre-PT *ke/ärsa- originally had simply denoted 
‘with knowledge’, and so the transitive meanings of the middle-
inflected stems pre-PT *pälka- and *wärska- may be explained in an 
analogous way, scil. as due to the fact that these two stems originally 
just had the meaning ‘with shine/shining’ and ‘with smell(ing)’, 
respectively. Needless to say, the fact that in the end only or mostly 
the middle forms of all these stems in suffixal -a- developed a 
transitive meaning out of original ‘with abstract X’ proves that at least 
in (pre-)PT times the middle could hardly have been associated with 
the concept of intransitivity at all. 

5.2.3. Interference of anticausative middle and other middle functions 

The middle function conveying a special involvement of the subject 
without changing the verb’s semantic roles, and the anticausative 
function causing such a change of valency only very rarely come into 
conflict in Tocharian. The reason for this is that the possibility of 
expressing valency change by mere voice alternation itself is restricted 
to very few verbal patterns and roots. As discussed in detail in chap. 
Valency 4.7.2., here mainly belong what seem to be typically 
unaccusative verbs of the type näk- ‘destroy, disappear’. These have a 
well-defined paradigm consisting of a Sub III, etc. On the other hand, 
very few verbs show the various middle functions at the same time. A 
prominent example is tas- ‘put’, which has a transitive active ‘put, set, 
place’ and middle forms that can (a) be intransitive (‘place oneself’), 
(b) be passive (‘be compared’), or (c) have other semantics typical of 
middles such as ‘set something for oneself’ without changing the 
verb’s valency. A quite singular middle behavior is found with the 
root luk(- ‘light up; illuminate’: it has an intransitive grundverb 
paradigm with a Prs III stem, and an antigrundverb paradigm with a 
present of Class VIII. While the middle 2.sg. Prs VIII luk1tar in 214 a 1 
has transitive valency (luk1tar saiy11eM “you illuminate the world (on 
behalf of yourself)”, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 468), the 3.pl.mid. Prs VIII 
luksentr=esne in H 149.add 116 a 2 is intransitive: “the eyes light up” 
(cf. Hackstein, 1995, 124). In this case it is the anticausative use of the 
middle in the antigrundverb that is exceptional, because luk(- has a 
whole grundverb paradigm stem formation for expressing intransitive 
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‘light up’, and variation in stem formation is the normal means of 
expressing valency in Tocharian in general.13  

5.2.4. Middle variants of active forms without detectable function 

As already indicated above, sometimes the function of middle forms 
remains unclear, e.g., “bei einer größeren Zahl von Kausativen“, as per 
Schmidt, 1974, 505ff.14 Schmidt, 1974, 21f. also points out cases such as 
the frequently attested root pär- ‘bear, wear, carry, take’, which is 
activum tantum in Tocharian B, but medium tantum in Tocharian A, 
although no difference in meaning or function between the two 
languages can be found. Its suppletive root kama- ‘carry, take’ is 
medium tantum in both languages. Similarly, the grundverb of the 
often-attested root ABkälp(- ‘obtain’ is medium tantum in Tocharian A, 
but inflects overwhelmingly actively in Tocharian B. 

Thomas, 1985a, 99 suggests that whenever a verbal stem has both 
middle and active voice without semantic difference, “stilistische 
Gründe (Wunsch nach Variation)” may be a factor behind this. 
Widmer, 2006, 524f. even goes so far as to state that in Tocharian, like 
in Sanskrit and Middle Indic, “en poésie, moyen et actif sont utilisés 
en fonction de leur valeur métrique’’, giving as one single example 
active pälskoy in B 133 a 1 and middle palskoyträ in B 300 a 3 both 
functioning as equivalents of Skt. samik1eta, which is built from a 
verbal stem for which no differences in meaning between active and 
middle forms can be found at all (as discussed by Schmidt, 1974, 
179ff.). Whether such stylistic reasons may indeed also lie behind the 
choice of middle and active forms is a question that merits a special 
philological study that is beyond the scope of this work. Of course, 
Widmer’s approach will seem familiar and welcome to any Hellenist, 
because in Greek poetry such as Homer we are facing quite similar 
problems, see recently Nussbaum, 2002, esp. 185ff. (with ref.). To be 
honest, we would get confronted with the problem of no visible 

                                                 
13 Note that other antigrundverb stems show valency alternation by 

simple voice alternation as well. In these other cases, however, the 
anticausative middle of the antigrundverb has a meaning different from the 
intransitive grundverb paradigm, cf. ABwak(- Gv. ‘split apart (itr.), bloom’, 
Antigv. act. ‘take apart’, mid. ‘differ’, Kaus. II ‘let bloom’. 

14 Note that in kausativum paradigms the middle would be expected to be 
rarely used in anticausative function for a priori considerations, viz. because 
the intransitive counterpart of such paradigms was already provided by the 
grundverb. 
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semantic difference or function on a much larger scale whenever we 
should try to give a synchronic motivation for the middle-only 
inflection of, at least, most of the media tantum in purely semantic 
terms; and by this I do not mean Tocharian media tantum only, but 
the media tantum of all archaic branches of IE.15 

                                                 
15 The argumentation by Schmidt, 1974 on purely semantic grounds as to 

why certain forms are middle and others are not seems quite forced in a lot of 
cases. Note that Oettinger, 1993, 356f. fairly honestly admits that in Hittite, 
many of what he calls “stative” forms actually denote either a “Vorgang ohne 
zu vermutende Reflexivität” or a “Handlung ohne zu vermutende 
Reflexivität”, and see also Oettinger, 1993, 353: “Sind reflexive 
Handlungsmedien nicht oppositiv, sondern Media tantum, [...] so ist die 
Reflexivität nicht wirklich erweisbar, sondern kann lediglich aufgrund 
typologischen Vergleichs vermutet werden.” 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE ROOT PRETERIT — CLASS 0 

Tocharian A possesses a small group of verbs showing causative 
alternation that form perfectly regular1 active preterits of Class III 
with transitive valency, but which are remarkable with respect to the 
oppositional intransitive preterit: as oppositional intransitives to those 
transitive active forms of Pt III all of these roots use middle forms 
built from those very roots2 which entirely lack the expected (*)-sa-, or 
any kind of suffix (TG, 375, § 454; TEB I, 247, § 442,1). Quite 
understandably, these formations are usually subsumed under 
headings such as “s-Präteritum” (as in TEB I, 247, § 442,1), but since 
they precisely lack the (*)-s(a)- otherwise typical of Pt III middles, I 
rather prefer to set up a special class for this kind of middles, 
assigning to them the label “Pt 0”, and calling them “root preterits”, 
since they are root formations from a synchronic, and most probably 
also diachronic, point of view. No similar formation is attested in 
Tocharian B. 

The following six TA roots showing causative alternation form 
such a root preterit:3 
Atäm- ‘be born’, Anäk- ‘be destroyed, disappear’, Apäk- ‘cook, ripen’, 
Aluk- ‘light up’, Awak(- ‘split apart’, Atsäk- ‘burn’. 

Quite remarkably, these roots were joined by the transitive root 
Ayam- ‘do’, for the middle paradigm of which both Pt III and Pt 0 
forms are attested: 

1.sg. yamwe 1.pl. — 
2.sg. yamte 2.pl. — 
3.sg. tamät, nakät, 

pakt-äM, lyokät, 
wakät, tsakät 

3.pl. tamänt, lyokänt 

PPt tatmu, nanku, pakku, tsatsku 

                                                 
1 Apart from the question of root-initial palatalization. 
2 Of course one may have rather expected intransitive Pt I formations to 

fulfill this function. 
3 In what immediately follows, I indicate the (oppositional) intransitive 

meanings of those roots only. 
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In addition, Winter, 1976a, 29 = 2005, 165 proposes the restoration of a 
3.sg. TA yamä(t) in A 375 b 5, which is a likely guess, but, 
nevertheless, not the only possible solution (see the discussion s.v. 
Ayam-). 

Out of these six unaccusative root preterits, five have a non-
debated PIE root etymology, which is a high percentage of 
connectable verbs for any Tocharian verbal class: 
Anäk- ‘be destroyed, disappear’ < PIE *Çnek, Apäk- ‘cook, ripen’ < PIE 
*ÇpeK, Aluk- ‘light up’ < PIE *Çlewk, Awak(- ‘split apart’ < PIE 
*ÇweHg/g or *Çwag/g, Atsäk- ‘burn’ < PIE *ÇdeQ. 

Note that most of the root preterit forms have a non-palatalizing 
PT *æ as root vowel, with the exceptions of TA yamwe, TA yamte, 
and TA wakät, and also with the exception of TA lyok- in TA lyokät, 
TA lyokänt, which seems to attest to PT *‘æ.  

In Tocharian B, most of the respective oppositional intransitive 
formations are middle forms as well,4 which follow the pattern of Pt 
III inflection, and therefore show (*)-sa- before the endings.5 As for the 
root vocalism, Tocharian B, as a rule, has non-palatalizing PT *æ 
whenever Tocharian A attests to non-palatalizing PT *æ: accordingly, 
temtsate responds to TA tamät, neksate to TA nakät, and tseksamai to 
TA tsakät. As for palatalized TA lyok-, Tocharian B responds with 
non-palatalized lauksate (MQ, archaic ductus) on the one hand, and 
palatalized lyuk- (!) in lyuksamnte on the other hand. In Pt III middles 
of Tocharian B that do not function as oppositional intransitives a 
non-palatalizing PT *æ is never found as root vowel. Accordingly, 
there can be no doubt that those TB middles of Pt III are to be 
explained as secondarily sigmatized former root preterit middles, as 
per Ringe, 1990, 214; Jasanoff, 2003, 180; Villanueva Svensson, 2006, 
310.6 As a corollary, the other sigmatic middle preterits of Tocharian 

                                                 
4 Only waka- behaves differently; there is no trace of any middle (Class III) 

preterit, only the PPt wawakau, which points to the existence of an 
intransitive Pt I in TB. 

5 In TA, there is no clear case of a Pt III middle functioning as oppositional 
intransitive. 

6 Villanueva Svensson also claims that in addition TB “nemtsamai 
„bowed“ ... and 3 pl. kessante „was [sic!] extinguished“” belong here; and 
whereas the first of these two forms simply does not exist (because the form 
has to be read otherwise, as per Couvreur, 1954, 89), the latter one attested in 
421 frg. 1 b may indeed have the semantics of an oppositional intransitive; see 
the translation of the passage by Couvreur, 1954c, 116. 
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B, i.e., those not involved in causative alternation, will have had (*)-sa- 
in use at an earlier stage than the middle preterits of the type temtsate 
functioning as oppositional intransitives. However, as the evidence of 
transitive Ayam- ‘do’ suggests,7 even the transitive middles among the 
Pt III middles may not have been sigmatic right from the start, i.e., 
since PIE times, as per Jasanoff, 2003, 180, 196, but may have been 
sigmatized merely as a result of an inner-Tocharian development. 
  
The middle root preterits are usually derived from PIE middle root 
aorists,8 and it would only be consistent with what has been argued 
above to derive the respective Pt III middles of Tocharian B from the 
same source. Nevertheless, the authors of TEB I, 247, § 442,1 claim that 
whereas the TA root preterits of the tamät type go back to the “idg. 
athematische Wurzelaorist”, the TB Class III preterits of the temtsate 
type are to be derived from forms with an “ursprünglichen 
Perfektreduplikation”, but it is not so clear to me if according to TEB, 
temtsate, etc. should really be derived from old middle perfect forms.9  

If we are indeed dealing here with former intransitive middle root 
aorists, the fact that these asigmatic middles stand beside transitive 
actives with an -s- showing up at least in the 3.sg. is, of course, 
strongly reminiscent of Ancient Greek pairs such as intransitive 
middle root aorist Éfqito / transitive active sigmatic aorist Éfqeisa, 
see Ringe, 1990, 215f. However, by claiming that “no mediopassive s-
aorists are reconstructable for PIE”, Ringe, nevertheless, does not want 
to assume “a shared innovation in the real historical sense, but a 
parallel development”. On the other hand, Villanueva Svensson, 2006, 
310f. is quite committal in stating that “the opposition of an active, 

                                                 
7 If the Pt 0 of Ayam- is not secondary, but I cannot see on which model. 
8 With the notable exception of Watkins, 1962, 72ff., who proposed that “in 

the few forms of the type pakät nakät tsakät we see the reflexes of -to- 
participles *pekw-to- ‘ripe’ *nek-to- ‘perished’ *dhegwh-to- ‘burned’”, but such 
an analysis does not offer a clue to the main problem posed by these forms, 
i.e., the root vowel PT *æ. As far as I can see, no one has so far suggested these 
forms go back to PIE middle perfects, although the use of pre-PT *-may and 
*-tay as middle endings of the 1.sg. and 2.sg. in the preterit suggests that pre-
PT had indeed inherited a middle perfect from PIE, and that this middle 
perfect had turned into a preterit quite soon; but, of course, also a middle 
perfect should not have had as a root vowel the PIE *o that seems to underlie 
the non-palatalizing PT *æ. 

9 Note that Winter, 1993, 200f. = 2005, 444f. has clearly shown that the 
initial accent of forms like TB temtsate is not to be explained by the former 
presence of a reduplication syllable. 
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transitive sigmatic aorist and an intransitive (middle) root aorist 
recurs in Greek and probably inherits an Indo-European pattern of 
conjugation”, without offering any further discussion or reference 
such as Jasanoff, 2003, 194, where the claim is made that “the 
association of the s-aorist with transitivity in the later IE languages ... 
ultimately reflects the use of *-s- as an ancillary transitivity marker in 
bivalent roots”. A completely different account can be found in Peters, 
1994, A-131, fn. 2. 

As already stated above, the root vowel found in the TA root 
preterits is usually non-palatalizing PT *æ, which in word-internal 
position is usually to be derived from a pre-PT *o-vowel. According to 
the teaching of traditional IE linguistics, however, there were no PIE 
middle root aorists with an *o as root vowel. For this reason, Peters, 
2004, 440f. tried to trace back the PT *æ of TA nakät, etc. to an earlier 
PT *ä-vowel by assuming that also in these middle aorists a PT 
“Lautwandel von vortonigem *-ä- zu *-æ- in maximaler Akzentferne” 
had occurred. However, this strategy was completely abandoned in 
Peters, forthc., mainly for the reason that no such sound change is met 
in the Pt I middles, the early PT ancestor forms which should be 
expected to have had the same kind of accentuation as the early PT 
ancestor forms of the TA root preterit forms. 

As a matter of fact, there are now some scholars who do indeed 
believe in the existence of PIE o-grade middle root aorists, see 
especially Jasanoff, 1988, 65; 1998, 310; 2003, 180, 194f., 198ff., and most 
recently 2008, 157, where TA ñakäs/ nakät is derived from a 
“presigmatic aorist“ with a “pre-Toch.” paradigm active 1.sg. *nék-He, 
2.sg. *nék-tHe, 3.sg. *nék-s-t, 3.pl. *nék-rs, middle 3.sg. *nók-o (> *nók-
to), 3.pl. *nók-ro (> *nók-nto). This theory most elegantly accounts for 
both TA nakät with n- standing beside TA ñakäs with ñ-, and TB 
lauksate (MQ) with l- standing beside TA lyokäs, TB lyauksa with ly-, 
but has to dismiss TB lyuksamnte as being secondary, which is in 
accordance with the fact that lyuksamnte is indeed a late form (as is 
shown by Peyrot, 2008, 156) — in contrast to lauksate, which is not 
only an MQ form, but also attested in a manuscript with archaic 
ductus. Jasanoff was followed by his student Villanueva Svensson, 
2006, 310f. In addition, a solution somehow similar to the one 
proposed by Jasanoff has been adduced by Adams, 1994, 22f., who 
wanted to derive the TA root preterit from the same category as the 
Vedic passive aorist, and hence also explained the PT *æ as deriving 
from inherited PIE *o. The problem with these approaches is, of 
course, that obvious other comparanda from other branches are 
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absent, the Indo-Iranian passive aorist indeed showing o-grade of the 
root, but an ending *-i, rather than *-(t)e/o. 

If one does not want to operate with o-grade middle root aorists 
inherited from PIE, one will be forced to assume that PT *æ showed 
up in the Pt 0 forms because of some analogical transfer (the 
respective active paradigms being mostly the only thinkable source of 
that *æ). Such a transfer is easy to claim, but is actually difficult to 
prove, especially for those who would like to side with Ringe, 1990, 
who denied any pre-PT o-grade input for Class III preterits, and 
assumed that the initial palatal ñ- of TA ñakäs is more original than 
the non-palatalized n- of TB neksa. For this reason, Ringe, 1990, 215 
has to claim that “[a]fter palatalization had become phonemic in PT, 
there is no reason why the root-vowel *e of the active (which reflects 
PIE *e) could not have spread to the mediopassive without bringing 
its initial palatalization with it”. 

On the other hand, approaches like that of Krause/Thomas, who 
assume that the Class III preterit is the result of a merger of PIE active 
perfects (with PIE o-grade in the active singular paradigm) and 
sigmatic aorists (with PIE e-grade in the active paradigm), can quite 
easily explain all the TA root preterit forms with non-palatalizing root 
vowel PT *æ by assuming that the respective active forms of Pt III had 
originally lacked palatalization as well, precisely because they derive 
from PIE active perfects with a root vowel *o, and that non-
palatalizing PT *æ had spread from the active Pt III forms to the 
respective middle root preterit forms some time before pre-Tocharian 
A finally (almost) generalized PT *’æ as a root vowel in the active 
forms of Pt III. 

As much as such a strategy would work for TA nakät vs. TA ñakäs, 
the initial palatal ñ- of which may perfectly well be less original than 
the initial non-palatal of the TB equivalent neksa, it would hardly 
make sense to claim that TB lauksate owes its lauk- to a former PT 
active 3.sg. *læwksa with non-palatalizing *æ, because in the case of 
the root PIE *Çlewk, both languages have an active 3.sg. form with 
palatal root initial, thereby clearly attesting to a PT *l’æwksa with *l’- 
deriving from a pre-PT *lewk- showing lengthened grade otherwise 
typical of Narten formations. Now, Narten formations also typically 
have an e-grade in the middle forms; consequently, TB lyuk- in 
lyuksante as if from pre-PT *lewk- looks exactly like the respective 
root allomorph to be expected in the middle, and the earlier attested 
TB lauksate looks even more unexpected. However, lauk- may also be 
explained by another kind of analogy: since TB lalaukarne clearly 
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attests to the former existence of a further preterit made from that 
very root, viz. a Pt I showing persistent lauk- (probably of 
denominative origin), lauksate then may simply be taken for a blend 
of lyuks- with that *lauka-.  

But even with lauksate now explained away, it would still remain 
unclear why in the context of preterit Class III the regular root vowel 
of the (singular) active, viz. *(’)æ, was analogically transferred only to 
a handful of formally quite archaic, i.e., asigmatic, middle forms 
functioning as oppositional intransitives, and not to all middle forms, 
i.e., especially the sigmatic ones with the same transitive valency that 
is found with the respective active forms. With respect to this 
problem, Winter, 1994a, 291ff. = 2005, 472ff. pointed out that in the 
context of Pt III, unexpected PT *æ instead of an expected zero grade 
is also met in a couple of PPt forms such as TB neneku and tetemu, 
and on account of this evidence set up a special kind of scenario, 
which I think could still be somehow further improved and updated. 
An optimized version of Winter’s explanation then would run as 
follows: 

To Class III preterits contributed both10 PIE perfects with a pre-PT 
ablaut *o/zero in the active paradigm, and preterits showing 
persistent pre-PT *e as root vowel in the active forms of the indicative 
paradigm. On the model of the formations with persistent *e in the 
active indicative, the Class III preterits from original perfects 
subsequently started to generalize *o in the active indicative 
paradigm, most notably, of course, in the respective forms of the 3.pl. 
As soon as a variation pre-PT zero/*o had begun to show up in 3.pl. 
forms of active paradigms of Class III preterits as a consequence of 
that leveling process, on the analogy of this variation the same kind of 
zero/*o variation could have been initiated in all kinds of original 
zero-grade forms that synchronically somehow belonged to, and were 
associated with, active paradigms of Pt Class III, and especially 3.pl. 
active forms of that class having *o (at least as a synchronic variant of 
zero), and not *e, as a root vowel (i.e., in both middle and PPt forms of 
such a kind), with the *o variants, as a rule, in the end ousting the 
original zero grades. 

Such a scenario would correctly predict the existence of middle 
and PPt forms with PT *’ä and not PT *æ as root vowel such as TB 

                                                 
10 Of course the use of the word “both” is not meant to imply that there has 

not been, or could not have been, any other input to Pt Class III, such as non-
Narten root aorists or non-Narten imperfects. 
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lyuksamnte, lyelyuku and palyksatai, pepalykusa simply on the 
evidence of the palatalized active indicative forms TB lyauksa and 
pelykwa attesting to ancestor forms with pre-PT *e rather than pre-PT 
*o as root vowel. But then on the other hand, why do we still find 
middle and PPt forms (more or less) clearly related to Pt Class III that 
do have non-palatalizing PT *ä rather than PT *æ as root vowel at all? 

As for the PPts among these forms, many of them are built from 
roots ending in -tk-. Since these are inner-Tocharian creations (see 
chap. tk-Roots), the relevant roots could not have formed a fully 
inflected perfect paradigm with a 3.pl. active form in early times at all; 
as for TB kekamu, kekmu from the root käm- ‘come’, in pre-PT times 
there probably existed only a non-Narten root aorist and no kind of 
perfect made from this root. Generally speaking, PPts, because of 
being non-finite forms, may have tended to be quite conservative, and 
therefore it does not come as a huge surprise that from the root näk- 
‘destroy’, ‘be destroyed, disappear’, which no doubt could and should 
be expected to have formed a fully inflected perfect in pre-PT times, 
we find both neneku and nenku.  

As for the middle forms, one could venture the guess that pre-PT 
*o was only introduced as root vowel into the pre-PT ancestor forms 
of the root preterit forms of Tocharian A and their TB equivalents in 
(*)-sa-, and not into proto-forms of any other middle forms of Pt III, 
precisely because at the time that analogical leveling took place the 
ancestor forms of TA nakät, TB neksate, etc. still formed parts of 
perfect paradigms as much as the proto-forms of the PPt forms 
showing a root vowel *æ, and accordingly had started out as middle 
perfect forms rather than as middle root aorist forms. 
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THE a-PRETERIT — CLASS I 

7.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRETERIT CLASS I 

7.1.1. General remarks 

The verbal stems that belong to preterit Class I all have stem-final PT 
*-a- in all forms of their indicative paradigms, which is also true for 
the members of preterit Classes II, IV, V, and VII. At the same time the 
stems of Pt I lack the specific characteristics (such as constant initial 
accent, reduplication, etc.) of these other preterits in PT *-a-. This 
definition indeed holds for all the forms that are usually subsumed 
under the term “Class I Pt”; nevertheless, the forms traditionally 
assigned to Pt I actually belong to two completely different types of 
preterit formation. 

On the one hand, there is a vast number of Pt I stems in which the 
stem-final -a(-) follows the non-palatalized variant of a non-syllabic.1 
The Tocharian roots having such a kind of Pt I regularly also have A-
character, i.e., they have a subjunctive stem of Class V or Class VI 
ending in PT *-a-.2 Diachronically, many (although by no means all) of 
them derive from PIE bare roots. 

On the other hand, there are 16 Pt I stems in which the stem-final 
-a(-) follows the palatalized variant of a consonant, to which 
(*)cäm(p)ya- ‘be able to’ and soya- ‘become sated’ are to be added. 

                                                 
1 Note that this definition is ambiguous with respect to -y-, which is just a 

palatal non-syllabic; as a matter of fact, one stem ending descriptively in -ya- 
(kärya-) belongs to a root with A-character (kärya- ‘buy, trade’), while two 
other stems ((*)cäm(p)ya- ‘be able to’, soya- ‘become sated’) do not. 

2 Given the limited character of the material available, the real existence of 
such a subjunctive cannot be guaranteed in every case, but the creation of 
such forms seems to have been possible at a rather early stage of development 
with any of these roots, basically because of the tezzi principle (for which see 
chap. 16.2.3.). Note further that there are very few examples that do not have 
a Sub V or VI or a Sub II, but a Sub I. These will be treated below on the type 
klyau1a. 
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None of these roots has A-character,3 and most of them clearly derive 
from PIE suffixed present stems and not PIE bare roots. 

7.1.2. Class I preterits from roots with A-character 

This kind of a-preterit is actually the most productive preterit Class in 
Tocharian. It is formed with certainty from the following 233 verbs 
(182 TB, 147 TA, 96 TB = TA; only PPt attested: 38 TB, 51 TA, 8 TB = 
TA). 

aksa- ‘waken’, ampa- ‘rot’ (only PPt), ar(-/ Aar(- ‘cease’, art(t)(-/ Aarta- ‘love, 
praise’, Aalpa- ‘stroke’, as(- ‘dry’, aiw(- ‘be turned towards’, kaka-/ Akaka- ‘call’, 
Akatka- ‘arise’, kantsa- ‘sharpen’, kama-/ Akama- ‘carry, take’, kalaka- ‘follow’, 
kaya- ‘open (the mouth)’ (only PPt), kara- ‘gather’, karp(-/ Akarp(- ‘descend’, 
kawa-/ Akapa- ‘desire’, käta-/ Akäta- ‘strew’, kätk(-/ Akätk(- ‘cross, pass’, kärk?- 
‘bind’ (only PPt), kärka- ‘rob’, kärya- ‘buy, trade’, kärra- ‘scold’, kärs(-/ Akärs(- 
‘know’, kärsta-/ Akär1ta- ‘cut off’, käla-/ Akäla- ‘lead, bring’, Akälka- ‘go’, kälp(-/ 

Akälp(- ‘obtain’, käl(t)sa-/ Akäl(t)sa- ‘pour, (op)press’ (TA only PPt), käsk(- 
‘scatter’, kutka?-/ Akutka?- ‘embody’, kula- ‘recede’, Akur(?- ‘age’ (only PPt), 
Ako1ta- ‘hit’, kauta-/ Akota- ‘split’, kras(- ‘vex, be angry’, krämp(-/ Akrämpa- ‘be 
hindered’ (TA only PPt), kraup(-/ Akrop(- ‘gather’, kla$ka- ‘go by wagon’, 
klapa- ‘± touch’, klaya-/ Aklawa- ‘fall’, klaw(-/ Aklawa- ‘be called’, Aklä$k(?- ‘± 
be in doubt’ (only PPt), klänts(-/ Aklisa- ‘sleep’, klutk(- ‘turn, become’ (only 
PPt), klaiksa-/ Aklepsa- ‘dry up’ (only PPt), klautk(-/ Alotka- ‘turn, become’, 
Aksa- ‘± shine’ (only PPt), taka-/ Atak(- ‘be, become’, Atapa- ‘eat’, täksa- ‘± 
destroy’, tätta- ‘put’ (only PPt), täna- ‘attack’ (only PPt), Atäpa- ‘?’ (only PPt), 
tära?- ‘± stretch’, tärka-/ Atärka- ‘dismiss, emit’, tuk(- ‘hide oneself’ (only PPt), 
Atkäla?- ‘illuminate’, trappa- ‘trip’ (only PPt), Atraska- ‘chew’ (only PPt), trik(-/ 

Atrik(- ‘go astray’, triw(-/ Atriw(- ‘be mixed’ (TA only PPt), Atruska?- ‘yoke’ 
(only PPt), Atwa-/Atwasa- ‘shine’ (only PPt), twa$ka-/ Atwa$ka- ‘± wear’ (A only 
PPt), nan(- ‘appear’, Anaska- ‘spin’, nätka- ‘hold off’, Anäm(- ‘bow’ (only PPt), 
Anäska?- ‘?’ (only PPt), nitt(- ‘collapse’, nu(- ‘cry’, nuka- ‘swallow’ (only PPt), 
naut(-/ Anut(- ‘disappear’ (TA only PPt), Anwa- ‘± bear, suffer’, Apata- ‘plough’, 
patka- ‘give up’ (only PPt), passa- ‘rip off’, päka-/ Apäka- ‘intend’, pänna-/ 

Apänwa- ‘stretch’, pärka-/ Apärka- ‘(a)rise’, pärsa-/ Apärs(- ‘sprinkle’, pärsk(-/ 

Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’, päla-/ Apäla- ‘praise’, pälka-/ Apälka- ‘see, look at’, Apälta?- ‘± 
drop’, pälska-/ Apäl(t)ska- ‘consider’, pälwa- ‘lament (tr/itr)’, pia- ‘± trumpet’, 
pika-/ Apika- ‘paint, write’, Apiwa- ‘blow’ (only PPt), putk(-/ Aputka- ‘divide’, 
Apewa?- ‘card’, pauta- ‘honor’ (only PPt), pruk(- ‘jump’, prutk(-/ Aprutk(- ‘be 

                                                 
3 Evidently at the time these preterits were created, the tezzi principle did 

no longer operate in Tocharian. 
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shut’, plant(-/ Aplant(- ‘rejoice’ (TA only PPt), Apla- ‘?’ (only PPt), plä$k(- ‘be 
for sale’, Aplä$ka- ‘± pinch’ (only PPt), man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’, Amalka- ‘milk’, 
Amask(- ‘be difficult’, mäk(- ‘run’, mä$k(- ‘lack’, mänt(-/ Amänta- ‘stir; 
destroy; be angry’, märtka-/ Amärtka- ‘shave’, märs(-/ Amärsa- ‘forget’, mäla?- 
‘melt’ (only PPt), (mäl(- ?)/ Amäl(- ‘(op)press’ (only PPt), mälk(-/ Amälka- ‘± 
put (on, together)’, mä(s)?- ‘go’ (Pt I + III), mäska- ‘be’, mätstsa- ‘starve’ (only 
PPt), mika?- ‘shut (eyes)’ (only PPt), miw(- ‘tremble’, mutka?- ‘pour (out)’, 
mus(-/ Amusa- ‘rise’ (TB only PPt), musk(-/ Amuska- ‘disappear’, mauk(-/ 

Amuka?- ‘desist’, mrausk(-/ Amrosk(- ‘feel disgust’, Amluska- ‘escape’ (only 
PPt), Aya- ‘go’, ya$k(- ‘be deluded’, yat(-/ Ayat(- ‘be (cap)able’ (TA only PPt), 
yas(- ‘be excited’, yäka-/ Ayäka- ‘be careless’ (only PPt), yäksa-/ Ayäksa- 
‘entangle’ (TB only PPt), yät(- ‘be decorated’, Ayär(- ‘bathe; purge’ (only PPt), 
yärtta?- ‘drag’, yäst?- ‘hurl down’, yu(- ‘ripen’ (only PPt), Ayu(- ‘turn’ (only 
PPt), yuk(-/ Ayuka- ‘overcome’ (TA only PPt), Ayutka- ‘be worried’ (only PPt), 
yaukka- ‘use’, ram(- ‘compare’, räk(- ‘extend oneself (over)’ (only PPt), rä$k(- 
‘ascend’, Aräpa- ‘dig’, räma-/ Aräma- ‘bend’ (TA only PPt), räsa?-/ Aräsa- ‘stretch 
(out)’ (only PPt), räss(-/ Aräswa- ‘tear’, rita- ‘seek’, ritt(-/ Arita- ‘be attached’, 
ruka?-/ Aruka?- ‘emaciate’ (only PPt), Aruta?- ‘?’ (only PPt), rutka-/ Arutka- 
‘(re)move’, r(·)wa?- ‘± despair’, latka-/ Alatka- ‘cut off’ (TA only PPt), läk(- ‘see’, 
läm(-/ Aläm(- ‘sit’, lik(-/ Alika- ‘wash’ (TA only PPt), lita-/ Alit(- ‘fall’, Alitk(- 
‘remove’, lipa-/ Alip(- ‘remain’, lu?- ‘rub’, lua-/ Alua- ‘send’, luk(- ‘light’, lup(-/ 

Alupa- ‘rub, besmirch’ (TA only PPt), wak(-/ Awak(- ‘split’ (TB only PPt), 
wapa-/ Awapa- ‘weave’, Awampa?- ‘decorate’, waya-/ Awa- ‘lead’, Awara?- ‘wake 
up’ (only PPt), warka- ‘shear’, warpa?- ‘surround’ (only PPt), warwa?-/ Awarpa?- 
‘prod’, wala-/ Awala- ‘cover’, waltsa- ‘crush, grind’, wask(-/ Awask(- ‘stir’, 
wäks(- ‘± turn away’ (only PPt), wäta?- ‘fight’, Awät(- ‘put’ (only PPt), wätk(-/ 

Awätk(- ‘separate, decide’, wänta-/ Awänta- ‘cover’ (only PPt), wär((sk)- ‘smell’, 
wärpa-/ Awärpa- ‘enjoy, feel’, wärsa?- ‘± pity’, wäla?-/ Awäla?- ‘ ± shatter’ (only 
PPt), Awälka?- ‘?’ (only PPt), wä(s)?-/ Awä(s)?- ‘give’ (Pt I + III), Awi(- ‘be 
frightened’ (only PPt), wik(-/ Awik(- ‘disappear’, Awip(- ‘moisten’ (only PPt), 
Aweka- ‘fall apart’, Awniska- ‘± crush’ (only PPt), wlawa- ‘control’, saw-/ Asaw- 
‘live’ (TA only PPt), suwa- ‘eat, consume’, A1tara?- ‘become tired’, sak(-/ Asak(- 
‘remain’ (TB only PPt), Asama?- ‘gather’, samp(- ‘take away’, Asäka- ‘± follow’, 
Asäta?- ‘?’, sätk(-/ Asätk(- ‘spread out’, särk(- ‘± take care of’ (only PPt), säl(-/ 

Asäl(- ‘fly, arise’ (TA only PPt), säl(- Antigv. ‘throw’, sälka- ‘pull; show’, 
sälpa?-/ Asälpa- ‘glow’ (TA only PPt), Asik(- ‘be overflown’ (only PPt), Asipa- 
‘anoint’ (only PPt), siya- ‘sweat’ (only PPt), Asuka- ‘± bring’ (only PPt), suwa-/ 
swas(-/ Asuw(-/Aswas(- ‘rain’, Askaya- ‘strive’, skära- ‘scold’, stäm(-/ A1täm(- 
‘stand’, stäm(- Kaus. I ‘put’, staukk(- ‘swell’ (only PPt), spartt(-/ Aspartw(- 
‘turn; behave; be’, spalka?- ‘± strive for’, spaw(- ‘subside’, spänt(-/ Aspänta- 
‘trust’ (TB only PPt), spärk(-/ Aspärk(- ‘disappear’, sruka- ‘die’, släppa?- ‘± fall 
into’ (only PPt), tsaka- ‘pierce’, tsapa- ‘mash, squeeze’ (only PPt), Atsarta?- 
‘weep’, tsarw(-/ Atsarw(- ‘be comforted’ (TB only PPt), tsalta- ‘chew’ (only 
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PPt), Atsäk(- ‘pull out’, tsä$ka- ‘(a)rise’, Atsäna- ‘flow’ (only PPt), tsäm(-/ 

Atsäm(- ‘grow’ (TA only PPt), tsär(-/ Atsär(- ‘be separated’, tsälp(-/ Atsälp(- 
‘pass away’, tsika-/ Atsika?- ‘form’ (TA only PPt), tsita?-/ Atsit(- ‘touch’, tsuw(-/ 

Atsuw(- ‘attach oneself’, tsuk(- ‘suck (out)’/ Atsuka- ‘drink’. 
Uncertain cases are: täl(- ‘carry’ (tlava philologically uncertain), tina- ‘defile 
oneself’ (only PPt, Pt I/III), Awek?- ‘tell lies’ (only PPt, Pt I/III), särp?- ‘beat’ (Pt 
I/III). 

 TB TA 
1.sg.act. kälpawa klisa 
2.sg.act. kälpasta klisa1t 
3.sg.act. kalpa tsälp, 

kälka-M 
1.pl.act. kälpam tsaramäs 
2.pl.act. takas; 

cf. klyau1aso 
tsalpas 

3.pl.act. kälpare tsalpar 
1.sg.mid. klamai kälpe 
2.sg.mid. klatai kälpate 
3.sg.mid. klate kälpat 
1.pl.mid. klamnte 4 kälpamät 
2.pl.mid. putkat (sic) kälpac 
3.pl.mid. klante kälpant 
3.du. stamais  taken(e)s 

7.1.3. Subclasses 1-7 

In what follows, I will not use the classification system proposed by 
Krause (WTG, 158ff., §§ 160ff.), because it mixes together the a-
preterits from roots with A-character and the ones from roots with 
non-A-character and at the same time does not refer to, and does not 
help to distinguish, the various different ablaut systems. Therefore, I 
want to propose a new kind of classification for the a-preterits from 
roots with A-character only. This new system is based on the various 
kinds of ablaut attested for the root vowels in the indicative 
paradigms. 

Intra-paradigmatic ablaut is in general only found with roots with 
a non-full root vowel, i.e., -ä-, -i-, or -u- in both languages (although 
roots with a pre-PT root vowel *à could, and indeed sometimes did, 
have an ablaut variation PT *å/a). However, not every a-preterit 

                                                 
4 For -mnte instead of -mtte see Peyrot, 2008, 156. 
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formed from such a root does show ablaut. Such ablauting a-preterits 
with surface -ä-, -i-, or -u- were classified as Class Ib a-preterits by TG, 
367ff., § 452, and as Class Ia a-preterits by WTG, 158ff., §§ 160ff. On 
the other hand, there exist a lot of a-preterits which constantly have 
the full vowel (*)-a- (or -ai-/ TA -e-, -au-/ TA -o-) as their root vowel, 
which then also shows up constantly in the respective subjunctive and 
imperative stems (= Class Ia, according to TG, 363ff., § 450), i.e., the 
same lack of ablaut is then also met in both the corresponding a-
subjunctive (cf. TG, 365f.), and in the corresponding a-imperative.  

With respect to synchrony, seven subclasses can, in my opinion, be 
set up, viz. by taking into account, and taking advantage of, the 
various different ablaut structures. With respect to ablaut the middle 
stem, the singular active stem, and sometimes also the plural active 
stem may behave differently from each other. 

  
 

Sg. active Pl. active Sg./pl. middle 

1 ä +Pal ä -Pal 
2 ä -Pal 
3 ä -Pal æ -Pal ä -Pal 
4 ä +Pal æ -Pal ä -Pal 
5 a -Pal 
6 ä +Pal 
7 a +Pal 

7.1.3.1. Subclass 1 

Subclass 1 of the non-full vowel a-preterit is characterized by a 
persistent ä-vowel that palatalizes in the whole active stem but not in 
the middle. We obviously have to do with a pre-PT *e/ä ablaut 
pattern, with *ä going back to a PIE zero grade. The Subclass 1 pattern 
is only attested in Tocharian B; however, there is reason to believe that 
the class came into being by a simplification of the ablaut structure of 
Subclass 4, for which see below. The following forms belong here: 

käta- ‘strew’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Pt I 2.sg. stasta (MQ), 1.pl. sitam, 3.pl. stare 
(MQ), 3.sg.mid. ktate, 3.pl.mid. ktante; kärs(- ‘know’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Pt I 
1.sg. särsawa, 2.sg. särsasta, 3.sg. sarsa, 3.pl. särsare, 3.sg.mid. kärsate-ne; käla- 
‘lead, bring’ (tr) (x/x/x) (Xa/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. sala, 3.pl. silare-ne, 1.sg.mid. klamai, 
2.sg.mid. klatai, 3.sg.mid. klate, 1.pl.mid. klamnte (S), 3.pl.mid. klante; tärka- 
‘dismiss, emit’ (tr) (x/a/x) (VI/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. cärkawa, 2.sg. cärkasta, 3.sg. 
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carka, 3.pl. cärkare, 3.sg.mid. tärkate, 3.pl.mid. tärkante; läm(- ‘sit’ (itr) (a/a/x) 
(V/V/I)5 Pt I 2.sg. lyamasta (MQ), 3.sg. lyama, 3.pl. lymare, 3.sg.mid. lmate. 

In addition, here also belong: 

pärsa- act. ‘sprinkle’, mid. ‘spray’ (tr/itr) (a/x/x) (VI-VII/V/I) Pt I 3.pl. pirsare 
(Š), 3.sg.mid. pärsate (Š);6 pälka- ‘see, look at’ (tr) (-/a/x) (-/V/I) Pt I 2.sg. 
pälykasta, 3.sg. palyka, 3.pl. pälykare/pilykar (S), 3.sg.mid. pälkate. 

It is quite evident that both the ablaut i/ä and the variation -lyk-/-lk- 
reflect a former contrast *p’ä- in the whole active vs. *pä- in the whole 
middle (see also the discussion on palatalization in chap. Sound Laws 
1.7., from which it may become clear that pärka- ‘(a)rise’ could belong 
here as well; cf. also Peyrot, 2008, 56f.). It is difficult to judge whether 
pänna- ‘stretch, pull (out, up)’ (tr) (x/a/x) (II/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg.act. 
piñña (S), 3.sg.mid. pännate (S) is another case in point. The 
alternation of i in the singular active and ä in the middle may point to 
the very same pattern; however, the i could also be due to the 
following -ññ- (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 56), and the root shows an unexpected 
stem-final alternation between palatal -ññ- and non-palatalized -nn- 
also in other stems (see the discussion in chap. Sound Laws 1.7. and 
s.v. pänna- ‘stretch’).  

For the following stems palatalized actives, but no middles are 
attested, so Subclass 6 is also possible: 
kätk(- ‘cross, pass’ (tr/itr) (x/x/a) (VI-VII-IXa/V/I) with Pt I (tr) 1.sg. sätkawa, 
2.sg. sätkasta, 3.sg. satka, 3.pl. sitkare; kutka?- ‘embody, incarnate’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
(VII/-/I) with Pt I 1.pl. sutkam; klänts(- ‘sleep’ (itr) (a/a/a) (XII/V/I) with Pt I 
3.sg. klyantsa; tära?- ‘± stretch’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I) with Pt I 3.pl. cirar (sic); lua- 
‘send’ (tr) (m/a/a) (III/V/I) with Pt I 1.sg. lywawa, 2.sg. lywasta, 3.sg. lyuwa; 
luk(- ‘light up’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg. lyuka-me; wäta?- ‘fight’ (?) 
(m/-/a) (?/V/I) with Pt I 3.pl. witare.7 

7.1.3.2. Subclass 2 

Subclass 2 of the non-full vowel a-preterit is characterized by a 
persistent ä-vowel that does not palatalize at all, so we clearly have to 

                                                 
5 The unpalatalized 2.pl.act. lämas (S) can be Ipv, see s.v. läm(- ‘sit’, which 

is a more likely analysis than a Subcl. 4 relict form. 
6 The form may be emended from märsane, but it is quite certain that the 

original had indeed a 3.sg.mid. pärsate and that märsane is a mere copyist’s 
error, because (Ma) and (Pa) and (na) and (ta) are easy to confuse, see s.v. 
pärsa-. 

7 For witare (from PT *w’ät-), see the discussion in chap. Sound Laws 1.7. 
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do with a persistent PT *ä from a PIE zero grade. The Subclass 2 
pattern is also confined to Tocharian B. The following stems show it: 

kärya- ‘buy, trade’ (tr) (m/m/x) (Xa/VI/I) Pt I 1.pl. käryam, 1.sg.mid. 
käryamai, 2.sg.mid. käryatai, 3.sg.mid. käryate, 1.pl.mid. käryamnte; kärsta- 
‘cut off, destroy’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. kärstawa, 3.sg. karsta, 2.sg.mid. 
kärstatai, 3.sg.mid. kärstate; kälp(- ‘obtain’ (tr) (x/a/a) (IXa/VI/I) Pt I 1.sg. 
kälpawa, 2.sg. kälpasta, 3.sg. kalpa, 1.pl. kälpam, 3.pl. kälpare/kälpar; kula- 
‘recede’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. 0la-ne; plä$k(- ‘come up, be for sale’ 
(itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. pla$ka, 3.pl. plä$kare; lita- ‘fall’ (itr) (m/a/a) 
(IV/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. lita; wätk(- ‘decide, differ’ (itr) (-/x/a) (-/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. 
wätkawa, 3.sg. wätka (MQ); wärsa?- ‘± pity’ (tr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I) Pt I 3.sg. warsa; 
wik(- ‘disappear’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. wika; sätk(- ‘spread out’ 
(itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.pl. sätkare; sälpa?- ‘glow’ (itr) (a+/-/a) (I+II/?/I) Pt I 
3.sg. salpa. 

The following a-preterit stems are difficult to judge with respect to 
palatalization, because their root-initial consonant cannot indicate 
palatalization. Note, however, that cr° reflecting palatal *tr’° is indeed 
attested in the preterit Class II (see chap. Pt II 8.1.5.2.), though never in 
this class. Roots beginning with p° or m° are again a different matter, 
because the writing of i instead of ä or root-final -ly- instead of -l- may 
point to former root-initial palatalization. Where such writings are 
attested, the respective roots are listed under Subclass 1 (see above) or 
Subclass 6 (see below), while in this list I give only forms which lack 
such indication. Roots beginning with ts- also do not show 
palatalization, see chap. Sound Laws 1.2.:  

krämp(- ‘be hindered, disturbed’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 2.sg. krämpasta; 
trik(- ‘go astray, be confused’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. trika (MQ); 
triw(- ‘be mixed’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.pl. triware; pärsk(- ‘be afraid’ 
(itr) (a/a/a) (V/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. pärska (MQ), 3.pl. pärskare; pälska- ‘consider, 
think’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. palska, 3.pl. pälskare, 3.sg.mid. pälskate; 
pruk(- ‘jump’ (itr) (x/-/a) (VI/-/I) Pt I 3.sg. pruka; mä$k(- ‘be inferior, lack’ 
(itr) (m/x/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. mä$kawa, 3.sg. mä$ka-ñ; märs(- ‘forget’ (tr) 
(m/x/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. märsawa, 2.sg. märsasta, 3.sg. marsa, 3.pl. märsare; 
mäska- ‘be’ (itr) (m+/-/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. maska; mutka?- ‘pour (out)’ (tr) 
(-/-/a) (-/-/I) Pt I 3.pl. mutkare-ne; musk(- ‘disappear, perish’ (itr) (m/-/a) 
(III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. muska; yärtta?- ‘drag’ (tr) (a+/-/a) (I/-/I) Pt I 3.sg. yärtta-ne 
(sic); yuk(- ‘overcome’ (tr) (a/a/a) (VIII/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. yukawa, 3.sg. yuka-ne; 
rä$k(- ‘ascend’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. ra$ka, 2.pl. ra$kas, 3.pl. rä$kare 
(MQ); räss(- ‘tear, pick’ (tr) (x/-/x) (II/V/I) Pt I 3.pl. rässare, 3.sg.mid. rässate; 
ritt(- ‘be attached to’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. rittawa, 3.sg. ritta; sruka- 
‘die’ (itr) (m/a/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. srukawa, 3.sg. sruka, 1.pl. srukam, 2.pl. 
srukas, 3.pl. srukare; tsä$ka- ‘(a)rise’ (itr) (m/a/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 2.sg. tsä$kasta, 
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3.sg. tsa$ka; tsäm(- ‘grow’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. tsama; tsär(- ‘be 
separated’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. tsrawa; tsälp(- ‘pass away, be 
released’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. tsälpawa, 2.sg. tsälpasta, 3.sg. tsalpa, 
3.pl. tsälpare; tsita?- ‘touch’ (tr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I) Pt I 3.sg. tsita-ne; tsuw(- ‘attach 
oneself’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/-/I) Pt I 3.sg. tsuwa, 3.pl. tsware. 

As for pärka- ‘(a)rise, become clear’ (itr) (-/x/a) (-/V/I) with Pt I 2.sg. 
pärkasta (MQ), 3.sg. parka, this may belong to Subclass I on account of 
°pirko ‘rising (of the sun’), see above and the discussion in chap. 
Sound Laws 1.7. The two preterit tantum mä(s)?- ‘go’ and wä(s)?- ‘give’ 
look synchronically like Subclass 2 a-preterits, although they 
originally started out as s-preterits: mä(s)?- ‘go’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I+III) 
with Pt I+III 2.sg. masta, 3.sg. masa/massa/msa-ne; wä(s)?- ‘give’ (tr) 
(-/-/a) (-/-/I+III) = Awä(s)?- ‘give’ with Pt I+III 1.sg. wsawa, 2.sg. 
wsasta, 3.sg. wasa/wsa-ne/wsa, 1.pl. wasam/wsam, 3.pl. wsar-
ne/wsar/wsare/wsär-ñi/wäsare/wsare, cf. TA Pt I 1.sg. wsa, 2.sg. 
wsa1t, 3.sg. wäs beside 3.pl. Pt III TA wäsr-äM. 

7.1.3.3. Subclass 3 

Subclass 3 of the non-full vowel a-preterit is characterized by an 
ablaut PT *ä in the singular active and PT *æ in the plural active, and 
most probably PT *ä again in the middle, although no probative 
middle forms are attested. This type never shows palatalization so 
that at first sight it seems to attest to an exceedingly odd pre-PT ablaut 
pattern zero-grade/*o/zero-grade. This type is a regular one only in 
Tocharian A, the respective TB equivalents are regularly inflected 
according to the pattern of Subclass 2. For TB remains of Subclass 3, 
see below 7.1.3.5. 
Akälka- ‘go’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) Pt I 2.sg. kälka1t, 3.sg. kälka-M, 3.pl. kalkar ~ 
kalaka- (special root structure) Pt I 3.sg. salaka; Aklisa- ‘sleep’ (itr) (a/a/a) 
(VI/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. klisa, 2.sg. klisa1t = klänts(- Subcl. 1 Pt I 3.sg. klyantsa; 
Atkäla?- ‘illuminate’ (tr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I) Pt I 3.sg. täkla-M; Alit(- ‘fall’ (itr) (m/x/a) 
(III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. lit = lita- Subcl. 2 Pt I 3.sg. lita; Alitk(- ‘remove’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
(-/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. litka-M; Alip(- ‘remain, be left over’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I) Pt I 3.sg. 
lipa-ci, 3.pl. lepar = lipa- Subcl. 6(?) Pt I 3.sg. lipa/lyipa, 3.pl. lyipare; Asätk(- 
‘spread out’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. stäk/sätka-M, 3.pl. satkar = sätk(- 
Subcl. 2 Pt I 3.pl. sätkare; Atsälp(- ‘pass away, be released’ (itr) (m/a/a) 
(III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. tsälp, 2.pl. tsalpas, 3.pl. tsalpar = tsälp(- Subcl. 2 Pt I 1.sg. 
tsälpawa, 2.sg. tsälpasta, 3.sg. tsalpa, 3.pl. tsälpare. 
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7.1.3.4. Subclass 4 

Subclass 4 of the non-full vowel a-preterit is characterized by 
palatalizing PT *ä in the singular active, non-palatalizing PT *æ in the 
plural active, and non-palatalizing PT *ä in the whole middle; we 
therefore seem to have here an only slightly less strange ablaut 
pattern pre-PT *e/*o/zero grade. The Subclass 4 pattern is regularly 
attested in Tocharian A, the TB equivalents usually belong to Subclass 
1 (or maybe 6, if the middle is unattested). For TB remains of Subclass 
4, see below 7.1.3.5. 
Akätk(- ‘cross, pass’ (tr/itr) (x/a/a) (VII/V/I) Pt I (tr/itr) 3.sg. kcäk/stäk, 2.pl. 
katkas, 3.pl. katkar = kätk(- Subcl. 1(/6?) Pt I (tr) 1.sg. sätkawa, 2.sg. sätkasta, 
3.sg. satka, 3.pl. sitkare; Akärs(- ‘know, understand, recognize’ (tr) (x/x/x) 
(VI/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. särsa, 3.sg. särs, 3.pl. krasar (?), 3.sg.mid. kärsat = kärs(- 
Subcl. 1 Pt I 1.sg. särsawa, 2.sg. särsasta, 3.sg. sarsa, 3.pl. särsare, 3.sg.mid. 
kärsate-ne; Akäla- ‘lead, bring’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. sla, 3.sg. säl, 3.pl. 
kalar, 1.sg.mid. kle, 2.sg.mid. klate, 3.sg.mid. klat, 3.pl.mid. klant = käla- Subcl. 
1 Pt I 3.sg. sala, 3.pl. silare-ne, 1.sg.mid. klamai, 2.sg.mid. klatai, 3.sg.mid. 
klate, 1.pl.mid. klamnte, 3.pl.mid. klante; Atärka- ‘dismiss, emit’ (tr) (x/a/a) 
(VI/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. cärk, 3.pl. tarkar = tärka- Subcl. 1 Pt I 1.sg. cärkawa, 2.sg. 
cärkasta, 3.sg. carka, 3.pl. cärkare, 3.sg.mid. tärkate, 3.pl.mid. tärkante; Aläm(- 
‘sit’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. lyma, 2.sg. lyma1t, 3.sg. lyäm/lyma-M, 3.pl. 
lamar = läm(- Subcl. 1 Pt I 2.sg. lyamasta (MQ), 3.sg. lyama, 3.pl. lymare, 
3.sg.mid. lmate; Alua- ‘send’ (tr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. lywa, 2.sg. lywa1t, 3.sg. 
lyu/lywa-M, 3.pl. lawar = lua- Subcl. 1 Pt I 1.sg. lywawa, 2.sg. lywasta/ 
lyuwasta (MQ), 3.sg. lyuwa; A1täm(- ‘stand’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. 
säm/sma-m, 3.pl. 1tamar = stäm(- Subcl. 4 Pt I 1.sg. simawa, 2.sg. simasta 
(MQ), 3.sg. sama, 3.pl. stamare/simare, 3.dual stamais; Atsuka- ‘drink’ (tr) 
(-/a/a) (-/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. suk. 

7.1.3.5. Remains of Subclasses 3 and 4 in Tocharian B 

The following three Class I preterits of Tocharian B seem to have 
inflected according to the pattern of Subclasses 3 or 4 still in historical 
or at least prehistoric Tocharian B: 

suwa- ‘eat, consume’ (tr) (x/a/x) (V/V/I) Pt I 2.sg. sawasta, 3.sg. suwa/sawa, 
3.pl. saware/sawar, 3.sg.mid. sawate; stäm(- ‘stand’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) Pt I 
1.sg. simawa/smawa, 2.sg. scmasta/smasta/simasta (MQ), 3.sg. sama/scma-c 
(MQ), 3.pl. stamare/simare, 3.dual stamais (sic, MQ); spärk(- ‘disappear’ (itr) 
(m/m/a) (III/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. sparka-ne (Š). 

spärk(- is problematic. Apart from sparka-ne, there are two other 
forms from what looks like a stem allomorph sparka- attested in the 
Sub (sparkalye) and PPt (sparko1). A regular Subclass 5 stem with 
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persistent root vowel (*)-a- would require a preterit participle of the 
reduplicated type with -au, -a1 endings, while the formation of the PPt 
sparko1 is quite unique (the expected and regular PPt spärkau, 
spärko1 is also attested). However, since I am reluctant to dismiss the 
three forms of the stem allomorph sparka- as mere misspellings, we 
could have here an existing variation (*)spärka/sparka- that exactly 
matches the variation (*)suwa-/sawa-. In that case, the intrusion of the 
a-vowel into the root of sparkalye and sparko1 could be analogical. 

The highly frequent paradigm of stäm(- has preserved the original 
distribution of the allomorphs *s’t’äma-/stama- fairly well, whereas 
with suwa- the (*)a < *æ of the plural stem sawa- shows up in all 
singular forms known to us except the twice8 attested informal-
style/eastern 3.sg. variant suwa. As for the æ-grade active plural 
forms 3.pl. rotkär-ne and 3.pl. prautkar with the ending typical of Pt 
III, see below 7.2.1.1. It will be argued that these attest to an original 
presence of the *(’)ä/æ/ä-pattern as well. 

Because the (singular) active is either unattested or the root-initial 
consonant(s) is/are incapable of indicating palatalization, the 
following TA roots are unclear with respect to assignment to 
Subclasses 3 or 4: 
Akäta- ‘strew’, Akär1ta- ‘cut off’, Akälp(- ‘obtain’, Akutka?- ‘embody’, Atrik(- ‘be 
confused, faint’, Apäka- ‘intend’, Apänwa- ‘stretch’, Apärka- ‘(a)rise’, Apärs(- 
‘sprinkle’, Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’, Apälka- ‘see’, Apälta?- ‘± drop’, Apäl(t)ska- ‘think’, 
Aputka- ‘divide’, Aprutk(- ‘be shut, filled’, Amärtka- ‘scrape off’, Amärsa- ‘forget’, 
Amälka- ‘put together’, Amusa- ‘rise’, Amuska- ‘disappear’, Amuka?- ‘desist’, 
Ayäksa- ‘entangle’, Aräswa- ‘tear, pick’, Arita- ‘seek’, Aritw(- ‘be attached’, Arutka- 
‘(re)move’, Awätk(- ‘separate’, Awärpa- ‘enjoy’, Awä(s)?- ‘give’, Awik(- 
‘disappear’, Asäka- ‘± follow’, Asäta?- ‘?’, Aspänta- ‘trust’, Aspärk(- ‘disappear’, 
Atsäk(- ‘pull’, Atsär(- ‘be separated’, Atsit(- ‘touch’, Atsuw(- ‘stick together, 
obey’. 
Whenever attested, the singular active and the middle Pt I forms from 
these roots have as root vowel -ä-, and the plural active forms have -a- 
from PT *æ. 

For the following non-full vowel roots only middle forms without 
palatalization are attested, so that they may belong to any of the 
Subclasses 1-4: 

                                                 
8 Once in a gloss in a TA text from Sängim, and once suwa has been 

corrected to more regular sawa in a business document. 
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kärka- ‘rob’, kärra- ‘scold’, käl(t)sa- ‘pour’, käsk(- ‘scatter’, päka- ‘intend’, mäk(- 
‘run’, märtka- ‘shave’, mälk(- ‘± put (on)’, yät(- ‘be decorated’, räma- ‘bend, 
bow’, rita- ‘seek’, wär((sk)- ‘smell’, wärpa- ‘enjoy’, 1äMs- ‘count’, sälka- ‘pull’. 

7.1.3.6. Subclass 5 

Subclass 5 is characterized by persistent full vowel (*)-a- (-ai-/ TA -e-, 
-au-/ TA -o-) in the whole a-preterit stem, viz. its members do not 
show inner-paradigmatic ablaut. However, in Tocharian A such a-
preterit formations regularly show weakening of the stem-final (*)-a- 
by vowel balance, e.g., 3.pl.act. TA katkar < *katkar. In both 
languages, Subclass 5 preterits are regularly associated with a 
respective a-subjunctive stem that has also a persistent root vowel 
(*)-a- (-ai-/ TA -e-, -au-/ TA -o-). One may further distinguish between 
Subclass 5 preterits from roots that do not show a root vowel other 
than (*)-a- (-ai-/ TA -e-, -au-/ TA -o-) in Tocharian, and roots that do 
show a root vowel, or root vowels, other than (*)-a- (-ai-/ TA -e-, -au-/ 
TA -o-) outside of the a-preterit/subjunctive stem. Cf., for example: 

kauta- ‘split, cleave’ (tr) (a/x/x) (VI/V/I) Pt I 2.sg. kautasta, 3.sg. kauta, 
3.sg.mid. kautate, 3.pl. mid. kautaMte = Akota- (tr) (a/-/a) (VI/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. 
kot, 3.pl. kotas. 

Subclass 5 preterits from roots that do not show a root vowel other 
than (*)-a- (-ai-/ TA -e-, -au-/ TA -o-) are: 
aksa- ‘waken’, ampa- ‘rot’, ar(-/ Aar(- ‘cease’, art(t)(-/ Aarta- ‘love, praise’, Aalpa- 
‘stroke’, as(- ‘dry’, aiw(- ‘be turned towards’, kaka-/ Akaka- ‘call’, Akatka- ‘arise’, 
kantsa- ‘sharpen’, kama-/ Akama- ‘carry, take’, kaya- ‘open (the mouth)’, kara- 
‘gather’, karp(-/ Akarp(- ‘descend’, kawa-/ Akapa- ‘desire’, Ako1ta- ‘hit’, kauta-/ 

Akota- ‘split’, kras(- ‘vex, be angry’, kraup(-/ Akrop(- ‘gather’, klapa- ‘± touch’, 
klaya-/ Aklawa- ‘fall’, klaw(-/ Aklawa- ‘be called’, klaiksa-/ Aklepsa- ‘dry up’, 
Aksa- ‘± shine’, taka-/ Atak(- ‘be, become’, Atapa- ‘eat’, trappa- ‘trip’, twa$ka-/ 
Atwa$ka- ‘± wear’, nan(- ‘appear’, Anaska- ‘spin’, Apata- ‘plough’, patka- ‘give 
up’, passa- ‘rip off’, pauta- ‘honor’, plant(-/ Aplant(- ‘rejoice’, Apla- ‘?’, Amalka- 
‘milk’, Amask(- ‘be difficult’, mrausk(-/ Amrosk(- ‘feel disgust’, ya$k(- ‘be 
deluded’, yat(-/ Ayat(- ‘be (cap)able’, yas(- ‘be excited’, yaukka- ‘use’, ram(- 
‘compare’, latka-/ Alatka- ‘cut off’, wak(-/ Awak(- ‘split’, waya-/ Awa- ‘lead’, 
warka- ‘shear’, warwa?-/ Awarpa?- ‘prod’, wala-/ Awala- ‘cover’, waltsa- ‘crush, 
grind’, wlawa- ‘control’, A1tara?- ‘become tired’, sak(-/ Asak(- ‘remain (over)’, 
Askaya- ‘strive’, staukk(- ‘swell’, spaw(- ‘subside’, tsaka- ‘pierce’, tsapa- ‘mash, 
squeeze’, tsarw(-/ Atsarw(- ‘be comforted’, tsalta- ‘chew’. 
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The following roots are attested so rarely that the absence of forms 
with a root vowel other than (*)-a- (-ai-/ TA -e-, -au-/ TA -o-) can 
hardly be significant:  
Apewa?- ‘card’ (only Pt I stem attested); r(·)wa?- ‘± despair’ (only Pt I stem 
attested, and the root vowel is damaged); Awara?- ‘wake up’ (only PPt 
attested); Aweka- ‘fall apart’ (no Prs attested); Asama?- ‘gather’ (no Prs, Sub 
attested). 

The following Subclass 5 preterits are made from roots that do show a 
root vowel, or root vowels, other than (*)-a- (-ai-/ TA -e-, -au-/ TA -o-) 
outside of the a-subjunctive/preterit:  
(1) Roots showing a root vowel other than (*)-a- (-ai-/ TA -e-, -au-/ TA 
-o-) in verbal stem formations other than Sub V/Pt I of the very same 
root in the very same branch (evidence coming mostly from the 
respective present stem). Here belong: 

klautk(- ‘turn, become’ (itr) (m/a/a) (IV/V/I) ~ Alotka- (itr) (a/a/a) (VII/V/I) 
with Pt I 3.sg. klautka, etc. = TA Pt I 3.sg. lotäk, etc. but cf. the obviously 
related root klutk(- ‘turn, become’/ Alutk(?- ‘make, turn into’; Atraska- ‘chew’ 
(tr) (-/a/-) (-/V/I) with Pt I in the PPt taträskus but TB Prs II tre11äM; nitt(- 
‘collapse’ (itr) (a/-/a) (IoV/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg. naitta-c (MQ), 3.pl. naittare 
(MQ) but Prs V 3.sg. nittaM; nu(- ‘cry’ (tr) (m/x/m) (III/V/I)9 with Pt I 
2.sg.mid. nawatai (MQ) but Prs III 3.sg.mid. ñewetär; naut(- ‘disappear’ (itr) 
(-/a/a) (-/V/I) ~ Anut(- (itr) (-/?/-) (-/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg. nauta-ne, 3.pl. 
nautare-M (MQ) but TA Pt I in the PPt nuto; päla- ‘praise’ (tr) (m/m/m) 
(VI/V/I) = Apäla- (tr) (m/m/m) (VI/V/I) with Pt I 1.sg. palamai, etc. = TA Pt I 
3.sg. palat, etc. but TB/TA Prs VI stem pälla-; pika- ‘paint, write’ (tr) (a+/m/x) 
(VII/V/I) = Apika- (tr) (x/m/x) (I/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg. paiyka, etc. = TA Pt I (x) 
3.pl. pekar, etc. but TB Prs VII 3.sg. pi$käM, etc., TA Prs I 3.sg. pikä1; Apiwa- 
‘blow’ (tr) (a/-/-) (V/-/I) with Pt I in the PPt papeyu but Prs V 3.sg. TA piwa1; 
man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’ (itr) (m/m/m) (II-VI/II-V/I) with Pt I 3.sg. mantsate 
but Prs/Sub II stem mem1/s-, Prs VI stem mantsäna-; mänt(- ‘stir; destroy; be 
angry’ (tr/itr) (x/x/a) (VI-XII/V/I) = Amänta- (tr/itr) (x/-/m) ‘id.’ (V/V/I) with 
Pt I 1.sg. mantawa, etc. = TA Pt I 3.sg.mid. mantat, etc. but TB Prs VI stem 
mintäna-, Prs XII stem mäntäññ-, TA Prs V stem mänta-; miw(- ‘tremble, 
quake’ (itr) (x/-/x) (I-XII/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg. maiwa, etc. but Prs I 3.sg. miwäM, 
Prs XII stem miwäññ-; mauk(- ‘refrain from, desist’ (itr) (-/a/x) (-/V/I) with Pt 
I 2.sg. maukasta, etc. but Amuka?- (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I) (Subcl. 3 or 4); Ayär(- 
‘bathe; purge’ (?) (—) (X/-/I) with Pt I in the PPt attested by TA yayrurä1 but 

                                                 
9 Diachronically, the root probably inflected according to Subcl. 3, thereby 

simply following the model of rhyming suwa- ‘eat’, as can be guessed from 
Sub V nuwaM. Note that nawatai cannot simply be due to omission of a vowel 
stroke (†nuwatai), because (nu) has a different structure. 
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Inf TA yärnassi; räk(- ‘extend oneself (over)’ (itr) (-/m/-) (-/V/I) with Pt I in 
the PPt rarakau but Antigv. Prs VIII 1.sg. raksau, etc.; Aräpa- ‘dig, plow’ (tr) 
(-/-/a) (V/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg. rap but Prs V Inf TA rpatsi; lik(- ‘wash’ (tr) 
(m/m/m) (VI/V/I) = Alika- (tr) (-/a/-) (I/V/I) Pt I 3.sg.mid. laikate, etc. = TA Pt 
I in the PPt TA laleku but Prs VIII 3.sg.mid. lik1tär, TA Prs I Inf TA liktsi; 
lup(- ‘rub; throw into’ (tr) m/a/x) (VIII/V/I) = Alupa- (tr) (—) (-/V/I) with Pt I 
3.pl. laupare, etc. = TA Pt I in the PPt lalupu but TB Prs VIII 3.sg.mid. lup1tär; 
luk(- ‘light up, be illuminated’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) with Pt I in the PPt 
attested by lalaukarne but finite Pt I 3.sg. lyuka-me; Awampa?- ‘decorate’ (tr) 
(m/-/m) (II/-/I) with Pt I 1.sg.mid. wampe but 3.sg.mid. Prs I/II TA wamtär 
(sic); wask(- ‘stir’ (itr) (m/-/m) (XII/V/I) = Awask(- (itr) (m/-/m) (VII/V/I) 
with Pt I 2.sg.mid. waskatai, etc. = TA Pt I 3.sg.mid. TA waskat but TB Prs XII 
stem wäskäññ- beside waskäññ-; Awniska- ‘± crush, torment’ (tr) (a/-/-) 
(VII/-/I) with Pt I in the PPt TA wawneskunt but 3.sg. Prs VII TA wnisä$ka1; 
säl(- ‘fly, arise’ (itr) (-/-/m) (-/-/I) = Asäl(- (itr) (a+/-/-) (I/-/I) with Pt I 
3.sg.mid. salate-ne = TA Pt I in the PPt TA sasluMt but TA Prs I 3.pl. TA sliñc, 
etc.; samp(- ‘take away’ (tr) (m/-/m) (IXa/V/I) ~ Asuma- (tr) (m+/-/-) (VI/V/-) 
with Pt I 3.sg.mid. sampate, etc. but Prs IXa sompastär, etc.; Asipa- ‘anoint’ (tr) 
(m/-/-) (IoII/V/I) with Pt I in the PPt sasepu but TA Prs I/II Inf TA siptsi, etc.; 
skära- ‘scold, threaten’ (tr) (a+/a/x) (VI/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg. skarare-ne, etc. but 
Prs VI 3.sg. skarraM; spartt(- ‘turn; behave; be’ (itr) (m/x/a) (IV/V/I) = 
Aspartw(- (itr) (x/a/a) (II-IV/V/I) with Pt I 1.sg. spartawa, etc. = TA Pt I 1.sg. 
spartwa, etc. but TB Priv e1pirtacce, etc.; Atsarta?- ‘weep’ (itr) (m/-/a) (IoII/-/I) 
with Pt I 1.sg. TA tsarta, etc. but Prs I/II TA sertmaM; tsika- ‘form’ (tr) (-/a/m) 
(I/V/I) = Atsika?- (tr) (—) (-/-/I) with Pt I 3.pl.mid. tsaikante, etc. = TA Pt I in 
the PPt TA tsatseku but TB Prs I Ger I tsikale (sic); tsuk(- ‘± suck (out)’ (tr) 
(-/-/a) (-/V/I) = Atsuka- ‘drink’ (Subcl. 4) with Pt I 3.sg. tsauka-c (MQ) but 
Antigv. Prs VIII tsukseM, etc. 

The following two roots are special cases:  
Atwa-/Atwas(- ‘burn’ (?) (a/a/-) (VIII/V/I) with TA Pt I *twasa- in the PPt TA 
tatwsu (probably TB Pt I *täwa- in the PPt two1); suwa- /swas(- ‘rain’ (itr) 
(a+/a/a) (V/V/I) = Asuw(- /Aswas(- (itr) (a+/-/a) (I/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg. swasa 
= TA Pt I (a) 3.pl. swasar.  
In spite of nominal swese/ TA swase ‘rain’, the root variants in PT 
*-a/æs(a)- are based on reanalysis of old 3.sg.act. Pt III forms in 
(*)-asa-, according to Peters, 2006, 336, fn. 17. 

Here most probably also belongs the 2.sg.act. payasta (MQ) from 
pia- ‘± trumpet’ which is rather Pt I than Pt II given the coexistence of a 
Sub V with persistent a-vowel in the root; the 3.pl.act. yastare (sic) 
from yäst?- ‘hurl down’ may also belong here if the root is set up 
correctly (see the discussion s.v. yäst?-).  
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(2) Roots that show root vowels other than (*)-a- exclusively in related 
nominal formations:  

kla$ka- ‘go by wagon’ (but kle$ke ‘vehicle’); warpa?- ‘surround’ (but werpiske 
‘garden’), spalka?- ‘± strive for’ (but spel(t)ke ‘zeal’). wapa-/ Awapa- ‘weave’ 
shows æ-vowel in wepe ‘± corral, paddock’, and ä-vowel at least in the 
nominal form wpelme ‘cobweb’; but note that there may also be a present-
stem allomorph *wäp- attested, see the discussion s.v. wapa-/ Awapa- ‘weave’ 
and Awäpa?- ‘?’. 

7.1.3.7. Subclass 6 

The TB a-preterit of nätka- ‘hold off, push away’ shows a palatalizing 
ä-vowel in the whole active as well as in the middle, so one may set 
up a special class for it: 3.sg. ñätka (MQ), 3.pl. ñitkare-ne, 2.sg.mid. 
ñätkatai (sic, MQ). Note that the respective PPt nätkau is not 
palatalized. Irregular in a similar way, although not strictly parallel, is 
lipa- ‘remain, be left over’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I) with Pt I 3.sg 
lipa/lyipa, 3.pl. lyipare. Note that variation between root-initial ly and 
l is also to be seen in the present stem of this root. 

7.1.3.8. Subclass 7 

Under this subclass I subsume all Pt I forms belonging to paradigms 
that show a seemingly palatalizing root vowel (*)-a- throughout the 
whole active and middle; the respective PPt is typically of the shape 
C’eC’Cu, C’eC’Co1. This kind of formation is attested in the function of 
a preterit only in Tocharian B, although Tocharian A has a number of 
imperfects such as TA lyak that must be of the same origin, as already 
noticed by TG, 385, § 462, fn. 1. 

kalaka- ‘follow’ (tr) (m/-/a) (I/-/I) Pt I 3.sg. salaka but PPt kakalaka1; pälwa- 
‘lament’ (tr/itr) (a+/-/a) (V/V/I) Pt I 3.sg. plyawa, 3.pl. plyaware, PPt in 
pepälyworsa; läk(- ‘see, look’ (tr) (x/x/x) (IXa-V/V/I) Pt I 1.sg. lyakawa, 2.sg. 
lyakasta, 3.sg. lyaka-ne, 1.pl. lyakam, 2.pl. lyakaso, 3.pl. lyakare/lyakar-ne, 
2.sg.mid. lyakatai, 3.sg.mid. lyakate, 3.pl.mid. lyakante-me/lyakaMte, PPt 
lyelyku, lyelyko1/lyelyäko1 (MQ), lyelyakor/lyelykor/lelkor; lu?- ‘rub’ (tr) 
(-/-/a) (-/-/I) Pt I 3.sg. lyawa-ne, PPt in lyelyuwormeM; säl(- Antigv. ‘throw’ 
(tr) (-/-/x) (-/II/I) Pt I 2.sg. 1alasta, 3.sg. 1alla, 3.pl. 1allare/1alare, 2.sg.mid. 
1alatai, 3.sg.mid. 1allate, PPt sesalyu (MQ); stäm(- Kaus. I ‘put, place’ (tr) 
(a/-/x) (IXb/IXb/I-II-IV) Pt I 1.sg. 1/amawa. 

Subclass 7 a-preterits are, of course, strongly reminiscent of Class II 
preterits; however, both formations have to be kept apart 
synchronically for the following two reasons: first, Subclass 7 forms 
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do not always have the same semantics as the respective kausativum 
present, which is especially true for lyakawa; second, the Subclass 7 
forms do not have initial accent, which is another typical trait of Pt II 
forms.10  
 
Subclasses 1 and 2 are restricted to Tocharian B, while Subclasses 3 
and 4, which are the regular TA equivalents of TB Subclasses 2 and 1, 
are not completely confined to Tocharian A, but are sporadically also 
attested in Tocharian B. Since in addition the ablaut patterns of 
Subclasses 1 and 2 are simpler ones, it can be safely assumed that 
Tocharian B has innovated, i.e., that Tocharian B has usually 
generalized the stem allomorph first restricted to the singular active 
through the whole active paradigm, cf. Adams, 1978, 284 and 1988a, 
90. The TB paradigm of the frequent verbal root stäm(- ‘stand’ still 
directly shows an active plural and a dual form with æ-grade (3.pl. 
stamare, 3.du. stamais), stamare being the exact equivalent of TA 3.pl. 
1tamar < PT *stæma-. Now it is interesting that an undoubtedly 
younger 3.pl. Pt variant simare showing the usual generalization of 
the original singular active stem is attested in an eastern text.11 This 
does not seem odd on first glance, because the eastern variety of 
Tocharian B does show many traits of the informal or more 
progressive styles of Tocharian B, and it is also precisely the eastern 
variety where the relic form 3.sg. suwa instead of standard sawa from 
suwa- ‘eat’ is found, which is another TB preterit stem that directly 
attests to the Subclass 3/4 ablaut. The variation of standard stamare 
vs. eastern/informal simare can be explained by assuming that while a 
verb of high frequency like stäm(- was morphologically conservative 
in the standard TB variety, the more progressive styles simplified the 
formerly more complex ablaut pattern even of this frequent verb to a 
less complex one. It is not so clear to me whether the preservation of 
the old ablaut in suwa, prautkar, and rotkär-ne in the eastern/informal 
variety may have been helped by influence from Tocharian A, because 
while influence of Tocharian A on the most eastern TB variety cannot 
a priori be excluded (see Malzahn, 2007a, 289f.), some attestations 
come from western or central texts. Otherwise, one must assume that 

                                                 
10 Therefore, lyakawa cannot be analyzed as a Pt II as has been done by 

Saito, 2006, 182. 
11 On the ä-epenthesis and further change of ä > i in this form see Peyrot, 

2008, 55 and 57; both sound changes are traits of the informal/eastern variety 
of TB as well. 
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the most progressive variety of Tocharian B (or chronologically latest 
period, as per Peyrot, 2008) could on the other hand preserve 
morphological archaisms. 

7.1.4. The formation of the preterit participle 

The PPt of Subclasses 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are always non-reduplicated, 
have the zero grade of the root and as endings in Tocharian B nom.sg. 
-au (standard), -o4 (MQ), obl. -o1; their root initial is usually non-
palatalized, even if the PPt belongs to a Pt I of Subclass 1 or 4, as, e.g., 
tärko4, tärko1, or of Subclass 6 (nätkowo). In contrast, the PPts 
belonging to Subclass 5 are always reduplicated, have always (*)-a- as 
reduplication and root vowel and as endings -au, -a1 in Tocharian B 
(e.g., lalaikau). The PPt to Subclass 7, which is only attested in 
Tocharian B, is reduplicated with the vowel -e-, has *ä as root vowel, 
and seems to have palatalized root-initial consonants (e.g., lyelyku). 

7.1.5. Class I preterits from roots with non-A-character  

This type is attested in both languages and is made from both full-
vowel and non-full vowel roots. It is characterized by the fact that all 
roots showing this kind of formation lack A-character, which means 
that the Pt I shows a suffixal PT (*)-a-.12 The Pt I synchronically paired 
with a Class II subjunctive is further characterized by palatalization of 
the root-final consonant (cluster) like klyau1a or, in the case of 
campya, by insertion of a -y- immediately before the suffixal PT (*)-a-. 

                                                 
12 Very few roots for which a Sub I is attested or can be presupposed have 

a Pt I, which is not palatalized like the type discussed in the following. 
Usually, roots with Sub I form a Pt III, not Pt I. The exceptions are: Aplu- ‘fly, 
soar’ (I/-/I) (-/-/a) and pälk- ‘shine’ (I/-/I) (a/-/a)/ Apälk- (I/-/I) (a/-/a). Even 
though a Sub I is not attested for any of these two cases, it can easily be 
presupposed with regard to Prs I (in the TB cognate plu- the Sub I is actually 
attested, though this has the expected Pt III; but note also that TA plawar from 
Aplu- ‘fly, soar’ may in theory belong to the type klyau1a, because TA -w- 
could go back to PT *-w’-). Here may further also belong samp(- ‘deprive’ if 
the Prs stem sompäsk- reflects a former athematic stem *sæmpu- < *sæmpä-, 
see chap. Sound Laws 1.6. On the other hand, it would have been surprising if 
athematic stems should not have formed Pt I stems in the first place, because 
it seems that the alternative, i.e., s-preterit stems, rather have an affinity with 
the s-present and not with a particular subjunctive stem. 
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The respective PPts lack the final PT (*)-a- of the indicative forms, but 
usually share their root-final palatalization. Unfortunately, no PPt is 
attested for cämp-. This type should be viewed together with the 
preterits of Classes IV, V, and VII, which also have (*)-a- attached 
either to a stem ending in a palatalized consonant (cluster) or in a -y-. 
For the kind of Tocharian roots involved, see Jasanoff, 1987, 95f. and 
Peters, 2006, 340: “Die zugehörigen themat. Konj. bzw. die 
zugrundeliegenden themat. Präs. setzen dabei niemals idg. 
Wurzelpräs., sondern vielmehr ausnahmslos idg. suffigierte Präs.-
Stämme fort, auch bei den einsilbigen Konj.-Stämmen handelt es sich 
durchwegs um alte Suffixbildungen, und zwar um solche mit den idg. 
Suffixen *-s-, *-sk- und *-w-; solchen Präs.-Stämmen konnten in älterer 
Zeit entweder überhaupt keine oder allenfalls formal weit abliegende 
Aoriststämme entsprochen haben” — but, of course, there was one 
exception, campya, which derives from a PIE root *Çtemp and to 
which corresponds a TA Pt III campäs. Generally speaking, one can 
say that almost all Tocharian roots forming a Sub II have a klyau1a-
type Pt I if they have a Pt I at all.13 

aks- ‘announce’ (tr) (a+/x/a) (XI/II/I) Pt I 1.sg. ak1awa, 2.sg. ak1asta, 3.sg. 
ak1a, 3.pl. ak1are, PPt ak1u/ ak1o1; katk- ‘rejoice, be glad’ (itr) (a+/-/a) (II/II/I) 
Pt I 3.pl. kaccare, PPt kakaccu/ kakacco1; kärsk- ‘shoot (an arrow)’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
(-/-/I)14 Pt I 3.sg. kar11a, PPt kekar11u; klyaus- ‘hear, listen to’ (tr) (x/a/x) 
(II/II/I) Pt I 1.sg. klyau1awa, 3.sg. klyau1a, 2.pl. klyau1aso, 3.pl. klyau1are, 
2.sg.mid. klyau1atai, 3.sg.mid. klyau1ate, PPt keklyau1u/ keklyau1o1 = Aklyos- 
(tr) (x/a/a) (II-Xa/II/I) Pt I 1.sg. klyo1a, 3.sg. klyo1, 1.pl. klyo1amäs, 2.pl. 
klyo1as, 3.pl. klyo1ar, PPt kaklyu1u; cämp- ‘be able to’ (itr) (a/a/a) (II/II/I) Pt I 
1.sg. cämyawa, 2.sg. cimpyasta, 3.sg. campya, 2.pl. cämpyas, 3.pl. cämpyare; 
ñäsk- ‘demand, desire’ (tr) (x/a/a) (II/II/I-II) Pt I 3.sg. ña11a/ñi11a-me; trä$k- 

                                                 
13 The few exceptions are: kraup(- ‘gather’, which forms both a thematic 

Sub II and a Sub V standing beside a Prs VI, so the root basically had A-
character. tas- ‘put’ synchronically forms a subjunctive of Class II, and an 
unpalatalized a-preterit beside an s-preterit, the s-preterit certainly being the 
original class, so that we are originally dealing with a Prs VIII and not Prs II. 
For the reanalysis process of forming a-preterits from former s-preterit stems 
for roots in final -s. As for Pt yasate, contrarily to the analysis in WTG, 275 and 
TEB II, 227, 3.sg. Pt yasate in 366 b 3 attested in a quite fragmentary passage 
may rather belong to yas(- ‘be excited’, see s.v. yas(-. On the other hand, 
trä$k- ‘lament’ has a thematic subjunctive beside the athematic one, and it 
forms a palatalized Pt I of the type klyau1a.  

14 Note that analysis as a member of this class is applied precisely because 
the Pt I and PPt show palatalization, while the nominal TA cognate °krase 
attests to the root structure kärsk-. 
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‘lament’ (tr) (-/a/a) (I/I-II/I) Pt I 3.sg. träñca-nes; nask- ‘bathe, swim’ (itr) 
(a+/a/a) (II/II/I) Pt I 3.sg. na11a, PPt nana11usa; pask- ‘protect, obey’ (tr) 
(m+/x/m) (II/II/I) Pt I 1.sg.mid. pa11amai, 2.sg.mid. pa11atai (MQ), 3.pl.mid. 
pa11ante, PPt papa11u/ papa11o1 = Apas- (tr) (m+/m/m) (II/II/I) Pt I 2.sg.mid. 
pa1ate, 3.sg.mid. pa1at, PPt pap1u; yask- ‘beg’ (tr) (m/m/m) (IXa/II/I) Pt I 
2.sg.mid. ya11atai, 3.sg.mid. ya11ate-ne, PPt yaya11o1; yärs- ‘show respect’ (itr) 
(m/-/m) (II/II/I) Pt I 1.sg.mid. yär1amai, 3.sg.mid. yär1ate, 3.pl.mid. yir1ante = 
Ayärs- (itr) (m/m/m) (II/II/I) Pt I 3.pl.mid. yär1ant; laMs- ‘work on, perform’ 
(tr) (m/m/m) (II/II/I) Pt I 1.sg.mid. laM1amai, 2.sg.mid. laM1atai, 3.sg.mid. 
laM1ate/laM11ate (S), 3.pl.mid. laM1ante/laM11ante, PPt lalaM1uwa/ lalaM1a1 
(sic); wäsk- ‘?’ (?) (-/-/a) (-/-/I)15 Pt I 3.pl. wä11are; Awles- ‘perform’ (tr) 
(m+/x/m) (II/II/I) Pt I 1.sg.mid. wle1e, 3.sg.mid. wle1at, 3.pl.mid. wle1ant, PPt 
wawle1u; saw- ‘live’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (II/II/I-VII) Pt I 3.sg. saya = Asaw- ‘live’ (itr) 
(a+/a/-) (II/II/I) Pt I in PPt saso; 1äMs- ‘count’ (tr) (x/-/m) (II/II/I) Pt I 
3.sg.mid. 1äM1ate. Probably sar?-/Asar?- ‘plant’? 

Although there is no palatalization (or y-insertion) visible, 
synchronically here certainly also belongs soy- ‘become sated, 
satisfied’ (itr) (a/a/a) (II/II/I) with Pt I 3.pl. soyare and PPt sosoyu/ 
sosoyo1. This is not only recommended by the pairing of Sub II with 
Pt I, but also by the formation of the PPt. 

Note that 3.sg. Pt I TA klyo116 clearly differs from what must have 
been the 3.sg. active of the respective imperfect of Class III, i.e., TA 
(*)klyo1a,17 the final -a of which is the invariable and ubiquitous 
surface -a- typical of the Class III imperfects of Tocharian A. The 1.sg. 
active endings of the imperfect and preterit also differ (TA -awa vs. 
TA -a), though the only root for which in Tocharian A both an Imp III 
and this kind of preterit stem is attested is Aklyos-.18 

                                                 
15 Analysis as a member of this class is based on morphological 

considerations. 
16 Attested with certainty in A 436 b 4. 
17 To be sure, all instances of TA klyo1a are ambiguous with respect to 

both number of person (1.sg. or 3.sg.) and tense (preterit or imperfect), with 
the one exception of A 20 a 6 and b 3, where TA klyo1a must be a 1.sg. 
preterit. However, a 3.sg.act. Imp from this root could not have been any 
other form than TA klyo1a. 

18 The 2.pl.act. Imp TA klyo1as is arguably attested in YQ 42 a 6 
(Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 79). The 3.pl. TA klyo1ar in A 81 a 61 is preterit 
rather than imperfect (see Thomas, 1957, 240), and the same seems to be true 
for TA klyo1ar in A 436 b 3 (although the passage is fragmentary); the 1.pl. 
klyo1amäs in A 340 a 6 is likewise preterit (see Thomas, 1957, 216). All clear 
instances of forms from the stems TA pa1a- from Apas- ‘protect’, and TA 
wle1a- from Awles- ‘perform’ are also rather preterits. 
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Finally, it must be stressed that if campya is to be taken as a 
lautgesetzlich form, it can only be the outcome of a pre-PT *tempya.19 
Therefore, whoever thinks that klyau1a, etc. and campya belong 
together both synchronically and diachronically, must derive klyau1a, 
etc. from formations in pre-PT *-ya-. Actually, Krause and Thomas 
(WTG, 165, § 164,1; TEB I, 241, § 434,1) proposed that campya is 
indeed a representative of a PIE *-ya- preterit, but assumed that it was 
almost the only member of its class.20 

7.1.6. Summary 

The basic a-preterit types are: 
 
 Subcl. 4 

(e TB 
Sucl. 1) 

Subcl. 3 
(e TB 
Subcl. 2) 

Subcl. 5 Subcl. 7 klyau1a 

Sg.act. *s’t’äm-a° *kälp-a° *pal-a° *l’ak-a° *kl’æws’-(y)a° 
Pl.act. *stæm-a° *kælp-a° *pal-a° *l’ak-a° *kl’æws’-(y)a° 
Mid. *stäm-a° *kälp-a° *pal-a° *l’ak-a° *kl’æws’-(y)a° 
PPt *stäm-å° *kälp-å° *pæ-pal-a° *l’æ-l’äk-ä° *kæ-kl’æws’-(y)ä° 

7.2. MIXED PARADIGMS AND CHANGE OF PRETERIT CLASS  

7.2.1. The 3.pl. active 

The 3.pl.act. endings of the Pt I are -are, TA -ar (both from PT *-aræ), 
whereas in Pt III we find the endings -är (-ar under the accent), TA -är 
(probably both from PT *-ärä); on the diachronic explanation see chap. 
Endings.21 

                                                 
19 It is impossible to derive campya from a three-syllabic form PT 

*t’ämpäya (as per VW II/2, 132 or quite recently Kim, 2003), which would 
have resulted in TB †cämp(ì)ya, and there is no trace of a trisyllabic †cämpìya, 
even though the root is attested quite often. 

20 As for the (non-)existence of an “eigenen Präteritaltyp auf (*)ya(-)”, see 
Peters, 2006, 341, fn. 32. 

21 There are two instances of -ere instead of -are (Pt I paiykere in a graffito 
and Pt IV yama11ere in the ordination text KVac), and one of -ire (Pt I plä$kire 
in a business document). It is difficult to judge whether these forms are mere 
writing errors or attest to some informal-style development, see Peyrot, 2008, 
146f. 
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Some forms, however, do not conform to this pattern. In this 
respect one has to distinguish between 3.pl. active Pt I forms simply 
lacking the final -e and cases of TB -ar/-är instead of -are. Instances of 
simple lack of final -e are further to be divided into cases with a 
following enclitic pronoun and cases without following clitic. The 
same variants are also attested for the 3.pl. active of Pt II, Pt IV, and Pt 
V,22 cf. WTG, 155, § 156, 4a; TEB I, 242, § 435,2; Winter, 1965a, 208 = 
1984, 175 = 2005, 133, fn. 1; Peyrot, 2008, 132ff.; Pinault, 2008, 188f. In 
PK AS 18B b 4 such an absence is attested for forms of both 3.pl.act. Pt 
I and Pt IV: 
tu alye(k) lyakar-me (Pt I) snonasa cotit yama11ar-me (Pt IV) “ils 
virent leur action autrement qu’un [simple] divertissement, [et] les 
accusèrent à cause des femmes” (Pinault, 2008, 78f.). There are also 
quite a few cases of -ar without following pronoun, some of them 
even written with virama -ar@ and metrically guaranteed: 
3.pl.act. Pt I kälpar@ from kälp(- ‘obtain’ in 430 b 4 (M);23 3.pl.act. Pt I 
klautkar@ in 583 a 2 (M)24 from klautk(- ‘turn’; 3.pl.act. cirar from tära?- 
‘± stretch’ in PK NS 38 + 37 a 1 (Pinault, 1988a, 194f.); 3.pl.act. Pt I 
pilykar in 429 b 2 (S) from pälka- ‘see’; 3.pl.act. Pt I putkar@ from 
putk(- ‘divide’ in the business document SI P/117, 2 (Pinault, 1998, 
15); 3.pl.act. Pt I sawar from suwa- ‘eat’ in the business document SI B 
Toch./9, 12f. (Pinault, 1998, 4). Finally, TochSprR(B) proposed 
restoration to a 3.pl.act. Pt I (klyau1)ar in 429 b 2 (S), which makes 
sense in the context and would provide an exact parallel for the e-less 
3.pl.act. Pt I pilykar found in the same manuscript. 

With the exception of cirar in PK NS 38 + 37 a 1, which is a text of 
unknown provenance, all these e-less 3.pl. active Pt I and Pt V forms 
are either attested in business documents or in texts of eastern 
provenance. Consequently, the absence of -e in this 3.pl. active ending 
is an informal-style feature and for this reason to be viewed together 
with the numerous progressive phonological traits of that variety, i.e., 
we have here a case of reduction of *æ to *ä typical of the informal 
styles. It is conceivable that the loss of -e started in forms with a 

                                                 
22 The often attested Pt of we-ñ- shows the most variation: weñare, wñare, 

weñare-nes (S), weñar-mes (S), wñar-ne (S), and even weñar@ without 
following clitic in THT 1453 b 2 (S). 

23 Though damaged, the form cannot be restored to an Ipv form //// 
(p)kälpar, and an imperative would not make sense in this passage at all. 

24 Here, again, it is impossible to restore a damaged form in -ar, //// 
klautkar@ • , in this case to an imperative. 
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following clitic and was from these cases generalized to forms without 
clitic. 

This variation of formal -are vs. informal -ar then may have 
caused, via hypercorrection, the introduction of an additional -e into 
the 3.pl. active ending of the s-preterit, as evidenced by, e.g., 
plye$kare from plä$k(- Antigv. ‘sell’ in a Paris business document 
(see Schmidt, 1986a, 648). In concordance with the hypercorrection 
hypothesis, the s-preterit 3.pl. active forms in -re, too, are confined to 
the informal styles and the eastern TB variety (where we find tesare, 
maitare, and wsare), see Schmidt, l.c.; Peyrot, 2008, 134; and chap. Pt 
III 9.1.3. 

7.2.1.1. prautkar and rotkär-ne 

The 3.pl.act. Pt I forms prautkar from prutk(- ‘be shut, filled’ and 
rotkär-ne from rutka- ‘(re)move’ deserve a different treatment,25 
because instead of a simple loss of -e we seem to have here the 
genuine 3.pl. active ending of the s-preterit -är (-ar under the accent). 
An interpretation as prautkär is, of course, far more likely than one as 
†práutkar, especially with regard to rotkär-ne. In addition, prautkar 
and rotkär-ne show an unexpected full vowel in the root. prautkar is 
attested in the metrical passage 108 b 6 (S). Both forms hence look like 
s-preterits, but they cannot be genuine s-preterit forms, since they 
semantically and syntactically belong to the grundverb. And although 
prautkar is attested in an eastern text, rotkär-ne is not. However, 
rotkär-ne in 51 a 5 (Š) shows monophthongizations au > o, which is a 
sound change typical of the informal styles. Therefore, this form may 
be an informal-style variant as well, even though it is, strictly 
speaking, not an eastern-dialect variant. Accordingly, the ablaut grade 
is hardly merely due to the influence of neighboring Tocharian A. 
Therefore, the most likely explanation is that prautkar and rotkär-ne 
really do reflect the old ablaut grade *æ typical of the 3.pl. active 
forms of Subclasses 3 or 4, i.e., we should assume 3.pl. †prautkare < 
*præwtkaræ = TA protkar, which is indeed communis opinio (TEB I, 

                                                 
25 The 3.pl. Pt arar-c in 45 a 1 is, on the other hand, not an example of a Pt I 

form that took on the Pt III ending (thus WTG, 221), but a genuine, transitive 
s-preterit, i.e., an antigrundverb form, see the discussion and ref. s.v. ar(- 
‘cease’, and also chap. Pt III. As for the hapax särpar ka in 119 a 4 (MQ), which 
is also analyzed by WTG, 298 as a Pt I form, we simply cannot be sure 
(although it must be said that in a Pt III form one would not have expected a 
non-palatalizing root vowel -ä-; see the discussion in chap. Pt III). 
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238, § 430,4; Winter, 1965a, 208 = 1984, 175 = 2005, 133; Adams, 1978, 
284; Hilmarsson, 1991, 164; Peters, 2004, 440 with fn. 47; Pinault, 2008, 
189). Having a synchronically irregular full vowel, the forms then 
must have been reminiscent of s-preterits and consequently could take 
on the genuine s-preterit ending -ar.26  

7.2.2. Pt Class I < Pt Class III 

A different case is the a-preterit of AeMts(- ‘seize’ showing 1.sg.mid. 
TA eMtse, 2.sg.mid. TA entsate, 3.sg.mid. TA eMtsat, and 3.pl.mid. TA 
entsant, which has to be analyzed as Class I preterit “vom toch. 
Standpunkt aus”, as per TEB I, 244, § 438,3, Anm., because of the 
related Sub V. Etymologically, we are clearly dealing with the s-
preterit attested for this root in Tocharian B, which explains 
immediately why no weakening of -a- via vowel balance occurs. Such 
an irregular preservation of -a- is also met in all non-finite forms 
derived from the respective Sub V stem, and found once in the 1.sg. 
TA e(M)tsamar,27 next to regularly syncopated 1.sg. TA eMtsmar. 
Since the original Pt III inflected as medium tantum, such a shift could 
take place here most easily. On the other hand, 3.sg. active forms of Pt 
III (ending in PT (*)-sa) could also be reanalyzed as Pt I forms leading 
finally to forms such as 1.sg. wsawa from wä(s)?- ‘give’, 1.sg. TA wsa, 
2.sg. TA wsa1t from Awä(s)?- ‘id.’, PPt tatasa1 from tas- ‘put’, PPt TA 
tatwsu from Atwa-/Atwas(- ‘burn’, and 3.sg. swasa from suwa- ‘rain’; 
see above and Peters, 2006, 336, fn. 17. 

7.2.3. Pt II acquiring Pt I inflection in Tocharian A 

A preterit of Class II from a root of the structure TA wäCC- may show 
a-preterit inflection due to early contraction of *wV-wV-, cf. Krause, 

                                                 
26 Pace Peyrot, 2008, 133f., I do not think that prautkar is simply the 

regular (“causative”) s-preterit of that root, because, as he correctly states, the 
causative paradigm of this root is made of the sk-stem type (i.e., a Kausativum 
I in my terminology). Although an s-preterit cannot a priori be excluded (and 
would, in my terminology belong to an Antigrundverb of that root), the 
explanation given above fits both the diachronic aspect and the 
eastern/informal-style like appearance of the forms in question. 

27 A 404 b 5 (TG, 425 “im Verse”). Although there is not much left of the 
fragment, a verbal form of that kind standing sentence-finally is highly 
plausible: //// e(M)tsamar : 3 ||. 
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1955a, 138; TEB I, 246f., § 441,2; Winter, 1965a, 207f. = 1984, 174f. = 
2005, 132f., fn. 1), and see chap. Pt II 8.1.3.1. 

7.3. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

7.3.1. General remarks 

Since there exist seven subclasses of the non-ya-type Pt I all of which 
differ from each other with respect to root ablaut, it is a reasonable 
assumption that the non-ya-type Pt I complex viewed as a whole did 
not have just one single PIE origin, but rather several different 
sources. 

Since participles tend to be more conservative than their respective 
indicative paradigms, the evidence provided by the PPts has to play a 
major role in the analysis of the origin of these subclasses.  

As will be shown in greater detail in chap. PPt, Jasanoff is right in 
claiming (1992, 151, fn. 25; 1994, 201, fn. 6; also apud Þórhallsdóttir, 
1988, 206, fn. 7, and apud Ringe, 1991, 95) that the PPt type in 
-ow(ä/o) > -au, -o1(ä/o), which is the one regularly attested type 
beside the Subclasses 1 through 4 and 6 of Pt I, must go back to pre-PT 
*-awos, *-awos-.28 Accordingly, at least some members of Subclasses 1 
through 4 and 6 must derive from stems that rather invariably ended 
in pre-PT *-a-, i.e., PIE *-aH[(e)h]. 

On the other hand, the PPt type in -au, -a1, which is the one that is 
regularly associated with Subclass 5, clearly goes back to pre-PT 
*-a/owos, *-a/owos-. 

Finally, at least the PPt that belonged to the Subclass 7 Pt I 
lyakawa, i.e., lyelyku from pre-PT *le-leg-ä-wos, must have lacked the 
stem-final PT *-a- that we meet so constantly in the indicative of the 
same verb. 

 
 

                                                 
28 I fail to understand how pre-PT *-a- could have been introduced here 

analogically, as hesitantly proposed by Ringe, 1991, 95. Note that a strategy 
quite similar to Jasanoff’s is used by Klingenschmitt, 1975, 159 = 2005, 143 
with respect to the TB optatives and imperfects in -oy(-), which he (correctly, I 
think) derives from a PT “-åy”  that presupposes the existence of 3.sg.act. 
forms in PT *-å from pre-PT *-at. 
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7.3.2. The relationship between Subclasses 1/2 and 4/3 

There can be no doubt that the ablaut schemes *(’)ä/æ/ä met with in 
Subclasses 3 and 4 of Tocharian A were older than the schemes 
*(’)ä/(’)ä/ä met with in Subclasses 1 and 2 of Tocharian B, and that the 
latter derived from the former. On the one hand, any more complex 
pattern clearly constitutes kind of a lectio difficilior, and on the other 
hand, there even exist several relic forms in Tocharian B which prove 
that Tocharian B also once had inflected along the schemes of 
Subclasses 3 and 4. 

This said, I hasten to add that for obvious reasons I do not see how 
the more archaic PT paradigms with ablaut schemes *(’)ä/æ/ä could 
be derived in a meaningful way from one single PIE verbal category 
suspected to have had an o-grade in some part of its paradigm. On the 
one hand, we do not know of any PIE verbal paradigms with e/o- or 
ø/o- ablaut, and furthermore none of the PIE verbal paradigms we 
think have shown o/e- or o/ø- ablaut would have been likely to turn 
into a Subclass 3- or Subclass 4-like paradigm on their own and 
without some massive pressure from outside the original paradigm. 
Therefore, I think it best to assume that PT *æ here had replaced a pre-
PT *ä secondarily for one reason or another. According to Jasanoff, 
1984, 57 (followed by Pinault, 1989, 147f.) we may be dealing here 
simply with a “reverse analogy” (based on an inherited o/ø 
alternation in the Sub Class V). In contrast, Peters, 2004, 440ff. 
proposed “einen urtocharischen Lautwandel von vortonigem *-ä- zu 
*-æ- in maximaler Akzentferne”.29 His other examples in favor of such 
a sound law — not all of them really compelling — will be discussed 
in the appropriate places. The proposal by Klingenschmitt 1994, 406, 
fn. 164 = 2005, 431, fn. 164 (see also Adams, 1988a, 91: “an importation, 
somehow, from the perfect”) to account for the presence of the *æ in 
the active plural and the dual by assuming a merger with a perfect (or 
perfect-like) paradigm is evaluated at the end of the following 
paragraph. 

 

                                                 
29 See also his critique of an earlier similar analysis by Schmidt, 1985a, 

764f. Similarly, Winter, 1981, 130 and 1992, 99 assumed PIE *e > PT *æ in 
monosyllables, but see the objections by Kim, 2001, 123f. and the more recent 
quite different explanation of sem ‘came’ by Winter himself (Winter, 1999, 
261f.). 
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7.3.3. Subclasses 1 and 4 (with palatalized root initial) 

As soon as one agrees to reconstruct for Subclasses 1 and 4 a pre-PT 
root ablaut *e (sg. active) / *ä ([at least in the] 3.pl. active, dual, whole 
middle), one feels, of course, reminded of the ablaut pattern typical of 
athematic non-Narten root aorist indicatives/injunctives (and also 
non-Narten imperfects). Since, stem-final PT *-a- can be the result of a 
laryngeal in the context C_C, it is then a rather trivial guess that 
Subclasses 1 and 4, the members of which have quite often a fully 
inflected paradigm consisting of both active and middle forms, derive 
indeed from non-Narten root aorist indicatives built from roots 
ending in a laryngeal; see for such an analysis,30 e.g., Pedersen, 1941, 
185; Lane, 1959, 173f.; Adams, 1978, 284; Schmidt, 1982, 369; Jasanoff, 
1984, 57ff.; Ringe, 1991, 95; Klingenschmitt, 1994, 407 = 2005, 432, fn. 
165; Schmidt, 1997a, 255ff.; Peters, 2004, 440; Kim, 2009, 14ff. 

A different view is taken by Winter, 1980b, 552ff. = 1984, 245ff. = 
2005, 239ff., who does not believe that the palatalization needs to be 
explained by the former presence of a PIE *e. According to him, 
palatalization may be just a consequence of transitivity, i.e., he claims 
that root-initial palatalization was just a synchronic marker of 
transitivity. According to his own observations, a-preterits from A-
character roots with non-full root vowel (ä, i, u) that show root-initial 
palatalization (i.e., from a Subclass 1 or 4 or 6 Pt I) are always 
associated with nasal presents (usually Prs VI, rarely Prs VII), and, 
moreover, are always transitive, whereas those definitely lacking 
palatalization (i.e., a Subclass 2 or 3 Pt I) are intransitive and form a 
present of Class III. If one takes a closer look at the material, however, 
things do not look so simple any more: the pattern Winter thinks he 
has found is indeed predominant but not exclusive, because there are 
many exceptions in both directions, i.e., intransitive forms in 
Subclasses 1 and 4 (note especially the very frequent stäm(-/ A1täm(- 
‘stand’ and ABläm(- ‘sit’), transitive forms in Subclasses 2 and 3, and 
present stem formations other than claimed by Winter for both types, 
see the lists above. Therefore, one has to conclude that there simply 
does not exist a synchronic rule by which palatalization implies, and 
gets automatically triggered by, transitivity. To be sure, there is a 
synchronic pattern with respect to root-initial palatalization in a-
preterits, but the correlation is with the respective subjunctives rather 
than with the cognate present stems (pace Kim, 2009, 24), and this 
                                                 

30 For ñätkatai with palatalization also in the middle see below the 
discussion of Subclass 7. 
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pattern has diachronic reasons, and no implications for semantic-
syntax. 

As a matter of fact, a comparison of a-preterits and corresponding 
a-subjunctives leads to the following picture: all roots forming a 
Subclass 1 or a Subclass 4 a-preterit, i.e., showing palatalizing -ä- in 
the singular active, have a corresponding a-subjunctive that has active 
inflection, ablaut, and initial accent in Tocharian B (if diagnostic forms 
are attested at all). At least there are no counterexamples.31 The cases 
are: 
käta- ‘strew’, kätk(-/ Akätk(- ‘cross, pass’, kärs(-/ Akärs(- ‘know’, käla-/ Akäla- 
‘lead, bring’, klänts(-/ Aklisa- ‘sleep’, tärka-/ Atärka- ‘dismiss, emit’, läm(-/ 
Aläm(- ‘sit’, stäm(-/ A1täm(- ‘stand’. 
kätk(- and kärs(- have a mixed accent pattern, tsuka- and lua- ‘send’ 
are unclear with respect to accent, but tsuka- shows -a- in the active 
singular Sub V. 

On the other hand, those roots having a Subclass 2 or 3 preterit 
with non-palatalizing -ä- in their great majority have corresponding 
TB a-subjunctives which are media tantum and lack both initial accent 
and ablaut. The only noticeable exception is kärsta- ‘cut off’ forming an 
ablauting Sub V with initial accent (full-grade 3.sg.act. krastaM, cf. Ipv 
I 2.sg. pkrasta) although the a-preterit lacks root-initial pala-
talization.32 

The pairing of transitive Subclass 1, and respectively Subclass 4 a-
preterits with nasal presents as addressed by Winter, l.c., is certainly 
an inherited pattern, cf. Schmidt, 1982, 368f.; 1989a, 305; and Pinault, 
1989, 148 who quotes as an example PIE *Çkelh e käla- ‘lead, bring’: 
root aorist *kelh-/*klh- e *säl-a-/*käl-a-, present *kl-n-h- > *kälna-; 
another case in point is käta- ‘strew’ from PIE *Ç(s)kedH ‘split’. As for 
the corresponding a-subjunctives, see chap. Sub I/V 18.4.1. That 
transitive active (root) aorists stood regularly beside transitive active 
nasal presents in Vedic, Greek, and probably PIE is actually 
acknowledged by Winter himself (1980, 441 = 2005, 223): “the use of 
                                                 

31 lipa- has to be explained otherwise, see below s.v. the diachronic 
explanation of Subclass 6. 

32 lit(- is a special case, because it shows a zero-grade a-preterit stem lit-a- 
in both Tocharian A and B, and lit- is also still attested in the PPt of TB and in 
Sub V form variants of TA: litalune/letlune beside an apparently secondary 
full-vowel a-subjunctive *læyt-a- (TB Sub V only has a stem laita-, in the TA 
Sub V both stem formations are attested; TB has both stems in the PPt, 
whereas TA only has the stem *læyt-a- as basis of the PPt, while it shows the 
zero-grade stem in the finite preterit). 
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-n- in the present tense of Tocharian transitive verbs can be traced 
back to Common Indo-European times”. 

As for the prevalence of transitivity, in PIE all active forms of 
(athematic) root aorists were transitive with the exception of the active 
forms from unergative roots, and even these tended to be replaced by 
middle forms in the various branches, see, e.g., the telling example of 
PIE *Çmer ‘die’ as discussed in Barton, 1989, 135ff. 

That said, it must be stressed that there are still many loose ends 
left. On the one hand, how is it that such root aorists had participles in 
PT *-åwæ1- rather than PT *-awæ1-? On the other hand, it has already 
been noticed by various scholars since Pedersen, 1941, 185f. that not 
too many members of Subclasses 1 and 4 are likely candidates to be 
indeed traced back to PIE non-Narten root aorists from se/ roots. In 
this category, I would include only käta- ‘strew’, käla- ‘lead, bring’, 
tära?- ‘± stretch’, läm(- ‘sit’ (if to be connected with Gk nwlem»j 
‘restless’), lua- ‘send’, and wäta?- ‘fight’ (cf. Vedic ávadhit). As for 
stäm(-/ A1täm(- ‘stand’, the equation with Vedic ástambhit ‘hat 
gestützt’ (as advocated, e.g., by Ringe, 1991, 94 and Schmidt, 1997a, 
255ff.) does not semantically fit at all.33 

pärka- ‘(a)rise’ is an especially tricky case. The Vedic and the 
Armenian evidence may speak in favor of the reconstruction of a se/ 
root, and both these two branches and in addition Anatolian and 
Celtic suggest we are dealing with a PIE unaccusative root with non-
durative semantics, but then the 3.sg. active root aorist of such a root 
*berG(H)-t ought to have had transitive semantics also in Tocharian. 
For this reason, Klingenschmitt, 1982, 108f. claimed on the basis of 
what he thought was the Tocharian evidence alone that the root had 
been rather an unergative one in PIE, i.e., one that had an intransitive 
active root aorist. As a matter of fact, if there was not the abstract 
°pirko with an -i-, there would have been every reason to assign 2.sg. 
pärkasta, 3.sg. parka to Subclass 2 (which consists of zero-grade 
formations in pre-PT *-a-).34 

As for the rest of the members of subclasses 1 and 4, Pedersen, 
1941, 186 and maybe also Klingenschmitt, 1982, 108 assumed a 
systematic transfer of PIE non-Narten root aorists built from ani/ roots 

                                                 
33 On the other hand, a prehistoric Tocharian cognate of Vedic ástambhit 

seems to be presupposed by both sanmau ‘fetter, bond’ (see Malzahn, 2005, 
396) and Pt II sanmya from s(c)änm- ‘bind’ (see Peters, 2006, 341, fn. 32). 

34 Note that Winter, 1990b, 2536 = 2005, 416 toyed with the idea that this Pt 
I was of denominative origin, but only to reject it in the end. 
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to Subclasses 1 and 4 of Tocharian Pt I; but Pedersen’s own list has to 
be called rather outdated from today’s point of view, and the only 
examples Klingenschmitt could come up with are precisely parka and 
marsa/ TA märs ‘forgot’, both of which may have rather been zero-
grade formations in PT *-å-, i.e., have belonged to Subclasses 2 and 3. 
On the other hand, Hackstein, 1995, 36 suggested a “gelegentlichen 
Übertritt ererbter Ani/-Wurzeln” to the class of Tocharian roots with 
A-character, but did not name any conditioning factors. Finally, 
Jasanoff, 1984, 54ff. claimed the existence of a special previously 
unnoticed PIE aorist suffix *-H-, in order to explain the obvious 
existence of PIE aorist stems ending in *-s/TH-, reflexes of which he 
thinks are met not only in the Subclasses 1 and 4 of Tocharian Pt I, but 
in Indo-Iranian as well, and which according to Jasanoff, 1984, can 
hardly be explained by setting up roots ending in an obstruent plus a 
laryngeal. Jasanoff’s reconstruction of a PIE aorist marker *-H- has not 
met with general acceptance, however, see, e.g., Oettinger, 1984, 190ff.; 
Ringe, 1991, 91ff., and was finally withdrawn by Jasanoff himself in 
Jasanoff, 1994, 201, fn. 6. 

But even if one were willing to take the existence of this H-aorist 
formant for granted, this would help only for Subclass 1/4 preterits 
such as sarsa, carka, pirsare, palyka, lyuka-me, and TA suk, where 
(*)-a- seems to follow a bare root, but not for piñña, satka, sutkam, nor 
for Subclass 6 Pt I ñätka, ñätkatai, where (*)-a- follows the present-
stem suffixes pre-PT *-w- and *-sk-. 

Accordingly, it seems quite appropriate to look for yet other 
solutions.  

As for sarsa, carka, pirsare, palyka, lyuka-me, TA suk, and also 
sama/ TA säm, I propose to regard these formations as 
representatives of a Narten variant of the primary zero-grade aorist 
type in pre-PT *-a- that must have provided the core members of 
Subclasses 2 and 335 (see immediately below). If this is correct, at least 
the zero grade of the root that is met in the middle forms of these 
paradigms would have to have been introduced analogically, under 
the influence of the non-Narten root aorists that constitute the core 
material of Subclasses 1 and 4. Such an explanation could nicely 
account for the intransitive use of lyuka-me, and as we will see, such a 
view might also enable us to explain how the (Late) pre-PT preterit 

                                                 
35 Cf. Gk Etšrsh and Doric Gk *egéna (Peters, 2002, 113, fn. 32), both 

members of obviously related Greek morphological categories (see below) 
that in general require the zero grade of a root. 
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3.sg. act. *kersa/a could denote both ‘knew’ and ‘made know(n)’, and 
that the same also holds even for the Pt I middle stem allomorph PT 
*kärsa-. There is plenty of inner-Tocharian evidence indicating Narten 
behavior at least for some of these roots, cf. the TA imperfect sarsar 
‘they knew’ (most probably = TB Pt II sarsare-ne ‘they made know(n)’), 
the TB Pt III pelykwa ‘burnt’, the TB Pt III antigrundverb lyauksa, 
lyaukar ‘illuminated’, and the TB Pt I Subclass 7 1/amawa ‘placed’. 

As for the already mentioned forms in (*)-tka-, which derive from 
pre-PT *-T-ska- (see chap. tk-Roots), I suggest that they may be 
denominatives from e-grade abstracts in PIE *-skeH- (on the existence 
of such abstracts in *-skeH- beside present stems in *-sk-e/o-, see 
Melchert, 1977, 100 and Peters, 2006, 341f., fn. 34). As is to be gleaned 
from the views of Karl Hoffmann as reported apud Lühr, 1984, 41ff., 
aorists belonging to denominative presents (in PIE *-ye/o-) were/could 
be provided by a phrase consisting of the instr.sg. of the noun that 
was basic to the respective denominative present on the one hand and 
a form of an auxiliary verb on the other hand. Further, as suggested 
by Jasanoff, 1978, 122ff., these respective forms of the auxiliary verb 
could be simply left out, and the instr.sg. form thus turn into a 3.sg. 
active form and thereby act as a basis for a fully inflected paradigm, 
i.e., satka etc. may precisely go back to PIE *-skeH(e)h(t) > (Early) 
pre-PT *-skat.36 Note in this context that the TB Subclass 5 preterit 
kawate-ne with the PPt kakapau obviously forms one synchronic 
paradigm with the clearly denominative Prs XII kawaññentär ‘desire’ 
made from kawo ‘desire’, and therefore is to be taken descriptively as 
a form of a denominative paradigm. Any kind of root ablaut found in 
these paradigms then would again have to be introduced secondarily, 
and non-ablauting ñätk- then may have simply preserved the original 
state of affairs. As for piñña, one may speculate that an Early pre-PT 
aorist *penwat had been built from a present stem pre-PT *penu- or 
*penw-e/o- on models such as mentioned in Peters, 2006, 341f., fn. 34. 
If part of the members of Subclasses 1 and 4 had started out as stems 
in pre-PT *-a- and not pre-PT *-a- or *-o-, and therefore had PPts in 

                                                 
36 According to Peters, forthc., many Hittite presents (e.g., nekuzzi), 

especially a large number of members of the Hittite ¦i-conjugation (such as 
wastai), were built via what I call the tezzi principle from denominative 
aorists that themselves had started out from instrumental forms of both the 
thematic and athematic basic nouns in *-oh or *-eh, and according to Peters 
instrumentals in *-eh also formed the basis for what seem to be denominative 
Greek aorists with a zero morpheme such as Homeric Écraisme. 
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pre-PT *-awos- > PT *-åwæ1- and not in pre-PT *-a/owos- > *-awæ1-, 
this fact may have greatly helped in establishing the later synchronic 
rule that Pt I with a root vowel PT *(’)ä were to form PPt in PT 
*-åwæ1-, and Pt I with a root vowel PT *a were to form PPt in PT 
*-awæ1-. 

As for the strange PT root vowel *æ that we meet in the active 
plural and dual forms of Subclasses 1 through 4 (regularly in TA, and 
sporadically in TB), this may be explained due to the influence of o-
grade forms of competing perfects (that would most probably 
otherwise be continued by related Sub V paradigms), as has been 
suggested by Klingenschmitt, 1994, 406 = 2005, 431, fn. 164. 

With respect to such an explanation, I think the most reasonable 
scenario would be the following one: (1) Tocharian inherited a certain 
number of se/ roots, both active root aorists and active perfects; (2) the 
perfects turned into preterits with the same meaning the respective 
root aorists had had right from the start, and borrowed from the latter 
the root-final pre-PT *a from PIE *H which should have mostly left no 
traces in the original perfect paradigm in the case of a lautgesetzlich 
development, both because of Saussure’s Law and because of PIE 
*CRHC > pre-PT *CäRC; (3) at a time when the former perfects now 
acting as preterits had still pre-PT *o/ä-ablaut, on their basis new 
presents were formed by the tezzi principle, viz. presents which had 
precisely such a pre-PT *o/ä-ablaut and which were meant to turn 
later into Sub V; (4) afterwards, the root aorists and the former 
perfects, which now had more or less the same meaning as the related 
root aorists, still continued to exist side by side, and the former 
perfects finally generalized the pre-PT *o-vowel through the whole 
active paradigm; (5) finally, the root aorists borrowed the pre-PT *o-
vowel from the competing former perfects that now lacked ablaut in 
the active; but only in the plural and dual of the active, and not in the 
singular active; more or less immediately afterwards, the competing 
former perfect paradigms were lost. 

To be honest, I do not think that anyone would like to predict, or 
find plausible, all parts of assumed stages of development (4) and 
(5).37 What is worse, the TA 3.pl. act. forms TA prasar and TA mrasar 

                                                 
37 I find even the second part of stage of development (2) quite unlikely, 

for reasons also discussed in the final paragraph in chap. Sub I/V, i.e., because 
of the obvious behavior of the root mit(- ‘set out’, which evidently goes back 
to a PIE se/ root, *ÇmeytH, and I guess had preserved both a PIE (probably 
active) root aorist (still reflected in the Sub V) and indeed a PIE active perfect 
until late; the only historically preserved Pt from this root is actually a Pt III 
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(probably TA krasar) show descriptively schwebeablaut (also met in 
TA Sub V krasa1, but not in the TB equivalent Sub V karsau), so a 
scholar like Klingenschmitt would have to claim in addition either 
that the respective perfects had in their paradigms an inherited kind 
of schwebeablaut, for which I do not see any other evidence 
elsewhere, or that there had occurred a special inner-Tocharian, i.e., 
pre-PT metathesis *Cor/ls- > *Cr/los-, which would also be rather 
arbitrary a strategy.38 Accordingly, I think that the kind of explanation 
adduced by Klingenschmitt can hardly be correct. On the other hand, 
note that if Peters, 2004, 443 is right in explaining kras-, etc. in the 3.pl. 
forms of Pt I rather as lautgesetzlich phonological results of a PT 
*kräs-, etc. from an intermediate PT *kr2s-, etc., which according to 
him would have been a more or less regular result of a pre-PT *kärs-, 
etc. “in maximaler Akzentferne”, then TA Sub V krasa1 and TB Sub V 
krastäM, klatsat, and plaskau would seem to suggest that the Sub V 
active sg. forms with root vowel PT *æ were no archaic phenomenon, 
i.e., no offshoots of the tezzi principle of (otherwise not directly 
attested) perfects from se/ roots, but rather secondarily built on the 
model of the Sub I paradigms with inherited *o/zero ablaut, and 
having as their starting point precisely zero-grade root allomorphs 
such as *kräs- < *kr2s- and *pläsk- < *pl2sk-. 

7.3.4. Subclasses 2 and 3 (with non-palatalized root initial) 

As already indicated above, the members of these classes have, or at 
least must have had originally, a non-palatalizing (*)ä as their root 
vowel throughout the whole paradigm. They are mostly intransitive, 
and despite being usually activa tantum themselves, they have in 
Tocharian B mostly middle-only subjunctives (of Class V), and in both 
branches middle-only presents (of Class III) next to them.39 Their PPts 
                                                                                                        
(attested in both branches), so that one must conclude that in the paradigm of 
this verb, root-final pre-PT *-a- (although formerly surfacing in the aorist) was 
precisely not analogically introduced into the old perfect stem. The same may 
also hold for some other Tocharian roots from PIE se/ roots, such as ar(-/ 
Aar(- ‘cease, etc.’ and näm-/ Anäm(- ‘bend, bow’. 

38 Actually, a schwebeablaut of the same kind is also met in the TB Sub V 
forms krastäM, klatsat, and plaskau that belong to the roots kärsta- ‘cut off, 
destroy’, käl(t)sa- ‘(op)press’, and pälska- ‘consider, think’, which hardly could 
have had PIE perfects such as †ke-kros-t-e and †be-blog-sk-e. 

39 The structural correspondence between Pt I of this subclass and Prs III is 
also correctly emphasized by Kim, 2009, 17ff. However, since I have different 
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in PT *-åwæ1- from pre-PT *-awos- must have belonged to, and spread 
from, the core members of these very two classes, which implies, of 
course, that we have to do here essentially with stems that ended in a 
(probably [almost] invariant) pre-PT *a, and not in a pre-PT *a or *o. 

The fact that we nevertheless find only PT *a > TA/TB (*)a as stem-
final vowel throughout the whole indicative paradigm can be most 
easily accounted for. On the one hand, in the 3.pl. act. the ending may 
have been pre-PT *-ant e *-aro rather than pre-PT *-ant e *-aro right 
from the start, and for the same reasons we find -en rather than -hn as 
a 3.pl. ending of the aorists in -h within most of archaic Ancient Greek. 
On the other hand, pace Ringe, 1991, 95, it is quite probable that an 
Early pre-PT 3.sg. act. ending *-at that lost the final *-t rather sooner 
than later would have developed by sound law into Late pre-PT *-a 
rather than *-a, to judge from the fact that the PIE acc.sg. of the fem. of 
the deictic pronoun *to-, i.e., *tam, evidently underwent an irregularly 
early loss of word-final *-m in pre-PT, and as a consequence emerged 
in fact as ta, TA ta1, and not as TB *to, TA *ta1, thereby pointing to a 
development pre-PT *tam > *ta > *ta > PT *ta. Given the fact that at 
the same time the root aorists of Subclasses 1 and 4, and most of the 
denominatives met in Subclass 5, had a stem-final vowel other than 
pre-PT *-a-, and precisely one that had to result in PT *-a- (i.e., pre-PT 
*-a- and pre-PT *-o- respectively) throughout their indicative 
paradigm right from the start, it really should not come as a surprise if 
in the marked 1. and 2. person forms an original PT *å < pre-PT *a was 
analogically completely ousted by the PT *a < pre-PT *a of the 
unmarked 3. person forms.40 

As for the members of Subclasses 2 and 3 that are evidently 
primary formations and both intransitive and inflecting as activa 
tantum, a perfect match then seems to be provided both formally and 
functionally by those Doric aorists ending in suffixal -a- that at the 
same time have the same zero-grade morphology, the same function, 
and the same semantics as the aorists with a bare suffix -e- that are 
met in the other Ancient Greek dialects and also, beside those in -a-, in 
Doric itself (see for such an equation Peters, 1997, 215, fn. 40; 2006, 341, 
fn. 34). However, these Doric aorists are evidently cognates of Balto-

                                                                                                        
views on the prehistory of Prs III (see chap. Prs III/IV), I cannot follow his 
explanation of this Pt I subclass as simply analogically created a-preterits 
based on the respective Prs III forms.    

40 See already Jasanoff, 1992, 151 fn. 25 (“replacement of *-å- by the 
productive preterite marker *-a-”), and Peters, 1997, 215, fn. 40. 
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Slavic zero-grade preterits ending in suffixal pre-Balto-Slavic 
(circumflexed) *-a-, and those Balto-Slavic preterits in *-a-, and also 
the Balto-Slavic zero-grade cognates of the respective Greek aorists in 
-e-, are not at all restricted to intransitive valency (see, e.g., Stang, 
1966, 388).41 Moreover, as will become evident in the discussion of 
Subclass 7, suffixal pre-PT *-a- had not even been confined to 
intransitive valency at an earlier stage of Tocharian language 
prehistory itself. In sum, I think it is fair to say that after all 
Lévi/Meillet, 1914, 3; Lane, 1959, 170ff.; 1962, 62ff.; 1970, 78f., and 
Jasanoff, 1984, 66ff. were right in comparing the Pt I with the 
Lithuanian preterits of the bùvo type and related material.42 

To judge from Baltic and Slavic, the original semantics of the a- 
and e-aorists must have allowed them to replace both transitive and 
intransitive (root) aorists; and according to Jasanoff, 1978 at least the e-
aorists, and according to Peters, 1997, 211, fn. 12, both types had 
started out as instrumental forms of verbal abstracts. In Greek itself, 
*(e)wide (as per Peters, 1997; 2007, 267 fn. 26) and Ed£h, and according 
to Allan, 2003, 159f. even an Edr£kh to be inferred from Pindaric 
drakšnt- (but see Forssman, 1964, 17ff.), acted as transitives, and 

                                                 
41 And furthermore Jasanoff, 1984, 62ff.; Peters, 1997, 210f.; Villanueva 

Svensson, 2005, 239ff. with ref. Note also that judging from Rix, 1998, Proto-
Italic must once have had the same kind of both transitive and intransitive 
zero-grade active aorist ending in suffixal “PIE” *-a- that is found in Doric and 
Balto-Slavic, as already claimed by scholars such as Brugmann, Pedersen, and 
Lane; see, most recently, Lane, 1970, 78 with ref. 

42 See also the discussions in VW II/2, 118f.; G. Schmidt, 1985, 65ff.; 
Thomas, 1985a, 80; Adams, 1988a, 90; Ringe, 1991, 95 (“fairly good evidence 
for the *a-aorist as a shared BS-Tocharian innovation”); Peters, 2004, 440. For 
an etymological analysis of that “PIE” *-a-suffix, see Jasanoff, 1984, 64ff.; 1992, 
142 (given the fact that this author has since changed his views about the 
origins of Tocharian Prs III and IV and explicitly abandoned his idea of an 
aorist marker *-H- in Jasanoff, 1994, 201, fn. 6, he probably would not 
subscribe to his view on the aorists in “PIE” *-a- of 1984 and 1992 any longer); 
Adams, 1988a, 90; Peters, 1997, 211, fn. 12; and Hackstein, 2002a, 266ff. (Baltic 
*-a- from root-final *-H + -eh, Slavic -a- in addition also from root-final *-@ + 
*-eh, no such suffix in either Greek or Tocharian; Hackstein does not address 
Doric *egena [for which see Peters, 2002, 113, fn. 32] nor the circumflex 
intonation of the Baltic suffix; apart from reference to Ringe, 1991, 91ff., for 
Tocharian one has to add Jasanoff’s argument regarding the PPt in -ow, -o1 
that is quite favorably discussed there). Recently, also Pinault, 2008, 598 
adopted the theory that the non-alternating Pt I forms with root vowels ä, i, u 
in fact go back to PIE preterits in suffixal *-eH-. 
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*sruwe/a- as an aorist to an intransitive active present (ršw); but in 
general, the Greek e- and a-aorists ended up specializing in replacing 
intransitive middle aorist forms.43 The very same, it seems, finally 
happened to the equivalent primary *a-aorists in Tocharian, as can be 
seen, e.g., from the list of middle forms and active Pt I forms (from 
Subclasses 1-4) that both act as oppositional intransitives to active 
transitive forms of Pt III (see Ringe, 1990, 189) — cf. especially TA Pt 0 
lyokät and TB Pt III lauksate (MQ) and lyuksamnte standing beside 
TB Pt I (Subclass 1) lyuka-me and TA Pt 0 wakät beside TA Pt I 
(Subclass 5) wak.44 Within such a framework, the TB intransitive 
middle-only Sub V forms belonging to intransitive active-only Pt I 
forms of Subclasses 2 and 3 (= PT *wäykatär type) then can easily be 
explained as blends of two different kinds of tezzi-type formations: (1) 
very archaic intransitive middle presents (> subjunctives) derived via 
the tezzi principle from very archaic, mostly prehistoric, intransitive 
middle root aorists that tended to be replaced, or actually have been 
ousted completely by the respective active Pt I formations;45 (2) maybe 
at least sometimes less archaic active presents (> subjunctives) derived 
via the tezzi principle from the active Pt I formations that finally 
replaced the respective intransitive middle root aorists.46 Note, 
however, that at the time the tezzi principle was a productive device, 
the a-preterits of Subclasses 2 and 3 may still have had both 

                                                 
43 Cf. Jasanoff, 2004, 163f.: “The oldest h-aorists in Greek seem to have been 

the replacements of middle root aorists.” 
44 The assertions by Lane (1959, 173f.) and Adams that in my Subclasses 2 

and 3 we are dealing with “refashioned thematic aorists” (Adams, 1988a, 90) 
will then be correct if, and only if, one substitutes “mostly intransitive 
athematic aorists with Middle II endings such as 3.sg. *-e of the Étrafe type” 
for “thematic aorists”. 

45 It has to be pointed out that such an old middle root aorist cannot be 
reconstructed meaningfully for each and every of the middle-only Sub V 
formations: the roots prutk(-, mätstsa-, musk(-, mlutka-, ritt(-, and sätk(- 
clearly must have started out as denominative (aorist) stems and therefore 
could not have formed old middle root aorists, but quite obviously we are 
dealing here with a mildly productive pattern of (pre-)TB. 

46 According to Jasanoff, 2003, 164, the middle inflection of these 
subjunctives in TB was nothing old and should be explained as an innovation 
triggered by “the influence of the corresponding deponent presents” of Prs 
Class III; however, in that case one should expect the active-only Sub V forms 
attested beside deponent presents of Class IV to have adopted middle 
inflection in TB as well, which was not the case. Therefore, the TB state of 
affairs should be viewed as lectio difficilior, i.e., is the more archaic one. 
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transitive/causative and intransitive/anticausative semantics at the 
same time, much as is the case with Sub V = Prs V iyaM ‘go, travel; 
lead, cause to go’ even in historical times. 

One may be led to think that within such a framework, also the 
middle-only character of the paradigmatically related Class III 
presents could easily be explained, but see the respective chapter.47 

Finally, it has to be stressed that many members of Subclasses 2 
and 3 are obviously of a quite different origin: e.g., kärya- ‘buy, trade’ 
derives together with Gk Epr…ato from a PIE medium tantum non-
Narten aorist PIE *KriH-to, *KriH-ento > pre-PT and Proto-Greek 
*Kriyanto, with a stem *Kriya- finally abstracted in both pre-PT and 
Proto-Greek from the 3.pl.; on the other hand, wä(s)?- ‘give’ and 
mä(s)?- ‘go’ most likely started out as members of Pt III. However, the 
majority of the members of Subclasses 2 and 3 that are more or less 
clearly non-primary formations seem to be denominatives, and will 
probably mostly derive from nominal eH-stems, i.e., the Pt I from 
kärsta- ‘cut off’ (which actually forms an active Sub V in TB), all 
relevant formations from roots in -ska- and -tka-, and finally the Pt I 
from räss(- ‘tear’ and ritt(- ‘be attached to’, which derive from stems 
ending in PT *-swa-, *-twa-. 

7.3.5. Subclass 5 

The main characteristics of Subclass 5 are the persistent non-
palatalizing root vowel (*)a, which can derive from pre-PT *a > PT *a, 
pre-PT *o > PT *a, and pre-PT *o > PT *æ (via a-umlaut), and the 
related PPt that end consistently in PT *-awæ1-, and not in PT 
*-åwæ1-. With respect to valency, there is no obvious preference for 
transitivity or intransitivity in this subclass; with respect to voice, we 
find activa tantum, media tantum, and also verbs used in both the 
active and the middle voice. 

                                                 
47 On the other hand, Barton’s suggestion to compare the rather marginal, 

and rarely attested PIE scheme of intransitive active root aorists standing 
beside intransitive middle presents (Barton, 1989, 141) leads nowhere; 
Subclasses 2 and 3 definitely do not go back to active root aorists of PIE. The 
same must be said of the manifest strategy by Schmidt (1974, 29ff.; 1997c, 
567f.) and Winter, 1994a, 293f. = 2005, 474f. to derive all Pt I that go together 
with a Class III or Class IV present from intransitive active perfects of PIE, 
which with respect to morphology is especially implausible for the members 
of Subclasses 2 and 3. 
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According to Adams, 1978, 282 and 1988a, 85, the PIE perfect with 
root vowel pre-PT *o resulted in three different kinds of Tocharian 
preterits, namely Pt 0, Pt III, and also the TB paiyka-type variant of Pt 
I (however, Adams did not want to explain all members of my 
Subclass 5 that way, see Adams, 1988a, 91, where we read: “Aorists 
very similar to our subgroup 1 [equivalent to my Subclasses 2 and 3, 
M.M.] form Krause and Thomas’ preterite Class Ib [equivalent to my 
Subclass 5, M.M.]”, and waka- is given as example). Quite similarly, 
Winter, 1962a, 32f. = 1984, 274f. = 2005, 62f. derived waya from a PIE 
o-grade perfect form “*EwodAe”. Klingenschmitt, 1994, 314 = 2005, 
356, fn. 6 is again explicit just about paiyka; according to him, we are 
dealing here with an “o-Perfekt; Ausgangspunkt etwa ... *he-hoy- > 
*oy-”, whereas it is from PIE o-grade perfects rather that Van 
Windekens (VW II/2, 133f.) wants to derive the type paiyka. On the 
other hand, Schmidt, 1997c, 557ff. claims that “die zunächst ganz 
isoliert stehenden Bildungen vom Typus klawa [which is actually an 
intransitive and means ‘be called, named’ M.M.]” are cognates of the 
Indo-Iranian 3.sg. passive aorist forms of the Vedic sravi type (see also 
Jasanoff, 1992, 151f., fn. 34), and that both TB klawa on the one hand, 
and Vedic sravi and Gathic Avestan srauui on the other hand are 
“direkte Fortsetzer einer intransitiv-passivischen Perfektbildung 
*klow-0” (Schmidt, 1997c, 567). Schmidt remains reticent about all the 
transitive members of the same Tocharian Subclass 5, which evidently 
would defy such an explanation, but at the same time speculates 
(Schmidt, 1997c, 568) that his PIE *klow-0 type was also continued by 
the “schwundstufigen Typus maska” (constituting the prevailingly 
intransitive Subclass 2/3).  

Finally, there is the denominative approach. Adams on various 
occasions (1978, 280; 1988a, 66f.; 1998, 616) claimed that Class IV 
presents such as klautkotär ‘becomes’, and various TB Sub V such as 
kla$ka- ‘go by wagon’, klautka- ‘turn, become’, and skaya- ‘strive’ 
were denominatives from kle$ke ‘vehicle’, klautke ‘manner, way’, and 
skeye ‘effort’, respectively (followed with regard to the essential 
aspect “denominative” by Peters, 1999, 310), but did not comment on 
the cognate Pt I of Subclass 5 TB kla$ka, klautka, and TA skay, 
respectively. Similarly, Hackstein, 1998, 226 explicitly took the Prs IV 
orttotär, TA artatär* for a denominative, but did not address the 
question of the status of its Pt I of Subclass 5; of course the only 
analysis of these preterits consistent with an interpretation of the 
respective subjunctives and presents as denominatives would be to 
view them as denominative formations themselves. 
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Such a claim has indeed already been made more or less explicitly 
by Winter. Whereas Winter, 1960, 181 was only explicit about the Prs 
IV klautkoträ and the Sub V forms,48 Winter, 1965, 193 and especially 
207 = 2005, 109 and 123 called swese ‘rain’ “a back-formation based on 
the preterit-subjunctive stem swasa-, representing the reversal of the 
development found in the derivation of wapa- ‘weave’ from wepe 
‘Gewebe’, kraupa- ‘gather’ from kraupe ‘collection’, yata- ‘adorn’ from 
yetwe ‘Schmuck’, etc.”. Even more explicitly, Winter, 1990b, 2535f. = 
2005, 415f. wrote on the occasion of the 3.sg. Pt I wapa: “zu einer B 
wepe entsprechenden Form wurde ein denominales Verb gebildet. 
Dabei ist es sinnvoll, davon auszugehen, daß im Zuge der Ableitung 
eine Längung des *o der Wurzelsilbe erfolgte, weil nur so das 
Auftreten des a-Umlautes voll verständlich wird; als Parallele bietet 
sich gr. strophao : strepho ,drehe‘ an”, i.e., strangely enough, he seems 
to assume here that the root vowel -a- of wapa is precisely not due to 
the a-umlaut postulated by himself, but is to be traced back to a pre-
PT *o-vowel; note also that strwf£w is at least descriptively not a 
denominative, but a deverbative. 

Much as one would like to take taka- as a reflex of a PIE active 
perfect in view of the Greek perfect ésthka (see immediately below), 
it is hard to see how the PIE active perfect in general could have 
resulted systematically in Pt III on the one hand (as will be argued in 
the respective chapter, it is indeed probable that Pt III derives also 
from the PIE active perfect) and in Pt I, Subclass 5 on the other;49 note 
that the perfects with PIE o-grade also turned into Pt III (and Sub I), as 
per Peters, 2004, 434, fn. 24, and that PPts derived from perfects of ani/ 
roots such as pik- were not expected to show a PT *-a- in front of their 
suffix. K. T. Schmidt’s view on the intransitive members of Subclass 5 
alone does not make sense either phonologically (because of 
Saussure’s Law) or morphologically. Generally speaking, none of 
these derivations from (any kind of) active perfect paradigms can 

                                                 
48 Pace Winter, there is no middle Sub “klautkaträ” attested, just active 

forms. 
49 To be honest, one could expect that some Tocharian roots deriving from 

PIE se/ roots analogically introduced root-final PT *-a- from full-grade root 
allomorphs of the pre-PT *CeCa- type into the active perfect, and therefore 
adopted Pt I inflection; but as far as I can see, the only likely candidate for 
such a case is the Pt II TB k(y)ana- if from the PIE active perfect stem 
*gegÔnh-. 
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account for the quite heterogeneous behavior of the subclass with 
respect to valency and voice.50 

On the other hand, the denominative approach suggested by 
Winter, and indirectly also by Adams and Hackstein, turns out to be 
extremely fruitful at a closer inspection of the material. 

First, a certain number of Tocharian roots that we meet in Subclass 
5, such as aksa- ‘waken’, art(t)(- ‘love’, aiw(- ‘be turned toward’, 
certainly do not have a structure to be expected for a PIE root; the 
obvious assumption will then be that we are dealing here with 
denominative formations.51 

Second, numerous Pt I formations that belong to Subclass 5 have 
nouns in pre-PT *-o- > TB -e at their side, most of which are clearly of 
the tómoj or the tomój type, i.e., have a root vowel PT *æ from pre-PT 
*o; beside kraupe ‘gathering’, kle$ke ‘vehicle’, klautke ‘manner, way’, 
wepe ‘paddock’, and skeye ‘effort’, which were already mentioned 
above, there are also newe ‘cry’, and spel(t)ke ‘zeal’. As for swese/ TA 
swase ‘rain’, it has been argued by Winter, 1965, 193, 207 = 2005, 109, 
123 and later by Peters, 2006, 332, fn. 11, that we are facing here a PT 
back-formation from a PT Pt I < Pt III 3.sg.act. *s(ä)wasa, and as 
shown by Winter, 1972, 389 = 1984, 210 = 2005, 161, spertte ‘behavior’ 
has to be taken for a (NB: inner-TB) “retrograde Bildung” based on a 
Subclass 5 Pt I as well. Accordingly, the Pt I formations of the type 
spartta and swasa must have been synchronically associated with the 
spertte- and swese-type nouns for quite a long time. Accordingly, the 
obvious conclusion will be that the majority of Subclass 5, which is 
actually precisely of the type paiyka and wapa, has an (*)a as its root 
vowel that derives from PT *æ < pre-PT *o via a-umlaut, and has a 

                                                 
50 Schmidt, 1974, 29ff. and Winter, 1994a, 293f. = 2005, 474f. advocated an 

origin from an active perfect also (implicitly) by the argument that many 
intransitive activa tantum from this subclass have intransitive Class IV 
presents beside them, which are all media tantum, so that one may be 
reminded of the g…gnomai/gšgona scheme; but such an argument does not take 
into account the many transitive members of Subclass 5, and quite the same 
argument could be, and indeed has been, used by Schmidt and Winter with 
regard to Subclass 2 and 3 preterits and Class III presents, whereas one cannot 
derive both Subclasses 2/3 and Subclass 5 from a PIE active perfect at the 
same time. 

51 Note also that the TB Subclass 5 preterit kawate-ne with the PPt 
kakapau obviously forms one synchronic paradigm with the clearly 
denominative Prs XII kawaññentär ‘desire’ made from kawo ‘desire’, and 
therefore is to be taken as a form of a denominative paradigm descriptively. 
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denominative origin as well, viz. consists of aorists belonging to 
denominative present stems built from PIE o-stems of the tómoj and 
tomój types. According to what was stated above, 3.sg. forms of 
aorists from such denominatives built from PIE o-stems then are 
expected to have ended in Late PIE *-oh(t) > Early pre-PT *-o(t), and 
to have had beside them PPts in pre-PT *-o-wos-, and such preforms 
would indeed have resulted by sound law in the respective forms 
attested for paradigms that are activa tantum.52 As for the rather 
numerous members of Subclass 5 that seem to be denominatives from 
PIE o-stems as well, but are media tantum, such as arttate/ TA artat, 
kraupate / TA kropat, one should bear in mind that in PIE, from 
instr.sg. forms in *-oh- decasuative, i.e., deinstrumental to-formations 
in *-oh-to- could be derived, and that by an analogical proportion 
such as, e.g., verbal adjective *Gu-tó- : 3.sg. middle aorist *(e-)Gu-to = 
deinstrumental *-oh-tó- : x, x = 3.sg. deinstrumental middle aorist in 
*-oh-to, denominative middle aorists in *-oh-to were capable of being 
coined in every branch of IE. As will be argued in Peters, forthc., the 
Greek type purgwtój vs. Epurgèqh continues precisely such an older 
pattern *-oto- vs. *-oto, which according to him must once have been 
associated with Greek denominative verbs from o-stems. As for 
Tocharian itself, such an archaic pattern seems to be still attested in 
historical times by the uncompounded adjective TA salat ‘flying 
(animal)’ from PT *sælatæ on the one hand, and the TB Pt I (Subclass 
5) salate ‘arose’ (probably also from PT *sælatæ) on the other hand.53  

If the surface (*)-a- that acts as root vowel in Subclass 5 derives 
indeed from PT *æ < PIE *o in most of the instances, it is, however, a 
rather strange and at least remarkable fact that we find a as a root 
vowel quite consistently also in all forms of the TA paradigms, and 
even with the members of the subclass that inflect as media tantum. 

From a merely formal point of view, according to what was said 
above, the type paiyka is strongly reminiscent of the Lithuanian 
present type 3.sg./pl. sãko, which must have analogically replaced the 
lautgesetzlich outcome of the PIE *CoCeye/o- present type (as per 
Stang, 1966, 325), and may have started out as the very aorist of it; but, 
                                                 

52 *t-less Early pre-PT *-o may have resulted by sound law in Late pre-PT 
*-u > Early PT *-u > Late PT *-ä rather than in PT *-a, to judge from the case of 
the cardinal number ‘eight’. 

53 As is well known, the aforementioned PIE type of deinstrumentals in 
*-o-to- was in Tocharian finally replaced by possessive formations in *-o-tyo- 
(> -etstse, as, e.g., in kokaletstse ‘provided with a kokale’, and TA -ats), which 
consisted of a more complex suffix and a more transparent pre-suffixal vowel. 
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of course, the final -o must go back to *-eHeh or the like, and not to 
*-oh. 

Note that a denominative approach also nicely fits the fact that the 
related presents of Class IV inflect as middles only; the same tendency 
for exclusive middle inflection is otherwise met within the clear 
denominatives of Prs Class XII.  

However, it must be stressed that certainly not all members of 
Subclass 5 are to be traced back to denominatives from PIE o-stems (in 
*-oh-). Some of them will rather have started out as primary 
formations from roots with a root vowel pre-PT *(a/)a and having as 
suffix the pre-PT *-a- typical of the core members of Subclasses 2 and 
3 (ara, TA ar; asare; TA wak; see already Adams, 1988a, 91), or as 
denominatives from abstract nouns derived from roots with a PT full 
vowel as root vowel in PIE *-skeH-, a suffix otherwise met in 
Subclasses 1 through 4 (probably all members of Subclass 5 ending in 
TA/TB (*)-tka- and (*)-ska-), and will have replaced PT *-åwæ1- by PT 
*-awæ1- in the PPt just because of their root vowel (*)a.54 

Finally, there is taka-, the Pt I of nes-/ Anas- and Sub V of both 
nes-/ Anas- and ABmäska- denoting ‘be, become’. On account of the 
Greek perfect ésthka, éstamen one would, of course, want to derive 
taka- from a PIE perfect *ste-stoH-k-(/*ste-stH-), but as Tocharian 
results of such a perfect one should rather have expected a Pt III and a 
Sub I stem *tak(ä)-. In order to explain the presence of the 
unwarranted stem-final -a-, on the one hand one could resort to the 
principle of hypercorrection, pointing out that the semantically related 
root mäska- ‘become’ had irregularly weakened the PT Pt I stem 
*mäska- into *mäskä- in pre-TA, so that it finally became a member of 
Pt III in this branch of Tocharian; on the other hand, one could assume 
that pre-PT still had preserved an irregular allomorphy *stestok-/ 
*stesta-, and that resulting PT *(°)tak(ä)- and *(°)ta- were finally 
blended into taka-. 

Note that descriptively, an alternative stem TA tak(ä)- can indeed 
be set up in order to account for the 1.pl. act. Pt I TA takmäs and 2.sg. 
Ipv I TA pä1tak-ñi; though TA tam, TA tat, TA ta1, etc. hardly attest to 
the existence of a pre-PT k-less stem allomorph *(°)(s)ta-, see Peters, 
2006, 334, fn. 16.  

                                                 
54 With the possible exception of PPt arsko1, if -o1 in this form indeed goes 

back to PT *-åwæs’ä. 
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7.3.6. Subclass 6 

As already pointed out in the section on Subclasses 1 and 4, ñätkatai 
may be a form belonging to a denominative with an e-grade of the 
root, and may therefore just have preserved the original root vowel 
and/or palatalization; as for lyipa- beside and instead of expected 
lipa-, this may be a blend of the lautgesetzlich outcome of PIE *lip-, 
which would have been PT *l’äp-, and the regular analogical 
substitute of PIE *lip-, to be expected within ablauting verbal 
paradigms, which would have been PT *läyp-.  

7.3.7. Subclass 7 

As for the seemingly palatalizing root vowel (*)-a- that shows up in 
this subclass55 (and in the clearly related TA imperfect class of the lyak 
type),56 PT *-æ- from pre-PT *-e- is, of course, the obvious candidate. 
In my view, this will imply, however, that the forms of säl(- ‘fly’ do 
not belong here from a diachronic point of view, as will be argued in 
detail in Malzahn, in print a. 

As for lyawa-ne and plyawa, both preterits seem to belong to PIE 
se/ roots (*Çlew@, cf. Gk. lošw ‘wash’, and *ÇmlewH, cf. Ved. bravimi 
‘speak’). Accordingly, we simply seem to have Narten preterits from 
se/ roots that, because of the root-final PT *a resulting from PIE *H, 
joined Pt I instead of Pt III, where we regularly find the outcomes of 
Narten preterits from ani/ roots. As for the root-final PT *a absent in 
the PPt, this can simply be due to Winter’s rule (1965, 204 = 2005, 120) 
which says that unstressed PT *-wawV turned into -wV-.57 

Therefore, the only member of Subclass 7 for which there is a 
potentially diagnostic PPt attested at its side is actually lyaka-ne etc. 
(formally = TA imperfect lyak), which has an archaic-looking PPt 
lyelyku/ lyelyko1 that must go back to PT *l’æl’äkäwä with stress on 
the initial syllable. This PPt clearly looks like a PPt belonging to a 

                                                 
55 With the possible exception of ABlu?- ‘rub’, which is more likely A-

characterless in contrast to ABlua- ‘send’. 
56 As a matter of fact, Rasmussen, 1992 = 1999, 568ff. seems not to accept 

this equation, although he is not explicit about the Pt I forms of the lyakawa 
type. 

57 As for the existence of a preterit *mlewH-t beside a present/imperfect 
formation *mlewH-t(i), compare the preterit *bher-t standing beside *bher-
(e-)t(i). 
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Narten preterit that had joined Pt III, which fits the fact that the PIE 
root that I think was basic to lyaka-ne etc., i.e., *Çleg ‘collect’,58 was an 
ani/ root in PIE. The obvious conclusion will be that Tocharian had 
inherited a PIE Narten preterit *leg- from *Çleg ‘collect’, for which 
additional evidence can be found in other branches such as Italic and 
Albanian (see especially Adams, DoT, 550, with due reference to Lane, 
1948, 307f., who, however, wrongly claimed that *leg- had been an old 
PIE perfect stem; for some additional evidence for Narten behavior of 
the root see Malzahn, 2007, 241, fn. 16), and that this preterit had 
secondarily came under the influence of another stem, preferably a 
preterit stem, built from its very root, which for some reason ended in 
pre-PT *a or *a. Luckily enough, such a stem is amply attested in 
Tocharian, i.e., a Sub V = Prs V stem (*)läka- ‘see’ (with accentuation 
according to the basic rule, i.e., no initial accent, in Tocharian B). Since 
deriving this stem from a proto-form in PIE *-H- or *-oh- would make 
no sense morphologically, it is best to assume that this pre-PT present 
stem had been built by the tezzi principle on a pre-PT aorist stem 
*läka-, which would have been just one more of many other zero-
grade aorists in pre-PT *-a-, but evidently one as transitive as Lat. 
uide- ‘see’ and Gk *wide- ‘know’.59 

The same kind of analysis would indeed perfectly fit salaka 
‘followed’; of course we cannot be dealing here with a root ending in 
PIE *-KH-, because a laryngeal must have stood already immediately 
in front of the *-K-. On the other hand, TA kälka-M, kalkar ‘went’ 
attests to a Pt I of Subclass 3, i.e., a zero-grade preterit in pre-PT *a, 
made from the same root. The obvious conclusion will be that salaka 
is due to a blend of a Narten preterit and a zero-grade aorist 
formation in pre-PT *a made from the same root as well. 

As for 1/amawa, it is, strictly speaking, rather unclear whether 
what we have here is a PIE se/ or a PIE ani/ root; its transitivity, 
however, fits the transitive valency met within the root läk(- ‘see’. If 
one is willing to assume suffixal pre-PT *-a- here, the coexistence of 
intransitive active PT *st’äma- and transitive active PT *st’æma- could 
indeed be neatly explained by the above-stated original indifference 
of the pre-PT suffix *-a- with respect to valency. 

The conclusion for the members of Subclass 7 not derived from PIE 
se/ roots and the obviously related TA imperfects of the type lyak and 

                                                 
58 This etymological connection was first proposed by Holthausen and 

Brands, see Pedersen, 1941, 176 and Adams, DoT, 550. 
59 Maybe that preterit *läka- is still reflected by PPt-based lelkor. 
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parat then will be that all prototypical forms were Narten preterits 
blended with (quite often transitive) zero-grade aorists in pre-PT *a 
built from the same root. 

From a typological point of view, these formations then seem to be 
reminiscent of the Lithuanian preterits of the b÷ria³ type (on which 
see, e.g., Mathiassen, 1974, 63ff. with ref.), for which I adopt the view 
that they are based on blends of Narten preterits such as PIE *bher- 
with zero-grade aorists in *-e (as per van Wijk, 1915, 367ff., who also, 
like Lane, believed that preterital stems with root vowel *-e- such as 
PIE *bher- had started out as perfect stems; but a quite different 
solution can be found, e.g., in Stang, 1966, 390), and which typically go 
together with e-grade ye/o-presents, much as lyakawa is joined by an 
e-grade PPt. 

I employ the term “Narten preterits”,60 because it is not at all clear 
whether we have Narten aorists or Narten imperfects here, the 
existence of asigmatic active Narten aorists in PIE being strongly 
denied by both the Freiburg school and the Harvard school.61 
According to the Freiburg school, stems used as preterits, that have 
*-e- as their root vowel with no respective Narten-present forms 
attested beside them, such as *leg-, must have somehow resulted from 
reduplicated imperfect or perfect stems such as *le-l(o)g-,62 and the TB 
lyakawa-type preterits and TA lyak-type imperfects were indeed 
explicitly explained in such a way by Hilmarsson, 1990, 111f. (“it 
might be suggested that it represent [sic] an Indo-European 
reduplicated intensive-iterative formation of the structure Ce-CoC-”), 
but, of course, the result of such a proto-form could only have been TB 
†lakawa. According to the Harvard school (Jasanoff apud Eyþórsson, 
1993, 56, fn. 35, and 1997, 242f.; Jasanoff, 1998, 306ff.; 2003, 193, 224; 
Weiss, 1993, 178ff.; 1996, 674), in PIE there existed e-grade preterits of 
the type *leg-, and they are reflected by the Tocharian lyakawa-type Pt 
I and the TA lyak-type imperfects. However, these not only started 
out as imperfects to Narten presents lost later, but always remained 

                                                 
60 Pinault, 1989, 149 also just uses the term “prétérit”. 
61 It would not make sense to derive lyakawa, TA lyak, Lat. legi, etc. from 

perfects with e-grade, as has been done by Lane, who followed a tradition 
established by Brugmann; see Cowgill, 1957, 32ff.  

62 This strategy actually goes back to Bopp and Adolf Holtzmann, see 
Cowgill, 1957, 21ff. For a special variant of this strategy see now Schumacher, 
2005, 591ff. and 2006, 125. 
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imperfects and never turned into aorists.63 On the other hand, there is 
also a long-standing tradition of scholars who accept(ed) the existence 
of asigmatic active Narten aorists, starting with Bechtel and Meillet 
(see Cowgill, 1957, 35ff.) and now represented by Peters (e.g., 1980, 
314f.) and Tremblay (most recently Tremblay, 2005). Adams evidently 
also subscribes to the latter view, and explicitly called lyaka = TA lyak 
the outcome of a “long vowel (Indo-European *e) aorist” in Adams, 
1978, 283 and 1988a, 87f. 

Finally, with regard to 1/amawa, it may be appropriate to address 
here briefly the question of a relationship between the Subclass 7 
preterits of Class I and the Class II preterits of Tocharian B. Subclass 7 
Pt I 1/amawa evidently has the same meaning, and shares most of the 
morphological traits wiht the probably frequent, important, and even 
pivotal Class II Pt s(c)ama-. It differs from s(c)ama- only with respect 
to the outcome of initial PT *st’- (by showing the result of an irregular 
metathesis of palatalization *st’- > *s’t-, see chap. Sound Laws 1.7.) and 
the accent (the latter difference may be explained in terms of the 
presence or absence of a reduplication syllable containing a 
reduplication vowel PT *-’ä-). I think it is unavoidable to assume a 
historical relationship between these two stems, and since 1/amawa is 
evidently a synchronically irregular form and therefore best taken for 
an archaism, the obvious conclusion will be that it should be 
considered a kind of missing link between the lyakawa-type and the 
Class II preterits. It will assumed that the pivotal forms of Pt II64 
started out as Subclass 7 preterits, but then for some reason 
underwent either a secondary (undoubtedly analogical) accent shift or 
a secondary (also no doubt analogical) prehistoric reduplication 

                                                 
63 In this respect Jasanoff and Weiss differ from Kortlandt, 2007, 155, who 

also assumes that the legi/lyaka-type preterits started out as imperfects, but 
then claims that such imperfects “became root aorists by a differentiation 
between present and aorist stems”, the root vowel *-e- having been 
“phonetically regular in the monosyllabic 2nd and 3rd sg. forms”. Note that 
such an idea was adduced first by Karl Ljungstedt in 1887; see Cowgill, 1957, 
35f. 

64 I think it extremely likely that Pt II sarsa- also ranked among the pivotal 
forms, because it morphologically forms an equation with the TA imperfect 
sars. The semantic difference between the two paradigms can be accounted 
for by the above-stated original indifference of the pre-PT suffix *-a- with 
respect to valency; note that the zero-grade stem allomorph PT *kärsa- can 
also take on both the grundverb meaning ‘know’ and the causative meaning 
‘make know(n)’. 
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process, as in principle already suggested by Adams, 1993b, 37, fn. 2 
and Beckwith, 1996, 176, fn. 5.65 The reason that 1/amawa escaped that 
secondary reshaping can only be that it did not seem to have word-
initial palatalization; but then the further implication will be that the 
morphological category that triggered the analogical shift (most likely 
a present) had (1) consistently word-initial palatalization itself at least 
in the sg. active, and had (2) initial accent or still an extra 
reduplication syllable containing a reduplication vowel PT *’ä itself, 
which implies that it therefore (3) must have differed more or less 
from the historical kausativum presents (as correctly seen by 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 48ff.; Eyþórsson, 1997; Kim, 2003, 225), which 
obviously both lacked word-initial palatalization as a regular feature 
and did not go back to forms with regular reduplication themselves 
(as rightly argued by Kim, 2003, 225f., fn. 75). These assumptions will 
indeed be further confirmed, especially by the evidence of the Class II 
imperatives, see already Hilmarsson, 1991, 48ff. 

7.3.8. General summary Subclasses 1-7 

According to what has been stated so far, the stem-final PT *-a- met in 
all Pt I formations (and also in all of the related Sub V formations) has 
as a rule, and with rather very few exceptions only, nothing at all to 
do with root-final laryngeals of PIE se/ roots, in contrast to what is 
now usually believed in mainstream Indo-European studies (see 
Klingenschmitt, 1982, 108f.; Schmidt, 1982, 366 and 1985, 433; 
Kortlandt, 1984 = 2007, 72; Oettinger, 1984, 196f.; Hackstein, 1995, 16ff., 
with ref. 16, fn. 3). As I hope has become clear, the evidence rather 
fully confirms the opposite view of Jasanoff, who quite correctly 
pointed out that there is an “enormous preponderance of 
descriptively “ani/” roots among the verbs that form a-subjunctives” 
(Jasanoff, 1992, 133). 
 
 
 

                                                 
65 See also Jasanoff, 1998, 305, fn. 24: “The Toch. B causative preterite type 

cala ‘lifted’ rests on an elaboration of the same category” [i.e., as the one 
reflected by Imp TA parat]. I opt with Beckwith for reduplication, because it 
becomes then possible to derive the Pt II formations of TB and TA from one 
single common source, see the detailed discussion in chap. Pt II 8.2.4. 
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7.3.9. The type klyau1a 

Since Pedersen, 1941, 179ff., it has been customary66 to connect the a-
preterit type with palatalized root final (klyau1a/ TA klyo1) with the 
palatalizing TA imperfect of Class III, which is, in fact, the most 
productive TA imperfect class. This imperfect is built by adding an 
invariable suffix -a- to the present stem, and the present-stem final is 
further palatalized (if palatalizable), as, e.g., in the 2.pl.act. Imp TA 
klyo1as. Pedersen proposed to derive this palatalizing *-a-suffix, 
which undergoes neither weakening nor loss, from PIE *-e-. He was 
followed by Lane, 1953a, 54ff., who compared a number of non-
present e-formations from other branches, like the h-aorist type Gk. 
Ec£rhn and the Balto-Slavic e-preterit. This theory is basically 
followed by Adams, 1978, 285 and 1988a, 90f., who thinks that word-
final PIE *e resulted in PT *a.67 Winter, 1994, 407 = 2005, 456, on the 
other hand, argues that if one starts with a pre-PT suffix *-e- > PT *-æ- 
and then assumes that the preterital suffix *-a-68 was added, one 
would first get a sequence *-a-a- via a-umlaut, then *-a-y-a- (with 
intrusion of a glide), and finally via contraction the invariable suffix 
-a- of Tocharian A subject neither to weakening nor to loss (*-ea- was 
also advocated by Pisani, see VW II/2, 94). Winter himself, however, 
favors another theory, on which see below. 

Jasanoff, 1987, 95f. subscribes to the connection of the klyau1a-type 
preterits with the TA klyo1a-type imperfects, and also subsumes here 
the likewise palatalized preterits of Classes IV and V. To him all of 
these are “clearly not of very great antiquity”. According to Jasanoff, 
imperfects (from optatives) in (*)-i-, because of the lack of old aorists 
made from the respective roots, were also used “with the value of true 
preterits”, and in this function then “mechanically replaced” the *-i- by 
-a-. In Tocharian A the -a- “was subsequently introduced into the 
imperfect as well”, so that the “newly established opposition between 
impf. *klyau1i and pret. *klyau1a was secondarily eliminated” in that 
language. He correctly points out that the respective Tocharian roots 
continue PIE suffixed present stem formations (in -s(k)- and -(n)nw- in 
the case of pänn-, but see above), “the inherited aorists” of which 
                                                 

66 With the exception of Van Windekens and Peters, 2006, see below in the 
main text. 

67 Further possible examples are mentioned in Adams, 1988a, 19. 
68 Winter seems to suggest here that the preterital suffix *-a- itself was just 

a generalized result of PIE *-e- turned into PT *-a- via a-umlaut in front of 
verbal endings containing a PT vowel *-a-. 
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would “have been formally quite remote from their presents”, and 
therefore “natural candidates for morphological replacement”. He 
does not discuss the case of campya, but says that TA klyo1a owes its 
-a to “the analogical influence of the rest of the paradigm”.69 

Klingenschmitt, 1994, 407 = 2005, 432, fn. 165; 1994a, 230 = 2005, 445 
(see also 1975, 158f. = 2005, 142f.) wants to derive both the klyau1a/ 
TA klyo1-type preterits and the TA klyo1a-type imperfects from PIE 
imperfects, i.e., he thinks that *klewset became *kl’æws’- and then 
acquired an additional -a- from the continuants of PIE se/ roots via 
analogy. He does not explain either campya or the quite 
heterogeneous behavior of (*)-a- in Tocharian A.  

A very different approach is taken by Winter, 1994, 406ff. = 2005, 
455ff. Winter points to the fact that the klyau1a-type preterit forms 
usually are not subject to weakening by vowel balance in Tocharian A, 
cf., e.g., 3.sg.mid. TA klyo1at vs. 3.sg.mid. TA pekat (being one of the 
exceptions to the principle of vowel balance given in TEB I, 45, § 11,2, 
Anm. 1). He then tries to explain this absence of weakening by 
assuming that the ubiquitous PT *-a- “from the preterit paradigms of 
stems such as TA kärsa- ‘know’ or TA taka- ‘become’” were attached 
to thematic present stem allomorphs such as *kl’æws’ä-, and that 
*kl’æws’äa- finally turned into pre-TA *kl’æws’äya- with an additional 
glide, but into pre-TB *kl’æws’a-. As far as I can see, Winter addresses 
neither campya nor TA klyo1. 

A structurally similar solution is later put forward by Kim, 2003, 
194, fn. 6; 200370 who also argues that we do not so much have to do 
with a mere palatalization of the root final, than with a sequence *-äy-, 
which, according to him, is also to be inferred from forms with y-
insertion like campya.71 He therefore sets up a sequence “*-Cy-0y-a-, 
with an additional syllable *-0y- between stem and preterit marker 
*-a-”, not only for pre-Tocharian A, but for pre-Tocharian B as well. 
He then further connects this Pt I class with the Class VII preterit. Kim 
assumes that both preterit classes have a common origin, and were 

                                                 
69 As far as the TA imperfect type only is concerned, a similar analysis was 

put forward by Couvreur, 1947a, 65f. (and accepted by VW II/2, 95f.; one has 
to say that Van Windekens’ explanation in VW II/2, 134 and 142 by which -1- 
in the klyau1a/ TA klyo1-type Pt I was palatalized by the PPt in *-e-went- is 
morphologically absurd). 

70 Lecture given on 11 Jun 2003 at Harvard University, to be published in 
MSS. 

71 As already stated above, this is impossible because of the accentuation 
of campya. 
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differentiated by a sound law. According to him, roots of the klyau1a-
type preterit all end in a “coronal”, while the examples of Pt VII roots, 
he claims, all end in “consonants other than coronal stops”. He further 
proposes a sound law by which accented schwa vanishes very early 
after coronal (or “palatal?”) consonants, hence *kl’æws’-äya- > 
klyau1a, but is retained after non-coronal consonants. As for the 
absence of an iya-variant of campya, he claims that all attestations of 
campya underwent metrical shortening (i.e., loss of accented *-ä-). To 
be sure, all attestations listed in WTG, 244 sub cämp- indeed come 
from metrical passages;72 however, one instance of the 3.sg. campya in 
H 149.312 a 4 (not in WTG) certainly comes from a prose text. As for 
the TA imperfects of Class III, Kim derives them from much the same 
ancestral forms and further states that “the limited TA corpus does 
not appear to attest any examples of imperfects to present stems 
ending in a non-coronal consonant”; but this is incorrect, because 
there are at least 3.pl. TA sälypar from Asälpa- ‘glow’, and 3.sg. TA 
ypa, etc. from Aya(p)- ‘do’. 

Kim further explicitly claims that all of these preterits derive from 
optatives to thematic present formations that “came to be used 
iteratively”, from which use the imperfect function derived. Some 
time later, “this same optative/imperfect formation was generalized to 
punctual past-tense reference”, and as a consequence the past-tense 
suffix *-a- was added in the 3.sg. active already in PT times, but only if 
the forms were used as preterits. Since the type klyau1a is always 
associated with thematic (subjunctive) stems, Kim himself in the end 
that considers it strange that all those optatives from thematic stems 
had palatalizing *-i- from *-ih- instead of non-palatalizing reflexes of 
*-o-ih-; and therefore he toys with the idea of a “regular deletion of 
*-o- before *-i-?? Cf. derivates in *-i-, *-iyo- to thematic nouns, e.g. 
*ék’wios to *ek’wos” with ref. to Schindler, 1976 and Mayrhofer, 1986. 
However, neither Schindler, 1976 nor Mayrhofer, 1986 (who, 
moreover, discusses the problem of thematic *-o-ih-/*-oyh- on p. 131) 
claim such a (mor)phonological rule to have existed; Schindler, 1976, 

                                                 
72 As for the preservation of word-final -ä in the 2.pl. Pt cämpyasä in 32 b 7 

(metrical, pada-final), one cannot argue that this proves the non-existence of a 
variant †cämpiyas which, of course, could also have provided the additional 
syllable metrically required, since occurrence of o mobile or preservation of 
word-final -ä was exactly to be expected in pada-final context even if a variant 
with -iya- would have been available. 
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351f., on the contrary, explicitly speaks of a substitution of the 
thematic vowel *-o- by *-i-. 

With the notable exceptions of Van Windekens, and maybe Adams 
and probably Krause/Thomas, so far all scholars mentioned tried to 
explain both the klyau1a/ TA klyo1-type Pt I and the TA Imperfect III 
by setting up one single common ancestor category. Until recently no 
scholar has addressed the strange fact that in Tocharian A stem-final 
-a- never undergoes weakening by vowel balance and is lost word-
finally only in the two 3.sg. active preterit forms TA klyo1 and TA we. 
This problem has been taken into account only by Winter and Kim, 
who tried to explain the strange behavior of TA -a- by setting up a 
disyllabic proto-form for what they thought had been one single 
common morpheme. However, none of these scholars has been able to 
interpret campya as a lautgesetzlich form. On the other hand, the 
strategy of Krause/Thomas to take this form for an inherited *-ya- 
preterit fits phonologically, but does not lead anywhere 
morphologically. Moreover, Winter’s and Kim’s theories are at 
variance with the real outcomes of PT *-s’äya, *-s’äyaC- in the 
paradigms of the feminine variants of the adjectives ending in PT 
*-s’äyæ-, which were TA -1i and TA -1yaM/-1(1)aM, respectively (see 
TG, 70, § 108; 160, § 254). Much as the sound change proposed by Kim 
— which would have turned forms with Early PT *-s’äya(-) into Late 
PT forms with simple *-1a(-) even in cases where the accent was 
originally placed on the ä-vowel — seems reasonable from a general 
phonologist’s point of view (see Méndez Dosuna, 1993, 127f.; McCone, 
2006, 266ff.; Peters, 2006, 343, fn. 43 with ref.), it simply does not tally 
with the facts of Tocharian, as also becomes evident from other forms 
such as the Pt VII w1iya and kra1iyate (ignored by Kim). Of course, 
one could claim that lautgesetzlich 3.sg.act. TA *klyo1i, 3.pl.act. TA 
*klyo1(1)ar had been leveled to TA klyo1a, TA klyo1ar in the Imperfect 
III, but such a strategy could not be of help with the preterit forms TA 
klyo1 and TA we. The e-aorist theory, which is still accepted by 
Adams, cannot account at all for the remarkable restriction of the type, 
described by Jasanoff, 1987, 95f. As for Klingenschmitt’s theory, it has 
to be pointed out in addition that it does not explain why PT 
*kl’æws’a with palatalized -s- was preferred to PT *kl’æwsa. 
Furthermore, as correctly pointed out by Peters, 2006, 341f., fn. 34, 
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there must have existed preterits ending in non-palatalizing *-a- that 
stood beside respective athematic and even thematic stems.73 

Since none of the solutions just mentioned was capable of 
explaining all of the relevant forms, a completely new and different 
strategy has been recently adopted by Peters in Peters, 2006 (see 
already Peters, 2004, 432f., fn. 19). According to Peters, 2006, 340ff. it is 
not possible to derive the a-preterit type klyau1a/ TA klyo1, Pt IV, and 
PT V together with the TA imperfect III from one common diachronic 
basis. To be sure, the TA imperfect III indeed requires a disyllabic 
sequence to underlie TA invariable -a-, whereas TB campya, TA klyo1, 
and TA we cannot have had any underlying disyllabic sequence at all. 
In the Pt VII, the variants -iya- and -ya- are attested in both prose and 
metrical passages in any kind of Tocharian B variety, while the TB 
preterit type with palatalized root-final consonant in general as well 
as the special case of cämpya- never show a disyllabic variant, which 
cannot be a coincidence. There are enough non-metrical attestations of 
klyau1a-type formations where we should expect a former disyllabic 
suffix to have been preserved, and, what is more, even if such 
unsyncopated forms were missing due to mere chance, the 
syncopated forms should have shown a different accent pattern. 

Accordingly, we seem to be faced with the problem of a 
monosyllabic and one-moric suffix *-ya- underlying all the TB a-
preterit types and the TA a-preterit forms 3.sg. TA klyo1, TA we on 
the one hand, and a disyllabic suffix underlying the TA imperfect 
Class III, the TA Classes IV and V (with the exception of TA we), and, 
in addition, also the active plural and all middle forms of the TA 
klyo1-type preterits on the other. Peters, l.c., now claims that the 
frequent stem klyau1a- indeed was the pivotal form and had served as 

                                                 
73 Peters’ argumentation has to be refined, however. None of the 

paradigms he refers to have a synchronic subjunctive stem of Class II. ABpälk- 
‘shine’ can only have had an athematic subjunctive stem, and is hence not 
diagnostic for the problem of a-preterits beside thematic stems. As for the 
other examples brought forth by Peters, Prs II from räss- is best explained 
otherwise, see s.v. in the verbal index, and the present stem wärsk- goes back 
to *wäräsk-, whereas the Pt I stem wärska- derives from *wärsk- with no *-ä- 
inserted. Nevertheless, there are even some more examples attesting to a 
pattern primary present/subjunctive with no stem-final PT *-a- vs. a preterit 
ending in PT *-a-; see the verbal index s.v. kraup(- ‘gather’, miw(- ‘tremble’, 
and samp(- ‘take away, deprive of’. Finally, one could even add a Pt I stem PT 
*næsa- beside PT *næsä- ‘be’ here which is probably evidenced by the TA PPt 
naMtsu. 
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a prototypical model for the whole class, and that it derived from an 
optative *klews-ih-t/*klews-ih-CV originally belonging to a Narten-
like inflected athematic s-present *klews-/*klews-, by assuming PIE 
*-ih-t > pre-PT *-ya-t, but PIE *-ih-CV- > pre-PT *-i-CV-. Much later, 
pre-Tocharian B generalized PT *-ya- from pre-PT *-ya- through the 
whole paradigm, whereas in pre-Tocharian A, every *-i(-) was 
suffixed by PT *-a(-) in non-modal formations, i.e., both preterits and 
imperfects. Finally, Peters claims, the resulting pre-TA *-iya- somehow 
turned into bimoric, invariable TA -a-.  

This scenario exactly fits the material inasmuch as the two 
certainly archaic 3.sg. preterit forms of the type klyau1a in Tocharian 
A, i.e., TA klyo1 and TA we, indeed have non-bimoric *-a, while all 
remaining preterit forms were not subject to vowel balance, thereby 
attesting to the former presence of an additional syllable.  

As for campya itself, Peters explained it as a direct reflex of an 
acrostatic s-less aorist optative *temp-ih-t standing beside indicative 
*temp-s- (attested by TA Pt III campäs), much in the same way as in 
Avestan s-less optatives in -i- stand beside s-aorist indicatives.  

A remaining phonological problem is the question whether a 
sequence VCyV should not have led to VC’C’V with a geminate, see 
the discussion and ref. in Peters, 2006, 343ff.74 To be sure, there exist at 
least two relevant forms with a geminate written in front of the -a-: 
from laMs- ‘work on, perform’, beside non-geminated laM1amai, 
laM1atai, laM1ate, and laM1ante there are also attested once a 3.sg. 
laM11ate and once a 3.pl. laM11ante. The 3.sg. laM11ate is found in a 
text from Sängim, the 3.pl. laM11ante in a business document, whereas 
the other forms show up in standard TB documents, and therefore one 
would rather interpret these forms as informal-style variants or 
writings75 than as archaic forms with preserved -11- from *-sy-. 

Granted that Peters was correct with respect to his basic claim that 
the klyau1a/ TA klyo1-type Pt I and the TA Imperfect III must go back 
to different ancestor paradigms, and granted also that none of the 
details in his reconstruction can easily be proven wrong,76 this does 

                                                 
74 Kim makes the ad hoc proposal of a degemination after diphthong /ew/ 

for klyau1a. 
75 Note the 3.pl. Prs laMsseMtär is also attested in a business document 

and also shows a non-standard TB kind of gemination. 
76 This also holds for his claim that the Pt VII went back to PT *-iya- as 

well, i.e., *-äyya- rather than PT *-äya-; as for the forms of Pt VII showing 
syncope of the PT *-ä- standing in front of one single -y-, he could resort to 
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not imply that his approach is necessarily correct itself. As for 
campya, this need not be a lautgesetzlich form after all. Since this 
preterit belongs to an extremely frequently used verb, one could easily 
venture the idea that -py- is here just an irregular result of PT *-p’- 
which was borrowed from the most formal styles into the normal 
styles. I will use the very same strategy in order to explain surface 
(1)py- in the initial of a couple of TB Pt II forms. On the other hand, it 
would not be unreasonable to assume that the invariable -a- showing 
up in TA klyo1-type Pt I forms is nothing old, but an intruder from the 
TA Imperfect III; note that Peters himself has to admit that the 3.sg. 
active forms of Pt IV and Pt V TA pya1t1a-m, TA ak1iñña/ak1ña, TA 
ok1iñña-ci, and TA weña-M are to be explained that way. Therefore, 
Jasanoff’s solution might still be viable as far as the preterit forms 
alone are concerned. As for the morpheme of TA Imperfect III itself, 
PT *-’äya- may be taken to be a more likely candidate than Peters’ PT 
*-’iya- = *-’äyya-; and as argued above, the invariable -a- we find in the 
historical TA Imperfect III could indeed be interpreted as a result of 
paradigmatic leveling, as already suggested by Jasanoff, 1987, 96, fn. 
10 (i.e., an original opposition 3.sg. act. *-i vs. -a- in the rest of the 
paradigm would be required to have been leveled into uniform 
-a(-)).77  

                                                                                                        
assuming degemination, which must have been quite frequent a process in the 
informal styles of Tocharian. 

77 Alternatively, one could toy with the idea that the results of an informal-
style change PT *-Cäya- > pre-TA *-Cyã- had been borrowed into the more 
formal styles of TA, but only within the verbal system; see for possible 
parallels from dialects of Doric Greek Méndez Dosuna, 1993; note that TA 
sälypar and TA ypa have to be considered analogical forms anyway. 
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THE CLASS II PRETERIT 

8.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRETERIT CLASS II 

A preterit of Class II is formed from 78 verbs (44 TB, 61 TA, 27 TB = 
TA; only PPt attested: 8 TB, 20 TA, 2 TB = TA): 
kätk(- Kaus. IV/ Akätk(- Kaus. IV ‘let pass, cross’ (TA only PPt), kän(- Kaus. 
I/ Akän- Kaus. I ‘fulfill (a wish)’, Akärn- ‘hit’, kärs(- Kaus. IV/ Akärs(- Kaus. IV 
‘make know(n)’, Akäl- ‘bear’, käla- Kaus. IV ‘let lead’, Akäln- Kaus. I ‘let 
resound’, Akälp(- Kaus. IV ‘bestow’, Akäl(t)sa- Kaus. IV ‘let be pressed’, Akäs- 
Kaus. IV ‘let come to extinction’, ku- Kaus. III/IV ‘?’, kuk- ‘± tire, exhaust’ (only 
PPt), kutka?- Kaus. III/IV ‘?’ (only PPt), klutk(- Kaus. I/ Alutk(?- ‘make, turn 
into’, ñäsk- ‘demand, desire’, Atätk- ‘?’, Atäp- ‘proclaim’ (only PPt), täl(- Kaus. 
III/ Atäl(- Kaus. III ‘lift up, carry’, tuk(- Kaus. I/ Atpuk(- Kaus. ? ‘hide’ (TA 
only PPt), Aträ$k- Kaus. I ‘cling to’ (only PPt), trik(- Kaus. II/ Atrik(- Kaus. II 
act. ‘lead astray’, mid. ‘faint’ (TA only PPt), triw(- Kaus. I/ Atriw(- Kaus. I 
‘mix’ (TA only PPt), Atrisk- Kaus. I ‘let boom’, Atrus- ‘tear to pieces’, Anätk(- 
‘hold off’, näm- Kaus. III ‘bend (tr)’ (only PPt)/ Anäm(- ‘bow (itr)’ (only PPt), 
närk-/ Anärk- ‘keep away, refrain’ (TA only PPt), närs- ‘urge’, nip- ‘?’, nu(- 
Kaus. III/ Anu- ‘shout’, Apärs(- Kaus. III ‘sprinkle, water’, pälk- Kaus. I 
‘illuminate, show’, Apälk(?- ‘burn, torment’, pyutk-/ Apyutk- act. ‘come into 
being’, mid. ‘establish’, prä$k(- Kaus. I/ Aprä$k?- Kaus. I ‘reject’, prutk(- 
Kaus. I/ Aprutk(- Kaus. I ‘shut, fill up’, Aplutk- Kaus. I ‘± protrude’, Amäs- ‘?’ 
(only PPt), märs(- Kaus. IV ‘make forget’, mäsk- ‘(ex)change’, mi-/ Ami- ‘hurt, 
harm’ (TA only PPt), yat(- Kaus. II ‘enable, tame’, yät(- Kaus. I/ Ayät- ‘adorn, 
decorate’, Ayär(- Kaus. I ‘bathe’, ritt(-/ Aritw(- Kaus. I ‘connect, etc.’, Alä$k- 
Kaus. II ‘let dangle’ (only PPt), läm(- Kaus. I/ Aläm(- Kaus. I ‘set, let subside’, 
Alitk(- Kaus. III ‘remove’ (only PPt), Aluk- Kaus. II ‘illuminate’, Awarp(?- 
‘surround’ (only PPt), wäks(- Kaus. I ‘± make turn away’, Awät(- Kaus. III 
‘erect’, wätk(- Kaus. II/ Awätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’, Awäma- Kaus. ? ‘?’, wär-/ 

Awär- ‘practice’ (only PPt), Awär- ‘?’ (only PPt), Awärk?- ‘turn’ (only PPt), 
Awärt(?- ‘throw’, wäl?- ‘bend’ (only PPt), Awälts?- ‘sum up’ (only PPt), Awäs- 
Kaus. I ‘dress sb.’, wik(- Kaus. II/ Awik(- Kaus. II ‘drive away, remove’, sänm- 
‘bind; determine (rules)’, 1ärk-/ A1ärk- ‘surpass’ (TA only PPt), A1ärp- ‘indicate, 
explain’, Asätk(- Kaus. I ‘spread’, säl(- Kaus. II ‘throw’ (only PPt), Asay- 
‘satiate, satisfy’, stäm(- Kaus. I/ A1täm(- Kaus. I ‘put, place’, spartt(- Kaus. I/ 
Aspartw(- Kaus. I ‘turn’, spänt(- Kaus. I ‘make trust’ (only PPt), spärk(- Kaus. 
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II/ Aspärk(- Kaus. II ‘cause to disappear, destroy’, Asruk- ‘kill’, Atsäm(- Kaus. I 
‘increase, cause to grow’, tsär(- Kaus. I/ Atsär(- Kaus. I ‘separate’, tsälp(- 
Kaus. I/ Atsälp(- Kaus. I ‘redeem, free’ (TA only PPt), tsuw(- Kaus. I ‘add’ 
(only PPt), Atspä$k- ‘flay’ (only PPt). 
Uncertain cases are: kau- Kaus. IV ‘let (?) kill’ (Pt II/III); Ayäsk?- ‘?’ (only PPt, 
Pt II/III); Asik(- Antigv./Kaus. I ‘make overflow’ (only PPt, Pt II/III); 1ärtt?- 
‘incite’ (only PPt, Pt II/III). 
 

 TB TA 
1.sg.act. yatkawa sasmawa, raritwa 
2.sg.act. yatkasta sasma1t 
3.sg.act. yatka sasäm, kakälypa-M 
1.pl.act. — — 
2.pl.act. — — 
3.pl.act. yatkare, sanmyar-ne sasärsar 
1.sg.mid. caukamai papälyke 
2.sg.mid. tsyalpatai — 
3.sg.mid. caukate papälykat 
1.pl.mid. klyautkamte (sic)1 — 
2.pl.mid. — — 
3.pl.mid. caukante sasmant 
PPt ceccuku/ ceccuko1 papälyku 

 
It is immediately apparent that the formation of the Class II preterit in 
the two languages differs. However, it is also apparent that both types 
synchronically have the same function, so that a joint discussion of 
both types is justified regardless of the question whether they reflect a 
common type diachronically.  

In Tocharian A, the Pt II always shows reduplication, while in 
Tocharian B the Pt II never does. Both languages also have different 
attitudes with respect to palatalization of the root initial. On the one 
hand, they differ compared with each other, and on the other hand, 
there are both palatalized and unpalatalized forms to be found within 
each of the two languages. The accent of the Pt II in Tocharian B is 
another important case in point. 

 
 
 

                                                 
1 For this form see the discussion of the accent below 8.2. 
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8.1.1. Function 

The preterits of kausativa in both languages are usually provided by a 
Class II preterit formation, and for this reason the manuals call this 
class also “Kausativpräteritum” (cf. TEB I, 244, § 439). All four kinds of 
kausativum paradigms are found with Class II preterits, i.e., 
oppositional transitives (Kaus. I), causatives (Kaus. II and IV), and 
occasionally even Kaus. III. All of these four functions are also found 
with the other kind of “Kausativpräteritum”, i.e., the Class IV preterit; 
note further that, to a certain extent, Class III can also function as 
preterit of oppositional transitives (i.e., antigrundverb formations; see 
chap. Pt III 9.1.7.). The choice between Pt II and Pt IV seems to depend 
on the root vocalism: the preterit of Class II is usually formed from 
roots showing non-full root vocalism (ä, i, u), while roots with full root 
vocalism (a, ai/TA e, au/TA o) tend to form a kausativum preterit of 
Class IV instead, cf. TEB I, 244, § 439.2 

                                                 
2 Exceptions are found with Asay- ‘satiate’ and spartt(-/ Aspartw(- Kaus. I 

‘turn’, and most likely also with two other roots. The middle preterit yatante 
attested in THT 1250 is best taken at face value and therefore analyzed as a Pt 
II of yat(- Kaus. II ‘enable, tame’ (standing beside expected and regular Pt IV 
forms); it is unlikely that this is a Pt I, because one would have to assume a 
misspelling for †yatante, and a middle form would in addition be very 
unusual for the Pt I of a Prs IV verb like this. Finally, there is the PPt TA 
worpu from a root meaning ‘surround’ that possibly was Awarp(?-, as 
suggested by clearly cognate TB PPt wawarpau, and which also seems to 
imply a Pt II; note that there existed another root Awarpa?- denoting ‘urge 
oneself’, presupposed by the Pt I form TA warpat. As for an explanation for 
these apparent exceptions, the 3.sg.act. preterit PT *yata may have started out 
as an instrumental ‘with ability’, and therefore may have originally denoted 
both ‘was able’ and ‘made able, enabled’; in the latter meaning, however, it 
later, that is, in (pre-)TB times, could have been reanalyzed as a Pt II form, on 
account of its ambiguous root initial y-. As for the PPt TA worpu, TA quite 
possibly rather had a non-denominative = primary root Awärp-, since it 
would, even on account of TB wawarpau, be quite wrong to conclude that 
such a root could not have existed, cf. the parallel case of Aluk- ‘light up’ 
standing beside TB PPt form *lalaukau (presupposed by lalaukarne). As for 
Asay- ‘satiate’, the PPt TA sasyu clearly started out as TA equivalent of the TB 
PPt sosoyu, which was obviously not a PPt to a Pt II, and the finite Pt II form 
TA sasya- was more likely precisely a backformation based on that very PPt 
TA sasyu. As for 3.sg. TA saspärtu, this can easily be taken for an equivalent 
of TB 1pyarta, having secondarily undergone depalatalization of the initial 
under the analogical influence of the respective Pt I. 
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In Tocharian A, both a preterit of Class II and one of Class III are 
occasionally attested from the same root without difference in 
meaning or function: e.g., from Asruk- ‘kill’, Apyutk- ‘come into being’ 
(cf. TEB I, 176, § 300,3). This is to be explained as a consequence of the 
fact that in Tocharian A the PT sk-presents of Class IX (belonging to 
the kausativum paradigms) merged with the PT s-presents of Class 
VIII (belonging to the antigrundverb paradigm). 

8.1.2. Endings 

The preterit of Class II in both languages usually exhibits the endings 
met within the Class I preterit, but owed to the fact that stem-final 
(*)-a- is almost always preceded by a syllable consisting of an ä-vowel, 
there are hardly any instances of weakening by vowel balance in 
Tocharian A. Note that the PPts synchronically belonging to a Pt II 
lack stem-final PT *-a-,3 so that one can safely assume that the 
inflection in (*)-a(-) seen in the finite forms was somehow secondary.  

8.1.2.1. The 1.sg. active 

The three attestations of a 1.sg. active in Tocharian A require a special 
discussion. Descriptively, we have -a in TA raritwa from Aritw(- 
Kaus. I ‘connect, etc.’ and -awa in TA sasmawa-m from A1täm(- Kaus. 
I ‘put’. The third example, 1.sg. TA wotka-M is a special and different 
case, because (as I think) due to an early contraction of the 
reduplication syllable with the root syllable the whole paradigm 
synchronically inflects like a Pt I (cf. Krause, 1955a, 138, fn. 8; Winter, 
1965a, 207f. = 1984, 174f. = 2005, 132f., fn. 1; TEB I, 246f., § 441,2; see 
also below 8.1.3.1.). This leaves TA sasmawa-m clearly showing the 
analogical TA desinence variant -awa otherwise also met in the TA 
imperfect and in the TA Pt IV. Of course, the fact that we only have -a 
in TA raritwa will somehow be a consequence of the fact that the root 
ended in -w-, but it is impossible to tell exactly how PT *-twawa in 
this form had finally turned into -twa, haplology being, of course, a 
quite likely assumption (as suggested by Krause, 1955a, 138, fn. 8; I fail 
to understand Winter, 1965a, 207f. = 1984, 174f. = 2005, 132f., fn.1, — 
probably he is there implicitly referring to his rule explicitly stated in 

                                                 
3 As pointed out by Winter, 1994a, 299 = 2005, 480, although this puzzled 

him (‘‘eine Erklärung hierfür läßt sich nicht geben’’). For an explanation see 
below 8.1.6. 
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1965, 204 = 2005, 120, according to which unstressed PT *-wawV 
turned into -wV).  

8.1.2.2. The 3.pl. active 

The 3.pl. active ending variant -ar in sanmyar-ne (THT 1507 a 4) is an 
informal variant more frequently attested in the Pt Classes I, IV, and 
V; see the respective chap.s and Peyrot, 2008, 135. 

8.1.3. Reduplication in Tocharian A 

The most remarkable fact about the reduplication seen in the TA finite 
Pt II forms is that there is overt reduplication at all. With the exception 
of some TA Pt IV forms,4 no such reduplication can be found in any 
other historically attested finite verbal form of Tocharian. What is 
more, if it is correct to explain the persistent accent on the first syllable 
in many (mostly finite) TB verbal forms by deriving them from PT 
reduplicated forms that had reduplication syllables of the structure 
*Cä-, those TA finite Pt II forms are even more unexpected. On the 
other hand, overt reduplication is rather typical of PPts, and the 
reduplication vowel TA -a- met in the finite TA Pt II forms will 
certainly derive from the same PT vowel that underlies the 
reduplication vowel TA -a- seen in the TA PPts to Pt II formations, 
and which can only have been PT *æ judged by the evidence of the 
respective TB PPts, which all start with Ce-. Although PT *æ is itself 
highly problematic as a reduplication vowel of PPts, the obvious 
strategy will be to explain this TA reduplication vowel -a- as being 
taken over from, or showing analogical influence of, the respective 
PPts, as has actually already been done by Kim, 2003, 208. 
Bendahman, 1993, 233 (followed by Peters, 2004, 442, fn. 58) even went 
so far as to claim that “ausgehend vom redupl. Partizip, das seine e-
Stufe in Toch. A nur von e-Präterita [i.e., lyaka-type preterits] bezogen 
haben kann, ein neues redupl. Präteritum mit dem analogischen 
Wurzelvokal e im Indikativ gebildet wurde”. However, I fail to see 
any plausible model that could have prompted such a creation of the 
TA finite Pt II forms ex nihilo, although I would agree that some of the 
finite TA Pt II forms were indeed backformations based on PPt forms 

                                                 
4 Among the exceptions hardly belongs the unclear TB form memyas in 28 

a 7 (pace Adams, 1993b, 35f.); see the discussion of this form s.v. mi- ‘hurt, 
harm’. 
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formerly belonging to other preterit classes.5 Kim’s analysis is in my 
view backed by the evidence of the TA reduplicated finite forms of 
preterit Class IV, which, I think, should be explained by an analogical 
influence of the respective PPts as well.6 

8.1.3.1. Roots beginning with yä° or wä° 

In roots beginning with yä° or wä° the reduplication syllable formed a 
diphthong with the analogically preserved or restored root initial 
when the root had a structure y/wäC-, with *yayC- and *wawC- 
finally turning into yeC- and woC- in cases where C was capable to 
form a syllable-initial cluster, viz. a consonant other than -r-, *-yr- and 
*-wr- (cf. Krause, 1955a, 138, fn. 8; Winter, 1965a, 207f. = 1984, 174f. = 
2005, 132f., fn. 1; TEB I, 246f., § 441,2). Since forms such as the 3.pl.mid. 
TA yetant from Ayät- ‘adorn’ go back to pre-TA proto-forms starting 
with *ya-yäC-, *wa-wäC-, they quite expectedly do not show 
weakening by vowel balance. On the other hand, two roots of the 
structure wäCC- show wo- instead of a surface structure †wawäCC- 
that was to be expected on account of 3.sg. TA wawik, PPt wawiku 
from Awik(- Kaus. II ‘drive out’ (since -i- went back to *-äy-, of course, 
no syncope of *-ä- in an open syllable could have occurred): 1.sg.act. 
TA wotka-M, 2.sg.act. TA wotka1t (not †wotka1t), 3.sg.act. TA wotka-
m, 3.pl.act. TA wotkar from Awätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’, and 3.sg.act. 

                                                 
5 To be more precise, the only two TA PPts descriptively belonging to a Pt 

II that clearly lack lautgesetzlich root-initial palatalization, viz. TA kakärnu 
(found beside a 3.sg. TA kakräM) from Akärn- ‘hit’, and TA sasyu (attested 
beside a 3.sg. starting with sasya-) from Asay- ‘satiate’. Both of them clearly 
form equations with TB PPts made from the respective TB roots that do not 
belong to a Pt II. 

6 As is argued in chap. Pt IV 10.2., reduplication of finite forms (that also 
have a syllable of the structure Ca-) is within the TA Pt IV restricted to stems 
starting with an initial Cä- structure. Such stems must have lacked any 
reduplication syllable already in (pre-)PT times, as amply argued in chap. Sub 
I/V 18.7.1.1.2. Accordingly, such stems originally must have lacked a 
reduplication syllable in both the PPt and the finite forms altogether; but on 
the other hand it is conceivable that precisely the respective PPts eventually 
acquired reduplication syllables of the structure Ca- by inter-paradigmatic 
analogy with the other PPts belonging to Pt Class IV that all had such 
reduplication syllables. Of course, there will first have been a period when in 
those PPts from stems with initial Cä- there was a mere variation of zero with 
Ca-, and this variation then could have spread secondarily to the respective 
finite forms. 
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TA worta-M, 3.pl.act. TA wortar from Awärt(?- ‘throw’. These forms 
even show weakening of (*)a by vowel balance.7 

As for roots with initial TA w-, beside expected TA wawik, TA 
wawiku, and TA wawru from Awär- ‘practice’, and beside the 
expected woC- as seen in the 3.pl. TA wotar, and also beside the 
rather unexpected woCC-, we occasionally also find waC- and waCC- 
in PPts belonging to Pt II that show wo- in the finite forms. Here 
belong PPt TA watu beside the 3.pl. wotar and the finite Pt II stem TA 
wotk- from Awätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’ where we find both a PPt TA 
wotku and a lexicalized TA watku meaning ‘command’. On the other 
hand, the PPts from ablauting TA roots with initial TA wä° standing 
beside a Pt of Class III show exclusively TA waC(C)-: PPt TA *watku 
(in the Abs TA watkurä1 ‘having decided’ in A 317 a 7) from Awätk(- 
Antigv. ‘decide, etc.’ beside Pt III; TA walu from Awäl- ‘die’ beside Pt 
III 3.sg. TA wläs; PPt TA wasu beside Pt III from Awäs- ‘put on’; 
probably PPt TA waltsu from Awälts?- ‘sum up’ (only PPt); on the 
other hand, TA wawu from non-ablauting Awä(s)?- ‘give’ (beside 3.pl. 
Pt III TA wäsr-äM) clearly must have replaced an earlier non-
reduplicated *wu from PT *wäwä.  

Ringe, 1989a, 39f. also points out TA woltsurakk ‘(very) briefly’ in 
A 237, 5 beside more often attested waltsura°, which according to him 
may “reflect a late sporadic change of wa to wo”. For an explanation 
of this divergence, see chap.s Sound Laws 1.6. and PPt 14.2.1.1. 

8.1.4. Accent in Tocharian B 

In Tocharian B, finite forms of preterit Class II do not conform to the 
regular accent rules but have persistently accent on the first syllable8 
with very few exceptions from non-MQ texts (cf. Kim, 2003, 198f. with 
fn. 17). These exceptions are: 3.sg.mid. tsyalpate (Š) beside tsyalpate 

                                                 
7 Here apparently also belongs TA PPt worpu ‘surrounded’ as a PPt to a Pt 

II, although TB attests to a Pt I with the root vowel -a- (wawarpau); see above 
fn. 2. 

8 Pinault, 1989, 149 proposed that in a Pt II form like calawa the root vowel 
does not bear the accent, which would, however, imply that with respect to 
the use of (a) and (a), the TB Pt II behaved completely differently from the 
other morphological categories, cf. Kim, 2003, 198, fn. 16. I follow the 
generally held view that a writing like calawa indicates that the form 
synchronically had the accent on the root syllable. 
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(?) from tsälp(- Kaus. I ‘separate’, and 1.pl.mid. klyautkamte (M) from 
klutk(- Kaus. I ‘turn into’. 

Kim, 2003, 199, fn. 17, who based his survey on the verbal list of 
WTG, in addition lists the 3.sg. Pt II myarsa-ne from märs(- Kaus. IV 
‘make forget’ and the 3.pl. Pt II sanmyare from sänm- ‘bind’ as similar 
exceptions, but these forms have to be left out. sanmyare is said to be 
attested by WTG, 294 in a Paris text edited by Lévi/Meillet, 1912, 2; 
however, Lévi/Meillet there gave (the morphologically correct) 
sanmyare, which is indeed the correct reading, cf. now Pinault, 1989a, 
156 (= PK AS 16.3 a 5). myarsa-ne, on the other hand, is attested in 
Br.Mus. 1 b 3, a manuscript not only showing MQ character but also 
archaic ductus (see Malzahn, 2007a, 268ff.), so it does not tell us 
anything about the accent. 

As for kly[au]tka(m)t(e) restored by Sieg/Siegling in the 
fragmentary passage 428 b 3, there is contradictory information 
available about the text provenance. The manuscript has the site mark 
signature “M 114”, so we seem to have a text from Murtuq, i.e., from 
an eastern find spot. However, Couvreur, 1947a, 69, fn. 50a stated that 
klyautkamte hails from Qizil, and he is, understandably, followed by 
Kim, 2003, 199, fn. 17. To be sure, some Berlin manuscripts with the 
find-spot signature ‘M’ indeed do not hail from Murtuq, but from the 
Kuca region, ‘M’ denoting ‘Ming-öi’, cf. Adaktylos et al., 2007, 41f. 
However, I doubt that this manuscript also belongs among these 
western manuscripts, because there is no indication on the original 
manuscript’s label to support that view, and, what is more, the text 
428 does not show MQ character otherwise, but rather what are 
typically informal forms (cf. the classification as a “late” text by 
Peyrot, 2008, 222). Accordingly, I guess that Couvreur’s claim that this 
is an MQ form was just a mechanical one, because it precisely shows 
non-standard writing. 

Finally, there are tsyalpate (attested twice in the Šorcuq text 30 b 5 
and in the MQ text 341 a 2), and tsyalpate in H 150.104 b 3 (= IOL 
Toch 263; not listed in WTG). As for tsyalpate, since a writing with 
two long -a- vowels has to be an error in any case in a standard 
manuscript, I assume that the form is due to copying from an older 
manuscript with MQ characteristics (on such copying see basically 
Malzahn, 2007a, 286ff.), and the same may be true for tsyalpate if this 
is not an MQ text itself (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 232, who classifies it as 
“archaic I” with question mark). 
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This leaves just the not entirely certain klyautka(m)t(e) as possible 
exception from the initial-accent only rule, and this one form is 
certainly not diagnostic. 

8.1.5. Initial palatalization in Tocharian A and B 

Palatalization of the root-initial consonant is attested in both 
languages in both the finite Pt II and in the respective PPt. However, 
there are also forms lacking palatalization even though the root initial 
is palatalizable. Tocharian B has only one such exception,9 in 
Tocharian A there are much more. In Tocharian B, there is the further 
problem that beside the regular outcomes of palatalized root initials 
we are also faced with what seem to be clusters consisting of a 
(mostly) non-palatal consonant and a following (y), which are usually 
taken for so-called “secondary” results of root-initial palatalization. 
What is even more confusing, the ordinary and the alleged 
“secondary” reflexes of palatalization can be found even with one and 
the same Pt II stem. 

8.1.5.1. Tocharian B 

All roots starting with simple t° show c° as palatalization product 
both in the finite Pt II and in the PPt (pace Hilmarsson, 1991, 140f., PPt 
tetarkuwa is better analyzed as a Pt III form); initial l° and Cl° turns 
into (C)ly°. Root-initial r°, Cr°, and y° remain unchanged. There are 
two different outcomes from roots beginning with simple k°, n°, and 
w°. In the case of k°, we find the ordinary palatal s° beside ky°; in the 
case of n°, we have the ordinary palatal ñ° beside what may be called 
a super-palatal ñy°, and in the case of w°, we find ordinary y° beside 
wy°. In the case of p°, there is only one relevant form, which has py° 
instead of ordinary p°. Roots starting with m° are different again, as 
they show my° in all finite forms, but m° devoid of -y- in the 
respective participles (cf. 3.sg. myaska, but PPt memisku from mäsk- 
‘(ex)change’; 1.sg. myayawa, but PPt memiyu from mi- ‘hurt’). As for 
roots starting with sV° and st°, we only find expected 1° and s(c)°, 
respectively, but in the case of sp°, there are two different outcomes 

                                                 
9 3.pl. kanare in the Šorcuq text 42 a 8 which may, of course, just be a 

misspelling, but on the other hand, there are other forms pointing to a 
transitive stem kana- which was just secondarily turned into kyana- in 
analogy with other forms of the Pt II with surfacing -y- after the root initial 
(for kana- see below 8.2.4.). 
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again, i.e., 1p° and 1py°, with 1py° being confined to the finite Pt II. 
Finally, roots with initial ts° behave precisely like the roots with initial 
m° (and also similarly to the roots with initial sp° ) , showing tsy° in all 
of the finite forms, and non-palatal ts° in all PPt forms. Actually we 
have the following scheme: 

k e s k e ky 
kätk(- Kaus. IV kän(- Kaus. I (MQ, Š, S) 
kärs(- Kaus. IV (+ PPt) ku- Kaus. III/IV (S) 
käla- Kaus. IV  
kuk- (only PPt)  
kutka?- Kaus. III/IV (only PPt)  
n e ñ n e ñy 
näm- Kaus. III (only PPt) närs- (Š) 
närk-  
nip-  
nu(-  
 p e py 
 pälk- Kaus. I (S) 
m e m m e my 
mäsk- (only PPt) mäsk- 
mi- (only PPt) mi- 
w e y w e wy 
wätk(- Kaus. II (+ PPt) wäks(- Kaus. I 
wär- (only PPt)  
wäl?- (only PPt)  
wik(- Kaus. II (+ PPt)  
sp e 1p sp e 1py 
spänt(- Kaus. I (only PPt) spärk(- Kaus. II (MQ) 
spartt(- Kaus. I (only PPt) spartt(- Kaus. I (Š) 
ts e ts ts e tsy 
tsär(- Kaus. I (only PPt) tsär(- Kaus. I (MQ) 
tsuw(- Kaus. I (only PPt) tsälp(- Kaus. I (MQ, Š) 

Quite evidently, not only the PPts starting with pe1p°, but also the PPt 
memisku goes back to a proto-form with a root-initial palatalized 
consonant, witness its root vowel -i- (as noticed first by Schulze, 1924, 
171f. = 1934, 246). 

As for the origin of initial ñy-, py-, etc. met in Pt II forms, it was 
generally assumed that these clusters evolved somehow irregularly 
out from PT *n’-, *p’-, etc., and/or somehow analogically replaced the 
regular results of PT *n’-, *p’-, etc.,10 which should, of course, have 
been TB ñ-, p-, etc. To be sure, until 2003 the details of this alleged 

                                                 
10 See, e.g., J. Jasanoff apud Kim, 2003, 203, fn. 25. 
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development had remained rather unclear. Accordingly, Kim, 2003, 
esp. 203 (with an amendment in Kim, 2009, 31ff.) tried a completely 
different take on those y-clusters. According to him, py- etc. 
developed out of pre-TB sequences of the *p’äyV- type. In order to get 
to such pre-TB sequences, he assumes that in pre-TB, what had been 
formerly reduplicated preterits of a structure *Ci(’)ä-Ci’aC(C)-a- were 
analogically replaced by preterits with insertion of *-äy- of the 
structure *C’-äy-aC(C)-a-, as a consequence of a reanalysis of ori-
ginally reduplicated preterits of the *yä-yaC(C)-a- type (from roots 
starting with either *y- or *w-) as preterits with insertion of *-äy- of 
the *y-äy-aC(C)-a- type.11 Strangely enough, Kim claims that all of the 
historically attested finite Pt II forms (and even all of the respective 
PPt forms)12 of Tocharian B derive from such analogical proto-forms 
with *-äy- insertion, which simply does not work phonologically for 
many of the attested forms.13 Actually, it would have made much 
more sense to assume that only the forms with the surfacing y-clusters 
resulted from such analogically reshaped ancestor forms. However, 
even if such an amendment is made, the analogical process Kim is 
forced to come up with is extremely implausible by itself and would 
lack any convincing parallel from other languages.14 

                                                 
11 To be sure, Kim, 2003, 210 does not use the term “-äy- insertion” himself. 
12 Which means that, according to Kim, 2003, 215, e.g., PT *cæ-cäl-äwä (a 

regular outcome of which he correctly states was TA caclu) was analogically 
reshaped into pre-TB *ce-cäyäl-äwä; and this proto-form he claims had to 
develop by sound law into Late pre-TB *ce-cyäl-äwä and eventually TB 
“ceccálu”. 

13 As occasionally admitted by Kim himself; see, e.g., Kim, 2003, 205, fn. 31; 
215, fn. 52. To be brief, to judge from the overview on relevant regular sound 
changes assumed by himself in Kim, 2003, 206, by his own standards he is 
unable to explain any of the forms with initial ky-, ñy-, wy-; what is more, he 
cannot explain the presence of ñy- in some nominal forms that do not have to 
do with the verbal system, and he (implicitly) quite wrongly predicts the 
existence of forms with initial †(C)ry- such as †tryaika, whereas the only 
relevant forms attested are rather of the traika type, that is, roots starting with 
*(C)r- lack Pt II forms with y-clusters completely. As for his take on the PPts 
as already mentioned in the preceding footnote, he seems to forget that PT 
*-äy/w’ä- regularly developed into TB -ì-. 

14 As for the Sanskrit perfect-stem allomorphs of the pet- type referred to 
by Kim, 2003, 210f., of course, no scholar before Kim made the claim that the 
pet-type allomorphs resulted from earlier *payt-type allomorphs triggered by 
a reanalysis of reduplicated *ya-ym-, etc., as *yam-, etc. with inserted *-y-. All 
of the alleged parallels invoked by him clearly show analogical generalization 
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On the other hand, TB ñy- instead of expected bare ñ- as a reflex of 
PT *n’- is also found in another word, viz. in the noun ñyas ‘desire’, 
where the cluster is to be explained as an outcome of PT *n’- originally 
typical of the most elaborated styles only, but then also borrowed into 
the standard styles whenever their speakers for some reason wanted 
to prevent the palatalized nasal from being perceived as non-
palatalized; see Malzahn, 2007, 239f. in detail. But if this is correct, 
then it would be only consistent to assume that PT *p’-, *m’-, *w’-, and 
*ts’- turned out as py-, my-, wy-, and tsy- in the lentissimo phono-
styles of Tocharian B in a parallel way,15 and could be borrowed into 
the standard styles in order to make sure that Pt II forms got 
perceived with a palatalized root initial, given that initial 
palatalization seems to have been a quite important morphonological 
marker of TB Pt II forms.16 

Quite interestingly, the forms with -y-clusters are not confined to 
particular regions, although it is true that in absolute numbers, the -y-
forms more often come from eastern texts (just like isolated 
kausativum a-subjunctive kyanamar). To be sure, the 2.sg. kyanasta 
attested in the MQ text 224 b 1 may come from a manuscript in 
common archaic ductus, but this text already precisely shows some 
influence of the more progressive styles (cf. hypercorrect onolmennai 
for onolmenne). ñyarsa-me is attested in a text from Šorcuq, which at 
any rate goes well with the fact that with respect to the variant forms 
ñyatse/ñatse ‘danger, adversity, plague, distress’ and ñyas/ñas ‘desire’ 
one can state the ñy-forms occur in western and central texts, whereas 
the ñ-forms show up in eastern texts (see Malzahn, 2007, 239f.). 
wyaksasta in 204 b 2 is of unknown provenance, though the text 
shows recent monophthongization in ekasta in b 3.  

                                                                                                        
of the output of sound change, whereas the analogical generalization he is 
pleading for would be one of a (possible) input to sound change. 

15 On the word-internal results of PT *-w’äy- > *-w’- see also chap. Pt VII 
13.2. on the occasion of the Pt VII derived from the root saw- ‘live’. 

16 The PPts then evidently must be assumed to have escaped this 
borrowing, for being both more marginal and more conservative than the 
respective finite forms. Note that one may have expected PT *(C)r’- to evolve 
into †(C)ry- within the lentissimo styles; the lack of TB finite Pt II forms with 
such an initial would then rather point to a development *(C)r’- > (C)r- even 
within the most elaborated styles, and such an assumption would indeed fall 
well into line with the fact that in contrast to pre-PT *peC- and *meC-, pre-PT 
*(C)reC- seems not to have resulted in a PT sequence of the structure 
*C(C)äyC- (as per Melchert, 1978, 120). 
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8.1.5.2. Tocharian A 

Unlike Tocharian B, Tocharian A always shows the usual 
palatalization product of the consonant (cluster) if the Pt II is 
palatalized at all. The following table only lists roots with (possibly) 
palatalizable root initials. Note that in contrast to Tocharian B, Cr- 
groups like TA tr- and also TA tp- can become palatal.17 
 
Non-palatalized: 
Akän- Kaus. I, Akärn- (+ PPt), Akäl-, Akäln- Kaus. I, Akälp(- Kaus. IV, Akäl(t)sa- 
Kaus. IV, Akäs- Kaus. IV, Atätk-, Atrisk- Kaus. I, Atrus-, Asätk(- Kaus. I, Asay- (+ 
PPt), Aspartw(- Kaus. I, Asruk- (+ PPt). 

Palatalized: 
Akätk(- Kaus. IV (only PPt), kärs(- Kaus. IV (+ PPt), Atäp- (only PPt), Atäl(- 
Kaus. III (+ PPt), Atpuk(- Kaus. ? (only PPt), Aträ$k- Kaus. I (only PPt), Atrik(- 
Kaus. II (only PPt), Anäm(- (only PPt), Anärk- (only PPt), Anu-, (Apälk(?- + 
PPt,)18 Alä$k- Kaus. II (only PPt), Aläm(- Kaus. I (+ PPt), Alitk(- Kaus. III (only 
PPt), Aluk- Kaus. II (+ PPt), Alutk(?- (+ PPt), A1täm(- Kaus. I (+ PPt), Atspä$k- 
(only PPt), Atsäm(- Kaus. I, Atsär(- Kaus. I, Atsälp(- Kaus. I (only PPt). 

Note especially: 
Anätk(- (finite) Anätk(- (PPt) 
Aspärk(- Kaus. II (finite) Aspärk(- Kaus. II (PPt) 

As can be gleaned from this list, PPts may even show palatalization 
when the respective finite forms do not. As a matter of fact, one can 
claim that originally, all TA PPts belonging to a Pt II were palatalized, 
since at least one of the TA regular outcomes of initial PT *sr’- may 
quite well have been precisely sr-, and since kakärnu (found beside a 
3.sg. TA kakräM) from Akärn- ‘hit’, and TA sasyu (attested beside a 
3.sg. starting with sasya-) from Asay- ‘satiate’ clearly started out as 
PPts belonging to preterits of another class than Class II, to judge from 
the respective TB PPts they can be equated with. As for the PPts 
having wo- instead of wa-, which would have been the lautgesetzlich 

                                                 
17 The palatalization product of TA tp° and tr° is TA cp- and cr-. Note that 

these two clusters are only found in the PPt, but not in any finite preterit form, 
though this may just be a coincidence, since there are no such roots from 
which both a finite Pt II and a PPt are attested at the same time. Further, 
similarly structured TA sr° in Asruk- shows both an unpalatalized finite Pt II 
and PPt. 

18 It is conceivable that the palatal root-final lyk indicates former 
palatalization of the root-initial p’-. 
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outcome of PT *w’æ-w’ä-, they are rather substitutes for older forms 
that indeed had initial wa-, as argued above 8.1.3.1. 

Winter, 1980b, 559ff. = 1984, 252ff. = 2005, 246ff. (followed by Kim, 
2009, 27ff.) compared the palatalized and non-palatalized TA preterits 
of Class II with corresponding Class I preterits made from the 
respective root (including cognate TB Pt I forms). In doing so, he came 
to the conclusion that both stem formations are correlated with 
respect to palatalization. However, there are both palatalized and 
non-palatalized Class I preterit stems to be found beside palatalized 
preterit II forms. A palatal Pt I beside a palatal Pt II is attested for: 
Akätk(-, Akärs(-, Alyäm(-, Aluk-, A1täm(-; a non-palatalized Pt I beside 
a palatal Pt II is found with: Atrik(-, Anu-, Alitk(-, Atsäm(-, Atsär(-, 
Atsälp(-; as for the rest of the palatalized Pts II, no respective Pt I form 
is attested.19 Further, in the case of Anätk(- we find a consistently 
palatalized Class I preterit in Tocharian B (ñätka, ñitkare-ne, even 
middle ñätkatai )  beside an unpalatalized finite preterit II stem in 
Tocharian A. On the other hand, it is true that beside the non-
palatalized Pt II forms from the roots Asätk(-, Aspartw(-, and Aspärk(- 
there exist respective Pt I forms also lacking initial palatalization. 
Accordingly, the only conclusion to be drawn from this comparison is 
that quite possibly palatalized Pt II forms could occasionally undergo 
depalatalization owed to analogical influence from non-palatalized 
respective Pt I forms. 

8.1.6. Summary 

The historical evidence of Tocharian A strongly points to the existence 
of two different patterns for the finite verb forms in pre-Tocharian A, 
viz. both pre-TA *Cæ-CäC-a- and *C’æ-C’äC-a-, and the existence of 
only one single pattern for the respective PPts, viz. pre-TA *C’æ-C’äC-
äwä. On the other hand, set aside the stem k(y)ana-, the historical 
evidence of Tocharian B seems to attest to one single pre-TB pattern, 
viz. finite *C’aC-a- (or, if one takes into account the initial accent, 
rather *C’ä-C’aC-a-) vs. PPt *C’æ-C’äC-äwä. 

                                                 
19 In accordance with his theory, Winter, l.c., proposed to read a 

palatalized Pt form clava in 584 a 9, but judging by the original manuscript 
this reading is excluded. I cannot find the listed Pt TB klyutka (sic) ‘‘er wurde’’ 
anywhere in the published manuscripts (is it maybe due to a misreading of 
klyautka //// in 428 b 3?); the form TA sma-m belongs to A1täm(- and not to 
Atsäm(-; see the discussion s.v. Atsäm(-. 
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Accordingly, one is led to assume that at least the PPt formations 
belonging to this class must have had a common ancestor in PT times, 
which makes the divergence in the finite preterit forms even more 
suspicious. 

8.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

The diachronic explanations adduced so far basically differ with 
respect to whether one preferred to derive the Tocharian A and B 
types from one common PT type or from different sources. 

8.2.1. The causative aorist theory 

The reduplicated causative preterit of Tocharian A has, of course, 
often been compared with reduplicated so-called causative aorists of 
other IE languages, namely those of Greek and Vedic, and with the 
Latin reduplicated perfects of the type totondi as well; see Couvreur, 
1938a, 96ff.; Pedersen, 1941, 174ff.; TEB, 244f., § 439; Adams, 1978, 
282f.; 1988, 87; Pinault, 1989, 149. However, there are various problems 
with such an approach. The reduplicated aorists of Greek always 
show the zero grade of the respective root and almost always have 
thematic inflection; on the other hand, the Vedic reduplicated 
causative aorist is now mostly taken for an inner-Indo-Aryan 
innovation based on the Indo-Aryan outcome of the imperfect of the 
PIE reduplicated present *gi-genh-ti; see, e.g., Jamison, 1983, 216ff. 
with ref., and Kim, 2003, 217ff. It is therefore virtually impossible to 
derive the TA Pt II from such a PIE category.20 

For these reasons, Harðarson, 1997, 95ff. rather tried to derive the 
TA Pt II precisely from imperfect forms of the *gi-genh-t type. But the 
problem with his approach is that he evidently could not account 
either for the finite forms of the Pt II found in Tocharian B or for the 
special shape of the respective PPt forms found in both languages. In 
addition, there is just one single root from which both a TA (and TB) 
Pt II and undoubtedly also a present of the type *gi-genh-ti was 
formed in PIE times, viz. kän(-/ Akän-, and precisely the Pt II made 
from this root lacks (at least ordinary) initial palatalization in both 
languages, which implies that precisely this Pt II could hardly have 
acted as a model for the whole type, which most often shows 
                                                 

20 If I understand him correctly, Saito, 1998, 158ff., and 2006, 398 
nevertheless wants to make precisely such a claim. 
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(ordinary) root-initial palatalization;21 even worse, Pt II TA kakäM 
clearly could take on an intransitive meaning ‘became’, thereby 
pointing unambiguously to an origin as a perfect form.22 

According to Beckwith, 1996, 176, fn. 5, Pt II stems such as “*k’0-
k’0rs-” arose just by a special kind of inner-Tocharian proportional 
analogy, but the alleged analogical proportion he sets up is not really 
one at all. 

8.2.2. The dereduplication theory for Tocharian B 

A common origin of the reduplicated TA and the unreduplicated TB 
Class II preterit was at first proposed by Schulze, 1924 = 1934, 239ff. 
Schulze compared the coexistence of reduplicated and unreduplicated 
preterits made from the same root in Germanic such as Go. haihait vs. 
ON het, etc., by claiming the Northwest Germanic forms to be former 
reduplicated ones that underwent contraction as a consequence of 
dissimilatory loss of the root-initial consonant.23 Schulze’s approach 
met the favor of many other scholars; see the list in Kim, 2003, 196. If 
one is willing to assume the former presence of an additional syllable, 
one gets, of course, also a neat explanation for the persistent initial 
accent found with the finite TB Pt II forms. Note, however, that the 
alleged parallel from Germanic is quite doubtful (see, e.g., the 
alternative scenario advocated by Jasanoff, 2007), and so is Schulze’s 
assumption that the respective PPts had started out as forms with a 
morphologically highly doubtful double reduplication. 

For this reason, Kim, 2003, esp. 200ff. and 2009, 30ff. proposed a 
rather heavily modified version of Schulze’s take on Pt II. Like Schulze 
he assumes a common (PT) origin of the TA and TB types of Pt II; as 
for the PIE origins, he does not really differ from Harðarson and 
similarly starts with inherited reduplicated stems of the shape “*Ce-
Ce(R)C- or *Ci-Ce(R)C-”. But differently from Harðarson, he explicitly 

                                                 
21 It would be rather absurd to claim that the Pt II from Akän- had 

undergone secondary depalatalization under the influence of the Pt III 
attested only by the PPt TB kekenu/ TA kaknu, since there are no finite Pt III 
forms, and the respective (intrans.) finite forms are precisely provided by the 
Pt II made from this root. 

22 Since Kim, 2003, 217, 225 rather seems to share Harðarson’s views about 
the PIE origins of TA Pt II, the latter objections raised against Harðarson will 
also apply to the respective views of Kim.  

23 Schulze proposed to explain the preservation of reduplication in the PPt 
by assuming a double reduplication of the type *papapyutku. 
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claims that such structures could also have resulted in the Pt II of 
Tocharian B, by assuming that evidently still in PT times, these 
reduplicated preterits first developed root allomorphs of the shape PT 
*-Cæ(R)C- in the active plural forms (scil. on the model of those Pt I 
paradigms that showed a root shape PT *C(’)ä(R)C- in the active 
singular and precisely a root shape PT *Cæ(R)C- in the active plural), 
then generalized root-initial palatalization through the whole active 
paradigm (in contrast to what the respective Pt I paradigms did), and 
in the end generalized the root allomorph of the active plural forms 
*-C’æ(R)C- through the whole paradigm (again in contrast to what the 
respective Pt I paradigms did). To put it mildly, probably not too 
many people would like to predict a chain of analogical levelings like 
that one. As for the existence of non-palatalized Pt II forms in 
Tocharian A, Kim in 2003 assumed again different kinds of intra-
paradigmatic analogical levelings, with an alleged archaic form TA 
lalyutäk ‘made (happen)’ (with a non-palatalized initial of the 
reduplication syllable and a palatalized root initial) playing a crucial 
part in the argument,24 but since then Kim has changed his view in 
this respect, with the result that according to Kim, 2009, 37 the 
divergence is rather to be explained by inter-paradigmatic analogy 
than by intra-paradigmatic analogy.25 

8.2.3. The long-vowel preterit theory and the type TA lyak, TB lyaka 

An alternative approach for the TB Class II preterit only was first 
proposed by Lane, 1948, 307f.; 1953a, 49ff. He did not connect the 
formation of the non-reduplicated TB preterit II with that of the 
reduplicated TA preterit II, but rather with the full-vowel TA 
imperfects of the type TA lyak ‘saw’ (and also consequently with the 

                                                 
24 To be sure, I cannot find a form TA lalyutäk in any of the manuscripts 

published so far, and TEB 1, 244, § 439ff., on which Kim’s list of examples is 
based (p. 190ff.), correctly quotes TA lyalyutäk, which is the only respective 
form attested to my knowledge. 

25 “The presence or absence of initial palatalization in causative preterites 
is ... not only synchronically, but also historically connected to the form of the 
corresponding non-causative preterite: if the latter exhibits initial 
palatalization in the act. sg., so does the Cl. II preterite; but if the root forms a 
nonpalatalized Cl. I preterite, or only a Cl. III preterite, the TA Cl. II preterite 
lacks initial palatalization”; as already pointed out above in 8.1.5.2., this is 
incorrect. 
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TB preterit of Class I lyaka ‘saw’),26 further seeing these forms as 
cognates of the long-vocalic preterits of Latin and Germanic like Lat. 
legi ‘read’, Go. berum ‘bore’, etc.; see the detailed discussion in chap. 
Pt I 7.3.7. This view was followed by Adams, 1978, 282; 1988a, 87f.; 
1993b; Pinault, 1989, 149; 2008, 600, both of them opposing to Schulze’s 
idea of a contraction.  

This theory, of course, implies that in pre-Tocharian B the pre-PT e-
grade preterit type could either function as Pt I, or as Pt II, the only 
difference being constituted by the accent. Consequently, Adams, 
1993b, 37, fn. 2 proposed that the initial accent of the Pt II is only due 
to a secondary marking as causative. See also Bendahman, 1993, 223; 
Jasanoff, 1998, 305, fn. 24 and the discussion in chap. Pt I 7.3.7. On the 
other hand, Kim, 2003, 200 objected to this theory because of the 
persistent initial accent of the finite TB forms and also because in his 
view it “fails to account for the secondary palatalization of forms such 
as pyalka or tsyara”; but there is nothing wrong with assuming a 
secondary accent shift to the left in a member of a kausativum 
paradigm, and the -y-cluster phenomenon has been accounted for 
quite differently above. 

The problem with such an accent-shift-only theory is rather that it 
would leave the Pt II of Tocharian A unexplained, and that the Class 
Pt II would in that case be the only kind of preterit lacking a common 
PT ancestor formation. On the other hand, especially the fact that the 
TB lyaka-type Pt I and the TB Pt II share the same kind of PPt 
structure militates most strongly in favor of an ultimately common 
origin of the two formations; but then the two share their PPt 
structure also with the Pt II of Tocharian A. 

8.2.4. Conclusions 

As already suggested above and argued more detailedly in chap. Pt I 
7.3.7., in my view the Pt II of Tocharian B is indeed best explained as a 
modification of the lyaka-type preterit as claimed by scholars such as 
Adams, Bendahman, and Jasanoff. If one assumes that only the accent 
was shifted analogically onto the initial syllable, one would, of course, 
not be able to derive both the TB kind of Pt II and the TA kind of Pt II 
from a common basis. However, deriving both formations from a 
common source would, in my opinion, be much more preferable, since 

                                                 
26 The equation of the TA imperfect 3.sg. lyak ‘was seeing’ with the TB 

preterit lyaka ‘saw’ actually goes back to TG, 385, fn. 1. 
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all the other preterit classes and, moreover, all the other members of 
the kausativum paradigms of both Tocharian languages, i.e., the 
present, subjunctive, and imperative formations, seem indeed to have 
originated in proto-forms of PT date, and since the Pt II of Tocharian 
A still lacks a plausible derivation. . 

Therefore, I propose (a bit similarly to Beckwith, 1996, 176, fn. 5) 
that one should start with analogically reduplicated lyaka-type forms 
for both languages, the pivotal forms having probably been PT *st’ä-
st’æma, etc. and *k’ä-k’ærsa, etc. Such proto-forms would have led 
(more or less) by sound law to TB 1.sg. *scäscamawa/samawa, 3.sg. 
*scäscama/sama and 1.sg. sarsawa, 3.sg. sarsa. Now, TA 1.sg. 
sasmawa, 3.sg. sasäm do not look very far away from the ideal TB 
forms *scäscamawa, *scäscama from the root stäm(-; actually the 1.sg. 
(and also all other forms of the indicative paradigm with the 
exception of the 3.sg. active, as correctly seen by Kim, 2003, 202), could 
be traced back to ancestral forms starting with *st’æ-st’æma-, which is 
very close to the PT *st’ä-st’æma- reconstructed for Tocharian B above. 
Accordingly, there is just one single additional change to be assumed 
in order to get all the historically attested forms of Tocharian A, and 
this would be an analogical reshaping of *st’ä-st’æma-, etc. under the 
influence of the reduplicated PPt *st’æst’ämäwä (> TA sasmu) into 
*st’æst’äma- (or maybe at least first just into *st’æst’æma-; then also 
paradigmatic leveling could have led to the correct results, as 
suggested by Kim, 2003, 202f.). As for the two Pt II forms of Tocharian 
A that show weakening by vowel balance, i.e., 2.sg. TA wotka1t, etc. 
from Awätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’ and 3.sg. TA worta-M, etc. from 
Awärt(?- ‘throw’, I then would like to suggest that they show the 
lautgesetzlich outcome of still unreshaped *w’äw’æ-, assuming that 
PT *-äw(’)æ- contracted by sound law into TA/TB -o- so early that (1) 
the subsequent reshaping process for Pt II indicative forms that 
turned former *C’äC’æ- structures into *C’æC’æ- and eventually/or 
*C’æC’ä- structures could not apply any more, and (2) the resulting 
stems *wotka- and *worta- became subject to weakening by vowel 
balance much in the same way as all the stems in -a- that had been 
disyllabic since even much earlier times. 

As for the non-palatalized forms of the type TA kakäM, it is 
obvious that at least some of them must have undergone secondary 
depalatalization, because in some cases we still find a palatalized PPt 
coexisting with non-palatalized indicative forms, and non-finite forms 
as a rule tend to be less innovative than finite forms. Note also with 
regard to the Pt II TA nanätkat as opposed to PPt TA ñañitku (2.sg. 
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ñätkatai, etc.; see chap. Pt I 7.3.6.), the lack of palatalization in ABnätk- 
must be due to analogical depalatalization in any case. As the ultimate 
source for this tendency I suggest precisely the Pt II kakäM from Akän- 
‘come about, occur’, because the Pt II from its TB equivalent is 
certainly best assumed to have lacked palatalization at an earlier stage 
of development and to have started out as a reduplicated (!) Pt I of the 
shape PT *käkæ/ana-.27 In Tocharian A itself, the Pt II made from 
Akän- also behaves irregularly, both semantically (intransitive TA 
kakäM ‘became’) and morphologically, scil. with respect to the 
imperative formation, because instead of a Class II imperative, we 
have a 2.sg. active form TA pkana-ñi, which descriptively has to be 
assigned either to Class III or to Class I. Note further that more than 
half of the clearly non-palatalized TA Pt II forms are built from roots 
starting precisely with a k°, i.e., most28 of the six other TA Pt II with 
non-palatalized root-initial k° may have simply been formed on the 
model of TA kakäM. As for the other TA Pt II forms apparently 
lacking initial palatalization, PT *tr’- and PT *sr’- may have turned into 
pre-TA *t’r- and *s’r- instead of pre-TA *tr- and *sr- just sporadically, 
and the Pt II forms from Asay- ‘satiate’ are no doubt to explained in the 
same way as those from Akärn- ‘hit’.29 This leaves finite forms from the 
five roots Atätk-, Asätk(-, Aspartw(-, Anätk(-, and Aspärk(-. As for the 
latter two roots, the respective PPts still show palatalization, so that it 
is obvious that in their cases secondary depalatalization must have 
occurred in the finite forms; since three of these five roots (Asätk(-, 
Aspartw(-, and Aspärk(-) are known to have formed a Pt I lacking 
root-initial palatalization, the obvious assumption is that the finite Pt 
II forms from these three roots were depalatalized precisely under the 
analogical influence of their respective Pt I forms, and that Anätk(- 
(and maybe also Atätk-)30 finally followed the model of rhyming 
Asätk(-. 

                                                 
27 Cf. the various irregular forms from this TB root as pointed out in the 

verbal index s.v. kän(-. 
28 The PPt TA kakärnu from Akärn- ‘hit’ I think rather started out as a PPt 

to a Pt III (as did its equivalent in Tocharian B), and the 3.sg. TA kakräM I take 
for a backformation to TA kakärnu. 

29 That is, TA sasyu did not start out as a PPt to a Pt II (as evidenced by its 
equivalent TB sosoyu), and the 3.sg.act. TA sasya- is to be taken for a 
backformation to the PPt TA sasyu itself. 

30 This root is so poorly attested that one cannot exclude at all that there 
also existed a Pt I from it, which then also may have lacked initial 
palatalization. 
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THE s-PRETERIT — CLASS III 

9.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRETERIT CLASS III 

A preterit of Class III is formed from 97 verbs with certainty (73 in TB, 
59 in TA, 35 TB = TA; only PPt attested: 18 TB, 13 TA, 1 TB = TA): 
Aakl- ‘teach, learn’ (only PPt), ar(- Antigv. ‘leave’, al(- Antigv./ Aal(?- ‘keep 
away, hold in check’ (TB only PPt), as(- Antigv. ‘dry out (itr)’ (only PPt)/ 
Aas(- Antigv. ‘(make ?) dry’, e$k-/ AeMts(- ‘seize’ (TA I + III), er-/ Aar- ‘evoke’, 
aik- ‘know’, aip-/ Aep- ‘cover’, au-n-/ Ao(-n)- ‘hit, begin’, aul- ‘± throw’ (only 
PPt), Akatw- ‘ridicule’ (only PPt), kän(- ‘come about’ (only PPt), käm-/ Akum- 
‘come’ (TA only PPt), kärk?-/ Akärk- ‘bind’ (TB only PPt), kärtk?- ‘± decay’ 
(only PPt), kärn?- ‘hit’ (only PPt), käl- ‘bear’, käln- ‘resound’, käs- ‘extinguish, 
come to extinction’, ku-/ Aku- ‘pour’, Akur(?- Antigv. ‘make aged’ (only PPt), 
kau-/ Ako- ‘destroy’, Akñas- ‘know’, krämp(- Antigv. ‘disturb’, klä$k- ‘doubt’ 
(only PPt), kli-n- ‘be obliged to’, Acämp- ‘be able to’, tas-/ Ata(-s)- ‘put, place 
oneself’ (TB I + III), täk- ‘touch’, tä$k-/ Atä$k- ‘hinder’ (TB only PPt), täm- ‘be 
born’, tärk- ‘± twine’/ Atärk- ‘± lose (one’s consciousness)’ (TB only PPt), trik(- 
Antigv./ Atrik(- Antigv. ‘miss, fail, lead astray’, tre$k-/ Aträ$k- ‘cling’, nak-/ 
Anak- ‘blame’, näk-/ Anäk- ‘destroy, lose, fall into ruin’, näm-/ Anäm(- ‘bend, 
bow’ (TA only PPt), nusk- ‘squeeze’, päk- ‘cook, ripen’ (only PPt), pätt?- ‘± 
climb’ (only PPt), pärk-/ Apärk- ‘ask’, Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’, Apäl(- Antigv. 
‘extinguish’, pälk(- Antigv. ‘burn’, putk- ‘shut’ (only PPt), pyak- ‘strike’, 
Apyutk- ‘come into being, establish’, prak?- ‘± fix’ (only PPt), plak-/ Aplak- mid. 
‘ask for permission’, plä$k(- Antigv. ‘sell’, plätk-/ Aplätk- ‘overflow, swell’ 
(TA only PPt), plu- ‘float’, Aplutk- ‘± (a)rise’, Amärk- ‘besmirch’, mä(s)?- ‘go’ (Pt 
I + III), Amäsk(- ‘be’, mit(-/ Amit?- ‘set out’, mil- ‘wound’ (only PPt), mlutka- 
Antigv. ‘take off’, yat(- Antigv. ‘tame’, Ayam- ‘do’, yäp-/ Ayäw- ‘enter’, 
yänm(-/ Ayom(- ‘achieve’, Ayärk- ‘honor’, yärp- ‘take care’, räk(- Antigv./ 
Aräk?- ‘extend’, rä$k(- Antigv. ‘ascend’, Arät?- ‘?’ (only PPt), Arätk?- ‘± raise’ 
(only PPt), ri-n-/ Ari(-n)- ‘leave’, ru- ‘open’ (only PPt), Alä$k- Antigv. ‘let 
dangle’ (only PPt), litk(?- ‘remove’, Alip(- Antigv. ‘leave’, liy(?- ‘± wipe away’ 
(only PPt), luk(- Antigv. act. ‘illuminate’, mid. ‘light up, be illuminated’/ Aluk- 
Antigv. ‘illuminate’, Alutk(?- ‘turn into’, lut-(/ Alut-) ‘remove’ (TA only PPt; Pt 
II/III), Awak(- Antigv. ‘split’, wätk(- Antigv./ Awätk(- Antigv. ‘separate’, 
Awäl- ‘die’, wälts?-/ Awälts?- ‘sum up’ (only PPt), wäs-/ Awäs- ‘don, wear’, 
wä(s)?-/ Awä(s)?- ‘give’ (Pt I + III), Awi(- ‘be frightened’, Awik(- Antigv. ‘avoid’ 
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(only PPt), 1ärp- ‘indicate’, sätk(- Antigv. ‘spread’, si-n-/ Asi-n- ‘satiate’, sai-n-/ 
Ase- ‘lean on’ (TA only PPt), Aspärk(- Antigv. ‘get lost’, Asruk- ‘kill’, tsak-/ 
Atsak- ‘glow’, tsäk- ‘burn’, tsäm(- Antigv. ‘cause to grow’, tsärk- ‘burn’ (only 
PPt), tsuk(- Antigv. ‘± suckle, foster’. 
Uncertain cases are: kau- Kaus. IV ‘let (?) kill’ (Pt II/III), tina- ‘defile oneself’ 
(only PPt, Pt I/III), pruk(- Antigv. ‘ignore’ (only PPt; see chap. Pt VII and PPt 
14.1.1.1.), Ayäsk?- ‘?’ (only PPt, Pt II/III), Awek?- ‘tell lies’ (only PPt, Pt I/III), 
särp?- ‘beat’ (Pt I/III), 1ärtt?- ‘incite’ (only PPt, Pt II/III), Asik(- Antigv./Kaus. I 
‘make overflow’ (only PPt, Pt II/III), snätk?- ‘infuse’ (only PPt, Pt ?). 
 
 TB TA 
1.sg.act. nekwa, prekuwa yamwa, campu 
2.sg.act. nekasta yamä1t 
3.sg.act. neksa yamäs, spärksa-m 
1.pl.act. maitam wälmäs 
2.pl.act. maitas, lautso — 
3.pl.act maitar yamär, yamr-äM 
1.sg.mid. e$ksamai rise 
2.sg.mid. e$satai risate 
3.sg.mid. e$ksate risat 
1.pl.mid. e$ksamte naksamät 
2.pl.mid. — yamtsac 
3.pl.mid. e$sante risant 
PPt e$ku/ e$ko1 yamu, raryu 
 
The most striking features of the s-preterit are the lack of the suffix -s- 
in the active stem with the exception of the 3. singular, and the accent 
pattern to be observed in Tocharian B. On the t-insertion between 
root-final consonants and -s-, see Zimmer, 1986, 87f. with ref. 
According to him, Tocharian B usually shows -Nsv- turning into 
-NtsV-, while -NsV- is preserved; no rule can be found for Toch. A. 

9.1.1. Accent in Tocharian B 

Tocharian B shows the following accent pattern (demonstrated by the 
root pärk- ‘ask’; not attested but reconstructable forms of its paradigm 
are indicated by *): 

1.sg.act. prékwa*, prekúwa 1.sg.mid. pärksamai* 
2.sg.act. prekästa* 2.sg.mid. pärksatai* 
3.sg.act. préksa, préksa-ne 3.sg.mid. pärksate* 
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1.pl.act. prekäm* 1.pl.mid. pärksamnte* 
2.pl.act. prekäs*, prékso*  2.pl.mid. pärksat* 
3.pl.act prekär 3.pl.mid. pärksante 

 
For the accent pattern I basically follow Winter, 1993, 197ff. = 2005, 
441ff., who argued that the s-preterit formerly had a PT vowel *ä 
between the root and the endings and, respectively, between the root 
and the s-suffix, and that this *ä, which he evidently regarded as mere 
prop vowel,1 in accordance with the basic accentuation rule of 
historical Tocharian B persistently bore the accent in pre-TB times. 
Winter has further shown that what was even to be expected an 
accented *ä in pre-TB times had to be lost in open syllables before a 
non-sonorant dental consonant, which implies that pre-TB *ä was also 
bound to be lost in front of the suffixal *-sa- found in Pt III.2 However, 
as also shown by Winter, *ä was retained in cases where by its loss the 
results would have been consonant clusters difficult to pronounce; 
hence, we have the 3.sg.act. yonmasa (metrical) from yänm(- ‘achieve’, 
3.sg.act. otkasa-me (prose or metrical) from wätk(- ‘separate’, 3.sg.act. 
mlautkasa, and 1.sg.mid. sätkasamai (metrical). By this scenario, 
Winter is also able to explain the lack of weakening by vowel balance 
in Tocharian A, e.g., in TA yamtsat, which he plausibly declares to be 
the regular result of a four-syllable proto-form *yam-äsa-tæ. 
According to Winter, we have to set up the following proto-forms for 
pre-Tocharian B: 
 

1.sg.act. *præk-ä-wa prékwa*, prekúwa 
2.sg.act. *præk-ä-sta prekästa* 
3.sg.act. *præk-ä-sa préksa 
 *præk-ä-sa-næ préksa-ne 
1.pl.act. *præk-ä-mä prekäm* 
2.pl.act. *præk-ä-sä prekäs*, prékso*  
3.pl.act *præk-ä-rä prekär 

                                                 
1 Between the end of a verbal stem ending in a non-syllabic and a verbal 

ending starting with a non-syllabic, a prop vowel *ä indeed must have 
developed already very early, probably still in pre-PT times; such an *ä (> *u 
after labials) is otherwise regularly found in Prs I and Sub I forms, and also in 
the PPts. 

2 Somewhat similarly Adams, 1994, who in addition claimed that *-äs- 
derived from PIE *-is-; see also the further speculations by Adams, 1997, 5ff. 
about an originally different accentuation pattern of Pt III paradigms. 
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1.sg.mid. *präk-ä-sa-may pärksamai* 
2.sg.mid. *präk-ä-sa-tay pärksatai* 
3.sg.mid. *präk-ä-sa-tæ pärksate* 
1.pl.mid. *präk-ä-sa-mätæ pärksamte* 
2.pl.mid. *präk-ä-sa-tä pärksat* 
3.pl.mid. *präk-ä-sa-ntæ pärksante 

 
Winter did not discuss the 1.sg. active, although loss of the *ä is not 
expected here. However, *ä is indeed still reflected as expected in 
some 1.sg. active forms showing the ending variant -uwa, which was 
identified by Schmidt, 1985, 433f. as “ältere Vorform” of the 1.sg.act. s-
preterit ending. This variant is attested in ñauskuwa (MQ) from nusk- 
‘squeeze’, prekuwa from pärk- ‘ask’, and ple$kuwa from plä$k(- 
Antigv. ‘sell’. Note that with the exception of the MQ form ñauskuwa, 
which is attested in the metrical passage 228 b 2f. in a manuscript with 
late common archaic ductus, the other instances are neither found in 
metrical passages nor in MQ texts. On the contrary, both attestations 
of ple$kuwa come from business documents, i.e., informal-style texts, 
and prekuwa in the ordination text KVac 24 a 5 can also be interpreted 
as an informal-style form.3  

Some middle s-preterits do not show initial (surface) accent, but 
synchronically bear the accent on the suffix -sa-. Actually, the 
following Pt III paradigms are concerned: 

käl- ‘bear, endure’ with 2.sg. kelasta, 3.sg. keltsa, 1.sg.mid. kälsamai; käln- 
‘resound’ with 3.sg.mid. kälnsate; tas- act. ‘put’, mid. ‘place oneself’ with 3.sg. 
tessa/tesa, 3.pl. tesar/tesare, 3.sg.mid. tässate, 3.pl.mid. tässante beside 
(synchronically Pt I) 1.sg.mid. tasamai, 2.sg.mid. tasatai, 3.sg.mid. tasate, 
3.pl.mid. tasante; wäs- ‘don’ with 2.sg.mid. wäsatai, 3.sg.mid. wässate. 

The 1.sg.mid. kälsamai is attested just once, in PK AS 13I a 7, a text of 
unknown provenance, but most likely from a western site; the 
3.sg.mid. kälnsate is found twice, the provenance of both texts being 
unknown (for the reading, see the discussion s.v. käln- ‘resound’); 
3.sg.mid. tässate, 3.pl.mid. tässante are attested a couple of times in 
texts written in all TB varieties; the Pt III forms of wäs- ‘don’ show 

                                                 
3 Note that there are also other cases of (arguably) archaic features 

showing up in both archaic, MQ-feature texts and informal-style texts, but 
(usually) not in standard Tocharian (prose) texts such as the use of o mobile; 
see Malzahn, 2007a, 282ff.  
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suffix accent in all attestations, although beside the expected 2.sg.mid. 
wäsatai there is also wasatai attested a couple of times (!) in KVac 12 
(a western text); however, I assume that wasatai is merely due to 
erroneous omission of the ä-dots, and does not attest to either initial 
accent or a root vowel PT *æ. 

As for an explanation of these forms, I think wäsate is a quite old 
form, attesting to a very early simplification of *-s(ä)s-4 in the same 
way as the seeming Prs II (< Prs VIII) ke1äM,5 and that wässate is 
simply a secondarily reshaped variant of it, so that the accentuation of 
wäs(s)ate is perfectly regular. As for tässa(n)te, I suggest in a parallel 
way that it replaced an earlier form with one single *-s-, which, of 
course, would precisely be expected to have accent on the second 
syllable as well.6 

Of course, such an explanation cannot be applied to kälsamai and 
kälnsate. As for these two forms, one may venture the guess that they 
were coined only very recently, and for that reason simply followed 
the model of the, no doubt quite frequent, middle Pt III forms from 
tas-; note that from the two respective roots no other middle form is 
attested so far.  

Note furthermore the following two middle Pt III paradigms, 
which also offer some remarkable forms: nak- ‘blame’ with 3.sg.mid. 
naksate/naksate, 3.pl.mid. naksante/naksante; ri-n- ‘leave, give up’ 
with 1.sg.mid. rintsamai, 2.sg.mid. rintsatai/rinsatai, 3.sg.mid. rintsate 

                                                 
4 Note that TA also only attests to pre-TA *wäsa- by Pt III (reinterpreted as 

Pt I) wse, wsant and the respective Sub V at least presupposed by TA wsal 
‘garment’; however, *-ss- after a syllable with *ä as syllable peak may have 
undergone degemination in TA. 

5 As per Jasanoff, 1998, 314, fn. 53; 2003, 200; 2008, 159. As a consequence of 
this early degemination rule, roots of the käs- type first must have had Pt III 
paradigms with one single surfacing -s- showing up in all forms (i.e., forms 
such as 3.sg.act. TB *kesa), and precisely on their model, I think, in Pt III 
paradigms from monosyllabic roots ending in a vowel (such as PT *cæ-/*ta-/ 
*tä- > TB tas-, TA ta(s)- ‘put, set, place’) the non-root-final single -s- of the 
3.sg.act. and the middle forms (such as TB tesa, tasate, TA tse, tsate, tsant) 
could have spread through the whole paradigm (leading to forms such as TB 
tesar(e), TA casär); finally, as a consequence of another kind of inter-
paradigmatic analogy, TB *kesa, TB tesa, and TB tasate-type forms could be 
replaced by forms of the kessa, tessa, and tässate types (tessa actually being 
already attested in our earliest texts, e.g., in 220). 

6 Cf. TA tse, tsate, tsant and furthermore TB tasamai, tasatai, tasate, tasante, 
all with just one single -s-; for the general framework, see the preceding 
footnote. Quite differently, Winter, 1993, 201 = 2005, 445. 
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(Š)/rinsate-ne (Š), 1.pl.mid. rintsamte (MQ), 3.pl.mid. rintsante. As for 
rinsate-ne, attested once in 88 b 4 (Š) beside many attestations of 
initial-accent forms, I propose that it does not attest to initial accent at 
all, but is due to a copyist’s error, i.e., that the form was copied from a 
manuscript with MQ character.7 nak- ‘blame’ is a different case. The 
nak- forms come from texts of all provenances; on the one hand, the 
nak- forms also seem to be attested more often. It has to be pointed 
out that in the respective s-presents of Class VIII we similarly find: 
3.sg.mid. nak1tär (Š) beside nak1tär (MQ), and, strangely enough, also 
3.pl.mid. naksentär beside expected naksentär. If it is correct that nak- 
goes back to a PIE o-grade *nok- made from the PIE root *Çnek 
‘destroy; perish’ (as per Peters, 2004, 434, fn. 24), the middle forms 
with nak- can easily be derived from morphologically by far more 
regular (PIE > pre-PT) e-grade forms, with PT *n’äk- eventually 
having been depalatalized under the influence of nak-. This scenario 
would, of course, not explain naksentär immediately; this form then is 
possibly best taken for a hypercorrect one that was triggered by the 
general variation of nak- and nak- in other forms of the paradigm. 

Other examples that have been adduced so far in favor of suffix 
accent because of the writing (sa) are not diagnostic, because they all 
come from texts with MQ character, such as is the case with 3.sg.mid. 
lauksate (St. 42.2.1 = IOL Toch 285, MQ character, archaic ductus).  

Thanks to the new insights into the accentuation pattern of Pt III 
and its origins owed to Winter and Adams, the speculations by 
Marggraf, 1970, 33ff. and Hilmarsson, 1991, 80f. concerning a 
connection of (recte non-)persistent accent in Pt III and persistent 
accent in Sub I can now be said to lack any basis. 

9.1.2. Endings 

9.1.2.1. The 1.sg. active  

The TB ending variant -uwa of the 1.sg. active shows preservation of 
the prop vowel before the ending -wa. The usual TA equivalent is TA 
-wa, as given by the manuals. Attested are the forms TA arwa, TA 

                                                 
7 On this question, see basically Malzahn, 2007a, 286ff. It seems to me that 

the AraNemi manuscript shows a couple of such copying errors such as 
märsane instead of pärsate in 88 a 3. 
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camwa, TA prakwa-ci, TA yamwa, TA lyockwa, and TA wackwa.8 
Since TA -wa cannot be a lautgesetzlich equivalent of TB -wa, Ringe, 
1990, 208 assumes analogical introduction of the ending -a found in 
the a-preterit (where -a results from contraction of *-awa). In addition, 
Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 50ff. = Winter, 2005, 434ff. have shown that 
Tocharian A also still possessed the lautgesetzlich ending variant TA 
-u. They adduce the following examples: TA kñasu in YQ 4 a 1, TA 
campu in A 230 a 4, TA prasku in A 230 b 3, and TA wiyu and TA 
triku in A 295 a 4. To these one can now add TA awu from Ao(-n)- ‘hit’ 
in A 79 b 4; see Peyrot, 2007a, 800 and Carling, DThTA, s.v. o-n-. In the 
case of Acämp- ‘be able’, both ending variants are attested. Beside the 
archaic ending TA -u, all forms with this ending except TA kñasu and 
TA campu are also irregular in various other ways: TA wiyu and TA 
triku have a synchronically irregular non-full root vowel instead of an 
expected full vowel, and they are further both intransitive although 
they look like members of the transitive antigrundverb paradigms 
from the respective roots Atrik(- and Awik(-. A similar judgment 
holds for intransitive TA prasku ‘I was afraid’ from Apärsk(- ‘be 
afraid’. These further irregularities support the assumption that we 
have to do with relic formations. 

9.1.2.2. The 3.pl. active  

The usual Pt III 3.pl. active ending is TB -ar (always bearing the 
accent; -är in MQ forms),9 and TA -är < PT *-ärä, so that the 3.pl.act. 
ending of the s-preterit is clearly distinct from that of the a-preterit 
-are, TA -ar < PT *-aræ. 

Roots that do not end in -s can in the 3.pl. active take on the ending 
component -e from the a-preterit ending -are, the outcome being 
mixed forms in -are, cf. Schmidt, 1986a, 647f. and Peyrot, 2008, 134, 
who show that this is a feature of the informal styles of Tocharian B, 
i.e., to be found in business documents and in texts of eastern 

                                                 
8 Whether one can separate a 1.sg.act. Pt III TA yowa in A 111 a 2 remains 

uncertain. However, the form would be a correct 1.sg. Pt III, cf. Winter 1965a, 
207 = 1984, 174 = 2005, 132, fn. 1. 

9 The non-accented -är forms from non-MQ texts listed in the manuals do 
not exist: instead of krempär one has to read the expected krempar (see s.v. 
krämp(- ‘be hindered’); as for wsär attested in BM, this manuscript has MQ 
character, so that -är is expected; this leaves rotkär-ne (Š), which, however, is 
not a Pt III, but a Pt I in the first place; see chap. Pt I 7.2.1.1. 
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provenance.10 The addition of -e may be interpreted as a 
hypercorrection, because 3.pl. active forms of the a-preterit can lose 
the final -e on their part in the informal and eastern variety of 
Tocharian B; see chap. Pt I 7.2. 

 9.1.3. Pt Class III > Pt Class I 

The members of the Pt III paradigms that had stem-final (*)-Vsa- were 
virtually ambiguous and could therefore be reanalyzed as Pt I forms; 
for various examples see chap. Pt I 7.2.2. 

9.1.4. Ablaut 

In both Tocharian A and B, ablauting s-preterits usually show PT *æ 
as root vowel through the whole active stem (TA -a-/TB -e-), and zero 
grade through the entire middle stem. Full-vowel roots do normally 
not show internal ablaut at all, with the exceptions of ar(- Antigv. 
‘leave’, kau- ‘kill’, and tas-/Ata(-s)- ‘put’. ar(- and kau- even show 
intra-paradigmatic ablaut between the active singular and active 
plural: ar(- Antigv. ‘leave’ with 1.sg. orwa, 2.sg. orasta, 3.sg. orsa-c, 
3.pl. arar-c; kau- ‘destroy’ with 3.sg. kowsa (Š)11 (beside 1.sg. kauwa, 
3.sg. kausa), 1.pl. kawam, 3.pl. kawar. No such intra-paradigmatic 
ablaut is found in Tocharian A. Ablaut between active and middle 
(mostly of the PT *æ : *ä pattern) appears in the following stems: 

tas- act. ‘put’, mid. ‘place oneself’ with 3.sg. tessa/tesa, 3.pl. tesar/tesare, 
3.sg.mid. tässate, 3.pl.mid. tässante; cf. 1.sg.mid. tasamai, 2.sg.mid. tasatai, 
3.sg.mid. tasate, 3.pl.mid. tasante = Ata(-s)- ‘id.’ with 3.sg. casäs, 3.pl. casär, 
1.sg.mid. tse, 2.sg.mid. tsate, 3.pl.mid. tsant; käl- ‘bear’ with 2.sg. kelasta, 3.sg. 
keltsa, 1.pl.mid. kälsamai; näm- act. ‘bend’, mid. ‘bow’ with 3.pl. nemar-nes, 
3.sg.mid. namtsate-ñ; pärk- ‘ask’ with 1.sg. prekuwa, 3.sg. preksa, 3.pl. prekar, 
3.pl.mid. parksante-ne = Apärk- ‘id.’ with 1.sg. prakwa-ci, 3.sg. prakäs, 
3.sg.mid. präksat/pärksat, 3.pl.mid. präksant; pälk(- Antigv. ‘burn’ with 1.sg. 
pelykwa, 3.sg. pelyksa, 2.sg.mid. palyksatai; räk(- Antigv. ‘extend, cover’ with 
3.sg. reksa-me, 1.sg.mid. räksamai (MQ), 3.sg.mid. raksate; lut- act. ‘remove’, 

                                                 
10 Accordingly, Sieg/Siegling’s restoration to a 3.pl.act. Pt III (pre)kare in 9 

a 1 (instead of regular 3.pl.act. Pt III prekar) is indeed not impossible (pace 
Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 154). To be sure, this is neither an eastern nor an 
informal-style text. 

11 Probably also attested in the small fragment THT 1131 frg. o a 1.  
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mid. ‘cross’ with 1.sg. lyautwa, 3.sg. lyautsa-ñ, 2.pl. lautso (sic), 3.pl. lyautar, 
1.sg.mid. lyutsamai (MQ), 2.sg.mid. lyutstsatai, 3.pl.mid. lyutstsante. 

A root vowel PT *æ (> TB e) in the middle stem is confined to 
Tocharian B and attested in the following cases:  
käs- act. ‘quench, extinguish’, mid. ‘come to extinction’: 3.sg. kessa, 3.pl.mid. 
kessante; täm- med. tantum ‘be born’: 3.sg.mid. temtsate, etc.; näk- act. 
‘destroy, lose’, mid. ‘fall into ruin, disappear’: 3.sg. neksa, 3.sg.mid. neksate; 
tsäk- act. ‘burn (tr)’, mid. ‘burn (itr)’: 3.pl. tsekär (MQ), 1.pl.mid. tseksamai.  

In Tocharian A, no such full-grade middle forms are attested,12 and 
this is no surprise, because in such cases Tocharian A regularly 
responds with a root preterit form (also showing the result of PT *æ); 
see Jasanoff, 2003, 180, and chap. Pt 0. 

Some roots irregularly show a root vowel (*)-ä- in the active forms; 
in Tocharian B, there is at least 2.sg. masta, 3.sg. masa/massa/msa-ne 
from mä(s)?- ‘go’, and (1.sg. wsawa, 2.sg. wsasta,) 3.sg. wasa/wsa-
ne/wsa; 1.pl. wasam/wsam, 3.pl. wsar-ne/wsar/wsare/wsär-ñi/ 
wäsare (/wsare) from wä(s)?- ‘give’, the latter matched in Tocharian A 
by (1.sg. TA wsa, 2.sg. TA wsa1t,) 3.sg. TA wäs, 3.pl. TA wäsr-äM. 

A third TB example may be provided by the hapax 3.pl.act. särpar 
ka probably from a root särp?- ‘beat’, if this is not a Pt I form with loss 
of final -e in front of a clitic (thus WTG, 298), but because of the 
fragmentary context it is far from certain that this is a 3.pl. Pt form at 
all, cf. Peyrot, 2008, 135.13 

In Tocharian A, there are some more forms of this kind, and one of 
them even clearly lacks possible root-initial palatalization: 
Amäsk(- ‘be’: 3.sg. TA mäskäs, 3.pl. TA mäskär;14 Awäl- ‘die’: 3.sg. TA wläs, 
1.pl. TA wälmäs; Aspärk(- Antigv. ‘get lost’: 3.sg. TA spärksa-m (NB: not 
†1p-!). Here also certainly belong the 1.sg. TA wiyu from Awi(- Antigv. ‘be 
frightened’ and the 1.sg. TA triku from Atrik(- Antigv. ‘fail, etc.’.  

What all of these TA forms (except those from Awä(s)?- ‘give’) have 
further in common is that they are intransitive. What is more, for 
structural reasons s-preterits made from the roots Aspärk(-, Awi(-, 

                                                 
12 Aar- ‘evoke’ with 1.sg. TA arwa, 3.sg.mid. TA arsat, however, has 

persistent a-vowel (= TB er-). 
13 Instead of a 1.sg.act. räkwa (MQ) from räk(- Antigv. ‘extend, cover’, one 

should better restore a fem.pl. PPt (re)räkwa in 339 a 6 (M. Peyrot, p.c.). 
14 But this Pt III inflection instead of the expected Pt I inflection can only be 

something secondary, probably caused by an irregular weakening of *mäska- 
to mäskä-; this verb will certainly have ranked among the most frequently 
used ones, and therefore could have easily undergone irregular sound change. 
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and Atrik(- would be expected to belong to their transitive 
antigrundverb paradigms.15 Note, however, that intransitive valency 
is also attested for other stem formations of the antigrundverb 
paradigms from the roots ABtrik(- and ABspärk(-. The forms in 
question are hence to be regarded as archaisms, which is further 
supported by the fact that TA wiyu and TA triku show precisely the 
arguably more archaic ending variant TA -u (see above). 

In sum, we usually have to do with an ablauting paradigm having 
PT *æ as root vowel in the whole active and zero grade in the whole 
middle. Very few roots show intra-paradigmatic ablaut between the 
singular and plural forms of the active, and a few more show an ä-
vowel in the singular active stem. 

9.1.5. The preterit participle 

In Tocharian B, there are three different types of PPts attested beside a 
finite s-preterit stem, though all of them show the endings -u, -o1: 

1. Reduplication with the reduplication vowel e and ä as root 
vowel, e.g., peparku/ peparko1 from pärk- ‘ask’; 

2. Reduplication with the reduplication vowel e and e as root 
vowel, e.g., kekenu/ kekeno1 from kän(- ‘come about’; similarly, we 
have reduplication with the vowel (*)a when a is the root vowel, e.g., 
papyaku/ papyako1 from pyak- ‘strike’;  

3. No reduplication and ä as root vowel is attested by the 
following forms: *ku (in kuwermeM) from ku- ‘pour’; tä$kuwe1 from 
tä$k- ‘hinder’; putkuwe1 from putk- ‘shut’; plätku (S)/ plätkwe1 (MQ) 
from plätk- ‘overflow’, and litku from litk(?- ‘avert’; the accent of 
plätku (S) shows that we have to do with the same PPt type as in the 
case of ltu, ltuwe1. Strictly speaking, there are no finite preterit forms 
from tä$k- and putk- attested at all, but at least plätk- forms a finite s-
preterit, so one may suppose the same for the other two roots. *puttu 
from pätt?- ‘climb’ may also belong here, although no unambiguous 
verbal form is attested from this root at all, and the same is true for the 
isolated plutku from plutk- ‘± arise?’ and snätku from a root snätk?- 
‘infuse’. 

It is not entirely predictable when a PPt belongs to type 1 and 
when to type 2; however, two facts are clear: there does not seem to be 

                                                 
15 Another example for what seems to be an intransitive s-preterit stem 

formation that, however, acts as an imperfect comes from Aklawa- ‘fall’ with 
3.pl. TA klawrä in YQ 5 a 6.  
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a correlation between the ablaut of the finite s-preterit forms and the 
respective PPt formation.16 On the other hand, there does seem to be a 
kind of correlation between the PPt and the respective subjunctive 
stem: if a root forms a subjunctive of Class II, it has a PPt of type 1 (i.e., 
ä as root vowel); if a root forms a subjunctive of Class III, it has a PPt 
of type 2 (i.e., PT *æ as root vowel). Since a subjunctive of Class III is 
usually paired with a Class I subjunctive, which also regularly has PT 
*æ in the singular active, one may venture the guess that the ablaut of 
the PPt is indeed correlated with the ablaut of a respective singular 
active subjunctive stem. However, there are also roots forming a 
subjunctive of Class I (with no Sub III beside them) not having a PPt 
of type 2: ku- ‘pour’, kau- ‘kill’, pärk- ‘ask’, ri-n- ‘leave’, si-n- ‘lean on’, 
putk- ‘shut’ and plätk- ‘overflow’. As for putk- and plätk-, they have a 
PPt of type 3; similarly, ku- seems to have a PPt *keku of the sesu-
type; ri-n- and si-n- are secondary roots that do not show intra-
paradigmatic ablaut at all, but at least pärk- (with 1.sg. Sub I preku) 
should have formed a PPt †pepreku instead of the attested peparku, if 
the above given scenario is entirely valid.  

In the end, one must admit that no pattern for the formation of the 
PPt immediately suggests itself. 

In Tocharian A, the structure of the PPt standing beside s-preterits 
is correlated in the usual way with the root structure; see chap. PPt 
14.1.2. 

9.1.6. Palatalization of the root initial 

In Tocharian A, palatalization of the root initial in the finite s-preterit 
only occurs in the active stem, but never in the middle. The 
palatalized active stem forms in this case show a former æ-grade of 
the root (TA -a-, or the outcomes from former diphthongs TA -e- and 
TA -o-), while the non-palatalized middle has the root vowel -ä-, no 
doubt as the outcome of a former zero grade. In Tocharian B, there are 
also palatalized middle forms attested, i.e., forms with palatalizing ä 
as root vowel, but all of these cases have a palatalized active form 
beside them: 2.sg.mid. palyksatai beside 1.sg.act. pelykwa, 3.sg.act. 

                                                 
16 Peyrot, 2008, 152 with ref. to a forthcoming article in HS argues that “the 

root vowel of the preterite participle is identical to the root vowel of the 
preterite if the preterite is not grading”. Although this is a reasonable 
assumption, it does not fit the facts entirely, so that he has to assume 
analogical leveling as in the case of neneku discussed p. 152f. 
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pelyksa from pälk(- ‘burn’ and 1.sg.mid. lyutsamai (MQ), 2.sg.mid. 
lyutstsatai, 3.pl.mid. lyutstsante beside 3.sg.act. lyautsa, etc. from lut- 
‘remove’. 

There are several inconsistencies with respect to palatalization in 
Pt III: 

1. Tocharian B can show either palatalized or non-palatalized 
root-initial consonants (/clusters) in finite s-preterit forms from roots 
with a palatalizable root initial consonant and PT *æ/ä as root vowels;  

2. Tocharian A can show palatalized finite active s-preterit forms 
standing beside non-palatalized respective PPts; no similar 
discrepancy between finite preterit stem and PPt is attested in 
Tocharian B. 

9.1.6.1. Palatalized vs. non-palatalized finite forms 

Most s-preterit forms with PT *æ/ä as root vowels from roots with a 
palatalizable initial consonant (cluster) do not show palatalization in 
Tocharian B, so I do not list them separately here. The few instances 
that do show palatalization are: 
1.sg. ñauskuwa from nusk- ‘squeeze’ (PPt ñeñusku); 1.sg. pelykwa,17 
3.sg. pelyksa, 2.sg.mid. palyksatai from pälk(- Antigv. ‘burn’ (PPt 
pepalykusai); 3.sg. plye$ksa (etc., often, beside once-attested pleksa 
and at least twice-attested 1.sg. ple$kuwa, the latter forms all from 
business documents) from plä$k(- Antigv. ‘sell’ (PPt peplya$ku); 3.sg. 
plyewsa from plu- ‘float’; 1.sg.mid. lyuksamnte from luk(- Antigv. 
mid. ‘light up’, 3.sg. lyauksa/ly8ksa, etc. from luk(- Antigv. act. 
‘illuminate’ (PPt lyelyuku); 3.sg. lyautsa, etc. from lut- ‘remove’ (often, 
beside once-attested lautso); 3.sg. 1erpsa, 3.pl. 1erpar-me from 1ärp- 
‘indicate’ (PPt 1e1ärpu). Whether sauwa from kau- Kaus. IV ‘let (?) kill’ 
belongs here as well is uncertain; see the discussion below. 

In Tocharian A, on the other hand, almost every finite s-preterit 
with PT *æ as root vowel from a root with palatalizable root initial 
indeed shows root-initial palatalization: e.g., 3.pl. TA sarkr-äM from 

Akärk- ‘bind’; 3.sg. casäs, etc. from Ata(-s)- ‘put’; 3.pl. ca$kär from 
Atä$k- ‘hinder’; etc. 

Note that palatalization of the root initial can also be inferred in 
cases where the consonant immediately after the root vowel is 
palatalized as in: TA palyä1t from Apäl(- Antigv. ‘extinguish’; TA 

                                                 
17 On root-final ly as indicator of initial palatalization, see chap. Sound 

Laws 1.7. 
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plyocksa-m from Aplutk- ‘± arise’; TA lyockwa from Alutk(?- ‘make, 
turn into’; TA wackwa from Awätk(- Antigv. ‘separate’ (note that the 
PPt presupposed by TA watkurä1 does not have -c-, but -t-); see chap. 
Sound Laws 1.7. 

As for 3.sg. TA kosa-m from Ako- ‘destroy’ and the s-imperfect 3.pl. 
TA klawrä from Aklawa- ‘fall’, these forms do not belong to roots with 
root vowels PT *æ/ä.  

The situation met in Tocharian B clearly looks like a lectio 
difficilior. Accordingly, one would very much like to assume that with 
respect to roots with root vowels PT *æ/ä, (pre-)Tocharian A had 
generalized root-initial palatalization in the active paradigms and 
non-palatalization in the middle forms, and that Tocharian B simply 
preserved the original pre-Toch. < pre-PT state of affairs with respect 
to root-initial palatalization in finite forms of preterit Class III. The 
problem with such an assumption is that in at least two cases, the non-
palatalization found in Tocharian B cannot be original from an Indo-
Europeanist’s point of view, because TB tes(s)- from tas- ‘put, set, 
place’ clearly goes back to PIE *deh-s-,18 and TB teksa from täk- 
‘touch’ probably derives from PIE *teHg-,19 or maybe from a PIE 
*tehg-.20 Note, however, that the TA 2.sg.act. Ipv III ptas from Ata(-s)- 
seems to imply that (pre-)Tocharian A once also had a Pt III †tas- 
rather than cas(s)-. Note further that in Proto-Tocharian, the two 
respective roots must originally have had an extremely uncommon 
root allomorphy in the preterit, viz. *t’æ-(s-) vs. *ta-(s-) and *t’æk- vs. 
*tak- (or perhaps *tåk-), so maybe in these two special cases the result 
of pre-PT root-initial *te- had been depalatalized already in PT times 
as a result of irregular intra-paradigmatic leveling in two quite 
irregular paradigms.  

9.1.6.2. Finite s-preterit vs. PPt 

Tocharian A usually shows a non-palatalized PPt beside any kind of 
respective finite s-preterit forms (cf., e.g., PPt TA kakärku beside 3.pl. 
Pt III TA sarkr-äM from Akärk- ‘bind’). However, there also exist some 
palatalized PPts beside s-preterits, and all of the respective finite 

                                                 
18 See, e.g., Ringe, 1996, 142; Peters, 2006, 339, fn. 25. 
19 The root-initial palatalization in the resulting PT *t’æk- was still 

preserved in the respective TB and TA present paradigms (3.sg.act. cesäM, 
3.pl.act. ceken-ne, etc.; TA 3.pl.act. ckeñc). 

20 If Gk. -tag- can go back to *-thg- due to a special sound law *(-)ChK- > 
(-)CaK-, cf., e.g., tšmacoj from *Çtemh (M. Peters, p.c.). 
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preterit forms show palatalization themselves. There is no palatalized 
PPt beside a non-palatalized finite s-preterit attested. It is further 
noticeable that all these examples come from roots beginning with l°: 
TA lyaly(i)pu beside 3.sg. Pt III TA lyepäs from Alip(- Antigv. ‘leave’; 
PPt TA lyaly(u)ku from Aluk- Antigv. ‘illuminate’ beside palatalized 
3.sg. Pt III TA lyokäs. Here may also belong PPt TA lyalyutu (if 
restored correctly), which may be analyzed as belonging to an 
(unattested) s-preterit because the stems Prs VIII/Sub VII are usually 
paired with Pt III rather than with Pt II. However, one cannot rule out 
the possibility that all of these palatalized PPt forms belonged to a 
preterit of Class II instead. In the case of Aluk- Antigv. ‘illuminate’, a 
finite Pt II form TA lyalyuk is actually indeed attested beside the Pt III 
TA lyokäs. The same cannot be ruled out for the other forms (even 
though a Pt II is unattested), the more so since due to the merger of s- 
and sk-presents in Tocharian A kausativum and antigrundverb 
formations could easily fall together into one oppositional paradigm 
— but note that TA lyalyku and TA lyalypu cannot be regular PPts 
belonging to a Pt II. 

In Tocharian B, the relationship with respect to initial pala-
talization between the finite s-preterit stem and the PPt is more 
straightforward: if the finite s-preterit stem shows initial palatalization 
the PPt also does, cf.: 
PPt ñeñusku beside 1.sg. ñauskuwa from nusk- ‘squeeze’;21 PPt pepalykusai/ 
pepälyko1 beside 3.sg. pelyksa from pälk(- Antigv. ‘burn’;22 PPt peplya$ku 
beside 3.sg. plye$ksa (and pleksa) from plä$k(- Antigv. ‘sell’; PPt lyelyuku/ 
lyelyuko1 beside 3.sg. lyauksa/ly8ksa from luk(- Antigv. act. ‘illuminate’; PPt 
1e1ärpu beside 3.sg. 1erpsa from 1ärp- ‘indicate’.  

Accordingly, in Tocharian B there existed many PPts belonging to a Pt 
III that looked precisely like PPts belonging to a Pt II, whereas 
Tocharian A synchronically quite possibly did not have such a kind of 
PPts at all. Again one would like to assume that Tocharian B had 
preserved the original state of affairs, and that Tocharian A had 
innovated. If this is true, Tocharian A could have lost PPts with a PT 
structure *C’æ-C’äC-äwä belonging to finite Pt III forms in various 

                                                 
21 Hackstein, 1995, 185 argued that this palatalized PPt is better to be 

analyzed as a Pt II stem formation. However, since the Pt III form is also 
palatalized and the PPt attestation does not seem to have causative meaning, I 
rather analyze it as a Pt III form. 

22 On root-final ly as indicator of initial palatalization, see chap. Sound 
Laws 1.7. 
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different ways, that is, by depalatalizing already existing forms of that 
structure, by building new forms (rather of the PT structure *Cæ-
CæC-äwä) to replace the older ones, and by building new finite Pt II 
forms around preserved PPts of precisely the PT structure *C’æ-C’äC-
äwä. I think a clear instance of the latter strategy is provided by the 
root 1ärp-/A1ärp- ‘indicate’; here, the TB PPt 1e1ärpu belongs to a Pt III 
3.sg. 1erpsa, but the TA PPt 1a1ärpu, which can obviously be traced 
back to PT *s’æ-s’ärp-äwä as much as the TB PPt, synchronically 
belongs to a Pt II 3.sg. 1a1ärp.  

9.1.7. Function 

The s-preterit has two main functions: it can serve as normal preterit 
stem of roots that usually do not have A-character23 with both 
transitive and intransitive valency; it can further constitute an 
oppositional transitive preterit (i.e., opposed to an intransitive preterit 
stem of a different stem formation). In Tocharian B, the s-preterit may 
in addition function as a real causative preterit, i.e., belong to a 
Kausativum IV paradigm, if the 1.sg.act. forms sauwwa (266 b 2) and 
sauwa-me H add. 149 88 b 7 are indeed Pt III (and not Pt II) forms and 
are further to be interpreted as let-causatives from kau- ‘kill’ (thus 
Krause, WTG, 187, § 182).24 In my opinion, however, the passages in 
question can as easily be translated by mere ‘I killed’ (see s.v. kau-). 
On the other hand, if we really have to do with a let-causative, the 
forms can also be analyzed as forms of Pt II in the first place.25 

Some scholars tried to assign a certain semantic or semanto-
syntactic function to the s-preterit forms with palatalized root-initial 
consonant. 

Winter, apud Adams, 1988a, 83 “points out (p.c.) that in Tocharian 
A we have a generalization of (PIE) *e. [...] Tocharian B shows (PIE) *e 
only in a limited subclass of verbs of motion”. But since there are 
many counterexamples to this claim such as the 1.sg. Pt III ñauskuwa 

                                                 
23 An exception is mit(- ‘set out’ which, most unusually, has Prs III and 

Sub V beside what looks like an already PT s-preterit stem.  
24 Pace TEB I, 250, § 445 and Hilmarsson, 1991, 101, the 2.sg.mid. aiksataiy 

(MQ) from aik- ‘know’ does not have to be a causative; see the discussion s.v. 
aik- ‘know’. 

25 sauwwa < *så/aw-awa with loss of *a between w_w, as per Winter, 
1965, 204 = 2005, 120. 
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from nusk- ‘squeeze, (de)press’, I do not think that we have to do with 
such a pattern at all. 

Somewhat similarly, Ringe, 1990, 189 seems to think that root-
initial palatalization in Pt III forms could have been induced 
secondarily as a marker of causativity.26  

What can indeed be observed is that all TA s-preterits that are 
confined to the middle never belong to an antigrundverb or 
kausativum, but it is possible that all of them are simply secondarily 
sigmatized former zero-grade root aorists.27 This may, however, just 
prove the secondary status of the middle s-preterit. As for Tocharian 
B, no correlation between palatalization and affiliation to an 
antigrundverb or kausativum can be observed: 

The 1.sg.act. ñauskuwa from nusk- ‘squeeze’ (tr) has no grundverb 
beside it and the root most likely derives directly from a PIE *-ske/o- 
present stem formation; the 3.sg.act. plyewsa from plu- float’ is, on the 
other hand, intransitive, and so is the 1.sg.mid. lyuksamnte from luk(- 
Antigv. mid. ‘light up’, but this may not be a reliable case, because the 
s-stem can be a replacement of a former root preterit; the active 3.sg. 
lyautsa from lut- ‘remove’ is transitive, though synchronically not part 
of an antigrundverb or kausativum (this particular root forms 
causative alternation by voice alternation, so if palatalization was 
indeed a mark of transitivity/causativity we would not expect 
palatalization in the intransitive middle s-preterit forms); the same can 
be said of 1erp- from 1ärp- ‘indicate’. To antigrundverbs do belong the 
3.sg. pelyksa from pälk(- Antigv. ‘burn’; the 3.sg. plye$ksa from 
plä$k(- Antigv. ‘sell’; the 3.sg. ly8ksa from luk(- Antigv. act. 
‘illuminate’. 

All in all, no synchronic correlation between root-initial pala-
talization, lack of such, and a certain semantic or semanto-syntactic 
function can be found. 

9.1.8. The middle s-preterit 

Tocharian A has a small class of middle, intransitive root preterits 
with a root vowel PT *æ standing beside respective active, transitive s-

                                                 
26 See also Ringe, 1996, 142 on the occasion of forms such as TA lyockwa 

with two palatalized consonants (ly- and -c-). 
27 In some cases this may be just due to chance, because it cannot be 

excluded that a medium tantum root like Ayärk- ‘honor’ (tr) once had an 
intransitive grundverb beside it. 
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preterits. In historical Tocharian B, no such root-preterit stem 
formations are attested any more, and the forms in question seem to 
have been turned into respective forms with (*)sa before the endings. 
On the other hand, in Tocharian A there is only one possible example 
of a middle s-preterit form used as oppositional intransitive.28 This 
raises the question of the status of the middle s-preterit in Tocharian.  

At first glance, the middle s-preterit in Tocharian is not so 
uncommon. In Tocharian A, however, there are not too many middle 
s-preterits attested to verbal roots that also show active inflection 
elsewhere. Most middle s-preterits in Tocharian A are attested from 
verbs that are media tantum (or at least may be media tantum):  
Aal(?- ‘keep away’ (tr) (m/-/m) (VIII/VII/III), AeMts(- ‘seize, take’ (tr) 
(m+/m/m) (VIII/V/I+III), Aträ$k- ‘cling, stick’ (itr) (m+/m/m) (VIII/I-VII/III), 
Anak- ‘blame’ (tr) (m+/m/m) (VIII/VII/III), Ayärk- ‘honor, venerate’ (tr) 
(m/-/m) (VIII/-/III), Ari(-n)- ‘leave, give up’ (tr) (m+/m/m) (X/VII/III), Awäs- 
‘don, wear (clothes)’ (itr/tr) (-/m/m) (II/IoV/III), Asruk- ‘kill’ (tr) (-/-/m) 
(-/-/II-III), Atsak- ‘glow’ (itr) (m/m/m) (VIII/IoII/III). 

Whenever there are both active and middle forms attested in the TA s-
preterit, the middle forms do usually have a meaning (but not 
necessarily valency) different from that of the active, which then is, 
however, always a property of the whole paradigm the Pt III belongs 
to and not just of the Pt III:  
Ao(-n)- (tr) (m/m/x) (X/VII/III) act. ‘hit, wound’, mid. ‘begin’, Ata(-s)- (tr/itr) 
(a/a/x) (II/II-V/III) act. ‘put, set, place’, mid. ‘place oneself’, Apärk- (tr) (x/m/x) 
(VIII/I/III) act. ‘ask for, beg’, mid. ‘ask, bring up a question’, Aplak- (itr) (-/-/m) 
(-/-/III) mid. ‘ask for permission’ [cf. plak- (itr) (a/a/m) (VIII/I/III) act. ‘agree’, 
mid. ‘ask for permission’], Apyutk- (itr/tr) (a/x/x) (VIII/IX/II-III) act. ‘come 
into being’ (itr!), mid. ‘establish, create, accomplish’ (tr!), Asi-n- act. (tr/itr) 
(x/m/m) (X/VII/III) ‘satiate’, mid. ‘satiate oneself’, ‘be depressed’. 

The only middle s-preterit forms attested alongside active s-preterit 
forms showing no different meaning from that of the active (though, 
of course, possibly middle semantics such as “for oneself” or passive 
function) are attested from the roots Aar- ‘evoke’ (tr) (x/m/x) 
(VIII/VII/III), Aep- ‘cover’ (tr) (-/-/III) (-/-/x), and Ayam- ‘do’ (tr) 
(-/x/x) (-/II/0-III), two of which also have middle beside active forms 

                                                 
28 This possible example is provided by Asi-n- act. ‘satiate’, mid. ‘satiate 

oneself’, ‘be depressed’; Ao(-n)- act. ‘hit’, mid. ‘begin’ also has a middle Pt III, 
but here voice alternation shows a difference in meaning, and the middle 
forms of Ao(-n)- are also transitive. 
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in the respective present and subjunctive stems. However, Ayam- also 
has a middle root preterit, which can only be an archaism.29  

As for Tocharian B, the middle is attested more often, which is no 
surprise because Tocharian B has given up the root preterit 
completely and turned it precisely into middle preterits in (*)-sa-. 

Schmidt, 1974, 57f., fn. 2 seems to suggest that the middle s-preterit 
from käm- ‘come’ (standing beside an active-only, thematic preterit 
stem of Class VI) could be an inherited middle s-aorist, although 
Narten, 1964, 30f., to whom he refers, rather judges the Vedic sigmatic 
forms as innovations. In view of the fact that the middle s-preterit was 
productive in Tocharian B, it cannot be taken as evidence for an 
inherited s-aorist (cf. Kim, 2009, 36, fn. 46), regardless of the fact that 
the middle preterit from that root seems to have a special meaning 
‘come together with’ (as per Schmidt, 1974, 472ff.) which can just as 
easily be secondary, the more since this kind of use of an “intensives 
Medium” is, according to Schmidt himself, one of the more productive 
functions of the middle in Tocharian.30 

9.1.9. Summary of the synchronic facts 

The (active and middle) s-preterit functions as normal preterit 
formation for roots without A-character of both transitive and 
intransitive valency. It may also serve as oppositional transitive part 
of what was (at least originally) an antigrundverb (and maybe even as 
causative part of a kausativum) paradigm. The conspicuous suffix PT 
*-sa- only shows up in the 3.sg. active and in the whole middle. Roots 
with PT *æ/*ä-ablaut usually show no ablaut in the active, but do 
show ablaut between the active and the middle, the active then having 
PT *æ as root vowel, the middle PT *ä. Only two roots with root 
vowels *å/*a even show ablaut between the active singular and the 
active plural. As for root-initial palatalization, which is probably 
confined to roots with PT *æ/*ä-ablaut, Tocharian A always shows 
palatalization in the active forms, and never in the middle; the latter 
probably also holds for the affiliated PPt forms. In Tocharian B, some 
                                                 

29 I cannot see on what model a frequent transitive root like Ayam- could 
have secondarily created a likewise transitive Pt 0 beside a transitive middle 
Pt III. 

30 Hilmarsson, 1991, 106 further claimed the existence of an active s-
preterit from this root on the basis of the PPt kekamu, but this PPt can only be 
a secondarily reduplicated *kämäwä, and therefore could have perfectly well 
belonged to the Pt VI made from this root right from the start. 
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roots show palatalization and the rest does not; whenever the active 
has a palatalized root initial in this language, the respective middle 
and the respective PPt forms also have, so that the latter look precisely 
like PPt forms belonging to a Pt II. No semantic or semanto-syntactic 
function can be assigned to the presence or absence of palatalization 
in Tocharian B. Middle forms with *-sa- are found in both languages 
and may therefore have already existed in Proto-Tocharian, but it is 
also obvious that at least many of these forms are only substitutes of 
older forms lacking *-sa-. 

9.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT  

There are basically three theories available for the diachronic 
background of the finite Tocharian s-preterit: 

1. The aorist/perfect merger theory 
2. The “classical” PIE s-aorist theory 
3. The cognate of ¦i-conjugation theory 

9.2.1. The aorist/perfect merger theory 

The assumption that the Tocharian s-preterit is due to a merger of the 
“classical” PIE s-aorist31 and the classical PIE active perfect may be 
regarded as the most widespread theory, and it is the one adopted by 
Krause/Thomas (WTG, 180, fn. 1; TEB I, 247, fn. 1); see the discussion 
of the relevant literature in VW II/2, 154ff.; Lindeman, 1972, 44ff.; 
Ringe, 1990, 183ff. 

This view is based on the fact that the s-preterit shows 
morphological characteristics of both the PIE s-aorist and the PIE 
perfect, notably o/zero-grade ablaut and at the same time e-ablaut. 
The lack of the s-suffix in all active persons but the 3.sg. can within 
this framework be explained as due to influence from the perfect, see, 
e.g., Adams, 1978, 282; 1988a, 82f.: “[t]hose PIE perfects which did not 
take the preterital -a- became amalgamated with the sigmatic aorist” 
(but differently Adams, 1994; see below 9.2.3.).  

In recent times the “classical” s-aorist/PIE perfect-merger theory 
has been defended by Winter, 1994a, 291ff. = 2005, 472ff.; Rasmussen, 

                                                 
31 “Classical” as adnominal of “PIE s-aorist” may mean quite different 

things to different people, the common denominator being, at least, that all 
forms of the active paradigm had stem-final *-s-, and that the root in an s-
aorist could not show o-ablaut. 
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1997, 145ff.; and Hackstein, 2005, 171; Hackstein refers to similar 
perfect/s-aorist syncretism found in other languages. 

Winter, 1994a, 291ff. = 2005, 472ff. adopts the classical merger 
theory inasmuch as he derives the Tocharian A forms and those 
showing initial palatalization in Tocharian B from the “classical” PIE 
s-aorist, but the Tocharian B ones without initial palatalization from 
the classical PIE perfect. 

Rasmussen, 1997, 149 assumes a general merger of both PIE verbal 
categories in Tocharian.32 He claims that the aorist gradually took over 
the morphology of the perfect, and that in the 3.sg. active the suffix -s- 
remained because of the respective perfect ending *-e not showing a 
“konsonantisches Merkmal”, and the s-ending being preferred over 
“einer bloßen Nullform”.  

Scholars defending this theory generally assume that the 
reduplication of the perfect was given up in analogy with the non-
reduplicated s-aorist. In my opinion, one can now actually present 
relics of s-preterits showing a former reduplication syllable, i.e., 
otkasa-me < PT *wäwætk- and orsa-c < pre-PT *ar- < PIE *He-Hor(H)- 
beside 3.pl. arar-c < pre-PT *ar- < PIE *He-HrH-, which was seen by 
Peters, forthc.; see also the diachronic discussion in chap. Sub I/V 
18.7.1.1.1. 

Peters, forthc., basically subscribes to the old theory that Pt III goes 
back to a merger of reduplicated perfect forms and unreduplicated 
aorist forms providing the palatalized examples of Pt III, but he 
reconstructs this aorist type very differently from the classical PIE s-
aorist. He thinks that the element -sa(-) of Pt III has only little to do 
with a sigmatic, or even “presigmatic” aorist, but started out as an 
ending of the 3.sg. As for the middle paradigm, Peters claims that the 
asigmatic inflection of the extremely frequent, and therefore most 
probably morphologically conservative, root Ayam- ‘do’ shows that in 
the middle paradigms of Pt III, the element -sa(-) has been a late 
intruder even with regard to middle paradigms from old transitive 
roots. Such a view is shared by Ringe, 1990, 217, who also assumes 
that the suffix -sa- of the middle was “apparently borrowed from the 
active 3sg.”, despite his general claim that the active forms met in Pt 
III paradigms derive exclusively from PIE sigmatic aorist forms. As 
for the PIE ancestor of his 3.sg. ending (*)-sa, Peters states that the Pt 
III endings of the 1.sg.act., 2.sg.act., and 2.pl.act. are strongly 

                                                 
32 He derives the subjunctive morphologically from the PIE perfect, but 

semantically from the aorist subjunctive. 
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reminiscent of active perfect/middle II endings, and that the ending of 
the 3.pl.act., which he reconstructs as PIE *-ro, could have only 
belonged to a middle II paradigm, because of the final *-o owed to the 
middle I ending *-(e)nto, and not met in active perfect paradigms (as 
per Ringe, 1990, 199f.; Jasanoff, 2003; Tremblay, 2006, esp. 267). 
According to Peters, one should then expect a 3.sg. active ending of 
the Pt III to derive from the respective ending of middle II, which he 
claims to have been PIE *-e, and not *-o (see already Peters, 1975), 
especially on the evidence of the Greek thematic and sigmatic aorists. 
And since in Tocharian the respective endings of the 2.sg. and 2.pl. 
have an additional *-s- prefixed, which is met in other languages such 
as Latin as well, Peters argues that *-se then might be even more 
expected as the respective pre-PT 3.sg. ending than mere *-e.33 As for 
the final -a met in (*)-sa, he suggests that inherited pre-PT *-se (or 
alternatively first *-set with *-t analogically introduced from the 
thematic imperfects), was eventually turned into pre-PT *-sa(t) under 
the analogical influence of the 1. and 2.sg. endings pre-PT *-m/wa and 
*-sta, respectively, pointing to the well-known similar leveling met in 
the middle paradigms of the Ionic-Attic, Aeolic, and Doric-Northwest 
Greek dialectal groups of Ancient Greek (i.e., -mai, -soi, -toi > -mai, 
-sai, -tai). Actually, he thinks that the early stage with *-se(t) is still 
reflected by the Class VIII presents, which he prefers to base on 3.sg. 
forms in pre-PT *-seti said by him to have been built by what I call the 
tezzi principle precisely on such 3.sg. middle II forms in pre-PT *-se(t) 
(which then, of course, should have been, as a rule, old aorist forms 
rather than old imperfect forms). However, since one should not 
expect PIE o-grades or e-grades in any kind of middle paradigms, and 
since the Class VIII presents typically show the verbal root in the zero 
grade, Peters is forced to assume that a blend has taken place: 
according to him, those middle II forms first had the same kind of root 

                                                 
33 Actually, Peters, forthc., now thinks that PIE lacked any kind of true 

(pre)sigmatic aorist, and that the aorists of the various IE branches usually 
taken for sigmatic aorists were just Narten root aorists (and to a lesser degree 
also non-Narten root aorists) sigmatized in the course of the histories of the 
various branches in various different ways, with sigmatic middle II ending 
variants such as *-s-tHe, *-s-e, *-s-He having been the starting point for the 
spread of the s-element. For such a view cf. already Peters, 1975, 40, fn. 11, 
where the Gk. 3.sg. active forms of the sigmatic aorist ending in -se were 
derived from PIE athematic middle II forms ending in *-s-e, which is an 
analysis that could, in his opinion, explain the complete lack of lengthened-
grade sigmatic aorists in Greek effortlessly.  
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ablaut that is still seen in the Class VIII presents of historical 
Tocharian, i.e., zero grade in the case of non-Narten formations, and 
pre-PT e-grade in the case of Narten formations, and had rather the 
same semantics as the active forms built from the respective roots 
(mostly old root aorists), but maybe even more frequently active 
perfects turned into preterits, which as a consequence of this change 
replaced the respective old root aorists and eventually were also 
dereduplicated, after having served as a base for new reduplicated 
presents formed by what I call the tezzi principle. As soon as in those 
active forms ending in pre-PT *-äm (> *-äw?), *-äs (> *-äh?), *-ät, etc., 
the word-final *-m(/*-w?), *-s(/*-h?), *-t had started to get lost, and 
therefore all the active singular forms were in danger of falling 
together in one single form, according to Peters the forms of the active 
paradigms were blended with the respective forms of the middle II 
paradigms, the first contributing o-, e-, and e-grades of the root, and 
the latter the characteristic middle II endings. Now, in the aorist > 
preterit paradigms from stems ending in pre-PT *-a- and *-a-, the 
active forms then should at first also have had *-m(/*-w?), *-s(/*-h?), 
*-t, etc. as endings, and since precisely *-m, *-s(/*-h?), *-t must have 
been bound to be lost after pre-PT *-a- and *-a- as well, it would then 
be only consistent to expect a complete replacement of the old active 
endings of Pt I by the new set of active endings that according to 
Peters had emerged in Pt III. Peters, forthc., therefore feels obliged to 
adduce a special explanation for why we do not meet a 3.sg. active 
ending PT *-sa in Pt I (and in all other kinds of preterits following the 
inflectional model of Pt I) as well, and he actually suggests that the 
original 3.sg. forms of Pt I may have resisted the general takeover by 
the Pt III endings and may have been preserved exactly because at the 
time of that takeover, many of them may have differed from the 
respective forms of the 1. and 2.sg. by ablaut in the stem-final vowel, 
i.e., Early pre-PT *-at may have turned via sound law into Late pre-PT 
*-a quite early, whereas Early pre-PT *-am/*-aw and Early pre-PT 
*-as/*-ah clearly should not have turned their Early pre-PT *-a- by 
sound law into Late pre-PT *-a- > PT *-a- at all. 

9.2.2. The “classical” PIE s-aorist theory 

Ringe, 1990, passim, derives the Tocharian s-preterit directly from the 
“classical” PIE s-aorist, viz. one that had a suffix *-s- and lengthened 
grade *e in the root through the whole active. Assuming quite a lot of 
analogical changes, he tries to show that the s-suffix could have been 
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lost in all the active forms in which it does not surface. Denying any 
influence of the PIE perfect on the Tocharian s-preterit, he does not set 
up pre-PT o-grades for the unpalatalized forms, but assumes mere 
depalatalization that came, in his opinion, about in analogy to 
respective middle forms. Ringe, 1990, 217f. further states that a middle 
s-aorist in PIE is “scarcely reconstructable”, and consequently assumes 
that the Tocharian middle s-preterit as a whole derived from the 
middle root aorist by addition of -sa- (cf. also Kim, 2009, 34ff.). 

Kortlandt, 1994, 61ff. also claims that the Tocharian s-preterit is to 
be derived from the “classical” PIE s-aorist. In his framework the s-
suffix is lost due to a sound law by which *-s- was lost in word-final 
context after following obstruents, which were subsequently also lost 
(2.sg.act. *-s-s, 3.sg.act. *-s-t); in addition, he assumes that *-s- was also 
lost between consonants, and was consequently only preserved in the 
1.sg.act. and probably also in the 3.pl.act., from where it then spread 
to the 3.sg.act.; but see the objections to this scenario by Adams, 1994, 
8. 

9.2.3. The cognate of ¦i-conjugation theory 

Pedersen, 1941 was the first to compare the confinement of -s- to the 
3.sg. in the active of the Tocharian s-preterit with the exclusive use of 
-š in the 3.sg. active of the preterit of the Hittite ¦i-conjugation.34 

Jasanoff, 1988, 55f.; 2003, passim, denies that the traditional PIE 
perfect had any influence in the establishment of the Tocharian s-
preterit. The reasons for his view are the apparent lack of 
reduplication, and that in his opinion there is no direct evidence of 
any PIE perfect being continued in a Tocharian preterit at all. The 
evidence that was adduced in favor of the perfect/aorist-merger 
theory, i.e., the apparent o-grade ablaut and the occurrence of perfect 
endings are no valid arguments for Jasanoff, because in his framework 
of the PIE verbal system both the o-grade and these endings are not 
limited to the classical PIE perfect at all. Hence, according to Jasanoff, 
the Tocharian s-preterit more or less directly reflects an inherited 
“presigmatic aorist” — turned into the “classical” s-aorist only after 
the Ausgliederung of Anatolian and Tocharian — in which the s-suffix 

                                                 
34 Pedersen further wanted to derive the other persons of the Tocharian 

active paradigm from the PIE thematic aorist, in which case we would 
nowadays, however, expect palatalized stem finals; see Ringe, 1990, 227, fn. 3, 
and Adams, 1994, 1f. 
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was precisely restricted to the 3.sg. active and the subjunctive (the 
latter being directly continued in the Tocharian s-present of Class 
VIII).  

Similarly, Adams, 1994, 8ff. also denies any connection with the 
PIE perfect and prefers to derive the Tocharian s-preterit from one 
single paradigm he sets up precisely for this Tocharian category and 
also for a couple of other formations found in other branches, i.e., a 
PIE is-Aorist.  

9.2.4. Summary and conclusions 

As far as I can see, two out of the solutions adduced so far meet too 
many problems with regard to the actual Pt III forms, scil. the ones 
advanced by Ringe, 1990 and Adams, 1994. 

As for Ringe’s scenario, the following objections can be made. I 
think it is inconsistent to reconstruct the PIE active paradigm of what 
turned out as a sigmatic aorist/preterit in many branches by basing 
oneself essentially on the evidence of Indo-Iranian, and at the same 
time to deny the existence of a PIE sigmatic middle aorist altogether, 
because the joint evidence from Indo-Iranian and Greek precisely 
seems to attest to the existence of a PIE full-grade sigmatic middle 
aorist even more clearly than to the existence of a respective PIE active 
paradigm with generalized e-vowel; see, above all, Narten, 1964, 23ff. 
(with ref.);35 in favor of reconstructing root ablaut even within the 
active paradigm itself, see Peters, 1991a, 353vf., fn. 5. Accordingly, 
Ringe’s explanation of the regular absence of palatalization in 
Tocharian B as due to analogical influence of respective middle forms 
(which he claims to have been both asigmatic and lacking full grade) 
is quite arbitrary. Furthermore, it is also problematic to assume that 
pre-PT *-CsmV- and *-CsrV- turned into PT *-CmV- and *-CrV- and 
not into *-CäsmV- and *-CäsrV-,36 if one at the same time agrees that 

                                                 
35 Winter, 1994a, 291f. = 2005, 472f. on the one hand accepts the existence 

of a PIE sigmatic middle aorist, but nevertheless claims that it showed zero 
grade of the root, “wenn der Befund des Altindischen den ursprünglichen 
Zustand widerspiegelt”. Rasmussen, 2002, 381 does not go so far as to 
completely deny the existence of middle PIE s-aorists, but nevertheless 
regards the scarcity of middle forms of the Tocharian s-preterit as an 
archaism. 

36 Note, however, that according to Adams, 1988a, 38, even PT *-Vsm/nV- 
turned finally into -Vm/nV-; but his examples fail to convince. As a matter of 
fact, there should have existed an even stronger morpheme boundary 
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*-CstV- turned into *-CästV-, as Ringe indeed does. In addition, Ringe 
cannot explain Pt III paradigms showing a root vowel PIE = pre-PT 
*-o- (see Peters, 2004, 434). Finally, as a consequence of Ringe’s 
scenario, the many Sub I (and Sub V) formations with a (non-
palatalizing) root vowel PT *æ would obviously have to be separated 
completely from the Pt III formations — note in this respect above all 
the 2.sg.act. Ipv III TA ptas from Ata(-s)-. On the other hand, there is 
the fact that Pt III paradigms made from roots ending in a vowel show 
stem-final (*)-sä- indeed in all the forms that lack (*)-s(a)- in Pt III 
paradigms made from roots ending in a non-syllabic other than -s-, 
exactly as to be expected from Ringe’s point of view, but this evidence 
can be explained otherwise, as per Peters, 2006, 339f., fn. 25.  

The second approach not recommended by the available evidence, 
in my opinion, is Adams’ version of the He-conjugation theory. I 
cannot see any need to derive the stem-final ä-vowel met immediately 
before the Pt III endings and the element (*)-sa- from any PIE vowel at 
all, and precisely the PIE *i-vowel proposed by Adams, 1994, to be the 
PIE ancestral vowel would have been a very unlikely candidate from 
a phonological point of view, see Malzahn, 2007, 241, fn. 15. 

As for the other theories, I think it is only fair to say that different 
people will make different choices, according to their own general 
presuppositions and preferences with regard to the reconstruction of 
the PIE verbal system. 

                                                                                                        
immediately after the s-morpheme as assumed by Ringe, so that one should 
have expected PT *-CäsämV- and *-CäsärV- to have been the final outcomes 
of the clusters pre-PT *-C+s+mV- and *-C+s+rV- as to be reconstructed on the 
basis of Ringe’s scenario.  



CHAPTER TEN 

THE 11a-PRETERIT — CLASS IV 

10.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRETERIT CLASS IV 

Preterit Class IV has a suffix -11a-/ TA -1a- and basically inflects like 
preterit Class I in both languages. The following 32 verbs form a Class 
IV preterit (27 TB, 13 TA, 8 TB = TA; only PPt: 6 TB, 8 TA, 2 TB = TA): 

ar(- Kaus. II/ Aar(- Kaus. II ‘give up, abandon’ (TA only PPt), en- ‘instruct’, 
katk- Kaus. I/ Akatk- Kaus. I ‘make glad’ (only PPt), karp(- Kaus. I/ Akarp(- 
Kaus. I ‘make descend’ (TA only PPt), krat?- ‘± challenge’ (only PPt), kraup(- 
Kaus. IV ‘let gather’, täp- ‘proclaim’, täm- Kaus. I/ Atäm- Kaus. I ‘beget, 
generate’ (TB only PPt), nask- Kaus. I ‘bathe’ (only PPt), nitt(- Kaus. I ‘tear 
down’, naut(- Kaus. I ‘make disappear, destroy’, päk- Kaus. I/IV ‘let (?) cook’ 
(only PPt), Apya1t(- Kaus. I ‘make grow’, Aplant(- Kaus. I ‘make glad’, yat(- 
Kaus. II ‘enable, tame’, yam-/ Ayam- ‘do’ (TA only PPt), läk(- Kaus. IV/ Aläk(- 
Kaus. IV ‘make see, show’, wak(- Kaus. II ‘let bloom’, waltsa- Kaus. IV ‘let 
grind’, wask(- Kaus. I ‘move away’/ Awask(- Kaus. I ‘stir up, let shake’ (only 
PPt), wä$k- ‘± prepare, offer (food)’, Awär- ‘smell’ (only PPt), wina-sk-/ Awin-
as- ‘venerate, honor; confess’, saw- Kaus. III ‘live’, soy- Kaus. I ‘satiate, satisfy’, 
stäm(- Kaus. I ‘put, place’, Aspartw(- Kaus. I ‘turn’ (only PPt), spaw(- Kaus. I 
‘reduce’, swar(- Kaus. I ‘have pleasure in’, swas(- Kaus. I ‘let rain’, tsarw(- 
Kaus. I ‘comfort, console’, Atsaw- ‘?’ (only PPt). Uncertain is: Atäkwa- Kaus. ? ‘?’ 
(Pt or Imp). 

In the following paradigm all attestations of yam- are given: 
 TB except yam- yam- 
1.sg.act. swasä11awa/swas1awa yama11awa/yamä11awa 

(MQ)/yam1awa/ma11awa 
2.sg.act. swasä11asta, soy1asta yama11asta/yama1asta/yam1asta 
3.sg.act. swasä11a, soy1a yama11a/yama1a/yam1a/ma11a 
1.pl.act. waltsa1am ma1am 
2.pl.act. — yam1aso 
3.pl.act. kraupä11are, soy11are, 

spawä1ar 
yama11are/yama1are/yam1are/ 
yama11ar-me/yam1ar (M)/ma11are 

1.sg.mid. tsarwä11amai (MQ) yama1amai/yam1amai/yam1amai (MQ) 
2.sg.mid. yatä11atai (MQ) yama1atai/yamä1atai (MQ)/yam1atai  
3.sg.mid. tsarwä11ate, saw1ate  yama11ate/ yam1ate 
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1.pl.mid. — yama11amnte 
2.pl.mid. swarä11at yama1at 
3.pl.mid. enä11ante (MQ), 

saw1ante 
yama11ante 

PPt yayatä11u, arsko1 — 
 
        TA 
 
1.sg.act. laläk1awa 1.sg.mid. pya1t1e 
2.sg.act. — 2.sg.mid. — 
3.sg.act. pya1t1a-m 3.sg.mid. pya1t1at 
1.pl.act. — 1.pl.mid. — 
2.pl.act. — 2.pl.mid. — 
3.pl.act. — 3.pl.mid. pya1t1ant, tatäM1ant 
PPt kakärp1u   

Pt IV formations belong to (pre-)PT suffixal (*)-sk- formations, and are 
therefore mostly (but not always) part of kausativum paradigms. 

10.1.1.   Synchronic facts about Tocharian A 

TEB I, 252, § 447,5 lists the 1.sg. TA laläk1awa as the only attestation of 
a finite Pt IV formation in Tocharian A, which apparently shows 
reduplication. Another certain finite form with reduplication is now 
attested in YQ 44 a 4, i.e., the 3.pl.mid. TA tatäM1ant-äM. On the other 
hand, the YQ manuscript now provides us with five finite 
unreduplicated forms of a Class IV preterit made from the roots 
Apya1t(- Kaus. I ‘make grow’ and Aplant(- Kaus. I ‘make glad’: 3.sg. 
TA pya1t1a-m, 1.sg.mid. TA pya1t1e, 3.sg.mid. TA pya1t1at, 3.pl.mid. 
TA pya1t1ant, and 3.pl.mid. TA plant1ant. From this small pool of 
attestations one may draw the conclusion that only roots with non-full 
root vowel took on reduplication (TA laläk1awa, TA tatäM1ant), but 
those with full root vowel did not (TA pya1t1ant, TA plant1ant); for an 
explanation, see chap. Pt II 8.1.3. 

The PPt to be seen in TA wawiM1urä1 from the root Awin-as- 
‘venerate’ shows that stem-final TA -a1- was subject to weakening by 
vowel balance in a formerly five-syllabic form, cf. TEB I, 46, § 3,b. 
From this fact, TEB I, 252, § 447,3 draws the conclusion that the 
underlying suffix allomorph in a reduplicated finite form like 1.sg. TA 
laläk1awa was also rather *-a1- than *-ä1-. As for the newly attested 
non-reduplicated finite forms from roots with full root vowel such as 
TA plant1ant, the deleted vowel again may either have been *-ä- or 
*-a-. That Tocharian A in contrast to the usual TB Pt IV formations 
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based its Class IV preterits on stems in *-a1- is maybe supported by a 
non-reduplicated example which is, however, not too certain. This is 
TA täkwa1a attested without much context in A 449 b 1 (TA säm 
täkwa1a ////), and the restored 3.pl.mid. TA (tä)kwa1ant in A 356 b 
3. Both forms are analyzed as kausativum imperfects by TG, 439 and 
TEB II, 104, but both attestations are philologically completely unclear 
and the same is actually true for the forms that may belong to a 
grundverb of Atäkwa-, so even a restoration to TA (tä)kwa1ant is not 
too certain. I am, however, reluctant to simply analyze them as 
imperfects, because even non-full vowel roots lose A-character when 
forming a Class VIII present (witness, e.g., the 3.sg. Imp wik1a from 
Awik(- Kaus. II ‘drive out’). On the other hand, if we have to do with a 
preterit of Class IV instead, at least TA täkwa1a would be an example 
of an unreduplicated preterit made to a non-full vowel root and 
would thereby show preservation of A-character as was the case also 
even in the Class IX subjunctives forming part of TA kausativum 
paradigms, that is, it would suggest that in Tocharian A, the Class IV 
preterits were based on Sub IX stems.  

10.1.2.  Synchronic facts about Tocharian B 

10.1.2.1. The 3.pl. active ending 

The 3.pl. active ending variant -ar is to be explained as an informal 
variant, because it is attested in eastern/informal texts both with and 
without following clitic: wina11ar-ne (bis, S), yam1ar (M), spawä1ar 
(letter), cf. Peyrot, 2008, 134. The fourth attestation yama11ar-me from 
PK AS 18B b 4 may at first glance come from a standard literary text, 
but this manuscript also shows the informal variant sitkare (see 
Peyrot, 2008, 225). 

10.1.2.2. Accent 

In order to determine the accent one has to distinguish between forms 
showing the suffix allomorph -ä11a- and forms where the -ä- (also 
coming from older -a-) is syncopated; for the latter case see the 
discussion below 10.1.2.3. As for the non-syncopated forms, yam- ‘do’ 
and wina-sk- ‘venerate’ clearly show accent on the second syllable, i.e., 
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regular accent (1.sg. yama11awa beside MQ yamä11awa),1 whereas the 
other (non-MQ) examples of Pt IV show irregular initial accent: 1.sg. 
swasä11awa, 2.sg. swasä11asta, and 3.sg. swasä11a from swas(- Kaus. I 
‘let rain’, etc. Since the Class IV preterits of both yam- and wina-sk- are 
grundverb formations, whereas the ones with initial accent form part 
of kausativum paradigms and are hence associated with likewise 
initially accented sk-presents and subjunctives, the initial accent 
certainly has to be viewed together with initial accent in the respective 
present/subjunctive. 

10.1.2.3. Loss of A-character and loss of the (*)-ä- 

The secondary root wina-sk- keeps A-character in the Class IV preterit 
while roots with A-character in the grundverb usually lose it in a Pt IV 
forming part of a kausativum paradigm (cf. TEB I, 252, § 447,3), in 
accordance with a general rule also to be observed in the respective 
present/subjunctive forms of the kausativum. And similarly to 
preservation of (*)-a- in the respective present/subjunctive forms of 
Class IXb (for which see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4.), stem-final -a- is also 
preserved in two Pt IV forms: 2.sg. naitta11asta from nitt(- Kaus. I 
‘tear down’ in the eastern manuscript 297,1 b 5 and 1.pl. waltsa1am 
from waltsa- Kaus. IV ‘let grind’, which is actually attested a couple of 
times in business documents.2  

The (*)-ä- showing up as connecting vowel before the suffix -11a- 
(mostly a substitute for former (*)-a-) can be deleted in metrical 
passages, as per Thomas, 1979, 175ff., cf., e.g., en11ate-me (Š) beside 
enä11ante (MQ). Although Thomas’ lists suggest that this kind of ä-
deletion in the Pt IV is generally confined to metrical passages just like 

                                                 
1 Note that the truncated informal forms of the type 1.sg. ma11awa etc. 

keep the accent of the fuller forms and do not shift it onto the suffix. 
2 In contrast to the Prs/Sub IXb forms showing preservation of -a-, which 

mostly come from MQ texts or standard texts, the respective Pt IV forms with 
-a- are attested in informal/eastern texts. The same is actually true for one of 
the two examples of preservation of -a- from the Class IV imperative, i.e., 
planta1ar-me from plant(- Kaus. I ‘make glad’ attested in a text from 
Dakianus; the similar Ipv IV ptsarwa11at-ne from tsarw(- Kaus. I ‘comfort’ is, 
however, attested in 88 b 2, a text from Šorcuq. Since preservation of -a- (and 
replacement by -ä-) in the Prs/Sub IXb and Pt IV certainly reflect the same 
phenomenon, I doubt that the confinement of the Pt IV forms with preserved 
(*)-a- to informal texts is more than a hazard of text transmission. Note in this 
respect that Prs/Sub IXb forms are far more often attested than Pt IV forms. 
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the similar deletion of -ä- in the related present/subjunctive-stem 
suffix -äske/ä11ä-, Thomas, 1979, 178, fn. 149 in addition states that ä-
deletion in closed syllables is also sometimes attested “in Prosatexten”, 
but he does not give any example from the Class IX 
present/subjunctive or Class IV preterit. There are indeed at least two 
such Pt IV forms to be found in prose texts, viz. the 3.sg.mid. 
wä$k1ate-ne in H 149.X 5 (= HMR 3) a 5, which may be a semantically 
unclear hapax, though it is certainly a Pt IV from a root wä$k- ‘± 
prepare food’; and the 2.sg. yam1asta attested in a graffito (for which 
see Pinault, 1994a, 175f.). Since the latter is certainly an informal text, 
and informal forms may also have intruded into the Pratimok1a text 
HMR 3, one will conclude that we have to do with allegro-style forms 
that could be used as metrical variants.3 It is likely that the deletion is 
a consequence of simplification of the geminate -11- to -1- (which is 
certainly a progressive phonological development) leading to an open 
syllable, in which ä is syncopated regularly. Note that this (*)ä did in 
most cases not bear the accent, because a Class IV preterit acting as 
part of a kausativum paradigm in Tocharian B had initial accent. 
Things are different in the case of yam-, which had suffix accent in 
contrast to kausativum Pt IV forms. If -ä- is syncopated in a Pt IV form 
of yam-, standard texts show a writing like yam1awa as a variant of 
the respective regular form yama11awa, i.e., seem to indicate accent 
shift to the left. Thomas, 1979, 173 with fn. 122 pointed out that this 
apparent accent shift is unusual inasmuch as the metrical syncope of 
what formerly seems to have been an accented *ä (of the type adj. 
kätkre ‘deep’ r kätkare) usually does not lead to any accent shift 
indicated in writing at all; however, there are some parallels like 
astre/astare ‘pure’, as adduced by Thomas as well. In general, the 
examples for metrical syncope as given by Thomas, 1979, passim seem 
to indicate that whenever an (*)ä that should have carried the accent 
by the TB basic rule of accentuation was syncopated, not any accent or 
pitch shift possibly resulting from that syncope was indicated in 
writing at all except in cases where the peak of the first syllable of the 
respective word had been constituted by an *a-vowel in PT, which 
then would be rendered consistently by (a). But note that, e.g., an 
underlying PT *astäræ had to result in TB astre also simply as a 
consequence of an application of the patär accentuation rule (for 

                                                 
3 The highly frequent verb yam- ‘do’ in addition shows a further reduced 

informal allomorph mas-, for which see Pinault, 1984a, 31; Schmidt, 1986a, 
645ff.; Peyrot, 2008, 160ff. 
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which see chap. Sound Laws 1.3.), so that astre, yam1awa, etc. need 
not to be taken for cases of ä-syncope at all, but may simply attest to a 
preservation of the patär rule. 

Hence, the informal styles of Tocharian B in this preterit class 
sometimes prove more conservative (as in the cases of preservation of 
A-character and preservation of the patär accentuation rule), and 
sometimes (as is more usual) more progressive (as in the case of 
degemination). 

10.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

As per TEB I, 176, § 300, kausativum paradigms from roots with non-
full root vowel (ä, i, u) tend to have a preterit of Class II,4 and those 
from roots with full root vowel (a, e, o, ai, au) almost exclusively have 
a Class IV preterit. To be sure, the latter restriction makes perfect 
sense if the preterit Class II is ultimately to be derived from Narten 
root preterits with a (generalized) root vowel pre-PT *e, because one 
should not expect pre-PT denominative present stems, deverbative 
present stems, and even apparent primary roots with another root 
vowel than pre-PT *e (such as pre-PT *say- ‘satiate’) to have formed a 
Narten root preterit with a root vowel pre-PT *e in pre-PT at all.  

Moreover, there are two such PPts found in standard texts: 
tetanmä11uwa from täm- Kaus. I ‘beget, generate’, and pepak1u/ 
pepak1o1 from päk- Kaus. I/IV ‘let (?) cook’. 

There can be no doubt that the Pt IV formations were derived from 
outcomes of pre-PT thematic present stems ending in suffixal *-sk-
e/o-, and that they were coined on the model of the Pt I subtype 
klyau1a/ TA klyo1, much in the same way as all the preterits of Class 
V, and also most of the preterits of Class VII. On the other hand, there 
are some quite irregular forms such as the PPt arsko1 from ar(- Kaus. 
II ‘abandon’ or the imperative form 2.pl.act. plakäskes from läk(- 
Kaus. IV ‘make see, show’, pointing to an earlier stage when preterits 
to present stems in suffixal *-sk-e/o- were simply formed by attaching 
non-palatalizing pre-PT *-a- to the suffix *-sk-; see chap. tk-Roots 32.2. 

 

                                                 
4 For the few apparent exceptions, see my analysis given in chap. Pt II 

8.1.1., fn. 2. 
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THE ñña-PRETERIT — CLASS V 

11.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRETERIT CLASS V 

The Class V preterit has the suffix -ñña(-) in both languages. In 
Tocharian B, there is only one finite preterit form attested, i.e., the 
3.sg.mid. kwipeññate from kwipe-ññ- ‘be ashamed’; in addition, 
tä$kw-äññ- ‘love’, tsere-ññ- ‘deceive’, and tsk-äññ- ‘mark, characterize’ 
have PPt forms based on a Class V preterit stem. In Tocharian A, 
finite Class V preterit forms are attested slightly more often: from 
Aaks- ‘announce, proclaim’ and Aoks- ‘grow, increase’, while Aka1-iññ- 
‘reprimand’ only has a PPt again; Akña-ññ- ‘± recognize, acknowledge’ 
may supply further finite Pt V forms, but the forms in question may 
as well be imperfects. The preterit stem of ABwe-ñ- ‘say, speak’ is also 
usually subsumed under this class, although we are dealing with a 
non-geminated -ñ- synchronically. The following forms are attested: 
 

 TB TA 
1.sg.act. weñawa weña 
2.sg.act. weñasta ak1iña1t, weña1t 
3.sg.act. weña ak1iñña/ak1ña-M, ok1iñña-

ci, we/weña-M 
1.pl.act. weñam ak1iññamäs, weñamäs 
2.pl.act. wñas weñas 
3.pl.act. weñare, wñare, 

weñare-nes (S), weñar-
mes (S), weñar (S), 
wñar-ne (S) 

ak1iññar, weñar 

1.sg.mid. — — 
2.sg.mid. — — 
3.sg.mid. kwipeññate kñaññat 
1.pl.mid. — — 
2.pl.mid. — — 
3.pl.mid. weñante kñaññant 
PPt teta$waño1, tsetserñu, 

tsetskäñño1 
kak1iñu 
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In Tocharian B, the Class V preterit basically inflects like a Class I 
preterit of the klyau1a type. Loss of the final -e in the 3.pl.act. ending 
as seen in weñar-mes is not alien to other preterit classes inflecting 
like Pt I as well, cf. chap. Pt I 7.2.1.  

In Tocharian A, the Pt V forms rather conform to the model of the 
imperfects of the klyo1a type, with the notable exception of the 3.sg. 
Pt variant TA we < *wen < *weña of Awe-ñ-, which has the shape of a 
Pt I form and in addition shows irregular loss of word-final *-n, on 
which see Winter, 1977, 155f. = 2005, 191f. 

The vowel TA -i- that stands in front of -ññ- can be syncopated in 
metrical passages just like the -i- in the Class XII present stems (where 
such a syncope is attested far more often), cf. the 3.sg. TA ak1ña 
beside TA ak1iñña (see TG, 380, § 457, fn. 2.).   

11.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

A Class V preterit in -ñña(-) is in both languages nearly always 
associated with a Class XII subjunctive (with the exception of the 
special case of ABwe-ñ-). As for the respective present stems, 
Tocharian B only has such Prs XII stems attested beside a Pt V, while 
in Tocharian A the roots Aaks- and Aoks- have a present of Class XI. 
Note that from Aoks- there is still an ññ-less PPt TA ok1u to be found, 
which forms an equation with TB auk1u and shows that the preterit 
stem in -ñña(-) made from that root is certainly an innovation, cf. 
Winter, 1977, 138 = 1984, 183 = 2005, 175. 

The Class V preterit in -ñña(-) as a whole is no doubt a secondary 
creation based on corresponding thematic subjunctive/present stems 
in -ññ-, and furthermore on the model provided by the a-preterits of 
the klyau1a/TA klyo1 type. As for the fact that in Tocharian A (with 
the excpetion of TA we) all 3.sg. active forms and also the 2.sg.act. TA 
weña1t look like Imp III and not like Pt I forms, it was assumed by 
Van Windekens (VW II/2, 181) that “certains prétérits en -ññ- 
reposent sur d’anciens imparfaits”. What we will really have to 
assume is rather analogical influence exerted by the respective 
imperfect forms, which is quite plausible given the fact that there is 
just one single finite Class V preterit form attested in Tocharian B at 
all, but at least seven imperfects made to a respective present stem in 
-ññ-,1 which is very remarkable, because preterit forms are in general 
                                                 

1 It is even possible that there are more than seven such imperfects, 
because the 2.sg.mid. añmaññitar and 3.sg.mid. añmaññitär from añm-äññ- 
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more frequently used in texts than imperfect forms. A similar 
disproportion between Class V preterits and respective imperfects is 
also to be seen in Tocharian A, although there are slightly more finite 
Pt V forms attested than in Tocharian B. These finite Pt V forms of 
Tocharian A, however, all seem to belong to deverbative iññ-stems 
(“secondary deverbatives” as per Hilmarsson). There is not one single 
finite Pt V form from an indubitable denominative iññ-stem attested 
in Tocharian A, whereas there are no less than four imperfects from 
such denominative Prs XII stems.2 Of course, this is not surprising 
since the original aorists > preterits made to denominative present 
stems all turned out as Class I preterits.  
 

                                                                                                        
‘wish’, and the 3.sg.mid. arcäññitär from arc(-äññ)- ‘should’ can be either Imp 
or Opt. 

2 All four forms are syntactically assured imperfects. 



CHAPTER TWELVE 

THE THEMATIC PRETERIT — CLASS VI 

12.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRETERIT CLASS VI 

Only two roots form a Class VI preterit: käm-/ Akum- ‘come’, lä-n-t-/ 
Alä-n-t- ‘go out’. The variation 3.sg. semo, 3.sg. sema-ñ,1 and 3.sg. sem-
nes 2 points to PT *sæmä(-), i.e., a PT 3.sg. ending *-ä, and the same is 
true for läca-ne and läc-o (MQ, archaic ductus). It is remarkable that 
these preterit paradigms did not introduce the ubiquitous preterit 
suffix -a(-) (even the informal 3.pl. variant semare reminiscent of TA 
lcär probably does not show *-a- but *-ä-). A word-final mobile -o for 
former *-ä in a similar context shows up in the 3.sg. Imp 1eyo ‘was’ 
and yeyo ‘went’. The 3.sg. yasa-c (MQ) as read by Schmidt, 1997a, 
258ff. and 2. or 3.sg. yas would fit here as well (PPt yaku, yako1), but 
both finite preterit forms are philologically uncertain, see s.v. yok- 
‘drink’. 

 käm- Akum- lä-n-t- Alä-n-t- 

1.sg. kamau 3 — latau lca 
2.sg. sem 4 — lac 5 — 

                                                 
1 Attested in H 149.234 b 1 (no MQ character); cf. also sema-c in THT 1541 

frg. h a 1 (no MQ character). 
2 Here the *-ä- is syncopated either as a result of Klingenschmitt’s rule 

(1994, 372 = 2005, 403, fn. 107) or of the patär accentuation rule (see chap. 
Sound Laws 1.3.). 

3 TEB I, 254, § 453 lists the form without ref., while WTG does not mention 
it at all. Consequently, many scholars doubted its existence, the more since it 
is an etymologically unexpected form (thus, e.g., Hackstein, 1995, 164, 21; 
Winter, 1999, 260; Kim, 2001, 122, fn. 8). However, a 1.sg. Pt kamau seems 
indeed attested sentence-finally in the small fragment THT 1615 frg. a b 2 
(MQ): ecce kamau • “I came hither” (cf. also Peyrot, 2008, 136). 

4 A certain 2.sg. sem is attested in PK NS 48 + 258 a 3 (see Pinault, 1994, 
184ff.). There is some discussion about other attestations of a 2.sg. form of this 
paradigm, and it starts with Winter’s restoration of a 2.sg. (sem)t in Man.Bil. 
23 (in Gabain/Winter, 1958, 26); later, however, Winter, 1999, 260 restored to 
(kam)t; likewise Adams, 1988a, 94 (“kamt(o)*”; but he does not list such a form 
anymore in DoT, 161) and Kim, 2001, 122, fn. 9. To be sure, the remainder of 
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 käm- Akum- lä-n-t- Alä-n-t- 

3.sg. sem/semo/ 
sema-ñ/ sem-nes 

—6 lac/lais (S)/las/ 
läco/läca-ne 

läc/lca-M 

1.pl. kmem — — — 
2.pl. — — latso — 
3.pl. kameM/  

kmeM-ne/semare 
— lateM lcär 

3.du. — — ltais — 
PPt kekamu/ kekamo1 kakmu ltu/ ltuwe1 laltu/lantu/lalntu 

12.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

It is communis opinio that the preterit of lä-n-t- continues a thematic 
(or thematized) PIE aorist 1.-3.sg. *hlud-o-m, *hlud-e-s, *hlud-e-t, 
3.pl. *hlud-o-nt, as was at first stated by Pedersen, 1941, 189. Such 
thematic looking 2. and 3.sg. forms are directly continued in PT *lät’ä 

                                                                                                        
the form has rather to be read -r, not -t, see now Pinault, 2008a, 99f., who 
proposes to restore (ko)r ‘myriad’. 

5 On the ghost form 2.sg. lät (as per WTG, 283; TEB I, 254, § 453,2), see s.v. 
lä-n-t-. 

6 Whether the form TA kmaM “aus übriggebliebenen kleinen Fragmenten” 
(as per TochSprR(A), 222, ad no. 399-404) can be analyzed as a 3.sg. Pt TA 
kma-M (as proposed in TG, 429) corresponding to the TB Pt VI is highly 
questionable. The form is, in my opinion, to be found in the unpublished 
fragment THT 1411 frg. c a 4: //// [a/o]RanT@ kmaM [w](·) ////. Although the 
context is totally unclear, it is at least likely that TA kmaM is indeed a separate 
word. However, I doubt that we are dealing here with a preterit of this root. 
As Schmidt, 1974, 58, fn. 1 has pointed out it is a quite remarkable fact that no 
(certain) finite forms of the preterit of this root are attested at all in Tocharian 
A, in contrast to over 50 attestations of finite forms of this root outside the 
preterit. One has to conclude that the finite preterit of this root was given up 
in Tocharian A, which may precisely be due to the fact that it may have had 
an irregular paradigm. Strangely enough, there is no suppletive preterit stem 
from ‘come’ to be found either. It rather seems that the preterit forms have 
been replaced by the periphrastic construction PPt TA kakmu + copula (a 
construction that is indeed attested very often), or perhaps also by the 
imperfect of the same root (cf. TA Imp kum1ar A 312 b 6, where one would 
indeed rather expect a preterit than an imperfect form syntactically; a 
different explanation for the imperfect in this passage is given by Thomas, 
1957, 21, fn. 1). 
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> TB lac, TA läc,7 whereas the 1.sg. and the 3.pl. has a different ending 
in Tocharian A.  

The preterit paradigm of käm-/ Akum- is to be derived from a PIE 
root aorist (rather than from a PIE s-aorist *qemst) that was 
secondarily thematized in analogy with the preterit paradigm of 
semantically similar lä-n-t- ‘go out’ (see Pinault, 1994, 193, fn. 122; 
Hackstein, 1995, 164; Kim, 2001, 124f.; Widmer, 2001, 184). As for the 
pre-PT *e-vowel, Adams, 1978, 282 with fn. 24 sets up a lengthened-
grade *qem-et of the “long-vowel aorist” type to be seen in the 
Tocharian type lyaka, TA lyak, etc. and in the cognate Lat. venit; but 
see chap.s Pt I 7.3.7. and Imp 15.3.2. on these forms. Although there is 
no evidence for an s-aorist from the PIE root *Çqem in any other IE 
language, the Tocharian preterit has been derived from such an s-
aorist in order to explain the apparent lengthened grade of the 
preform of 3.sg. sem, e.g., by Schmidt, 1997a, 257f. Differently, Winter, 
1999, 259ff. speculates about thematic *qemet turning into *qemt by 
sound law, which is rightly rejected as ad hoc by Kim, 2001, 124, fn. 14, 
and the same has to be said about Winter’s first proposal of an 
injunctive *qemt turning to *k’æm by a sound law PIE *e > PT *æ in 
monosyllables (see Kim, 2001, 123f. with ref.). The *-e- was here rather 
analogically introduced into the paradigm from the 1.sg. root aorist 
**qem-m that developed into *qem by sound law (see Schindler 
apud Hollifield, 1977, 170; Jasanoff, 1991, 97, fn. 28; Pinault, 1994, 
190ff.; Kim, 2001, 125ff.).8 

                                                 
7 Kim, 2001, 120, fn. 3 following Cardona, 1960, 104 argues that TA 3.sg. läc 

is not the direct continuant of PT *läc, because “the TA form is underlying 
/lc-a/” judging by TA lca-M with enclitic pronoun “parallel to taka-M from 
tak”. Apparently, we do not have the stem vowel -ä- as in TB, but an a-stem. A 
simple analogy with the a-preterit is, nevertheless, not likely because the 3.pl. 
TA lcär does not display the regular Pt I ending -ar. Kim, 2001, 121, fn. 6 
seems to think that *läc-är is simply analogous after 3.pl. Pt I forms like tak-ar 
(but I do not see how the quoted ablauting form *stam-ar could have 
furnished a basis for the introduction of *-är). TA lcär actually may be an 
archaism (except the -c-, of course) if alleged PIE “*hlud-e-t” had started out 
as an athematic middle form in *-e. 

8 Kim proposes to extend this law to all instances of pre-PIE **-VRC in 
order to explain the lengthened grade also met in the 2.sg. and 3.sg. Toch. 
aorist forms from *qem by sound law rather than analogy; however, if this 
really was an operating sound law, we would expect many more examples of 
such lengthened grades. As for the 2.sg. active, which certainly must have 
been far less important than the 1.sg. and the 3.sg. forms, *-VRs should have 
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As for the antevocalic stem allomorph käm- to be seen in the plural 
and 1.sg., one can take käm- to be the reflex of a Lindeman variant 
*qm- e *kwäm- (see Pinault, 1994, 195f.). Note that Kim, 2001, 132, fn. 
34 proposes as an alternative the insertion of a prop vowel in order to 
split the initial *km- < *qm-, but Tocharian does not seem to have 
problems with initial consonant clusters of that kind otherwise. On 
the other hand, the stem allomorph käm- has been taken to be 
analogical after semantically related lät- (see Hackstein, 1995, 164, fn. 
21 and Widmer, 2001, 185; one may ask, however, why käm- should 
have acquired an irregular paradigm with respect to the root initial 
and root ablaut, while in the preterit paradigm of lä-n-t- the root 
initial and root ablaut do not alter).  

Finally, I propose that we may also have an analogical Class VI 
3.pl. form maiteM in 484, 5 (MQ) from mit(- ‘set out, go, come’. WTG, 
268 analyzed it as a nominal form, but I rather follow Adams, DoT, 
461, who takes it to be a (Prs I/II) verbal form from this root. 
However, instead of a present a preterit is more likely in this passage, 
which comes from a monastery record: pis meñantse-ne maiteM kala 
//// “on the fifth (day) of the month they set out ...”. It is conceivable 
that a 3.pl. Pt maiteM ‘they went’ was simply created in analogy after 
the 3.pl. Pt kameM ‘they came’; as for the semantics, note that the 
regular 3.pl. preterit maitare in 108 a 3 has also end-terminative 
meaning, i.e., is synonymous with kameM (see the translation of the 
passage by Carling, 2000, 89: “als sie an die Stelle, an der sie sein 
sollten, kamen [wtl. gingen]”). 
 

                                                                                                        
indeed resulted by sound law in *-VR, as correctly pointed out by Nussbaum 
apud Jasanoff, 1991, 97, fn. 28. 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

THE iya-PRETERIT — CLASS VII 

13.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRETERIT CLASS VII 

According to the manuals, this preterit class is only attested in 
Tocharian B; however, there may be at least one TA example to be 
found. A preterit of this class has to be set up for at least the following 
nine roots: 

akl- ‘learn’, auks- ‘grow’ (only PPt), kärs- ‘chop up’ (only PPt), kälyp- ‘steal’, 
kras(- act. ‘vex’, mid. ‘be angry’, pruk(- Antigv. ‘overlook, neglect’, lal- ‘exert 
oneself’, wäs- ‘dwell, abide’, saw- ‘live’. Probably to be added to this list: sar?-/ 

Asar?- ‘plant’. 

The following forms are attested:  
1.sg.act. kälypawa/kälypiyawa, 

w1eyawa (S) 
1.sg.mid. aklyiyamai/aklyamai 

2.sg.act. lalyyasta 2.sg.mid. aklyyatai 
3.sg.act. kälwiya, prusiya/prusya,  

lalyiya, w1iya, sawiya 
3.sg.mid. aklyyate, kra1iyate, 

(saryate MQ)? 
 

PPt aklu/ aklo1, auk1u, kekarswa, kekalypo1, peprukwe1, lalalu/ 
lalalo1, au1u, sasayu (Š)/ sasayo1  

 
In Tocharian B there is a monosyllabic suffix variant -ya(-) confined to 
metrical passages, and these apparently syncopated forms behave 
with respect to accent like most of those other forms that seem to have 
undergone metrical syncope of what looks like accented *ä (in open 
syllable), i.e., like kätkre from kätkare; see the discussion by Winter, 
1990, 377 = 2005, 399. As for -eya- in w1eyawa attested in 591, this text 
hails from Sängim; now a raising of /e/ to /i/ and an inverse writing 
of (e) instead of (i) reminiscent of w1eyawa is precisely a feature of the 
eastern and informal varieties of Tocharian B, especially in palatal 
environment; see Klingenschmitt, 1992, 100f. = 2005, 313f. and most 
recently Peyrot, 2008, 59f.1 Accordingly, there is no need for taking 

                                                 
1 In addition, there are also some attestations to be found in non-eastern, 

formal texts even in non-palatalized environment: leleyu for †leliyu in 33 (Š), 
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w1eyawa to be an instance of a sound change PT *-iya- > *-æya-, as 
has been done by Peters, 2006, 346. On the other hand, the mere fact 
that -ìya(-) does vary with -ya(-) certainly does not recommend a 
derivation from (pre-)PT *-iy- rather than from pre-PT *-iy- > PT *-äy-. 

The metrical 3.pl.mid. saryate has been analyzed as a Pt VII by 
Winter, 1990, 377 = 2005, 399. It is the only attested verbal form of its 
root in Tocharian B, while Tocharian A has the preterit forms: 3.sg.act. 
TA sarya, 3.sg.mid. TA saryat, 3.pl.mid. TA saryant, and PPt TA 
sasäryu. The lack of weakening by vowel balance in Tocharian A can 
indeed neatly be explained by setting up a former trisyllabic sequence 
*sar-äya- > TA sarya-, as per Winter, 1994, 401ff. = 2005, 450ff.; on the 
other hand, -y- would have to be a very late intruder in the PPt. 

13.1.1.   Function 

The manuals call this preterit “Durativum” (WTG, 153, §§ 154f.), or 
“Intensiv-Präteritum” (TEB I, 179, § 306; VW II/2, 187f., § 241). In 
contrast, Winter, 1961, 89ff. = 1984, 160 = 2005, 28ff. reasonably argues 
that none of these forms has a durative or intensive meaning, but that 
they are normal preterits systematcally connected with a subjunctive 
of Class IV in -i- and with an sk-present of Class IXa.2 As a matter of 
fact, a Sub IV is indeed attested from: 

akl- ‘learn’ (tr) (-/m/m) (IXa/IV/VII); auks- ‘grow’ (itr) (a/?/-) (XI/IV/PPt); 
kärs- ‘chop up’ (tr) (a/a/-) (IXa/IV/PPt), kälyp- ‘steal’ (tr) (-/a/a) (IXa/IV/VII); 
lal- ‘exert oneself’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (IXa/IV/VII); wäs- ‘dwell’ (itr) (a+/a/a) 
(IXa/IV/VII). 

On the other hand, no Sub IV is found from: 

kras(- act. ‘vex’, mid. ‘be angry’ (tr/itr) (m/-/x) (IV/-/I-VII); pruk(- Antigv. 
‘overlook’ (tr) (m/-/a) (VIII/-/III-VII);3 saw- ‘live’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (II/II/I-VII). 

                                                                                                        
iñcwo for eñcwo, aktike instead of akteke (e being older; see Peyrot, 2008, 
171f.), inte for ente (Peyot, 2008, 172), and probably tiri ‘way, manner’ vs. teri 
attested in 108 a 7 (S) and in a monastery record (see Pinault, 1984a, 24; Peyrot, 
2008, 161f.). One must conclude that the raising of e to i especially in palatal 
environment was an informal-style feature that could only very sporadically 
appear in standard texts. 

2 As for kras(-, pruk(-, and saw-, Winter seems to suggest that from these 
roots there once existed the same kind of paradigms, but see immediately 
below. 

3 Pt III is presupposed by the PPt (on which see the discussion in chap. PPt 
14.1.1.1.), and by the paradigmatic affiliation. 
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Whereas one may feel free to assume that the first two of these roots 
had a Sub IV as well, such a strategy would be quite arbitrary for 
saw-, which, however, had a very interesting Pt I in what probably 
was PT monosyllabic *-ya-; see the end of the next paragraph. 

13.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

The first to give this preterit type a diachronic analysis has been 
Couvreur, 1947, 65, § 109,b. Basing himself on the teachings of Sieg, 
who called the type “durative”, Couvreur thought the preterit suffix 
-a- had been added to imperfect stems in (as he seems to assume) a 
short *-i-, with -iya- as a result (similarly WTG, 153, § 154). Winter, 
1961, 89ff. = 1984, 160 = 2005, 28ff.; 1994a, 295ff. = 2005, 476ff. rightly 
rejected the view that these preterits had a “durative” or “intensive” 
function, and further claimed a common origin of the iya-preterits and 
the TA imperfect of Class III; the most striking innovation by Winter, 
however, probably was that he did not derive these formations from 
proto-forms with *-iy-, but from pre-PT ancestor forms ending in 
*-eye-. Peters, 2004, 432f., fn. 19 and 2006, 346 rejected setting up *-eye-, 
but somehow adopted the other new aspects of Winter’s analysis, 
deriving both Pt VII and the TA imperfect forms of Class III from PT 
forms in *-iya- with a long *-i-, and claiming that this suffix consisted 
of “Imperfekt- = Optativmorphem *-i- + Präteritalmorphem *-a-”. 

There exists also another recent approach somehow in the same 
spirit as that of Winter and Peters, that made by Kim in a yet 
unpublished paper:4 according to that paper, not only Pt VII and TA 
Imp III, but also the klyau1a-type Pt I forms are to be derived from 
one single morphological category, viz. optatives turned into preterits 
and then enlarged by the preterit suffix PT *-a-; however, Kim 
reverted to setting up PT *-äya-, and did not take into consideration 
(pre-)PT *-iy-. In order to get to both Pts VII and klyau1a-type Pts I (as 
well as TA Imps III), he claimed there existed a sound law according 
to which accented schwa vanishes after “(palatal?) coronal consonant” 
(hence *kl’æw1-äya- e klyau1a), but remained after non-coronal 
consonants (hence *kälyp’-ä-ya- e kälpiyawa/kälpyawa). However, 
the problem with this sound law is that it simply does not work: there 
are three roots ending in -s- that do have a Pt VII, whereas the Pt I 

                                                 
4 Lecture given on 11 Jun 2003 at Harvard University, to be published in 

MSS; see also Kim, 2003, 194, fn. 6. 
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made from cämp- behaves completely differently from the Pt VII 
made from kälyp- (see chap. Pt I 7.3.9.). 

In my opinion, there can be no doubt that most5 of the Pt VII forms 
were derived from Sub IV stems, viz. by addition of the ubiquitous 
preterit suffix PT *-a- to a subjunctive stem (originating itself in a 
former present stem), and thereby built much in the same way as the 
Pt IV and Pt V formations (cf. Pinault, 2008, 589f.).6 The fact that in the 
Pt VII we evidently have to do with PT *-äya-, and not with PT *-iya-, 
of course, strongly suggests that the Sub IV stems themselves ended in 
PT *-äy-, and not in PT *-iy-. To be sure, it is indeed best to derive the 
Subs IV (basically) from ye/o-presents, in the paradigms of which PT 
*-Cy’äC(-) may have turned into *-C’äyC(-), see chap. Sub IV.7 As for 
the Pt VII form sawiya from saw-, however, a different solution is 
evidently both necessary and also possible: the Pt I form saya attested 
beside Pt VII sawiya is best explained as regular standard-language 
result of a PT *sawya > *saw’a; one could then venture the guess that 
Pt VII sawiya is the regular outcome of that PT *sawya in the most 
formal styles. 
 

                                                 
5 Note that with respect to kras(- ‘vex, be angry’, there could have easily 

existed a denominative present in pre-PT *-i-ye/o- derived from a pre-PT o-
grade abstract in pre-PT *-i- (as per Peters, forthc.). For the former existence of 
a Sub IV from the root met in saryate, etc., see Kim, 2007a, 50f. 

6 Similarly, but within a quite different framework, Klingenschmitt, 1994, 
407 = 2005, 432, fn. 165. 

7 This then would imply, of course, that the -(i)y- of Pt VII had nothing to 
do at all with the optative (> imperfect) marker -ì-. 
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THE PRETERIT PARTICIPLE 

14.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT THE PRETERIT PARTICIPLE 

In general, every form of a Tocharian preterit participle can be used 
both actively and passively, both transitively and intransitively (cf. 
WTG, 34, § 29). The PPt constitutes a special stem within the averbo. 
Usually, it is synchronically correlated with a preterit stem built from 
the same root, but may nevertheless differ from that preterit stem 
somehow (cf. Pinault, 1989, 127), because non-finite verbal forms in 
general tend to be more conservative than finite verbal forms (see, e.g., 
Peters, 1991, 521, 618). However, it is still reasonable to arrange the 
PPt forms according to their affiliation with preterit classes. The 
following types presented here schematically can be observed: 1 
 
 TB TA PT 
Pt I    
Subclasses 1-4 CäC-ówä/o > 

°-o, °-au,  
-ó1(ä/o) 

CäC-o *CäC-åwä 

Subclass 5 Ca-CaC-au, -a1 *Ca-CaC-u2 *Cæ-CaC-awä 
Subclass 7 C’e-C’äC-u, -o1 — *C’æ-C’äC-äwä 
Cä/æC- Pt I+pal. 3 Ce-Cä/æC’-u, 

-o1 
*Ca-CäC’-u *Cæ-Cä/æC’(y)-

äwä 
CaC- Pt I+pal. Ca-CaC’-u, -o1 *Ca-CaC’-u2 *Cæ-CaC’(y)-

äwä 

Pt II    

roots with root 
vowel (*)ä only 
 

C’e-C’äC-u, -o1 (*)C’a-C’äC-u *C’æ-C’äC-äwä 

                                                 
1 For simplicity’s sake, CäC- denotes here C(C)äC[C(C)]-, and CaC- 

denotes [C(C)]aC[C(C)]-. 
2 PT *-ayC-, *-awC- turned into TA -eC-, -oC-, but PT *-aRC- into TA -äRC-, 

and PT *-CaCV- into TA -CCV; see below 14.1.2.  
3 In TA, only CæC- seems to be involved. 
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Pt III    
CäC-/CäC(- Ce-CäC-u, 

-o1(o)/ 
Ce-CeC-u, -o1/ 
C’e-C’äC-u, -o1 

(*)Ca-CäC-u/ 
(*)C’a-C’äC-u 

*Cæ-CäC-äwä/ 
*Cæ-CæC-äwä/ 
*C’æ-C’äC-äwä 

CaC-/CaC(- Ca-CaC-u, -o1 (*)Ca-CaC-u2 *Cæ-CaC-äwä 
Subtype without 
reduplication 

CäC-u, -uwe1 — *CäC-äwä 

Pt IV    

CäC-/CäC(- Ce-R-11-u, -o1 Ca-R-1-u *Cæ-R-sk’(y)-
äwä 
 

CaC-/CaC(- Ce-R-11-u, -o1 
[arsko1] 

Ca-R-1-u *Cæ-R-sk’(y)-
äwä 

Pt V    

all kinds of roots Ce-R-ññ-u, -o1 Ca-R-ññ-u *Cæ-R-ññ-äwä 

Pt VII    

CäC- Ce-CäC(’[y])-u, 
-o1 

— *Cæ-CäC(’[y])-
äwä 

CaC- Ca-CaC(’[y])-u, 
-o1 

— *Cæ-CaC(’[y])-
äwä 

Pt 0    

CäC- — *Ca-CäC-u *Cæ-CæC-äwä 
ABlä-n-t- ltu/ -uwe1 laltu/lalntu/ 

lantu 
*lätäwä 

yam- 
yok- 

yamu, -o1 
yaku, -o1 

yamu *(y’ä-)yam-äwä 

 
This rather complex picture can basically be reduced to four main 
types. These differ with respect to the presence or absence of 
reduplication and with respect to the endings. For the phonological 
development of the endings I basically follow Þórhallsdóttir, 1988, 
184ff. (with discussion of the older literature). 

14.1.1.  Tocharian B 

14.1.1.1. Basically non-reduplicated PPts in -u, -uwe1 

Nom.sg. PT *-äwä (mostly from pre-PT *-äwos) > -ú 
Obl. PT *-äwæs’ä > *-ú-wæ1-ä > -úwe1(o) 

The following forms (arranged according to the respective preterit 
classes) are attested: 
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Pt I: For sesu, sesuwer from suwa- ‘eat’ see below. 
Pt III: ku- ‘pour’: kuwermeM; tä$k- ‘hinder’: tä$kuwe1; putk- ‘shut’: 

putkuwe1; plätk- ‘overflow’: plätku (S)/ plätkwe1 (MQ); plutk- ‘± 
arise?’: plutku. Although there are no finite preterit forms attested 
from tä$k-, putk-, and plutk-, there is reason to believe that these roots 
indeed formed an s-preterit. As for puttuwer from pätt?- ‘± climb’, 
there is otherwise only an ambiguous present form of Class II or III 
attested from this root, but it may belong to this same PPt class, i.e., 
may have had a paradigm consisting of Prs II and Pt III. The same 
may be true for litku ‘averted’, if this is indeed a PPt from litk(?- 
‘remove’; see the discussion s.v. litk(?- ‘remove’. Finally, isolated PPt 
snätku from a root snätk- ‘suffuse’ shows the same kind of PPt 
formation. Note that both plätku and snätku clearly show that the 
accent in standard Tocharian B still is on the ending. I suggest that the 
reduplicated PPt peprukwe1 from pruk(- Antigv. ‘overlook’ belongs 
here as well. Although this paradigm shows a preterit of Class VII, an 
s-preterit would be expected in an antigrundverb paradigm of that 
kind, so a PPt †pruku, -uwe1 could have been the respective PPt of 
that (non-attested) former s-preterit stem, which later may have taken 
on reduplication after the Pt VII came into being by analogy with 
reduplicated PPt forms standing beside Pt VII stems such as 
kekalypo1 from kälyp- ‘steal’. 

Pt VI: lä-n-t- ‘go out’: ltu, ltuwe1. 
yku, ykuwe1 from i- ‘go’ has a suppletive, k-extended stem, which 
may owe the stem-final -k- to a semantically opposed PT stem *tak- 
‘stand; stand still’, which can be reasonably reconstructed as the 
ancestor of *tak(a)- ‘be, become’ (but note that the more regular PPt 
†ynu is attested by the derivative ynuca ‘going’). 

Three stems ending in -uw- seem to belong here descriptively, but 
have an -u- in front of the -w- which does not go back to a pre-PT 
prop vowel *ä that developed e nihilo between a stem-final non-
syllabic and a desinence-initial non-syllabic: In kuw-, the -u- goes back 
to pre-PT *-u-, just as the first of the three *ä vowels in unreduplicated 
PT *lätäwä (> ltu).4 In sesu, sesuwer belonging to the Pt I from suwa- 
‘eat’, and also in the old PPt form säsuwa, which synchronically acts as 
the nom.pl. form of soy ‘son’ (for the etymology, see Winter, 1985, 
260f. = 2005, 288f.; Ringe, 1991, 74), things are completely different, 
because in the first of these two participles, -uw- clearly goes back 
somehow to a PIE sequence *-uH-w-, and the second form seems to be 

                                                 
4 Note that there is no reduplicated variant †kekuw-. 
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a plural form that belonged to a neuter nom.acc.sg. PIE *se-suH-us > 
pre-PT *sesus. It is not so clear whether -uw- in sesuwer goes back to 
pre-PT *-uw- directly, or rather to a proto-form with a sequence pre-PT 
*-u/äwawo- > PT *-äwawæ- that eventually turned into Late PT *-äwæ- 
by Winter’s rule (1965, 204 = 2005, 120), by which unstressed PT 
*-wawV turned into -wV, and could also have applied in säsuwa. 
Since all these forms have a preserved reduplication syllable, 
according to my views on reduplication presented below, I would 
strongly prefer not to derive them from forms with a pre-PT sequence 
*-u/äwaw-, but to have them based on forms with preserved pre-PT 
*-u- in the syllable that followed the reduplication syllable. Winter’s 
somewhat surprising reduction rule may then have started out not as 
a phonological rule, but rather may have had a morphological origin, 
viz. may rather have been deduced precisely from forms such as 
sesuwer showing a sequence -uwe- developed directly out of pre-PT 
*-uwo- rather than the *-(u)wawe- from PT *-äwawæ- that one should 
have expected synchronically on account of the otherwise almost 
ubiquitous root/stem-final PT *-a-. 

14.1.1.2. Reduplicated PPts in -u, -o1(o) 

Nom.sg. PT *-äwä (almost always from pre-PT *-äwos) > -u, -wä5 
Obl. PT *-äwæs’ä > -o1, -o1o 

Due to reduplication, the connecting vowel *-ä- did not bear the 
accent, so that the development of the suffix/ending was different 
from that in Class 1. 

This formation is the most productive one for roots without A-
character. It is regularly met not only with Class III preterits, but also 
with the klyau1a-type preterits and with the somewhat similar preterit 
classes Pt IV, Pt V, and Pt VII, which accordingly all lose stem-final -a- 
in these PPts: 

Pt I: Subgroup 1: Roots without A-character that form a Pt I with 
palatalized root final of the type katk- ‘rejoice’: kakaccu/ kakacco1. 
The reduplication vowel PT *æ can be subject to a-umlaut or umlaut 
by *å: katk- ‘rejoice’: kakaccu/ kakacco1; nask- ‘bathe’: nana11usa; 
pask- ‘protect’: papa11u/ papa11o1; yask- ‘beg’: yaya11o1; laMs- 
‘perform’: lalaM1uwa/ lalaM1a1 (sic; most likely a misspelling); here 
also belongs aks- ‘announce’: ak1u/ ak1o1 (and probably auk1u from 
auks- ‘grow’ from which no preterit is attested, but which may have 

                                                 
5 peprutkwä in 139 b 8 (MQ) in pada-final position. 
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had a Pt VII for structural reasons); these roots must, of course, lack 
reduplication. The reduplication vowel -e- is preserved in kärsk- 
‘shoot’: kekar11u (if the root is set up correctly at all), and also in 
klyaus- ‘listen’: keklyau1u/ keklyau1o1.6 Finally, soy- ‘become sated’ 
sosoyu/ sosoyo1 shows umlaut by following *å. See also Winter, 1977, 
136ff. = 1984, 181ff. = 2005, 173ff. 

Subgroup 2: Roots that form a Pt I of Subclass 7 (with persistent 
(*)-a- in the root and palatalized root initial): pälwa- ‘lament’: 3.sg. 
plyawa, PPt pepälyworsa; läk(- ‘see’: 3.sg. lyaka, PPt lyelyku/ 
lyelyko1/lyelyakor/lelkor; lu?- ‘rub’: 3.sg. lyawa, PPt in 
lyelyuwormeM; but säl(- Antigv. ‘throw’: 3.sg. 1alla, PPt sesalyu does 
not really belong here, see s.v. säl(- ‘fly’. 

Pt II: The only type of PPt formation attested for PPts belonging to 
preterits of Class II has reduplication and the endings -u, -o1. In all 
cases, both the consonant of the reduplication syllable and the root-
initial consonant (cluster) are either overtly palatalized or can be the 
regular outcomes of palatalized consonants. All PPts have (*)-ä- as the 
root vowel, hence the reduplication vowel is always -e-, e.g., tuk(- 
Kaus. I ‘hide’: ceccuku/ ceccuko1. 

Pt III: The usual type of PPt formation attested for PPts belonging 
to preterits of Class III has reduplication and the endings -u, -o1. PPts 
(probably) standing beside s-preterits that do not follow this type 
form a PPt of Class 1 (i.e., are not reduplicated and have the endings 
-u, -uwe1, see above 14.1.1.1.). The reduplication vowel is -e- or -a-, by 
umlaut, where the root has -a- as root vowel. In contrast to PPts to 
preterit Class II, these usually do not have palatalization of the root-
initial consonant and the reduplication consonant (as for seeming 
exceptions starting with -ly-, see the discussion in chap. Pt III 9.1.6.2.). 
In sum, there are two major subgroups of PPts belonging to Pt III: 
while the root vowel in the PPt class belonging to Pt II is always (*)’-ä-, 
PPt to Pt III can show either (*)(’)-ä- or -e-. For the root näk- ‘destroy, 
fall into ruin’ indeed both ablaut grades are attested: nenku, 
neneko1/nenko1.7 It is conceivable that the æ-grade type is an 
innovation, see the discussion in chap. Pt III and Peyrot, 2008, 152f. 

                                                 
6 au < pre-PT *ew did, of course, not cause a-umlaut. 
7 It is possible but far from certain that the different ablaut types neneku 

and nenku have different meanings. One of the two attestations of the e-vowel 
type seems to have intransitive meaning ‘fallen into ruin’ (282 a 6; cf. Saito, 
2006, 476 ‘zugrundegegangen’), while neneko1 in 512 a 2 is without much 
context. On the other hand, nenko1 in 238 a 3 means ‘lost’ (cf. Saito, l.c.), while 
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Pt IV: Reduplication and endings -u, -o1 added to a variant of the 
sk-suffix is the regular type of inflection for PPts formed to a Pt IV. 
The suffix variant is in almost all forms the same -11- exclusively met 
in the finite forms of Pt IV; in contrast, PPt arsko1 from ar(- Kaus. II 
‘abandon’ still shows the unpalatalized variant of the suffix (see also 
the discussion in chap. Pt IV 10.2.). As expected, the reduplication 
vowel is either -e- or its umlaut product -a- where the root vowel is 
-a-. 

Pt V: Reduplication and endings -u, -o1 added to the stem-final 
-ññ- is the regular type of inflection for PPts formed to a Pt V. Only 
the reduplication vowel -e- is attested. 

Pt VI: kekamu/ kekamo1 from käm- ‘come’ (cf. TA laltu, lalntu 
from Alä-n-t- ‘go out’). 

Pt VII: Reduplication and endings -u, -o1 added to the root is the 
regular type of inflection for PPts formed to a Pt VII. As expected, the 
reduplication vowel is either -e- or its umlaut product -a- where the 
root vowel is -a-. In some of the forms, we meet stem-final pala-
talization (au1u, sasayo1, and most likely also auk1u), exactly as in the 
keklyau1u type, and also in kekalypo1 from *-pyäw-. For the reasons 
why the -a- is absent in the PPts to the Subclass 7 a-preterits, and 
hence (as I think) also in the PPts to preterit Class II, see the discussion 
in chap. Pt I 7.3.7. 

Note that a lot of vowel-initial roots, which, of course, cannot show 
reduplication, nevertheless form PPts in -u, -o1, such as alu, e$ko1, 
ero1, etc., thereby clearly attesting to the former existence of an 
accentuation rule that is otherwise evidenced by forms such as 
prekwa and patär. This group of non-reduplicated PPts in -u, -o1 from 
vowel-initial roots with a full vowel as root vowel is joined by yamu, 
yamo1, which is built from a root starting with a non-syllabic (yam- 
‘do’), but nevertheless descriptively lacks a reduplication syllable. As 
far as the accent is concerned, yamu, yamo1 can go back to proto-
forms that may never have had reduplication, but on the other hand, 
derivation from a PT *yäyam- with irregularly preserved re-
duplication vowel PT *ä from pre-PT *e is also to be taken into 
consideration. 

 

                                                                                                        
the other (clear) attestations of the stem nenk- have the (transitive) meaning 
‘having destroyed’. I cannot find nenku under the signature H 149.323 a 2 
quoted by Broomhead II, 140. 
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14.1.1.3. Non-reduplicated PPts in -au, -o1(o)  

Nom.sg. PT *-åwä > -au, -au1, -o1/-ow,8 -owo, -awo,9 -owä10 
Obl. PT *-åwæs’ä > -o1, -o1o, -o1ä 

o mobile, respectively ä-variants are here more often attested than in 
class 2. Even in standard Tocharian B, the accent is still on the ending, 
cf., e.g., kätkau, kätko1 from kätk(- ‘cross’. This PPt formation is only 
found together with a-preterits of Subclass 1 trough 4;11 for the origin 
of PT *-å- met here, see below 14.2. 

14.1.1.4.  Reduplicated PPts in -au, -a1 

Nom.sg. PT *-awä > -au 
Obl. PT *-awæs’ä > -a1 

This type is regularly found together with a-preterits of Subclass 5.12 
As far as I can see, there are no variants attested with o mobile or 
preservation of the final *-ä. 

14.1.1.5. Descriptively non-reduplicated PPt in *-awä, *-a1(ä/o)  

Only tättarmeM from tätta- ‘put, set, place’, which seems to 
presuppose a PPt *tättawä, *tätta1(ä/o). 

14.1.2.  Tocharian A 

Just like in Tocharian B, in Tocharian A the formation of a PPt 
standing beside an a-preterit stem depends on the root vowel, or, to 
put it another way, on the respective subclass of Pt I.  

                                                 
8 For the chronology -o1/-ow > -au, see Stumpf, 1970, 79ff. and most 

recently Peyrot, 2008, 50ff. 
9 pärkawo in the metrical passage 5 b 4 (Š) looks like a compromise 

writing between regular -au and old -owo, if it is not merely a mistake. 
10 For instances, tsä$kowä attested in the small MQ-character text THT 

1237 b 2 (metrical, archaic ductus). On the question of o mobile and 
preservation of -ä, see Malzahn, 2007a, 282ff. 

11 Occasionally, such a PPt is actually the only indication of the existence 
of such a Pt I, or of A-character at all, as is the case with kärkau ‘bound’ from 
kärk- ‘bind’, which seems to otherwise lack A-character and which is, in fact, 
homonymous with kärkau ‘robbed’ from kärka- ‘rob’. 

12 Pace Adams, DoT, 716, sparttau in 375 a 5 is not a non-reduplicated PPt, 
but 1.sg. Sub. 
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In Tocharian A, PPts belonging to a-preterits of Subclass 5 have a 
reduplication syllable of the structure Ca-, and end in -u in the 
nom.sg. The rest depends completely on the non-syllabic components 
of the root. As a consequence of the various weakening processes 
related to the TA phenomenon labeled “vowel balance”, pre-TA *Cia-
CiaCk-V had to result in TA CiaCiCkV, and pre-TA *Cia-CiaRCk-V in 
TA CiaCiäRCkV. Strangely enough, pre-TA *Cia-Ciay/wCk-V did not 
result in *CiaCiäy/wCkV > TA *CiaCii/uCkV, which seems to have 
been the lautgesetzlich outcome of pre-TA *Cia-Ciæy/wCk-V (to judge 
from forms such as kaklyu1u), but resulted in TA CiaCie/oCkV 
instead; see Peters, 2006, 333, fn. 14 with ref. (but for TB -oy- met in 
optatives and imperfects and TA wasu- claimed by Peters, 2006, 338f., 
fn. 24 to derive from *wæwäs-, see rather chap.s Imp and Opt and 
below 14.2.1.1., respectively). As for TA lalupu from Alupa- ‘besmirch’ 
and the hapax TA kakrupu from Akrop(- ‘gather’ attested in A 353 b 
313 instead of its quite frequent and completely regular variant TA 
kakropu, in these two forms -up- maybe reflects a former *-æwpa- 
that escaped analogical application of a-umlaut. 

PPts belonging to a Subclass 3 or Subclass 4 a-preterit, i.e., with a 
pre-PT root vowel *ä, *i, or *u, lack reduplication, much in the same 
way as Subclass 1-4 preterits lack reduplication in Tocharian B, and 
they end in TA -o, which is the exact TA equivalent of TB -ow > -au. 
Further, they never palatalize root-initial consonants, exactly as their 
TB equivalents, with the sole exception of the hapax lyipo attested in 
A 104 a 1 instead of and beside regular TA lipo; lyip- instead of lip- 
shows up also in many other forms, and is probably a blend of the 
lautgesetzlich zero grade PT *l’äp- with the analogical zero grade PT 
*läyp-.  

As for a-preterits with palatalized root final, Tocharian A shows a 
reduplicated type in -u, and here, again, those with the root vowel TA 
a show weakening/syncope of the root vowel by vowel balance (TA 
pap1u from Apas-). For the frequently attested PPt TA kaklyu1u, not 
†kaklyo1u (= TB keklyau1u) from Aklyos- ‘listen’, see again Peters, 
2006, 333, fn. 14. In TA sasyu (almost = TB sosoyu) from Asay- ‘satiate’, 
-a- clearly replaced a lautgesetzlich o-vowel. 

                                                 
13 Since the ak1aras (kro) and (kru) cannot be confused, I doubt that we can 

dismiss this form as an “error”, i.e., as a misspelling, as suggested by Ringe, 
2000, 124, fn. 9; as for TA lalupu, the claim made by Ringe, l.c., that its first u is 
due to analogy is completely arbitrary. 
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As for the other preterit classes, Tocharian A again basically shows 
the same types as Tocharian B does:  

Pt II: The PPt shows reduplication and the ending TA -u; the root 
vowel (almost) always derives from PT *-ä-, which usually palatalizes 
the root initial (cluster) of the PPt (if possible), and does so even when 
the respective finite Pt II forms lack palatalization (PPt TA ñañitku 
beside 3.sg.mid. Pt II nanätkat from PPt Anätk(- ‘hold distant’; TA 
1a1pärku beside 3.pl. Pt II saspärkant from Aspärk(- Kaus. II 
‘destroy’). To be honest, some forms that exist behave differently from 
the vast majority, but as argued in chap. Pt II 8.2.4., these forms joined 
Class II secondarily and have no bearing on the origins of Pt II.  

Pt III: The PPt shows reduplication and the ending TA -u. As for 
the root vocalism, because of the phenomenon called “vowel balance” 
roots with a root vowel PT *ä can only have (*)-ä-, and no other vowel, 
and roots of the structure PT *Ca(R)C(C)- also could only have (had) 
(*)-ä-, cf., e.g., nanku < *nanäk- < *nanak- from Anak- ‘blame’. Quite 
remarkably, the root vowel (*)-ä- almost never palatalizes a root-initial 
consonant (cluster) in a PPt belonging to a Class III preterit, despite 
the fact that the finite forms of the active paradigm quite regularly do 
show root-initial palatalization in Tocharian A. As a matter of fact, 
only two roots beginning with l- show palatalization both in the finite 
Pt III forms and in the PPt (PPt TA lyalypu/ lyalyipurä1 beside 3.sg. Pt 
III lyepäs from Alip(- Antigv. ‘leave’; PPt TA lyalyku/ lyalyuku beside 
3.sg. Pt III lyokäs from Aluk- Antigv. o. Kaus. II ‘illuminate’; PPt TA 
lyalyutu from Alut- ‘remove’ may also belong here, but no finite 
preterit form is attested). TA sasruku found in A 160 a 3 hardly 
belongs here; the form may be a mere blunder, but is strongly 
reminiscent of TA kakrupu and TA lalupu, and therefore maybe 
attests to the former existence of a fully lautgesetzlich Pt I paradigm 
PT 3.sg. *srawka/ 3.pl. *sræwkaræ. Saito, 2006, 565 suggests that TA 
wasu from Awäs- ‘don’ never had reduplication, and that TA walu 
from Awäl- ‘die’ was coined on the model of TA wasu. But the pre-PT 
*we/os-wos reconstructed by Saito does not make any sense 
diachronically, and *wes-wos- or *us-wos- would, of course, have 
resulted in †wsu. As a matter of fact, TA wa- of these forms can go 
back either to PT *w’æw’ä- or PT *wæwæ-. 

Pt IV: The ending TA -u is added to the preterit suffix -1-. If 
possible, the PPt is reduplicated, like in Tocharian B, and in that case 
all roots again show only (*)-ä- as root vowel as expected. 

Pt V: The ending TA -u is added to the preterit suffix -ññ-; if 
possible, the forms are reduplicated, and then show (*)-ä- as root 
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vowel. TA wewñu certainly is an analogical substitute for the 
expected †weñu, as per Winter, 1965a, 206 = 1984, 172 = 2005, 131, fn. 1. 

The inflection type with TA -o is met in the non-reduplicated 
forms made from a-preterits, but also found in reduplicated PPts 
made from root allomorphs in -a(w)-: Ako- ‘kill’: TA kako, Aklawa- 
‘fall’: Pt 3.sg. TA kla and PPt TA kaklo, Aksa- ‘± illuminate’: TA kakso, 
Apla- ‘?’ only has PPt TA paplo, Aya- ‘go’: Pt 3.sg. TA ya and PPt yayo, 
Awa- ‘lead’: Pt 3.sg.mid. wat and PPt wawo, and Asaw- ‘live’: PPt saso. 
From Ata(-s)- we find PPt TA to, which descriptively lacks 
reduplication. 

The PPt beside the irregular, (partly) thematic preterit of Alä-n-t- 
‘go out’ shows a reduplicated formation TA laltu < *lalätu, beside 
which there also exist TA lalntu and lantu with analogically 
introduced nasal.  

Pt 0: PPts standing beside a root preterit have reduplication, the 
ending -u, and, of course, a non-palatalizing root vowel *ä. 

Just like in Tocharian B, the PPt of yam- ‘do’ is irregular 
(unreduplicated) TA yamu = TB yamu < PT *yamäwä. The PPt TA 
yomu of Ayom(- ‘achieve’, which also stands beside a Pt III, is most 
likely an analogical formation created on the model of TA yamu (and 
not the lautgesetzlich result of a PIE “*hehm-u-”, as claimed by Saito, 
2006, 564). 

One notable difference between Tocharian A and Tocharian B with 
respect to endings is met in the PPts belonging to Subclass 5 a-
preterits. In contrast to Tocharian B, Tocharian A shows no trace of a 
stem-final PT *-a- standing in front of *-wä. Winter, 1994, 402f. = 2005, 
451f.; 1994a, 298 = 2005, 479 does not want this absence to be due to 
weakening by vowel balance, but rather compares the TB reduction of 
expected *CoCoCoC and *CeCeCeC to turn out as CoCoCC and 
CeCeCC, respectively. However, Winter himself acknowledged that 
precisely *CaCaCaC did not undergo reduction in Tocharian B, but 
survived, and surfaced as CaCaCaC. 

Finally, mention should be made of the fact that three TA PPts 
show *-äC- rather than expected *-äy/wC-, viz. the lexicalized PPt TA 
lyalypu ‘karma’ (as opposed to Abs lyalyipurä1 ‘having left’ with 
expected -ip-) from the root Alip(- ‘remain’, TA lyalyku attested beside 
TA lyalyuku from Aluk- ‘light up’, and finally TA papyätku from 
Apyutk- ‘come into being’. Whereas -lyp- of TA lyalypu can be neatly 
explained as the completely lautgesetzlich result of the zero-grade 
allomorph of the respective root, i.e., of pre-PT *-lip- > PT *-l’äp- (as 
per Kim, 2006, 133), the same cannot be said at all about -lyk- and 
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-pyätk-, because pre-PT *-luk- should have resulted in *-lk-, and 
pyutk- in all probability goes back to a pre-PT *pu-T-sk- from PIE 
*buH-, and accordingly did not show any kind of ablaut in pre-PT at 
all. So one may guess either that pre-TA forms *l’æl’äkäwä and 
*pæpyätkäwä were coined on the model of *l’æl’äpäwä at a time when 
this form still functioned as a PPt and was not lexicalized, or that 
*l’æl’äwkäwä and *pæpyäwtkäwä in pre-TA were capable of losing 
the *-w- of their roots by dissimilation. 

14.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

In principle, the Tocharian PPt continues the (active) PIE perfect 
participle with the suffix *-we/os-, as was at first pointed out by 
Pedersen, 1941, 111. When the underlying verbal stem ended in a pre-
PT non-syllabic, the PPt suffix was attached directly to this stem and 
then the usual insertion of a prop vowel pre-PT *ä between a stem-
final non-syllabic and a desinence-initial non-syllabic occurred, so that 
the pre-PT nom.sg. ending came to be *-äwos in these cases.  

For the phonological development of that *-äwos, *-äwos-, I 
basically follow Þórhallsdóttir, 1988, 190.14 In forms lacking 
reduplication already in Proto-Tocharian the accent fell on the suffix-
initial *-ä- and hence caused a development different from the one 
found with the unaccented suffix in the otherwise quite similar, but 
reduplicated type, cf. Winter, 1994a, 299f. = 2005, 480f.: 

Nom.sg. PT *-äwä > TB -ú 
Obl. PT *-äwæs’ä > TB -úwe1 

In reduplicated PPt formations from roots without A-character, on the 
other hand, the suffix underwent a different development because the 
accent lay on the root syllable and not on the suffix-initial *-ä-: 

Nom.sg. PT *-äwä > TB -u 
Obl. PT *-äwæs’ä > > TB -o1(o) 

For the root ablaut found in all these formations, see the discussion in 
chap. Pt III. 

As for PPts made from roots with A-character, i.e., PPts belonging 
to Class I preterits, it is very remarkable that we actually find two 

                                                 
14 See also Winter, 1988a, 211ff. = 2005, 346ff. for a sound law by which 

*-wæ- was lost in Tocharian B after all vowels except *ä, and with the 
exception of disyllabic forms, hence saweM, but samane < *sawæmanæ. 
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different endings in Tocharian B: -au/ -a1 in the reduplicated PPts 
belonging to Class I preterits of Subclass 5, and -o/-ow(ä/o) > -au 
(-au4, -awo)/-o1(ä/o)15 in the unreduplicated PPts that are found 
beside Class I preterits of Subclasses 1 through 4.  

Now as for these differences in inflection, Adams, 1981, 23 
assumed that the ow-type, and actually all kinds of surfacing -o- in the 
PPts, reflected nom.sg. forms of respective aorist participles in PIE 
*-ont. Hilmarsson, 1986, 158f.; 1988a, 512 calls the kälpau/ kälpo1 type 
a “thematic type” to be derived from PIE *-o-wos, but neither of these 
two approaches works phonologically or morphologically, see already 
Þórhallsdóttir, 1988, 187f.  

As correctly seen by the same author (1988, 190), one has to set up 
PT *-awä for the reduplicated papaikau type, and PT *-åwä for the 
unreduplicated kälpau type. Now one may ask, of course, whether 
Early PT *-awä could have simply turned into Late PT *-åwä by sound 
law, where the *-a- of the Early PT sequence *-awä bore the accent, as 
was done first, and not too explicitly, by Cowgill, 1985a, 2f. = 2006, 
509. Far more explicitly, but nevertheless without further discussion, 
Saito, 2006, 574f. made the following claim: “Man könnte also eine 
Regel aufstellen, wonach das zugrundeliegende Phonem /-a-/ in einer 
betonten Silbe als B -o-, nach einer betonten Silbe als B -a- realisiert 
worden ist.”  

Saito, however, simply does not take into account the argument 
put forth by Þórhallsdóttir, 1988, 206, fn. 7 that in tall2, tallant a(n 
Early) PT *á standing in front of a PT *w did not change to a (Late PT 
*å >) TB o. Unfortunately, the original final syllable of the nom.sg. 
tall2 and also the original final syllable of the nom.sg. tätt2 of the PPt 
made from tätta- ‘put’ must have been slightly different from the PT 
*-wä that one has to set up as the PT final syllable for all nom.sg. 
forms belonging to PPts (with the exception of tätt2, of course, the 
proto-form of which must have undergone analogical influence from 

                                                 
15 Ending variants with o mobile or preserved -ä are almost exclusively 

found with the (descriptively) unreduplicated PPts in -o > -au/ -o1, and with 
the (equally descriptively unreduplicated) PPt from yam- ‘do’ (yamo1ä); the 
reduplicated type in -au/ -a1 lacks such variants completely, and for the 
reduplicated type in -u/ -o1 only two attestations of -o1o can be quoted: 
sesino1o in 9 b 2, and yainmo1o in the metrical passage PK AS 17A b 3 
(unpublished). Clearly the preservation of word-final (*)-ä as -ä or as o mobile 
in the PPts had to do with word length (and/or accent, as per Adams, 1981, 19, 
fn. 2: preservation in “/kälpówä/”, complete loss in “/papáykawä/”). 
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the nom.sg. of a stem/stems ending in *-nt-); see Malzahn, 2006, 389, 
fn. 2. Note, however, that karyor ‘buying, business negotiation’ clearly 
points to the former existence of a more archaic PPt *karyau, *karyo1 
with accent on the initial syllable;16 accordingly, the only distribution 
rule for PT *-awä and PT *-åwä we can reasonably reconstruct is the 
morphonological rule “use *-åwä/æs’ä whenever the root vowel is *ä, 
and use *-awä/æs’ä in any other case”, and clearly not the 
phonological rule “turn PT *-áwä into *-åwä” assumed by both 
Cowgill and Saito.17 In addition, tättarmeM clearly points to the 
former existence of a nom.sg. *tättawä, and it would be extremely far-
fetched to claim that pre-TB *tättowä was turned into *tättawä 
secondarily, viz. under the influence of tätt2. There is then just one 
meaningful explanation left, the one essentially already advanced by 
Þórhallsdóttir, 1988, 202, 206, fn. 7 (following a suggestion of Jay 
Jasanoff), viz. that the kälpau type reflects pre-PT *-awos, and the 
papaikau type pre-PT *-a/owos. This strategy is also strongly 
recommended by various kinds of morphological evidence: 

(1) The a-preterits of Subclass 5, i.e., the ones connected with the 
papaikau PPt type, are morphologically completely different from the 
a-preterits of Subclasses 1 through 4, to which PPts of the kälpau type 
regularly belong; it is therefore extremely plausible to assume that the 
respective PPts were morphologically even more different. 

(2) It would not make any sense to derive the primary formations 
among the a-preterits of Subclasses 2 and 3 from zero grades of verbal 
roots with attached pre-PT *o or pre-PT *a (< PIE *H?), but excellent 
sense to derive all of those from PIE aorist formations ending 
precisely in pre-PT *-a- (< PIE *-eH[(e)h]). 

                                                 
16 As far as I can see, the word-initial accent of *karyau can only be 

explained as a reflex of preserved pre-PT reduplication; one may assume that 
in the course of the prehistory of TB *karyau, a pre-PT *Ki-Kriya-wos turned 
immediately into *ku-Kri° by sound law, and that the reduplication syllable of 
this PPt form, precisely because it turned into *ku-, later escaped both the 
haplological loss of all the other reduplication syllables of the pre-PT *Cä/i/u- 
type, and also the sound change Early PT *C(C)ä- > *C(C)æ- that (as per 
Peters, 2004, 440ff.) occurred in the PPts and a-preterits. (For a recent different 
account of karyor, see Pinault, 2008, 435, 446 and Pinault, 2009, 482.) 

17 To be sure, it would not be impossible, but completely arbitrary and 
circular to assume that the morphonological rule reconstructed by me above 
had developed out of a phonological rule as reconstructed by Cowgill and 
Saito, especially if one also takes into account the absolutely negative 
evidence furnished by tall2 and tätt2.  
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(3) -o- is also met in the optative and imperfect morpheme -oy- that 
regularly shows up where the basic verbal stem ended in PT *-a-, and 
cannot be derived from a PT sequence *-ay- in a meaningful way.  

(4) There is evidence for at least two (former) abstracts in TB -ol 
from PT *-ål < pre-PT *-al attested beside respective historical stems in 
(*)-a-, viz. trokol ‘± provisions’ (obviously from PT *träwkål) and 
yotkolau ‘± foreman/director’ (obviously presupposing PT *w’ætkål), 
as per Pinault, 2009, 481f. To these two I think one should add the 
adverb aiwol ‘towards’; although a Prs IV aiwotär built from the 
respective root does exist, otherwise abstracts in -l are never based on 
a present stem when there were verbal stems other than the respective 
present stem available in Tocharian (see s.v. truka- ‘± give, portion’), 
and from aiw(- ‘be turned toward, incline to’ a Pt I 3.sg.act. aiwa-ne, 
PPt aiwau also exists. Since there is only evidence for a (pre-)PT 
abstract suffix *-l and not any for a variant pre-PT *-wol > PT *-wæl (as 
assumed in Pinault, 2008, 384), it would be completely arbitrary to 
derive these three formations from proto-forms in PT *-åwæl rather 
than from proto-forms in PT *-ål < pre-PT *-al, and then make the 
additional claim that PT *-åwæ- once more resulted from an earlier PT 
sequence *-áwæ-. The obvious solution for these three (former) 
abstracts in TB -ol then is that they are simple archaisms, that is 
lexicalized formations dating from an earlier stage when the 
respective stems that ended (almost) always in (*)-a- in historical 
times still had an allomorph in (pre-PT *-a- >) PT *-å- that was 
automatically chosen when a suffix was to be attached that started 
with a non-syllabic.18 

Accordingly, it is quite obvious that Jay Jasanoff was right, and 
that in the PPts of the kälpau type a pre-PT vowel *a was preserved as 
PT *å that was generally replaced by PT *a in the respective finite 
forms. A similar conservative behavior is found with the PPt lyelyku 
from läk(- ‘see’ and all the PPts synchronically belonging to a Pt II 
and lacking stem-final PT *a as well as lyelyku; as argued in chap. Pt I, 
the absence of stem-final PT *a met in these PPt forms is more archaic 
than its presence in the finite forms, which was due to a blend of 
Narten preterits and aorists ending in a pre-PT *-a-morpheme. 

As for the stem-final -1 met in the obl.sg. forms, quite obviously a 
palatalizing vowel must have followed the suffix allomorph pre-PT 
*-wos- in prehistorical times, and I cannot see any better option than to 

                                                 
18 For a further argument, see in the verbal index s.v. kura?- ‘age’. 
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derive these obl.sg. forms from loc.sg. forms in pre-PT *-wos-i (as per 
Peters, 2006, 344, fn. 48), or maybe *-wos-en. 

As for the -nt- inflection of Tocharian A (nom.sg. TA yamu, but 
obl.sg. TA yamunt), one may be reminded of the -nt- inflection of the 
active perfect participles in Aeolic Greek, which no doubt was caused 
by an analogical influence from the present and aorist participles in 
-nt-. Adams, 1981, 23 and 1988a, 133f. seems indeed to assume 
influence from aorist participles in *-ont also in order to account for 
that TA -nt- inflection. As a matter of fact, the really existing nt-
participles of historical Tocharian A inflect completely differently 
from the TA PPts, and therefore it may be better to follow received 
opinion which says that -u, -unt and -o, -ont in the TA PPts is due to 
analogical influence from the pre-PT *-wont-19 adjectives, see, e.g., 
Þórhallsdóttir, 1988, 185 and Pinault, 1990b, 84.20 

14.2.1.  Reduplication 

It is regularly just the first consonant of an initial consonant cluster 
that shows up in the reduplication syllable. There are two exceptions, 
however, the initial cluster st- (and its palatalized variant), which can 
get fully reduplicated, and the cluster sp-; as for the latter, we find 
both PT *s(’)æ-sp(’)- and PT *p(’)æ-sp(’)-, which points to original full 
reduplication pre-PT *spV-sp-.21 Roots starting with a vowel do not 
show reduplication. As argued in greater detail in chap. Sub I/V 
18.7.1., the TB evidence clearly points to the conclusion that within 
basically reduplicating verbal categories, in front of root allomorphs 
with pre-PT *ä, *i, *u as syllable peaks reduplication syllables must 
have been absent already exceedingly early, whereas in front of root 
allomorphs with pre-PT vowels other than *ä, *i, *u implementing the 
syllable peaks, reduplication syllables of the structure pre-PT *Ce- > 
PT *C(‘)ä- did exist for quite a long time, and left traces of various 
kinds even in historical Tocharian B. As far as the PPts alone are 
concerned, this distribution has been basically recognized and 

                                                 
19 Thus first Þórhallsdóttir, 1988, 197. 
20 According to Pinault, l.c., the pre-PT *-wont- adjectives also had a 

nom.sg. ending “*-wos, plutôt que *-wont”, just like the PPts, but this 
suggestion is not confirmed by the TB evidence; see Malzahn, 2006, 389, fn. 2. 

21 This evidence is in full accordance with the behavior of initial clusters in 
Indo-Aryan, Latin, Germanic (see KuryLowicz, 1966 = 1975, 388-394), and 
probably Hittite as well (see Forssman, 1994, 103). 
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explained already by Krause, WTG, 156, § 157,4. As for the 
explanation one must, of course, assume that pre-PT *Cie-Ciä/i/u- first 
turned regularly into *Ciä/i/u-Ciä/i/u-, and that next, that new kind of 
reduplication syllable was subsequently lost. As for the fact that 
almost all former PPts22 with a surfacing reduplication syllable have a 
reduplication vowel that is to be traced back to a PT *(’)æ, and not to a 
diachronically expected PT *(’)ä from PIE *e, there are basically three 
reasonable strategies available in order to account for the PT *(’)æ: 
First, one could try to derive it from a pre-PT *e, as has been done by 
Lindeman, 1969, 15ff. = 1996, 68ff., who invoked forms from other 
branches said to reflect such a reduplication vowel *e such as Greek 
“dhdšcatai”23 and Vedic jagára (see for such forms especially Krisch, 
1996, passim, and most recently Kim, 2003, 201, with ref.). Second, one 
could assume that pre-PT *o was substituted for the expected 
reduplication vowel pre-PT *e, where the vowel of the root was pre-
PT *o, and that the new *o was then generalized as a reduplication 
vowel, as has been done by Harðarson, 1997, 95ff., and independently 
by Saito, 2006, 576. Third, one could try to establish a sound law pre-
PT *e > *e/o or rather PT *(’)ä > *(’)æ applying only in certain special 
phonological contexts, as has been done most recently by Peters, 2004, 
440ff. (somewhat similarly already Schmidt, 1985a, 764f.).  

To judge again from the evidence furnished by Tocharian B, in the 
PT period the substitution of the preserved reduplication vowel pre-
PT *e by PT *æ must have been confined to PPt forms, and clearly did 
not occur in finite verb forms, even not in those to be derived from 
active perfect forms. As far as I can see, this restriction can only be 
explained within the framework of Peters’ approach, according to 
which a “Lautwandel *-ä- > *-æ-” occurred “in maximaler Akzent-
ferne” only. Against Harðarson’s theory one also has to object that 
pre-PT *sesus ‘son’ did not turn into *susus, nor pre-PT *de-da-wos 
into *dadawos. As for the preservation of the reduplication vowel *-ä- 
in tätt2, TA to < pre-TA *tätawä (and possibly also in a PT 
*yäyamäwä), here we are dealing with one (or two) of the most 
frequently used (and semantically most bleached) verbs of Tocharian, 
so that it is reasonable to reckon with irregular (i.e., informal) 
phonological developments in precisely these forms. 

                                                 
22 There are actually two exceptions, pre-PT *sesus (< PIE *se-suH-us) 

‘son’, cf. the attested plural TB säsuwa, and tätt2. 
23 Note that such a form does not exist except in the manuals; see 

Forssman, 1978, 3ff. 
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14.2.1.1. Reduplication of roots starting with wV- 

In many cases we simply have to do with the regular outcomes of 
analogically preserved, or rather restored, sequences of the structure 
PT *w(’)æ-w(’)V-, such as TA wawu from Awä(s)?- ‘give’, TA wawlu 
from Awäla- ‘cover’, and TA wawäsku from Awask(- ‘move’, which 
hardly need any further comment.24 There also exist a lot of forms, 
however, which seem to show a (more) lautgesetzlich treatment of 
what once must have been a sequence of reduplication syllable and 
root syllable. These forms simply have (1) TA waC- which is attested 
quite often; (2) TA waC- attested only once, in TA wampu from 
Awampa?- ‘decorate’, which certainly shows a more lautgesetzlich 
development than TA wawlu from Awäla- ‘cover’, and TA wawäsku 
from Awask(- ‘move’, as per Winter, 1965a, 206 = 1984, 172 = 2005, 131, 
fn. 1; (3) TA woC- attested also quite often, and TB au- found only in 
TB aultsu from wälts?- ‘sum up, condense’, au1u from wäs- ‘dwell, 
abide, live, lie down’, and ausu from wäs- ‘don, wear (clothes)’ (for 
which see Ringe, 1989a, passim), undoubtedly a reshaped outcome of 
more archaic pre-TB *woC- (as per Ringe, 1989a, 38). As already stated 
in chap. Sound Laws 1.6., TA waC- is the expected lautgesetzlich 
result of both PT *w’æw’äC-25 and PT *wæwæC-,26 and both TA woC- 
and pre-TB *woC- are the expected lautgesetzlich outcome of PT 
*wæwuC- < *wæwäC-,27 but as already stated above, one can never 

                                                 
24 The same holds for roots starting with yV-. Whenever analogy did not 

interfere, intervocalic pre-PT *-y- was lost exceedingly early, see chap. Sound 
Laws 1.2. 

25 To be expected in PPts belonging to Pts II, and maybe possible also in 
PPts belonging to Pts III. Our expectations with regard to PPts to Pts II are 
indeed fully confirmed by the evidence from the root Awät(- Kaus. III ‘erect’, 
which shows wa- in the PPt TA watunt (contrasting with the wo- from 
preserved or rather restituted *w(’)æ-w(’)ät- found in the 3.pl. wotar), and the 
root Awätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’; here we find waC- in the lexicalized TA 
watku ‘command’, which should be expected to derive directly from 
*w’æw’ätk- (as correctly seen by Kim, 2003, 215f.), whereas the synchronic PPt 
TA wotku owes its wotk- no doubt just to finite wotk-, which according to me 
was the lautgesetzlich result of PT *w’äw’ætk-. For the preservation of a more 
archaic structure *Ci’æ-Ci’äC- in a PPt to a Pt II, cf. TA ñañitku beside TA 
nanätkat, and TA 1a1pärku beside TA saspärkant. 

26 To be expected in PPts belonging to Pts III. 
27 To be expected in PPts belonging to Pts III and VI. Hence I do not follow 

the claims made by Winter, 1977, 157 = 1984, 202 = 2005, 194 (TA waC- rather 
the result of “a dissimilation”), Winter, 1980b, 545f. = 2005, 232f., and 
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completely exclude that TA woC-, pre-TB *woC- was the laut-
gesetzlich outcome of a morphologically even more archaic sequence 
PT *w(’)äw(’)æC- with the original reduplication vowel -ä- < pre-PT 
*-e- still preserved. 

14.2.2.  Gemination of root-initial consonants 

Sometimes in PPts the root-initial consonant gets geminated in the 
position after the reduplication vowel, and such gemination is found 
especially often in TB PPts belonging to preterits of Class II (such as 
sessamu).28 According to Winter, 1994a, 302f. = 2005, 483f. in the case 
of the Class II PPts we are dealing with “doppelt reduplizierten 
Partizipien”, although he himself admitted that such formations 
“bleiben natürlich merkwürdige Bildungen”.29 As a matter of fact, 
proto-forms such as pre-TB *cæ-cä-cäl-äwä (actually first assumed in 
1924 by Wilhelm Schulze, see Schulze, 1924, 173 = Schulze, 1934, 247) 
would rather make quite excellent morphological sense for everyone 
who (like me) is prepared to think that in the Pt II of both Tocharian B 
and A we have to do with forms of the PT *cala type which were 
secondarily made into reduplicated forms of the PT *cäcala type. Since 
in Tocharian A *cäcala, etc. were soon to be transformed into forms of 
the *cæcala type, it would not come as a huge surprise if only in 
Tocharian B30 the additional reduplication syllables such as *cä- 
would have spread into the PPts, thereby turning pre-TB *cæcäläwä, 
etc. into *cæcäcäläwä, etc., and the latter proto-form could indeed 
have resulted in TB cecclu by application of the patär accentuation 

                                                                                                        
Hackstein, 2001, 31. Ringe, 1989a,40 is rather inconclusive, and the only thing I 
can agree about with Kim, 2003, 215f. is his claim that TA watku ‘command’, 
“as a fossilized verbal noun, probably reflects the original sound-change 
outcome of” what I would reconstruct as PT *w’æ-w’ätk-äwä.  

28 -ss- in sessamu goes back to more archaic -sc-, the original regular result 
of palatalized (*)-st- which is still preserved in the obl.sg. form scescamo1, but 
this kind of gemination is not confined at all to the outcomes of former 
consonant clusters. 

29 Cf. Kim, 2003, 214ff., who after a lengthy discussion rather opts for not 
adopting Winter’s solution, pointing out that “as far as I am aware, other IE 
languages offer no morphological parallels for multiple reduplication”; see, 
however, the evidence put forth by Knobl, 2004, 274ff. in favor of a real 
existence of the “monster” of “Re-reduplication”. 

30 TA caccriku clearly belongs with the even morpheme-internal 
geminations of the TA kuppre type, for which see chap. Sound Laws 1.8.3. 
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rule. However, there are at least two problems with such an 
explanation. First, in PPts belonging to Class II preterits such 
gemination is not found consistently, but only with c, s, 1, and ts; and 
second, gemination of a root initial is also met in other kinds of 
reduplicated PPts, most notably and most frequently gemination of k, 
see chap. Sound Laws 1.8.1.1. Accordingly, the gemination found in 
the cecclu kind of PPts is better explained otherwise, and actually one 
can point out that the Pt II made from the root stäm(- no doubt must 
have been a pivotal member of that preterital class (as amply argued 
in chap. Pt I 7.3.7.), that therefore this very Pt II could and even should 
have acted as a model for the other members of that class, and that 
precisely in the PPt to the Pt II from stäm(-, geminated root-initial -s- 
can, and indeed should be taken as the lautgesetzlich result of the 
former cluster (*)-sc-. As for the frequent gemination of root-initial k 
in the likes of kakkaccu, one may speculate that in this very PPt, the 
stem-final gemination was anticipated (note especially the form 
kakkaco1, which seems to show metathesis of gemination), and that 
-kk- then may have spread from here. However, gemination of a root-
initial obstruent after a reduplication syllable seems also to be met 
outside of the PPts, viz. in the TB outcome of the (no doubt both 
extremely frequent and semantically bleached) PIE reduplicated 
present *de/i-d(o/e)h-, which is the TB root tätta- ‘put, set, place’. If I 
understand Hackstein, 1995, 63 correctly, this author doubts that tätta- 
should be explained that way, and rather suggests that expected pre-
TB *täta- underwent two irregular phonological developments: first 
an irregularly early syncope, which would have triggered *tta-, and 
then an irregular preservation of the resulting root-initial geminate 
*tt-, which, of course, could have happened at least in the position 
after words ending in a vowel; finally, *tta- would have been prefixed 
by a reduplication syllable of the structure *Cä-, that is, by *tä-, 
obviously under the influence of other present forms with yet 
preserved reduplication syllables of the shape *Cä-. Granted that 
extremely frequent and semantically bleached verbal forms like those 
made from the root PIE *Çdeh could undergo irregular sound 
change (no doubt because of informal-style variants being borrowed 
into the more formal styles), it would be still more economical to 
assume that just one irregular phonological development had 
occurred, viz. gemination of a root-initial consonant after a 
reduplication syllable, which would be recommended by other kinds 
of gemination processes to be found in rather similar contexts, and 
which would have been another informal-style treatment occasionally 
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borrowed into the more formal styles. If this reasoning is correct, 
however, even the instances of root-initial gemination after the 
reduplication syllable met in the TB PPts may be best taken just for 
another phenomenon reflecting influence of the informal styles on the 
more formal ones. 

The reduplication syllable never started with a palatalized non-
syllabic where the following root syllable did not start with a 
palatalized non-syllabic; see Ringe, 1991, 76, fn. 47, and Kim, 2003, 201, 
fn. 20, 207. The alleged exception TA lalyutäk to which Kim, 2003, esp. 
201f., fn. 21 refers to simply does not exist, cf. chap. Pt II 8.2.2. On the 
other hand, Ringe and Kim, ll.cc., are most probably wrong in quoting 
isolated nominal kokale, TA kukäl ‘wheel’ as a further example for 
that morphonological rule, because this word can perfectly well be 
traced back to a proto-form with a (non-palatalizing) schwa 
secundum instead of a PIE *e vowel, i.e., have been based on a PIE 
collective *K0KléH, as per Eichner, 1985, 139ff. (see esp. 139, fn. 32 
with further ref.). 
 



CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

THE IMPERFECT 

In general, Tocharian A and B differ with respect to imperfect 
formation, with one notable exception: the synchronically irregular 
formation of the imperfect paradigms for ABi- ‘go’ and nes-/ Anas- ‘be’, 
which can both be traced back to a common, inherited PT paradigm. 
Tocharian A generally uses the ending set of the preterit in the 
imperfect, while Tocharian B uses the ending set of the 
present/subjunctive system, with the exception of the 3.sg. active 
forms. Apart from the above mentioned two exceptions ABi- ‘go’ and 
nes-/ Anas- ‘be’, the imperfect of Tocharian B is always derived from 
the respective present stem of the root, while Tocharian A shows three 
different kinds of imperfect formations. This fact clearly speaks in 
favor of the assumption that the creation of the category imperfect 
was a rather recent innovation. The formation of the imperfect is in 
many respects parallel to that of the optative, and it is precisely the 
PIE optative that morphologically underlies almost all of the 
Tocharian imperfect formations. 

The Tocharian imperfect is used “wo ein Geschehen als 
unabgeschlossen zu denken war, bzw. dann, sofern es sich um 
Zustandsverben handelte, wenn ein Zustand in der Vergangenheit 
bezeichnet werden sollte” (Thomas, 1957, 307). In contrast, the 
Tocharian preterit is used much like Ancient Greek aorist formations, 
which tallies with the fact that morphologically, at least the core of the 
Tocharian preterit forms is to be derived from PIE aorist stems. 

It has become customary to follow Krause’s view that the 
Tocharian imperfect is based on an optative, i.e., optative potentialis; 
see TEB I, 218, § 393, fn.; in detail treated by Krause, 1950, 29ff.: “When 
a repeated action of the past tense is tied to a condition, there can 
hardly be a distinction between potential (optative) and imperfect, 
and from such uses the optative was extended in the sense of an 
indicative imperfect”. Apart from the cases of British imperfects to be 
derived from optative forms that were invoked by Krause, 1950, 24ff. 
as a typological parallel, optatives denoting past tense are also 
attested in Middle Iranian languages, so that one may even reckon 
with a direct influence of Iranian languages on Tocharian in this 
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respect (as per Pinault, 2002a, 244 with ref.). For optatives functioning 
as preterits, especially habitual preterits, see also Méndez Dosuna, 
1999, esp. 337ff. (with further literature), who rightly stresses that “le 
passage d’un mode au domaine du temps est un fait assez 
extraordinaire”. 

15.1. THE IRREGULAR IMPERFECTS OF ABi- ‘go’ AND nes-/Anas- ‘be’ 

From a synchronic point of view, the one type of imperfect paradigm 
attested for those two stems is irregular, but on the other hand, the 
relevant paradigms of Tocharian B and A can be derived from one 
single common Tocharian paradigm. For the function of these 
imperfect forms, see Batke, 1999, passim, esp. 67f. (summary), who has 
shown that the TA imperfect paradigm TA 1em, etc. is used in the 
same way as the finite present forms of Anas-, i.e., is functioning as 
both copula and verbum existentiae (there are no certain attestations 
for the meaning ‘sich befinden’, neither for the present of Anas- nor its 
imperfect). The same is true for Tocharian B, where the paradigm 
1aim, etc., serves in a parallel way as imperfect to nes- in the function 
of both copula and verbum existentiae, whereas the imperfect of ‘sich 
befinden’ is formed from the root mäska-, although the present of nes- 
may also show this meaning. Note that in Tocharian B the 3.sg. and 
3.pl. forms of the indicative present paradigm of the copula are 
supplied by ste and skente. 
The following forms and variants are attested: 
 

 TB ‘be’ TA ‘be’ TB ‘go’ TA ‘go’ 
1.sg. 1aim/1eym 1em yaim yem 
2.sg. 1ait/1aiyt/1aitä 1 1et yait yet 
3.sg. 1ai/1ey/1e+/1eyo/1e 2 1e1 yai/yey/yeyo ye1 
1.pl. 1eyem 1emäs yeyem — 
2.pl. 1aicer/1eycer —3 yaicer/yeycer —3 
3.pl. 1eyeM/1eM 1eñc yeyeM yeñc 

 

                                                 
1 According to Schmidt, 2001, 313, fn. 60, in 84 b 1 (contra TochSprR(B), fn. 

5) there is no 2.sg. variant 1aiyi(t) attested, but one rather has to read and 
restore to 1aiy<y>i[1](ka) ‘Kindchen’. 

2 This informal variant is attested in PK Bois C3; see Pinault, 2007, 195, fn. 
23. 

3 I cannot find the 2.pl. forms TA yeycer or TA 1eycer as listed in TEB I, 
217, § 392 in any published text. 
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As for the variation (ai) ~ (ey) met in these forms, 1ai ~ 1ey is amply 
discussed in Stumpf, 1990, 107 and most recently by Peyrot, 2008, 58f.: 
according to Stumpf, the variant 1ey does not show up at all in the 
older text groups that he labels as IA and IB, the first attestations 
being found in the literary standard variant labeled by him as IC, 
where nonetheless the variant 1ai is still far more common (41 to 13 
attestations), but then prevails in the group II, i.e., in documents of 
profane nature and in the eastern variant of Tocharian B (8 to 1). It fits 
into this picture that three of the four attestations of the 1.sg. variant 
1eym are also found in eastern texts,4 and that the 1.pl. 1eyem and the 
2.pl. variant 1eycer are attested in eastern context, whereas the 2.pl. 
1aicer is found in a standard text from Šorcuq. On the other hand, the 
longer variant of the 3.pl. 1eyeM is found in texts from all regions. 
Note that, e.g., the manuscript of the KVac (the provenance of which 
is actually unknown, although Schmidt, 1986, IV assumes that it must 
come from either Qizil or Tumšuq) has a paradigm 1.sg. 1aim, 2.sg. 
1aiyt, 3.sg. 1ey, and 3.pl. 1eyeM. The shorter 3.pl. variant 1eM is 
attested generally far more often than the longer variant.5 In general, 
the same rules hold for the imperfect forms of i- ‘go’. One of the two 
attestations of the 3.sg. yey comes from an eastern text (the 
provenance of the text providing the second attestation H 149.311 is 
unknown); as for yeyo attested in an MQ text, -ey- here, of course, 
shows up in front of a vowel.6 The 3.pl. yeyeM is attested four times, 
once in a text from Šorcuq, twice in eastern texts (the fourth is found 
in H 149.334 of unclear provenance). As for the 1.pl. and 2.pl. forms 
yeyem and yaicer ~ yeycer, they are only listed in TEB I, 217, § 392 
without ref. This distribution of (ai) and (ey) is in accordance with the 
one met in the cases of the pronominal form cai ~ cey, for which see 

                                                 
4 The fourth comes from THT 1371 frg. a a 2. This text has no find-spot 

signature, but the ductus speaks in favor of an eastern provenance and we 
have the eastern-dialectal variant kaus for kauc in frg. g b 2, cf. Peyrot, 2008, 
223. 

5 See now Peyrot, 2008, 142ff. showing that the shorter 3.pl.act. Opt/Imp 
ending variant -oM is older than the longer -oyeM, and hence the former must 
be considered the lautgesetzlich outcome, while the latter is analogical.  

6 At first glance, the word-final mobile -o seems to be reminiscent of the 
one met in sem(o), which is, however, best derived from *qem-(e)t (see chap. 
Pt VI) and therefore cannot furnish a parallel. Nevertheless, a prop vowel *-ä- 
could have developed in front of the 3.sg. active ending *-t after a stem-final 
non-syllabic in any case. 
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also Stumpf, l.c., and the numeral trai ~ trey (as per Winter, 1999, 
257f.).  

A 3.sg. variant 1e+ is attested in the paleographically middle 
archaic manuscript 273 b 4 (for its classification see Malzahn, 2007a, 
264), and another attestation of such a form can now also be found in 
THT 1859 a 4, which shows what I label common archaic ductus: se 
orotse kasyape ñem 1e+ “The name of this one was the Great Kasyape 
(= Skt. Mahakasyapa)”. As correctly guessed by Stumpf, 1990, 107, fn. 
137, the instances of ey and e+ found in the oldest (= IA) text group no 
doubt render “eine Vorstufe des -ai-Diphthongs”, and are to be put on 
a same level with the instances of 8 and ew rendering a predecessor 
of au (see also Winter, 1955, 217ff. = 2005, 2ff., features no. 7-9; WTG, 
6f., § 3,1,b). On the other hand, the same middle archaic manuscript 
that has 1e+ in 273 b 4 also shows cai (274 a 4 and 275 b 4), just like the 
common archaic manuscript 133 b 6, while another middle archaic 
manuscript has cey (587 b 4).  

The evidence then is, as per Stumpf, 1990, 107, fn. 137, that we first 
have to do with e+/ey in the archaic texts, that even there e+/ey-
forms already tend to be replaced by the standard ai-forms, and that 
ey finally shows up in the most progressive variants of Tocharian B, 
which looks like a Duke of York development e+/ey > ai > ey.  

Krause (WTG, 6, § 3,1,a) suggested that ey in 1ey and yey may have 
been analogically introduced from the plural forms in -eyeM, and a 
similar solution could be proposed for cey in view of the 
paradigmatically related forms ceM, etc.,7 but such an explanation 
could hardly work for the variant trey, because ‘three’ lacks forms 
with regular -eyV- or -eC- in its paradigm. Therefore, we evidently 
have to do with a sound change /ay/ > /ey/ that occurred in 
monosyllables only, and maybe was restricted to ai-diphthongs that 
derived from older /ey/8. Since this sound change is attested only for 

                                                 
7 Paradigmatic influence from the oblique ceM etc. has indeed already 

been invoked before by Winter, 1999, 258, although merely in order to explain 
why there are some instances of virama-less writings of cey, whereas there are 
no cases of virama-less writings of trey, which, according to his survey, is 
always rendered as (treyä@). Note that WTG, 6, § 3 also toys with the idea that 
ey varying with ai may possibly render an “ältere[n] Sprachzustand”. 

8 Note that snai ‘without’ never shows a variant †sney, and that this 
preposition is to be derived from a form ending in pre-PT *-ay (either a PIE 
locative *snaHi, as per Klingenschmitt, most recently 2004, 251= 2005, 542; or 
from a PIE dative *snH-éy or a “Lok. Sg. eines Kollektivums *snH-éH-i” , as 
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two very frequent irregular paradigms, a pronominal form and a 
cardinal number, it is highly likely that this /ey/ was introduced from 
the informal styles of Tocharian B (which had simple 
monophthongization of /ayC/ to /eC/ otherwise, i.e., in polysyllables). 
Quite possibly, in this case the informal styles of Tocharian B may 
have just retained the original pronunciation, i.e., the ey-diphthong 
still evidenced by early texts.  

As for the origin of this early TB diphthong /ey/ in our imperfect 
forms, this can only have been PT *-æy-, the presence of which can be 
accounted for by what became the standard etymology for this kind of 
imperfect formation. According to common analysis, the forms are 
ultimately based on the optative paradigms that belonged to the roots 
PIE *Çhes ‘be’ and PIE *Çhey ‘go’, i.e., *hs-yéh-/*hs-ih-, etc., with 
*1æy, etc., deriving from pre-PT forms preserving the full-grade suffix 
allomorph *-ye-, etc., to which the otherwise generalized optative > 
imperfect suffix allomorph *-i- from *-ih- had been added. This 
etymology was first proposed by Pedersen, 1941, 206; see also Lane, 
1953a, 46ff.; Watkins, 1969, 201f.; Pinault, 1989, 128; 2008, 609f.; Ringe, 
1995, 64; Adams, DoT, 345. Alternatively, Klingenschmitt, 1975, 156ff. 
= 2005, 140ff., operates with PT stems “*s’äy-” and “*yäy-”, i.e., quite 
interestingly seems to claim a development PT *äy > TB ey > ai for 
monosyllables; however, Klingenschmitt is forced to assume that the 
imperfect stem to *hes-, i.e., his *s’äy-, was just modeled on the 
imperfect stem to *hey-, i.e., his *yäy(-), which, of course, would derive 
from a PIE (augmentless) imperfect stem *hey-, and not from an 
optative formation. Again differently, Kortlandt, 1996, 171f., and 
Winter, 1999, 263f. 

15.2. THE REGULAR IMPERFECT OF TOCHARIAN B 

Apart from the imperfect paradigms of i- ‘go’ and nes- ‘be’, the 
imperfect in Tocharian B is always derived from the present stem of 
the root. It takes on the endings of the present/subjunctive system 
(with the exception of the 3.sg. active which is endingless on the 
surface). The present stems of Classes V and VI, i.e., those ending in a 
stem-final -a, show an imperfect suffix -oy-, while the imperfect forms 
derived from the other present stem classes show an imperfect suffix 
-ì-, which usually palatalizes a preceding, palatalizable consonant 

                                                                                                        
per Hackstein, 1997, 53f.; or from a PIE directive *snay, as per Peters, 2002, 
119f., fn. 43.). 
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(cluster), with the noticeable exception of the present Classes III and 
IV (cf. TEB I, 218, § 394; Hackstein, 2004, 89, fn. 14). There is just one 
single attestation of an imperfect with palatalized root final made to a 
Prs III stem, viz. the 2.sg. (sic) kulyitär-s 9 from kula- ‘recede’. All other 
imperfects of that class show a non-palatalized stem final.10 The suffix 
variant -oy-, of course, also does not palatalize. Krause, 1950, 31 states 
with respect to variation in palatalization: “-sk, -s, -n, -l, always 
become -11, -1, -ñ, -ly; but only in some verbs does -k become -s (and 
correspondingly -$k become -ñc). Hence, the connecting i-vowel is 
obviously derived from IE -oy- (thematic) and partly perhaps from IE 
-i- (athematic).” However, it is difficult to see why the imperfects of 
present Classes III and IV should go back to thematic stems, while just 
those belonging to the thematic classes (!) should go back to the 
athematic suffix variant, because in front of the TB imperfect suffix -i-, 
palatalization of a palatalizable non-syllabic is actually only (NB: quite 
regularly!) absent in TB imperfects to members of present Classes III 
and IV.11 Quite remarkably, in the case of roots forming a Class III or 
IV present Tocharian A also behaves oddly with respect to imperfect 
formation; as a matter of fact, in Tocharian A Class III and IV presents 
simply lack imperfects that look like imperfects, i.e., show the 
expected regular imperfect morphology. Instead of such forms, it 
seems that the respective Pt I forms were used whenever an imperfect 
form was syntactically required (to be honest, I know of just one 
certain example of such a use, TA satkar, for which see below 15.3.1.) 
or at least original preterit stem formations (in the case of the s-

                                                 
9 Note that the outcome -s for the clitic pronoun of the 2.sg. -c is an 

informal-style feature (see Schmidt, 1986a, 642), so that one may assume that 
the palatalization of the root final met in this form is also due to a respective 
phonological or morphological trait of the informal styles. 

10 From Prs III: mäska- ‘be’ 3.sg. mäskitär, etc.; musk(- ‘disappear’ 3.pl. 
muskintär; lua- ‘send’ (tr) 3.sg. lyewitär, etc.; spärk(- ‘disappear’ 3.sg. 
spärkitär; sruka- ‘die’ 3.pl. srukyentär; tsä$ka- ‘(a)rise’ 3.sg. tse$kitär, etc.; 
tsälp(- ‘pass away’ 3.pl. tsälpiyentär (not †tsälypiyentär). From Prs IV as(- 
‘dry (out)’ 3.pl. osiyentär; plant(- ‘rejoice’ 1.sg. plontimar; yat(- ‘be (cap)able’ 
3.sg. yotitär; spartt(- ‘turn; be’ 3.sg. sporttitär. It is uncertain whether perk?- 
‘peer’ (Imp 3.pl. persiyeMtär, attested in a literary western text) had a present 
stem of Class II or III; however, since the Imp is palatalized, the stem is rather 
Prs II than Prs III. 

11 Note that it would be quite absurd, of course, to claim that -i- derives 
phonologically from “-oy-”, i.e., PIE *-oih-, rather than from PIE *-ih- 
precisely, and only in the imperfects to members of Prs Classes III and IV. 
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imperfect TA klawrä, for which see below 15.3.3.). Note further that in 
the optatives to Class III subjunctives, the optative morpheme -i- 
always does palatalize the stem final (if possible), with the sole 
exception of TA knitär, and that imperfects to TB presents of the 
CoRoC-tär type, which are descriptively presents of Class I, 
consistently show palatalization of the stem final, despite their origin 
as Class IV presents (2.pl.act. Imp porosicer from parak(- ‘prosper’ 
and 3.sg.mid. Imp wolositär from walaka- ‘stay’). For an explanation of 
that aberrant behavior of present Classes III and IV, see chap. Prs 
III/IV 26.5.3.; for an explanation of -oy-, see chap. Opt 23.1.1. 

The following imperfect forms (differentiated by present classes) 
are attested: 

PRESENT I: act. 3.sg. palysi, 2.pl. porosicer, 3.pl. porosyeM, tsopyeM-ne; mid. 
3.sg. klyeñcitär, wolositär, 1.pl. psiyemtär; PRESENT II: act. 1.sg. klyau1im, 2.sg. 
klyau1it, 3.sg. kalñi, 2.pl. 1micer, 3.pl. klyau1iyeM/klyau1yeM, 1amyeM; mid. 
1.sg. ña11imar, 2.sg. ñä11itar, 3.sg. ñä11itär, 3.pl. ñä1yentär, kraupiyentär; 
PRESENT III: mid. 1.sg. mäskimar, 2.sg. krämpitar, 3.sg. mäskitär, 3.pl. 
mäskiyentär, muskintär; PRESENT IV: mid. 1.sg. plontimar, 3.sg. yotitär, 3.pl. 
osiyentär, korpyentär, wokyentär; PRESENT V: act. 3.sg. iyoy, 3.pl. 
swoyeM/sawon/swoM; mid. (1.sg. makoymar),12 3.sg. kwoytär; PRESENT VI: 
act. 1.sg. tarkanoym (Š), pälskanoym, 3.sg. tärkänoy (MQ), pälsknoy, tsaknoy, 
waltsanoy-ne, 3.pl. kärsanoyeM, pruknoyeM, kautanoñ-c, pärsnoM, 
tsarkanoyeñ-c (MQ); mid. 3.sg. kantanoytär, 3.pl. kätnoyentär-ne; PRESENT VII: 
act. 3.pl. srañciyeM; mid. 3.sg. präntsitär, 3.pl. kluttañciyentär; PRESENT VIII: 
act. 2.sg. ar1it (MQ), 3.sg. prek1i-ne, 3.pl. prek1iyeM, lik1yen-ne; mid. 3.sg. 
tsak1itär, 3.pl. tsak1iyentär-ne; PRESENT IXa: act. 1.sg. we11im, lka11im, 2.sg. 
we11it, kälpa11it, 3.sg. we11i, kälpa11i, yama11i, 3.pl. we1yeM, kälpa1yeM, 
yama1yeM, ai11iyeM; mid. 3.sg. yama11itär, lka11itär, 3.pl. yama1yentär; 
PRESENT IXb: act. 1.sg. talä11im, 2.sg. tsarwä11it, 3.sg. sarsä11i, 2.pl. sarsä11icer, 
3.pl. klutkä11iyeM, soyä1yeM, stamä1yeM/stam1yeM; mid. 2.sg. 
mrauskä11itar, 3.sg. krasä11itär; PRESENT Xa: act. 3.sg. kla11i, lna11i-ne, 3.pl. 
länna1yeM; mid. 3.sg. päkna11itär, saina11itär; PRESENT XI: act. 3.sg. aksa11i, 
3.pl. aksa1yeM; PRESENT XII: act. 2.sg. tä$kwaññet (sic), 3.sg. kläntsaññi, 3.pl. 
kläntsañyeM; mid. (2.sg. añmaññitar), 3.sg. käskaññitär, 3.pl. celeñiyentär, 
mäntañyentär. 

Some imperfect forms show a rather unexpected initial accent: 
1.sg.mid. ña11imar (78 a 4, Š; or a misspelling?) from Prs II of ñäsk- 
‘demand’, 3.pl. 1amyeM (Š, metrical) from Prs II of 1äm- ‘sit’, 
makoymar (78 a 4, Š, metrical) from Prs V (or Prs VII?) of mäk(- ‘run’, 

                                                 
12 If this is not an error for Prs VII ma<$>koymar. The other forms listed 

here in brackets may also be analyzed as optatives. 
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srañciyeM (S, prose) from Prs VII of särk(- ‘± take care of’.13 On the 
other hand, tarkanoym (78 a 4, Š, metrical) from Prs VI of tärka- ‘emit’, 
tsarkanoyeñ-c from Prs VI of tsarka- ‘burn’ (rather than tsärk- ‘burn’), 
and tina11i (Qu) from Prs IX of tin(- ‘± defile oneself’,14 despite 
showing rather unexpected a-vowels, hardly belong here.15 

suwa- ‘eat’ has a 3.pl. variant sawon beside expected 
swoyeM/swoM, just like rhyming suwa-/swasa- ‘rain’ has 3.pl. sawoM 
beside swoyen. The æ-grade presupposed by -a- from unstressed *-a- 
is equally found in the irregular TA imperfect 3.pl. sawär, for which 
see below 15.3.3. On the ending variant -oN for -oyeN see the similar 
development in the optative (chap. Opt 23.1.2.). 

                                                 
13 The Imp tsak1iyentär-ne in H 149.323 a 2 does not belong to tsäk- ‘burn’ 

but to tsak- ‘glow’; see Schmidt, 1974, 20, fn. 3. 
14 Prs IXa tre$kä11i from tre$k- ‘cling, stick’ attested in the small fragment 

IOL Toch 1105 a 2 may be an MQ form (IXb inflection is also not excluded). 
15 As for possible diachronic reasons for this unexpected behavior, initial 

accent is also met in other forms that derive from optatives in pre-PT *-i-, viz. 
in the 1.sg.mid. Opt taccimar from the Sub V stem tätta- ‘put, set, place’, and, 
of course, in almost all of the optative forms that belong to Sub I and Sub V 
stems with (more or less) persistent initial accent. As is argued in chap. Sub 
I/V, the vast majority among the former present stems underlying Class V 
subjunctives (and, of course, also Class V presents) that had been built upon 
respective preterit stems via the tezzi principle had undergone secondary, 
analogical reduplication. The pre-PT reduplication syllables of the *Ce- type 
(which did not occur before root syllables with pre-PT *ä, *i, *u as root vowel) 
were finally reflected by initial accent. Accordingly, the initial accent of an 
Imp makoymar (if this indeed belongs to a Prs V stem) would not come as a 
surprise at all, but should have rather been expected, since such a Class V 
present made from the root mäk(- ‘run’ would be identical to the Sub V, itself 
an old present stem built upon a preterit pre-PT *meka- via the tezzi principle. 
As for the other imperfect forms with initial accent and the one optative form 
taccimar that does not belong to a subjunctive stem created via the tezzi 
principle, it is feasible to suggest that as soon as an original pre-PT optative 
stem like *mekay- had started to vary with analogically reduplicated 
*memekay-, other optatives belonging to presents of a non-tezzi kind of origin 
such as pre-PT *nesk-i- may have followed suit, and developed analogically 
reduplicated variants such as *neneski-; note that both taccimar and all 
imperfect forms with TB initial accent indeed either surely had, or at least 
certainly could have had, a pre-PT *e as syllable peak of what were 
descriptively their initial syllables in historical TB (actually srañc- may go 
back to pre-PT *s(t)rek-na-). 
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15.3. THE REGULAR IMPERFECT OF TOCHARIAN A 

TG, 384ff., §§ 490ff. distinguished five different types of imperfect 
formations for Tocharian A, and TG is basically followed by TEB I, 
219ff., §§ 397ff.: 

Imp I = Irregular type only attested for Ai- ‘go’ and Anas- ‘be’  
(see above 15.1.) 

Imp II = built on the bare root with the two subclasses: 
Imp IIa = with root vowel pre-PT *e (lyak type) 
Imp IIb = s-imperfect  

Imp III = built on the present stem  
Imp IV = built on the subjunctive stem 

15.3.1.  The imperfect of Class III 

The most productive imperfect formation of Tocharian A is the one 
based on present stems of the root (TG, 386, § 464). The ending set is in 
general the one of the preterits with stem-final (*)-a-, with the 
exception of the 1.sg.act. ending TA -awa (as opposed to TA -a)16 and 
the fact that the imperfect does not undergo the usual weakening by 
vowel balance (cf. TEB I, 45, § 11, fn. 1; Winter, 1994, 406ff. = 2005, 
451ff.). A palatalizable stem-final consonant (cluster) is always 
palatalized.17 In what follows I list the roots forming such imperfects 
sorted according to their present stem class:  

PRESENT I: Akäln- ‘resound’, Aken- ‘call’, Apälk- ‘shine, appear’, Asälpa- ‘glow’; 
PRESENT II: Akäly- ‘stand, be situated’, Aklyos- ‘hear, listen to’, Ata(-s)- ‘put, set, 
place’, Amiwa- ‘shake’, Amalyw- ‘crush’, Aya(p)- ‘do’, Asaw- ‘live’, A1äm- ‘sit, 
remain’; PRESENT V: Amänta- ‘destroy’; PRESENT VI: Akrop(- ‘gather’, Aklisa- 
‘sleep’, Atpuk(- ‘± hide’, Aräsa- ‘stretch’, Awata- ‘± thrust’, Atsaka- ‘pierce’; 
PRESENT VII: Akatka- ‘arise’, Apäl(t)ska- ‘think’, Amask(- ‘be difficult’, Amrosk(- 
‘feel disgust’; PRESENT VIII: Aal(?- ‘keep away’, Ae- ‘give’, Akatk- Kaus. I ‘make 
glad’, Akän- ‘come about’, Aku- ‘pour’, Ako- ‘destroy’, Atrisk- ‘sound’, Anak- 

                                                 
16 Winter, 1994, 408 = 2005, 457 no doubt correctly, supposed analogical 

creation in order to avoid homonymy with the 3.sg. active forms in TA -a. 
17 Schulze, 1924 = 1934, 241 claimed that palatalization “wirkt [...] oft 

einfach als Funktionszeichen, so regelmäßig bei der Bildung der Imperfekta 
und oft auch bei der der reduplizierten Präterita”, but as far as I can see, the 
stem-final palatalization met in the TA imperfects of Class III can always be 
explained as lautgesetzlich. Descriptively, of course, the palatalized consonant 
(cluster) here always shows up immediately in front of an -a-, which is a 
vowel that usually does not trigger palatalization. 
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‘blame’, Anäk- act. ‘destroy, lose’, Anu- ‘cry’, Apäk- act. ‘cook, ripen’, Apälk(?- 
‘burn, torment’, Aprä$k?- Kaus. I ‘reject’, Ami- ‘hurt, harm’, Aya$k(- Kaus. I 
‘bewitch’, Ayat(- Antigv. ‘enable, tame’, Ayu(- Kaus. III ‘aspire to, reach’, 
Alä-n-t- ‘go out, emerge’, Aläm(- Kaus. I ‘set’, Awik(- Kaus. II ‘drive out’, 
Awina-s- ‘honor’, Asaw- Kaus. III ‘live’, Aspartw(- Kaus. I ‘turn’; PRESENT X: 
Akum- ‘come’, Aklyos- ‘hear, listen to’, Anäk- mid. ‘fall into ruin, disappear’, 
Apäk- mid. ‘cook, ripen’, Apäka- ‘intend’, Awäl- ‘die’, Atsäk- ‘burn’; PRESENT XI: 
Aoks- Kaus. I ‘make grow’; PRESENT XII: Aka1-iññ- ‘reprimand’, Aklop-iññ- 
‘express sorrow’, Atu$k-iññ- ‘love’. Unclear present class: Akary- ‘laugh’. 
Unclear with respect to root is: TA nwiññat (from Anwa- ‘± bear’ or Awin-iññ- 
‘enjoy’). 
The following forms are actually attested: 
 
1.sg.act. ta1a(wa), 1mawa, ko1awa, spartw1a (sic), klyosäM1awa 
2.sg.act. sawa1t, näk1a1t, spartw1a1t 
3.sg.act. kälña, keña, pälsa, meya, malywa, ypa, 1ma, katäñsa, klisña, räsña, 

watña, tsakña, pältsäñsa, e1a, ku1a, ko1a, nu1a, pälk1a, prä$k1a, 
ya$k1a, yu1a, länt1a, wik1a, wina1a, spartw1a, kum1a, tu$kiñña, 
karya 

1.pl.act. — 
2.pl.act. klyo1as, sawas 
3.pl.act. sälypar, ypar, e1ar, trisk1ar, nu1ar, 

wina1ar, kum1ar 
1.sg.mid. mäncawe, wläM1e/wläM1awe 
2.sg.mid. — 
3.sg.mid. klyat, ypat, kropñat, masäMsat, al1at, katk1at, nak1at, so1at, 

päkna1at, oksi1at, ka1iññat, nwiññat 
1.pl.mid. — 
2.pl.mid. läm1ac 
3.pl.mid. klyant, ypant, mäncant, kropñant, tpukñant, mrosäMsant, käM1ant, 

päk1ant, mi1ant, yat1ant, nkäM1ant, pkäM1ant, tskäM1ant, 
klopiññant 

 
Note the 1.sg. TA spartw1a with -a instead of otherwise regular -awa. 
There is no clear attestation of a 3.sg. Imp TA (*)klyo1a from the root 
Aklyos- ‘listen’. The 1.pl. TA klyo1amäs in A 340 a 6, 3.pl. TA klyo1ar 
in A 81 a 6 and maybe also in A 436 b 3 are more likely preterits. All 
clear instances of non-present indicative forms of Apas-, Awles-, and 
Asar?- are also rather preterit forms. The restoration to a 1.pl.mid. Imp 
TA (ypa)mät is not likely, see s.v. Aya(p)- ‘do’.  

As already pointed out above, no imperfect forms derived from a 
present stem of Class III or IV are attested in Tocharian A. In contrast, 
Tocharian B does show imperfects made from such stems, although 
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almost all of these forms lack the usual palatalization. The lack of 
imperfect forms made from such present stems in Tocharian A cannot 
just be a coincidence, because there is actually at least one form that 
functions syntactically as an imperfect from such a root, and which is 
morphologically a preterit, viz. the 3.pl.act. TA satkar from Asätk(- 
‘spread out’ in A 312 a 3 (pace Thomas, 1957, 64, fn. 1 and 197 this is 
hardly a case of “Tempuswechsel”, which would be quite arbitrary to 
assume for the relevant passage). See chap. Prs III/IV for possible 
reasons why these present classes behaved differently with respect to 
imperfect formation. 

15.3.1.1. Imperfect III and the TB preterit type klyau1a 

It is customary to formally connect this TA imperfect type with the TB 
a-preterit type showing root-final palatalization. At first sight, there 
even seems to exist one cognate in the case of klyaus-/ Aklyos- ‘hear, 
listen to’, with Prs II 3.sg.mid. TA klyo1tär, Imp 2.pl.act. klyo1as, Pt I 
PPt kaklyu1u, TB Pt I 3.sg. klyau1a, etc., PPt keklyau1u. On the other 
hand, the root ABcämp- ‘be able to’ shows completely different 
formations in Tocharian A and B, viz. a Prs II 3.sg. TA cämpä1, etc., 
but an s-extended Imp TA 3.sg. cäm11a (sic, for *cämp1a)/cäm1a/ 
cim1a, and a Pt III 3.sg. TA campäs, etc., while Tocharian B has a Pt I 
with y-insertion 3.sg. campya, etc. Since Acämp- had an s-preterit in 
Tocharian A, the Imp TA 3.sg. *cämp1a was evidently built from an s-
present stem standing in the usual way beside an s-preterit rather 
than directly from the Prs II. Somewhat similarly, trä$k- ‘lament’ had 
a Pt I with palatalized root final, whereas its TA equivalent Aträ$k- 
‘say, speak’ formed an s-imperfect (see below 15.3.3.). For a diachronic 
analysis, see chap. Pt I 7.3.9. 

15.3.2.  The root imperfect of the type TA lyak 

The TA imperfects to be discussed in this and the following section 
are root formations rather than present stem formations (cf. TEB I, 
220f., § 399,1; labeled Class IIa in TG, 385, § 462). The lyak-type 
imperfects are characterized by palatalization of the root initial and an 
a-vowel in the root pointing to PT æ-grade, viz. pre-PT e-grade. 
Unlike the imperfects of Class III, the root imperfects of the type lyak 
(and also the s-imperfect) are subject to the regular weakening process 
triggered by vowel balance. We have the following cases: 
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Akärs(- ‘know’ Prs VI Imp 3.pl. TA sarsar; Akälp(- ‘obtain’ Prs VI Imp 
3.sg.mid. TA salpat; Atärka- ‘dismiss, emit’ Prs VI Imp 3.pl. TA carkar, 
3.sg.mid. TA carkat; Apär- ‘bear’ Prs II Imp 3.sg.mid. TA parat, 3.pl.mid. TA 
parant; Aläk(- ‘see’ Prs V Imp 2.sg. TA lyaka1t, 3.sg. TA lyak, 3.pl. TA lyakar; 
Atsäk(- ‘pull’ Prs VI Imp 3.pl. TA sakant. 

Note that the preterit stems for both Apär- ‘bear’ and Aläk(- ‘see’ are 
supplied by different roots, whereas Akärs(- ‘know’ and Atärka- 
‘dismiss, emit’ form an a-preterit of Subclass 4 (with pre-PT *e as root 
vowel in the singular active), which is also likely for Akälp(- ‘obtain’ 
and Atsäk(- ‘pull’ (where no active singular is attested). 

Since TG, 385, § 462, fn. 1 it is customary to equate the TA Imp lyak 
with the TB a-preterit lyaka (of what I call Subclass 7). The other TA 
imperfect forms of this type do not have such equivalents in 
Tocharian B. However, the Imp TA sarsar is somewhat reminiscent of 
the TB Class II preterit sarsa, as first seen by Pedersen, 1941, 176. Note 
that läk(- ‘see’ does not form a Class II preterit, but one of Class IV. 

As for the diachronic origin(s) of both the TB lyaka-type preterit 
and the TA lyak-type imperfect, see chap. Pt I 7.3.7., where the source 
for the TB preterits of Class II (of the sarsa type) is discussed as well.18 

15.3.3.  The s-imperfect 

Lane, 1948, 307; 1953a, 53ff. noted that the four imperfect forms TA 
cra$kä1t, TA cra$käs, TA cra$kär from Aträ$k- ‘say’, and TA sepär 
from Atsip- ‘dance’ exactly conform to the inflectional pattern of the 
TA s-preterit, e.g., TA ñakäs, TA lyepäs, and therefore “are identical in 
formation with preterits of Class III”. However, Lane doubted that the 
palatalization in TA cra$k- was original (but see chap. Pt III). These 
forms clearly attest to a former state of affairs when there was no 
formal imperfect/preterit distinction. 

Yet two forms have to be added here: the 3.pl.act. Imp TA 
svawrä/sawr-äM from Asuw(-/swas(- ‘rain’.19 Although showing the 

                                                 
18 Note that Rasmussen’s explanation of the TA lyak-type imperfect (1992, 

111ff. = 1999, 568ff.) seems to differ from the mainstream view. Whereas his 
claim that these imperfects started out as imperfects (and not as aorists) is also 
shared by the Jasanoff school, he stands apart with his suggestion that the 
entire type was created on the model of an (actually unattested) imperfect to 
the verbum substantivum pre-PT *es- to be derived from augmented PIE *e-
h(e)s-. Regrettably, on this occasion Rasmussen did not comment upon the 
origin of the preterit type TB lyaka and of the Class II preterits at all. 
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s-imperfect/preterit ending TA -är, it is not likely that we are dealing 
here with a very old s-imperfect/preterit formation, because TA saw- 
from PT *sæw- would only fit the ablaut scheme of a Pt I of Subclass 3. 
The same root ablaut shows TA klawrä attested in YQ 5 a 6. This form 
is intransitive and correlated with another imperfect form, so that 
analysis as an s-preterit form is syntactically excluded. 

15.3.4.  The imperfect of Class IV  

Some TA imperfects are said to have been built on the subjunctive 
stem (thus TG, 386f., § 465; TEB I, 220, § 398: “Die wenigen hierher 
gehörigen Beispiele scheinen keine regelmäßigen Bildungen 
darzustellen und sind zum Teil schwer zu analysieren”). However, I 
do not see a compelling reason for analyzing any of these forms as an 
imperfect built on a subjunctive stem.  

Pace Hilmarsson, 1991a, 74, 110, I propose to analyze the ñ-
formations TA tpukñant and TA tsakña as regular imperfect forms 
based on nasal present stems of Class VI. TA tpukñant is without 
context, and since the root from Atpuk(- ‘± hide’ shows A-character in 
the grundverb, a nasal present of Class VI would be a perfectly 
regular present stem formation (Class II made from the respective TB 
root is surely just an archaism). TA tsakña in A 295 a 3, on the other 
hand, hardly belongs to Atsak- ‘glow’ at all, but is to be derived from 
Atsaka- ‘pierce’ (see Schmidt, 1974, 20f., fn. 4), for which a Prs VI 
equivalent is actually attested in Tocharian B. The hapax TA watña in 
A 295 a 3 is a regular imperfect to a Prs VI as well, see the discussion 
s.v. Awata- ‘± thrust, stab’. Finally, the 3.sg. TA täkwa1a in A 449 b 1 
and the restored 3.pl. TA (tä)kwa1ant in A 356 b 3 are philologically 
completely unclear. Though it has to be admitted that the forms 
would also be somewhat unusual as preterit forms of Class IV (see s.v. 
Atäkwa- ‘?’ and chap. Pt IV 10.1.1.), I am reluctant to accept an 
imperfect formation based on the subjunctive stem just for these two 
unclear forms, one of them a restored one. 

                                                                                                        
19 Not from a reduplicated aorist giving TA svawrä and TA sawär via 

dissimilation, as per Pedersen, 1941, 178, fn. 
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GENERAL REMARKS ON THE SUBJUNCTIVE 

16.1. FUNCTION 

“Der tocharische „Konjunktiv“ zeigt einerseits unbestreitbar modale 
Verwendungsweisen, er wird zur Markierung von Erwartungen und 
Vermutungen verwandt, dient als Voluntativ, und Jussiv, und kommt 
in verallgemeinernden Relativsätzen und in (konjunktionslosen) 
Konditionalsätzen zur Anwendung. Neben dem beschriebenen 
Modalfeld besitzt der tocharische „Konjunktiv“ aber noch eine weitere 
Domäne in seiner Anwendung als Futur” (Hackstein, 2004, 88); see 
now also Kim, 2007, 185f., and, for a use of the Tocharian subjunctive 
stem in hypothetical clauses which completely conforms to the use of 
the PIE subjunctive, Pinault, 1997b, 476ff. As for its function denoting 
future tense, note the following conclusions in a careful study by Eva 
Tichy on the use of the subjunctive in Vedic prose: “Nach Aussage des 
vedischen und griechischen Belegmaterials hat der Konjunktiv in 
beiden Sprachen expektative Funktion (... ‘ich erwarte o. es ist aus 
meiner Sicht zu erwarten, daß ich/du/er ...’) ... Der übereinstimmende 
Befund beider Einzelsprachen zeugt für einen grundsprachlichen 
Zustand, auf den sich wohl auch die Verwendung des tocharischen 
und albanischen Konjunktivs ... ohne Schwierigkeiten zurückführen 
[läßt]” (Tichy, 2006, 328f.). In addition, Walter in a 1923 booklet on the 
use of the subjunctive in Homeric Greek even claimed that “der 
grundsprachliche Gebrauch des Konjunktivs durchaus futurisch war” 
(Walter, 1923, 94). On the other hand, “le subjonctif est devenu 
souvent un véritable futur temporel” (Magnien, 1912, 288, with several 
examples from various branches), or, to put it in the words of Jasanoff, 
1984, 79: “Proto-Indo-European made extensive use of the subjunctive 
to express futurity. This remains one of the commonest functions of 
the subjunctive in oldest Indo-Iranian; it is the only function to 
survive in Italic.” Accordingly, I see no immediate need to offer 
special explanations for the temporal use of the subjunctive by 
deriving the various subjunctive stems from present or perfect stems 
with alleged future semantics (as done by Hackstein, 2004, 90ff.) or by 
taking the subjunctive for a “Nichtvergangenheitsform des 
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punktuellen Aspekts” which took on future semantics as in Slavic (as 
done by Winter, 1961, 89 = 1984, 160 = 2005, 28; 1977, 147f. = 1984, 193 
= 2005, 184f.; Winter, 1982, 9 = 1984, 228f. = 2005, 259; 1994a, 286f. = 
2005, 467f. and apparently already by Couvreur, 1947a, 73 and 103, § 
122), which, among other things, would not account for the modal use 
of the subjunctive forms. 

16.2.  MORPHOLOGY 

Much as the functions of the Tocharian so-called subjunctive are the 
ones found with the Vedic and Homeric subjunctives, with respect to 
morphology it radically differs from its Indo-Iranian and Ancient 
Greek functional equivalents, and the PIE subjunctive as usually 
reconstructed on the basis of Indo-Iranian and Ancient Greek. As 
correctly stated by Hackstein, 2004, 89: “Spuren grundsprachlicher 
themavokalischer Konjunktivbildungen sind Mangelware”, and most 
probably do not exist at all; see Peters, 2006, 334f., fn. 16 against the 
existence of Tocharian subjunctives from PIE subjunctives; the Sub I/II 
of käm- does not reflect the PIE subjunctive *qem-e/o-, but the PIE 
non-Narten root aorist *qem-t (> pre-PT *qen-t), *qm-ent, see chap. 
Sub II 19.2.; against Peters, 2006, 336f., fn. 18, it is also quite unlikely 
that some PIE subjunctive stems resulted in Tocharian present stems.1  

16.2.1.  Synchrony 

As a rule, a Tocharian subjunctive stem is either identical with (one of) 
the respective present stem(s), or less complex than the respective 
present stem(s), i.e., the functionally marked category subjunctive 
tends to be less marked with respect to morphology than the 
functionally unmarked category present; see Winter, 1977, 136 = 1984, 
181 = 2005, 173; Hartmann, 2001, 100f.; Hackstein, 2004, 91; Peters, 
2006, 335ff. 
 
 

                                                 
1 See also Jasanoff, 1998, 312, fn. 48: “The PIE subjunctive was normally 

lost without a trace in Tocharian. [...] late PIE forms of the type 3 sg. 
*péKset(i) may have had both the standard subjunctive reading ‘may cook’ 
and an indicative reading ‘wishes to cook’ or ‘sets about cooking’ ...”. 
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16.2.2.  Diachrony 

Most of the various subjunctive formations of Tocharian clearly go 
back to PIE present stem formations. This holds at least for the 
subjunctive Classes II, IV, VI, IX, X, XI, and XII, while things are 
different with respect to Classes I and V. As already noticed by TG, 
325 and 341, many members of these two subjunctive classes look (at 
least at a first glance) like the respective preterit forms (scil. Pt III and 
Pt I forms, respectively) provided with primary endings. It is therefore 
understandable that with regard to the Sub I and V scholars like 
Couvreur, Winter, and Kim claimed that “the ‘subjunctive’ in 
Tocharian is merely the non-past of the perfective (punctual) stem” 
(see the references given above). However, such a view cannot offer 
an immediate explanation for the question why all kinds of so-called 
subjunctives of Tocharian evidently carry all kinds of functions 
otherwise met with the regular outcomes of the PIE *-e/o- 
subjunctives in branches such as Indo-Iranian and Greek, and this is 
also true for even more atomistic solutions put forward by Rasmussen 
and Hackstein, learned, elaborate, and sophisticated as they certainly 
are. What we need is a unified theory about the origin of the 
Tocharian subjunctive classes, and such a theory can, in my opinion, 
be achieved if one assumes that (1) pre-Proto-Tocharian lost the PIE 
*-e/o- subjunctives, precisely as Anatolian did, and as a consequence 
used its present indicatives in the functions of the PIE subjunctives, 
also precisely as Anatolian did; and (2) that all subjunctive formations 
of the historical Tocharian languages had started out as pre-PT 
present indicative formations. As for assumption (2), at least with 
respect to most of the Class I and all of the Class V subjunctives, just 
two further assumptions need to be made: (a) pre-Proto-Tocharian 
also lost the PIE imperfect-aorist distinction, precisely as Anatolian 
did; (b) pre-Proto-Tocharian as a consequence formed new presents 
from old aorist stems (and in all probability also old perfect stems 
turned into simple preterit stems) by what I would like to call the 
tezzi principle, again precisely as Anatolian did. 

16.2.3.  The tezzi principle 

Even two scholars who have as different opinions about the origin of 
the Anatolian verbal system as Eichner (e.g., 1975, 81, 88, 93) and 
Jasanoff (most recently 2003) agree with respect to the claim that in 
Anatolian, or more precisely, at least in Proto-Hittite, new present 
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stems could be formed to already existing preterits (preterits which 
were not, of course, old imperfects still coexisting with the present 
stems they originally belonged to) simply by substituting the 
synchronic primary endings for the secondary endings met in the 
respective preterits,2 “a trivial step once the functional distinction 
between the PIE imperfect and aorist had been lost in Proto-
Anatolian”, as per Jasanoff, 2003, 151. Both scholars also agree that 
Hittite tezzi ‘says’ is an eminent case in point, see Jasanoff, 2003, 3: 
“The mi-conjugation also includes a few inherited root aorists in *-m, 
*-s, *-t. Following the loss of the imperfect : aorist distinction in Proto-
Anatolian, these were reinterpreted as simple ‘preterites’ and 
provided with back-formed presents in *-mi, *-si, *-ti. The clearest 
instance of such an aorist-based mi-verb is te- ‘say’ (pres. 3 sg. tezzi = 
Lyc. tadi ‘puts’), the Hittite reflex of the PIE root aorist *dhéh1-m, *-s, 
*-t ‘put’.” Note that according to many scholars even the Vedic tudáti 
present type is best explained that way, see, e.g., Rasmussen, 1997, 
148f. 
 

                                                 
2 The same principle for Tocharian was already invoked by Peters, 2004, 

434, fn. 24.  
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THE PRIVATIVE 

17.1. MORPHOLOGY AND FUNCTION 

The privative is synchronically associated with the subjunctive stem, 
cf. TEB I, 192f., § 334,2. Hilmarsson, 1994, 47ff. has shown that the 
privative is sometimes even based on a more original subjunctive 
stem different from the productive one. He also argues that if the 
subjunctive shows ablaut, it is always the zero-grade stem variant 
from which the privative is derived. On the alleged exception 
atraikatte from trik(- ‘go astray’, see chap. Sub I/V 18.2.5. A more 
original subjunctive stem class is certainly to be seen in the case of 
Priv e$kälpatte that is based on an a-subjunctive stem kälpa- ‘obtain’, 
while the productive subjunctive stem is of Class VI in Tocharian B, 
whereas Tocharian A still preserves the finite Class V subjunctive (cf. 
Hilmarsson, 1994, 74f.).  

17.1.1.  The privative and the accent of the subjunctive stem  

Hilmarsson, 1991, 18ff. and 195ff.; 1994, 47ff. claims a relationship 
between the behavior of the nasal of the privative prefix and the 
accent of the subjunctive stem from which it is derived, and this view 
has generally been followed, most recently by Schaffner, 2006, 167 
with fn. 96. According to Hilmarsson, this pattern is further confined 
to roots beginning with k and p. While the prefixed nasal is always 
retained before roots in root-initial vowels and lost before root-initial 
consonants other than k and p, he assumes that preservation and loss 
of the nasal in roots beginning with k and p depends on the accent: 
initial accent caused loss of the nasal and non-initial accent caused 
preservation of the nasal.  

The following table lists all relevant examples; the second and 
fourth column show the attested subjunctive stem and its accent 
pattern (according to my own survey):  
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Lost nasal Retained nasal 
akakatte  kaka- Sub V 

initial acc.1 
e$kärstatte (MQ)  kärsta- Sub V, 

ablaut, initial acc. 
ekätkatte 
(MQ)  

kätk(- Sub V, 
ablaut, both acc.s 

e$kälpatte  kälp(- *Sub V 
(Sub VI) 

ekamätte  käm- Sub II a$klautkatte klautk(- Sub V, 
initial acc. 

ekältte (MQ)  käl- Sub I, ablaut, 
*initial acc. 

e$klyau1äcce klyaus- Sub II 

ekwalatte  kula- Sub V, non-
initial acc. 

empakwaccai (MQ) päkw- Sub I, non-
initial acc. 

akautacce  kauta- Sub V, 
initial acc. 

empalkaitte ? 

akraupatte  kraup(- Sub V, 
initial acc. 

amplakätte plak- Sub I, no 
ablaut, acc.? 

apa11ätte  pask- Sub II   
 
As can be seen, the facts do not really fit the pattern claimed by 
Hilmarsson. Accordingly, he tried to explain the exceptions to the 
alleged rule by assuming that the original subjunctive stems had a 
different accent scheme from the attested one. However, this 
assumption is far from likely for most cases in point.  

As for ekätkatte ‘not crossing’ from kätk(- ‘cross’, Hilmarsson, 
1991, 63f. claims that the different accents attested in this subjunctive 
stem are due to valency alternation, the transitive having initial accent 
(hence nasalless Priv, because the privative has transitive meaning), 
the intransitive suffix accent. However, as is argued in chap. Sub I/V 
18.4.3., the few attestations of different accent forms in Sub V stems 
cannot be explained by mere valency alternation (with the possible 
exception of the Inf mrauskatsi, see chap. Sub I/V 18.3.2.). On the 
other hand, the root kätk(- ‘cross, pass’ is one of the few roots that 
show both transitive and intransitive use in the grundverb without 
any marking at all (see the detailed discussion of the passages in chap. 
Valency 4.4.1.). Finally, whether the middle subjunctive stem 
formation kätkoytär-me in 11 a 3f. is intransitive at all is far from 
clear.  

As for ekamätte from käm- ‘come’, the athematic subjunctive stem 
from which it is derived is not attested, but it is likely that it had 
ablaut and initial accent like most Class I subjunctives, and the same is 
true for ekältte from käl- ‘bear’ showing ablaut but no unambiguous 
initial accent. 
                                                 

1 Except 1.sg.mid. kakamar. 
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In order to explain ekwalatte ‘unrelenting, unabating’ being an 
exception from his rule, Hilmarsson, 1991, 64ff. sets up an unattested 
active subjunctive stem *kwála- beside an ablauting middle stem 
*kwälá-. However, as is argued in detail in chap.s Sub I/V 18.4.2. and 
Prs III/IV 26.2.3., intransitive Class III present stems such as kula- 
usually show neither active subjunctive forms in the grundverb nor 
initial accent, and if they do the whole verb shows irregular behavior, 
which is not the case with kula-. 

As for apa11ätte from pask- standing beside a synchronic Sub II, 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 116f. assumes a former sk-less stem *pa- that was 
only later replaced by a Class IX present, i.e., he sets up a suffixal sk-
stem pa-sk-. However, pask- clearly behaves like the other inherited 
sk-roots (< PIE ske/o-presents), and not like a secondary Tocharian sk-
root at all.2 

Two of the forms with preserved nasal have subjunctive stems 
with initial accent (e$kärstatte from kärsta-, a$klautkatte from 
klautk(-), and are hence counterexamples to Hilmarsson’s rule, while 
for just one example the predicted non-initial accent is attested with 
certainty in the respective subjunctive stem of Class I. Here, again, 
Hilmarsson has to assume unattested subjunctive forms with non-
initial accent for both kärsta- ‘cut’ and klautk(- ‘turn’. However, in 
both cases such an assumption is unlikely even from a theoretical 
point of view, because roots with full vowels (or roots with 
generalized persistent full grade in the subjunctive stem) hardly ever 
have non-initial accent in the a-subjunctive. There are even middle 
forms attested in the Sub V of kärsta-, and they do not show initial 
accent either. 

It is uncertain whether empalkaitte 3 belongs to pälka- ‘see’ (as per 
WTG, 43) or to pälk(- ‘burn’. To be sure, the subjunctive stem of pälka- 

                                                 
2 See chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6. and on this special root also chap. tk-Roots, 

fn. 4. Hilmarsson could claim this because he followed Marggraf’s views 
(1970, 22f.) on the accent, but see on that question also my general discussion 
of accent in chap. Sub I/V 18.4.3. 

3 Note that although the suffix allomorph -ai- instead of -a- can in most 
cases be explained with Hilmarsson as a reflex of the informal/eastern sound 
change ä/a > ai in front of palatals (i.e., originating in the obliquus), the quite 
often attested Priv empalkaitte comes from texts of all provenances, i.e., it is 
not confined to eastern/informal-style documents (no MQ examples is 
attested). One may speculate whether in this case the informal variant -ai- was 
introduced quite early into the normal styles (though in post-MQ time) 
precisely in order to distinguish between a derivative of pälka- ‘see’ and 
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‘see’ has initial accent, but Hilmarsson in any case prefers to derive it 
from pälk(- ‘burn’ for semantic reasons (1991, 71). The subjunctive 
stem of pälk(- ‘burn’ is unattested (only the Prs III of the grundverb 
is), but since we are dealing with a Prs III verb, the subjunctive should 
indeed have been a medium tantum with non-initial accent (see chap. 
Prs III/IV 26.2.3.). If the form is rather to be derived from pälka- ‘see’, 
Hilmarsson has no problem with his theory either, because he 
assumes a pre-TB middle Sub V stem with suffix accent *pälká- on the 
basis of the all-middle subjunctive stem in Tocharian A. Although this 
cannot be excluded, nothing is gained by it, because such an 
unattested subjunctive *pälká- ‘see’ would be homonymic with 
*pälká- ‘burn’ in any case, and that homonymy may precisely have 
been the reason for the active inflection of the Sub V pälka- ‘see’ (and 
likewise of the preterit) in contrast to medium tantum Apälka- ‘see’.4 

Note furthermore as a typological parallel that in Italian dialects of 
Northern Italy -NC- clusters can only escape nasal loss either if -C- 
was voiced (Tuttle, 1991, 25f.), or if the accent was placed precisely on 
the syllable that followed immediately upon the cluster (e.g., mut but 
muntàgna ‘mountain’; see Tuttle 1991, 53f.).  

According to Jay Jasanoff (as reported and followed by Ringe, 
1996, 72), the negative prefix lost its nasal in front of *sC clusters by 
regular sound change, and then the form of the prefix without the 
nasal spread to other roots by analogy (but note Ringe’s own remark 
that “examples to roots beginning in *sC clusters are rare”). 

On the other hand, in an archaic IE language so well documented 
as Ancient Greek, there existed a somehow related, although reverse, 
tendency to develop so-called parasitic nasals in front of stops, and 
those nasals showed up only sporadically, so that it seems quite 

                                                                                                        
pälka- ‘burn’. Instead of such an analogical introduction, one may also assume 
a metathesis of palatalization *-l’CaC- to -lCayC-; on such processes of 
metathesis see chap. Sound Laws 1.7.  
Hilmarsson’s judgment that empalkatte from the MQ text 281 has no 
linguistic value is certainly correct. Although the manuscript has common 
archaic ductus (see in general Malzahn, 2007a, 255ff.; this text has by mistake 
been omitted from the list on p. 264), it does not necessarily contain more 
archaic linguistic traits, because it shows unmistakably many misspellings 
(such as the confusion of sibilants or nasals), so that one must conclude that 
the scribe in question was very inexperienced (and that the text was dictated 
rather than copied).  

4 On the voice alternation in Apälka- ‘see’ and related roots see chap. Voice 
5.2.2.2. 
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impossible to discover any phonological conditioning; see Schulze, 
1895 = 1934, 281ff., and especially his final conclusion “die Regel ist 
Regellosigkeit”; for the extremely frequent non-writing of nasals 
before stops in documents of Ancient Greek see now Méndez Dosuna, 
2007, 355ff. 
 In sum, it is far from obvious that the accent of the related 
subjunctive stem could trigger the loss or preservation of the nasal in 
privative forms, so I am reluctant to use the privative as evidence for 
the accent in the subjunctive stem. 
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THE SUBJUNCTIVE OF CLASSES I AND V 

Class I is a simple athematic formation, whereas Class V stems always 
end in PT *-a-. Both classes can show the same root ablaut pattern in 
both Tocharian A and B, viz. PT *æ < pre-PT *o in the active singular 
on the one hand and PT *ä from a pre-PT zero grade in the active 
plural, in the entire middle, in the whole optative and in all the non-
finite forms built from the subjunctive stem on the other hand. 
Accordingly, both classes are treated here together. Tocharian B in 
addition shows different accent patterns including irregular initial 
accent. Synchronically irregular initial accent is also occasionally 
attested in the morphologically related presents of Class V, but not in 
the presents of Class I; however, such irregular initial accent is met 
with presents of Class V only when the respective Sub V stem shows 
the same kind of ablaut.  

18.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS I 

The athematic subjunctive Class I is in historical times clearly a 
recessive class, while the subjunctive of Class V is the most productive 
subjunctive class in both languages (made from 156 roots in Tocharian 
B and 112 roots in Tocharian A). A subjunctive of Class I is merely 
attested for 48 TB roots with certainty. In Tocharian A this class is 
even less attested (nine roots in total), because most former athematic 
subjunctives of Class I seem to have been replaced by Class VII 
subjunctives. In both languages, some of the remaining Class I 
subjunctives have also transferred thematic endings to the paradigm. 

Apart from the exceptional 1.sg. active ending -m of yam, the 
regular athematic 1.sg. active ending in Tocharian B is -u, and the 
thematic ending is -au (cf. Lane, 1959, 161). There is no analogically 
introduced thematic ending -au attested in the Sub I stems (unlike the 
situation encountered in the corresponding athematic present stems of 
Class I, where we find a secondary thematic 1.sg.act. nesau from nes- 
‘be’). On the other hand, in the Class I subjunctives one finds in the 
1.pl.act. thematic -em standing beside athematic -äm (or -mo with o 
mobile), and in the 3.pl.act. respective -eM beside athematic -äM, cf. 
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TEB I, 222, § 401,1; Schmidt, 1985, 429. Note that in the athematic 
present stem Class I the thematic 1.pl.act. ending -em is, in fact, the 
only ending to be found, while in the athematic subjunctive the 
expected athematic ending is still attested. 

The following 50 verbs form a subjunctive of Class I (48 TB, 9 TA, 7 
TA = TB): 

ar(- Antigv. ‘leave, abandon’, al(- Antigv. ‘keep away, hold in check’, i- ‘go’ 
(Sub I + II), e$k- ‘seize’, er- ‘evoke, cause’, ai- ‘give, take’/ Ae- ‘give’ (Sub I + II), 
auk- ‘± set in motion’, au-n- ‘hit, wound, begin’, kän(- mid. ‘come about, 
occur’, käl- ‘bear, endure’, käs- act. ‘quench, extinguish’, mid. ‘come to 
extinction’, ku- ‘pour, offer a libation’, kau- ‘destroy, kill’/ Ako- ‘kill’ (Sub I + II), 
klä$k- ‘doubt’, täk- ‘touch’, tä$k-/ Atä$k- ‘hinder’, trä$k- ‘lament’, tre$k-/ 

Aträ$k- ‘cling, stick’, nak- ‘blame’, näk-/ Anäk- act. ‘destroy, lose’, mid. ‘fall into 
ruin, disappear’ (TB Sub I + II), näm- act. ‘bend’, mid. ‘bow’, nes-/ Anas- ‘be’, 
päkw- ‘rely on, trust’, pärk-/ Apärk- ‘ask, beg’, putk- ‘shut’, pyak- ‘strike, beat’, 
plak- ‘agree’, plätk- ‘overflow, develop, arise’, plu- ‘float, fly, soar’, Amärk- 
‘smudge, besmirch’, yam- ‘do’ (Sub I + II), yäp- ‘enter; set (sun)’, yänm(- 
‘achieve, reach’, yok- ‘drink’, räk(- Antigv. ‘extend’, rä$k(- Antigv. ‘ascend’, 
ri-n- ‘leave, give up’, ru- ‘open’, lä$k- Antigv. act. ‘hang up’, wätk(- Antigv. 
‘separate, decide, command’ (Sub I + II), wäs- ‘don, wear’, si-n- ‘satiate oneself, 
be depressed’, sai-n- ‘lean on, rely on’, smi- ‘smile’, Aspärk(- Antigv. ‘get lost’, 
tsäk- ‘burn’, tsä$k- ‘flay’, tsärk- ‘burn, torture’, tsuk(- Antigv. ‘± suckle; foster’.  
Uncertain are: aiw(- Antigv. ‘turn to’ (Sub I/II), kañm?- ‘± be merry’ (Sub 
I/II/V), kätt- ‘put, set (down)’ (Sub I/II), kälm- ‘± enable’ (Sub I/II), krämp(- 
Antigv. ‘disturb, hinder’ (Sub I/II), kli-n-/ Akli-n- ‘be obliged to’ (Sub I/II), 
cä$k- ‘please’ (Sub I/II), täl(- ‘carry’ (?), tälp(- Antigv. ‘purge’ (Sub I/II), päl- 
‘listen closely’ (Sub I/II), yärp- ‘take care, look out’ (Sub I/II), Awäs- ‘don’ (Sub 
I/V?), wi- ‘frighten’ (Sub I/II), tsäm(- Antigv. ‘cause to grow, increase’ (Sub 
I/II), Atsak- ‘glow’ (Sub I/II). 

A former athematic subjunctive stem has further to be set up for aik- 
‘know’ (II/II/III) on the evidence of the Priv anaiktai, for käm- ‘come’ 
(Xa/II/III-VI) on the evidence of the Priv ekamätte, and for Asi-n- 
‘satiate’ (X/VII/III) on the evidence of the Priv TA asinät. 

18.1.1.  Tocharian A 

Ae- ‘give’ has a thematic 3.pl.act. TA ayeñc, and similarly Ako- ‘kill’ has 
a thematic 3.pl.act. TA kaweñc, but both stems should nevertheless 
basically be analyzed as athematic ones due to diachronic 
considerations. The introduction of precisely a thematic 3.pl.active 
ending into an athematic paradigm is also attested for the athematic 
present stem of Aken-, and is even more often attested in Tocharian B, 
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both for athematic subjunctive and present stems of Class I; see also 
the discussion by Hackstein, 1995, 150ff. Apart from Ae-, Ako-, and 
Anäk- there are only finite middle forms and non-finite forms attested 
in the TA Sub I with certainty: 

 Sub I Thematized 
1.sg.act. em  
2.sg.act. et, nakät  
3.sg.act. e1, ko1  
1.pl.act. —  
2.pl.act. —  
3.pl.act. — ayeñc, kaweñc 
1.sg.mid. pärkmar  
2.sg.mid. —  
3.sg.mid. trä$ktär  
1.pl.mid. —  
2.pl.mid. pärkcär  
3.pl.mid. pärkäntär  
Ger el, nasäl  
Abs elune, kolune, tä$klune,  

trä$klune, naslune,  
pärklune, märklune 

 

18.1.2.  Tocharian B 
 Sub I Thematized 
1.sg.act. yam, ayu, kelu, kewu, neku-me,  

preku, yamu, yopu, yoku 
 

2.sg.act. yat, ait, yamt, rewät  
3.sg.act. oräñ-c, yaM, aiM, ewkän-me (MQ), 

auM, kowän, tekäM-me, te$käñ-c, 
prekäM-ne, plakäM, pletkäM, plyewä-
ñ, yamäM, yokäM, yopäM-ne, 
yonmäM, wotkäM 

 

1.pl.act. aiymo,1 putkäm (MQ), ruwäm (MQ), 
la$käm-c 

nkem, yamem 

2.pl.act. —  
3.pl.act. aiM, nakäM, parkän-me, yäpäM, 

yokäM 
yaneM, yameM, 
wotkeM 

                                                 
1 The only o-mobile variant comes from a restored form (aiy)m(o) in 295 a 

2. Although this would be the only rendering of former word-final *-ä by -o in 
non-pada final position in this manuscript, the restoration is nevertheless 
possible, because the text has common archaic ductus, and in these texts 
mobile o can be found in every position within a pada; see Malzahn, 2007a, 
275ff. 
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1.sg.mid. ermar, aimar, yammar  
2.sg.mid. ertar, yamtar, rintar  
3.sg.mid. e$ktär, ertär, aitär, auntär, kantär-ñ, 

kutär, piltär, yamtär, rintär, wastär 
 

1.pl.mid. yamamtär  
2.pl.mid. —  
3.pl.mid. wräntär, e$kantär, eräntär (MQ), 

aunantär, yamantär, sainäntär (MQ) 
 

Ger II e$källe, erlona, aille, nesalle, parkälle, 
pyakäle, plakälle (MQ), yamalle, rilye, 
saille, smille, tsärkalle, tsukäle 

 

Abstr II e$kalñe, erälyñe, ailñe, kwälñe, 
kawälñe/kawalyñe, kla$kälyñe, 
takälñe, trä$kalyñe, nakälyñe, 
namalñe/nmalyñe, nesalyñe, pkwalñe, 
pyakälyñe (MQ), pluwälyñe, yamalñe, 
yapälñe rilñe, silñe, smilñe, tsäkalñe, 
tsärkalñe 

 

Inf altsi, yatsi, e$ktsi, ertsi, aitsi, kaltsi, 
kastsi, kautsi, kla$ktsi, ta$ktsi, naktsi, 
naktsi, nestsi, paksi, parktsi, pyaktsi, 
plaktsi, yamtsi, yaptsi, raktsi, raMktsi,  
rintsi, wastsi, saintsi, tsa$tsi 

 

18.1.2.1. Accent and ablaut 

Ablauting subjunctives of Class I usually show persistent initial 
accent, which cannot be explained by any of the basic rules of TB 
accentuation, cf., e.g., the 3.sg.act. with enclitic pronoun tekäM-me as 
opposed to the same kind of formation made from a thematic 
subjunctive (Class II) sman-me (from sämäM-me), and from a 
thematic present cäñcan-me. Such ablauting subjunctives are regularly 
made from roots with -ä- as root vowel (cf. also TA 2.sg. nakät ~ TB 
1.sg. neku-me), and show ablaut between the active singular (PT æ-
grade) on the one hand and active plural, middle and non-finite forms 
(zero grade) on the other hand, so that they seem to reflect a pre-PT 
ablaut o-grade/zero grade2 just like the one to be seen in the ablauting 
Sub V formations. There is, however, a noticeable difference between 

                                                 
2 As for the ablaut nek-/näk-, Jasanoff, e.g., 2003, 201, wants to derive it 

from an o-grade/e-grade ablaut *nok-/nek-; again differently Rasmussen, 
1997, 150, who states that a zero-grade *nk- > *änk- may have been 
analogically remade into *näk-, a view also shared by Ringe, 1990, 215; see 
below 18.6.1.2. in detail. 
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the accent patterns of Sub I and Sub V. Whereas all a-subjunctive 
stems with persistent (*)-a- in the root show initial accent in the whole 
stem (i.e., also in the plural active, the entire middle and in non-finite 
forms), the picture with respect to Sub I is quite different almost 
without exception. The following full-vowel roots show initial accent: 

er- ‘evoke, cause’ (tr) (x/x/m) (VIII/I/III): beside ambiguous forms 
there is the Abstr II erälyñe; as for the abstract variants kawälñe (M) 
and kawalyñe (Š) from kau- ‘destroy, kill’ (tr) (x/a/a) (VIII/I/III), I 
propose that kawalyñe is just a misspelling, i.e., due to omission of the 
ä-dots over the (wa), and hence attests to initial accent; nak- ‘blame’ 
(tr) (m/-/m) (VIII/I/III) has the Abstr nakälyñe; as for pyak- ‘strike, 
beat’ (tr) (-/a/a) (-/I/III), a Ger II pyakäle is attested in a gloss to a 
Paris Sanskrit text (Couvreur, 1970, 182), and since there are also the 
Opt forms pyasim-me and pyasi-ne attested (both from non-MQ 
texts), we are dealing with a subjunctive with persistent initial accent. 
ar(- Antigv. ‘leave, abandon’ apparently shows ablaut (although a 
different kind from that of the non-full vowel roots: finite Sub or-, Opt 
and non-finite ar-), and both the 3.sg.act. oräñ-c with enclitic pronoun 
and the 3.pl.mid. wräntär (for *oräntär, metrical) attest to initial 
accent. The same kind of ablaut seems to be attested for wätk(- 
‘separate, decide’ with 3.sg.act. wotkäM, 3.pl.act. wotkeM 
(thematized). 

On the other hand, other full-vowel roots have Class I subjunctive 
forms without persistent initial accent: au-n- ‘hit, wound’, ‘begin’ has a 
3.pl.mid. aunantär; nes- ‘be’ has nesalle and nesalyñe; all trisyllabic 
forms3 from yam- ‘do’ have accent on the second syllable (3.pl.mid. 
yamantär, etc.); yok- ‘drink’ has the abstract yokalyñe. The optative of 
ai- ‘give’ 3.sg. ayi-ne, 3.sg.mid. ayitär also clearly speaks in favor of 
non-initial accent. Finally, e$k- ‘seize, take, understand’ (tr) (m+/m/m) 
(IXa/I/III) shows one form with initial, and two with non-initial 
accent: 3.pl.mid. e$kantär, Abstr e$kalñe beside Ger II e$källe. The 
stem formation of both aiw(- Antigv. ‘turn to’, and kañm- ‘± be merry’ 
is unclear, and only ambiguous forms are attested for auk- ‘± set in 
motion’, tre$k- ‘cling, stick’, plak- ‘agree’, and sai-n- ‘lean on’. 

As for roots with root vowel (*)ä, the following cases show more or 
less persistent initial accent and/or ablaut: 

                                                 
3 This definition includes, of course, also the 1.pl.act. yamem, but not the 

2.sg.act. yamt, because of the regular ä-loss in front of a -t-, -s-, and -ts-. 
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käl- ‘bear, endure’ (tr) (a/a/x) (VIII/I/III) 1.sg. kelu, Inf kaltsi; ku- 
‘pour, offer a libation’ (tr) (a/x/a) (VIII/I/III) 1.sg. kewu, 3.sg.mid.  
kutär, Abstr II kwälñe; klä$k- ‘doubt’ (tr) (m/-/-) (I/I/III) Abstr 
kla$kälyñe; täk- ‘touch’ (tr) (a/a/a) (II/I/III) 3.sg. tekäM-me, 1.sg. Opt 
tasim, 3.sg. Opt tasi, 3.pl. Opt tasyeM, Abstr takälñe; tä$k- ‘hinder’ (tr) 
(x/a/-) (II-VIII/I/III) 3.sg. te$käñ-c, Inf ta$ktsi, 3.sg. Opt tañci; näk- 
‘destroy, fall into ruin’ (tr/itr) (x/x/x) (VIII/I-III/III) 1.sg. neku-me, 
1.pl. nkem, 3.pl. nakäM, Inf naktsi; pärk- ‘ask, beg’ (tr) (x/a/x) 
(VIII/I/III) 1.sg. preku, 3.sg. prekäM-ne, 3.pl. parkän-me, 2.sg. Opt 
parsit, 3.sg. Opt parsi-ne, Ger II parkälle; plätk- ‘overflow, arise’ (itr) 
(-/a/a) (II/I/III) 3.sg. pletkäM, 3.pl. Opt placyeM; plu- ‘float, fly, soar’ 
(itr) (a/a/a) (VIII/I/III) 3.sg. plyewä-ñ, 3.sg. Opt pluwi, Abstr II 
pluwälyñe; yäp- ‘enter, set (sun)’ (itr) (a+/a/a) (I-Xa/I/III) 1.sg. yopu, 
3.sg. yopäM-ne, 3.pl. yäpäM (MQ), 1.sg. Opt yapim, 2.sg. Opt yapit, 
3.sg. Opt yapi, 3.pl. Opt yäpyem (MQ), Abstr II yapälñe; yänm(- 
‘achieve, reach’ (tr) (x/x/a) (Xa/I-VI/III) 3.sg. yonmäM; tsuk(- Antigv. 
‘± suckle, foster’ (tr) (a/-/a) (VIII/I/III) Ger II tsukäle. 

Here probably also belong ru- ‘open’ (tr/itr) (m/x/-) (VIII/I-III/III) 
with 2.sg.act. rewät, and wätk(- Antigv. ‘separate’ which has a root 
vowel -o- both in the 3.sg.act. wotkäM, and also in the thematic-
looking 3.pl.act. wotkeM. For näm- ‘bend’, ‘bow’ (tr/itr) (x/m/x) 
(VIII/I-III/III) there is no ablaut attested, but initial accent in the Abstr 
namalñe. 

On the other hand, the following non-full vowel roots do not show 
initial accent: 

trä$k- ‘lament’ (tr) (-/a/a) (I/I-II/I) Abstr II trä$kalyñe; päkw- ‘rely on, trust’ 
(tr) (m/-/-) (I-XII/I/-) Abstr II pkwalñe; tsäk- ‘burn’ (tr/itr) (x/m/x) (VIII/I-
III/III) Abstr II tsäkalñe; tsärk- (tr) (a/-/-) (IXa/I-II/III) Ger II tsärkalle, Abstr II 
tsärkalñe. 

As for trä$k- and tsärk-, the non-initial accent can in theory just be 
due to influence of the thematic subjunctive stem attested beside the 
athematic one, and similarly the accent of päkw- may be said to be 
due to the athematic present stem found beside it (if the abstract 
pkwalñe is not simply to be analyzed as an Abstr I of the present stem 
in the first place, although Abstr I is not attested too often). 1.pl. nkem 
has a thematic ending. This would just leave tsäk- ‘burn’ with an 
unexpected non-initial accent, and it cannot be excluded that tsäk- 
‘burn’ also had a (newly created) thematic subjunctive stem beside 
Sub I. However, the most economic solution will be, of course, to take 
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all these forms simply for Sub I forms attesting to a more archaic 
accentual pattern with initial accent only in the sg. active. 

Ambiguous with respect to accent/ablaut pattern are al(- Antigv. 
‘hold in check’, i- ‘go, kän(- ‘occur’,4 käs- ‘quench’, pil- ‘listen’, putk- 
‘shut’, räk(- Antigv. ‘extend’, rä$k(- Antigv. ‘ascend’, ri-n- ‘leave’, 
lä$k- Antigv. act. ‘hang up’, wäs- ‘don’, si-n- ‘satiate’, smi- ‘smile’, and 
tsä$k- ‘flay’. 

18.1.2.2. The infinitive 

In infinitives from thematic subjunctives of Class II, a cluster 
consisting of a palatalized root-final consonant and the ending-initial 
-ts- may undergo reduction and assimilation, as in, e.g., ak1tsi > aksi, 
cf. TEB I, 224, § 404,2, and see chap. Sub II 19.1.3. However, it is quite 
impossible to take the Inf raMktsi from rä$k(- Antigv. ‘ascend’ and 
the Inf tsa$tsi from tsä$k- ‘flay’ for forms of the aissi kind, so that they 
must be Sub I forms, much as the Inf raktsi attested beside a clear 
thematic Sub II 3.sg. rasäM, as rightly claimed by Hackstein, 1995, 120. 

18.2. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS V 

A subjunctive of Class V is made with certainty from 192 roots (157 
TB, 112 TA, 77 TB = TA). 

aksa- ‘waken’, ar(-/ Aar(- ‘cease’, art(t)(-/ Aarta- ‘love, praise’, alpa- ‘stroke’, 
Aas(- ‘dry (out)’, AeMts(- ‘seize’, auswa- ‘± cry’, iya- ‘go, travel’, Akary- ‘laugh’, 
kaka-/ Akaka- ‘call’, Akatka- ‘arise’, kanta- ‘rub’, kantsa- ‘sharpen’, Akama- ‘carry’, 
kara- ‘gather’, karp(-/ Akarp(- ‘descend’, kawa-/ Akapa- ‘desire’, käta- ‘strew’, 
kätk(-/ Akätk(- ‘cross’, kän(- Kaus. I ‘fulfill (a wish)’, kärka- ‘rob’, kärra- 
‘scold’, kärs(-/ Akärs(- ‘know’, kärsta-/ Akär1ta- ‘cut off’, käla-/ Akäla- ‘lead’, 
Akälka- ‘go’, Akälp(- ‘obtain’, käl(t)sa-/ Akäl(t)sa ‘(op)press’, kälska- ‘disappear’, 
käsk(- ‘scatter’, kula-/ Akula- ‘recede’, Ako1ta- ‘hit’, kauta-/ Akota- ‘split, cleave’, 
kraup(-/ Akrop(- ‘gather’, krämp(-/ Akrämpa- ‘be hindered’, kla$ka-/ Akla$ka- 
‘go by wagon’, klapa- ‘± touch’, klaya-/ Aklawa- ‘fall’, klänts(-/ Aklisa- ‘sleep’, 
klutk(- ‘turn’, klaiksa-/ Aklepsa- dry up’, klautk(-/ Alotka- ‘turn’, kwäsa- 
‘lament’, taka-/ Atak(- ‘be, become’, Atapa- ‘eat’, tappa- ‘?’, Ata(-s)- ‘put’, Atäka- 
‘touch’, Atäkwa- ‘?’, täksa- ‘± destroy’, tätta- ‘put’, tärka-/ Atärka- ‘dismiss’, 
(täl(-)/Atäl(- ‘lift up’, tin(- ‘± defile oneself’, tuk(- ‘hide oneself’, trappa- ‘trip’, 

                                                 
4 It is not entirely certain whether kantär was followed by an enclitic 

pronoun -ñ, in which case the form would indeed attest to initial accent. 
Sieg/Siegling also proposed to restore to kantär ñ(i) in the respective passage. 
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traska-/ Atraska- ‘chew’, trik(-/ Atrik(- ‘go astray’, triw(-/ Atriw(- ‘be mixed’, 
truka- ‘± give’, Atwa$ka- ‘± wear, don’, Atwa-/Atwasa- ‘burn’, nan(- ‘appear’, 
naska- ‘spin’, nätka- ‘hold distant’, Anäm(- ‘bow’, nitt(- ‘collapse’, nu(- ‘cry’, 
nuka- ‘swallow’, naut(-/ (Anut(-) ‘disappear’, patka- ‘give up’, parak(- 
‘prosper’, pasa- ‘± speak’, pänna- ‘stretch’, pärka- ‘(a)rise’, pärsa- ‘sprinkle’, 
pärsk(-/ Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’, päla-/ Apäla- ‘praise’, pälka-/ Apälka- ‘see’, pälwa- 
‘lament’, pälska-/ Apäl(t)ska- ‘consider’, pia- ‘± trumpet’, pika-/ Apika- ‘paint’, 
putk(-/ Aputka- ‘divide’, pauta-/ Apota- ‘honor’, prä$k(- ‘restrain oneself’, 
prutk(-/ Aprutk(- ‘be shut’, plä$k(- ‘be for sale’, Apla- ‘?’, plant(-/ Aplant(- 
‘rejoice, be glad’, Apya1t(- ‘be strong’, man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’, Amalka- ‘milk’, 
Amask(- ‘be difficult’, mäk(- ‘run’, mä$k(-/ Amä$k(- ‘lack’, mänt(-/ Amänta- 
‘stir, destroy’, märtka- ‘shave’, märs(-/ Amärsa- ‘forget’, mälk(-/ Amälka- ‘± put 
on’, mäska- ‘be’, mätstsa- ‘starve’, mit(- ‘set out’, miw(-/ Amiwa- ‘tremble’, 
musk(-/ Amuska- ‘disappear’, mauk(- ‘refrain from’, mrausk(-/ Amrosk(- 
‘feel disgust’, mluta- ‘± pluck’, mlutka-/ Amluska- ‘escape’, ya$k(-/ Aya$k(- ‘be 
deluded’, yat(-/ Ayat(- ‘be (cap)able’, yäksa-/ Ayäksa- ‘entangle’, Ayu(- ‘turn’, 
yuk(- ‘overcome’, Ayutka- ‘be worried’, yaukka- ‘use’, rapa-/ Aräpa- ‘dig’, räk(- 
‘extend’, rä$k(- ‘ascend’, räma- ‘bend’, Aräsa- ‘stretch (out)’, räss(- ‘tear’, ri$ka- 
‘?’, rita-/ Arita- ‘seek’, ritt(-/ Aritw(- ‘be attached’, rutka-/ Arutka- ‘(re)move’, 
latka- ‘cut off’, läk(-/ Aläk(- ‘see’, läm(-/ Aläm(- ‘sit’, lik(-/ Alika- ‘wash’, lita-/ 
Alit(- ‘fall’, Alitk(- ‘remove’, lipa- ‘remain’, lua-/ Alua- ‘send’, luk(- ‘light up’, 
lup(-/ Alupa- ‘rub’, Alya- ‘wipe away (tears)’, wak(-/ Awak(- ‘split’, wapa-/ 
Awapa- ‘weave’, waya-/ Awa- ‘lead’, warka- ‘shear’, wala- ‘cover’, waltsa- ‘crush’, 
wask(-/ Awask(- ‘stir’, wäta?- ‘fight’, wätk(-/ Awätk(- ‘decide’, Awänta- ‘cover’, 
Awäma- ‘± set (sun)’, wär(- ‘smell’, wärpa-/ Awärpa- ‘enjoy’, wik(-/ Awik(- 
‘disappear’, Aweka- ‘break’, waiw(- ‘be wet’, wrata-/ Awrata- ‘shape’, wlawa-/ 
Awlawa- ‘control’, sampa- ‘be conceited’, suwa-/ Asuwa- ‘eat’, Asak(- ‘remain’, 
sanapa- ‘anoint’, samp(- ‘take away’, Asäka- ‘± follow’, sätk(-/ Asätk(- ‘spread 
out’, särk(- ‘± take care of’, sälka- ‘pull’, Asälpa- ‘glow’, sika- ‘step’, Asik(- ‘be 
overflown’, Asipa- ‘anoint’, siya- ‘sweat’, Asuma- ‘take away’, suwa- /swasa-/ 
Asuw(-/Aswas(- ‘rain’, skaya-/ Askaya- ‘strive’, skawa- ‘kiss’, skära- ‘scold’, 
stäm(-/ A1täm(- ‘stand’, spartt(-/ Aspartw(- ‘turn, behave’, spaw(- 
‘diminish’, spänt(-/ Aspänta- ‘trust’, spärk(-/ Aspärk(- ‘disappear’, sruka- ‘die’, 
swar(- ‘please’, tsaka- ‘pierce’, tsarw(- ‘be comforted’, tsalta- ‘chew’, Atsäk(- 
‘pull’, tsä$ka- ‘(a)rise’, Atsäna- ‘compose’, tsäm(-/ Atsäm(- ‘grow’, tsär(-/ 
Atsär(- ‘be separated’, tsälp(-/ Atsälp(- ‘pass away’, tsika- ‘form’, Atsit(- 
‘touch’, tsuk(- ‘suck (out)’/ Atsuka- ‘drink’. 
Uncertain are: kañm?- ‘± be merry’ (Sub I/II/V), Awäs- ‘don’ (Sub I/V?), sälpa?- 
‘glow’ (Sub V?). 
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    TB TA 
 Initial accent Non-initial acc.  
1.sg.act. takau lakau kalkam 
2.sg.act. takat lkat katkat 
3.sg.act. takaM lakaM, 

lka-ne 
kalka1 

1.pl.act. takam lkam-c kälkamäs 
2.pl.act. takacer lkacer kälkac 
3.pl.act. takaM lakaM kälkeñc 
1.sg.mid. ritamar mlutkamar kälpamar 
2.sg.mid. kalatar — kälpatar 
3.sg.mid. ritatär lkatär kälpatär 
1.pl.mid. — — kälpamtär 
2.pl.mid. — — kälpacär 
3.pl.mid. ritantär lkantär pälkantär 
Ger II ritale lkalye kälpal 
Abstr II ritalñe lkalyñe kälpalune 
Inf ritatsi lkatsi  

18.2.1.  The replacement of stem-final -a- by -ä- in TB 

Five 3.sg. active forms of what should be Sub V stems show the 
ending -äM instead of -aM (or -aM), and two Ger II forms show 
respective stem-final -ä- instead of -a-: 
3.sg. krastäM in 33 a 3 (Š) from kärsta- ‘cut’. WTG, 126, § 123 and TEB I, 
230, § 413,3 analyzed the form as a Sub I or Sub II stem formation, 
although Krause himself stated that in the kind of paradigm that root 
has, a Sub I or II would be “auffällig”, and that one would indeed 
expect a Sub V. Consequently, Cowgill, 1967, 178 = 2006, 449 assumed 
a mere misspelling for †krastaM (most recently followed by Kim, 
2007b, 88, fn. 43). However, (Ta) for (ta) is not a likely misspelling from 
a paleographic point of view; 3.sg.act. klayä (sic) for klayä<M>5 
instead of also attested klayaM from klaya- ‘fall’ in H 149.15 b 3 (non-
MQ text); 3.sg.act. naukäM-ne from nuka- ‘swallow’ in 407 a 2 (MQ) 
(analyzed as Sub V in WTG, 254; given as example of a writing ä for a 
in MQ texts in § 1,3a); 3.sg.act. mantäM from mänt(- ‘stir, etc.’ in 245 a 

                                                 
5 The omission of the anusvara dot on a sign already bearing two ä-dots is 

also attested elsewhere; cf. the 3.sg. Sub XII tä$wä for tä$wä<M>, and see also 
Peyrot, 2008, 40, who states that the writing of three dots (i.e., ä-dots and 
anusvara) over one sign is indeed “extremely rare”. 
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5 (MQ)6 (analyzed as Sub V by WTG, 266; given as example of a 
writing ä for a in MQ texts § 1,3a); 3.sg.act. lawä (sic) from lua- ‘send’ 
in 316 a 2 (MQ), not “lawaM” as per WTG, 284 (for the writing cf. 
klayä); Ger II tsa$kälyai and tsä$kälyi in 552 (MQ) a 6 and b 4 from 
tsä$ka- ‘arise’. 

Although five of these seven forms come from MQ texts, this kind 
of writing is nevertheless diagnostic, because pace Krause, WTG, 1ff., 
§ 1ff. the characteristic feature of MQ-character is not that the vowels 
ä, a, and a are interchangeable, but that /ä/ is rendered by (ä) even 
under the accent, cf. now Peyrot, 2008, 34f. In fact, Krause, WTG, 4, § 
1,3,a gave only very few examples for a rendering of underling /a/ by 
(ä) in MQ texts, and it turns out that almost all certain examples come 
precisely from Sub V stems. As for the other examples invoked by 
Krause, all can be explained differently, so that it is simply not true 
that an underlying /a/ can be rendered by (ä) in MQ texts at all (for 
the details see Malzahn, in print c). 

18.2.2.  Roots with full root vocalism 

All roots with full root vocalism, i.e., which show invariably -a-, -ai-/ 
TA -e-, -au-/TA -o- as root vowel, never show paradigmatic ablaut in 
subjunctive Class V. In Tocharian B, almost all of them have persistent 
initial accent. In the singular active, initial accent is, of course, only to 
be seen in a form of the 2.sg., which had a desinence ending in a 
vowel, such as the 2.sg.act. karpat ‘you will descend’, klayat ‘you will 
fall’, takat ‘you will be’, lamat ‘you will sit’ (as opposed to non-initially 
accented 2.sg.act. lkat ‘you will see’), and also in cases where a 1. or 
3.sg. is followed by an enclitic pronoun. 

Note that in Tocharian B naut(- ‘disappear’ only has -au- in all 
verbal forms, while Anut(- only has -u-.  

There are very few Sub V forms of roots/paradigms with persistent 
(*)-a- as root vowel showing non-initial accent: 
the 3.pl. aran-me (non-MQ text) from ar(- ‘cease’ can hardly be a 
correct form at all and has to be some kind of misspelling in any case; 
the 1.sg. kakamar attested beside many instances of kaka- forms from 

                                                 
6 The manuscript has common archaic ductus; see in general Malzahn, 

2007a, 264 (this manuscript was left out in the list presented there by mistake). 
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kaka- ‘call’ does not seem to come from an MQ text,7 and the same is 
true for the Abstr rapalñe (attested beside initially accented Inf 
rapatsi) from rapa- ‘dig, plow’ and for the two attestations of the Ger II 
tsakall(e) from tsaka- ‘pierce, bite’. mrausk(- ‘feel disgust’ is a special 
problem. The Ger II mrauskalye and the Abstr II mrauskalñe are 
attested a couple of times in texts with standard orthography. Strictly 
speaking, these forms could be either explained as Sub V forms with 
initial accent, or as non-initially accented Sub I forms, and the 
attestation of the Ger II m(r)ausk(a)lle (neither a reading mrauskälle 
nor mrauskalle is possible) in the MQ text 572 b 4 argues strongly in 
favor of an analysis as initially accented a-subjunctive; but beside 
these perfectly regular forms we find two attestations of finite 
mrauska- from non-MQ texts (3.sg.mid. mrauskatär, 3.pl.mid. 
mrauskantär, each attested just once). The Inf mrauskatsi, which has 
again -a-, is transitive and thereby also problematic (see below 18.3.2.).  

With the exception of the two finite forms just mentioned from 
mrausk(- and kakamar and rapalñe, also all media tantum paradigms 
and paradigms with prevailing middle inflection of this class, i.e., 
from full-vowel roots, show persistent root-initial accent in Tocharian 
B: 
art(t)(- ‘love’, kanta- ‘rub (away)’, kawa- ‘desire, crave’, kraup(- 
‘gather’, (klaiksa- ‘dry up’,) yaukka- ‘use’, wlawa- ‘control’; note that the 
accent in both attestations of the Sub V from nan(- ‘appear’ is 
uncertain. 

18.2.3.  The paraka- type 

The Sub V forms of the disyllabic roots parak(- ‘prosper’ and sanapa- 
‘anoint’ show accent on the second -a- from the left in the Inf forms 
parakatsi and sanapatsi. parak(- ‘prosper’ also has a kausativum Prs 
IXa stem parakäsk- with accent on the second -a- from the left (while 
kausativa usually are of Class IXb). Since these two roots have two full 
vowels as root vowel, they are expected to conform to the pattern of 
full-vocalic roots, i.e., should show accent on the root, which they 
actually do, although not on the initial syllable like monosyllabic 
roots. These accents do, however, not show that in the case of initially 

                                                 
7 PK AS 17C b 4f.: y(ku) 1ait klyomai katsane o(t) kakamar kammai ci “you 

were entered into the belly, oh noble one, then I have borne the bearing of 
you” (reading and translation according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
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accented Sub V (and likewise kausativum) stems we have not so 
much to do with word initial accent but with mere accent retraction 
from the stem-final syllable onto the preceding syllable, because they 
could just bear accent due to a synchronic rule according to which the 
accent is to be placed onto the root. In other words, these forms do not 
prove that we have to do with a process of accent retraction.  

18.2.4.  Roots with basic root vowel (*)-ä- and persistent (*)-a- in the 
Sub V 

There are roots that have a root vowel -ä- in the present stem, but 
persistent (*)-a- as root vowel in the a-subjunctive. All of these roots 
also form an a-preterit stem of Subclass 5, which has exactly the same 
persistent (*)-a- as root vowel (the preterit shows, of course, 
accentuation by the basic rule). The roots involved are the following: 
nitt(- ‘collapse’ (itr) (a/-/a) (IoV/V/I), päla- ‘praise’ (tr) (m/m/m) (VI/V/I), pia- 
‘± trumpet’ (tr/itr) (a/a/a) (V/V/I), pika- ‘paint’ (tr) (a+/m/x) (VII/V/I), mänt(- 
‘stir; destroy’ (tr/itr) (x/x/a) (VI-XII/V/I), miw(- ‘tremble’ (itr) (x/-/x) 
(I-XII/V/I), räk(- ‘extend oneself’ (itr) (-/m/-) (-/V/I), lik(- ‘wash’ (tr) 
(m/m/m) (VI/V/I), lita- ‘fall’ (itr) (m/a/a) (IV/V/I), lup(- ‘rub, smear’ (tr) 
(m/a/x) (VIII/V/I), skära- ‘scold’ (tr) (a+/a/x) (VI/V/I), tsuk(- ‘suck (out)’ (tr) 
(-/-/a) (-/V/I).  
Quite possibly, kwäsa- ‘lament’ (itr) (m/?/-) (VI/V/-) also belongs here, 
if the restored, contextless kwasoye(ntär) is indeed an optative of this 
root. The only other relevant form is a derived adjective kwasalñe11a, 
which would attest to a Sub V stem kwäsa-. man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’ 
(itr) (m/m/m) (II-VI/II-V/I) has introduced the a-vowel into the Prs VI 
stem as well. tsika- ‘form’ (tr) (-/a/m) (I/V/I) also belongs here, 
judging by the preterit. Note that lita- ‘fall’ shows the expected 
Subclass 5 a-preterit stem laita- only in the PPt lalaitau/ lalaita1, 
beside which there is a zero-grade a-preterit stem attested by 3.sg.act. 
lita and the PPt litau. A quite similar distribution of TA let- and TA lit- 
is found in Tocharian A.8 
 
 

                                                 
8 Adams, DoT, 502 supposes a similar paradigm for yu(- ‘ripen’, i.e., one 

with a 3.pl. Opt yawoM (593 a 2) standing beside a zero-grade a-preterit stem 
attested by PPt ywauwa. 
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18.2.5.  TB Sub V paradigms with ablaut 

The TB a-subjunctives listed below had certainly or quite probably 
paradigmatic ablaut; for the corresponding TA forms with ablaut, see 
the list further below. Roots for which persistent initial accent in the 
Sub V is guaranteed are marked by an asterisk, roots that show initial 
accent and non-initial accent get two asterisks (if the accent is unclear 
I write a question mark): 

*käta- ‘strew’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. kataM, 3.pl.mid. katantar (sic), 
3.sg.mid. Opt katoytär, Ger II (kata)lle, Inf katasi; **kätk(- ‘cross’, ‘pass’ (tr/itr) 
(x/x/a) (VI-VII-IXa/V/I) Sub V (tr/itr) 2.sg. katkat, 3.sg. katkaM (MQ), 
3.sg.mid. kätkatär-me (D), 3.sg.mid. Opt kätkoytär-me (Š), Ger II katkalyi (D), 
Abstr II kätkalñe (M)/katkalñe (S), Priv ekätkatte (MQ), Inf katkatsi (sic); 
**kärs(- ‘know, understand, recognize’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. 
karsau, 2.sg. karsat (MQ), 3.sg. karsaM, 3.sg.mid. karsatär (MQ), 1.sg. Opt 
karsoym, 3.sg. Opt karsoy, 3.pl. Opt karsoM, 3.sg.mid. Opt kärsoytär (M), Ger 
II kärsalle (MQ)/kärsalyi (sic), Abstr II karsalñe (sic), Inf karsatsi (sic); *kärsta- 
‘cut off, destroy’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. krastäM (sic), 1.sg. Opt 
karstoym, 2.sg. Opt kärstoyt (MQ), 1.sg.mid. Opt karstoymar, 3.sg.mid. Opt 
karstoytär, Abstr II kärstalyñe (MQ), Priv e$kärstatte (MQ), Inf karstatsi; *käla- 
‘lead, bring’ (tr) (x/x/x) (Xa/V/I) Sub V 2.sg. kalat-nesco (MQ), 3.sg. kalaM, 
1.sg.mid. kälamar (MQ), 2.sg.mid. kalatar, 3.sg.mid. kalatär, 1.sg. Opt kaloym, 
3.sg.mid. Opt kaloytar (sic), Ger II kalalle, Abstr II kalalyñe (MQ), Inf kalatsi; 
?käl(t)sa- ‘pour, (op)press’ (tr) (-/a/m) (VI/V/I) Sub V 2.sg. klatsat (Š, sic); 
**käsk(- ‘scatter’ (tr) (x/x/m) (XII/V/I) Sub V 2.sg. kaskat, 3.sg.mid. käskatär, 
3.sg.mid. Opt käskoytar (sic), Abstr II käskalläññe; *tärka- ‘dismiss, emit’ (tr) 
(x/a/x) (VI/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. tarkau, 3.sg. tarkaM, 1.pl. tarkam, 2.pl. tarkacer, 
1.sg. Opt tarkoym, 2.sg. Opt tärkoyt (MQ), 3.sg. Opt tarkoy, 3.pl. Opt tarko-ñ, 
Ger II tärkalye (MQ)/tarkallona, Abstr II tarkalyñe, Inf tarkatsi/tarkatsi; ?tuk(- 
‘hide oneself, seek refuge in’ (itr) (m/a/-) (IIoIII/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. taukau-c; 
?nätka- ‘hold distant, push away’ (tr) (a/a/x) (VI-VII/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. natkaM 
(M); ?nuka- ‘swallow’ (tr) (a/a/-) (VI/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. naukäMn-ne (MQ), 2.sg. 
Opt nukoyt; *pänna- ‘stretch, pull (out, up)’ (tr) (x/a/x) (II/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. 
pannaM, 1.sg. Opt pannoym, 3.sg. Opt pannoy, 3.pl. Opt pannoM, Inf pannatsi; 
?pärsk(- ‘be afraid’ (itr) (a/a/a) (V/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. praskau, 3.sg. praskaM, 
Abstr II pärskalñe (MQ); *pälka- ‘see, look at’ (tr) (-/a/x) (-/V/I)9 Sub V 1.sg. 
palkau, 3.sg. palkaM, 1.pl. palkam, Abstr II palkalñe, Priv empalkaitte/ 
empalkatte (MQ), Inf palkatsi; *pälska- ‘consider, think’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) 
Sub V 1.sg. plaskau, 3.sg. plaskaM, 1.sg. Opt pälskoym (MQ), 3.sg. Opt 
pälskoy (MQ), 3.sg.mid. Opt palskoytär, Abstr II palskalyñe, Inf palskatsi; 
*putk(- ‘divide, separate, distinguish’ (tr) (x/a/x) (VII/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. 

                                                 
9 There may be a middle Sub plkantär (sic) attested in THT 1311 b 6, which 

would show syncope of the accented root vowel and accent shift to the suffix. 
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pautkau, 3.pl. putkaM, Abstr II putkalñe, Inf putkatsi; *märs(- ‘forget’ (tr) 
(m/x/a) (III/V/I) Sub V 2.sg. marsat (MQ), 1.sg. Opt marsoym, 3.sg.mid. Opt 
marsoytär, Inf marsatsi (MQ); *rutka- ‘(re)move, take off, doff’ (tr) (m/a/x) 
(VII/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. rautkaM, Abstr II rutkalyñe, Inf rutkatsi; *läm(- ‘sit’ (itr) 
(a/a/x) (V/V/I) Sub V 2.sg. lamat, 3.sg. lamaM, 1.pl. lamam, 3.pl. lamaM, 3.sg. 
Opt lamoy, Ger II lamalle, Abstr II lamalñe, Inf lamatsi; ?lua- ‘send’ (tr) (m/a/a) 
(III/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. lawä<M>;10 *sälka- ‘pull; show’ (tr) (m/x/m) (VII/V/I) Sub 
V 3.sg. salkaM, 1.sg.mid. salkamar, 3.pl.mid. sälkantär (MQ), 3.sg. Opt salkoy-
ne, 3.sg.mid. Opt sälkoytär (MQ), Inf salkatsi; ?sika- ‘step, set foot’ (itr) (a/a/-) 
(VI/V/-) Sub V 3.sg. saikaM; *stäm(- ‘stand’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. 
stamaM, 1.sg. Opt stamoym, 3.sg. Opt stamoy, 3.pl. Opt stämoM (MQ), Abstr 
II stamalñe, Inf stamatsi; *sruka- ‘die’ (itr) (m/a/a) (III/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. 
sraukau, 3.sg. sraukaM, 3.sg. Opt srukoy, Ger II srukalle, Abstr II srukalñe; 
**tsä$ka- ‘(a)rise’ (itr) (m/a/a) (III/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. tsa$kau (MQ), 3.sg. 
tsankaM, 3.pl. tsa$kaM, 3.sg. Opt tsa$koy, 3.pl. Opt tsä$kon-me (sic), Ger II 
tsa$kalyana, Abstr II tsa$kalñe, Inf tsa$katsi. 

Note the strange schwebeablaut in the roots kärsta-, käl(t)sa-, and 
pälska-. 

Some TB roots have paradigms with root initial accent, for which 
no active singular subjunctive forms are attested. I think that the 
following cases can quite safely be assigned to the ablauting group on 
account of the TA equivalents, which do show ablaut: klänts(- ‘sleep’, 
mälk(- ‘± put (on) (jewelry, weapons)’, yuk(- ‘overcome’, see below 
18.2.6., and cf. Eyþórsson, 1993, 55f. On the other hand, I do not think 
trik(- ‘go astray’ also belongs here despite the 3.sg.act. TA treka1.11  

The following TB roots probably formed similar paradigms, to 
judge from the evidence of non-finite forms with initial accent, 
although active singular subjunctive forms are neither attested in 
Tocharian B nor in Tocharian A: 
kärka- ‘rob’ (for the Inf kärkatsi see below), klutk(- ‘turn, become’ (Inf 
klutkatsi), märtka- ‘shave (the head)’ (Inf markasi, sic), mit(- ‘set out’ (Inf 
mitatsy; on the alleged 3.sg. maitaM, see s.v. mit(-), yäksa- ‘entangle’ (Inf 
yaksatsi), rä$k(- ‘ascend’ (Inf ra$katsi), räss(- ‘tear, pick’ (Abstr rassalñe), 
luk(- ‘light up’ (Inf lukatsi), wäta?- ‘fight’ (Abstr watalyñe).  

                                                 
10 Sic! Not lawaM as per WTG, 284, see the discussion above 18.2.1. 
11 The TB Priv atraikatte seems to attest to the same ablaut grade, but since 

the privative is normally based on the weak stem allomorph of an ablauting 
paradigm, and since trik(- is further a Prs III verb, no singular active forms 
(actually the only forms which would show traik- within an ablauting 
paradigm) would be expected for Tocharian B in any case (see the discussion 
in chap. Prs III/IV 26.2.3. and Prs/Sub IX 31.2.).  
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The following three roots evidently had middle-only paradigms with 
invariable word-initial accent: mäk(- ‘run’ (Inf makatsi), rita- ‘seek’ (Inf 
ritatsi), wärpa- ‘feel; enjoy’ (Inf warpatsi). 

The root nu(- ‘cry’ is a special case. It has persistent initial accent in 
the Sub V, but no æ-grade in the singular active, to judge from the 
newly attested 3.sg.act. nuwaM: nu(- ‘cry’ (tr) (m/x/m) (III/V/I) Sub V 
3.sg. nuwaM, 3.sg.mid. Opt nuwoytär, Abstr II nuwalñe/nwalñe. I 
propose that nuwaM may just be an analogical form that was built on 
the model of frequent suwaM. 

18.2.6.  TA Sub V paradigms with ablaut 

Akätk(- ‘cross, pass’ (tr/itr) (x/a/a) (VII/V/I) Sub V (tr/itr) 2.sg. katkat, 3.sg. 
katka1, 2.pl. kätkac, 3.pl. kätkeñc, Ger II kätkal, Abstr II kätkalune; Akälka- ‘go’ 
(itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. kalkam, 2.sg. kalkat, 3.sg. kalka1, 1.pl. 
kälkamäs, 2.pl. kälkac, 3.pl. kälkeñc, 1.sg. Opt kälkim, 2.sg. Opt kälkit, 3.sg. 
Opt kälki1, Ger II kälkal, Abstr II kälkalune; Akärs(- ‘know, understand, 
recognize’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. krasa1, 3.pl. kärseñc, 3.sg.mid. 
kärsatär, 2.pl.mid. kärsacär, 1.pl. Opt kärsimäs, 3.pl. Opt kärsiñc, Ger II kärsal, 
Abstr II kärsalune; Akäla- ‘lead, bring’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. kalam, 
3.pl. kleñc, 1.sg.mid. klamar, 2.sg.mid. klatar, 3.sg.mid. klatär, 2.pl.mid. klacär, 
3.sg. Opt kli1, 2.sg.mid. Opt klitar, Ger II klal, Abstr II klalune; Aklisa- ‘sleep’ 
(itr) (a/a/a) (VI/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. klesa1, 3.sg. Opt klisi1; Atärka- ‘dismiss, emit’ 
(tr) (x/a/a) (VI/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. tarkam, 3.sg. tarka1, 2.pl. tärkac, 3.pl. tärkeñc, 
Ger II tärkal, Abstr II tärkalune; Atrik(- ‘be confused; faint’ (itr) (m+/a/a) 
(III/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. treka1; Aputka- ‘divide, distinguish’ (tr) (x/a/a) (VII/V/I) 
Sub V 1.sg. potkam, Abstr II putkalune; Aprutk(- ‘be shut; be filled’ (itr) 
(-/a/a) (-/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. protka1, Abstr II prutkalune; Amälka- ‘put together’ 
(tr) (-/a/m) (VII/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. malkam; Amluska- ‘escape’ (itr) (m/a/-) 
(III/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. mloskam, 3.pl. Opt mluskiñc; Ayuka- ‘overcome, conquer’ 
(tr) (a/a/-) (VI/V/I) Sub V 2.sg. yokat; Aräsa- ‘stretch (out)’ (tr) (a/a/-) (VI/V/I) 
Sub V 3.sg. rasa1; Aläm(- ‘sit’ (itr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. lamam, 3.sg. 
lama1, 1.sg. Opt lmim, Ger II lmalyaM, Abstr II lmalune; Alua- ‘send’ (tr) (-/a/a) 
(-/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. lawam, 2.sg. lawat, Ger II lwal; Awik(- ‘disappear’ (itr) 
(m/a/a) (III/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. weka1, Abstr II wikalune; A1täm(- ‘stand’ (itr) 
(-/a/a) (-/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. 1tama1, 3.pl. Opt 1tmiñc, Ger II 1tmal, Abstr II 
1tmalune; Asik(- ‘be overflown’ (itr) (m/a/-) (III/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. seka1; 
Atsälp(- ‘pass away, be released’ (itr) (m/a/a) (III/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. tsalpa1, 
2.pl. tsälpac, 3.pl. tsälpeñc, 3.sg. Opt tsälpi, 1.pl. Opt tsälpimäs, 3.pl. Opt 
tsälpiñc, Abstr II tsälpalune; Atsuka- ‘drink’ (tr) (-/a/a) (-/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. 
tsokam. 
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The following TA roots are also best assigned to the ablauting class, 
but only on account of the ablaut attested in Tocharian B, since in 
Tocharian A no active singular forms are attested: Akär1ta- ‘cut off’, 
Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’, Apälka- ‘see’, Apäl(t)ska- ‘think’, Amärsa- ‘forget’, 
Arutka- ‘(re)move’, and probably Ayäksa- ‘entangle’, for which in 
Tocharian B we may assume persistent initial accent, although no 
active singular is attested. 

18.2.7.  The tsáma-/tsämá- type 

Based on the subjunctive forms listed in the manuals for tsäm(- ‘grow’ 
(WTG, 307, etc.), i.e., 2.sg.act. tsamat vs. 3.pl.mid. tsmantär, Adams, 
1988a, 103, fn. 54 set up the accent/ablaut type tsáma-/tsämá-, which 
W. Winter, apud Adams thought to “reflect two paradigms”. 
Differently, Eyþórsson, 1993, esp. 58ff. took precisely this paradigm as 
a relic one and as proof of his theory that the whole class once had 
mobile accent in Proto-Tocharian. However, pace Eyþórsson, the 
existence of that 2.sg. tsamat is philologically problematic, see the 
discussion s.v. tsäm(- ‘grow’. On the other hand, there is indeed one 
root showing ablaut and initial accent on the æ-grade singular active 
allomorph, but non-initial accent in the forms containing the zero-
grade allomorph: käsk(- ‘scatter’ with 2.sg.act. kaskat ‘you will 
scatter’12 vs. 3.sg.mid. käskatär, 3.sg.mid. Opt käskoytar (sic) and 
Abstr käskalläññe. 

18.2.8.  TB Sub V paradigms with persistent (*)-ä- as root vowel and 
lack of word-initial accent 

18.2.8.1. Paradigms with active forms 

The following roots show a TB Sub V paradigm with persistent (*)-ä- 
as root vowel, lack of word-initial accent, and active forms: 

tätta- act. ‘put, set, place’, mid. ‘place oneself’ (tr) (-/x/-) (-/V/I) (not in TA) Sub 
V 3.sg. tattaM, 3.pl. tattaM, 3.sg.mid. tättatär, 3.pl.mid. tättantär, 3.pl. Opt 
täcciyeM-ne, 1.pl.mid. Opt taccimar (sic),13 Abstr II tättalñe/tättalñe, Inf 

                                                 
12 Attested in H 150.122 b 4. The text does not show MQ character. 
13 Strictly speaking, this one form from the Sub V stem of tätta- does show 

word-initial accent, but does so, most probably just in its capacity as an 
optative; see my discussion on imperfect forms (from former optatives) that 
also show irregular word-initial accent in chap. Imp 15.2.  
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tättatsi-sc; pärka- ‘(a)rise, become clear’ (itr) (-/x/a) (-/V/I) (not in TA) Sub V 
3.pl. pärkaM-me (sic), 3.sg.mid. pärkatär, 3.sg.mid. Opt pärkoytär-ñ, Abstr II 
pärkalñe; mä$k(- ‘be inferior, lack’ (itr) (m/x/a) (III/V/I) (= med. tant. TA Sub 
V) Sub V 1.pl. mä$kamo (MQ), 3.sg.mid. mä$katär, 3.pl.mid. mä$kantär, 
Abstr II mä$kalñe; räma- ‘bend, bow’ (itr) (a/x/m) (VI/V/I) (not in TA) Sub V 
3.pl.mid. rmantär (MQ), 3.pl. Opt ramoM, 3.sg.mid. Opt rmoytär; läk(- ‘see, 
look’ (tr) (x/x/x) (IXa-V/V/I) (usually suppleted in TA) Sub V 1.sg. lakau, 2.sg. 
lkat, 3.sg. lakaM, 1.pl. lkam-c, 2.pl. lkacer, 3.pl. lakaM, 3.sg.mid. lkatär, 
3.pl.mid. lkantär, 1.sg. Opt lkoym, 3.sg. Opt lakoy, 2.pl. Opt lkoycer, 3.pl. Opt 
lkoyeM, 3.pl.mid. Opt lkoyentär, Ger II lkalye, Abstr II lkalyñe, Inf lkatsi; 
wätk(- ‘decide, differ’ (itr) (-/x/a) (-/V/I)14 Sub V 2.sg. Opt wätkoyt, 1.pl.mid. 
Opt wätkomtär, Ger II in wätkalyce, Abstr II watkalñe (sic); suwa- ‘eat, 
consume’ (tr) (x/a/x) (V/V/I) (only non-finite Sub V in TA) Sub V 1.sg. su, 
3.sg. suwaM/suwaM, 3.pl. suwaM/swa-ñ, 3.sg. Opt suwoy, Ger II swalle, Priv 
esuwacca, Inf swatsi. 

18.2.8.2. Media tantum 

The following roots show a TB Sub V paradigm with persistent (*)-ä- 
as root vowel, lack of word-initial accent, and a middle-only 
inflection: 
kärra- ‘scold’ (tr) (m/m/m) (V/V/I), kula- ‘recede’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I), tina- ‘± 
defile oneself’ (?) (a/m/-) (IX/V/?), triw(- ‘be mixed, shaken’ (itr) (m/m/a) 
(III/V/I), prutk(- ‘be shut; be filled’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I+III), mätstsa- ‘starve’ 
(itr) (m/m/-) (III/V/I), mlutka- ‘escape’ (itr) (m/m/-) (III/V/-), ritt(- ‘be 
attached, persist, be suitable’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I), lipa- ‘remain, be left over’ 
(itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I), wik(- ‘disappear’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I), spänt(- ‘trust’ 
(itr) (m/m/-) (III/V/I), spärk(- ‘disappear, perish’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I), 
tsäm(- ‘grow, increase, come into being’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I), tsälp(- ‘pass 
away’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I). 

In the following cases of roots with persistent root vowel (*)-ä- and 
non-initial accent only non-finite forms are attested in the Sub V: 

kälska- ‘set, disappear’ (?) (—) (-/V/-), krämp(- ‘be hindered’ (itr) (m/-/a) 
(III/V/I), trik(- ‘go astray, be confused’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I), truka- ‘± give, 
portion’ (tr) (—) (VI/V/-), pälwa- ‘lament’ (tr/itr) (a+/-/a) (V/V/I), plä$k(- 
‘come up for sale’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I), musk(- ‘disappear, perish’ (itr) 
(m/-/a) (III/V/I), mluta- ‘± pluck’ (?) (—) (IXa/V/-), sätk(- ‘spread out’ (itr) 
(m/-/a) (III/V/I), siya- ‘sweat’ (itr) (m/-/-) (III/V/I), tsär(- ‘be separated’ (itr) 
(m/-/a) (III/V/I). 

                                                 
14 The TA stem is a problem, see below fn. 17; note that it is not excluded 

that wätkoyt may be restored to a middle form, see s.v. wätk(-. 
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18.2.9.  TA Sub V paradigms with persistent (*)-ä- as root vowel 

Twelve TA roots have finite forms from the Sub V stem showing as 
root vowel (*)-ä- only, and in all but one case (Asäka- ‘± follow’) only 
forms from outside the active singular are attested; this can, of course, 
in some instances just be due to accident, and hence these may in 
theory belong to the ablauting class (and in the cases of Akär1ta- ‘cut 
off’, Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’, Apälka- ‘see’,15 Apäl(t)ska- ‘think’, Amärsa- 
‘forget’, Arutka- ‘(re)move’, and probably Ayäksa- ‘entangle’ this can 
indeed safely be assumed on the account of the TB cognate): 
Akälp(- ‘obtain’ (tr) (m/m/m) (VI/V/I) (~ TB Sub VI, act. tant.) Sub V 
1.sg.mid. kälpamar, 2.sg.mid. kälpatar, 3.sg.mid. kälpatär, 1.pl.mid. 
kälpamtär, 2.pl.mid. kälpacär, 1.sg.mid. Opt kälpimar, 2.sg.mid. Opt kälpitar, 
3.sg.mid. Opt kälpitär, 1.pl.mid. Opt kälpimtär, 3.pl.mid. Opt kälpintär, Ger II 
kälpal, Abstr II kälpalune; Akula- ‘recede’ (itr) (m/a/-) (III/V/-) (= TB Sub V, 
non-initial accent, med. tant.) Sub V 3.sg. Opt kuli1, Abstr II 0lalune; Atriw(- 
‘be mixed’ (itr) (m/a/-) (III/V/I) (= TB Sub V, non-initial accent, med. tant.) 
Sub V 3.pl. triweñc; Anut(- ‘disappear’ (itr) (-/m/-) (-/V/I) (~ naut(- Sub V 
with persistent -au-, initial accent, act. tant.) Sub V 3.sg.mid. nutatär; Apälka- 
‘see’ (tr) (-/m/m) (-/V/I) (= TB Sub V, ablauting, act. tant.) Sub V 1.sg.mid. 
pälkamar, 2.sg.mid. pälkatar, 3.sg.mid. pälkatär, 3.pl.mid. pälkantär, 2.sg.mid. 
Opt pälkitar, Ger II pälkal, Abstr II pälkalune; Arita- ‘seek’ (tr) (m+/m/m) 
(VI/V/I) (= TB Sub V, initial accent (!), med. tant.) Sub V 1.sg.mid. ritamar, 
1.pl.mid. ritamtär, 3.sg.mid. Opt rititär, Abstr II ritalune; Awärpa- ‘feel, etc.’ (tr) 
(m+/m/m) (VI/V/I) (= TB Sub V, initial accent (!), med. tant.) Sub V 3.sg.mid. 
wärpatär, 3.pl.mid. wärpaMtär, 2.sg.mid. Opt wärpitar-ñi, 3.sg.mid. Opt 
wärpitär, 3.pl.mid. Opt wärpintär, Ger II wärpal, Abstr II wärpalune; Asäka- ‘± 
follow’ (?) (-/a/m) (VI/V/I) (not attested in TB) Sub V 3.sg. ska1; Asälpa- ‘glow’ 
(itr) (a/a/-) (I/V/I) (TB Sub class is unclear: Ger II sälpallentse (Š), Inf sälpatsi) 
Sub V 3.sg. Opt sälpi1, Ger II sälpaly; Atsäk(- ‘pull, take (out, away)’ (tr) 
(x/m/x) (VI/V/I) (not attested in TB) Sub V 1.sg.mid. tskamar, 2.sg.mid. Opt 
tskitar, Ger II tskal, Abstr II tskalune; Atsär(- ‘be separated’ (itr) (-/m/a) 
(III/V/I) (= TB Sub V, non-initial accent, only non-finite forms) Sub V 
3.sg.mid. tsratär (sic), Abstr II tsralune; Atsit(- ‘touch’ (tr) (a/a/a) (VI/V/I) (Sub 
not attested in TB) Sub V 1.sg. Opt tsitim, Abstr II tsitalune. 

In the following cases only non-finite forms are attested in Tocharian 
A, and no diagnostic TB cognates survive: 
Akrämpa- ‘be hindered’ (itr) (—) (-/V/I) (non-initial accent, only non-fin. in 
TB), Atäka- ‘touch’ (tr) (a/-/-) (IoII/V/-) (Sub I in TB), Atäkwa- ‘?’ (—) (V/V/-) 

                                                 
15 But note that this root has a medium tantum Sub V in TA, whereas TB 

shows an ablauting activum tantum Sub V; see chap. Voice 5.2.2.2. 
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(not attested in TB), Atäl(- ‘lift up’ (tr) (—) (-/V/-) (Sub V or VI in TB), Atriw(- 
‘be mixed’ (itr) (m/a/-) (II/V/I) (non-initial accent, med. tant. in TB), Anäm(- 
‘bow’ (Sub I + III in TB), Amuska- ‘disappear’ (non-initial accent, only non-fin. 
in TB), Ayu(- ‘turn’ (Gv. not attested in TB), Ayutka- ‘be worried’ (not attested 
in TB), Aläk(- ‘see’ (tr) (x/-/-) (V/V/-) (Sub normally suppleted by Apälka-), 
Alitk(- ‘remove’ (tr) (-/-/a) (-/V/I) (TB only Kaus.), Alya- ‘sweep’ (tr) (x/-/-) 
(VIII/V/-) (Sub not attested in TB), Awänta- ‘cover’ (?) (—) (-/V/I) (Sub not 
attested in TB), Awäma- ‘± set’ (?) (—) (-/V/-) (not attested in TB), Asuwa- ‘eat’ 
(tr) (a+/-/-) (V/V/-) (non-initial accent, act. tant. in TB), Asuma- ‘take away’ (tr) 
(m+/-/-) (VI/V/-) (~ samp(-), Asätk(- ‘spread out’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) (non-
initial accent, only non-fin. in TB), Aspänta- ‘trust’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) (non-
initial accent, med. tant. in TB), Aspärk(- ‘disappear’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/V/I) (non-
initial accent, med. tant. in TB), Atsäm(- ‘grow’ (itr) (m/-/-) (III/V/I) (non-
initial accent, med. tant. in TB). 

18.2.10. Umlaut and vowel balance in Tocharian A  

The root vowel TA -a- showing up in the active singular of 
subjunctive paradigms made from ablauting Sub V stems shows that 
the root has not been subject to a-umlaut, cf., e.g., 3.sg. TA katka1 < 
*katka1 (vowel balance) < PT *kætka1 from Akätk(- ‘cross’.  

AeMts(- ‘seize’ is the only root from which a-subjunctive forms 
without expected weakening by vowel balance are attested (beside 
forms that do show such weakening), and the reason for this behavior 
is undoubtedly that the TA root is a secondary creation based on a 
reanalysis of an old Pt III (see s.v. AeMts(- ‘seize’): e.g., 1.sg.mid. TA 
e(M)tsamar16 beside regularly weakened 1.sg.mid. TA eMtsmar. All 
other finite forms of the subjunctive stem of that root show weakening 
by vowel balance, while all non-finite subjunctive stem formations do 
not show it.17 

                                                 
16 A 404 b 5, TG, 425 “im Verse”. Although there is not much left of the 

fragment, a verbal form of such kind standing in sentence-final position is 
highly likely: //// e(M)tsamar : 3 ||. 

17 At first glance, there even seems to be one other form of the TA 
e(M)tsamar kind, i.e., TA watka1-äM in A 410 a 2, which was analyzed as 
3.sg.act. Sub V of Awätk(- ‘separate’ by TG, 469 by an emendation to TA 
watka1-äm. However, in my opinion, we are just dealing with omission of the 
ä-dots, i.e., a regular and otherwise attested Sub IX form wätka1-äm; note that 
the following form in the line TA ysamo also has to be corrected, scil. to 
ysomo ‘on the whole’. 
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18.2.11. Irregular forms in ablauting Sub V paradigms 

Apart from the käsk(- forms already listed above 18.2.7., the Sub V of 
kätk(- ‘cross’ shows different accent variants: non-initial accent in the 
3.sg.mid. kätkatär-me in THT 3596 b 2 (D) (differently read by Tamai, 
2007a, s.v.), in the 3.sg.mid. Opt kätkoytär-me in 11 a 4 (Š), and in the 
Abstr kätkalñe in 418 a 2 (M); on the other hand, an Abstr katkalñe 
with initial accent is found in the eastern text THT 1419 frg. f a 3 (S); 
similarly, the Inf katkatsi is attested thus at least six times: 355 b 4 (M); 
608 a 2 (M); IOL Toch 387 a 2; THT 1397 frg. j a 2; THT 1403 frg. c a 3 
(S); THT 2585 a 2.18 Accent variants are also attested for: Inf kärkatsi 
(Š) beside karkatsi (Š) from kärka- ‘rob’;19 3.sg. Opt kärsoytär (M) and 
Ger kärsalyi (sic, most likely for kärsalyi) from kärs(- ‘know’; 
3.pl.mid. Opt wärpoyentär (S) from wärpa- ‘feel’; and 3.pl. Opt 
tsä$kon-me (sic) from tsä$ka- ‘(a)rise’.  

The variation of Inf tarkatsi (21 a 5, Š) and tarkatsi (attested more 
often) from tärka- ‘dismiss’ is yet another kind of irregularity, because 
both show initial accent, tarkatsi being the regular form (tärkatsi) and 
tarkatsi showing an unexpected root vowel -a-.20 As for the Ger II 
sparkalye (88 a 5, Š) attested beside expected spärkalñe from spärka- 
‘disappear’, this is reminiscent of forms with root vowel *-a- attested 
in the a-preterit from this root as well (3.sg. sparka-ne 99 a 1, Š, the 
only attested finite Pt I form); if we do not simply have to do with 
writing errors (an assumption that would require three misspellings 
and is hence not to be preferred), sparkalye may be analogical to the 
Pt I; see my discussion in chap. Pt I 7.1.3.5. 

There are then just a few forms with non-initial accent where one 
might expect initial accent, and even fewer æ-grade forms from 
ablauting paradigms for which one might expect zero grade. What 

                                                 
18 I owe these attestations to M. Peyrot (p.c.). 
19 To be sure, the Inf kärkatsi attested beside regular karkatsi in the same 

text is most likely a mere error, because without initial accent one should have 
expected †kärkatsi. Since the graphems (ka) and (Ka) cannot be confused 
easily, I suspect that the text may have been copied from an older version 
with MQ character, where kärkatsi would have been the normal writing. 

20 The Priv empalkatte (if this is indeed to be derived from pälka- ‘see’ at 
all, see s.v. pälka- ‘see’) may be attested in an MQ text with old ductus (281, see 
in general Malzahn, 2007a, 255ff., the text has by mistake been omitted from 
the list p. 264), but since the manuscript shows many misspellings, the form 
has no linguistic value (thus also Hilmarsson, 1991, 71), and hence does not 
attest to a former æ-grade.  
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seems not attested at all at least in Tocharian B is an irregular zero-
grade where one might expect æ-grade.21 As for Tocharian A, it is 
unclear to me whether the hapax 3.sg.act. TA ska1-äM from Asäka- ‘± 
follow’ (not attested in TB) belongs to a paradigm that did not have 
root ablaut right from the start, or rather attests to sporadic 
paradigmatic leveling within originally ablauting paradigms of 
Tocharian A.22  

18.3. THE FUNCTION OF SUBJUNCTIVE CLASSES I AND V 

Although it must have become clear that many of the subjunctives of 
Class I and V are morphologically parallel from a synchronic point of 
view, both classes differ with respect to function: Class V subjunctives 
serve with two exceptions (1.sg. kyanamar, which belongs to a Pt II, 
and Inf mrauskatsi, for which see below 18.3.2.) as subjunctive stems 
for grundverbs only. In contrast, subjunctive stems of Class I can 
belong to a grundverb paradigm, but also to an antigrundverb 
paradigm in both languages, as is evidenced by the following cases: 
ar(- Antigv. ‘leave, abandon’, al(- Antigv. ‘keep away’, räk(- Antigv. 
‘cover’, rä$k(- Antigv. ‘ascend’, lä$k- Antigv. act. ‘hang up’, wätk(- 
Antigv. ‘separate, decide, command’ (Sub I + II), Aspärk(- Antigv. ‘get 
lost’ (itr!), tsuk(- Antigv. ‘± suckle; foster’ (note that both grundverb 
and antigrundverb are transitive!). In the antigrundverb function, the 
Class I subjunctive competes with the thematic Class II subjunctive, 
but note that the Sub I can easily be thematized. Note also that a Class 
I subjunctive can stand as transitive subjunctive stem beside a 
respective intransitive subjunctive of Class III (in the case of kän(- 
‘fulfill, come about, occur’, käs- ‘extinguish, come to extinction’, ABnäk- 
‘destroy, lose, fall into ruin’, näm- ‘bend, bow’, tsäk- ‘burn (tr/itr)’). 
 
 
 

                                                 
21 The 3.sg.act. tsa$kaM instead of tsa$kaM can be regarded as a mere 

blunder, because it is just the a-stroke that is absent. 
22 Cf. the 3.sg.act. form TA spärksa-m with non-palatalizing -ä-. The 

purely phonological explanation given for TA ska1-äM in TEB 47, § 11,4 is 
hardly credible, because in TA, full vowels standing in a first syllable never 
show weakening otherwise. 
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18.3.1.    kyanamar 

kyanamar (S) is a subjunctive form23 with a stem ending in PT *-a-, but 
a quite exceptional one, because it belongs semantically to a 
Kausativum I paradigm, scil. of kän(- Kaus I ‘fulfill (a wish)’, together 
with a Class IXb present and a Class II preterit, so that one should 
have expected here a Class IXb subjunctive (which may be even 
attested by the Ger känä1äle), and not one of Class V. According to 
Peters, forthc., the Pt II kyana- itself seems to be reshaped from an 
earlier kana- that may still be attested by the 3.pl. active form kanare. 
To judge from this completely irregular form and the irregular Sub V, 
Pt II kyana- may have started out as a Pt I kana-,24 but this Pt I must 
still have been a quite irregular formation itself, with respect to both 
its persistent word-initial accent and its function as oppositional 
transitive of kän(- ‘come about, occur’. Diachronically, however, that 
Pt I can, according to Peters, be accounted for. The PPt kekenu in all 
probability presupposes the existence of a pre-PT active perfect stem 
allomorph *ke-kon-; on the other hand, the PIE root involved certainly 
was the se/ root *Çgenh, and this had formed a PIE full-grade middle 
root aorist *genh-to, which may have triggered the formation (via 
what I call the tezzi principle) of a present > subjunctive stem pre-PT 

                                                 
23 Although the context of kyanamar in 401 b 4 is quite fragmentary, this is 

still the best analysis from a philological point of view, see Peyrot, 2008, 157f. 
In addition, Peyrot cogently restores kamts(·)–r in line b 3 of the same text to 
kamts(ama)r, i.e., a form of the middle Pt III of käm- ‘come’ with a 1.sg. 
ending of the present/subjunctive system, and hence a formation parallel to 
kyanamar. Peyrot toys with the idea that both forms are secondary creations 
of the informal/eastern variety (or later language, as is preferred by Peyrot) 
and that they are based on the respective preterits, because in the case of käm- 
the subjunctive stem säm-/sämn- was irregular, while the Sub IXb of kän(- 
would have been “homophonous with the present”. While the first claim is 
undoubtedly true, all other roots showing the highly productive pattern 
Prs/Sub IXb, Pt II did not have problems with the homophony of Prs and Sub. 
As will be argued in the main text, there are reasons to believe that kyanamar 
may be based on a inherited form, and is not a purely arbitrary formation. As 
for kamts(ama)r, I think that as soon as the TB speakers of that variety had the 
subjunctive stem kyana- in use, i.e., a seemingly preterit stem plus subjunctive 
endings, they could have created a similar Sub kamts(ama)r analogically. 

24 Additional evidence comes from TA, where the Pt II made from Akän- 
also behaves irregularly, scil. with respect to the imperative formation, 
because instead of a Class II imperative, we have a 2.sg. active form TA 
pkana-ñi, which descriptively has to be assigned to Class III or even to Class I. 
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*ke/äna- > PT *käna- (with *kä- as result of another analogical 
reshaping),25 which actually seems to be presupposed by both the TB 
optative forms käñiyoytär and kñyoytar and the TA optative knitär 
lacking palatalization. Under the influence of that *käna-, the former 
perfect stem pre-PT *kekon- may have been reshaped into *kekona- 
before the general morphologically conditioned loss of reduplication 
syllables in the members of preterit Class III that were the outcomes of 
former perfect forms had occurred (see for this assumption chap. Pt 
III), and *kekona- by all means should, or at least could have turned 
into initially accented kana-.26 

18.3.2.     mrauskatsi 

The Inf mrauskatsi from mrausk(- ‘feel disgust’ is remarkable, 
because in its only occurrence is used transitively: 5 a 7 l(a)nte palsko 
mrauskatsis “um den Geist des Königs von der Welt abzuwenden” 
(TochSprR(B), transl., 10; Thomas, 1954, 752, fn. 258; 2TochSprR(B), 
148). According to Thomas, 1954, 712, it is indeed possible for 
infinitives from intransitive grundverbs to have transitive valency. 
However, apart from mrauskatsi, I see no reason to accept any of his 
examples; see the discussion in chap. Valency 4.10.2. 

Accordingly, it is tempting to assume that also the finite forms 
belonging to the middle Sub V stem mrauska- could be used both 
intransitively and transitively, i.e., that this stem could function as its 
own causative and anticausative at the same time. Accordingly, the 
finite forms built from the Sub V stem mrauska- that had 
anticausative semantics underwent a secondary accent shift onto the 
right in order to become formally distinct from the transitively used 
forms, which is quite reminiscent of the general claim made by 

                                                 
25 The source for *kän- may have been a middle perfect PIE *ge-gnh-toy 

(cf. Greek gegšnhmai, a blend of *gegne- with aoristic gene-), a proto-form 
which should have resulted precisely in pre-PT *käkän-t° > *kän-t°, and may 
underlie Sub III knetär, TA knatär and also the form kantär. 

26 At a first glance, it may look strange that pre-PT *ke-kona- escaped 
dereduplication, especially with regard to the fact that it may have been the 
only pre-PT preterit stem ending in *-a- that derived from an active perfect 
and therefore was provided with a reduplication syllable, if the Pt I stem PT 
*taka- had rather started out as a Pt III stem PT *tak-. But the reduplication 
syllable may have been preserved in pre-PT *ke-kona- precisely because it 
would have been the only input for a morphological dereduplication process 
among the Class I preterits. 
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Marggraf, 1970, 31 that among the middle forms of Sub V “hat sich ... 
eine formale Kennzeichnung einer Opposition transitiv (unmarkiert) : 
intransitiv / passiv (markiert durch Suffixbetonung) herausgebildet”. 

18.4. MORPHOLOGICAL PATTERNING  

18.4.1.  The corresponding preterit stems 

Most Class I subjunctive stems are associated with s-preterits. The 
exception yam- ‘do’ with Pt IV is certainly secondary, and the same 
seems to be true for trä$k- ‘lament’, where the a-preterit with root-
final palatalization seems to be formed to the secondary thematic 
subjunctive stem. Whether yok- ‘drink’ has a thematic preterit, is very 
uncertain. Beside the few TA Class I subjunctives only s-preterits are 
attested, and one should note that most of the Class VII subjunctives, 
which replaced Class I subjunctives in Tocharian A, also stand beside 
s-preterits.  

On the other hand, almost all Class V subjunctives are associated 
with a-preterits, as pointed out, e.g., by Lane, 1959, 170. As for possible 
exceptions, Lane discusses first tina- ‘± defile oneself’ with tettinor 
pointing to the existence of a PPt *tettinu, which he says “would 
probably belong to an s-preterit”, although he also compares the PPt 
lyelyku made to the a-preterit stem lyaka-. This is not appropriate, 
however, because lyaka-/ PPt lyelyku show a completely different 
kind of ablaut. Accordingly, tettinor seems indeed to belong to an s-
preterit, although one should rather assume that the Pt III itself 
belonged to an (otherwise unattested) antigrundverb paradigm made 
from the root. As a second exception, Lane mentions the 3.sg. Pt II 
kyana beside Sub V kyanamar from kän(-, for which see above. On s-
preterit-like forms found in what are basically Pt I paradigms such as 
that of prutk(- ‘be shut, filled’, see chap. Pt I 7.2.1.1. A clear example 
of an irregular preterit stem is found with mit(- ‘set out, go, come’, 
where a Sub V and a present of Class III stands beside an s-preterit 
stem. 

Comparing a-subjunctives with corresponding a-preterits leads to 
the following result: all roots forming a Subclass 1 or a Subclass 4 a-
preterit, i.e., those showing palatalizing (*)-ä- as root vowel in the 
singular active and thereby assumed to derive from PIE root aorists 
built from se/ roots, always have a corresponding a-subjunctive with 
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ablaut in both Tocharian A and B, and initial accent in Tocharian B. 
There is no exception to this rule:27 
käta- ‘strew’, kätk(-/Akätk(- ‘cross, pass’, kärs(-/Akärs(- ‘know’, käla-/Akäla- 
‘lead, bring’, klänts(-/Aklisa- ‘sleep’, tärka-/Atärka- ‘dismiss, emit’, läm(-/ 
Aläm(- ‘sit’, ABlua- ‘send’, stäm(-/A1täm(- ‘stand’. 
Atsuka- ‘drink’ may have a Subclass 4 a-preterit, but its TB equivalent 
has a Subclass 5 a-preterit, which is then fully in line with the non-
ablauting Sub V having persistent (*)a as root vowel. 

On the other hand, the roots having a Subclass 2 or a Subclass 3 a-
preterit, i.e., those clearly showing a pre-PT *ä and not a pre-PT *e as 
root vowel in the singular active, for the most part have middle-only 
Sub V in Tocharian B, which neither shows initial accent nor ablaut. 
The only notable exception is kärsta- ‘cut off’, which forms an 
ablauting Sub V with initial accent (full-grade 3.sg.act. krastäM; on the 
ending see above 18.2.1.; cf. also Ipv I 2.sg. pkrasta), while the a-
preterit clearly started out as pre-PT *kärst-.28 Things are completely 
different in Tocharian A, where beside Subclass 3 a-preterits we 
regularly find active paradigms showing root ablaut, and lack of a-
umlaut. See chap. Pt I 7.3.4. for a diachronic analysis of this 
discrepancy and chap. Sound Laws 1.5. for the a-umlaut. 

18.4.2.  The corresponding present stems 

As for associated present stems, only very few ablauting Class V 
subjunctives of Tocharian B are paired together with Prs III stems, and 
none with Prs IV stems. All a-subjunctives correlated with Class IV 
presents show persistent (*)-a- as root vowel, and initial accent in 
Tocharian B. The few ablauting Sub V with persistent initial accent 
correlated with Class III presents are: 

märs(- ‘forget’ (tr) (m/x/a) (III/V/I) Sub V 2.sg. marsat (MQ), 1.sg. Opt 
marsoym, 3.sg.mid. Opt marsoytär, Inf marsatsi (MQ); lua- ‘send’ (tr) (m/a/a) 
(III/V/I) Sub V 3.sg. lawä<M> (sic); sruka- ‘die’ (itr) (m/a/a) (III/V/I) Sub V 

                                                 
27 3.pl. lyipare from lipa- ‘remain’ attested in a business document clearly is 

not an instance of a Subclass 1 Pt I made from that root, because there exists 
also a variation lipa/lyipa in the 3.sg., and lyip- just seems to be a blend of the 
lautgesetzlich result of pre-PT *lip-, i.e., PT *l’äp-, and the analogical result 
thereof, i.e., PT *läyp-. 

28 lita-/Alit(- is a special case, because it shows both a zero-grade stem lit-a- 
and a full-vowel stem laita-/ TA leta- both in the a-preterit of TA and TB and 
in the a-subjunctive of TA. 
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1.sg. sraukau, 3.sg. sraukaM, 3.sg. Opt srukoy, Ger II srukalle, Abstr II 
srukalñe; tsä$ka- ‘(a)rise’ (itr) (m/a/a) (III/V/I) Sub V 1.sg. tsa$kau (MQ), 3.sg. 
tsankaM, 3.pl. tsa$kaM, 3.sg. Opt tsa$koy, 3.pl. Opt tsä$kon-me (DA), Ger II 
tsä$kalle (MQ)/tsa$kälyai (MQ)/tsä$kälyi (MQ)/tsa$kalyana, Abstr II 
tsa$kalñe, Inf tsa$katsi. 

As for tuk(- ‘hide’, the attested present cukemar can be Prs II as well 
as Prs III, so it is uncertain whether the root belongs here as well. The 
other TB Class V subjunctives correlated with Class III presents from 
intransitive grundverbs are almost exclusively media tantum lacking 
initial accent. In Tocharian A, the Sub V paired together with Class III 
presents show active inflection, ablaut, and lack of a-umlaut. 

 18.4.3. Correlation of accent with voice, valency, and other factors 

Marggraf, 1970, 24ff. was the first scholar to suggest that the 
accentuation of TB Sub V forms had to do with, and actually was 
conditioned by the issues of voice and valency. This is what he 
thought was the basic accent rule for TB finite29 Sub V forms: “Die 
Konjunktive der Klasse V sind ungeachtet der Diathese des Verbs 
regelmäßig auf der ersten Silbe betont. Unter den medialen Formen 
hat sich aber eine formale Kennzeichnung einer Opposition transitiv 
(unmarkiert) : intransitiv / passiv (markiert durch Suffixbetonung) 
herausgebildet” (Marggraf, 1970, 31). Granted that this rule seems to 
work perfectly for one stem, viz., mrauska- (see above), it makes many 
wrong predictions otherwise: e.g., makamar, mantsantär, and 
rakoyentär-ñ are used intransitively and bear the accent on the initial 
syllable nevertheless; there are much more active forms (NB of 
transitive valency) that do not conform to Marggraf’s rule, and lack 
word-initial accent completely. Marggraf, 1970, 29 (followed later by 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 75ff.) tried to cope with the evidence of these Sub V 
stems (tättá-, läká-, suwá-) by claiming that precisely in these very 
subjunctive stems the stem-final -a- was something completely 
different from the stem-final -a- in all the other Sub V stems, so that 
these subjunctives should rather be taken for Sub I than for Sub V 
stems, which is a very arbitrary claim, and has therefore been rightly 
rejected, together with Marggraf’s whole accentual theory, by 
Eyþórsson, 1993, 65. However, Marggraf deserves the credit for 

                                                 
29 Marggraf did not make such a claim for the non-finite forms; according 

to him, these “lehnen sich — auch bei passivischer Funktion — formal 
vollständig an die finiten Formen des Aktivs an”. 
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having seen correctly that most of the TB Sub V paradigms lacking 
word-initial accent are media tantum, used intransitively, and paired 
with presents of Class III, whereas with the exception of the Sub V 
forms of art(t)(- ‘love’, “nur aktivische Konjunktive” are attested 
beside “den medialen o-Präsentia [i.e., the presents of Class IV]” 
(Marggraf, 1970, 26). 

Winter, 1980, 427ff. = 2005, 209ff. arranged the material differently, 
i.e., by the respective present classes standing beside subjunctive 
stems of Class V. Based on this arrangement he came to the conclusion 
that TB subjunctives of Class V have “initial accent as a mark of 
transitiveness” (1980, 439 = 2005, 221). He did not discuss possible 
diachronic reasons for this rule of valency marking. Winter’s view 
appears to be correct only as long as one does not take into account 
evidence other than to be found in his list: almost all of the 
intransitive subjunctives of Class V standing beside a present of Class 
III indeed do not show initial accent in the subjunctive stem,30 and it is 
also true that all of the transitive subjunctives of Class V standing 
beside both nasal presents and a-preterits with palatalized root initial 
indeed show initial accent. However, this is only a selection from all 
the subjunctives belonging to Class V. Winter keeps quiet about all the 
roots forming presents of Class IV that are likewise intransitive media 
tantum, and have beside them Sub V paradigms as well. Since all of 
these intransitive (almost exclusively active) Sub V paradigms show 
initial accent as well, as a consequence initial accent cannot have been 
a general marker of transitivity in Tocharian B at all.31 Consequently, 
also Winter’s view was rightly rejected by Eyþórsson, 1993, 65ff.  

As for Eyþórsson’s own solution, he suggests that at an earlier 
stage, all Sub V paradigms with root ablaut had “root accent in the 
active singular and suffixal accent elsewhere”, i.e., “had a mobile 
accent paradigm with accented o-grade in the strong stem but 
unaccented zero grade in the weak stem”, claiming that in “the type 
sráuka-/srúka- this mobile accent paradigm has been leveled in favor 
of the root accent of the active singular (ousting *sräwká-)”, and 
further assuming that the accent patterns of the Class I subjunctives 
had been “analogous to those of the originally identical class V” 
(Eyþórsson, 1993, 59, 63;32 68f.; cf. also 1997, 242). Given the fact that 

                                                 
30 For the exceptions, see the detailed discussion in chap. Prs III/IV 26.2.5. 
31 To be sure, initial accent is a mark of kausativum paradigms, but this is 

clearly a morphologically defined category. 
32 “The tendency towards a generalization of root accent in ablauting 

subjunctives with an original mobile accent paradigm was a late analogical 
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persistent word-initial accent is the synchronically regular pattern for 
ablauting Sub V (and Sub I), the few (mostly non-finite) forms with 
root vowel -ä- irregularly lacking word-initial accent that can be 
found in both subjunctive classes indeed rather give the impression of 
being archaisms, so that Eyþórsson’s claim looks quite reasonable, at 
least at first sight. It is not really backed, however, by the evidence 
from the media tantum among the Sub V paradigms showing a 
surfacing root vowel -ä-: on the one hand, there are many intransitive 
media tantum lacking word-initial accent completely,33 but on the 
other hand, the three middle-only Sub V paradigms made from the 
roots mäk(- ‘run’, rita- ‘seek’, and wärpa- ‘feel, enjoy’ do have 
persistent word-initial accent. 

The main problem with Eyþórsson’s theory is, however, that he 
cannot explain any occurrence of word-initial accent in Tocharian B at 
all. If I understand him correctly, he prefers to assume that a PIE 
mobile accent paradigm had been preserved into Tocharian B 
directly,34 but this is, in my opinion, quite improbable, given the fact 
that in all other nominal and verbal categories, Tocharian B shows 
reflexes of an accentuation system completely different from the one 
in Vedic and Ancient Greek, and usually reconstructed for PIE. I also 
cannot follow other claims by Eyþórsson, 1993: p. 61f. he seems to 
claim that a causative alternation by voice alternation is attested for 
what he calls the tsáma-/tsämá type, i.e., ablauting Sub V with initial 
accent in the sg. active as opposed to non-initial accent in all the other 
forms. But as already argued above, the existence of an active form 
tsamat is not too certain (let alone a transitive meaning), and the only 
certain example of what one would call a mobile accent pattern, i.e., 
the Sub V from käsk(- ‘scatter’ with a 2.sg.act. kaskat vs. a mid. 
käskatär does not show causative alternation, but passivization 
instead.35 Based on the wrong example tsáma-/tsämá Eyþórsson then 

                                                                                                        
process which had not been entirely completed by the time of our Tocharian 
texts.” 

33 “It is also probable that some of the suffix accented subjunctives to 
ablauting roots with no active forms attested are media tantum, and that their 
weak forms were therefore not subject to the analogical accent shift” 
(Eyþórsson, 1993, 63, fn. 55). 

34 Cf. “the concomitant mobile accent was likewise inherited” (Eyþórsson, 
1993, 63), “Tocharian accent turns out to preserve features far more archaic 
than previously imagined” (Eyþórsson, 1993, 69; similarly 1997, 242). 

35 Note that in Sub V forms, no causative alternation by voice alternation 
can be found at all, i.e., the Sub V is a stem formation where simple voice 
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states that “intransitive middles to ablauting roots may have resisted 
the analogical accent shift more tenaciously than transitive ones” (p. 
67f.), in order to explain what he thinks was the preservation of an 
archaic pattern.  

Hilmarsson, 1991, 79ff. and 1991c, 78f. does not follow Marggraf’s 
claim (1970, 33f.) that ablauting subjunctives show initial accent, non-
ablauting ones non-initial accent, because of the counterexamples as 
discussed above. Hilmarsson’s strategy is to connect the accent 
pattern of the subjunctives stem Classes I and V with the respective 
preterit stems rather than with voice and valency. Since non-ablauting 
Class I subjunctives standing beside a-preterits do not have persistent 
initial accent just like a-preterits never show persistent initial accent, 
Hilmarsson claimed that initial accent in the subjunctive stem is rather 
to be connected with the initial accent in the s-preterit, whereas suffix 
accent in the subjunctive stem is to be connected with the suffix accent 
in the a-preterit.  

However, this scenario does not cover the facts entirely nor does it 
explain the accent patterns. An athematic subjunctive of Class I is 
nearly always associated with an s-preterit, and the alleged exceptions 
brought forth by Hilmarsson for such a pattern outside a correlation 
with Pt III are to be explained otherwise. In favor of his theory he 
could just adduce one example of a Sub I paired with Pt I, viz. sälpa?-. 
The root indeed forms an a-preterit but the subjunctive class of 
Tocharian B is at least unclear (see the discussion s.v. sälpa?-), and 
Tocharian A has Sub V as expected. As for the other examples 
discussed by Hilmarsson or to be found in the manuals, the a-preterit 
of trä$k- ‘lament’ showing root-final palatalization is undoubtedly 
secondarily based on the (now even attested) secondary thematic 
subjunctive stem.36 plak- ‘agree’ contrarily to what the manuals state 
does not form an a-preterit stem at all, but an s-preterit stem as 
expected. The subjunctive stem of miw(- ‘tremble’ cannot be anything 

                                                                                                        
alternation evidently was not used to express causative alternation. On the 
other hand, only two roots with A-character show causative alternation at all, 
but not in the Sub V: for pärsa- act. ‘sprinkle’, mid. ‘spray’ no finite Sub V form 
is attested; as for ABmänt(- act. ‘stir; destroy’, mid. ‘be angry’ (also ‘destroy (for 
oneself)’, ‘be destroyed’), the one TB middle form from the Sub V attested is 
precisely not intransitive; in TA no finite Sub V form is attested, but here 
causative alternation by voice alternation is found in the corresponding Prs V 
(TB has two different Prs stems instead). 

36 NB the s-imperfect in TA shows that the root indeed had an s-preterit 
stem in PT as expected from a non-A-character root. 
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else than of Class V, and the same goes for yaukka- ‘use’. The 
subjunctive from soy- ‘satiate’, on the other hand, was diachronically a 
thematic formation, as Hilmarsson, l.c., acknowledged himself. 
Finally, wäs- ‘wear’ forms an s-preterit, and wär((-sk)- ‘smell’ must 
once have formed a thematic present > subjunctive as well. 

As for the rule that subjunctives of Class I when standing beside an 
s-preterit (which, as was said before, almost all do) show persistent 
initial accent, it was shown above that there are exceptions from a 
synchronic point of view. And as for the accent in the s-preterit itself, 
Winter only a bit later after Hilmarsson’s article showed that its accent 
pattern was completely different from those of Sub I and V (see chap. 
Pt III 9.1.1.), so that interparadigmatic leveling is out of the question 
here. Finally, the persistent initial accent found in subjunctive Class I 
certainly should be seen together with the same phenomenon in the 
subjunctive of Class V, and Class V subjunctives are certainly always 
correlated with a Class I preterit, which never have persistent initial 
accent. 

18.5. ACCENT: SUMMARY 

As has become clear from the preceding paragraph, the (more or less) 
persistent word-initial accent in Sub I and Sub V defies any inner-
Tocharian explanation. Apart from the quite exceptional37 case of the 
Sub V stem mrauska-, which evidently functioned as its own 
causative (or anticausative, respectively), a fact which obviously 
caused the finite intransitive middle forms to undergo a secondary 
accent shift (maybe modeled on causative *nékä-/*näkä- vs. 
anticausative *näké-, etc.), the presence or absence of persistent word-
initial accent in forms of Sub I and Sub V paradigms certainly has 
nothing to do with the issues of voice and valency, and cannot be 
explained as a (direct) result of any kind of inner-Tocharian 
paradigmatic leveling (i.e., intraparadigmatic or interparadigmatic 
leveling) either. Accordingly, one must search for a diachronic 
explanation. 

Unexpected word-initial accent in TB polysyllables has long been 
explained by the former presence of a reduplication syllable 
consisting of the root-initial non-syllabic and a reduplication vowel PT 

                                                 
37 Exceptional, but not unparalleled, cf. similar cases such as iya- denoting 

both ‘go, travel’ and ‘lead, cause to go’, and kärsa- denoting both ‘know’ and 
‘make know(n)’.  
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*ä; see, e.g., TEB I, 247, § 442,1 Anm., and, most recently, Winter, 1994a, 
306ff. = 2005, 487ff.; Rasmussen, 2002, 379; Kim, 2005, 194; 2007, 188f. 
But as far as I can see, no principled theory about the presence and 
absence of word-initial accent in subjunctive Classes I and V has been 
brought forth so far.  

It seems that word-initial accent is consistently met in those classes 
whenever the root vowel is a full vowel, the only systematic 
exceptions are non-finite forms built from roots of the kolok-/*kalaka- 
type (i.e., parakatsi and sanapatsi); on the other hand, parakatsi and 
sanapatsi excepted, word-initial accent is only absent when the root 
vowel clearly derives from a PT *ä, so that a first guess might be that 
at an earlier stage of development, no PT *ä acting as root vowel had 
borne the accent in any Sub I/V paradigm at all, and that the cases of 
stressed root vowel PT *ä reflect some kind of paradigmatic leveling 
in favor of how originally only singular active allomorphs with the 
full vowel PT *æ had behaved. However, such a rather simple 
solution would be hampered by the fact that we find initial accent also 
in the all-middle Sub V paradigms from the roots mäk(- ‘run’, rita- 
‘seek’, and wärpa- ‘feel, enjoy’ (and in the infinitive from the possible 
all-middle Sub V from luk(- ‘light up’ lukatsi as well). 

At this point of the argument, one should remember that the PT 
vowels *ä and *æ no doubt had various different pre-PT origins. 

18.6. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

Just like the a-preterit, the a-subjunctive has often been compared to 
what were thought to be formations in PIE “*a”, notably the Celtic and 
Italic a-subjunctive (see, e.g., Pedersen, 1941, 199: “Er ist natürlich mit 
dem italisch-keltischen a-Konjunktiv zu vergleichen”). But whereas 
the “-a-” is a special subjunctive morpheme in both Celtic and Italic 
descriptively,38 “the PT *-a- of the Tocharian a-subjunctive is 
apparently the final segment of the verb root, a-subjunctive being 
simply athematic subjunctives to roots in *-a-” (Ringe, 1991, 97 with 
ref.). As already seen by many scholars before, that stem-final PT *-a- 
must have spread from the respective preterits. Most notably Winter 
on various occasions (1961, 89 = 1984, 160 = 2005, 28; 1977, 147f. = 
1984, 193 = 2005, 184f.; 1982, 9 = 1984, 228f. = 2005, 259; 1994a, 286f. = 

                                                 
38 For the now quite common view that the Celtic “a”-subjunctive 

morpheme has even nothing to do at all with the Italic one, see most recently 
Schumacher, 2004, 53ff. 
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2005, 467f.) followed, e.g., by Kim, 2004, 224, fn. 72, and 2007, 196, sees 
in (at least most of) the Sub I and Sub V paradigms just the respective 
preterits turned into futures via substitution of the preterit endings by 
the present endings (which is a strategy somewhat reminiscent of, but 
ultimately nevertheless completely different from what I call the tezzi 
principle), and quite similar views can also be found in Couvreur, 
1947a, 73 and 103, § 122, and in various papers by Lane (most recently 
Lane, 1970, 78f.): “I believe I succeeded in showing that so far as 
Tocharian was concerned, the evidence of the a-preterit and the a-
subjunctive showed that the preterit value of this formation was the 
earlier. [...] Tocharian [...] stands out among the Indo-European 
languages as preserving the a-formation in its original value as a 
preterit and in its secondary use as a subjunctive. [...] As in Italic and 
Celtic, the original use as an injunctive led (with ‘primary’ endings) to 
a predominantly modal use, but a few verbs even with such endings 
remained as indicatives. On the other hand, under the influence of 
Slavic the preterit value was retained and even expanded.”39 

It has to be stressed, however, that the non-ablauting Sub V 
paradigms with persistent root vowel (*)-a- differ from the respective 
Pt I paradigms with respect to accent in Tocharian B, and that the 
other Sub V paradigms differ from the respective Pt I paradigms quite 
often in even more ways, and again especially in Tocharian B: 
ablauting Sub V have, as a rule, a (more or less) persistent word-initial 
accent in Tocharian B, whereas the respective Pt I formations never do 
so; beside intransitive active-only Pt I paradigms with a root vowel PT 
*(’)ä, in Tocharian B quite often intransitive middle-only Sub V 
paradigms with a root vowel PT *(’)ä are found; and maybe most 
importantly, there are (practically) no ablauting Pt I paradigms that 
have non-palatalizing PT *æ as root vowel in the singular of the active 
paradigm. 

 
 
 

                                                 
39 If the Italic a-subjunctive had developed out of the same aorist 

injunctive that evidently resulted in what Rix, 1998 called “der altitalische 
Präventiv” (i.e., was based on that preventive mood), there is then indeed still 
good reason to say that the Tocharian Sub V and the Italic a-subjunctive 
ultimately belonged together somehow, against the current fashion according 
to which the two categories should be kept completely apart. 
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18.6.1.  The ablauting Sub I and Sub V paradigms 

18.6.1.1. The PIE perfect theory 

Traditionally, the o/zero-grade ablaut to be seen in many of the 
subjunctives of Class I and V is explained by deriving these two 
formations directly from the classical PIE perfect, mainly because this 
has been the only suffixless PIE verbal category for which such an 
ablaut was reconstructed by traditional IE linguistics. This analysis 
was proposed for the subjunctive of Class I first by Van Windekens, 
1944, 267; see also Lane, 1959, 160ff.; 1962, 64ff.; Cowgill, 1967, 171ff. = 
2006, 445ff. (though with hesitation); Adams, 1978, 280f.; 1988a, 77ff.; 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 37;40 Klingenschmitt, 1994, 406f. = 2005, 431f., fn. 
164; Winter, 1994a, 305ff. = 2005, 486ff.; Rasmussen, 1997, 146; 2002, 
379; Hackstein, 2005, 171, fn. 8; Kim, 2007, 188ff.41 

It was Cowgill, 1967, 171ff. = 2006, 445ff. who stated first that the 
ablauting Class I and Class V subjunctives differ with respect to their 
formation only by presence or absence of stem-final (*)-a-.  

Apart from the ablaut issue, PIE active perfect morphology was 
also invoked in order to explain the synchronically irregular initial 
accent of the subjunctives of Class I and V as a reflex of the former 
reduplication syllable, which caused the accent to be on the root 
syllable, where it survived after the reduplication syllable had been 
lost. The loss of the reduplication syllable is easily explained by the 
fact that an inherited reduplication vowel PIE *e > PT *ä would have 
been lost by sound law in open syllables, i.e., in all cases where the 
root began with a single consonant.  

There are indeed inner-TB parallels for initial-syllable accentuation 
after loss of reduplication syllable:  
In the TB imperative a 2.pl.act. like kalas (from käla- ‘lead’) as if from 
*kälasä has to be explained in view of the fact that the form is still 
accented as though it were constructed with the usual imperative 
particle pä-, so kalas may simply reflect the accent of *päkälasä. It has 
to be noted that the kalas type is the usual accent type of imperatives 

                                                 
40 “I think the subjunctive of class V in principle continue Indo-European 

perfects”; note that Hilmarsson made this remark a propos of non-ablauting 
táka-. 

41 Kim, 2007, 191f. states that the Sub V forms with non-initial accent are 
created on the Class III present stems with ref. to a paper to appear in MSS 
(according to Kim, 2007, 197, he apparently derives Prs III from “PIE stative 
*-eh-”). 
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without particle, whereas the 2.pl.act. lämás (from läm(- ‘sit’), i.e., 
*lämásä is the synchronically reanalyzed form, and it is only attested 
in an eastern text, where informal-style/late features are expected. 
Note further that the informal-style forms of yam- ‘do’ of the type 
1.sg. Pt ma11awa from yama11awa also keep the accent of the initial 
syllable after the deletion of the root-initial syllable ya-. 

However, Jasanoff, 1988, 56 and 1992, 136 objects to the derivation 
from the classical, reduplicated PIE perfect that the only certain reflex 
of the PIE perfect, namely the preterit participle of the type papaikau 
does show reduplication. It should further be noted that the 
dereduplicated types of the PPt precisely do not have initial accent.  

Kümmel, 2004, 158 further points out: “Gerade bei einer o-stufigen 
Bildung würde man jedoch Reduplikationsvokal *o > *ë erwarten”, 
which is based on the assumption that the reduplication vowel *æ in 
the PPt is due to an assimilation to the æ-grade in the root. But since 
an assimilation like this need not have been a sound law, and is just a 
way to explain the preservation of the reduplication syllable in the 
PPt, I do not see how this is an argument against former reduplication 
in the ablauting subjunctives. 

A further argument against the assumption of former reduplicated 
forms that has, to my knowledge, not been adduced so far is the fact 
that the TA krasa1-type forms do show vowel reduction by vowel 
balance, and since Winter, 1994, 405f. = 2005, 454f. is certainly right in 
claiming that lack of such vowel balance in imperative forms of the 
type TA pkamar is precisely due to the former trisyllabic structure of 
these imperative forms, one could argue that here we have a proof 
that the Sub V forms like TA krasa1 just go back to disyllabic 
preforms. But see the discussion of my own views on reduplication 
below 18.7. 

18.6.1.2. Non-perfect o-grade theories 

Instead of the classical PIE perfect, some scholars rather want to 
derive the formation from unreduplicated athematic PIE present stem 
formation, namely athematic, non-reduplicated present stems with 
o/e (later o/ø) ablaut of the type *molHe, see the argumentation by 
Pinault, 1984c, 122f. and 1989, 146 (beside the perfect/se/ root theory) 
based on Jasanoff’s derivation (1979, 85) of Prs nesäM < *nos- (but see 
below Jasanoff, 1992). Similarly, Kümmel, 2004, 140ff. sets up an 
athematic root present without reduplication and ó/é ablaut which 
has a subtype with ó/ø ablaut. As in the case of root nouns, Kümmel 
states that in this root present the old ablaut ó/é was preserved in 
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roots ending in obstruents, while the (more often attested structure) of 
CeRC roots shows the ó/ø ablaut. However, in Tocharian “wurde 
vereinheitlicht zu R(o)- ~ R(z) bzw. innertocharisch “ë-Stufe” : “0-
Stufe””. As (certain) direct evidence he lists (p. 151ff.): nesau ‘am’ (PIE 
*nos- ‘heimkommen’), preku ‘ask’ (PIE *prok- ‘fragen’), “lawaM” ‘send’ 
(PIE *lowH- ‘abtrennen, lösen’), wikatär ‘disappear’ (PIE *woyg- 
‘weichen’), and kewu ‘pour’ (PIE *Gow- ‘gießen, schütten’). Again 
differently, Oettinger, 2006, 41f. derives Class I and V subjunctives 
from formerly reduplicated present stems with o/ø ablaut and He-
endings to which he assigns the pre-PIE function “Proto-Intensivum” 
being the ancestor of the classical PIE perfect, the reduplicated present 
of the type *dé-doh-ti, the full-reduplicated intensive present, and 
(with dereduplication) the Hittite ¦i-conjugation.  

Jasanoff, 1988, 59f. and in detail 1992, 141ff. derived the ablauting 
Class I and V subjunctives from PIE root aorists with o/ø ablaut 
(formerly o/e ablaut) and the He-ending set. He objected to the 
assumption that the difference in stem character in Class I and Class V 
is due to inherited ani/ or se/ character, because “the enormous 
preponderance of descriptively “ani/” roots among the verbs that form 
a-subjunctives makes this possibility rather unlikely” (p. 133). Instead 
he claims that the a-subjunctive has rather acquired the suffix -a- 
analogically from the corresponding a-preterit: “pre-Tocharian 
subjunctives with *o : *ø ablaut were analogically extended by a 
semantically vacuous *-a- if the corresponding preterit ended in *-a-, 
but not otherwise” (1992, 133). To be sure, the suffix *-a- in these a-
preterits is also analogical in the first place (as per Jasanoff, 1992, 151, 
fn. 25), the inherited stem-suffix *-å- is still preserved in the PPt, and 
the *-a- of the preterit proper is taken over from the a-preterits going 
back to H-aorists (see chap. Pt I 7.3.3.).  

Since a great part of the Class V subjunctives has a present of Class 
III or IV beside it, he further claims that word equations with Hittite 
¦i-conjugation verbs and such Class III/IV verbs like PIE *Çwag 
‘break’ (Hitt. waki) : wak(- ‘split apart’ points to a common source, 
and “a number of Vedic aorist passives correspond etymologically to 
Tocharian class I and V subjunctive” (Ved. ahavi to ku- ‘pour’; Ved. 
aseci from sic- ‘pour out’ with Asik(- ‘be overflown’; Ved. aroci with 
luk(- ‘light up’; Ved. ábhraji with pälk(- ‘burn’). For that reason, he 
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derives the Vedic passive aorist42 from the same PIE root aorist 
formation, i.e., an o/ø-aorist type with the He-ending set. 

As for the fact that the a-subjunctives corresponding to the media 
tantum Class III/IV presents often inflect actively, Jasanoff assumes 
that this proto-middle He-ending set was analogically replaced by 
active endings (1992, 143) and “failed to undergo the renewal *-e e 
*-(t)o [...] and became “active””, i.e., a 3.sg. “*mors-e and similar forms 
were interpreted morphologically as actives, and hence preserved 
their ablaut, in pre-Tocharian”. 

As for non-ablauting Class I subjunctives standing beside a Class I 
present, he thinks that they are inherited present stem formations 
(1992, 151, fn. 28). 

Rasmussen, 2002, 379 objects to Jasanoffs derivation of the 
ablauting Class I and V formations from acrostatic, athematic root 
aorists that this theory fails to explain the initial accent.  

Differently, Jasanoff, 2003, 200f. assumes that the ablauting Class I 
subjunctives of the type näk- go back to “He-conjugation aorists of the 
presigmatic type”, and the ablauting Class V subjunctives to “He-
conjugation aorists of the stative-intransitive type”, because the first is 
associated with Class III s-preterits, while the latter is associated with 
intransitive Class III/IV presents (2003, 157ff.). 

Finally, Peters, 2004, 434, fn. 24 was the first to make use of what I 
call the tezzi principle in this context, but he set up the subjunctive 
forms in question without reduplication syllable and did not comment 
on the initial accent. 

18.7. SUB I AND V AND THE tezzi PRINCIPLE 

As long recognized,43 many of the Sub I and Sub V paradigms look 
very similar to the respective Pt III and Pt I paradigms. Although 

                                                 
42 A connection between Sub V karsaM with the Vedic passive aorist 3.sg. 

asravi ‘was heard’ was argued by Hollifield apud Jasanoff, 1984, 92. In a 
similar way, Schmidt, 1997c, 557ff. assumes that the 3.sg. Pt klawa is the direct 
cognate of the Ved. passive aorist sravi, etc., and thus “nichts anderes als der 
direkte Fortsetzer einer intransitiv-passivischen Perfektbildung *klow-0”, but 
see chap. Pt I 7.3.5., and note that the origin of the Vedic passive aorist is 
controversial itself. 

43 See, e.g., TG, 325: “In den meisten Paradigmen fallen Präterital- und 
Konjunktivstamm zusammen”; p. 341: “Zahlreiche Konjunktive sind von den 
Indikativen des Präteritums tatsächlich nur durch die Wahl anderer 
Personalendungen geschieden”. 
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there are also some differences, viz. with respect to the root ablaut in 
the active plural paradigms of Sub I and Pt III, and with respect to 
accentuation in Tocharian B, in general many of these Sub and Pt 
paradigms resemble each other so much that it really seems best to 
assume that at least a major part of the respective subjunctives had 
started out as presents which had been formed on the basis of 
respective preterits via what I call the tezzi principle at a time when 
those preterits had not undergone some essential changes (such as 
loss of reduplication and loss of ablaut in the active paradigms). 

18.7.1.  Word-initial accent and reduplication 

As far as I can see, the word-initial accent seen in the active paradigms 
of TB Sub I, Sub V, and kausativum subjunctives and presents can 
indeed best be explained diachronically if one is willing to assume 
that in at least some of these different kinds of paradigms, or maybe in 
just one of these morphological categories involved, there had existed 
reduplicated forms with reduplication syllables of the pre-PT 
structure *Ce-, which were lost by sound law completely if placed 
before a syllable-initial non-syllabic sound (see, most recently, Winter, 
1994a, 306ff. = 2005, 487ff.; Rasmussen, 2002, 379; Kim, 2005, 194; 2007, 
188f.).  

18.7.1.1.  In Sub I paradigms 

According to Peters, forthc., a certain number of TB Sub I and Pt III 
forms with a root vowel TB (-)o- can actually be explained in terms of 
former reduplicated structures of the type PIE *CieCioC-, e.g., Sub I 
wotkäM, wotkeM,44 Pt III otkasa-me < PT *wäwætk-, Sub I oräñ-c, 
wräntär, Pt III orwa, orasta, orsa-c < pre-PT *ar- < PIE *He-Hor(H)- 
(vs. Pt III 3.pl. arar-c < pre-PT *ar- < PIE *He-HrH-).45 If one is willing 

                                                 
44 w- in Sub I probably because of a reduplication syllable *wä- that was 

analogically restored some time after pre-PT *wewo- had by sound law turned 
into PT *wo-. 

45 What is more, in some forms of Sub I and V we do not find word-initial 
accentuation, and in almost all of these cases of absent word-initial accent, the 
first syllable of the relevant form had a pre-PT *ä, *i, or *u as its vowel, which 
is strongly reminiscent of the situation in the PPt, which seem to have lacked 
reduplication originally precisely whenever the respective root vowel had 
been a pre-PT *ä, *i, or *u; see my more detailed argument below. 
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to accept Peters’ analyses,46 with respect to ablauting Sub I paradigms 
with a pre-PT root vowel *o in the active singular there is then 
actually additional evidence in favor of a former presence of 
reduplication. On the other hand, in a reduplicated preterit that 
evidently would have to be viewed as having fused with other kinds 
of preterits of clearly non-reduplicated origin, the reduplication 
syllable could have been given up sooner or later by simple analogy, 
i.e., for purely morphological reasons under the pressure of preterital 
paradigms contributing to preterit Class III that never ever had any 
kind of reduplication (as per Winter, 1994a, 306ff. = 2005, 487ff.). One 
may therefore think it indeed preferable to derive both the ablauting 
Sub I and the non-ablauting Pt III paradigms with root vowel pre-PT 
*o in the active singular paradigms from preterits with a structure PIE 
*CieCioC- and in addition with a root ablaut pre-PT *o/zero in the 
active paradigm. There exists just one obvious candidate for such a 
preterit, viz. a PIE active perfect turned already in pre-PT times into a 
simple preterit, which had still preserved the original pre-PT *o/zero 
ablaut.47 Such a scenario could also prompt an explanation for the two 
facts that (1) some Pt III and Sub I have an (invariant) root vowel (*)-a- 
from PIE = pre-PT *-o- (as per Peters, 2004, 434, fn. 24), and that (2) the 
Sub I paradigms that cannot be explained via the tezzi principle (such 
as those of ai- ‘give’, nes- ‘be’, and yok- ‘drink’), or cannot have lost a 
reduplication syllable of the structure *C(’)ä- via syncope because of a 
word-initial vowel or diphthong (such as the ones of ar(- ‘leave, 
abandon’, e$k- ‘seize’, er- ‘evoke, cause’, au-n- ‘hit, wound’), either do 
not show word-initial accent at all,48 or only show word-initial accent 
in forms where this accent can also be easily explained as due to a 
preservation of the patär and prekwa accentuation rule (see chap. 
Sound Laws 1.3.). As far as ablauting Sub I paradigms built via the 

                                                 
46 Note that a similar argument has been advanced by Forssman, 1994, 

102f. on behalf of the Hittite ¦i-conjugation (not accepted by Jasanoff, 2003, 78, 
fn. 39). 

47 And not lost under the influence of Narten preterits, as precisely 
assumed by Winter, l.c. 

48 This is certainly true for the common roots ai- ‘give’, nes- ‘be’, and yok- 
‘drink’, and also for the Sub I from yam- ‘do’, which I assume has started out 
as a present (> subjunctive) formation by the tezzi principle because of its pre-
PT o-grade, but may have lost its reduplication syllable quite early in an 
irregular way (i.e., as a result of borrowing respective reduced forms from the 
more or most informal into the more formal phonostyles) because of its status 
as extremely frequent and semantically bleached verb.  
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tezzi principle are concerned, in all cases of irregularly absent word-
initial accent such as nkem, trä$kalyñe, etc., the root vowel involved is 
a PT *ä from pre-PT *ä, which is strongly reminiscent of the situation 
with reduplication in the PPt: in the PPt, reduplication seems to have 
been absent in pre-PT times precisely before syllables with a vowel 
pre-PT *ä, *i, or *u.  

18.7.1.2.  In Sub V paradigms 

As for the Sub V with what seems to be pre-PT *o/zero ablaut, one 
may then first think that the prototypical paradigms had been formed 
quite early via the tezzi principle from reduplicated perfects built 
from PIE se/ roots still showing pre-PT *o/zero ablaut. However, 
according to Peters’ reasoning the TA ablauting Sub V that correspond 
to TB all-middle Sub V lacking initial accent are not something 
archaic, but analogical innovations of Tocharian A only, and about 
one third even of the TB ablauting Sub V alone is made from 
Tocharian roots that do not go back to PIE roots, and therefore could 
not have formed an old perfect at all. Furthermore, in many of these 
TB subjunctives, and also in TA krasa1, we meet a very strange kind of 
schwebeablaut. Finally, the two TB Sub V stems that have possibly 
been the two most frequent and most important members of the 
greater class of Sub V formations that are built from roots having -ä- 
as root vowel, and which both do have singular active forms attested 
and derive from a PIE root and not from a reduplicated present 
stem,49 i.e., the TB Sub V made from läk(- ‘see’ and suwa- ‘eat’, lack 
root ablaut and initial accent completely. Since frequently used forms 
tend to be more conservative with respect to morphology, and since 
suwa- ‘eat’ ranks among the very few TB roots that preserve reflexes of 
the more original Subclass 3 Pt I inflection, it may then be quite 
reasonable to guess that even the pivotal members of the ablauting 
subclass of Sub V had not shown a pre-PT *o/zero ablaut right from 
the start, but rather had started out as presents formed by the tezzi 
principle with another kind of root ablaut (i.e., pre-PT *e/zero or 
*zero/zero, according to the ablaut found in the preterit that had been 
basic to the new former present), and adopted pre-PT *o/zero ablaut 
only later, under the influence and on the model of the Sub I 
paradigms with such an ablaut.50  

                                                 
49 Such as tattaM ‘put, set, place’ from PIE *di/e-d(o/e)h-. 
50 This view seems to be somehow confirmed by the behavior of the root 

mit(- ‘set out’, which evidently goes back to a PIE se/ root *ÇmeytH, and I 
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If one is willing to follow this reasoning, one might then further 
suspect that also the initial accent found within the ablauting Sub V 
paradigms may be owed simply to an analogical influence from the 
Sub I paradigms. In that case one has to ask, however, why we find 
initial accent also in the all-middle Sub V paradigms from the roots 
mäk(- ‘run’, rita- ‘seek’, and wärpa- ‘feel, enjoy’, and in the infinitive 
lukatsi from the possibly all-middle Sub V from luk(- ‘light up’ as 
well? On the evidence of these forms, I think it is best to assume that 
at some stage of the development that followed the analogical 
dereduplication of the Class III preterits that had started out as 
reduplicated perfects, all former presents that had been built from 
preterits via the tezzi principle and were still felt to be based on 
synchronically unreduplicated preterits, acquired analogical 
reduplication, scil. on the model of the presents that later turned into 
the ablauting kind of Sub I, and which had been precisely based on 
former perfect paradigms still reduplicated and showing pre-PT 
*o/zero ablaut. As is also evidenced by the PPt, as a next step the 
reduplication vowel pre-PT *e must have turned into pre-PT *ä, *i, *u 
in front of syllables having *ä, *i, *u as vowel,51 and the resulting 
reduplication syllables *Cä-, *Ci-, *Cu- then must have been 
subsequently lost (probably because of hypershort duration rather 
than by haplology, which was not applied to pre-PT *CieCie-; see 
immediately below) without leaving any trace.52 On the other hand, 
pre-PT *Ce- occurring before syllables with other vowels (including 
not only pre-PT *e, *a, *a, *o, *o, *u, but also pre-PT *e) seems to have 
been quite generally preserved: as PT *C(’)ä- in indicative forms (as 
also strongly suggested by the old present stem PT *tätta- > TB *tätta- 
with PT *ä even finally preserved thanks to irregular root-initial 

                                                                                                        
guess had preserved both a PIE root aorist (still reflected in the Sub V) and a 
PIE active perfect indeed until very late. But the only historically preserved Pt 
is a Pt III (attested in both branches); i.e., in the paradigm of this very verb, 
root-final pre-PT *-a- (although formerly surfacing in the aorist) was precisely 
not analogically introduced into the old perfect stem.  

51 Accordingly, pre-PT will have innovated with respect to reduplication 
vowels much in the same way as, e.g., Indo-Iranian, with the exception that 
pre-PT also had a third short high vowel, scil. *ä, which evidently underwent 
the same treatment with respect to reduplication as *i and *u. For a similar 
assumption, see already Krause, WTG, 156, § 157,4. 

52 Note that as a consequence of this loss of hypershort reduplication 
syllables probably all middle perfect forms and middle (I) root aorist forms 
must haven fallen together in just one single form. 
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gemination, as per Winter, 1994a, 307f. = 2005, 488f.), thereby 
ultimately leading to TB forms with word-initial accent (as a direct 
consequence of the lautgesetzlich loss of unstressed PT *ä in open 
syllables of pre-TB and pre-TA), and like PT *C(’)æ- (probably as a 
result of Peters’ rule, as per Peters, 2004, 441), (originally) only in 
participles.53 By this scenario, forms such as makamar and lukatsi can 
be explained as deriving from pre-PT e-grade forms *memek-,54 
*lelewk- (for the root luk(-, irregular pre-PT e-grade is attested by a 
number of historical forms with irregular root-initial ly- such as 
lyuketär; lukatsi then must show analogical depalatalization), and 
would be completely parallel to ancestor forms of PPts such as 
lyelyku of the type pre-PT *lelekäw° > PT *l’äl’äkäwu > *l’æl’äkäwä, 
i.e., with a reduplication syllable still preserved in PT times in front of 
a syllable with pre-PT *e as its vowel. 

Forms like käskatär standing beside 2.sg.act. kaskat then much like 
the Sub I forms of the type nkem and trä$kalyñe will reflect the older 
state of affairs with a reduplication syllable pre-PT *Cä- immediately 
deleted, and ought to be compared to PPts without reduplication 
syllable such as †ku (cf. kuwermeM) from pre-PT *kukuw° and ltu 
from pre-PT *lulutäw°. On the other hand, the tarkalyñe-type forms 
much as the kla$kälyñe-type forms in Sub I will reflect structurally 
younger ancestral forms with a pre-PT reduplication syllable *Ce- 
generalized, i.e., by analogy even introduced into a position before 
pre-PT *Cä/i/u-, and thereby ought to be compared to PPts with 
analogically restored pre-PT *Ce- (which was ultimately to turn into 
PT *Cæ-) standing before pre-PT *Cä/i/u-, such as TA laltu from pre-
PT *lelutäw°.55  

                                                 
53 In a few PPt forms, the reduplication vowel pre-PT *e standing in front 

of a syllable with a vowel other than pre-PT *ä, *i, *u evidently was not turned 
into PT *æ, viz. in TB/TA yamu, TA to, probably as a result of an informal-
style treatment. 

54 According to Peters, forthc., the medium tantum root mäk(- ‘run’ is to 
be connected with the Greek medium tantum root mac-‘fight’ (cf. m£cloj 
‘lewd [said of women]’, [ModHG] ‘läufig’), and a PIE root *ÇmeFH ‘run’ 
should be set up (Greek mace- < *mekha- via vowel metathesis); rita- ‘seek’, 
and wärpa- ‘feel, enjoy’ can also have been roots showing pre-PT e-grade only; 
for the latter, Peters, forthc., proposes a full-grade pre-PT *wrep- and a 
connection with Greek ršpw ‘sink, incline towards, happen’. 

55 Accordingly, I think that Eyþórsson’s 1993 assumption was basically 
correct (except for the diachronic explanation advanced by him). 
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As for the non-initial accent seen in parakatsi and sanapatsi that is 
reminiscent of the non-initial accent in käskatär and kätkalñe, this 
behavior of the kalaka-type roots then points to former reduplication 
with a pre-PT *Cä- type, and not a pre-PT *Ce- type syllable, and 
thereby seems to confirm Peters’ claim (2004, 441f.) that *CaRaCa- < 
*CæRaCa- replaced older *CäRaCa- at least as far as the typical weak-
stem forms of ablauting Sub V paradigms are concerned. However, 
note that the surface generalization of *CaRaCa- < *CæRaCa- need not 
be explained by Peters’ phonological rule, but could simply be due to 
the fact that an ablaut alternation *CaRaCa- < *CæRaCa-/*CäRaCa- 
would have had to be exceedingly rare, and therefore could most 
easily be given up just for morphological reasons. 

18.7.1.3.  In kausativum presents and subjunctives 

With respect to the claims made immediately above in 18.7.1.2. about 
TB word-initial accent owed to former reduplication with a pre-PT 
*Ce- type syllable, it seems quite appropriate to comment upon the 
word-initial accent in the TB kausativum presents and subjunctives 
already in this chapter. 

The word-initial accent found with them cannot be original at all. 
This accent (or maybe still reduplication with a syllable of the pre-PT 
*Ce- type) must have been transferred to them from another, more 
archaic kind of present stem formation, because the historical 
kausativum presents and subjunctives of Class IXb have clearly not 
been formed by the tezzi principle, and some of them have a root 
vowel *-ä- from pre-PT *-ä- and not pre-PT *-e-, such as taläskau, and 
therefore should not have had a reduplication syllable of the pre-PT 
*Ce- type, but of the pre-PT *Cä- type, which should have been 
immediately deleted, as already rightly noticed by Kim, 2004, 225f., fn. 
75. 

The kausativum formations of Class IXb accordingly must have 
replaced more archaic presents reduplicated with syllables of the pre-
PT *Ce- type that had been formed via the tezzi principle, and which 
must have had a root vowel other than pre-PT *ä, *i, *u at least in the 
singular forms of the active paradigm, from where a reduplication 
syllable of the type pre-PT *Ce- could have analogically spread into 
the rest of the paradigm. This is not so exotic a claim. A similar 
assumption can be found in Kim, 2004, 222ff., esp. 225, who seems to 
assume that “one or a small number of verbs [...] for some reason 
replaced their reduplicated presents with new presents in *-ské/ó-”. 
Already Hilmarsson, 1991, 48ff. on the evidence of certain privative 
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formations and especially on account of the imperatives of Class II 
cogently concluded that there must have once existed a more archaic 
“causative subjunctive of class V that has later been totally replaced 
by a class IX formation as the causative marker -11- / -sk- gained in 
distribution”, which had palatalizing (*)-ä- as root vowel, and should 
ultimately be best “associated with the non-causative palatalized 
preterite I, which in turn reflects an Indo-European root aorist”. This 
means that a former causative, or rather, kausativum pre-PT e-grade 
subjunctive has to be assumed, which diachronically should be taken 
within my system as an old present stem formation built on a Pt I of 
Subclass 1/4 precisely via the tezzi principle — and which according 
to what I wrote above precisely in that case should have acquired 
analogical reduplication with syllables of the pre-PT *Ce- type. 



CHAPTER NINETEEN 

THE SUBJUNCTIVE OF CLASS II 

19.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS II 

The following 44 verbs form a subjunctive of Class II (39 TB, 15 TA, 10 
TB = TA): 
aks- ‘announce, proclaim, say’, as- ‘bring, fetch’, aik- ‘know, recognize’, katk- 
‘rejoice, be glad’, kätk(- Kaus. IV/Antigv. ‘let pass, cross’, käm-/ Akum- ‘come’, 
kraup(- ‘gather, assemble’, klyaus-/ Aklyos- ‘hear, listen to’, cämp-/ Acämp- ‘be 
able to’, ñäsk- ‘demand, desire’, tas-/ Ata(-s)- ‘put, set, place oneself’, trä$k- 
‘lament’, trik(- Antigv./ Atrik(- Antigv. ‘miss, fail, lead astray’, nask- ‘bathe, 
swim’, nusk- ‘squeeze, (de)press’, pask-/ Apas- ‘protect, obey’, pälk(- Antigv./ 
Apälk(?- ‘burn, torment’, Apros- ‘feel ashamed’, plä$k(- Antigv. ‘sell’, 
man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’ (or Sub I?), mus(- Antigv. ‘lift, give up’, musk(- 
Antigv. ‘make subside’, mely- ‘crush, squeeze’, Ayam- ‘do’, yask- ‘beg’, yärs-/ 

Ayärs- ‘show respect, affection’, yäs- ‘excite, touch (sexually)’, räk(- Antigv. 
‘extend (over), cover’, laMs- ‘work on, perform’, Alä-n-t- ‘go out’, litk(?- 
‘remove’, luk(- Antigv. ‘illuminate’, lut- ‘remove, cross, leave’, lyäk- ‘lie’, wik(- 
Antigv. ‘avoid’, Awras- ‘feel’, Awles- ‘perform’, saw-/ Asaw- ‘live’, 1äMs- ‘count 
(as)’, 1ärp- ‘indicate, explain’, säl(- Antigv. ‘throw’, soy- ‘become sated’, 
spärk(- Antigv. ‘get lost, go astray’, tsärk-/ Atsärk- ‘burn; torture’. 
Uncertain are: aiw(- Antigv. ‘turn to’ (Sub I/II), kañm?- ‘± be merry’ (Sub 
I/II/V), kätt- ‘put, set (down)’ (Sub I/II), kälm- ‘± enable’ (Sub I/II), krämp(- 
Antigv. ‘disturb, hinder’ (Sub I/II), kli-n-/ Akli-n- ‘be obliged to’ (Sub I/II), 
cä$k- ‘please’ (Sub I/II), tälp(- Antigv. ‘purge’ (Sub I/II), päl- ‘listen closely’ 
(Sub I/II), yärp- ‘take care, look out’ (Sub I/II), wi- ‘frighten’ (Sub I/II), Atsak- 
‘glow’ (Sub I/II), tsäm(- Antigv. ‘cause to grow, increase’ (Sub I/II). 
 

    TB   TA 
1.sg.act. aksau yamam 
2.sg.act. sämt (MQ)/ 

sämto (MQ)/ 
campät 

yamät 

3.sg.act. ak1äM klyo1ä1 
1.pl.act. paskem (MQ) — 
2.pl.act. triscer smäc 
3.pl.act. trikeM klyoseñc, cämpe 
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1.sg.mid. — pasmar 
2.sg.mid. — — 
3.sg.mid. ak1tär pa1tär 
1.pl.mid. yaskemtär — 
2.pl.mid. — — 
3.pl.mid. kraupentär yamantär 
Ger/Abs ak1alñe pa1äl 
Inf ak1tsi  

19.1.1.  Accent in Tocharian B 

Just like the thematic present stem of Class II, the subjunctive stem of 
Class II usually shows the regular accent pattern. There are only two 
examples of what seems to be initial accent: on the one hand, the 
Abstr ak1alñe in 199 a 4 (M) (found beside a couple of attestations of 
expected ak1alñe) from aks- ‘announce’, which may reflect 
accentuation by the archaic patär rule, and on the other hand the 
3.sg.mid. Opt palysitär (Š) from pälk(- Antigv. ‘burn’. As for the latter, 
Hackstein, 1995, 113, fn. 19 assumes an analogy with the respective 
disyllabic subjunctive form,1 but note that there exist quite a few other 
imperfect forms made from a variety of present classes that also show 
irregular initial accent; see chap. Imp 15.2. 

19.1.2.  Preservation of -ä- before °t in Tocharian B 

At least two TB subjunctive Class II forms seem to show preservation 
of the thematic vowel -ä- < pre-PT *-e- in an open syllable before 
endings beginning with a dental consonant. As Winter, 1993, 197ff. = 
2005, 441ff. has shown, any kind of ä-vowel was regularly lost very 
early before a non-sonorant dental consonant, so that we usually have 
3.sg.mid. forms of the type ak1tär < *aks’ätär. However, there are 
some exceptions to that rule: the Inf säccätsi (MQ, metrical) from 
kätk(- Kaus. IV (or rather Antigv.) ‘let pass’, where preservation of -ä- 
after the outcome of a cluster *-tk- is, to be sure, quite regular by 
Winter’s rules; and the Inf melyatsi (metrical) from mely- ‘crush’, 
which has to be a recent creation in any case, because we are dealing 
with a PIE *-eye/o- present, in which PIE *-eye- should have resulted 

                                                 
1 “Initialakzent beruht wahrscheinlich auf analogischer Angleichung an 

zugehörige Konjunktivform mit lautgesetzlicher Akzentzurückziehung, d.h. 
pálysitär für pälysitär* nach Konj. pálystär (*).” 
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by sound law in PT *-’æ-. The 2.sg.act. (ca)mpät (Š, metrical) again 
shows an -ä- that helps to avoid a difficult consonant cluster, viz. 
*-mpt#. The non-metrical 3.sg.mid. Prs II lyutätär (S) from lut- 
‘remove’ is maybe only due to a dittography caused by the following 
tä (lyuTaTaR@) (thus Hackstein, 1995, 143f.), because the text is non-
metrical and has standard accentuation, so that one should have 
expected †lyutatär, if not †lyucatär at any rate. Actually, any trisyllabic 
form would have to be a recent substitute of lautgesetzlich *lyutär 
presupposed by Prs I/II witär, so that assuming dittography is 
certainly the likeliest solution. Here possibly also belongs the 
3.sg.mid. wiyatär-ne from wi- ‘frighten’ (Sub I or II). 

19.1.3.  Depalatalization in the infinitive 

The infinitive ending -(ä)tsi usually palatalizes a palatalizable final 
consonant of a TB thematic subjunctive stem. However, the manuals 
also list cases of deviant behavior (WTG, 123, § 121,6; TEB I, 224, § 
404,2). There can be no doubt that TB infinitives from thematic 
subjunctive stems ending in -k, -$k, -s, and -sk that show descriptively 
non-palatal -s(t)si had first been subject to palatalization, and then 
subsequently underwent depalatalization, see Hackstein, 1995, 149f.; 
Pinault, 1999a, 469; Peyrot, 2008, 87.2 On the other hand, Hackstein’s 
analysis of the Inf forms plaktsi and raktsi (found beside thematic 
3.sg.act. rasäM) as athematic formations is certainly correct, and in the 
case of plaktsi, the new attestations of athematic 3.sg. Sub plakäM and 
Ger plakälle (which were unavailable to Hackstein) further prove him 
right. In Tocharian A, thematic present stems usually have infinitives 
in -tsi. The exception are stems ending in -s-, which show the mere -si 
also typical of the informal styles of Tocharian B after 
depalatalization, the resulting -ss- finally sometimes being 
degeminated (TA klyossi from Aklyos-, TA tasy from Ata(-s)-, TA passi 
from Apas-, TA wassi from Awäs-, TA wrasy from Awras-, TA wlessi 
from Awles-).  
 
 

                                                 
2 The development -1tsi > -ssi is actually an informal-style feature that is 

only rarely attested in standard TB and is more often to be found in TB 
colloquial texts; see Peyrot, 2008, 87. 
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19.1.4.  The root vowel 

Since all members of this class seem to go back to PIE > pre-PT 
thematic present stems it does not come as a huge surprise that there 
is (usually) no paradigmatic ablaut attested in Sub II stems.3 

There is, however, a remarkable difference with respect to the root 
vowels in present and subjunctive stems of Class II, inasmuch as the 
Sub II shows only very few examples of a root vowel PT *(’)æ. As is 
discussed in chap. Prs II, it seems to be a characteristic feature of the 
Prs II stems with a root vowel PT *(’)æ precisely not to be paired with 
a respective Sub II stem. To my knowledge, there exist only two Sub II 
stems with a root vowel PT *(’)æ: meMs- found in the 1.sg.mid. Opt 
meM1imar from man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’, beside which a Prs II with 
the same root vowel TB -e- is indeed to be found, and lyaitk- met in 
the 3.sg. lyecciM (sic) and the 3.pl. lyaitkeM from litk(?- ‘remove’, 
which is not associated with a Prs II, but with a present of Class IXb 
(the paradigm looks like an antigrundverb, respectively kausativum, 
so that indeed no Prs II should be expected). 

There is one other (or maybe two other) Sub II form(s) that show a 
remarkable root ablaut grade, and they were both pointed out by 
Hackstein, 1995, 139f., i.e., the 3.sg.act. rasäM (standing beside an 
athematic Inf raktsi) from räk(- Antigv. ‘extend’, and the 3.sg.mid. 
tsamtär from tsäm(- Antigv. ‘increase’, which, however, may be rather 
a Sub I form. Hackstein, 1995, 140, fn. 119 is certainly right in his 
judgment that it is unlikely that we are simply dealing with 
misspellings (there is now even a second attestation of tsamtär-ne 
[sic!] available). He proposes that the ablaut grade was analogically 
taken over from the grundverb Sub V, which is indeed not unlikely in 
the case of räk(-, because its grundverb seems to have had persistent 
-a- as root vowel in both Sub V and Pt I. 

For the forms with a root vowel PT *(’)ä, see the next paragraph. 

19.1.5.  Root-initial palatalization 

As should be expected from PIE thematic root presents, Sub II forms 
with a root vowel *ä almost always show root-initial palatalization.4 

                                                 
3 For the ablaut of the Sub II from käm- ‘come’, which also shows another 

alternation, see below 19.2. 
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There is, however, one quite remarkable exception, viz. the Sub II 
from wik(- Antigv. ‘avoid’, which shows root-initial w- instead of y-, 
thereby pointing to a pre-PT proto-form *wig/k-e-ti. It is quite striking 
that both of the two PIE roots that could provide an etymon (for 
which see s.v. wik(-) had a zero-grade thematic present of the so-
called tudáti type in Indo-Iranian (for the evidence see now Hill, 2007, 
231ff.). 

19.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

A Tocharian thematic subjunctive can obviously continue a PIE 
thematic present stem formation, as is apparent from examples such 
as PT Sub II *pask’ä/skæ- < PIE *pH-ske/o-; see, e.g., Lane, 1959, 163ff. 
In addition, origin from PIE root aorist subjunctives has also been 
claimed for some Sub II stems, most notably that from käm-/ Akum- 
‘come’; see Ringe, 2000, 131ff.; Kim, 2001, 123; 2007, 189f. Note, 
however, that the related Priv ekamätte cannot derive from a PIE stem 
*qem-e/o- and obviously presupposes an athematic Class I 
subjunctive, as per Hilmarsson, 1991, 105f., who, however, in 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 73 himself also advocated derivation of the 
apparent Sub II forms from the PIE root aorist subjunctive *qem-e/o-, 
while deriving the athematic Sub I stem from a PIE perfect form. To 
be sure, the obvious solution is rather to start with one single, of 
course both ablauting and (already for this reason) athematic pre-PT 
root formation, which then could only have been a present built by the 
tezzi principle on the non-Narten root aorist PIE *qem-t (> pre-PT 
*qe[m]n-t), *qm-ent.5 One has then only further to assume that the 
Sub forms of that root that look like typical Sub II forms such as 
sanmeM are due to rather recent analogical innovation. Other 
(possible) Sub II forms have also been claimed to derive from PIE 
subjunctives to root aorists rather than from PIE thematic presents, see 
Hackstein, 1995, 241 on kantär (which, however, may rather be a Sub I, 
as correctly pointed out by Hackstein himself) and see furthermore 
Hackstein, 1995, 243f. with respect to the Sub II from lut- ‘remove’, and 
Kim, 2007, 190 for the Sub II forms from pälk(- Antigv./ Apälk(?- 

                                                                                                        
4 The forms from tsärk- ‘burn’ and pälk(- Antigv. ‘burn’ are, of course, 

ambiguous with respect to palatalization, and in the case of tsäm(- Antigv. 
‘increase’ it is even doubtful that the forms belong to a Sub II at all. 

5 Pre-PT *qe[m]n-t can also neatly explain the Sub II stem allomorph 
sänm- that Peyrot, 2008, 147 showed is already attested in archaic texts. 
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‘burn’, luk(- Antigv. ‘illuminate’, and wik(- Antigv. ‘avoid’. Although 
it is certainly true that all of the respective PIE roots may have formed 
(athematic) root aorists in PIE times and therefore also e-grade 
thematic root subjunctives,6 there is nothing wrong with assuming 
that pre-PT had behaved precisely like Greek, where we find many e-
grade thematic root presents such as tršfomai standing beside 
thematic root aorists such as Étrafe and aorists in -h- such as Etr£fh, 
which no doubt replaced older athematic root aorists. Of course, one 
can claim that the Greek tršfomai presents had started out as 
subjunctives themselves, but as a matter of fact they function as 
present indicatives only right from their first attestations. 
Accordingly, in my view not any Sub II form is apt to prove or even 
just to suggest that PIE subjunctive forms could be preserved into 
(pre-)PT and could even do so while retaining their original function. 
 

                                                 
6 This implies, of course, that precisely the Sub II from wik(- Antigv. 

‘avoid’, which does not go back to an e-grade formation, is not to be derived 
from such a kind of subjunctive at all. 



CHAPTER TWENTY 

THE SUBJUNCTIVE OF CLASS III 

20.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS III 

The Class III subjunctive is an unproductive stem formation. It is only 
attested from nine roots, all of which seem to lack A-character. 
Formally, the inflection of subjunctive Class III is identical with that of 
present Class III: both show the same suffix -e-/TA -a-, both are 
medium tantum, and while it is only merely the majority among the 
Class III presents that has -ä- as root vowel, such a restriction to -ä- 
holds even without exception for all regular Class III subjunctives. 
Both classes, however, differ with respect to their paradigmatic 
affiliation. Present Class III is only attested from roots with A-
character, and therefore associated with a-subjunctives and a-preterits. 
In contrast, subjunctives of Class III are paradigmatically associated 
with Class I subjunctives, and actually function (with one secondary 
exception) as oppositional intransitives to such transitive active Class 
I subjunctives in verbal paradigms from typical causative alternation 
verbs (on which see chap. Valency 4.7.2. in detail). 

The following nine roots form a subjunctive of Class III (8 TB, 7 TA, 
6 TB = TA): 
kän(-/ Akän- act. ‘fulfil’, mid. ‘come about, occur’, käs-/ Akäs- act. ‘quench, 
extinguish’, mid. ‘come to extinction’, täm-/ Atäm- act. ‘beget’, mid. ‘be born, 
come into being’, näk-/ Anäk- act. ‘destroy, lose’, mid. ‘fall into ruin, 
disappear’, näm- act. ‘bend’, mid. ‘bow’, päk-/ Apäk- act. ‘cook, let ripen’, mid. 
‘cook, ripen’, ru- act. ‘open (tr)’, mid. ‘open (itr)’,1 Awäl- ‘die’, tsäk-/ Atsäk- act. 
‘burn (tr)’, mid. ‘burn (itr)’. 

The following forms are attested: 

                                                 
1 Although there is only the middle Opt ruwyentär attested beside the 

active, transitive Sub I stem, which on the surface looks like the respective 
middle Opt of this Sub I stem (and accordingly was analyzed as Sub I stem 
formation by the manuals), from a synchronic point of view the form belongs 
to a Sub III stem. Accordingly, I analyze it as such, although it will be argued 
below that from a diachronic point of view, such middle Opt forms beside 
Sub III stems are indeed nothing but old Sub I stem formations. 
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 TB TA 
1.sg.mid. ksemar, cmemar, 

nkemar, tskemar 
— 

2.sg.mid. cmetar nkatar 
3.sg.mid. knetär, cmetär, nketär, 

nmetär 
knatär, cmatär, nkatär, wlatär 

1.pl.mid. — wlamtär 
2.pl.mid. — — 
3.pl.mid. ksentär, cmentär, 

nmentär 
nkantr-äM 

Ger knelle, kselle, cmelle, 
nkelle, tsäkelle 

cmal, pkal/p1kal, wlal 

Abs knelñe, kselñe, cmelñe, 
nkelñe, pkelñe, tskelñe 

knalune, ksalune, cmalune, nkalune, 
pkalune/p1kalune, wlalune, tskalune 

Inf ksetsi, cmetsi, nketsi, 
ñmetsi, tsketsi 

 

20.1.1.  The root vowel 

Class III subjunctives have -ä- as root vowel, which caused initial 
palatalization in the case of täm- e cme-/ TA cma-, but not with other 
roots with palatalizable root initial (kän(-, käs-, näk-), except in the Inf 
variant ñmetsi. Since ñmetsi is attested in 335 a 5, a manuscript in 
common archaic ductus (see Malzahn, 2007a, 264), the scribe of which 
further seems to have been quite keen on using archaisms,2 it is likely 
that ñmetsi is also an archaism. Consequently, one may toy with the 
idea that originally even more, or maybe all, of the Class III 
subjunctives had a palatalizing -ä-, i.e., a pre-PT e-grade, and that 
analogical depalatalization had occurred in quite a number or even in 
all of the cases (as already suggested by Jasanoff, 1978, 37).  

20.1.2.  The optative 

Optatives associated with Class III subjunctives are in theory formally 
indistinguishable from optatives derived from a Class I subjunctive 
stem, because the optative suffix -i- descriptively replaces the stem-
final -e-/ TA -a- of Class III, and even an ablauting Sub I stem had the 

                                                 
2 The scribe sometimes made a mistake, e.g., when using hypercorrect 

trä$kä (334 a 1) instead of the correct o-stem trä$ko. A palatalized Inf ñmetsi, 
however, can hardly be a hypercorrect form (on what model?), and should 
therefore be taken for an archaism.  
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same ä-grade in the optative we find in Sub III. In addition, both kinds 
of optatives show root-final palatalization in front of the optative 
morpheme (if possible), with the noticeable exception of TA knitär (for 
which see immediately below). 
 

Class I Opt       Class III Opt 
   TB     TB    TA 
ruwim kñitär/käñiyoytär/kñyoytar; cmimar, 

cmitär; näsitär/nsitär; ruwyentär; tssitär, 
tssitär 

knitär, 
nsitär 

 
As for the eastern TB optative variants 3.sg. käñiyoytär and 3.sg. 
kñyoytar (sic) standing beside the regular 3.sg. Opt kñitär, Hackstein, 
1995, 237, fn. 93 suggests that they are secondary formations that owe 
the attachment of the optative suffix -oy- to the stem kñi- to analogy 
with optative forms from Sub V stems made from other roots such as 
“käsk-oy-tär, tsm-oy-tär”, whereas Peters, 2006, 334f., fn. 16 assumes 
that these forms are blends of kñitär with an a-stem optative *knoy- 
from this same root. Since 1.sg.mid. Sub kyanamar attested in the 
eastern variety of Tocharian B also precisely is an a-stem variant of the 
subjunctive, and since the non-palatalized TA knitär may also owe its 
non-palatalized root final to the existence of an a-stem, Peters sets up 
a Sub V *käna-, deriving it from PIE Narten root aorist *genh-to 
(while assuming analogical depalatalization of the root initial).  

In Tocharian B, a palatalizable root final is in general always 
palatalized before the optative suffix -ì-. In Tocharian A, the two 
attested intransitive Class III optatives differ with respect to 
palatalization: TA knitär from Akän- ‘come about’ has an unpalatalized 
root final, whereas TA nsitär from Anäk- ‘fall into ruin’ shows a 
palatalized root final before the optative suffix TA -i-. As is argued in 
chap. Opt, the TA optative suffix TA -i- certainly had palatalizing 
quality (just like in Tocharian B), and the regular lack of palatalization 
before TA -i- in the optatives from subjunctive stems in (*)-a- is owed 
to an analogical innovation. Accordingly, palatalized TA nsitär is the 
regular form, while TA knitär either belongs to a Sub V in the first 
place, or shows influence of an optative from a Sub V built from the 
same PIE se/ root *Çgenh as the eastern TB Opt käñiyoytär and 
kñyoytar, as per Peters, 2006, 334f., fn. 16. 

Note that we are facing here another crucial difference between 
Class III subjunctives and Class III presents: while the former build 
optatives which regularly have a palatalized consonant before the -i- 
morpheme, Class III presents behave irregularly with respect to 
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imperfects in both languages. In Tocharian A, no special imperfect 
forms are formed at all from this present class (the forms are supplied 
by the preterit), while in Tocharian B the imperfects show irregular 
lack of palatalization (see chap. Prs III/IV for details). 

20.1.3.  Function 

As already stated above, the Class III subjunctives have a clearly 
defined function within the Tocharian verbal system: they serve as 
intransitive subjunctive stems standing in opposition to (possibly 
active-only) transitive Sub I stems3 of verbs that seem to be typical 
causative alternation verbs, i.e., unaccusatives of the type break. As 
for the related present and preterit stems provided by Prs VIII and Pt 
III, there is no change of stem formation in Tocharian B, the causative 
alternation in both the respective present and preterit being expressed 
by mere voice alternation. 

There are no certain cases of a synchronic variation of Class III 
subjunctives with respective Class I middle forms (although such a 
variation can at least be argued diachronically, see below); the only 
possible example may be the 3.sg.mid. k(a)ntär-ñ (MQ) (or: kantär ñi), 
which is certainly a middle of Sub Class I (or II). Hackstein, 1995, 232f. 
argues that the form is most likely intransitive, basing his claim on the 
restoration by TochSprR(B) (akal)k k(a)ntär-ñ “Möge mir der Wunsch 
in Erfüllung gehen” (or in the case of ñ(i): “may my wish come true”). 
But since the passage is otherwise fragmentary, one cannot be sure 
about the valency, i.e., transitive “may (s)he fulfill my wish” cannot be 
excluded, although this would be the first example of a transitive use 
of a middle Sub I standing beside a Sub III (in case kantär is not rather 
Sub II indeed).4  

Any diachronic theory on subjunctive Class III must explain why 
this stem formation functions as the middle-only intransitive 
counterpart to (possibly) active-only transitives instead, and maybe 
beside, subjunctive Class I middle forms. 

                                                 
3 With the one exception of TA wla- ‘die’, which most likely owed its -a- 

merely to its antonym TA cma- ‘be born’. 
4 One would further wish the restoration of a transitive, active 2.pl. Sub I 

akalk ka[n](cer) in 81 b 1 (as per Hackstein, 1995, 236) to be correct, but, as 
Hackstein himself concludes, one cannot be sure about that. A look at the 
photograph of the manuscript does not give any clue to the correct restoration 
other than that the last sign is indeed a (na) and not a fremdzeichen (Na).  
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20.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

Subjunctive Class III is a highly recessive class. But then, it is 
practically the only Tocharian verbal class made from roots that 
almost all have a clear PIE etymology. Traditionally, it is assumed that 
the class shows a generalized, or at any rate persistent, PIE thematic 
suffix vowel *-o-, cf. VW II/2, 217. 

Jasanoff, 1975, 107ff. (cf. also 1978, 36f.; 1987, 101f.) noted that no 
less than six subjunctive Class III verbs are cognate to a thematic 
middle in Indo-Iranian: kän(-: Ved. jánate (cf. also Lat. genitur); käs-: 
Ved. *jásate (in Ved. jásamana-); näk-: Ved. násate (but taken for a 
subjunctive in 1978, 36, fn. 22); näm-: Ved. námate; päk-: Ved. pácate; 
tsäk-: Ved. dáhate. 

Hence he concluded that the Tocharian class should be derived 
from such thematic middles, which had persistent stem-final *-o- in 
the whole paradigm, probably due to the analogical influence of a 
bare ending *-o(r), which was also his explanation at the time (1975) 
for the Class III(/IV) presents.5 Later, however, Jasanoff, 1998, 311, fn. 
45, and 2003, 201f. rather opined that “[t]he thematic conjugation had 
no particular affinity for the middle in the parent language; indeed, 
the thematic stems *péK-e/o- ‘cook’, *qés-e/o- ‘extinguish’, and 
*génh-e/o- ‘beget’, seem specifically to have been active and 
transitive, with contrasting intransitive stems *péK-ye/o-, *qés-ye/o-, 
and *gnh-yé/ó- beside them”. Therefore, Jasanoff, 1998, 310f., 2003, 
202f., and most recently 2008, 159ff. derives the class now from 
presigmatic aorist middle forms such as *nek-o, which emerged as a 
result of paradigmatic leveling (*nók-o/*nék-ro e *nók-o (> *nók-
to)/*nók-ro on the one hand, *nék-or on the other).6 

Generalization of an “intransitive middle ending *-o” preserved in 
the Class III subjunctive was also assumed by Kortlandt, 1984 = 2007, 
68 and by Rasmussen, 1990, 189, fn. 2, deriving the Sub III of käs- 
‘quench’ from a PIE root aorist subjunctive (but differently, 
Rasmussen, 2002, see below). 

Ringe, 1991, 84 claimed that camel and TA cmol ‘birth’ are based on 
the subjunctive Class III stem of the root, and thereby prove that -e-/ 

                                                 
5 However, Jasanoff changed his mind about the Class III and IV presents 

already as early as in 1978; see the discussion in chap. Prs III/IV. 
6 Cf. also Jasanoff, 1994a, 151, fn. 5, where the Class III subjunctives are 

called “formally thematic middles with persistent o-color of the thematic 
vowel” on the one hand, but *-otor is said to represent “earlier *-or, which 
contrasted with *-etor” on the other hand. 
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TA -a- of Sub III cannot go back to PIE *o > pre-PT *o, because 
according to him TA -o- in TA cmol is due to labial rounding by a 
preceding m, and such labial rounding he further claimed did not 
affect the usual outcome of PIE = pre-PT *o. However, TA cmol rather 
goes back to a pre-PT stem in *-olu- or *-elu-, TA -o- here being due to 
u-umlaut, see Hilmarsson, 1986, 27, 165, 174, and 212. 

Adams, 1994, 23ff. based the subjunctive Class III on thematic PIE 
zero-grade 3.sg. middle forms with a He-conjugation present ending 
*-o to which productive *-tor was added, which is somewhat 
reminiscent of Jasanoff’s explanation. 

Kümmel, apud 2LIV, 164, fn. 15 (s.v. *Çgenh), 453, fn. 4 (s.v. 
*Çnem), and 624, fn. 4 (s.v. *Çtem) proposes that the -e- of the Class III 
subjunctives knetär, nmetär, and cmetär is to be derived from the PIE 
subjunctive morpheme *-e- which showed up in the 2./3.sg. and 2.pl. 
of subjunctives to thematic indicatives, whereas for kantär he follows 
the derivation by Hackstein, 1995 from the subjunctive in PIE *-e(/o)- 
of the root aorist. Kümmel is followed by Rasmussen 2002, 381f., who 
sees further support for this theory in the fact that the roots having a 
Sub III in Tocharian show precisely thematic presents in other IE 
languages (but see now the objections by Jasanoff, 2003, 201f.). As for 
the lack of root-final palatalization (which should, of course, be 
expected if the class is to be derived from subjunctive stems in *-e- 
belonging to thematic indicatives), Rasmussen claims analogical 
depalatalization in a “plainly recessive” morphological category; 
actually Rasmussen assumes that Prs III has an -e- that is to be derived 
from *-eh-ye/o- and hence shows depalatalization as well. He 
obviously thinks that non-palatalizing *-æ- had spread from Class IV 
presents such as orotär, which he wants to derive from pre-PT *aro-
tor. Hackstein, 2004, 89, fn. 14 objects to Kümmel and Rasmussen that 
it would be better to derive Class III subjunctives and Class III 
presents from one common source, and this common source can 
hardly have been a thematic formation, by arguing: “Von 
thematischen Stämmen abgeleitete Optative zeigen Palatalisierung 
des Wurzelauslauts [...], während dieselbe bei Prs. III und Konj. III 
ausbleibt.” 

Finally, Peters, 2006, 334f., fn. 16 claims that the Class III 
subjunctives must have started out as Class I subjunctives for various 
structural reasons, and that forms of the Sub I *näkätär type finally 
underwent some kind of morphological dissimilation, so that forms of 
the most unwelcome structure *CViCViCVi- could in the end be 
avoided. According to him, both a single PT “*käno2tär” > knetär (the 
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result of a blend of a *känatär with *känätär) and also later Prs III 
forms such as PT “*tsämo2tär” ‘grows’ could have provided the model 
for such a morphological change. Peters also claims that Sub III forms 
and middle Sub I forms show complementary distribution, the Sub III 
forms having always, and the middle Sub I forms having never, an 
overt shape of the root CäC-; for the latter type, see, e.g., Sub I kutär, 
which acts as a passive of a transitive active Sub I kewu ‘I pour’ (see 
already Adams, 1994, 24, fn. 46: “Only kew-/ku- ‘pour’ is exceptional 
in having a middle in ku- rather than in *käwé-”).  

To be sure, a complementary distribution such as claimed by 
Peters does not exist, because there are indeed some middle forms 
attested with an overt root structure CäC-: beside the one already 
adduced by Peters himself, i.e., k(a)ntär(-ñ), which is unclear with 
respect to function, there can now be cited other examples of such Sub 
I middles from unpublished texts (which were, of course, unavailable 
to Peters, 2006): piltär from päl- ‘listen closely’ (if not a Sub II) and 
wastär from wäs- ‘don, wear (clothes)’. Still, I think that Peters’ claim 
that middle Sub III forms are merely due to a recent reshaping of 
middle Sub I forms is basically correct, and that the phonological 
aspect invoked by him did indeed play a part in that alleged 
transformation. However, the trigger for that transformation could 
not have merely been an urge to avoid structures of the type 
*CViCViCVi- (otherwise we hardly would have a form like wastär), 
but there must have been an additional factor, and as far as I can see 
this can only have been function. Peters is silent about the remarkable 
fact that kutär, which according to him may have escaped the change 
because *käwä-tär had been contracted to ku-tär before the reshaping 
took place, is, in fact, a passive, while the Sub III forms showing the 
replacement advocated by him are without exception oppositional 
middles in anticausative function. Consequently, I think wastär and 
*p’ältär (> piltär) escaped a transformation into Sub III forms precisely 
for the reason that they were clearly not oppositional middles in 
anticausative function either. Hence, I suggest that middle Sub I forms 
with a root shape CäC- indeed underwent the transformation 
suggested by Peters, but probably only if they formed the intransitive 
part of causative alternation pairs. 

On the other hand, there are reasons to believe that Sub I stems 
formerly indeed could show valency alternation by mere voice 
alternation, i.e., have intransitive middles in anticausative function, 
and this evidence comes from roots with A-character that form a 
subjunctive of Class I as antigrundverb stem formation. It is true that 
the antigrundverb is generally an oppositional transitive paradigm, 
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but nevertheless its stems can also show causative alternation 
themselves (in this case, the middle intransitive of the antigrundverb 
has a different meaning from the intransitive grundverb, see chap. 
Valency 4.5.1.). A diagnostic case I think is si-n- mid. ‘satiate oneself’, 
‘be depressed’/ Asi-n- act. ‘satiate’, mid. ‘satiate oneself’, ‘be depressed’, 
where we have a middle, intransitive Sub VII TA siñantär that is 
certainly just a substitute of an old Sub I actually still preserved in the 
Priv TA asinät (and the TB Abstr silñe).  

Moreover, assuming that middle Sub I forms could act as 
intransitive members of causative alternation pairs, and that precisely 
such middle forms could undergo some morphological reshaping, is 
also recommended by a more general reasoning. There can be no 
doubt that the principle “causative alternation by voice alternation” 
had been inherited from PIE into pre-PT, because we find this 
principle still applied in a certain number of other morphological 
categories of historical Tocharian, see chap. Valency 4.7.2. However, 
as is discussed there in detail the speakers of Tocharian evidently 
preferred to denote difference in valency in a morphologically more 
redundant way. Accordingly, a transformation of middle Sub I forms 
functioning as anticausatives into morphologically more complex 
forms would have been fully in line with a general tendency of 
Tocharian to rather express valency difference by stem alternation. As 
a parallel one could even point out the fact that, e.g., in Tocharian A 
oppositional middle forms of Prs VIII (such as still preserved in 
Tocharian B) were obviously just secondarily replaced by those of the 
more complex Prs X in the cases of the two roots Anäk- ‘destroy, lose; 
fall into ruin, disappear’ and Apäk- ‘cook (tr), let ripen; cook (itr), 
ripen’. 

From a diachronic perspective, only the solutions put forth by 
Adams, 1994; Jasanoff, 2003; and Peters, 20067 take into account, and 
can account somehow for, the function of Sub Class III and its position 
within the system.8  

                                                 
7 Peters’ explanation could even be improved by pointing out that a Sub V 

PT *tsämatär is best taken for a blend of an active tezzi-type present *tsäma- 
with a middle tezzi-type present *tsämätär, and that therefore, according to 
Peters’ system, once there may have existed a variation *tsämätär ~ 
“*tsämo2tär”, which then could have triggered a new variation *näkätär vs. 
“*näko2tär” quite easily. 

8 If we were simply dealing with normal thematic presents (or 
subjunctives), i.e., stems going back to *-e/o- inflection, there would be no 
motivation to be found for why these thematic stems should have generalized 
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As for the cases of root-initial palatalization found in some Sub III 
forms, at least within the framework of Peters they would only reflect 
root-specific pre-PT e-grades once existing in respective middle root 
aorists (i.e., in those that according to Peters provided the basis for the 
respective former middle Sub I forms). It is indeed quite striking that 
the root that denotes ‘be born’ in Tocharian shows quite consistently c- 
from *t’- in this morphological category, and actually many people 
reconstruct a middle Narten root aorist for the root ‘be born’ in PIE, 
viz. a *genh-to from *Çgenh. 
 

                                                                                                        
*-o-, while at the same time being restricted to middle inflection and 
intransitive valency (generalization of -a- in the Gothic middle could not 
provide a plausible parallel, because according to Cowgill, 1985b, 145ff. = 
2006, 441ff. it was due to the moribund function of that class, and although 
Toch. Sub III is also a rare kind of stem formation, the formation of 
oppositional middles itself was certainly nothing rare in Tocharian at all); 
further, the existence of active (synchronic) Prs II ke1äM ‘quench’ vs. middle 
Prs II ke1trä ‘come to extinction’ or active Sub II lyutem ‘remove, expel’ vs. 
middle Sub II lyutätär ‘go out (from), leave’ in addition shows that Tocharian 
at least occasionally preserved causative alternation by voice alternation in 
simple thematic paradigms. 



 

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE 

THE SUBJUNCTIVE OF CLASS IV 

21.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS IV 

Only seven roots form a subjunctive of Class IV, and only one 
example can be found in Tocharian A at all: 

akl-/ Aakl- ‘learn’, auks- ‘grow, increase’, kärs- ‘chop up’, kälyp- ‘steal’, lal- 
‘exert oneself’, wäs- ‘dwell, lie down’, ser- ‘hunt’. 

The following forms are attested: 
 TB TA 
1.sg.act. lalyyau, w1iyau — 
2.sg.act. — — 
3.sg.act. kärsi-ñ, w1i-ñä — 
1.pl.act. — — 
2.pl.act. — — 
3.pl.act. kärsye-ñ (sic), w1iyeM — 
1.sg.mid. — — 
2.sg.mid. — — 
3.sg.mid. aklyitär  — 
1.pl.mid. — — 
2.pl.mid. — — 
3.pl.mid. — — 
Ger/Abs aklyilñe, w1ille, w1ilñe aklyuneya 
Inf aklyitsi, auk1itsi, kälypitsi,  

lalyitsi, w1itsi, seritsi 
 

 
A TA example of this class was yet unknown to the manuals, so that it 
was consequently regarded as an inner-TB innovation. The newly 
attested TA form aklyuneya found in the YQ manuscript (see 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 124), now presupposes an abstract *akälyune, 
i.e., an i-subjunctive stem from Aakl- ‘learn’ matching the TB Sub IV 
stem aklyi-. The analysis and restoration of the Sub IV stem form 
auk1i //// in THT 1175 a 2 is uncertain. 

A subjunctive of Class IV is always correlated with a present of 
Class IXa and with a preterit of Class VII (if present and preterit forms 
are attested at all); on the alleged exception alyi- from al(- Antigv. 
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‘keep away’ (which is, in my opinion, no Sub IV stem at all), see below 
21.1.1. 

As in every sequence -iyV-, the -i- (from what seems to be accented 
*ä) can be deleted in metrical passages and in that case the form is 
written as if the deleted vowel would still bear the accent, as is usual 
with this kind of schwa deletion (see in general Winter, 1990, 371ff. = 
2005, 393ff.), cf., e.g., 1.sg. lalyyau, 3.pl. kärsye-ñ. 

21.1.1.  Optative vs. subjunctive, and the problem of alyinträ 

The 3.pl.mid. Opt aklyiyentär from akl- ‘learn’ and the 3.sg.act. Opt 
kalypi and 1.pl.act. Opt kälypiyem from kälyp- ‘steal’ are the only 
certain optative forms made from a Class IV subjunctive stem.1 Based 
on the evidence of these forms the older manuals claimed that 
subjunctive forms and optative forms in this stem class are 
homomorphous. This view was challenged by Schmidt, 1975, 291f., 
who claimed that the 3.pl. alyinträ in 255 b 7 (MQ) is a subjunctive 
form of al(- Antigv. ‘keep away’ and not an optative form as was the 
analysis of the manuals, and that consequently, at least in the 
3.pl.mid., one would have to do with a subjunctive ending -intär being 
different from an optative ending -iyentär. Schmidt’s view was 
subsequently generally followed (e.g., by Van Windekens, VW II/2, 
224).2  

Schmidt’s analysis of alyinträ as subjunctive and hence Class IV 
formation is based on the judgment of Krause, WTG, 121f., § 120, fn. 5 
that this form would as a 3.pl. optative be “gänzlich isoliert”. I have, 
however, several objections to Schmidt’s analysis, whereas there are 
good arguments for the traditional analysis of alyinträ as an optative 
form based on a Class I subjunctive stem. First, I do not see how 
alyinträ can be a “regelrechte 3. Pl. Med. des i-Konjunktivs”, i.e., what 
seems an athematic form, because all other attestations of Sub IV are 
certainly thematic, and Schmidt does not elaborate on the point. 
Second, a Class IV subjunctive made from al(- in the meaning ‘keep 

                                                 
1 Pace WTG, 231, the 3.pl. kärsye-ñ in 220 b 4 (MQ) is a subjunctive not an 

optative; see Hilmarsson, 1996, 94. There is now even a second form attested 
from this subjunctive stem, the 3.sg. kärsi-ñ in PK AS 16.7 b 1 (a non-MQ text; 
G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), and this is also a subjunctive. 

2 To be sure, Hilmarsson, 1991, 86, fn. 68 points out that the alleged 
distinction between a 3.pl. Opt ending -iyentär and 3.pl. Sub ending -intär 
may just be “secondary”. 
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away’ would be highly irregular with respect to the other verbal forms 
attested for the antigrundverb or kausativum paradigms from this 
root.3 No other Sub IV stem belongs to an antigrundverb or 
kausativum. Third, as 3.pl. optative of a Sub I stem alyinträ is not as 
isolated as it seems, because -intär is exactly what we would expect as 
an old 3.pl.mid. optative ending in the first place, since optatives are 
basically inflected athematically (and -int- may even be the 
lautgesetzlich outcome of PIE *-ih-nt- > *-äyän-). As for Schmidt’s 
claim that the form has to be a subjunctive because the following 
verbal form is a subjunctive, I do not find this a compelling argument, 
because Schmidt himself admits that the passage in question is “im 
einzelnen unklar” (as are, to be sure, most passages of this document). 
Finally, from the very same paradigm an Inf altsi is attested three 
times, and this form attests to an athematic Class I subjunctive stem 
beyond doubt,4 and a Class I stem is further presupposed by the Sub 
VII in Tocharian A (see chap. Sub VII). Hence, I will follow the 
traditional analysis of alyinträ as optative of Sub I (see now also Kim, 
2007a, 51, fn. 8). 

 
 

                                                 
3 On the other hand, a subjunctive stem of Class I is perfectly expected in 

an antigrundverb paradigm. Tocharian A only has what is certainly the 
antigrundverb paradigm (VIII/VII/III), a likewise antigrundverb stem 
formation is attested in TB by the PPt alu (belonging to a Pt III). As for the 
present stem, Schmidt points out that we have to set up a Prs IXa on the 
evidence of ala11älle, which would indeed go well together with a Sub IV. 
However, we also have the present stem forms alä11eñca in 245 a 2 (MQ) (cf. 
the translation by Schmidt, 1974, 216) beside 317 a 2 [a]la11ä[ll]e (MQ). 
(a)l(astär) in KVac 17 a 3 may be a restored form, but it cannot be restored to 
†al(ästär). As is argued in chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4., alä11eñca can be neatly 
explained as a normal Prs IXb form with loss of A-character, whereas the MQ 
form [a]la11ä[ll]e can be an archaism showing preservation of A-character. In 
contrast, loss of A-character in Prs IXa is only attested with very few forms. In 
that case, one will rather restore to (a)l(astär) in KVac 17 a 3.  

4 Although all three attestations come from metrical passages, I doubt that 
we can assume metrical schwa deletion, because no other Sub IV shows such 
a deletion of -i- in the infinitive, and -i- goes certainly back to *-äy-. 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 87f. also analyzed the Inf altsi as a Sub I form, but did so 
under the assumption that a Sub I stem could have an optative of Class IV 
beside it, because he claimed that the Class IV subjunctives are derived from 
optatives made to athematic stems in the first place, but see my discussion 
below in the main text. 
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21.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

There are basically two different diachronic approaches for the Class 
IV subjunctives: deriving them from optatives in *-ih- and from 
present stems in *-ye/o-. 

Lane, 1959, 166, who was followed, among others,5 by Hilmarsson, 
1991, 86f.; 1994, 47, claimed that we may simply be dealing with 
optatives in *-i- used in subjunctive function, but this would be quite 
exceptional in Tocharian, because inherited optatives either remained 
optatives in Tocharian or came to be used as imperfects (or maybe 
even preterits); note that in general Tocharian subjunctives rather 
derive from pre-PT present indicative forms. In order to back his idea, 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 86ff. adduced the Priv alalätte ‘relentless, 
indefatiguable’ pointing to the former existence of a Sub I stem made 
from that root. This evidence, however, is not apt to prove that the 
Sub IV class consists of optatives derived from Class I subjunctives; it 
simply shows that a Sub IV could have coexisted with a Sub I. 

On the other hand, Adams, 1988a, 72; Winter, 1990, 377 = 2005, 399; 
Hackstein, 1995, 219f.; Ringe, 1996, 53ff.; Kim, 2007a, 50f.; and Pinault, 
2008, 588 derive the Class IV subjunctives from ye/o-presents, from 
both deverbative ones and denominative ones. These authors, 
however, sometimes disagree about which Sub IV should be regarded 
as deverbative and which as denominative in the first place. For 
instances, Winter, 1990, 377 = 2005, 399 took aklyi- and lalyi- for 
denominatives, Hackstein, 1995, 219f. only accepted aklyi- and seri- as 
such, and Ringe, 1996, 53ff. did so only with seri-, which according to 
him is a clear denominative from ser(u)we ‘hunter’6 from pre-PT 
*kerwe-ye/o-, whereas aklyi- and lalyi- he wrote are just “conceivably” 
denominatives on the evidence of the nouns akalye ‘doctrine’ and 
lalyiye ‘effort’. To be sure, Ringe further noted that the PPts aklu and 
lalalu rather suggest that it is the nouns in -iye that are derived from 

                                                 
5 For instances, also Van Windekens (VW II/2, 224). Since most of the Pt 

VII forms obviously go together with Sub IV forms, whoever would like to 
derive the Class VII iya-preterits from optative > preterit forms in PIE *-ih- 
should as a consequence derive the Class IV i-subjunctives from such optative 
forms as well; accordingly, it is somewhat strange that Kim, 2003, 194, fn. 6 
wants to derive the Pt VII forms from optatives, but the Sub IV forms from 
ye/o-presents (thus Kim, 2007a, 50ff.). 

6 Note that according to Pinault, 2006b, 179ff., this noun is a loan from an 
Iranian source (accepted by Cheung, 2007, 338 s.v. *sarw), and the verb 
accordingly a rather recent inner-Tocharian creation. 
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the verb (as per Schmidt, 1975, 292, fn. 18; see now also Kim, 2007a, 
52).  

As for aklyi-, note that by following the derivation of (*)akl(ä)- 
with non-palatalized -l- from *o-klu- ‘listen to’ suggested by Schmidt, 
1992, 112; 1997c, 545f. and Hilmarsson, 1996, 9, one could simply start 
with an e-grade thematic present pre-PT *o-klew-e/o-, which would 
have precisely to result in PT *akl’äw’ä- > pre-TB *akl’äyä-, and 
eventually TB aklyi-. On the other hand, note also that by deriving the 
majority of Sub IV forms from ye/o-presents, one could not only 
equate the Sub IV from kälyp- ‘steal’ with klšptw ‘steal’ (cf. Kim, 
2007a, 52), but also that from wäs- ‘dwell’ with IaÚw ‘pass the night’ 
(of course, with the exception of the reduplication syllable found in 
the Greek verb). 

As for the latter strategy, it seems to be basically adopted also by 
Klingenschmitt, 1994, 407 = 2005, 432, fn. 165, but in a very special 
way; according to him, at least the Sub IV from wäs- derives from a 
denominative in *-iH-ye/o-, viz. *Hus-iH-ye/o-. Interestingly enough, 
he then claimed this resulted in “*wäs’iyä/a-”, and not in a proto-form 
with *-iy-, as one might have guessed in the first place. At any rate, 
*Hus-ye/o- would be a much more obvious choice, according to what 
was argued above, and see also Kim, 2007a, 52. 

To sum up, deriving Sub IV from optatives would not make much 
sense with respect to morphosyntactics; on the other hand, deriving 
the class basically from ye/o-presents as far as I can see would only 
have advantages and no drawbacks; as for surfacing -CìC- < *-C’äyC-, 
one may suggest a metathesis PT *-Cy’äC(-) > *-C’äyC(-) (differently 
Kim, 2007a, 52). 
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THE SUBJUNCTIVE OF CLASS VII 

22.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS VII 

The subjunctive of Class VII characterized by a thematically inflected 
suffix TA -ñ- is only productive in Tocharian A. However, the TB 
subjunctive stems of lä-n-t- ‘go out’ and we-ñ- ‘speak’ are usually 
compared with this TA subjunctive class by the manuals as well (cf. 
TEB I, 231, § 415). The following 21 TA verbs form a subjunctive of 
Class VII: 
Aar- ‘evoke, bring forth’, Aal(?- ‘keep away, hold in check’, Aen- ‘advice’, Aok- ‘± 
set in motion’, Ao(-n)- mid. ‘begin’, Akärk- ‘bind’, Aku- ‘pour, offer a libation’, 
Aklä$k(?- Antigv. ‘doubt’, Atä$k- ‘hinder’, Aträ$k- ‘cling, stick’, Anak- ‘blame’, 
Ayat(- Antigv. ‘enable, tame’, Ari(-n)- ‘leave, give up’, Alä$k- Antigv. ‘let 
dangle’, Alip(- Antigv. ‘leave (behind)’, Alut- ‘remove’, Awak(- Antigv. act. 
‘take apart’, mid. ‘differ’, A1ärp- ‘indicate, explain, instruct’, Asak(- Antigv. 
‘restrain’, Asi-n- act. ‘satiate’, mid. ‘satiate oneself, be depressed’, Ase- ‘support’.  
Uncertain is: Aar(- ‘cease’ (3.sg. TA aräñtar, sic). Special cases are: ABwe-ñ- 
‘say, speak’ and ABlä-n-t- ‘go out’. 

The following TA Sub VII forms (including Awe-ñ-) are attested: 
1.sg.act. kärkñam, lyutñam, wakñam, weñam, señmar 
2.sg.act. lipñät-ñi 
3.sg.act. okñä1, kärkñä1, tä$kñä1, wakñä1, weñä1 
1.pl.act. — 
2.pl.act. — 
3.pl.act. weñeñc 
1.sg.mid. yatñmar, riñmar, señmar 
2.sg.mid. nakäñtar, riñtar 
3.sg.mid. aräñtar, nakäñtär, oñtar 
1.pl.mid. — 
2.pl.mid. riñcär 
3.pl.mid. arñantar, nakñantär, siñantär 
Ger arñäl, alñäl, trä$kñäl, yatñal (sic), riñäl, weñl-äM, siñäl 
Abs eñlune, riñlune, kuñlune, weñlune, siñlune 

 
The Sub VII is discussed in detail by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 66ff. The only 
morphologically problematic TA Sub VII form is the Ger II TA yatñal 
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for expected †yatñäl in YQ 27 b 3, though I would say this is just a 
scribal error due to simple omission of the ä-dots. Note that the Sub 
VII strictly speaking consists of two subgroups: (1) suffixal ñ-stems 
such as TA ar-äñ- from Aar- and (2) roots that have a nasal-extended 
stem outside the subjunctive stem, either persistently such as Asi-n- or 
only in some stems such as Ao(-n)-. As is discussed below in detail, 
these two subgroups are synchronically different with respect to 
correlated stem formations and also have to be kept distinct for 
diachronic reasons. 

22.1.1.  Function 

Hilmarsson, 1991a, 72f. distinguishes “non-causative” and “causative” 
formations, the “non-causative” forms in most instances have a TB 
subjunctive equivalent of Class I, and are correlated with present 
Class VIII and preterit Class III in Tocharian A. The exceptions are: 
Ao(-n)- act. ‘hit, wound’, mid. ‘begin’, Ari(-n)- ‘leave, give up’, and Asi-n- 
act. ‘satiate’, mid. ‘satiate oneself’, ‘be depressed’, all of which have a 
present of Class X instead of Class VIII, i.e., roots that have a nasal 
extension elsewhere. These nasal-extended roots are discussed below. 

As pointed out by Hilmarsson, almost all subjunctive Class VII 
forms belong to transitive verbal stems, which tallies with the fact that 
this class actually often functions as subjunctive stem of 
antigrundverb paradigms. The only intransitive finite Sub VII forms 
come from Asi-n-, but in this case the intransitive valency is certainly 
due to middle voice in anticausative function. For this root, I follow 
Hackstein, 1995, 295 in deriving both its meanings ‘satiate’ and ‘be 
depressed’ from the same root and not from different ones; note that 
the intransitive meaning ‘be depressed’ is precisely restricted to 
middle voice. The intransitive medium tantum Aträ$k- ‘cling, stick’ 
may be another example, but no finite Sub VII forms are attested. 

In his group of “causatives” Hilmarsson also subsumes TA eñlune 
‘advise’ from Aen- ‘instruct’. This once attested abstract with the 
meaning ‘advice’ clearly differs semantically from the more often 
attested abstract TA enä1lune ‘order, instruction’ built from the 
subjunctive stem of Class IX, so that the subjunctive Class VII stem 
has to be assigned to an antigrundverb, whereas the subjunctive of 
Class IX belongs to the Kausativum II. As for Hilmarsson’s second 
example of a “causative” Class VII subjunctive, TA okñä1 does not 
belong to the root with the meaning ‘grow’ (this has rather to be set up 
as Aok-s-), but to a root Aok- ‘± set in motion’ and is even not a 
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causative at all, but the perfectly well expected TA equivalent of the 
Class I subjunctive found in Tocharian B (see the discussion and ref. 
s.v. auk- ‘id.’).  

As pointed out by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 73, what was analyzed as a 
kausativum stem of ABtä$k- ‘hinder’ has the same transitive meaning 
as the grundverb (only non-finite forms are attested from the 
grundverb in Tocharian A).  

All in all, there are no certain causative subjunctive VII forms 
attested at all.1 

22.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

Hilmarsson, 1991a, passim, has shown that in many instances ñ-
subjunctives replace former suffixless athematic subjunctive stems, 
because they regularly show such a Class I subjunctive in the TB 
cognate and in some cases an athematic Class I formation is even still 
attested in Tocharian A. One further has to keep distinct two 
subgroups that are distinguished by the respective subjunctive stem 
in Tocharian B and their paradigmatic affiliation: (1) roots that have 
an s-present of Class VIII and an s-preterit of Class III such as, e.g., 
Aar- ‘evoke’ with Prs VIII, Sub VII, Pt III beside TB er- ‘id.’ with Prs 
VIII, Sub I, Pt III; (2) roots with what looks like a nasal extension such 
as Ari(-n)- ‘leave’. The latter also have an s-preterit of Class III beside 
them (though usually from the non-extended root), and a present of 
Class X (i.e., an s(k)-present based on the nasal-extended root). The 
corresponding subjunctive stem of these roots in Tocharian B is an 
athematic one formed from the nasal-extended root such as Sub I rin- 
from ri-n- ‘leave’. This means that in the first group we seem to have a 
clearly suffixal ñ-stem in Tocharian A beside an athematic stem that is 
equal to the root in Tocharian B, but in the second group nasal-
subjunctive stems in both languages; the only difference is that 
Tocharian B has an unpalatalized nasal and inflects athematically, 
whereas Tocharian A has a palatalized nasal and inflects thematically. 
Accordingly, there is reason to believe that the thematic Class VII 
suffix TA -ñä/a- started out as a thematization of that same nasal-

                                                 
1 To be sure, due to the fact that in Tocharian A the s-present can belong 

both to an antigrundverb (i.e., be a genuine s-present) or to a kausativum (i.e., 
be a former sk-present), it is conceivable that both formerly distinct 
antigrundverb and kausativum stems could take on the same meaning and 
function. 
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extended subjunctive stem found in Tocharian B (= subgroup 2) and 
was further palatalized, and that in a second step these stems were 
reanalyzed as containing a suffix TA -ñä/a-, which finally became 
productive and could replace former athematic subjunctive stems 
such as TA *arä- by TA ar-ñä/a- (= subgroup 1). 

22.2.1.  The nasal-extended roots of the type ri-n-/ Ari(-n)- ‘leave’ 

Tocharian A and B have a small group of roots showing a nasal 
extension either persistently or just in some stem formations. Most of 
these roots form TA-TB equations and can therefore be reconstructed 
for Proto-Tocharian: 

au-n-/ Ao(-n)- act. ‘hit, wound’, mid. ‘begin’, kli-n-/ Akli-n- ‘be obliged 
to’, pi(-n)- ‘?’, ri-n-/ Ari(-n)- ‘leave’, si-n-/ Asi-n- act. ‘satiate’, mid. ‘satiate 
oneself’, ‘be depressed’, sai-n- mid. ‘lean on, rely on’/ (Ase- ‘support’). 

That we have before us a secondary nasal extension is certain, because 
there are still stem formations without nasal extension attested, 
notably in the associated s-preterits such as 3.sg. Pt III TA os from 
Ao(-n)-, etc. Whereas in sai-n- mid. ‘lean on’ the nasal was generalized, 
related Ase- ‘support’ still only shows nasalless stems apart from the 
Sub VII stem TA se-ñ-. 

In order to explain the nasal extension, we certainly have to start 
with an athematic nasal stem that became a subjunctive stem such as 
*ri-nä-, and to assume that this was later thematized in Tocharian A, 
and the nasal further turned into palatal -ñ- e TA ri-ñ-. This suggests 
itself from the fact that Tocharian B exactly has such athematic 
subjunctive stems like rin- (synchronically Sub I of a root ri-n-). In 
addition, Tocharian A also still shows some relic forms with non-
palatalized -n: TA klin- from Akli-n- ‘be obliged to’ (see Hilmarsson, 
1991a, 116), and the privative TA asinät from Asi-n- ‘satiate oneself’ 
standing beside a productive subjunctive stem showing the usual 
palatalization TA si-ñ- (see Hilmarsson, 1991, 85). Note also the lack of 
y-insertion before -ñ- (aräñtar, etc.). 

The remaining questions are what is the pre-PT source of the 
athematic nasal stems of the type *ri-n- and what is the source of the 
palatalization of the productive Class VII subjunctive suffix TA -ñ- in 
Tocharian A. 
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22.2.2.  Athematic nasal stems 

Pedersen, 1941, 198 assumed that the non-palatalized subjunctive 
stems of the type TB ri-n- and the palatalized subjunctive stems of the 
type TA ri-ñ- simply reflect two different generalizations of the 
lautgesetzlich Tocharian outcomes of PIE subjunctive stems made 
from stems in *-na- (i.e., *-neH-), which he thought could form 
subjunctives in *-n(H)-e/o-. Somewhat differently, Lane, 1959, 176 set 
up thematic present stems in *-ne/o- and *-nye/o- as a PIE basis. 
Pinault, 1994, 132f. rightly objected to Pedersen’s view by pointing out 
that there are no such subjunctives from athematic nasal presents 
showing the zero-grade allomorph *-nH- in front of the thematic 
suffix to be found elsewhere. He himself suggested that we rather 
have to do with a secondary thematization of that zero-grade 
allomorph *-nH-, referring to the variation of Vedic mrNáti and 
mrNáti, and he further assumed generalization of the outcome of the 
allomorph pre-PT *-ne- > TA -ñ-. Again differently, Hilmarsson, 1991c, 
86f. proposed to derive at least the athematic PT nasal stem *säynä- 
(underlying si-n-/Asi-n- ‘be depressed’) from a proto-form with the 
zero-grade allomorph of the suffix *-new-/*-nu-,2 which he correctly 
assumed should have turned into PT *-nä- by sound law, and this is in 
line with the fact that it is usually precisely the zero-grade allomorph 
of an ablauting stem that was generalized in Tocharian (if leveling 
took place at all). The first to propose a connection with PIE *-new- 
presents rather than with PIE *-neH- presents was Van Windekens, 
1944, 276; VW II/2, 226, but his only (and quite incorrect) claim was 
that the PIE full-grade allomorph *-new- “devait donner *-ñu-, d’où, 
avec chute de *u en syllabe ouverte, -ñ-”, so Hilmarsson, l.c., seems 
indeed to have been the first scholar to derive PT roots, or rather still 
just verbal stems, in what certainly started out as suffixal *-nä- from 
such with a PIE zero grade of that suffix *-nu-. In Adams, DoT now 
various TB roots/stems in *-nä- are (no doubt correctly) traced back to 
(infixal >) suffixal formations in *-nu-: aun- ‘strike’ (DoT, 132), klin- ‘be 
necessary’ (DoT, 224), ri-n- ‘renounce, give up’ (DoT, 535f.), si-n- ‘be 
depressed’ (DoT, 692), and sai-n- ‘support oneself’ (DoT, 700); as for 
käln- ‘resound’, Adams (DoT, 171) strangely only claims that 
underlying PT *klän- is to be derived from “PIE *klun-”. 

                                                 
2 To be sure, Hilmarsson himself seems to prefer a derivation of PT *-nä- 

from *-nh-C-, but he acknowledged that not too many people would be 
prepared to “accept the change of interconsonantal H1 to Toch. ä” . 
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22.2.3.  The source of the palatal -ñ- and the problem of ABwe-ñ- 
‘speak’ 

It has hopefully become clear that the thematic subjunctive stem TA 
-ñä/a- replaced an older athematic subjunctive stem in TA -nä- in 
roots of the type Ari(-n)- ‘leave’, and that the palatalized thematic 
suffix TA -ñä/a- then became productive and replaced older Sub I 
stems, as certainly has been the case with Aar- ‘evoke’. 

A very simple solution to the problem of the source of the 
palatalization would be to assume generalization of the palatalized 
allomorph -ñ- that had to develop in front of the thematic vowel pre-
PT *-e- > PT *-’ä-. However, no similar leveling is attested for other 
thematic stems in Tocharian with certainty.3 

Very differently, Hilmarsson, 1991a, 108f. and 1991c, passim argues 
that the suffix TA -ñ- is to be derived from PIE *-n-ye/o-, and from the 
very same suffix he also derives the present/subjunctive stems of 
Class XII in -ññ-. The different shapes of the suffixes he explains by 
different accentuation: geminated *-ññä/æ- he claims was simplified 
whenever the accent followed, but was retained when the accent 
preceded the suffix. Nasal presents from ani/ roots “were extended to 
-ñy-; no such presents survive [...] for they have all been replaced by 
-s(k)-presents; their original subjunctives in -ä- may have either 
survived in the types B erä-, A trä$kä- [...] or they have been replaced 
by the presents in -ñy-”.4 

Peters, 2006, 344f., fn. 48 assumed that first Prs VIII stems 
developed completely new Sub VII stems (replacing former Sub I 
stems) beside them on the model of TA *we-s- : TA we-ñ- = TA ar-s- : 
x, x = TA ar-ñ-, and that these new Sub VII stems then finally 
triggered a substitution of -n- by -ñ- in former Sub I forms in *-nä-. 
Although such a present stem TA *we-s- is actually not attested in 
Tocharian A (we find forms from Aträ$k- instead), Winter, 1977, 151f. 
= 1984, 196ff. = 2005, 188f. made a case for the assumption that such an 

                                                 
3 Unless one wants to follow Winter’s explanation of the klyau1a-type 

preterit, see chap. Pt I 7.3.9., which I do not. Note, however, that the thematic 
subjunctive stem of Alä-n-t- ‘go out’ also shows a persistent stem-final 
palatalization, but the generalization of -c- here was certainly a consequence 
of persistent root-final -c- in the respective irregular Pt VI. 

4 The noun auñento/TA oñant ‘beginning’, which is certainly an old nt-
participle, proves, according to Hilmarsson, that such ñy-presents once really 
existed in Tocharian B, but the stem-final palatalization in auñento may also 
have another explanation; see Peters, 2006, 344, fn. 48. 
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s-present stem has to be set up for pre-Tocharian A for different 
reasons, see the following discussion. 

22.2.3.1. ABwe-ñ- ‘speak’ 

The root Awe-ñ- ‘speak’ is the only root in Tocharian A showing a 
persistent final TA -ñ-, i.e., the palatal nasal is not confined to the 
subjunctive, and Bwe-ñ- ‘speak’ likewise has a persistent palatal nasal. 
The obvious solution for this fact is that ABwe-ñ- had a genuine palatal 
nasal already in Proto-Tocharian. 

As early as Lévi/Meillet, 1912a, 285, the root ABwe-ñ- ‘speak’ has 
been derived from PIE *ÇweK ‘speak’; as for the actual stem formation, 
Lane 1953, 287 proposed *wokw-n-ye/o-, followed, e.g., by Winter, 1977, 
133ff. = 1984, 178ff. = 2005, 170ff., and Hilmarsson, 1991a, 61ff., esp. 
105f., but see the objections with respect to syllabification by Peters, 
2006, 344, fn. 47. Peters himself rather follows the etymological 
derivation from *ÇHwedH ‘utter’ proposed by Pinault, 1994, 134f. 
Pinault sets up a stem *Hwod-n(H)-e/o- e weñ- in order to avoid the 
problem of lack of gemination. Differently, Peters, 2006, 344 with fn. 
48 sets up *Hwoden-ye/o-. As for the lack of the gemination to be 
expected as lautgesetzlich in the outcome from a sequence *-n-ye/o-, 
Peters correctly points out that there is no independent evidence for 
the sound law proposed by Winter and Hilmarsson who claimed -ññ- 
was to be simplified before the accent. Peters himself rather assumes 
that simplification of the expected geminate *-ññ- in this root is a 
progressive informal-style feature of a form of high frequency; 
similarly Adams, apud Hilmarsson, 1991a, 114, fn. 17. As support for 
such a progressive sound change to have occurred precisely in this 
root Peters refers to the 3.sg. Pt TA we (instead of †weM) that certainly 
does show such an informal reduction, as per Winter, 1977, 155f. = 
1984, 201 = 2005, 192f. 

As for the other stems from that root, the subjunctive stem weñ-/ 
TA weñ- is certainly the basic stem formation, and the sk-present in 
Tocharian B secondary; see Winter, 1977, 147ff. = 2005, 184ff. Winter 
also correctly argues that a former sk-less present stem is presupposed 
by the nomen agentis weñenta and possibly by the mo-adjective 
weñmo, both kinds of formations being regularly derived from the 
present stem.5 As for the present stem in Tocharian A, it is 

                                                 
5 weñmo is attested once in the metrical passage H 149.26/30 a 3 showing 

the usual deletion of what seems to have been accented *ä. Winter, l.c., is 
somewhat reluctant to accept the mo-adjective weñmo as further evidence for 
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synchronically suppleted by Aträ$k-, but Winter, l.c., adduces some 
arguments for the former existence of an sk-stem *wæys- in 
(pre-)Tocharian A.6  

22.2.3.2. ABlä-n-t- ‘go out’ 

The subjunctive stem länn-, TA läñc- of the root ABlä-n-t- ‘go out’ has 
traditionally been connected with the TA subjunctives in TA -ñ-. The 
root apparently goes back to *Çhlewd ‘steigen, wachsen’ (2LIV, 248f.), 
the Toch. preterit directly continues the PIE thematic (or thematized) 
aorist stem. The subjunctive stem, and based on it the present stem as 
well, show a nasal infix in both Tocharian A and B, going back to PT 
*länt-, and since it is generally assumed that the geminate -nn- in 
Tocharian B can only continue *-nt-n- but not simple *-nt- (cf. 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 62; Hackstein, 1995, 309 with ref.),7 it is usually 
concluded that we have to do with a nasal stem formation based on 
an inherited nasal-infix stem (cf. Hilmarsson, 1991a, 63; Pinault, 1994, 
129ff.; Hackstein, 1995, 309ff.). Differently, Peters, 2006, 345, fn. 48 
posits an informal-style development, i.e., an assimilation *-nt- > -nn- 
taken over into the formal styles in a form of high frequency.  

While the TA subjunctive stem läñc- is thematic and shows 
persistent stem-final palatalization, the inflection of the subjunctive in 

                                                                                                        
the former existence of a present stem weñ-, because, according to him, at 
least waskamo from wask(- ‘stir, move’ seems to be derived from a 
subjunctive stem. However, waskamo might as well simply attest to a former 
Prs V that was replaced by a Prs XII. As for the other alleged examples of mo-
adjectives based on subjunctive stems as given by the manuals, Winter, l.c., 
correctly points out that päknamo may likewise reflect a former Prs VI 
(replaced by a Prs XI); finally, wkänmo is a ghost form, see s.v. auk- ‘± set in 
motion’. On the other hand, there are mo-formations that are quite certainly 
based on a present stem, cf.: lyukemo ‘shining’ based on Prs III lyuke- from 
luk(- ‘shine’, Abstr käl1ämñe ‘patience’ (r *käl1amo) based on Prs VIII käl1- 
from käl- ‘endure’ (cf. WTG, 47f., § 40). On mo-adjectives see now also Pinault, 
2008b, 440ff. 

6 Note that trä$k- in Tocharian B has the meaning ‘lament’, and that this 
narrower meaning is certainly the older one, so that at least the meaning 
‘speak’ is due to an inner-TA innovation. 

7 To be sure, the only example of preservation of -tn- comes from the Prs 
VI stem of käta- ‘strew’, and as Hackstein, l.c., points out correctly, in this case 
we could easily assume analogical reshaping. Note that the reading kätna- 
(and not †känna-) is certain, because in this manuscript (MQ text 205) (tn) and 
(nn) can indeed still be kept distinct. 
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Tocharian B is debated. We have the following paradigm in Tocharian 
B: Sub 1.sg. lannu, 2.sg. lant, 3.sg. laM, 3.pl. laM, Opt 1.sg. läññam (sic), 
2.sg. lyñit (MQ), 3.sg. laññi, 3.pl. laññeM, Ger II lalyai, Abstr II lalñe, 
Inf lantsi. Athematic inflection is set up by Schmidt, 1985, 429 because 
of the 3.pl. laM; similarly Hilmarsson, 1991a, 62 because of the 1.sg. 
lannu, i.e., -u being the regular athematic 1.sg. ending in Tocharian B 
in contrast to thematic -au. Differently, Pinault, 1994, 129ff. rather 
takes 1.sg. lannu8 as proof of a thematic paradigm by arguing that 
(*)-nu is to be derived from pre-PT *-no < PIE *-n(H)-o-H; similarly on 
the 1.sg. -u Hackstein, 1995, 151f., fn. 7. As for the other non-
palatalized forms of Tocharian B, Pinault, l.c., states that the 3.sg. laM 
had to turn out from palatalized “*läññä + M” by sound law, and that 
afterwards depalatalization could affect the 2.sg. lant analogically.9 
Differently, Hilmarsson, 1991a, 62f. connects (athematic) *länt-nä- 
with the type “*sinä-”. Hackstein, 1995, 309ff. reconstructs an inherited 
nasal present subjunctive *hlu-ne-d-e/o-, explaining the persistent 
palatalization met in Tocharian A from *-ne-d- > *-ñät- > TA -ñc-. 
Most recently, Peters, 2006, 337, fn. 19 suggests to set up either 
expected athematic *hlundh-mi “oder eventuell *hlund-nu-mi”, the 
thematic inflection of Tocharian A being due to secondary 
thematization also to be seen elsewhere. 

                                                 
8 Note that while the ligatures denoting nt and nn are indistinguishable in 

most manuscripts, precisely if combined with the sign for the vowel u the two 
are clearly distinct, so that a reading nnu (and not †ntu) is beyond doubt. 

9 In my opinion, the 2.sg. has indeed to be read as lant, which is the 
expected form, and not “lat”  as given in the manuals; see s.v. lä-n-t-. 
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THE OPTATIVE 

The optative is based on the subjunctive stem. In both languages, the 
optative suffix is usually -ì-; only in Tocharian B there is in addition 
an optative suffix allomorph -oy- to be found with the subjunctive 
stem classes ending in stem-final -a- (Classes V and VI), cf. WTG, 113, 
§ 117. In contrast, Tocharian A also shows the suffix allomorph TA -ì- 
in these a-subjunctive stems. The same distribution of suffix 
allomorphs is found in the imperfect, which is similarly formed with 
a suffix -ì- to the respective present stem of a root. Unlike the 
imperfect, however, there are no suppletive optative forms.  

It is generally assumed that the optative(/imperfect) suffix -ì- is to 
be derived from the athematic PIE optative suffix *-ih-, cf., e.g., 
Pinault, 1997a, 219f. with ref. While in Tocharian B the suffix -ì- 
always palatalizes a palatalizable stem final, Tocharian A 
descriptively shows non-palatalized examples, which are discussed 
below. 

23.1. TOCHARIAN B 

The following verbs show optative forms in Tocharian B (sorted 
according to subjunctive class): 

SUBJUNCTIVE I: ar(- Antigv. ‘leave, give up, abandon’, al(- Antigv. ‘keep 
away’, e$k- ‘seize, take, understand’, er- ‘evoke, cause’, ai- act. ‘give’, mid. 
‘take’, auk- ‘± set in motion’, täk- ‘touch’, tä$k- ‘hinder’, trä$k- ‘lament’, tre$k- 
‘cling, stick’, pärk- ‘ask, beg’, pyak- ‘strike, beat’, plätk- ‘overflow, develop, 
arise’, plu- ‘float, fly’, yam- ‘do’, yäp- ‘enter, set’, ri-n- ‘leave, give up’, ru- act. 
‘open (tr)’, mid. ‘open (itr)’; SUBJUNCTIVE II: aks- ‘announce, proclaim, say’, aik- 
‘know, recognize’, käm- ‘come’, klyaus- ‘hear, listen to’, cämp- ‘be able to’, tas- 
act. ‘put, set, place’, mid. ‘place oneself’, trik(- Antigv. ‘miss, fail, go astray; 
lead astray’, nask- ‘bathe, swim’, pask- ‘protect; obey; beware of’, pälk(- 
Antigv. ‘burn, torment’, man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’, yask- ‘beg’, laMs- ‘work on, 
perform, build’, lut- act. ‘remove, expel’, mid. ‘cross, leave’, lyäk- ‘lie’, wik(- 
Antigv. ‘avoid’, saw- ‘live’, 1ärp- ‘indicate, explain, instruct’, soy- ‘become 
sated, satisfied’; SUBJUNCTIVE I/II: aiw(- Antigv. ‘turn to’, kätt- ‘put, set 
(down)’, kli-n- ‘be obliged to’, cä$k- ‘please’; SUBJUNCTIVE III: kän(- ‘come 
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about, occur’, täm- ‘be born, come into being’, näk- ‘be destroyed, disappear’, 
ru- ‘open (itr)’, tsäk- ‘burn (itr)’; SUBJUNCTIVE IV: akl- ‘learn’, auks- ‘grow, 
increase’ (?), kälyp- ‘steal’; SUBJUNCTIVE V: aksa- ‘waken’, ar(- ‘cease, come to 
an end’, art(t)(- ‘be pleased with, love, praise’, kaka- ‘call, invite’, kanta- ‘rub 
(away)’, käta- ‘strew’, kätk(- ‘cross, pass’, kärs(- ‘know, understand, 
recognize’, kärsta- ‘cut off, destroy’, käsk(- ‘scatter’, kula- ‘recede’, kauta- ‘split, 
cleave’, kraup(- ‘gather’, klaya- ‘fall’, klänts(- ‘sleep’, klautk(- ‘turn, become’, 
kwäsa- ‘lament’, taka- ‘be, become’, tappa- ‘?’, täksa- ‘± destroy’, tätta- act. ‘put, 
set, place’, mid. ‘place oneself’, tärka- ‘dismiss, emit’, triw(- ‘be mixed, shaken’, 
nan(- ‘appear’, naska- ‘spin’, nu(- ‘cry’, nuka- ‘swallow’, naut(- ‘disappear’, 
patka- ‘give up’, pänna- ‘stretch, pull (out, up)’, pärka- ‘(a)rise, become clear’, 
päla- ‘praise’, pälska- ‘consider, think’, pauta- ‘honor, flatter’, prutk(- ‘be shut; 
be filled’, mäk(- ‘run’, märs(- ‘forget’, yat(- ‘be (cap)able’, yuk(- ‘overcome, 
conquer, vanquish’, rapa- ‘dig, plow’, räk(- ‘extend oneself (over)’, räma- 
‘bend, bow’, rita- ‘seek, long for’, ritt(- ‘be attached, linked to, persist’, läk(- 
‘see, look’, lik(- ‘wash’, lup(- ‘rub; besmirch; throw into’, wak(- ‘split apart, 
bloom’, waya- ‘lead, guide, drive’, wala- ‘cover, surround, conceal’, waltsa- 
‘crush, grind’, wätk(- ‘decide, be decided, differ’, wärpa- ‘enjoy; suffer; receive; 
consent’, wik(- ‘disappear’, wlawa- ‘control, restrain oneself’, suwa- ‘eat, 
consume’, sälka- ‘pull; show’, skaya- ‘strive, attempt’, skära- ‘scold, reproach; 
threaten’, stäm(- ‘stand’, spartt(- ‘turn; behave; be’, spänt(- ‘trust’, spärk(- 
‘disappear, perish’, sruka- ‘die’, swas(- ‘rain’, tsarw(- ‘be comforted, take 
heart’, tsä$ka- ‘(a)rise’, tsäm(- ‘grow, increase, come into being’, tsälp(- ‘pass 
away, be released, redeemed’; SUBJUNCTIVE VI: kälp(- ‘obtain’, päka- ‘intend’, 
yänm(- ‘achieve, reach’; SUBJUNCTIVE IXa: wina-sk- act. ‘venerate, honor’, mid. 
‘confess’; SUBJUNCTIVE IXb: ar(- Kaus. II ‘give up, abandon’, karp(- Kaus. I 
‘make descend’, kärs(- Kaus. IV ‘make know(n)’, täl(- Kaus. III ‘lift up, carry’, 
twas(- Kaus. I ‘kindle’, prä$k(- Kaus. I ‘reject’, mä$k(- Kaus. I ‘overcome’, 
mi- ‘hurt, harm’, yat(- Kaus. II ‘enable, tame’, warwa?- Kaus. I ‘spur on, prod, 
urge’, wätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’, wik(- Kaus. II ‘drive away, remove’, sänm- 
‘bind; determine (rules)’, spartt(- Kaus. I ‘turn’, spärk(- Kaus. II ‘cause to 
disappear, destroy’, swas(- Kaus. I ‘let rain’, tsälp(- Kaus. I ‘redeem, free’; 
SUBJUNCTIVE Xb: täm- Kaus. I ‘beget, generate’; SUBJUNCTIVE XII: suk?- ‘hang 
down; hesitate’. 

The following optative forms are actually attested: 

SUBJUNCTIVE I: act. 1.sg. ewsim (MQ), tasim, pyasim-me, yamim, yapim, 
ruwim, 2.sg. parsit, pyasi-ne, yapit, 3.sg. ari, eri, ayi-ne, tasi, tañci, trañci, 
parsi-ne, pluwi, yami, yapi, 1.pl. yamyem (MQ), yäpyem (MQ), 2.pl. yamicer, 
3.pl. tasyeM, pyasyeM (MQ), placyeM, yamyeM; mid. 1.sg. eñcimar, erimar, 
ausimar, treñcimar, yamimar, riñimar, 2.sg. eñcitar, eritar, yamitar (MQ), 3.sg. 
eñcitär, eritär, ayitär, yamitär, riñitär, 1.pl. yamiyemtär, 3.pl. alyintär (MQ); 
SUBJUNCTIVE II: act. 1.sg. ak1im, cämpim, trisim, wisim, sayim, 2.sg. ak1it 
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(MQ), 1ärpit (MQ), 3.sg. ak1i, säMmi-ne (MQ), klyau1i, campi, ta1i, trisi, na11i, 
lyuci-ne, lyasi, wisi, sayi, 1arpi, soyi, 3.pl. sänmiyeM, klyau1iyeM, trisyeM; 
mid. 1.sg. smimar/sanmimar, trisimar, pa11imar, meM1imar, 3.sg. aisitär, 
pa11itär, palysitär, laM1itär, 3.pl. ya1yeMtär; SUBJUNCTIVE I/II: act. 3.sg. klyiñi 
(sic)/kliñi-ñ (MQ), 3.pl. kliñeM, cäñcyeM (MQ); mid. 3.sg. aiwitär-ñ, käccitär; 
SUBJUNCTIVE III: mid. 1.sg. cmimar, 3.sg. kñitär/käñiyoytär/kñyoytar, cmitär, 
näsitär/nsitär, tssitär, 2.pl. tssitär, 3.pl. ruwyentär; SUBJUNCTIVE IV: act. 3.sg. 
kalypi, 1.pl. kälypiyem; mid. 3.pl. aklyiyentär; SUBJUNCTIVE V: act. 1.sg. 
aksoym, karsoym, karstoym, kaloym, takoym/takom, taksoym, tarkoym, 
pannoym, pälskoym (MQ), marsoym, yukoym, lkoym, skayoym, stamoym, 
sparttoym, swasoy, 2.sg. kärstoyt (MQ), takoyt, tärkoyt (MQ), nukoyt, 
wätkoyt, 3.sg. aroy, arttoy, karsoy, kautoy, klayoy, klantsö, klautkoy, takoy, 
tarkoy, naskoy, patkoy, pannoy, pälskoy (MQ), pautoy, yato+-ñ, rapoy, lakoy, 
lamoy, laupoy, wakö, wayoy, waloy-c (MQ), waltsoy, suwoy, salkoy-ne, 
skayoy, skaroy, stamoy, spartoy, srukoy, tsa$koy, 1.pl. klautkoyem, takoyem, 
2.pl. takoycer, lkoycer, 3.pl. aron (MQ), karsoM, klayoyeM/klayo-ñ, klautkoM, 
takoyeM/takoM, tappoM, tarko-ñ, pannoM, yatoyeM-s, ramoM, lkoyeM, 
waloM (MQ), stämoM (MQ), tsä$kon-me; mid. 1.sg. arttoymar, kakoymar, 
karstoymar, triwoymar, paloymar, marsoym, wayoymar, warpoymar, 
wlawoymar, tsälpoymar, 3.sg. artoytär, kantoytär, katoytär, kätkoytär, 
kärsoytär, kartsoytär, kaloytar, käskoytar, 0loytär, kraupoytär, nanoytär, 
nuwoytär, pärkoytär, palskoytär, prutkoytär, mäkoytär (MQ), rmoytär, 
ritoytär, rittoytär, warpoytär, wikoytär, spartoytär, späntoytär, spärkoytär, 
tsarwoytär (MQ), tsmoytär-ñ, tsälpauytär (MQ), 1.pl. wätkomtär, 3.pl. 
kwasoyentär, rakoyentär-ñ, lkoyentär, laikontär-ñ, wärpontär (MQ)/ 
wärpoyentär, wikoyntär/wikoyentär, srukoyentär, tsälpoyntar/tsälpontär; 
SUBJUNCTIVE VI: act. 1.sg. källoym, yänmoym, 3.sg. kalloy, yanmoy, 3.pl. 
källoyeM/källoM, yänmoyeM/yanmoM (MQ); mid. 3.sg. päknoytär; 
SUBJUNCTIVE IXa: act. 3.sg. wina11i; SUBJUNCTIVE IXb: act. 1.sg. karpä11im, 
twasä11im, pyutkä11im, pra$kä11im, ma$kä11im, wikä11im, 1parta11im, 3.sg. 
sarsä11i, täla11i (MQ), miyä11i, watka11i, wikä11i, 1parkä11i, 3.pl. swa1ye-ñ; 
mid. 1.sg. yatä11imar, tsälpa11imar (MQ), 3.sg. ar11itär-ñ, yatä11itär, 3.pl. 
miyä1yentär; SUBJUNCTIVE Xb: act. 3.sg. sanmä11i; mid. 3.sg. tanma11itär; 
SUBJUNCTIVE XII: mid. 3.sg. sukaññitär, 3.pl. sukaññiyentär. 

23.1.1.  The suffix allomorph -oy- 

The optative(/imperfect) allomorph -oy- appears in forms based on 
subjunctive stems in stem-final -a-,1 so that it is conceivable to assume 

                                                 
1 But note that the Sub V stem tätta- ‘put’ has what looks synchronically 

like an athematic 1.sg. Opt taccimar with initial accent. Diachronically, we are 
dealing with the old PIE optative stem *di/e-dh-ih- e täcci- (see Adams, 
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that -oy(-) is to be derived from the stem-final PT *-a- plus the usual 
suffix *-ì-, the more since it does not palatalize root finals as the 
allomorph -ì- does (see Pedersen, 1941, 203f.; WTG, 114, § 117, fn. 2; 
TEB I, 218, § 393; Pinault, 2008, 440).2 What is remarkable is that such a 
sequence developed into an oy-diphthong and not into an ai-
diphthong, because PT *a usually turned into TB a, and not into o. 
Hilmarsson, 1988, 43f., with fn. 2 reckons with a different 
development of *a plus non-syllabic *i and *a plus syllabic *ya: 
“Common Toch. *ai was retained and yielded B ai, A e, whereas 
Common Toch. ay became *oy”. That these diphthongs developed 
differently is also shown by Peters, 2006, 333, fn. 14. Hackstein, 1995, 
300, fn. 32 further points out that based on a possible derivation of the 
verbal stem soy- ‘satiate’ from PIE *sH-ye/o- (following Jasanoff, 1978, 
29, fn. 9) the optative allomorph -oy- may be derived from *-Hy- > 
-oy- “*-ƒ-ih- > *-a-yy- > B -óy-”. 

23.1.2.  Endings 

The earlier shapes of the endings 1.sg. active -im < *-mä < *-mi and 
the 2.sg. active -it < *-tä r *-tHa still influence the accent of the forms, 
as can be seen with, e.g., 1.sg. yamim from yam-, etc. Optatives built 
from subjunctive stems with persistent initial accent (such as 1.sg. 
yapim /yäpim/ and 2.sg. yapit /yäpit/ from yäp- ‘enter’), of course, 
have morphologically caused initial accent.  

The 1.pl.act. only has the thematic ending -em, and similarly the 
3.pl.act. always has the thematic ending -eM. Note that the 1.pl.act. 
and 3.pl.act. are exactly the persons into which thematic endings in 
basically athematic stem formations intruded most easily. The same is 

                                                                                                        
DoT, 285), which was reinterpreted as an athematic stem formation, and 
hence acquired the initial accent of the (majority of) athematic optatives. 

2 Couvreur, 1947a, 64f., § 109 and 74, § 123, followed by VW II/2, 232f. 
derived the suffix allomorph -oy- not from the a-subjunctive stem, but 
assumed a formation from the present stem Class IV in stem-final -o-, so that 
the optative of A-character stems was formerly based on the present stem, but 
this would be morphologically bizarre. On the other hand, one may toy with 
the idea that this optative allomorph originated in preterit stems in final *-å- 
(preserved in the PPt type in -au, -o1, see the discussion in chap. Pt I 7.3.3.) 
that transferred this *-å- to the subjunctive stem; *-åy- > -oy- was generalized 
as optative morpheme, but (*)-a- (from the other a-stem formations) as a 
subjunctive morpheme, cf. Klingenschmitt, 1975, 159 = 2005, 143. 
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true for the 1.pl.mid. -emtär and also for most cases of the 3.pl.mid. 
-entär, although there is still an athematic 3.pl.mid. alyintär attested in 
an old manuscript.3  

The 3.pl. active optative from (n)a-subjunctive stems shows an 
ending variant -oM beside -oyeM, and the same allomorphy is to be 
seen in the structurally similar imperfect, see the collection of forms in 
Peyrot, 2008, 143. Winter, 1985, 263 = 2005, 291 assumed that -oM is 
the lautgesetzlich outcome of the sequence *-oyn, whereas -oyeM is 
analogically restored, a view now supported by Peyrot, 2008, 143, 
who shows that archaic texts display the shorter ending while 
colloquial texts have the longer variant.  

The same loss of y before a nasal is also attested in the 3.pl.mid 
Opt (e.g., tsälponträ) and before endings beginning with m, notably 
the 1.pl.mid. (e.g., wätkomtär) and possibly also in the 1.pl.act. 
takoMm (sic) in PK AS 17E b 6 (as per Peyrot, l.c.). Again, these 
shorter variants are almost entirely confined to archaic texts as well. 
There is one possible example of a 1.sg.act. desincence -om < -oym: 
takom in THT 1540 frg. f + g a 5 (MQ): takom ñas (sic), for which see 
Schmidt, 2007, 232 (though Schmidt claims in fn. 5 that the form is a 
mere misspelling for tako+m).4  

23.1.3.  Metrical syncope of -i- 

The suffix allomorph -iy- occurring before endings beginning with a 
vowel (1.pl.act., 3.pl.act., 1.pl.mid., and 3.pl.mid.) can be reduced to 
-y- in metrical passages, see Winter, 1990, 375 = 2005, 397 with ref. 
Such metrically syncopated forms are usually written as if the 
syncopated syllable still had the accent. The only syncopated optative 
form that clearly behaves like the majority of the other examples of 
metrical schwa deletion is the 3.pl.mid. ya1yeMtär from yask-. Most 
other syncopated optative forms are either MQ forms, ambiguous 
with respect to accent (because of their structure), or built from a 
subjunctive stem with persistent initial accent. In contrast, the 
unambiguous, non-MQ 3.pl.act. yamyeM precisely seems to 
contradict the expectation of the accent rule given above; for an 
explanation see chap. Pt IV 10.1.2.3.  

                                                 
3 For the classification see Malzahn, 2007a, 264ff., and for the analysis as 

Opt of Sub I see the discussion in chap. Sub IV 21.1.1.  
4 Instead of (källo)m, one has to read (källo)[i]m in 229 a 4; see Peyrot, 

2008, 144, fn. 241. 
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23.2. TOCHARIAN A 

The inflection of the optative in Tocharian A does not show any 
allomorphs. 
 

1.sg.act. yamim 1.sg.mid. kälpimar 
2.sg.act. yamit 2.sg.mid. kälpitar 
3.sg.act. yami1 3.sg.mid. kälpitär 
1.pl.act. yamimäs 1.pl.mid. kälpimtär 
2.pl.act. — 2.pl.mid. — 
3.pl.act. klyo1iñc 3.pl.mid. kälpintär 

 
From the following roots optative forms are attested (sorted by Sub 
class): 
SUBJUNCTIVE I: Ae- ‘give’ (Sub I + II), probably also Awäs- ‘don’ (or Sub V); 
SUBJUNCTIVE II: Akum- ‘come’, Aklyos- ‘hear, listen to’, Acämp- ‘be able to’, 
Ayam- ‘do’, Alä-n-t- ‘go out, emerge’, Awles- ‘perform, build’, Asaw- ‘live’, 
Ata(-s)- ‘put’; SUBJUNCTIVE I/II: Atsak- ‘glow’; SUBJUNCTIVE III: Akän- ‘come 
about’, Atäm- ‘be borne’, Anäk- ‘fall into ruin’; SUBJUNCTIVE V: Aar(- ‘cease’ (?), 
Aarta- ‘love’, AeMts(- ‘seize’, Akama- ‘carry’, Akälka- ‘go’, Akärs(- ‘know’, Akäla- 
‘lead’, Akälp(- ‘obtain’, Akula- ‘recede’, Akrop(- ‘gather’, Aklawa- ‘fall’, Atak(- 
‘be’, Atapa- ‘eat’, Ata(-s)- ‘put’, Atwas(- ‘burn’, Apälka- ‘see’, Aplant(- ‘rejoice’, 
Amärsa- ‘forget’, Amluska- ‘escape’, Ayat(- ‘be (cap)able’, Ayäksa- ‘entangle’, 
Arita- ‘seek’, Aläm(- ‘sit’, Alotka- ‘turn’, Awa- ‘lead’, Awärpa- ‘enjoy’, A1täm(- 
‘stand’, Asälpa- ‘glow’, Askaya- ‘strive’, Atsäk(- ‘pull’, Atsälp(- ‘pass away’, 
Atsit(- ‘touch’; SUBJUNCTIVE VI: Apäka- ‘intend’, Ayäka- ‘be careless’, Ayom(- 
‘achieve’; SUBJUNCTIVE VII: Aar- ‘evoke’, Aklä$k(?- Antigv. ‘doubt’, Ari(-n)- 
‘leave’, Alä$k- Antigv. ‘let dangle’, Awe-ñ- ‘speak’, A1ärp- ‘indicate’, Asak(- 
Antigv. ‘restrain’; SUBJUNCTIVE IX: AeMts(- Kaus. III/IV ‘?’, Alutk(?- ‘turn into’, 
Ayät- ‘adorn’, Ayär(- Kaus. I ‘bathe’, Ayu(- Kaus. III ‘aspire’, Aläm(- Kaus. I 
‘set’, Awär- ‘practice’, A1ärp- ‘indicate’, A1täm(- Kaus. I ‘set’, Atsälp(- Kaus. I 
‘redeem’; SUBJUNCTIVE XII: Aaks- ‘announce’, Aka1-iññ- ‘reprimand’.  

23.2.1.  Palatalization of the stem final 

Palatalization of a palatalizable stem final consonant is attested for the 
following examples: Aklyos- (Sub II), Alä-n-t- (Sub II), Awles- (Sub II), 
Ata(-s)- ‘put’ (Sub II), Atsak- (Sub I or II); Anäk- (Sub III), Ayäksa- (Sub 
V). Naturally, optatives based on subjunctive stems of Classes VII, IX, 
and XII also always show a palatalized suffix, but these cases are, of 
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course, not diagnostic, because the respective subjunctive stem have a 
consistent palatal. 

Lack of palatalization is attested for the following forms with 
palatalizable root final: Awäs- (Sub I/V); Akän- (Sub III); AeMts(- (Sub 
V), Akälka- (Sub V), Akärs(- (Sub V), Akäla- (Sub V), Akula- (Sub V), 
Atak(- (Sub V), Atwas(- (Sub V), Apälka- (Sub V), Aplant(- (Sub V), 
Amärsa- (Sub V), Amluska- (Sub V), Ayat(- (Sub V), Arita- (Sub V), 
Alotka- (Sub V), A1täm(- (Sub V), Atsäk(- (Sub V), Atsit(- (Sub V), 
Ayom(- (Sub VI).  

It is clear that lack of palatalization is regular with optatives based 
on subjunctive Class V, the only exception is a palatalized Opt TA 
yak1intr-äM in A 101 a 1 from Ayäksa-, which may be explained 
analogically. In contrast, the imperfect, which is formed with a similar 
suffix TA -ì- but based on the present stem, always palatalizes a 
palatalizable stem final. 

Lack of palatalization has sometimes been explained as a reflex of 
a PIE optative suffix *-oy-, e.g., by Pedersen, 1941, 203f. Adams, 1978, 
285 suggests that the lack of palatalization is rather analogical, i.e., 
that Tocharian A at first behaved similarly to Tocharian B and added 
the optative suffix to the a-stem, so that the root was not palatalized, 
and later the resulting optative suffix, i.e., an TA equivalent of -oy-,5 
was analogically replaced by TA -ì-, but the non-palatalized root final 
retained. 

As for subjunctive Class III, we have one example showing 
palatalization (Anäk- ‘be destroyed’: Opt TA nsitär), and one example 
not showing palatalization, although the root final is palatalizable 
(Akän- ‘come about’ TA knitär). This lack of palatalization is no strict 
proof for the Class III subjunctive going back to thematic stems (as is 
argued in chap. Sub III), but TA knitär may simply reflect a former 
Sub V stem *käna-, i.e., influence of an optative to Sub V that is also 
reflected in the TB Opt variants käñiyoytär and kñyoytar, as per 
Peters, 2006, 334f., fn. 16.; see also chap. Sub III 20.1.2. 

 
 

                                                 
5 Strictly speaking, the lautgesetzlich equivalent of TB -oy- in word-

internal position is unknown, because undisputed examples are only to be 
found in word-final position, and these show TB -oy vs. TA -e (such as yapoy 
= TA ype ‘land’, soy = TA se ‘son’; cf. TEB I, 51, § 18,2,b). 
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23.2.2.  Irregular optative forms 

Two optatives made from what should be subjunctives of Class VI 
show an irregular formation: 3.sg.mid. Opt TA päknasitär from Apäka- 
‘intend’ and 3.sg.mid. Opt TA yäknassitär from Ayäka- ‘be careless’. To 
be sure, there are no other forms attested of either subjunctive stems, 
but since the corresponding subjunctive class in Tocharian B is indeed 
a Class VI subjunctive, and since the respective present (Class X) and 
preterit (Class I) stems are usually correlated with Sub VI, the 
subjunctive Class VI can indeed be set up with certainty.6 TG, 362, fn. 
1; Lane, 1959, 175, fn. 22; TEB I, 231, § 414, fn., and most recently Kim, 
2007b, 68, fn. 7 assume that we have to do with ‘‘Kontamination von 
Ko. VI *päknatär, Opt. *päknitär und Ko. III *pkatär und Opt. 
*psitär?”. But since both roots are A-character roots, it is not likely 
that some subjunctive Class III stem formation had interfered. The 
only morphologically possible assumption would be that a very old 
optative made to the root before it was expanded by PT *-na- 
survived in Tocharian A and was contaminated with the productive 
optative. Note also the strange geminated -ss-. Differently, Couvreur, 
1947, 74f. assumed that after TA -na- a TA *-k- was filled in as hiatus 
glide, and for such a hiatus glide he refers to TG, 38, § 68, and a noun 
plural such as TA lwa-k-is ‘animals’, TA (pä)ltwa-kä1 ‘leaves’, and TA 
pukla-kaM ‘years’. Winter, 1965, 206ff. = 2005, 122ff. proposed that -k- 
(> -s-) in the optative forms may reflect a former laryngeal. 

There are indeed a couple of TA optative formations from roots 
ending in TA -a-, which do show what may be explained as a hiatus 
glide, i.e., optatives in TA -wi- made from roots of the structure ACa- 
(for which see below), so that one may ask why the same strategy was 
not simply applied to the stems in TA -na-. 

With regard to the similarly irregular TB optatives 3.sg. käñiyoytär 
and kñyoytar beside regular kñitär (for which see above), the best 
stragety for TA päknasitär and TA yäknassitär may indeed be that 
they are due to some kind of hypercorrection or blend. 

 

                                                 
6 Note that the Opt of the third TA Sub VI stem from Ayom(- ‘achieve’ is 

also irregular inasmuch as it seems to show the old, expected ablaut (TA 
yämni1), while all other forms from this root have generalized the ablaut 
grade TA yom(n)-. 
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23.2.3.  Optatives in -wi- 

In Tocharian A, roots of the structure ACa- form optatives in TA -wi-, 
cf. TA tawi1 from the non-extended stem TA ta- ‘put’, and TA wawim 
from Awa- ‘lead’ (the latter alternating with root-final -y- in Tocharian 
TB waya- ‘lead’). 

Winter, 1962a, 32f. = 1984, 274f. = 2005, 62f. claimed that the -w- in 
such optatives is due to the fact that different glides had been chosen 
in the two languages to fill the hiatus, and that the TA -a- is due to a 
contraction of *-awa- to TA -a- (see also Winter, 1965a, 203ff. = 2005, 
128ff.). Hilmarsson, 1994, 101 further pointed out that the wi-optative 
in Tocharian A is likely to be a secondary creation, and as a starting 
point of the formation he assumed TA sawi1 to be the only form, 
where the glide would have been preserved by sound law. Therefore, 
the unclear Opt TA skawi1 could belong to skaya1 from Askaya- 
‘strive’, as per Hilmarsson, 1994, 101ff. with fn. 5. The root Ae- ‘give’, 
however, has still the etymologically expected Opt TA ayi-. On TA 
-w- as hiatus glide see also Hackstein, 2002a, 229f., fn. 71. 
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THE PRESENT OF CLASS I  

24.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT CLASS I 

The following 32 verbs form a present of Class I (15 TB, 27 TA, 11 TB = 
TA): 
i-/ Ai- ‘go’ (TB: Prs I + II), Akäln- ‘resound’, Aken- ‘call’ (Prs I + II), Akrop(- 
‘gather’, klä$k- ‘doubt’, Atärm- ‘tremble, be agitated’, trä$k- ‘lament’/ Aträ$k- 
‘say, speak’, nes-/ Anas- ‘be’ (Prs I + II), päkw- ‘rely on, trust’, pälk-/ Apälk- 
‘shine, appear’, Apä1t- ‘± call, cheer’, Apäs- ‘± spray, pour (water)’, Apika- ‘paint, 
write’, Aprä$k?- ‘restrain oneself’, Aplu- ‘fly, soar’, miw(- ‘tremble, quake’, 
Amlok- ‘?’, yäp- ‘enter’, yärtta?-/ (Ayärta?-) ‘drag’ (TB: Prs I + II; TA: Prs I/II), 
yu(- ‘ripen’, yok-/ Ayok- ‘drink’, lä$k-/ Alä$k- ‘hang, dangle’, Alika- ‘wash’, 
Awaly- ‘cover’, Asäl(- ‘fly, arise’, sälpa?-/ Asälpa- ‘glow’ (TB: Prs I + II), Asu?- 
‘sew’, Asuw(-/ Aswas(- ‘rain’, smi-/ Asmi- ‘smile’, tsip?-/ Atsip?- ‘dance’ (TB: 
Prs I + II), tsop?-/ Atsop?- ‘sting, poke’, Atspok?- ‘enjoy (food)’. Unclear are: 
kañm?- ‘± be merry’ (Prs I/II), Aknäsw?- ‘± approach’ (Prs I/II), Akru- ‘?’ (Prs 
I/II), Atäka- ‘touch’ (Prs I/II), nitt(- ‘collapse’ (Prs I/V), Apars- ‘?’ (Prs I/II), 
Ayärta?- ‘drag’ (Prs I/II), wäta?- ‘fight’ (Prs I/II/VII?), Asipa- ‘anoint’ (Prs I/II), 
Atsarta?- ‘weep’ (Prs I/II), tsika- (prob. Prs I).  

The following Prs I forms are attested in Tocharian B:  
 Prs I Thematized cf. Sub I 
1.sg.act. yam nesau preku, yam  
2.sg.act. yat, nest, yokt — rewät 
3.sg.act. yokäM, yaM, nesäM/nesa-ñ/ 

nesaM-ne, palkäM, miwäM, 
yarttäM, salpäM, tsipäM,  
tsopaM-ne 

— prekäM 

1.pl.act. — ynem/ynemo, 
nesem 

ruwäm,  
aiymo 

2.pl.act. yacer, nescer  nescer — 
3.pl.act. nesäM, nesaM-ne yaneM, yärtten-

ne, 
salpeM, tsipeM 

parkäM 

1.sg.mid. pkwamar — yammar 
2.sg.mid. — — yamtar 
3.sg.mid. klyeñktär (MQ)/ klyentär 

(MQ), paktär, tsoptär 
— yamtär 
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1.pl.mid. — — yamamtär 
2.pl.mid. — — — 
3.pl.mid. pkwantär — yamantär 
3.du.act nesteM — — 
nt-Part — yneñca  
m-Part trä$mane (MQ), nesamane/ 

nesmane (MQ), pkwamane,  
miwamane, yumane, 
yokamane, lä$kamane, 
smimane, tsipamane 

ynemane  

Ger/Abs yalle, nesalle, pkwalle,  
yuwalye, yokalle, tsipalle, 
tsopalle 
 

— parkälle 

A special group among Prs I constitute: kalaka- ‘follow’, parak(- 
‘prosper’, walaka- ‘stay, abide’, sanapa- ‘anoint’, on which see chap. Prs 
III/IV 26.3. 
The following Prs I forms are attested in Tocharian A: 
 Prs I Thematized cf. Sub I 
1.sg.act. yäm, trä$käm, sälpäm nasam em 
2.sg.act. yät, kenät, trä$kät, na1t — et 
3.sg.act. yä1, kälna1 (sic), kenä1, trämä1, trä$kä1, 

pälkä1, pä1t1-äM, pä1/pä11-äM, pikä1, 
lä$kä1, na1/näM 

— e1 

1.pl.act. ymäs, trä$kmäs-si, sälpmäs nasamäs — 
2.pl.act. yäc, nas — — 
3.pl.act. yiñc, kälniñc, tärmiñc, trä$kiñc, 

pälkiñc, pä1tiñc, pikiñc, prä$kiñc/ 
prä$ki-ñi, mlokiñc, lä$kiñc, sliñc, 
sälpiñc, swiñc, tsipiñc, tsopiñc, 
tspokiñc 

keneñc, 
neñc 

— 

1.sg.mid. kenmar — pärkmar 
2.sg.mid. — — — 
3.sg.mid. kentär, kroptär, piktär, yärtär — trä$ktär 
1.pl.mid. — — — 
2.pl.mid. — — pärkcär 
3.pl.mid. kropäntär, pikäntär kenantär pärkäntär 
nt-Part trä$käntap, walyänt, tsipänt — — 
m-Part ymaM, kälnmaM, kropmaM, tärmmaM, 

trä$kmaM, nasmaM päsmaM, plumaM, 
lä$kmaM, sälmaM, sälpmaM, sumaM, 
smimaM, yärtmaM 

— — 

Ger/Abs yäl, kroplyaM, trä$käl, nasäl, sul — tä$klune 
Inf ytsi, kroptsi, trä$ktsi, piktsi, yoktsi, 

liktsi/lyiktsi, sälptsi 
— — 
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24.1.1.  Accent and ablaut 

Unlike the Class I subjunctive, the Class I present shows neither intra-
paradigmatic ablaut nor irregular initial accent. It has to be pointed 
out, however, that precisely those Sub I stems standing beside 
presents of Class I also never show intra-paradigmatic ablaut or initial 
accent (päkw-, yok-). 

As is usual at morpheme boundaries, a prop vowel (*)ä was 
inserted between the root and the endings.1 In closed syllables this -ä- 
is preserved and takes on the accent (3.pl.mid pkwantär /päkw-ä-
ntär/). In open syllables the ä-vowel when bearing the accent is 
usually preserved (1.pl.mid. pkwamar /päkw-ä-mar/), but can be 
deleted in metrical passages, like so many other usually accented ä-
vowels (for this metrical schwa deletion see in general Winter, 1990, 
371 = 2005, 393ff.). Hence, we have the following variation in the m-
participle: nesamane beside nesmàne (MQ, metrical). On the other 
hand, in the 2.sg.act. (nest, yokt), 2.pl.act. (nescer), and 3.sg.mid. 
(paktär, tsoptär) forms that also derive from trisyllabic proto-
structures the ä-vowel has been generally deleted, and, what is more, 
the accent was further shifted onto the initial surface syllable, so that 
this is not a similar case of metrical schwa deletion. Winter, 1993, 
197ff. = 2005, 441ff. has shown that in these cases we have instead to 
do with a very early deletion of *ä before dental consonants (including 
palatalized c). 

24.1.2.  Endings and the question of athematic vs. thematic inflection 

There is some debate about the correct inflection of the athematic 
paradigm due to the fact that not too many forms are attested and that 
many thematic forms intruded into basically athematic paradigms.  

The original ending of the 1.sg. active is TB -u beside one single 
example of 1.sg.act. -m in yam from i- ‘go’. In contrast, Tocharian A 
only has -äm in the athematic presents (and also in the athematic 
subjunctives). Tocharian B could take on the thematic ending -au/ 
older -8 (nesau from nes- ‘be’). In Prs I of Tocharian B there are only 

                                                 
1 Klingenschmitt, 1994, 396 = 2005, 422, fn. 140 and 1994, 405f. = 2005, 430f. 

claimed that persistent *ä was due to a reanalysis of the outcome of the 3.pl. 
active ending *-nt(i) > *-än(t’ä) as *-ä-n(t’ä), the *-ä- having finally been 
introduced into the rest of the paradigm. Older theories about an inherited 
“semi-thematic” inflection have to be abandoned in any case. 
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forms with the thematic-looking 1.sg.act. ending -em attested, 
whereas the corresponding athematic Sub I does still show some 
forms having the genuine athematic 1.pl.act. ending -äm. Notably 
yam- shows only thematic-looking endings in the active plural: 
1.pl.act. yamem, 3.pl.act. yameM; on the other hand, the middle plural 
is still clearly athematic: 1.pl.mid. yamamtär, 3.pl.mid. yamantär. 

Schmidt, 1985, 425ff. points out that in contrast to the manuals’ 
presentation the true athematic ending of the TB 3.pl. is -äM, and not 
-eM, which is perfectly correct, though only from a diachronic point of 
view. Schmidt consequently analyzes all stems showing a 3.pl.act. in 
-eM as thematic; however, this is contradicted by, e.g., yärtt?- ‘drag’, 
for which there is now a clearly athematic 3.sg.act. yarttäM attested 
beside the thematic-looking 3.pl. yärtten-ne. So, one will rather follow 
the view suggested by TEB I, 197, § 351,1 and 198, § 352,3 of 
“Analogiebildungen”, i.e., that thematic-looking forms could intrude 
into inherited athematic paradigms. Such a productive thematization 
is a well-known process, and in the case of Tocharian B it was 
certainly further triggered by the fact that the athematic 3.sg. and 3.pl. 
active endings were homonymic. The same thematization took place 
in Tocharian A. The genuine athematic 3.pl. active ending is TA -iñc, 
the thematic one TA -eñc, cf. Hackstein, 1995, 151ff. with ref., and it is 
precisely the 3. plural of athematic paradigms in both languages that 
takes on the thematic-looking endings most easily (cf. TA 3.pl.act. 
keneñc and 3.pl.mid. TA kenantär vs. otherwise athematic forms).  

Consequently, the verbum substantivum is basically athematic, 
while it, nevertheless, consistently shows thematic-looking 1.sg.act. 
nesau and 1.pl. nesem; note that the thematic-looking 1.pl. nesem is 
attested as early as in the paleographically archaic manuscript BM b 4 
(see Malzahn, 2007a, 268ff.). On the other hand, the verbum 
substantivum is the only athematic present stem still showing the use 
of the old athematic 3.pl. active ending -äM (otherwise found only in 
the Class I subjunctive), whereas the rest of the 3.pl. active forms from 
basically athematic present stems only have -eM. Finally, 1.pl.act. -em 
and 3.pl.act. -eM are the only endings attested in the optative at all, 
although this is a category that also has basically athematic inflection. 

24.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

From a synchronic point of view, a zero-grade athematic present stem 
like TA pik- existing beside an a-subjunctive/preterit stem TA peka- 
with persistent full vowel -e- is very odd, because the present stem 
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apparently lacks A-character, and is hence morphologically a simpler 
formation than the subjunctive stem, which is very unusual, because 
the present stem is usually either identical with the subjunctive stem 
or even more complex. In Tocharian B, the best candidates for such an 
usual pattern come from the twice attested Ger I tsikale from tsika- 
‘form, shape’ that taken at face value looks like a Prs I form, and 
stands beside a Sub V/Pt I stem tsaika- with persistent full vowel in 
the root as well, and from miw(- ‘tremble’ (Prs I miwäM beside Prs 
XII and Sub V/Pt I stem maiwa-). Ringe, 1991, 95 states that the lack of 
A-character in precisely this present stem shows that the introduction 
of A-character “has not spread evenly: subjunctive and imperative 
stems, for example, often seem to have required *-a- before the present 
stems in the same paradigm did”. Of course one can object that s-
presents always and sk-presents in kausativum paradigms usually 
lack A-character, and that at least most of the latter are certainly 
secondary, inner-Tocharian present stem formations, so that the 
absence of A-character in a present stem associated with an a-
subjunctive can be a younger feature and must not necessarily reflect 
a former non-A-character.  

Nevertheless, I think that Ringe is basically right, and that we have 
to do here with PT root presents that were formed via the tezzi 
principle on the basis of non-Narten root aorists, and which finally 
generalized the zero grade of the root that must have been original at 
least in the 3.pl.act. of that root aorist. As for the fact that in these 
cases it has been the morphologically less complex (and somewhat 
more archaic) former present stem that continued to be used as a 
present stem, and the morphologically more complex (and probably 
more recent) former present stem in (PT) -a- that became confined to 
the functions of a subjunctive stem can be easily explained by 
systematic pressure. Actually, there existed an absolutely huge 
number of other subjunctive formations in (PT) -a- standing beside 
respective Pt I formations, and these former presents in (PT) -a- had 
acquired their status as subjunctives thanks to the fact that beside 
them, there had existed still more recent, and more complex, present 
formations in (PT) -na- that actually continued to be used in the 
primary functions of a present formation.2 

                                                 
2 To be honest, there exist also some other instances of a subjunctive being 

formally more complex than the respective present, e.g., in TA the final 
outcomes of PT presents in *-Ca/äsk- were presents in -C(ä)s- and 
subjunctives in -Cas-. To judge from these cases, I’d like to suggest that what 
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Finally, I want to point out that the 3.sg. Prs I tsopaM-ne ‘stings’ 
and also Ger I tsopalle are exceedingly interesting forms from an 
Indo-Europeanist’s point of view, because we clearly have to do here 
with a PIE = pre-PT athematic suffixless3 o-grade formation that must 
have lacked reduplication (as indicated by the fact that in these two 
forms clearly the second syllable from the left bore the accent); these 
forms therefore fully confirm Jasanoff’s claim that PIE must have had 
such formations devoid of reduplication (see, e.g., Jasanoff, 2003, 
64ff.), and the semantics also fully fit into Jasanoff’s scheme.  
 

                                                                                                        
really mattered was the principle of synchronic productivity: when in 
(pre-)PT two different original present formations competed with each other, 
fully in accordance with KuryLowicz’s Fourth Law of Analogy the more 
recent/productive one took over the primary functions of a present formation, 
and the more archaic/less productive/recessive one was confined to the 
secondary functions of a (pre-)PT present stem, i.e., the functions of a 
subjunctive. Of course in general the more productive and innovative 
formations are formally more complex than the respective archaic formations 
they inherently tend to replace.  

3 The former *-u- that once must have existed immediately after the root 
syllable is, of course, best explained as a post-labial result of a pre-PT *-ä- that 
had developed at a strong morpheme boundary, and not as a result of a PIE = 
pre-PT *-u- morpheme. 
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THE PRESENT OF CLASS II 

25.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT CLASS II 

The following 53 verbs form a thematic present of Class II (42 TB, 25 
TA, 14 TB = TA): 

ak-/ Aak- ‘lead, guide’, aik- ‘know, recognize’, katk-/ Akatk- ‘rejoice, be glad’, 
kätt- ‘put, set (down)’, kärsk- ‘?’, käln- ‘resound’, käl(t)s- ‘goad’, käly-/ Akäly- 
‘stand, be situated’, käs- act. ‘extinguish’, mid. ‘come to extinction’, kut- ‘avert, 
eliminate’, kery- ‘laugh’, kauk- ‘call’, kraup(- ‘gather, assemble’, klapa- ‘± 
touch; investigate’, klyaus-/ Aklyos- ‘hear, listen to’, cä$k- ‘please’, cämp-/ 

Acämp- ‘be able to’, cepy- ‘?’, ñäsk- ‘demand, desire’, tas-/ Ata(-s)- act. ‘put’, 
mid. ‘place oneself; be compared’, Atask- ‘resemble’, täk-/ (Atäka-) ‘touch’, tä$k- 
‘hinder’, traska- ‘chew’, trus- ‘tear to pieces’, nask- ‘bathe, swim’, pask-/ Apas- 
‘protect, obey’, pätt?- ‘± climb’, pänna-/ Apänwa- ‘stretch, pull (out, up)’, pär-/ 

Apär- ‘bear’, perk?- ‘peer’, Apros- ‘feel ashamed’, plätk- ‘overflow, rise’, 
man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’, Amiwa- ‘shake’, mely-/ Amalyw- ‘crush, squeeze’, 
Aya(p)- ‘do’, yärs-/ Ayärs- ‘show respect, affection’, yäs- ‘excite, touch 
(sexually)’/ Ayäs- ‘boil’, Aräp?- ‘± make music’, räss(- ‘tear, pick’, laMs- ‘work 
on, perform’, lyäk- ‘lie’, Awampa?- ‘decorate’, Awäs- ‘put on’, Awras- ‘feel’, Awin- 
‘?’, Awles- ‘perform’, saw-/ Asaw- ‘live’, 1äMs- ‘count (as)’, 1äm-/ A1äm- ‘sit’, 
soy- ‘become sated’, Aspartw(- ‘turn’. 
Uncertain are: kañm?- ‘± be merry’ (Prs I/II), kura?- ‘age’ (Prs II/III), Aknäsw?- ‘± 
approach’ (Prs I/II), Akru- ‘?’ (Prs I/II), Aklu(s)- ‘explain’ (Prs II/VIII), Atäka- 
‘touch’ (Prs I/II), tuk(- ‘hide oneself, seek refuge in’ (Prs II/III), Apars- ‘?’ (Prs 
I/II), Ayärta?- ‘drag’ (Prs I/II), re(-sk)- ‘flow’ (Prs II/IXa), wäta?- ‘fight’ (Prs 
I/II/VII?), wla(-sk)- ‘± exude’ (Prs II/IXa), Asipa- ‘anoint’ (Prs I/II); Atsarta?- 
‘weep’ (Prs I/II). 

 TB TA 
1.sg.act. katkau cämpam 
2.sg.act. —1 cämpät 
3.sg.act. kaccäM cämpä1 
1.pl.act. ñäskem ypamäs 
2.pl.act. parcer kackäc 
3.pl.act. katkeM ypeñc, tase 

                                                 
1 A 2.sg. sait (Prs or Sub) is only listed in TochSprR(B), glossary, 177. 
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1.sg.mid. aikemar ypamar 
2.sg.mid. aistar pa1tar 
3.sg.mid. aistär pa1tär 
1.pl.mid. paskemntär ypamtär 
2.pl.mid. — — 
3.pl.mid. aikentär pasantär 
3.du.mid. tasaitär — 
nt-Part aiseñca pa1ant 
m-Part aikemane pasmaM 
Ger/Abs aisalle pa1äl 
Inf  passi 

 
Pace TEB I, 199, § 356, fn. 1 (cf. also the paradigm on p. 263), the TA 
ending of the 2.pl. active is TA -äc (the same as in the athematic 
paradigm); a TA ending †-ac is not attested at all in any thematic 
paradigm. 

The thematic Class II presents show the normal accentuation 
pattern in Tocharian B. The initial accent to be seen in what seem to be 
synchronically Prs II forms 3.sg. war1äm-ne and m-Part wärskemane 
from what looks like a root wärsk- ‘smell’ is easily explained by 
deriving the seeming root from a present stem in *-äsk-, i.e., *wär-äsk- 
with two syllables; see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6.2.2. 

25.1.1.  Depalatalization of the root final 

Present Class II shows an inherited thematic inflection, so that persons 
containing the reflex of the pre-PT suffix allomorph *-e- show 
palatalization of a palatalizable root final. On the other hand, such 
palatalized forms in front of endings beginning with °t may be 
depalatalized, cf. the special case of the thematic infinitive in °tsi made 
from the thematic subjunctive stem of Class II (see chap. Sub II 
19.1.3.). The only certain example of depalatalization in a Prs II is 
actually the 3.sg. kaltär (attested a couple of times) from käly- ‘stand’. 

25.1.2.  Preservation of ä before °t in Tocharian B 

As Winter, 1993, 197ff. = 2005, 441ff. has shown, the suffix vowel -ä- 
was lost early before endings beginning with a dental, hence we have 
a 3.sg.mid. such as ña1tär < *ñäs’k’ätär with accent retraction onto the 
root syllable. There are just two seeming exceptions to that rule (the 
same is true for subjunctives of Class II; see chap. Sub II 19.1.2.): 
3.sg.mid. Prs II peññatär (Š, prose) from pänna- ‘stretch’; 3.sg.mid. Prs 
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II melyätär (MQ, metrical) from mely- ‘crush’ with surfacing (*)ä as in 
Sub II Inf melyatsi; but note that we are dealing here with PIE *-eye/o- 
presents, in which *-eye- should have resulted by sound law in PT 
*-’æ-.  

25.1.3.  Irregular syncope of the suffix in Tocharian A 

TA m-participles such as TA tasmaM show the expected loss of TA -a- 
after full vowel due to vowel balance; as for roots with non-full root 
vowel, TA cämpamaM shows the expected preservation of the suffix 
TA -a- < PT *-æ-;2 but the m-participles TA pärmaM, TA kälymaM, TA 
yärsmaM, and the 1.pl. forms TA kälymar and TA yärsmar seem to 
show an unexpected loss of the thematic vowel; see Winter, 1991, 51ff. 
= 2005, 428ff. Note that forms like the 1.pl.act. TA tasamäs or 1.pl.mid. 
pañwamtär show regular preservation of TA -a- before an ending 
containing TA -ä- (cf. TEB I, 43, § 11,3,c).3 There are different 
explanations available for what seems to be an irregular loss of the 
thematic vowel in these forms. Winter, l.c., claims a different accent 
pattern to be responsible for the outcome of the suffix vowel (with 
quite a few cases of analogical leveling), which is, however, a 
somewhat circular scenario. Such seeming cases with pre-TA 
(apparently non-palatalizing) *-ä- instead of expected *-a- may also be 
due to a kind of progressive, informal-style weakening (as per Peters, 
2006, 345, fn. 48), or just be due to analogical introduction of *-ä- from 
forms built from roots with full root vowel (which prevail in this 
class). Finally, one should also think of the possibility that some of 
these cases might have preserved a former athematic inflection; cf. 
esp. the case of käly-. 

25.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

There can be no doubt that Tocharian inherited the usual kind of 
thematic inflection from PIE, because Tocharian shows the expected 

                                                 
2 TA mlamaM rather belongs to a Prs III stem; see s.v. Amäl(- ‘being 

crushed’. 
3 The likewise irregular loss of the thematic vowel in the 1.pl. Pt I of the 

verbum substantivum TA takmäs from Ataka- ‘be, become’ (cf. TEB I, 47, § 
11,3,c, fn. 3) is somewhat matched by the irregular loss of stem-final TA -a- in 
the 2.sg. Ipv TA pä1tak-ñi from the same root. Since this is a verb of high 
frequency, one may toy with the idea of a progressive sound change. 
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interchange between the thematic vowels *-e/o- > palatalizing *-ä-/ 
non-palatalizing *-æ- in many stem patterns. Nevertheless, some 
scholars found it quite remarkable that we do not find too many Prs II 
or Sub II formations in Tocharian with the thematic vowel attached to 
a bare PIE root. Actually, such a Prs II (but no cognate Sub II) is 
attested from the following roots (the respective subjunctives are 
always provided by stems from a different root): 
ABak- ‘lead, guide, drive’: from PIE *(H)ag-e/o- (suppletive stem 
waya-/ Awa-); ABkäly- ‘stand, be situated’: from PIE *kley-e/o- 
(suppletive stem stäm(-/A1täm(-); Aken- ‘call’: etymology uncertain 
(suppletive stem Akaka-); kauk- ‘call’: maybe from *kewk-e/o- 
(suppletive stem kaka-); ABpär- ‘bear, carry, take’: from PIE *ber-e/o-4 
(suppletive stems ABkama-, ai-, as-); 1äm- ‘sit, remain’: maybe 
ultimately from *Çsed with introduction of -m- in analogy to the 
suppletive subjunctive stem (= ABläm(-).5 

See on this subject above all Jasanoff, 1998, 314f., and esp. Ringe, 
2000, 121ff., who finally comes to the conclusion that the rareness of 
simple thematic stems speaks in favor of Frühausgliederung of the 
Tocharian branch, being another common feature with Anatolian that 
he says lacks such thematic indicatives or subjunctives altogether. In 
contrast, Rasmussen, 2002, 380ff. points out that the apparent scarcity 
of simple thematic stems in Tocharian may merely be due to non-
productivity. And indeed, whereas it was the simple thematic type 
that became productive in many daughter languages, in Tocharian 
obviously the more complex thematic present stem formations turned 

                                                 
4 Kim, 2006, 133f. states: “das unerwartete Fehlen anlautender 

Palatalisierung nicht nur in Präsensstämmen der VIII. Klasse, sondern auch 
unter den wenigen einfachen thematischen Präsentia (Kl. II) ist noch nicht 
geklärt. Hackstein (1995:159-65 und passim) hat ursprüngliche Nullstufe in s-
Präsentien vorgeschlagen, andere Möglichkeiten sind aber auch denkbar (so 
zu Recht Penney 1996[recte: 1998]:93-4). Nach Ringe (1996:141-2) wurde 
anlautendes *py- im Präsens uridg. *ber- > *py0r- e urtoch. *p0r- (sonst 
würde *py0r- im Westtoch. ,,pir-“ ergeben) analogisch entpalatalisiert, aber 
nach welchem Vorbild?”. As is argued in chap. Sound Laws 1.7., TB pär- may 
derive from e-grade *ber-e/o- by sound law. As is further shown below in the 
main text, most thematic present and subjunctive stems that can be derived 
from PIE *ber-e/o- type formations indeed show the expected palatalization; 
see also chap. Sub II 19.1.5.  

5 Prs II Aya(p)- ‘do’ is maybe just synchronically a suppletive stem of 
Ayam-, because diachronically both Toch. roots can be derived from one single 
PIE root; see Peters, 2004, 434. 
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productive. The Prs II stems mentioned above are therefore archaisms. 
To be sure, the most productive present stem classes are, in fact, 
precisely thematic classes: Class VIII in PT *-s’ä/sæ-, Class IX in PT 
*-s’k’ä/skæ-, and also the denominative Class XII, which derived from 
*-ye/o- stems. 

There further exists an obvious pattern with respect to the root 
ablaut of Class II presents: if a present made from a root with a non-
full root vowel is matched with a Sub II from the same root, both 
categories show a palatalizing PT ä-grade < pre-PT e-grade. On the 
other hand, if the Prs II is associated with a different subjunctive stem 
formation (with any kind of root vowel), it is prone to have a PT æ-
grade in the present, which in most cases also palatalizes the root 
initial (pointing to a pre-PT e-grade); cf. the examples in the following 
table (I only list TB forms; respective TA present stems show the same 
picture): 

käs- (II/I-III/III): ke1äM cä$k- (II/IoII/-): cäñsäM *Çteng/g 
kauk- (II/-/-): sausäM cämp- (II/II/I): campäM *Çtemp 
kraup(- (II-VI/II-V/I): krauptär ñäsk- (II/II/I-II): ñä11äM *nes-ske/o- 
klapa- (II-VI/V/I): klyeptär yärs- (II/II/I): yar1tär  
täk- (II/I/III): cesäM yäs- (II/II/-): ya1tär *Çyes 
tä$k- (II-VIII/I/III): ce$keM lyäk- (II/II/-): lyasäM *ÇleF 
traska- (II/V/-): tre11äM 1äMs- (II/II/I): 1aM1tär *Ç(s)kens 
plätk- (II/I/III): plyetkemane  
man(t)s(- (II-VI/II-V/I): meM1tär  

The only counterexamples are provided by räss(- (II/V/I) with rä11iM 
and pänna- (II/V/I) with päññän-me. 

Judged by this pattern, the ambiguous subjunctive stem of cä$k- 
was rather one of Class II than Class I.  

The following Class II present stems show a palatalizing full vowel 
in the root that is apparently to be derived from pre-PT *-e-: 
kauk- ‘call’: 3.sg. sausäM, 3.pl.mid. saukentär, etc.; klapa- ‘± touch; 
investigate’: 3.sg.mid. klyeptär, 3.pl.mid. klyepentär; täk-/ (Atäka-) 
‘touch’: 3.sg. cesäM, 3.pl. ceken-ne (TA ckeñc), etc.; tä$k- ‘hinder’: 3.sg. 
ce$keM, 3.sg.mid. ceMstär; plätk- ‘overflow, develop’: m-Part 
plyetkemane.  

There can be little doubt that also the Ger I TA wa1laM from Awäs- 
‘don, wear’ has a vowel -a- that derives from a pre-PT *e.6  

The only seeming example for non-palatalizing æ-grade is käs- 
‘quench, come to extinction’ with 3.sg. ke1äM, etc., and accordingly 

                                                 
6 Note that a pre-PT e-grade is also met in the Sub II from litk(?- ‘remove’. 
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Widmer, 1998, 174 derives this from a pre-PT o-grade in the root, but 
see Jasanoff, 1998, 314, fn. 53; 2003, 200, fn. 44; 2008, 159 for an original 
status as Prs VIII. 

Ambiguous with respect to palatalization are:  
traska- ‘chew’ (probably ultimately from PIE *tr@g-ske/o-): 3.sg. 
tre11äM; man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’: 3.sg.mid. meM1tär, 3.pl.mid. 
meMsentär; maybe re(-sk)- ‘flow’ also belongs here with 3.sg. re11äM, 
etc., from which only the present stem is attested (either a Prs II or Prs 
IXa); similarly, perk?- ‘peer’, from which also only the present form 
3.pl.mid. perkentär-me is attested. pänna- ‘stretch’ with 3.sg.mid. 
peññatär (Š, sic) beside 3.sg.act. päññän-me (MQ) and 3.pl.act. Imp 
päññiyeM is a special problem; see above 25.1.2. 

Pre-PT e-grade is also attested in Class III presents such as ñewetär 
from nu(- ‘cry’, and lyewetär from lua- ‘send’; and although these 
roots also ultimately show Narten character, I claim that such Prs III 
forms are not directly based on athematic Narten presents, but to be 
compared with the type Latin celare (see chap. Prs III/IV 26.5.3.).  
 On the other hand, this is certainly precisely the claim to be made 
for the Prs II forms showing a root vowel pre-PT *e. As far as I can see, 
there is no viable alternative to taking them for secondarily 
thematized singular active stem allomorphs of PIE > pre-PT athematic 
Narten present or PIE athematic Narten preterit stems (some of which 
ended up as still athematic Sub I stems). The best example with 
respect to evidence from other branches is probably furnished by TA 
wa1laM < pre-PT *wes-, since there no doubt existed a PIE Narten 
middle present *wes-toy which, of course, would go extremely well 
together with a respective 3.sg.act. *wes-ti.7 cepy- may attest to yet 
another way of creating singular active stem allomorphs of 
thematized Narten stems, viz. by adding *-ye/o-. If this is correct, then 
a Prs I †klye$k- standing beside a Sub I klä$k- can simply be taken for 
an archaism. 

                                                 
7 See also the remarks by Peters, 2006, 332ff. on the occasion of Prs II = Sub 

II klyaus-/ Aklyos-, who, however, thought that Prs II and Sub II formations 
with pre-PT e-grade derived from subjunctives to Narten verbal stems, and 
that the pre-PT e-grade instead of the expected pre-PT e-grade of the root was 
analogically introduced from the singular active indicative forms of the same 
Narten stems. But such an analysis would require, of course, the assumption 
that PIE subjunctives were not lost entirely in pre-PT times. 
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THE PRESENT OF CLASSES III AND IV 

26.1.  SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT CLASSES III AND IV  

26.1.1.  Class III present forms 

The following 47 roots form a present of Class III (35 TB, 26 TA, 14 TB 
= TA): 
kurpa- ‘care’, kula-/ Akula- ‘recede’, kulypa-/ Akulypa- ‘desire’, krämp(- ‘be 
hindered, disturbed’, Atäpa- ‘?’, trik(-/ Atrik(- ‘go astray, be confused’, triw(-/ 
Atriw(- ‘be mixed, shaken’, nu(- ‘cry’, Apärka- ‘(a)rise’, Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’, 
Apäl(- ‘come to extinction’, pälk(- ‘burn’, prä$k(- ‘restrain oneself, keep 
away’, prutk(- ‘be shut’, ‘be filled’, plä$k(- ‘come up for sale, mä$k(- ‘be 
inferior, lack’, märs(- ‘forget’, Amäl(- ‘being crushed, pressed together’, 
mäska-/ Amäsk(- ‘be, become’, mätstsa-/ Anätsw(- ‘starve’, mit(- ‘set out, go, 
come’, musk(- ‘disappear, perish’, mlutka- ‘escape’/~ Amluska- ‘escape’, Ayätka- 
‘?’, Ayu(- ‘turn, incline towards’, Ayutka- ‘be worried’, ritt(-/ Aritw(- ‘be 
attached to; be suitable’, Alit(- ‘fall, move away’, lipa- ‘remain, be left over’, lua- 
‘send’, luk(- ‘light up, be illuminated’, Awätk(- ‘separate, be separated, be 
decided’, wäks(- ‘± turn away’, Awäpa- ‘?’, wik(-/ Awik(- ‘disappear’, särsa- ‘?’, 
Asura- ‘be concerned’, sätk(-/ Asätk(- ‘spread out’, Asik(- ‘be overflown’, siya- 
‘sweat’, spänt(-/ Aspänta- ‘trust’, spärk(- ‘disappear, perish’, sruka- ‘die’, tsä$ka- 
‘(a)rise’, tsäm(-/ Atsäm(- ‘grow, increase, come into being’, tsär(-/ Atsär(- ‘be 
separated’, tsälp(-/ Atsälp(- ‘pass away, be released, redeemed’, tsuw(- 
‘attach oneself, stick to’. 
Uncertain are: kura?- ‘age’, (Prs II/III), tuk(- ‘hide oneself, seek refuge in’ (Prs 
II/III), Atsalta- ‘± devour’ (?).  
 
 TB TA  TB TA 
1.sg.mid. mäskemar mäskamar 1.pl.mid. mäskemtär — 
2.sg.mid. mäsketar mäskatar 2.pl.mid. späntetär suracär 
3.sg.mid. mäsketär mäskatär 3.pl.mid. mäskentär mäskantär 

nt-Part mäskeñca mskantasac    

m-Part mäskemane mäskamaM    
Ger/Abs mäskelle mäskal    
Inf  mäskatsi    
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In both languages a present of Class III is usually made from roots 
with non-full root vowel (ä, i, u), whereas a present of Class IV is 
formed from roots with full root vowel (a, au/TA o, ai/TA e).1 In 
Tocharian A, the suffix vowel in Class IV is subject to the usual 
weakening process triggered by vowel balance. 

This definition implies, of course, that in contrast to the manuals 
and in accordance with Jasanoff, 1978, 44, I prefer to assign the present 
stems of the non-full vowel roots Amluska- ‘escape’ (Prs TA 
mloskatär),2 Apärsk(- (Prs TA praska-), Atsäm(- (Prs TA sama-), and 
Atsälp(- (Prs TA salpa-) to Class III and not to Class IV, given that the 
corresponding TB presents made from the related roots belong to 
Class III, and also because the palatalized root-initial consonants of 
TA sama- and TA salpa- apparently point to a pre-PT *e ablaut vowel, 
so that we are dealing with lengthened-grade formations of the TB Prs 
III type ñewe-. As for the hapax 3.pl. TA salcantär, which shows 
palatalization of both the root-initial and root-final consonant, Winter, 
1976a, 29 = 2005, 165 argues that the root is the same as the one 
attested by TB tsalta- ‘chew’, and that we are dealing with a Prs IV of a 
respective root Atsalta- ‘± devour’. However, Class IV presents never 
show root-initial palatalization, so that one would like to toy with the 
idea that s- here is just due to palatalization assimilation: pre-PT 
*dolteye/o- > PT *ts’ælt’- (cf. TA ckacar vs. TB tkacer). As for the 
unusual root-final palatalization, a parallel is provided by the Prs IV 
stem TA sparcwa- from Aspartw(- ‘turn’, which goes back to an 
*-eye/o- present; see below 26.5.3. All in all, Winter’s interpretation of 
TA salcantär makes sense semantically (see s.v. tsalta- ‘chew’), but TA 
salcantär may not belong here at least from a diachronic point of view, 
i.e., it may likewise go back to an *-eye/o- present; see below 26.5.3. 

 
 
 

                                                 
1 The only exception seems to be Prs IV laitotär from lita- ‘fall’. laitotär has 

a Sub V with persistent full grade laita- and two preterit-stem allomorphs lita- 
and laita- at its side, so that laito- is a normal Prs stem beside laita-; but note 
the related Prs III stem TA lita-.  

2 This form also stands beside an ablauting Sub V. Note further that we 
cannot totally exclude the possibility that TA mloskatär belongs to a different 
root (the passage is fragmentary), or that the form is a Sub II or V (with an -o- 
unexpected here as well). 
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26.1.2.  Class IV present forms 

The following 25 roots form a present of Class IV (21 TB, 13 TA, 9 TB = 
TA): 
ar(-/ Aar(- cease, come to an end’, art(t)(-/ Aarta- ‘be pleased with, love, 
praise’, al(- ‘± be restrained’, as(-/ Aas(- ‘dry (out)’, aiw(- ‘be turned toward, 
incline to’, karp(- ‘descend’, kras(- ‘be angry’, klaya-/ Aklawa- ‘fall’, klaw(- ‘be 
called, named’, klaiksa- ‘dry up, wither; be afflicted’, klautk(- ‘turn, become’, 
trappa-/ Atrapa- ‘trip’, pauta-/ Apota- ‘honor, flatter’, plant(-/ Aplant(- ‘rejoice, 
be glad’, Apya1t(- ‘be strong, be nourished’, ya$k(- ‘be deluded’, yat(-/ Ayat(- 
‘be (cap)able’, lita- ‘fall (down, off), abandon, move away’, wak(- ‘split apart, 
bloom’, Awa$ka- ‘chat’, sampa- ‘be conceited’, Asak(- ‘remain’, spartt(-/ 

Aspartw(- ‘turn, behave, be’, spaw(- ‘subside, diminish’, Atsarw(- ‘be 
comforted, take heart’. 
Unclear is: Atsalta- ‘± devour’ (?). 
 

 TB TA  TB TA 
1.sg.mid. plontomar artmar 1.pl.mid. — — 
2.sg.mid. klaiksotar planttar 2.pl.mid. — — 
3.sg.mid. plontotär potatär 3.pl.mid. plontontär plantantär 

nt-Part — ?3    

m-Part sporttomane plaMtmaM    
Ger/Abs sporttolle artal    
Inf  plantatsi    

26.1.3.  Uncertain Prs III/IV forms, or incorrectly analyzed ones 

TEB I, 201, §§ 360f. also analyzes the present stems of kery- ‘laugh’ and 
tas- ‘put’ (tasaitär “für *tasetär” , tasemane) as Class III stems, and that 
of Atask- ‘resemble’ as Class IV stem, but see the discussion s.v. kery- 
‘laugh’, tas- ‘put’, and Atask- ‘resemble’. The restoration to a Prs III 
ly(u)weträ from lyu- ‘rub’ (thus WTG, 285) in 514 b 4 is uncertain; see 
s.v. lua- ‘send’. That sowota in 143 a 5 (MQ) contains a Prs IV 3.sg. 
sowot<rä> or 2.sg. sowota<r> (as proposed by TochSprR(B), s.v., 
followed by Adams, DoT, 635, s.v. sow-) remains possible, but is 
uncertain. Finally, Schmidt, 1974, 33, fn. 2 puts Atsarta?- ‘weep’ on his 
list of Prs III/IV roots, but see the discussion s.v. Atsarta?- ‘weep’. 
 
 

                                                 
3 On TA sparcwäntassi, see below 26.2.2. with fn. 9. 
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26.1.4.  Root ablaut in Prs III 

Present III forms usually have non-palatalizing -ä- as root vowel. 
Some forms have a palatalizing root vowel -e-/ TA -a- apparently 
from pre-PT *e, and there are also palatalized forms from what seem 
pre-PT e-grades, and probably one or two cases with non-palatalizing 
PT *æ, i.e., pre-PT *o. 

26.1.4.1.  Palatalizing PT *æ in the root 

The following examples show a palatalizing *’æ as root vowel: nu(- 
‘cry’ with 3.sg. Prs ñewetär; lua- ‘send’ with 3.sg. Prs lyewetär; Atsäm(- 
‘grow’ with 3.pl. Prs TA samantär; Atsälpa- ‘pass away’ with 3.sg. Prs 
TA salpatär. 

It is possible, but not certain, that 3.pl. Prs TA salcantär from 
Atsalta- ‘± devour’ belongs here as well;4 the TA present stem sert- does 
not belong to this group, see s.v. Atsarta?- ‘weep’. Finally, TA praskatär, 
etc. from Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’ (to which TB responds with a Prs V) 
must belong either here or to forms discussed in the following 
paragraph. Most likely also tsä$ka- ‘arise’ with 3.sg. Prs tse$ketär, etc. 
reflects *’æ in the root (as per TEB I, 64, § 41 and 200, § 359,2), because 
TB ts- seems to be the regular outcome of *ts’; see chap. Sound Laws 
1.2. Note that tsä$ka- behaves similarly to nu(-, lua-, and also to luk(- 
by showing irregular behavior in the subjunctive stem (see below 
26.2.5.). If the present goes back to non-palatalized *tsænk-, it may 
have a parallel in TA mloskatär from Amluska- ‘escape’. 

26.1.4.2.  Palatalizing PT *ä in the root 

Here belong: ABkulypa- ‘desire’ (see Adams, DoT, 185 for “*kwlyäp-”); 
luk(- ‘light up’ with 3.sg. lyuketär; in my opinion, TA sralune is a 
similarly palatalized ä-grade Prs III stem from Atsär(- ‘be separated’, 
see s.v. Atsär(-. Whether the restoration to a 3.sg. Prs ly(u)wetär from 
lu?- ‘rub’ is correct is very uncertain, see s.v. lu?- ‘rub’ and lua- ‘send’. 

Whether the 1.sg. Prs cukemar from tuk(- ‘hide oneself’ also 
belongs here is uncertain as well, because the form may as well be a 
Class II present (examples with root-initial palatalization are attested 
in this present class). The analysis depends on the correct 
interpretation of the possible subjunctive form 1.sg.act. taukau (see 
                                                 

4 This hapax is semantically uncertain, and so is a connection with the root 
tsalta- ‘chew’; see the discussion above 26.1.1. and s.v. ABtsalta-. 
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s.v. tuk(- ‘hide’). As for the variation of 3.sg. Prs lipetär and lyipetär 
from lipa- ‘remain’, the same variation is also found in the preterit. As 
for the Prs III TA suratär, present-stem forms are the only attested 
verbal forms from this root, but as Winter, 1980, 439 = 2005, 221 points 
out correctly, the noun TA suram ‘sorrow’ presupposes a subjunctive 
stem TA sura-, so that one has to set up a root with a palatal initial 
Asura- ‘be concerned’, undoubtedly of denominative origin.  

26.2.  VOICE/VALENCY PATTERNS OF PRS III/IV VERBS 

Present Classes III and IV are parallel formations inasmuch as they are 
basically correlated with similar stem formations, and share a lot of 
morphological and morphosyntactical characteristics. Both classes 
seem to be in complementary distribution with respect to root 
vocalism: roots with basic root vowel ä, i, or u form a Class III present, 
roots with root vowel a, ai/TA e, au/TA o a present of Class IV, and 
(*)-a-, -o- are not allowed to act as a root vowel in Class III Prs in 
Tocharian B, cf. TEB 200f., §§ 359, 363. 

Verbs forming a present of Class III or IV have the following 
general characteristics: 

They always form one paradigm together with a Class V 
subjunctive, and almost always also with a Class I preterit; they are 
usually intransitive; they can only be part of a grundverb paradigm, 
viz. they are never part of a kausativum or antigrundverb paradigm, 
and they are often part of a grundverb paradigm from a triple verb, or 
at least of a grundverb paradigm standing beside a kausativum 
paradigm; they are media tantum in the present, but usually activa 
tantum in the preterit; the preterit usually does not have root-initial 
palatalization; the imperfect suffix -i- in Tocharian B does not 
palatalize,5 and in Tocharian A, imperfects from Class III/IV present 
stems are completely absent, the category to be (functionally) supplied 
by preterit stem formations.6 

                                                 
5 This fact was, as far as I see, first pointed out by Hackstein, 2004, 89, fn. 

14. 
6 This is especially clear in the case of TA klawrä in YQ 5 a 6 from klawa- 

‘fall’, which is intransitive and acts as an imperfect judging by the correlated 
imperfect form TA ypar. We have to do with an old (intransitive!) s-preterit 
stem formation standing beside the well-attested (intransitive) Pt I 3.sg. TA 
kla, 3.pl. TA klar.  
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Nevertheless, there are two remarkable differences between 
Classes III and IV with respect to paradigmatic affiliation, and one of 
the two also goes together with a noticeable difference in behavior of 
Tocharian B versus A. 

On the one hand, Class III presents are usually associated with 
Class I preterits of Subclass 2/3, and Class IV presents usually go 
together with Class I preterits of Subclass 5, which mostly had a 
completely different prehistory from that of Subclass 2/3, as I argue in 
chap. Pt I 7.3.4.. 

On the other hand, the Sub V paradigms associated with Prs IV are 
usually activa tantum and of the invariant kind, showing no ablaut, 
but having persistent (*)-a- as root vowel in both languages, and 
constant word-initial accent in Tocharian B. It is with respect to the 
Sub V paradigms associated with Prs III that the two languages show 
a radically different behavior: In Tocharian B, these Sub V are usually 
media tantum, have only *ä as root vowel, and lack word-initial 
accent; in Tocharian A, the respective Sub V are activa tantum and 
show a root ablaut PT *æ vs. PT *ä, which is an inflectional type 
attested in Tocharian B as well, but there usually only beside Class I 
preterits of Subclass 1/4. 

26.2.1.  Transitive Prs III/IV verbs 

Very few verbs with a Class III or IV present stem are transitive, cf. 
TEB I, 200, § 359,4 and 202, § 363,4; Schmidt, 1974, 34f. with fn. 1. TEB 
gives the following examples for transitive presents of Class III and 
IV: art(t)(-/Aarta- ‘preisen’; TA karya1 “verlacht”; ABkulypa- ‘verlangen’; 
“AB klaw- ‘verkünden’; “und wahrscheinlich AB ya$k- ‘betören’”. 

To be sure, 3.sg. TA karya1 is rather a subjunctive (see s.v. Akary- 
‘laugh’). As for the grundverb of klaw(- ‘be called, named’, the TB 
paradigm, which has a Class IV present, is intransitive, whereas the 
valency and stem formation of the corresponding Aklawa- ‘be called; 
announce; recite’ is very uncertain (see s.v. Aklawa-), but most 
probably does not constitute an example of a transitive Prs III/IV verb 
at all. The two attested finite forms of the grundverb of ABya$k(- ‘be 
deluded’ are unclear with respect to valency, so that I would hesitate 
to set up transitive valency for that verb at all (see s.v. ABya$k(-). As 
for wapa- ‘weave’ brought into the discussion by Schmidt, 1974, 34f., 
fn. 1, no certain present forms are attested, as concluded by Schmidt 
himself (see also s.v. wapa- ‘weave’). 
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The only Prs III/IV verbs that are indeed transitive are art(t)(-/ 
Aarta- ‘be pleased with’, Akulypa- ‘desire’, lua- ‘send’, and märs(- 
‘forget’, and it is certainly not by chance that the corresponding TA 
present stem of märs(- is made from a different stem class.7 

art(t)(-/Aarta- shows the further peculiarity that it is medium 
tantum through the whole paradigm in Tocharian A and B, and even 
in the Kausativum III (which is transitive like the grundverb, but has 
the different meaning ‘acknowledge’). Since the (none too certain) 
3.sg. TA artär should not show syncope of the stem final *-a- if the 
form is to be analyzed as a Prs IV,8 one may toy with the idea of 
assigning this form to a Prs I, which, however, would not make much 
sense morphologically.  

In the case of kulypa- ‘desire’, no finite present forms are attested at 
all, so that the valency can, strictly speaking, not be determined. In 
Tocharian A, 3.sg. Prs TA kulypatär in A 254 b 5 can only be 
transitive: A 254 b 5 poñcäM saMsaraM ma cmol kulypatär ma ////. 
Schmidt, 1974, 146f. interprets this form (and implicitly that of A 355 b 
2) as passive: “Im ganzen SaMsara wird nicht [mehr?] Geburt 
verlangt, nicht ...”; in any case, the form cannot be intransitive. The 
other passages are unclear and/or too fragmentary. 

ABlua- ‘send’ belongs to the group of ablauting Sub V stems 
correlated with a Subcl. 1 (in TB), respectively Subcl. 4 Pt I (in TA), 
which usually have a nasal present beside them, so that the 
occurrence of Prs III in Tocharian B is very irregular, and 
consequently Winter assumed a secondary creation. On the other 
hand, the apparent lengthened grade of Prs III lyewe- would be odd 
in a secondary form. 

As for märs(-/Amärsa- ‘forget’, which has a Prs III in Tocharian B, 
but Prs VI in Tocharian A, Winter, 1980, 430, 437f. = 2005, 212, 219f. 
again claims that the TB Class III present stem is secondary, whereas 
the opposite is held by Schmidt, 1974, 34, fn. 1.  

Finally, one has to add nu(- ‘cry’ to the group of transitive Prs 
III/IV verbs (in Tocharian A only the kausativum is attested). The 
grundverb is transitive, as is clear from the a-preterit found in 224 a 3 
(MQ): metär pontäMts kärtse1c nawatai “[als] du freundschaftliche 

                                                 
7 No certain present form of Alua- ‘send’ is attested, however, the 

restoration to a 1.pl. nasal present TA lun(amäs) of this root in A 349 a 2 (as 
per TG, 466, followed by Schmidt, 1974, 45 with fn. 6) makes good sense. 

8 Schmidt, 1974, 260 reckons with a misspelling, but I am not sure that we 
are not dealing with a metrical passage. 
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Gesinnung zum Heil aller gebrüllt hast” (Schmidt, 1974, 98); the Prs III 
itself is attested with an infinitive complement in K 3 b 6 yolo yamtsi 
ñewetär, according to Sieg, 1938, 13f. “Böses zu tun androht”. The Opt 
nuwoyträ in fragment 236 1 a 2 is without context. As is the case with 
art(t)(-/Aarta- ‘be pleased with’, nu(- has the peculiarity that it also 
has active forms and initial accent in the subjunctive, and middle 
forms in the preterit stem. Further, just like lu(- ‘send’ it has a 
lengthened-grade present stem ñewe-. 

26.2.2.  Active forms and the nt-participle 

Although all manuals acknowledge that Class III and IV are almost 
exclusively inflected in the middle, they list a few active forms as well, 
cf. TEB I, 200, § 359,3; 202, § 363,3 and Schmidt, 1974, 33, fn. 5, which 
are in most diachronic approaches taken as “analogical innovations” 
(thus, e.g., Ringe, 1991, 83, fn. 63).  

To be sure, in my opinion, all alleged examples of active Class 
III/IV forms cited so far are to be rejected or are, at least, so uncertain 
that I would hesitate to analyze them as active Class III/IV forms at 
all. For a start, none of the nt-participles prove anything with respect 
to voice, because the present participle is entirely detached from voice 
in Tocharian (see chap. Prs Part 36.1.); but note that, interestingly 
enough, in Tocharian B almost no nt-participles are attested from 
athematic stems (Classes I, V, VI, VII) at all, and the same is true for 
present Classes III/IV. The only attestation of an nt-participle formed 
to a Class III/IV present stem in Tocharian B is mäskeñca from the 
very frequent root mäska- ‘be’. As for Tocharian A, three nt-participles 
are attested from present Class III, and only one possible example 
from Prs IV,9 which tallies with the fact that in Tocharian A, nt-
participles to athematic stem classes are generally found a bit more 
often than in Tocharian B, but are still far less frequent there than m-
participles.  

As for alleged finite active present Class III/IV forms listed in TEB, 
the roots kery-/ Akary- ‘laugh’ and Aya(p) ‘do’ do not form a Class III 
present at all. 

Furthermore, the restored active TA ri(t)w(e)ñc in A 220 a 2 can 
either be a present or a subjunctive form (cf. TG, 462): cami ri(t)w(e)ñc 
yärkäntwaM 1ñi kaswa1iM akalyo “they will be attached with 

                                                 
9 TA sparcwäntassi ‘of the (well)-behaving’ from Aspartw(- ‘turn, behave’ 

can as likely belong to the Prs II stem. 
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reverence and good wishes”. The same is true for TA triweñc in A 378, 
4, which is attested in a fragmentary context and can accordingly 
easily be a subjunctive form as well: //// ywar tr(i)weñc-<c>i • (cf. 
TG, 72, § 389). TA tsaramäs from Atsär(- is not a present form either, 
but a preterit (see Schmidt, 1974, 50f.; 1975, 291f.). TA klawa(1) 
“verkündet” (as per TG, 436) in A 461 b 3 is no certain active Class IV 
present either, see the discussion s.v. Aklawa- ‘be called; announce’. 
Finally, it would be quite arbitrary to emend the 3.sg.act. Prs TA 
sparcw1-äM to an active Prs IV †sparcwa1-äM, and not to take it as a 
form of a thematic present of Class II (both 3.sg.mid. Prs IV TA 

sparcwatär and 3.sg.act. TA sparcw1-äM can be derived from one 
single pre-PT present in *-eye/o-; see below 26.5.3.).  

Accordingly, all active forms listed in TEB can be explained 
otherwise. 

In sum, the evidence suggests that no sprachwirklich active forms 
of Class III and IV presents existed in either language, so that the 
medium tantum character of both classes is, in fact, even stricter than 
formerly assumed. It is, however, quite usual for intransitive verbs of 
Tocharian to inflect either as a medium tantum or activum tantum, so 
that in this respect Class III/IV present stems do not present a 
synchronic irregularity at all. 

26.2.3.  Accent and ablaut pattern in the subjunctive 

In Tocharian B, present Classes III and IV behave differently with 
respect to their corresponding subjunctive stems. Roots forming a 
present of Class III usually have a corresponding a-subjunctive with 
the following characteristics: they have non-initial accent, i.e., follow 
the basic rule of accentuation. This is true for at least 17 examples. In 
addition, these subjunctive stems are also almost completely confined 
to middle inflection, just as in the present stem.10 Note that 

                                                 
10 Only three possible examples of active a-subjunctives with non-initial 

accent can be found from Prs III verbs: 1.pl.act. mä$kamo from mä$k(- ‘be 
inferior’ attested beside a middle optative; there may be no present stem 
actually attested beside the 2.sg.act. Opt wätkoyt from wätk(- ‘decide’ (if read 
correctly), but the root should have had a Prs III to judge from its averbo and 
the attested Prs III in TA. The same may be true for the 3.pl. Sub pärkaM-me 
(sic) from pärka- ‘arise’, for which no present stem is attested in TB, though it 
is attested in TA, and which also has the kind of paradigm that predicts a Prs 
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intransitive a-subjunctive stems with non-initial accent associated 
with other present stem classes can show active inflection as well. On 
the other hand, an intransitive, all-middle a-subjunctive related to a 
different present class can also show initial accent. Hence, the mere 
property of being intransitive and medium tantum in the present stem 
does not automatically imply suffix accent in the a-subjunctive.11 

The few exceptions of Class III verbs deviating from the usual 
pattern are discussed below, and it should be noted that almost all of 
these roots show at least one other exceptional feature in addition. In 
contrast to a-subjunctives related to Prs III, the TB a-subjunctive stems 
correlated with Prs IV without exception have persistent (*)-a- as root 
vowel and initial accent, and, in addition, are almost exclusively activa 
tantum.12 Persistent (*)-a- and initial accent is actually a feature of all 
roots with full root vowel (a, au or ai ) , so the behavior of these 
subjunctive stems does not deviate from that of other paradigms. 

In Tocharian A, roots forming a present of Class III or IV do not 
deviate with respect to their subjunctive stems from other roots, i.e., 
have either persistent (*)-a- in the whole subjunctive and preterit stem 
or show ablaut, but no a-umlaut in the strong stem allomorph. As for 
voice, just as in Tocharian B the a-subjunctives related to Prs IV are 
activa tantum. The only example of a medium tantum comes from the 

                                                                                                        
III. As will be discussed below in the main text, other active subjunctive forms 
from Prs III verbs exist, but these show initial accent. 

11 To be sure, there are just two examples of all-middle, intransitive Sub V 
stems with initial accent: mäk(- ‘run’ (itr) (m/m/m) (V/V/I), and man(t)s(- ‘be 
sorrowful’ (itr) (m/m/m) (II-VI/II-V/I) (NB: root vowel -a-). Most intransitive 
a-subjunctives with initial accent show active inflection. On the other hand, 
there are likewise only two intransitive, media tantum Sub V stems of the 
non-initial class attested outside of a Prs III paradigm: from mrausk(- ‘feel 
disgust, aversion to the world’ (itr) (m/m/m) (VI/V/I), and spänt(- ‘trust’ (itr) 
(m/m/-) (III/V/I); three such non-initially accented intransitive Sub V stems 
show both active and middle inflection, which is an uncommon feature, 
because intransitive stems rarely show voice alternation at all, the only certain 
examples for such a voice alternation being the roots pärka- ‘(a)rise’, ‘become 
clear’ (itr) (-/x/a) (-/V/I) and räma- ‘bend, bow’ (itr) (a/x/m) (VI/V/I). 

12 There are only two exceptions from exclusive active inflection in the Sub 
V: art(t)(- ‘love’ (the same is true for Aarta-), which behaves irregularly with 
respect to two other features as well, because it is transitive and inflects as 
medium tantum in the whole paradigm; the second exception is the once 
attested 3.sg. middle Opt spartoyträ (MQ, metrical) from spartt(- ‘turn’. 
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same root as in Tocharian B, i.e., transitive Aarta- ‘love, praise’.13 The 
subjunctives to Class III are likewise activa tantum,14 and hence 
constitute a contrast to Tocharian B, while the instances of middle 
forms from this subjunctive class are none too certain.15 

26.2.4.  Accent and ablaut pattern in the preterit 

A present of Class III/IV is systematically correlated with preterits of 
Class I, as is to be expected from roots with A-character.16 The only 
two exceptions are Amäsk(- ‘be’ (the TB equivalent has Pt I), and mit(- 

                                                 
13 There are not as many examples attested as in Tocharian B: Aas(- ‘dry 

(out)’, Aklawa- ‘fall’, Aplant(- ‘rejoice’, Amluska- ‘escape’, Ayat(- ‘be (cap)able’, 
Asak(- ‘remain’, Aspartw(- ‘turn; behave; be’, and perhaps Awak(- ‘split apart’, 
for which no TA present is attested, but which should have a Prs IV, to judge 
from Tocharian B. Whether the contextless [lm]arinträ • in A 205 a 3 contains a 
3.sg.mid. Opt TA arinträ from Aar(- ‘cease’ is uncertain, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 38, 
fn. 1. 

14 There are only six examples attested: Akula- ‘recede’, Atrik(- ‘be 
confused; faint’, Aritw(- ‘be attached’, Alit(- ‘fall (down, off)’, Awik(- 
‘disappear’, Atsälp(- ‘pass away’; perhaps also Aprutk(- ‘be shut, be filled’, for 
which no present stem is attested in Tocharian A, but the TB equivalent of 
which has a Prs III. That the same is also true for Alua- ‘send’ is not so obvious, 
because the TA verb may have had a nasal present stem instead of the Prs III 
attested in TB; see above fn. 7. 

15 Atsär(- ‘be separated’: although the only attested finite form (TA tsratär) 
formally looks like a present of Class III (thus Schmidt, 1974, 49), and the 
analysis as Sub V would require the assumption of a misspelling for †tsratär, it 
should nevertheless be analyzed as subjunctive, as in TG, 438, because it is 
syntactically coordinated with another subjunctive. A further example for a 
middle subjunctive may come from Amä$k(- ‘be inferior’, and although no 
TA present stem is attested, Prs III ought to be expected on account of 
Tocharian B, and it is further remarkable that only the subjunctive of the TB 
equivalent mä$k(- likewise behaves exceptionally with respect to voice; but 
note that it is the other way around in TB, where the Sub V shows irregular 
active voice beside middle forms. Accordingly, this may be one of the few 
examples for voice alternation in intransitive stems. Note that middle Sub V 
TA wätkamar from Awätk(- ‘separate’ is a ghost form, see s.v. Awätk(-. 

16 One would expect that in Tocharian A also a middle root preterit (= Pt 0) 
could act as the correlated preterit stem, but by chance in both possible cases 
of Pt 0 verbs no respective present stem of the grundverb is attested: Aluk- 
‘light up’ (itr) (-/-/m) (-/-/0) beside TB Prs III, and Awak(- ‘split apart’ (itr) 
(-/a/x) (-/V/0-I) beside TB Prs IV. 
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‘set out’, which have s-preterit stems instead (Pt III is also attested for 
the TA equivalent Amit?-, where the preterit is the only stem found 
from this root). The s-preterit of Amäsk(- is most certainly an 
innovation, whereas the s-preterit of mit(-/ Amit?- may be old (see s.v. 
mit(- ‘set out’).17 The a-preterit stems correlated with presents of Class 
III, i.e., those from non-full vowel roots, usually belong to Subclass 2 
or 3, i.e., do not show root-initial palatalization. The exceptions are lua- 
‘send’ (tr) (m/a/a) (III/V/I) with 3.sg. lyuwa,18 and luk(- ‘light up, be 
illuminated’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) with 3.sg. lyuka-me; these two roots 
also show other irregular features (see below 26.2.5.).  

Apart from very few exceptions, the a-preterits correlated with 
present Classes III/IV are activa tantum, which is also true for those 
present Class III verbs that have an all-middle subjunctive stem in 
Tocharian B. Exceptional middle inflection in the preterit is attested 
for only four roots: art(t)(-/Aart(- ‘love, praise’ (medium tantum in 
the whole paradigm), nu(- ‘cry’ (only one preterit form is attested, and 
that is a middle), and Atsarw(- ‘be comforted, take heart’ (only one 
preterit form is attested, and this is a middle).19 Note that the first two 
roots also show other features uncharacteristic of Prs III/IV verbs such 
as being transitive. For the root klaya- one single middle a-preterit 
form is attested beside many attestations of active ones, and since this 
middle form comes from a monastery record, we may be dealing with 
a secondary, informal-style form. Furthermore, if there is another 
preterit stem found in addition to the a-preterit in the intransitive 
grundverb paradigm of Prs III/IV verbs, these are middle like the 
present: the middle s-preterit from luk(- ‘light up’ attested beside an 
equally intransitive active a-preterit, which is certainly an inner-TB 
replacement of an intransitive, middle root preterit that is still attested 
in Tocharian A. Furthermore, there is also an intransitive middle 

                                                 
17 Note that some other seemingly s-preterit forms that stand beside Pt I 

forms such as the 3.pl. prautkar from prutk(- ‘be shut’ are clearly secondary; 
see chap. Pt I 7.2.1.1. 

18 The TA equivalent is made from Subclass 4, i.e., shows the same root-
initial palatalization in the singular active, but the respective TA present stem, 
from which no certain forms are attested, may have been a nasal stem in 
contrast to Tocharian B; see above fn. 7. 

19 As for yat(- ‘be (cap)able’, what was formerly taken to be a Pt yatate in 
109 a 10 can be read as an active 3.sg. yata-ne, as per Schmidt, 1974, 34, fn. 6 
and 39f.; the 1.sg.mid. yatamai rather belongs to yät(- ‘adorn’, and the newly 
attested yatante is better analyzed as Pt II; see chap. Pt II 8.1.1., fn. 2. 
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preterit of Class VII attested beside the (transitive!) active Class I 
preterit for kras(- ‘be angry’.20 

26.2.5.  The exceptions from the usual subjunctive/preterit pattern 
in Tocharian B 

Winter, 1980, 422ff., 430 and 434f. = 2005, 204ff., 212 and 216f. pointed 
out that the Class III present verbs usually have the characteristics of 
(1) being intransitive, (2) having an a-preterit without root-initial 
palatalization, and (3) having in Tocharian B an a-subjunctive with 
non-initial accent beside them, and that the members of the small 
group of exceptions to that pattern almost all show more than one 
deviation from the general scheme. Winter generally explained those 
deviations as innovations. The exceptions to the middle inflection and 
non-initial accent rules for the subjunctive are nu(- ‘cry’ (one active 
Sub form nuwaM beside middle forms, initial accent, but no ablaut),21 
märs(- ‘forget’ (both active and middle Sub forms, initial accent, 
ablaut), mit(- ‘set out’ (no finite Sub attested, initial accent in the Inf 
mitatsi, maybe no active inflection), lua- ‘send’ (only one active Sub V 
form lawä<M> (sic) attested, which shows ablaut; initial accent highly 
probable), luk(- ‘light up’ (only Inf lukatsi attested, initial accent, 
maybe no active inflection), sruka- ‘die’ (initial accent and ablaut, 
probably active and middle Sub forms), and tsä$ka- ‘arise’ (only active 
Sub forms, initial accent, ablaut). The present stems of nu(- ‘cry’ and 
luk(- ‘light up’ both show a palatalized root initial (3.sg.mid. ñewetär, 
3.sg.mid. lyuketär), while the present of tsä$ka- ‘arise’ is ambiguous 
with respect to root-initial palatalization (see above 26.1.4.1.). lua- 
‘send’ and luk(- ‘light up’ further show an a-preterit with palatalized 
root initial in the active singular. nu(- ‘cry’ acts strangely, because it is 
transitive, and the Pt I of this verb has a middle form (actually, this is 
the only attested form of that stem). luk(- ‘light up’ and lua- ‘send’ are 
the only (certain) Prs III roots to show a preterit stem of Class I with 
root-initial palatalization (most likely Subclass 1, although no plural 

                                                 
20 This root is exceptional because it shows voice alternation in the 

grundverb (and Kaus. III as well!) between act. ‘vex’, mid. ‘be angry’ with a 
middle Prs IV, middle Pt VII, but active Pt I. The middle preterit yatante is 
better analyzed as a Pt II kausativum; see chap. Pt II 8.1.1., fn. 2. 

21 Note that this is, in fact, the only Sub V stem with initial accent that has 
a singular active form without showing ablaut. 
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forms are attested); on the other hand, mit(- ‘set out’ shows the 
peculiarity of having an s-preterit instead of an a-preterit; finally, 
Akulypa- ‘desire’, märs(- ‘forget’, and lua- ‘send’ are transitive just like 
nu(- ‘cry’ and art(t)(-/Aarta- ‘love, praise’. nu(- ‘cry’ and art(t)(-/Aarta- 
‘love, praise’ are in addition among the few examples of a middle 
preterit stem. To put it the other way round, all TB Prs III forms with 
palatalized root-initial consonant (ñewetär, lyewetär, lyuketär, and 
probably also tse$ketär) have an unusual subjunctive stem,22 while for 
the similar TA presents (TA samantär, TA salpatär, TA sralune) this 
may only hold true for Atsär(-; on the other hand, the TA equivalent 
of kulype-, i.e., TA kulypatär, is clearly transitive. The same is true for 
the indisputably transitive TB Prs III stems, since all three of them (i.e., 
nu(- ‘cry’, märs(- ‘forget’, lua- ‘send’) have irregular subjunctives as 
well, while from kulypa- ‘desire’ no subjunctive forms are attested, but 
root-initial palatalization. Finally, one can also point out that the one 
Prs III verb with a grundverb s-preterit,23 i.e., mit(-, also behaves 
peculiarly in the subjunctive stem. The only example of an unusual 
subjunctive stem in a Prs III paradigm not showing another 
morphological or morpho-syntactic peculiarity in addition is sruka- 
‘die’. 

Winter, 1980, 438 = 2005, 220 claims “that first-syllable 
palatalization B-e-, A-a-followed by B-e-, A-a- suffix would be a 
characteristic of verbs of motion without radical suppletion”, even 
though ñewetär from nu(- ‘cry’ does not fit semantically, and I cannot 
conceive of any diachronic process that might have led to such a 
result.24  

 
 
 

                                                 
22 In the case of ABkulypa- no subjunctive stem is attested. 
23 Two other Prs III roots also have an s-preterit in the grundverb 

paradigm, but these cases are different: what seem to be 3.pl. s-preterit forms 
of prutk(- ‘be shut’ are analogically reshaped a-preterit forms (see the 
discussion in chap. Pt I 7.2.1.1); the intransitive s-preterit forms from luk(- 
‘light up’ are middle and a secondary replacement of the root preterit still 
attested in Tocharian A. 

24 Winter did not take into account the behavior of present Class IV 
because he apparently assumes a different source for both stem formations 
(Winter, 1960, 181f.). 
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26.2.6.  Overview of the morphological patterns of Prs III/IV 

Prs III 
The exceptions given in brackets are uncertain examples. 
 
Feature TB TA Exceptions 
Valency intransitive Akulypa-, nu(-, märs(-, lua- 
Prs voice  media tantum — 
Prs root ablaut non-palatalizing *ä ABkulypa-, nu(-, Apärsk(-, 

Amluska-, lua-, luk(-, 
tsä$ka-, Atsäm(-, Atsär(-, 
Atsälpa-, (Atsalta-)  

Sub class Class V — 
Sub V voice media 

tantum 
activa  

tantum 
nu(-, mä$k(-/Amä$k(-, 
märs(-, lua-, tsä$ka- 
(wätk(-, pärka-, sruka-, 
Atsär(-) 

Sub V accent basic-rule — nu(-, märs(-, mit(-, luk(-, 
sruka-, tsä$ka- 

Pt class Class I Amäsk(-, mit(- 
Pt I voice activa tantum nu(- 
Pt I subgroup no root-initial palatalization lua-, luk(- 
 

Prs IV 
 
Feature TB TA Exceptions 
Valency intransitive art(t)(-/Aarta- 
Prs voice  media tantum — 
Sub V voice activa tantum art(t)(-/Aarta-, spartt(- 
Sub V accent initial — — 
Pt I voice activa tantum art(t)(-/Aart(-, klaya--, 

Atsarw(- 

26.3.  THE TYPE koloktär 

The following four roots have a special root structure, because they 
are the only disyllabic, or one prefers, trisyllabic roots in Tocharian. 
Synchronically, their present stem formation seems to be that of 
athematic Class I, but there is reason to believe that they formerly 
formed a present of Class IV:  
kalaka- ‘follow’ (tr) (m/-/a) (I/-/I), parak(- ‘prosper’ (itr) (a/-/-) (I/V/-), 
walaka- ‘stay, abide’ (itr) (m/-/-) (I/-/-), sanapa- ‘anoint’ (tr) (m/-/-) (I/V/-). 
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 Prs Imp  Imp 
1.sg.mid. wolokmar — 1.sg.act. — 
2.sg.mid. — — 2.sg.act. — 
3.sg.mid. koloktär, 

woloktär, sonoptär 
sonopitär, 
wolositär 

3.sg.act. — 

1.pl.mid. — — 1.pl.act. — 
2.pl.mid. — — 2.pl.act. porosicer 
3.pl.mid. kolok(e)ntär, 

wolokentär 
— 3.pl.act. porosyeM 

 
nt-Part — m-Part kolokmane Ger/Abs sonopälle 

From a synchronic point of view, the inflection is clearly athematic. 
The 3.pl. wolokentär with thematic 3.pl. ending -entär can safely be 
explained as analogical, because such an intrusion of thematic endings 
into athematic paradigms is not uncommon especially in the 3. plural, 
see TEB I, 197, § 351,1,25 and chap. Prs I 24.1.2. As for the 3.pl. 
kolo[ka]nträ in the MQ text 255 a 2f., in the case of a genuine 
athematic form one would expect †kolokänträ, because in MQ texts 
unaccented /ä/ should not be rendered by (a). Since the ak1ara in 
question is almost unreadable, I propose that we may have here again 
-entär, i.e., kolo[k](e)nträ.26 

Judging from the averbo, from the middle voice in the present, and 
from the intransitive valency of at least three of the four, Warren 
Cowgill (apud Ringe, 1987, 104f.) and, independently, Adams, 1988, 
403 proposed that we are here dealing with present stems that 
originally belonged to Class IV, e.g., 3.sg.mid. *kolokotär, which 
finally lost the third o.27 Both Cowgill and Adams also assumed that 
kalaka- ‘follow’ is cognate with the TA root Akälka- ‘go’ and for the 
type of the former set up a pre-PT o-grade allomorphs from se/ roots 
with enlargement by an obstruent of the shape *CoRH-K-. Peters, 
2004, 441 objected to that claim that the laryngeal should have been 
lost in such a context, and speculated that we are rather dealing with a 
sequence of the structure pre-PT *CäRaC- that had developed by 
sound law out of a sequence PIE *C‹HC-, i.e., a zero-grade sequence 

                                                 
25 But note that instead of “*wolokantär”  one should expect wolokäntär. 
26 The e-vowel may also have simply been omitted due to an error, 

because this manuscript contains many inaccurate spellings and omissions of 
signs. 

27 Winter, 1994, 403 = 2005, 452 assumes that this o-drop is part of a more 
general rule, according to which in PT sequences of three identical full vowels 
(with the exception of TB CaCaCa) the third is reduced to *ä which is then lost 
in an open syllable. 
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*CRHC- that had secondarily attracted the accent either already in PIE 
or in Very Early pre-PT, but Peters was not able to tell in which 
morphological category such a sequence could have occurred. 
Therefore, I think it is better to assume that *CäRC- was the 
lautgesetzlich outcome of any PIE *CRHC- sequence in Tocharian, and 
that *CäRaC- was simply a newly created analogical zero-grade type, 
which was based on full grades of the *CeRaC- type, or lengthened 
grades of the *CeRaC- type as attested by Pt I (of Subclass 7) salaka. 

It has to be pointed out that this small group of verbs deviates in 
some respects from the usual characteristics of Class IV verbs: the 
imperfect suffix -i- apparently palatalizes the palatalizable root finals 
of parak(- and walaka-, whereas all examples of imperfects from what 
are synchronically Prs IV stems (and also those from Prs III stems with 
one exception) do not have a palatalizing imperfect suffix; 
furthermore, the imperfects porosicer and porosyeM of parak(- are 
active forms, which would make them the only active forms from any 
present stem of Class IV; finally, the Class I preterit of kalaka- has root-
initial palatalization and belongs synchronically to Subclass 7 (the 
evident TA equivalent Akälka- has a Subclass 3, i.e., non-palatalized Pt 
I). No finite subjunctive forms are attested from any of these four 
roots, but we have the non-finite Sub V forms parakalñe, parakatsi, 
and sanapalle, sanapatsi, which all bear the accent on the second 
syllable, whereas the Sub V associated with what are synchronically 
Prs IV all have root-initial accent. Clearly, the only thing all these facts 
suggest is that these four verbs were detached from the synchronic 
pattern of Prs IV verbs, but this does not necessarily imply that all or 
any of these divergences from the standard behavior of Prs IV verbs 
are something old; this may be especially true for the palatalizing 
effect of the imperfect suffix, because I would rather explain the non-
palatalizing imperfect of the TB Prs III/IV stems as archaism (see 
below 26.5.3.). 

26.4.  SEMANTICS AND FUNCTION 

With the exception of the few transitive ones, Class III and IV presents 
as a rule “denote a state, or more commonly the process of entering a 
state”, as per Jasanoff, 1975, 102; “while most denote an action or 
process, a substantial minority are stative”, as per Jasanoff, 1978, 27. 
According to Schmidt, 1974, 99ff., all intransitive middles from the 
semantic field of “sein, werden, vergehen” either constitute the Class 
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III/IV present part of paradigms that he calls “Medioaktiva”28 or 
belong to media tantum paradigms, except miw(- ‘shake’ which has 
active and middle forms in a different distribution. Schmidt, 1974 was, 
of course, only concerned with middle forms, but if we have a look at 
the behavior of intransitive verbs with respect to voice in Tocharian in 
general, we get the following picture:  

Intransitive verbal paradigms are usually either activa tantum or 
media tantum with very few exceptions, and these exceptions 
overwhelmingly do not denote a state but are rather verbs of motion, 
such as miw(- ‘shake’. 

26.4.1.  Triple roots 

Roots that have a triple set of paradigms consisting of grundverb, 
antigrundverb, and Kausativum II regularly have a present of either 
Class III or IV in the intransitive grundverb paradigm, and 
accordingly also have the characteristics discussed above in the 
subjunctive/preterit stem. While there are no triple roots not having a 
Class I preterit (or, alternatively, a Class 0 Pt in TA) and a Class V 
subjunctive in the grundverb paradigms, present classes other than 
Class III/IV are indeed occasionally attested in the grundverb 
paradigm of triple roots (namely Prs I, V, VI, and also VIII but finite 
Prs VIII forms only in the middle). This means that for many 
intransitive grundverb paradigms with a Prs III/IV, a transitive 
counterpart consisting of an s-present, a Class I or II subjunctive, and 
an s-preterit may be assumed, as in the case of: 
wak(-/ Awak(- grundverb TB ‘split apart, bloom’ (itr)/ TA ‘split part, 
break apart, burst’ (itr) with Prs IV (m) (not attested in TA), Sub V (a)/ 
TA Sub V (a), Pt I (-)/ TA Pt 0 (m), Pt I (a); antigrundverb TB mid. 
‘differ’ (itr)/ TA act. ‘take apart’, mid. ‘differ’ (tr/itr) with Prs VIII (m)/ 
TA Prs VIII (m), TA Sub VII (a), TA Pt III (a); Kausativum II TB ‘let 
bloom’ (tr) with Sub IXb (-), and Pt IV (a). 

26.4.2.  The voice/valency pattern of Prs III/IV verbs 

In general, voice and valency in Tocharian is correlated in the 
following way: 
                                                 

28 Schmidt, 1974, 34f. with fn. 2 opts for the Class III suffix -e- as a suffix 
denoting intransitive valency just like that of subjunctive Class III, but then 
what about the rest of the paradigm? 
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Transitive verbs can be activa tantum, media tantum, or show 
voice alternation, the middle voice can in the latter case denote 
various different middle semantics as inherited from PIE such as 
reflexive function, see chap. Voice in detail. 

In contrast, intransitive verbs are usually either activa tantum or 
media tantum in the entire paradigm.  

A small group of unaccusative verbs of the break type can express 
causative alternation by simple voice alternation in the present and 
preterit stems, as is the case with päk- active ‘cook (tr), let ripen’, mid. 
‘cook (itr), ripen’, see chap. Valency 4.5.1. 

The truly remarkable characteristic of paradigms with a present of 
Class III/IV is therefore not that they consist of all-middle present 
stems and all-middle/all-active subjunctive/preterit stems 
respectively, but the very combination of both media tantum present 
(and subjunctive) stems and activa tantum preterit (and subjunctive) 
stems in one single intransitive paradigm. Hence, any theory on 
present Classes III/IV must explain why the speakers of Tocharian 
chose the middle inflection for the present stem Classes III and IV, but 
had active inflection for the preterit of the same paradigm in both 
languages, and middle inflection for the subjunctive stems to present 
Class III in Tocharian B, and, in contrast, active inflection in Tocharian 
A, and, again, active inflection for the subjunctives to present Class IV 
in both languages. 

The exclusive use of middle voice in Prs III/IV hence seems to be 
linked to their specific morphology. This assumption seems further 
supported by the fact that a similar situation can be observed in the 
case of the Class III subjunctive. Class III subjunctives are (almost) 
exclusively confined to the function of acting as intransitive 
subjunctive stems in the case of causative alternation verbs of the päk- 
‘cook’ type. Note that this parallelism does not necessarily suggest 
that both classes have to reflect one and the same inherited pattern or 
preform; what it does suggest is simply that the middle inflection of 
present Classes III and IV and likewise subjunctive Class III must 
have to do with morphology rather than with valency or semantics. 

26.5.  DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

Present Classes III and IV are parallel formations inasmuch as they 
form part of the same kind of paradigms, and share a lot of 
morphological characteristics.  
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That both classes stand in complementary distribution, as is often 
asserted in literature, is, however, not so obvious; as was argued 
above, a Prs III goes usually together with a Pt I of Subclass 2/3, and a 
Prs IV usually stands beside a Pt I of Subclass 5, but at least the core 
members of Subclass 2/3 and Subclass 5 were of completely different 
origins. On the other hand, I also argued that very few members of 
Subclass 5, such as TB *waka, TA wak, are indeed to be taken for 
primary formations in pre-PT *-a- much in the same way as all the 
core members of Subclass 2/3. There exists also a complementary 
distribution with respect to the outcomes of a root vowel PT *(’)æ in 
Tocharian B: whenever no Pt I with respective root vowel *’æ or *æ (> 
TB -a- by a-umlaut) is attested, PT *(’)æ surfaces as TB -e-, and the 
present accordingly belongs to Class III; otherwise, the root vowel 
surfaces as TB -o-, and the present is therefore of Class IV. Because of 
these two arguments, one would indeed very much like to derive the 
stem-final vowels of both Prs III and Prs IV from one common PT 
source, which, however, may have had different ancestors at the pre-
PT stage. 

So far, no agreement has been reached with respect to the origin of 
these stem-final vowels. There are basically two different approaches: 
a simple vowel as origin of the stem-final vowel(s), or the result(s) of 
vowel contraction. As for the theories assuming contraction, it has so 
far been proposed to derive the vowels from “stative” *-eh-(ye/o-) or 
*-h-ye/o-, denominative *-eH-ye/o-, or deinstrumental *-oh-ye/o-. 

26.5.1.  The problem of the phonological correlation of the Class III 
and IV suffixes 

Although present Classes III and IV seem to be morphologically 
parallel formations, they possibly differ not only with respect to the 
root ablaut, but also with respect to the suffix; at least this will be the 
first impression. Whereas the non-palatalizing suffix of present Class 
III -e-/ TA -a- can easily be derived from PT *-æ-, the stem-final 
phoneme equivalent TB -o-/ TA -a- of present Class IV seems at a first 
glance to result from familiar PT *-å-. However, the suffix vowel of 
Class IV seems also to have triggered a change of a non-diphthongal 
root vowel -a- into surface -o-/ TA -a-.29  

                                                 
29 As for the diphthongs with vowel (*)-a-, they do not seem to have been 

affected by that change, since in TB, it would have been possible to write an 
ow-diphthong at least in older texts, and an -oy- in any kind of texts, but even 
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There are basically three different strategies to be considered in 
order to account for the suffix vowel of Class IV: (1) deriving it from 
the familiar PT *å phoneme that resulted from pre-PT *a, *-as, and 
*-os; (2) deriving it from another familiar PT vowel, which, of course, 
should have been capable of triggering the umlaut attested just in the 
limited context of present Class IV and the noun onolme (see TEB I, 
200, § 359; Jasanoff, 1978, 29ff.; VW II/2, 53ff., § 63; Adams, 1988a, 21, 
70ff.; Pinault, 1989, 137f.); (3) setting up a special phoneme only for 
this context (Ringe, 1987, 98ff.; 1991, 84ff.; 1996, 119ff., followed by the 
Freiburg school and Peters; see below).  

Strategy (1)30 immediately turns out not to be viable, because in 
Class IV presents, the root vowel can almost never be derived from a 
pre-PT *a-vowel, and PT *å from pre-PT *a, *-as, and *-os just caused a 
preceding PT *æ to develop into both o and TA o, and not a preceding 
PT *a-vowel to turn into o and TA a;31 hence, we are left with 
strategies (2) and (3), i.e., we are facing the methodological problem 
that a phonological process occurs in what seems a limited 
morphological context. 

 

                                                                                                        
in MQ texts only the diphthongs ai and au are attested (to be sure, there is no 
attestation to be found in a paleographically archaic text). Accordingly, the 
stem-final vowel must have been backed rather than rounded by the 
preceding root vowel. 

30 As first advanced by Pedersen, 1941, 221. A simple PIE *-a- > PT *-å- 
turning a preceding PT *-æ- into -o- was later also assumed by Normier, 1980, 
252, 255; Hilmarsson, 1986, 204, fn. 13 (partly followed by Rasmussen, 1988, 
168f.) and 1989a, 128, fn. 13 (he does not comment on Class III). Similarly, 
Isebaert, 2002, 96 for klowo-/TA klawa-. 

31 As for the first claim, see the massive evidence gathered by Hilmarsson 
himself (1986, 29-38; TA sasyu clearly has an analogical -a- as reduplication 
vowel), and also Normier, 1980, 252, 255; as for the second claim, cf. forms 
such as kako, kawo, panto, maskwo, tsarwo. Normier’s additional assumption 
(1980, 252) that PT *a was turned into -o-/ TA -a- by a following PT *-å- only if 
the latter was “nicht auslautend” is completely arbitrary and contradicted by 
plural forms such as kakonta. Note that all of the well-established umlaut 
phenomena of Tocharian, the a-umlaut, the u-umlaut, and the *æ ... å > *o ... å 
umlaut, did occur in disyllabic forms as well. Note that Kümmel despite his 
most improbable claim that the root vowels of all Class IV presents have 
always been pre-PT *a > PT *å, nevertheless does not follow Strategy (1), but 
clings to Strategy (3), operating with a stem-final vowel “*e2” said to be 
“differentiated from normal *e and *æ” (2009, 177f.). 
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26.5.1.1.  The nominal suffixes -elme and -olme  

Outside of present Classes III and IV, the correlation of root vowel (*)ä 
with suffix vowel -e-/ TA -a- on the one hand and of root vowel o 
from PT *a with suffix vowel -o- on the other seems to reoccur in the 
case of the nominal suffixes -elme/ TA -aläm and -olme, but the 
evidence seems to consist altogether of four forms only. The suffix 
-elme is found with the following forms: 

(1) yselme/ TA ysaläm* (only attested in the plural forms ysalmañ, 
ysalmas) ‘[sexual] pleasure’. The noun can be connected with 
ykassäññe ‘sexual pleasure, concupiscence’, cf. Adams, DoT, 521. 
Hence, we have to do with a root †yäka- ‘± having pleasure’ not 
attested in any verb form. Note that the suffix -elme apparently 
palatalizes and thereby suggests a pre-PT shape *-elmo-. 

(2) wpelme ‘cobweb’ can safely be connected with wepe ‘± 
paddock’ and yepe ‘spider’ from the PIE ani/ root *Ç}web ‘weave’; 
as for Tocharian forms from this root, only the subjunctive/preterit 
stem variant wapa- is attested with certainty in both Tocharian A and 
B. Since wpelme ‘cobweb’ has an unpalatalized initial, it must go back 
to a form with a zero-grade *}ub- (cf. Klingenschmitt, 1992, 126 = 
2005, 342, fn. 63: *ub-ol-mo-). 

(3) syelme ‘sweat’ certainly belongs to siya- ‘sweat’, and further to a 
PIE ani/ root *Çsweyd of the same meaning. 

Whereas wpelme can directly continue a pre-PT *ube/olmo-, a 
pre-PT *swide/olmo- should, in my view, have resulted in TB *salme 
(cf., e.g., ABwä(s)?- ‘give’ if from PT *wäda-; see s.v. wä(s)?- ‘give’). 
Therefore, it is best to derive syelme from the Sub V stem, i.e., from a 
proto-form PT *säya-ælmæ (see Ringe, 1987, 117; 1996, 58f., fn. 2), and 
not directly from the *swid-ol-mo- set up by Jasanoff, 1978, 32 and 
Klingenschmitt, 1992, 126 = 2005, 342, fn. 63. 

The suffix -olme is only found with onolme ‘being’. This word is 
usually taken to be an uncompounded derivative with suffixal 
-(V)lme from the A-character root *ana- < PIE se/ root *ÇHenh 
‘breathe’ also attested by the sk-extended root an(-sk- ‘breathe in’, an 
etymology first proposed by Meillet, apud Hoernle, 1916, 391, and 
mostly accepted,32 with the notable exceptions of Hilmarsson, 1986, 

                                                 
32 Couvreur, 1947a, 10, fn. 11 and 1949, 33f. compares TA wrasom ‘being’, 

which he derives from Awärs- ‘breathe’, cf. the noun TA wraseM ‘breath’. A 
parallel for the semantic development (apart from Skt. praNin- ‘vivant; être 
vivant’ cited by VW I, 336) is also found in Old Turkish tjnljg ‘being’ r tjn 
‘breath?’; apart from Couvreur, see Adams, DoT, 115 and Georg, 2001, 493.  
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199 and Rasmussen, 1988, 170f., and 2002, 376 with fn. 5 who took the 
word for a compound.33 Although it would make sense morpho-
logically to derive onolme directly from PIE *Hanh-olmo- > pre-PT 
*anolmo-, as per Jasanoff, 1978, 32; 2003, 157, fn. 24, and Widmer, 1998, 
172, with regard to both yselme and syelme a proto-form PT 
*anaælmæ is to be preferred, as per Ringe, 1996, 36, 58f., fn. 2; see also 
Pinault, 2009, 480: “*ana-ælmæ est donc la forme sous-jacente, en 
termes structurels”. 

In sum, the evidence from the nouns in -elme and -olme is not 
conclusive, but nevertheless seems rather to favor the view that the 
stem-final vowels of the two present classes go back to one single PT 
sequence of two vowels, viz. *-aæ-. 

26.5.1.2.  The umlaut theories for Class IV 

The next question to be addressed is the special kind of (double) 
umlaut that is evidently met not only in Class IV presents, but also in 
the noun onolme discussed above in 26.5.1.1.34 

Couvreur, 1947a, 10, § 6 proposed -o-o-/TA -a-a- in present Class 
IV to be derived from PT *-a-a-, and did not believe in a common 
source for present Classes III and IV; but pace Couvreur (and now 
also Kümmel, 2009) a root vowel pre-PT *a is mostly excluded on 
account of the shape of the roots involved. 

According to TEB I, 54, § 25,2, “scheint ursprüngliches -a- in 
Mittelsilbe nach a, ai, au der ersten Silbe zu -o- gerundet worden zu 
sein, wobei das a der ersten Silbe dann durch Labialumlaut selbst zu o 
wurde”, i.e., they assume a kind of mutual rounding, and state on p. 
55, § 26,4 that the aforementioned “ursprüngliches -a-” “wohl sicher” 
goes back to a “kurzen Vokal (a, o?) des Idg.”. Similarly, Adams, 

                                                 
33 It is not unreasonable to think that o$kolmo/ TA o$kaläm ‘elephant’ 

contains a similar suffix (thus at first Van Windekens, 1941, 82: *ank-alm-o 
from *ank- = e$k- ‘seize’); see now Pinault, 2008, 435f. and 2009, 484, who 
proposes a calque *a$k-ålmæ “animal-main” based on Skt. hastin-. 

34 Totally ad hoc is the analogical explanation by Van Windekens (VW I, 
19 and VW II/2, 58) which has o having spread from the gerundive, where PIE 
*o should have remained labial before the ly; see the objections by, e.g., 
Rasmussen, 1988, 179 and Ringe, 1991, 86, fn. 73. Similarly ad hoc is the 
suggestion by Kortlandt apud Lubotsky, 1985, 7 to derive present Class IV 
from a present stem formation in *-wæ- created by adding the Class III suffix 
to participles in *-u, and having *å < *æ via labial umlaut. Apart from the fact 
that a sequence PT *wæ otherwise develops into TB we, this is a strange 
morphological assumption. 
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1978a, 448 proposed “mutual rounding” of pre-PT *a ... ó into TB o ... 
o. He explicitly stated that the rounding only took place when the 
“PTch *é” [i.e., PT *æ, M.M.] bore the accent as in “*anélme” > onolme, 
so that in a case like PIE *bhagos > pake no umlaut would be 
expected. According to Adams, a stressed PT *æ turned into “¤” could 
also have been restored by analogy, hence procer, not †procor, from 
“*pracér”.  

Normier, 1980, 252, 255 claimed there is a special kind of PT “o-
umlaut” triggering “urt. *a > *o vor nicht auslautendem *o der 
Folgesilbe” and evidenced by osotär < “frühurt. asotär” ; in his 
notation, PT *“o” is the result of pre-PT *a, i.e., the equivalent of my 
PT *å; accordingly, he follows Pedersen, 1941, 221, and evidently has 
to derive onolme from a quite unexpected pre-PT *analmo- > PT 
*anålmæ (now also advocated by Pinault, 2009, 481ff.). See my general 
objections above in fn. 31. 

Winter apud Adams, 1988a, 21 proposed “progressive assimilation 
of a PTch *e to the preceding *o, e.g., [pre-PT, M.M.] *asotor > *osetär 
> *osotär”, a view he has, however, now given up (W. Winter, p.c.). 
Adams himself did likewise not follow this suggestion, because he 
does not believe in the sound law pre-PT *a > PT *å, and also correctly 
fails to see why such a process should be triggered by both pre-PT *a 
and *A (which he thinks is required, e.g., for onolme). Adams therefore 
rather maintains his explanation of 1978a, but now states that a 
mutual rounding PT *CaCæ- > *CåCå- affected the outcomes of both 
PIE *a and *A, but not the one of *H (because of pacer etc.).  

According to Jasanoff, 1975, 106f.; 1978, 30ff.; 1992, 144 and 151, fn. 
29; Jasanoff, 2003, 157, fn. 24; followed, e.g., by Villanueva Svensson, 
2003, 294, and a similar suggestion by Pinault, 1989, 137, the umlaut to 
be seen in this present class can be compared to the u-umlaut. By u-
umlaut — as first described by Pedersen, 1941, 220f. — pre-PT *o turns 
out as TB/TA o (instead of e, TA a) if the following syllable contained 
a pre-PT *u. Jasanoff, 1978, 30ff. states that in phonological terms we 
are dealing with a preservation of the labial component of pre-PT *o if 
followed by a likewise labial *u, hence: *CoCu e CoCä. He claims pre-
PT *o was delabialized to PT *æ in (almost) all of the other contexts. In 
a similar fashion, Jasanoff thinks a pre-PT sequence *a ... o first turned 
into o ... o by assimilation, while *o was kept labial: “the mutual 
influence of the two o-vowels in *osotär, *plontotär, etc. was sufficient 
to prevent the passage of the sequence *o ... o to *A ... A in Common 
Tocharian, and [...] the loss of rounding seen in A asatär, plantatär 
reflects a development specific to Toch. A” (Jasanoff, 1975, 107). 
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Objections against Jasanoff’s assumption of such an umlaut of pre-
PT *a ... o > o ... o, TA a ... a have been raised by Ringe, 1987, 115ff.; 
1991, 86; 1996, 119ff., who pointed out that a similar umlaut did not 
occur in cases such as:35 PIE *bágos > *pákæ > pake/ TA pak ‘part’, 
PIE *Hékos > *ákæ > ake/ TA ak ‘end’, PIE *swadrós > *swaræ > 
sware/ TA swar ‘sweet’, PIE *pHtér > *pacªr > pacer/ TA pacar 
‘father’, and PIE *dugHtér > *täkacªr > tkacer/ TA ckacar 
‘daughter’.36 

Rasmussen, 1988, 172, 179f., and then also in 2002, 375 objected to 
Ringe’s argument, suggesting that the umlaut did not operate only if 
the *æ-vowel stood in a final syllable. 

Widmer, 1998, 171f. and Jasanoff, most recently 2004, 141 also 
defend the umlaut rule by stating that the absence of rounding in 
forms like the s-stem ake ‘end’ or thematic antse ‘shoulder’ can be due 
to analogical influence from the prevailing group of o- and s-stems 
not containing PT *-a- in the root. Of course, one could also argue that 
the kind of umlaut involved need not have been an exceptionless 
sound law at all, see my remarks on a-umlaut in Tocharian A in chap. 
Sound Laws 1.5. 

Finally, Burlak/Itkin, 2003, 30 have a very different view on the 
outcome of *o: “PT non-final *o remained unchanged in TA in the 
initial syllable and yielded a in later syllables”, present Class IV just 
being an exception, which they explain (p. 31f.) via an assimilation of 
the root vowel TA a to the suffix vowel, which they in turn derive 
from the thematic vowel *o or, calling this “more plausible”, by 
analogical introduction of the suffix vowel TA -a- from present Class 
III. 

In sum, one can say that it is not impossible, and not even very 
improbable that PT *a ... æ could turn into TB o ... o / TA a ... (*)a, but 
as rightly admitted by an advocate of the umlaut rule such as 
Rasmussen, 1988, 171, there does not exist any independent 
corroborative evidence militating in favor of such an umlaut; in my 
view, onolme certainly provides no such evidence. 

                                                 
35 In what follows, I render the PT vowels concerned in my own notation, 

which is quite different from Ringe’s; and note in addition that Ringe thinks 
that pre-PT *e and *o did not turn into one and the same PT vowel. 

36 To these forms, one could now also add TA klawa- ‘declare, recite’, if 
this stem is to be derived from pre-PT *kloweye- > PT *klaw’æ-; see s.v. 
klawa(-. 
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26.5.1.3.  Setting up a special phoneme 

Since Strategy (2) does not work so exceedingly well, it is quite 
understandable that some scholars tried out Strategy (3). Of course, 
this special phoneme otherwise alien to PT could only have been the 
result of a vowel contraction, and since no palatalization occurred, the 
first vowel in the sequence would have to be an a- or/and o-vowel; 
furthermore, since we are dealing with present formations, the whole 
complex would have to be pre-PT *-àye/o- or/and *-Ôye/o-, and 
actually there exists independent evidence militating in favor of a 
quite early lautgesetzlich loss of intervocalic PIE = pre-PT *-y- in 
Tocharian, see, e.g., Katz, 1997, 69. If one sets up pre-PT *-àye/o- 
or/and *-oye/o-, this would also be perfectly in line with the fact that 
the respective preterits and subjunctives regularly end in PT *-a-. Even 
better, as argued above, the nouns in -elme and -olme seem to provide 
independent evidence in favor of PT *ä ... aæ > TB ä ... e and PT *a ... 
aæ > TB o ... o. 

The first to come up with such a solution was Warren Cowgill, but 
his suggestion was published only posthumously, by Don Ringe as 
late as 1987 (Ringe, 1987, 117ff.; in more detail in Ringe, 1991, 87ff.; 
1996, 56ff., 119ff.). Unfortunately, Ringe linked this analysis, which 
looks quite plausible from an inner-Tocharian point of view, to 
another, comparative analysis of the respective disyllabic sequence(s) 
as resulting from PIE *-h-ye/o- (see immediately below).37 As far as I 
can see, Ringe has been followed only by the members of the Freiburg 
school (who also adopted his claim about provenance from PIE *-h-
ye/o-) on the one hand, and Peters (1997, 1999, 2006) on the other 
hand. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
37 It is not so clear to me what Ringe currently thinks about Cowgill’s 

analysis. In Ringe, 2000, 137 fn. 39 we find the following statement about the 
Class III and IV presents: “Functionally they appear to be connected with the 
statives in *-éh- (Jasanoff 1978: 28), but the formal equation remains very 
difficult; I am no longer convinced that Ringe 1996: 56-9 is even 
approximately the correct solution to this puzzle.” To judge from Ringe, 2006, 
132ff., 179ff., it is not the PIE *-h-ye/o- part of Cowgill’s explanation he is no 
longer convinced of. 
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26.5.2.  Theories on the PIE origin of Classes III and IV 

26.5.2.1.  Generalization of *-o- 

Couvreur, 1947a, 60f., § 100,b and 101 with § 6, p. 10 was the first to 
propose that the Class III suffix goes back to a generalization of the 
PIE thematic stem-final vowel *-o-. Note that Couvreur separated 
present Classes III and IV,38 without coming up with a convincing 
solution for the preform of Class IV. TEB I, 54, § 25,2, and VW II/1, 
53f., § 63 basically adopted this solution, but in addition applied it also 
to Class IV, claiming that the labial character of the suffix in Class IV 
was due to the a-vocalism in the preceding root syllable, but without 
further phonological discussion. Such a generalization of the o-
allomorph of the thematic suffix is otherwise said to have occurred in 
the Baltic thematic presents, the Gothic passive, various thematic stem 
formations of Hittite (as per Jasanoff, 1978, 49f.), and according to Rix, 
1993, 337, also in the South Picene o-perfect.39 

Generalization of a PIE *-o-morpheme common to both present 
classes has also always played a central role in the various theories by 
Jasanoff. In 1975, 110ff. Jasanoff evidently thought that the media 
tantum of Classes III and IV exclusively go back to thematic iterative 
and inchoative presents in *-ské/ó- on the one hand and athematic 
middle root aorists on the other hand, which according to him had in 
common the use of 3.sg. forms ending in *-ó(r), the *-o- of which 
eventually would have become generalized throughout the whole 

                                                 
38 And note also that Couvreur, hereby following TG, 352f., § 437 and § 

438, labels Prs III as Class “II”, and Prs IV as Class “III”. 
39 For the latter see now also Beckwith, 2007, 77ff. According to Oettinger’s 

and Klingenschmitt’s views, the thematic middle had *-o- as thematic vowel 
throughout the whole paradigm even right from the start, i.e., already in PIE 
times; see Oettinger, 1985, esp. 311f. (where he claims that this kind of 
reconstruction is suggested and recommended by Hittite forms of the šarratta 
type — which, however, can be explained as based on blends of athematic 
middle forms ending in -a with such ending in -ta — and explicitly equates 
the Hittite šarratta type with the TB mäsketär and the Gothic nimada types); 
see also Oettinger, 1992, 237; 1993, 350, 352, and passim on the one hand and 
Klingenschmitt, 1994b, 226f. = 2005, 441f. (followed by Matzinger, 2006, 126) 
on the other hand. (Klingenschmitt does not refer to Oettinger’s papers at all, 
and makes his claim only on account of both Sanskrit media tantum thematic 
present stems such as loka- lacking root-final palatalization, which, however, 
may go back to more archaic athematic present stems as well, and alleged 
Albanian evidence, for which, however, see now Schumacher, 2007, 265, fn. 
60.) 
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paradigm (cf. also Jasanoff, 1978, 37ff.; 47ff.). From 1978 on he also 
includes as sources (athematic) acrostatic presents with root vowels 
PIE *-e- and *-o- (see Jasanoff, 1978, 44f.; 1992, 151, fn. 24). Since 2003, 
50 and passim, however, he evidently prefers to derive the lipetär type 
of Class III presents, and also Class IV present wokotär from PIE 
athematic zero-grade root presents rather than from PIE zero-grade 
middle root aorists with a 3.sg. ending in *-o(r), suggesting “the forms 
in question may be referred to as ‘root stative-intransitive presents’, or 
simply ‘root stative-intransitives’” (Jasanoff, 2003, 158); cf. also 
Jasanoff, 2004, 158. As becomes evident from Jasanoff, 1998, 304, fn. 19; 
2003, 50f.; 2004, 158, he now also thinks that there did not exist 
thematic middles with non-alternating or “persistent” *-o- already in 
PIE: “what Germanic and Tocharian inherited from PIE was a 
common tendency for thematic middle paradigms to generalize *-o- as 
the thematic vowel when the 3. sg. ended in *-or/*-oi rather than 
*-etor/*-etoi”. 

Similarly, Adams, 1978, 280 and, more explicitly, 1988a, 70ff. 
claimed that the core of the classes was based on 3.sg. middle forms in 
*-o, which he said belonged to thematic paradigms (referring to 
Watkins, 1969, 50f. and 77), but he also assumed that some Prs IV were 
denominatives; see below 26.5.2.3. 

Rasmussen, 1988, 168ff. basically embraced Jasanoff’s explanation 
of 1978, but nevertheless suggested a mixed origin: “If the stem vowel 
*-æ- is not only from IE *-o-, as Jasanoff claims [...], but also 
occasionally represents earlier *-e- of the stative verbs (and perhaps 
*-eye- of causatives) with lack of palatalization by analogy with the 
main types (generalized *-o- in thematic media tantum and *-a- of the 
*trop-a- iterative type)”.  

Widmer, 1998, 176ff. also basically followed Jasanoff, and evidently 
opted for an athematic character of the middle ending *-o that he 
assumed to have been generalized, at least for the special case he was 
concerned with.  

26.5.2.2.  “Stative” theory 

26.5.2.2.1.  Simple PIE *-eh- 
Watkins, 1962, 70f., and, independently, Schmid, 1963, 99f. were the 
first to propose a connection with e-“stative” verbs, i.e., a derivation 
from a suffix pre-PT *-e-, i.e., PIE *-eh- (given up by Watkins himself 
in 1973, 51, fn. 1, but revived by Rasmussen, 1988, 169f. and Kim, 2007, 
197; 2009, 18ff.). An obvious drawback of this analysis is, of course, the 
lack of palatalization, cf. Ringe, 1991, 84 with fn. 68; note that there did 
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exist some surface forms with palatalized consonant in front of a PT 
*-æ-. 
 
26.5.2.2.2.  PIE *-eh-ye/o- 
Rasmussen, 2002, 376 modifies his view of 1988 on the Class III and IV 
presents only insofar as he would now prefer to derive those he 
formerly thought to be “stative” presents in *-eh- not from proto-
forms in bare *-eh- (“since that would be the stem of the old aorist”), 
but in *-eh-ye(/o)-, further claiming that in that case we would have to 
do with a “generalization of the denominative stative sequence *-eh-
ye/o-” that according to him is also to be seen in Latin (“valeo like 
albeo”) and Germanic. 
 
26.5.2.2.3.  PIE *-h-ye/o-  
Basing himself on an assumption by Warren Cowgill, Ringe, first 1987, 
117ff., and in more detail 1991, 87ff.; 1996, 56ff., 119ff. derived present 
Classes III/IV from a PIE “stative” present formation in *-h-yé/ó-40 
which was also said to underlie the Germanic weak Class III presents 
in *-ai-/*-(j)a- and, as per Cowgill, 1963, 264ff. = 2006, 489ff. the Balto-
Slavic deverbative present formations in *-i-, respectively *-I-. This 
derivation of Class III/IV from *-h-yé/ó- was adopted by Harðarson, 
1998, 332; Hackstein, 1998, 230; 2002a, 268, fn. 12,41 and quite generally 
by 2LIV (where this kind of present formation is called by the 
Harðarson-based term “Essiv”42).43 

As a matter of fact, to derive all these presents from a *-h-yé/ó- 
formation is extremely controversial; see above all the objections by 
Jasanoff, 1978, 64ff., 100 (for Germanic and Balto-Slavic); 2003, 155ff.; 
2004, 127ff., and now Müller, 2007, 185ff.44 
 

                                                 
40 This is not the proper place to give a detailed account of Ringe’s theories 

about how *-h-yé/ó- came to life; see most recently Ringe, 2006, 132. 
41 Hackstein, ll.cc., however, also proposes that some forms may rather go 

back to factitives in *-eH-ye/o-, such as orttotär ‘hält für richtig’ which he 
derives from *Hrt-eHye/o-. 

42 Which is claimed to denote a “Verbleiben in einem Zustand” and to be 
associated with a fientive eh-aorist denoting “Eintreten in einen Zustand”, as 
per Harðarson, 1998, 334. 

43 But note that Rix, 1993, 337 still sided with the theory that the Tocharian 
present Classes III/IV show the generalized thematic vowel *-o-. 

44 Ringe, 2006, 132f., 179 defends *-h-yé/ó-, or rather an “-0-yé- ~ *-0-yó-”, 
for Germanic. 
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26.5.2.3.  Denominatives 

Winter 1960, 181f. was to my knowledge the first scholar to propose a 
denominative origin for at least some Class IV presents, evidently 
assuming at the time that the suffix of Class III reflected PIE *-o-, and 
that of Class IV PIE *-a-: “Denominative verbs with a present stem 
suffix B o, A a have a subjunctive stem in B a, A a/ä, cf. B klautkoträ 
‘becomes’, subj. klautkaträ [sic] : klautke ‘turn’; whatever the details, 
we will want to consider the difference in suffix as reflecting a 
contrast *a : *0, with *0 developed from a-coloring laryngeal (A); in 
turn, the analysis offering itself for the contrast B e : a (stressed 
allophone of /a/) would be *o : *0, the *0 now representing o-coloring 
laryngeal Aw”. In the 1965 version of his view on Tocharian evidence 
for laryngeals this passage is missing, but Winter, 1965, 193 and 207 = 
2005, 109 and 123 at least refers to the existence of denominative 
preterit-subjunctive stems, and he does so also in Winter, 1990b, 2535f. 
= 2005, 415f. 

Somewhat similarly, Adams, 1978, 280; 1988a, 66f., and 1998, 616 
suggested that certain Class IV presents are denominatives, which 
originally inflected as Class V presents, but then adopted Class IV 
inflection analogically under the influence of primary verb members 
of Class IV such as osotär from as(- ‘dry’, which he claimed was “a 
convenient way of differentiating present from subjunctive when both 
were originally class V”: e.g., kle$ke ‘vehicle’ e *klanka- and sware 
‘sweet’ e *swara-. Adams, DoT, 425 adds plonto- from planta- ‘rejoice, 
be glad’, which “might be from *plohnd-h-ó-, the thematic derivative 
of the *-eh- denominatives”. As for the suffix underlying Class V 
formations, he refers to PIE factitive *-eH- > pre-PT *-a-, which he 
believes to have resulted in PT *-a-, not *-å-, despite his assertion that 
“without exception the base nouns for the Tocharian denominatives 
are PIE o-stems of the tomos type”, with the exception of TB “swara- 
‘to please’”, which he calls “the only deadjectival formation” (Adams, 
1988a, 66). 

Denominatives in *-eH-ye/o- as basis for Prs IV and likewise 
denominatives and deverbatives in PT *-äyä/æ- or *-æyä/æ- (in 
theory from *-i-ye/o-, *-eye/o-, or *-e/o-ye/o-) as basis for Prs III are 
now also presupposed by Pinault, 2008, 433ff., 578ff. and 2009, 478f. 
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26.5.3.  Summary and final conclusions 

Ideally, all synchronic characteristics of Classes III and IV as listed 
above in the table should be accounted for by their diachronic 
analysis. However, instead of studying in detail that long list of 
various specific morphological and morphosyntactic traits, I will use a 
shortcut and ask which kind of presents inherited from PIE45 could be 
expected to have existed beside the kind of preterits that are regularly 
associated with present Classes III and IV, i.e., Subclass 2/3 and 
Subclass 5 of Pt I, respectively.  

As argued in chap. Pt I 7.3.4., the Subclass 2/3 preterits mostly go 
back to descriptively primary PIE zero-grade aorists in *-eH[(e)h]-, 
which are otherwise clearly attested in Baltic, Slavic, and Doric Greek; 
in Proto-Greek, this suffix must have had much the same function as, 
and must have been a mere variant of, the aorist morpheme *-eh- as 
attested in the almost exclusively intransitive h-aorists,46 which share 
with the a-aorists also both the zero-grade morphology and the 
exclusively active inflection. Since Baltic and Slavic lack a 
morphologically distinct middle voice, in order to see what kind of 
present formations should be expected beside PIE zero-grade aorists 
in *-eH[(e)h]- we therefore have to consult above all Greek. 

As it turns out, beside intransitive zero-grade aorists in -h such as 
Es£ph, Et£rph, and Etr£fh we find quite often intransitive full-grade 
middle presents such as s»pomai, tšrpomai, and tršfomai, which 
regularly show thematic inflection, but have been claimed by Peters, 
1975, 41 to continue mostly athematic Narten middle presents.47 With 
respect to this evidence alone, there is hardly anything wrong with 
deriving Class III presents from thematic or rather athematic middle 
presents with generalized thematic vowel, or generalized athematic 
middle ending vowel pre-PT *-o-; as for the zero-grade of the root 
regularly showing up in Class III presents, this discrepancy between 
Greek and Tocharian could be neatly explained by paradigmatic 
leveling within Tocharian, and would not really require anyone to 

                                                 
45 In the cases of Prs III and IV, it is quite obviously impossible to let these 

presents be built upon former preterits (i.e., aorists or perfects) via what I call 
the tezzi principle.  

46 See Jasanoff, 2004, 163f.: “The oldest h-aorists in Greek seem to have 
been the replacements of middle root aorists.” 

47 But note that in the case of unergative roots, an e/a-aorist may stand 
beside an active intransitive *-(y)e/o- present, which applies, e.g., to ršw and 
ca…rw (on the latter kind of present, see, e.g., Barton, 1989, 142f.). 
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accept the existence of athematic zero-grade presents of the PIE *lip-
ór, *wag-ór, and *wid-ór type as set up in Jasanoff, 2003, 157ff., 170f., 
231f., and 2004, 159ff. made from what formerly seemed to Jasanoff 
himself to be rather aoristic roots with non-durative semantics. It 
should also come somewhat as a surprise that the middle ending 
*-o(r) was preserved here at all, since according to what Jasanoff 
teaches himself, at least r-less *-o must have been replaced within the 
history of (pre-)Tocharian by *-to even in the otherwise quite archaic-
looking middle forms of the root preterit.48 As for the alleged 
generalization of the thematic suffix variant *-o- within originally 
thematic paradigms, and especially originally thematic middle 
paradigms, Jasanoff himself already in 1978 thought that “the absence 
of e-timbre in the thematic conjugation” of Baltic was not original, but 
owed to a special sound change of Baltic, see Jasanoff, 1978, 48, § 42 
with ref.; as for -a- in the Gothic middle, this might be a very special 
case as well, see Cowgill, 1985b, 145ff. = 2006, 441ff., and hence not to 
be compared with the Tocharian evidence; finally as for persistent -a- 
in Hittite thematic middle paradigms, this can have been triggered by 
the existence of language-specific athematic -atta(ri), which 
undoubtedly started out as a blend of well-attested athematic -a(ri) 
with athematic -tta(ri), and therefore cannot be taken for a 
corroborative parallel either.49 Incidentally, if one opts for primary 
athematic or thematic middle formations as being basic to Class III 
presents, the absence of imperfects with palatalizing -i- would also 
defy explanation.50 

On the other hand, any variant of the “e-stative” solution advanced 
so far should rather be discarded. There are no traces of a preterit 
ending in suffixal pre-PT *-e- which could have triggered the 
formation of present stems in pre-PT *-e- via the tezzi principle; and 

                                                 
48 As for ste, I prefer the derivation from PIE *hske-tor over the one from 

PIE *stH-o. 
49 The claim made by Rix, 1993, 337 that the South Picene o-perfect is also 

due to generalization of thematic *-o- is doubtful. Note that Jasanoff himself 
now does not believe in PIE middles in *-skotor anymore; see Jasanoff, 1998, 
304 fn. 19; 2003, 50f.; 2004, 158. 

50 To be sure, Krause, 1950, 31 argued precisely that the non-palatalizing 
Imp suffix -i- goes back to thematic stems, the palatalizing to athematic ones, 
but this scenario can certainly not explain why the undoubtedly thematic 
stems of Class II precisely have non-palatalizing -i- as well. As is argued in 
chap. Imp 15.2., it rather seems that Tocharian had lost any trace of thematic 
*-o-ih- and generalized athematic *-ih- at a very early stage. 
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much as some Class III and IV presents seem to be reminiscent of so-
called “stative” formations in other branches such as Germanic, Baltic, 
and Slavic (see, e.g., Jasanoff, 1978, 27f.; 2003, 155ff.; 2004, 159; 
Villanueva Svensson, 2003, 295),51 evidence in favor of PIE primary-
looking present formations with suffixal *-eh- or *-ehye/o- is clearly 
lacking, as per Jasanoff, 2004 and Peters, 2007, and derivation from 
*-h-ye/o- seems even to be excluded for phonological reasons, as per 
Jasanoff, 1978, 64ff., 100; 2003, 155ff.; 2004, 127ff. To judge from what 
Peters, 2007, 266ff. wrote, the only possible way to connect Class III 
presents somehow with the *-eh- complex would be to derive them 
from PIE *-ey(h)e/o- presents,52 and to assume systematic analogical 
depalatalization of the root-final consonants under the influence of the 
paradigmatically associated Pt I and Sub V forms. But even such a 
strategy could not explain the exclusive middle inflection and the 
irregular behavior with respect to imperfect formation. 

It is not so clear to me whether in PIE, beside primary aorists in 
*-eH[(e)h]-, there existed related primary present formations in 
*-eH[(e)h]-ye/o- having the same root ablaut as the respective aorist. 
To be sure, various branches have presents of the Latin dicare type, 
which probably derives from *dikaH-ye/o- and clearly is not a 
denominative from a synchronic point of view; of course, it could 
have been such a formation diachronically, as per Steinbauer, 1989, 
137f., but even the “a”-aorists started out as denominatives 
themselves, according to Peters, 1997, 209ff. It would be speculative, 
but nevertheless quite reasonable, for Lat. dicare < *-aye/o- to be based 
on an aorist stem *dikeH[(e)h]-,53 and to view the Latin subjunctive 
stem dica- as an analogically reshaped continuation of that same 
aorist stem *dikeH[(e)h]-.54  

However, such an analysis of the majority of Class III presents 
could not account for their exclusive middle inflection by itself; one 

                                                 
51 To Ringe, 1991, 90 the resemblance seemed so striking that in his eyes it 

constituted then even “extremely powerfully evidence for an early connection 
between Germanic, BS, and Tocharian”. 

52 Rasmussen, 1988, 169 only suggested “*-eye- of causatives” as one of 
many possible sources. 

53 Note the claim made by Vendryes, 1911, 305 that the Latin presents of 
the dicare type are “issus d’anciens aoristes”, whatever he meant to imply by 
that statement. 

54 Peters, 1999, 310, fn. 44 suggested that what are usually taken for 
“Stativa” among the “got. 3. schwachen Präsensklasse” may derive from 
*-aHye/o- formations as well. 
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would have to invoke analogical reshaping under the influence of the 
associated PT *wäyk(a)tär-type presents which later turned into the 
respective subjunctives of the TB wikatär type (cf. chap. Pt I 7.3.4). It is 
therefore only fair to say that a derivation of the primary-looking core 
members of Prs Class III from inherited preforms in pre-PT *-àye/o- 
may be called morphologically less convincing than the Adams and 
Jasanoff approach. 

But this is still not the final word on Class III presents, because a 
rather large minority among them, maybe even a bit more than one 
third, can hardly be primary formations at all, and are most probably 
rather denominative or deverbative formations. This undoubtedly 
holds for all Class III presents from Tocharian roots ending in -sk(a)- 
and -tk(a)-, and among them the so important and frequently used 
verb mäsketär, TA mäskatär ‘become, be’. Of course, denominatives 
from nouns ending in PIE *-eH- can be expected to have formed pre-
PT presents in *-àye/o-, and middle inflection of such presents could 
simply be a consequence of their (at least original) status as 
denominatives.55 But then it is quite reasonable to assume that from 
the roots belonging to the majority of Class III presents, which look 
exactly like primary formations, originally only presents of the PT 
*wäyk(a)tär type existed, i.e., present-stem formations identical with 
what later became the respective subjunctive formations in Tocharian 
B, and that all those wiketär-type presents were formed rather 
recently on the very model of the mäsketär-type denominatives, in 

                                                 
55 To give just a few more examples, all the Class III presents with root 

vowel pre-PT *e are also best explained as secondary formations. tse$ketär 
‘arises’ may be an old denominative present that by chance had lacked an old 
aorist; as for ñewetär, lyewetär, TA samantär, TA salpatär, and possibly again 
tse$ketär, these forms may have started out as presents of the Latin celare 
type; there are not too many such formations to be found in IE branches that 
preserved distinct middle forms, but Latin uenari certainly belongs here, and 
is a deponent (see Flobert, 1975, 53, fn. 5); note in addition that according to 
Steinbauer, 1989, 142, also the celare type was of denominative origin. By 
preferring this analysis for ñewetär, of course I do not intend to claim that the 
pre-PT *e-vowel met in this present has nothing to do with the primary verbal 
Narten formation that can be reconstructed for the respective root (as shown 
by Jasanoff apud Eyþórsson, 1993, 56, fn. 35); see Vine, 1998, 697, fn. 44 for a 
possible connection of lengthened grades in deverbal nouns and deverbatives 
with the existence of primary verbal Narten formations. 
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order to make a formal distinction between subjunctive use and 
indicative use possible.56 

As for the presents of Class IV, these go regularly together with a 
Pt I from Subclass 5, and as has been argued in chap. Pt I 7.3.5., only a 
very small number among the members of the latter verbal category 
are best taken to be primary aorists in pre-PT *-a- derived from roots 
with a root vowel pre-PT *(-a-/)-a-, whereas the vast majority of its 
members are clearly aorists of denominatives from pre-PT o-stems. 
Now, as denominative presents made from PIE o-stems one expects 
precisely formations that ended either in *-oh-ye/o- or in *-eye/o- in 
PIE,57 and which in their capacity as denominatives became restricted 
to middle inflection within Tocharian. Accordingly, it is not 
unreasonable to derive at least most of the Class IV presents from PIE 
*-oh-ye/o- presents, and as a bonus we also get an explanation for TA 
salcantär and TA sparcwatär, etc., which are evidently presents in pre-
PT *-eye/o- (notably with a root vowel pre-PT *o and not *o), and 
hence may simply attest to a former state of affairs when beside 
denominative aorists in *-oh- derived from PIE o-stems there could 
exist respective denominative present formations both in *-oh-ye/o- 
and in *-eye/o-.58 

Note in addition that an i-(optative/)imperfect made from a 
present stem ending in pre-PT *-a/oye/o- would probably have led to 
a stem ending in an (of course, non-palatalizing) morpheme PT *-ay-, 
which in all probability would have been identical with the verbal 
dual marker of PT, but certainly would not have been met in any 
other of the (optative/)imperfect forms. Accordingly, precisely in the 

                                                 
56 See the quite parallel, although in my opinion incorrect, argument by 

Adams, 1978, 280; 1988a, 66f. on behalf of the clear denominatives among the 
Class IV presents. For the principle, cf. also the fact that in Tocharian B 
praskau acts as both Prs V and Sub V from pärsk(- ‘be afraid’; it is only TA 
that has an (irregular) Prs III or IV from this root, TA praskatär, which may 
have been an inner-TA innovation based on the Sub V. 

57 Of course, from o-adjectives also factitives in *-eH-(ye/o-) could have 
been formed, and Hackstein, 1998, 226; 2002a, 268, fn. 12 indeed claimed that 
TB orttotär is such a formation (i.e., “uridg. *Hr-teH-ye/o- ‘richtig machen, 
erscheinen lassen’ oder ‘Richtigkeit aussprechen’”); however, I rather think 
this is a derivative from a full-grade substantive *har-to-; root-initial *H- (or 
*@-) seems to be excluded by the Anatolian evidence, as per Cohen, 2002, 23f. 
with ref., and on the other hand, the zero grade of this root evolved into PT 
*ær-, as evidenced by TA ort ‘friend’ (see Hilmarsson, 1986, 23). 

58 A possible parallel from Vedic is suggested by Peters, 1999, 310, fn. 44. 
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case that one is willing to reconstruct the (optative/)imperfect forms 
made to Class III and IV presents as ending in pre-PT *-a/oyi-, it 
would not come as a huge surprise that their lautgesetzlich outcomes 
were eliminated in both branches of Tocharian, Tocharian B just 
substituting the unusual PT *-ay- by ubiquitous -i-, but Tocharian A 
simply resorting to the respective preterit forms, which must have 
been generally in use also as imperfect forms before optatives made 
from present stems were finally established as new imperfect forms. 

In sum, I think it is not unreasonable to derive at least more than 
one third of Class III presents from secondary (denominative or 
deverbative) pre-PT *-àye/o- presents and almost all of Class IV 
presents from denominative pre-PT *-oye/o- presents; on the other 
hand, I think it is quite possible and reasonable to derive the majority 
of Class III presents and maybe also a very small minority of Class IV 
presents from athematic (or maybe thematic) primary formations (if 
one is willing to accept the existence of 3.sg. middle forms in pre-PT 
*-o-tor at all). 
 



CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN 

THE PRESENT OF CLASS V 

27.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT CLASS V 

A present of Class V is attested from the 21 following verbs (14 TB, 10 
TA, 3 TB = TA): 

iya- ‘go, travel, lead’, kärra- ‘scold’, kwa- ‘call, invite’, Atäkwa- ‘?’, tälp(- ‘be 
purged’, nan(- ‘appear’, pärsk(- ‘be afraid’, pälwa- ‘lament (tr/itr)’, pia- ‘± 
trumpet’, Apiwa- ‘blow’, Aplä$ka- ‘± pinch’, mäk(- ‘run’, Amänta- ‘destroy, be 
angry’, Aräpa- ‘dig, plow’, rua-/ Arua- ‘pull out’, läk(-/ Aläk(- ‘see, look’, läm(- 
‘sit’, Awip(- ‘moisten’, suwa-/ Asuwa- ‘eat, consume’, A1kita- ‘± appear, seem’, 
suwa- ‘rain’. Uncertain are: nitt(- ‘collapse’ (Prs I/V), lyi(n)a- ‘± place’ (Prs 
V/VI), räsa?- ‘stretch (out)’ (Prs V/XII), Atsuw(- ‘stick together, obey’ (mis-
spelling?); perhaps also Aklawa- ‘announce’. 

The following forms are attested: 
 TB TA 
1.sg.act. praskau mäntam, lkam, swam 
2.sg.act. praskat, swat lkat, swat 
3.sg.act. iyaM, (nittaM,) praskaM, 

palwaM, suwaM 
piwa1, lka1, swa1 

1.pl.act. pälwamo lkamäs 
2.pl.act. — lkac 
3.pl.act. parskaM, piyaM, suwaM/ 

swaM-ne, suwaM 
mänteñc, lkeñc, sweñc 

1.sg.mid. kwamar-c — 
2.sg.mid. — — 
3.sg.mid. kärratär (sic), kwatär-ne, 

nanatär, rwatär, lkatär, swatär 
lkatär 

1.pl.mid. — — 
2.pl.mid. — mäntacär 
3.pl.mid. kwantär, lkantär-c mäntantär, lkantär, 1kitantär 
nt-Part sawañca lkant, swant 
m-Part kwamane, pälwamane, 

swamane 
plä$kamaM, mäntamaM, 
lkamaM, swamaM 

Ger I kärralle, tälpalle, pälwalle, 
ruwallona, lkalle, swalle 

lkal 

Abstr I — lkalune 
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Tocharian A has in addition the Inf forms: 

täkwatsi, mäntatsi, rpatsi, rwatsi, lkatsi, wipasi, swatsi 

Note that the existence of a Prs V implies the existence of a Sub V 
made from the same root. 

27.1.1.  Ablaut 

Schmidt, 1985, 425 states categorically that the present Class V does 
not show intra-paradigmatic ablaut in contrast to the subjunctive of 
Class V. This is indeed true for most examples, but at least in the case 
of the root pärsk(- there can be found intra-paradigmatic ablaut 
between the active singular and the active plural in the Class V 
present, and the full grade in the singular goes further together with 
initial accent, i.e., we have to do with an accent/ablaut pattern like 
that found among the a-subjunctives. The following diagnostic forms 
are attested: 1.sg. Prs praskau, 2.sg. Prs praskat (proving initial 
accent), 3.pl. Prs praskaM, Ger I parskalle (proving initial accent). 
Hackstein, 1995, 192, fn 58. claims that “die Präsensformen an den 
homomorphen Konj. V angeglichen sind”,1 which leads to the next 
question why other present Class V stems did not take on the ablaut 
pattern of the by far more productive subjunctive Class V as well. A 
closer look at the Class V presents and Class V subjunctives reveals, 
however, that almost in all of the other cases the corresponding 
subjunctive stem does indeed have the same ablaut/accent pattern as 
the present stem. This has not been pointed out before, probably 
because most of the involved stems lack ablaut.2 

There are just two, maybe three possible exceptions from this rule, 
and these come from pia- ‘± trumpet’ with 3.pl.act. Prs piyaM (and 
probably 3.pl. Imp pyoyeM) vs. Sub V/Pt I stem paya-, and nitt(- 
‘collapse’ with 3.sg.act. Prs nittaM in 88 b 4f. vs. Sub V/Pt I stem 
naita-; note that the subjunctive and preterit stem of both roots show 

                                                 
1 As for the PT æ-vocalism of the TB/TA present and TB subjunctive stem 

in pärsk(-, Rasmussen, 1996 = 1999, 616f. suggests an analogy from the 
lengthened-grade sigmatic aorist stem *prek-s- (which may be attested in the 
intransitive Pt III TA prasku ‘I was afraid’). 

2 Note that also the Class I subjunctive stems that are attested beside 
respective Class I presents never show intra-paradigmatic ablaut or irregular 
initial accent. 
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persistent full grade. A third example may come from Ger I tsikale 
from tsika- ‘form, shape’ attested beside a Sub V/Pt I stem tsaika-. 

Both present forms piyaM and nittaM can at first glance be 
analyzed as Class V formations, and this is indeed what Krause did in 
the case of nittaM (WTG, 254), but not in the case of piyaM, which was 
analyzed by him as Class VI present (WTG, 73, § 77; 261). Adams, 
DoT, 337f. objects to the analysis of these two present stems as Class V 
presents arguing that “differing in root ablaut [i.e., between Prs V and 
Sub V] is otherwise unparalleled”. Accordingly, Adams analyzes 
nittaM as Class I present by assuming a mere misspelling for †nittäM. 
He does not discuss the matter further, but it has to be pointed out 
that the manuscript where nittaM is attested (88 b 4f.) and which is in 
general written in standard Tocharian B, indeed does show such a 
misspelling of (ta) for expected (Ta) in line b 5 (postaM for posTaM) 
among other errors that may be due to indiligent copying (such as 
märsane for correct pärsate in a 3). 

As for piyaM and pyoyeM, Adams, DoT, 383 analyzes them as 
subjunctive stem formations, but piyaM is more likely a present form, 
and the unclear pyoyeM an imperfect. Since pyoyeM is in any case 
derived from an a-stem, it is virtually impossible to dismiss piyaM as 
a mere misspelling for a Prs I †piyäM or a Prs VI form †piyanaM. On 
the other hand, it may be possible to analyze nittaM as a Prs VI 
standing for nitt<n>aM, and in this case the assumption of a mere 
misspelling would not be that strange, because we would have to do 
with omission of a third part of an ak1ara.3  

In sum, while one cannot exclude that two out of the three present 
stem forms in question are misspelled, the chances are not very high 
that this is indeed the case. One therefore better takes these present 
stem forms at face value and accept that it was indeed possible to 
have a zero-grade Prs V stem beside a Sub V stem with persistent full 
grade. 

A similar coexistence of a Sub V/Pt I with persistent full grade and 
a zero-grade present of Class I is indeed attested with certainty in 
Tocharian B, but only for the one single example from miw(- 
‘tremble’ with Prs 3.sg. miwäM vs. Sub V/Pt I maiwa-, and the m-Part 

                                                 
3 The form has indeed to be read as nittaM with some certainty, and not as 

†nitnaM, because (na) and (ta) as second members of an ak1ara can be 
distinguished in this manuscript. Note that the left part of the manuscript on 
which ttaM is attested, is not to be found under the number 88 but has the 
THT number 1924. 
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(mi)wamane 4 showing that the present stem had accent according to 
the basic rule of Tocharian B. In Tocharian A, we have more examples 
of this very pattern: Apika- ‘paint, write’ with Prs 3.sg. TA pikä1, etc., 
vs. Sub V/Pt I TA peka-; Alika- ‘wash’ with Inf TA liktsi/lyiktsi vs. Sub 
V/Pt I TA leka-; and maybe also Asipa- ‘anoint’, which has a respective 
Sub V stem sepa- and a 3.sg.mid. Prs TA siptär, which can be either 
Prs I or Prs II; there are further examples of a Prs I associated with a 
Sub V not showing root ablaut different from that of the present stem: 
Akrop(- ‘gather’ with Prs 3.sg.mid. kroptär, etc., beside Prs VI and Sub 
V, with no ablaut found with root at all; Asälpa- ‘glow’ with Prs 3.pl. 
TA sälpiñc, etc., vs. Sub V TA sälpa-. Accordingly, a Prs I *nittäM 
beside a Sub V/Pt I stem naita- would be far from unparalleled.  

A different case of discrepancy between Prs V and Sub V is suwa-/ 
swas(- ‘rain’, where the subjunctive (and the preterit stem and 
kausativum as well) show a stem allomorph swasa-. Finally, the full-
grade stem allomorph sawa- showing up in the imperfect of suwa- 
‘eat’ and even in the nt-participle (sawañca) most likely spread from 
the preterit, where that ablaut grade was indeed regular in the active 
plural stem (= Subclass 4 Pt I). 

                                                 
4 This may be a restored form in 85 b 2, but the restoration is fairly certain; 

on the passage see most recently Schmidt, 2001, 315 with fn. 78. 
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THE PRESENT AND SUBJUNCTIVE OF CLASS VI 

28.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT AND SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS VI  

The following 64 roots form a nasal present of Class VI (TB 46, TA 33, 
TB = TA 15): 

alpa- ‘stroke’, kanta- ‘rub (off)’, Akarp(- ‘descend’, käta-/ Akäta- ‘strew’, kätk(- 
‘cross, pass’, kärka-/ Akärka- ‘rob, steal, remove’, kärs(-/ Akärs(- ‘know, 
understand, recognize’, kärsta-/ Akär1ta- ‘cut off, destroy’, Akäla- ‘lead, bring’, 
Akälp(- ‘obtain’, käl(t)sa- ‘pour, (op)press’, kauta-/ Akota- ‘split, cleave’, Akna- 
‘know’, kraup(-/ Akrop(- ‘gather, assemble, congregate’, klapa- ‘± touch, 
investigate’, Aklisa- ‘sleep’, klupa- ‘rub, squeeze’, kwäsa- ‘lament’, tärka-/ Atärka- 
‘dismiss, emit’, täl(- ‘carry, bear’, Atpuk(- ‘± hide’, truka- ‘± give, portion’, 
nätka- ‘hold distant, push away’, nuka- ‘swallow’, pärsa- act. ‘sprinkle’, mid. 
‘spray’, päla-/ Apäla- ‘praise’, pälska- ‘consider, think’, Apäsa- ‘?’, pruk(- ‘jump, 
leap (away)’, man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’, mänt(- ‘stir’, Amärsa- ‘forget’, mus(-/ 

Amusa- ‘rise, be pulled up’, mrausk(- ‘feel disgust’, yäksa- ‘entangle, embrace’, 
Ayuka- ‘overcome’, rapa- ‘dig, plow’, räma-/ Aräma- ‘bend, bow’, Aräsa- ‘stretch’, 
Aräswa- ‘tear, pick’, rita-/ Arita- ‘seek, long for’, latka- ‘cut off’, lik(- ‘wash’, 
Awata- ‘± trust, stab’, wala- ‘cover, surround, conceal’, waltsa- ‘crush, grind’, 
Awät(- ‘put, place’, wänta- ‘cover’, wärta- ‘turn’, wärpa-/ Awärpa- ‘enjoy, etc.’, 
Awe- act. ‘let sprout’, mid. ‘sprout’, Asäka- ‘± follow’, sika- ‘step, set foot’, suka-/ 

Asuka- ‘± bring’, Asuma- ‘take away, deprive of’, skaya-/ Askaya- ‘strive, attempt’, 
skära- ‘scold, reproach; threaten’, staukk(- ‘swell’, tsaka-/ Atsaka- ‘pierce, bite’, 
tsapa- ‘mash, squeeze’, tsarka- ‘heat, burn; torture’, tsalta- ‘chew’, Atsäk(- ‘pull, 
take out’, Atsit(- ‘touch’. 
Uncertain is: lyi(n)a- ‘± place’ (Prs V/VI). 
 
The following six roots form a nasal subjunctive of Class VI (6 TB, 3 
TA, 3 TB = TA): 

kärya- ‘buy, trade’, kälp(- ‘obtain’, päka-/ Apäka- ‘intend’, mäl(- ‘(op)press, 
crush; deny’, yäka-/ Ayäka- ‘be careless’, yänm(-/ Ayom(- ‘achieve, reach’. 
 
On the (irregular) 3.sg.mid. Opt TA päknasitär from Apäka- ‘intend’ 
and 3.sg.mid. Opt TA yäknassitär from Ayäka- ‘be careless’, see chap. 
Opt 23.2.2. 
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 TB Prs TB Prs TB Sub 
 -äna- -na- -na- 
1.sg.act. tärkanau-c katnau kallau 
2.sg.act. tärkanat — källat 
3.sg.act. tärkanaM katnaM kallaM 
1.pl.act. tärkanam — källam 
2.pl.act. tärkanacer — yanmacer 
3.pl.act. tärkanaM karsnaM kallaM 
1.sg.mid. wärpanamar pällamar päknamar 
2.sg.mid. wärpnatar (MQ) — — 
3.sg.mid. wärpanatär pällatär päknatär 
1.pl.mid. — — — 
2.pl.mid. — — — 
3.pl.mid. wärpanantär pällantär päknantär 
nt-Part — —  
m-Part wärpanamane kätnamane  
Ger/Abs wärpanalle kätnalle källalle 
Inf   källatsi 

 
 TA TA Sub 
1.sg.act. kärsnam — 
2.sg.act. kärsnat yomnat 
3.sg.act. kärsna1 yomna1 
1.pl.act. — — 
2.pl.act. kärsnac yomnac 
3.pl.act. kärsneñc yomneñc 
1.sg.mid. wärpnamar — 
2.sg.mid. rinatar — 
3.sg.mid. wärpnatär — 
1.pl.mid. wärpnamtär — 
2.pl.mid. — — 
3.pl.mid. wärpnantär — 
nt-Part wärpnantas  
m-Part wärpnamaM  
Ger/Abstr wärpnal yomnalune 
Inf wärpnatsi  

 
In the case of kälp(- the Priv e$kälpatte shows that the nasal 
subjunctive stem is a secondary formation and that the original 
subjunctive stem was one of Class V, cf. Hilmarsson, 1991, 74f. A 
similar case is yänma- from yänm(- ‘achieve’, where we have mere 
*yäm- still in Tocharian A. However, beside yänma- we also seem to 
have an ablauting athematic subjunctive stem yonmä-/yänmä- 
attested in the 3.sg. yonmäM and in the Priv nom.sg. ainmitte, obl. 
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ainmacce, which must indeed derive from the stem yänma-. Krause, 
WTG, 120, § 120 s.v. yäm- (who had no access to the attestations of the 
privative) seems to suggest that yonmäM is a secondary formation 
based on the Class III preterit yonmasa and furthermore on the model 
provided by Sub wotkäM : Pt III otkasa from wätk(- ‘decide’. To be 
sure, yonmäM is attested in a text from Sängim and ainmitte in a 
graffito, so that these forms seem to belong to the informal variety of 
Tocharian B. The obl. ainmacce, on the other hand, is attested in an 
MQ text and is hence an old form, but being attested in the informal 
variety of Tocharian B does not necessarily mean that the respective 
form is a younger creation, because this variety can also preserve 
archaisms, so that yonmä-/yänmä- may just reflect an old athematic 
subjunctive stem pre-PT *yo(m)n-/*yäm-. 

A similar scenario may underlie the subjunctive stem of mäl(- 
‘crush, deny’ that has a remarkable full-vowel form malla- < *mæl-na-. 
Pace WTG, 138f., § 129, fn. 2 and § 131, this root forms a Class VI 
subjunctive from a synchronic point of view, and this subjunctive 
stem formation is also expected because of the correlated Class Xa 
present. The PT *æ-vowel must have been introduced from some 
other stem formation. 

28.1.1.  Tocharian A and the problem of consonant clusters 

The forms with nasal suffix TA -na- are subject to vowel balance, cf. 
TEB I, 203, § 367,2,1 with the exception of 2.sg. yomnat, 3.sg. yomna1, 
2.pl. yomnac, and Abstr yomnalune from Ayom(-. This root thereby 
provides the only example of a suffix variant *-äna- to be found in 
Tocharian A, and one that is clearly just owed to the difficulty of the 
cluster -mn-.  

In both languages, addition of -na- to a root-final consonant 
(cluster) may lead to assimilation in and/or simplification of the 
resulting consonant cluster or geminate, cf. TEB I, 203f., § 367,3. 

A special problem arises with TA roots ending in TA °tk, °sk, °rk, 
and °lk, because these either persistently or sporadically show what 
looks like a metathesis of *°Ckna- resulting in °Cä$ka- and what 
hence seem to be nasal-infix formations, cf., e.g., Akatka- ‘arise’ with 

                                                 
1 As a consequence, TG, 356f., §§ 441f. distinguished two classes: a Class VI 

with a suffix TA -na- after a “Wurzelvokal ... stets lang” and a Class VII with a 
suffix TA -na- after a “Wurzelvokal stets ä, i oder u”. Note that WTG and TEB 
use here a classification system different from the one adopted in TG. 
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3.sg. TA katä$ka1. In contrast to the TB nasal-infix presents (= Class 
VII), they do not inflect like athematic Class I stems or thematically, 
but have a stem-final suffix TA -a- and hence inflect like presents of 
Classes VI and V. Since they thereby from a purely descriptive point 
of view constitute a stem formation different from the usual Class VI 
stems, I assign these cases to a Class VII that is, however, 
synchronically also different from the usual TB Class VII. To be sure, I 
think that their diachronic background is nevertheless the same, as 
will be discussed in chap. Prs VII 29.3. 

28.1.2.  The TB suffix variants -na-/-äna-  

TEB I, 203, § 367,1 states: “Im Wtoch. treten in der Gestalt des Suffixes 
die zunächst lautlich bedingten, dann analogisch vorgedrungenen 
und vermischten Wechselformen -ana- und -na- auf, z.B. wärpanatär : 
wärpnatär”. Thomas, 1979, 163ff. was the first to study the alternation 
-äna-/-na- with respect to their appearance in prose or metrical 
passages. On the other hand, he also distinguished between different 
root structures. He claimed that roots with non-full root vowel ending 
in a single consonant and roots ending in a diphthong regularly had 
the allomorph -na-, while roots with a different root structure 
regularly had the allomorph -äna-. That is, he was the first scholar2 
who tried to explain the TB variation -na-/-äna- at least implicitly in 
terms of what may be called something like a Sievers’ rule. In this he 
was later followed by Praust, 2004, 377 with fn. 18 and, most notably, 
by Kim, 2007b. However, as a consequence of his rule Thomas had to 
reckon with quite a few analogical leveling, because the actually 
attested forms do not completely conform to that rule at all; so on the 
one hand he explicitly did not care too much about “bloße 
Ausnahmen, wie sie [...] gelegentlich vorkommen” (Thomas, 1979, 
171), but on the other hand also claimed with respect to the 
completely aberrant behavior of the root kärsta- ‘cut off, destroy’ that 
“der Typ karsnaM, kärsnatär [...] [sich] vielleicht gerade auch 
deswegen als alleingültig durchgesetzt [habe], um damit formale 
Überschneidungen mit der Wz. kärs- „wissen“ zu vermeiden, die 

                                                 
2 At least the first scholar with access to and a thorough knowledge of all 

the relevant forms, which cannot be said of Marggraf, 1970, 18; for other 
treatments of -äna- vs. -na- see also VW II/2, 37; Adams, 1988a, 73f.; Pinault, 
1989, 44; 2008, 587; Ringe, 1990, 232, fn. 31. 
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umgekehrt wieder anscheinend keine synkopierten Formen kennt”.3 
As it seems, Thomas also thought that all kinds of forms having the 
suffix rendered by -na- can be taken for syncopated variants of forms 
with the suffix variant -äna-, by taking them probably for forms with 
an accent shift to the right. At least in this respect he was followed or 
at least joined by Winter, 1990, 381ff. = 2005, 403ff., who quite 
explicitly interpreted forms such as kärsnatär (Š, metrical) as showing 
both deletion of accented schwa in original *-äna- and “pitch 
transfer”4 toward the right in a polysyllabic form. The most 
remarkable difference between Thomas and Winter seems to me that 
according to Winter, each Class VI present of Tocharian B had started 
out as an *-äna-, and not as a *-na- formation. However, as far as I can 
judge, the latter claim by Winter is not correct at all. My impression is 
that generally speaking, in Tocharian B a Class VI present stem has 
either invariably the suffix variant -na- or invariably the suffix variant 
-äna-, with only three (or four) roots clearly not having been 
completely restricted to one of the two groups.5 As for the -äna- stems, 
they may quite well show syncope of the accented -ä- in metrical 
passages. This becomes clear from the fact that whenever we have a 
present stem with a variation between -nà- and -äna-, the -nà- forms 
are usually confined to metrical passages only.6 For that reason, I set 
up a na-only present stem whenever /na/ is attested exclusively and 
that in both prose passages and in metrical passages from non-MQ 
texts (similarly Kim, 2007b, 78). On first sight, it seems difficult to 
distinguish a na-only stem from what is basically an -äna- stem that 

                                                 
3 A propos of these two roots, quite the same suggestion was later also 

made by Winter, 1990, 386f. = 2005, 408f., who, however, did not refer to 
Thomas’ proposal. 

4 See for the meaning of this term esp. Winter, 1990, 380f. = 2005, 402f. If I 
understand him correctly, in his view after the TB loss of an accented (*)-ä- the 
respective word form completely lacked stress, but had pitch on the next 
syllable to the right (except in resulting disyllabic forms, where the pitch was 
transferred to the initial syllable, i.e., the next syllable to the lost schwa on the 
left), and that mere pitch could then be indicated in the writing (which was 
done rarely) or not (which was rather the rule). As a matter of fact, in my view 
there is no good evidence that the alleged pitch shift was ever indicated in the 
writing at all. 

5 Kim, 2007b, 78ff. came basically to the same conclusion, but offers a 
pattern different from the one presented here; see below. 

6 The only ambiguous form is the 3.sg. Imp pälsknoy in the small fragment 
417 from Murtuq, where it is unclear whether we are dealing with a prose or a 
metrical passage. 
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shows a suffix allomorph -nà- in metrical texts, but it has to be 
emphasized that forms with a monosyllabic suffix allomorph 
occurring beside -äna- forms from the same root show a writing of the 
monosyllabic suffix variant that differs from the writing of the suffix 
in forms from na-only stems: whereas -na- stems in non-MQ texts 
always show accent on the suffix and hence are written with (na), 
what seems to be -nà- forms resulting from syncope behave like 
metrically syncopated forms of other categories, as was shown by 
Thomas, l.c., and Winter, l.c. Crucial forms to show this are, as pointed 
out by both authors, the 3.sg. and 3.pl. tärknaM attested beside 3.sg. 
and 3.pl. tärkanaM. As Winter correctly remarks, in tärknaM “[n]either 
the first nor the second (phonological) syllable shows a graphic 
indication of accent”. This is, in fact, exactly the usual outcome of 
schwa deletion in metrical texts as met in, e.g., the adjective form 
kätkre, which is a syncopated variant of kätkare.7 As for the 3.sg.mid. 
kraupnatär and 3.pl.mid. kraupnantär (beside non-syncopated 
kraupanatär)8 from kraup(- ‘gather’ and 3.pl.mid. mrausk<n>antär 
(cf. also the MQ form 3.sg.mid. mrausknatär from mrausk(- ‘feel 
disgust’), we strictly speaking cannot see whether the root syllable 
bears the accent, but we certainly see that the accent is not on the 
suffix /na/ as is always the case with stems that only show the suffix 
allomorph -na-. 

By these standards, one will have to acknowledge a variation -na- 
~ -äna- for very few roots only, the most certain cases being täl(- 
‘carry’, nätk(- ‘hold distant’, wärpa- ‘enjoy’, and possibly kärka- ‘rob, 
steal, remove’ with kärknamane from the metrical non-MQ text PK AS 
15D a 2 on the one hand, and the metrical MQ form kärkänoytär on 
the other hand.9 The nasal present from wärpa- ‘enjoy’ is attested quite 
often and shows metrically syncopated forms like 1.sg.mid. 

                                                 
7 For these strange spellings, which at least at first glance seem to imply 

that the syncopated forms lacked accent (or at least stress or pitch) 
completely, see above all Winter, 1990, 371ff. = 2005, 393ff. A thorough 
discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this study.  

8 Pace Thomas, 1979, 166, one cannot restore a syncopated active form 
k(rau)pnaM in H 149.add 65 b 5; see the discussion s.v. kraup(- ‘gather’. 

9 Here maybe also belong tärka- ‘dismiss’, if //// tarknaM found in the 
small fragment 147 frg. a b 3 is indeed a 3.sg. Prs from this root (thus Thomas, 
1979, 169) and skaya- ‘strive’, if (skai)naman(e) is restored correctly in 81 a 1; 
otherwise only a lot of -na- forms are found from that root; see Thomas, 1979, 
165. 
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wärpnamar (Š) or 3.pl.mid. wärpnantär.10 Beside these, however, we 
find the 3.sg.mid. wärpnatär (attested in 521 b 1, Š; K 6 b 5 and 6; H 
149.290 b 4) and the m-Part wärpnamane (H add.149 77 a 5) in what 
seem metrical passages from non-MQ texts (cf. the list in Thomas, 
1979, 169f.).11 As for täl(- ‘carry’, clear evidence for *täl-na- is provided 
by the accent and the -ll-12 of the two forms 3.sg. tallaM and Ger I 
tällalle hailing from a non-MQ text, whereas the two forms tlanatär-ñ 
and tlanantär-ñ clearly attest to a pre-TB stem variant *täl-äna-. As for 
nätk(-, cf. the 3.sg. natknaM (attested in a Šorcuq metrical text) beside 
syncopated nätknalle (from another Šorcuq metrical text).  

However, if any TB root would have been capable of having such a 
variation in the suffix, i.e., if from any given root -na- variants would 
have been available, why did the poets then not simply just choose 
such -na- variants whenever they were in need of a variant with one 
syllable less to be counted? On the other hand, if a stem invariably has 
the suffix variant -na- in prose passages, it also has the suffix rendered 
by (*)-na- in metrical non-MQ texts (cf. the situation with päla-, the 
forms are listed in Thomas, 1979, 164), i.e., in most cases a metrically 
syncopated -nà- form and a form of a na-only stem are distinguishable 
in metrical texts. Note further that the subjunctive stem formations of 
Class VI always show a suffix allomorph -na- and, what is more, that 
for these Sub VI forms there is no example of a writing of the type 
tärknaM attested in metrical passages of non-MQ texts, i.e., no Class 
VI subjunctive seems to show a metrical syncope of *ä, so that all 
members of Sub Class VI seem to have been na-only stems. 

Accordingly, I think that indeed only very few roots can have 
known and shown such a variation, and that most of the TB roots 
forming Class VI presents have been either na-only or äna-only roots. 
Thus, we have to do with the following -na- and -äna-/ (metrical) -nà- 
nasal stems in Tocharian B:  
                                                 

10 More examples of this type can be found in unpublished manuscripts 
such as THT 1253 a 4, THT 1254 a 4, THT 1266 a 2, THT 2377 frg. h a 4. 

11 The form wärpanantär (sic) attested in 17 a 5 (Š) obviously has to be an 
error. The other examples with -na- given by Thomas all come from MQ texts. 
It would be quite arbitrary to claim that all instances of (na) found in non-MQ 
texts were merely due to copying from original texts with MQ character, or 
exceptional cases of indicating pitch shift in writing (as done by Kim, 2007b, 
78). 

12 Syncopated *tälän- should have resulted in TB †täln- with preserved -ln- 
to judge from käln- ‘resound’ < PT *klän- < pre-PT *klun- (as per Adams, DoT, 
171). 
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The variant -äna- 

alpa- ‘stroke’, kanta- ‘rub (away)’, kätk(- ‘cross, pass’, kärka- ‘rob, steal, remove’ 
(also -na-), kärs(- ‘know’, kauta- ‘split, cleave’, kraup(- ‘gather’, ‘assemble, 
congregate’, klapa- ‘± touch; investigate’, tärka- ‘dismiss, emit’ (also -na- ?), täl(- 
‘carry, bear’ (also -na-), nätka- ‘hold distant’ (also -na- ?), pälska- ‘consider, 
think’, man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’, mänt(- ‘stir’, mrausk(- ‘feel disgust’, yäksa- 
‘entangle, embrace’, rapa- ‘dig, plow’, rita- ‘seek’, latka- ‘cut off’, lik(- ‘wash’ (Prs 
VI stem: laikäna-), wala- ‘cover, surround, conceal’, waltsa- ‘crush, grind’, 
wänta- ‘cover’, wärpa- ‘feel, etc.’ (also -na-), (possibly skaya- ‘strive, attempt’,) 
staukk(- ‘swell’, tsapa- ‘mash, squeeze’, tsalta- ‘chew’, tsarka- ‘heat, burn; 
torment’. 

The variant -na- 

käta- ‘strew’ (attested often), kärka- ‘rob, steal, remove’ (once -na-, once -äna-, 
both metrical), kärsta- ‘cut off, destroy’ (attested often), käl(t)sa- ‘pour, 
(op)press’ (attested once in prose), klupa- ‘rub, squeeze’ (attested twice in 
prose), kwäsa- ‘lament’ (attested three times, once in prose), (possibly tärka- 
‘dismiss, emit’,) täl(- ‘carry, bear’, truka- ‘± give, portion’ (once attested in 
prose), (possibly nätka- ‘hold distant’,) pärsa- act. ‘sprinkle’, mid. ‘spray’ 
(attested four times, twice in prose), päla- ‘praise’ (attested often), pruk(- 
‘jump, leap (away)’ (attested four times), mus(- ‘rise, be pulled up’ (attested 
twice in metrical texts, one of them MQ), wärta- ‘turn’ (attested once in prose), 
wärpa- ‘feel, etc.’ (attested quite often; also -äna-), suka- ‘± bring’ (attested three 
times in prose), skaya- ‘strive, attempt’ (attested often; also -äna- ?), skära- 
‘scold, reproach; threaten’ (attested four times, three times in prose), tsaka- 
‘pierce, bite’ (attested three times, twice in prose).  

The following present stems are unclear, because crucial forms are 
only attested in metrical MQ texts and may therefore show either 
syncope of the allomorph -äna- or the allomorph -na- in the first place: 
nuka- ‘swallow’ (3.sg. nuknaM), räma- ‘bend, bow’ (3.pl. Imp 
rämnoyeM, see Hackstein, 1995, 22, fn. 22, who claims that surfacing 
-mn- implies underlying *-män-),13 sika- ‘step, set foot’ (3.sg. siknaM). 

My figures differ from those given by Kim, 2007b, 79f. Kim 
assumes a pattern by which roots containing a full vowel (a, e, o, or a 
diphthong) belong to the -äna- class; this is correct but for two 
counterexamples (from skaya- ‘strive’ and tsaka- ‘pierce, bite’); roots 
containing a non-full vowel ä followed by two consonants also belong 
to the -äna- class, according to Kim, while those containing ä followed 

                                                 
13 Kim, 2007b, 84, fn. 36 seems to argue against this assumption, but as far 

as I understand him, he merely claims that the sequence -mn- could in theory 
be analogically restored. 
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by just one single consonant he says belong to the na-only class. In this 
case, there are even more counterexamples that can be brought forth. 
Kim himself acknowledges the cases of täl(- ‘carry, bear’ (an -äna- 
stem with the structure CäC-äna-) and kärsta- ‘cut off, destroy’ (a na-
only stem with the structure CäRC-na- from *CäRCC-na-) as “real 
exceptions to this pattern”. In addition, one has to adduce rita- ‘seek’ 
(an äna-stem with the structure CäWC-äna-), käl(t)sa- ‘pour’, pärsa- 
‘sprinkle, spray’, and wärta- ‘turn’ (na-only stems with the structure 
CäRC-na-).  

While wärta- is a newly attested form, I cannot follow Kim’s ways 
of explaining away the other counterexamples. As for skaya-, Kim, 
2007b, 84, fn. 35 states that *skay-äna- may show loss of *ä after glide, 
but we have a morpheme boundary here where such a loss would not 
be expected. In the case of tsaka- ‘pierce, bite’, Kim, 2007b, 81 with fn. 
30 admits that this is an unexplained counterexample. As for rita- 
‘seek’, Kim, 2007b, 85, fn. 36 proposes that (r)itanaM may just be due to 
a metrical “Zerdehnung” of *ritna-, a device already resorted to by 
Thomas, 1979;14 on the other hand, Kim rightly remarks that it is very 
unlikely that such a metrical “Zerdehnung” was a device of Tocharian 
poetry in the first place. In any case, there is a second attestation of the 
stem ritäna- found in a prose letter (see Schmidt, 1997, 236f.).15 As for 
pärsa- ‘sprinkle’, Kim, 2007b, 96, fn. 57 follows Thomas, 1979, 172 in 
assuming that the two attestations of the Ger I pärsnalle from the 
medical prose texts Fill. M 3 b 7 and Fill. W 42 a 4 may be explained as 
“syncopated variants [...] in colloquial language”. However, the same 
strategy could then in theory be advanced in every instance where we 
have -na- forms in prose texts, e.g., also in the case of truknalle 
attested once in the medical text 497 b 5, and as has been argued 
above, it is highly doubtful that non-MQ forms with (na) can be taken 
for syncopated forms at all. As for kärsta- ‘cut off’ and käl(t)sa- ‘pour’, 
Kim, 2007, 86ff. advances the theory that the roots had schwebeablaut 
(still to be seen in the subjunctive) also introduced into the zero 

                                                 
14 Thomas quotes the form without reference. I am unable to identify the 

text in question. 
15 Schmidt assumes that the formation of the present stem of rita- as a 

whole may be an informal-style innovation, because there exists another 
present with the same meaning that is found more often, viz. from the root 
ñäsk- ‘seek’. But I find this difficult to believe, since both roots seem to have 
fully developed, common-looking paradigms. Schmidt does not comment on 
(r)itanaM. 
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grades, so that there was a difference in root structure (viz. *kräst-, 
*kläts-) at the time the nasal stem was formed. As for täl(- ‘carry, 
bear’, Kim, 2007b, 84f., fn. 36 seems to suggest that the middle present 
stem *täläna- was analogically created in order to achieve a 
“disambiguation of pres. and subj.”.16 However, precisely the finite 
forms of that subjunctive stem have evidently not been in use, and the 
possibly attested non-finite forms have an unexpected shape: Ger II 
tälle said to be due to a haplology (which then could be derived from 
both a Sub V and Sub VI stem), and the once attested Inf tällätsi that 
rather points to a Sub I stem.17 The subjunctive stem of this root is 
usually provided by the more or less synonymous Kaus. III paradigm, 
i.e., a Sub IXb stem. 

All in all, Kim’s various arguments concerning counterexamples to 
his rule fail to convince, and one has to conclude that regardless of his 
amendments proposed for the proto-history of Tocharian (B), also the 
kind of Sievers’ rule set up by Kim is quite incapable of explaining the 
historical distribution of the two TB suffix variants *-äna- and *-na-. 
As far as I can see, for the two groups of TB Class VI presents no kind 
of synchronical complementary distribution can be observed at all — 
neither with respect to root shape, nor with respect to TA cognates, 
the ablaut/accent patterns of the respective subjunctive stems, or the 
inflection of the respective preterit stems. To sum up, no 
synchronically valid principle can account for the historical 
distribution; accordingly, diachrony has to be called in. 

28.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

The Class VI nasal presents and subjunctives of Tocharian are, of 
course, usually derived from the PIE nasal presents in *-neH-/*-nH-, 
cf. the ref. in VW II/2, 36ff.; for the generalization of the zero grade of 
the suffix, compare, e.g., the generalization of zero-grade *-nC- in the 
nasal presents of Class VII. As for the TB suffix variant -äna-, it was 
mentioned above that there seems to be a clear, and quite natural, 
preference for being used after heavy or very heavy syllables, but it 
has also been pointed out that the actual distribution cannot be 
explained by some sound law reminiscent of Sievers’ rule. Since this 

                                                 
16 It is strange that at the same time Kim, 2007b, 87 opposes to the same 

kind of “functional explanation” invoked by other scholars with regard to 
preventing “homophony between ‘know’ and ‘cut off/down’”. 

17 Maybe the form even stands for the Sub IXb Inf *tälästsi. 
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variant seems to be completely absent from both the non-productive 
category of TB Class VI subjunctives and the TA Class VI formations 
in general (with the exception of pre-TA *yomäna-), I think it is a 
likely assumption that -äna- may not even have been a PT suffix 
variant yet, but may just have spread analogically within pre-TB times 
from a very small nucleus. A likely candidate for the starting point of 
the whole subcategory may be the Prs VI of täl(- ‘carry’, since from 
this root there are indeed both kinds of formation attested, and since it 
is quite unlikely that after a light syllable such as täl- the suffix variant 
-äna- was just introduced analogically. One may guess that when *-ln- 
had been turned into -ll- in the Class VI formation from this root by 
sound law, the original sequence had been restored by some speakers 
analogically, and that these speakers of Tocharian B then inserted a 
prop vowel *-ä- between the *-l- and the *-n- in order to prevent the 
assimilation *-ln- > -ll- from taking place anew at a time when *klän- 
‘resound’ still had not turned into käln-.18  

                                                 
18 One may compare the non-Aeolic dialects of Ancient Greek, where there 

are three results of underlying *-ln- in nasal presents: beside seemingly 
preserved -ln- there is compensatory lengthening on the one hand, and -ll- 
on the other hand, i.e., also in these dialects *-ln- happened to be restored, and 
afterwards could hardly resist to assimilation again. A similar argument could 
be made on behalf of wärpa- ‘enjoy’, since pre-PT *-pn- evidently tended to 
turn into TB -nm-, as per Adams, DoT, 685. Note in addition that in TA in the 
one example of *-äna- the *-ä-vowel probably served the same purpose of 
preventing a difficult consonant cluster (cf. Hackstein, 1995, 22 fn. 22 on -mn- 
< *-män- in TB; accordingly, a *rämäna- may have provided a further 
nucleus). 



CHAPTER TWENRTY-NINE 

THE PRESENT OF CLASS VII 

29.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT THE TB PRESENT CLASS VII  

A nasal present of Class VII is made from the following eleven roots 
in Tocharian B: 
kätk(- ‘cross’, kutka?- ‘embody’, klutk(- ‘turn’, nätka- ‘keep, push away’, pärsa- 
act. ‘spray’, mid. ‘sprinkle’, pika- ‘pain, write, form’, putk(- ‘divide, separate, 
distinguish’, rätka?- ‘± (a)rise’, rutka- ‘remove, take off’, särk(- ‘± take care of’, 
sälka- ‘pull, show’. 
Probably also: mäk(- ‘run’ (if Imp makoymar stands for ma<$>koymar). 

The following forms are attested: 
 Athematic  Thematic 
1.sg.act. — — 
2.sg.act. — — 
3.sg.act. kätta$käM/kätta$kaM, nätta$käM,  

prantsäM, putta$gaM (sic), sra$käM 
— 

1.pl.act. — — 
2.pl.act. — — 
3.pl.act. kätta$käM, pi$käM putta$keM, rätta$keM, 

srä$ken-ne 
1.sg.mid. — rutta$kemar 
2.sg.mid. — — 
3.sg.mid. putta$ktär, sla$ktär — 
1.pl.mid. — — 
2.pl.mid. — — 
3.pl.mid. — klutta$kentär, sla$kentär 
nt-Part — — 
m-Part kutä$kmane pi$kemane 
Ger/Abs pi$kalle, putta$källe,  

sla$källe 
— 

 
This present stem class usually inflects athematically, and like most 
athematic stems it can show secondary thematization; see Adams, 
1978, 279, fn. 7; independently Schmidt, 1985, 426ff., and most recently 
Kim, 2007b, 67f. and Peyrot, 2008, 137. Peyrot in addition supports this 
theory by showing that no thematic forms are yet attested in archaic 
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texts. Note further that the thematic endings 3.pl.act. -eM, 1.sg.mid. 
-emar, 3.pl.mid. -entär, and m-Part -emane are precisely the ones that 
intruded most easily into other athematic classes as well; see chap.s 
Sub I 18.1. and Prs I 24.1.2.1 

However, I do not think that the athematic ä-inflection is the 
original one either, because there are at least four forms with nasal 
infix showing an ending -aM instead of -äM: kätta$ka(M) in H add.149 
86 (= IOL Toch 213) b 1 (see Peyrot, 2008, 144) and probably also 
putta$gaM in the bilingual text PK NS 13 + 516 a 5 (see Couvreur, 
1967, 154).2 Further, here belongs the twice-attested 3.pl. MQ form 
käMtaM from käta- ‘strew’. Because of the apparent nasal infix of this 
stem variant, Schmidt, 1985, 428 analyzed it as Prs VII formation 
standing beside the well-attested Prs VI stem of this root (katnaM, 
etc.). But Schmidt did not comment on the fact that we apparently 
have to do with an ending -aM, not -äM,3 and although both 
attestation come from texts with MQ character, -aM cannot simply be 
regarded as an MQ writing for -äM, because in MQ texts /ä/ is 
precisely not rendered by (a).4 Peyrot, 2008, 151 further shows that 
there are even three more attestation of a stem känta-,5 and points out 
that all forms of this stem variant come from texts with MQ character, 
while the Prs VI forms are mostly attested in standard texts. Peyrot 
correctly states that känta- is not so much a Prs VII variant,6 but a Prs 

                                                 
1 According to Schmidt, l.c., and 1994a, 224 the 3.pl. pi$keM listed in TEB 

is a ghost form; however, if it does exist it can easily be another example of 
secondary thematization. 

2 In this case, however, we cannot exclude that the double ä-dots were 
merely omitted by mistake, because for obvious reasons no fremdzeichen (ga) 
existed and the use of (ga) is odd in any case. 

3 His statement (“Neben pi$käM sind noch weitere — bisher verkannte — 
Formen der 3. Pl. auf -äM überliefert: käMtaM 545 a 5 und känta-ne (für 
*käntaM-ne, mit suffigiertem Pronomen) H 149.44 a 3”) suggests that he 
deems -aM to be a mere graphic variant for -äM. 

4 See chap. Sound Laws 1.3. and Peyrot, 2008, 33ff. 
5 Note that in the archaic MQ manuscript THT 1535 it is quite certain that 

we have a stem känta- and not †kätna-, because in this manuscript (t) and (n) 
can still be well distinguished. While the ak1ara (nta) is in most manuscripts 
hardly distinguishable from (tna), it is also certain that the stem allomorph of 
the Prs VI is indeed kätna- (and not †känta-) judging by katnau in the MQ text 
205 a 3. 

6 The fact that känta- is older also makes it much less preferable to assume 
that this is a Class XII stem standing beside Prs VI (as proposed by Schmidt, 
l.c., and Kim, 2007b, 71, fn. 14 as an alternative to Prs VII), because it is 
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VI form having undergone metathesis of tn to nt by sound law. In my 
opinion, this is indeed the best way to explain the whole Class VII of 
Tocharian B with the exception of pi$k-, and also the TA Class VII in 
-$ka-, as will be argued below. 

As for the geminated -tt- in nasal-infix presents of tk-roots 
(kätta$käM, etc.), the -t- may have been geminated in these forms in 
order to preserve the syllable-final pronunciation of the -t- that was 
otherwise regular in forms from roots in -tk; note as a parallel from 
Tocharian A the stem spartwV/C- (always written with a single -t-) 
vs. 3.sg. Pt I TA sparttu. 

29.2. THE TA PRESENT CLASS VII 

As was noted in chap. Prs VI, roots ending in TA °tk, °sk, °lk always 
and partly those in °rk show a nasal present stem formation different 
from both the normal Class VI stem formation with a suffix TA -na- 
and also from the TB nasal-infix presents of Class VII, because the TA 
nasal presents derived from these roots show nasal infixation 
combined with a-inflection. For this reason, I take this special group of 
TA nasal presents at face value and assign it to a class different from 
the other TA Class VI stem formations. I call this class “VII” first for 
purely economical reasons without wanting to imply by that right 
from the start that the TA Class VII and TB Class VII are identical 
(regardless of a diachronic connection that is discussed below).  

The following 15 roots form such a nasal present in Tocharian A 
(in brackets I indicate the corresponding TB present class if attested): 
Akatka- ‘arise’, Akätk(- ‘cross’, ‘pass’ (TB Prs VI + VII), Apäl(t)ska- ‘think’ (TB Prs 
VI), Aputka- ‘divide, separate’ (TB Prs VII), Amask(- ‘be difficult’, Amälka- ‘put 
together’, Amrosk(- ‘feel disgust’ (TB Prs VI), Alotka- ‘turn’ (TB Prs IV, sic), 
Arutka- ‘(re)move’ (TB Prs VII), Alatka- ‘cut off’ (TB Prs VI), Awask(- ‘move, 
quake’ (TB Prs XII), Awniska- ‘± crush, torment’, Awratka- ‘± prepare, handle 
(meat)’, Asärka- ‘± take care of’ (TB Prs VII), Aspaltka?- ‘± strive for’ (TB Prs IXa). 

Probably also: Apris- ‘± sprinkle’ (or Prs VIII). 

                                                                                                        
difficult to find a motivation for the creation of a secondary deverbative Prs 
XII that was abandoned again in the later language. Prs XII is much more 
productive and hence one would expect an attestation of such a Prs XII in the 
later language. The case of Prs VI mintanaM ‘stir (clay)’ beside Prs XII 
mäntaññeM, etc. from mänt(- ‘destroy’ cannot furnish a parallel, because this 
Prs XII stem reflects inherited *°-n-H-ye/o- (see Hackstein, 1995, 29f.), and 
mintanaM synchronically belongs to a different paradigm. 
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1.sg.act. pältsä$kam 1.sg.mid. rutä$kamar 
2.sg.act. srä$kat 2.sg.mid. pältsä$katar 
3.sg.act. pältsä$ka1 3.sg.mid. wasä$katär 
1.pl.act. — 1.pl.mid. rutä$kamtär 
2.pl.act. — 2.pl.mid. — 
3.pl.act. pältsä$keñc, lotä$ke 3.pl.mid. wasä$kantär 
nt-Part —   
m-Part pältsä$kamaM, mlä$kmaM   
Ger/Abstr katä$kal   
Inf pältsä$katsi, pältsä$kasi   

 
As for the TB cognates of these TA nasal presents, they are members 
of the nasal stem Class VI,7 or Class VII,8 or show attestations of both 
Classes VI and VII,9 or they have a different, non-nasal present stem 
formation.10  

29.3.  DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

It is customary to derive this special group of TA nasal presents from 
the usual Class VI presents in TA -na- by assuming a rather purely 
phonologically conditioned metathesis of *°Ck-na- to °C-n-k-a-, which 
is indeed the generally accepted view (TG, 356f., § 442; Couvreur, 
1947, 61, § 103,b;11 TEB I, 204, § 367,4; Lane, 1965, 72 = 1967, 102). Note 
that not every root-final cluster with °k shows this kind of formation: 
the root-final clusters TA °tk and °sk always show nasal infixation, but 
roots in °rk may show either suffixation or infixation: Akärka- ‘rob’ 
forms TA kärna-, Atärka- ‘emit’ TA tärna-, but Asärka- ‘± take care’ TA 
srä$ka-; the only example for a root ending in °lk shows again 
infixation: Amälka- ‘put together’ with the m-Part TA mlä$kmaM that 

                                                 
7 pälska-/Apäl(t)ska- ‘think’ TB Prs VI pälskäna-; mrausk(-/Amrosk(- ‘feel 

disgust’ TB Prs VI mrauskna-; ABlatka- ‘cut’ TB Prs VI latkäna-. 
8 putk(-/Aputka- ‘divide’; ABrutka- ‘remove’; and probably särk(- /Asärka-. 
9 ABkätk(- ‘cross’ TB Prs VI kätkäna-. 
10 klautk(-/ Alotka- ‘become’ TB Prs IV; wask(-/ Awaska- ‘move’ TB Prs XII; 

spalka?- /Aspaltka?- ‘± strive for’ TB Prs IXa. 
11 Couvreur, 1947, 61, § 103,b points out the fact that roots with full root 

vowel show a suffix not subjected to weakening by vowel balance (cf. TA 
katä$ka1 from Akatka-), which is, however, not a serious problem for the meta-
thesis theory, because one could assume that vowel balance came into 
operation after the metathesis. 
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most remarkably seems to lack the a-stem character (i.e., not 
†mlä$kamaM). 

In contrast, for some reason unclear to me, Pedersen, 1941, 172f. 
did not like the idea that the metathesis °k-na- > °$-k-a- occurred “in 
rein lautlicher Weise”, followed by Van Windekens, 1944, 247f. and (a 
bit differently) VW II/2, 41f., § 48. If I understand Van Windekens 
correctly, he finally wanted all instances of metathezised -$k- to be 
exclusively analogy-induced, i.e., to be based on the sole model of 
pi$k-, despite the fact that all instances of (*)-kn- had been followed 
by (*)-a- while pi$k- had not, and that a lautgesetzlich preservation of 
(*)-kn- would have been strongly supported by both intra- and 
interparadigmatic pressure. Extremely unlikely as Van Windekens’ 
approach is, the sole model of pi$kä- may indeed have to be invoked 
in order to explain the strange fact that in Tocharian B a sequence 
-$kä- also shows up in all those members of present Class VII for 
which a sequence (*)-$ka- was to be expected and is indeed (mostly) 
still attested in Tocharian A; see already Melchert, 1978, 99 and 
Adams, 1988a, 68, both of whom seem to assume that a purely 
phonologically motivated metathesis *-tkna- > *-tnka- already 
occurred in Proto-Tocharian, and that in Tocharian B expected (*)-$ka- 
finally underwent analogical influence from the inherited nasal-infix 
presents of the pi$käM type, but without being able to quote any 
other Tocharian example of this type than pi$kä-. As far as I can see, 
there is indeed no viable alternative to this strategy. Actually, the 
Tocharian roots in -tk, which are in fact the majority of nasal-infix 
presents, cannot continue inherited PIE nasal-infix presents,12 because 

                                                 
12 Very differently, Schmidt, 1988, 471ff.; 1989a, 308ff.; 1995, 280ff.; 2005, 

557ff., who derives both allomorphs from PIE nasal present stem allomorphs, 
i.e., *-n-H-C > -na- (Prs VI) but *-n-H-C > *-ä$-k- assuming a “stellungs-
bedingte Konsonantisierung” of *H into Tocharian -k- after *-n-, and he is 
recently followed by Kim, 2007b, 75f., fn. 22. However, there are several 
objections to such a sound law; see Ringe, 1996, 22; Hackstein, 2000, 99; 
Pinault, 2006, 103f. As for Schmidt’s second example for such a development 
(following an etymology by Winter, 1960, 184), i.e., that the root Aträ$k- 
‘speak’ (Prs I) is based on the old nasal-infix present of ABtärka- ‘let out, 
dismiss, emit’ (Prs VI), apart from the phonological problem of *tr-n-H- > 
trä$k-, Schmidt has to assume that Tocharian both inherited a normally 
syllabified nasal stem PIE *tr-n-H- ‘cross’ > TA tärna- from ABtärka- ‘let out, 
dismiss, emit’ beside oddly syllabified PIE *tr-n-H-, the lautgesetzlich result of 
which would have been preserved just in a very special meaning ‘emit (a 
word)’ (and note further that the root in TB has the meaning ‘lament’, which is 
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tk-roots are themselves reanalyzed PIE *-ske/o- present stems (see 
chap. tk-Roots in detail). Note that such a metathesis is also met in 
känta- beside analogical kät-na- from käta- ‘strew’, as argued above. 
From the preterit stems in PT °tka- (see for these again chap. tk-Roots) 
there could then secondarily be formed nasal-suffix presents in -tkna-, 
as per Pinault, 1989, 143; 2008, 587. After the metathesis of PT *°tk-na- 
to °t-n-k-a-, e.g., *kätk-na- > *kätänka-, in Tocharian B these forms 
then could take on the athematic inflection of the one certain inherited 
nasal-infix present pi$käM, as argued above, with a few relic forms 
still showing the a-inflection as also argued above. Pace Kim, 2007b, 
76, fn. 22, the m-Part TA mlä$kmaM (instead of expected 
†mlä$kamaM) is then quite possibly not a relic form, but an analogical 
innovation much in the same way as TB kutä$kmane. As for the 
synchronic nasal-suffix presents of Class VI attested instead (and in 
the case of kätk(- ‘cross’ even beside) Class VII presents from roots in 
-(t)k, these can easily be explained as analogical forms. As for the 
members of TB present Class VII that do not belong to roots in -tk, it 
has already been stated above that inherited status seems to be certain 
for pi$käM only. 

                                                                                                        
rather an older meaning than the broader ‘speak’, so that one would have to 
assume ‘emit (a lament)’). Schmidt, 1988, 477 objects to the usual assumption 
that the present stem TA tärna- is simply due to a simplification of *tärkna- 
because in his opinion -k- is preserved in such a cluster, but he only comes up 
with forms with a palatal nasal for this assumption (TA kärkñam and TA 
pärkñam), and these Sub VII forms are in any case rather recent formations 
(see chap. Sub VII). 



CHAPTER THIRTY 

THE PRESENT OF CLASS VIII 

30.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT CLASS VIII 

Class VIII is characterized by a thematically inflected suffix -s- in both 
languages. While the TB examples of this class consistently go back to 
PT *-s’ä/sæ- formations, in Tocharian A the s-present has fallen 
together with the sk-present in one single s-present stem class. 
However, several TA s-presents can be tracked back to genuine s-
presents because of their paradigmatic affiliation with a Class VII 
subjunctive and/or s-preterit, and also on the evidence of the 
respective TB cognates. 

The following 42 verbs form an s-present in Tocharian B or are 
more or less certain former s-presents in Tocharian A (41 TB, 20 TA, 19 
TB = TA); furthermore five uncertain TA cognates are listed in 
brackets (on these see also below 30.1.1.): 

ar(- Antigv. (/Aar(- Antigv./Kaus. II) ‘leave’, er-/ Aar- ‘evoke’, aip- ‘cover, käl- 
(/Akäl-) ‘bear’, ku-/ Aku- ‘pour’, kau-/ Ako- ‘kill’, krak?- ‘become dirty’, 
krämp(- Antigv. ‘disturb’, Aklä$k(?- Antigv. ‘doubt’, tä$k-/ Atä$k- ‘hinder’, 
trik(- Antigv./ Atrik(- Antigv. ‘miss, lead astray’, nak-/ Anak- ‘blame’, näk-/ 

Anäk- act. ‘destroy, lose’, mid. ‘fall into ruin’, näm- act. ‘bend (tr)’, mid. ‘bow 
(itr)’/ Anäm(- act. ‘bow (itr)’, päk-/ Apäk- act. ‘cook (tr), let ripen’, mid. ‘cook 
(itr), ripen’, pärk-/ Apärk- ‘ask’, päl- ‘listen closely’, pälk(- Antigv./ Apälk(?- 
‘burn’, pruk(- Antigv. ‘overlook, ignore’, plak- ‘agree’, plä$k(- Antigv. ‘sell’, 
plu- ‘float’, mil- ‘wound’, yat(- Antigv./ Ayat(- Antigv. ‘tame’, yärp- ‘take 
care’, yuk(- ‘overcome’, yel?- ‘± investigate’, räk(- Antigv. ‘extend (over)’, 
rä$k(- Antigv. ‘ascend’, ru-/ Aru- act. ‘open (tr)’, mid. ‘open (itr)’, lä$k- Antigv. 
mid. ‘be attached to’ (/Alä$k- Antigv./Kaus. II ‘let dangle’), lik(- Kaus. III act. 
‘wash sb.’, mid. ‘wash’, luk(- Antigv. act./mid. ‘illuminate’, mid. ‘light up, be 
illuminated’ (/Aluk- Antigv./Kaus. II ‘illuminate’), lup(- ‘rub, besmirch’, 
wak(- Antigv./ Awak(- Antigv. act. ‘take apart’, mid. ‘differ’, wärk?-/ Awärk?- 
‘work’, wik(- Antigv./ Awik(- Antigv. ‘avoid’, 1ärp- (/A1ärp-) ‘indicate’, sak(- 
Antigv./ Asak(- Antigv. ‘remain’, tsak-/ Atsak- ‘glow’, tsäk-/ Atsäk- act. ‘burn 
(tr)’, mid. ‘burn (itr)’, tsäm(- Antigv. ‘cause to grow’, tsuk(- Antigv. ‘± suckle; 
foster’.  
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Because of an associated Pt III stem, the following TA verbs also 
rather had former s-stems:  
Akatw- ‘ridicule’ (Pt III in PPt), Akur(?- Antigv./Kaus. ‘make aged’ (Pt III in 
PPt), Apäl(- Antigv./Kaus. ‘extinguish’ (Pt III), Ayärk- ‘honor’ (Pt III), Arätk?- ‘± 
raise’ (Pt III). 

On the other hand, the following TA s-stems are more or less certain 
former sk-stems, because they have a clear TB sk-stem cognate or 
because of their function as kausativum present stems: 
Ae- ‘give’ (= TB Prs IXa), AeMts(- ‘seize, take, understand’ (= TB Prs IXa), 
Akatk- Kaus. I ‘make glad’ (= TB Prs IXb), Akän- mid. ‘come about, occur’ (= 
mid. TB Prs IXa), Akän- Kaus. I ‘fulfill (a wish)’ (= TB Prs IXb), Akärn- ‘hit’ (= 
TB Prs IXb), Akäry- ‘consider’ (kaus. paradigm), Akärs(- Kaus. IV ‘make 
know(n)’ (= TB Prs IXb), Akäln- Kaus. I ‘let resound’, Akälp(- Kaus. IV ‘cause 
to obtain’ (= TB Prs IXb), Atätk- ‘?’ (kaus. paradigm), Atäl(- Kaus. III ‘lift up, 
raise, bear’ (= TB Prs IXb), Atkäla?- Kaus. IV ‘illuminate, illustrate’, Atpuk(- 
Kaus. ? ‘hide’ (= TB Prs IXb), Aträ$k- ‘cling, stick’ (~ tre$k- TB Prs IXa), Atriw(- 
Kaus. I ‘mix’ (= TB Prs IXb), Atrisk- Kaus. I ‘let boom’, Anätk(- ‘hold distant, 
push away’ (kaus. paradigm), Anärk- ‘keep away, refrain’ (kaus. paradigm), 
Anätsw(- Kaus. I ‘let starve’, Anu- ‘cry’ (= TB Prs IXb), Anut(- Kaus. I ‘make 
disappear, destroy’ (= TB Prs IXb), Apärs(- Kaus. III ‘sprinkle’ (kaus. 
paradigm), Apärsk(- Kaus. I ‘frighten’ (= TB Prs IXb), Apälk- Kaus. I 
‘illuminate’ (= TB Prs IXb), Apya1t(- Kaus. I ‘make grow’, Apyutk- act. ‘come 
into being’, mid. ‘establish, create’ (= TB Prs IXb), Aprä$k?- Kaus. I ‘reject’ (= TB 
Prs IXb), Aprutk(- Kaus. I ‘shut, fill’ (= TB Prs IXb), Aplant(- Kaus. I ‘make 
glad’, Amask(- Kaus. I ‘?’, Amä$k(- Kaus. I ‘overcome’ (= TB Sub IXb), Ami- 
‘hurt’ (= TB Prs IXb), Ame- ‘gage, estimate’ (TB Prs IXa), Amrosk(- Kaus. I 
‘make someone feel disgust’ (TB Prs IXb), Aya$k(- Kaus. I ‘bewitch’ (= TB Prs 
IXb), Ayät- ‘adorn’ (= TB Prs IXb), Ayär(- Kaus. I ‘bathe’, Ayu(- Kaus. III 
‘aspire’ (= TB Prs IXb), Aritw(- Kaus. I ‘connect’ (= TB Prs IXb), Aläk(- Kaus. 
IV ‘make see’ (= TB Prs IXb), Aläm(- Kaus. I ‘set’ (= TB Prs IXb), Alut- ‘remove’ 
(= TB IXa), Alutk(?- ‘make, turn into’ (= TB Prs IXb), Alya- ‘± wipe away’ (= TB 
Prs IXa), Awarpa?- Kaus. I ‘prod’ (= TB Prs IXb), Awask(- Kaus. I ‘stir up’ (= TB 
Sub IXb), Awätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’ (= TB Prs IXb), Awär- ‘practice’ (= TB 
Prs IXb), Awär- ‘smell’ (kaus. paradigm, TB sk-stem), Awärk?- ‘turn’ (kaus. 
paradigm), Awik(- Kaus. II ‘drive out’ (= TB Prs IXb), Awina-s- ‘venerate, 
confess’ (= TB sk-stem), Awip(- Kaus. I ‘make wet’ (= TB Prs IXb), Awe-ñ- 
Kaus. IV ‘make say’, Asaw- Kaus. III ‘live’ (= TB Prs IXa), A1ärk- ‘surpass’ (= TB 
Prs IXb), A1i- ‘± drain’ (= TB Sub IXb), Asätk(- Kaus. I ‘spread’ (= TB Prs IXb), 
A1täm(- Kaus. I ‘put’ (= TB Prs IXb), Aspartw(- Kaus. I ‘turn’ (= TB Prs IXb), 
Aspärk(- Kaus. II ‘cause to disappear’ (= TB Prs IXb), Aswar(?- ‘have pleasure 
in’ (= TB Prs IXb), Aswas(- Kaus. I ‘let rain’ (= TB Prs IXb), Atsarw(- Kaus. I 
‘comfort’ (= TB Prs IXb), Atsäm(- Kaus. I ‘increase’, Atsär(- Kaus. I ‘separate’ (= 
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TB Prs IXb), Atsälp(- Kaus. I ‘redeem’ (= TB Prs IXb), Atsit(- Kaus. IV ‘make 
touch’. Here most likely also belong: Amäs- ‘?’ (Pt II), Atspä$k- ‘flay’ (Pt II). 

 TB TA  TB TA 
1.sg.act. preksau läntsam 1.sg.mid. plä$semar prakäsmar 
2.sg.act. prek1t arä1t 2.sg.mid. pruk1tar arä1tar 
3.sg.act. prek1äM läntä1 3.sg.mid. pruk1tär arä1tär 
1.pl.act. plä$ksem läntsamäs 1.pl.mid. — sosamtär 
2.pl.act. — wätkäs (sic) 2.pl.mid. kau1tär — 
3.pl.act. prekseM läntseñc/ 

läMtse 
3.pl.mid. prukseMtär arsantär 

nt-Part kau1eñca käM1ant    

m-Part kausemane knäsmaM    
Ger/Abs kau1alle käM1äl    
Inf  knässi    

The suffix variation to be seen in the TA nt-participle (TA -1änt- vs. 
-1ant-) is basically triggered by the rules of vowel balance (see chap. 
Prs Part 36.2.1.1.3.), while the m-Part variants TA -samaM and TA 
-äsmaM were analogically redistributed from genuine s- and former 
sk-stems; see chap. Prs Part 36.3. The same variation has to be 
assumed for the infinitive, where in most cases with roots ending in a 
non-syllabic we have -ässi, which is the generalization of the sk-stem 
allomorph, while there is merely one attestation of -si (TA trä$ksi in A 
343 a 5, “im Verse für trä$kässi” , as per TG, 442); on the other hand, 
the occurrence of -assi in TA läntassi (once) beside TA läntässi (often) 
and in TA nätswassi is rather due to misspellings (which is not too 
unlikely in the case of wa, for which no fremdzeichen was available). 

30.1.1.  Ambiguous TA s-presents (< old s- or sk-presents) 

The following TA s-stems are uncertain or ambiguous with respect to 
their original stem suffix, because either there is no TB cognate 
attested, the TB paradigm is different from the TA paradigm, both 
antigrundverb and kausativum subjunctive and/or preterits are 
attested in Tocharian A, or the TA s-present stem is the sole attestation 
of the verb: 
Aakl- act. ‘teach’, mid. ‘learn’ (TB IXa ‘learn’, IXb ‘teach’), Aar(- Antigv./Kaus. II 
‘give up, abandon’ (TB has both Antigv. and Kaus. II), Aal(?- ‘keep away, hold 
in check’ (antigv. paradigm, but TB IXb), Aen- ‘instruct’ (antigv. and kaus. 
paradigm), Akäntsa-s- ‘acknowledge’, Akäl- ‘bear, endure’ (kaus. paradigm, but 
TB Prs VIII), Aklu(s)- ‘explain’ (Prs II/VIII), Atak(- Antigv./Kaus. I ‘make to 
be’, Ata(-s)-/ Atäs- Kaus. III ‘provide’, Atäp- ‘proclaim’ (= TB Prs IXa or b), Aträs- 
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‘?’, Atrisk- ‘sound, boom’, Atwa- ‘burn’, Apän- ‘?’, Apyak- ‘strike, beat’, Apris- ‘± 
sprinkle’ (or Prs VII), Amäl(- Antigv./Kaus. I ‘repress’, Alä$k- Antigv./Kaus. II 
‘let dangle’, Alä-n-t- ‘go out’, Alit(- Antigv./Kaus. I ‘± let fall down’, Aluk- 
Antigv./Kaus. II ‘illuminate’, Awärs- ‘breathe’, A1ärp- ‘indicate’ (TA antigv. + 
kaus. paradigm, but TB Prs VIII), Asäl(- Antigv./Kaus. I ‘throw’, Ase- ‘support’ 
(antigv. paradigm, but TB Prs Xa), Atsäk(- Kaus. III ‘take away’. 

The following cases should be noted in particular: Aal(?- ‘keep away, 
hold in check’ may have an antigrundverb paradigm in Tocharian A, 
and should hence possess a genuine s-present, but Tocharian B just 
has a Prs IXb; Aar(- ‘leave’ has a Prs VIII and a Pt IV, so it is difficult to 
say whether the present is an old sk-present belonging to the 
kausativum (like the preterit) or whether it belongs to the 
antigrundverb that is attested in Tocharian B, because the meaning 
‘give up’ is attested for both the TB antigrundverb and the 
Kausativum II. The same is true for Akäl- ‘bear’, which has a 
kausativum paradigm attested by the TA Pt II and also has an 
antigrundverb paradigm in Tocharian B. Aen- ‘instruct’ is ambiguous, 
because both an antigrundverb Sub VII and a kausativum Sub IX are 
attested. The present of Aluk- ‘illuminate’ may also either belong to the 
antigrundverb or to the kausativum. For Akäntsa-s- ‘acknowledge’, see 
chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6.2.3. 

30.1.2.  Ablaut  

The root ablaut of s-presents is usually the zero grade, cf. Hackstein, 
1995, 41ff., who argues that the few examples with different root 
ablaut show analogical influence from other stems. For the question of 
ablaut see also Penney, 1998, 93f., who, however, doubts that “it is in 
fact appropriate to be looking for a constant ablaut pattern”. 

30.1.3.  Function 

Hackstein, 1995, 146ff. has shown that there is no functional difference 
between what was labeled present Class VIIIa and present Class VIIIb 
by Krause (WTG) and Krause/Thomas (TEB). An s-present is usually 
formed from transitive verbs, and Hackstein, 1995, passim further 
pointed out that transitive roots stay transitive when forming a 
present of Class VIII, while intransitive roots, on the other hand, 
usually become transitive (on intransitive s-present forms see below).  
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In Tocharian B, the s-present is usually correlated with an s-preterit 
of Class III and a subjunctive of either Class I or II, beside which there 
may also be a subjunctive of Class III. The only exceptions with 
respect to the preterit class are pruk(- Antigv. ‘overlook’, which has 
an undoubtedly secondary iya-preterit of Class VII, and yuk(- 
‘overcome’ and lup(- ‘besmirch’, which both have an a-preterit and an 
a-subjunctive. Accordingly, a grundverb s-present is normally formed 
from roots without A-character. 

If associated with a subjunctive stem of Class III, the active s-
present has transitive valency corresponding to a likewise active, 
transitive subjunctive of Class I, while the middle s-present has 
intransitive valency corresponding to that intransitive middle 
subjunctive of Class III, cf., e.g., näk- act. ‘destroy, lose’, mid. ‘fall into 
ruin, disappear’. This type is discussed in detail in chap. Valency 4.7.2. 

As in the case of näk-, the intransitivity of a middle s-present form 
such as lä$ksentär ‘they are attached to’ from lä$k- ‘hang’ is also due 
to the middle voice in anticausative function, and the isolated 
intransitive TB middle s-present forms wak1tär from wak(- Antigv. 
mid. ‘differ’ and sak1tär (MQ) from sak(- Antigv. mid. ‘remain, 
restrain oneself’ should be explained in a similar way (note that 
Tocharian A has the expected active, transitive counterparts). 

Intransitive luksentär ‘they light up’ from luk(- ‘light up; 
illuminate’ has been explained in a similar fashion, cf. Hackstein, 1995, 
124, but the s-present of that root is also a special case: as is usual, it 
has an intransitive grundverb ‘light up’ with A-character (III/V/I) and 
a transitive antigrundverb paradigm (VIII/II/III). What is remarkable 
is that there is also at least one example of a transitive middle s-
present luk1tar conveying a special attachment of the subject (see 
chap. Voice 5.2.3.). This is, in fact, one of the very few examples where 
middle voice can have both anticausative function and another 
middle function within the same stem formation. 

A problematic s-present stem with respect to valency comes from 
the antigrundverb of trik(- ‘err, etc.’, because in this case we have 
active s-present forms with both transitive and intransitive valency. 
To be sure, this is also true for the corresponding subjunctive stem, so 
that the unusual valency behavior is not a special problem of the 
present stem; see the discussion of the root in chap. Valency 4.5.1.1.1. 

If there is no second paradigm attested from a root forming a 
present of Class VIII, the pattern Prs VIII/ Sub I-II/Pt III is also nearly 
always confined precisely to transitive verbs. The sole exception is the 
intransitive activum tantum plu- ‘float, fly, soar’ (VIII/I/III). In all 
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other cases of intransitive s-presents from mono-paradigmatic roots 
we are dealing with media tantum, where it is again most likely that it 
is the middle voice that caused the intransitive valency.  

Finally, plak- (itr) (a/a/m) (VIII/I/III) is an unusual verb, because it 
is one of the few intransitive verbs with both active and middle voice, 
and although there is a difference in meaning to be observed between 
active and middle, there is no similar change of valency between 
them: act. ‘agree (with)’, ‘receive agreement’, mid. ‘ask for permission’. 

In Tocharian A, with respect to function the picture is, of course, 
obscured by the merger of s-presents and former sk-presents. To be 
sure, all certain old s-presents show the same pattern that is found in 
Tocharian B. Most TA s-present forms are transitive; intransitive use is 
only found with middle forms (cf. again the medium tantum 
intransitive Atsak- ‘glow’).  

30.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

The derivation of the Toch. s-present is a highly debated issue, and the 
main reason for this fact is that the reconstruction of a PIE present 
class with zero-grade root ablaut and a suffix *-se/o- is very 
uncertain.1 See the detailed discussion by Hackstein, 1995, 159ff., who 
points out that the flaw of most older theories was that they 
concentrated on the suffix and less on the likewise important features 
root ablaut, accent, and function. 

Lane, 1953, 489 proposed a derivation of the class from PIE *-ske/o- 
presents both in iterative (“intransitive”) and factitive (“transitive”) 
function, the suffix *-se/o- being due to simplification in roots ending 
in *-k: *-k-sk- > -k-s- (similarly, Klingenschmitt, 1982, 62). Watkins, 
1962, 63 claimed that IE forms such as Ved. uk1ati ‘besprinkle’ : Gk. 
ugrój ‘wet’, Av. taxšaiti ‘make run’ : tacaiti ‘run’ that immediately 
come to mind as possible cognates of the Toch. s-present are 
“essentially nonce creations”. He takes *nekse/o- as a radical thematic 
present from a root with root-final -s on the evidence of Lat. noxa 
‘damage’ (which he compares to the pattern Lat. toga ‘toga’ : tego 

                                                 
1 Note that Celtiberian had a zero-grade thematic s-subjunctive, which is, 

however, interpreted as an innovation; see Schumacher, 2004, 224 and K. H. 
Schmidt, most recently 2007, 319.  
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‘cover’), beside which there is also an s-aorist *nek-s-,2 and this then 
may have been the nucleus of the class. Kortlandt, 1984 = 2007, 68 
derives Class VIII from a thematization of formerly athematic s-
subjunctives also to be seen, according to him, in Latin, Celtic, and 
Baltic. He does not discuss the ablaut, but claims that the former 
athematic inflection is still preserved in the athematic subjunctive of 
Class I, which is usually paired with Class VIII and the s-preterit, and 
which should have lost the -s- “between two obstruents”. According 
to Jasanoff, 1987, 101f.; 1988, 58 the present Class VIII directly 
continues the PIE s-aorist subjunctive. In favor of such an assumption 
he uses the argument that an s-present is usually correlated with an s-
preterit, which is “difficult to account for save by assuming a formal 
link between the two sigmatic categories” (1987, 101). He further 
points out that there is no corresponding s-subjunctive class in 
Tocharian, which could precisely be explained by the fact that the PIE 
s-aorist optative was also asigmatic, so that no s-subjunctive in 
Tocharian would indeed be expected. As for the transitive function of 
the s-present, Jasanoff, 1987, 102, fn. 23 compares the same function of 
the sigmatic aorist (at least in Greek), a connection that “requires 
further study”. Jasanoff’s view is followed by Rasmussen, 2002, 380, 
who explains the unexpected zero grade of the Tocharian Class VIII 
analogically. Adams, 1994, 4f. has the following objections to 
Jasanoff’s explanation: the Prs VIII has zero grade in the root, not the 
expected e-grade; it is the PIE present that usually turns into a 
Tocharian subjunctive stem, while the respective Tocharian present 
stem is a more complex formation, so that one would not expect a PIE 
subjunctive to have been directly turned into a present stem 
formation. The only PIE subjunctive Adams accepts as being directly 
reflected in Tocharian is the Sub II of käm- ‘come’; but see chap. Sub II 
19.2. Adams himself would prefer to derive the Prs VIII class from a 
“se/o-iterative-intensive, as is usually supposed, parallel to the -ske/o-
iterative-intensives.” As for the connection with the s-preterit, Adams 
states that the se/o-present stems were chosen because “their *-s- was 
phonologically reminiscent of the *-s- of the preterit, not because of 
any morphological identity”.3  

                                                 
2 Actually, there is no need to set up an s-extended root *neks- on the 

evidence of Lat. noxa, because that abstract could easily be based on an s-
stem.  

3 The idea by Levet, 1991, 170ff. that the s-present is to be derived from a 
nominal formation, i.e., an agent noun, lacks any likelihood. 
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The most detailed treatment of the origin of the Tocharian s-
present is the one by Hackstein, 1995, passim. As for possible 
Tocharian continuants of PIE s-stems, Hackstein merely accepts 
auks-/ Aoks- ‘grow, increase’ as a possible candidate for such an 
inherited se/o-present stem, and this verb forms precisely a present 
stem of Class XI, and not of Class VIII. 

As for the general origin of the Tocharian s-present, Hackstein did 
not give a detailed solution. He pointed out the close relationship 
between the Tocharian s-present and the Tocharian s-preterit; he 
further follows the view of Ringe, 1990, 216 that the pattern of 
transitive s-preterits beside intransitive root preterits may be derived 
from a pattern of s-aorists standing beside root aorists, so that the 
function of forming transitives is reminiscent of the same function of 
the s-preterit, even though he thinks this was not a PIE state of affairs, 
but an innovation that independently took place in Tocharian and in 
Greek. Hackstein comes to the following conclusion (p. 165): “Trotz 
der funktionalen Affinität der s-Morpheme im tocharischen Präsens 
VIII und Prt. III bleibt eine historische Verbindung beider spekulativ. 
Es müßte ein Modell bemüht werden, nach dem durch einfache 
Thematisierung aus dem urtocharischen s-Suffix von Prt. III ein 
präsentisches se/o-Suffix gewonnen wurde”. Melchert, 2000a, 145f. 
(with ref. to Kuiper, 1934) criticizes that “Hackstein [1995] too readily 
dismisses the possibility that they [i.e., the s-presents] are developed 
from a PIE class of athematic s-presents”. 

To sum up, there are more arguments in favor of the assumption 
that the s-present is indeed a completely inner-Tocharian formation 
based on the s-preterit. It is simply a fact that there are not too many 
possible candidates for membership in such a PIE s-present class at 
all, and Hackstein has shown that no convincing relation of any of the 
Tocharian s-presents with any IE s-stem formation can be adduced at 
all. Further, PIE present stem formations are usually continued by a 
Tocharian subjunctive stem, while Tocharian present stems either 
show the same stem formation as the correlated subjunctive stem (and 
this is the unusual, relic pattern), or more commonly are inner-
Tocharian creations and almost always more complex than the 
corresponding subjunctive stem.4 Finally, a similar (although not 
completely identical) pattern of Prs(/Sub) and Pt stem is found in the 

                                                 
4 Note that according to Peters, forthc., even the active paradigms of the s-

presents were based on pre-PT 3.sg. middle forms of root aorists that had an 
ending *-se, which, according to him, had been a variant of a middle ending 
*-e. 
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case of thematically inflected sk-stems beside 11a-preterits and 
thematically inflected ññ-stems beside ñña-preterits. 

A possible counterargument that could be brought forth against 
the assumption of the s-present being based on the s-preterit is the fact 
that the s-preterit undoubtedly must have had a prop vowel between 
any stem-final non-syllabic and the -s- (PT *præk-äsa > preksa, see 
chap. Pt III 9.1.1.), whereas the s-present does not show any trace of 
such a prop vowel.5 

                                                 
5 Note that the absence of a prop vowel *ä in front of the present suffix -s- 

is also quite remarkable with regard to the fact that such a prop vowel can 
again be found in front of the suffix of what are suffixial sk-formations and at 
least in one subclass of the nasal stems of Class VI. 
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THE PRESENT AND SUBJUNCTIVE OF CLASS IX 

31.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT AND SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS IX 

Since in Tocharian B an sk-subjunctive stem of Class IXa and Class 
IXb is usually associated with a similar present stem formation of 
Class IXa or IXb, it is fitting to discuss both present and subjunctive 
classes together. In Tocharian A, the s- and sk-presents fell together in 
one single class in -s-. Nevertheless, in the following chart former sk-
presents of Tocharian A are listed whenever such a stem can be set up 
on the basis of its paradigmatic affiliation in Tocharian A itself or 
because of the TB cognate. 

31.1.1.   Present Class TB IXa and subjunctive Class TB IXa and TA IX 

The following 39 verbs form a Class IXa present, i.e., an sk-stem 
without initial accent in Tocharian B, and six of them also show a 
similar subjunctive stem of Class IXa (nine have a more or less clear 
TA cognate):  

akl- ‘learn’ (/Aakl- act. ‘teach’, mid. ‘learn’), an(-sk- ‘inhale’ (= Sub IXa), ar(- 
Kaus. II (= Sub IXa; also Prs IXb), art(t)(- Kaus. III ‘acknowledge’, arsk- ‘give 
up’, ala-sk- ‘be sick’ (= Sub IXa), as- ‘bring’, e$k- ‘seize’/ ~ AeMts(- ‘instruct’, 
ai-/ Ae- ‘give, take’, kätk(- ‘cross’, kän(- ‘come about’/ Akän- mid. ‘come about, 
occur’, kärk?- ‘bind’, kärs- ‘chop up’, käln- Kaus. III ‘howl, roar’, kälp(- ‘obtain’, 
kälm- ‘± enable’, kälyp- ‘steal’, tre$k-/ Aträ$k- ‘cling, stick’, twa-/ twas(- 
‘shine’, nusk- ‘squeeze’, parak(- Kaus. I ‘make prosper’, mai-/ Ame- ‘gage, 
estimate’ (TB = Sub IXa), mluta- ‘± pluck’, yam- ‘do’, yask- ‘beg’, lal- ‘exert 
oneself’, läk(- ‘see’, liy(?-/ Alya- ‘± wipe away’, lut-/ Alut- ‘remove’, wämp?- ‘?’, 
wäs- ‘don, wear’, wäs- ‘dwell’, wina-sk-/ Awina-s- ‘venerate, confess’ (TB = Sub 
IXa), we-ñ- ‘speak’, saw- Kaus. III/ Asaw- Kaus. III ‘live’, sata-sk- ‘exhale’ (= 
Sub IXa), samp(- ‘take away’, spalka?- ‘± strive for’, tsärk- ‘heat’. 
Unclear TB stems are: aksa- ‘waken’ (Prs IXa or IXb), kärtk?- ‘± decay’ (Prs IXa 
or IXb), tina- ‘± defile oneself’ (Prs IXa or IXb), räs- ‘± remind’ (Prs IXa or IXb), 
re(-sk)- ‘flow’ (Prs II/IX), yätka?- ‘?’ (Prs IXa or IXb), yaukka- ‘use’ (Prs IXa or 
IXb), wip- ‘shake’ (Prs IXa or IXb), wla(-sk)- ‘± give off, waft’ (Prs II/IX), 1ärtt?- 
‘incite’ (Prs IXa or IXb). 
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The seeming Prs IXa/Sub IXa forms of musk(- Kaus. II ‘make subside’ 
(3.sg. muska11äM) and wätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’ (Abstr I 
wätka11älyñe, etc.) may rather belong to Prs/Sub IXb; see below 
31.1.4.2. For a list of unclear or ambiguous TA s-stems that may go 
back to former sk-stems (= TB IXa or TB IXb) or to simple s-stems, see 
chap. Prs VIII 30.1.1. On ar(- with IXa beside IXb forms, see below 
31.2. fn. 29.  

31.1.1.1. TB subjunctive Class IXa 

In Tocharian B, a subjunctive of Class IXa is attested with certainty 
almost exclusively for disyllabic roots in -sk- (on the special case of 
ar(-, see below 31.2. fn. 29): 

an(-sk- ‘inhale’, ala-sk- ‘be sick’, mai- ‘gage, estimate’, wina-sk- act. ‘venerate, 
honor’, mid. ‘confess’, sata-sk- ‘exhale’, stina-sk- ‘be silent’; probably also säna-
sk- ‘?’, but see the discussion s.v. sä(-nask)- ‘?’. 

All other forms analyzed by the manuals as TB sk-subjunctive stems 
without initial accent, i.e., what is called Class IXa by TEB, actually 
belong to what TEB called Class IXb, i.e., they have initial accent; see 
below 31.1.4.2. 

31.1.1.2. TA subjunctive Class IX 

The TA Class IX subjunctive is characterized by a suffix TA -a1-/-as-, 
so that it differs from its TB equivalent by consistently showing a long 
-a- before the former sk-suffix, while in the respective present class the 
two languages basically just differ with respect to the outcome of the 
sk-suffix. A TA Class IX subjunctive is attested from the following 39 
roots: 
AeMts(- Kaus. III/IV ‘?’, Aen- ‘instruct’, Akän- Kaus. I ‘fulfill (a wish)’, Akärn- 
‘hit’, Akäry- ‘consider’, Akäln- Kaus. I ‘let resound’, Aklisa- Kaus. I ‘make sleep’, 
Atäkwa- Kaus. ? ‘?’, Atäm- Kaus. I ‘beget, generate’, Anäm(- ‘bow’, Anärk- ‘keep 
away, refrain’, Anätsw(- Kaus. I ‘let starve’, Anut(- Kaus. I ‘make disappear, 
destroy’, Apälk- Kaus. I ‘illuminate, show’, Apis- ‘play (a musical instrument), 
blow’, Apyutk- act. ‘come into being’, mid. ‘establish’, Aprutk(- Kaus. I ‘shut; 
fill’, Ami- ‘hurt, harm’, Alutk(?- ‘make, turn into’, Ayät- ‘adorn’, Ayär(- Kaus. I 
‘bathe’, Ayu(- Kaus. III ‘aspire to, reach out for’, Aritw(- Kaus. I ‘connect, 
translate; create’, Aläm(- Kaus. I ‘set; make sit down’, Alut- Kaus. IV ‘let 
remove’, Awarpa?- Kaus. I ‘prod, urge’, Awätk(- Antigv. ‘separate; decide; 
answer’, Awär- ‘practice’, Awik(- Kaus. II ‘drive out, remove’, Awina-s- ‘honor, 
venerate’, A1ärtw- ‘incite’, A1ärp- ‘indicate, explain, instruct’, Asälpa- Kaus. I 
‘make glow’, A1täm(- Kaus. I ‘put, place’, Aspartw(- Kaus. I ‘turn’, Aspärk(- 
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Kaus. II ‘cause to disappear, destroy’, Atsäm(- Kaus. I ‘increase, cause to 
grow’, Atsälp(- Kaus. I ‘redeem, free’, Atsuw(- Kaus. I ‘put together’. 

1.sg.act. wikasam 1.sg.mid. pyutkasmar 
2.sg.act. — 2.sg.mid. — 
3.sg.act. wika1 3.sg.mid. pyutka1tär 
1.pl.act. — 1.pl.mid. — 
2.pl.act. — 2.pl.mid. — 
3.pl.act. wätkaseñc 3.pl.mid. lmasaMntär 

Ger wika1äl   

Abstr wika1lune   

A subjunctive of Class IX is mostly attested from roots with non-full 
root vowel. Note that in the few forms from roots with a full root 
vowel weakening by vowel balance takes place, cf. the 3.sg. Opt TA 
ents1i1 from AeMts(- Kaus. III/IV ‘?’, Abstr TA enä1lune from en- 
‘instruct’, TA warpä1lune from Awarpa?- Kaus. I ‘prod’, TA 
spartwä1lune from Aspartw(- Kaus. I ‘turn’. A Sub IX is usually 
paradigmatically associated with an s-present of Class VIII that goes 
back to a former sk-present (with the sole exception of Atäm- ‘beget’, 
which has a Prs X), and with a preterit of Class II (mostly) or IV (or 
both), depending on the root vocalism.  

A TA Class IX subjunctive functions as subjunctive stem of a 
kausativum and is thus the equivalent of a TB Class IXb subjunctive 
with initial accent.  

31.1.2.  Present and subjunctive Class TB IXb and TA cognates 

The following 120 roots form a present and/or subjunctive of Class 
IXb in Tocharian B, i.e., have initial accent; corresponding former TA 
sk-presents that can be set up due to their paradigmatic affiliation or 
TB cognate are also listed here (101 TB, 61 TA, 42 TB = TA): 

akl- Kaus. IV ‘teach’, an(-sk- Kaus. I ‘let breathe’, ar(- Kaus. II (also Prs/Sub 
IXa) (/ Aar(- Antigv./Kaus. II) ‘give up, abandon’, al(- Kaus. II ‘hold in check’, 
as(- Kaus. II ‘make dry’, en- ‘instruct’ (= Sub IXb)/ (Aen-), aiw(- Kaus. II ‘turn 
to’, katk- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ Akatk- Kaus. I ‘make glad’, karp(- Kaus. I ‘make 
descend’ (= Sub IXb), kätk(- Kaus. IV ‘let pass, cross’ (= Sub IXb), kän(- Kaus. 
I/ Akän- Kaus. I ‘fulfill (a wish)’, kärn?- Kaus. III ‘inflict pain’/ Akärn- ‘hit’, 
Akäry- ‘consider’, kärs(- Kaus. IV (= Sub IXb)/ Akärs(- Kaus. IV ‘make 
know(n)’, Akäln- Kaus. I ‘let resound’, kälp(- Kaus. IV/ Akälp(- Kaus. IV 
‘cause to obtain’, käs- Kaus. IV ‘let come to extinction’, kuk- ‘± tire, exhaust’ 
(only Sub IXb), kery- Kaus. I ‘make laugh’, kras(- Kaus. III act. ‘vex’, mid. ‘be 
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angry’, klaw(- Kaus. I ‘name’ (= Sub IXb), klutk(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ 
Alutk(?- ‘make, turn into’, klautk(- Kaus. I ‘make turn’ (= Sub IXb), Atätk- ‘?’, 
täMts- ‘?’ (= Sub IXb), täl(- Kaus. III (= Sub IXb)/ Atäl(- Kaus. III ‘lift up, raise, 
carry’, tuk(- Kaus. I/ Atpuk(- Kaus. ? ‘hide’, Atkäla?- Kaus. IV ‘illuminate, 
illustrate’, trik(- Kaus. II ‘lead astray’, triw(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ Atriw(- 
Kaus. I ‘mix’, Atrisk- Kaus. I ‘let boom’, twas(- Kaus. I ‘kindle’ (only Sub IXb), 
nan(- Kaus. I ‘show’ (only Sub IXb), nask- Kaus. I ‘bathe’, Anätk(- ‘hold 
distant, push away’, närk- (= Sub IXb)/ Anärk- ‘keep away, refrain’, Anätsw(- 
Kaus. I ‘let starve’, närs- ‘urge’, nitt(- Kaus. I ‘tear down’, nu(- Kaus. III/ Anu- 
‘cry’, naut(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ Anut(- Kaus. I ‘make disappear, destroy’, 
Apärs(- Kaus. III ‘sprinkle’, pärsk(-/ Apärsk(- Kaus. I ‘frighten’, pälk-/ Apälk- 
Kaus. I ‘illuminate’, pält?- ‘drip’, putk(- Kaus. III ‘divide’, Apya1t(- Kaus. I 
‘make grow’, pyutk- (= Sub IXb)/ Apyutk- act. ‘come into being’, mid. 
‘establish, create’, pram?- ‘± restrain’ (only Sub IXb), prä$k(- Kaus. I (= Sub 
IXb)/ Aprä$k?- Kaus. I ‘reject’, prutk(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ Aprutk(- Kaus. I 
‘shut; fill’, Aplant(- Kaus. I ‘make glad’, plu- Kaus. I ‘let soar’ (only Sub IXb), 
Amask(- Kaus. I ‘?’, mäk(- Kaus. I ‘make run’ (only Sub IXb), mä$k(- Kaus. I 

(only Sub IXb)/ Amä$k(- Kaus. I ‘overcome’, märk- ‘± besmirch’, märs(- Kaus. 
IV ‘make forget’, mälk(- Kaus. III ‘± cross (arms)’ (?), mäsk- ‘(ex)change’ (= 
Sub IXb), mi- (= Sub IXb)/ Ami- ‘hurt’, mit(- Kaus. I ‘let go’ (= Sub IXb), miw(- 
Kaus. I ‘shake’, musk(- Kaus. II ‘make subside’, mauk(- Kaus. I ‘?’, mrausk(- 
Kaus. I/ Amrosk(- Kaus. I ‘make someone feel disgust’, ya$k(- Kaus. I (= Sub 
IXb)/ Aya$k(- Kaus. I ‘bewitch’, yat(- Kaus. II ‘enable, tame’ (= Sub IXb), yas(- 
Kaus. I ‘excite’, yät(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ Ayät- ‘adorn’, yäp- Kaus. I ‘let enter’, 
Ayär(- Kaus. I ‘bathe’, yäs- Kaus. III ‘touch (sexually)’, yu- (= Sub IXb)/ Ayu(- 
Kaus. III ‘aspire’, ram(- Kaus. IV ‘let compare’, räsk- ‘± spice’, ritt(- Kaus. I (= 
Sub IXb)/ Aritw(- Kaus. I ‘connect’, lal- Kaus. I ‘± make tired’, läk(- Kaus. IV 
(= Sub IXb)/ Aläk(- Kaus. IV ‘make see’, lä$k- Kaus. II ‘let dangle’ (/Alä$k- 
Antigv./Kaus. II ‘let dangle’), lä-n-t- Kaus. I ‘let go out’, läm(- Kaus. I/ Aläm(- 
Kaus. I ‘set, let subside’, litk(?- ‘remove’, wak(- Kaus. II ‘let bloom’, warwa?- 
Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ Awarpa?- Kaus. I ‘prod’, wask(- Kaus. I ‘move away’ (only 
Sub IXb)/ Awask(- Kaus. I ‘stir up’, wäks(- Kaus. I ‘± make turn away’, 
wätk(- Kaus. II (= Sub IXb)/ Awätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’, wär- (= Sub IXb)/ 
Awär- ‘practice’, Awär- ‘smell’, Awärk?- ‘turn’, wi- ‘frighten’, wik(- Kaus. II (= 
Sub IXb)/ Awik(- Kaus. II ‘drive out’, Awip(- Kaus. I ‘make wet’, Awe-ñ- Kaus. 
IV ‘make say’, waiw(- Kaus. I ‘moisten’, sänm- ‘bind’ (= Sub IXb), 1ärk-/ A1ärk- 
‘surpass’, 1i- (only Sub IXb)/ A1i- ‘± drain’, sak(- Kaus. II ‘restrain, leave 
behind’ (= Sub IXb), sätk(- Kaus. II/ Asätk(- Kaus. I ‘spread’, särk(- Kaus. IV 

‘± let take care of’, säl(- Kaus. II ‘throw’ (= Sub IXb)/ (Asäl(- Antigv./Kaus. I 
‘throw’), suk?- Kaus. I ‘let linger’, sum- ‘± trickle’, soy- Kaus. I ‘satiate’ (= Sub 
IXb), stäm(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ A1täm(- Kaus. I ‘put’, staukk(- Kaus. I ‘make 
swell’, spartt(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ Aspartw(- Kaus. I ‘turn’, spänt(- Kaus. I 
‘make trust’, spärk(- Kaus. II (= Sub IXb)/ Aspärk(- Kaus. II ‘cause to 
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disappear’, swar(- Kaus. I/ Aswar(?- ‘enjoy’, swas(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ 
Aswas(- Kaus. I ‘let rain’, tsarw(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ Atsarw(- Kaus. I 
‘comfort’, Atspä$k- ‘flay’, Atsäm(- Kaus. I ‘increase’, tsär(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ 
Atsär(- Kaus. I ‘separate’, tsälp(- Kaus. I (= Sub IXb)/ Atsälp(- Kaus. I 
‘redeem’, Atsit(- Kaus. IV ‘make touch’, tsuw(- Kaus. I ‘add’. 
Unclear TB stems are: aksa- ‘waken’ (Prs IXa or IXb), kärtk?- ‘± decay’ (Prs IXa 
or IXb), täp-/ Atäp- ‘proclaim’, tina- ‘± defile oneself’ (Prs IXa or IXb), räs- ‘± 
remind’ (Prs IXa or IXb), yätka?- ‘?’ (Prs IXa or IXb), yaukka- ‘use’ (Prs IXa or 
IXb), wip- ‘shake’ (Prs IXa or IXb), 1ärtt?- ‘incite’ (Prs IXa or IXb). 

For a list of unclear or ambiguous TA s-stems that may go back to 
former sk-stems (= TB IXa or TB IXb) or to simple s-stems, see chap. 
Prs VIII 30.1.1.  

 TB Prs IXa TB Prs IXb 
 A-character Non-A-character  
1.sg.act. kälpaskau yamaskau watkäskau 
2.sg.act. kälpast yamast-ne watkäst 
3.sg.act. kälpa11äM yama11äM watkä11äM 
1.pl.act. kälwaskem aiskem anäskem 
2.pl.act. kälwascer aiscer watkäscer-ñ 
3.pl.act. kälpaskeM yamaskeM swasäskeM 
1.sg.mid. winaskemar (MQ) yamaskemar tukäskemar 
2.sg.mid. lkastar yamastar maukästar (MQ) 
3.sg.mid. kälpastär yamastär tukästär 
1.pl.mid. — yamaskemtär anäskemtär 
2.pl.mid. — arttastär — 
3.pl.mid. kälpaskeMtär yamaskentär tukäskentär 
3.du.act. — westeM — 
nt-Part kälwa11eñca yama11eñca swasä11eñca 
m-Part kälpaskemane 1 yamaskemane swasäskemane 
Ger/Abs kälpa1le yama11älle watkä1le 

31.1.3.  The merger of s- and sk-stems in Tocharian A 

The merger of former sk-presents with former s-presents in Tocharian 
A was not due to a sound law by which *-sk- turned into TA -s-, but 
rather the result of various analogical processes. Especially since the 
palatalized result of both suffixes turned out mostly to be a simple TA 
-1(-), the two stem formations were finally blended into one; see 
Adams, 1988a, 76; Ringe, 1989a, 42, fn. 7; Winter, 1994a, 290f. = 2005, 

                                                 
1 The m-Part enä11emane in the MQ text H 149.291 a 4 (archaic ductus) 

showing the wrong suffix allomorph can only be a writing error. 
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471f.; Hackstein, 1995, 209f. It has to be pointed out that some forms 
with surfacing TA -ä1- or TA -äs- must stem from what had been 
formerly the *-sk- paradigm. Note that the lexicalized relic form of an 
m-Part TA taskmaM ‘resembling’ has preserved TA -sk-, which, 
however, must here be due to some kind of hypercorrection, thereby 
attesting to a prehistorical free variation *-s-/-sk- in such forms.2 The 
irregular gemination of the stem-final consonant before the nt-suffix 
in TA swa11antaM from Aswas(- Kaus. I ‘let rain’ may likewise show 
the lautgesetzlich outcome of *-s’k’-. Finally, the regularly attested 
gemination in the 3.sg.act. ending variant TA -ä11- occurring before 
clitics such as in 3.sg. TA lutkä11-äM may just be another reflex by 
sound law of former *-s’k’-. 

31.1.4.  A-character vs. loss of A-character 

In Tocharian B, roots with A-character usually lose it when forming an 
sk-present/subjunctive of Class IXb. This is also true in Tocharian A 
for any kind of synchronic s-presents. The TA subjunctives of Class 
IX, however, as a rule show the suffix TA -as-/ -a1-, i.e., what looks 
like a generalization of the shape of sk-formations made from roots 
with A-character (the suffix is affected by vowel balance). The general 
rule for Tocharian B is that A-character in Class IXb stems is lost, 
while non-kausativum Class IXa stems keep A-character (cf. 
Hackstein, 1995, 33f.). However, there are exceptions in both 
directions. 

31.1.4.1. Preservation and loss of A-character in TB Class IXa stems 

It is not surprising that A-character roots that form an sk-present as 
the normal present stem of the grundverb keep A-character in this 
present as well.3 This is true for: aksa- ‘waken’ (itr) (-/a/a) (IX/V/I), 
kätk(- ‘cross’, ‘pass’ (tr/itr) (x/x/a) (VI-VII-IX/V/I), kälp(- ‘obtain’ (tr) 
(x/a/a) (IX/VI/I), mluta- ‘± pluck’ (?) (—) (IX/V/-), läk(- ‘see, look’ (tr) 
(x/x/x) (IX-V/V/I). 

                                                 
2 Hackstein, 1995, 187ff. assumed that the form belonged to an a-stem TA 

taska-, but it may be more economical to assume that TA task- ‘resemble’, in 
fact, goes back to the same stem as Prs II TA tas- = TB tas-, since ‘resemble’ is 
indeed a meaning the TB stem still has in the middle (in passive function). 

3 But note that an s-present always makes lose A-character, cf. the cases of 
yuk(- ‘overcome’ and lup(- ‘besmirch’. 
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The same preservation of -a- is also regularly found with disyllabic 
roots ending in -ask-. To be sure, when a kausativum is formed from 
such a disyllabic root, the -a- before -sk- is again replaced by -ä- (as 
per Schmidt, 1982, 367), cf., e.g., an(-sk- ‘breathe in’: Gv. ana11äM 
‘breathes in’ vs. Kaus. I anäskem ‘we make breathe in’. Here belong: 
an(-sk- ‘breathe in’ (itr) (x/-/-) (IX/IX/-), ala-sk- ‘be sick’ (itr) (a+/-/-) 
(IX/IX/-), wina-sk- ‘venerate, honor; confess’ (tr) (x/a/a) (IX/IX/IV), 
sata-sk- ‘exhale’ (itr) (a+/-/-) (IX/IX/-). The only clear example from 
Tocharian A is Awina-s- being the cognate of wina-sk-. 

On the other hand, in some TB IXa present stems we nevertheless 
find -ä- instead of the expected (*)-a-. Such is the case with samp(- 
‘take away, deprive’ (tr) (m/-/m) (IX/V/I) (3.sg.mid. sompastär, etc). 
That (sompa°) indeed renders /sompä°/ and not /sómpa°/ is proven 
by the MQ-character form 3.pl. Prs sompäskentär in St. 42.2.3 a 1 (a 
text with archaic ductus; see Malzahn, 2007a, 268). In the case of 
art(t)(- Kaus. III ‘acknowledge; rejoice in’ (tr) (m/-/-) (IX/-/-), with the 
exception of the non-initial accent we seem to have to do with a 
kausativum paradigm: 1.sg.mid. artaskemar, etc. Note that the not so 
rarely attested present forms of art(t)(- Kaus. III are confined to the 
middle, which is also true for the whole paradigm from samp(- and 
for the next example: Prs IXa 3.sg. twasastär /twasästär/ from twas(- 
‘shine’ (itr) (m/-/-) (IX/-/I), which seems to be a back-formation from 
the kausativum (cf. Inf twasässi). For al(- Kaus. II (+Antigv.) ‘hold in 
check’ that I take to be basically a Class IXb stem rather than a Class 
IXa stem, see immediately below. Probably yaukka- ‘use’ (tr) (m/m/m) 
(IX/V/I) (3.sg.mid. yaukkastär) also belongs here.4 

31.1.4.2. Preservation and loss of A-character in TB Class IXb stems 

The two characteristics of the TB Class IXb presents and subjunctives 
are initial accent and loss of A-character when the root had A-
character in the grundverb. However, there are numerous forms from 
what certainly are Class IXb stems which show stem-final -à11-/-àsk- 
instead of expected -ä11-/-äsk-.5 I doubt that all these examples can 

                                                 
4 If the once attested yaukkastär (M) is not an error for †yaukkastär; 

another possibility is analysis as a Prs IXb form with preservation of A-
character, for which see below 31.1.4.2. 

5 As already noticed by Krause (WTG, 87, § 89,2): “Nur wenige Verba 
zeigen in ihren Kausativformen den Mittelvokal -a- (mit normaler 
Vokalschwächung in der Wurzelsilbe)”. Krause’s examples were: artaskemar, 
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simply be dismissed as misspellings. Since some of these forms are 
attested side by side with the expected Class IXb forms (especially in 
the Weber manuscript or in the MQ manuscript 322), it seems to me 
that we rather have to do with genuine linguistic variation. The 
examples are: 

2.sg. Sub enastar-c (KVac 17 b 3) from en- ‘instruct’; 3.sg.mid. Prs 
karpastär (323, 3, MQ) from karp(- Kaus. I ‘make descend’; 3.sg. Prs 
kana1äM-nne (PK NS 48 a 1, non-MQ) from kän(- Kaus. I ‘fulfill’;6 Ger 
I sarsa11äle (KVac 19 a 5) from kärs(- Kaus. IV ‘make know(n)’; Inf 
klawastsi (214 a 3, MQ) from klaw(- Kaus. I ‘name’; 3.sg. Prs klutka1n 
(572 frg. 1 b 7, MQ) and klutka11äM (THT 1859 a 3, MQ, archaic 
ductus) from klutk(- Kaus. I ‘turn into’; 3.sg. Opt täla11i (407 b 1, MQ) 
from täl(- Kaus. III ‘lift’; 3.sg. Prs triwa11äM (336 a 3, MQ) [beside Ger 
(tr)iwa1älle in line a 5 in the same text], m-Part triwaskemane (322 b 5, 
MQ) [beside triwäskemane in b 3 in the same text], Ger triwa1le 
[beside triwä1le in the Weber manuscript] from triw(- Kaus. I ‘mix’; 
Inf nautastsi (281 a 5, MQ) from naut(- Kaus. I ‘make disappear’; 1.sg. 
Prs prutkaskau (93 b 4, Š), 3.sg. Prs prutka11äM (non-MQ in H 149.19 a 
6 and MQ in THT 1859 b 4; archaic ductus), and 3.sg. Opt prutka11i 
(THT 1314 a 5, MQ, archaic ductus) from prutk(- Kaus. I ‘shut; fill’ 
[beside many regular Prs IXb forms]; 3.sg. Prs miya11äM (THT 1314 a 
5, MQ, archaic ductus), nt-Part (mi)ya11eña (522 b 3, Š), and Abstr 
miya1lñe (48 a 1 Š, 591 a 2 S) from mi- ‘hurt’; 3.sg. Opt yata11i (310 a 5, 
Š) from yat(- Kaus. II ‘enable’; 1.sg. Prs rittask8 (PK AS 12F a 2, MQ, 
archaic ductus) and nt-Part ritta11eñca (K 5 b 1, non-MQ) from ritt(- 
Kaus. I ‘connect’; m-Part la$kaskemane (322 a 4, MQ) [beside 

                                                                                                        
etc. [a Prs IXa stem in my opinion]; naitta11äM [I cannot find any attestation of 
such a form]; prutkaskau, etc. [see below in the main text]; muska11äM [see 
below in the main text]; sawa11äM [a Prs IXa stem in my opinion]; sparta11äM, 
etc. [see below in the main text]; tsärka11äM, etc. [a Prs IXa stem in my 
opinion]; akla11eñca [I cannot find any attestation of such a form, and the 
stem is a Prs IXa stem in my opinion in any case]; tsälpa11imar [an MQ form, 
see below in the main text]. Since Krause himself did not offer an explanation 
for this phenomenon and in the immediately following sentence mentions the 
common “Vertauschung von -a- und -ä-” in MQ texts (also discussed with 
examples precisely from IXb forms in §§ 1,1,b and 1,2; see below fn. 8), the 
existence of such forms has not gained any attention in the scholarly 
discussion yet. 

6 Whether k[an] //// in 81 b 1 can be restored to a 2.pl.act. Prs/Sub IX 
k[an](ascer) with a similar stem allomorph käna- remains uncertain.  
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lä$käskemane (MQ) in line a 5 in the same text] from lä$k- Kaus. II ‘let 
dangle’; 3.sg. Sub watka1äM (H 149.37 b 5, MQ),7 3.sg. Prs/Sub 
wätka1äM (IOL Toch 157, MQ, cf. Peyrot, 2008, 230), 3.sg. Opt watka11i 
(H 149.X.4 a 5, non-MQ) from wätk(- Kaus. II ‘command’; Inf wikastsi 
(147, 5, MQ) from wik(- Kaus. II ‘remove’; 3.sg. Opt sänma11i (THT 
1314 a 5, MQ, archaic ductus) from sänm- ‘bind’; 2.sg. Prs soyast (PK 
AS 17I a 5, non-MQ) and Inf soyasi (554 b 2, MQ) from soy- Kaus. I 
‘satiate’; the Kaus. I of spartt(- ‘turn’ actually shows three stem 
allomorphs: sparttäsk- (in the MQ form Ger I sparttä1älya), sparttask- 
(spartta11äM in 200 b 1 [M], 3.pl. Prs sparttaskeM in K 2 a 4 [DA], and 
Inf spartassi in S 4 a 2 [non-MQ]), and 1pärttask- (3.sg. Prs 1partta11äM 
in 30 b 8 [Š], 1.sg. Opt 1parta11im in PK NS 32 a 2 [non-MQ]); Inf 
1pärkastsi (343 a 4, MQ, still slightly archaic ductus) from Kaus. II 
spärk(- ‘cause to disappear’ [note that the Ger I 1pärka11älle is 
attested even more often than regular Ger I 1parkä11älle, notably in 
the Weber manuscript, but also in 505 = SHT 3, 902, h (non-MQ 
character)]; 1.sg.mid. Opt tsälpa11imar (228 a 1, MQ, still slightly 
archaic ductus) and Inf tsälpastsi (224 b 3, MQ, archaic ductus) from 
tsälp(- Kaus. I ‘redeem’; Ger I tsuwa1älle [found beside tsuwä1älle in 
the Weber manuscript] from tsuw(- Kaus. I ‘add’. 

On the other hand, the Šorcuq form 3.pl. Prs läntäskeM-ne is rather 
due to copying from an MQ text; in the case of 1arttastär from 1ärtt?- 
‘incite’, it is unclear whether the form belongs to a Prs IXb or IXa. 

In general, -àsk- and -à11- instead of regular -äsk-/-ä11- is more 
often attested in non-finite forms and quite often in MQ texts, some of 
which show archaic ductus. Note that the same phenomenon is to be 
observed in (the far less frequent) Class Xb (e.g., 3.sg.mid. Opt 
tanma11itär). The writing of (a) and (a) in the suffix in texts with MQ 
character cannot just be dismissed as a rendering of /ä/, because it is 
precisely the mark of MQ-character texts that they can render every 
kind of /ä/ as (ä) (i.e., also accented /ä/) (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 31ff.), and do 
not render unaccented /ä/ by (à). Therefore, a spelling (a) in an MQ 
text most certainly renders either /ä/ or /a/.8 What these forms show 
is accordingly most probably a preservation of the stem-final -a-, 

                                                 
7 Pace WTG, 288, the same damaged form (wa)t(kä)11äM can be restored in 

b 3 of the same text; see Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 7. 
8 The majority of examples given by WTG, 2, § 1,1,b for writing “a für 

[unaccented] ä”  are exactly provided by such Class IXb present stem forms. 
For his other examples, none of which are compelling, see Malzahn, in print c. 
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which, from a diachronic point of view, is to be expected in the first 
place.  

With respect to this claim, note that the majority of cases from non-
MQ texts clearly show accent on the root, e.g., kana1äM-nne from 
kän(-, sarsa11äle from kärs(-, watka11i from wätk(-, etc. However, 
there are two such instances which at a first glance seem to show the 
accent on the suffix: Abstr I wätka11älyñe from wätk(- Kaus. II 
‘command’ and Ger I 1pärka11älle from spärk(- Kaus. II ‘cause to 
disappear’. 

As for wätka11älyñe ‘command’ in the Šorcuq text 251, even 
though it comes from a central find spot it has some archaic-looking 
writings and is accordingly classified as “IB” by Stumpf and “archaic 
II” by Peyrot, 2008, 195 and 220.9 Hence, wätka11älyñe is also rather an 
MQ form and cannot tell us anything about the accent. The same may 
also be assumed for the Ger I 1pärka11älle that is found two times in 
the Weber manuscript, and in addition in the classical/standard 
medical texts M 1 b 4 and 505 b 2. Although this form is attested four 
times (whereas expected 1parkä- is found only three times: in 
1parkä1äle KVac 16 a 4, in 1parkä11älñe, and 1parkä11ukiM), it is not 
arbitrary to assume that we have to do with copies from MQ texts in 
all four instances, because precisely medical texts (like the Weber 
mss.) seem to have been among the earliest written documents in 
Tocharian in the first place (cf. Malzahn, 2007a, 274). 

Since it has become clear that genuine Class IXb forms can show 
preservation of A-character, the form muska11äM from musk(- Kaus. 
II ‘make subside’, which comes from the Weber manuscript like many 
of the IXb forms with (-ask-), (-a1-) mentioned above, should also be 
analyzed as a Class IXb stem formation.10 On the other hand, the 
respective Sub II made from this root should be assigned to an 
antigrundverb paradigm. I would then also propose to take the 
present forms in -sk- from al(- Kaus. II(/+Antigv.) ‘hold in check’, 
which are found beside a Sub I and a Pt III, to be basically Prs IXb 
forms, i.e., with the MQ form alä11eñca showing regular loss of A-

                                                 
9 For remains of MQ-character texts from the central region, see Malzahn, 

2007a, 287ff. 
10 As was, to be sure, already done by Krause (WTG, 87, § 89,2). 
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character, and the MQ form ala11älle and the 3.sg.mid. (a)l(astär) from 
KVac11 showing preservation of A-character.12 

31.1.5.   The vowel (*)-ä- in (*)-ä-sk/11- 

The suffix allomorph of sk-stems both from roots that lost and roots 
that never had A-character is (*)-äsk-/-ä11-. One may guess that a prop 
vowel *-ä- had first been inserted by sound law between a restricted 
number of root-final non-syllabics and the suffix PT *-sk/s’k’-, for 
which kind of anaptyxis one can point to 1kaste ‘sixth’ < PT *s’äkästæ 
< *s’äkstæ < pre-PT *sekstos (see Pinault, 1989, 61; Ringe, 1996, 71f.), 
and that *-ä- was later generalized. On the other hand, it is obvious 
that in certain contexts, this generalized *-ä- could later (in pre-TB 
times) be deleted by sound law again, see below 31.1.6.2.1. sk-presents 
from roots ending in -s like wäs- ‘don’ (3.pl.mid. yäskeMtär) lack the 
prop vowel due to an early loss of *ä between identical consonants.13 
On the other hand, the 3.sg. wsa11äM from wäs- ‘dwell’ owes its 
preservation of (*)-ä- to analogy.  

31.1.5.1. Loss of that (*)-ä- and loss of the root vowel 

In metrical passages that (*)-ä- may be lost before the palatalized 
suffix allomorph -11- and sometimes even before the non-palatalized 
allomorph -sk- (cf. Thomas, 1979, 173ff.). Note the following clear 
examples: Prs IXb nt-Part kan1eñca (Š) from kän(- Kaus. I ‘fulfill’; Sub 
IXb Ger mit1le (Š) from mit(- Kaus. I ‘let go’; Prs IXb nt-Part 
naut11eñca attested twice in text 30 (Š) from naut(- Kaus. I ‘make 
disappear’; Prs IXb nt-Part soy11eñca from soy- Kaus. I ‘satiate’; Prs 
IXb 3.sg. stam1äM (Š) beside stamä11äM and Sub IXb 3.pl. Opt 
stam1yeM beside stamä1yeM from stäm(- Kaus. I ‘put’; Sub IXb Abstr 
spart1lñe from spartt(- Kaus. I ‘make turn’.  

                                                 
11 An sk-form from this root can be restored with some certainty in KVac 

17 a 3, as per Schmidt, 1986, 49, who, however, preferred a Prs IXa form 
(a)l(astär); see also next footnote. 

12 Differently, Schmidt, 1975, 292 argued that a Prs IXa made from this root 
supports the analysis of the subjunctive stem as Class IV, but see my 
objections to that claim in chap. Sub IV 21.1.1. 

13 Note that Winter apud Hackstein, 1995, 268 rather opted for analyzing 
the present stem yäsk- from wäs- ‘put on’ as a simple thematic present of 
Class II, but see the objection by Hackstein, l.c. 
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All of these examples come from Prs IXb or Sub IXb stems, i.e., are 
forms with initial accent, so that the syncopated *ä did not bear the 
accent in the first place, and hence these cases are different from cases 
such as kätkre from käktare showing metrical loss of what seems 
accented *ä. The only stem in suffixal -sk- showing loss of what seems 
a formerly accented *ä is the sk-present of yam- ‘do’; see the collection 
of forms in Thomas, 1979, 174. The Prs IXa of yam- is also the only 
such stem to provide an example for loss of *ä in front of the sk-
allomorph in the 3.pl. yamskeM-ne and 1.pl.mid. yamskemntär, 
which, interestingly enough, are both attested in eastern texts. The 
same situation is found in the Class IV preterit, where, on the one 
hand, we have metrical loss of usually unaccented *ä in front of -11-, 
while the only examples for a syncope of accented *ä in the Class IV 
preterit come again from yam-; for the spelling of these syncopated 
forms, see chap. Pt IV 10.1.2.3. 

As for the reason why an unaccented and even an accented *ä can 
be syncopated in what seems a closed syllable, one has to assume that 
the geminate -11- was simplified to -1- so that the *ä came to stand in 
an open syllable and was then deleted regularly. Simplification of 
geminates is, of course, an informal-style feature, so that one may 
expect the syncopated forms to be attested in such texts. However, in 
contrast to the prediction, syncope in sk-present/subjunctive stems 
seems to be confined to metrical texts. Although Thomas, 1979, 178, fn. 
149 states that metrical syncope of *ä can sometimes also be seen “in 
Prosatexten”, he gives no such examples from sk-presents/ 
subjunctives14 nor from the similarly structured 11a-preterit.15 

                                                 
14 The 3.sg. Prs yat1äM attested in the prose text 201 a 3 (M) may be a Class 

VIII form and not a syncopated Prs IXb form (see s.v. yat(- ‘be capable’), 
because an antigrundverb stem (beside the kausativum) is also attested by the 
Pt III yatwa and in Tocharian A. To be sure, one cannot totally exclude that 
yat1äM is a syncopated Prs IX form, the more since the form is attested in a 
text from Murtuq and could accordingly be an informal-style form. 

15 Other word classes indeed show the loss of what seems a formerly 
accented *ä in open syllables even in literary prose texts, cf. the collection of 
examples in Thomas, 1979, 150. If this phenomenon was indeed due to an 
informal-style development, one would at least expect that these prose texts 
overwhelmingly come from eastern sites. Unfortunately, only two examples 
come from texts of certain provenance: räskre in 113 indeed hails from the 
eastern find spot Sängim, while cäñcreM in 522 hails from Šorcuq. Note that 
the syncope to be seen in °wäntre acting as second member of compound is 
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Nevertheless, at least two such syncopated Class IV preterit forms are 
attested in prose texts, and one of them comes from an informal text, 
so this may indeed indicate that we are dealing with an informal-style 
phenomenon that was used as a metrical device. Note that Thomas, 
1979, 180f. has shown that a similar loss of unaccented *ä before the 
usually geminated gerundive suffix -lle is likewise not confined to 
metrical passages but also is “der Umgangssprache nicht fremd”. In 
this case, we certainly have a degemination -ll- > -l- similar to -11- > -1- 
leading to an open syllable and then again regular syncope of 
unaccented *ä standing in an open syllable.16 

Winter, 1977, 142, = 1984, 187 = 2005, 179 also brought forth 
examples of what seems to be loss of an accented root vowel *ä in 
Class IXb formations: the 3.sg.mid. Prs IXb tpästär from täp- 
‘proclaim’ that is attested twice (once in a metrical passage in an MQ 
text and once in a non-MQ prose text); however, even though one 
would expect a Prs IXb for structural reasons (the form stands beside 
a Pt IV), a Prs IXa stem is not excluded. Winter also cites knasta(r) 
“you cause to materialize” from kän(- as a second form of this kind, 
but this is not a IXb form, cf. Hackstein, 1995, 231 and s.v. kän(-. As 
for his third example, i.e., the lexicalized nt-participle ipä11eñca 
‘patayantika’ from the kausativum of yäp- ‘enter’, Winter no doubt 
correctly states that the loss of the root vowel has to be an archaism 
because of the form being detached from the verbal paradigm.17 Note 
further that beside the regular Ger yapä11ällona (192 a 4, MQ), there is 
also a Ger ipä11älle attested in the (small) Abhidharma fragment 180 a 
5. However, this gerundive may have formed just another terminus 
technicus together with neighboring avidyä ‘ignorance’ (< Skt. avidya) 
and hence, just like ipä11eñca, may have been detached from the 

                                                                                                        
not an example of the kind of syncope that concerns us here, because in this 
case the syncopated *ä did not bear the accent, cf. Thomas, 1979, 153. 

16 The status as informal-style feature becomes also evident by a 
comparison of the parallel prose Pratimok1a texts PK NS 58 and 336 (MQ), for 
which cf. Pinault, 1994, 152. PK NS 58 has yama1le and triwä1le where more 
archaic 336 has yamä1älle and triwa1älle; at the same time, PK has the Inf 
form swatsisco and the pronoun se where 336 has swatsiscä and 0se; on se 
being an informal variant of 0se, see Stumpf, 1990, 68 and Peyrot, 2008, 71f; 
on the preservation of final -ä, see Malzahn, 2007a, 282ff. Interestingly enough, 
in more archaic 336 one nevertheless also finds simplified -11- in we1äM 
where PK has we11äM ‘says’. 

17 Note that even though the vowel ä is lost, the accent seems not to have 
been shifted onto the suffix (not †ipa11eñca). 
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verbal paradigm, whereas the regularly shaped gerundive 
yapä11ällona 192 a 4 still seems to act as a verbal adjective: ñake sak 
wi ayatanta yel{1}allona pis antseMne yapä11ällona “Now the twelve 
states (of sensation) are to be investigated (?) and they are to be 
entered in the five Skandhas” (cf. the Dutch translation by Couvreur, 
1954c, 113).  

31.1.6.  The five sk-present/subjunctive stem formations 

There are basically five different groups of sk-formations:  
(1) old monosyllabic sk-roots (pask-/ Apas-) and similarly tk-roots (see 
chap. tk-Roots in detail);  
(2) suffixal sk-stem formations (trisyllabic sk-stems in the terminology 
by Hackstein, 1995) with normal accent in Tocharian B (Prs IXa, and 
TA Prs VIII);  
(3) suffixal sk-stem formations with initial accent in Tocharian B 
(Prs/Sub IXb, TA Prs VIII/Sub IX);  
(4) disyllabic roots in -ask- with preservation of -a- (winask-/ TA 
winas-);  
(5) monosyllabic sk-stems from former suffixal sk-stems in *-äsk- with 
complete loss of the vowel *-ä- (disyllabic sk-stems in the terminology 
by Hackstein, 1995); see below 31.1.6.2.1.18 

31.1.6.1. Different behavior of radical -sk- and suffixal -s- and -sk- 

In Tocharian B, the outcome of pre-PT *-s(k)eT- in Class VIII presents 
and the Class II presents/subjunctives from old monosyllabic sk-roots 
is -1t- as in lup1tär, yä1tär, whereas its result in the other sk-
present/subjunctive stem formations is -st- as in kälpastär and rinastär 
(with the exception of kätka1tär attested in a graffito, which maybe 
merely shows the same development (*)-st- > -1t- that is found in 

                                                 
18 It has to be stressed that owed to our limited knowledge of the 

Tocharian material, it is often hard or impossible at present time to assign a 
given TB stem in -sk- to one of those five different groups of -sk-formations as 
kept distinct above — e.g., one cannot rule out that beside (*)anask- ‘breathe’, 
there still existed some forms from unextended *ana- in historical times; 
Hartmann, 2001, 104ff. with fn. 34 was far too unskeptical in this respect. Note 
further that the kausativum from this root shows the usual loss of A-
character, which is a fact that may point to a synchronic analysis of (*)anask- 
as suffixal sk-stem made from a root *ana- indeed (i.e., as belonging to group 
(2) rather than to group (4)). 
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Tocharian A); see WTG, 76, § 81,2; Marggraf, 1970, 18ff.; Winter, 1993, 
202f. = 2005, 446f.; Hackstein, 1995, 206f.; 2001, 34. This divergence is 
evidently due to a difference with respect to stem structure — 
whereas in the former two classes the stem consisted of only one 
syllable,19 in the latter four classes the stem consisted at least of two 
syllables in PT times, which is a fact that could have triggered 
different accentuation schemes, but maybe the difference in the results 
was merely caused by that very difference in the number of syllables 
alone. To be sure, Winter, l.c. rather assumed that a difference in 
accentuation caused the different behavior with respect to 
palatalization: according to him, loss of accented *-ä- led to palatal -1-, 
but loss of non-accented *-ä- led to non-palatalized -s-. Somewhat 
differently, Ringe, 2003, 360f. claimed that loss of non-accented *ä had 
occurred before palatalization for the reason that depalatalization *1t 
> st would have been unlikely for phonological reasons. Another 
explanation is proposed by Pinault, 1989, 140. According to him, a 
sequence -11ä- < *-ske- was quite generally depalatalized before a 
dental (-st-), but not so *-1ä- < *-se-. His further suggestion is then that 
on the model of palatalized -1t- found in the present Class VIII, the 
roots ending in -sk finally replaced lautgesetzlich -st- analogically by 
palatalized -1t-, but it is not easy to see why sk-roots should have 
chosen the s-present as a model rather then the other sk-presents. 
The following different schemes of accent and palatalization can be set 
up: 

Prs/Sub II *pas’k’-ä-tär pa1tär TA pa1tär 

Prs VIII *läwp-s’-ä-tär lup1tär TA alä1tär 

Prs IXa *yam-ä-s’k’ä-tär yamastär TA trä$kä1tär 

Prs IXb *läm-a/ä-s’k’ä-tär lamästär TA katkä1tär 

anask type *an-á-s’k’ä-tär anastär — 

aisk type *ay-ä-s’k’ä-tär aistär* TA e1tär* 

                                                 
19 As for the monosyllabic shape of the present stems of Class VIII, it is 

indeed remarkable that in this present class no *ä had developed between any 
root-final non-syllabic and the suffixal -s-, in contrast to what had happened 
in the whole paradigm of Pt III; see chap. Prs VIII 30.2. As it seems, a prop 
vowel developed only immediately in front of what was taken for an ending 
on the one hand, and within difficult consonant clusters on the other hand. 
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(Due to the patär rule — on which see chap. Sound Laws 1.3. — the 
original accentuation of *pas’k’-ä- and *ay-ä- must remain unclear.) 
Note that in Tocharian A, every sequence *st is turned into 1t by 
sound law.  

31.1.6.2. Remarkable stems in (*)-äsk- 

31.1.6.2.1.  The type aisk- 
Hackstein, 1995, 207 lists the following “disyllabic” sk-stems: aisk- 
‘give’, resk- ‘flow’, yäsk- ‘put on, don’, wärsk- ‘smell’, wesk- ‘speak’. 
However, from resk- and yäsk- diagnostic forms with -st- are missing. 
On the other hand, one has to add maisk- ‘± gage, estimate’ to this 
group.20 

Although stems of the aisk- type are monosyllabic on the surface, 
they differ from old monosyllabic roots in -sk in two ways: first, a root 
variant without sk-extension is still attested in Tocharian (which is 
another feature that does not apply to resk-), and second, they show 
-st- as outcome of pre-PT *-skeT- and not -1t- as the Class II 
presents/subjunctives from roots in -sk- do. The obvious conclusion 
will be that aisk-, etc. had started out as disyllabic PT *ayäsk-, etc.; in 
the case of wärsk- ‘smell’, the initial accent as found in warskemane, 
etc. provides additional proof for the former presence of an *-ä-; for 
the loss of that *-ä- between a glide or a sonorant and -sk-, see W. 
Winter apud Hackstein, 1995, 205, fn. 3 and Ringe, 1989a, 37. 
 
31.1.6.2.2.  wärsk- 
The stem allomorph wärsk- from wär(- ‘smell’ shows the sk-variant in 
the present, subjunctive, and preterit, and hence this stem is similar to 
the anask- type and not to the aisk- type. However, wärsk- is also 
different from anask- inasmuch as the preterit stem goes back to PT 
*wärska- and the present stem to PT *wäräsk-. Hackstein, 1995, 256ff. 
analyzes this stem as Prs IXa on the evidence of the preterit stem 
wärska-. This preterit stem is synchronically irregular, because simple 
thematic subjunctive/present stems from roots with root-final -sk that 
form an a-preterit show a palatalized stem-final in the preterit (pask-
type), and so do, in fact, suffixal sk-present stems, because the preterit 
Class IV in -11a- associated with such sk-presents/subjunctives is 
nothing else but a palatalized variant of -sk-a-. Such Pt IV forms are 
also found with disyllabic sk-roots of the type winask-. wärsk- is 

                                                 
20 I do not see how lyyask- ‘± wipe away’ fits here. 
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exceptional, because it has a non-palatalized finite preterit. A second 
such example comes from the stem allomorph arsk- from ar(- Kaus. II 
‘give up’, which has an irregularly unpalatalized PPt arsko1; but note 
that arska11-, ar11i- can only go back to PT *arsk- and not to *aräsk-.  
 
31.1.6.2.3.  twasastär 
The root twa- ‘shine’ has a root variant twas(-. A similar variation is 
shown by s(u)wa-/ swasa- ‘rain’. Basically, we are dealing here with 
roots in -a- (*)twa- and s(u)wa- that have been extended by a suffix 
-sa- in most stems of the paradigms (for the source of the sa-extension, 
see Peters, 2006, 336, fn. 17).21 The intransitive grundverb Prs IXa 
3.sg.mid. twasastär, which may be a substitute of an old present stem 
(*)twa-, can be explained as back-formation based on the kausativum 
Prs/Sub IXb twásä-. As for the root liy(?-/ Alya-, which is sometimes 
compared with these two roots, its behavior is indeed somewhat 
similar in Tocharian A,22 but note that its alleged preterit lyyasa is 
neither a preterit form nor any other form from this root at all. 
 

 TB TA TB TA 
Prs s(u)wa- swä- twasä- — 
Sub swasa- swasa- — twasa- 
Pt swasa- swasa- — *twasa- 
PPt — — (two1)23 tatwsu < *tatwasawä 
A&Kaus swasä- swasä- twasä- tusä- 

31.1.7.  Palatalization of the root initial 

Root-initial palatalization is found in the following sk-present or 
subjunctive forms: 

kätk(- Kaus. IV ‘let pass’ (Prs IXb: satkä11eñca); kärs(- Kaus. IV 
(Prs/Sub IXb: sarsäskau, etc.)/ Akärs(- Kaus. IV ‘make know(n)’ (Prs 
VIII < sk-Prs: TA särsä1t, etc.); plu- Kaus. I ‘let fly, soar’ (Sub IXb: 
plyustsi); litk(?- ‘remove’ (Prs IXb: lyitkä11i, etc.); Alutk(?- ‘turn into’ 
(Sub IX: TA lyutka1i1); säl(- Kaus. II ‘throw’ (Prs/Sub IXb: 1alä11äM, 

                                                 
21 On the other hand, Akäntsa-s- ‘acknowledge’ hardly belongs here; see s.v. 

Akäntsa-s-. 
22 Winter, 1965, 208 = 2005, 124 cites liy(?-/Aly(- and su-/swa- ‘rain’ as 

parallel examples for s-extensions, but without detailed discussion. 
23 The form is philologically uncertain. 
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etc.); suk?- Kaus. I ‘let linger’ (Prs IXb: 1ukäskeM); spartt(- Kaus. I 
‘turn’ (Prs/Sub IXb: 1partta11äM beside spartta11äM and 1parta11im 
beside spartassi) ; spänt(- Kaus. I ‘make trust’ (Prs IXb: 1pantä1äM, 
etc.); spärk(- Kaus. II (Prs/Sub IXb: 1parkä11äM, etc.)/ Aspärk(- Kaus. 
II ‘cause to disappear’ (Sub IX: 1pärka1lune). 

Note also the Prs IXa variant ñuska11äM beside nuska11äM: the root 
nusk- ‘squeeze’ has unexpected root-initial palatalization in the Sub II 
(ñu11alñe) and in the Pt III and respective PPt as well. A variation 
between ly° and l° is also attested with the Prs IXa of lut- ‘remove’. 
spartt(- Kaus. I ‘turn’ is a special case, because the Prs/Sub IXb shows 
three different stem allomorphs: sparttäsk- (usual formation), 
sparttask- (preservation of A-character), and 1pärttask- (old a- stem on 
which the sk-formation was based in the first place, also still to be 
seen in the Priv e1pirtacce ‘unturned’; see below 31.2.). 

Winter, 1980b, 555ff. = 1984, 247ff. = 2005, 242ff. claims that there is 
a pattern to be found for presents/subjunctives of Class IXb with 
palatal vs. non-palatalized root initial and their respective preterits of 
the grundverb: if the preterit has a non-full root vowel with a 
palatalized initial, the palatal present stem Class IXb is always 
associated with a grundverb preterit that has likewise a palatalized 
root initial; the roots in question are further claimed to be 
characterized by being transitive and having a nasal present in the 
grundverb. However, a recheck of the material shows that there is no 
complementary distribution between root-initial palatalization in the 
kausativum and what I call Subclass 1 a-preterits (and respective nasal 
presents). Winter himself has to admit that out of his eleven examples 
of palatalized kausativa already two violate the prediction. On the 
other hand, I do not see why such a pattern should just be true for 
roots containing the root vowel -ä- but not for a root like litk(- ‘avert’ 
as well. The Inf pirsässi cited by Winter is not an example at all, 
because the form has to be read otherwise (see s.v. pärsa- ‘sprinkle’). 
The complicated paradigm of säl(- ‘fly, arise’ is a special problem; see 
the detailed discussion in Malzahn, in print a. Winter, 1980b, 555 = 
1984, 247 = 2005, 242 in addition claimed that palatalized 1ärk- 
‘surpass’ (IXb/-/II) is the kausativum of särk(- (< ‘‘steigen lassen’’), 
but it is not certain whether these forms are indeed related, and there 
is no preterit attested from särk- at all. The palatalized Prs/Sub IXb 
allomorph 1partta11äM from spartt(- ‘turn’ is a further counter-
example, because the grundverb is intransitive and has no palatalized 
a-preterit. There is no grundverb preterit attested from 1ukäskeM 
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either, and it is unclear whether the single attestation of the grundverb 
is transitive at all. There is also no grundverb preterit attested from 
sänm- ‘bind’, because the root only has a kausativum paradigm. The 
only good example for the alleged pattern is furnished by kärs(- 
‘know’. On the other hand, there are a lot more kausativa without 
palatalization in the present/subjunctive Class IXb made from roots 
with a palatalizable root initial that do have a palatalized a-preterit in 
the grundverb, and all of them, according to Winter, are characterized 
by having the meaning ‘‘± eine Bewegung ausführen’’. But this 
meaning is also true for kätk(- ‘cross’. In short, I do not see any 
morphological pattern with palatalized vs. non-palatalized Prs/Sub IX 
forms. There is no distributional pattern with respect to TB varieties, 
and note further that there are some TA/TB equations among the 
forms with initial palatal. What can be said is that the forms with 
palatal are in the minority, and that all examples of palatalized 
Prs/Sub IX forms have a preterit of Class II beside them. Based on this 
fact one may at first toy with the idea that palatalization may have 
precisely spread from the palatalized preterit Class II stem, but we 
will see in the diachronic section below (31.2.) that the forms with 
palatalization must actually be the more archaic ones. 

31.1.8.  Function 

In Tocharian B, the Class IXb presents and subjunctives with initial 
accent belong to kausativum paradigms, even though in some cases a 
respective grundverb is unattested (like for en- ‘instruct’). All four 
kinds of kausativa are found, i.e., even Kaus. III stems that show the 
same valency as the grundverb. Accordingly, Class IXb stems are 
usually transitive. The only exceptions are: kras(- Kaus. III, which 
shows voice alternation tr. act. ‘vex’, itr. mid. ‘be angry’; pyutk- itr. act. 
‘come into being’, tr. mid. ‘create’ (on this special kind of voice 
alternation, see chap. Voice 5.2.2.1.), and yu- ‘seek, aspire, turn 
towards’, which has a complicated history; see s.v. yu-. On the other 
hand, three Kaus. III paradigms have a present of Class IXa, i.e., an sk-
stem without initial accent: art(t)(- ‘love’, Kaus. III ‘acknowledge’, 
käln- ‘resound’, Kaus. III ‘howl, roar (of the wind)’, and the intransitive 
saw-/ Asaw- ‘live’, Kaus. III ‘live’.24 While the sk-present forms of 

                                                 
24 The Ger I sawä11älle from the standard TB text 43 a 3 with seemingly 

initial accent is without much context and may therefore be a true Prs IXb 
form (‘let live’) if the form is not due to copying from an MQ text. 
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art(t)(- Kaus. III have non-initial accent, they also lack A-character 
(käln- ‘resound’ and ABsaw- ‘live’, of course, never have A-character in 
the first place). All other Class IXa sk-present stems are normal 
grundverb stems associated with subjunctive and preterit stems not 
typical of kausativa, i.e., they serve as normal present stem formation 
for transitive and intransitive roots alike.  

In Tocharian A, the formal cognate of Sub IXb is Sub IX, and these 
stems are likewise either part of a kausativum paradigm or at least 
associated with typical kausativum stems. 

31.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

In Tocharian the inherited PIE *-sk- morpheme could not only be 
attached to roots, but to present (and possibly preterit) stems as well, 
like in other IE languages, most notably Hittite, Greek, and Latin. 
Clear evidence comes from present stems such as TB sawask- ‘live’ 
and TB lkask- ‘see’, which at the same time show that in Tocharian 
itself, adding -sk- did not trigger any essential change with respect to 
semantics in general, or valency in particular.25 The obvious 
conclusion to be drawn from this fact is that the causatives/ 
oppositional transitives of Class IX (mostly IXb) are to be explained as 
enlargements in -sk- of older stems formally lacking -sk- but already 
equipped with a causative/oppositional transitive meaning. This 
strategy has already been adopted by some scholars such as 
Hilmarsson (1991, 54ff.), Eyþórsson (1993, 67; 1997, 245f.), and Kim 
(2004, 222ff., esp. 225, with fn. 75) with only Hilmarsson pointing out 
that such older causative/oppositional transitive stems without -sk- 
are actually still attested by the imperatives of Class II and by some 
privative formations. These two categories indeed presuppose the 
former existence of causative/transitive formations devoid of -sk-, 
ending in PT *-a- (of mostly suffixal origin), and having as a root 
vowel pre-PT *e > PT *’ä at least in the active.26 With regard to 
reduplication, the imperatives and privatives in question must have 

                                                 
25 See the discussion by Hackstein, 1995, 3 (and passim), who no doubt is 

perfectly right in claiming that “kausative Funktion nicht zu den urtocharisch 
ererbten Funktionen des Suffixes gehörte”. 

26 As a matter of fact, the middle imperative TB karsar, which belongs to 
the causative paradigm, clearly shows that the respective middles originally 
rather had the zero grade of the root. Note that only the two privative 
formations atraikatte* and ayattate* do not fit the pattern described above.  
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lacked reduplication, but this could have been due to secondary 
dereduplication, a process also met frequently, e.g., in Ancient Greek, 
where reduplicated verbal forms tended to lose their reduplication 
syllables after preverbs. Note in addition that the stem iya- ‘go; lead’ 
with suffixal -a- acted as its own causative without being suffixed by 
-sk-, so that one may be tempted to assume that causative function 
may have rather had to do with the presence of suffixal PT *-a-/ -å-. 

As for the initial accent seen in Class IXb, there can be no doubt 
that initial accent27 and concomitant substitution of stem-final PT 
(*)-a- by -ä- were finally perceived as devices for forming causative/ 
oppositional transitive presents in -sk-, as becomes obvious from the 
pair anask- ‘breathe’/ anäsk- Kaus. I ‘let breathe’; at least for this pair, 
the former existence of two different (pre-)PT proto-forms can be 
safely ruled out.28 Of course, this initial accent calls for a diachronic 
explanation, and both the fact that Kaus. I parakäsk- lacks true initial 
accent and the fact that some members of IXb are Kausativa III, i.e., 
not what any linguist would call causatives at all, clearly show that 
originally neither initial accent itself nor the diachronic reasons for 
that initial accent could have had anything to do with causativity/ 
oppositional transitivity. 

As far as I can see, only the former presence of a reduplication 
syllable standing in front of a root syllable with a root vowel other 
than pre-PT *ä, *i, or *u is apt to explain the initial accent of what must 
have been the prototypical members of Class IXb. As shown by Kim, 
2003, 225, fn. 75, preforms of the bibrèskw type, i.e., preforms such as 
Very Early pre-PT *ti/e-tlH-ske/o-, would simply not work with 
respect to phonology, because resulting pre-PT *tätäl(ä)sk- should 
have turned into PT *täl(ä)sk-, which then should not have borne 
initial accent in TB times at all. As was argued above, and has been 
amply shown by Hilmarsson, 1991, 48ff., we rather have to start with 
causative/oppositional transitive present stems (and also some other 
present stems not involved in valency change at all) that in general 
had a root vowel pre-PT *e > PT *’ä in the active and ended in (mostly 
suffixal) PT *-a-. In addition, we now have to say that the prototypical 
cases among those former present stems devoid of -sk- must also 

                                                 
27 Or maybe rather: accent on the root syllable, to judge from Kaus. I 

parakäsk- ‘make prosper’, which by definition nevertheless belongs formally 
to Class IXa. 

28 See again Hackstein, 1995, 3 (who follows Winter, 1980, 440 here; see 
also Winter, 1980b, 555 = 1984, 247 = 2005, 242). 
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either have been reduplicated right from the start, or acquired 
reduplication secondarily at some stage in (pre-)PT times.29 
 Hilmarsson’s detailed, but often-neglected respective argument is, 
of course, worth a closer look: in his pioneering 1991 study on 
privatives, Hilmarsson was basically concerned with showing that 
there are at least five examples of privatives derived from what 
seemed “causative” Class V a-subjunctives, i.e., Class V subjunctives 
functioning as subjunctive stems of a kausativum paradigm, and he 
assumed that these “causative” a-stems reflect an older strategy of 
forming kausativum stems, while as productive device the respective 
kausativum subjunctive/present stem formations were replaced by 
sk-stem formations.  
 In my view, the finest example of such an oppositional transitive a-
stem privative is e1pirtacce ‘unturned’ from spartt(- ‘turn’. Although 
Winter, 2001, 130 = 2005, 519 ad 99 now states that e1pirtacce is not a 
privative of spartt(- ‘turn’, he does not offer an alternative analysis, 
and a meaning ‘unturned (i.e., not made to rotate)’, as per Hilmarsson, 
1991, 61f., makes perfect sense in the respective passages; see the 
discussion by Hilmarsson, l.c. Furthermore, a stem *1pärtta- is also 
presupposed by one — and indeed the most archaic — of the three 
stem variants of the Prs/Sub IXb of the Kaus. I of spartt(- ‘turn’: we 
have the regular stem sparttäsk- beside sparttask- (with preservation 
of A-character) and as a third stem allomorph 1pärttask- showing 
preservation of A-character, a different root ablaut, and most probably 
suffix accent (the importance of this stem allomorph was already 
pointed out by Hilmarsson, 1991, 62 who also added the PPt pe1pirttu 
as a second form derived from this stem allomorph). In other words, 
the sk-stem allomorph 1pärttask- looks exactly like the a-stem 

                                                 
29 Note that the root vowel pre-PT *e > PT *’ä met in those sk-less 

formations indeed fits the requirements for the root syllable following the 
finally lost reduplication syllable as stated above. As a corollary, roots with 
initial vowel, from which reduplicated formations could not have been built 
in Late pre-PT and PT times at all, should ideally only have formed Class IXa 
presents and subjunctives in TB, i.e., sk-formations lacking initial accent even 
if used as true causatives or oppositional transitives, and indeed in the Kaus. 
II paradigm denoting ‘abandon’ from ar(- ‘cease’ one finds the Prs IX 
(descriptively IXa) form arska11äM, and the Opt from Sub IX (descriptively 
IXa) ar11itär-ñ. As for the IXa status of the Kaus. I Prs parakäsk- ‘make 
prosper’ from parak(- ‘prosper’, note that according to Peters, 2004, 441ff., the 
initial syllable in this form had developed precisely out of a pre-PT *ä, i.e., not 
out of a full vowel. 
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allomorph 1pärtta- as presupposed by the Priv e1pirtacce plus sk-
extension, and can therefore be adduced as support for the claim that 
such oppositional sk-stem forms of Class IX(b) came into being exactly 
by extending the basic a-stem by the -sk- suffix. 1pärttask- is hence the 
oldest structure of these sk-stem allomorphs; in a further step, 
Tocharian introduced the root ablaut of the grundverb (hence 
sparttask-), and only in a third step the replacement by -äsk/11- took 
place.  

The next two privative examples are compelling as well, at least 
with respect to the morphological aspect:  

The meaning of aikacce is not certain: H 149.45 b 4 //// te aikaccepi 
klesanma•. Hilmarsson, 1991, 55f. followed Broomhead’s 
interpretation: “That [is (the characteristic)] of one who is unable to 
destroy the klesas” (Broomhead I, 196). The fragment certainly 
contains an abhidharma text, but the verso side is not very clear, so I 
would not exclude a meaning “one who does not avoid the klesas” (or 
even “one for whom the klesas do not disappear”). Since the first 
syllable of this form certainly derives from disyllabic PT *æ-w’äyk-, 
the following -a- can only come from a PT *-a-; setting up a 
subjunctive stem *w’äyka- is therefore unavoidable. 
 The third example for such a kausativum a-subjunctive is aitka(tte) 
in 521 a 4 from the root wätk(-. The privative is the equivalent of Skt. 
karmasaMcetanikaM “die Tat, welche unbewußt (getan wurde)” (see 
Sieg, 1938, 17), and since the attested forms of the historical 
kausativum paradigm from wätk(- seem to have the meaning 
‘order’,30 aitkatte would have to belong to yet another non-grundverb 
paradigm. With respect to morphology, setting up a subjunctive stem 
of the same kind, viz. a *w’ätka-, is again unavoidable. 
 On the other hand, the fourth example (a)traikatte in 405 a 2 is 
problematic for a couple of reasons. First, the whole passage is 
unclear; see the proposed translations in Hilmarsson, 1991, 56 
(“unbeauftragt”, “unbidden”, “unverwirrbar”; Hilmarsson himself 
favors “unfailing, not misleading”). Pace WTG, it is unlikely that the 
form is just based on a TB subjunctive stem allomorph *traika- 
standing beside trika-, because, as Hilmarsson has shown, privatives 
of ablauting stems, as a rule, are based on the weak and not on the 
strong stem allomorph, and furthermore since trik(- is a Prs III verb, it 
is even more unlikely that it ever had an active, full-grade stem 

                                                 
30 The translation ‘unbeauftragt’ given in WTG, 288 is certainly merely 

based on the alleged connection with the kausativum. 
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allomorph at all (see chap. Prs III/IV 26.2.3.). However, Hilmarsson’s 
claim (1991, 57f.) that traika- is causative and came into being by a 
couple of analogical replacements is also very unlikely. The best 
explanation I can think of is that we are dealing here with a mere 
writing error for †(a)trikaitte. A suffix variant -ai- for -a- is indeed 
sometimes attested in privatives, see Hilmarsson, 1991, 60f. and 69 
who assumes -ai- to be an informal-style variant of a/ä before palatals, 
so that the -ai- could have come into being by sound law in the 
obliquus. On the other hand, we also have a couple of attestations of 
-ai- in the nominative Priv empalkaitte (which may show a metathesis 
of palatalization, see chap. Sound Laws 1.7.). Since (a)traikatte is 
precisely attested in an eastern text from Murtuq, where this kind of 
sound law is indeed expected, I think that the assumption of an 
informal-style form †(a)trikaitte may be the most likely solution for the 
problem. 

The fifth example ayataicce is also semantically uncertain, though I 
agree with Hilmarsson, 1991, 60f. that transitive ‘unsubdued, 
untamed’ is more likely than intransitive ‘indomitable’. To be sure, the 
transitive form can as easily be derived from the antigrundverb 
(attested by Prs VIII and Pt III), which can either be an athematic Class 
I or thematic Class II stem. 

Apart from these privatives, Hilmarsson saw further support for 
his theory of a-subjunctives serving as kausativum stems in the 
imperatives of Class II. He perfectly correctly pointed out that judged 
by the root ablaut, these imperatives could not simply have been built 
from the preterit stems of Class II, but are precisely what one would 
set up as “causative” a-stems. As is argued in detail in chap. Ipv 37.8., 
there is indeed much reason to believe that the imperatives are in 
general originally based on the subjunctive stem of the root and only 
at a later stage came to be associated with the respective preterit stem. 

Now one might first toy with the idea that those pivotal sk-less 
reduplicated causative stems with root vowel PT *e in the active may 
have derived from PIE reduplicated presents of the t…qhmi type,31 but 
on a closer inspection such an approach would hardly lead anywhere. 
There is just one root involved in the Class IXb causative/oppositional 
transitive business that seems to have formed such a present in PIE, 

                                                 
31 As has been done by Kim, 2003, 225. 
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viz. the root kän(- from PIE *Çgenh (PIE Prs *gi-genh-ti),32 and 
precisely Akän- did not have a Class II imperative, but a Class I or 
Class III imperative instead.  

It is therefore much better to assume an inner-Tocharian origin for 
those reduplicated presents, and to start precisely with the root 
kärs(-: From this root, which evidently does not go back to a PIE se/ 
root, there existed in pre-PT at least two different preterit formations: 
*kers-a- (with suffixal *-a-) on the one hand and *kers-a- (with the *-a- 
taken over from *kers-a-) on the other hand, and both of these stems 
could be used as their own causatives, just like iya- could act as its 
own causative.33 Now, from a preterit *kersa-/*kärsa- there could be 
formed a new present *kersa-/*kärsa- by the tezzi principle, and this 
eventually could get reduplicated on the model furnished by the Sub I 
forms with *æ/ä root ablaut, which in the end looked like the 
respective Pt III formations provided with primary endings and with 
a prefixed reduplication syllable. Of course, that new (reduplicated) 
present also should be expected to have had first both the causative 
and the non-causative meaning. A quite similar state of affairs can be 
found, e.g., in Classical Greek, where an active perfect such as Éfqore 
still denotes both ‘is one who has destroyed’ and ‘is destroyed’ at the 
same time. However, Greek in the end preferred formal 
disambiguation and therefore created a new form Éfqarke that was 
confined to transitive semantics, and in the same way the speakers of 
Tocharian may have felt the need to disambiguate formally, and this 
would have been done by creating a new paradigm *ke-kors-a-/ 
*(ke-)kärs-a- (with the ablaut pattern known from what turned out to 
be Sub I with *æ/ä root ablaut) that was restricted to non-causative 
semantics, whereas the older *ke-kers-a-/*(ke-)kärs-a- now became 
confined to causative semantics.34 On the model of causative *ke-kers-
a-/*(ke-)kärs-a-, new causative(/oppositional transitive) presents of 
the same morphological structure then could have been formed from 
roots/stems of almost any kind of structure, even from roots that 

                                                 
32 Which is usually said to have provided the one and only starting point 

for the Vedic reduplicated “causative” aorist of the ájijanat type; see Kim, 
2003, 217ff. with ref. 

33 The reason behind this fact is probably, or at least possibly, that *kers-a- 
was based on the instrumental of an abstract H-stem *kers-a (from *-H-eh?) 
simply denoting ‘with knowledge’, and that the other prototypical stems in 
suffixal PT *-a-/-å- are to be explained in the same way; cf. chap. Pt I 7.3.3. 

34 As would have been predicted indeed by KuryLowicz’s Fourth Law of 
Analogy. 
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formed a Pt I having non-palatalizing *ä as root vowel throughout the 
whole paradigm, and maybe even from roots that otherwise lacked A-
character completely (i.e., lacked present and/or preterit stems ending 
in PT *-a-). This may be inferred from the fact that in Tocharian A, 
subjunctives of Class IX in TA -as- are met with any kind of roots,35 
and that in MQ texts, Class IXb forms in -ask- (from PT *-ask-) are 
occasionally also found with roots otherwise devoid of A-character.  

If all of this is correct, we should expect that there exist Class IXb 
forms only of the sarsask- type, and none of the sarsäsk- or *karsäsk- 
type. As a matter of fact, there do indeed exist at least some forms of 
the sarsäsk- type with expected s-, i.e., the lautgesetzlich reflex of a 
sequence *C’ä-, and even sarsa11- is attested once in a non-MQ text. 
Such forms with root-initial palatalization and/or with preserved 
stem-final (*)-a- are clearly archaisms, and the same then will hold 
also for the TA subjunctives in -as-,36 because, as a rule, Tocharian 
subjunctive stems tend to be morphologically more archaic than the 
respective present stems. These archaic forms then show that we are 
essentially on the right track, and that both the *kä- and the -äsk- 
found with the many Class IXb stems of the *karsäsk- type must be 
due to rather recent, inner-Tocharian innovations. 

As for the -äsk-, it was shown above that in Tocharian B Class IXb 
forms sometimes show a suffix allomorph written -àsk- or -à11- 
instead of usual -äsk-/-ä11-, that is, they show preservation of A-
character. Accordingly, we have to do with a secondary TB rule by 
which the stem vowel -a- is replaced by -ä- whenever the stem 
functions as part of a kausativum paradigm even when it does not 
have initial accent or serve as oppositional transitive/causative (like 
with art(t)(-). This is then even true for secondary sk-stems that serve 
as oppositional kausativum: witness the causative sk-stem anäsk- 
‘make breathe’ beside the grundverb anask- ‘breathe’ with 
preservation of the stem-final -a- of the no longer productive sk-less 
verb *ana- . 

As for the loss of A-character in historical Tocharian B, this can, in 
my opinion, be explained in terms of a rule of posttonic weakening of 

                                                 
35 This argument is, of course, only valid if one is not willing to accept the 

claim of Hackstein, 2004, 90 that the TA Class IX subjunctives have nothing to 
do diachronically with the TB Class IX subjunctives, but rather derive from 
PIE desideratives in *-hs-e/o- as set up by Rix, 1977, 147ff. 

36 Except if one prefers Hackstein’s alternative view; see the preceding 
footnote. 
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PT *-a- to *-ä-, which, however, became usually opaque due to 
analogical restitution of *-a-; see Malzahn, in print c, for more details.  

However, for anyone who does not like the idea that in TB/pre-TA 
(present/subjunctive) Class IX(b) such a marginal phonological rule 
gained wide acceptance precisely in these two categories, there is an 
alternative explanation for the substitution of (*)-ask- by (*)-äsk- as 
soon as one accepts the following explanation for the last loose end 
left, the evident substitution of (palatalized) e-grade root variants by 
(non-palatalized) zero-grade root variants in the presents and 
subjunctives of TB Class IX and the related TA categories: 

If one assumes, for argument’s sake, that from the root *ÇtelH 
Tocharian had inherited a regularly built zero-grade *-ske/o- present 
*tlH-sk-e/o-, this should have resulted in a pre-PT *täl(ä)ske/o-.37 
Now, if a present *tetela- stood beside an already existing 
*täl(ä)ske/o-, the two formations could have been blended in various 
different ways, and among other things result in both *tetälask- and 
*tetäläsk-, and such forms then could have provided an analogical 
model for both replacing *-C’ä- by non-palatalized *-Cä- and replacing 
pre-PT *-ask- > PT *-ask- by -äsk-. Replacing *-C’ä- by non-palatalized 
*-Cä- could have been further supported by a former presence of *-Cä- 
in the middle forms of those unenlarged causative/oppositional 
transitive stems in PT *-a-, which is indeed presupposed by the 
“causative” middle imperative karsar. 

                                                 
37 For the possible former existence of a pre-PT *tälsk-, compare PT 

*wärsk- ‘smell (itr)’ (evidently from *wr(H)-sk-) presupposed by wärskante 
‘they smelled (tr)’, and also PT *arsk- ‘abandon’ presupposed by arska11äM, 
ar11itär-ñ. 
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ROOTS IN FINAL -tk 

A group of Tocharian roots ends in final -tk, which is an odd structure 
from a PIE point of view, so that this root shape has attracted the 
special attention of scholars. Lane, 1965, 68 = Arndt, 1967, 93 noted 
that the -tk “has nothing to do per se with any “tense” stem 
formation”. Pedersen, 1941, 171ff. and similarly Lane, l.c., assumed 
that these roots started out as denominative stems (derived from 
alleged participles in *-tokos-), but see the objections by Melchert, 
1978, 97f., who also discusses other earlier theories on the tk-verbs. 
Schneider, 1941, 45ff. was the first to assume that we are dealing with 
a “falschen k-Abstraktion aus dem idg. sk-Präsenssuffix”, further 
assuming an “intensiv-iterativen, inchoativen Verbalaspekt”. Jasanoff, 
1975, 111 proposed to derive the verbs in question from *-ske/o- 
presents made to roots ending in a dental and leading to a cluster in 
which the *-s- was lost by sound law, discussed in detail by Melchert, 
1978. This explanation has become communis opinio, with the 
exception of Hartmann, 2001, 95ff. and Schmidt, most recently 2006. 
Hartmann basically comes up with two objections, but does not offer 
an alternative explanation of his own,1 see also the objections to 
Hartmann by Pinault, 2006, 105f. Hartmann on the one hand claims 
that the roots in final -tk show a morphological behavior different 
from that of the roots in -sk, and on the other hand that a sound law 
*-T-sk- > PT *-tk- is otherwise unproven. However, Pinault, 2006, 
103ff. has now shown that there is indeed evidence to be found for 
that sound law outside these verbal forms. Pinault, 2006, 105f. further 
points out that the *-ske/o- present stem solution is indeed supported 

                                                 
1 For an alternative solution, Hartmann refers to Schmidt. Schmidt, 1988, 

471ff.; 1995, 275ff.; 2006, 557ff., based on an idea by Winter, 1960, 184, has put 
forward the idea of “Laryngalverhärtung”, i.e., a sound law *H > -k-. But see 
the objections by Pinault, 2006, 103f. (with ref.) and see also Hackstein, 2000, 
99 with respect to kätk-: “Als ungelöste Gravamina von Schmidts Etymologie 
[von kätk- < *dQnH-] stehen die singuläre Metathese tk-k- e kt-k-, der 
fehlende Reflex des Labiovelars in A kätk- nach wie vor im Raum”. For the 
indeed striking synchronic pairing of nasal (infix) present stems with verbs in 
root-final -tk (and -sk), see below in the main text. 
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by a couple of excellent etymologies: Ayutka- ‘be worried’ < *Hyud-
ske/o- ‘be agitated’, litk(- ‘avert, remove’ < *lit-ske/o- beside non sk-
stem lita- ‘fall’ < *lit-, wätk(- ‘decide, etc.’ < *wi-dh-ske/o-, nätka- ‘hold 
distant, push away’ < *nud-ske/o-. 

In addition, Koller, 2008, 25ff. argues that when applying the 
framework of Government Phonology to TA roots, one gets a root-
structure template in which both roots in TA -tk and TA -Cw 
(certainly from PIE *-C-we/o-) do not fit. In contrast, both act as if -k 
and -w were root extensions, because of their treatment of ä/zero 
alternation and their palatalization products.2

As for Melchert’s claim that the roots in -sk and the roots in -tk 
behave in a rather parallel way, this is explicitly denied by Hartmann, 
2001, 104ff. However, the absolute figures (see Hartmann’s table on p. 
110 and my list below) are not really so high that one should argue 
with statistics at all.3 The only really striking bit of statistics is that in 
Tocharian B roots in -sk have rather often thematic subjunctive/ 
present stems of Class II (i.e., simply continue the inherited stems in 
*-ske/o-),4 while there is only one tk-verb showing a similar thematic 
subjunctive (katk-/Akatk- ‘rejoice’). Melchert argued that the simple 
thematic inflection to be expected for the Prs/Sub of tk-roots was 
secondarily replaced either by nasal inflection (basically in the case of 
transitive ones), or by Class III inflection (in the case of intransitive 
ones). Now, Hartmann claims that sk-roots do not (or only to a much 
lesser extent) show a similar transfer. But if one looks at the material 
again, it turns out that this seeming disproportion can be explained.  

 
 
 

                                                 
2 In tk-roots only the -t- but not the final -k- gets palatalized, cf. Ger TA 

kackäl from Akatk- or 3.sg.act. Pt III TA pyockäs from Apyutk-. 
3 To be sure, some of the verbs analyzed as sk-roots by Hartmann, 2001, 

104ff. such as anask- are so recent sk-roots in the synchronic system of TB or 
TA that I do not take them into account in the discussion concerning an 
assumed parallelism between sk-roots and tk-roots. My own figures are 
therefore quite different from those of Hartmann. 

4 The TA match of TB -sk is usually also -sk with the only exception of 
pask-/ Apas- ‘protect’ < PIE *pH-ske/o-. This root is the only one keeping the 
inherited thematic inflection, while all roots in -sk- were turned into A-
character roots with (*)-a-, of course, not triggering palatalization. 
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32.1. VERBS IN ROOT-FINAL -sk 

With5 thematic subjunctive: 
kärsk- ‘shoot (an arrow)’ (tr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I+pal);6 kärsk- ‘?’ (?) (—) (II/-/-); ñäsk- 
‘demand, desire’ (tr) (x/a/a) (II/II/I+pal); nask- ‘bathe, swim’ (itr) (a+/a/a) 
(II/II/I+pal); nusk- ‘squeeze, (de)press’ (tr) (x/-/a) (IXa/II/III); musk(- Antigv. 
+ Kaus. II ‘make subside’ (tr) (a/-/-) (IXb/II/-); pask- ‘protect, obey’ (tr) 
(m+/x/m) (II/II/I+pal) = Apas- (m/m/m) (II/II/I+pal); yask- ‘beg’ (tr) 
(m/m/m) (IXa/II/I+pal); wäsk- ‘?’ (?) (-/-/a) (-/-/I+pal).7

Here maybe also belong: re(-sk)- ‘flow’ (itr) (a/-/-) (IIoIXa/-/-); wla(-sk)- ‘± 
exude’ (tr) (a/-/-) (IIoIXa/-/-). 
 
Without attested subjunctive, but probably lacking A-character: 
Atrisk- ‘sound, boom’ (itr) (a/-/-) (VIII/-/-). 
 
With Prs III and a-subjunctive: 
Apärsk(- (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) ~ pärsk(- (itr) (a/a/a) (V/V/I-pal); mäska- 
‘become, be’ (itr) (m+/-/a) (III/V/I) = Amäsk(- (itr) (m+/-/a) (III/-/III); musk(- 
‘disappear, perish’ (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I) = Amuska- (itr) (-/-/m) (-/V/I-pal); 
Amluska- ‘escape’ (itr) (m/a/-) (III/V/I-pal). 
 
With nasal present and a-subjunctive: 

pälska- ‘consider, think’ (tr) (x/x/x) (VI/V/I-pal) = Apäl(t)ska- (tr) (x/-/x) 
(VII/V/I-pal); Amask(- ‘be difficult’ (itr) (m/x/m) (VII/V/I-pal); mrausk(- ‘feel 
disgust’ (itr) (m/m/m) (VI/V/I-pal) = Amrosk(- (itr) (m/-/m) (VII/V/I-pal); 
Awask(- ‘move, quake’ (itr) (m/-/m) (VII/V/I-pal) ~ wask(- (itr) (m/-/m) 
(XII/V/I-pal); Awniska- ‘± crush, torment’ (tr) (a/-/-) (VII/-/I-pal). 
 
With a-subjunctive and other (or unattested) present classe(s): 

                                                 
5 I exclude roots that seem to be clearly inner-Tocharian sk-extensions 

such as an(-sk- ‘breathe in’, and the same holds for wär(-/wärsk- ‘smell’. 
Further, I only list roots with grundverb stems and leave out those from 
which only kausativum stems are attested, because such cases are not 
diagnostic for A-character. sk-stems for which only a kausativum paradigm is 
attested are: mäsk- ‘(ex)change’, räsk- ‘± spice (?)’; unclear are: task?- ‘± tread 
on’ (?) (—) (-/?/-), Ayäsk?- ‘?’ (only PPt). 

6 Since the a-preterit shows root-final palatalization, it can safely be 
assumed that the root had a thematic subjunctive of Class II. In the following, 
I will indicate Pt I verbs with root-final palatalization by “+Pal”, those without 
palatalization by “-Pal”. 

7 See the preceding footnote. 
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kälska- ‘disappear, set’ (?) (—) (-/V/-); käsk(- ‘scatter’ (tr) (x/x/m) (XII/V/I-
pal); Atask- ‘resemble’ (itr) (—) (II/-/-); traska- ‘chew’ (tr) (a/-/-) (II/V/-) = 
Atraska- (tr) (-/a/-) (-/V/I-pal); Atruska?- ‘yoke’ (?) (—) (-/-/I-pal);8 naska- ‘spin’ 
(tr) (-/a/-) (-/V/-) = Anaska- (tr) (-/-/m) (-/-/I-pal); Anäska?- ‘?’ (?) (—) (-/-/I-
pal);9 pärsk(- ‘be afraid’ (itr) (a/a/a) (V/V/I-pal) ~ Apärsk(- (itr) (m/-/a) 
(III/V/I-pal); wask(- ‘stir, move, quake’ (itr) (m/-/m) (XII/V/I-pal) ~ Awask(- 
(itr) (m/-/m) (VII/V/I-pal). 

32.2. VERBS IN ROOT-FINAL -tk 

With10 athematic subjunctive of Class I: 
putk- ‘shut’ (tr) (-/a/-) (-/I/III); plätk- ‘overflow, develop, arise’ (itr) (-/a/a) 
(II/I/III) = Aplätk- (itr) (—) (-/-/III); wätk(- Antigv. ‘separate, decide’ (tr) 
(-/a/a) (-/I+II/III); most likely also Aplutk- ‘± arise’ (itr) (-/-/a) (-/-/III) ~ plutk- 
(only PPt, probably from Pt III). 
 
With thematic subjunctive: 

katk- ‘rejoice, be glad’ (itr) (a+/-/a) (II/II/I+pal) = Akatk- (itr) (a+/-/-) (II/-/-). 
 

With Prs III and a-subjunctive: 
prutk(- ‘be shut, be filled’ (itr) (m/m/a) (III/V/I-pal) = Aprutk(- (itr) (-/a/a) 
(-/V/I-pal); mlutka- ‘escape’ (itr) (m/m/-) (III/V/-); Ayätka- ‘?’ (?) (—) (III/-/-); 
Ayutka- ‘be worried’ (itr) (m/-/-) (III/V/I-pal); wätk(- ‘decide, differ’ (itr) 
(-/x/a) (-/V/I-pal) = Awätk(- (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I-pal); sätk(- ‘spread out’ (itr) 
(m/-/a) (III/V/I-pal) = Asätk(- (itr) (m/-/a) (III/V/I-pal). 
 

With nasal present and a-subjunctive: 
Akatka- ‘arise’ (itr) (x/a/a) (VII/V/I-pal); kätk(- ‘cross’, ‘pass’ (tr/itr) (x/x/a) 
(VI-VII-IXa/V/I-pal) = Akätk(- (tr/itr) (x/a/a) (VII/V/I-pal); kutka?- ‘embody’ 
(tr) (-/-/a) (VII/-/I-pal) = Akutka?- (tr) (-/-/m) (-/-/I); klutk(- ‘turn, become’ 
(itr) (m/-/-) (VII/V/I-pal); nätka- ‘hold distant, push away’ (tr) (a/a/x) (VI-

                                                 
8 Since the only attested PPt ends in -sko, the root most likely had A-

character. 
9 See fn. 6. 
10 Like in 32.1., I list here only those roots from which grundverb stems are 

attested and exclude those from which only kausativum stems are attested, 
i.e.: Atätk- ‘?’, Anätk(- ‘hold off’, pyutk-/ Apyutk- act. ‘come into being’, mid. 
‘create’, Arätk?- ‘± raise’, litk(?- ‘remove’, Alutk(?- ‘make, turn into’. Unclear are: 
kärtk?- ‘± decay’ (?) (a/-/-) (IX?/-/III), yätka?- ‘?’ (IX?/-/-), snätk?-/ Asnotk?- 
‘suffuse’ (only PPt). 
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VII/V/I-pal); patka- ‘give up’ (?) (-/a/-) (-/V/I-pal); putk(- ‘divide, separate’ 
(tr) (x/a/x) (VII/V/I-pal) = Aputka- (tr) (x/a/a) (VII/V/I); rätka?- ‘± (arise)’ (itr) 
(a/-/-) (VII/-/-); rutka- ‘(re)move’ (tr) (m/a/x) (VII/V/-) = Arutka- (tr) (m/-/a) 
(VII/V/I); latka- ‘cut off’ (tr) (a/-/m) (VI/V/I-pal) = Alatka- (tr) (x/-/-) (VII/-/I); 
Awratka- ‘± prepare, handle (meat)’ (?) (a+/-/-) (VII/-/-); Aspaltka?- ‘± strive for’ 
(itr) (m/-/-) (VII/-/-). Note also: klautk(- ‘turn, become’ (itr) (m/a/a) 
(IV/V/I-pal) ~ Alotka- (itr) (a/a/a) (VII/V/I-pal). 
 
With present class not attested: 

märtka- ‘shave’ (tr) (-/m/m) (-/V/I-pal) = Amärtka- (tr) (-/-/x) (-/-/I); mutka?- 
‘pour (out)’ (tr) (-/-/a) (-/-/I-pal); Alitk(- ‘remove’ (tr) (-/-/a) (-/V/I-pal) (~ 
litk(?- (tr) (a/a/a) (IXb/II/III)). 
 
The intriguing point about the roots in final -sk is that a high 
percentage of them indeed also show A-character, and that a lot of 
these also have Class III or nasal presents11 rather than Class II 
presents, which is fully in line with what Melchert argued with 
respect to the tk-roots (i.e., that these roots have old thematic 
presents12 replaced by both nasal and Class III presents). The 
questions still to be answered are why only certain roots in -sk 
acquired A-character (apparently already in Proto-Tocharian), and 
others did not (i.e., those with preserved thematic inflection in the 

                                                 
11 Note that it was precisely the nasal-infix class that became a productive 

present stem formation for A-character roots in -sk and -tk and note further 
that in Tocharian B the nasal-infix present has athematic inflection, although I 
think that there are some relic forms showing the same a-inflection as the TA 
nasal-infix presents from roots with root-final TA °tk, °sk, °lk. As is argued in 
chap. Prs VII, this particular class can be explained via metathesis of -n- in na-
presents. In any case, there is certainly an affinity of roots ending in -k with 
the nasal-infix class, because, in fact, all roots of the TB nasal-infix class end in 
root final -k, and the same, as was said above, is true for Tocharian A. 
Accordingly, one may claim that roots in final °tk and °sk having acquired A-
character show a nasal-infix present stem because of an inner-Tocharian 
affinity of nasal-infix presents and k-roots, as per Adams, 1988a, 68. 

12 klapa- ‘± touch’, which has a clearly inherited Prs II klyeptär beside an 
also clearly secondary a-subjunctive (< PIE *Çklep), also shows once a Prs VI 
form (Ger I klawwanalle). This root, among others, shows that nasal presents 
were indeed productive beside a-subjunctive stems. Further note that the sk-
root traska- ‘chew’ (as pointed out by Melchert, 1978, 126) also shows a 
secondary a-subjunctive beside an e-grade present stem, viz. tresk- (but this 
must also be secondary, because the PIE *-ske/o- stem to be expected would 
rather have been PIE *tr@g-ske/o- > *tärsk-). 
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present/subjunctive stem), while almost all verbs in root-final -tk 
received A-character with the noticeable exception of ABkatk- ‘rejoice’ 
and the four roots putk-, plätk-, Aplutk-, and wätk(- Antigv. that all 
have a Class III preterit13 — note that in contrast there is just one 
single root in -sk forming a Pt III that is not evidently secondary,14 viz. 
nusk- ‘squeeze, (de)press’, which may indeed be taken for another 
(slight) difference in behavior of sk- and tk-roots calling for an 
explanation. 

As for the origin of A-character in both kinds of roots, it becomes 
obvious from various forms15 that at the beginning presents in *-sk-
e/o- were at least quite often teamed together with respective preterits 
in pre-PT *-ska-, which can be interpreted as aorists of denominatives 
formed from PIE abstracts in *-sk-eh2- that could be rather regularly 
derived from present stems in *-sk-e/o- (see for such abstracts, e.g., 
Melchert, 1978, 100). On the basis of such preterits new presents (later 
> subjunctives) in PT *-ska- could be formed rather automatically, 
which in the end could either oust the lautgesetzlich results of the 
original *-sk-e/o- presents or not. As it seems, much more 
monosyllabic PT *-sk’ä/æ- presents resisted a substitution by a 
respective present (> subjunctive) stem in PT *-a- than did (also 
monosyllabic) PT stems in *-tk’ä/æ- (guaranteed to have once existed 
at least by the testimony of katk- ‘rejoice, be glad’, which has both Sub 
and Prs forms of Class II). On the other hand, with the exception of 
nusk- monosyllabic present stems in -sk evidently could also escape a 
reanalysis as root presents at least somewhat better than (also 
monosyllabic) present stems in *-tk’ä/æ-. But this is precisely what 
one should have expected and even predicted regardless of the 
diachronic provenance of the final -tk of tk-roots, because whereas 
stem-final *-tk’ä/æ- just showed up in a certain number of roots and 
was not a productive suffix at all, *-sk’ä/æ- continued to be an 

                                                 
13 The fact that three out of these four roots have a Sub I (instead of Sub II 

as of course to be expected if they indeed originated from *-ske/o- presents) 
can be explained as a result of backformation — the most frequent relevant 
Sub/Pt pattern of TB being Sub I/Pt III. 

14 As is the case with Amäsk(- ‘become, be’. 
15 Viz., the two synchronically completely irregular, and therefore archaic 

paradigms Prs IXb ar11alle / Sub IXa ar11itär-ñ / PPt (from Pt I) arsko1 (from 
which was back-formed Prs IXa arska11äM), all forms from Kaus II ‘give up, 
abandon’ of ar(- ‘cease, come to an end’, and the Prs II war11äM ‘smell (itr)’ / 
Sub II warstsi ‘smell (tr)’ / Pt I wärskante ‘smell (tr)’ from wärsk- ‘smell 
(itr/tr)’. 
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extremely productive present(/subjunctive) suffix (in the synchronic 
variant (*)-äsk- after non-syllabics) in PT times, so that a preservation 
of any present in *-sk’ä/æ- and an analysis of any stem-final *-sk- as 
suffixal rather and not forming final part of a root must have been 
backed by the very existence of countless suffixal formations in 
*-(ä)sk’ä/æ-.16

                                                 
16 Note again the case of wärsk- ‘smell (itr/tr)’; as it seems a pre-PT stem 

*wärsk(a)- remained unchanged in the preterit (witness 3.pl.mid. wärskante), 
but was turned into pre-PT *wäräsk- (or PT *wäräsk-) (i.e., a Prs/Sub IXa stem 
with suffixal *-äsk- instead of a Prs II stem) in the (pre-)PT present, eventually 
resulting in warsk-, not †wärsk- (witness warskemane, warskalle); see s.v. 
wär(- ‘smell’. 

  



CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE 

THE PRESENT AND SUBJUNCTIVE OF CLASS X 

33.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT AND SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS X 

The following 26 verbs form a present of Class X, which show the 
usual accent in Tocharian B (= Xa) (17 TB, 18 TA, 9 TB = TA): 

au-n-/ Ao(-n)- act. ‘hit, wound’, mid. ‘begin’, käm-/ Akum- ‘come’, kärya- ‘buy, 
trade’, käla- ‘lead, bring’, kli-n-/ Akli-n- ‘be obliged to’, Aklyos- ‘hear, listen to’, 
täm- mid. ‘be born, come into being’/ Atäm- mid. ‘be born, come into being’, 
act. ‘beget, generate’, tär- ‘± comfort, soothe’, Anäk- mid. ‘fall into ruin, 
disappear’, Apas- ‘beg’, Apäk- mid. ‘cook, ripen’, päka-/ Apäka- ‘intend’, pi(-n)- 
‘?’, mäl(- ‘(op)press, crush, deny’, Aya- ‘go, travel’, yäka-/ Ayäka- ‘be careless’, 
yäp- ‘enter, set (sun)’, yänm(-/ Ayom(- ‘reach, achieve’, Ayär(- ‘bathe; purge 
(ritually)’, ri-n-/ Ari(-n)- ‘leave, give up’, lä-n-t- ‘go out, emerge’, Awäl- ‘die’, Asi- 
‘?’, si-n- mid. ‘satiate oneself, be depressed’/ Asi-n- mid. ‘satiate oneself, be 
depressed’, act. ‘satiate’, sai-n- ‘lean on, rely on’, Atsäk- mid. ‘burn’. 

A Class Xb (kausativum) present/subjunctive with initial accent in 
Tocharian B is attested for three verbs (all of which have a respective 
Xa present in the grundverb); the active, transitive stems Atäm- ‘beget, 
generate’ and Asi-n- ‘satiate’ correspond to a TB Class Xb verb; in these 
TA cases, valency change is not expressed by accent but by voice 
alternation: 
täm- Kaus. I/ (Atäm- act.) ‘beget, generate’ (TB = Sub Xb), yänm(- Kaus. IV 
‘make obtain’ (only Sub Xb), si-n- Kaus. I/ (Asi-n- act. ‘satiate’) act. ‘satiate’, 
mid. ‘get depressed’. 

Present/subjunctive Class X is characterized by a suffix PT *-na-
s(’)k(’)ä/æ- > -na11ä-/-naske-, TA -na1ä-/-nasa- for roots with A-
character, and PT *-nä-s(’)k(’)ä/æ- > -nä11ä-/-näske-, TA -nä1ä-/-näsa- 
for roots without A-character (but note the different outcome in 
Tocharian A due to anaptyxis and syncope of TA -ä-, on which see 
Hackstein, 1995, 288f.). 

Note the metathesis of -mn- to -nm- with roots ending in -m (1.sg. 
tanmäskau from täm-). In Tocharian A, TA -n- is lost in a sequence TA 
*-mns/1-, so we have 1.sg. TA kumsam. 
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     TB    TA 
 Non-A-char. A-char. Non-A-char. A-char. 
1.sg.act. tanmäskau yänmaskau kumsam — 
2.sg.act. tanmäst — klinä1t — 
3.sg.act. tanmä11äM yänma11äM kumnä1 — 
1.pl.act. lnaskem klaskem (sic) klyosäMsamäs — 
2.pl.act. — yänmascer 

(MQ) 
— — 

3.pl.act. tanmäskeM yänmaskeM klyosäMseñc yomnaseñc 
1.sg.mid. — — tsäknäsmar ynasmar 
2.sg.mid. rinastar päknastar rinä1tar päkna1tar 
3.sg.mid. rinastär päknastär tsäknä1tär päkna1tär 
1.pl.mid. rinaskemntär — — — 
2.pl.mid. sanmästär — — — 
3.pl.mid. rinaskentär päknaskentär tskäMsantär päknasantär 
nt-Part tänma11eñca yänma11eñca riM1ant — 
m-Part tänmaskemane yänmaskemane rinäsmaM päknasmaM 
Ger/Abs tänma11älle yänma1älyi tmäM1äl — 
Inf   rinässi yär(n)assi 
 
A present of Class X can be associated with different paradigms, and 
it is both attested from roots with A-character and without A-
character, which tallies with the fact that the Class X present stem 
formation is certainly an inner-Tocharian device for the creation of 
new present stems (although not a very productive one). In Tocharian 
B, an intransitive Prs Xa may have an oppositional transitive Prs Xb 
beside it with initial accent. In Tocharian A, this kind of distinction by 
accent is not possible, so that the intransitive Prs X and the transitive 
Prs X from Atäm- are differentiated by voice alternation. 

A subjunctive of Class Xb is only found in TB (kausativum) 
paradigms associated with a present of Class Xb, so that one can 
safely assume that these are secondary stems based on the pattern of 
sk-stems with Prs IXb/Sub IXb. 

The oppositional Class Xb stems can show the usual loss of *ä in 
metrical passages: 3.sg. tanm1äM (Š, metrical) for tanmä11äM from 
täm-. ä-deletion in originally closed syllables (i.e., before original 
geminates) is also attested for the Prs X of Awäl- ‘die’: 3.sg. TA wlä1tär 
beside TA wällä1tär, and TA Inf wlässi < *wällässi. 
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33.1.1.   The form of the suffix and the question of root extensions in -n- 

Present stems such as yänma11äM from yäp- standing beside an 
athematic subjunctive stem yäp- show beyond doubt that it is justified 
to set up a productive present suffix -näsk-. As for differentiating such 
suffixal Class X presents and roots with a nasal extension and sk-
presents, Lane, 1953, 490 stated that all roots ending in a vowel have 
generalized the -n- in the non-present stems, in contrast to roots 
ending in a consonant. The respective cases are: au-n-/ Ao(-n)- act. ‘hit, 
wound’, mid. ‘begin’, kli-n-/ Akli-n- ‘be obliged to’, pi(-n)- ‘?’, ri-n-/ 

Ari(-n)- ‘leave’, si-n-/ Asi-n- ‘satiate oneself’, ‘be depressed’, sai-n- ‘lean 
on, rely on’. The synchronic justification for not simply setting up a 
Tocharian root aun- with a present of Class IX comes from Tocharian 
A, where we still have forms without nasal extension. Since these 
nasal roots constitute a separate group, it is justified to keep a root like 
kli-n- < pre-PT *klinu- distinct from, e.g., a case like kän(- < PIE 
*genh-, even though in the case of kli-n- there are only nasal-stem 
forms attested in Tocharian. 

33.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

The thematic present stem formation with the suffix PT *-na/ä-sk- is 
certainly an inner-Tocharian creation based on sk-extensions from 
nasal stems, cf. Hilmarsson, 1991a, 108, and in detail Hackstein, 1995, 
285ff. with ref. This is quite clearly to be seen in the synchronic 
association with nasal subjunctive stems, cf., e.g., päka- ‘intend’, Sub 
päkna-, Prs päknask-. Hackstein, 1995, esp. 325 identifies the following 
inherited nasal present formations (> Toch. subjunctive stems): kärya- 
‘buy, trade’ r PIE *Kri-n-H-, käla- ‘lead, bring’ r PIE *kl-n-h-, mäl(- 
‘(op)press, crush’, ‘deny’ r PIE *ml-n-H-, Ayär(- ‘bathe; purge 
(ritually)’ r PIE *hr-n-H-; for the type si-n-/ Asi-n- ‘satiate oneself’ 
with nasal extension; see chap. Sub VII 22.2.1.  

Klingenschmitt, 1994, 409 = 2005, 433 fn. 170 assumes that the 
whole Class X is based on the model of the inherited present stem 
känmäsk- from käm- ‘come’ by reanalysis of PT *kämnäs’k’ä- e *käm-
näs’k’ä-; *kämnäs’k’ä- itself came into being by introducing the root 
allomorph *käm- into *käns’k’ä- < PIE *qm-ske-.1 To be sure, this is 

                                                 
1 This analysis may even be bettered by assuming that the PIE proto-form 

turned into pre-PT *kwämnsk- by a sound change like that proposed by 
Peyrot, 2008, 155ff. in order to explain TB -mnte. 
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one of the two TA/TB Prs X equations from a root without A-
character that is not a secondary root with nasal extension. The other 
such Prs X is täm-/Atäm-, which rhymes with käm- and may therefore 
indeed be analogical to käm-.  



CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR 

THE PRESENT OF CLASS XI 

34.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT CLASS XI  

A present of Class XI can, in my opinion, only be justified for the 
following three verbs: 

aks-/ Aaks- ‘announce, proclaim, say’, auks-/ Aoks- ‘grow, increase’, Aoks- 
Kaus. I ‘make grow’. 

 TB TA  TB TA 
1.sg.act. aksaskau-me aksisam 1.pl.act. — — 
2.sg.act. aksasto — 2.pl.act. aksascer — 
3.sg.act. aksa11äM aksi1 3.pl.act. aksaskeM — 

nt-Part aksa11eñca aksi1ant    

m-Part aksaskemane aksismaM    
Ger/Abs aksa11älle/aksa1le aksi1laM    
Inf  aksissi    

 
The present stem of Class XI is characterized by stem-final -säsk-/ TA 
-sis-; to be more precise, in my opinion we are only dealing with a 
Class XI suffix formation when Tocharian A shows stem-final TA -sis-, 
but not when Tocharian A shows TA -säs- as equivalent of TB -säsk-. 
Differently, the manuals also classify present stems as Class XI ones if 
they show the equation -säsk-/ TA -säs- (such as in the case of suwa-/ 
swasa- Kaus. I ‘let rain’), but this is a matter of opinion; see below.  

Present Class XI seems parallel to Class X with the thematic suffix 
-näsk-/ TA -näs-. However, while Class X has certainly gained some 
slight productivity in Tocharian, the same cannot be said about Class 
XI. 

34.2.  DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

On the surface, Tocharian A shows two equivalents of TB stem-final 
-säsk-, viz. TA -sis- on the one hand, and TA -säs- on the other hand. 
Whereas TA -säs- is “zweifelsfrei die lautliche Entsprechung’’ of 
-säsk-, as per Hackstein, 1995, 328 (with ref.), Hackstein assumes that 
the variant TA -sis- could be explained by a “Kontamination von Prs. 
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VIII *-s° und Prs. X *-ns-’’ with -ns- turning into -is- as a result of a 
sound law detected by Winter, 1981, 130. But since this is not so 
obvious a solution from a morphological point of view, I want to 
propose a different explanation.  

Actually, TA -sis- is attested with Aaks- ‘proclaim’ and Aoks- ‘grow’, 
Kaus. I ‘make grow’, whereas TA -säs- is attested with Asuw(-/ 
Aswas(- Kaus. I ‘let rain’ and AeMts(- ‘seize’, the respective present 
stems of which are analyzed as Class XI stems by the manuals as well 
(followed by Hackstein, l.c.). Now, s-presents or former sk-presents in 
Tocharian A made from roots ending in -s do not show a similar 
raising of -ä- to -i-, cf. from Akärs(- Kaus. IV ‘let know’ Prs VIII 
2.sg.act. TA särs-ä1t = Prs IXb sars-äsk-, and from Awärs- ‘breathe’ Prs 
VIII 3.sg.act. TA wärsä1. Accordingly, in my opinion the Kaus. I of 
twa-/ twas(- ‘kindle’ and suwa-/swas(-/ Asuw(-/Aswas(- ‘let rain’ just 
like the present stem of AeMts(- can easily simply be interpreted as 
present stem formations of Classes IXa and IXb. As is argued in chap. 
Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6.2.3., we are facing here a different kind of root 
extension, i.e., secondary stems swasa-/swasä- and twasä- based on 
*swa- and *twa-. 

On the other hand, setting up a separate Class XI present with 
stem-final PT *-säsk- seems justified for me only in the case of the two 
roots aks-/ Aaks- ‘proclaim’ and auks-/ Aoks- ‘grow’, i.e., whenever we 
have stem-final -sis- in Tocharian A. As for the origin of the -i- 
showing up here, if one does not want to set up a former sequence 
*-sä-ns- as proposed by Hackstein, l.c., one may follow Peters, 2006, 
333, fn. 14, claiming that TA aksis- had started out as a “Reimbildung” 
to semantically related pre-TA *wæys- ‘say’, which would have been 
the expected pre-TA equivalent of TB wesk- (from we-ñ-). 
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THE PRESENT AND SUBJUNCTIVE OF CLASS XII 

35.1. SYNCHRONIC FACTS ABOUT PRESENT AND SUBJUNCTIVE CLASS XII 

The present and subjunctive of Class XII is characterized by a thematic 
suffix (*)-ññä/æ-. A subjunctive of Class XII is always associated with 
a similar present of Class XII, whereas a present of Class XII can also 
be associated with a subjunctive of a different stem formation.  

The following Class XII present and subjunctive stems are attested 
(Prs XII: 18 TB, 7 TA, 2 TA = TB; certain Sub XII: 6 TB, 8 TA, 2 TA = 
TB): 
Aar1a1-iññ- ‘fit (of clothes)’, Aaks- ‘announce, proclaim’ (only Sub), añm-äññ- 
‘wish, desire’, arc(-äññ)- ‘should, ought to’, kawa- ‘desire, crave’, Aka1-iññ- 
‘reprimand, chastise’ (+ Sub), käsk(- ‘scatter’, Akña-ññ- ‘± recognize, 
acknowledge’ (only Sub), Akras- ‘vex’ (only Sub), klänts(- ‘sleep’, Aklop-iññ- 
‘express sorrow, lament’, kwipe-ññ- ‘be ashamed’, cele-ññ- ‘appear’, 
tä$kw-äññ-/ Atu$k-iññ- ‘love, have compassion for’ (TB/TA + Sub), päkw- 
‘rely on’, mänt(- ‘destroy, be angry’, miw(- ‘tremble, quake’, ykaM1-äññ- ‘feel 
disgust’ (+ Sub), lare-ññ- ‘love’, wask(- ‘stir, move, quake’, wina-ññ-/ 
Awin-iññ- ‘enjoy’ (TA/TB + Sub), Asew-iññ- ‘yawn’ (+ Sub), suk?- ‘hang down; 
hesitate’ (only Sub), As4ka1-iññ- ‘be happy’, sklok-äññ- ‘despair’, skw-äññ- ‘be 
happy’ (+ Sub), Asla$k-iññ- ‘?’ (only Sub), tsere-ññ- ‘deceive’ (+ Sub).  
Uncertain is: räsa?- ‘stretch (out)’ (Prs V/XII). 
 
 TB TB TA TA 
 Prs Sub Prs Sub 
1.sg.act. — — — ak1iññam 
2.sg.act. — tä$wät (MQ) — — 
3.sg.act. mäntaM tä$wäM (MQ) — — 
1.pl.act. — — — ak1iññams-äm 
2.pl.act. kläMtsañcer — — — 
3.pl.act. mäntaññeM — tu$kiññeñc — 
1.sg.mid. mäntañemar — — — 
2.sg.mid. kwipentar — — wiñtar 
3.sg.mid. mäntantär — ar1a1intär kñañtär 
1.pl.mid. — — — — 
2.pl.mid. tserentär — — — 
3.pl.mid. skwaññentär — — — 
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nt-Part tä$waññeñca  tu$kiññantaM  
m-Part —  tu$kiññamaM  
Ger mäntalle winalye — ak1iññäl 
Abs — tä$kwalyñe — ak1iñlune 
Inf  tä$kwantsi tu$kiñtsi  

35.1.1.  The shape of the suffix 

35.1.1.1. Depalatalization of ñ in front of -t° and -tsi 

Depalatalization of ñ in front of -t° and -tsi is regular in Tocharian B, 
cf. 3.sg.mid. mäntantär < *mäntañ(ñ)tär < *mäntäññätär (see, e.g., Kim, 
2007a, 48, fn. 2), and it is also sometimes attested in Tocharian A, but 
there only in a minority of cases; see Hilmarsson, 1991a, 87 contra TEB 
I, 216, § 389,3. The two instances of depalatalization in Tocharian A are 
Prs XII 3.sg.mid. TA ar1a1intär and Prs XII TA sewiMtär; in the 
infinitive, we only have attestations of palatal TA °ñtsi; note that in the 
subjunctive Class VII the suffix TA -ñ- always remains palatal also in 
front of -t°. 

35.1.1.2.  The vowels in front of the suffix 

The suffix certainly has thematic inflection, but there are different 
vowels attested in front of the -ññ-, depending on whether we are 
dealing with a deverbative or a denominative stem. In deverbatives, 
we find both non-palatalizing and palatalizing -ä-. In denominatives, 
-ññ- is regularly preceded by the vowel that shows up in the final 
syllable of the basic stem, i.e., *-æ-, (*)-a-, or (*)-ä- (cf. lare-ññ- ‘love’ 
beside the adj. lare ‘lovable’). 

35.1.1.3.  The TA shape of the suffix 

In Tocharian A almost all stems show a y-epenthesis in front of the 
(*)-ññ- (cf. TEB I, 49, § 15,1), the only exception being Akña-ññ-. 
According to Hilmarsson, 1991a, 101, in *kña-yññä/a- “the presence of 
three palatal -ñ-’s caused a dissimilatory loss of the palatal 
epenthesis”; but see s.v. Akña-ññ-. In TA witär (for *wiñtär, cf. Sub XII 
2.sg. TA wiñtar), haplology had occurred, and *winiñ/nt° no doubt is 
a much likelier preform than *wineñ/nt° (pace Hilmarsson, 1991a, 86). 
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35.1.1.4.  Loss of (*)-ä- in front of the suffix 

The -ä- of Tocharian B and also the -i- of Tocharian A that precede the 
suffix TB/TA -ññ- can be syncopated in metrical passages, cf. 1.sg. TA 
ak1ñam (attested two times) beside TA ak1iññam, whereas 2.sg. Opt 
TA ak1it-ñi for ak1iññit-ñi is rather due to haplology/haplography. In 
Tocharian B, we have the 3.pl.mid. ykaM1ñentär beside 
ykaM1äMññentär (sic), both attested in metrical passages (evidently 
because of the simplification of *-äññV- to *-äñV- in the informal 
styles). 

In the 3.sg. active forms of Tocharian B, -äññ- is regularly 
truncated, and the accent seems to lie on the ending *-äM, as, e.g., in 
3.sg.act. mäntaM < *mäntäññäM, cf. the MQ form 3.sg. Sub tä$wäM 
beside non-MQ tä$waM. Krause, WTG, 101, § 100,3 states: “Aus der 
Verbindung des Suffixes -aññ- mit der Endung -äM der 3. Sg. Akt. 
entsteht durch Synkope des Themavokals -ä- und Assimilation des 
-ññ- an das schließende -n (-M) eine Endung -aM”, i.e., he assumes 
*-ññän > *-ññn > -n; for such a loss of *-ä- between two nasals, cf. the 
parallels mentioned by Klingenschmitt, 1994, 372 = 2005, 403, fn. 107, 
and note also TA *-ä/a11ä1 > -ä/a1 in the 3.sg. active of former sk-
formations. On the other hand, Pinault, 1989, 141 simply assumes 
haplology. Note that this kind of 3.sg. active forms is also attested in 
prose texts, so we are undoubtedly dealing with a real-language 
phenomenon. 

35.1.1.5.  Loss of A-character 

In Tocharian B, all deverbative presents1 of Class XII are built from 
roots with A-character, and all end in non-palatalizing *-äññä/æ-, i.e., 
lose the root-final -a-. In contrast, A-character seems to be retained in 
denominative formations, at least to judge from wina-ññ- ‘find 
pleasure in’ r wina-. In Tocharian A, there are only deverbatives in 
-1iññ-, and no certain ones from a root with A-character.2 Note, 

                                                      
1 The only possible example for a TB deverbative Class XII subjunctive 

comes from suk?- ‘dangle’, but here it is not certain whether we are dealing 
with a root with or without A-character. 

2 Unlike Hilmarsson, 1991a, I would not exclude the possibility that 
Couvreur’s analysis of the form TA nwiññat in A 222 a 7 as Imp of a Prs XII 
from a root Anwa- is correct (Couvreur, 1956, 81), so that we would have an 
example for a deverbative Prs XII from a root with A-character. Although 
Hilmarsson accepts that a form from Anwa- ‘± bear, suffer’ makes as much 
sense in this passage as one from Awin-iññ- ‘enjoy’, he seems to argue that a 
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however, that TA witär/wiñtar most probably is the outcome of 
*winiñ/nt° by haplology, so that in Tocharian A even *wäynaññ- 
evidently had been changed into *wäynäññ- by analogy. This 
behavior is reminiscent of that met in many sk-formations, most of 
which are kausativa, but one may assume different reasons for the 
similarity.3  

35.1.2.  Root ablaut 

Note the coexistence of wäskäññ- as attested in 3.pl.mid. wäskantär 
(Š)/wäskäntär (MQ) and waskäññ- as attested in 3.pl.mid. waskäntär 
(MQ)/waskantär from wask(- ‘stir’. Hilmarsson, 1991a, 77f. believes 
that the a-vocalism is just analogical to that of the subjunctive.4  

35.1.3.  Deverbatives and denominatives 

As already mentioned above, the class consists of both deverbatives 
and denominatives, cf. the distinction in TEB I, 216f., §§ 389ff. between 
primary verbs and denominatives; the question is treated in detail by 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 76ff., who sets up the following subclasses: 
primary deverbatives (according to him found in Tocharian B only), 
secondary deverbatives (according to him found in Tocharian A only), 
and denominatives. However, I do not find his additional distinction 
useful (see the discussion below). 

35.1.3.1. Deverbatives 

It is conceivable to assume that we are dealing with a deverbative 
whenever there are verbal stems attested from the respective root 
lacking the suffix -ññ-, and a matching noun is absent. Usually, in TB 
deverbatives of Class XII the suffix -ññ- is only attested in the present 
stem, but at least suk?- ‘hang down’ has a clear subjunctive stem of 
                                                                                                                   
root with A-character could not have a Prs XII stem TA nw-iññ-, possibly on 
account of TA kña-ññ-; but see for this form s.v. kña-ññ-. 

3 Hackstein, 1995, 29f. quite plausibly derives mäntäññ- from a present in 
*-n-H-ye/o-; see below. 

4 Hilmarsson, 1991, 39f. suspects that the two instances of waskäññ-, both 
of which were readings by Lévi, may just be misreadings, but at least in the 
case of H 149.add 124 a 3 (no site mark signature, but apparently MQ 
character; on the text see Thomas, 1971, 39f.) we certainly read waskänträ (cf. 
IOL Toch 164), and since this is an MQ text, (a) cannot represent /ä/.  
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Class XII as well. These deverbative Prs XII stems may correspond to 
TA nasal presents, or they even may have a nasal present attested 
beside them in Tocharian B, as emphasized by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 104. 
I agree with him that the following TB roots from Class XII are 
deverbatives: käsk(- ‘scatter’ (no nasal-present stem attested), klänts(- 
‘sleep’ (TA Prs VI klisna-), and wask(- ‘stir’ (TA Prs VI wasä$ka-). 
Here I would also add miw(- ‘tremble’. As for kawaññ- beside kawa- 
‘desire’, however, I follow WTG, 227 in assuming that we are dealing 
with a denominative (cf. kawo ‘desire’), because kawaññ- retains the 
A-character, which is a characteristic of denominatives. Pace 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 78ff., I do not connect suk?- ‘hang down’ with suka- 
‘± bring’ (Prs VI sukna-); see the discussion s.v. suk?- ‘hang down’. As 
for tskäññ- ‘mark’ only attested in the PPt, Hilmarsson, 1991a, 82, 
posits a deverbative from a cognate of the root Atsäk(- ‘pull (out)’ (Prs 
VI TA tsäkna-), but I rather follow Winter, 1984a, 118 = 2005, 263 in 
assuming a denominative. The newly attested Prs XII stem of päkw- 
‘rely on’ shows Prs XII forms beside those of Prs I, which is a 
regressive present class. 

Tocharian A possesses only “secondary deverbatives”, according to 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 94ff. Whereas the deverbative stems of Tocharian 
B (usually) confine the suffix -ññ- to the present stem, the “secondary 
deverbatives” of Tocharian A have introduced the suffix TA -iññ- also 
into the subjunctive, preterit, imperative, and PPt. According to 
Hilmarsson, the TA “secondary deverbatives” are made from the root: 
Aaks- ‘announce’ (XI/XII/V); Aka1-iññ- ‘scold’ (XII/XII/V); Akña-ññ- ‘± 
recognize’ (-/XII/V); Akras- ‘vex’ (-/XII/-); and here, according to 
Hilmarsson, must also be added Aoks- which has a Prs XI, no Sub, but 
Pt V beside Pt I. Hilmarsson no doubt correctly argues that the 
subjunctive stems in TA -iññ- of Aaks- and rhyming Aoks- replaced 
former simple thematic subjunctive stems as still attested in Tocharian 
B. But whereas it is rather obvious that TA ak1iññ- indeed replaced a 
former PT *aks’ä/æ-, scil. for the reason suggested by Peters, 2006, 344, 
fn. 47 (and that rhyming Aoks- followed suit), Hilmarsson’s other 
examples are all extremely doubtful; see the respective entries in the 
verbal index, also on the special case of Akña-ññ- ‘± recognize’. 

 
35.1.3.2. Denominatives 

Here belong: añm-äññ- ‘wish’, Aar1a1-iññ- ‘fit (of clothes)’, kawa- 
‘desire’, Aka1-iññ- ‘scold’, Aklop-iññ- ‘express sorrow’, kwipe-ññ- ‘be 
ashamed’, tä$kw-äññ-/ Atu$k-iññ- ‘love’, ykaM1-äññ- ‘feel disgust’, 
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lare-ññ- ‘love’, wina-ññ-/ Awin-iññ- ‘enjoy’, Asew-iññ- ‘yawn’, skw-äññ- 
‘be happy’, As4ka1-iññ- ‘be happy’, sklok-äññ- ‘despair’, tsere-ññ- 
‘deceive’. Possibly also: arc(-äññ)- ‘should, ought to’, cele-ññ- ‘appear’, 
Akras- ‘vex’, and Asla$k-iññ- ‘?’.  

35.2. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

The suffix is traditionally derived from denominatives in PIE 
*-n-ye/o-5 as was at first proposed by Pedersen, 1941, 170.6 According 
to Hilmarsson, 1991a, 103f., almost all Tocharian denominatives are 
indeed based on former n-stems such as añmän- ‘wish’ (añme, obl. 
añm) e anmäññ- ‘wish’, with the sole exception of tsere-ññ- ‘deceive’ 
(1991a, 88); I think, however, that it is unnecessary to set up an 
(otherwise) unattested n-stem whenever a Prs XII is found. Pinault, 
1994, 134 states that this ye/o-formation for denominatives became 
productive in Tocharian in contrast to simple ye/o-stems, because 
nasal stems played an important role in the nominal system (cf. also 
Lane, 1953, 490; Adams, 1988b, 72ff.). 

In addition, the Tocharian class apparently also contains 
deverbatives, cf. Adams, 1988a, 72ff.; Hilmarsson, 1991a, 75ff. In 
particular, Pinault, 1989, 141; 2008, 584 and Schmidt, 1989a, 312 

                                                      
5 Only TEB I, 216, § 389,4 differs from this generally accepted view by 

proposing an inner-Tocharian development from *-sñ- for which 
Krause/Thomas compare the TA subjunctive stem ak1iññ-, which are 
supposed to come from a contamination of the subjunctive suffix TA -ñ- with 
the present stem TA aksis-, but this is totally unlikely. 

6 That the Tocharian class contains clear denominatives was, of course, 
already stated by TG, 362, § 447. Pedersen compared the Tocharian class to the 
Vedic type i1aNyáti ‘urges’, i.e., what was traditionally regarded as a 
denominative based on an n-stem (but see Kuiper, 1937, 45f., 65); nevertheless, 
Pedersen did not comment on his view of the Vedic form. To be sure, the 
derivational history of this Vedic type is rather a debated issue itself; see most 
recently Lindeman, 2001, 43ff.; Praust, 2004, 371, fn. 8 (with ref.). Jasanoff, 
2003, 125f. derives the type i1aNyáti from ultimately the same deverbative 
suffix *-nHyé/ó- normally leading to Ved. -aya- by assuming a sound change 
*-©yá- > *-nyá- > Ved. -anyá- in two key formations. In contrast, Tocharian 
indeed possesses clear cases of denominatives to n-stems, and this fact was 
explicitly stated at first by Van Windekens, 1944, 244 and Couvreur, 1947, 62, § 
104; see also the ref. in VW II/2, 86. Hajnal, 1996, esp. 287ff. sets up a PIE 
deverbative in *-énHe/o-/*-nHé/ó- esp. on Baltic evidence, which, according 
to him, also underlies Ved. i1aNyáti < *-enHye/o-. 
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(followed by Kim, 2007a, 49) trace the deverbatives back to *-nH-ye/o- 
forms by comparing the type Ved. grbhayáti,7 so that Pinault, l.c., sets 
up two different preforms, i.e., a denominative type in *-n-ye/o- and a 
deverbative type in *-nH-ye/o-. Schmidt, l.c., explicitly points out the 
parallel between Vedic na- and aya-presents like grbhNati, grbhayati 
and the combination of a TA Class VI present (Aklis- ‘sleep’) and TB 
Class XII present (klänts(- ‘sleep’).8 Hilmarsson, 1991a, 115 (with ref. 
to García Ramón, 1986, 503ff.) also emphasizes the parallelism to 
Vedic and Greek cognates having a present stem in *-neH-/-nH- 
beside one in *-n(H)-ye/o-, so that “[i]t seems probable that the West 
Tocharian class XII primary deverbatives with their clear connection 
to the Tocharian se/-root nasal presents are of the same type as these 
Greek and Indic verbs”.  

Note that deverbative Class XII presents, i.e., those not having a 
Class XII subjunctive/Class V preterit beside them, are indeed all A-
character roots. To be sure, only two out of six (respectively five, if 
kawa- ‘desire’ is indeed a denominative Prs XII) have a Class VI nasal 
present cognate in Tocharian A (as for the others, there is either no TA 
present attested, or we have Prs II or V), and since the combination of 
Prs VI with Sub V is a common one, one wonders if that connection 
between Prs XII and Prs VI is really as striking as was assumed by 
Hilmarsson/Schmidt. As for Tocharian B itself, at least mänt(- ‘stir, 
etc.’ has a Prs VI beside Prs XII, and that Prs VI seems to have an older 
meaning ‘stir (clay)’ vs. Prs XII ‘destroy’.9 As for klänts(-/Aklisa- ‘sleep’ 
< PT *klänsa- with TA Prs VI = TB Prs XII, this is either already based 
on a nasal-infix stem *klin- from PIE *kl-ne-y-/-ny- if one follows the 
etymology by Schneider, 1940, 203f. with *Çkley ‘lean’, or is something 
more obscure (Adams, 1988a, 32, and DoT, 223, proposes a derivation 
from PIE *klmH-s-, a cognate of Skt. klamyati). In sum, one cannot 
exclude that most deverbative Prs XII formations are just secondary, 
inner-Tocharian present stem formations, as per Adams, 1988a, 74f. 

                                                      
7 For this explanation of the -áya- type, apart from the ref. given in 

Schmidt, 1989a, 312, see also Praust, 2004, 378 with fn. 21. 
8 Schmidt directly connects the Prs XII of mänt(- ‘stir, etc.’ with Ved. 

mathayati, deriving both from PIE *mnt-nH-ye/o-, but see Hackstein, 1995, 30 
and Jasanoff, 2003, 124, fn. 79. 

9 Note that the older meaning ‘strike’ is not confined to the Prs VI. 
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THE PRESENT PARTICIPLES 

36.1. THE FUNCTION OF THE PRESENT PARTICIPLES 

Tocharian has two different kinds of so-called participial formations 
based on the present stem: one that can be derived from the PIE nt-
participle and another one from the PIE participle in *-mhno- (as per 
Klingenschmitt, 1975, 161ff. = 2005, 145ff.) or *-m(e/Ô)no- (as per 
Melchert, 1983, 1ff). In most IE languages with the exception of 
Anatolian these two formations of participles have been assigned to 
active voice (nt-participle) and middle voice (m(h)no-participle), at 
least as far as productive formations are concerned. As pointed out by 
Melchert, 1983, 24f., the respective suffixes were not restricted to any 
particular voice neither in PIE1 nor in historical Tocharian. For this 
reason, I want to call those Tocharian formations simply nt-participle 
and m-participle in a neutral way.  

In Tocharian, both the so-called nt- and the m-participle have 
usually active (rarely passive) meaning (cf. TEB I, 184, § 315). That the 
choice of these suffixes has nothing to do with the category voice can 
also be gleaned from the fact that verbs that are media tantum may 
have an nt-participle, whereas verbs that are activa tantum may have 
an m-participle.  

In his survey on the synchronic function of these participles, Dietz, 
1981, passim and 1988, 123ff. has shown that Sanskrit active 
participles are almost exclusively translated by m-participles in 
Tocharian A and B alike, and that the nt-participle rather was a 
synchronically productive agent noun formation,2 because these often 

                                                 
1 As evidenced, e.g., by the passive use of nt-participles in Hittite, or the 

Latin nt-participles derived from deponential presents. 
2 In the wording of Dietz, 1988, 124 (cf. Dietz, 1981, 13), “das PPs.Akt.” is 

“bei substantivischem, attributivem und prädikativem Gebrauch eine 
Nominalbildung im Übergang zum eigentlichen Nomen”, whereas “das 
PPs.Med. ... die syntaktische Unterordnung [bezeichnet]”. For the nt-
participles of Tocharian, the most appropriate comparandum then may be the 
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quite clearly have the semantics of a substantive and render Skt. 
nomina agentis. For that reason the nt-participle is attested in various 
cases, whereas the m-participle is usually not inflected, as noted by 
Lane, 1952, 35 with fn. 18. 

36.2. nt-STEMS 

36.2.1.  The nt-participle 

The so-called nt-participles are usually formed from verbs with 
transitive valency; the few intransitive examples come from the 
following roots: 
i- ‘go’ (Prs I+II), käly- ‘stand, be situated’ (Prs II), saw- ‘live’ (Prs II),3 
1äm- ‘sit, remain’ (Prs II), mäska- ‘be’ (Prs III), wäs- ‘dwell, lie down’ 
(Prs IXa), täm- ‘be borne, come into being’ (Prs Xa).4  
This restriction is a consequence of the fact that the nt-participles 
actually function as nomina agentis, which is a kind of formation 
typically found with transitive verbs. 

36.2.1.1. Morphological peculiarities 

36.2.1.1.1.  aksa11eñca 
The nt-participle aksa11eñcantse (gen.) from aksa- ‘waken’ listed in the 
manuals is based on a restoration by Sieg/Siegling, 1932, 486 
(followed by Dietz, 1981, 59) in H 149.329 a 1: pärkarya no 
aksa1[1]e(ñcatse) (sic)////. This passage is the equivalent of Uv. 1.19a 
(dirgha) [jaga]r(a)to ratri# “long is the night for someone who is 
awake” (cf. Bernhard, 1965, 102). According to Dietz, this would be the 
only case where a present participle of Sanskrit is translated by an nt-
participle in Tocharian. It is indeed not very likely to restore aksa1[1]e 
//// to an m-participle, because -emane regularly does not palatalize 
the preceding stem-final consonant, the -e- going back to the PIE 

                                                                                                        
oxytone agent nouns of Vedic ending in -tár-, for which see Lazzeroni, 1993, 
233ff. 

3 As for saw- ‘live’, this root is basically intransitive but may be 
constructed with saul ‘live the life’ in a figura etymologica (on these cases see 
chap. Valency 4.10.3.), which is exactly attested for saul sayeñcai (31 a 4f., cf. 
Dietz, 1981, 57). 

4 Note that a11eñca in U 18 a 1 has to be read 1meñca, so that alleged ask- 
‘sit’ is a ghost root and accordingly no further example. 
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thematic vowel *-o-.5 Even worse, there is some reason to restore to a 
nomen agentis in -nta, since the tiny ink trace visible on the edge of 
the manuscript speaks rather in favor of (nta). As for the initial a-, in a 
text with standard character such a writing would imply word-initial 
accent, i.e., status as a kausativum form. Since the form is, however, 
used intransitively, this is not a very likely analysis, because there 
exists actually only one single other intransitive kausativum present 
in Tocharian, the one built from the root saw-/ Asaw- ‘live’. 
Accordingly, it is quite tempting to speculate (as already done by 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 12f.) that the small piece of text where the form is 
found had MQ character, or was copied from an older manuscript 
with MQ character, although there is no further striking evidence in 
favor of such a view. 
 
36.2.1.1.2.  sawañca 
sawañca (Š) from suwa- ‘eat, consume’ shows the full-vowel stem 
variant (*)sawa- also met in the 3.pl. of the imperfect, and in the whole 
paradigm of the preterit, from where it must have spread. 
 
36.2.1.1.3.  The suffix variants in Tocharian A 
In Tocharian A, all nt-participles from athematic stems of Prs Class I 
show the suffix allomorph TA -änt(-) in both the nom.sg. and in the 
other cases, independent of the root vocalism (but note the abstract 
noun TA oñant ‘begin’, on which see below). On the other hand, all nt-
participles from simple thematic present stems of Class II show the 
allomorph TA -ant in the nom.sg. (independent of the root vocalism), 
and the allomorph TA -änt- is found in the other case forms only if 
there is a full vowel in the root, i.e., in cases where we indeed expect 
vowel weakening by vowel balance (e.g., TA asant, TA asänt- from 
Aak- ‘lead’). The other way round, TA ypant from the thematic stem 
TA *yäpa- shows the expected result as well. Nevertheless, some 
forms from stems with full vowel in the root such as TA wle1antañ 
from Awles- ‘perform’ do not show the expected weakening. These 
cases can only be explained analogically, i.e., as showing spread of the 
allomorph TA -ant(-) from the nom.sg. The nt-participles made from 
present Class III always show the allomorph TA -ant(-) in both the 
nom.sg. and the other case forms, and here the suffix vowel TA -a- is 

                                                 
5 With the sole exception of the palatalized m-Part enä11emane from Prs 

IXb of en- ‘instruct’ in the MQ text H 149.291 a 4 (archaic ductus), which has to 
be a writing error in the first place. 
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identical with the suffix vowel of the present stem. The only relevant 
form possibly attested from a Class IV present stem shows the 
allomorph TA -änt- as a result of weakening by vowel balance, i.e., TA 
sparcwäntassi from Aspartw(- ‘turn’, but TA -cw- rather points to a 
pre-TA formation in *-eye/o-.6 For the nt-participles based on Class V 
and VI present stems the allomorph TA -ant(-) is attested both in the 
nom.sg. and in the other case forms (e.g., in TA swant, swantañ), and 
is — as expected — weakened in the one form with full root vocalism 
TA kotnaMt (from Prs VI). As for Class VIII presents, according to TG, 
337 “herrscht hinter stammschließendem s, das sich [...] gesetzmäßig 
in 1 verwandeln muß, in unserer Überlieferung ein regelloses 
Schwanken zwischen -1änt- und -1ant-”,7 but this is not correct. Apart 
from the one exceptional TA 1tämsänt(añ), the distribution of TA 
-1änt- and TA -1ant- is precisely as should have been expected on the 
basis of the principles of vowel balance (of course, undetected yet in 
1931).8 The only example of an nt-participle from a Class XII present is 
TA tu$kiññantaM from Atu$k-iññ- ‘love’.  

36.2.2.  The lexicalized nomina agentis in -nta 

In Tocharian B, the nt-participles actually all end in (*)-ñca(-), whereas 
there exist lexicalized nomina agentis showing (*)-nta(-), cf. TEB 188, § 
322. In Tocharian A, we only find forms ending in TA -nt(a-). 

Note that there also exist other nt-formations, which are not 
nomina agentis, such as the second member of compound TA 
°pärkant 9 (TA koMpärkant ‘east’ r ‘sunrise’) from Apärka- ‘arise’ (~ TB 
                                                 

6 Note that the form can synchronically as likely belong to the Prs II stem; 
see chap. Prs III/IV 26.2.2. and 26.5.3. 

7 There is only just one relevant form from a Class VIII present that has 
stem-final -s- rather than -1-, the once attested TA 1tämsänt(añ) with a certain 
reading of s in TA 332 a 2 (as per TG, 337, fn. 1 contra TochSprR(A), where the 
ak1ara in question is rendered as damaged [S]a). If this is not simply a writing 
error, we should explain -s- as result of a dissimilation against the root-initial 
1°. 

8 In the forms TA katk1antaM from Akatk-, TA wak1antaM from Awak(-, 
and TA swa11antaM from Aswas(-, of course, we have to do with pre-TA 
*-kä1- and *-sä1-. 

9 Klingenschmitt, 1994, 314 = 2005, 356, fn. 6 plausibly claims that TA 
°pärkant started out as an aorist participle, but it should be added that the 
form must be based on the neuter sg. of that aorist participle because it has an 
abstract meaning, and neuter sg. forms of adjectives can function as adjectival 
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°pilko), cf. Winter, 1988, 776ff. = 2005, 330ff. Parallel formations are TA 
koMwmant ‘west’ (from Awäma- ‘set’), and TA koMypant ‘west’, as per 
Pinault, 1998a, 363f., from yäp-/Ayäw- ‘enter’. Here also belongs the 
abstract auñento/ TA oñant ‘begin(ning)’; see Peters, 2006, 344, fn. 48. 

The lexicalized nomina agentis ending in (*)-nta(-)/ TA -nt(a-) are 
the following (for TA cf. TG, 12, § 20 and for TB cf. TEB I, 151, § 233,1 
and 188, § 322; WTG, 44, § 35): 

(1) TA nom.sg. pekant, TA obl.sg. pekäntaM, TA nom.pl. pekäntañ ‘painter’ 
beside Prs I of Apika- ‘paint’ (I/V/I) (beside TA peke ‘painting’); 

(2) TA nom.pl. ra(pä)ntañ ‘musician’ beside Prs II of Aräp?- ‘± make music’ 
(II/-/-) (beside TA rape ‘music’); 

(3) TA nom.pl. tsepäntañ ‘dancer’ from Prs I of Atsip?- ‘dance’ (I/-/-); 

(4) TA nom.sg. asand (sic) [= Skt. sarathi], TA obl.sg. asäMtaM ‘leader’ beside 
Prs II of Aak- ‘lead’ (suppletive root); 

(5) TA gen.pl. ko1äntassi, TA dat.pl. ko1äntasac ‘executioner’10 beside Prs VIII 
of Ako- ‘kill’ (VIII/II/III) ~ nom.sg. kau1enta, obl.sg. kau1entai, nom.pl. 
kau1entañ ‘killer’ beside Prs VIII of kau- (VIII/I/III);11 

(6) TA nom.pl. prak1äntañ ‘judge’ from Prs VIII of Apärk- ‘ask’ (VIII/I/III) (cf. 
Dietz, 1981, 65) = nom.sg. prek1enta ‘judge’ beside Prs VIII of pärk- ‘ask’ 
(VIII/I/III); 

(7) nom.pl. yokäntañ (MQ) ‘drinker’ beside Prs I of yok- ‘drink’ (I/I/VI);12 

(8) nom.sg. weñenta ‘speaker’ beside we-ñ- ‘speak’ (IXa/?/V). 

                                                                                                        
abstracts of the adjective they belong to; see Peters, 2007, 265 with ref. Given 
the fact that in PT there clearly existed a preterit stem *p(’)ärka-, I do not think 
TA °pärkant should rather be derived via a pre-PT proto-form *pärkont- from 
the PIE adj. *brG-ont- ‘high’, as was suggested by Nussbaum, 1976, 12. 

10 As a substantive attested only in A 81 b 3 and b 6 with the apparently 
special meaning ‘Henker’ (as per Sieg, Übers. II, 24). In all other passages we 
are dealing with attributive use (obl.sg. TA ko1äntaM, TA ko1äntas ‘killing’, cf. 
Dietz, 1981, 42f.). 

11 The nt-participle kau1eñca renders the second member of a Sanskrit 
compound built from Çhan ‘hit’ (see Dietz, 1981, 41); cf. also the restored 
nomen agentis kau1e(ntai) in 34 b 2 which would be the equivalent of 
hantaram ‘killer’ (Thomas, 1968a, 196 doubts the restoration, but keeps silent 
about it in his commentary of the passage in 2TochSprR(B)). 

12 Adams, DoT, 510, s.v. yokänta lists a form yokänta allegedly to be found 
in 565 b 4 as an example of this nomen agentis, but see rather the restoration 
of that passage by Winter, 1980a, 469 = 1984, 285 = 2005, 225 to (pra)yokänta 
spharir-yokä(ñ) “the crystal prayogas”. 
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In Tocharian A, one might have expected all of the lexicalized nomina 
agentis to be formally identical with the nt-participles. Instead the 
nom. agentis TA pekant ‘painter’, TA rapänt- ‘musician’, and TA 
tsepänt- ‘dancer’ look quite different from expected TA †pikänt(-),13 TA 
†rpänt(-), and TA †tsipänt(-)14 (cf. TG 351, § 436, fn. 3). Quite obviously, 
these three TA lexicalized agent nouns were not derived from the 
verbal stems that function synchronically as the respective present 
stems, but from some other completely different stems. As far as TA 
pekant is concerned, it is quite evident that the noun is built on the 
respective subjunctive = preterit stem PT *pæ/ayka-, as already 
correctly seen by Klingenschmitt, 1994, 314 = 2005, 356, fn. 6.15  

In Tocharian B, it seems that the nt-nomina agentis just like the nt-
participles are, as a rule, built from the respective present stem of a 
verb.16 The noticeable TB exception is weñenta which corresponds to 
the subjunctive stem we-ñ-, but, to be sure, the sk-present is a 
secondary formation, so that one has to conclude that the form is an 
archaism showing the old sk-less present stem, cf. Winter, 1977, 153 = 
1984, 198 = 2005, 190 (see also chap. Sub VII 22.2.3.1.). 

36.2.3.  The nomina agentis in -ntsa 

There are different shapes of the suffix to be found in the literature. 
WTG, 47, § 39,4; TEB I, 189, § 325 set up the suffix as -tsa and TA -ts 
                                                 

13 Cf. the nt-Part made from the Prs I stem TA trä$k- from Aträ$k- ‘speak’. 
It is attested twice and although both times without much context, the two 
attestations are not used attributively: A 417 b 4 //// karäm trä$käntap ////; 
A 422 b 3 //// (1o)ma-kälyme trä$käntañ 2(9), reading and restoration 
according to Couvreur, 1966, 175 (but note that Siegling, pers. copy already 
made the same); the line contains VAV 6.29 d, as per Sieg/Siegling and 
Couvreur (cf. now Hartmann, 1987, 208), i.e., the form is the equivalent of Skt. 
ekaMsavadina# ‘einseitig lehrend’. 

14 An nt-Part from Atsip?- functioning as an attribute is restored in A 444 a 
3 by Couvreur, 1956, 79 (and already by Siegling, pers. copy); most 
unfortunately, precisely the root vowel is lost: TA (–)päntañ ap(tsaräntu) 
“dancing Apsaras”. 

15 “Nach dem Vorbild ererbter Aoristpartizipien gebildet zum Konjunktiv- 
und Präteritalstamm *payka-”; the first part of this explanation is, however, 
mistaken; see immediately below. 

16 prek1ent- from the Prs VIII of pärk- ‘ask’; kau1ent- from the Prs VIII of 
kau- ‘kill’. An inherited participle further underlies cake ‘river’ < *tekont- from 
the root *Çtek ‘flow’ (Adams, DoT, 249; Melchert, 2000, 57, fn. 18). The 
development of *-ont# to TB -e is, however, not too certain; see below fn. 22. 
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quite certainly on the basis of aknatsa/ TA aknats ‘ignorant’, which is 
attested quite often and always shows a non-geminated -ts-. In 
contrast, the other example wapattsa ‘weaver’ as it is given in the 
manuals shows a double consonant in both attestations (375 a 4 and b 
2), and the same is true for the second example tarkattsa now attested 
in PK NS 107 b (a non-MQ text), a passage that is the equivalent of Uv. 
17.10 c, so that tarkattsa translates Skt. tak1aka ‘carpenter’ (see 
Thomas, 1977, 106). Adams, DoT, 576, on the other hand, sets up the 
suffix shape as -tstsa for the example wapattsa. Finally, Schmidt, 
2001d, 20, fn. 17 states that the suffix has now rather to be set up as 
-ntsa instead of -ttsa17 based on the newly attested TA equivalent 
wapäMtsune, a derivative of TA *wapaMts. Schmidt objects to the 
reluctance of Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 149, fn. 6 to equate TA 
*wapaMts with wapattsa and their reconstruction of a feminine 
*wapaMts instead of a similar masculine form. Schmidt himself, 
however, keeps quiet about the problem that he has to assume that 
PIE *-ntiH did turn into a masculine stem suffix in -ntsa. To be sure, 
there are some arguments in favor of such an assumption. 

There is no productive verbal root beside aknatsa ‘ignorant’ in 
Tocharian, but in contrast wapantsa/ TA *wapaMts ‘weaver’ can be 
derived from ABwapa- ‘weave’. tarkantsa ‘carpenter’ has been 
connected with the root tärk- ‘turn’ by Thomas, 1977, 106 and 110; 
1978, 120, fn. 8. However, the root tärk- ‘twist’ is an A-characterless 
root (in contrast to tärka- ‘emit’; see the discussion s.v.), so that one 
should rather set up a new root tarka- ‘± do carpentry vel sim.’ for that 
form, the more since both ‘twist’ and ‘emit’ do not fit the noun 
‘carpenter’ too well semantically. Schmidt, 2001d, 20f. with fn. 17 cites 
another example of this formation, the ablative singular forms 
mall[a]ntsasmeM and mallatsasmeM ‘Winzer, Kelterer’ < ‘Zerdrücker 
[scil. der Weintrauben]’ attested twice in the business letter THT 4062 
a 1 and b 2, which Schmidt derives from the root mäl(- ‘crush’; see the 
discussion s.v. mäl(- ‘crush’. 

A fourth nomen agentis in -ntsa seem further to be part of the 
compound tällaikantsa if this can be analyzed as tälle-yäkantsa, with a 

                                                 
17 Since the ak1aras (ntsa) and (ttsa) are in the great majority of 

manuscripts indistinguishable, which is exactly true for all attestations of the 
forms in question, it is somewhat unfair to claim “[v]on allen Tocharologen 
bisher als -attsa verlesen”. 
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nom. agentis from yäk-, a root allomorph of i- ‘go’.18 It is attested twice 
in monastery records and surely denotes some kind of title or 
profession like ‘goer of the burden (tälle)’, i.e., ‘porter’ (as per Adams, 
DoT, 297 and p.c.). 

Hilmarsson, 1991, 124f. analyzed aknatsa as inner-Tocharian 
formation based on a verbal stem *kna- plus suffix *-tsa parallel to 
wapattsa derived from the subjunctive stem *wapa-. He objects to the 
connection with Gk. ¥gnwtoj, etc., viz. derivation from a PIE to-stem 
*n-gno@to-, because this formation had the meaning ‘unknown’, not 
‘ignorant’, and aknatsa cannot in any case be a direct outcome of *n-
gno@to- for phonological reasons. One could assume that we have a 
bahuvrihi compound with an amphikinetically inflected ti-stem 
*gno@ti- ‘knowledge’ as second member, i.e., *n-gno@to(y), with 
*-to(y) > *-ta (but note that Tocharian has otherwise only 
amphikinetically inflected i-stems in pre-Toch. *-oy), with -ts- < *-ty- 
intruded from the weak case forms. However, the difference in the 
shapes of the suffix may also be simply due to a dissimilatory loss, 
since the root had also an -n-. 

36.2.4.  The derivation of the suffixes PT *-(’æ)nta(-) and TB -(’e)ñca 

Surprisingly, the suffix allomorph -enta of the nomen agentis and also 
-eñca of the participle that is attested with thematic present stems 
regularly palatalizes the root final, cf. the following examples:  
ABak-: aseñca/ TA asant, aik-: aiseñca, käs-: ke11eñca, ñäsk-: ñä11eñca, 
tas-: ta11eñca, täk-: ceseMñca, pask-/ Apas-: pa11eñca/ TA pa1ant, 
Awles-: TA wle1antañ, saw-: sayeñca; the same is true for complex 
thematic stems such as Prs VIII (näk-: näk1eñca). The only exception 
would be the nt-participle of i- ‘go’ yneñca, and although the present 
stem is basically an athematic one, the nt-participle is derived from the 
stem allomorph yn-, which is actually confined to forms in which yn- 
is followed by the thematic vowel -e-; accordingly, the non-palatalized 
yn- may be either due to analogy or to dissimilatory loss of 
palatalization. 

                                                 
18 Another possibility would be tälle-aikantsa ‘burden knower’, also with 

reanalyzed suffix -antsa added to an A-characterless root. As a third 
possibility, one may set up a yet unattested root yäka- ‘± carry vel sim.’, which 
could be different from yäka- ‘be careless’ by forming Sub V, while yäka- ‘be 
careless’ has a Sub VI. 
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As nomina agentis we have: Aak-: Prs II asand, kau-/Ako-: Prs VIII 
kau1enta/ TA ko1äntassi, ABpärk-: Prs VIII prek1enta/ TA prak1äntañ; 
as for weñenta from we-ñ-, there does not, of course, exist any †we-n- 
with non-palatalized -n-; here ultimately also belongs the derived 
noun auñento/ TA oñant ‘begin(ning)’ presupposing *auñenta/ TA 
*oñant from an athematic present (= subjunctive) stem of au-n-/ 
Ao(-n)- act. ‘hit’, mid. ‘begin’.19 

In sum, we have to do with the following suffix allomorphs (‘VB’ 
indicates vowel balance): 

     TA nt-participles 
 Prs I Prs II  Prs III Prs VIII 
Nom.sg. -änt(/oñant) ’-ant -ant -1ant  
Rest -änt- ’-ant-  

(’-änt- +VB) 
-ant- -1ant- 

(-1änt- +VB) 
    TA lexicalized nomina agentis 
Nom.sg. (-ant) ’-ant — — 
Rest (-änt-) ’-änt- (+VB) — -1änt- (+VB) 
     TB nt-participles 
 Prs I Prs II  Prs III Prs VIII 
 (auñento) ’-eñca(-) -eñca(-) -1eñca(-) 
    TB lexicalized nomina agentis 
 -änta(-) — — -1enta(-) 

36.2.4.1. The origins of stem-final PT *-a- and palatalizing suffix-
initial PT *-æ- 

The source of the PT stem suffix *-a(-) is debated. Hilmarsson, 1987, 42 
derived PT *-a from PIE *-H he said was abstracted from agentive root 
nouns made to roots in final laryngeal such as met in PIE *rotHoy-
steH- ‘standing on a chariot; charioteer’. Such an agentive suffix PT *-a 
could, in his opinion, then be added directly to verbal stems, for which 
he quotes alleged rita ‘searching, searcher’, and was finally added to 
any kind of nt-participles. However, there is no productive agentive 
suffix *-a in Tocharian. All forms that have been adduced as examples 
for that kind of formation of the type °rita are, in fact, final members 
of verbal governing compounds (see Malzahn, in print for details). 

                                                 
19 There is just no evidence for a thematic present stem in *auññ- as was 

proposed by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 110; see Peters, 2006, 344, fn. 48. Hence, one 
has to accept that the nt-formation was based on the athematic stem (*)au-n-, 
which is still to be seen in the TB Sub I and TA Sub VII. The Prs X is, of course, 
secondary. 
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This suffix-final -a has consequently to be distinguished from the 
suffix-final -a of the participles.  

According to Peters, 2004a, 267 fn. 5 (modifying his former views 
put forth in Peters, 1991), pre-PT word-final *-as, *-as, *-ants, and *-os 
all resulted in PT *-å > TB -o. If this is correct, word-final TB -a cannot 
be derived from any of these sequences, and if it is true that Early pre-
PT *-ants turned into Late pre-PT *-as via *-anss > *-ass, then Early 
pre-PT *-onts should have turned into Late pre-PT *-os (> TB -e) via 
*-onss > *-oss.20 Accordingly, as far as I can see we will be left with 
pre-PT *-a (as evidently advocated by Hilmarsson, 1987, 42), *-a, and 
*-ont as possible sources for the final *-a met in pre-TB *-nt(’)a and 
pre-TA *-nta, and whereas in terms of morphology there is little to 
recommend pre-PT *-a or *-a, pre-PT *-ont would make excellent 
sense. In this case, of course, pre-TB *-nt(’)a and pre-TA *-nta could be 
taken to reflect blends21 of the lautgesetzlich result of a pre-PT nom.sg. 
ending *-ont with some other allomorphs of the nt-suffix found in the 
pre-PT paradigm of the nt-participles. Assuming pre-PT *-ont > PT *-a 
seems indeed to be backed by the word-final -a of TB decade 
numerals such as täryaka ‘30’, which can hardly be derived from any 
other sequence than PIE *-omt (> *-ont), if one prefers a development 
by sound law for those Tocharian decades at all;22 see Schindler, 1967, 
240; Peters, 1980, 315; Cowgill, 1985, 104 = 2006, 73, and Ringe, 1990, 
191. 

                                                 
20 I think these are the developments that should be assumed and/or 

expected, because in the acc.pl. forms, the nasal met in pre-PT *-Vns must 
have been preserved into PT times, to judge from TB -VM vs. TA -Vs. 
Klingenschmitt 1994, 404 = 2005, 429, however, was of a completely different 
opinion; for his examples see immediately below. 

21 Especially since even TB -eñca and -enta show lack of a-umlaut (as 
already noticed by Peters, 1991, 243, fn. 9), it is safer not to reconstruct 
formations in *-’ænta(-) already for PT; see also the argument below. 

22 For a non-lautgesetzlich approach, see Rasmussen, 1978, 128f. = 1999, 26, 
fn. 33. According to Klingenschmitt, 1982, 98 and 1994, 404 = 2005, 429, 
täryaka, etc. rather go back to pre-PT forms in *-ont-s, but as was argued by 
me right above, this is hardly credible. However, I hesitate to adopt the view 
of Ringe, 1990, 191, 200, 233f., fn. 40 and his followers (such as Melchert, 2000, 
57, fn. 18, who claimed that TB cake ‘river’ “could be from a *tékont *‘that 
which flows’ instead of an s-stem *tékos”) that word-final pre-PT *-nt was lost 
without leaving any trace neither in TB nor in TA even after any short vowel. 
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Accordingly, one may set up for the nt-participles from athematic 
verbal stems ending in a non-syllabic the following pre-PT (> PT) 
paradigm: 

nom.sg.  pre-PT *-ont  > PT *-a 
acc.sg.   pre-PT *-ont-äm > PT *-æntä 
gen./dat.sg. pre-PT *-änt-  > PT *-änt(’)- 
loc.sg.   pre-PT *-ent23   > PT *-’æ? 
nom.pl.  pre-PT *-ont-es  > PT *-ænt’ä 

As for the nt-participles from thematic stems, these then probably also 
had a nom.sg. in pre-PT *-ont, but as for the rest of the paradigm, non-
ablauting pre-PT *-ont- is the likeliest assumption. To be sure, 
originally there could not have existed a suffix variant pre-PT *-ent- in 
the thematic nt-participles, because the lengthened grade of the suffix 
could in all probability have only arisen in a monosyllabic form of the 
type *hsent (for which see Peters, 2004a, 267, fn. 4). 

With respect to the palatalizing quality of the suffix-initial PT *-æ- 
met in nt-/ñc-participles and lexicalized nt-agent nouns derived from 
thematic verbal stems, one then has two options: on the one hand, one 
may derive that PT *-’ænt- from pre-PT *-ont- and assume that the 
palatalizing quality had been introduced somehow secondarily, i.e., 
analogically (that is, maybe under the influence of the gerundives in 
palatalizing -älle, which can syntactically be used just like the nt-
participles); on the other hand, one may derive PT *-’ænt- from pre-PT 
*-ent one can set up for loc.sg. forms of athematic root presents (such 
as *hsent), as actually has been done by Peters (2004a, 267, fn. 4; 2006, 
344, fn. 48). According to Peters’ scenario, PT *-’ænt- < pre-PT *-ent(-) 
was not original with the thematic formations, but must have spread 
there from the athematic ones, which is in accordance with the 
palatalization also seen in auñento/ TA oñant ‘begin(ning)’ (probably 
based on a lost nt-participle derived from an athematic stem), but at 
variance with the evidence of TB yokänt- ‘drinker’, the -änt- of which 
then would have to be an analogical innovation probably based on a 
3.pl. form in pre-PT *-änti.24 

                                                 
23 See already Peters, 2004a, 267, fn. 4, and Peters, 2006, 344, fn. 48 for 

explaining the palatalizing quality of the suffix allomorph PT *-’ænt(’)- in 
terms of a loc.sg. allomorph of the suffix PIE = (pre-PT?) *-ent, and see below 
against setting up the ending of the pre-PT loc.sg. as *-enti. 

24 This would be reminiscent of the situation with the Latin present 
participles: the thematic type ferent- evidently has -ent- < *-nt- analogically 
introduced from athematic participles such as -sent-; on the other hand, 
semithematic < athematic eo has eunt- probably based on the 3.pl. eunt. 
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36.2.4.2. The origin of the palatal in -ñca 

Since the palatalization of the consonant cluster ñc in the suffix -ñca 
cannot be lautgesetzlich in the first place, one must assume that 
Tocharian B had secondarily distinguished the pure nomina agentis 
from the participles precisely by introducing palatalization into the 
participle, cf. Ringe, 1991, 96, fn. 85.  

As for possible sources for this palatalization, Couvreur, 1947a, 28, 
§ 45 assumed a blend of *-nt- with the nomen agentis suffix in -ca 
(/TA -t) as met in the type kälpauca ‘one who obtains’ (TA kuryart 
‘salesman’); however, in these forms -c- also has to be analogical in the 
first place. Note that nomina agentis in -auca, -uca, -nta, and -(n)tsa 
and participles in -ñca inflect in the same way: 

 TB TA 
nom.sg. -a -ø 
voc.sg. -ai — 
gen.sg. -antse -ap 
obl.sg. -ai -aM 
nom.pl.m. -añ -añ 
obl.pl.m -aM -as 
nom.pl.f -ana -añ 
obl.pl.f. — -as 

Thomas, 1984, 216f. worked with a split of a formerly unpalatalized 
masculine and a palatalized feminine paradigm into true participles 
and nomina agentis. It is, however, more likely that PIE *-ntiH turned 
into TB (*)-ntsa for purely phonological reasons, independently from 
the etymology of preMtsa, which Schmidt, 1975, 294f. derives from 
fem. PIE *berontiH, and to which Thomas, 1984, 216, fn. 15 objects.25 

I think the most likely solution is to assume that both kinds of stem 
allomorph to be reconstructed for the PT case forms of the nt-
participles other than the nom.sg., viz. *-nt- and *-nt’- > *-ñc-, had 
been inherited even into pre-TB, which then finally made its choices in 
order to keep the two historical categories formally distinct. The -ca 
met in the suffixes -auca and -uca is then best taken to have been 
transferred precisely from -ñca. 

 
 
 

                                                 
25 It is indeed not quite certain whether the word means ‘pregnant’ in W 33 

a 6 and ‘potent’ in S b 5 at all; very differently, Winter, 2001, 139 analyses the 
form as an adverb by the meaning “truly”. 
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36.3. THE m-PARTICIPLE 

The expected athematic suffix allomorph is PT *-ä-manæ leading to 
TB (*)-ämane and TA -ämaM, whereas the thematic allomorph is PT 
*-æ-manæ leading to TB (*)-emane, TA -amaM, and PT *-a-manæ in 
the present stems with A-character leading to TB (*)-amane, TA 
-amaM. 

The real distribution of these suffix allomorphs is, however, more 
complicated. In Tocharian A, TA -amaM and TA -amaM are subject to 
vowel balance, i.e., TA m-participles made to stems containing a full 
vowel show syncope of the suffix vowel such as TA tasmaM < 
*tasamaM. 

In the athematic present Class I in Tocharian A only the suffix 
allomorph TA -maM is attested both from roots with non-full and 
with full root vocalism (e.g., TA kälnmaM from Akäln- ‘resound’; TA 
kropmaM from Akrop(- ‘gather’, etc.). In Tocharian B, we have 
descriptively three suffix allomorphs: -mane (trä$mane, nesmane, 
yumane, smimane), -ämane (nesamane, pkwamane, miwamane, 
yokamane, lä$kamane, tsipamane), and thematized -emane (in 
ynemane), but note that the stem yn- is exclusively attested in front of 
an -e-. Since trä$mane and nesmane are attested in metrical passages, 
they simply show the usual metrical loss of what seems accented *-ä-, 
so that one must conclude that the suffix variant -ämane is the regular 
variant. 

In the thematic present Class II the expected and also only attested 
suffix allomorph is -emane in Tocharian B. In Tocharian A, full-vowel 
stems also behave as expected, i.e., they always have TA -maM 
showing vowel balance. As for the non-full vowel roots, only TA 
cämpamaM and TA ypamaM show the expected preservation of the 
suffix TA -a- < PT *-æ-;26 but TA pärmaM, TA kälymaM (just like 1.pl. 
TA kälymar), and TA yärsmaM show an unexpected loss of the 
thematic vowel. Winter, 1991, 51ff. = 2005, 428ff. claims different 
accent patterns to be responsible for the different outcomes of the 
suffix vowel (with quite a few analogical levelings). We may also be 
dealing with a kind of progressive, informal-style weakening of TA -a- 
to TA -ä-, as per Peters, 2006, 353, fn. 48, or just with analogical 
introduction from the roots with full root vocalism (which prevail in 

                                                 
26 TA mlamaM rather belongs to a Prs III stem; see s.v. Amäl(- ‘being 

crushed’. 
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this class). Finally, one should also think of the possibility that these 
cases might have preserved former athematic inflection. 

In present Class III no variation is attested: Tocharian B always 
shows -emane, and Tocharian A -amaM. In Class IV, Tocharian A 
always shows the expected syncope due to vowel balance, while 
Tocharian B has synchronically regular -omane. In present Classes V 
and VI, we have -(n)amane, TA -(n)amaM (TA -(n)maM after full root 
vowel), an exception is TA kropnämaM (metri causa, according to TG, 
435) beside regular TA kropnmaM, i.e., we have here a reflex of *-a- 
weakened to -ä- due to vowel balance that was not syncopated 
because of metrical requirements. The athematic present Class VII of 
TB shows both an athematic variant (kutä$kmane from kutka?- 
‘embody’) and a secondary thematic variant (pi$kemane from pika- 
‘paint’). As for Class VII of Tocharian A in -$ka-, this usually shows 
the expected suffix allomorph TA -amaM, but we also have the variant 
TA mlä$kmaM (attested twice) from Amälka- ‘put together’ that can be 
explained in two different ways (see chap. Prs VII 29.3.). In the s(k)-
present classes Tocharian B shows thematic -s(k)emane; in contrast, 
Tocharian A has two different variants, owed to the fact that former 
presents in *-C-s- and *-C-äsk- were finally blended into one single 
paradigm. Actually, the expected match of -s(k)emane, i.e., TA 
-samaM is attested only in very few cases. Usually, we find the suffix 
allomorph TA -äsmaM (from the presents in *-C-äsk-) for both roots 
with non-full and full root vowel and with stems going back to both 
genuine s-presents and former sk-presents (s-present: TA aläsmaM 
from Aal(?- ‘restrain’, TA trikäsmaM from Atrik(- Antigv. ‘fail’; former 
sk-present: TA katkäsmaM from Akatk- Kaus. I ‘make glad’, TA 
särsäsmaM from Akärs(- Kaus. IV ‘make know(n)’, TA pärskäsmaM 
from Apärsk(- Kaus. I ‘frighten’). TA -samaM is only found in TA 
aksisamaM (metrical beside TA aksismaM), TA luksamaM from Aluk- 
Antigv./Kaus. II ‘illuminate’, TA läntsamantap (once attested beside a 
few attestations of TA läntäsmaM) from Alä-n-t- ‘go out’, and TA 
1tämsamaM from A1täm(- Kaus. I ‘put’. Syncope due to vowel balance 
is further found in TA esmaM from Ae- ‘give’, TA kosmaM from Ako- 
‘kill’, TA winasmaM from Awina-s- ‘honor’, and TA sesmaM from Ase- 
‘support’. In addition, we have irregular TA wärsmaM from Awär- 
‘practice’, but here we may just be dealing with a metathesis of TA 
†wräsmaM. The same variation is found in Class X, but here 
(*)-samaM is far more common: TA tmäMsamaM from Atäm- ‘be 
borne’, TA nkäMsamaM from Anäk- ‘fall into ruin’, and with syncope 
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TA päknasmaM from Apäka- ‘intend’, TA yomnasmaM from Ayom(- 
‘achieve’, but TA rinäsmaM from Ari(-n)- ‘leave’ and TA tsäknäsmaM 
from Atsäk- ‘burn’. 

The only attestation of a TA present Class XII m-participle shows 
an expected thematic allomorph (TA tu$kiññamaM); no example is 
attested in Tocharian B. 

36.4. SYNCHRONIC BEHAVIOR OF nt- AND m-PARTICIPLES 

A statistical analysis with respect to nt- and m-participles reveals the 
following facts: 

(1) In general, both languages behave similarly with respect to 
attestations of nt-participles and m-participles. 

(2) The nt-participle is less common than the m-participle; in both 
languages the number of the nt-participles amounts to ca. one third of 
the m-participles. 

(3) While the m-participle in both languages is common with both 
athematic and thematic stems, there is a significant difference with 
respect to nt-participles: in both languages, nt-participles from 
athematic stems (Classes I, V, VI, VII) are far less common than from 
thematic stems (Classes II, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII). Tocharian B is even 
more conspicuous in this respect than Tocharian A, because nt-
participles made from athematic stems are almost non-existent in 
Tocharian B. The only nt-participle made from a Class I stem, viz. 
yneñca from i- ‘go’ is made from what rather looks like a thematic 
stem allomorph, viz. yne-, and the only TB nt-participle attested from 
a present of Class V is sawañca from suwa-, which shows the full 
grade in the root and not the expected zero grade. An nt-participle 
from the nasal present Classes VI and VII in Tocharian B is unattested, 
a fact that cannot simply be dismissed as a coincidence, because 
present Class VI is attested very often. 

(4) Classes III and IV clearly behave like the athematic classes in 
this respect. There is just one example of an nt-participle to be found 
in Class III in Tocharian B (mäskeñca),27 and none in Class IV. It is 
slightly more common in Tocharian A, but still far less common than 
the m-participle. Note, however, that nt-participles are only rarely 
formed from intransitive present stems at all, so that this is a further 
synchronic reason not to expect nt-participles in the almost 
exclusively intransitive present Classes III and IV. 

                                                 
27 Note that mäska- ‘be’ is, of course, a very frequent verb. 
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(5) The present participles are detached from voice in Tocharian, so 
that medium tantum or activum tantum verbs can respectively have 
nt- and m-present participles.  

36.5. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

There can be no doubt that the Tocharian m-participle is to be derived 
from the PIE participle continued by Vedic -mana-, Greek -menoj, etc., 
and the Tocharian participles and nomina agentis in -nt-/ TB -ñc- from 
the PIE participle in *-nt-. As for the morphological details, TB final -a 
is best derived from PIE > pre-PT *-ont, and the palatalizing suffix 
variant PT *-’ænt(’)- of the thematic participles from locatival pre-PT 
*-ent, the original nucleus of which must have been participles 
derived from athematic root verbs (root presents or aorists); TB -ñca 
owes its palatal to pre-PT case forms of the original paradigm in *-nt- 
in which *-t- had to become palatalized in front of a following *e- or 
*i-vowel, such as the nom.pl. The fact that nt-participles are basically 
confined to the thematic present classes and that there are especially 
in Tocharian B hardly any nt-participles built from athematic stem 
formations (which even holds for so vivid and productive a present 
class as Class VI in -na-) may have been caused by a synchronic 
feeling that the suffix of the nt-participle was of a palatalizing nature, 
which, of course, would have had to conflict with the rule that stem-
final non-syllabics of athematic stems never get palatalized. Finally, it 
does not come as a huge surprise that the participles are 
synchronically built from present stems only, since this formation 
principle also holds for other non-finite forms of the verb, such as, e.g., 
the infinitive in Tocharian A. On the other hand, it does not strike as 
odd either that TA lexicalized agent nouns such as TA pekant ‘painter’ 
are rather built from what were synchronically subjunctive stems, 
since this alternative formation principle is also met with other non-
finite verbal categories, e.g., with the infinitive of Tocharian B. Both 
TA pekant and the TB principle for infinitive formation can be taken 
for archaisms. Diachronically, all these peculiar subjunctive-based 
non-finite verbal forms can be accounted for if one is just willing to 
assume that the ancestors of all of the verbal stems that acted as 
subjunctive stems in PT and post-PT times had started out as present 
stems in pre-PT times.  



CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN 

THE IMPERATIVE 

The manuals distinguish six different classes of imperatives (cf. WTG, 
147, §§ 144-153; TEB 234ff., §§ 422-428): 

I. Suffixless imperatives belonging to a grundverb 
II. Suffixless imperatives belonging to a kausativum 
III. Imperatives with the suffix -s- 
IV. Imperatives with the suffix -11- 
V. Imperatives with the -ññ- 
VI. Irregular formations 

I will generally keep this classification. The sole exception is that I add 
another class, namely Class VII consisting of irregular imperatives, 
while in Class VI I only group together what I would like to call e-
imperatives. Accordingly, I set up: 

Class I: a-imperatives (generally made from the grundverb) 
Class II: Palatalized imperatives correlated with a (kausativum) preterit  

   of Class II 
Class III: s-imperatives 
Class IV: sk-imperatives 
Class V: ññ-imperatives 
Class VI: e-imperatives 
Class VII: Irregular formations 

Imperative stems are independent verbal stems of their own. 
Nevertheless, almost every imperative class is synchronically 
associated with a preterit class. With very few exceptions, a Class I a-
imperative is accordingly associated with a Class I a-preterit, a Class II 
imperative with a Class II preterit, a Class III s-imperative with a 
Class III s-preterit, a Class IV sk-imperative with a Class IV 11a-
preterit, and a Class V ññ-imperative with a Class V ñña-preterit. The 
Class VI e-imperative and the irregular formations are not correlated 
with a special preterit formation. 

Imperative forms are usually preceded by a particle PT *pä-, which 
is mandatory for any imperative form in Tocharian A, but can be 
absent in Tocharian B. Lack of pä- in Tocharian B is regular with verbs 
beginning with p- (which is surely due to simplification of *pä-p- > 
*pp- > p-), with the two exceptions pepiltso ‘listen!’ and peplya$ke 
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‘sell!’; lack of the particle is especially often attested in the eastern 
variety of Tocharian B; see Ringe, 1989, 51ff., and most recently Peyrot, 
2008, 62.1 

37.1. THE a-IMPERATIVE — CLASS I 

The following 39 verbs form an imperative of Class I (28 TB, 27 TA, 16 
TB = TA): 
Aarta- ‘love, praise’, as- ‘bring, fetch’, kaka-/ Akaka- ‘call’, Akama- ‘carry, take’, 
kärs(-/ Akärs(- ‘know’, kärs(- Kaus. IV ‘make, let know(n)’, kärsta- ‘cut off’, 
käla-/ Akäla- ‘lead, bring’, käsk(- ‘scatter’, Akrop(- ‘gather’, klapa- ‘± touch; 
investigate’, klautk(-/ Alotka- ‘turn, become’, taka-/ Atak(- ‘be, become’, tawa?- 
‘?’, tas- ‘put’, Atäps- ‘destroy’, tärka-/ Atärka- ‘dismiss, emit’, pask-/ Apas- 
‘protect’, pärka- ‘(a)rise’, pälka-/ Apälka- ‘see’, pälska-/ Apäl(t)ska- ‘consider, 
think’, prutk(- Kaus. I ‘shut; fill’, Amrosk(- ‘feel disgust’, rita-/ Arita- ‘seek’, 
ritt(-/ Aritw(- ‘be attached’, läk(- ‘see’, läm(-/ Aläm(- ‘sit’, Alu?- ‘rub’, lua-/ 
Alua- ‘send’, waya- ‘lead’, wärpa-/ Awärpa- ‘feel, enjoy’, wik(- ‘disappear’, 
wlawa- ‘control’, Awles- ‘perform’, Asama?- ‘gather’ samp(-/ Asuma- ‘take away, 
skaya-/ Askaya- ‘strive’, A1täm(- ‘stand’, Atsäk(- ‘pull out’, Atsuka- ‘drink’. 

The following Ipv I forms are attested in Tocharian B: 

2.SG.ACT.: pasa, pokkaka/pkaka, pkarsa, pkrasta, pkala, päklautka, ptaka/taka, 
ptarka/tarka, palka, plaska, pälyaka-me, plama, plawa, päskaya/skaya; 
2.PL.ACT.: pokkakas, pkarsas/pkarsaso/ pkärso, pkarstas, kalas, ptarkaso, 
ptawas, palkas(o), palskaso, prittaso, plamas-ñ/lämas, pluwas, pwikaso, 
päskayas/skayas; 2.SG.MID.: karsar, pkalar, pkaskar-ñ (MQ), päklapar (MQ), 
parkar, palkar, prutkar, pritar, pärrittar/rittar, pwayar-me, purwar, psampar; 

                                                 
1 The particle is generally assumed to be a cognate of the Slavic prefix po, 

which was first proposed by Meillet in Lévi/Meillet, 1912, 18. Meillet stated 
that the Tocharian imperative particle precisely like the Slavic one originally 
had a perfective meaning, which tallies with the fact that in Slavic the 
imperative is generally based on the perfective aspect stem, whereas the 
prohibitive is based on the imperfective stem. In contrast, Ringe, 1991, 97f. 
objects to the connection of the Slavic form with the Tocharian imperative 
particle for phonological reasons. Van Brock, 1978, 227ff. wanted to explain 
pä- directly from PIE *po-, on the basis of the assumption of a sound law PT 
*æ > *ä in unstressed syllables, cf. Pinault, 2008, 606. Hackstein, 2001, 17f. 
assumes that Tocharian made use of two PIE variants, *pe > PT *pä > TB/TA 
pä and PIE *po > PT *pæ > TA pa, TB po. Note that the frequently used Ipv 
forms of klyaus- ‘listen’ show an irregular, i.e., progressive reduction of the 
particle pä- to p- before kl(y)-: pklau1 (S) beside päklyau1 and pklyausso (S) 
beside päklyau1so, which implies a syllabification of the type *-V.TR- that is 
also met in stwer, etc. ‘four’. 
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2.PL.MID.: pasat, pkalat, pättasat, pa11at, pritat, pärittat, purwat/purpat, 
pulawat. 

The following Ipv I forms are attested in Tocharian A: 

2.SG.ACT.: päkras, pä1tak/pä1tak-ñi, ptark, plotäk, pä1tam, ptsok; 2.PL.ACT.: 
p1kaks-äM, pkärsäs, p1takäs/pä1takäs, ptäpsäs, ptärkäs, pritwäs, pälmäs/ 
plamäs, plos, päskayäs, pä1tmäs; 2.SG.MID.: partar, pkamar, päklar, päkropar, 
ppa1ar, pälkar, ppälskar, pämroskar, pritar, pälwar, purpar/purpar, ple1ar, 
psamar, psumar; 2.PL.MID.: (p1kka)kac, pkamac, ppa1ac, pälkac, purpac/ 
purpac, pätskac. 

The a-imperative shows clear cases of root ablaut between the 2. 
singular active on the one hand and the 2. plural active and the 
middle on the other hand in both languages. In ablauting paradigms 
the 2.sg. active regularly has the æ-grade in the root leading to TB -a- 
via a-umlaut caused by the 2.sg.act. ending -a. The corresponding 
forms in Tocharian A have the root vowel TA -a- which is likewise the 
regular outcome of PT *-æ-. As for the lack of a-umlaut, according to 
the rule by Cowgill, 1967, 176f. = 2006, 448f. that a-umlaut did not 
affect accented *-æ- in Tocharian A, one would indeed not expect a-
umlaut to have occurred in these forms (but see my objections to 
Cowgill’s views on a-umlaut in chap. Sound Laws 1.5.). To be sure, at 
first glance it seems that Tocharian A did not have a pre-TA ending 
*-a in the 2.sg. active at all. The evidence for that comes from a form 
constructed with enclitic pronoun TA pä1tak-ñi in A 221 a 2: (ma) 
klopasu pä1tak-ñi “don’t be miserable!” (my restoration); with respect 
to the meter it is impossible to add another syllable to the pada.2 It 
hence seems we have to posit a pre-TA ending *-ä in the 2.sg. active 
differing from TB -a at least in this form (and going well together with 
the TA 2. plural active ending -äs, which, strangely enough, points to 
pre-TA *-äsV). However, since a stem-final *-ä is diachronically 
unexpected and since I cannot conceive of any analogical process that 
could have turned former stem-final *-a- into *-ä- in the imperative, I 
suggest that the verbum substantivum form TA pä1tak merely shows 
a more progressive sound change, i.e., an irregular weakening of 
stem-final *-a- to -ä-, because such a more progressive phonological 
shape can be observed with other forms of the verbum substantivum 
as well.3 This assumption would avoid having to set up a perfectly 

                                                 
2 TA ñi cannot be the genitive of the independent variant of the pronoun, 

because this would not make sense syntactically.  
3 Cf., e.g., the irregular loss of -a- in the 1.pl. TA Pt I takmäs from the very 

same root Ataka- ‘be, become’ (cf. TEB I, 47, § 11,3c, fn. 3). 
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expected stem-final -a(-) for Tocharian B, but an entirely unexpected 
-ä- for Tocharian A; note furthermore TA pkana-ñi from a highly 
irregular stem *käkæna-. 

Quite remarkably, from a synchronic point of view the root vowel 
of the 2.sg. active Ipv I in Tocharian A is always the same as the one of 
the respective a-preterit active plural stem. In contrast, in Tocharian B 
the 2.sg. active imperative shows a stem different from the 
corresponding ablauting a-preterit, cf. 2.sg.act. Ipv I pkala ‘bring!’ 
beside the palatalized 3.sg.act. Pt I sala, 3.pl.act. silare, 3.sg.mid. klate 
from käla- ‘lead, bring’. There are only two 2.sg. active forms of TB a-
imperatives listed in the manuals that show unexpected ä-grade in the 
root: pätriwa-ne ‘mix it!’ and pälyaka-me ‘let us see!’. As for the latter 
form, it is highly irregular; see in the verbal index s.v. läk(-, and it 
cannot be ruled out that we have to start with a middle pälyaka<r>-
me showing loss of final -r in an informal-style formation in the first 
place. Final r-loss cannot be ruled out for pätriwa-ne either, but since 
this form from a semantic point of view belongs to the kausativum 
and can also be analyzed as a regular 2.sg.act. Class II imperative, 
which is the expected class for a form belonging to a kausativum 
paradigm, I analyze it as such an Ipv II.  

As for the 2.pl. active Ipv I forms, both Tocharian A and B show 
non-palatalizing (*)-ä- as root vowel in ablauting roots, cf., e.g., 
ptarkaso, TA ptärkäs from Atärka- ‘emit’. As for the ending, for 
morphological reasons one would, of course, expect PT *-asV and not 
*-äsV, and PT *-asV is indeed the ending of the 2.pl. active of the a-
preterit. Now, whereas Tocharian A clearly has precisely such a 
strange Ipv ending *-äsV, there is not a single attestation of an Ipv 
ending variant -äs in Tocharian B, which should at least show up in 
MQ texts. On the other hand, we have many attestation of what seems 
a mobile -o reflecting final *-ä from a PT *-asä instead: pkarsaso, 
ptarkaso, palskaso, prittaso, pwikaso, and it has to be pointed out that 
the attestations of that -o are not confined to metrical texts. The 2.pl. 
ptarkaso is certainly attested in a prose passage in 79, 1 (a text from 
Šorcuq); note also pkärso (MQ) in 284 b 7, which cannot simply be due 
to haplography, because the meter requires a disyllabic form (cf. 
TochSprR(B), s.v.) that could have perfectly well be achieved by a 
form without o mobile. I guess that the apparently sprachwirklich 
syncope of pkärsaso to pkärso was due to a progressive phonological 
development one encounters now and then precisely in imperative 
forms.  
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Hence, descriptively we have to do with two different variants of 
the ending, one in -s(ä) and another one in -so; note that the same has 
to be said of the TB allative suffix (see Malzahn, 2007a, 283, fn. 38 with 
ref.). In the corresponding a-preterit the 2.pl. active is more often 
attested without -o, and it is not entirely clear whether the attestations 
of -o in the preterit are confined to metrical passages or whether -o in 
the preterit can likewise show up in prose passages (see chap. Endings 
3.3.1.5.). To be sure, the accent of the preterit forms without -o lies on 
the second syllable, thereby still attesting to a former trisyllabic 
structure (takas). As for 2.pl.act. imperative forms without -o, lämas 
(S) has the accent of a form without prefixed *pä-, and kalas (much 
like 2.sg.mid. karsar, rittar) that of one with *pä-. In Tocharian A, the 
variant of the 2.pl.act. Ipv TA plamäs ‘sit!’ attested with certainty in 
YQ 27 b 5 found beside the regular 2.pl.act. TA pälmäs attested in A 
274 a 4, seems to have introduced the æ-grade that is expected to have 
shown up in the 2.sg.act. *plam. 

As for the middle endings, there are no forms with mobile -o 
attested. The 2.pl.mid. pasat (found twice in a text from Sängim) 
attests to a former trisyllabic *pasátä.4 Note that there is no vowel 
balance in the TA a-imperative (cf. TEB I, 45, § 11,2, fn. 1); for a 
convincing explanation, see Winter, 1994, 405f. = 2005, 454f.  

The regular ablaut grade of the a-imperative middle in ablauting 
paradigms is non-palatalizing ä.  

As for Proto-Tocharian, one has to set up an ablauting kind of a-
imperative with non-palatalizing *æ in the 2.sg. active, and non-
palatalizing *ä in the 2.pl. active and in the middle. More difficult to 
reconstruct are the endings. The ending set *-a, *-asä/å showing up in 
Tocharian B is expected, whereas at least 2.pl. *-äsV as preform of 
Tocharian A is highly suspicious, the more since the corresponding 
preterit ending is indeed TA -as. If TA pä1tak-ñi is merely a special 
case of weakening (an explanation I prefer), we have a strange 
paradigm *-a, *-äsV. Note that the very same paradigm *-a, *-äsV is 
actually attested in most of the other imperative classes (i.e., Classes II, 
III, and V), so one may toy with the idea of a simple analogy (as has 

                                                 
4 pasat is remarkable for another reason: roots without A-character, i.e., 

those with a thematic subjunctive (Class II) forming an a-preterit have a 
palatalized root-final in the preterit and in the middle of the corresponding a-
imperative. The root as- has a Sub II, but there is no preterit from this root 
attested, the stem serves as suppletive imperative to pär- ‘carry’ (present 
tantum) and kama- ‘carry’ (only Pt and PPt). See also the diachronic discussion 
below 37.7.2., fn. 14. 
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been argued by Adams, 1988a, 103, fn. 55). A bit problematic is the fact 
that the stem-final *-a in these classes must have been taken over from 
the a-imperative in the first place; see below the more detailed 
discussion in 37.8. 

37.2. THE IMPERATIVE OF CLASS II 

The following 14 verbs form an imperative of Class II (11 TB, 7 TA, 4 
TB = TA): 
Akärs(- Kaus. IV ‘make know(n), teach’, Akäl- ‘bear, endure’, käla- Kaus. IV ‘let 
lead’, täp- ‘proclaim’, tuk(- Kaus. I ‘hide’, triw(- Kaus. I ‘mix’, närk- ‘keep 
away’, yät(- Kaus. I ‘adorn’, Ayär(- Kaus. I ‘bathe’, wätk(- Kaus. II/ Awätk(- 
Kaus. II ‘command’, wär-/ Awär- ‘practice’, wik(- Kaus. II/ Awik(- Kaus. II 
‘drive away’, stäm(- Kaus. I/ A1täm(- Kaus. I ‘put, place’, tsälp(- Kaus. I 
‘redeem’. 

The following Ipv II forms are attested in Tocharian B: 

2.SG.ACT.: päccapa, päccauk, pätriwa-ne, pita, pitka, pika, päscama; 2.PL.ACT.: 
päñarkas, pitkaso; 2.SG.MID.: psimar, pätsilpar-ñ; 2.PL.MID.: salat, pirat, pikat 
(MQ). 

The following Ipv II forms are attested in Tocharian A: 

2.SG.ACT.: psärs, pkäl, putäk/putka-ñi, pwika-m, pässäm; 2.PL.ACT.: —; 
2.SG.MID.: päyrar; 2.PL.MID.: purac, päsmac. 

Note the following phonological developments: pita < päy’äta (from 
yät(- Kaus. I ‘adorn’), pitka < *päw’ätka (from wätk(- Kaus. II 
‘command’), pirat < *päw’ära- (from wär- ‘practice’), pikat < 
*päw’äyka (from wik(- Kaus. II ‘drive away’), psimar < *päscämar 
(from stäm(- Kaus. I ‘put’), TA putäk < *pä-w’ätka (from Awätk(- 
Kaus. II ‘command’), TA purac < *pä-w’ära- (from Awär- ‘practice’). 

The Class II imperative is normally correlated with a respective 
preterit of Class II, although the finite Pt II forms look quite different 
in Tocharian A and B with respect to each other and with respect to 
the imperative forms. Usually, we have to do with ä-grade in the root 
in all persons and palatalization of the root initial if that of the 
respective Pt II is also palatalized, as in the cases of 2.sg.act. Ipv TA 
psärs ‘make know!’ beside 3.sg.act. Pt TA sasärs ‘made know’, but 
2.sg.act. Ipv TA pkäl ‘bear!’ beside 3.sg.act. Pt TA kakäl ‘bore’. The 
same is true for Tocharian B, where forms like psimar ‘put!’ < 
*päscämar from stäm(-, not †päscamar (cf. 2.sg.mid. Pt scamatai) 
clearly show that the ablaut of the Class II imperative is independent 
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of that of the corresponding Class II preterit. The sole exceptions from 
ä-grade are 2.sg.act. päccauk ‘hide!’ and 2.pl.mid. salat.5 The 2.sg.act. 
päccauk is also irregular for another reason, because it shows loss of 
the ending. TEB I, 235, § 424 states that the loss of the ending -a is 
regular after full vowel in the root syllable, which is not contradicted 
by the facts at least in this imperative class. However, since päccauk is 
attested in a business letter, one can also assume an informal-style 
variant, because in the other categories of Tocharian B there is no loss 
and preservation of word-final -a depending on the vocalism of the 
preceding syllable. In Tocharian A, the only imperative showing a full 
(and non-palatalizing) vowel in the root and standing beside a preterit 
of Class II is the 2.sg.act. Ipv TA pkana-ñi ‘fulfill for me!’ from Akän- 
Kaus. I ‘fulfill’.6 

Roots forming a preterit of Class II in Tocharian B with an initial 
consonant that lacks a primary palatal variant but can have what 
looks like a secondary palatalized root-initial (such as my, etc.) show a 
remarkable behavior with respect to the corresponding imperative: 
mäsk- ‘(ex)change’ with 3.sg. Pt II myaska does not form a 
corresponding Class II imperative, but one of Class IV instead, i.e., 
2.sg.mid. maskä11ar; the same is true for tsälp(- ‘redeem, free’ that has 
3.sg.mid. Pt II tsyalpate, but Ipv IV 2.sg.mid. tsalpä11ar-me. It can 
further not be a coincidence that both these Ipv IV forms are attested 
in texts of eastern provenance: maskä11ar in 417 b 3 (M) and 
tsalpä11ar-me in 108 a 9 (S), so that I claim that the formation of Ipv IV 
from such roots with Pt II that did not have root initials for which a 
primary palatal was available is a secondary, informal-style feature. 
This theory can be backed up by another transitive imperative form 
attested from tsälp(- ‘redeem, free’, i.e., the 2.sg.mid. Ipv pätsilpar-ñ 
attested in the MQ text 283 a 3. The manuals analyze this form as a 
grundverb a-imperative with transitive meaning, and though there 
are indeed very few examples of that kind of transitive a-imperatives, 
I like to analyze pätsilpar-ñ in a different way: The i-vowel in the root 

                                                 
5 The 2.pl.mid. salat is attested without further context in 575 a 7, so that 

one can have doubts whether we are dealing with an imperative at all; 
however, judging by the general context, one has to consent to Krause’s view 
“kaum Pt.” (WTG, 233). To be sure, an imperative of the 2. plural would be 
backed up by likewise forms in the preceding and following sentence; one 
may even restore to (pä)salat, but not to (p)salat, because there is no trace of a 
(p) above the (sa). 

6 The Pt II made from this root behaves indeed entirely irregularly in both 
languages; see chap. Pt II. 
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of pätsilpar-ñ points strongly to a palatalized environment, i.e., 
pätsilpar-ñ is to be analyzed as a Class II imperative *päts’älpar in the 
first place, and not as a Class I form. Consequently, I suggest that the 
above discussed sk-imperatives of Class IV are innovations of the 
more progressive eastern variety and also of Tocharian A (see below 
on Class IV in detail), whereas pätsilpar-ñ is an archaism of the older 
language. 

37.3. THE s-IMPERATIVE — CLASS III 

The following 19 verbs form an imperative of Class III (16 TB, 11 TA, 8 
TB = TA):  

e$k-/ (AeMts(-) ‘seize’, er-/ Aar- ‘evoke’, au-n-/ Ao-(n-) ‘hit, begin’, Akän- Kaus. 
I ‘fulfill’, käm-/ Akum- ‘come’, käl- ‘bear’, tas-/ Ata(-s)- ‘put’, pärk-/ Apärk- ‘ask’, 
päl- ‘listen closely’, plak- act. ‘agree’, mid. ‘ask for permission’, yam-/ Ayam- 
‘do’, yäp- ‘enter, set’, yärp- ‘take care’, ri-n-/ Ari(-n)- ‘leave’, lä$k- Antigv. ‘let 
dangle’, Awär- ‘smell’, Awäs- ‘put on, don’, wik(- Antigv. ‘avoid’, sai-n-/ Ase- 
‘rely on, support’. 

The following Ipv III forms are attested in Tocharian B: 

2.SG.ACT.: pe$ksa/pe$sa, pauM, kamp, pkel, ptes/ptesä/tes, pyam, pyop; 
2.PL.ACT.: kamtso, ptässo (MQ), pepiltso, pyamtso, pirpso, pla$so-ne, pwikso; 
2.SG.MID.: pe$sar, persar, ptäsar (MQ), plaksar, pyamtsar, printsar/pritsar, 
plyatstsar-me (S, sic), psainar; 2.PL.MID.: pe$ksat, persat, pauntsat, parksat, 
pyamtsat; 2.DU.: pyamttsait (MQ). 

The following Ipv III forms are attested in Tocharian A: 

2.SG.ACT.: pkana-ñi, ptas, pyam/pyama-m; 2.PL.ACT.: pukmäs, pyamäs; 
2.SG.MID.: parsar, (peMtsar,) pätstsar, ppärksar, pyamtsar, pursar, pusar-ñi, 
psesar; 2.PL.MID.: parsac, (pentsac,) posac, pätstsac, ppärksac, pyamtsac, prisac, 
psesac-ñi. 

In Tocharian B, the s-imperative is always correlated with an s-
preterit; in Tocharian A, one form that looks like an Ipv III has a Class 
II preterit beside it (Akän- Kaus. I ‘fulfill’), and one Ipv III has a preterit 
participle made from a Class IV preterit stem beside it (Awär- ‘smell’). 
The ablaut grade of the forms of the s-imperative in Tocharian B 
always corresponds to that of the respective s-preterit, i.e., if the s-
preterit shows inner-paradigmatic ablaut, the s-imperative also does: 
æ-grade in the 2.sg. active, and ä-grade in the 2.pl. active and in the 
middle, cf. from tas- ‘put’ Pt III 3.sg.act. tessa, 3.sg.mid. tässate, beside 
Ipv III 2.sg.act. ptes, 2.pl.act. ptässo, 2.sg.mid. ptäsar. In Tocharian A, 
there is only one ablauting s-imperative attested, which is also made 
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from Ata(-s)- ‘put’: 2.sg.act. TA ptas, 2.sg.mid. pätstsar also showing æ-
grade in the 2.sg. active, but ä-grade in the middle (no 2.pl. active is 
attested); the corresponding s-preterit differs at least in the active: Pt 
3.sg.act. TA casäs, 3.sg.mid. TA tsate. 

The 2.sg. active of the s-imperative in Tocharian B is usually 
endingless: kamp (sic, for *pkam, as per Winter, 1984a, 119 = 2005, 
264), pauM in H add.149 87 a 8 (as per M. Peyrot, p.c.), pkel, ptes/tes, 
pyam, pyop; note disyllabic ptesä in 295 b 3 (metrically backed up, 
attested in pada-final position, MQ text with common archaic ductus) 
that preserves the former ending (*)-ä. However, there are no variants 
attested with mobile -o. There is only one form showing an ending TB 
*-sa, i.e., pe$ksa, which is attested a couple of times. Since this Ipv 
pe$ksa would be both the only 2.sg.act. Ipv III with an s-morpheme 
and the only active form attested from the respective root at all 
(Tocharian A included), it is quite obvious that we are in fact dealing 
with a 2.sg. middle *pe$ksar that was simplified by loss of -r (for a 
possible parallel reduction of -r, see Peters, 2004, 442). In pre-
Tocharian A, however, the 2.sg.act. had an ending *-a to judge by the 
attested forms followed by enclitic pronouns. There is no syncope of 
the ending -a in TA pkana-ñi and TA pyama-m for the reasons given 
by Winter, 1994, 405f. = 2005, 454f.  

In the TB 2. plural active there are only forms attested with what 
looks like a mobile -o. The only exception would be a 2.pl active 
pyopäs ‘let us enter’, but this form cited in the manuals is only based 
on a restoration in 375 b 4 by TochSprR(B): (pyo)päs ostuwane “let us 
(enter) the house”; since there are no parallel 2.pl. active forms in -äs 
made from the s-imperative, I would rather not support that 
restoration. Like the -o in the ending of the 2.pl. active of the a-
imperative, -o in Ipv III is attested in prose passages from texts of all 
provenances as well. However, unlike the 2.pl.act. of the a-imperative, 
that of the s-imperative even only seems to have forms in -o, because 
there is no (certain) attestation without it. In the corresponding s-
preterit there is one attestation without -o (maitas), and one attestation 
with -o (lautso) in the MQ text 431 b 2 in what looks like a prose 
passage as well. Hence, -o seems to have been common in the Pt III as 
well. Of course, there is again no weakening by vowel balance in 
Tocharian A.  

Similarly to the a-imperative, the s-imperative in Proto-Tocharian 
had non-palatalizing PT *æ in the root in the 2.sg. active only, and 
non-palatalizing PT *ä in the 2.pl. active and in the middle. And just 
like in the case of the a-imperative, the active endings of the two 
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languages differ: Tocharian B points to an ending set *-ä, pl. *-äså, 
Tocharian A to *-a, -äsV. 

37.4. THE sk-IMPERATIVE — CLASS IV 

The following twelve verbs form an sk-imperative (10 TB, 2 TA): 

au-n- Kaus. IV ‘cause to begin’, Aen- ‘punish’, katk- Kaus. I ‘make glad’, kätk(- 
Kaus. IV ‘let pass’, klautk(- Kaus. I ‘make turn’, plant(- Kaus. I ‘make glad’, 
mäsk- ‘(ex)change’, läk(- Kaus. IV ‘make see, show’, Aläm(- Kaus. I ‘set’, stina-
sk- Kaus. I ‘make silent’, tsarw(- Kaus. I ‘comfort’, tsälp(- Kaus. I ‘redeem, 
free’. 

The following Ipv IV forms are attested in Tocharian B: 

2.SG.ACT.: —; 2.PL.ACT.: plakäskes; 2.SG.MID.: ponä11ar, kätkä11ar (sic), 
planta1ar-me (sic), maskä11ar, pstina11ar, tsalpä11ar-me; 2.PL.MID.: pkatkä11at, 
päklautkä11at, ptsarwa11at-ne (sic). 

The following Ipv IV forms are attested in Tocharian A: 

2.SG.ACT.: —; 2.PL.ACT.: —; 2.SG.MID.: peM1ar, pälma1ar; 2.PL.MID.: —. 

One would expect that the sk-imperative is correlated with a 
respective 11a-preterit of Class IV, which, in turn, is correlated with an 
sk-present/subjunctive. However, in Tocharian B imperatives of Class 
IV often have a preterit of Class II beside them, which is not 
problematic from a functional point of view, because both Class II and 
Class IV preterits serve as productive preterit stems of the 
kausativum. The absolute figures are not too high, however. 
Correlation of Ipv IV with Pt IV is found with three roots: katk- Kaus. 
I ‘make glad’ Pt IV in PPt kakatkä11u, Ipv IV 2.sg.mid. pkatkä11at; 
läk(- Kaus. IV ‘make see, show’ Pt IV 3.sg.act. lakä11a-me, Ipv IV 
2.pl.act. plakäskes; tsarw(- Kaus. I ‘comfort, console’ Pt IV 3.sg.mid. 
tsarwä11ate, Ipv IV 2.pl.mid. ptsarwa11at-ne; on the other hand, 
correlation of Ipv IV with Pt II is likewise found with three roots: 
kätk(- Kaus. IV ‘let pass, cross’ Pt II 2.sg.act. satkasta, Ipv IV 2.sg.mid. 
kätkä11ar (sic); mäsk- ‘(ex)change’ Pt II 3.sg.act. myaska, Ipv IV 
2.pl.mid. maskä11ar; tsälp(- Kaus. I ‘redeem, free’ Pt II 3.sg.act. 
tsyalpate, Ipv IV 2.sg.mid. tsalpä11ar-me. The only TA Ipv IV beside 
which a preterit stem is attested at all is Aläm(- Kaus. I ‘set, let sit’ (Ipv 
IV 2.pl.mid. pälma1ar), which shows a Pt II 3.sg.act. TA lyalyma-M. In 
Tocharian B, all Class IV imperatives standing beside a Class II 
preterit are further confined to texts of eastern provenance: kätkä11ar 
in 296 b 4 (D), maskä11ar in 417 b 3 (M), and tsalpä11ar-me in 108 a 9 
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(S). This cannot be a coincidence, the more since for tsälp(- there is 
also a Class II imperative variant attested in an older MQ text. The fact 
that also the sole TA example shows correlation between Pt II and Ipv 
IV also fits the general picture that the eastern variety of Tocharian B 
and Tocharian A have a couple of common features that seem to have 
developed in close contact with each other (see Malzahn, 2007a, 
289ff.). It may also be no chance that the pairing of Pt II and Ipv IV 
involves precisely two roots that have a secondarily palatalized root 
initial my- and tsy- in the Class II preterit in Tocharian B. Since except 
in the 2.sg. active the imperative forms of Class II differed from that of 
Class I merely with respect to root-initial palatalization, the speakers 
of the eastern variety of Tocharian B and of Tocharian A may have felt 
the need to mark the imperative of the kausativum more strongly, and 
this may also have been the reason for the middle inflection of 
kätkä11ar, maskä11ar, and tsalpä11ar-me. As for the rest of the middle 
imperatives of Class IV — which somewhat surprisingly prevail in 
this class —, the Class IV preterit of tsarw(- Kaus. I is medium 
tantum, so we would not expect an active imperative at all; beside the 
active Pt IV of läk(- Kaus. IV there is exactly the one single active Ipv 
IV 2.pl. plakäskes attested. The other attestations of imperative 
middles from Class IV do not have finite preterit forms beside them. 

The 2.pl. active plakäskes now attested in PK AS 17D a 5 (and 
consequently not yet listed in the manuals) is very important for the 
background of the class, because it shows the ending -es of the e-
imperative, and, what is more, the non-palatalized sk-suffix 
allomorph, whereas the corresponding preterit of Class IV never 
shows the non-palatalized sk-suffix allomorph. See the diachronic 
discussion below in 37.8. 

37.5. THE ññ-IMPERATIVE — CLASS V 

The following four verbs form a ññ-imperative (3 TB, 2 TA, 1 TB = 
TA): 
Aaks- ‘announce’, arc(-äññ)- ‘should’, tä$kwä-ññ- ‘love’, we-ñ-/ Awe-ñ- ‘say’. 

The following Ipv V forms are attested in Tocharian B: 

2.SG.ACT.: poñ (MQ, Š), poñä (MQ),7 ptä$wäññe (MQ); 2.PL.ACT.: poñes 
(S)/pontso (Š); 2.SG.MID.: porcaññar; 2.PL.MID.: —. 

                                                 
7 Attested in pada-final position in the MQ-character text IOL Toch 80 a 5 

(archaic ductus). 
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The following Ipv V forms are attested in Tocharian A: 

2.SG.ACT.: peM, pak1iñ/pak1iñña-ñi; 2.PL.ACT.: penäs; 2.SG.MID.: —; 2.PL.MID.:—. 

Quite expectedly, it is Class V preterits (and Class XII presents and 
subjunctives) that go together with these imperatives. The root ABwe-
ñ- ‘say’ belongs here as well, because one evidently has to set up a PT 
subjunctive < present stem *wæññ-; see chap. Sub VII 22.2.3.1. 

It is remarkable that the ten attested forms show many variants 
with respect to the endings. We have endingless poñ beside an ending 
-ññe in the 2.sg.act. ptä$wäññe, and poñes beside pontso in the 2.pl. 
active, poñes being attested once in an eastern text, pontso once in a 
central text, which tallies with the fact that also in the bare e-
imperative ending -so shows up in MQ and central texts and -es 
precisely in eastern ones. Word-final (*)-a(-) in the TA 2.sg.act. is 
certainly an innovation: see the diachronic discussion below. For the 
phonological development 2.sg. poñ < *pä-wæññ°, see Þórhallsdóttir, 
1988, 201; Ringe, 1989a, 38; 1996, 155, § 64 with ref. The 2.sg.act. TA 
peM shows *-Vññ- > *-Vyññ- typical of Tocharian A, and the expected 
degemination and depalatization of word-final *-ññ (see, e.g., 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 106 and 111); the resulting stem allomorph pen- 
with non-palatalized nasal has been analogically introduced into the 
2.pl.act. TA penäs; see Winter, 1977, 154, = 1984, 199 = 2005, 191 (*äwæ 
obviously leading to o in Tocharian A as well; see Ringe, 1989a, 44, fn. 
19). The 2.sg.act. TA pak1iñ from Aaks- (attested in A 54 b 5 before a 
word beginning with g-) shows analogical introduction of the palatal 
-ñ-, no doubt because the imperative of this root was used quite 
frequently, and is indeed actually more often attested with enclitic 
pronoun, hence with -ññ- in non-final context (now also attested in 
THT 1143 a 4). 

37.6. THE e-IMPERATIVE — CLASS VI 

The following four TB verbs form a bare e-imperative: aks- 
‘announce’, täl(- ‘carry, bear’, plä$k(- Antigv. ‘sell’, yärp- ‘take care’; 
furthermore, there are also the suppletive imperative forms of ai- 
‘give’ ending in -e and -es, respectively, and some forms in -e and -es 
already mentioned among the Class IV and V imperatives (plakäskes, 
ptä$wäññe, poñes). Here probably also belongs: saw- ‘live’ (see s.v. 
saw- ‘live’).  
The following forms are actually attested: 
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2.SG.ACT.: pete, pokse (M, Š), ptälle-ñ (MQ), peplya$ke, pirpe (MQ); psay(e); 
2.PL.ACT.: petes (S)/petso (Š),8 pokses (S); psaiso (Š); 2.SG.MID.: —; 2.PL.MID.: —. 

The e-imperative is only attested in Tocharian B (a final PT *-æ is, of 
course, lost in TA in absolute final context, but could have been 
preserved with enclitic pronouns), but it can hardly be an inner-TB 
innovation: see the diachronic discussion below. TA pa1, the TA 
equivalent of TB pete ‘give!’, is highly irregular as well (see Hackstein, 
2001, 30f.), and both forms are opaque from a synchronic point of 
view.9 The equivalent of pokse ‘say!’ in Tocharian A is a more complex 
Ipv V TA pak1iñ; TA equivalents of the other three forms are not 
attested at all. Beside pirpe there exists also the 2.pl.act. pirpso, but 
this looks like the expected form of the Ipv III made to the Pt III 
yerpsa. The 2.pl. ending -es is mostly found in texts of eastern 
provenance (petes, pokses, and also poñes), the ending -so is confined 
to Šorcuq (pontso, petso), at least as far as Classes VI and V are 
concerned; in contrast, plakäskes attested in PK AS 17D a 5 is most 
likely not an eastern form.10 The 2.sg.act. ending -e, on the other hand, 
is not restricted to a special variety of Tocharian B at all. 

Hackstein, 2001, 17ff. has cogently derived pete from PIE *do, i.e., 
*do@ ‘give!’ with loss of laryngeal in absolute final position and hence 
*-o > -e.11 Instead of the analogy Hackstein invoked in order to explain 
the -t- (instead of -ts-), Peters, 2004, 431, fn. 12 proposes a (pre-PT) 
gemination of the root initial, which is indeed often attested in 
Tocharian imperative forms after the particle,12 thereby getting *po-
ddo, which may have resulted in *pætæ. 

As for the other imperatives showing an ending 2.sg.act. -e, 
2.pl.act. -es, Hackstein toys with the idea of an analogical transfer 

                                                 
8 Couvreur, 1954, 80 doubts the reading [p](e)[tso] in 25 b 2, but see 

2TochSprR, 187 and Hackstein, 2001, 21, fn. 12. The original manuscript is lost, 
but one can generally trust Siegling’s readings.   

9 Crosslinguistically, imperatives with the meaning ‘give’ rank indeed 
among the most frequent suppletive imperatives (see Veselinova, 2006, 139). 

10 Almost all texts from the Pelliot collection came from the Kuca region; 
see Pinault, 2007, 170f.  

11 As for Ipv PIE *do@ > *dO by a lautgesetzlich loss of final laryngeal in 
pausa position; see already Bammesberger, 1992, 44, fn. 11. For similar Greek 
imperative forms, see also Malzahn, 2000, 208, fn. 11. 

12 Cf. pokkaka ‘call!’, päccauk ‘hide!’, päccapa ‘proclaim!’, pättasat ‘put!’, 
pärrittar ‘persist!’. The same phenomenon is also found in the reduplicated 
preterit participle, in compounds, and in sentence sandhi, e.g., after TA/TB ma 
‘not’; see chap. Sound Laws 1.8. 
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from pete, petes, but, nevertheless, admits himself that there seems to 
be no motivation traceable for such a transfer. 

Further, it has to be pointed out that apart from the ending -e(-) all 
these imperatives in question also show an irregular stem formation. 
While from a synchronic point of view the stem of the imperative 
generally matches somehow a preterit stem of the respective root 
either attested or predictable, these imperative stems do not relate to a 
preterit but to a subjunctive stem: 

ptälle-ñ with -ll- < *-ln- is clearly related to the present and 
subjunctive stem *tälna- (there is no certain preterit form attested, but 
a preterit stem with -ll- could only have been based on this na-
present/subjunctive itself);  

pokse with non-palatalized stem final -s- clearly differs from the 
preterit stem with persistent -1- (not †pok1a, or at least †pok1e), and 
hence matches the variant of the thematic subjunctive stem with -s-, 
i.e., akse-. While the basic meaning of the root aks- is ‘announce, 
proclaim’, the imperative can be used as a synonym to semantically 
unmarked poñ ‘say!’. 

From the antigrundverb of plä$k(- ‘sell’ one would expect an s-
imperative †ple$k instead of peplya$ke; the form is even irregular 
with respect to the fact that in Tocharian B roots beginning with p- do 
not show a surfacing trace of the imperative particle, but there is 
another form from a root with initial p°, Ipv III 2.pl.act. pepiltso ‘listen’ 
(Š), which has also pe-. The stem of peplya$ke also matches a thematic 
subjunctive stem.  

To be brief, the other e-imperatives cannot have been formed on 
the model of the one Ipv pete(s) which has an -e(-) that can be easily 
accounted for, and it is also highly implausible that they were simply 
somehow influenced by this pete(s), since there is no other semantic 
or formal relationship between pete(s) and the rest of the e-
imperatives. 

37.7. THE IRREGULAR IMPERATIVES — CLASS VII 

The imperatives of i-/Ai- ‘go’ and klyaus-/Aklyos- ‘hear, listen’ are 
irregular formations from a synchronic point of view, as is the 
synchronically opaque Ipv 2.sg.act. TA pa1 ‘give!’, 2.pl.act. pac, while 
the Ipv from lä-n-t-/Alä-n-t- ‘go out’ matches perfectly the thematic 
preterit of Class VI, TB lac, TA läc, which is, however, an irregular 
formation itself. 
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The following forms are attested in Tocharian B: 

2.SG.ACT.: pa1, päklyau1/ päklyau1ä/ pklyau1; 2.PL.ACT.: pciso/ cisso, 
päklyau1so/ pklyausso,13 platstso; 2.SG.MID.: —; 2.PL.MID.: —. 

The following forms are attested in Tocharian A: 

2.SG.ACT.: pi1, pläc, päklyo1, pa1; 2.PL.ACT.: pic/ picäkk/ pis/ picäs, pälcäs, 
päklyo1äs/ päklyossu, pac; 2.SG.MID.: —; 2.PL.MID.: —; 2.DU.: pines. 

37.7.1.  The imperative of ABi- ‘go’ 

Most scholars agree that the irregular Tocharian imperative of i-/ Ai- 
‘go’ directly continues the PIE present imperative of *Çhey ‘go’. There 
are some problems, however. On the one hand, there is some debate 
on how to explain the -1 in the 2.sg. pa1/ TA pi1, while the -c(-) to be 
seen in the 2.pl. is generally agreed to be a lautgesetzlich reflex of PIE 
2.pl. *-te: 2.pl. pciso, cisso/ TA pic < PT *pä-yäcä < PIE *hi-té; the 
variant TA picäs shows secondary adding of the 2.pl.act. ending TA 
-äs, TB 2.pl. pciso, cisso show respective behavior, cf. Pinault, 2005, 
507. As for the 2.sg., Jasanoff, 1987, 106ff. assumed that word-final PIE 
*-ti/*-dí could turn into PT *-1ä, hence 2.sg. pa1/ TA pi1 could be 
derived from PIE *hi-dí via PT *pä-yä1ä; quite similarly, on the 2.sg. 
-1 Klingenschmitt, 1987, 188 = 2005, 266, fn. 64. Pinault, 2005, 514, and 
2006a, 270f. objects to sound law *-dí > *-1ä and works with a 
“palatalisation progressive” *-eT# e -1#; it is merely the phonological 
details assumed by the two scholars that differ quite a lot. 

On the other hand, Tocharian B does not have †pì-, the expected 
outcome of PT *päyä-, but *pä- instead. Possibly in pre-Tocharian B, 
*päyä1ä, *päyäcäså underwent irregular metathesis, thereby turning 
into *pä1äyä, *päcäyäså, which would also explain the -ì- met in pciso, 
cisso. 

The 2.pl.act. platstso, 2.sg.act. TA pläc, and 2.pl.act. TA pälcäs from 
ABlä-n-t- ‘go out’ stand beside a thematic preterit, while the 2.pl.act. 
Ipv platstso corresponds to the 2.pl.act. Pt latso, whereas the TA 
preterit seems to have generalized the palatalized stem variant in the 
whole preterit stem. 

                                                 
13 Sieg/Siegling (and hence WTG, 9) list a 2.pl.act. variant päklyau1äs in 

the glossary to TochSprR(B), 118, but since this form cannot be found 
anywhere in the available texts, I hesitate to take it for granted. A päklyau1äs 
would be the only 2.pl. active imperative with the ending *-äsä showing up as 
-äs instead of -so in Tocharian B.  
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37.7.2.  The imperative of klyaus-/Aklyos- ‘hear, listen’ 

Jasanoff, 1987, 95ff. argues that it is difficult to regard 2.sg.act. 
päklyau1 ‘listen!’ as an inner-Tocharian creation, because even if one 
assumed a “subsequent truncation of *(pä)klyau1a to *(pä)klyau1” on 
the basis of the corresponding palatalized a-preterit stem klyau1a-, the 
former existence of an imperative active *(pä)klyau1a is highly 
unlikely because there are no 2.sg. active forms in -a attested to 
imperatives based on secondary preterit stems. All such imperatives 
are, in fact, middle forms.14 This view can further be supported by the 
fact that there is now a 2.pl. imperative active form actually attested 
made from a root with a secondary 11a-preterit, namely plakäskes, 
and this indeed shows the e- and not the a-inflection. What is more, 
plakäskes has the non-palatalized suffix allomorph. Consequently, 
even if one wants to work with loss of a former ending -e in päklyau1 
(which is as likely as the loss of an -a, because both processes would 
be irregular in any case), the more serious objection to such a preform 
is that there are indeed no imperative active forms attested beside 
preterit stems in -11- or beside a-preterits with palatalized root final 
like päklyau1. And even if one wants to assume a 2.sg.act. päklyau1 
being a very recent creation based on the synchronic a-preterit 
klyau1a- with loss of a final ending, this is definitely impossible for 
the 2.pl.act. päklyau1so showing *-äs- instead of the productive 
2.pl.act. ending -as(o) of the a-imperative. This *-äs- could further not 
be explained as simply having the same ending *-äs- as the one in the 
a-preterit, because there *-äsV has to be explained as a pre-TA 
innovation itself. Accordingly, the paradigm päklyau1, päklyau1so is 
most certainly a relic requiring a special diachronic explanation. As 
for the possible preform of päklyau1, Jasanoff, 1987, 97ff. objects to the 
traditional derivation from a PIE thematic present imperative *klewse, 
and concludes that päklyau1 can be a direct cognate of Ved. sró1i by 

                                                 
14 The middle imperatives from such roots devoid of A-character with 

palatalized a-preterits such as pa11at from pask-, or TA pwle1ar from Awles- 
certainly have secondarily taken over the palatalization from the middle 
preterit, because as- ‘carry’, which forms a thematic subjunctive but has a 
suppletive preterit stem, has a non-palatalized middle 2.pl. Ipv pasat. There is 
also another explanation for the form available. Its singular stem should show 
e-inflection, i.e., we would expect †pase instead of pasa (as in pokse) or †pa1 
(as if from *pas’ä). Being a root with final -s, the imperative may also have 
been taken as an s-imperative, and the 2.sg.act. could consequently be 
explained like 2.sg. “active” Ipv III pe$ksa; see above. 
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likewise continuing a PIE si-imperative *kléwsi (similarly Normier, 
1980, 258, fn. 26 but without detailed discussion), because Jasanoff 
further shows that the si-imperative has indeed to be set up already 
for PIE (but differently on the Anatolian comparanda, Oettinger, 2007, 
561ff.). While Rix, 1990, 43f. objects to the PIE age of a si-imperative 
*kléwsi, and rather supports the old explanation from “präsentischen 
— besser: desiderativen — Ipf. *klew-se”, it has to be pointed out for 
Tocharian that the imperative of päklyau1 is an inherited, 
synchronically opaque form.15 

The TA ending variant 2.pl.act. -su attested once in TA päklyossu 
is generally derived from PIE *-swe (see, e.g., TEB I, § 463,4, 259), but 
see now the objections by Pinault, 2005, 515ff., who rather connects TA 
päklyossu with the 2.pl. TB variant pklyausso attested in a prose text 
from Sängim, i.e., written in the eastern variety of Tocharian B. Both 
forms show assimilation of *-1s- to -ss-, and as for the final TA -u 
reminiscent of TB -so, Pinault aptly refers to TA -u vs. TB -o met again 
in TA nu ‘now’ vs. TB no ‘id.’. 

37.8. DIACHRONIC TREATMENT 

TEB I, 235, § 424 states: “Der toch. Imperativ geht in der 
Stammbildung meist mit dem Präteritum, seltener mit dem 
Konjunktiv zusammen”. This is certainly true from a synchronic point 
of view: it is simply a fact that the stem formation of both categories 
usually is the same, and that further the imperative endings of the 2. 
plural active and of the 2. persons of the middle are also the same as 
those in the preterit. Diachronically, however, the imperative stem 
was rather correlated with what came to be the subjunctive stem, as 
already pointed out by Adams, 1978, 281, and 284, fn. 29 and recently 
by Pinault, 2008, 606f. This is still clear from the fact that all ablauting 
Class I and Class III imperatives show exactly the same ablaut and 
stem formation as the corresponding subjunctive stems in both 
languages,16 i.e., æ/ä-ablaut, cf., e.g., the forms from ABkärs(- ‘know’, 

                                                 
15 In any case, since PIE *-ew- does not lead to TB -au-, the root vocalism 

has at least either to be analogical, or one has to set up an e-grade *klews° for 
the preform of the imperative as well. Such a preform *klewse is, e.g., assumed 
by Adams, 1988a, 61. 

16 There is no ablauting athematic subjunctive stem of Class I attested in 
TA, but this is just due to the fact that this stem formation was generally 
replaced by the ñ-subjunctive of Class VII. 
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pärk- ‘ask’, and käl- ‘bear’. Other roots show no ablaut at all in the 
preterit, but the same æ/ä-ablaut in both the subjunctive and the 
imperative, e.g., pälka- ‘see’, pälska- ‘consider’, lua- ‘send’. Cf. the 
following pattern: 

Sub V 3.sg.act. karsaM, 3.pl.act. *karsaM, 3.sg.mid. karsatär; 
Pt I 3.sg.act. sarsa, 3.pl.act. särsare, 3.sg.mid. kärsate; 
Ipv I 2.sg.act. pkarsa, 2.pl.act. pkarsas/pkarsaso. 

TA Sub V 3.sg.act. krasa1, 3.pl.act. kärseñc, 3.sg.mid. kärsatär; 
TA Pt I 3.sg.act. särs, 3.pl.act. krasar (?), 3.sg.mid. kärsat; 
Ipv I 2.sg.act. päkras, 2.pl.act. pkärsäs. 

Sub I 3.sg.act. prekäM, 3.pl.act. parkäM, 3.sg.mid. *parktär; 
Pt III 3.sg.act. preksa, 3.pl. prekar, 3.pl.mid. parksante; 
Ipv III 2.sg.act. *prek, 2.pl.mid. parksat. 

Sub I 1.sg.act. kelu, 3.pl.act. *kaläM, 3.sg.mid. *kaltär; 
Pt III 3.sg.act. keltsa, 1.sg.mid. käl1amai; 
Ipv III 2.sg.act. pkel, 2.pl.act. *pkaltso. 

Sub V 3.sg.act. palkaM, 1.pl.act. palkam; 
Pt I 3.sg.act. palyka, 3.pl.act. pälykare, 3.sg.mid. pälkate; 
Ipv I 3.sg.act. palka, 2.pl.act. palkas, 2.pl.mid. palkar. 

Since in my view all Tocharian subjunctive forms go back to former 
(pre-)PT (but certainly not PIE) present forms, I would then even like 
to state that seemingly almost all of the Tocharian imperatives started 
out as present imperatives. This becomes clear from: 

(1) the e-imperatives (except pete(s)) in general; 
(2) the 2.sg.act. imperatives of Class I that have PT *æ as a root 

vowel, and thereby go together with the respective Class V 
subjunctives rather than with the respective Class I preterit forms; 

(3) the TA 2.sg.act. imperative form TA ptas of Class III, which also 
has a non-palatalizing PT *æ as a root vowel, and therefore is closer to 
what might have been a TA equivalent of the TB Class I subjunctives 
that have *æ/ä apophony, than to the active paradigm of the TA Class 
III preterit of the respective root, which shows cas-, and therefore a 
palatalizing PT *æ as root vowel; 

(4) the form psainar, which lacks the -s- typical of all the middle 
forms of Class III preterits, and belongs to a former nasal infix present; 

(5) 2.sg.act. psay and 2.pl.act. psaiso, from the PIE > Very Early 
pre-PT present stem *qyo@-w-e/o-; 

(6) the 2.sg.mid. imperative ending TB -ar, TA -ar, which is 
reminiscent of the present middle endings in TB -tar, TA -tar (as per 
Pinault, 1989, 162), and not of any preterit middle ending. 
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Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that synchronically, at least the 
members of the imperative classes II and III were rather associated 
with the respective preterit Classes II and III, witness forms such as 
TB päccauk, salat (from Class II), and all the middle imperative forms 
of Class III that have a morpheme (*)-sa-, which is otherwise only 
typical of Class III preterits, and must undoubtedly have been taken 
over from there. 

The main reason for this association may have been that probably 
already in (pre-)PT times all regular present imperatives used the 
(pre-)PT regular preterital endings in the 2.pl. forms rather than the 
(pre-)PT regular present endings, that is to say, shared in the 2.pl. 
forms the endings with the preterits rather than with the presents. 
Such a (pre-)PT state of affairs is at least to be expected from a PIE 
point of view, because in PIE, quite obviously, the injunctive forms 
with the secondary = preterital endings were used as, or instead of, 
2.pl. imperative forms. 

A special comment is called for by the 2.pl. active ending(s) of the 
imperatives and preterits. To judge from the variant -so that is 
constantly met in all 2.pl.act. forms of TB Class III imperatives, and 
TA -su in TA päklyossu, the pre-PT ending has been *-sas, i.e., most 
probably an ending PIE *-sHa reminiscent of both the 2.sg. 
middle/perfect ending *-tHa and the 2.pl. active primary ending 
*-tHa, to which an *-s had been added that most probably had been 
taken over analogically from the 1.pl. ending *-mes. 

Now, whenever PT *-sas was attached to a stem ending in PT *-a-, 
the result would have been a sequence *-asas, which would have run 
the risk of undergoing haplology. Therefore, it is quite feasible to 
assume that PT *-asas (or already pre-PT *-asas) underwent 
dissimilation into PT *-asäs (pre-PT *-asäs). On the other hand, PT 
*-sas (pre-PT *-sas) was most likely preserved after any other vowel at 
least in the PT period. 

As for Tocharian B, it seems that in the historical period there was 
finally a tendency to generalize the variant -so in the imperatives 
(witness the existence of Class I imperatives in -so even in prose texts), 
and to generalize *-sä in the preterit forms (witness the one Class III 
preterit form maitas). A similar tendency may have arisen already in 
that prehistorical ancestor variant of (pre-)Tocharian A which still had 
preserved word-final vowels; but then by a “materialistic” kind of 
morphological/analogical change, instead of the ending variant (*)-su 
(from pre-PT *-sas) rather the whole complex *-äsu may have been 
generalized, given the fact that (*)-su originally would have occurred 
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not after (*)-a-, but only after *-ä-.17 That way we can explain the 
regular use of TA -äs not only in all the respective Class III, but also 
even in all respective Class I imperative forms.18 

To sum up, in my opinion, the Class I a-imperatives basically 
continue ablauting athematic formations from roots with A-character 
(= a-subjunctives typically accompanied by an a-preterit), the Class III 
s-imperatives continue ablauting athematic formations without A-
character (= Class I subjunctives usually accompanied by an s-
preterit), while the e-imperative is a relic class of formations without 
root ablaut, namely thematic stems and in one case a non-ablauting 
seemingly athematic na-stem. The kausativum imperative of Class IV 
was likewise originally rather correlated with the sk-subjunctive stem 
than with the persistently palatalized 11a-preterit stem, which is the 
reason why the 2.pl. active of Class IV ends in non-palatalized °skes 
(just like the e-imperative pokses). For the Class II imperatives, I 
follow basically Hilmarsson, 1991, 49ff. As for the e-imperatives based 
on thematic stems without palatalized stem final, one could at first 
glance toy with the idea that the ending -e added to the non-
palatalized stem goes back to the æ-variant of the thematic vowel (< 
pre-PT *-o), as per Watkins, 1969, 208; however, this would not explain 
why we are also facing -e with athematic tälla- and tällä-, and we find 
otherwise only the e- and not the o-allomorph of the thematic vowel 
in 2. person imperative forms from PIE thematic stems. Accordingly, 
the e-imperatives seem to remain a puzzle, at least if one does not 
want to adopt the solution by Peters, 2006, 330, fn. 2, who proposed 
that -e goes back to a contamination of the two imperative endings *-a 
+ *ä resulting in -e by sound law.  

                                                 
17 As for the preservation of (*)-su in TA päklyossu, evidently we have to 

start from a proto-form that bore irregularly two different word accents, 
compare German h´ör´et and h´ört, h´ört. 

18 As for the TA 2.sg.act. forms of Class I imperatives, it is very likely that 
they ended in PT *-a, which is even met in the TA 2.sg.act. forms of the Class 
III imperatives; the absence of PT *-a- in the TA 2.sg.act. Class I imperative 
from the root/stem tak(a)- is due to the fact that in TA, forms of the verbum 
substantivum tend to undergo irregular phonological reduction in general. 



 



INDEX OF TOCHARIAN VERBAL FORMS 

This index contains only verbal roots. Its main purpose is the 
presentation of the stem pattern of a root. The presentation of a 
lemma has two parts: first all actually attested forms, followed by a 
discussion part.  
 As a rule, I use the simplified transcription in both the presentation 
of the averbo and usually also in the discussion part, but with the 
following exceptions: I always give a transliteration (even for single 
word forms) in the discussion part whenever the form or the passage 
has not been edited yet. As for the ending variants of the 3.sg./pl.mid., 
1.pl.mid., and 1.pl.mid., I use -(°)är as the default form in the 
presentation of the averbo, regardless of the actual writing. Generally, 
I do not mark damaged or restored ak1aras in the presentation of the 
stem pattern, but problematic cases are addressed in the discussion 
part that follows. I usually refer to the provenance of the text of an 
attestation only when the form is problematic or otherwise interesting, 
e.g., with respect to the accent (e.g., with respect to MQ forms). 
 The order of verbal forms within subparadigms is 1.sg., 2.sg., 3.sg.; 
1.pl., 2.pl., 3.pl. (possibly followed by dual forms), active| middle; if a 
person is not attested, this is indicated by a small hyphen -; if the 
whole singular or plural paradigm is unattested, I use a long dash — 
(following in this respect the model of Adams, DoT). A vertical stroke 
| divides active and middle paradigms, and nominative and oblique 
PPt forms; a slash / divides variants attested for one and the same 
form. The subparadigms are listed as follows: present/imperfect; 
subjunctive/optative; preterit; past participle; imperative. 
 A double class marking like “I/II” means the class is ambiguous; 
assignments such as “I + III” indicate mixed paradigms of both stem 
classes.  
 Apart from the finite verbal forms, I list the gerundives I and II, the 
respective abstracts and the privative; as for other nominal 
derivatives, I only discuss them if they are diagnostic for the root or 
verbal stem in question. 
 Textual attestations are only included if they are not yet cited in 
the verbal index of WTG, TG, or Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 269ff. Text 
passages quoted in these reference works are only discussed if my 
interpretation differs from the one given in these handbooks. Since the 
main purpose of this index is the morphological representation of the 
verbal roots, I only cite additional attestations of already known 
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verbal forms found in yet unpublished texts when they are relevant 
for phonological or morphological reasons.  
 The alphabetical order of the lemmata follows the TB roots. 
Corresponding TA roots are given directly under the respective TB 
root, in order to give an easy overview of the whole averbo. For the 
abbreviations see the introductory chapter. The alphabetical order is: 
 
a – a – ä – ì – Ü – e – ai – o – au – k – $ – c – ñ – t – n/M – p – m – y – r – 

l – ly – v – w – s – 1 – s – ts. 
 
There is no special lemma for the 3.sg. me11äM ‘he wrestles’ that 
according to Schmidt, 2001b, 80 is attested in a graffito in the so-called 
‘Treppenhöhle’ in Qizil, and for isolated miretär-ne (IOL Toch 201 b 6 
as read by Peyrot, 2007, s.v.) mla$käM (351 frg. 2) and särkate • in 
THT 1181 b 2 (apparently an MQ text), which are most likely verbal 
forms, because they are found in sentence-final position. For TA 
[at](aträ) from Aat- ‘be patient’ (= Skt. k1am-), see Carling, DThTA, s.v. 
at-. 
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A 
 

añmaññ- ‘wish’ e añm-äññ- ‘id.’ 
 
Aar- ‘evoke’ e er- ‘id.’ 
 
Aar- ‘cease’ e ar(- ‘id.’ 
 
Aart- ‘be pleased with’ e art(t)(- ‘id.’ 
 
Aar1a1-iññ- ‘passen (von Kleidung)’, ‘fit (of clothes)’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs XII (m) -,-, ar1a1intär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Hapax in YQ 25 a 4; the meaning is assured by an Old Turkish parallel 
version. ETYM. According to Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 170, fn. 3, this is a 
deadjectival stem, the “underlying noun arä1*” possibly being a cognate of TB 
ersna ‘shape’. 
 
anask- ‘breathe’ e an(-sk- ‘id.’ 
 
alask- ‘be sick’ e ala-sk- ‘id.’ 
 
Aas- ‘dry’ e as(- ‘id.’ 
 
 

Â 
 

ak- ‘führen’, ‘lead, guide, drive’ (tr) (x/-/-) 
Prs II (x) -,-, asäM;-,-, akeM| -,-, astär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part aseñca 
 m-Part akemane 
 Ger I asalle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
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PPt —  
Ipv — 

The root provides the suppletive present stem to waya- ‘lead’. The 1.pl. form 
akem listed in TEB I, 198, § 355,1 is probably only reconstructed. The 3.sg.mid. 
Prs (in passive function) astär is attested in PK NS 230 b 1 (Pinault, 1994, 
108f.). Pace WTG, 219, akoyt in SI P/2 = Pe 1 b 5 is no Imp of this root; see 
Couvreur, 1954, 84 and Pinault, 2008, 295. 
= Aak- ‘führen’, ‘lead, guide, drive’ (tr) (x/-/-)  

Prs II (x) —;-,-, akeñc| -,-, astär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part asant 
 m-Part akmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The root provides the suppletive present stem to Awa- ‘lead’. The 1.pl. TA 
akamäs listed in TEB I, 198, § 355,1 is most likely only reconstructed.  
SEM. There is no noticeable semantic difference between the active and middle 
forms, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 384f. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇHeg (or maybe 
*Çhag) ‘treiben’ (2LIV, 255f.); Adams, DoT, 36f.  
 
akl- ‘lernen’, ‘learn’ (tr) (-/m/m) 

Prs IXa — Imp — 
 nt-Part akla11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I akal1älle/akal1le ‘pupil’ Abstr I — 
Sub IV (m) -,-, aklyitär;— Opt —;-,-, aklyiyentär 

Ger II — Abstr II aklyilñe Priv — 
Inf aklyitsi 

Pt VII (m) aklyiyamai/aklyamai, aklyyatai, aklyyate;— 
PPt aklu| in aklorsa (MQ) 
Ipv — 

The nt-Part akla11eñca in 197 a 6 belongs to the grundverb, as per Winter, 
1961, 94 = 1984, 166 = 2005, 33. The preterit class is certainly Pt VII (pace the 
manuals), which is indeed the expected one beside a Sub IV. The 1.sg. Pt 
variant aklyiyamai is attested in Or. 15010/5 a 2 (see Tamai, 2009, 664; pace 
Tamai, the form is, of course, Pt not Opt). The 3.sg.mid. aklyitär is Sub in 328 b 
5 and H add.149 86 a 2; I cannot find a respective Opt aklyitär (as listed in 
TochSprR(B), glossary, 88). 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘lehren’, ‘teach’ (tr) (x/-/-) 

Prs IXb (x) -,-, aklä11äM;—| -,-, aklästär-ne;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I aklä11älle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

Ger I aklä11älle is attested in PK AS 7F (= K 6) a 5. 
= Aakl- act. ‘lehren’, ‘teach’, mid. ‘lernen’, ‘learn’ (tr) (x/-/-)  

Prs VIII (x) -,-, aklä1;-,-, akälseñc|—;-,-, akälsantär Imp —  
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I akäl1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf aklässi 
Sub IV — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II aklyuneya 
Pt III in 
PPt aklu 
Ipv — 

SEM. Whereas in TB ‘learn’ and ‘teach’ are denoted by grundverb and 
kausativum respectively, TA only has the morphological equivalent of the TB 
kausativum, the active forms of which have the basic meaning ‘teach’ like in 
TB, and the middle of which has the meaning of the TB grundverb, cf. 
Schmidt, 1974, 356ff. The infinitive in YQ 29 a 7 means ‘to teach’, whereas the 
infinitive in A 338 a 3 more likely means ‘to learn’, and the Abstract II has the 
meaning ‘teaching, doctrine’. ETYM. According to Winter, 1990, 376f. = 2005, 
398f., the verb is based on a noun “*ak0l”  derived from “PIE *ag- ‘say’”; aklyi- 
is said by Winter to derive from a denominative formation “with a suffix 
reflecting PIE *-ye-/-yo-”, but if that was the case, one would have expected 
either *akaly- or *akly- throughout the whole TB paradigm. Schmidt, 1992, 
112; 1997c, 545 and also Hilmarsson, 1996, 8ff. connected the verb with PIE 
*Çklew (“*o-klu- ‘listen to’”); this etymology would enable us to derive PT 
*aklä- met in the Prs IX and in the PPt from pre-PT *o-klu-, and pre-TB 
*akl’äy(ä)- met in the TB Sub IV and Pt VII from ablauting pre-PT *o-
klew-e(/o)-; only the verbal abstracts akalye and TA aklye would have to be 
rather recently (i.e., in PT times) created analogical formations that were 
based on PT *aklä- and not inherited from pre-PT times. 
 
aks- ‘verkünden, lehren, sagen’, ‘announce, proclaim, say’ (tr) (a+/x/a) 

Prs XI (a+) aksaskau, aksasto, aksa11äM;-, aksascer, aksaskeM  
Imp -,-, aksa11i;-,-, aksa1yeM 

 nt-Part aksa11eñca 
 m-Part aksaskemane 
 Ger I aksa11älle/aksa1älle (sic)/aksa1le Abstr I — 
Sub II (x) aksau,-, ak1äM;—| -,-, ak1tär;—  

Opt ak1im, ak1it (MQ), ak1i;— 
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Ger II — Abstr II ak1alñe/ak1alñe (M) Priv — 
Inf ak1tsi/aksi 

Pt I (a) ak1awa, ak1asta, ak1a;-,-, ak1are 
PPt ak1u| ak1o1  
Ipv VI (a) pokse, pokses (S) 

The 3.pl. Prs aksaskeM is attested in PK AS 18B a 4, PK AS 17G a 6 (see 
Pinault, 1984, 383 and 2008, 77), and PK AS 16.8 b 2 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). A 3.pl. Imp aksa(1yeM) is metri causa to be 
restored in 28 b 7, according to Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 193, contra 
TochSprR(B), glossary, 88, where aksa(11iyeM) is proposed; the same form 
aksa1yeM is attested in PK AS 13E b 7 (unpublished, reading according to G.-
J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Aaks- ‘verkünden, lehren’, ‘announce, proclaim’ (tr) (a+/a/a)  

Prs XI (a+) aksisam,-, aksi1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part aksi1ant 
 m-Part aksismaM/aksisamaM 
 Ger I aksi1laM Abstr I — 
 Inf aksissi 
Sub XII (a) ak1iññam,-,-; ak1iññamäs,-,- Opt ak1iññim, ak1iññit/ 

ak1it-ñi (sic), ak1iñi1;—  
 Ger II ak1iññäl Abstr II ak1iñlune 
Pt V (a) -, ak1iña1t, ak1iñña/ak1ña-M; ak1iññamäs, -, ak1iññar 
PPt ak1iññu  
Ipv V (a) pak1iñ/pak1iñña-ñi/pak1ña-m;- 

The 2.sg. Opt TA ak1it-ñi in A 401 a 2 is rather to be derived from TA ak1iññit-
ñi via haplology (see TG, 423) than to be analyzed as a form built from a 
different subjunctive stem (thus Couvreur, 1947, 151 with morphological 
speculations). A syncopated 1.sg. Sub like the one in 197 b 2 is also attested in 
PK NS 1 b 1f.: TA 1otre ak1ñam-ci “I will interpret the sign for you” 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The Abstr TA 
ak1i(ñlu)[n](e) is also attested in a gloss on SHT 8, 1821, and the Ipv variant 
TA pak1ña-m in YQ 13 a 4. 
SEM. The less narrow meaning ‘tell’ instead of ‘proclaim’ is, e.g., attested in the 
Ipv pokse-ñ ‘tell me!’ in PK NS 36+20 a 1; the parallel passage 93 a 3 has poñ 
(e we-ñ- ‘say’) (the passages are quoted by Thomas, 1993, 184). ETYM. To be 
derived from PIE *ÇHeg ‘sagen’ (2LIV, 256); see Hackstein, 1995, 332ff. in 
detail, who suggests that the -s- originated either in a desiderative or a 
sigmatic aorist. For the evidence of Lat. axare, see most recently Nussbaum 
apud de Vaan, 2008, 32. For the TA iññ-stem, see Winter, 1977, 133ff. = 1984, 
178ff. = 2005, 170ff.; Hilmarsson, 1991a, 94f.  
 
aksa- ‘erwachen, erwecken’, ‘waken’ (itr) (-/a/a) 

Prs IX in aksa1e° Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, aksaM;— Opt aksoym,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II aksalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt I (a) -,-, aksa;— 
PPt aksau 
Ipv — 

The manuals list an nt-participle aksa11eñca (sic, e.g., TEB I, 215, § 387), which 
is based on a restoration by Sieg/Siegling, 1932, 486 in H 149.329 a 1: pärkarya 
no aksa1e(ñcatse ya1i) (sic, instead of a correct genitive -eñcantse and the 
correct nom. y1iye); the passage is a rendering of Uv. 1.19a dirgha hi jagarato 
ratri# “long is the night for someone who is awake” (see Bernhard, 1965, 102). 
However, instead of an nt-participle, the restoration of an nta-nomen agentis 
aksa1e(nta) is not only possible in theory, since the small remains of the 
following ak1ara can, in my opinion, only belong to (nta), so that one should 
restore to aksa1e(ntantse y1iye) (it was yet unknown in 1932 that y1iye is the 
correct nom.sg. of ‘night’; see also chap. Prs Part 36.2.1.1.1.). Pace the manuals 
(TEB I, 215; § 387) and Hackstein, 1995, 327, 330, I see no reason to set up a Prs 
XI, but rather analyze the present stem as an sk-present to the root aksa- (a 
present Class XI is, in my opinion, only synchronically justified if there is a TA 
equivalent in TA -sis-; see the discussion in chap. Prs XI). The subjunctive 
seems to be of the subclass with persistent initial accent. SEM. The verb is 
basically intransitive, but the 1.sg. Opt aksoym takes an inner accusative = 
oblique, thereby forming a figura etymologica: S 4 (= PK AS 4A) b 4f. krent 
aksalñe 1ek a[ks]oym “ein gutes Erwachen möchte ich stets erwachen”, see 
Couvreur, 1947, 150, fn. 3 and Pinault, 1990a, 65; for that kind of construction, 
see chap. Valency 4.10.3. ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1996, 12f. derives the verb from 
PIE *ÇHeg ‘lead’ (like Prs ak- ‘lead’), but this is not attractive. I’d rather like to 
suggest that the original meaning had been ‘get sharp’ (see already TEB I, 215, 
§ 387: “Wohl urverwandt mit lat. acer, acus, usw.”), and that the basic stem 
*aksa- may have started out as an instr.sg. in PIE *-oh or *-eH(e)h of an 
abstract ‘sharpness’ derived from an adj. *Hekso- ‘sharp’, itself a possessive 
derivative in *-o- derived from the neuter s-stem *Hek-es- that is attested in 
ake, TA ak ‘end, point, tip’. 
 
añm-äññ- ‘wünschen’, ‘wish, desire’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs XII (m) añmaññemar, añmantar (sic, Š),-;-,-, añmañentär  
Imp -, añmaññitar, añmaññitär;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
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Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs añmantär in TEB I, 217, § 390 is most likely only reconstructed on 
the basis of the attested 2.sg. form with clearly erroneous a-. The Imp or Opt 
[a]ñmaññitär is attested in PK NS 12 b 4 (Couvreur, 1967, 154); the 2.sg. 
añmaññita(r) in the small fragment 374 frg. c can also be either Imp or Opt. 
ETYM. A denominative based on añme ‘wish’; see, e.g., Hilmarsson, 1991a, 82f. 
 
an(-sk- ‘einatmen’, ‘breathe in, inhale’ (itr) (x/-/-) 

Prs IXa (x) -,-, ana11äM;—|-, anastar,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ana11älle Abstr I — 
Sub IXa — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II ana11älñe Priv — 
Inf anastsi 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

2.sg.mid. Prs anastar is attested in H add.149 88 a 1 (Broomhead I, 249f.). An 
Inf anast(s)i is mentioned by Thomas, 1972, 443, fn. 5 without ref. (this form 
should also be restored in the Garbhavakrantisutra text THT 1324 frg. b b 3; 
M. Peyrot, p.c.).  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘einatmen lassen’, ‘make breathe in’ (tr) (x/-/-) 

Prs IXb (x) —; anäskem,-,-|-,-, anästär-ne; anäskemtär,-,- Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

3.sg.mid. Prs anästär-ne is attested in PK AS 17F b 3 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The 1.pl.act. anäskem and 1.pl.mid. 
anäskemtär are both found in an MQ text (574), which, however, does not 
seem to have MQ character, so their writing attests to Prs IXb as well; the 
passages are not very clear, so that, strictly speaking, causative semantics 
cannot be proven. ETYM. PIE *ÇHenh ‘breathe’; see, e.g., Melchert, 1978, 126f.; 
Schmidt, 1982, 367; Hackstein, 1995, 247f.; Pinault, 2009, 479f. Adams, 1988a, 67 
sets up a “deverbative verb in *-eA-” “PIE *AenE-eA-[ske/o-]” . Cf. now also 
the sk-less noun TA an* ‘breath, sigh’ (Carling, DThTA, s.v.). 
 
ampa- ‘verfaulen’, ‘rot, decay’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt ampauwa (Š) 
 Ipv — 
ETYM. According to Hackstein, 1998, 219, a denominative from the 
lautgesetzlich PT result in *-p(w)a- of a PIE *hn-pu}- ‘Eiter in sich habend’; 
but probably rather based on a borrowing from Khotanese; see Adams, DoT, 
45 and esp. 20 on ampoño ‘rottenness’ with an -ñ- hardly to be explained in 
Tocharian terms. 
 
ar(- ‘aufhören’, ‘cease, come to an end’ (itr) (m/a/a) 

Prs IV (m) -,-, orotär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I orolle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, araM;-,-, aran-me (sic) Opt -,-, aroy;-,-, aron (MQ) 

Ger II — Abstr II aralñe Priv — 
Inf aratsi 

Pt I (a) -,-, ara;-,-, arare 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

The Ger I is attested in THT 1347 b 4 (MQ) (Parma$K@ orolle “hope has to 
cease”), the Abstr aralñe also in PK NS 414 a 3 (see Couvreur, 1966, fig. VI), 
and the 3.pl. Pt [ar]a[re] (+ perlative) also in SHT 7, 1621 (reading: K. T. 
Schmidt). The subjunctive stem has persistent initial accent. Note the claim 
made by Thomas, 1957, 209ff. that precisely the Pt I ara ‘ist zu Ende’ preserved 
the semantics typical of a PIE perfect (similarly also Schmidt, 1997c, 565), but 
as a matter of fact, any kind of intransitive Toch. Pt could have grown such a 
special kind of semantics, cf. what Thomas, 1957, 213 himself wrote about sem 
(according to him ‘ist da’ in 246 a 1ff.). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘verlassen, aufgeben’, ‘leave, give up, abandon’ (tr) (a+/x/a) 

Prs VIII (a+) arsau, ar1t, ar1äM;-,-, arseM Imp -, ar1it (MQ),-;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part arsemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (x) -,-, oräñ-c;—|—;-,-, wräntär (sic) Opt -,-, ari;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf artsi 

Pt III (a) orwa, orasta, orsa-c;-,-, arar-c 
PPt —  
Ipv — 
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The 2.sg. Imp ar1it is attested in an MQ text (cf. Adakytlos et al., 2007, 41). 
WTG, 226 sets up a separate root for the forms with initial or-, but Cowgill, 
1967, 174f. = 2006, 446f., and Schmidt, most recently 2000, 234, have shown 
that these forms are, in fact, ablaut variants from the same root. According to 
Sieg, 1938, 24, one can restore [w]rän(tär) in K 5 b 5: ma [pa]ls[ko tä]rko1 
[w]rän(tär) “werden sie nicht den gefaßten Gedanken aufgeben”. The 
existence of the morphologically enigmatic ora in 42 a 7 has been questioned 
by Schmidt, 1994b, 273f., most recently 2000, 235; on the other hand, Schmidt 
takes orsa-c in 243 a 2 (pace WTG, 289) as a regular s-preterit of this root, and 
orwa as regular 1.sg. Pt III (1985, 433); pace WTG, 226, Pt III is in any case 
certain because of the 2.sg. MQ variant orästa. For arar-c, see Winter, 1955a, 
108; for the preterit forms in general, see Schmidt, 1994b, 273f. 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘aufgeben’, ‘give up, abandon’ (tr) (a/m/a) 

Prs IXa/b (a) -,-, arska11äM (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ar11älle (Š) Abstr I — 
Sub IXa (m) — Opt -,-, ar11itär-ñ (sic);— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt IV (a) —;-,-, ar1are (MQ) 
PPt arsko1  
Ipv — 

arska11äM (sic) is found on the right, unpublished fragment of K 1 (= PK AS 
7A) a 5 (reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.) and in THT 1131 frg. b b 3 (see 
Tamai, 2007a, s.v.); the initial ak1aras of the two other attestations are 
damaged (THT 1415 frg. h b 2 as restored by M. Peyrot, p.c., and IOL Toch 963 
a 2; see Tamai, 2007, s.v.); a 1.sg. Opt ar11imar is possibly attested in THT 2251 
a 3: //// [s](o)moTKaMñe ma ceMl=ar11imaR@ “likewise I will not abandon ...”, 
but a word separation ceM lar11imaR@ is also conceivable and perhaps more 
likely (although a root larsk- is otherwise unattested, but so is a noun ceMlV ) . 
3.sg.mid. Opt ar11itär-ñ (in passive function) is attested in PK AS 17I b 3 
(reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; cf. also Thomas, 1979, 178). Since the 
PPt to a Pt IV is expected to show stem-final palatalization, the manuals 
usually set up a separate verbal root arsk- on account of arsko1; differently, 
Winter, 1977, 140 = 1984, 185 = 2005, 177. As a matter of fact, Prs IXa 
arska11äM is clearly based on a separate stem pre-TB *arsk(a/o)- (NB: not 
*aräsk(a/o)-), and no doubt one would very much like to reconstruct a Pt I PT 
*arska/å- being of the same kind as that met in TB wärskante from wär(-/ 
wärsk- ‘smell’. The problem is that by a development according to the sound 
laws, PT *arskåwæs’ä should have turned into standard-TB †arsko1, whereas 
only PT *arskäwæs’ä could have resulted in standard-TB arsko1. Note, 
however, that a pre-TB *arskó1ä would have been the only pre-TB PPt form 
with a word-initial full vowel to end in *-ó1ä; actually, all other such PPt 
forms in (*)-o1ä carried the accent on the first syllable in standard Tocharian B, 
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and accordingly one could guess that a pre-TB *arskó1ä had undergone an 
analogical accent shift to the left, thereby resulting precisely in standard-TB 
arsko1. 
= Aar(- ‘aufhören’, ‘cease, come to an end’ (itr) (m/a/a)  

Prs IV (m) -,-, aratär;-,-, arantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part armaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, ara1;-,-, areñc Opt — 
 Ger II arl-a Abstr II arlune 
Pt I (a) -,-, ar;-,-, arar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. Prs TA aranträ-m is attested in THT 1308 frg. a a 2. Whether 
contextless A 205 a 3 [lm]arinträ • contains a 3.pl.mid. Opt TA arinträ is 
uncertain, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 38, fn. 1. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB + KAUSATIVUM II ‘aufgeben’, ‘give up, abandon’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, arä1; — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV in 
PPt ar1u 
Ipv — 

TG, “Nachträge”, 486f. analyzed the unclear 3.sg.mid. Sub TA aräñtar (sic) in 
A 366 a 1, which is construed with the preverb TA lo ‘away’, as a form of this 
root, because it is indeed often found together with TA lo otherwise; such a 
subjunctive stem of Class VII would belong to the antigrundverb. TA aräñtar 
is either simply an error for TA †aräñtar (which is not too unlikely an 
assumption), or rather has as root vowel the same PT *å that is met in the Sub 
I and Pt III of the TB antigrundverb. The Pt IV clearly belongs to the Kaus. II 
(= TB), while one cannot decide whether the present is a former Prs VIII 
(antigrundverb) or a former Prs IX (Kaus. II). 
SEM. We may be dealing with an original triple root: intransitive ‘cease’ – 
transitive ‘leave’ – causative ‘make leave’ (as set up by WTG, 221), but the 
restored [w]rän(tär) K 5 b 5 (if restored correctly) has the same meaning 
‘abandon’ as the kausativum. ETYM. According to Hackstein, 1998, 228ff., to be 
derived from the zero-grade variant *@r- of PIE *Ç@er ‘arise’ (the full grade 
according to him being continued in er-/ Aar- ‘evoke’; see below). Differently, 
Kümmel (in 2LIV, 271f.) derives the Toch. root from PIE *ÇHerH ‘sich 
auflösen, verschwinden’, followed by Peters, forthc., who further claims that 
the Pt III stem allomorph or- goes back to pre-PT *ar- < PIE *He-Hor(H)- and 
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the plural stem allomorph ar- goes back to pre-PT *ar- < PIE *He-HrH- (> PT 
*ar-; for *-aHr- > pre-PT *-ar- he compares PIE *-waHm > pre-PT *-wam as 
reflected in kantwa; hence, Hilmarsson, 1996, 13 would be wrong in claiming 
that *He-HoC- resulted in pre-PT *aC- > PT *aC- instead). 
 
arc(-äññ)- ‘sollen’, ‘should, ought to’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs XII (m) -,-, arcantär;— Imp -, arcaññitar, arccäññitär (sic, MQ);— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv V (m) porcaññar;- 

According to Peyrot, 2007, s.v., one has to read a(r)caññitar in IOL Toch 212 (= 
H add.148 87) b 4 (pace Broomhead I, 248) and =arcaññit(a)[r] in IOL Toch 793 
b 2. The 3.sg. Prs arccaMtär is also attested in PK AS 17J a 6 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). [à]rccäññitRa (Imp or Opt) is found in 
THT 1321 a 6 (apparently an MQ text). The manuals list a suppletive 
subjunctive stem ark- for this root (TEB II, 167), but according to Winter, 
1984a, 119 = 2005, 264 and Hilmarsson, 1991a, 89f., the alleged attestations of 
that subjunctive stem are rather nominal forms. Whether (a)rcos (sic) in LP 23 
a 3, respectively ar[c]o //// in LP 69 a 2 (cf. Pinault, 1987, 93, 105) are PPts of 
this same root (as proposed by Adams, DoT, 50 with question mark) is 
uncertain. Ipv porcaññar-ñ is also attested in the small fragment THT 1271 b 
3. ETYM. Most likely a denominative verb, but the basic noun is unattested; see 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 89f. with ref. 
 
art(t)(- ‘für gut befinden, lieben, preisen’, ‘approve of, love, praise’  

(tr) (m/x/m) 
Prs IV (m) -,-, orttotär;-,-, orttontär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -,-, artatär (sic);-,-, artantär Opt -,-, arttoy;—|  

arttoymar,-, artoytär;— 
Ger II arttalyi Abstr II arttalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt I (m) artamai (MQ), arttatai, arttate;-,-, arttante 
PPt arttau| artta1 (sic, Š) 
Ipv — 

3.sg.mid. Sub arta(t)[Ra] is attested in THT 1539 frg. e + c a 2 (see Schmidt, 
2006, 463; also listed in TEB I, 227, § 412,1), 3.sg. Opt arttoy in KVac 22 b 5 (see 
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Schmidt, 1986, 56), 1.sg.mid. Pt artamai in 595 b 7 (MQ), Ger II arttalyi in KVac 
28 b 1 (see Schmidt, 1986, 60). The Abstr II artalñe is also found in PK AS 7O a 
4 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), and apart from the 
two attestations given in WTG, 221, the 1.pl.mid. Opt art(t)oymar is often 
attested in texts from the Paris collection (G.-J. Pinault, p.c.) as well. The 
subjunctive stem has persistent initial accent. 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘anerkennen, freudig zustimmen, erfreuen an’, ‘acknowledge; 

rejoice in’ (tr) (m/-/-) 
Prs IXa (m) artaskemar,-, artastär;-, arttastär, arttaskentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part artaskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

1.sg.mid. Prs artaskemar is also attested in Or. 8212/1673(i) a 2; 3.sg.mid. Prs 
artastär is found in PK AS 7M a 3 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.), a 3.pl.mid. Prs [a](rt)t(as)k(e)nträ is to be restored in KVac 22 b 1 
(see Schmidt, 1986, 55). 
= Aarta- ‘lieben, preisen’, ‘love, praise’ (tr) (m/m/m)  

Prs IV (m) artmar, artar, artär (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I artal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, artantär Opt artimar,-, artitär;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II artlune 
Pt I (m) -,-, artat;-,-, artant 
PPt artu 
Ipv I (m) partar;- 

TA artär in A 60 b 5 is analyzed as 3.sg. Prs passive of this root by Schmidt, 
1974, 260: ñäkci napeM1i kär-paräM ñi ma artär “... göttliche [und] 
menschliche Würde wird von mir nicht gelobt”, which would imply that the 
form is “verschrieben” for †artatär. The Ger I is attested in THT 2472 a 2: //// 
artal knan(al) //// (Carling, DThTA, s.v. artal ) . 
SEM. 3.sg. Opt arttoy attested in KVac 22 b 5 is the equivalent of Skt. k1amate, 
which points to a more general basic meaning ‘für gut befinden, für richtig 
halten’, as per Schmidt, 1986, 140: preke arttoy “(wenn) der Zeitpunkt recht 
sein sollte”. It is quite remarkable that the Prs IV made from this root is 
transitive. As for the Kausativum III, whereas WTG, 221 and TEB II, 167 
explicitly state that there is no noticeable difference in meaning between the 
grundverb and the kausativum, Sieg/Siegling (TochSprR(B), glossary, 91, 
followed by Schmidt, 1974, 394) translate it with ‘anerkennen’, which is correct 
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for 44 a 1 and 108 a 7. On the other hand, (a)rtaskemane in 23 b 8 is the 
equivalent of Skt. anumodamana# ‘rejoicing in’ (note that in the bilingual text 
543 b 6 and likewise in the TA passage A 464 b 4 Skt. anu Çmud ‘froh and 
dankbar annehmen, freudig zustimmen’, as per SWTF, s.v., is translated by 
the root ABwärpa- ‘enjoy, etc.’). Similarly, arttaskentär in KVac 22 b 1 also has 
the meaning ‘sie werden freudig zustimmen’, as per Schmidt, 1986, 90. One 
has to conclude that, if there is any at all, the semantic difference between the 
grundverb and the kausativum is very slight. Quite remarkably, we find 
(stressed!) -ä- instead of expected (*)-a- in the TB kausativum present. ETYM. 
One should not try to explain TB -tt- by setting up a proto-form with *-tw-, 
because such a cluster had to be preserved in TA; see Hackstein, 1998, 226. 
According to both Hackstein, l.c., and Hilmarsson, 1996, 44ff., we are dealing 
here with a denominative verb, but whereas Hackstein claims the underlying 
noun was an “uridg. to-Partizip *Hr-tó-”, Hilmarsson assumes the verb was 
based on a verbal abstract PIE *Hér-to- ‘fixation, attention, care’ (> artte, TA 
artak ‘care, attention’; but see now Carling, DThTA, s.v.), or a substantivized 
verbal adj. PIE *Hér-to- ‘one who is fixed on something’ (> TA art “suitor, 
pretendant”). The root is usually set up as PIE *ÇHer ‘sich (zusammen)fügen’ 
(2LIV, 269f.), but this seems to be at variance with the probable Anatolian 
evidence for this root (as recently discussed by Cohen, 2002, 23f.), which 
clearly lacks a root-initial laryngeal; if one has to set up the root as PIE *Çhar, 
this would, of course, clearly confirm the morphological analysis by 
Hilmarsson (which would work at any rate). According to the teaching of the 
Leiden School, the Anatolian forms could nevertheless derive from PIE *Hor-; 
see Kloekhorst, 2008, 198f. with ref. 
 
arsk- ‘give up’ e ar(- ‘cease’ 
 
al(- ‘± ferngehalten werden’, ‘± be restrained’ (itr) (—) 

Prs IV — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ololle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Ger I ololle is attested in 227 b 3 and in PK AS 13E b 7: krentaMtS@ wRattsaitse 
kartse 0se yaMFaM ma tw ololle //// “the one who is doing good to the good, 
is not to be restrained” (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB + KAUSATIVUM II ‘fernhalten, in Schach halten’, ‘keep away, 

hold in check’ (tr) (m+/m/-) 
Prs IXb (m+) -,-, àlastär;— Imp — 
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 nt-Part alä11eñca (MQ) 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ala11älle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub I (m) — Opt —; -,-, alyintär (MQ) 

Ger II — Abstr II — 
Inf altsi 

Pt III in 
PPt alu 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Prs (a)l(asträ) is restored with some certainty in KVac 17 a 3 by 
Schmidt, 1986, 49 (to be precise, he rather restores a Prs IXa form (a)l(asträ); 
but see my discussion in chap.s Sub IV 21.1.1. and Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4.2.). The 
nt-Part alä11eñca is now also attested in another MQ text (THT 3972 b 4). The 
3.pl.mid. alyintär is analyzed (against the manuals) as Sub IV by Schmidt, 
1975, 291f.; but see chap. Sub IV 21.1.1. Peyrot, 2008a, 92f. further restores a 
3.sg. Opt [al](y)[i](trä) in IOL Toch 560 b 2 based on the Sanskrit parallel. Pace 
WTG, 122, § 120, fn. 5, the manuscript H 149.39 a 1 does not immediately 
break off after alu; the text runs: t2 maiyyasa maiyyawä alu kl ////. 
Broomhead I, 189 restores kl(esanma) and translates “The klesas having been 
removed vigorously through this power of consideration”. Sub I and Pt III 
belong to what I call an antigrundverb stem, while the Prs IXb in my 
definition belongs to a Kaus. II. 
= Aal(?- ‘fernhalten, in Schach halten’, ‘keep away, hold in check’ (tr) (m/-/m)  

Prs VIII (m) -, alä1tar, alä1tär;-,-, alsantär Imp -,-, al1at;— 
  nt-Part — 
  m-Part aläsmaM 
  Ger I — Abstr I — 
  Inf — 

Sub VII — Opt —  
  Ger II alñäl Abstr II — Priv — 

Pt III (m) -,-, altsat;— 
PPt alu 
Ipv — 

SEM. According to Schmidt, 1974, 498ff., there is no semantic reason to be 
found why the root is medium tantum. Schmidt does not mention the active 
form ala11äM listed by Sieg/Siegling, TochSprR(B), glossary, 91, so apparently 
such an active form does not exist. For the semantics, see also Hilmarsson, 
1991b, 166f. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇHlew ‘fernhalten’ (2LIV, 278), 
according to Hackstein, 1995, 215, who gets PT *al- from PIE *Hl- by deriving 
the (according to him non-existent) Sub IV from a present “*Hlw-ye/o-”, and 
the (according to me just within TA secondarily formed) TA Sub VII from a 
nasal present “*Hl-n-w-ye/o-”; see further Adams, DoT, 54 with ref. 
 
ala-sk- ‘krank sein’, ‘be sick’ (itr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs IXa (a+) -,-, ala11äM;— Imp — 
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 nt-Part — 
 m-Part alaskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXa — Opt — 

Ger II in ala11älletse Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

ETYM. Hackstein, 1995, 248ff.; 1998, 226 based on Schmidt, 1982, 367 sets up an 
*-ske/o- present from PIE *Ç@elh (2LIV, 298 ‘zugrunde gehen’); a different 
PIE root etymology is proposed by Adams, DoT, 25f.; recently Neri, 2007, 39ff. 
accepted the etymology by VW I, 620, who considered it to be based on a loan 
from Sanskrit (basing himself on Couvreur’s connection with Skt. alasa- 
‘inactive, lazy, tired’, which clearly underlies TA alas ‘lazy’, which does not 
conform to the TA sound laws). As a matter of fact, alask- can be derived from 
*alasäsk-. 
 
alpa- ‘darüber streichen, tasten’, ‘stroke, brush’ (itr) (a/a/-) 

Prs VI (a) -,-, alpnan (sic);-,-, alpanaM Imp — 
  nt-Part — 
  m-Part — 
  Ger I — Abstr I — 

Sub V (a) -,-, alpaM;— Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Prs alpnan is attested in PK AS 7K a 2 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 3.sg. Sub is also attested as MQ form 
alpaM in THT 1859 a [recte b] 2, and another MQ form alPan possibly in THT 
1274 b 1 (M. Peyrot, p.c.). 
= Aalpa- ‘darüber streichen, tasten’, ‘stroke, brush’ (itr) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
  nt-Part — 
  m-Part — 
  Ger I — Abstr I — 
  Inf — 

Sub — Opt —  
  Ger II — Abstr II — 

Pt I (m) -,-, alpat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The meaning of the TA hapax in A 153 b 5 is certain: lapa alpat “sie strich 
sich über den Kopf”, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 285. The meaning “reflect” given by the 
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manuals for what seems to be the TB equivalent on the evidence of the 
passage 154 b 2 would differ immensely from that of TA. However, according 
to Winter (apud Carling, 2000, 304 with fn. 569) TB alpaM attested in 154 b 2f. 
has actually the similar meaning ‘stroke, scan’: mäkte orocce lyamne 
orkamotsai ya1ine meñantse sciriMts läktsauña kos alpaM warne entwe e$tsi 
tot //// (mänt l)k(a)11äM “so wie das Licht des Mondes und der Sterne im 
großen See bei finsterer Nacht; wie oft man im Wasser tastet, um es [scil. das 
Licht] zu ergreifen, so oft (hat man keinen Erfolg) [und] (so) sieht man, (daß es 
eine Täuschung ist)” (similarly Thomas, 1969, 244, who speculates about a 
translation “darüber hinwegstreicht”). The context of the second attestation in 
H 149.14 b 2 is fragmentary. Broomhead I, 143, 145 translates here ‘reflect’: 
//// t 1emi tataka1 alpanaM ka1 iwat[e] “Some [have] become ...: [And] they 
reflect only anxiety”; Carling, l.c., does not offer an alternative translation, and 
it has to be admitted that ‘touch, stroke’ does not suggest itself in this passage. 
As for PK AS 7K a 2 alpnan, we find again a construction with the Inf e$tsi as 
in 154 b 3. Finally, alpaM in THT 1859 a [recte b] 2 (MQ) is likewise construed 
with a perlative: su tkentsa entwekka alpaM “then he will brush over the earth 
(?)” (note that tkentsa ‘over the earth’ shows preservation of the original initial 
t- otherwise found in TA, which is in accordance with the archaic ductus of 
the manuscript). ETYM. See the discussion in Adams, DoT, 55. 
 
as- ‘holen, hervorbringen’, ‘bring, fetch’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXa(/b?) (a) -,-, a11äM (sic);— Imp — 
  nt-Part — 
  m-Part — 
  Ger I — Abstr I — 

Sub II — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf a1tsi 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv I (x) pasa;-|-; pasat (S) 

The 3.sg. Prs a11äM attested in 591 a 4 most likely comes from *asä11äM; see 
WTG, 84, § 87,b, fn. 2, and since the passage is metrical, we may have to do 
with metrical ä-deletion; see Thomas, 1979, 178. According to WTG, 58, § 60, 
TEB II, 208, and Schmidt, 1974, 366f., the subjunctive stem and the imperative 
stem of this root function as suppletive stems for pär- ‘carry’. ETYM. See 
Puhvel, 1991, 221, who rejects Kronasser’s comparison with Hitt. ¦aš(š)-, 
¦eš(š)- ‘open’; similarly Kloekhorst, 2008, 322. Tremblay, 2005a, 434 accepts 
Van Windekens’ Iranian etymology. Following the suggestion made in 
Adams, DoT, 58, one could try to derive the root from a preterit stem pre-PT 
*o-(do/a-)s- (see also s.v. wä(s)?- ‘give’). 
 
as(- ‘austrocknen, trocken werden’, ‘dry (out)’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs IV (m) -,-, osotär;-,-, osontär Imp —;-,-, osiyentär 
  nt-Part — 
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  m-Part — 
  Ger I — Abstr I — 

Sub — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt I (a) —;-,-, asare 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. Imp osiyentär is probably attested in PK AS 14A.1 b 2 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘austrocknen, trocken werden’, ‘dry (out)’ (itr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt aswa 
 Ipv — 
The intransitive PPt is attested in H 149.14 b 1: aswa lymine “dried out lips”. 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘trocknen, trocken machen’, ‘make dry’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, asä11äM (S)/a11äM (M);-,-, asäskeM Imp — 
  nt-Part asä11eñca 
  m-Part — 
  Ger I — Abstr I — 

Sub — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. Prs asäskeM is attested in PK AS 7M b 3 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). WTG, 222 analyzes a11äM attested in the prose 
text 324 a 1 (M) as a 3.sg. Prs of this root, which was doubted by Couvreur, 
1954, 89, and Thomas, 1979, 178, fn. 150 (“kaum”) without further discussion. 
But judging by the medical context, a form of this root is not unlikely: 324 a 1 
sanapa(tsi) kantatsi lau päs a11äM postanmeM träda //// “Anointing [and] 
rubbing makes it dry away; afterwards ...”. To be sure, ä-deletion is not 
expected in a prose text, but note that *-säsk- > (*)-sk- could be even expected 
as a consequence of Klingenschmitt’s rule (see chap. Sound Laws 1.1.). 
= Aas(- ‘austrocknen, trocken werden’, ‘dry (out)’ (itr) (m/a/-)  

Prs IV (m) -,-, asatär;— Imp — 
  nt-Part — 
  m-Part — 
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  Ger I — Abstr I — 
  Inf — 

Sub V (a) -,-, asa1;— Opt —  
  Ger II — Abstr II aslune 

Pt I in 
PPt asu 
Ipv — 

ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘austrocknen (?)’, ‘(make ?) dry’ (?) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -,-, asäs;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The once attested 3.sg. Pt TA asäs in A 45 b 3 is certainly Pt III, the valency is 
not so clear from the text itself, since we have: //// 1 tämyo asäs wär mo ////. 
It is not impossible that TA wär starts a new sentence and is hence not the 
subject of TA asäs; otherwise, only intransitive “... therefore water dried out 
...” would make sense. Since Tocharian B has an intransitive antigrundverb 
paradigm implied by the PPt aswa, however, I agree with Saito, 2006, 435 that 
it is likely that the TA intransitive PPt asu forms an equation with TB †asu 
(from PT *asäwä) presupposed by aswa rather than goes back to a PT proto-
form *asawä (which would be equally possible with respect to phonology), 
and furthermore guess that the whole antigrundverb paradigm of Tocharian 
A had intransitive semantics. The root ablaut of the TA antigrundverb a- in 
the 3.sg.act. vs. a- in the PPt is, of course, of the same kind as the one found in 
the TB Sub I and Pt III of the antigrundverb paradigm from ar(- ‘cease’, i.e., 
reflects a PT root ablaut *å vs. *a.  
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇHehs ‘(durch Hitze) vertrocknen’ (2LIV, 
257f.), or rather PIE *ÇHes as set up by Ringe, 1991, 86; see also Adams, DoT, 
58 with ref. 
 
[ask- ‘sit’, a11eñcai read by Lévi, 1933 in U 18 a 1 is rather to be read 1meñcai, 

as already correctly done by Lévi/Meillet, 1913, 388; cf. Schmidt, 
1974, 174, fn. 2.] 

 
I 
 

i- ‘gehen’, ‘go’ (itr) (a+/a/-) 
Prs I + II (a+) yam, yat, yaM; ynem/ynemo, yacer, yaneM  

Imp yaim, yait, yai/yey/yeyo (MQ);  
yeyem, yaicer, yeyeM/yeM 
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 nt-Part yneñca 
 m-Part ynemane 
 Ger I yalle Abstr I yalñe 
Sub I + II (a) yam, yat, yaM;-,-, yaneM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf yatsi 

Pt — 
PPt yku| ykuwe1  
Ipv VII (a) pa1, pciso (Š)/cisso (S) 

The nt-Part yneñca is attested in PK AS 7K a 1 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The 1.pl. Imp yeyem and the 2.pl. Imp yaicer 
with the variant yeycer are only listed in TEB I, 217, § 392 without ref. mä(s)?- 
‘go’ provides the suppletive preterit. The n-extended stem variant yän- is 
almost always followed by the thematic vowel -e- (but cf. also the derivative 
ynuca ‘going’, which presupposes an underlying PPt †ynu and above all 
ynamo ‘going’, which clearly attests to an athematic stem PT *yänä-), and its 
use certainly “allows the differentiation of first and third person plural from 
the corresponding singular forms”, as per Adams, DoT, 61. 
= Ai- ‘gehen’, ‘go’ (itr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs I (a+) yäm, yät, yä1; ymäs, yäc, yiñc/yäñc  
Imp yem, yet, ye1;-,-, yeñc 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part ymaM 
 Ger I yäl Abstr I — 
 Inf ytsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv VII (a) pi1; pic/picäkk (YQ)/pis/picäs; pines (YQ) 

The other stems are supplied by Akälk- ‘go’. Schmidt, 1999b, 282 claims that 
instead of TA t1kär yät, one has to read TA t1käryät in A 215 b 2, for which 
he then sets up a root At1käry- ‘zugrunde gehen’ by referring to a still 
unpublished article of his; but that new root would have a quite suspicious 
shape. Formally, a PPt TA °inu is probably attested in TA maltow-inu ‘first’, 
cf. Winter, 1992, 132f.; 2003, 204. On the 2.pl. Ipv variant TA pis (for TA pic) 
‘let us go’ used “im Sinn der 1. Pl.” in A 340 a 3, see Sieg, Übers. II, 37, fn. 4; on 
the informal/eastern sound change -c# > -s#, see Schmidt, 1986a, 642. For a 
diachronic explanation of the imperative forms, see chap. Ipv 37.7.1.  
SEM. Although basically intransitive, as a verb of motion it can be construed 
with an obliquus of direction; see Thomas, 1983, 12ff. ETYM. Of course from 
PIE *Çhey ‘go’ (2LIV, 232f.) As for the stem allomorph pre-TB *yänä/æ-, 
Pedersen, 1941, 160, fn. 1 was the first to connect it with Latin, Lithuanian, and 
Hittite present forms made from the same root also showing -n- (Lat. -inunt 
[on which see now de Vaan, 2008, 192], Modern Lith. einù, Hitt. i-ya-an-na-i 
[on the latter see now Jasanoff, 2003, 122ff.]), and was followed by Krause, 
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1951, 162f. (cf. WTG, 61, § 63; TEB I, 198, § 353) and G. Schmidt, 1984, 226f.; 
quite differently, Klingenschmitt, 1975, 158, fn. 12 = 2005, 142, fn. 12 (“ynem 
[...] ist eine Analogiebildung zur 3. Plural yaneM < *yän-an [“*yän” itself 
according to Klingenschmitt being the outcome of the PIE 3.pl. “*<yent”]), 
followed by Kim, 2009a, 55, fn. 17; note that to judge from ynamo, yaneM 
should be assumed to have replaced a more archaic pre-TB *yänän. As for the 
PPt yku, Adams, DoT, 61 claims the -k- is owed to an inherited root variant in 
*-F- (found in Gk. o½comai ‘be gone’, etc.); I think one would rather prefer the 
idea that *yänäwä (presupposed by ynuca ‘going’) had been replaced rather 
recently by *yäkäwä under the influence of some semantically related verbal 
stem ending in -k-, but I have to admit that there are no such other verbal 
stems in Tocharian B that one could call obvious candidates for having acted 
as source. 
 
iya- ‘einherfahren’, ‘führen’, ‘go, travel’, ‘lead, cause to go’ (itr/tr) (a/a/-) 

Prs V (a) -,-, iyaM;— Imp -,-, iyoy;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) —;-,-, iyaM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

The present is often attested in caravan travel passports (see Pinault, 1987, 
190). 
= Aya- ‘einherfahren’, ‘go, travel’ (itr) (m/-/a)  

Prs X (m) ynasmar,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, ya;— 
PPt yayo 
Ipv — 

For the present form TA ynasmar, see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 36ff. with fn. 
12: “the formation would follow the pattern of the verbs of movement, cf. käl-
nask- (> B källa11äM) for the verb käl- ‘to bring’”.  
ETYM. To be derived from a reduplicated PIE present stem *yi-y(e)H- from 
*ÇyeH ‘dahinziehen, fahren’ (2LIV, 309f.); see Hackstein, 1995, 23, fn. 26 and 27, 
followed by 2LIV, and Adams, DoT, 66. Since TB iya-, which is only attested in 
the active voice, can function as its own causative, I would prefer deriving 
*yäya- from (the instr.sg. of) a verbal abstract *h(i)yeH- ‘(with) going’. 
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E 
 

Ae- ‘give’ e ai- ‘id.’ 
 
e$k- ‘ergreifen, annehmen, halten, begreifen’, ‘seize, take, understand’  

(tr) (m+/m/m) 
Prs IXa (m+) e$kaskemar, e$kastar, e$kastär;  

e$kaskemtär,-, e$kaskentär  
Imp -,-, e$ka11itär;— 

 nt-Part e$ka11eñca 
 m-Part e$kaskemane 
 Ger I e$ka1le Abstr I — 
Sub I (m) -,-, e$ktär/e$tär;-,-, e$kantär (sic)  

Opt eñcimar, eñcitar, eñcitär;— 
Ger II e$källe Abstr II e$kalñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf e$ktsi/e$tsi 

Pt III (m) e$ksamai/e$samai, e$satai, e$ksate/e$sate;  
e$ksamte,-, e$sante 

PPt e$ku| e$ko1 
Ipv III (x) pe$ksa/pe$sa;-| pe$sar; pe$ksat 

The 1.sg. Prs e$kaskemar and the nt-Part are often attested in KVac, the 2.sg. 
Prs e$kastar is found in KVac 24 a 4 (Schmidt, 1986, 56), the 2.pl. Ipv pe$ksat 
in KVac 9 a 1 (Schmidt, 1986, 42), and the 3.sg. Imp e$ka11itär in PK AS 16.3 b 
6 (Pinault, 1989a, 157). The m-Part (e$ka)(s)[k](e)mane is to be restored in H 
149.144 a 4 (cf. Broomhead I, 111). The 1.sg. Pt e$ksamai is attested in the 
business document PK Cp 8 b 2 (Pinault, 1994b, 107; 2008, 372), the 2.sg. Pt 
e[$]s(a)[t](ai) in PK AS 12E a 1 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.), the 2.sg. Pt e$[s]a(tai) in THT 3597 a 5 (MQ text, cf. also the 
translation in Schmidt, 1983, 272), the 1.pl. Pt e$ksa[m]te in the business 
document PK LC XXXVII, 22 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, 
p.c.), and the PPt e$ko1, e.g., in 199 b 3. The form eñci in 240 a 2 can also be 
analyzed as a verbal adjective instead of a 3.sg.act. Opt, and since such an Opt 
would be the only attestation of an active form (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 24, fn. 3), 
the analysis as a verbal adjective is preferable; on the formation see Malzahn, 
in print. The accent of the Sub I is uncertain. 
~ AeMts(- ‘ergreifen, annehmen, halten, begreifen’, ‘seize, take, understand’  

(tr) (m+/m/m)  
Prs VIII (m+) eMtsäsmar, eMtsä1tar, eMtsä1tär;-,-, eMtssantär Imp — 
 nt-Part eMts1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ets1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf eMtsässi 
Sub V (m) eMtsmar/eMtsamar,-, eMtsatär/eMtsatär;  

etsaMmtär,-, entsantär  
Opt -,-, eMtsitär;-,-, entsintär 
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 Ger II entsal-yo Abstr II eMtsalune/eMtsalne 
Pt I/III (m) eMtse, entsate, eMtsat;-,-, entsant 
PPt eMtsu 
Ipv I/III (m) peMtsar; pentsac 

Pace Hackstein, 1995, 327, I analyze the present as a Class VIII one instead of 
Class XI; see the discussion in chap. Prs XI. The nt-Part TA eMts1ant is attested 
in THT 1473 a 3. According to TEB I, 244, § 438,3, fn., the TA preterit has to be 
analyzed as Class I “vom toch. Standpunkt aus”, which is nevertheless 
“möglicherweise aus eMts-s-at entstanden”. The fact that there is no 
weakening by vowel balance (TA eMtsat instead of †eMtsat) speaks in favor of 
an analysis as a Pt III; see chap. Pt I 7.2.2. 
KAUSATIVUM III/IV ‘?’ (tr) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (a) — Opt -,-, ents1i1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The context of the hapax TA ents1i1 in A 421 a 3 is very fragmentary, so its 
meaning cannot be determined, but the form seems at least to be transitive. 
SEM. For the passive forms, see Hackstein, 1995, 223f. ETYM. PIE *Çhnek 
‘erhalten, nehmen’ (2LIV, 250f.). As convincingly argued by Hackstein, 1995, 
224ff., and 1998, 223ff., the Tocharian root is to be derived from the zero grade 
of the root, i.e., PIE *hnk- (or maybe *Hnk-), that is, the subjunctive stem of 
TB is to be derived from a PIE zero-grade middle root aorist, whereas the 
present stem and preterit stem are inner-Tocharian formations. The TA root is 
not a loan from TB (thus VW I, 179f.), but reflects *a$ks- > *ans- > *ains- > TA 
eMts-; see Hilmarsson, 1987d, 71ff. with ref., based on Winter, 1961a, 272 = 
1984, 68 = 2005, 37. As for the s-extension, Adams, DoT, 78 takes *enks- to 
reflect “generalization of the preterit stem”; differently Hilmarsson, 1987b, 55, 
fn. 5, who gets the -s- from a present stem in -s-, cf. also Hilmarsson, 1987d, 
71ff. with ref. to the type TA kñasä1t and TA “swasä1t” , which he both 
analyzes as Prs XI stems, i.e., formations with the suffix *-säs-. The TA Prs XI 
suffix is, however, -sis-, and TA kñasä1t is a preterit form; as for the alleged 
TA “swasä1t” , this form has to be restored differently; see s.v. Asuw(- ‘rain’. 
As a matter of fact, the most likely solution is to explain the TA Sub as due to 
a reanalysis of the s-preterit as an a-preterit, and this analysis is clearly backed 
by non-syncopated forms such as TA eMtsamar and TA eMtsalune that point 
to Pt III-type preforms with *-käsa-; precisely the former presence of *-äs- also 
explains the fact that the TA preterit itself does not show vowel balance; the 
same kind of reanalysis happened in TA in the case of Awäs- ‘don’.  
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en- ‘unterweisen, anordnen’, ‘instruct’ (tr) (m+/m/m) 
Prs IXb (m+) -,-, enästär;-,-, enäskentär Imp -,-, enä11itär;— 
 nt-Part enä11eñca 
 m-Part enäskemane (MQ)/enä11emane (MQ) 
 Ger I enä1lyi Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (m) -,-, enastar-c (sic);— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II enä11älyñe Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt IV (m) -,-, en11ate-me (Š);-,-, enä11ante (MQ) 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

3.sg. Prs enästrä is attested in PK AS 18B a 3 (Pinault, 1984, 376; 2008, 77), 3.pl. 
Prs enäskenträ in PK AS 18B a 5 (Pinault, 2008, 77), and 2.sg. Sub enas[t]a(r-c) 
in KVac 17 b 3 (Schmidt, 1986, 50). enä11älyñe is analyzed as Abstr II, because 
abstracts of this kind are generally derived from the subjunctive rather than 
from the present stem.  
~ Aen- ‘unterweisen, anordnen, beherrschen, bestrafen’, ‘instruct, rule, punish’ 

(tr) (—)  
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part enäsmaM ‘instructing’ 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf enässi ‘rule’ 
Sub VII — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II eñlune ‘advice’ 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II enä1lune ‘order’ 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv IV (m) peM1ar;- ‘punish!’ (?) 

SEM. The range of meaning in TA is wider than that in TB. The Inf TA (enä)ssi 
in A 256 a 3f. (the restoration is certain) has the meaning ‘rule, govern’; see 
Thomas, 1969, 256 and see now also the new edition of the text by 
Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004a, 55. The asigmatic abstract TA eñlune is a hapax, 
but one can nevertheless rule out a simple misspelling of sigmatic TA 
enä1lune (which is attested at least eight times), because the forms also differ 
semantically: TA enä1lune means ‘order, rule, instruction’ (A 342 b [= a] 2; A 
343 a 2 ‘order’ (written TA ena1lune); A 353 a 6, b 4; A 354 a 3, b 5, b 6 ‘rule, 
instruction’; the fragmentary passage A 131 b 3 is unclear), whereas TA eñlune 
in A 11 a 5 means ‘advice’ (cf. Lane, 1947, 47; to be sure, the German 
translation ‘Anweisung’ by Sieg, Übers. I, 14 is deceptive in this respect). The 
meaning ‘punish’ is apparently attested in A 256 a 4: TA pyam yärk krañcässi 
peM1ar ykoñcä(s) “Bezeuge den Guten Verehrung [und] strafe die 
Pflichtvergessenen!”; see Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004a, 55. The range of meaning 
in TA is thus the same as that of Skt. Çsas ‘punish, rule, order, instruct’; in TB, 
the verb most often means ‘instruct’ (with respect to Buddhist teaching). 
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ETYM. Most scholars assume a loan, either from TA into TB, or vice versa; see 
the ref. in Adams, DoT, 82. But according to Winter, 1977, 145f. = 1984, 190f. = 
2005, 182, followed by Hilmarsson, 1987b, 49ff., TB e- and TA e- can indeed be 
traced back to a common PT ancestor form *æn- under the assumption of a 
TA i-epenthesis turning pre-TA *an- into *ayn- > en- (which, however, 
requires the former existence of pre-TA *an-s- instead of *anäs-). Hilmarsson, 
1987b, 52ff. and 1991a, 71f. analyzes the stem *æn-äsk- as an old kausativum 
of e$k- ‘seize’, sk-less TA eñlune reflecting *ænk-ñä-l°. Melchert (apud Adams, 
DoT, 82) posits a “remade causative of the moneo type” *honH-eye/o-. If one 
is willing to set up as basic meaning ‘impose, lay on, charge’, a perfect match 
will be provided, at least semantically, by Hitt. ¦ann(a)-, which according to 
Puhvel, 1991, 83, had the same proto-meaning; note that possibly related Lyc. 
qãti, qãñti (taking on deities as subjects), again as per Puhvel, seems to denote 
‘call to account, punish’. Because of Lyc. q-, the root would be best set up as 
*ÇHenH with *H-; and since at least in an inherited sk-formation one would 
expect a zero grade rather than an o-grade, *HnH- would furnish 
counterevidence to ‘Lex Rix’ in Tocharian as set up by Hackstein, 1998, 217ff.; 
differently on these Hittite and Lycian verbs now Kloekhorst, 2008, 283f., who 
rather wants to connect the Toch. root again with Hitt. annanu- ‘train, educate’ 
(2008, 177; cf. Adams, DoT, 82). 
 
en-äsk- ‘instruct’ e en- ‘id.’ 
 
[eMs(s)-, there seems to be a hapax eMssalñe in 361 b 6 (M), but the word 

separation is uncertain, as per TochSprR(B) s.v.; see also Couvreur, 
1954, 91.] 

 
AeMts(- ‘seize’ e e$k- ‘id.’ 
 
Aep- ‘cover e aip- ‘id.’ 
 
er- ‘hervorrufen’, ‘evoke, cause’ (tr) (x/x/m) 

Prs VIII (x) -,-, er1äM;-,-, erseM| -,-, er1tär;-,-, ersentär  
Imp —;-,-, er1yentär 

 nt-Part er1eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I er1alle Abstr I — 
Sub I (x) ermar, ertar, ertär;-,-, erntär/eräntär (MQ)  

Opt -,-, eri;—| erimar, eritar, eritär;— 
Ger II erlona Abstr II erälyñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf ertsi 

Pt III (m) ersamai, ersatai, ersate;-,-, ersante 
PPt eru| ero1 
Ipv III (m) persar; persat 

The 1.sg.mid. Sub ermar is attested in THT 1419 frg. f b 2, the 3.sg.mid. Sub 
ertär in THT 3198 b 1: //// mrauskaLLaññe ma ertRa • “would not evoke 
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aversion against the world”; a remarkable 3.pl.mid. erntär with -ränt- > -rnt- 
can be found in THT 1581 b 2. The 3.sg.mid. Imp er1itär listed in TEB I, 223, § 
402,2, is probably only reconstructed. The Abstr II erälyñesa is attested in 
KVac 24 a 3 (Schmidt, 1986, 56), and also in the small fragment THT 1363 frg. 
d a 3; both this form and erntär attest to persistent initial accent in the Sub I. A 
1.pl.mid. Opt [e](riyemträ) is further restored by TochSprR(B) in 184, 2. The 
obl. PPt ero1 is attested four times (PK AS 17G a 2, PK AS 13E a 5, both 
unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; THT 2959 a 4; IOL Toch 
915 a 2; see Tamai, 2007 and 2007a, s.v.), the Ipv 2.sg.mid. persar in THT 3596 
b 1. 
= Aar- ‘hervorrufen’, ‘evoke, bring forth’ (tr) (x/m/x)  

Prs VIII (x) -, arä1t, arä1;-,-, arseñc|-, arä1tar, arä1tär;-,-, arsantär  
Imp — 

 nt-Part ar1äntañ 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ar1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf arässi 
Sub VII (m) —;-,-, arñantar Opt arñimar,-, arñitär;—  
 Ger II arñäl Abstr II aräñlune 
Pt III (x) arwa,-,-;—|-,-, arsat;-,-, arsant 
PPt aru 
Ipv III (m) parsar; parsac 

The 3.sg.mid. Sub TA aräñtar (sic) in A 366 a 1 found together with the 
preverb TA lo ‘away’ rather belongs to Aar(- ‘cease’ despite its initial; see s.v. 
Aar(-. Couvreur, 1949a, 32 proposes to restore an (active) subjunctive form TA 
(arñä)[1] in A 9 b 6f. instead of a present form (thus Sieg, Übers. I, 13, fn. 1), 
because of the conjunction TA penu. 3.sg.mid. Opt arñitär is attested in the 
small fragment THT 1645 frg. c a 3 (Carling, DThTA, s.v. ar-). 
ETYM. PIE *Ç@er ‘sich in Bewegung setzen’ (2LIV, 299ff.); see Hackstein, 1995, 
47ff., and 1998, 227ff. with fn. 23.  
 
 

AI 
 

ai- act. ‘geben’, ‘give’, mid. ‘nehmen’, ‘take’ (tr) (a+/x/-) 
Prs IXa (a+) aiskau, aista-ne, ai11äM; aiskem, aiscer, aiskeM  

Imp -,-, ai11i;-,-, ai11iyeM/ai1yeM 
 nt-Part ai11eñca 
 m-Part aiskemane 
 Ger I ai1älle/ai1le Abstr I — 
Sub I (x) ayu/ayu-ne, ait, aiM; -,-, aiM|aimar,-, aitär;—  

Opt -,-, ayi-ne;—|-,-, ayitär;— 
Ger II aille Abstr II ailñe Priv anayätte 
Inf aitsi/aissi/aisi/aistsi 

Pt III in 
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PPt ayo1  
Ipv — 

A 2.sg. Prs aista-ne is attested in a letter kept in Regional Museum of the 
Province of Xinjiang in Ürümqi (see Schmidt, 1997, 235f.; the text hails from 
Maralbashi, reading verified by G.-J. Pinault, p.c., the inventory number is 59 
B.T. A 7-50; on the ending see chap. Endings 3.2.1.2.). TochSprR(B) proposes a 
restoration of a 1.pl. Sub (aiy)m(o) in 295 a 2 (followed by TEB II, 61, no. XXII, 
2). TochSprR(B) further restores a middle present (aiske)nträ kauc in 521 b 2; 
see also Sieg, 1938, 19, who translates “(versprechen?) sie laut”. The Imp 
variant ai1yeM is attested in THT 1210 b 1, the 1.sg.mid. Sub aimar in the 
small fragment THT 1578 frg. b b 1 (without context), and the 3.sg.mid. Sub 
(päst) aitär in 318 b 1 and H 149.73 a 1. The infinitive variants aisi, aissi, and 
aistsi are all found in monastery records (G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The subjunctive 
stem is athematic; see Hackstein, 1995, 151f., fn. 7 and 252ff. wä(s)?- ‘give’ 
provides the suppletive finite preterit stem, but the PPt (at least in TB) seems 
to be formed from ai- as well, to judge from a nom.pl. PPt ayo1 attested in PK 
Bois B 74 (see Pinault, 1994b, 99), and from the Abs ayormeM and the noun 
ayor ‘gift’. The associated imperative forms 2.sg. pete, 2.pl. petso/petes are 
synchronically opaque; see chap. Ipv 37.6. The Prs IX goes back to PT *ayäsk- 
and not *aysk-; see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6.2.1. 
= Ae- ‘geben’, ‘give’ (tr) (a+/a/-)  

Prs VIII (a+) esam, e1t, e1;-,-, eseñc Imp -,-, e1a;-,-, e1ar 
 nt-Part e1ant 
 m-Part esmaM 
 Ger I e1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf essi 
Sub I + II (a) em, et, e1;-,-, ayeñc Opt ayim, ayit, ayi1; ayimäs,-,- 
 Ger II el Abstr II elune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The subjunctive class is strictly speaking ambiguous, but should basically be 
athematic, while the thematic 3.pl. ending must have been introduced 
analogically; see Hackstein, 1995, 151f., fn. 7, and 252ff., and chap. Sub I/V. 
Awä(s)?- ‘give’ provides the suppletive preterit stem and PPt. The imperative 
forms 2.sg. pa1, 2.pl. pac are synchronically opaque; see chap. Ipv 37.6. 
SEM. In TB, the middle of the subjunctive as well as the infinitive can have the 
meaning ‘take’ and thus provide the suppletive forms for pär- ‘carry, take’; see 
Schmidt, 1974, 61f. and 360ff.; 1984, 152; Hackstein, 1995, 252. ETYM. To be 
derived from PIE *ÇHey ‘give’ (possibly rather *Çhay; Adams, DoT, 100 sets 
up “PIE *h4ei-”). 
 
aik- ‘wissen, erkennen’, ‘know, recognize’ (tr) (m+/m/x) 

Prs II (m+) aikemar, aistar, aistär;-,-, aikentär Imp aisimar,-,-;— 
 nt-Part aiseñca 
 m-Part aikemane 
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 Ger I aisalle Abstr I — 
Sub II (m) — Opt -,-, aisitär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf aistsi/aistsi/ai1tsi/aissi 

Pt III (x) -, ekasta (sic),-;—| -, aiksataiy (MQ),-; -,-, aiksante 
PPt aiku| aiko1 
Ipv — 

A 3.sg. Opt (ai)s(i)tär is restored in 305 a 1 by TochSprR(B). On the only active 
form, i.e., 2.sg. Pt ekasta in 204 b 3, see Schmidt, 1986, 142 against WTG, 226. 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 98ff. correctly argues that the privative anaikte ‘unnoticed’ 
(N.B. not ‘ignorant’!) attests to a former Sub I stem, which is a perfect match 
for the Pt III. It has been claimed that some forms of the paradigm show 
causative semantics, but I do not think with reason. The 2.sg. Pt aiksataiy in 
214 a 2f. was taken for a causative by TEB I, 250, § 445, followed by 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 101: aiyksataiy ra saMsar11ana po (läkle)nta • cämpmo no 
1aiyt nauw1ai klawastsi saMsarmeM twe “you have also made known all the 
pains of SaMsara, for you were able to report previous (events) from the 
SaMsara” (translation by Hilmarsson); however, W. Winter (p.c.) proposes the 
following translation: “as you had come to know all the pains of the SaMsara, 
you are able to report previous (events) from the SaMsara”. Based on his 
claim, Hilmarsson, 1991, 101ff. also interpreted the other s-preterit forms of 
this verb as causatives, but these may rather denote ‘know’ as well, cf. 
Schmidt, 1986, 103 for KVac 31 a 5f.: ce po saMsa(r11i onolmi) //// po sarsa • 
ce 1pä po saMsar11i onolmi ma aiksante //// “Alles, was (die) SaMsara(-
Wesen zu [ihrer] Erleuchtung brauchten, das) alles wußte er. Und alles, was 
die SaMsara-Wesen nicht wußten, (das alles lehrte er sie)”. The same is true 
for ekasta in 204 b 3: pernerñesa ekasta e$kalñe11eM ñemna po: “Through 
your glory you know all the names of attachment”. ETYM. To be derived from 
*ÇHeyk ‘sich aneignen’ (2LIV, 223); Adams, DoT, 101f.  
 
aip- ‘bedecken’, ‘cover’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, aiypseM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I aip1alle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt III (a) —;-,-, aipar-ne 
PPt aipu| aipo1 
Ipv — 

Although the manuscript 598 b 2 reads ai11alle, TochSprR(B), s.v., fn. 14 
correctly suspects a copyist’s error for †aip1alle (the signs (1a) and (pa) being 
very similar), which is supported by the fact that the form is constructed with 
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the preposition sar ‘over’, which is precisely found together with a form from 
aip- in 560, 3. The obl. PPt aipo1 is, e.g., attested in 211 a 4. 
 
= Aep- ‘bedecken’, ‘cover’ (tr) (-/-/x)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (x) -,-, epsa-ñi;—|-,-, epsat;— 
PPt epu 
Ipv — 

A 1.sg. Pt TA epa is probably attested in the small fragment THT 2043 b 3, 
according to Carling, DThTA, s.v. ep-. ETYM. The root most certainly has non-
A-character; the etymology remains uncertain. 
 
aiw(- ‘zugewandt sein, sich zuwenden’, ‘be turned toward, incline to’ (itr) 

(m/-/a) 
Prs IV (m) -,-, aiwotär;-,-, aiwontär-ne Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt I (a) -,-, aiwa-ne;— 
PPt aiwau  
Ipv — 

A 3.pl. Prs (ai)wontär-ne is restored in 159 a 2 by TochSprR(B). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB + KAUSATIVUM II ‘zuwenden’, ‘turn to’ (tr) (m/m/-) 

Prs IXb (m) -,-, aiwästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II (m) — Opt -,-, aiwitär-ñ;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

A kausativum Prs IXb aiwästär is listed in TEB II, 174 without ref. The 3.sg. 
Opt aiwitär-ñ is attested in PK AS 17I + NS 77.1 b 4 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.): saul aiwiTar-ñä@ c8 preke srukalñes “my life 
shall be turned towards death at that moment”. ETYM. A-character is 
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reconstructed with certainty. According to Hilmarsson, 1991, 125ff.; 1996, 3f., 
we are dealing with a denominative based on *æn *y(ä)wa ‘in sympathy’ e 
*æywa > *aiwa (e subjunctive stem). In this respect, the root could be related 
to Ayu(- ‘seek, aspire, incline towards’, cf. also Adams, DoT, 105 and 502. Pace 
the manuals, I believe that a similar root yu- ‘seek, aspire, turn toward’ is also 
attested in TB; see s.v. yu-. As a matter of fact, a verbal root with a root vowel 
*æ should rather have formed a Prs III than Prs IV. Accordingly, we better 
start with a wo-adjective derived from the Tocharian root ai- ‘give’, which first 
meant ‘given’, and then took on the meaning ‘inclined to’ (cf. Engl. expressions 
such as ‘given to drinking’). To judge from aiwol ‘towards’, the whole 
paradigm was probably based on a respective adjective abstract in *-eH- 
‘givenness’; see chap. PPt 14.2. 
 
 

O 
 

Aok- ‘?’ e auk- ‘± set in motion’ 
 
Aoks- ‘grow’ e auks- ‘id.’ 
 
Ao(-n)- ‘hit, begin’ e au-n- ‘id.’ 
 
or- ‘give up’ e ar(- ‘cease’ 
 
 

AU 
 

auk- ‘± in Bewegung setzen’, ‘± set in motion’ (tr) (-/x/-) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (x) -,-, ewkän-me (MQ);— Opt ewsim (MQ),-,-;—|ausimar,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

Schmidt, 1985, 431f. sets up a 3.sg. Sub I ewkän-me from a root auk- on the 
basis of 274 b 5, where he proposes a word separation different from the one 
adopted in TochSprR(B): 274 b 4f. samna sänmeM maittreyeMsc po sai11entse 
//// saMtkewkänmonwaññe läM saMsar11e pelemeM “wenn die Menschen ... 
zu Maitreya [...] kommen, [so] wird er ihnen das Amrta-Heilmittel zuteil 
werden lassen(?) (bzw. zu trinken geben(?)), [und] sie werden aus dem 
SaMsara-Gefängnis herausgehen”. According to Schmidt, 2007, 323, the 
respective 1.sg. Opt ewsim is attested in THT 1540 frg. f + g a 4 (first 
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mentioned by its old pencil number apud Hackstein, 1995, 337, fn. 29 and 
339): //// [Ka]llošm perne ñäQ@ ewsi[frg. g][m] s(aM)tk(e) onwaññe (po 
wnolmeM) //// “Ich möchte die [Buddha]würde erlangen [und] (allen Wesen) 
das Amrta-Heilmittel zu trinken geben’’.  
= Aok- ‘± in Bewegung setzen’, ‘± set in motion’ (tr) (-/a/-)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (a) -,-, okñä1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM./ETYM. The manuals rather list a root auk- ‘aufwachsen, zunehmen’ 
(WTG, 226), but Schmidt, 1985, 431f., and Hackstein, 1995, 336ff. have shown 
that the respective Toch. root of that meaning is to be set up with a root-final 
-s-, i.e., as auks- ‘grow’; see below. As for the s-less forms subsumed under an 
s-less root auk- ‘aufwachsen’ by the manuals, Schmidt, l.c., and Hackstein, l.c., 
argue that they are either ghost forms, or belong to a root auk- with a different 
meaning. As for the alleged Sub II aukeM in 364 a 2, Couvreur’s proposal 
(1954, 83, followed by Schmidt, 1985, 431; Hackstein, 1995, 338 with fn. 31) to 
read saññaukeM is indeed to be preferred over reading saññ aukeM. As for 
the 2.sg. Sub V aukat (listed with a question mark in WTG, l.c.) in 516 b 4 (a 
text with MQ character; see Adaktylos et al., 2007, 41), Schmidt, 1974, 48f., 3, 
followed by Hackstein, 1995, 338, doubts that [au]katsamat “in 
undurchsichtigem Kontext” is to be separated into two 2.sg. forms aukat 
tsamat, which is what TochSprR(B), s.v., fn. 8 proposed; actually neither of the 
two verbal stems auka- and tsama- is attested otherwise. The interpretation of 
this passage remains totally unclear, although it must be admitted that a 
verbal form of the 2.sg. would fit the context. Finally, TEB I, 216, § 387 lists an 
Inf aukatsi without reference. Hackstein, 1995, 338, fn. 31 wonders whether 
this form was simply based on “einer anderen Trennung desselben 
Komplexes [i.e., aukatsamat in 516 b 4] in aukats(i)=amat?”. To be sure, such 
an Inf is found neither in the Paris, nor in the Berlin collections, as far as these 
are accessible to me at present. As for the certain attestations of auk-/Aok-, 
there is just a single one in TA: A 217 a 4f. wärpa(t a)ksissi krañcäM 
märkampal maryu pra1taM okñä1 ñäktas napenäs säm o$kraci “{Der Buddha} 
hat eingewilligt zu lehren das gute Gesetz, in nicht langer Zeit wird er Götter 
und Menschen die Unsterblichkeit ...” (as edited and translated by 
Sieg/Siegling, 1933, 168, with the guess “erlangen lassen?” for the verbal form 
in question in fn. 5). Note that Schmidt on various occasions has claimed that 
TA o$kraci ‘immortality’ is here to be translated as ‘elixir of immortality’, 
because he wants the root auk-/Aok- to have the meaning ‘zu trinken geben, 
trinken lassen’ (Schmidt, 1985, 431f.; apud Hackstein, 1995, 344; and most 
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recently 2007, 333f.; cf. also Couvreur, 1956, 71). In TB, the three relevant 
passages are less clear with respect to semantics. S 8 b 2f. tsmoytär-ñ nete 
pälsko11e a$klautka(t)te //// (kä)lloym onwaññe pelaikne1e ausimar pis 
cmela11eM (text according to Thomas, 1966a, 180, who in fn. 10 proposes to 
restore (yoktsi kä)lloym “möchte ich (zu trinken) erlangen den Gesetzes-
Nektar”) is a metrical passage, and has to be subdivided as follows: S 8 b 2f. 
(5) – – (kä)lloym onwaññe | pelaikne1e ausimar | pis cmela11eM. Of course, it 
would also be possible to restore disyllabic saMtke (which shows up in the 
other attestations of the root in TB; see below). The point of the passage in 
question evidently is that the poet not only wishes to gain some benefit 
through composing the Udanastotra, but by doing so also wants to make the 
dharma known to others who are still attached to the Samsara (= the cycle of 
the five kinds of rebirth), so that they may be freed from it. In this respect, 
Hackstein’s interpretation of the passage makes good sense (1995, 340): 
“Erlangen möchte ich den (Unsterblichkeits-) Nektar des Gesetzes und [ihn] 
gedeihen lassen den Fünfgeburten-Wesen” (probably ‘angedeihen’ is 
intended). 274 (MQ) is also a metrical text in stanzas consisting of 4x14 
syllables (7|7, 4–3–4–3), line b 4f. runs: samna sänmeM maittreyeMsc | po 
sai11entse (saim wästesc|) (ce) saMtk=ewkänm=onwaññe | läM saMsar11e 
pelemeM as restored by Schmidt, 1985, 432, who translates “Wenn die 
Menschen ... zu Maitreya, (dem Schutz [und] Schirm) der ganzen Welt 
kommen, [so] wird er ihnen das Amrta-Heilmittel zuteil werden lassen(?) 
(bzw. zu trinken geben(?)), [und] sie werden aus dem SaMsara-Gefängnis 
herausgehen”. Finally, there is THT 1540 f + g a 4, for which see above. 
As for the syntax, in all four passages we seem to be dealing with threefold 
valency; a double obliquus construction is directly attested in S 8 b 2f. and in 
A 217 a 4f., and can be confidently restored in the other relevant passages of 
TB. In order to explain this kind of construction, Schmidt, 2007, 333 states that 
“Kausativkonstruktion vorliegt, bei der die alte Konstruktion mit doppeltem 
Obliquus durchaus noch gebräuchlich ist”, i.e., he wants auk-/Aok- which he 
takes to mean ‘let drink’, to be a Kausativum IV (more precisely, an o-grade 
causative *dowk- from PIE *Çdewk ‘ziehen’ as per 2LIV, 124), the zero grade 
*duk- of which is said by Schmidt to be continued in tsuk(-/Atsuka- ‘suck 
(out); drink’, on which see s.v.; similarly, Adams, 2003, esp. 8, derives auk-/ 
Aok- from a causative “*h4oQeyei ‘lets drink’”, which eventually “became 
*h4oQei, then *h4oQti”). Unfortunately, no other Kaus. IV of this 
morphological structure is known from Tocharian, and it is extremely 
unlikely from a PIE point of view that such a class of Kaus. IV could ever have 
existed. As has been shown in great detail and very convincingly by 
Hackstein, 1995, 344ff., only one explanation of the double obliquus remains, 
i.e., to take auk-/Aok- to be a transitive “Bewegungsverbum” (verb of motion) 
such as ‘to move, to shift, to pass (something to/on to someone)’, the second 
obliquus, i.e., the one that denotes a person, being one of goal or direction. 
With regard to semantics and etymology, Hackstein, 1995, 345ff. himself 
thinks that the Toch. root means ‘fließen lassen’ (‘let flow’), and therefore is to 
be connected with the PIE root “*wegw-” that according to him denoted 
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‘feucht, netzen’ (²LIV, 662f.: ‘feucht machen’). As discussed above, a more 
general meaning ‘to pass something on to someone’ may suit especially the 
single TA attestation of the root better; therefore, I would prefer to derive 
auk-/ Aok- from the PIE root *ÇweGh ‘to shake, set in motion’; for this see 
Melchert, 1978, 109, with ref. (the evidence and literature he quotes in favor of 
setting up a PIE root with such semantics and to be kept distinct from PIE 
*ÇweG ‘convey, drive’ [²LIV, 661f.; according to 2LIV, the meaning of this root 
was ‘schweben; fahren’] remained unnoticed in ²LIV), especially because the 
zero grade *uGh- of this root evidently underlies another root of Tocharian, 
viz. ABwask(- ‘stir, move, quake, shake’ (as per Melchert, 1978, 108f., followed 
by Adams, DoT, 589f.); for the zero grade required for this verb, see also 
Hackstein, 1995, 199f. Of course, it is tempting to set up just one single PIE 
root *ÇweG with the original meaning ‘move (tr/itr)’; cf. Hackstein, 1995, 199, 
who follows Rix in positing “uridg. *weG- tr. ‘hinbewegen’”. The o-grade 
*owGh- may be taken for a pre-PT innovation ultimately based on the zero 
grade *uGh- as mentioned above (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 45), and, to be more precise, 
may have been created on the model of *dowk-/*duk-, vel sim. 
 
auks- ‘(heran)wachsen, gedeihen’, ‘grow, increase’ (itr) (a/?/-) 

Prs XI (a) -,-, auksä11äM (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub/Opt IV (?) -,-, auk1i(tär?);— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf auk1itsi 

Pt VII(o I) in 
PPt auk1u  
Ipv — 

The manuals and Hackstein, 1995, 336ff. take the present stem to be of Class 
XI (suffix -säsk-), although Hackstein has shown that -s- after auk- is a root-
final element (so that there is a special, completely different root auks-; see 
s.v.). However, since TA has a present stem ending in TA -sis- (instead of 
expected -säs-) the analysis as Prs XI is justified; see the discussion in chap. 
Prs XI. According to Schmidt, 1984, 152, and 1985, 431 an Inf auk1[i]tsi derived 
from a Sub IV has to be read in H 149.314 b 5 (pace Broomhead I, 221 and 
WTG, 236); see now Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 106. On the identification of 
the passage and its translation, see in detail Hackstein, 1995, 338 with ref.; a 
meaning ‘to grow’ on this evidence is certain for auk1itsi. A subjunctive stem 
form of this root seems also attested in THT 1175 a 2: //// sa warñai kektseñe 
auk1i //// “beginning with ... the body may (?) grow ...”, which may also be 
an optative (and may further be restored to a middle form, i.e., auk1i(tär)). PPt 
auk1u presupposes a Pt VII stem for structural reasons. 
= Aoks- ‘wachsen, heranwachsen’, ‘grow, increase’ (itr) (a+/-/a)  

Prs XI (a+) -,-, oksi1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part oksismaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in  
PPt ok1u 
Pt V (a) -,-, ok1iñña-ci;— 
PPt ok1iññu 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘wachsen lassen’, ‘make grow’ (tr) (x/-/-)  
Prs XI (x) -,-, oksi1;— Imp -,-, oksi1at;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Prs TA oksi1 in A 250 b 4 is transitive, to judge from the Skt. equivalent 
vivardhayati ‘lets increase’ in VAV 2.73 a; see Schmidt, 1987, 159f. The Imp TA 
oksi1at in YQ 26 b 6 is also transitive: pässa1iM malkeyo pya1t1at oksi1at 
“with the milk of her breast she has nursed you and brought you up” (cf. 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 172f.).  
SEM. The TA present stem of Class XI shows valency change without voice 
alternation, while the only active TB attestation of Prs Class XI is intransitive. 
ETYM. On keeping apart the roots auks- and auk-, see Schmidt, 1985, 431f. and 
Hackstein, 1995, 336ff., who derives auks-/Aoks- from PIE *ÇHewg ‘be big’. A 
bit differently, Kümmel (apud 2LIV, 288f.) sets up a PIE root variant *ÇHweks 
‘(heran)wachsen, groß werden’ beside *ÇHewg ‘stark werden’. TA Sub XII 
*ok1iññä/a- presupposed by Pt V substitutes a former Sub II *ok1ä/sa- coined 
on the model of TA ak1iññä/a-, according to Hilmarsson, 1991a, 102. As a 
matter of fact, both the PPt auk1u and TA ok1u ‘old’ can owe their -1- to a 
formerly existing Sub II (cf. Winter, 1977, 151 = 2005, 188); but as for auk1u, 
the fact that Tocharian B had a Sub IV from auks- makes it likely that this PPt 
belonged to a Pt VII at least synchronically. 
 
au-n- act. ‘treffen, verwunden’, ‘hit, wound’, mid. ‘beginnen’, ‘begin’  

(tr) (x/x/x) 
Prs Xa (x) -,-, auna11äM;—| -,-, aunastär;-,-, aunaskentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I auna1le Abstr I — 
Sub I (x) -,-, auM;—| -,-, auntär;-,-, aunantär Opt — 
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Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt III (x) -, aunasta, auntsa;-,-, aunar| -,-, auntsate/omtsate/autsate; 
-,-, auntsante 

PPt aunu  
Ipv III (x) pauM;- |-; pauntsat 

Hilmarsson, 1991, 81f. speculates whether 3.pl. Sub aunantär in 27 a 7 is 
simply due to a misspelling for *aunäntär. However, the same form is now 
attested in the small fragment THT 1175 a 3 that does not look like an MQ 
text; the MQ attestation 118 b 2 of course also speaks in favor of a normally 
accented form aunäntär. The 3.sg. Pt auntsa is attested in THT 1160 a 5 (cf. 
Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). pauM to be read in H add.149 87 (= IOL Toch 212) a 8 is 
most likely a 2.sg. Ipv of this root (M. Peyrot, p.c.). Maybe aulñe in 177 a 6 
belongs here as well and not to the root aul- ‘hineinwerfen, vorwerfen’ (as was 
assumed by WTG, 227 and TochSprR(B), s.v., fn. 8). The n-less Pt III autsate 
attested in FK 590 (= PK NS 40) a 3 (see the reproduction of the facsimile apud 
Van Windekens, 1940, fig. III, and Couvreur, 1948, 328) beside regular 
auntsate in the same text, is certainly simply misspelled. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘zu beginnen veranlassen’, ‘cause to begin’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv IV (m) ponä11ar;- 

= Ao(-n)- act. ‘treffen, verwunden’, ‘hit, wound’, mid. ‘beginnen’, ‘begin’  
(tr) (m/m/x)  
Prs X (m) —;-,-, oMsantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (m) -,-, oñtar (sic);— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (x) awu,-, os;—| -,-, osat;-,-, osant 
PPt onu 
Ipv III (m) -; posac 

TA oñtar in 231 a 5 is 3.sg. The preterit and the imperative are formed from an 
n-less stem TA aw-/o-, whereas the present and subjunctive are formed from 
a nasal stem. As for the PPt, there is only TA onu, because the alleged variant 
TA [a]wu in A 79 b 4 is a 1.sg. Pt; see Peyrot, 2007a, 800 and Carling, DThTA, 
s.v. o-n-, and also the translation by Thomas, 1957, 281.  
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SEM. Based on etymological considerations, Schmidt, 1974, 368ff. claims the 
basic meaning had been ‘fassend erreichen’, from which both active ‘(ein Ziel) 
erreichen, treffen’ and middle ‘etwas für sich, für seine Zwecke ergreifen, um 
damit etwa (sic) zu tun’ e ‘beginnen’ could be derived. All finite middle 
forms are construed with an infinitive and denote ‘begin to’; as for the PPt, it 
has the meaning ‘begun’ when construed with an infinitive, and ‘hit’ when 
constructed without infinitive. The only exception is the middle imperative 
that also has the meaning ‘begin!’ without being found together with an 
infinitive. ETYM. The basic form of the root does not have a nasal extension; 
see Schmidt, 1974, 370, fn. 2, who compares Skt. apnóti ‘achieves’ (but see 
Kümmel, 2LIV, 237, fn. 4 with ref. for the claim that the Ved. nu-present is 
rather secondary), i.e., PIE *Çhep (2LIV, 237): “Auf labialen Wurzelauslaut 
weisen noch omtsate 109 b 1 and omttsate 375 b 1 (statt jüngerem auntsate)”; 
but see the objection by Stumpf, 1990, 71, fn. 19. See also the general 
discussion in chap. Sub VII 22.2.2., where it is argued that PT *awnä- 
originated in a pre-PT present stem in *-nu-, cf. also Adams, DoT, 132. To be 
sure, the root involved will rather have been PIE *ÇHep ‘join, attach’ (cf. 
Puhvel, 1991, 114) because of the a-vowel met in TA awu; at least for the 
semantics one is also reminded of Gk. áptw ‘fasten; kindle’, áptomai ‘grasp, 
begin’, so *ÇHeb ‘touch’ (Puhvel, 1991, 119 and 122) may be another 
possibility. 
 
aul- ‘± hinwerfen’, ‘± throw’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II aulñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt aulo1 
 Ipv — 
It is possible that the Abstr aulñe rather belongs to au-n- ‘hit’; see s.v. 
 
auswa- ‘± klagen’, ‘± cry, lament’ (itr) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, auswan;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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Hapax in H 149.15 b 3: karene klayä (sic) kwri auswa[n]n [o]t s[a] 4. 
empakwaccai ma pkwa[l]y(e) “If she should fall into a ditch, then she will cry 
out: one should never put one’s trust in an unreliable one”, as translated by 
Broomhead I, 184, but, strangely enough, in contrast to his edition his 
translation seems to be based on the one by Krause (WTG, 71, § 75, fn. 2), who 
has the word separation ot sa, while Broomhead transliterates n[o] ts[a]. 
Krause’s interpretation is much more likely. The meaning ‘cry out’ is not 
totally certain, but does fit this context. ETYM. A denominative from a noun in 
pre-PT *-s-wo-, which may have started out as a derivative from an s-stem 
based on the root *ÇHew(H) ‘cry out’ discussed in Peters, 1980, 20. 
 
 

K 
 

Akatw- ‘lächerlich machen’, ‘ridicule’ (tr) (m/-/-)  
Prs VIII (m) -,-, katu1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III in 
PPt kakätwu 
Ipv — 

The manuals take TA //// ktuseñc-äM • in A 28 a 5 to be a further possible 
attestation of this root, but since there is no further context, the correct word 
division is uncertain, so that the form may as well be analyzed as TA tuseñc-
äM from Atw(-/Atwas(- ‘burn, enkindle’ (thus TG, 428; at least it is very likely 
that we are dealing with a 3.pl. Prs). I rather follow the latter analysis, because 
the root vocalism would not match that of the undoubted Prs VIII TA 
katu1tär. Hilmarsson, 1996, 114 makes the claim (quite unclear to me) that “A 
katu1tär must have an erroneous -a- for -ä- > zero”, evidently based on the 
further assumption that the noun TA kätwes and TB kätt- were cognates of 
this TA root. TA kätwes, however, is a hapax of unclear meaning, and TB kätt- 
may not belong here. SEM. Judged by the Sanskrit parallel of the PPt in A 7 b 
1, the meaning is rather ‘ridicule, cause someone to be ashamed’ than the 
traditionally assumed ‘deceive’, according to Carling, DThTA, s.v. kätw-. 
ETYM. According to Hilmarsson, 1996, 113 and 114 the stem is a kausativum of 
the root attested in TB kätt- ‘put’ and we have to do with “a semantic 
development parallel to that of Engl. put on ‘deceive’, set up ‘id.’”. 
 
Akary- ‘laugh’ e kery- ‘id.’ 
 
kalaka- ‘follow’ e kalaka- ‘id.’ 
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kaka- ‘rufen, einladen’, ‘call, invite’ (tr) (-/m/x) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) kakamar (sic),-, kakatär (S);— Opt kakoymar,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II kakalñe (M, MQ) Priv akakatte (S) 
Inf kakatsi (MQ, Š) 

 Pt I (x) -,-, kaka;—| -, kakatai, kakate;— 
 PPt kakakau| kakaka1 
 Ipv I (a) pokkaka/pkaka; pokkakas 
The 1.sg. Sub kakamar is attested in PK AS 17C b 5 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; provenance unclear, not an MQ text). A 3.sg. 
Opt kakoytär is only listed in TEB I, 227, § 412,1 (without ref.). The 2.sg.mid. 
Pt is attested several times in the inscription Qu 34 (see Pinault, 1994a, 175; 
2000a, 157f.). kwa- ‘call’ and kauk- ‘call’ provide the suppletive present stems 
(see Couvreur, 1954, 82; Schmidt, 1974, 378f., fn. 3; and s.v. kauk-). In 91 b 1 
one should rather read a 2.pl. pokkakas instead of a 2.sg. Ipv form (see 
2TochSprR(B), 245). The variant Ipv form pkaka ‘call!’ is attested with certainty 
in PK NS 31 b 5 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 
same text has also another remarkable Ipv form (i.e., pälyaka-me; see s.v. 
läk(- see’). 
= Akaka- ‘rufen, einladen’, ‘call, invite’ (tr) (-/-/x)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II kaklune 
Pt I (x) -,-, kak;—| —;-,-, kakant 
PPt kakku 
Ipv I (x) -; p1kaks-äM| -; (p1kka)kac  

TA ken- ‘call’ provides the suppletive present stem. The 2.pl.mid. Ipv form TA 
(p1kka)kac is restored by Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 192 in YQ 19 a 7. ETYM. 
There seems to be general agreement that the Ipv forms with po-, TA p1- 
attest to a former root-initial *kw-/kw-; if this reasoning is correct, *Gu}-k- 
(as per Hackstein, 1995, 24) or *guH-k- (as per Hackstein, 2002a, 192f.) would 
be the obvious choices, but I fail to see how pre-TB *pækw/kw- or *päkw/kw- 
could have turned into standard-TB pok- by sound law. On the other hand, 
Hackstein, 2002a, 192 himself admits that with respect to the TB variant of the 
root one should have expected an “Erhalt von kw-”, and therefore is forced 
into setting up a “Distanz-Assimilation *kw...k e k...k”. As for TB po- instead 
of expected †pau- or †pu-, if one does not want to assume influence from a 
completely lost PT *pæ-kuwa-, one could and indeed should invoke 
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analogical influence from poñ from we-ñ- ‘say, speak’; but if such a strategy is 
unavoidable with respect to po- of Tocharian B, one may feel free to assume 
that not only the TB Ipv starting with po- but also the TA Ipv entirely owed 
their anlaut to analogical influence from the Ipv forms made from ABwe-ñ-, 
with the further implications that pkaka may simply be an archaism, and the 
root itself possibly of onomatopoeic origin. 
 
kañm?- ‘± sich vergnügen’, ‘± be merry’ (itr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs I/II (a+) -,-, kañmäM (sic);-,-, kañmeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kañmamane (sic, MQ) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II/V — Opt — 

Ger II in kàñmalona Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf kàñmatsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The respective first vowel in the two attested forms from the subjunctive stem, 
[k](a)ñmatsi and [k](a)ñ[m]alonasa in 370 b 6 and b 2 (M) is unclear, so the 
analysis of the subjunctive stem is uncertain. Hilmarsson, 1996, 80ff. opts for 
Sub I, Adams, DoT, 150 rather for Sub V, but the affiliation of a Sub V with a 
Prs I would be unusual. To be sure, the present stem formation is not 
altogether certain either. Although 3.pl. kañmeM shows a thematic ending, 
the stem could originally have been an athematic one (Class I), because an 
analogical thematic ending of the 3.pl. is common in Prs I paradigms. The m-
Part kañmamane attested in 118 a 7 does not secure a Prs I either; rendering of 
accented /ä/ by (a) is rare in MQ texts (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 34ff.), and so we are 
rather dealing with a writing error a for thematic-looking form *kañmemane 
(probably due to the following ak1ara ma). SEM. The verb is traditionally 
translated with ‘play’. Differently, Hilmarsson, 1996, 80ff., who posits the 
meaning ‘sing’ based on etymological considerations. The verb’s semantics 
cannot be determined with certainty on the basis of the forms attested so far, 
but something like ‘± be merry’ is the most likely guess. ETYM. According to 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 80ff., this is a denominative formation based on a men-stem 
pre-PT *kan-men- (hence the -ñ-) ‘song’ (= Lat. carmen), which he says is also 
somehow reflected in “kañmo” ‘song’, but he is not explicit about the strange 
kind of derivational morphology implied (note, however, that Greek seems to 
know denominatives of a qšrmw type).  
 
katk- ‘sich freuen’, ‘rejoice, be glad’ (itr) (a+/-/a) 

Prs II (a+) katkau,-, kaccäM;-,-, katkeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part katkemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 
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Ger II kaccalya (MQ) Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, kaccare 
 PPt kakaccu/kakkaccu| kakacco1/kakkaco1 
 Ipv — 
The PPt kak(k)acco1 is attested several times, e.g., in PK AS 17A b2 (see 
Pinault, 1984b, 169) and in THT 2323 a 2. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘erfreuen’, ‘make glad’ (tr) (m+/-/-) 

Prs IXb (m+) -,-, katkästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part katkä11eñca 
 m-Part katkäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf katkässi 

 Pt IV in 
 PPt kakatkä11u  
 Ipv IV (m) -; pkatkä11at 
The 2.pl. Ipv pkatkä11at is attested in PK AS 17D b 2 (see Couvreur, 1954, 90; 
Schmidt, 1974, 506), the 3.sg. Prs katKasTRa also in THT 1319 b 5 and THT 3603 
frg. c a 2. 
= Akatk- ‘sich freuen’, ‘rejoice, be glad’ (itr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs II (a+) -,-, kackä1;-, kackäc,- Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part katkmaM 
 Ger I kackäl Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. Prs TA katkeñc in A 230 a 3 does not belong to this root (pace Sieg, 
1937, 134, fn. 6), but rather to Akatka- ‘arise’ (thus the old analysis by TG, 426). 
The Ger I TA kackäl is attested in YQ 29 a 5. TG, 426 lists the forms with 
palatalized stem final under a different root kack- (together with the noun TA 
kacke ‘desire, longing’), but all these stems certainly belong together, -ck- 
simply being the regular TA outcome of palatalized root-final -tk-; see chap. 
Sound Laws 1.7.  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘erfreuen’, ‘make glad’ (tr) (m+/-/-) 

Prs VIII (m+) -,-, katkä1tär;— Imp -,-, katk1at;— 
 nt-Part katk1ant 
 m-Part katkäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf katkässi 
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Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV in 
PPt in kakätk1urä1 
Ipv — 

ETYM. PIE *g/gHd-ske/o- from PIE *Çg/geHd ‘in Freude geraten’ (2LIV, 184); 
differently, Hackstein, 2002, 8 derives the root from a PIE syntagma *geH 
dhske/o- ‘in Glanz = Freude (ver)setzen’. 
 
 Akatka- ‘aufstehen, entstehen’, ‘(a)rise’ (itr) (x/a/a)  

Prs VII (x) -,-, katä$ka1;-,-, katä$keñc|—;-,-, katä$kantär  
Imp -,-, katäñsa;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I katä$kal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, katka1;-,-, katkeñc Opt —  
 Ger II katkal Abstr II katklune 
Pt I (a) -, katka1t, katäk;-,-, katkar 
PPt kakätku 
Ipv — 

A 3.pl.mid. TA (katä)$kanträ is restored by Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004a, 45ff. in 
A 259 a [recte b] 3: TA (katä)$kanträ ñäkcyañ w(akañ) “es erheben sich 
göttliche Stimmen”. Even though this is a philologically cogent guess, it 
would make the form the only middle of this paradigm, and basically 
intransitive verbs like this one rarely show voice alternation (see chap. 
Valency 4.7.1.). ETYM. See Hilmarsson, 1996, 110 with ref. for connecting the 
root with Gk. c£zomai ‘withdraw’. 
 
kanta- ‘abreiben’, ‘rub (off)’ (tr) (m/m/-) 

Prs VI (m) — Imp -,-, kantanoytär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) — Opt -,-, kantoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II kantalñe Priv — 
Inf kantatsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The subjunctive has persistent root-initial accent. 
SEM. kantoytär in 19 b 6 and kantanoy(t)ä(r) in 429 a 3 are either deponential 
or reflexive middles (‘rub oneself’, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 325f.); the attestation in H 
149.26/30 b 4 is a passive (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 207). ETYM. According to 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 77, to be derived from PIE *Çgnet (2LIV, 191 ‘drücken, 
kneten’, without the Toch. verb). 
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kantsa- ‘schärfen, wetzen’, ‘sharpen, whet’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf kantsasi 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, kaMtsare (MQ) 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The subjunctive stem has persistent root-initial accent. ETYM. See Adams, DoT, 
151 for various possible connections. 
 
kapa- ‘desire’ e kawa- ‘id.’ 
 
Akapa- ‘well up; be greedy’ e kawa- ‘desire’ 
 
kama- ‘bringen, holen, nehmen’, ‘carry, take’ (tr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) kammai,-, kamate; kamamnte (sic),-, kamante 
 PPt kakamau| kakama1 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. kammai is also attested in PK AS 17C b 5, a variant kamai in PK Cp 
37, 20; the 1.pl. kamamnte is found in PK Cp 7, 2, PK Cp 37, 10 and 18 (all 
unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; on the reading -mnte 
instead of traditional -mtte, see Peyrot, 2008, 156). The stem provides the 
suppletive preterit stem of pär- ‘carry’; see Schmidt, 1974, 360ff.; 1984, 152. A-
character is certain. 
= Akama- ‘bringen, holen, nehmen’, ‘carry, take’ (tr) (-/m/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, kamantär Opt -,-, kamitär;—  
 Ger II kamal Abstr II kamlune 
Pt I (m) -,-, kamat;-,-, kamant 
PPt in kakmurä1 
Ipv I (m) pkamar; pkamac 
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The Ger II TA kamal is listed in TEB II, 264 (correcting TA kamäl as given in 
TEB I, 196, § 348,2). Apär- ‘carry, bring’ provides the suppletive present stem. 
SEM. According to Schmidt, 1974, 367, this root had non-durative semantics (in 
contrast to pär-/Apär-). ETYM. Ringe, 1996, 35 derives the root from PIE 
*ÇkemH; differently Adams, DoT, 371 and 2LIV, 186, PIE *Çgem ‘drücken, 
zusammenpressen; fassen’. At any rate, we seem to have to do with a 
denominative. 
 
kaya- ‘(Mund) öffnen, aufsperren’, ‘open (the mouth)’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt kakayau| kakaya1 
 Ipv — 
The obl. PPt kakaya1 is attested in G-Su 1 a 2 (see Pinault, 1987, 134). A-
character is reconstructed with some certainty. koyn kaya- is diachronically a 
figura etymologica; cf. chap. Valency, 4.10.3. 
 
kara- ‘sammeln’, ‘gather’ (tr) (-/a/x) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) karau,-,-;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf karatsi 

 Pt I (x) —;-,-, karare| —; karàmte (MQ),-, karante 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The subjunctive shows persistent initial accent. The reading of the suffix 
vowel of the MQ form kar[à]mte in 576 b 5 is uncertain. ETYM. PIE *ÇHger or 
*ÇHger ‘sammeln’ (2LIV, 276, without the Toch. verb); Adams, DoT, 153. 
 
karp(- ‘herabsteigen’, ‘descend’ (itr) (m/a/a) 

Prs IV (m) korpomar,-, korpotär;-,-, korpontär Imp —;-,-, korpyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -, karpat, karpaM;-,-, karpaM Opt — 

Ger II karpalle Abstr II karpalñentse Priv akkarpacce (MQ) 
Inf karpassi/karpatsi 
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 Pt I (a) karpawa, karpasta, karpa; karpam,-,- 
 PPt kakarpau/ kakkarpau | kakarpa1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs korpontär is attested in PK AS 17K b 2, and the Priv in PK AS 12I 
a 6 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). Krause, 1950, 
31 cites a 1.sg. Imp korpimar (without ref., not in WTG). karpam in PK AS 
12K b 3 is a preterit, according to Couvreur, 1954, 86 (contra WTG, 228), and 
not a subjunctive form (for a translation of the whole text, see Couvreur, 1953, 
282f.). According to Thomas, 1954, 715, a 3.pl. Pt k(arpare) can be restored in 
115 b 3, but that restoration is not mentioned again in his re-edition of the text 
in 2TochSprR(B). The Ger karpalle is attested in PK AS 17H a 2-3, the Abstr 
karpalñentse in PK AS 17H b 1, and the regular Inf form karpatsi in PK AS 
17G b 6 (all unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The 
subjunctive shows persistent root-initial accent. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘herabsteigen lassen; weiterreichen’, ‘make descend; pass on’ 

(tr) (m/a/x) 
Prs IXb (m) -,-, karpastär (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) -,-, karpä11äM;— Opt karpä11im,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (x) -, karpä11asta (MQ),-;—| -,-, karpä11ate (MQ);— 
 PPt in kakkarpä11ormeM 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Sub karpä11äM is attested in PK NS 95 b 2 (“Kaufpreis herabsetzen”); 
see Pinault, 2000, 82. Instead of karpä11ate (thus WTG), one has to read 
karpä11ate in the unpublished passage PK AS 12K a 4 (MQ), according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c. 
= Akarp(- ‘herabsteigen’, ‘descend’ (itr) (a+/-/a)  

Prs VI (a+) -,-, karna1;-,-, karneñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part karnmaM 
 Ger I karnal Abstr I — 
 Inf karnatsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II karplune 
Pt I (a) -, karpa1t, karp;— 
PPt kakärpu 
Ipv — 

The Ger I TA karnal is attested in THT 1377 frg. a b 2 (M. Peyrot, p.c.). The PPt 
TA kakrärpu (sic) (construed with to TA sutraM) renders Skt. 
sutraparyapanna- in A 353 a 4 (see Couvreur, 1956, 69 and Schmidt, 1989, 13 
and 32). Whereas Couvreur sets up a separate root Akrarp- for the form 
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(following TG, 435) and translates “auf das Sutra bezogen”, Schmidt argues 
that we are rather dealing with a PPt and translates “in das Sutra 
aufgenommen”, so that a root TA krarp- separate from Akarp(- would be 
obsolete (pace Schmidt, 1989, 32, fn. 2, Pinault, 1989, 121 interprets TA 
kakrärpu as a mere misspelling rather than a “Mischbildung”). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘herabsteigen lassen’, ‘make descend’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV in 
PPt kakärp1u 
Ipv — 

SEM. The grundverb is basically intransitive, but as a verb of motion it can be 
constructed with an obliquus of direction. ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1993, 178, based 
on Van Windekens, 1941, derives the verb from PIE *Çkwerp ‘turn’; 2LIV, 392f. 
sets up the root in question as *ÇKerpH ‘sich wenden’, the A-character of the 
Toch. root apparently being the only reason for setting up the root-final *-H. 
Differently, Adams, DoT, 154 (*korb). 
 
kalaka- ‘folgen’, ‘follow’ (tr) (m/-/a) 

Prs I (m) -,-, koloktär;-,-, kolokantär (MQ) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kolokmane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf —  

 Pt I (a) -,-, salaka;— 
 PPt kakalaka1  
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. kolo[ka]nträ in 255 a 2 may be restored to kolo[k](e)nträ; see chap. 
Prs III/IV 26.3. I fail to see why salak<a>=ike in 408 b 3 should be “höchst 
ungewiß” (thus WTG, 169, § 169). The form shows the expected sandhi 
treatment (on which see Stumpf, 1971a, 103), a translation ‘followed’ does 
make sense here, and the form of the preterit is morphologically not so 
problematic (at least apart from the fact that a former Prs IV is usually not 
associated with a Pt I with root-initial palatalization; see chap. Prs III/IV). The 
A-character is only reconstructed, but certain. We are dealing with a present 
of Class IV having undergone o-drop; see chap. Prs III/IV 26.3. The verb is, 
nevertheless, transitive; see Schmidt, 1974, 290. 
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~ Akälka- ‘gehen’, ‘go’ (itr) (-/a/a)  
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) kalkam, kalkat, kalka1; kälkamäs, kälkac, kälkeñc  

Opt kälkim, kälkit, kälki1;—  
 Ger II kälkal Abstr II kälkalune 
Pt I (a) -, kälka1t, kälka-M;-,-, kalkar 
PPt kälko 
Ipv — 

The 2.sg. Sub TA ka(lkat) can be restored with certainty in A 70 a 2; see Sieg, 
Übers. II, 43, fn. 5. TA kälk- provides the suppletive stem to Ai- ‘go’ (itself 
restricted to present and imperative). The verb is intransitive, but being a verb 
of motion, it can be constructed with an obliquus of direction; see Thomas, 
1983, 12ff. 
ETYM. A connection of kalaka- and Akälka- was first proposed by Cowgill 
apud Ringe, 1987, 105 and Adams, 1988, 401, the latter deriving both roots 
from a se/ variant of *ÇKel, which is, however, rather a se/ root in the first 
place, viz. *ÇKelh ‘eine Drehung machen, etc.’ (2LIV, 386ff.). 
 
kawa- ‘wollen, begehren’, ‘desire, crave’ (tr) (m/-/m) 

Prs XII (m) —;-,-, kawaññentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II kawalyñe Priv — 
Inf kawatsi 

 Pt I (m) -,-, kawate-ne;— 
 PPt kakapau | kakapo1 (sic; ?) 
 Ipv — 
According to TochSprR(B), (ka)waññiträ is a possible restoration in the 
fragment 147 frg. 2 a 2. The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. The PPt 
kakapau in 66 a 8 is without context, but would fit the morphological pattern 
(cf. WTG, 227). Against the claim made by Adams, DoT, 152 that the PPt 
kakapau preserved p in order to avoid homophony with the PPt of kau- ‘kill’ 
see Winter, 2003, 131, ad p. 152, who correctly pointed out that the regular PPt 
of kau- ‘kill’ is kakawu, ending in -u and not in -au. kakapo1 in 179 b 3 
(without much context) said by Saito, 2006, 301 to belong here would have to 
be a synchronically irregular form. 
= Akapa- ‘aufwallen’, ‘gierig sein’, ‘well up’, ‘be greedy’ (itr) (-/a/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, kapa1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II kaplune 
Pt I (a) —;-,-, kapar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. An apparently intransitive TA kapa1-äM ‘well up’ with reference to 
‘blood’ is now attested in YQ 15 b 1: TA omäl ysar 1u$kac kapa1äM “hot blood 
will rise to his throat”; see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 50f.; cf. the Old Turkish 
parallel version in MaitrHami I 13 b 8ff. “und er wird warmes Blut 
ausspucken” (Geng/Klimkeit, 1988, 99). The second finite TA attestation is 
likewise constructed without a direct object: A 340 a 3 swatsi1y akalyo kapar 
ymar “In dem Wunsche nach Essen wurden sie [scil. die Pretas] schnell 
begierig”; see Schmidt, 1974, 146, fn. 1. The TB verb, on the other hand, is 
transitive. ETYM. It is a matter of debate whether the Prs XII is deverbative or 
denominative (see, e.g., the discussion by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 80f.), but since 
the Prs XII kawaññ- retains A-character, I assume it was taken for a 
denominative even synchronically; see chap. Prs/Sub XII 35.1.3.1. I think it is 
best to assume that the meaning ‘well up’ in YQ 15 b 1 was the more original 
one, and that the root of the Toch. verb is hence to be derived from PIE 
*Çk(w)ap ‘well up’, as suggested by Pinault, 1992, 167f.; differently, 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 123. Note that 2LIV prefers not to reconstruct a root 
*Çk(w)ap of that meaning, but sets up various different roots such as *Çkewp, 
*Çkwehp, and *Çkwep instead, so that one would have to derive the root 
vowel from PIE *-Ô- or *-Ôh-. Note further that the root variant kawa- instead 
of older kapa- in Tocharian B is attested in all forms from all TB varieties 
except in the PPt (strictly speaking, we do not know for certain that kakapau 
belongs here, because it is without context), which is somewhat surprising, 
because Winter, 1955, 224 = 1984, 108 = 2005, 9 has shown that p > w is rather 
an eastern/informal feature (but not exclusively; see Stumpf, 1990, 73). It is a 
likely guess that the whole paradigm started out as a denominative to the eH-
stem noun that probably underlies kawo, obl. kawa; if this is correct, kakapo1 
may indeed belong here with -o1 developed out from PT *-åwæs’ä with PT 
*-å- to be expected in a derivative from an eH-stem. 
 
Aka1-iññ- ‘anschreien, schelten’, ‘shout at, reprimand, chastise’ (tr) (m/m/-)  

Prs XII (m) — Imp -,-, ka1iññat;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf ka1iñtsi 
Sub XII (m) — Opt -,-, ka1iññitär;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt V in PPt kak1iñu 
Ipv — 
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A middle instead of an active form TA ka1iññ[a](t) is restored in A 28 a 5 by 
Schmidt, 1974, 172, due to morphological considerations. ETYM. Maybe 
derived from PIE *ÇkeHs ‘anweisen’ (2LIV, 318f.), see Hilmarsson, 1996, 102 
with ref.; differently, Hackstein, 2003b, 84. Apparently a denominative (as per 
Hackstein) and not a deverbative as claimed by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 96.  
 
[Aka1t- ‘?’, Couvreur, 1959, 252 restores TA kakä1(tu) from an otherwise 

unattested root Aka1t- ‘être irrité, insulter’ in A 354 b 1, but this 
remains uncertain, as per Schmidt, 1989, 76, fn. 15; since the form 
translates Skt. hata# ‘killed’, Carling, DThTA, s.v. ko1ta- also 
proposes a simple mistake for TA kako1tu; actually we seem to have 
to do with the same kind of TA *w-loss in a PPt that is also found in 
TA lyalyku and TA papyätku.] 

 
käta- ‘streuen’, ‘strew’ (tr) (x/x/x) 

Prs VI (x) katnau,-, katnaM;-,-, käMtaM (MQ)/känta-ne (MQ)  
Imp —;-,-, kätnoyentär-ne 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kätnamane 
 Ger I kätnalle/käntalle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -,-, kataM;—| —;-,-, katantar (sic) Opt -,-, katoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf katasi 

 Pt I (x) -, stasta (MQ),-; sitam,-, stare (MQ)| -,-, ktate;-,-, ktante 
 PPt ktau/ktow 
 Ipv — 
On the analysis of the older present stem allomorph känta-, see the discussion 
in chap. Prs VII (käntalle is attested in THT 1535 frg. a a 5; käntale in THT 
1535 frg. a b 2 and frg. b b 6; see Peyrot, 2008, 152). A 3.pl. Imp kätnoyentär-
nesa is to be read in 620 b 3, according to Schmidt, 2000, 228f. (or rather to be 
emended to kätnoyen<tär->nesa). The m-Part kätnamane that is attested in an 
unpublished Berlin fragment, according to Thomas, 1979, 163, can be found in 
THT 1287 frg. a b 3; the preterit forms ktate and ktante are attested in PK AS 
15C a 5, resp. PK NS 36A a 5 (see Couvreur, 1964, 247 with fn. 58; 
2TochSprR(B), 243). The Inf [k]atasi listed by Schmidt, 1986a, 648 without 
precise ref. can be found in PK Cp 27 a 3 (unpublished, M. Peyrot, p.c.); the 
incorrect Inf variant katsi listed in TochSprR(B), glossary, 107 without ref. is 
rather due to a wrong reading or word separation; a Ger II (kata)lle is further 
restored by TochSprR(B) in 291 b 6. The subjunctive shows ablaut and 
persistent initial accent. The 1.pl. Pt sitam is attested in an unpublished 
document of profane nature with the meaning ‘sowed’, according to Schmidt, 
2002, 8.  
= Akäta- ‘streuen’, ‘strew’ (tr) (x/-/a)  

Prs VI (x) -,-, kna1-äm;—|—;-,-, knantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I knal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) —;-,-, katar 
PPt kto 
Ipv — 

The Ger I TA knal is attested in PK NS 2 b 3 (see Carling, DThTA, s.v.). A-
character is certain.  
ETYM. PIE *Ç(s)kedH ‘zersplittern, zerstreuen’ (2LIV, 550f.); see most recently 
Blazek, 2001, 81f. 
 
kätk(- ‘überschreiten, vorübergehen, (Sünde) begehen, übertreten (Gesetz)’, 

‘cross, pass (time), surpass, trespass, commit (a sin)’ (tr/itr) (x/x/a) 
Prs VI (a) (tr/itr) —;-,-, kätkanaM/kätknaM (MQ) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Prs VII (a) (itr) -,-, kätta$käM;-,-, kätta$käM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Prs IXa (m) (tr) -,-, kätka1tär (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) (tr/itr) -, katkat/katkat (MQ), katkaM (MQ);—| 

-,-, kätkatär-me (D);— Opt -,-, kätkoytär-me (Š);— 
Ger II katkalyi (D) Abstr II kätkalñe (M)/katkalñe (S) 
Priv ekätkatte (MQ) 
Inf katkatsi 

 Pt I (a) (tr) sätkawa, sätkasta, satka;-,-, sitkare 
 PPt kätkau/ kätkowwa (MQ)| kätko1 
 Ipv — 
TochSprR(B), 58, fn. 3 restores a 3.pl. (kä)t[k]naM in 36 b 4 (instead of regular 
katknaM), because the text is an MQ text, and the same form kätknaM is now 
actually attested in the MQ-character text THT 1339 a 6 (Peyrot, 2008, 144). 
kätta$käM in 3 a 4 is a 3.pl. Class VII present form; see Schmidt, 1985, 428. A 
3.sg. Prs IXa variant kätka1tär (sic) is attested in PK Dd 6, 2, 4 (Pinault, 1987, 
184f.). The 2.sg. Sub katkat is often found in KVac (see Schmidt, 1986, passim). 
The Priv e(kä)tk(atte) ‘ohne zu überschreiten’ is attested in PK AS 12C b 1 
(MQ); see Couvreur, 1954, 82; Thomas, 1987a, 91; and Hilmarsson, 1991, 63f. 
There are different accent variants to be found in the Sub; see chap. Sub I/V 
18.2.11. The expected 2.sg. Pt sätkasta is attested in THT 1927 b 3. Since in MQ 
texts unaccented /ä/ is usually not rendered by (a) (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 34f.), I 
propose to restore the anomalous [sa]tka[st](a) in 247 a 1 (MQ) to 
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[sä]tka[st](a), [si]tka[st](a), or the Kaus. [sa]tka[st](a) (the manuscript is hardly 
legible anymore). The PPt kätko1 is found in 133 a 2. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘überschreiten lassen’, ‘let pass, cross’ (tr) (-/-/x) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part satkä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
 Inf säccätsi (MQ) 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf katkässi (S) 

 Pt II (x) -, satkasta (MQ), -;—|-, satkatai (MQ),-;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv IV (m) kätkä11ar (sic);- 
The active 2.sg. Pt satkasta (wrongly written setkasta) is attested in THT 3597 
(= Mainz 655, 1) b 6: setkasta ceM cäk=aurce saR@ “you (sg.) let them cross the 
wide river” (cf. the translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 274). On the semantics and 
syntactic behavior of the kausativum stems, see in detail chap. Valency 4.9.2. 
= Akätk(- ‘über-, durchschreiten, vorübergehen, (Sünde) begehen’, ‘cross, 

(sur)pass, pass (time), commit (a sin)’ (tr/itr) (x/a/a)  
Prs VII (x) (tr) —;-,-, ktä$keñc|—;-,-, ktä$kantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf ktä$katsi 
Sub V (a) (tr/itr) -, katkat, katka1;-, kätkac, kätkeñc Opt —  
 Ger II kätkal Abstr II kätkalune 
Pt I (a) (tr/itr) -,-, kcäk/stäk;-, katkas, katkar 
PPt kätko 
Ipv — 

A 3.sg. Prs TA ktä$ka1 is only listed in TEB I, 205, § 370,1 without ref. and 
may only be reconstructed. The 3.sg. Pt TA stäk is the regular continuant of 
*sätka, whereas TA kcäk shows metathesis of palatalization; see chap. Sound 
Laws 1.7., and Pinault, 2006, 106f., who explains the sequence with recourse to 
analogy. A 2.pl. Pt katkas seems attested in the small fragment THT 1953 b 2 
(see Carling, DThTA, s.v. kätka-). 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘± wild werden/ausbrechen lassen’, ‘± cause to be out of 

control/run wild’ (tr) (—) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
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 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt sasätku  
Ipv — 

Hapax in A 360, 8 referring to a cow running wild; on the passage see chap. 
Valency 4.4.1. 
SEM. Probably any stem of the grundverb paradigm could be used both 
intransitively with the meanings ‘cross’ (construed with perlative) or ‘pass (of 
time)’, and transitively with the meanings ‘cross something’ or ‘commit (a 
sin)’. ABkätk(- is also used as equivalent of Skt. adhya Çpad ‘get into (culpable 
behavior)’ and Skt. ati Çkram ‘cross over’, ‘leave unnoticed’ (see Thomas, 1985, 
92, fn. 11). Akätk(- can also be constructed with the preverb TA asuk (~ Skt. 
ati )  with the meaning ‘cross through’ (like in A 395 b 2 “they did not cross 
through the woods”) and ‘surpass’ (as in YQ 29 b 7f.). ETYM. Klingenschmitt, 
1982, 188f. suggests derivation from PIE *ÇdeQH ‘in die Nähe kommen, fast 
erreichen, vorbeigehen’ (thus 2LIV, 134f.), and further assumes the present 
stem *Qþn0- > PT *ktäna- and the preterit stem *deQ-0-t > PT *t’äka- had 
mutually influenced each other; he is followed by Schmidt, 1988, 475f.; 1989a, 
308ff.; 1992, 103ff.; 1994a, 224ff. (Schmidt’s assumption that we are dealing 
here with an outcome -k- of a laryngeal is phonologically implausible; see 
chap. tk-Roots, fn. 1). For objections to Klingenschmitt and Schmidt, see 
Pinault, 2004, 4f., who — like Hilmarsson, 1996, s.v. — basically follows 
Adams’ etymology with Lat. cedo ‘go’ (see now Adams, DoT, 159: *k

0
d-ske/o-); 

for the TA preterit, see also Pinault, 2006, 106f. Lubotsky, 2004, 323ff. sets up 
the PIE root as *Çkiesd (sic): Prs. *kizd-ske/o- > kästsk- > (with 
dissimilation) *kätsk- > kätk-. Again differently, Hackstein, 2001, 34, and 2002, 
7 proposes as etymon a PIE syntagma *ke dh-ske/o-. TA sätko (A 371 a 5 
ma$kant sätko “one who committed a sin”; see TG, 428, fn. 1; in addition, 
ma$ka<nt> satko in line a 4) is not a PPt of this root (thus Couvreur, 1956, 81; 
in TG, 428 the form is left unanalyzed), but is an adjective formed on the basis 
of the TA equivalent of *satko (only attested by the adverb satkai ‘very’). 
 
kätt- ‘hinstellen, legen’, ‘put, set (down)’ (tr) (a/m/-) 

Prs II (a) — Imp —;-,-, käcciyeM-ne 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I käccillya Abstr I — 
Sub I/II (m) — Opt -,-, käccitär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
Strictly speaking, the subjunctive stem can be thematic or athematic, but with 
respect to the root structure, a thematic Sub II is, nevertheless, more plausible. 
SEM. We are dealing with a verb designating ‘± put, set’, more precisely with 
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the notion of a downward movement, as per Adams, DoT, 159, s.v. 2kätk- ‘± 
lower, set (down)’ (on account of an etymological connection with the 
adjective kätkare ‘deep’). ETYM. The etymology, the PT root shape, and even 
the inner-Tocharian connections are controversial. Traditionally, the root 
shape is set up as kätt- (e.g., WTG, 229). Hilmarsson, 1996, 113 and 114 has 
argued that the Prs VIII and Pt III of the TA root Akätw- ‘deceive’ belong to 
what I call antigrundverb paradigm made from a TA cognate of the TB root, 
which would lead to setting up a PT root *kätw- (thus also Winter, 1972, 388 = 
1984, 209 = 2005, 160, on the basis of a possible connection with TB ketwe/TA 
katu ‘piece of jewellery’). The semantic development would be a “parallel of 
Engl. put on ‘deceive’, set up ‘id.’” (Hilmarsson, l.c.), but note that Akatw- 
means rather ‘ridicule’ (see above). Adams, DoT, 159, on the other hand, sets 
up kätk- on account of a possible connection with TB kätkare ‘deep’ (based on 
Van Windekens). kätk- is also the structure on which Hackstein, 2002, 7 bases 
his derivation from a PIE verbal compound *ké dh-ske/o-. Similarly, 
Klingenschmitt, 1975, 162 = 2005, 145, fn. 21, and 1982, 189, who derives the 
Opt käccitär from *kä-täcitär said to consist of a preverb *kä < PIE *kom and 
*tät- ‘put’. 
 
Akätw- ‘deceive’ e Akatw- ‘ridicule’ 
 
kän(- ‘zustandekommen, erfüllt werden’, ‘come about, occur, be fulfilled’ 

(itr) (m/m/-) 
Prs IXa (m) -, -, knastär;-,-, knaskentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (m) -,-, kantär;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — 
Inf — 

 Sub III (m) -,-, knetär-me;—  
Opt -,-, kñitär/käñiyoytär/kñyoytar (sic);— 
Ger II knelle Abstr II knelñe Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt III in 
 PPt kekenu| kekeno1 
 Ipv — 
On the present stem formations, see Hackstein, 1995, 230ff. in detail. I also 
follow Hackstein’s analysis of k(a)ntär-ñ(i) in 594 a 1 as Sub I (or II): (akal)k 
k(a)ntär-ñ or k(a)ntär ñi “may my wish come true” based on the restoration by 
TochSprR(B). A transitive meaning, however, “may (s)he fulfill” cannot be 
excluded; see also chap. Sub III 20.1.3. Pinault, 1989a, 154 furthermore restores 
[ka](ntär) in PK AS 16.2 a 1, but since we rather have a present form (and a Prs 
I/II would be morphologically unusual in this kind of paradigm), Hackstein, 
l.c., rather proposes a restoration to ka(lytär). On the Opt variants käñiyoytär 
and kñyoytar, see Hackstein, 1995, 237, fn. 93; Peyrot, 2008, 149; differently, 
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Peters, 2006, 335, fn. 16 and chap. Sub III 20.1.2. The PPt kekenu has the 
meaning ‘equipped, provided with’ (= TA kaknu). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘zustandekommen lassen, erfüllen’, ‘fulfill (a wish)’ (tr) (a/m/a) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, kana1äM-nne (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part kan1eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I känä1äle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) kyanamar (S),-,-;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) kyanawa, kyanasta, kyana;-,-, kanare (sic) 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
Sieg/Siegling restore a 2.pl.act. Prs/Sub IX k[an](ascer) in 81 b 1, which does 
fit the context (“if you will fulfill my wish”); since kana1äM-nne shows a 
similar stem allomorph käna- and since preservation of A-character in sk-
stems is also attested otherwise (see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4.), one would not 
even have to assume a misspelling for kan(äscer). However, Hackstein, 1995, 
235f. points out that a transitive Sub I (or II) is also possible; in the end, the 
restoration remains a matter of speculation. On kana1äM-nne in PK NS 48 a 1, 
see Thomas, 1979, 179, fn. 151. In addition, a Ger KaNaFale (Prs IXb or the 
expected Sub IXb) seems attested in the small fragment THT 1657 a 2 (archaic) 
without context. On the morphologically odd kyanamar, see chap. Sub I/V 
18.3.1. 
= Akän- ‘zustandekommen’, ‘come about, occur’ (itr) (m/m/-)  

Prs VIII (m) -,-, knä1tär;-,-, käMsantär Imp —;-,-, käM1ant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub III (m) -,-, knatär;— Opt -,-, knitär;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II knalune 
Pt 0/III in 
PPt kaknu 
Pt — 
Ipv — 

The middle Imp TA käM1ant in A 222 a 4 and A 239 a 1 is intransitive; see 
Schmidt, 1974, 135 and for the latter also Carling, DThTA, s.v. kwreyu. The 
PPt has the meaning ‘equipped, provided with’ (= TB kekenu). The middle 
present TA knä1tär in A 71 a 2 is also rather intransitive, according Hackstein, 
1995, 231f. (“der Wunsch erfüllt sich mir nicht”), and the same can be argued 
for the new attestations (for which see Carling, DThTA, s.v. kän-): A 309 a 2 
(knä1t)r-äm akal rito “the cherished wish is not fulfilled for them” (note that 
this restoration was already proposed by W. Siegling, pers. copy); THT 2457 a 
3 //// knä1trä sätkatär //// “occurs and spreads out”; THT 1463 a 6 1yak 
käMsanträ • “occur together with ...”. 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘zustandekommen lassen, erfüllen; werden’, ‘fulfill (a wish); 
become’ (tr/itr) (a+/a/a) 
Prs VIII (a+) —;-,-, käMseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part käM1ant 
 m-Part knäsmaM 
 Ger I käM1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf knässi 
Sub IX (a) knasam,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (itr) (a) -,-, kakäM;— 
PPt — 
Ipv I/III (a) pkana-ñi;— 

Pace Kim, 2009, 29, fn. 36, the Pt II kakäM attested in YQ 29 b 3 is intransitive; 
cf. chap. Pt II 8.2.4. The respective imperative is, however, not one of Class II; 
see chap. Ipv 37.3. 
ETYM. PIE *Çgenh ‘erzeugen’ (2LIV, 163ff.); see Hackstein, 1995, 323ff.; Adams, 
DoT, 160. The two most notable stems from this root are a completely 
irregular preterit stem PT *käkæna-, which could be used both transitively 
and intransitively, and no doubt derived from the PIE active perfect *ge-
gonh-e (continued still without addition of a final PT *-a- in the PPt PT 
*kækænäwä), and a subjunctive stem PT *käna-, probably based on the PIE 
root aorist *genh-to and showing analogical depalatalization of the root 
initial, which may have imposed its final PT *-a- on the old active perfect 
stem. 
 
Akäntsa-s- ‘anerkennen, bestätigen, bekennen’, ‘acknowledge, confess’ (tr) 

(m+/-/-)  
Prs VIII (m+) —; käntsasamtär,-,- Imp — 
 nt-Part käMtsa1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. According to Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 51f. = Winter, 2005, 435f., with fn. 2, 
TA käMtsa1antaM in A 243 b 1 is the equivalent of Skt. pratijña-, so that the 
root has the meaning ‘anerkennen, bestätigen, bekennen’; see also Hackstein, 
1993a, 148f. and Pinault, 2008, 283f. ETYM. Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 52 = Winter, 
2005, 436 interpret the stem as “— formal allerdings unregelmäßige — 
Kausativbildung zu dem einfachen Verb TA känts-*, das in kñasä1t bezeugt 
ist”, “irregular”, because a suffix TA -as- is otherwise only attested with 
subjunctive stems from kausativum paradigms (but see below), that is to say, 
s-presents from roots with A-character make the roots lose A-character 
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(except synchronically monosyllabic roots such as Alya- that descriptively 
lacked A-character). Adams, 1988a, 32 and Hilmarsson, 1991a, 100; 1996, 78 
argue that the stem directly continues the PIE *-ske/o- present *(gi)-gn@-
ske/o- (both only differ slightly on the phonological development). Hackstein, 
1993a, 148ff.; 1995, 100f. returns to the explanation of VW I, 204f., due to 
phonological problems with Hilmarsson’s scenario, and plausibly sets up a 
denominative *käntsa- (assumed to belong to a TA noun †känts ‘approval, 
acknowledgement’) by referring to winask-/TA winas- ‘venerate’ from wina 
‘pleasure’.  
 
käm- ‘kommen’, ‘come’ (itr) (x/x/x) 

Prs Xa (x) -,-, känma11äM;-,-, känmaskeM| -,-, känmastär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (x) -, sämt (MQ), sanmäM/samn=/sman-me;-,-, sanmeM | 

-,-, samtär;— Opt -,-, säMmi-ne (MQ);-,-, sänmiyeM/ 
sänmyeM| sänmimar/smimar/sanmimar (sic),-, smitär/ 
sänmitär;—  
Ger II smälle (MQ)/sänmalle Abstr II 
sänmalñe/sinmalñe/smalñe  
Priv — Inf samtsi 

 Pt III (m) -, kamtsatai, kamtsate;-,-, kamtsante 
 Pt VI (a) kamau, sem, sem/semo/sema-ñ; kmem,-,  

kameM/kmeM-ne/semare 
PPt kekamu/kekmu| kekamo1/kekmo1 

 Ipv III (a) kamp (sic); kamtso 
On the attestations of the Sub, see Peyrot, 2008, 147. A 3.sg.mid. Pt kamtsate is 
attested in PK AS 6A b 5 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, 
p.c.). The 1.sg.act. Pt kamau that is listed in TEB I, 254, § 453 without 
reference, is attested in the small fragment THT 1615 frg. a b 2 (MQ): ecce 
kamau • “I came hither”. The 2.sg. Pt sem is attested in PK NS 48 + 258 a 3; 
see Pinault, 1994, 184ff. A 2.sg. variant semt does not exist; see chap. Pt VI. 
The 3.pl. Pt variant semare is attested in the graffito G-Su 35 and is most 
certainly an analogical form belonging to the informal styles of Tocharian B; 
see Pinault, 1987, 152 and Peyrot, 2008, 136; semare is immediately followed 
by the regular 3.pl. kameM, which Pinault hence interprets as a gloss on the 
aberrant form. Schmidt, first 1994b, 272f., most recently 2000, 226 restores a 
2.pl. Ipv [k](a)m(ts)o in 108 a 10 contra TochSprR(B), ad loc. fn. 18. The 
original manuscript is lost, but Schmidt seems to possess an old photograph 
of the manuscript, so one could trust his reading. Winter, 1984a, 119 = 2005, 
264 interprets ska kamp in 331 b 3 as “the otherwise unattested singular active 
imperative of B käm- ‘come’” with the meaning “come here!”, which fits the 
contexts very well (cf. the translation of the whole passage in Hilmarsson, 
1991a, 89). Winter, l.c., and Kim, 2001, 122, fn. 9 take final -p being due to an 
orthographic inversion of †pkam, which is, of course, a suggestive solution, 
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but orthographic inversions are more usual with multipart ak1aras (cf. 
lykautkañ instead of klyautkañ in the letter 496, 7 — on which see, however, 
Pinault, 2008, 30 —, or lpa$ka for pla$ka in PK Cp 35, 50). Since ska is 
restricted to the eastern variety/informal styles of TB (see Stumpf, 1990, 104; 
Winter, 1984a, 122 = 2005, 267), there is also the possibility that the °p may be 
due to genuinely linguistic inversion of the two ingredients of †pkam 
occurring in these same styles. Note that the 2.pl. [k](a)[m](ts)o is likewise 
attested in an eastern text. On the Priv ekamätte ‘which has not come, future’ 
attesting to the former existence of an athematic Sub I, see Hilmarsson, 1991, 
105f. and 1994, 48. 
= Akum- ‘kommen’, ‘come’ (itr) (x/x/-)  

Prs X (x) kumsam,-, kumnä1;-,-, kumseñc/kumse| 
-,-, kumnä1tär;-,-, kumsantär  
Imp -,-, kum1a;-,-, kum1ar 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf kumnässi 
Sub II (x) -,-, smä1;-, smäc, smeñc|—;-,-, smantär  

Opt -,-, smi1; smimäs,-,-| smimar,-,-; smimtär,-,-  
 Ger II smäl Abstr II sämlune 
Pt III in 
PPt kakmu 
Ipv III (a) -; pukmäs 

TG, 429 lists a possible equivalent of the TB Pt VI, i.e., 3.sg. Pt TA kma-M, a 
form taken from “übriggebliebenen kleinen Fragmenten” (see TochSprR(A), 
222, ad no. 399-404). In my opinion, the form is to be found in THT 1411 frg. c 
a 4. On this form and on the apparent non-existence of a finite preterit in TA, 
see chap. Pt VI, fn. 4. 
SEM. The verb is intransitive, but as a verb of motion it can be constructed 
with an obliquus of direction (see Thomas, 1983, 15). The TB middle has the 
meaning ‘zusammenkommen mit’, whereas in TA there does not seem to be a 
semantic difference between active and middle forms (see Schmidt, 1974, 
472ff.). ETYM. Traditionally connected with PIE *Çqem ‘(wohin) gehen, 
kommen’ (2LIV, 209f.); Adams, DoT, 161f.; Hackstein, 1995, 305ff. in detail. On 
the preterit, see Pinault, 1994, 190ff.; Widmer, 2001, 182ff.; Kim, 2001, 122ff.; 
and chap. Pt VI. On the Sub stem, see chap. Sub II 19.2. On the Prs stem, see 
Klingenschmitt, 1994, 409 = 2005, 433 fn. 170 (*qm-ske/o- > *kän-sk(’)ä/æ- 
with subsequent introduction of the -m- from the root allomorph käm-). See 
also chap. Prs X 33.2., fn. 1. 
 
kärk?- ‘(an)binden’, ‘bind’ (tr) (—) 

Prs IXa — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kärka11äle Abstr I karkä11älyñe 
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Sub — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt kärkau1 (MQ) 
 Pt III in 
 PPt kekkärku (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
The Ger I kärka1äle is attested in the magical text 505 b 4 (reading according 
to K. T. Schmidt apud SHT 3, 902, h; see also Schmidt, 2000, 227; the context is 
damaged, but Schmidt, p.c., nevertheless translates “(Blut) ist zum Stillstand 
zu bringen”) and in addition we have kärka11äl[l]e in the bilingual 
“Zaubertext (?)” SHT 8, 1815 b 1 (reading according to K. T. Schmidt, s.v. SHT; 
see now THT 3187). The Abstr karkä11älyñe is found in the small fragment 
THT 2386 frg. t a 3 without context: //// lyñemeM karKaFFalyñe upa(sake) 
//// (differently Tamai, 2007a, s.v.; no site mark signature, MQ character 
uncertain). kärkalle in 319 b 1 (MQ) does not belong here, but is rather to be 
taken as an attestation of the noun kärkalle ‘muddy pond’; see Schmidt, first 
1984, 152f. and most recently Pinault, 2006, 109f.; we are dealing with Pat 59, a 
fact apparently seen by Schmidt, judging by his translation of kwele in 1984, 
153, but not mentioned — hence the form is most likely a term of color 
referring to a monk’s garment. For the Sanskrit passage, see von Simson, 2000, 
297. For kärskemane and kär1alya that WTG, 230 analyzes as kausativum 
forms of this root, see kärsk- ‘?’. Note the existence of two different preterit 
stems on the evidence of the attested PPts, and the fact that the PPt from Pt I 
seems homonymic with that from kärka- ‘rob, steal’. To be sure, on account of 
the TA evidence we would expect only a Pt III, and not a Pt I at all. The PPt 
belonging to Pt III (kekkärku in 142 b 3) certainly means ‘is bound’: täMmä1le 
srukallesa maka kekkärku “Der Geborene ist völlig an den Tod gebunden”, cf. 
Carling, 2000, 74. The same is true for the obvious PPt to a Pt I kärkau1 in 135 
a 4 (see Saito, 2006, 448), and the noun kärkaucana in H add.149 89 a 8: (pi)lko 
palsko kärkaucana “binding the mind [and] the opinion/glance”; see 
Broomhead I, 117f. and WTG, 44, § 36,2. The other attestations of such a PPt 
are less clear. The oblique kärko1 in St. Ch. 00316.a.1 a 4 is analyzed by WTG, 
230 as a PPt from this root based on the reading by Sieg (see also Sieg, 1955, 
70; Broomhead I, 45, and TEB II, no. XXX, 12 with fn. 2), but Adams, DoT, 162 
sets up a different root 3kärk- ‘sprout’ for this instance, i.e., translates 
‘germinated grain’ instead of ‘grain bound [to the roots]’ (thus again Saito, 
2006, 448), which makes much more sense. kärko1 in the small fragment THT 
1419 frg. g a 3 is unclear: //// [wai]ptayaR@ Karko1 takaM • “will be ... 
separately” (differently Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
= Akärk- ‘binden’, ‘bind’ (tr) (-/a/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf — 
Sub VII (a) kärkñam,-, kärkñä1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) —;-,-, sarkr-äm 
PPt kakärku 
Ipv — 

An Opt from this root seems further attested in the small fragment THT 2401 
b 1: Karkñi ////, cf. Carling, DThTA, s.v. kärk-. 
ETYM. Fränkel, 1932, 229 compares Lith. ke¬gti ‘bind’ from PIE *ÇkerF 
(Hilmarsson, 1996, 87f.: *ÇkerQ); see Adams, DoT, 162. 
 
kärka- ‘wegnehmen, stehlen, beseitigen’, ‘rob, steal, remove’ (tr) (m/-/m) 

Prs VI (m) — Imp -,-, kärkänoytär (MQ);— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kärknamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf kärkatsi (Š)/karkatsi (Š) 

 Pt I (m) -,-, kärkate;-,-, kärkante-ne 
 PPt kärkau| kärko1 
 Ipv — 
The Imp kärkänoytär is attested in THT 1312 b 1 (metrical, MQ): //// (·)Ra po 
kroKQa krent weresa [Ma]ntrakka s2 esaiNa KarKa[n]oyt[Ra] ||(differently 
read by Tamai, s.v.) “... every good bee (obl.) by the smell, just so she removes 
the eyes”; the m-Part kärknamane is attested in PK AS 15D a 3 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; possibly Broomhead II, 72 also refers to 
this form, but with an incorrect short -a- and the wrong line). Broomhead, l.c., 
wrongly analyzes the m-Part as a form of kärk- ‘bind’, thus also Hilmarsson, 
1996, 87. The mo-adj. kärkänamo from BM 1 b 6 (MQ) also belongs here (the 
meaning of the passage is not clear; see Malzahn, 2007a, 271 with fn. 17). A 
PPt Karkau with the clear meaning ‘stolen’ is attested in IOL Toch 730 b 1 (the 
texts contains Ni#sPat 6 or 7; see now also Peyrot, 2007, s.v.); accordingly, this 
root and kärk- ‘bind’ seem to have homonymic PPt formations (see above). 
= Akärka- ‘wegnehmen, stehlen’, ‘rob, steal’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf kärnatsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 
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ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1996, 87 basically following Van Windekens derives the 
verb from a PIE root *ÇHgreg (sic, not in 2LIV). 
 
kärtk?- ‘± verfallen, vermodern’, ‘± decay, moulder’ (?) (a/-/-) 

Prs IX (a) -,-, kärtkä11äM (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt in kekärtkor11e  
 Ipv — 
SEM. The semantics of the verbal forms are quite uncertain; see, e.g., 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 96. The adj. kekärtkor11e is attested in the MQ text PK AS 
12K b 5 (metrical, 11 syllables): || tuñänma keKartkor11e 1pe[l]cc[eM] – – //// 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.) “blossoms, ... [and] ...”. 
The passage deals with the episode of the Bodhisattva’s encounter with the 
dead on the vehicle (parts of text PK AS 12K, but not this passage, are 
translated by Couvreur, 1953, 282f.). The second attestation 259 a 1 is hopeless, 
because the object oñtn(e) is an unknown hapax as well (apparently taken as a 
locative by TochSprR(B)). Therefore, the root meaning is rather to be 
established through the derived nouns kärkkalle/kärtkalle (attested in PK NS 
107 b 4 and PK AS 15A a 5; see Pinault, 2006, 109) and TA kärtkal. On the basis 
of the assumption that the TB noun kärkkalle/kärtkalle has the meaning ‘± 
swamp, marsh’ rather than the meaning ‘pool’ traditionally assigned to it, 
Adams, DoT, 163 (with ref.) proposes a root meaning ‘± defile oneself; 
defecate’. Schmidt, 1984, 152f.; 1985, 429 also seems to argue that kärkalle 
attested in the MQ text 319 b 1 refers to the ‘color of mud’ of a monk’s 
garment, since we are dealing with Pat 59 (for the Sanskrit rule, see von 
Simson, 2000, 297) as to be inferred from the Schmidt’s translation of kwele. 
However, Pinault, 2006, 109 shows that the TA equivalent rather means “une 
pièce d’eau, étang ou fontaine” and not “boue”. Hence, Pinault argues that the 
basic meaning of the noun was rather “une pièce d’eau, point d’eau”, from 
which the TB meaning “bourbe, fange, boue” developed secondarily via “eau 
stagnante”, “marais”. For the root kärtk- Pinault consequently sets up the 
tentative meaning “dont on peut puiser, tirer (scil. de l’eau)”, or “dont il peut 
jaillir (scil. de l’eau)”. ETYM. See Adams, DoT, 163.  
 
kärn?- ‘schlagen’, ‘hit, beat’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 
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Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt kekarno1| in kekkarnor  
 Ipv — 
Saito, 2006, 400f. correctly restores //// k karnor (as H 149.315 b 4 is rendered 
by Sieg/Siegling, 1932, 491) to (ke)kkarnor, i.e., an abstract from a PPt 
belonging to a Pt III, which can now be supported by the attestation of an 
obl.sg. //// kekarnoFa in the small fragment IOL Toch 980 b 2 (cf. now also 
Tamai, 2007, s.v.). A PPt to a Pt III is also supported by the fact that a PPt 
made to a Pt I (as set up by the manuals) should show the root allomorph 
kärn-. Accordingly, there is no †kärnau ‘versehrt’ as in 2LIV, 328. The Inf 
kärnatsi in 366 b 2 does not belong here (thus WTG, 231), but to käry- ‘buy’, 
according to Couvreur, 1954, 86. 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘Schmerz bereiten’, ‘inflict pain’ (tr) (—) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part karnnä11eñca (sic) 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs karnä11äM in TEB I, 212, § 381 is most likely only reconstructed 
on the evidence of the m-Part. Pace WTG, 231, the kausativum has a meaning 
different from that of the grundverb, although we do not seem to be dealing 
with valency opposition. karnnä11eñca in 197 b 6 (bis) is the attribute of upek1 
‘sense of indifference’ and parallel to ma parakä11eñca ‘not causing 
happiness’, and therefore means ‘inflicting pain’ (thus Sieg/Siegling, 1932, 493 
on behalf of Skt. upatapin- ‘inflicting pain’). The same form is restored by 
Thomas, 1993, 193 in H 149.148 (= U 24) a 2 as the equivalent of Pa. 
anupaghato ‘not killing’.  
= Akärn- ‘schlagen’, ‘hit, beat’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kärnäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II kärna1lune 
Pt II (a) -,-, kakräM;— 
PPt kakärnu 
Ipv — 
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Non-palatalized 3.sg. Pt II kakräM is evidently based on the PPt, which is to 
be equated with the TB PPt that seems to belong to a Pt III. 
ETYM. The root is traditionally taken for the result of a reanalysis of a nasal 
present from PIE *ÇkerH ‘brechen (itr)’ (2LIV, 327f.); see Hackstein, 1995, 34 
with ref., but this etymology could not account for the preservation of -rn-; I 
therefore follow Adams, DoT, 164 in setting up pre-PT *kru-n- (from “PIE 
*kreu-s- ‘± strike’”). 
 
kärya- ‘kaufen, handeln’, ‘buy, trade’ (tr) (m/m/x) 

Prs Xa (m) -,-, kärnastär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kärnaskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub VI (m) kärnamar,-, kärnatär;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II kärnalñe Priv — 
Inf kärnatsi/kärnasi 

 Pt I (x) —; käryam,-,-| käryamai, käryatai, käryate; käryamnte (sic),-,- 
 PPt käryau| käryo1 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. Sub is attested in the small fragment THT 3034 b 2 (cf. also the Inf on 
the recto side). The 3.sg. Sub kärnatär ‘buys (himself)’ is attested in PK NS 95 b 
3, the Abstr kärnalñe in PK NS 95 a 4, and the PPt nom.sg. käryau often in the 
same text (see Pinault, 2000, 82). A 1.pl. Pt käryamnte is often found in 
business documents; on the reading -mnte, not †-mtte, see Peyrot, 2008, 156. 
The Inf kärnatsi in 366 b 2 also belongs here, according to Couvreur, 1954, 86 
(thus also TEB II, 182; contra WTG, 231). The variant kärnasi is found in the 
monastery record PK Cp 37, 22, and the 3.sg. Pt käryate in PK Cp 37, 11 (both 
unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 3.sg. Pt also in a 
graffito (see Schmidt, 2008, 517, 522). A present form is also to be restored in 
THT 1295 b 4: //// r11api naumiyentse tañ@ Karnaske //// “of your ... jewel ... 
buy”. SEM. The sole active form 1.pl. käryam is attested with certainty. ETYM. 
PIE *ÇKreyH ‘eintauschen’ (2LIV, 395f.); see Schmidt, 1982, 365; in detail 
Hackstein, 1995, 312ff.; and Adams, DoT, 165. 
 
Akäry- ‘bedenken, bestimmen’, ‘consider’ (tr) (a/-/-)  

Prs VIII (a) -,-, käryä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II kärya1lune  
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 
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According to Isebaert, 1992, 290, TA akritaM (loc.) from *akrit is a privativum 
from this root, and to be derived from “*æn-käryatæ ‘non considéré’” (which 
is, however, phonologically impossible), but Carling, DThTA, s.v. akri now 
rather reads TA akri taM in any case. ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1996, 99 derives the 
root from a zero grade *kri- of a root that is now set up as PIE *Çkreh(y) 
‘sieben, trennen’ by 2LIV, 366f. (without the Toch. verb). Note that within the 
system of Hackstein and Hilmarsson, PIE *krih-C- could only have resulted 
in pre-PT *kri-C-. 
 
kärra- ‘schelten’, ‘scold, rebuke’ (tr) (m/m/m) 

Prs V (m) -,-, kärratär (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kärralle Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) kärramar,-, kärratär-me;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, kärrate;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg.mid. Sub kärramar is only listed in TEB II, 182 without ref.; a 
3.sg.mid. Pt kärrate is attested in the small fragment THT 3128 b 1 (also listed 
in TEB II, 182 without ref.). The form kärratär-me in 116 frg. 9 (now = THT 
1575 frg. b a 4) is without much context, so it may as well be a present form 
(see Couvreur, 1954, 86 contra WTG); a present form is now beyond any doubt 
attested in PK Cp 37, 30: ñake vipaise satre aitsi ma Ka[r]ra[TaR](@) 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.): “Now Vipaise does not 
disapprove of the giving of grain”. The vowels in this very long letter are 
normally written correctly, but kärratär should nevertheless be interpreted as 
a misspelling for kärratär rather than as a Prs II, because the attested 
gerundive forms are certainly Ger I, and not Ger II. ETYM. As per Adams, DoT, 
706. 
 
kärs- ‘zerhacken’, ‘chop up’ (tr) (a/a/-) 

Prs IXa (a) —;-,-, kärsäskeM (MQ) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IV (a) -,-, kärsi-ñ;-,-, kärsye-ñ (MQ) Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt VII in 
 PPt kekarswa  
 Ipv — 
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The 3.pl. Prs KarQaskeM is attested in THT 2247 b 1 (pace Tamai, 2007a, s.v.), 
the 3.sg. Sub kärsi-ñ in PK AS 16.7 b 1 (unpublished, reading according to G.-
J. Pinault, p.c.). kärsye-ñ (for kärsye<M>-ñ) is correctly analyzed as a 
subjunctive instead of an optative by Hilmarsson, 1996, 94 (contra WTG, 231). 
The stem is set up here as kärs- on the evidence of the attested forms, the 
underlying stem may, however, be †kärk- (thus Adams, DoT, 162f., although 
there are already two homonymic roots kärk- ‘bind’ and kärka- ‘rob’, and even 
a third one ‘sprout’, according to Adams; see kärk- ‘bind’ above) or †kärst- 
(thus Hilmarsson, 1996, 94 and Winter 1977, 140 = 1984, 185 = 2005, 177, who 
sets up †kärst- on the evidence of semantically similar kärsta- ‘cut off’). Since a 
Sub IV is always associated with a Pt VII, the PPt kekarswa does not attest to a 
Pt III, but is the expected formation to such a Pt VII; see chap. Pt VII. 
 
Akär1ta- ‘cut off, destroy’ e kärsta- ‘id.’ 
 
kär11- ‘shoot’ e kärsk- ‘shoot (an arrow)’ 
 
kärs(- ‘wissen, verstehen, erkennen’, ‘know, understand, recognize’ (tr) 

(x/x/x) 
Prs VI (x) kärsänau (MQ), kärsänat (MQ), kärsanaM/kärsnaM;—| 

-,-, kärsanatär;— 
Imp —;-,-, kärsanoyeM 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kärsanalle/ kärsänalle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) karsau, karsat (MQ), karsaM;—|-,-, karsatär (MQ);—  

Opt karsoym,-, karsoy;-,-, karsoM|-,-, kärsoytär (M);— 
Ger II kärsalle (MQ)/kärsalyi (sic) Abstr II karsalñe (sic)  
Inf karsatsi (sic) 

 Pt I (x) särsawa, särsasta, sarsa;-,-, särsare|-,-, kärsate-ne;— 
 PPt kärsau| kärso1 
 Ipv I (a) pkarsa; pkarsas/pkarsaso/pkärso (MQ) 
Instead of a 1.sg. Sub kärsau-ne, one has to read correct karsau-ne in Amb b 2; 
see Thomas, 1965, 195. The 2.sg. Sub karsa(t) is attested in PK AS 12E b 2 (MQ, 
unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The form kärsoym listed 
in TEB II, 182 is based on a restoration in the MQ text 229 a 5. The regular 
karsoym is attested quite often. In S 3 b 1 one has to read karstoymar (see 
Couvreur, 1954, 87; Thomas, 1966a, 167) instead of karsoymar (thus Lévi, 
followed by WTG, 231), i.e., a form of kärsta- ‘cut off’. The Abstr II is attested 
quite often, e.g., in IOL Toch 491 a 3. The 3.sg.mid. Pt kärsate-ne is a gloss in 
SHT 7, 1704 (reading: K. T. Schmidt). The Ipv pkarsas is also attested in SHT 1, 
768, 17 (= Lüders number X 682): indr(a)s(·)nts[e] p[e]lkeM paikam ceM 
pkarsas: “Wisset, [dass] wir diese Udanas für Indr(a)s(·) geschrieben haben”, 
reading and translation according to Schmidt, 1974, 450f. The Ipv variant 
pkarsaso is also found in St. Ch. 00316.a.2 a 1 (see most recently Carling, 2003, 
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76); pkärso (MQ) in 284 b 7 cannot stand for pkär<sa>so by haplography, 
because the meter requires a disyllabic form; see chap. Ipv 37.1. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘wissen lassen, erkennen lassen, verkünden’, ‘make know(n), 

make recognize, announce’ (tr) (a/a/a) 
Prs IXb (a) sarsäskau,-, sarsä11äM-ne;-,-, sarsäskeM-ne  

Imp -,-, sarsä11i;-, sarsä11icer,- 
nt-Part — 

 m-Part — 
 Ger I sarsa11äle (sic) Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt -,-, sarsä11i;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) -, sarsasta-ne, sarsa;-,-, sarsare-ne 
 PPt sessarso1  
 Ipv I (m) karsar;— 
The 1.sg. Prs sarsäskau is attested in PK AS 17J b 5, the 2.pl. Imp sarsä11icer in 
PK NS 29 a 2 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), and 
the 2.sg. Pt sarsasta-ne in SI P/2 a 1 (Pinault, 2008, 300f.). The 3.pl. Pt sarsare-
ne attested in PK NS 22 b 5 was already published by Lévi, 1933, 75, but with a 
wrong reading (G.-J. Pinault, p.c.); cf. also Pinault, 1990a, 56 for the 
manuscript. The Ger I sarsa11äle is attested in KVac 19 a 5 (see Schmidt, 1986, 
52). The middle imperative of what is formally a grundverb stem Pt I has the 
semantics of a Kausativum form (cf. WTG, 232; Schmidt, 1974, 488f., fn. 1). On 
the morphology, see the discussion in chap. Ipv. 
= Akärs(- ‘wissen, verstehen, erkennen’, ‘know, understand, recognize’ (tr) 

(x/x/x)  
Prs VI (x) kärsnam, kärsnat, kärsna1;-, kärsnac, kärsneñc| 

-,-, kärsnatär;—  
Imp —;-,-, sarsar 

 nt-Part kärsnant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kärsnal Abstr I — 
 Inf kärsnatsi 
Sub V (x) -,-, krasa1;-,-, kärseñc/kärse|-,-, kärsatär;-, kärsacär,-  

Opt —; kärsimäs,-, kärsiñc  
 Ger II kärsal Abstr II kärsalune 
Pt I (x) särsa,-, särs;—|-,-, kärsat;— 
PPt kärso 
Ipv I (a) päkras; pkärsäs 

According to M. Peyrot (p.c.), a 2.sg. Pt (sä)rsa1(t) can probably be restored in 
the small fragment IOL Toch 291 a 1. The restoration of a 3.pl. Pt TA kra(sa)r 
in A 450 a 4 (TG, 430 with question mark) is uncertain. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘wissen lassen, erkennen lassen, lehren’, ‘make know(n), teach’ 

(tr) (a/-/a) 
Prs VIII (a) -, särsä1t,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part särsäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf särsässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -,-, sasärs;-,-, sasärsar 
PPt sasärsu 
Ipv II (a) psärs;- 

ETYM. PIE *Çkers ‘(ab)schneiden’ (2LIV, 355f.); see the ref. in Kim, 2007b, 89, fn. 
44; see also s.v. kärsta- ‘cut off’. 
 
kärsk- ‘(mit e. Pfeil) schießen’, ‘shoot (an arrow)’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, kar11a;— 
 PPt kekar11u  
 Ipv — 
The manuals set up kär11- (WTG, 231; TEB II, 182) or kärsk- (Adams, DoT, 
167) as root. According to Winter 1977, 140 = 1984, 185 = 2005, 177, the TA 
form °krase in TA pärra-krase ‘(distance of an) arrow shot’ is a cognate of this 
TB root and therefore the TB root is kärs- (“morphophonemisch {kr0s-}”). 
Winter’s translation of the hapax TA pärra-krase in A 301 a 1 is now 
supported by the Old Turkish parallel MaitrHami XII; see Pinault, 2004a, 258, 
who restores and translates A 301 a 1: (wälts ka)1as täpra säk 1äkpi pärra-
krase wärtsa ñemi1inaM pyakä1 wle1at “er machte/schuf einen Juwelen-
Pfosten, (tausend) Klafter hoch, sechzehn Pfeilschüsse breit”. At any rate, in 
TB we have only forms with -11-, so the TB root can be set up as one with a 
final -sk-, to which a palatalized preterit stem kär11a- with a PPt kekar11u 
could be expected to belong. Such a Pt I, in turn, would presuppose a thematic 
subjunctive and present stem of Class II. Adams, DoT, 167f. set up the root as 
kärsk- on the assumption that kärskemane and kär1alya belong to the same 
root (followed by Hilmarsson, 1996, 93). Although these forms would fit 
nicely morphologically, they seem to have a meaning such as ‘strew (flowers)’ 
vel sim. (see below), so they are not easily connectable with TB kar11a, and 
kekar11u, which both certainly refer to the ‘shooting’ of an ‘arrow’.  
 
kärsk- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kärskemane 
 Ger I kär1alya Abstr I — 
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Sub — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
kärskemane and kär1alya are both only attested in the magical text Fill. M 3 a 
4 and a 5 in a very unclear context. Lévi, 1936, 204f. has apparently taken 
kärskemane as a kind of kausativum form from kärs(- ‘know’: “she is to be 
known from her garland of suman flowers”; similarly Filliozat, 1948, 101: “se 
reconnaissant à un chapelet de Guilandina Bonduc”, with the explanation 
“Grains servant à former les chapelets de rudrak1a”. However, the expected 
kausativum form of kärs(- ‘know’ would be †sarsäskemane. According to 
Sieg, 1955, 81 (followed by Dietz, 1981, 115), Fill. M 3 a 4 has to be read and 
translated: (pan)to vidyadhare e(tte)sa paiyne etswai pi$kalle suman1eM 
warkensa maladaNDik kärskemane “als (Beista)nd [ist] gegenüber unten zu 
[ihren] Füßen ein Vidyadhara zu malen, mit Stricken (?) (lies warkensa) aus 
Sumana[-Blumen] die MaldaNDika bindend”. The form kär1alya in line a 5 
also refers to suman1eM warkensa. WTG, 230 and TEB II, 182 hence take both 
forms as kausativum forms from kärk- ‘bind’. Adams, DoT 167f. rejects this 
assumption on phonological and semantic grounds and sets up a root kärsk- 
‘propel, i.e. shoot, throw’ instead (followed by Hilmarsson, 1996, 93). To be 
sure, “strewing flowers” is not an odd translation for the passage. Although 
morphologically fitting, a connection with kar11a and kekar11u is nevertheless 
problematic, because these forms seem to have the rather special semantics 
‘shoot (an arrow)’ (see s.v. kärsk- above), which is not a likely meaning for 
kärskemane and kär1alya. Therefore, the forms are kept separate here. We 
have to do with a Prs II from an sk-root, not with an sk-present from a root 
kär-. 
 
kärst- e kärs- ‘chop up’ 
 
kärsta- ‘abschneiden, zerstören’, ‘cut off, destroy’ (tr) (x/x/x) 

Prs VI (x) -,-, karsnaM;-,-, karsnaM |-,-, kärsnatär;-,-, kärsnantär  
Imp —;-,-, kärsnoyeñ-c 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kärsnamane 
 Ger I kärsnalya Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -,-, krastäM (Š, sic);— Opt karstoym, kärstoyt (MQ),-;—| 

karstoymar,-, karstoytär;— 
Ger II — Abstr II kärstalyñe (MQ) Priv e$kärstatte (MQ) 
Inf karstatsi 

 Pt I (x) kärstawa,-, karsta;—|-, kärstatai, kärstate;— 
 PPt kärstau| kärsto1 
 Ipv I (a) pkrasta; pkarstas 
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Instead of a 2.sg. Prs kärsnat (WTG, 232), one has to read a 3.sg. Pt kärsta-c in 
H add.149 88 a 7, according to Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 214. A 3.sg. Prs 
kärsnaM (MQ) is also attested in THT 3599 frg. a b 5: //// (pa)rMa$kyo 
KarsnaM 37, cf. the translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 278: “schneidet (ihm) die 
Hoffung ab”. The 3.pl. karsnaM is attested in PK AS 7M b 4 (+ NS 122a + NS 
261 + NS 262) (reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), and the 3.pl.mid. 
kärsna(ntär) is restored by TochSprR(B), transl., 29 in 18 b 2. The 3.sg.mid. 
karsnatär in the letter PK Cp 32, 12 has to be an error (cf. Pinault, 1984a, 27); 
the 3.sg. Sub krastäM in 33 a 3 is no mere misspelling for †krastaM (as per 
Cowgill, 1967, 178 = 2006, 449), nor a Sub I or II (as per WTG, 126, § 123; TEB I, 
230, § 413,3), but shows occasional weakening of -a- to -ä-; see chap. Sub I/V 
18.2.1. The 1.sg. Opt karstoym is found in PK NS 28 b 5 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 2.sg. Opt kärstoyt in THT 1540 frg. a a 5 
(see Schmidt, 2007, 325). Instead of the strange Ger II KarsTalya (sic) read by 
Filliozat in Fill. M 2 a 3, one has to read Ger I kärsnalya (see Sieg, 1955, 80); 
1.sg. Opt karstoymar is found in S 3 b 1 (see Couvreur, 1954, 87; Thomas, 
1966a, 167 with fn. 6). The 2.sg.mid. Pt kärstatai is attested without context in 
the small fragment THT 1540 frg. d a 2 (see Schmidt, 2007, 329). A 2.pl. Ipv 
pkarsta(s) seems further to be attested in THT 1295 b 1: • ñi yeS@ as pkarsta(s) 
“you (pl.), cut off my head!”. 
= Akär1ta- ‘abschneiden, zerstören’, ‘cut off, destroy’ (tr) (x/-/m)  

Prs VI (x) -,-, kär1na1;-,-, kär1neñc|—;-,-, kär1nantär Imp — 
 nt-Part kär1nant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf kär1natsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II kär1talune 
Pt I (m) kär1te,-, kär1tat;— 
PPt kär1to 
Ipv — 

ETYM. A denominative to an abstract in *-teH- from PIE *Çkers ‘(ab)schneiden’ 
(2LIV, 355f.); cf. Adams, DoT, 169. 
 
käl- ‘(er)tragen’, ‘bear, endure, suffer’ (tr) (a/a/x) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, käl1äM (MQ);-,-, kälseM (MQ) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) kelu,-,-;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv ekältte (MQ) 
Inf kaltsi 

 Pt III (x) -, kelasta, keltsa;—| kälsamai,-,-;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv III (a) pkel;- 
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The 1.sg.mid. Pt kälsamai is attested in PK AS 13I a 7 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). D. Q. Adams (p.c.) points out that the noun 
kleñcaM ‘rafter’ (= Skt. parsuka- ‘Dachsparren’; see SWTF, s.v.) attested in PK 
AS 6 A (see Pinault, 1990, 57) looks like an irregular Part of this root (note the 
lack of root-final palatalization). 
= Akäl- ‘(er)tragen’, ‘bear, endure, suffer’ (tr) (-/-/a)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kläsmaM 
 Ger I käl1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf klässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -, kakla1t, kakäl;-,-, kaklar 
PPt — 
Ipv II (a) pkäl;- 

A 2.sg. Prs klä1t may be attested in the small fragment THT 2154 a 2, 
according to Carling, DThTA, s.v. The PPt TA klo in A 392 b 1 does not belong 
to this root, but to TA käla- ‘lead’; see Couvreur, 1966, 177; Thomas, 1969a, 311, 
fn. 130. 
ETYM. Usually connected with PIE *Çkel ‘antreiben’ (2LIV, 348f. with ref.), 
which is semantically not very convincing; according to Serzant, 2008, 70ff., 
from a transitive (!) perfect “*kekol@-/*kekl@-” of the root PIE *Çkel@ ‘sich 
erheben’. 
 
käla- ‘führen, bringen’, ‘lead, bring’ (tr) (x/x/x) 

Prs Xa (x) källaskau,-, källa11äM/käla1n (Š); klaskem (S),-,  
källaskeM-ne|-,-, källastär/klastär (MQ);— Imp -,-, kla11i;— 

 nt-Part källa11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I källa11älle/ kla1le Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -, kalat-nesco (MQ), kalaM;—|  

kälamar (MQ), kalatar, kalatär;—  
Opt kaloym,-,-;—|-,-, kaloytar (sic);— 
Ger II kalalle Abstr II kalalyñe (MQ) Priv — 
Inf kalatsi 

 Pt I (x) -,-, sala;-,-, silare-ne| klamai, klatai, klate; klamnte (S),-, klante 
 PPt kälau  
 Ipv I (x) pkala; kalas (S)| pkalar; pkalat 
The 1.sg. Prs källaskau is restored by TochSprR(B) in 92 a 6 (cf. also the 
translation by Schmidt, 2000, 322), the 1.pl.mid. Prs kl[à]s[k]e(mtär) likewise 
in 589 b 7 (1.pl. is certain on the evidence of wes ‘we’, but the voice remains 
uncertain). The 3.sg. Imp kla11i is attested in THT 1556 b 4 (M. Peyrot, p.c.). 
The 3.sg. Sub kalaM can be read in IOL Toch 760 a 3 (see Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), 
whereas the 3.sg. Opt kaloytär listed in TEB I, 228, § 228,2 is probably only 
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reconstructed. The Ger variant kla1le is the usual form found in caravan travel 
passes (and also in 10 b 6). It shows informal degemination of -ll- and -11- and 
the syncope of ä in the resulting open syllables. The same development is 
found in the eastern 1.pl. form klaskem (S), and in some metrical variants 
(even in MQ texts, cf. 3.sg.mid. klasträ in 37 b 3). The subjunctive shows 
persistent initial accent and ablaut. On the 1.pl.mid. Pt klamnte (not †klamtte), 
see Peyrot, 2008, 155ff. Pace Saito, 2006, 95, the PPt is indeed attested (in H 
149.314 a 3, as listed in WTG, 233). 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘führen lassen’, ‘let lead (the way)’ (tr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (m) salamai (MQ),-,-;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv II (m) -; salat (MQ) 
According to Schmidt, 1974, 300, there is no noticeable semantic difference 
between the grundverb and the kausativum salamai in 19 b 7: brahmalokäs t2 
ytari salamai, which he translates: “führte mich(?) [ging(?)] den Weg zur 
Brahmawelt”, but I do not see why we should not translate: “I made the way 
lead to the Brahmaloka [on my behalf]”.  
= Akäla- ‘führen, bringen’, ‘lead, bring’ (tr) (x/x/x)  

Prs VI (x) -, källat, källa1;—| källamar,-,-;-,-, källaMtär Imp — 
 nt-Part källant 
 m-Part källamaM 
 Ger I källal Abstr I — 
 Inf källatsi 
Sub V (x) kalam,-,-;-,-, kleñc| klamar, klatar, klatär;-, klacär,- 

Opt -,-, kli1;—|-, klitar,-;— 
 Ger II klal Abstr II klalune 
Pt I (x) sla,-, säl;-,-, kalar| kle, klate, klat;-,-, klant 
PPt klo 
Ipv I (m) päklar;- 

The 3.sg. Sub TA klaträ (TG: “Frgm.”) can be found in THT 1642 frg. d b 3 (cf. 
Carling, DThTA, s.v.), the Ger II TA (kla)l is restored in A 70 b 3 (see Sieg, 
Übers. II, 44, fn. 5). A 2.pl.mid. Ipv TA päklac is only listed in TEB I, 268 
without ref. TA pukal in A 20 a 3 does not belong to this root (thus TG, 431), 
but to Apäk- ‘cook’ (see s.v.). The manuals (TG, 431, etc.) list two 3.sg. Sub 
forms with following clitic, i.e., TA kla1-äM (A 146 b 4) and TA kla1-äm (A 395 
b 2), but this is problematic, because the expected respective 3.sg. from this 
subjunctive would be TA *kala1-äm. Hence, both forms may rather belong to 
Aklawa- ‘fall’: A 146 b 5 //// lapa kla1-äM “it will fall on his [= the embryo’s] 
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head”; A 395 b 2 is fragmentary, but “(danger ?) will fall on us” makes at least 
as much sense as “wird uns bringen” (as per Krause, 1971, 39). TA klintar in A 
343 a 4 belongs to Akli-n- ‘be obliged to’. 
ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 170 and ²LIV, 386f. to be derived from PIE 
*ÇKelh ‘turn (tr/itr)’; differently, Hackstein, 1995, 314ff. (PIE *Çkelh 
‘treiben’); see most recently Serzant, 2008, 59ff. and Kim, 2009, 15, fn. 11. 
 
Akälka- ‘go’ e kalaka- ‘follow’ 
 
käln- ‘tönen, hallen’, ‘resound’ (itr) (a/-/m) 

Prs II (a) —;-,-, kalneM Imp -,-, kalñi;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (m) -,-, kälnsate;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
According to Schmidt, 1985, 426, the present stem is thematic, and not 
athematic (thus, e.g., TEB II, 183), on the evidence of the 3.pl. ending -eM. But 
since athematic paradigms often simply adopt the thematic 3.pl. ending, the 
stem originally should have been as athematic as in TA. Instead of kälnsate 
(thus WTG, 234), Couvreur, 1954, 89 rather wants to read kältsate in H 149.69 
b 3 (followed by Broomhead I, 158). Judging by the ductus of the manuscripts, 
both readings are possible both for H 149.69 b 3 (see IOL Toch 19) and for the 
second attestation in 617 a 4. The context of H 149.69 b 3, however, speaks in 
favor of the reading kälnsate: (sa)kki kaccare po iprer kälnsate “the Sakyas 
rejoiced, and the whole heaven resounded”. The same context is possible for 
617 a 4 if //// rmeM is correctly restored by TochSprR(B) to (ipre)rmeM 
(Couvreur himself admitted that the context here does not speak in favor of 
kälts- ‘oppress’). 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘tosen (vom Wind)’, ‘howl, roar (of the wind)’ (itr) (a/-/-)  

Prs IXa (a) —;-,-, kälnaskeM (sic) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
kälnaskeM is apparently intransitive; it is attested in PK AS 7M b 4 (+ NS 122a 
+ NS 261 + NS 262): • karsna(M) kälnaskeM (unpublished, reading according 
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to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.) “(the winds) cut off, [and] howl.” Intransitive valency 
tallies with the fact that the form does not have the initial accent typical of a 
Kausativum I, II, or IV. 
= Akäln- ‘tönen, hallen’, ‘resound’ (itr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs I (a+) -,-, kälna1 (sic);-,-, kälniñc Imp -,-, kälña;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kälnmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA kälna1 in A 318 b 1 is rather a misspelling for Prs I *kälnä1 than an 
attestation of Prs III, thus Hilmarsson, 1996, 64 (note that /nä/ is often written 
(nä) in TA and not with the fremdzeichen (Na), so that such a misspelling is 
indeed likely). The Imp TA käl(ña) in A 312 a 2 (hesitantly restored in TG, 431) 
is a certain restoration; see Thomas, 1972, 455 with fn. 5. An m-Part TA 
käl(nm)aM is also to be restored in A 193 b 3, according to Thomas, 1958a, 142 
(there is almost nothing left of the sign beneath l ) . 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘ertönen lassen’, ‘let resound’ (tr) (a/a/a) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, kälnä11-äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (a) —;-,-, kälnaseñc Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) —;-,-, kakälnar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. As per Schmidt, 1992, 112; 1997c, 545 and Hackstein, 1995, 321f. from 
the nasal present of PIE *Çklew ‘hear’: PIE *klnu- e pre-PT *klu-nu- > PT 
*klänä-, which explains the preservation of the cluster -ln- (not -ll-); see also 
Adams, DoT, 171. 
 
kälp(- ‘erlangen’, ‘obtain’ (tr) (x/a/a) 

Prs IXa (x) kälpaskau, kälpast, kälpa11äM; kälwaskem, kälwascer, 
kälpaskeM|-,-, kälpastär;-,-, kälpaskeMtär  
Imp -, kälpa11it, kälpa11i;-,-, kälpa1yeM 

 nt-Part kälwa11eñcai 
 m-Part kälpaskemane 
 Ger I kälpa1le Abstr I — 
Sub VI (a) kallau, källat, kallaM; källam,-, kallaM  

Opt källoym,-, kalloy;-,-, källoyeM/källoM 
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Ger II källalle Abstr II källalñe Priv — 
Inf källatsi 

 Pt I (a) kälpawa, kälpasta, kalpa; kälpam,-, kälpare/kälpar 
 PPt kälpau/kälpowä (MQ)| kälpo1 
 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. Prs kälpast is attested in KVac A b 5 (see Schmidt, 1986, 32), the 1.pl. 
Prs kälwaskem in G-Qm 1, 2 (see Pinault, 1987, 170), and the 2.pl. Prs 
kälwascer on a wooden tablet from the Paris collection (according to 
Couvreur, 1954, 91 without further ref.). The nt-Part kälwa11eñcai is a gloss on 
Skt. prapiNam ‘who obtains’ in SHT 7, 1739 (see also Schmidt, 1990, 475). 
Instead of a 1.sg. Opt variant (källo)m one has to read (källo)[i]m in 229 a 4; cf. 
Peyrot, 2008, 144, fn. 241. The Abstr källalñe is also attested in SHT 7, 1708 
(reading: K. T. Schmidt) and in PK NS 53 a 3 (see Pinault, 1988, 100). 
Furthermore, there is the Priv e$kälpatte found in K 6 (= PK AS 7F) b 6 and in 
THT 3597 a 1 (MQ) attesting to a former Sub V stem (as still shown in TA), cf. 
Hilmarsson, 1994, 74f. The Pt kälwiya quoted by Couvreur, 1954, 87 without 
ref. is attested in PK Cp 37, 50 (G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), but pace the manuals (TEB 
II, 183), the form is not to be analyzed as a Pt VII from this root, but belongs 
rather to kälyp- ‘steal’; see Winter, 2001, 131 = 2005, 520 and s.v. kälyp-. The 
middle Pt kälpate listed by TEB II, 183 is based on a restoration by Thomas, 
1957, 124 with fn. 5 in H 149.add 12 a 2 (thus also Broomhead I, 97 and 103): 
[s](u $ke) alyek reki weMtsi ma kä(lpate) “The latter did not manage however 
to say a single word”. However, we cannot exclude an active 3.sg. with 
enclitic pronoun kä(lpa-ne). For the 3.pl. variant kälpar, see chap. Pt I 7.2.1. 
(additional attestations of the regular 3.pl. kälpare are also to be found in THT 
1354 frg. c a 3, THT 1354 frg. e b 1, and THT 1551 b 4). There are some 
colloquial forms showing p > w; see most recently Peyrot, 2008, 88. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘erlangen lassen, überlassen, anvertrauen’, ‘cause to obtain, 

bestow upon’ (tr) (a/-/-) 
Prs IXb (a) kalpäskau,-, kalpä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kalpä11älle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
kalpä11äM in the non-MQ texts 88 b 2 and H add.149 62 a 3 (Couvreur, 1966, 
165) prove initial accent. The Ger I kalpä11älle is attested in KVac 22 a 5 (see 
Schmidt, 1986, 55). 
 = Akälp(- ‘erlangen’, ‘obtain’ (tr) (m/m/m)  

Prs VI (m) kälpnamar, kälpnatar, kälpnatär; kälpnamtär,-, kälpnantär  
Imp -,-, salpat;— 
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 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kälpnamaM 
 Ger I kälpnal Abstr I — 
 Inf kälpnatsi 
Sub V (m) kälpamar, kälpatar, kälpatär; kälpamtär, kälpacär,-  

Opt kälpimar, kälpitar, kälpitär; kälpimtär,-, kälpintär  
 Ger II kälpal Abstr II kälpalune 
Pt I (m) kälpe, kälpate, kälpat; kälpamät, kälpac, kälpant 
PPt kälpo 
Ipv — 

A 2.sg. Sub TA kälpatar is attested in PK NS 1 a 1 (unpubl., reading according 
to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; already listed by Couvreur, 1956, 98 without ref.). 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘erlangen lassen, überlassen’, ‘cause to obtain, bestow upon’ 

(tr) (a/-/a) 
Prs VIII (a) -, kälpä1t,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -,-, kakälypa-M;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The TA grundverb is medium tantum, whereas the TB grundverb is 
mostly active, but there is no noticeable semantic difference. The semantics of 
the passive forms in both languages can overlap with that of the verbum 
substantivum; see Schmidt, 1974, 214ff. and 242f. ETYM. Uncertain, cf. the 
discussion by Adams, DoT, 172, who prefers a connection with PIE *Çklep ‘± 
lay hand to’. 
 
kälm- ‘± befähigen’, ‘± enable, allow’ (tr) (a/a/-) 

Prs IXa (a) -,-, kälma11äM-ne;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II (a) -,-, silmaM-ne;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The manuals analyze kalma in 82 b 5 as a preterit and silmaM-ne in 331 b 3 as 
a subjunctive from this root (WTG, 235; TEB II, 183). According to Winter, 
1961, 95 = 1984, 166f. = 2005, 34, kalma is rather a noun, and according to 
Winter, 2001, 131 = 2005, 520 ad 173, silmaM-ne does not belong to this root at 
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all, but he does not give any reason for the latter assumption. The present 
kälma11äM-ne is attested in the Abhidharma text 591 a 5: //// 
(per)ne=<a>rhanteññe k1ayajñaMmpa 1e lkasi ram no kälma11äM-ne 
pyutkäske(M)-ne krentauwn(a). The following translations have been 
proposed so far: WTG, 235 ‘bewilligen’, followed by Adams, DoT, 173 ‘permit, 
allow, accord’: “this one with extinction-knowledge permits him to see, as it 
were, Arhat-worth and virtues manifest themselves in him”, alternatively 
“this one permits him to see, as it were, Arhat-worth together with extinction-
knowledge and virtues manifest themselves in him”. Couvreur’s treatment 
(1954, 83) leaves the present form unexplained. Thomas, 1954, 730 translates: 
“Er erlaubt ihm gleichsam, die Arhatwürde zusammen mit k1ayajñana zu 
sehen”. Winter, 1961, 95 = 1984, 166f. = 2005, 34 (who connects TB kälymiye 
‘direction’) translates: “‘to direct’ or ‘aus- oder wegschicken’”. The passage 591 
a 3f. hence should, in my opinion, be interpreted: “Nine spheres can be 
distinguished [i.e. in kamadhatu, the world of lust, cf. Sieg/Siegling’s 
reference to Abhidh-k VI, 33]; likewise, the irreversible-path-of-salvation is 
divided into nine parts; as we have said before, to split this [= the ninth, i.e., 
highest sphere] Bhavagra [it is] caused by the Vajropamasamadhi [= 
meditation-similar-to-a-diamond] [this leads inevitably to the k1ayajñana, i.e., 
to the knowledge-of-the-annihilation (of the Klesas), which then leads to 
Arhatship; see Abhid-k VI, 45] {...} The Arhatship together with the 
knowledge of the annihilation (of the Klesas) [= k1ayajñana] as it were, 
enables him [i.e., the Arhat] to see, the virtues come to him”. lkatsi can only 
reasonably refer to dr1/i ‘insight’ of an asaik1a (One-who-is-perfected), cf. 
Abhidh-k VI, 50b-c, and see the commentary by Pruden, 1990, fn. 305, p. 1069: 
“The dr1/i of the Asaik1as: to see things as they really are, to know the general 
characteristics (samayalak1aNa) of the dharmas”.  
As for the passage 331 b 3f., Thomas, 1954, 22 translates: “wenn er [näml. der 
danapati] nicht in dieser Weise gesprochen haben sollte, wenn er ihn {scil. den 
Mönch} nicht unter Ankündigung eines zweiten Tages entläßt [mit den 
Worten:] „Bereit haben wir uns gemacht“ oder „nicht“ [so] darf nicht 
hingegangen werden” (similarly Schmidt, 1974, 294). TEB I, 189, § 324 
translates: “(wenn) er (der danapati) in dieser Weise nicht gesprochen haben 
sollte (und) ihm nicht durch Angabe eines zweiten Tages die Erlaubnis gibt, ... 
(so) darf er (der Mönch) nicht gehen”. The rule refers to the “repeated 
invitation” in Pat 74, and hence a meaning “if he does not allow him/enable 
him (a second day)” makes sense. Finally, isolated • salma //// in 498 b 7 and 
kälma //// in IOL Toch 289 a 4 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.) are completely unclear. 
ETYM. A (former present) stem PT *k’älm(’)ä- as if from pre-PT *kelm-(e-) (as 
seemingly presupposed by silmaM-ne) looks very odd; maybe we have to do 
with a denominative present of the Greek qšrmw type. 
 
käl(t)s- ‘antreiben (Vieh)’, ‘goad’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs II/VIII (m) -,-, kal1tär-me (Š);-,-, kältsentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
SEM./ETYM. For the root semantics and the difference between käl(t)s- and 
käl(t)sa-, see Hilmarsson, 1996, 68. According to Hilmarsson, the root means 
rather ‘goad’ than ‘bedrohen’ (which is the meaning given in the manuals). 
The -t- is epenthetic. On the etymology see most recently Serzant, 2008, 67f. 
(from PIE *Çkelh). 
 
käl(t)sa- ‘(aus)pressen, (be)drücken’, ‘pour, (op)press’ (tr) (-/a/m) 

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kälsnale Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -, klatsat (Š, sic),-;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, kältsate;-,-, kältsante 
 PPt kältsau| kältso1 (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
Instead of a 3.sg. Pt kältsate of this root, one has to read kälnsate in H 149.69 b 
3 (pace Hilmarsson, 1996, 67; cf. now Peyrot, 2007, s.v.) and also in 617 a 4 (see 
käln- ‘resound’), whereas an isolated form kältsate can be read in THT 1537 
frg. a a 2 (MQ) (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). The obl. PPt kältso1 is attested in 362 b 
8. 
= Akäl(t)sa- ‘bedrücken’, ‘oppress’ (tr) (-/m/-)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) -,-, kältsatär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt kältso 
Ipv — 

A TA (kä)ltsnaträ-M •, i.e., an equivalent of the TB Prs VI is probably to be 
restored in the fragmentary passage THT 1151 b 1, because this root is the 
only known one in TA that shows root-final -lts-; the Sub kältsatä(r) is attested 
without context in the small fragment THT 2441 a 2, see Carling, DThTA, s.v. 
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KAUSATIVUM IV ‘(zusammen)pressen lassen’, ‘let be pressed (together)’  
(tr) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -,-, kakältsa-M;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM./ETYM. For the root semantics and the difference between käl(t)s- and 
käl(t)sa-, I follow Hilmarsson, 1996, 67f. Cf. also Couvreur, 1956, 68f., who 
translates the TA root as “etwa ‘durchdringen, treffen, ziehen’ oder ‘lähmen’ 
(= B kälts- ‘bedrohen’)” (note, however, that the latter root means ‘goad’, cf. 
Hilmarsson, l.c., and see above). The kausativum can be used in the special 
sense of ‘make one’s veins gush’, cf. Hilmarsson, 1996, 67 for A 77 b 2: (puk 
marmas) kakältsa-M “it made (all) her (veins) gush’ (and also for A 75 a 3). A 
different, more basic sense is found with TA kakältsa-M in A 177 a 3: (1ä)lyp 
sepalyo kakältsa-M “he let oil be pressed with ointment”. 
 
kälska- ‘verschwinden, untergehen’, ‘disappear, set’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II kälskalñe/ kläskalyñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
kälskalñe is attested two times as the equivalent of Skt. astaM ‘disappearance’; 
see Thomas, 1974, 102f. (Thomas’ signature “TX 7” is now = THT 1333). The 
semantics are also supported by the compound member °kläsko in Ot. 19.1, 4 
koM-kläskomeM ‘from the west’; see K. T. Schmidt, apud Winter, 1988, 789 = 
2005, 343, fn. 2; Pinault, 1998a, 364f. ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 223, s.v. 
kläskalyñe, we are dealing with a PIE *-ske/o- present *kli-ske/o- from PIE 
*Çkley ‘sich anlehnen’ (2LIV, 332), also continued in käly- ‘stand’. 
 
käly- ‘stehen, sich befinden’, ‘stand, be situated’ (itr) (m+/-/-)  

Prs II+III (m+) -,-, kaltär;-,-, klyentär Imp -,-, kälyitär;— 
 nt-Part klyeñca 
 m-Part klyemane 
 Ger I klyelle Abstr I — 
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Sub — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
A 1.sg. Prs klyemar is only listed in TEB I, 198, § 355,1 without ref. The root 
stäm(- ‘stand’ provides the suppletive subjunctive, preterit, PPt, imperative, 
and kausativum forms. Prs III Ger klyelle is now also attested in THT 1374 
frg. z b 3; cf. also the mo-adj. klyemo. 
= Akäly- ‘stehen, sich befinden’, ‘stand, be situated’ (itr) (m+/-/-)  

Prs II (m+) kälymar,-, kälytär;-,-, klyantär Imp -,-, klyat;-,-, klyant 
 nt-Part klyant 
 m-Part kälymaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf kälytsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

A1täm(- ‘stand’ provides the suppletive subjunctive, preterit, PPt, imperative, 
and kausativum forms. The Opt TA kälyitär listed in TG, 432 for A 3 a 3 has to 
be corrected to TA kälpitär (see TG, “Nachträge”, 487, and Sieg, Übers. I, 6, fn. 
2), whereas TA klyintär in A 400 b 3 listed by TG, l.c., belongs to TA kli-n- ‘be 
obliged to’ (TA trä$ktsi klyintär “are to say”). ETYM. PIE *Çkley ‘sich anlehnen’ 
(2LIV, 332f. with ref.). Non-finite TB klye- is easily explained as reflex of pre-
PT *kley-e- > PT *kl’æ-. As for the finite forms, I fail to see how they could 
derive from any originally thematic formation (as was claimed by 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 69f.; Ringe, 2000, 130 with fn. 28; and also Adams, 1988a, 73 
and DoT, 175, who, however, preferred to set up as proto-form a “PIE *klh-
ye/o-” from “PIE *kel(h)- ‘raise up’). I suggest they all go back to a pre-PT 
zero-grade present *kli-tor built on the basis of the PIE root aorist *kli-to via 
the tezzi principle. PT *kl’ä-C- resulting from pre-PT *kli-C- explains all 
attested forms (including TA kälymar and TA kälymaM) directly, with the 
exception of 3.pl. klyentär = TA 3.pl. klyantär, which, however, can be easily 
taken for analogically modified outcomes of PT *kl’äntär (from pre-PT *kli-
ntor with analogical syllabification; pre-PT *kly-V- is maybe still reflected in 
the Imp kälyitär). 
 
kälyp- ‘stehlen’, ‘steal’ (tr) (-/a/a) 

Prs IXa in kälpa11uki Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IV (a) — Opt -,-, kalypi; kälypiyem,-, kälypiyeM 
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Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf kälypitsi 

 Pt VII (a) kälypiyawa/kälypawa (sic),-, kälwiya;— 
 PPt kekalypo1  
 Ipv — 
The uki-noun kälpa11uki that is derived from a Prs IXa belongs to this root 
and not to kälp(- ‘obtain’; see Winter, 1961, 93f. = 1984, 165f. = 2005, 32f. and 
Schaefer, 1997, 168ff. The 1.sg. Pt kälypawa (sic, no doubt for *kälypyawa) is 
attested in PK AS 14A.1 a 5, as per Couvreur, 1954, 86 pace WTG, 236; the 3.sg. 
Pt kälwiya in the monastery record PK Cp 37, 50 (reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.), cf. Winter, 1961, 92 = 2005, 31 with ref. Winter, 1990, 376 = 2005, 
398 further lists a 1.sg. Pt kälypiyawa, which may come from THT 1250 b 1: 
[m]a ñis int(e) lante waipeccenta Kalypiy(a)w(a) (sic) “when I did not steal the 
possessions of the king”. ETYM. PIE *Çklep ‘(heimlich) stehlen, verbergen’ 
(2LIV, 363f.); see Hackstein, 1995, 216f. in detail and Adams, DoT, 175f. 
 
käs- act. ‘löschen’, ‘quench, extinguish’, mid. ‘erlöschen’, ‘come to extinction’ 

(tr/itr) (x/m/x) 
Prs II (x) (tr/itr) -,-, ke1äM;—|-,-, ke1tär;-,-, kesentär Imp — 
 nt-Part ke11eñca (MQ, sic) 
 m-Part kesemane 
 Ger I ke1äle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub I (tr) — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — 
Inf kastsi 

Sub III (m) (itr) ksemar,-,-;-,-, ksentär Opt — 
Ger II kselle Abstr II kselñe Priv — 
Inf ksetsi 

 Pt III (x) (tr/itr) -, kesasta, kessa;—| —;-,-, kessante 
 PPt kekesu| kekeso1 
 Ipv — 
The Prs is a former Prs VIII *qes-se/o-, as per Jasanoff, most recently, 2008, 
159; nevertheless, it is quite unlikely that original *-ss- is still reflected in the 
nt-Part ke11eñca in the MQ text 295 a 9 (note that this text already shows 
many informal-style and hypercorrect forms). The 3.sg. Sub III ksetär in TEB I, 
226, § 409,2 is probably only reconstructed. An Inf k1[e]ts[i] said to be attested 
in H 149.314 b 5 and analyzed in WTG, 236 as infinitive variant from this root, 
does not belong here; see the discussion s.v. auks- ‘grow’. The 3.sg. Pt kessa is 
attested in 563 b 7. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘zum Erlöschen bringen’, ‘let come to extinction’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, kasä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf — 
 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The form is attested with certainty in THT 1359 b 2: //// (lä)[k](1)tsauwña ma 
kaSaFFaM (s)umer-1lesa (differently Tamai, 2007a, s.v.) “does not let come to 
extinction the radiant shine; (?) over Mount Sumeru ...”. 
= Akäs- ‘erlöschen’, ‘come to extinction’ (itr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub III — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II ksalune 
 Pt 0/III in 
 PPt kaksu  
 Ipv — 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘löschen’, ‘let come to extinction’ (tr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (m) —;-,-, kaksant 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Hilmarsson, 1996, 103 set up a special root 2käs- with the meaning ‘pour 
water’ for TA kaksant in A 314 b 2: //// tskant puk ksac kaksant. However, 
the fragmentary passage does not become much clearer by his translation 
“they were pulled quite to the irrigation [and] they were watered(?)” (cf. the 
translation of the whole text by Sieg, Übers. II, 30, who precisely leaves TA 
kaksant untranslated). In addition, Hilmarsson’s interpretation of the 
correlated TA ksac as ‘watering, irrigation’ (1996, 101f.) is highly unlikely. The 
latter, also otherwise attested form is now taken as an adverb meaning ‘close 
by (?)’ by Carling, DThTA, s.v. ksac: “they [i.e., the rays (or flames?)] pulled 
out (?) [and] made everything extinguish nearby (because of their 
brightness)”. Instead of a present TA kä1t one has to restore to savasa(M) 
ñ(a)kä1t in A 247 a 1, according to Schmidt, 1983, 130: “Du hast (die Finsternis 
der Unwissenheit) mitsamt den Vasanas vernichtet”, cf. also Hackstein, 1995, 
85f. with fn. 139 (Couvreur, 1956, 75, s.v. savasañ, already had objections to a 
reading TA kä1t, but Schmidt’s restoration is superior to Couvreur’s; see also 
s.v. närk- ‘keep away’). The Inf TA kässi gained from A 311 b 6 is also a ghost 
form; see Hackstein, 1992, 144, fn. 22. Whether one can furthermore gain a 
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3.pl. Prs kseñc from [c]riskeñc in an unidentifiable Berlin fragment is highly 
uncertain. 
SEM. Active forms are transitive, middle forms are intransitive. kselñe/TA 
ksalune means ‘NirvaNa’ and the PPt kekesu ‘having come to extinction’ and 
‘extinguished’, similarly TA kaksu ‘having come to extinction’; it often 
translates Skt. santa- (Thomas, 1969, 298 with fn. 40 and 41; Schmidt, 1983, 
128f.). In TA, all clear forms have the meaning ‘reach NirvaNa’. ETYM. PIE 
*Çqes ‘extinguish, go out’; see Jasanoff, 2008, 155ff. 
 

Akäs- ‘pour water’ e Akäs- ‘come to extinction’ 
 
[Akäs- ‘be bright, shine’: instead of TA käsont, for which Hilmarsson, 1996, 

103f. set up a special root Akäs- ‘be bright, shine’, one rather has to 
emend to TA kä(r)sont from Akärs(- ‘know’ on the evidence of the 
Sanskrit parallel version; see Saito, 2006, 451.] 

 
käsk(- ‘zerstreuen, zerschmettern’, ‘scatter’ (tr) (x/x/m) 

Prs XII (x) -,-, käskaM;—|-,-, käskäntär (MQ);—  
Imp -,-, käskaññitär-ne;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -, kaskat,-;—|-,-, käskatär;— Opt -,-, käskoytar (sic);— 

Ger II — Abstr II käskalläññe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) —;-,-, käskante 
 PPt käskau/käsko1 (MQ)| käsko1 
 Ipv I (m) pkaskar-ñ (MQ);- 
The 3.sg. Sub kaskaM in TEB I, 228, § 412,2 and the 3.sg. Pt käskate listed in 
TEB I, 240, § 433,1 are probably only reconstructed. The Abstr käskalläññe is 
attested in PK AS 6A a 3 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, 
p.c.), the PPt käsko1 in 264 a 3 and IOL Toch 501 frg. b a 2 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
SEM. According to Melchert, 1978, 107f., the meaning ‘zerstreuen’ given by the 
manuals is problematic inasmuch as the verb is most often constructed with 
the adverb waiptar ‘apart’, so “[m]uch of the semantic load of ‘scatter’ is thus 
carried by the adverb”. The basic semantics, according to Melchert, is rather 
‘strike’. ETYM. According to Melchert, 1978, 107f., to be derived from the PIE 
present stem *Qn-ske/o- from *ÇQen ‘strike’; see also Hackstein, 1995, 200 
and Adams, DoT, 178. 
 
ku- ‘gießen, spenden’, ‘pour, offer a libation’ (tr) (a/x/a) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, ku1än-ne (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ku1alle Abstr I — 
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Sub I (x) kewu,-,-;—| -,-, kutär;— Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II kwälñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) kewwa,-,-;— 
 PPt in kuwermeM 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Pt kewwa in H 149.171 b 5 belongs to this root (see Schmidt, 1985, 
433; Adams, 1990, 72, fn. 12, and K. T. Schmidt apud Hackstein, 1995, 51), and 
not to kau- ‘destroy, kill’ (thus WTG, 238 and Broomhead I, 208). An Opt kuwi 
is only listed in TEB I, 223, § 402,2 without ref. (I am not sure whether one 
could gain such a form from THT 1543 frg. d b 3: lalaM1keM saumoM tsa 
kuwi ksa Makte; a bit differently Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). Hilmarsson, 1991, 81 
reasonably proposes that the Abstr [kw]älñe stands for *kúwälñe with initial 
accent (for the syncope of what seem even accented syllables in metrical 
passages, see fundamentally Thomas, 1979b and 1985). The alleged Abs 
kuwermeM in 617 b 5 has to be read tärkuwermeM (see Schmidt, 2000, 228) or 
(t)[e]tärkuwermeM (thus Peyrot, 2007a, 800). 
KAUSATIVUM III/IV ‘?’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) —;-,-, kyauware 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Pt kyauwar(e) is attested once in fragmentary context (116 frg. 12), so 
the exact meaning remains uncertain; maybe the form rather belongs with the 
root kau- ‘destroy, kill’, which would imply that with respect to the formation 
of a Pt II from the latter root, there existed a variation kyauw-/sauw-. ky- in a 
Pt II from ku- would be quite strange, since ky- is otherwise only met in the Pt 
II from kän(- ‘come about’, in which -y- evidently was a quite late addition; 
on the other hand, kau- is expected to have abhorred root-initial palatalization 
for a long time, since the root vowels have been PT *å and *a. 
= Aku- ‘gießen, spenden’, ‘pour, offer a libation’ (tr) (a/-/a)  

Prs VIII (a)— Imp -,-, ku1a-M;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II kuñlune 
Pt III (a) -,-, sosa-M;— 
PPt — 
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Ipv — 
Couvreur, 1956, 98 lists a 3.sg. Prs TA ku1 from the six-part manuscript PK NS 
1-6 without exact ref., but according to K. T. Schmidt, apud Hackstein, 1995, 
51f. such a form cannot be found there. The actual state of the manuscript is so 
bad that a confirmation of the reading is impossible at present. TA 
(k)[uñlu](ne) ‘offrande’ as equivalent of Skt. havyaM is restored by Couvreur, 
1959, 252 in A 359, 29 (see also Hilmarsson, 1991a, 65, fn. 7).  
ETYM. PIE *ÇGew ‘gießen’ (2LIV, 179); see Hackstein, 1995, 52f.; Adams, DoT, 
179f. 
 
kuk- ‘call’ e kauk- ‘id.’ 
 
kuk- ‘± ermüden, auszehren’, ‘± tire, exhaust’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II kukä1älñe (MQ) Priv — 
Inf kukästsi 

 Pt II in 
 PPt sessuko1  
 Ipv — 
0si-ñ in S 8 b 2 is not an Opt/Imp from this root (thus WTG, 237; followed by 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 188; Adams, 1993b, 38f. and DoT, 180), but an adjective: 
0siñ(ñe)-pele rekisa “with words in the Kuchean language“ (see Pinault, 1987, 
154 and Schmidt, 1999, 111). The Inf kukästsi is attested in PK AS 15C a 4 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The PPt sessuko1 in 82 
a 1 belongs to this root, according to Winter, 1984, 213 = 2005, 270, and not to 
staukk(- ‘swell’ (thus WTG, 301); for a translation (‘exhausted, tired’), see 
Schmidt, 2001, 311. SEM. The Abstr II means something like ‘± sorrow’; see esp. 
Winter, 1984, 213 = 2005, 270, who sets up the basic meaning as “some kind of 
downward motion”.  
 
kut- ‘entfernen, beseitigen’, ‘avert, eliminate’ (?) (—) 

Prs II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I k1calle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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Krause analyzes the hapax k1calle in 606, 4 as Ger I of a Prs II from a root kut- 
‘abwenden (?), beseitigen (?)’ (WTG, 237), and translates the passage kka1/a 
k1calle star-ñ as “das Unglück muß von mir abgewendet (?) werden” (WTG, 
65, § 66, fn. 4). k1calle is also attested in PK AS 13J b 3: //// cwi yak1antse 
k1calle masta bhavaMne //// (cf. Couvreur, 1961, 103, who translates: “von 
diesem Yak1a zu beseitigen (?), gingst du in die Behausung”). Pinault, 1989a, 
163ff. takes calle in line 1 of the same text and in PK AS 16.2 a 4 as an allegro 
form of k1calle ‘écarter’. Hilmarsson, 1996, 206f., also analyses kutsau-s in the 
business letter 495 a 4 as a form of an affiliated present stem kut-s- (Class VIII) 
from this root by the meaning ‘to turns one’s attention to’, and then analyzes 
k1calle as a Ger II of a respective subjunctive stem of Class II. However, the 
hapax kutsau is philologically difficult: [ca]ne ma ai[t] (o)[t] k[u]tsau-s nep 
yamaskemar (reading according to Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 258; restoration 
D. Q. Adams, p.c.): “... [if] you do not give me back the cane, I will kutsau you, 
I will make a nep”. We may be dealing with two different roots kut- ‘avert’ vel 
sim. and kuts- ‘?’. 
 
kutka?- ‘verkörpern’, ‘give substance to’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs VII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kutä$kmane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —; sutkam,-,- 
 PPt kutko1 
 Ipv — 
The PPt kutko1äM is attested in PK AS 17C a 5 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; already listed by Couvreur, 1954, 88 without 
reference; PPt sutkau in Adams, DoT, 183 is a typo; cf. now 2DoT, s.v.). The 
root has most likely A-character. 
KAUSATIVUM III/IV ‘?’ (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II in 
 PPt sesutko1  
 Ipv — 
sesutku is only listed in TEB II, 184 without ref., the obl. PPt sesutko1 is 
attested without much context in THT 1210 b 5 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
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= Akutka?- ‘verkörpern’, ‘give substance to’ (tr) (-/-/m) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, kutkat;— 
PPt kutko 
Ipv — 

The top of the ak1ara (tk) of TA kutkat in A 315 b 1 is damaged, so instead of 
TA kutk[a]t (thus TochSprR(A); TG, 433) the expected form TA kutk(a)t can 
indeed be restored, cf. Sieg, Übers. II, 29, fn. 8. 
ETYM. According to Melchert, 1978, 125, we are dealing with an *-ske/o- 
present *kät-ske/o- from the PIE root *ÇGewd ‘gießen’ (2LIV, 179f. without the 
Toch. verb; cf. Hilmarsson, 1996, 199 and Adams, DoT, 183). 
 
Akum- ‘come’ e käm- ‘id.’ 
 
kura?- ‘altern’, ‘age’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs II/III (m) —;-,-, kwreMntär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The present kwreMntär can formally be Prs II or III, but since it is intransitive 
(translating Skt. jiryanti ‘they age, become aged’) and also judging by the TA 
averbo, Prs III and a root with A-character is more likely. The manuals 
analyze kuro (sic) attested in 321 a 7 and restored in line b 1 of the same text 
as a PPt from this root (cf. WTG, 243), but it is not likely that the expected PPt 
†kurau was misspelled two times. I interpret kuro rather as an adjective, 
which, nevertheless, seems to have the same meaning ‘feeble’ as the TA PPt 
kuro in A 212 + A 216 a 7: 321 a 7 + b 1 ma ra kuro osne 1malle “feebly one 
shall not go into a house”. In addition, Saito, 2006, 110 cites a form 0ro1 
completely restored in 5 a 1 (which has to be monosyllabic because of the 
meter), based on the evidence of the Sanskrit parallel version.  
= Akur(?- ‘altern, schwächlich werden’, ‘age, become feeble’ (itr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt kuro  
Ipv — 

ANTIGRUNDVERB/KAUSATIVUM ‘alt machen, schwächlich werden lassen’,  
‘make aged, make become feeble’ (tr) (m/-/-)  
Prs VIII (m) —;-,-, kursaMntär Imp — 

nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III in 
PPt kakuru 
Ipv — 

ETYM. The PT root form is to be reconstructed as *kwär-/*käwr-, but further 
etymological connections are debated. See the discussion in Adams, DoT, 236 
and Fellner, 2005, 27ff. Although a connection with PIE root *ÇgerH ‘age’ 
(2LIV, 165f. without the Toch. verb) seems an obvious first choice, the *-w- 
then could not be easily explained. One therefore better starts with a 
Lindeman variant *(d)Qr-eH- either of a denominative to such an eH-noun 
as already suggested by Hilmarsson, 1991, 155, or of a respective aorist stem 
in suffixal *-eH-; o$krotstse*, TA o$krac ‘immortal’ then will no doubt belong 
here as well, and the joint evidence of the verb and the noun together will 
clearly confirm that at least some Pts I with a zero grade of the root had 
started out as stems in pre-PT *-a- (cf. chap. Pt I 7.3.4.). 
 
kurpa- ‘sich kümmern, versorgen’, ‘care’ (?) (—)  

Prs III — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kurpelle/kurwelye Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
A-character is certain. On p > w, see most recently Peyrot, 2008, 88. ETYM. 
Lane, 1960, 78 (followed by Hilmarsson, 1996, 204) compares Germanic forms 
such as OIce. hverfa ‘turn, disappear’ and sets up PIE *Çkwerp ‘turn’ with a 
semantic development ‘turn to something’ e ‘attend to’; cf. Adams, DoT, 184f. 
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2LIV, 392f., on the other hand, sets up a PIE se/ root *ÇKerpH ‘sich wenden’ 
for the Germanic forms, from which not Toch. kurpa-, but rather Toch. karp(- 
‘descend’ is said to be derived, with *-H- set up only because of the Toch. 
forms. Since kurpa- forms a Prs III, we could also be dealing with a 
denominative.  
 
kula- ‘nachlassen’, ‘recede’ (itr) (m/m/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, 0letär/kuletär;— Imp -, kulyitär-s (sic),-;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, 0latär-me;— Opt -,-, 0loytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II 0lalñe Priv ekwalatte 
Inf 0latsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, 0la-ne;— 
 PPt 0lo1  
 Ipv — 
The Abstr 0lalñe (listed in TEB II, 185 without ref.) can be found in IOL Toch 
211 b 4 (see Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). The restoration by Sieg/Siegling of the Opt 
0loy(tär) in 220 b 5 can now be confirmed by the parallel text THT 1539 frg. a 
a 4 (the THT fragment also confirms Couvreur’s 1954c, 110 restoration of an 
object “geest”): //// (0lo)yTRa nete plsko1[1]e (sic!) //// “may my spirit not 
recede” (cf. Schmidt, 2006, 466). The Priv ekwalatte ‘unrelenting, unabating’ 
belongs to this root, according to Hilmarsson, 1991, 64ff. A PPt 0lo1 seems 
attested in THT 1340 frg. b b 3 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). Pace Hilmarsson, 1991, 
65f., I do not think that the sequence starting with a damaged 0 in the small 
fragment H add.149 101 b 3 can be restored to 0(l)a[n]e (thus also Broomhead 
I, 303) and that hence a meaning ‘turn, change’ is proven, because the visible 
ink traces under the (0), in my opinion, cannot belong to an (l) (maybe rather 
to an (m)?), and the following ak1ara is certainly (tre) and not (ne); see the 
photograph IOL Toch 219 and Peyrot, 2007, s.v. 
= Akula- ‘nachlassen’, ‘recede’ (itr) (m/a/-)  

Prs III (m) -,-, kulatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) — Opt -,-, kuli1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II 0lalune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The damaged 3.sg. Opt TA kuli(–) in A 230 b 7 can only be restored to an 
active form TA kuli(1) judging by the meter (see Sieg, 1937, 133; differently 
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TEB II, 95). The Abstr II sne-0lal(une) is restored by Carling, DThTA, s.v. in 
THT 2097 a 1. 
ETYM. The PT root form is *kwäl-(/*käwl-), but further etymological 
connections are uncertain: see, e.g., Jasanoff, 1978, 39f. (PIE *Çgwel(h) ‘lie’); 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 64ff. (PIE *ÇKelh ‘turn’ following Poucha, TLT, s.v.); see 
also the etymological ref. in Adams, DoT, 236f., with Lubotsky, 1988, 92 
(*Ç(s)k(w)el ‘cut’) to be added.  
 
kulypa- ‘verlangen’, ‘desire’ (?) (—) 

Prs III — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kulypelle/kwälypelle Abstr I in kwälypelñe11e 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
= Akulypa- ‘verlangen’, ‘desire’ (tr) (m/-/-)  

Prs III (m) -,-, kulypatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kulypal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. Despite being a Prs III, the TA present stem seems to be transitive (see 
chap. Prs III/IV 26.2.1.). ETYM. The root is generally connected with the Av. 
hapax xrap-, but this is not an entirely clear form itself (cf. most recently 
Cheung, 2006, 447: ‘proportionate to, appropriate to (?)’); see the discussion in 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 191. The palatal ly presupposes “*kwlyäp-’’, as per Adams, 
DoT, 185; on such Prs III stems with root-initial palatalization see chap. Prs 
III/IV 26.1.4.2.  
 
kus- e kwäsa- ‘lament’ 
 
kuts- e kut- ‘avert, eliminate’ 
 

Aken- ‘rufen’, ‘call’ (tr) (x/-/-)  
Prs I + II (x) -, kenät, kenä1;-,-, keneñc| kenmar,-, kentär;-,-, kenantär  

Imp -,-, keña;— 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part — 
 Ger I kenäl Abstr I — 
 Inf keMtsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The present stem is basically athematic (cf. TA kenät, TA kenä1), the thematic 
3.pl. endings in TA keneñc and TA kenantär are secondary, cf. Hilmarsson, 
1996, 127 and see chap. Prs I 24.1.2. The root provides the suppletive present 
stem to Akaka- ‘call, invite’. ETYM. Hackstein, 2002a, 188f. proposes derivation 
from a PIE root *Çg@en; but see Vine, 2007, 350ff., who sets up an o-grade 
present *Gon-e/o- from a root *ÇGen. 
 
kery- ‘lachen’, ‘laugh’ (itr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs II (a+) —;-,-, keriyeM/keryeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part keriyemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
Instead of a PPt kekeru from this root one has to read kekl(y)[u]tkuwa in K 2 a 
2, according to K. T. Schmidt apud Saito, 2006, 454 with fn. 65. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘zum Lachen bringen’, ‘make laugh’ (tr) (m+/-/-) 

Prs IXb (m+) -,-, kerästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part kerä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
= Akary- ‘lachen’, ‘laugh’ (itr) (a+/a/-)  

Prs ? (a+) -,-, kare1;-,-, karyeñc/kareñc (?) Imp -,-, karya;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part karemaM 
 Ger I karel Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, karya1;— Opt —  
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 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The manuals set up a present stem of Class III; Hilmarsson, 1996, 135, on the 
other hand, analyzes TA karyeñc as Prs II and TA karya1, TA kare1 and TA 
kareñc as Sub V, the two latter forms are likewise analyzed as subjunctives by 
TG, 426 and TEB II, 89. However, Couvreur, 1956, 79 points out that both TA 
kare1 and TA kareñc are more likely present than subjunctive forms, which is 
now confirmed at least for TA kare1 ‘laughs’ in A 265 b 1 by the evidence of 
the Old Turkish parallel MaitrHami (XIII) 1 b 4 (identification by Pinault, 
1999, 201; for the Old Turkish text, see Geng/Klimkeit/Laut, 1991, 285). The 
3.pl. TA karyeñc is certainly a present form, while TA kareñc-m in the small 
fragment A 404 b 3 is without context. On the other hand, the 3.sg. TA 
kary[a1] in A 343 b 5 is rather subjunctive; see Sieg, Übers. II, 35, with fn. 16, 
followed by Schmidt, 2001, 309 (this form can be read thus with some 
certainty; it is true that the damaged ak1ara seems open at the top, so that 
TochSprR(A) transliterated [p], but the ak1ara rendering 1 in TA ena1lune in 
line a 2 likewise displays a more open form).  
SEM./ETYM. Either based on a “Schallwurzel” PIE *Çker, *ÇFer, or *Çger (as 
per Pinault, 1990, 178f.), or a root *Çger ‘tönen, rufen’ (according to Hackstein, 
2002a, 214 — who sets up a pre-PT *gor-eye/o- — this is the reconstruction to 
replace ²LIV, 161 *Çgar ‘id.’; note that Carling, DThTA, s.v. translates the 
related noun TA karel with ‘laugher’ and not with ‘drum, tambour’ as 
previously made), or PIE *ÇGer ‘Gefallen finden, begehren’ (²LIV, 176f., 
without this Toch. verb); see Jasanoff, 1978, 46; Adams, 1988a, 73; Hilmarsson, 
1996, 135f.; Ringe, 2000, 123f. In any case, we seem to have to start with an o-
grade *-eye/o- present stem pre-PT *Koreye/o-. The allomorph PT *kær’äyæ- 
led to TB Prs keriye- and TA 3.pl. Prs karye-, and the allomorph PT *kær’æ- to 
pre-TA *kara- (whence, with analogical insertion of (*)-y- in front and after the 
stem-final pre-TA *-a-, Sub karya- and Prs kare-), as per Jasanoff, 1978, 46. 
Differently, Kim, 2007a, 57ff. sets up a denominative *Gor-o-ye/o- based on a 
*Gor-o-s ‘pleasure, rejoicing’. 
 
Ako- ‘destroy, kill’ e kau- ‘id. 
 
Akota- ‘split’ e kauta- ‘id.’ 
 
Ako1ta- ‘schlagen’, ‘hit, beat’ (tr) (-/a/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) ko1tam,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II ko1tlaM Abstr II ko1tlune 
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Pt I (a) -,-, ko1t;-,-, ko1tar 
PPt kako1tu 
Ipv — 

ETYM. Belongs no doubt with kau-/ Ako- ‘destroy, kill’; for a discussion of the 
*-st- see Levet, 1975, 100ff. and also Catsanicos, 1991, 64. It is rather obvious 
that we have to do with a denominative, and Hackstein, 2002a, 275, fn. 35 sets 
up the basic noun as “*kew(H)dh-to-”. 
 
kau- ‘zerschlagen, töten’, ‘destroy, kill’ (tr) (x/a/a) 

Prs VIII (x) -,-, kau1äM;-,-, kauseM|-,-, kau1tär;-, kau1tär,- Imp — 
 nt-Part kau1eñca 
 m-Part kausemane 
 Ger I kau1alle Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) -,-, kowän;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II kawalyñe (Š)/kawälñe (M) Priv — 
Inf kautsi 

 Pt III (a) kauwa (MQ), -, kausa (Š)/kowsa (Š); kawam,-, kawar 
 PPt kakawu| kakawas (sic?) 
 Ipv — 
A 3.pl. Prs k(ausentär) is restored by TochSprR(B) in 590 a 4. The 1.sg. Pt 
kewwa (WTG, 238) belongs to ku- ‘pour’ (see s.v.). Kümmel, 2004, 153 
analyzes the 1.pl. kawam as a subjunctive, but the only attested form (16 b 4) 
is most likely a preterit judging by the context of the story, which is also the 
usual interpretation by the manuals. The expected PPt nom.sg. ending is -u 
(cf. TEB I, 242, § 435,3), and such a PPt kakawu is now actually attested in the 
small fragment THT 1272 b 3 beside kakawu in 203 a 3 (MQ). Oblique PPt 
kakapo1 in 179 b 3 is the expected oblique form (WTG, 238), although p for w 
is very uncommon (TEB I, 69, § 48,2 merely quotes this one example), but 
since we are dealing with a text from Sängim, it may simply be a hypercorrect 
form; however, the form may rather belong with kawa- ‘desire’. A PPt 
kakawas is attested in SHT 2250 b 2 as a gloss on Skt. hata (nom.sg.fem.), so 
that it indeed does seem to mean ‘hit’ (see Hartmann, 1988, 58 with fn. 10); the 
correct TB form would have been †kakawu1a. kawar attested in H add.149 88 
(= IOL Toch 214) a 4 is rather a 3.pl. Pt (M. Peyrot, p.c.) instead of an Ipv form 
(thus Broomhead I, 249). 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘töten lassen (?)’, ‘make (?) kill’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) sauwwa/sauwa-me,-,-;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
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Krause (WTG, 187, § 182) took the palatalized preterit forms to be Pt III forms 
acting as let- causatives: 266 b 2 arañciM ceMts ñis sauwwa “ließ ich ihre {...} 
Herzen töten”; H add.149 88 b 7 (ñi)s passamai 1añ larenäM • asware ka 
sauwa-me //// “Ich häutete meinen Lieben und ließ sie noch unsanft töten” 
(WTG, 187, § 182). However, the causative interpretation is apparently only 
due to the palatal root initial, because I do not see why we cannot simply 
translate “I killed them”, the more since in H add.149 88 b 7 the correlated 
verb passamai ‘I flayed’ is a mere grundverb form. On the other hand, if both 
passages are indeed to be interpreted as let- causatives, I see no compelling 
reason not to analyze sauwwa/sauwa-me as regular causative Class II 
preterits; for the phonology, see Winter, 1965, 204 = 2005, 120. As a matter of 
fact, s-would be extremely odd in a Pt III form made from this root, which had 
as root vowels PT *æ and a. 
= Ako- ‘zerschlagen, töten’, ‘destroy, kill’ (tr) (a+/a/a)  

Prs VIII (a+) kosam,-,-;— Imp ko1awa,-, ko1a;— 
 nt-Part ko1ant 
 m-Part kosmaM 
 Ger I ko1lyes Abstr I — 
 Inf kossi 
Sub I + II (a) -,-, ko1;-,-, kaweñc Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II kolune 
Pt III (a) -,-, kosa-m;— 
PPt kako 
Ipv — 

Unlike TB, in TA the subjunctive stem seems to be thematic on the evidence of 
the 3.pl., the other forms are, strictly speaking, ambiguous; however it is 
precisely the 3.pl. which takes on thematic inflection most easily; see chap.s 
Sub I/V 18.1. and Prs I 24.1.2.; in any case, the thematic inflection is secondary. 
The form TA pko in A 380 a 2 and a 3 is either an imperative from this root 
(thus TG, 434), or belongs to TA päka- ‘intend’, which is the solution preferred 
by Couvreur, 1956, 78.  
SEM. According to Winter, 1976a, 31 = 2005, 167 and 2001, 135 = 2005, 524 ad 
368, the original root meaning is ‘chop up’ on the evidence of kau1n aya ‘chops 
up the bones’ in S 4 b 1 and the compound TA ay-ke1e ‘bone-chopper’. ETYM. 
PIE *ÇkeHw ‘schlagen, spalten’ (2LIV, 345f.); see Hackstein, 1995, 54ff. in detail 
and Adams, DoT, 208. 
 
kauk- ‘rufen’, ‘call’ (tr) (x/-/-) 

Prs II (x) -,-, sausäM;—|saukemar,-, saustär;-,-, saukentär  
Imp -, sausit-me,-;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sausalle Abstr I sosalñe 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 
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 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. saustRa is also attested in THT 1341 b 3, the 3.pl.mid. saukentRa 
is found in PK AS 17H a 4 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, 
p.c., also listed in TEB I, 200, § 356,3 without ref.), and in THT 1347 a 4. 
taukau-c in H 149.26/30 b 2 and the restored form tauko-c in line a 6 of the 
same text are usually interpreted either as stem variants of sauk- (thus, e.g., 
WTG, 250), or as mere misspellings of sauk- (thus Schmidt, 1974, 95, fn. 2). 
According to Adams, DoT, 299, taukau-c in H 149.26/30 b 2 rather belongs to 
tuk(- ‘hide’, which is indeed the likelier claim, cf. Pinault, 2008, 323; as for 
(t)auko-c in H 149.26/30 a 6, since the beginning of the form is completely lost, 
we could restore to (s)auko-c in the first place. The Ger I sausalle is attested in 
PK AS 17 B a 5 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.) and 
probably also in THT 1253 a 5. sauk- provides the suppletive present stem for 
kaka- ‘call, invite’ (see Couvreur, 1954, 82; Schmidt, 1974, 378f., fn. 3). For this 
reason, s[o]s(alñe) in 170 a 6 should be interpreted as Abstr I instead of Abstr 
II (despite the doubts by Couvreur, 1954, 86, this restoration is plausible). 
ETYM. Note the noun [k]au[k]e ‘± call’ in KVac 24 b 4 (for which see Schmidt, 
1986, 57, who translates “Antrag (?)” p. 94, and cf. Hilmarsson, 1996, 117); 
sauk- evidently belongs to the Prs II subclass with a PT root vowel *’æ from 
pre-PT *e; see chap. Prs II 25.2. Maybe to be derived from PIE *Çkewk ‘rufen, 
schreien’ (2LIV, 331; Adams, DoT, 180; also attested in Iran.; see Cheung, 2007, 
340). 
 
kauta- ‘spalten, zerschneiden’, ‘split, cleave’ (tr) (a/x/x) 

Prs VI (a) -,-, kautanaM;— Imp —;-,-, kautanoñ-c 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) —;-,-, kautaM|-,-, kautatär;— Opt -,-, kautoy;— 

Ger II — Abstr II kautalñe Priv akautacce 
Inf kautatsi 

 Pt I (x) -, kautasta, kauta;—|-,-, kautate;-,-, kautaMte 
 PPt kakautau| kakauta1 
 Ipv — 
The present kaut(a)n(aM) is attested in 591 a 1, the PPt kakauta1 in 358 a 5 
(and in PK AS 6A; see Pinault, 1990a, 57). The Priv is now also found in the 
small fragment THT 1174 b 2 (MQ character): //// (Ta)$wsa akautacce //// 
“with unbreakable love”. The subjunctive shows persistent initial accent. 
= Akota- ‘spalten, zerschneiden’, ‘split, cleave’ (tr) (a/-/a)  

Prs VI (a) -,-, kotna1;-,-, kotnec (sic) Imp — 
 nt-Part kotnaMt 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf kotnatsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II kotlune 
Pt I (a) -,-, kot;-, kotas,- 
PPt in kakoturä1 
Ipv — 

SEM. The middle kautate in 5 a 2 is intransitive, according to Schmidt, 1974, 
137 (“Da brach die Achse des Wagens”), but passive function is more likely. 
ETYM. The root is ultimately to be derived from PIE *ÇkeHw ‘schlagen, 
spalten’ (2LIV, 346), the unextended root is continued by kau-/Ako- ‘destroy, 
kill’ and was said to show a dental de/o-extension like Lat. cudo by 
Hackstein, 1995, 55, who seems to set up zero-grade *kHu-de/o-, and by 
Kümmel (2LIV, 346, fn. 8), who prefers full-grade *keHu-de/o-, Hilmarsson, 
1996, 120f. *ko/eHu-d-. However, *-d- > Lat. -d- after a preceding *-w- is 
highly problematic (cf. now also de Vaan, 2008, 149); explicitly for this reason, 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 120f. rather reconstructed *ke/oHu-d-, but one should not 
expect a PIE *-d- to show up as Tocharian -t- after a vowel or diphthong. Since 
the Tocharian verb actually rather seems to be a denominative (which is now 
evidently also the guess preferred by Hackstein, 2002, 14f., who, however, set 
up a “Kompositum *kewH/kowH-dh-o-”), I think there is no reason not to 
derive it from a nominal form with PIE *-t-, e.g., an abstract *kowH-to- or 
*koHu-to- of the nóstoj type. 
 
Akñas- ‘kennen’, ‘know’ (tr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) kñasu, kñasä1t,-;—  
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA kñasu in YQ 4 a 1 is a 1.sg.act Pt III, as per Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 50ff. = 
Winter, 2005, 434ff. (followed by Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 271): YQ 4 a 1 + A 
214 b 6 namo buddha weñlune klyosäM1awa täM nu ma kñasu kus taM 
buddhaM mäskaträ “I kept hearing that ‘Reverence to the Buddha’ [namo 
buddha] was said, but I did not know what buddha referred to”; for the 1.sg. 
active ending variant TA -u, see chap. Pt III 9.1.2.1. TA kñasä1t in A 340 b 5 
was analyzed as a preterit form independently by Hackstein, 1993a, 152ff. and 
Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 51 = Winter, 2005, 435; strangely enough, the form 
seems to be construed with a locative rather than with an obliquus, see 
Hackstein, l.c., with ref.; however, the most recent translation by Carling, 
DThTA, s.v. käMs- takes the form to be transitive nevertheless: “Did you 
know (the butcher) in the village Vasavagrama?”. The m-Part TA knasmaM 
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listed sub an entry “knas- ‘know’” in the verbal index of Ji/Winter/Pinault, 
1998, 271 is due to an abandoned reading. ETYM. TA kñas- of course somehow 
belongs with TA kna-, etc. For the -s-, see Hackstein, 1993a, 153, who 
compares ta- ‘put’ having a Pt III stem cas-, and more recently Peters, 2006, 
339, fn. 25; cf. also Müller, 2007, 273, fn. 994. 
 
Akña-ññ- ‘± erkennen’, ‘± recognize, acknowledge’ (tr) (-/m/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub XII (m) -,-, kñañtär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Pt V (m) -,-, kñaññat;-,-, kñaññant 
PPt kakkñäññu 
Ipv — 

Since all finite attestation are middle forms, and since ññ-stems are usually 
inflected in the middle, one should rather read a middle TA kñaññat in A 217 
a 2 instead of an active form TA kñañña t. Hackstein, 1993a, 154f. takes TA 
kñañtär for an old Sub VII, and TA kñaññat and TA kñaññant for imperfect 
forms from the Prs VI stem TA *knana- (implicitly claiming that Sub VII 
kñañtär with kñ- by “Fernassimilation” was reanalyzed as Sub XII form), 
because he analyzes TA kñasä1t as a preterit synchronically belonging to 
Akna-. It is indeed possible that TA kñaññat and kñaññant are imperfects (the 
respective contexts are too fragmentary to decide the question from a 
syntactical point of view), and although preterits are in general more common 
than imperfects, precisely ññ-imperfects are more often attested than finite Pt 
V forms; see chap. Pt V 11.2. SEM. The exact meaning cannot be determined, 
but Hilmarsson’s proposal ‘recognize’ (1991a, 96ff.; 1996, 161f.) goes well with 
the new attestation of TA (k)ñañtär in YQ 11 a 3 (see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 
120). ETYM. Assuming that the Sub XII started out as a Sub VII would provide 
an elegant explanation for the absence of y-insertion (“palatal epenthesis”), 
since in contrast to TA Prs/Sub XII forms, TA Sub VII forms as a rule do not 
show such an insertion. Of course it is hard to see any special reason why a 
Sub VII form TA kñañtär should have undergone such a reanalysis, but the 
alternative explanation by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 101, who claimed that a Sub I 
stem *kna- was turned into a Sub XII stem (NB: lacking y-epenthesis) directly, 
is hardly more attractive. Note that a Sub VII stem pre-TA *knañä- could have 
replaced both a PT Sub I stem *kna- and a PT Sub I stem **knanä- from pre-PT 
*gno-nu- (with a substitution of pre-PT *-na- by pre-PT *-nu-).  
 
Akna- ‘wissen, (er)kennen’, ‘know, ’ (tr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs VI (a+) -, knanat, knana1;-,-, knaneñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part knanmaM 
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 Ger I knanal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The restoration of a 1.sg. TA knana(m) in A 413 b 2 as per TG, 435 is not 
entirely certain. The Ger I seems attested in THT 2472 a 2: //// artal knan(al) 
//// (Carling, DThTA, s.v. knanal ) .  
SEM. See Hackstein, 1993a, 150f. ETYM. From PIE *gn-n(e)-@-, the PIE nasal 
present from the root *Çgne@ ‘erkennen’ (²LIV, 168ff.); see Hackstein, 1993a, 
151 with ref., and in addition Isebaert, 1992, 290, fn. 21. This Prs VI of 
Tocharian A probably forms an equation with the TB Prs/Sub VI (*)nana-, see 
s.v. nan(-. 
 
Aknäsw?- ‘± herantreten (in ehrender Weise)’, ‘± approach (in revering  

manner)’ (itr) (—) 
Prs I/II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part knäswmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The m-Part is attested twice, and both times it is construed with a noun 
denoting a person in the allative. Traditionally, the verb is therefore translated 
as ‘herantreten’ (Sieg, Übers. I, 27; Hilmarsson, 1996, 161 ‘± to come close to, 
approach, press up to’). Carling, DThTA, s.v. now rather proposes ‘± bow’. 
 
krak?- ‘± sich beschmutzen, verschwommen werden (?)’, ‘± become dirty, 

blurred (?)’ (?) (VIII/-/-) 
Prs VIII (m) -,-, krak1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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The form is a hapax found in PK AS 7M b 1 (+ NS 122a + NS 261 + NS 262) 
(pada 25a; Karmavibha$ga): sn(ai) peñyai (l)k(a)11äM | krak1trä ersna 
wämpasträ (reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; | indicates caesura). M. 
Peyrot (p.c.) suggests a connection of the form with krake ‘dirt, filth’; for the 
passage see the discussion s.v. wämp?- ‘?’, where it is argued that it may refer 
to poor eye sight, hence ‘become blurred’. Since in all Prs VIII stems A-
character gets lost, the stem character of the root remains unclear.  
 
krat?- ‘± herausfordern’, ‘± challenge’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV in 
 PPt kakratä1u 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 110 a 8 (M): //// (ti)1yentse kakratä1u ma/hare “der von Ti1ya 
herausgeforderte Ma/hara” (WTG, 189, § 185); see also Hilmarsson, 1996, 177f. 
W. Winter (p.c.) proposes ‘± step forward’, Kaus. ‘± cause to step forward’. 
 
Akrarp- e Akarp(- ‘descend’ 
 
kras(- act. ‘ärgern, quälen’, ‘annoy, vex’, mid. ‘sich ärgern’, ‘be angry’ (tr/itr)  

(m/-/x) 
Prs IV (m) -,-, krosotär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, krasa/krasa-ñ;— 
Pt VII (m) -,-, kra1iyate;— 

 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs krosotär is attested in PK NS 29 a 1 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c., also listed by Schmidt, 1982, 371, fn. 62 without 
ref.). For the Pt VII kra1iyate ‘± was angry’, see Winter, 1961, 91 = 1984, 162f. = 
2005, 30. 
KAUSATIVUM III act. ‘quälen’, ‘vex’, mid. ‘sich ärgern’, ‘be angry’ (tr/itr) (x/-/-) 

Prs IXa/b (x) -,-, krasä11äM (MQ);— Imp -,-, krasä11itär (MQ);— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
For the correct reading of K 10 b 2, see Sieg, 1938, 46: (cmelane ma ce)w yoko 
kraSaFFaM 1eKa (sic): “Ständig quält jenes [Wesen] (in [seinen] Geburten nicht) 
der Durst”. For H 149.200 a 3, see Thomas, 1972, 456, fn. 4 (“machte er 
Vorwürfe”), and Schmidt, 1974, 168 (“ihr ward darüber verärgert”; left 
untranslated in Broomhead I, 211). 
= Akras- ‘ärgern’, ‘annoy’ (tr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub XII — Opt —  
 Ger II kra1iññäl Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. See Adams, DoT, 215 with ref., and also Schmidt, 1982, 371f., and 
Hilmarsson, 1991b, 145f. Evidently denominative(s) to an o-stem (and 
possibly a parallel i-stem; cf. chap. Pt VII 13.2.).  
 
krämp(- ‘gehemmt sein, gestört werden’, ‘be hindered, disturbed’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs III (m) -, krämpetar,-;— Imp -, krämpitar,-;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II krämpalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -, krämpasta,-;— 
 PPt krämpo1  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs krämpetär in TEB II, 188 is most likely only reconstructed. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘hemmen’, ‘disturb, hinder’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, kram1äM (sic);-,-, kramseM (sic) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf kramtsi (sic) 
 Pt III (a) —;-,-, krempar 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs kramseM is read by Sieg, 1938, 33 in K 7 (= PK AS 7G) b 4. The 
evidence for the subjunctive class is ambiguous. On the loss of p, see Peyrot, 
2008, 68f. The Pt krempar is attested in PK AS 13E b 8 (see Couvreur, 1954, 
87f., but pace Couvreur, one indeed has to read the expected krempar and not 
†krempär, according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Akrämpa- ‘gehemmt sein, gestört werden’, ‘be hindered, disturbed’ (itr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II krämpalune 
Pt I in 
PPt krämpo 
Ipv — 

TA krämpalune is attested in YQ 27 a 3, TA krämpont in YQ 27 a 3 and b 4. 
According to M. Peyrot (p.c.), one may further restore a 3.pl. Sub V TA 
(k)rämpeñc in the small fragment THT 2126 b 1 and a 1.sg./pl. Prs VIII TA 
krämsa(m/mäs) in the small fragment THT 2167 b 3. 
ETYM. As per Adams, DoT, 216. 
 
Akru- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs I/II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf krutsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Attested twice without context in an unpublished fragment (as per TG, 435) 
that can now be identified as THT 1135 (a 4 and b 1); cf. Carling, DThTA, s.v. 
 
Akrop(- ‘gather, assemble, congregate’ e kraup(- ‘id.’ 
 
kraup(- ‘sammeln’, ‘gather’, ‘assemble, congregate’ (tr) (m/m/m) 

Prs (I+)II (m) -,-, krauptär;— Imp —;-,-, kraupiyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kr(·)wpemane (MQ) 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Prs VI (m) -,-, kraupanatär/kraupnatär;-,-, kraupnantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I kraupanalle Abstr I — 
Sub (I+)II (m) -,-, krauptär;-,-, kraupentär-ne Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Sub V (m) kraupamar,-, kraupatär;-,-, kraupantär  
Opt -,-, kraupoytär;— 
Ger II kraupalle Abstr II kraupalñe Priv akraupatte 
Inf kraupatsi 

Pt I (m) -, kraupatai, kraupate;-,-, kraupante 
 PPt kakraupau| kakraupa1  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. krauptär in 33 a 6 and 3.pl. kraupentär-ne in K 3 a 2 are analyzed as 
present forms by Couvreur, 1954, 86 contra WTG, 123, § 121 fn. and 239, but 
syntactically the forms are subjunctives (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 150; note that Sieg, 
1938, 10 wanted to restore the attested kraupentär-ne to a Sub V: “l[ies] 
kraupantärne”). A homonymous present stem is attested by krauptär in H 
149.add 8 b 3 and the Imp kraupiyentär; note that Tocharian A has a Prs I. The 
restoration of a thematic m-Part from this root in 304 a 4 (MQ) is certain 
thanks to the Skt. equivalent samudaniya; instead of the form with ew 
(kre)w[p]emane restored by Sieg/Siegling and adopted by the manuals, one 
may also restore to (krau)wpemane, as per Peyrot, 2008, 45, fn. 30, who, 
however, also points out the nominal form krewpentse from THT 1859 a [recte 
b] 3 (MQ) indeed showing the old ew-diphthong (p. 46). A non-syncopated 
3.sg.mid. Prs VI kraupanatär is attested in an unpublished Berlin text, 
according to Thomas, 1979, 166, which could be the small fragment THT 1209 
a 2: //// ne kraupana(t)[Ra] //// (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). The 1.sg. Sub 
kr(au)pamar is found in PK 6A b 1, the 3.sg. Sub kraupatär in PK 17D a 4 (see 
Couvreur, 1954, 85f. and Pinault, 1994, 128). The Abstr kr(au)palñe is also 
attested in a gloss in SHT 7, 1666 (reading: K. T. Schmidt), the Priv akraupatte 
also in IOL Toch 308 a 5 (see Peyrot, 2008a, 105). Whether we are dealing with 
an active form [k](rau)pnaM in H 149.add 65 b 5 (thus Broomhead II, 100; not 
in the edition I, 228; similarly Thomas, 1979, 166) is unclear, according to 
Schmidt, 1974, 27; judging by the photograph (see IOL Toch 151), lack of any 
trace of an (au) is highly suspicious, and also the vertical line of the [k] is 
much too long for a (kra), which also would not explain the small horizontal 
stroke; maybe (ks)? The subjunctive of Class V shows persistent initial accent. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘versammeln lassen’, ‘let gather’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 
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Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (a) -,-, kraupä11a;-,-, kraupä11are (S) 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Pt kraupä11a is often attested in Vinaya texts from the Paris 
collection, e.g., in PK AS 18A a 1 (see Thomas, 1979a, 238): (pa)ñäkte sa$k 
kraupä11a “Buddha had gathered the community”; according to Thomas, l.c., 
240, “findet man in analogen Fällen dafür also das Prät. vom Grundverb (B 
kraupate), was letzten Endes doch auf eine engere Berührung beider 
Ausdrücke schließen läßt”, i.e., we probably have to do with a let- causative 
beside a mere transitive. 
= Akrop(- ‘sammeln’, ‘gather’, ‘assemble, congregate’ (tr) (m/m/m)  

Prs I (m) -,-, kroptär;-,-, kropäntär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kropmaM 
 Ger I kroplyaM Abstr I — 
 Inf kroptsi 
Prs VI (m) — Imp -,-, kropñat;-,-, kropñant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kropnmaM/kropnämaM 
 Ger I kropnal Abstr I — 
 Inf kropnasi 
Sub V (m) — Opt -,-, kropitär;—  
 Ger II kropal Abstr II kroplune 
Pt I (m) krope, kropte, kropat;-,-, kropant 
PPt kakropu/kakrupu 
Ipv I (m) päkropar;- 

The 3.pl. Prs TA kropäntär is attested four times in the YQ manuscript (YQ 31 
a 7, a 8, b 1; YQ 35 b 7). In the glossary by Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 271 it is 
analyzed as a subjunctive form (with question mark); but see now 
Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004, 363 and 365 for YQ 31 a 7ff.  
ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1996, 178f. takes the Sub V to be the older subjunctive 
stem; Similarly Peyrot, 2008, 150. As a matter of fact, we seem to deal with the 
reflex of a very rare and archaic pattern consisting of an athematic root 
present and a preterit derived from that present by the addition of (non-
palatalizing) suffixal PT *-a-. 
 
kla$ka- ‘fahren’, ‘go by wagon’ (?) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf kla$katsi 
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 Pt I (a) kla$kawa,-, kla$ka;-,-, kla$kare 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
An Inf kl[a]$katsi is attested according to Thomas, 1952, 50, fn. 3 (without 
ref.), the 3.pl. Pt kl(a)$k(a)re is found without context in IOL Toch 485 b 1 (see 
Peyrot, 2007, s.v.).  
= Akla$ka- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II kla$klye Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TG, 436 lists the possible attestation of a 3.sg. Pt TA kla$[k]aM from an 
unpublished text, which can now be identified as THT 1144 a 1: //// [Ma] 
kla$[k]aM kr(·)ma ////; but since the form is without context, we may also be 
dealing with a noun in the locative, as per TG; see also the discussion below. 
SEM. The manuals translate the root with ‘reiten’ and ‘fahren’ (WTG, 239; TEB 
II, 188), Thomas, 1952, 50, fn. 3 even with ‘satteln, reiten’, but at least in 
Tocharian B there is, I think, no evidence for a meaning other than ‘go by 
wagon’. The cognate noun kle$ke has the meaning ‘vehicle’ either used in the 
Buddhist sense of a means to arrive at knowledge (Skt. yana-) or of a concrete 
‘wagon, cart’, cf. Pinault, 1987a, 81f. (who also interprets the personal name 
Kle$ka-rako as ‘Wagenlenker’). All but one verbal form in TB are without 
context (including kla$ka in 98 a 1 which is not listed in WTG; I cannot find 
the Inf), while for kla$ka in 363 a 3 we know the Sanskrit parallel version 
(Vitasokavadana, Divy 28), as noted by TochSprR(B): (pre)sciyaine seritsi 
kla$ka “At this time he went hunting” being the equivalent of Skt. atha 
rajasoko ’pareNa samayena mrgavadhaya nirgata# “Then king Asoka at 
another time went out hunting” (cf. Cowell/Neil, 1886, 419). The Sanskrit 
version is hence unclear with respect to riding on horseback or wagon, and 
both types of transport are possible in theory (for kings hunting on horseback 
in Jataka stories, see, e.g., the pictures collected in Krottenthaler, 1996, 190f. 
[from Ajanta] and 159 [from Dunhuang]). Tocharian A is more complicated. 
TEB II, 99 translates the cognate of kle$ke, i.e., TA kla$k with “‘Vehicle’, Skt. 
yana” similarly to the TB form, while TG, 2, § 2b and p. 436 gave ‘Reittier’ as 
meaning of both TB kle$ke and TA kla$k. Although the TA noun is attested 
twelve times, I cannot find a passage where it has the metaphoric sense of 
‘vehicle (of knowledge)’, the predominant meaning in Tocharian B; cf. also 
Carling, DThTA, s.v. kla$k ‘riding animal’. In A 73 a 3 TA kla$k certainly 
refers to the heavenly vehicle of Indra pulled by elephants (cf. Sieg, Übers. II, 
19). On the other hand, there are two passages where TA kla$k seems to refer 
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to animals: A 266 b 8 sakres kla$ksa lmo(1), which has an Old Turkish parallel 
in MaitrHami XVI, 14 b 28-29: “bestiegen [sanfte] Reittiere” (cf. Carling, 2000, 
237 with ref. to Geng/Klimkeit, 1985, 91 and 110). However, as Müller/Sieg, 
1916, 404 (who likewise translated “sanfte Reittiere”) pointed out, TA sakär 
kla$k may be the equivalent of Skt. badhrayana- ‘splendid yana’, and 
although the Old Turkish translator understood the passage to refer to horses, 
I would not exclude that TA sakär kla$k indeed referred rather to a chariot. 
The second passage in question is A 345 a 3 - b 1: okät tmaM ñä(kta)ñ 1ñi 1ñi 
wartsyassäl pkänt pkänt ñäkcinäs wamp(u)ñcäs y[u]<k>[s]a o$[kä](lma)s(a) 
ñemi1inäs kuklasaM lmo1 tri-wäkna kla$kasy(o) • (restoration according to 
W. Siegling, pers. copy) “80 000 gods together with their retinue sitting on 
heavenly decorated horses, elephants, [and] diamond vehicles with trifold 
kla$ks”. Here, the instr.pl. TA kla$kasyo can reasonably only refer to 
carthorses (cf. also the partial translation by Carling, 2000, 45). The only TA 
verbal form is a Ger II in A 264 a 2: • y1kañ o$kälmañ w(u) kla$klye pakräk 
skaM p1kis mäska(nträ) (restoration according to W. Siegling, pers. copy). 
Thomas, 1952, 50 translates: “Pferde, Elefanten, die zwei Reittiere, werden 
auch jedem offenbar”, but since both animals do pull wagons (at least the 
miraculous chariots of the gods, and this passage comes from the hell chapters 
of MSN), the passage can as well mean “(the) two driving animals” (note the 
collocations TA yukañ kla$kañ o$kälmañ in A 22 b 6 which Sieg, Übers. I, 27 
translates “Rosse, Fahrzeuge [und] Elephanten”). Thomas was apparently 
prompted to interpret the Ger TA kla$klye by “wörtl. ‘die Sattelbaren’” 
because of TA kla$k ‘Sattel’ (?) (fn. 3) that he could only have gained from 
interpreting TA kla$[k]aM in THT 1144 a 1 as a locative. As was mentioned 
above, this form is attested in a passage too fragmentary to offer a reasonable 
interpretation, let alone to support such a highly speculative one. In any case, 
for morphological reasons the Ger II should have a basic meaning ‘transport’, 
i.e., could refer to both vehicles and mounts (just like Skt. vahana-). To sum 
up, there is no certain evidence that either the verb or the noun could have the 
notion ‘riding’ in addition to ‘(going by/pulling a) wagon’. ETYM. Evidently a 
denominative to the noun kle$ke/ TA kla$k as discussed above, as per 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 141 and Adams, DoT, 220. 
 
klapa- ‘± berühren, massieren; überprüfen’, ‘± touch; investigate’ (tr) (m/-/m) 

Prs II (m) -,-, klyeptär;-,-, klyepentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I klawwanalle Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II klapalñe (MQ) Priv — 
Inf — 
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 Pt I (m) -,-, klawate-ne;— 
 PPt in kaklaparmeM 
 Ipv I (m) päklapar (MQ);- 
The 3.sg. Prs klyeptär is attested in THT 1355 a 2 (see also below) and in the 
small fragment THT 2379 frg. o a 1 (without much context), the 3.pl. Prs 
klyepentär in PK AS 7K a 2 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, 
p.c.). The Ger I kla[wwa]nalle is read by Carling, 2003a, 40 and 51 in Fill. Y 1 b 
4f. with the translation ‘pétrir’, and it is connected by her with the Pt form 
klawate with ref. to Pinault, in print. The 2.sg.mid. Ipv päklapar is found in 
THT 1565 a 1: //// PaklapaR@ 1a[r]@ “Touch the hand!” (or 1a[r]@ne ‘hands’?). 
SEM. klawate-ne in 5 b 5 has roughly the meaning ‘± stroke’; Sieg/Siegling, 
TochSprR(B), glossary, 117 (followed by TEB II, 189) set up a special stem for 
that form. The non-finite forms are analyzed as formations belonging to 
klaw(- ‘be called’ by WTG, 240, and TEB II, 188. However, kaklaparmeM in 
532 b 2 is most certainly the equivalent of Skt. vimrsya ‘after he had checked’ 
(see Couvreur, 1968, 282), and so it follows for Couvreur that the form rather 
belongs to a root klap/w- ‘stroke, investigate’ like klawate, since Skt. vi Çmrs 
has precisely the same range of meaning ‘touch, stroke’ and ‘investigate’. 
klapalñ(e) in 156 a 2 is without much context and unclear (cf. Couvreur, l.c., 
fn. 24); the same is true for a new attestation in THT 1354 frg. b a 4. The 
equation of the present klyeptär with Skt. saMmrsati made in VW I, 223 comes 
from the Udanavarga text TX 4 (now THT 1355) a 2 (MQ), where the Toch. 
form is the direct translation of BHS saMmrsati (Skt. saMsprsati )  ‘touches’; see 
Thomas, 1974, 91f. TA klapac rather belongs to klaw(- ‘be called’. ETYM. The 
forms listed here clearly belong to one single root denoting ‘touch’ that can 
reasonably be derived from PIE *Çklep ‘(heimlich) stehlen, verbergen’ (2LIV, 
363), as per Adams, 1989, 242f., and DoT, 227 (who sets up klep- ‘± touch’). 
klyeptär (which must be a Prs II — pre-PT *klepä- should have resulted in PT 
*kl’opu- > *kl’opä-) looks like the continuant of a PIE Narten stem *klep- (cf. 
Adams, 1989, 242, fn. 2, and for the Narten behavior of this root now esp. Pike, 
2009, 205ff.; see also chap. Prs II 25.2.) — the Pt I, however, must have a 
different root vowel. The sound change p > w belongs to the informal/eastern 
variety of TB (see most recently Peyrot, 2008, 88ff.). 
 
klaya- ‘fallen’, ‘fall’ (itr) (m/a/x) 

Prs IV (m) kloyomar,-, kloyotär;-,-, kloyontär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kloyomane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -, klayat, klayaM;-,-, klayaM  

Opt -,-, klayoy;-,-, klayoyeM/klayo-ñ 
Ger II — Abstr II klayalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (x) klayawa,-, klaya;-,-, klayare|—;-,-, klayante 
 PPt kaklayau| kaklaya1 
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 Ipv — 
A 1.sg. Prs kloyomar is also attested in THT 1249 a 3. Thomas restores a 
middle Sub klayatä(r) in H 149.add 63/59 a 5 (1986, 133), but Broomhead I, 148 
and II, 95, WTG, 239, and Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 144 correctly read here a 
2.sg.act. klayaT@. Broomhead furthermore restores a present klo[y]e(nträ) in H 
149.313 a 4 (Broomhead I, 220), but the unexpected e-vocalism makes this 
restoration highly unlikely. A 3.sg. Opt klayoy seems attested in the fragment 
THT 1321 b 1 without much context, and the 3.pl. Opt variant klayo-ñ in THT 
2243 a 2 (see Peyrot, 2008, 143). The subjunctive shows persistent initial 
accent. The 3.pl. Pt klayante is found in PK Cp 37, 54 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Aklawa- ‘fallen’, ‘fall’ (itr) (m/a/a)  

Prs IV (m) -,-, klawatär;-,-, klawantär Imp III —;-,-, klawär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, kla1-äM;— Opt -,-, klawi1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II klalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, kla;-,-, klar 
PPt kaklo 
Ipv — 

All middle present forms of the shape TA klawatär and TA klawantär with 
clear context belong to this root, and not to klaw(- ‘be called’, as does the Opt 
TA klawi1; see Schmidt, 1974, 38, and 53, fn. 3 (contra TG, 436); on the 
formation of the optative form, see Hilmarsson, 1994, 103ff. The 3.sg. Sub 
forms TA kla1-äM in A 146 b 4 and TA kla1-äm in A 395 b 2 also rather belong 
here and not to Akäla- ‘lead’; see above. The 3.pl.act. klawrä in YQ 5 a 6 is 
intransitive and functions as an imperfect to be judged by the correlated 
imperfect form TA ypar (cf. Carling, DThTA, s.v. 1. klawa-). On the form see 
chap. Imp 15.3.3. 
ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1996, 147f. (with ref.) claims the root is PIE *ÇklewH (2LIV, 
365 *ÇklewH ‘wohin geraten’, without the Toch. verb), setting up *klHw-eh- > 
*klaw’æ- > *klaw’a-. The different root finals TB -w and TA -y are actually best 
explained by setting up PT *klaw’a- with a palatal *w’ that turned into TB y by 
regular sound change; for TA kla- < *klaw’a-, see Winter, 1965a, 203f. = 1984, 
169f. = 2005, 128f. PT *klaw’a- could ultimately come from pre-PT *klowPya-, 
cf. *Çklewb ‘stolpern, hüpfen’ (2LIV, 364). 
 
Aklawa- ‘fall’ e klaya- ‘id.’ 
 
klaw(- ‘genannt werden, heißen’, ‘be called, named’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs IV (m) -,-, klowotär;-,-, klyowontär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (x) -,-, klawa;— 
 PPt kaklawau| kaklawa1 
 Ipv — 
Palatal stem-initial kly is only confirmed for the 3.pl. Prs in K 2 a 3 (= PK AS 
7B, reading verified by G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; MQ character); on the other hand, 
non-palatalized stem-initial kl is certain for 3.sg. klowoträ in 615 b 3 (MQ) and 
in IOL Toch 380 a 2 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.); the other present forms are uncertain 
with respect to the initial: the initial ak1ara of the 3.sg. k[l]owotär in 158 b 5 
(MQ) is damaged, and can hence be read either k[l](y)owotär (thus 
TochSprR(B)), or k[l]owotär; the 3.pl. in PK NS 53 a 4 (see Pinault, 1988, 100) is 
likewise initially damaged and unclear. The Abstr klapalñe listed under this 
root by WTG, 240 is without context, and since it has -p- it either has to be a 
hypercorrect form of this root or belongs to klapa- ‘touch’ (which is more 
likely, because it comes from an MQ text). The form klawi in H 149.39 a 3 is 
not an optative of this stem (thus WTG), but a noun; see Couvreur, 1954, 85, 
which is now confirmed by a second attestation in PK AS 12C a 5 and by the 
derived adjective klawissu in PK AS 12C a 6 (unpublished, reading according 
to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). Pinault, 1988a, 188 further restores a 3.sg.mid. Pt 
(klaw)[a](t)e in PK NS 34 a 3 (“il fut nommé”); middle Pt I forms beside Prs IV 
may be unusual, but are not unattested. The PPt kaklawa1 is attested in the 
bilingual text SHT 9, 2348 (reading: K. T. Schmidt). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘benennen, verkünden’, ‘name, announce’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) klawäskau,-, klawä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part klawä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf klawästsi/klawastsi (MQ) 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs kla(wä11äM) is restored by TochSprR(B) in 29 a 3 on the basis of 
the Sanskrit parallel version; the form is now also attested in THT 3603 frg. c b 
1 and probably also in THT 1191 b 2. 
= Aklawa- ‘benannt werden; verkünden; rezitieren’, ‘be called; announce; recite’ 

(?) (x/-/m)  
Prs ? (x) -,-, klàwa(1);—|-,-, klawatär (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
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Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) —;-, klapac,- 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

According to Schmidt, 1974, 38, fn. 2, the middle present stem formations TA 
klawatär and TA klawantär attested in TochSprR(A) all belong to Aklawa- ‘fall’ 
“soweit der Kontext einen Schluß zuläßt” and the same is true for the active 
optative TA klawi1 (see Schmidt, 1974, 53, fn. 3 contra TG, 436). Nevertheless, 
two other present stem forms certainly belong to this root: alleged TA 
[k]lawa–@//// in A 461 b 3 (thus TG, 436), because it translates Skt. akhyati 
‘announces, declares’, and the recently discovered klawatRa (sic) that is a gloss 
on Skt. pa/haMti ‘they recite’ in SHT 5, 1098 frg. d. The long root vowel in 
klawatRa is odd at first glance, because in a present of Class IV one should 
have expected TA †kla-; but then a closer look on alleged TA [k]lawa–@//// in 
A 461 b 3 reveals that there is too much space between the two ak1aras, so I 
am inclined to think that the form could have had a long a as well: TA 
[k]l(a)wa–@////. A present stem TA klawa- would, of course, not be a present 
of Class IV, but one of Class V. Note that a Prs V stem TA klawa- ‘call’ and a 
Prs IV stem TA klawa- ‘fall’ would not be homophonous, and that the 
semantics of the TA Prs do not fit those of the TB Prs IV at all. Finally, a 
restoration kl(yà)wa– with the palatal ly once attested for the respective TB 
present cannot be excluded either, although the restoration of a (y) alone 
would not be sufficient to explain the gap in the manuscript. As for the 
restoration of the word final in A 461 b 3, if we had to do with a Prs IV we 
would rather expect a middle TA klàwa(tär). But the left-hand ink traces of 
the ak1ara rather speak in favor of (Fa), i.e., of an active form klàwa(1), which 
is what TG, 436 restores and likewise Couvreur, 1967, 159ff., who noticed that 
the left-hand part of leaf A 465 directly joins leaf A 461, so that we cannot 
restore more than one single ak1ara; since in this manuscript the final 
sequence °tär is furthermore always written TaR@, [k]l(a)wa(F) is indeed the 
most likely restoration. Finally, we could also have a (kausativum) present 
Class VIII [k]làw(ä1) here, which would fit the Kaus. I present stem in TB but 
would need the assumption of a misspelling, because one would expect some 
traces of ä-dots above the (wa), and TA klawatRa ‘recites’ cannot possibly be a 
Prs VIII. TA klapac means ‘you (pl.) have been called’, and hence belongs to 
this root (pace TG, 436, s.v. klap-), cf. TEB II, 99; Schmidt, 1974, 52. 
SEM. The TB grundverb is intransitive (see Schmidt, 1974, 52 with fn. 1), which 
goes well with the morphology of the stem formations (Prs IV). The valency of 
the TA forms, on the other hand, is quite unclear as is the stem formation of 
the present forms. The manuals give a transitive meaning for Tocharian A on 
the evidence of TA “[k]lawa-@” translating transitive Skt. akhyati ‘announces, 
declares’ in A 461 b 3. TA Pt klapac can be either intransitive or passive; the 
valency of the Prs TA klawatRa ‘recite(s) (?)’ is unknown, although it is clear 
the semantics must have been basically that of the active form. Hence, there is 
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not too much evidence to claim that TA differentiates valency via voice rather 
than via stem alternation, as done by Schmidt, 1974, 52, fn. 1 (based on TA 
“klawa1” and TA klapac). ETYM. Certainly to be derived from PIE *Çklew 
‘hear’. It might be crucial to know whether the TB present stem had an 
original palatal root initial or not, but it must be said that the TB Prs IV cannot 
be derived from a proto-form with the *klew- advocated by Hilmarsson, 1996, 
146f. A present with root-initial palatalization is also the starting point for 
Widmer, 1998, 174ff., who sets up a full-grade Narten middle *klew-o(-) (root 
present or aorist), claiming the TB o-vocalism of the present stem to be 
secondary. A present stem with non-palatalized kl-, on the other hand, is the 
basis of the analyses by Jasanoff, 1978, 46; Pinault, 1989, 138f; Hackstein, 1995, 
322, and Katz, 1997, 69. They all set up a PIE present stem *klow-éye-; see also 
Ringe, 1991, 83f., fn. 65. Rasmussen, 1989, 161 reckons with a denominative 
from *klow-éH-; similarly Adams, DoT, 222, who also proposes a 
denominative or a PIE intensive present, i.e., *klow-eH- or *klow-o-. The 
derivation of the 3.sg. Pt klawa from a PIE “*klow-0” claimed by Schmidt, 
1997c, 557ff. to have been the ancestor of the Ved. passive aorist sravi and 
originally “eine unreduplizierte Perfektbildung” would only make sense if 
one would like to explain the whole respective subclass of PT I that way. As it 
seems, the TB and the TA presents are best kept completely distinct; klowotär 
(with kl- being more original, as per Peters, 2006, 332, fn. 11) < pre-PT 
*klÔwoye/o-, TA klawa- < pre-PT *kloweye/o-, or, perhaps more likely, a Prs V 
= *Sub V that was coined on the basis of an instr.sg. pre-PT *klÔwo ‘with 
hearing’ in the same way as the Prs V = Sub V iya- ‘go; lead’ was built upon an 
instr.sg. of *h(i)yeH- ‘going’. 
 
klä$k- ‘bezweifeln’, ‘doubt’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs I (m) -,-, klyeñktär (MQ, sic)/klyentär (MQ, sic);—  
Imp -,-, klyeñcitär;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II kla$kälyñe Priv — 
Inf kla$ktsi 

 Pt III in 
 PPt kekla$ku 
 Ipv — 
The Prs is certainly correctly analyzed as Prs I by the manuals, which will 
then be a quite remarkable archaism; see chap. Prs II. It is interesting to note 
that both present forms klyeñkträ in 255 a 5 and klyenträ in 254 a 3 (for 
expected kle$trä or kle$kträ) are actually attested in two parallel texts, so 
maybe there was a problem in the original text from which both were copied. 
A PPt kekla$ku that looks like the regular PPt of a Pt III of this root is attested 
without context in the small fragment THT 1500 b 1. klyeñci //// in A(Ud.) 4 
(= PK AS 6D) a 6 had better be restored to a middle form klyeñci(tär) (pace, 
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e.g., TEB II, 189), because the other attestations are middle forms, cf. Schmidt, 
1974, 28. 
= Aklä$k(?- ‘± zweifeln, unsicher sein’, ‘± be in doubt, be insecure’ (itr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt klä$ko 
Ipv — 

ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘bezweifeln’, ‘doubt’ (tr) (-/a/-)  
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf klä$kässi 
Sub VII (a) — Opt —; klä$kñimäs,-,-  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The formal antigrundverb form Sub VII TA klä$kñimäs has the same 
meaning as the attested TB grundverb forms: A 349 b 2 (kra)nt märkampal 
klä$kñimäs “we would/will doubt the dharma”; Inf TA klä$kässi in A 454 a 2 
is without context. According to Hilmarsson, 1991a, 71, the Sub VII belongs to 
the grundverb and is the equivalent of the TB Sub I stem, but the PPt TA 
klä$ko can only be derived from a stem with A-character (cf. chap. PPt), and 
Prs VIII and Sub VII are never paired with Pt I otherwise. Accordingly, TEB II, 
99 sets up a grundverb paradigm for the PPt and a kausativum paradigm for 
the stems Prs VIII and Sub VII, and translates the root with ‘(be)streiten’. The 
translation ‘streiten’ is obviously based on the sole attestation of the PPt TA 
klä$ko1 in A 395 b 1, which is translated both by Thomas, 1956, 127 and 
Krause, 1971, 39 with “streitend”, followed by Saito, 2006, 112. However, a 
translation “being in doubt (they entered the forest)” would not be too absurd. 
ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 222, to be derived from PIE *Çkleng ‘bend, 
turn’ (Lat. clingo, not in 2LIV).  
 
klänts(- ‘schlafen’, ‘sleep’ (itr) (a/a/a) 

Prs XII (a) -,-, kläntsan-ne;-, kläMtsañcer,- Imp -,-, kläntsaññi; 
-,-, kläntsañyeM 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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Sub V (a) — Opt -,-, klantsö;— 
Ger II — Abstr II klantsalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, klyantsa;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
klä[M]tsañcer is attested in G-Su 1 d (Pinault, 1987, 134), Pt I kly(a)ntsa in THT 
1249 a 1. The subjunctive shows persistent initial accent. 
= Aklisa- ‘schlafen’, ‘sleep’ (itr) (a/a/a)  

Prs VI (a) -,-, klisna1;— Imp -,-, klisña;— 
 nt-Part klisnant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf klisnatsi 
Sub V (a) -,-, klesa1;— Opt -,-, klisi1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) klisa, klisa1t,-;— 
PPt kliso 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘zum Schlafen bringen’, ‘make sleep’ (tr) (—) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II klisa1lune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The meaning of the abstract TA klisa1lune in A 247 b 3 (Thomas, 1957, 283 
translates ‘Schlafmittel’) is now assured by the Sanskrit parallel VAV 2.38 
providing the meaning ‘Ruhenlassen’; see Schmidt, 1987, 158. 
ETYM. The PT root shape is *klän(t)s-, TA shows i-epenthesis (cf. Hilmarsson, 
1996, 142). According to Schneider, 1940, 203f., and Hilmarsson, 1996, 142f., 
the root is derived from *Çkley ‘lean’, i.e., from a present *kli-n-, but this 
etymology would rather make us expect persistent (*)kly-. Adams, 1988a, 32, 
and DoT, 223, derives it from PIE *klmH-s-, with a cognate in Skt. klamyati 
‘become weary’ (not in 2LIV). 
 
kläska- ‘set’ e kälska- ‘id.’ 
 
kli-n- ‘müssen’, ‘be obliged to’ (itr) (a/a/a) 

Prs Xa (a) -,-, klyina11äM/klina11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II (a) -,-, klyin-ne/klin-ne;— Opt -,-, klyiñi (sic)/kliñi-ñ (MQ); 

-,-, kliñeM 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) -,-, klaintsa;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
A 3.sg. Prs variant with initial kly- is attested in IOL Toch 390 b 2 (Peyrot, 
2007, s.v.) and in SI B Toch 13,1 (M. Peyrot, p.c.). For the 3.sg. Sub *kliM cf. 
3.sg. auM from au(-n)- ‘hit’. The 3.pl. Opt kliñeM without ly is now also 
attested in exactly the same spelling in a parallel text of 220 b 5, i.e., THT 1539 
frg. a a [recte b] 4 (cf. Schmidt, 2006, 466). The Pt klaintsa-ñ listed in TEB II, 
189, is attested in the fragment edited sub 520 (now = THT 1552 frg. d a 1).  
= Akli-n- ‘müssen’, ‘be obliged to’ (itr) (a/m/-)  

Prs X (a) -, klinä1t,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub I/II (m) -,-, klintar (sic)/klyintär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

On the reading, see also TG, “Nachträge”, 487. The Sub stem is ambiguous 
because TA ñ can (occasionally) be depalatalized before °t. What is certain is 
that synchronically the stem is not to be analyzed as Sub VII (as has to be 
done in the cases of roots like Ao(-n)- or Ari(-n)- that still lack final -n- in some 
categories), because in Sub VII forms the -ñ- is always palatal, also before -t-. 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 116 therefore correctly regards this stem as an archaism 
and assigns the TA subjunctive stem to Class I; cf. chap. Sub VII 22.2.2.  
ETYM. The root is usually derived from PIE *Çkley ‘lean’, notably from the PIE 
nasal present stem *kl-né-y-/-n-y- (cf. esp. Praust, 2004, 384f.), which was 
apparently replaced by *kli-nu- in PT; see Adams, DoT, 224; Hilmarsson, 1996, 
150f. (2LIV, 332f., without this Toch. root), and chap. Sub VII 22.2.2. 
 
Aklisa- ‘sleep’ e klänts(- ‘id.’ 
 
klutk(- ‘sich umdrehen, werden’, ‘turn, become’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs VII (m)—;-,-, klutta$kentär Imp —;-,-, kluttañciyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf klutkatsi (sic) 
 Pt I in 
 PPt klutkau 
 Ipv — 
The Imp kluttañciyent(rä) is found in PK NS 69 b 4 (G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The Inf 
[k]lutkatsi is arguably attested in THT 1446 a 3 (provenance unknown, but the 
texts does not seem to have MQ character), so we are dealing with an initially 
accented Sub V stem. A-character is also to be expected judged by the rest of 
the averbo. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘werden lassen, machen zu’, ‘make, turn into’ (tr) (x/-/x) 

Prs IXb (x) -,-, klutkä11än-ne/klutka11äM (MQ);-,-, klutkäskeM 
| -,-, klutkästär;— Imp —;-,-, klutkä11iyeM 

 nt-Part klutkä11eñca 
 m-Part klutkäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II klutkä1lyi Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf klutkästsi 

 Pt II (x) -, klyautkasta, klyautka;—|-, klyautkatai, klyautkate;  
klyautkamte,-,- 

 PPt keklyutkuwa| keklyutko1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs klutkä11äM is attested very often, e.g., in THT 1512 b 4: ñ(a)kteM 
samna akt[e]ke po kluTKaF[F]aM “läßt Götter and Menschen ganz erstaunt 
werden”, cf. Thomas, 1997, 98 (without text ref.). Middle Prs klutkästär is 
attested in PK AS 7M b 1, Ger II klutkä1lyi in PK AS 17D b 2 (both 
unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The 2.sg.mid. Pt 
klyautkatai is found in THT 3597 (= Mainz 655, 1) a 5 (MQ), cf. the translation 
by Schmidt, 1983a, 273. On the 1.pl.mid. klyautka(m)t(e), see chap. Pt II 8.1.4. 
Beside the fem. PPt keklyutkusai, a plural keklyutkuwa is attested in K 2 (= 
PK AS 7B) a 2, cf. Saito, 2006, 454 with fn. 65. The oblique PPt keklyutko1 is 
found in THT 1550 a 2. 
~ Alutk(?- ‘werden lassen, machen zu’, ‘make, turn into’ (tr) (a+/a/x)  

Prs VIII (a+) -,-, lutkä11-äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lutkäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf lutkässi 
Sub IX (a) — Opt -,-, lyutka1i1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (x) -,-, lyalyutäk;—|-,-, lyalyutkat;— 
Pt III (a) lyockwa, lyockä1t,-;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. The TB and TA root are usually both derived from PT *kläwtk-, based 
on the assumption that TA l- is due to dissimilatory loss of initial (*)k-; see 
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Adams, DoT 225f. with ref. The root is generally derived from a u-extension of 
PIE *ÇKelh ‘turn’ (root etymology first proposed by Pedersen, 1941, 171; see 
Melchert, 1978, 121; Adams, DoT, 225f.; 2LIV, 387ff. without this Toch. root); 
we should then expect *Kluh-T-sk-, which possibly was to turn into PT 
*kl’äwtk-. See also klautk(-/Alotka- ‘turn, become’. 
 
klupa- ‘reiben’, ‘rub, squeeze’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs VI (a) -,-, klupnatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The manuals cite this form as klu1natär (334 b 8 and 9; on the text see Schmidt, 
1997, 238ff.). Adams, 1983, 611, with fn. 1 and DoT, 226, on the other hand, 
rather wants to read klup- instead of klu1- “since there is no source for the 
palatalization of *-s-. Instead we have here a sloppy writing of -p-”. In view of 
the ak1ara (pra) in line b 1 Adams’ view can be supported paleographically. 
The TA hapax klu[1tä](r) in A 461 b 4 translates Skt. (u)[ttani]karoti ‘explains’, 
and cannot be equated with this TB form for purely semantic reasons apart 
from the question whether to read p or 1; see below Aklu(s)-. 
 
klu1- ‘rub’ e klupa- ‘id.’ 
 
Aklu(s)- ‘erklären’, ‘explain’ (?) (m/-/-) 

Prs II/VIII (m) -,-, klu1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Hapax in A 461 b 4 corresponding to Skt. (u)[ttani]karoti ‘explains’; see 
Couvreur, 1967, 162 (TG, 437 incorrectly restored (sa)ntani ) . We are either 
dealing with a Prs VIII built to an s-less root TA klu-, or with a Prs II built to a 
root TA klus-. 
 
Aklepsa- ‘dry up’ e klaiksa- ‘id.’ 
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klaiksa- ‘vertrocknen; verkümmern’, ‘dry up, wither; be afflicted’ (itr) (m/-/-) 
Prs IV (m) -, klaiksotar,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf klaiksatsi 

 Pt I in 
 PPt kaklaiksau  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. klaiksotär listed in TEB I, 202, § 363,2 without ref. is probably 
attested in THT 1536 frg. a a 1. The subjunctive seems to have persistent initial 
accent. 
~ Aklepsa- ‘vertrocknen’, ‘dry up, wither’ (itr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II klepslune 
Pt I in 
PPt kaklepsunt 
Ipv — 

ETYM. Evidently a denominative PT *klayksa-; for the sound law PT *-ks- > TA 
-ps-, see now Pinault, 2008, 49. To be connected with (Epic) Skt. Çklis ‘be 
troubled, afflicted’ (as first proposed by Burrow) r *Çk(w)leyk (2LIV, 363 
without Toch.); see Adams, DoT, 228f. 
 

Aklop-iññ- ‘klagen’, ‘express sorrow, lament’ (itr) (m/-/-)  
Prs XII (m) — Imp —;-,-, klopiññant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Hapax in YQ 22 a 6 of ascertained meaning (see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 150ff. 
with fn. 5). ETYM. Denominative of TA klop ‘sorrow’. 
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klautk(- ‘umkehren, werden’, ‘turn, become’ (itr) (m/a/a) 
Prs IV (m) klautkomar,-, klautkotär;-,-, klautkontär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I klautkolle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) klautkau, klautkat (MQ), klautkaM;— Opt -,-, klautkoy;  

klautkoyem,-, klautkoM  
Ger II klautkalle (sic) Abstr II klautkalyñe (MQ)  

Priv a$klautkatte 
Inf klautkattsi (MQ) 

 Pt I (a) klautkawa,-, klautka;-,-, klautkare 
 PPt kaklautkau| kaklautka1  
 Ipv I (a) päklautka;- 
The 1.sg. Prs k[l]autkomar is also attested in THT 1249 b 3; the 2.sg. Sub 
klautka<t> is, in my opinion, attested in PK AS 12F b 4 (MQ). Thomas, 1979b, 
45 quotes the passage as: “klyomai klautka ñäke näpi (lies: mäpi )” with the 
translation “[o] Edler, wende dich jetzt doch nicht ab!”, the reading is 
confirmed by G.-J. Pinault, p.c. (we have to do with a text in old ductus, i.e., a 
(Ma) in the old shape, cf. Malzahn, 2007a, 261, so it has to be read mäpi 
indeed). Adams, DoT, 229, following Thomas’ translation, analyzes klautka as 
Ipv I, which is possible despite the spelling, because we have an MQ text 
before us. However, since we rather expect a preventive in this passage, I 
would propose that we have to restore a 2.sg. Sub klautka<t>. The 3.pl. Sub 
klautkoM is attested in PK AS 4B b 5 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.). Schmidt, 1974, 44, fn. 2 correctly states that the restoration of a 
middle form kl(au)tk[o](y)[t](rä) from this root by TochSprR(B) in 245 b 1 is 
uncertain. A look at the manuscript reveals that there is actually no trace of, 
and no space for, a (y) above the visible traces of the (t), so one should better 
read a 3.pl.act. Opt kl(au)tk[o](M) [t](··). An Abstr klyautkalyñe (sic) is also 
attested in 100 b 2: ma ñis pratinmeM klyautkalyñe nesau “von meinem 
Entschluß werde ich nicht umkehren”, cf. Thomas, 1952, 39. TochSprR(B) 
wanted to emend the form to klyautkalle, because the copula is generally 
constructed with the gerundive, not with an abstract. Thomas, l.c., quotes the 
form as (expected) klautkalyñe, but the manuscript has indeed initial kly-. A 
clear attestation of the Ger klautkalle is found in THT 1681 b 4 (no MQ 
character); in 85 a 4 such a form has also to be restored: pratinmeM 
[kl]au(tkalle nest) “(du wirst doch nicht) von deinem Entschluß umkehren”, 
cf. TochSprR(B) and Thomas, 1952, 40. In sum, the subjunctive seems to have 
persistent initial accent. Instead of an Ipv (päklau)tk(a)so (thus TochSprR(B), 
transl. 12, fn. 1), one should rather restore (pi)tk(a)so in 7 a 3; see WTG, 288 
and Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 151, i.e., an Ipv of wätk(- ‘command’. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘zur Umkehr bringen’, ‘make turn’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, klautkä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I klautkä11älya (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II klautkä1lñe Priv — 
Inf klautkästsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv IV (m) -; päklautkä11at 
~ Alotka- ‘umkehren, werden’, ‘turn, become’ (itr) (a/a/a)  

Prs VII (a) -,-, lotä$ka1;-,-, lotä$ke Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, lotka1;-, lotkac, lotke Opt -,-, lotki1;—  
 Ger II lotkal Abstr II lotklune 
Pt I (a) -, lotka1t, lotäk;-,-, lotkar 
PPt lalotku 
Ipv I (a) plotäk;- 

ETYM. Evidently a denominative (thus Adams, DoT 230); differently, 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 25ff.; 1996, 144f. 
 
Aklyos- ‘hear, listen to’ e klyaus- ‘id.’ 
 
 klyaus- ‘hören’, ‘hear, listen to’ (tr) (x/a/x) 

Prs II (x) -,-, klyau1äM;-,-, klyauseM|-,-, klyau1tär/kly81tär (MQ); 
-,-, klyausentär Imp klyau1im, klyau1it,-; 
-,-, klyau1iyeM/klyau1yeM|-,-, klyau1itär;—  

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part klyausemane 
 Ger I klyau1alle/ kly81älle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) -, klyau1t, klyau1äM;— Opt -,-, klyau1i;-,-, klyau1iyeM 

Ger II — Abstr II klyau1alñe Priv e$klyau1äcce 
Inf klyau1tsi (Š)/klyaussi/klyew1tsi (MQ) 

 Pt I (x) klyau1awa,-, klyau1a/klyew1a (MQ);-, klyau1aso, klyau1are/ 
klyew1are (MQ)| -, klyau1atai, klyau1ate;— 

 PPt keklyau1u| keklyau1o1 
 Ipv VII (a) päklyau1/pklyau1 (S); päklyau1so/ 

   pklyausso (S)/päklyau1tso (MQ) 
The 2.sg. Sub klyau1t is attested in KVac 24 a 4 (see Schmidt, 1986, 56), the 
3.sg.mid. Imp klyau1itär in PK AS 15D a 6 (unpublished, reading according to 
G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). A 2.sg. Pt klyau1atai is only listed in TochSprR(B), glossary, 
118, as is a 2.pl. Ipv päklyau1äs, but since the latter form would be highly 
irregular (although not diachronically impossible) and cannot be found 
anywhere in the texts available, I hesitate to list it. The reduced 2.sg. Ipv 
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variant pklyau1 is attested in 114 a 1, a text from Sängim like the similar 2.pl. 
Ipv pklyausso. For the hypercorrect päklyau1tso, see Peyrot, 2008, 87. 
= Aklyos- ‘hören’, ‘hear, listen to’ (tr) (x/a/a)  

Prs II (x) -,-, klyo1tär; — Imp —;-, klyo1as,- 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I klyo1laM Abstr I — 
 Inf klyossi 
Prs X (x) —; klyosäMsamäs,-, klyosäMseñc/klyosnseñc| 

-,-, klyosnä1tär;— Imp klyosäM1awa,-,-;— 
 nt-Part klyosäM1antañ 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf klyosnässi 
Sub II (a) -,-, klyo1ä1;-,-, klyoseñc Opt —;-,-, klyo1iñc  
 Ger II klyo1äl Abstr II klyo1lune 
Pt I (a) klyo1a,-, klyo1; klyo1amäs, klyo1as, klyo1ar 
PPt kaklyu1u 
Ipv VI (a) päklyo1; päklyo1äs/päklyossu 

On the secondary Prs X stem formation, see Hackstein, 1994, 320ff. The Ipv TA 
päklyossu is not a form of the 3.sg. (pace the manuals; see already Pedersen, 
1941, 150), but 2.pl. (thus Schmidt, 1974, 237f.); as for the further analysis of 
the form, I follow Pinault, 2005, 515ff., who interprets it as the equivalent of 
TB päklyau1so. The 1.sg. TA klyo1a in A 20 a 6 and b 3 is rather a preterit than 
an imperfect, because we have a non-remote past tense here: ptañkte ñom 
klyo1a “(just now) I have heard the name ‘Buddha’”, cf. Sieg, Übers. I, 23f.; for 
the use of the preterit as non-remote past tense, see Thomas, 1956, 199ff. The 
other attestations of TA klyo1a are unclear in this respect; this is also true for 
the new attestations in the small fragments THT 1137 a 2 and THT 1525 a 2. 
On the Pt and Imp, see chap. Pt I 7.3.9. 
SEM. The middle has only passive function, the 3.sg. can have the impersonal 
meaning ‘it is said’ (see Schmidt, 1974, 81, and 217ff.). ETYM. The root is 
certainly to be derived from PIE *Çklew ‘hear’; see the detailed discussion by 
Hackstein, 1995, 320ff.; Adams, DoT, 232f.; and Peters, 2006, 332ff. with ref. 
 
kwa- ‘rufen, einladen’, ‘call, invite’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs V (m) kwamar-c,-, kwatär-ne;-,-, kwantär  
Imp -,-, kwoytär-ne;-,-, kwoyentär 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kwamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
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 Ipv — 
Outside the present stem, kaka- ‘call’ provides the suppletive root. ETYM. 
Usually derived from PIE *ÇGweH ‘rufen’ (2LIV, 180f.; Adams, DoT, 235), but 
Hackstein, 2002a, 192f. now prefers *ÇgewH ‘rufen’ (²LIV, 189).  
 
kwäññ- ‘?’ e wänta- ‘cover’ 
 
kwär- ‘age’ e kura?- ‘id.’ 
 
[kwäl- ‘schleppen (?)’ listed by WTG, 243; TEB II, 190 is a ghost root. The 

alleged Sub kweleM in 118 b 2 is a color adjective; see Schmidt, 1984, 
152f. and 1985, 429; the Sanskrit parallel version Schmidt, 1984 is 
referring to without explicitly mentioning it is Pat 59, on which see 
von Simson, 2000, 297; the alleged Priv ekwalatte rather means 
‘unrelenting, unabating’ and belongs to kula- ‘recede’; see Hilmarsson, 
1991, 64ff.] 

 
kwäsa- ‘wehklagen’, ‘lament’ (itr) (m/?/-) 

Prs VI (m) -,-, kwäsnatär;— Imp —; -,-, kusnontär (S) 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part kwasnamane (sic) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (?) — Opt —; -,-, kwasoye(ntär) (S) 

Ger II — Abstr II in kwasalñe11a (Š) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The isolated 3.pl.mid. Imp kusnonträ in 387 frg. 4 was analyzed as a form 
from this root by Hilmarsson, 1996, 195; for ku as equivalent of standard kwä 
in the eastern variety, see Fellner, 2006, 51ff. kwasnamane in 431 a 3 (MQ) is 
certainly simply an error for kwäsnamane (the small text shows many 
misspellings of that kind). Couvreur, 1954, 86 doubts that contextless 
kwasoye(M) in the fragment 116 frg. 10 (now = THT 1575 frg. b a 5) is a 3.pl. 
Opt from this root (thus, e.g., WTG, 243; TEB I, 228, § 412,2), but since it is 
attested after punctuation (• [k]wasoye ////), at least the word separation is 
certain. Since there are only middle forms attested otherwise, and, what is 
more, intransitive verbs usually do not show voice alternation, this form 
should further be restored to middle kwasoye(ntär). If the analysis is correct, 
we have here a subjunctive with initial accent. ETYM. *Çkwes ‘schnaufen, 
schnauben, seufzen’ (2LIV, 341); see Adams, DoT, 237. 
  
kwipe-ññ- ‘sich schämen’, ‘be ashamed’ (itr) (m/-/m) 

Prs XII (m) -, kwipentar, kwipentär;-,-, kwipeññentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt V (m) -,-, kwipeññate;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
2.sg. Prs kwipentar is attested in the small fragment THT 1621 frg. b a 3: //// 
sa • kwipentar twe ykaM1anta[r] //// “you feel ashamed [and] disgusted”. 
ETYM. A denominative based on kwipe ‘shame’; see Hilmarsson, 1991a, 82ff. 
(who, more precisely, sets up an n-stem *kwipen- ‘shame’ as basis of the 
denominative); see also Hilmarsson, 1996, 208; Adams, DoT, 238. 
 
Aksa- ‘± beleuchten, bescheinen’, ‘± shine, illuminate’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt kaksont 
Ipv — 

The proposed meanings range between ‘shine’ and ‘blind’; see Carling, 
DThTA, s.v. According to Carling, l.c., a 3.sg.mid. Sub TA ksatär is further 
attested in the small fragment THT 1149 a 4. The PT pre-form is *ksaya-, 
*ksawa-, or *ksaw’a-; see Hilmarsson, 1996, 184f.; differently Saito, 2006, 452. 

 
 

C 
 

cä$k- ‘gefallen’, ‘please’ (itr) (a/a/-) 
Prs II (a) -,-, cäñsäM (MQ)/cäñcan-me;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II (a) — Opt —;-,-, cäñcyeM (MQ) 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
A verbal form cäñsä(M) //// is restored by TochSprR(B) in 139 b 5. A 3.sg. Prs 
cäñcaM-ne is also attested in H 149.330 a 1 and in the Paris collection. The 
small fragment THT 1536 frg. d a 2 (MQ) probably shows the 3.pl. Opt 
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cäñcyeM, but the form is without much context. ETYM. PIE *Çteng/g ‘dünken, 
scheinen’ (2LIV, 629, without Toch.); see Adams, DoT, 253. 

 
cämp- ‘können, vermögen’, ‘be able to’ (itr) (a/a/a) 

Prs II (a) campau, -, campäM;-, campcer/camcer/camñcer (S),  
campeM  
Imp -,-, campi;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) -, campät,-;-,-, campeM Opt cämpim,-, campi;-,-,  

cämpiyeM/cämpyeM 
Ger II cämpalle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) cämyawa (sic), cimpyasta, campya;-, cämpyas, cämpyare 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
On the evidence of the quite often attested 3.pl. Prs/Sub campeM (e.g., also in 
THT 3041 b 2) and esp. the 1.sg. Prs campau, the present and subjunctive stem 
is thematic (cf. Schmidt, 1985, 425f.). 
= Acämp- ‘können, vermögen’, ‘be able to’ (itr) (a+/a/a)  

Prs II (a+) cämpam, cämpät, cämpä1;-, cämpäc, cämp(e)ñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part cämpamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Prs VIII (a) — Imp -,-, cäm11a (sic)/cäm1a/cim1a;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub II (a) —;-,-, cämpe Opt -,-, cämpi1;—  
 Ger II cämpäl Abstr II cämplune 
Pt III (a) camwa/campu,-, campäs;-,-, campär 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA cämpam in A 191 b 3 is more likely 1.sg. Prs (or Sub) than an adjective 
with a strange -a- vowel: TA //// (eM?)tsässi ma skaM cämpam|| “Can I not 
(tak?)e”, as proposed by Winter, 1977, 144 = 1984, 190 = 2005, 181. A 1.sg. (Prs 
or Sub) seems also attested in the small fragment THT 1592 frg. a a 2: TA ma 
cämpam-ci wa1ta1i “I can’t ... you (sg.) the ... pertaining to the house”. As for 
the single attestation of the 3.pl. Prs, the suffix vowel is damaged, but the stem 
can nevertheless be analyzed as synchronically thematic on the evidence of 
the subjunctive stem (3.pl. Sub TA cämpe), cf. Winter, 1977, 143f. = 1984, 189 = 
2005, 180f. The m-Part TA (cä)mp[a]maM in A 227/8 b 1 was said to be 
“bedenklich wegen der volleren Endung -amaM” by Sieg (apud TG, 437, fn. 1), 
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but the form is attested with certainty: TA (cä)mp[a]maM k(a)su yatsi puk 
wäkna “being able to behave well in every manner”, and is the diachronically 
expected one; it is rather the forms lacking -a- like the m-Part TA pärmaM that 
are irregular (see chap. Prs II 25.1.3.). As for the adjective TA cämpamo ‘able’ 
showing -amo instead of expected †-äm (TA cämpam in A 191 b 3 is a finite 
verbal form; see above), Winter, l.c., no doubt correctly took it to be borrowed 
from TB cämpamo ‘id.’. TA c(a)mpu in A 230 a 4 is not a PPt (thus TG, 438), 
but a 1.sg. Pt, as per Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 53 = Winter, 2005, 437. Arguing 
that a Pt III beside a Sub II is unusual, Winter, 1977, 143 = 1984, 189 = 2005, 180 
claimed the thematic subjunctive stem to have replaced a former athematic 
one. However, there is nothing wrong with a Sub II having as root vowel pre-
PT *e standing beside a Pt III, and, more particularly, no reason for not 
deriving the Prs/Sub II found with this root from a suffixless thematic root 
present. (Pace Ringe, 2000, 130f., one should have expected a pre-PT present 
stem in *-p-ye/o- to end up either as a TB Sub IV or as a Prs/Sub II with -i-/ 
-ye- inflection, cf. the case of cepy-.) For the strange Pt I formation met in 
Tocharian B, see Peters, 2006, 341f.; one could toy with the idea that the 
strange TA Imp that seems to be derived from an otherwise unattested Prs 
VIII also had started out as a formation in *-ya-, and that *-pya- then was 
acoustically perceived as a phonetic variant of phonemic /*-p1a-/. 
ETYM. PIE *Çtemp- ‘spannen, dehnen’ (2LIV, 626); see Adams, DoT, 253f. 

 
cepy- ‘?’ (itr) (—) 

Prs II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part cepyemane 
 Ger I ceppille (sic) Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  

Ipv — 
Ger ceppille is attested in the Vinaya text H 149.X.4 (= HMR 2) a 1 (its parallel 
text H add.149 84 a 2 offering ceppile); the passage apparently treats the 
casuistics of Pat 89 (concerning blankets): H 149.X.4 a 1f. sa$kik raktsisa 
1am[a]nentse • eñatketse ma ceppille ma wsa11älle “on a blanket belonging to 
the community a monk shall neither ceppille nor lie, [if he is] eñatketse” (see 
Couvreur, 1954a, 45, and Broomhead I, 70f.). The respective Pali passage Pac 
89 does not discuss sitting rugs; the VinVibh of the Sarvastivadins (see Rosen, 
1959, 213) states apud Pat 89 that the Buddha ordered the monks to prepare 
blankets “zum Schutz der Gemeindebetten”. ceppille is usually translated by 
‘± tread on’ (first by WTG, 244). The interpretation of the passage is, however, 
also further difficult because eñatketse is a hapax as well. Couvreur (l.c.) and 
Broomhead (II, 53) propose for eñatketse ‘not ill’, others take the form to be 
derived from nätka- with the meaning ‘support’, i.e. ‘ohne Stütze (?)’, thus 
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Thomas, 1954, 761; Bernhard, 1958, 34; TEB II, 171; Hilmarsson, 1991, 180; 
recently Carling, 2000, 174. On the other hand, Melchert, 1978, 123f., following 
a proposal by Jasanoff, 1978, 39, has shown that nätka- rather means ‘push 
(away)’, so Melchert translated: “a monk is not to step or sit on the mat 
belonging to the congregation without prompting (i.e. ‘without invitation’)”. 
But this would be an odd rule, since monks can usually use community 
belongings without prompting, and the other rules concerning community 
property usually deal with prevention of damage or destruction of the goods 
(cf., e.g., Pat 14 concerning the use of community sitting rugs outdoors, or CV 
V.11.4, that prohibits monks to tread on a ka/hina cloth with shoes or 
unwashed feet). Whether we are here also faced with preventing damage or 
destruction of a community sitting rug depends on the meaning of eñatketse, 
for which I will not venture a guess. Another possible interpretation may be 
suggested by the use of the verb wäs- ‘dwell, abide, lie’ in this rule instead of 
lyäk- ‘lie’, indicating that the rule may concern the continuous use of a 
community rug, i.e., cepy- may convey some kind of confiscation. Finally, the 
m-Part in 386 a 5 is without context. 
 
cele-ññ- ‘zum Vorschein kommen’, ‘appear’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs XII (m) -,-, celentär;— Imp —;-,-, celeñiyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
ETYM. Perhaps denominative; a basic noun is, however, unattested. The hapax 
adj. celamäññana (fem.) in 290, 1 is often cited as a possible cognate of this 
verb, but its meaning is uncertain (WTG, 244 ‘hervorstechend?’), and in any 
case rather belongs to the adj. celamo for morphological reasons; see Winter, 
1981, 128; Hilmarsson, 1991a, 88f. 
 
 

Ñ 
 

ñäsk- ‘verlangen, begehren’, ‘demand, desire’ (tr) (x/a/a) 
Prs II (x) -,-, ñä11äM (MQ); ñäskem,-, ñaskeM| ñäskemar, ña1tar, 

ña1tär;-,-, ñäskentär/ñiskeMtär Imp -,-, ña11i;— 
| ña11imar (sic), ñä11itar, ñä11itär/ñ11itär;-,-, ñä1yentär 

 nt-Part ñä11eñca 
 m-Part ñäskemane 
 Ger I ñi11alle (sic) Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) ñäskau-ne,-,-;— Opt — 
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Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, ña11a/ ñi11a-me;— 
 Pt II (a) —;-,-, ñassare 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
A 3.pl.act. Prs (or Sub) ñaskeM is attested in THT 1168 b 4, the 3.pl. variant 
ñiskeMträ in THT 1404 frg. h a 2. The 1.sg. ñäskau-ne in Amb (= PK NS 32) b 2 
is rather a subjunctive (thus Adams, DoT, 267), not a present form (pace 
Winter, 2001, 130 = 2005, 519 ad 45); see the translations of the passage by 
Couvreur, 1955, 112 and Schmidt, 1974, 152; no translation is found in 
Thomas, 1965; use as a subjunctive denoting the future is also attested for the 
1.sg. in 100 a 1, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 152. The 1.sg.mid. ñäskemar in 241 b 5 is a 
present (Pinault, 2008, 344), and another instance of this Prs form ñäskemar is 
found in 228 b 4 (not in WTG, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 155). The attested forms in -ì- 
all seem to be imperfects, with the exception of 3.pl. ñä1yentär in 57 b 3, which 
can also be taken for an optative. The Ger I ñi11alle is found sub 598 frg. 1 (= 
THT 1127 frg. c a 5), in PK NS 95 a 3 (see Pinault, 2000, 82), THT 1341 b 4, and 
a variant [ñ]ä11alle probably in the small fragment THT 1460 frg. a b 5. The 
3.sg. Pt ñi11a-me is attested in PK NS 31 b 6 (unpublished, reading according 
to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The 3.pl. Pt ñassare in 331 a 5 (S) can only be analyzed as 
a preterit of Class II, but one that was built from a stem *ñassa- instead of 
ñäsk-; see Hilmarsson, 1991, 115; the manuals set up the same meaning for this 
form as for the stem ñäsk-, and a translation ‘demanded’ or ‘let demand’ 
makes some sense in this passage, which, nevertheless, is open to debate; D. 
Q. Adams (p.c.) rather proposes ‘shared’; unfortunately, the Old Turkish gloss 
under ñassare is unclear itself: according to Maue, 2009, 25, we have ay(i)g 
[·]šu+lasarlar “wenn sie a. x-en” with various different analyses being possible 
for ay(·)g; according to Maue, no restoration for the Turkish verbal form 
suggests itself with respect to the Toch. passage. ETYM. From a (pre-PT) e-
grade formation *nes-ske/o- with the root vowel *e owed to a general Narten 
behavior of the root; see Adams, DoT, 267f. and Malzahn, 2007, 237ff. (the 
argument made there p. 243f. on 3.pl. Pt II ñassare can be improved by the 
additional assumption that an original 3.sg. act. Pt I *ñassa had been 
reinterpreted as a Pt II form thanks to word-initial ñ-; see my parallel analysis 
of the Pt II form yatante from yat(- ‘be (cap)able’). 
 
 

T 
 
ta- ‘put, set’ e tas- ‘id.’ 
 
taka- ‘sein, werden’, ‘be, become’ (itr) (-/a/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) takau, takat, takaM; takam, takacer, takaM  

Opt takoym/takom, takoyt, takoy; takoyem, takoycer,  
takoyeM/takoM 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv atakatte 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) takawa, takasta, taka;-, takas, takare  
 PPt tatakau| tataka1 
 Ipv I (a) ptaka/taka; ptakas 
The 1.sg. Opt takom is attested in THT 1540 frg. f + g a 5 (see Schmidt, 2007, 
323), the Ipv variant taka in the letter PK LC XXVII, 3: kärtse sommo taka “Be 
a good person!” (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The 
subjunctive stem has persistent initial accent. 
= Atak(- ‘sein, werden’, ‘be, become’ (itr) (-/a/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) tam, tat, ta1; tamäs, tac, takeñc/take/teñc/te 

Opt takim, takit, taki1; takimäs,-, takiñc 
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) taka, taka1t, tak/taka-M; takmäs,-, takar;-,-, takenes 
PPt — 
Ipv I (a) pä1tak(-ñi); pä1takäs/p1takäs 

A 2.sg. Sub TA tat-äM is probably also attested in A 108 a 4 (thus TG, 444, 
with question mark); see below s.v. Amäl(- ‘press’. Instead of TA taken[a]s 
(thus the manuals), one has to restore to a 3. dual Pt taken(e)s in A 354 a 6, 
according to Pinault, 2005, 503. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB/KAUSATIVUM I ‘werden zu lassen’, ‘make to be’ (tr) (—) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I takä1lis Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. nes-/Anas- ‘be’ provides the suppletive present stem (and the PPt in TA), 
and in addition as suppletive subjunctive stem for the formation of the Ger II 
and Abstr II (in TA and TB) and the infinitive (in TB). As per Batke, 1999, 
passim, this root shows the same semantics as nes-/Anas- ‘be’, i.e., can function 
both as copula and as a verb of existence; on the other hand, it also can have 
the meaning ‘become’ just like ABmäska-. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇsteH 
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‘put, place’; see Hackstein, 1993, 158ff. in detail. The Ipv TA pä1tak has 
preserved the old root-initial sibilant. As for the morphological details, 
Hackstein, 1993, 161 claimed that in Tocharian a k-aorist from the root *ÇsteH 
is reflected, and that the TA subjunctive forms lacking -k- “setzen den Wz.-
Aor. Konj. von idg. *steH- fort”, which would imply, of course, that at least in 
this one case, a PIE subjunctive had indeed turned into a subjunctive of a 
historical Tocharian language. Hackstein’s guess that TA teñc, TA te were 
more archaic forms than TA takeñc, TA take was later fully confirmed by the 
closer inspection of the philological evidence owed to Itkin, 2002, 14, but it is 
still possible that the forms TA teñc, TA te themselves had developed out of 
older forms with -k- (simply preserved in Tocharian B) by irregular truncation 
or weakening; see Peters, 2006, 334, fn. 16 (referring to TA näM, TA neñc in the 
respective present paradigm of the copula/verbum substantivum); Pinault, 
2008, 640f. Whether one prefers to derive the PT Pt I stem *taka- from a PIE 
(intransitive) k-aorist (absent in Greek) or a PIE (intransitive) k-perfect 
(actually attested in Greek) made from *ÇsteH, it comes as a surprise that we 
have to do with a Pt I stem rather than with a Pt III stem. For the inflection in 
-a-, there are various different explanations available that do not mutually 
exclude one another: PT *tak- from Very Early pre-PT *(s)toHk- may have 
been blended with PT *ta- from Very Early pre-PT *(s)tH-; stem-final *-a- may 
have been taken over from PT *käkæna-, which also had the meaning 
‘became’; and finally one could assume hypercorrection triggered by a 
manifest tendency to weaken PT *-a- to -ä- in the informal styles: note that at 
least two TA forms from our root, the 1.pl.act. Pt I takmäs and the 2.sg.act. Ipv 
I pä1tak-ñi in A 221 a 2 attest to a stem variant *takä-, which can be analyzed 
as both a preserved archaism and the mere result of irregular weakening. 
 
[takk- ‘überlegen (?)’ listed by WTG, 246 as attested in A(Ud.) (= PK AS 6D) b 

5 is a ghost root; see Couvreur, 1954, 88.] 
 
taksa- ‘± destroy’ e täksa- ‘id.’ 
 
Atapa- ‘essen’, ‘eat’ (tr) (-/a/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, tapa1;— Opt tapim,-,-;— 

Ger II tapal Abstr II taplune 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, tap;— 
 PPt tappu  
 Ipv — 
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Asuwa- ‘eat’ provides the suppletive present stem. The PPt TA tappu continues 
*tatpu < *tatäpu < *tatapawä. The TB hapax tappoM in 271 a 2 does rather not 
belong to this root (see below s.v. tappa- ‘?’). 
 
tappa- ‘?’ (itr?) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) — Opt —;-,-, tappoM 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The hapax tappoM in 271 a 2 is analyzed by the manuals (WTG, 246; TEB II, 
197) as a cognate of Atapa- ‘eat’; differently, Winter, 2001, 134 = 2005, 523 ad 
285 [recte 286] takes this form rather to be a grundverb formation of täp- 
‘proclaim’ < *‘make come forth’. Winter proposes the following translation for 
271 a 2f.: tusa tappoM saim wästi mai no nautañ empelñe arañcäntse “if the 
protectors [not ‘refugees’!] come forth — will then perhaps the danger to my 
heart disappear?”. One may also speculate about a misspelling for *trappoM 
from trappa- ‘trip’ (though this does not make the passage much clearer). 
 
tawa?- ‘?’ (?) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv I (a) -; ptawas 
Unclear hapax in H 150.41 a 3: //// parksat ñi snai kes ptawas //// “ask me 
[and] ... without number” (cf. Broomhead I, 262). One may think of a 
connection with täp- ‘proclaim’ and the occasional sound change p > w. On 
the other hand, a reading pnawas is also not excluded. 
 
tas- act. ‘setzen, stellen, legen’, ‘put, set, place’, mid. ‘sich stellen’, ‘place  

oneself’, pass. ‘verglichen werden’, ‘be compared’ (tr) (x/x/x) 
Prs II (x) —;-,-, taseM|-, ta1tar-ñ (sic), ta1tär;-,-, tsentar (sic);-,-, tasaitär  

Imp -,-, ta1itär;-,-, ta1iyeMtär 
 nt-Part ta11eñca (sic, MQ) 
 m-Part tasemane 
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 Ger I ta1alle/ta11alle (sic) Abstr I — 
Sub II (x) tasau,-, ta1än-ne (MQ);-,-, taseM|-,-, ta1tär;— Opt -,-, ta1i;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf tasi 

 Pt I (m) tasamai, tasatai, tasate;-,-, tasante 
Pt III (x) -,-, tessa/tesa;-,-, tesar/tesare|-,-, tässate;-,-, tässante 

 PPt tatasa1 
 Ipv I (m) -; pättasat 
 Ipv III (x) ptes/tes; ptässo (MQ)| ptäsar (MQ);- 
The form tasaitär is a present dual form, as per Schmidt, 1974, 285ff.; 1975, 
287ff.; tasemane is attested in SHT 7, 1708 (reading: K. T. Schmidt). The PPt 
tatas(a1) in 108 a 2 (S) is restored, but nevertheless certain, even though the 
PPt is normally formed from the cognate root tätta- ‘put’. Since 108 is an 
eastern text, it may simply be an analogical neo-formation. What 
synchronically looks like a Pt I is diachronically a Pt III; see chap. Pt I 7.2.2. 
and Pt III 9.1.6.1. 
The stem formations continue different ablaut grades: tas- (in the Prs II, Sub II, 
Pt I with PPt, Ipv I) is derived from PT *tas- which looks like PIE *dhs-; to 
tes- as regular ablaut form of the singular active allomorph of the Pt III and 
Ipv III a secondary super zero-grade stem täss- has been formed in the active 
plural and middle Pt III; see Winter, 2001, 131 = 2005, 520; from there the 
super-zero grade täs- was taken over into the present stem (2.sg.mid. ta1tar-ñ 
(Š) and 3.pl.mid. tsentar 197 a 1 (M), if the latter really belongs here, because it 
is attested in unclear context; see Schmidt, 1974, 59, fn. 3); see Ringe, 1991, 111, 
fn. 121 and Hackstein, 1995, 62 with fn. 54, who refers to the parallel nek- : 
näk-. The double -11- in the nt-Part and Ger I variant can be interpreted along 
the same lines as a secondary Prs VIII to tas-, since the Pt III nek- is associated 
with a Prs VIII. The 3.pl. Pt III tesare in the monastery record PK LC I, 2 has 
an analogical 3.pl. ending -are, which is a feature of the informal styles; see 
Schmidt, 1986, 648; Pinault, 1997c, 181; Peyrot, 2008, 134.  
= Ata(-s)- act. ‘setzen, legen’, ‘put, set, place’, mid. ‘sich stellen’, ‘place oneself’  

(tr) (a/x/x)  
Prs II (a) -,-, ta1; tasamäs,-, tase Imp ta1awa,-,-;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tasmaM 
 Ger I ta1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf tasy 
Sub II (m) — Opt ta1imar,-, ta1itär;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Sub V (a) — Opt -,-, tawi1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II talune 
Pt III (x) -,-, casäs;-,-, casär| tse, tsate,-;-,-, tsant 
PPt to 
Ipv III (x) ptas;-|pätstsar; pätstsac 
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A 1.sg. Imp ta1a(wa) has to be restored in A 164 b 6. The fragment in which 
the 1.sg.mid. Opt TA ta1imar is attested (listed in TG, 438 as being 
unpublished) can now be identified as THT 1138 b 2; the subjunctive stem to 
which this Opt belongs is, strictly speaking, ambiguous. The form TA tso in A 
104 a 4 “ist natürlich nicht Ptz. Prt. zu täs- ‘ponere’ (= to)” (thus Poucha, TL, 
124); see Couvreur, 1956, 79. 
Atäs- KAUSATIVUM III ‘verschaffen’, ‘provide’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, tsä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA tsä1 in A 250 b 4 (TG, 441 does not give a meaning) is the equivalent of Skt. 
dhatte sreya# (= VAV 2.72): spalmune tsä1 “schafft Vorzüglichkeit”; see 
Schmidt, 1987, 159f.; according to Schmidt, the meter would require a 
disyllabic scansion of TA tsä1 (Kölver’s view, 1965, 148 that TA tsä1 is a 
pronominal ablative with the meaning ‘daraus’ is certainly wrong). The 
passage of the second attestation of the same form in A 372 a 4 is not entirely 
clear: //// pra1[/]aM [tsä]1 säm saMsa<r>1inaM kara[s]is “by (this) time ... of 
the SaMsara forest” (reading according to Couvreur, 1959, 252). 
TA shows the stem variants TA ta- (Sub V, PPt), TA tas-/cas- (Pt and Ipv), TA 
täs- (Pt and Ipv; kausativum), and TA tas-; the thematic present and 
subjunctive stem based on TA tas- are best explained as cognates of the 
respective formations from TB tas-, because there is no productive process to 
derive an s-subjunctive from TA ta-, and a Prs VIII beside Sub V would be 
very unusual. TA täs- is a super-zero grade built to TA cas- r *deh-s-, with 
the -s- being already being a part of the root (Hackstein, 1995, 35 and 62 with 
fn. 54 contra Schmidt, 1974, 59, fn. 3 and 1975, 289, fn. 10, and Normier, 1980, 
266, fn. 62). 
SEM. On the range of meaning, see Hackstein, 1995, 56ff. The TB passive 
means ‘be compared’, whereas in TA this meaning is conveyed by a preserved 
sk-stem Atask- (see s.v.). ETYM. All the various formations are, of course, 
ultimately based on the PIE root *Çdeh ‘set’; see the detailed discussion in 
Hackstein, 1995, 56ff. In TB, we have only sigmatic verbal stem formations, 
which do not differ in meaning; therefore I posit as basic synchronic TB root 
tas- with Prs II, Sub II, and Pt I, although synchronically a coexistence of Prs II 
and Sub II should make us rather expect a Pt I with stem-final palatalization, 
the lack of stem-final palatalization in the preterit showing that the paradigm 
was not interpreted as a regular Prs II, Sub II, Pt I by the speakers of TB (i.e., 
the form was not analogically palatalized; this is also the case with the 
secondary stem wärsk- ‘smell’). Diachronically, the most elegant solution 
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would be to assume that the PIE root aorist *deh- had first been turned into a 
Pt III, which was later turned into a (non-palatalized) Pt I, and that the 
thematic Prs PT *tasæ-/tas’ä- had started out as an s-present built from the 
zero grade of the root *dh-. The stem allomorph ta- is not the continuant of 
an s-less zero-grade *dh-, but rather of a reduplicated PT *täta- (e TB tätta-; 
see below) from PIE *di/e-d(o)h-; see Hackstein, 1995, 63, fn. 57, and Adams, 
DoT, 284.  

  
task?- ‘± drauftreten’, ‘± tread on’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub ? — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf ta11atsi (MQ) 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 365 a 4, the exact meaning remains unclear; on the passage see WTG, 
138, § 129, fn. 7. Krause, l.c., further analyzes the form as Sub V, but Adams, 
1993b, 37f. correctly points out that the palatal stem-final -11- militates against 
such an assumption; to be sure, a-vocalism in the root does point to a root 
with A-character (via a-umlaut), although there are some roots with root 
vowel -a- not showing A-character. Adams, l.c., on the other hand, does not 
want to analyze the form as belonging to a Sub II, because he would rather 
expect an Inf †ta11tsi. Therefore, he assumes analogy to a palatalized Pt I like 
pa11a- from pask- ‘protect’. And although there are thematic (and athematic 
Class I) forms attested that lack syncope of the suffix -ä- (like Inf melyatsi ) , 
such an Inf *ta11ätsi should be written †ta11ätsi because 365 is an MQ text in 
(late) common archaic ductus, and in these texts the rendering of accented /ä/ 
by (a) is still very uncommon (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 34f.). ETYM. To be derived from 
a PIE *-ske/o- present from PIE *ÇsteH ‘put, place’, as per Adams, 1993b, 38, 
although instead of *steH-ske/o-, one should better set up a zero-grade 
*(s)tH-ske/o-. This etymology is to be preferred for semantic reasons (‘± tread 
on’ r ‘place oneself’) to the alternative etymology PIE *dh-ske/o- which 
means ‘place (something else)’. 
 
Atask- ‘gleichen’, ‘resemble’ (itr) (—) 

Prs II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part taskmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
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Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

We have to do with a lexicalized m-Part TA taskmaM ‘resembling’; see 
Hackstein, 1995, 187ff. ETYM. According to Hackstein, 1995, 187ff., we have 
here an A-character stem TA taska- from *Çdeh ‘put, set’, which he sets up in 
order to explain the fact that a TA -sk- has been preserved and not been 
turned into TA -s- as is usual. However, one could also assume that we are 
faced with an m-Part from the Prs (of) tas- which got lexicalized at a time 
when in Tocharian A s- and sk-presents were about to fall together, so that 
from any old s-present forms with -sk- could be built; note that middle forms 
of the TB present stem tas- can indeed denote ‘be compared’ (on TA -sk- vs. 
TA -s-, see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.3.). 
 
täk- ‘berühren, ergreifen’, ‘touch’ (tr) (a/a/a) 

Prs II (a) -,-, cesäM;-,-, ceken-ne Imp — 
 nt-Part ceseMñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I cesale Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) -,-, tekäM-me;— Opt tasim,-, tasi;-,-, tasyeM 

Ger II — Abstr II takälñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) -,-, teksa;— 
 PPt tetekuwa|in tetekor/ in tetkorsa  
 Ipv — 
Instead of a 1.sg. Sub teku-me of this root one rather has to read neku-me ‘I 
will destroy them’ in 542 a 1, as per Schmidt, 1984, 150f. and 1985, 430f., since 
the form translates Skt. (utsa)dayi1yami ‘I want to destroy them’ (the 
restoration is certain; see Waldschmidt, 1955, 16 = 1967, 253 with fn. 110 contra 
TochSprR(B)). The Abstr takälñe is mostly attested in MQ texts (e.g., in THT 
1537 frg. c a 2), but also four times in texts from the London collection, which 
do not seem to have MQ character: t(a)kälyñenta in IOL Toch 372 a 1 and 
takälyñe11e in line a 2; takälñe in IOL Toch 491 b 4 and IOL Toch 737 a 2; see 
Peyrot, 2007, s.v.; accordingly, we are dealing with a subjunctive stem with 
initial accent. On the PPt, see Peyrot, 2008, 152f. 
= Atäka- ‘berühren’, ‘touch’ (tr) (a/-/-)  

Prs I/II (a) —;-,-, ckeñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tkalune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 
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Poucha, TLT, 120 translates the verb with ‘diiudicare, aestimare’; similarly TEB 
II, 104 ‘bewegen, bedenken’ based on the evidence of the equation TA tkalune 
= Skt. vicara- ‘consideration’. However, it is possible that TA tkalune is not a 
literal translation of Skt. vicara- in this passage, so that the TA form could 
belong to a cognate of TB täk- ‘touch’, as per Thomas, 1957, 276: A 384 b 5 
vicara • tkalune ätsaM naMtsu “vicara. Betasten. Was für ein [Betasten] ist 
[das]?”. TA tkalune in YQ 12 b 2 beyond doubt has the meaning ‘touch’ (see 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 114ff.). On the other hand, TA tkalluneyo in A 397 b 2 
rather belongs to Atkäla?- ‘illuminate’; see s.v. From a morphological point of 
view, the 3.pl. Prs ckeñc (A 151 b 1; A 324 a 1) may be Prs II, Prs III (thus TEB 
II, 104), or Prs V; in any case, we are not dealing with the same formation as in 
the TB present stem (cek- < PT *t’æk- > TA *cak-); Prs III is not very likely, 
because the form is active, and the palatalization speaks against a Prs V. 
Probably, we have to do with a Prs I or II with ablaut *cak-/*cäk-, cf. the 
ablaut tek-/*täk- in the respective TB Sub I.  
ETYM. Usually derived from PIE *ÇteHg/g ‘touch’ (2LIV, 616f.; Lat. tangere, 
etc.; *Çtehg would also be possible, according to M. Peters, p.c.). Ringe, 1991, 
105ff. objects to the connection of the Toch. root with Go. tekan ‘touch’ by 
arguing (correctly) that both root initials are incompatible, but the Germanic 
form can be explained by analogy (see Mottausch, 1993, 156f.). The TB present 
stem shows PIE e-lengthened grade; see Jasanoff, 1984, 67. The ablaut e/ä in 
the TB subjunctive (as well as the parallel ablaut a/ä probably to be 
reconstructed for the TA present) is analogical; see Lane, 1959, 160; Ringe, 
1991, 107.  
 
Atäkwa- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs V — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf täkwatsi  
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II täkwalune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The word separation yielding an Inf TA täkwatsi in A 321 a 6 is certain, but 
the form is still without clear context: //// r täkwatsi osat //// “(s)he began to 
...”; the same is true for the Abstr TA täkwalune in A 237, 3: spaltä$kamaM 
skaM taloñcäs wrasas täkwalune, where the meaning of Aspaltk- is also 
uncertain: “having concern/taking care of the miserable beings ...”. Whether 
TA täkwa gained from the small fragment A 211 a 2 //// ltäkwa ysarass(·) 
//// can be analyzed as a preterit form of this root is entirely uncertain. 
KAUSATIVUM ? ‘?’ (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (a) — Opt — 
 Ger II — Abstr II in täkwa1luneyum  
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. TA täkwa1a in A 449 b 1 and the restored 3.pl. TA (tä)kwa1ant in A 
356 b 3 are analyzed as imperfects of the kausativum of this root by TG, 439; 
TEB II, 104. Both attestations are, however, philologically completely unclear. 
Of course one should not have expected preservation of A-character in forms 
built from a Prs VIII stem. For a possible interpretation of these forms as Pt IV 
forms, see the discussion in chap. Pt IV 10.1.1. The meaning of the adjective 
TA sne-täkwa1luneyum in A 69 a 4 and b 1 is also unclear.  
 
täksa- ‘± zerschlagen’, ‘± destroy’ (tr) (-/a/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) — Opt taksoym,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, taksa-c;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
On the 1.sg. Opt taksoym in 85 b 1, see Schmidt, 2001, 314: “möchte ich mit ... 
in kleine Stücke zerschlagen (?) die Falsch(heit) der Welt”. Note that the form 
has indeed to be read taks- and not †naks- so that it is impossible to connect 
the verb with semantically similar näk- ‘destroy’. The subjunctive stem has 
persistent initial accent. The 3.sg. Pt taksa-c is read in H 150.117 (= IOL Toch 
272) b 3 by Peyrot, 2007, s.v. (contra Sieg apud Thomas, 1957, 220; Broomhead 
I, 269). -ä- is set up here as root vowel on the evidence of the TA cognate 
Atäps-. 
= Atäps- ‘zerschlagen’, ‘destroy’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv I (a) -; ptäpsäs 
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The meaning is assured by Skt. dhunadhvam ‘destroy!’ in the Sanskrit parallel 
text; see Pinault, 2008, 49, who connects the root with täksa- by applying what 
seems to have been a sound law PT *-ks- > TA -ps-. A TB equivalent of the TA 
imperative is restored by Pinault, 2008, 50 in the parallel text PK NS 38 + 37 b 
4: (ptaksa)so. 
 
tä$k- ‘hemmen’, ‘hinder’ (tr) (x/a/-) 

Prs II (x) —;-,-, ce$keM|-,-, ceMstär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Prs VIII (a) -,-, ta$k1äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) -,-, te$käñ-c;— Opt -,-, tañci;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv eta$kätte 
Inf ta$ktsi 

 Pt III in 
 PPt tä$kuwe1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.act. Sub te$käñ-c is attested in KVac 21 a 2f. (see Schmidt, 1986, 54); a 
1.sg. Imp can probably be restored in the small fragment THT 1356 frg. j a 2: 
Ta$k1i(m). The PPt tä$kuwe1 is found in PK NS 45 a 2 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). What looks like a 3.sg.mid. te$trä could be 
attested in THT 1178 b 4: //// (ma ?) yakne ñäs te$trä • “the manner does (not 
?) hinder me”; however, a middle form of an ablauting Sub I stem should 
normally show the zero grade, and a reading ne$kträ is here also possible. 
= Atä$k- ‘hemmen’, ‘hinder’ (tr) (x/a/a) 

Prs VIII (x) -,-, tä$kä1;—|-, tä$kä1tar,-;-,-, tä$ksantär Imp — 
 nt-Part tä$k1antañ 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tä$k1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf tä$kässi 
Sub I — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tä$klune Priv atä$kät 
Sub VII (a) -,-, tä$kñä1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) —;-,-, ca$kär 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. Pt TA tä$ksantär (from a fragment, as per TG, 439) is attested in THT 
2037 a 2 without much context. 
ETYM. Usually derived from PIE *ÇtenF ‘pull’ (2LIV, 657 *ÇtenF); see Adams, 
DoT, 290. 
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tä$kw-äññ- ‘lieben, jd. Mitleid entgegenbringen’, ‘love, have compassion for’  
(tr) (a/a/-) 
Prs XII (a) — Imp -, tä$kwaññet (sic),-;— 
 nt-Part tä$waññeñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub XII (a) -, tä$wät (MQ), tä$waM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II tä$kwalyñe Priv — 
Inf tä$kwantsi 

 Pt V in 
 PPt teta$waño1 
 Ipv V (a) ptä$wäññe (MQ);- 
Beside the MQ form 3.sg. tä$wäM, k-less tä$waM is also attested in PK AS 
16.5 b 4; probably isolated Ta$kwa[M] in THT 1395 frg. u a 1 is also a verbal 
form from this root. The PPt is found in PK AS 16.4 B a 5 (the latter and PK AS 
16.5 b 4 are unpublished, readings according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
~ Atu$k-iññ- ‘lieben, Mitleid empfinden für’, ‘love, have compassion for’  

(tr) (a+/-/-)  
Prs XII (a+) —;-,-, tu$kiññeñc Imp -,-, tu$kiñña;— 
 nt-Part tu$kiññantaM 
 m-Part tu$kiññamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf tu$kiñtsi 
Sub XII — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tu$kiñlune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. Prs TA (tu$ki)ññeñc can be restored with certainty in A 260 b 5 + A 
286 b 6; see Schmidt, 1974, 23, fn. 1. TA tu$kiñña in A 311 a 1 is an imperfect 
not a preterit form, as per Thomas, 1957, 77, fn. 1; the same form is now also 
attested in YQ 5 b 4.  
SEM. The meaning is the same as Skt. anu Çkamp ‘have compassion for’. ETYM. 
Denominative based on ta$kw ‘love’, respectively TA tu$k ‘love’; see 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 83f. 
 
Atätk- ‘?’ (tr) (-/-/m)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf tätkässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (m) -,-, tatätkat;—  
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PPt — 
Ipv — 

Schneider, 1941, 49 compares Gk. datšomai ‘teile’, etc., and states without 
further discussion: “Diese Bedeutung scheint zu Toch. Gr. 72 a 6 zu passen”. 
A 72 a 6 deals with the Nigrodhamiga Jataka (cf. Thomas, 1957, 67), where a 
group of gazelles decides to sacrifice one of them regularly by drawing lots in 
order to prevent a hunt on the whole party. Peyrot, in print, proposes to 
translate: “... durch (dieses Abkommen) sollt ihr versuchen, einander das 
Leben zu verlängern (?)”. The preterit forms in A 168 a 4 and A 155 b 1 (if 
restored correctly) are without context. 
 
tätta- act. ‘setzen, legen’, ‘put, set, place’, mid. ‘sich stellen’, ‘place oneself’  

(tr) (-/x/-) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -,-, tattaM;-,-, tattaM|-,-, tättatär;-,-, tättantär  
 Opt —; -,-, täcciyeM-ne (sic)| taccimar (sic),-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II tättalñe/tättalñe Priv — 
Inf tättatsi-sc 

 Pt I in  
 PPt tätt2| in tättarmeM 
 Ipv — 
The abstract variant tättalñe is also attested in THT 1482 a 3 (Š). Note that the 
Sub V stem has a non-a-stem athematic optative that even shows initial accent 
in the 1.sg.mid. SEM. The middle is either reflexive ‘place oneself’ or reciprocal 
(e.g., in 27 a 6, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 322), or has other functions typical of a 
middle, e.g., in 84 b 5, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 323 with fn. 1. ETYM. The root 
continues the reduplicated PIE present stem *de/i-d(o/e)h- from *Çdeh 
‘put’; see Hackstein, 1995, 63 with fn. 57 (both o-grade and zero grade would 
have given a PT a-stem). Hackstein claims that TB (*)tätta- is “urtoch. *ttá- mit 
restituierter Reduplication” (PT *tta- itself to be explained as “aus *t0tá- durch 
Synkope des unbetonten Reduplikationsvokals /0/ in offener Silbe 
hervorgegangen”, but see chap. PPt 14.2.2. According to Hackstein, l.c., and 
Adams, DoT, 284, the TA stem Ata- ‘put’ is likewise to be derived from PT 
*täta-; see s.v. Ata(-s)-. The synchronically irregular optative stem täcci- 
continues the PIE Opt *di/e-dh-ih-, as per Adams, DoT, 285. The initial 
accent of the 1.sg.mid. Opt taccimar must be analogical after other athematic 
optatives that are formed from Sub I stems with persistent initial accent < 
former reduplication with *Cä-; see chap. Imp, fn. 1. The 3.pl. Opt tä(cc)iyeM-
n(e) is restored by TochSprR(B) in the Sängim text 115 (= THT 1575 frg. c), and 
isolated //// Tacciy(·) //// in THT 1540 frg. f b 1 most likely also belongs here 
(M. Peyrot, p.c.). 
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täna- ‘überfallen’, ‘attack, set upon’ (?) (—) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt tnauwa 
 Ipv — 
Clear hapax in THT 1539 frg. b b 3: //// war11eMtSa tnauwa //// “[Frauen 
sind] von Räubern überfallen [worden]”; see Schmidt, 2006, 465, with fn. 49. 
D. Q. Adams (p.c.) points out to me that tan[a]lle in W 13 a 2 (see Adams, 
DoT, 278; not in WTG) may belong here as well (pace Filliozat, 1948, 69, the 
second vowel can be read [a] ) : //// traiwo tan[a]lle //// “the mixture ...” 
(such a writing ta for tä would have parallels in the Weber manuscript). In 
this case one would, of course, have to reckon with a metaphorical use, 
according to Adams (p.c.) perhaps “to indicate the initiation of vigorous 
activity”, i.e., “to be beaten vigorously” vel sim. On the other hand, if taken at 
face value tanalle may also belong to an otherwise unattested root tana-. 
 
täMts- ‘?’ (tr) (a/a/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, taMtsä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) -,-, taMtsä11äM;-,-, taMsäskeM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
3.sg. taMtsä11äM in 331 a 1 is a subjunctive, not a present (pace WTG, 246). 
SEM. The meaning of the root is unclear; see the discussion by Winter, 2003a, 
110 = 2005, 532. However, since the objects of the verbal forms are always 
plants, one may rather think of a meaning ‘abreißen, pflücken’ (thus 
TochSprR(B), glossary, 125), or ‘ausstreuen’ (thus WTG, 246, followed by most 
authors and in consistence with the Old Turkish gloss in 331 a 1, on which see 
most recently Maue, 2009, 23), than of the more general meaning ‘cause a 
downward movement’ advocated by Winter, l.c. ETYM. Hackstein, 2001, 19 
and 2003, 183, who takes it to mean ‘zer-, verstreuen’, assumes a connection 
with Lat. tundere, i.e., a nasal present from PIE *Ç(s)tewd ‘stoßen’ (2LIV, 601 
without Toch.). 
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täp- ‘verkünden’, ‘proclaim’ (tr) (m/-/a) 
Prs IX (m) -,-, tpästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (a) -,-, tapä11a;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv II (a) päccapa;— 
Judging by the averbo, tpästär should be a kausativum, i.e., a Prs IXb form, 
but the syncope of what then should be an accented root vowel is odd, the 
more in the attestation in the prose text H 149.add 8 b 2 (no MQ character), 
which deals with Parajika 1 (see Pinault, 1988, 163, fn. 77); the second 
attestation comes from the metrical MQ text 230. The hapax tappoM is 
analyzed by Winter, 2001, 134 = 2005, 523 ad 285 [recte 286] as a form of the 
grundverb of this root, but this remains uncertain; see above s.v. tappa- ‘?’. 
= Atäp- ‘verkünden’, ‘proclaim’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf tpässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt cacpu 
Ipv — 

The Ipv TA ptäpsäs in A 354 b 5 (Pratimok1asutra) does not belong to this 
root, but is hapax of a root Atäps- ‘destroy’, the TA cognate of täks- ‘id.’; see 
s.v. 
 
Atäpa- ‘?’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs III (m) -,-, tpatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt tpo 
Ipv — 

TG, 446 proposes TA tpatär as alternative reading for TA npatär in A 115 a 4 (t 
and n as first part of a ligature ak1ara are almost indistinguishable in TA 
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manuscripts). In theory, TA tpa- may be interpreted as corresponding 
intransitive grundverb form of Atäpa- ‘± be noticed’ being a kausativum of 
Atäp- ‘proclaim’. The passage A 115 a 4 käryañ prä$ki-ñi tpatär ñy oki ni //// 
can in this case be translated: “my thoughts are restraining me, like he/she/it 
is making him/her/itself noticed ...”. As an alternative, the form may belong 
to the grundverb ‘± be destroyed’ of the same root the Ipv TA ptäpsäs 
‘destroy’ in A 354 b 5 is made from (see s.v. Atäp- ‘proclaim’). The contexts of 
the PPt TA tpont attested in A 148 a 5 (as read by TochSprR(A)) and A 148 b 2 
(read npont by TochSprR(A); but see TG, 439), are too fragmentary to decide 
the question with certainty. TG connects the PPt with the adverb TA tpär 
‘high’, and this view is followed by Winter, 1988, 781 = 2005, 335. Winter 
further adds here the second member of compound TA °tpant that, in his 
opinion, is to be read in A 379 b 4: TA koM[tp]ant ‘south’. In contrast, Pinault, 
1998a, 363f. argues that the compound in A 379 b 4 should rather be 
interpreted as designating ‘west’ and that is has to be read TA koM[yp]ant, a 
reading supported by Carling, DThTA, s.v. koM-ypant. 
 
Atäps- ‘destroy’ e täks- ‘id.’ 
 
täm- ‘geboren werden, entstehen’, ‘be born, come into being’ (itr) (m+/m/m) 

Prs Xa (m+) -, tänmastär (sic), tänmastär;-,-, tänmaskentär Imp — 
  nt-Part tänma11eñca 
  m-Part tänmaskemane 
  Ger I tänma11älle Abstr I — 

Sub III (m) cmemar, cmetar, cmetär;-,-, cmentär  
Opt cmimar,-, cmitär;— 
Ger II cmelle Abstr II cmelñe/cmelläññe Priv — 
Inf cmetsi 

 Pt III (m) temtsamai, temtsatai (MQ), temtsate; temtsamte,-, temtsante 
 PPt tetemu| tetemo1 
 Ipv — 
The nt-Part tänma11eñca is to be read in K 2 (= PK AS 7B) b 1, according to G.-
J. Pinault, p.c., contra Lévi, 1933. The Ger forms cmäl[l](le) in 146 b 6 (MQ) and 
cmalye in 424 a 3 (M) are correctly listed by Adams, DoT, 292 as forms of this 
root (not in WTG, 247); on both forms, see in detail Malzahn, in print b. A Pt 
temtsamai is also found in PK AS 13C a 2 (Couvreur, 1954, 89), the 2.sg. Pt 
temtsatai in the MQ text THT 1540 frg. c a 3 (Schmidt, 2007, 329).  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘gebären, erzeugen, hervorrufen’, ‘beget, generate’ (tr) (x/m/-) 

Prs Xb (x) tanmäskau, tanmäst, tanmä11äM;-,-, tanmäskeM| 
-,-, tanmästär;— 
Imp — 

 nt-Part tanmä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub Xb (m) — Opt -,-, tanma11itär (sic);— 

Ger II täMmä1le (MQ) Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf tanmästsi 
 Pt IV in 
 PPt tetanmä11uwa 
 Ipv — 
A 1.sg. tanmäskau is only listed apud TochSprR(B), glossary, 127 without ref. 
The 2.sg. Prs tanmäst is attested in the fragment H add.149.01 b 1 (cf. 
Broomhead I, 260, without translation): //// ttñ(·) sak palskone tanmäst 1ek 
mäkcau mäkc[au] “... you always produce happiness in the spirit which ...”; 
the 3.sg. Opt (ta)[nma]11itär is found in PK NS 13 + 516 b 5 (Couvreur, 1967, 
154). The Ger täMmä1le in 142 b 3 is to be analyzed as (substantivized) Ger I, 
as per Thomas, 1952, 58 with fn. 3.  
= Atäm- ‘geboren werden, entstehen’, ‘be born, come into being’ (itr) (m/m/m)  

Prs X (m) -,-, tämnä1tär;-,-, tmäMsaMtär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tmäMsamaM 
 Ger I tmäM1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf tämnässi 
Sub III (m) -,-, cmatär;— Opt cmimar,-,-; cmimtär,-,- 
 Ger II cmal Abstr II cmalune 
Pt 0 (m) -,-, tamät;-,-, tamänt 
PPt tatmu 
Ipv — 

A 3.pl. Prs TA tmäMsaMtär is also attested in THT 1139 a 4 and THT 2466 b 2. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘gebären, erzeugen, hervorrufen’, ‘beget, generate’ (tr) (a/m/m) 

Prs X (a) -,-, tämnä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part tmäM1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf tämnässi 
Sub IX (m) — Opt -,-, tma1itär;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV (m) —;-,-, tatäM1ant 
PPt tatäm1u 
Ipv — 

ETYM. Maybe from PIE *Çtem ‘erreichen’ (2LIV, 624), rather than from PIE 
*Çtemh ‘cut’ (see the ref. in Adams, DoT, 292f.). Winter, 1962a, 27 = 1984, 269 
= 2005, 57 proposes a root PIE *Çdem ‘make’ thought to be a variant of PIE 
*Çdeh ‘put, place’, in the same way as PIE *Çqem ‘go’ seems to be one of PIE 
*ÇqeH ‘id.’ (see also s.v. stäm(- ‘stand’, and note that täm- could also simply 
be an s-less variant of that same root stäm(-). 
According to Schmidt, 1997, 252f., an apparently homonymous root täm- is 
attested by the Ger täm1ale in the unpublished Berlin text 3009, 3+4 b 4 (now 
= THT 2347, uppermost fragment; the form is, according to Schmidt, also to be 
restored in line a 4), which Schmidt wants to translate by ‘(ein-)tauchen’, but 
this is most uncertain. 
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tär- ‘± trösten, beruhigen’, ‘± comfort, soothe’ (tr) (—) 
Prs Xa — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tärraskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The traditional interpretation of this hapax in 85 a 3 as a Prs Xa from a root 
tär- is the most plausible solution for morphological reasons. According to 
Schmidt, 2001, 314, the m-Part means ‘beruhigend’ (followed by Winter, 2001, 
134 = 2005, 523 ad 293 ‘comforting, soothing’); differently TEB II, 198 and 
Adams, DoT, 293. The same form is probably attested in the small fragment 
THT 1602 frg. b a 4 without context (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
 
Atär- e Atrus- ‘tear to pieces’ 
 
tära?- ‘± (aus)dehnen’, ‘± stretch, reach out’ (itr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, cirar (sic) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Pt cirar is a hapax in PK NS 38 + 37 a 1 (see Pinault, 1988a, 194f.): po 
klokastanmeM cir(a)r kälymi(M) “A partir de tous les pores, des rayons 
traversèrent les directions”. Pinault, 1988a, 200f. plausibly derives the root 
from PIE *ÇterH ‘durchkommen, überqueren’ (2LIV, 633f. without this Toch. 
form). On the ending -ar instead of -are, see chap. Pt I 7.2.7. 
 
tärk- ‘± umwinden’, ‘± twine (around)’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
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 PPt tetarkuwa/ in tetärkuwermeM 
 Ipv — 
In contrast to the manuals (e.g., WTG, 183, § 177, fn. 1), Hilmarsson, 1991, 140f. 
argues that tetarkuwa belongs to a kausativum of tärka- ‘dismiss, emit’. The 
passage oppiloM tetarkuwa in the bilingual text 542 a 4 is the equivalent of 
Skt. pari Çk1ip ‘entwist’ and refers to pässaksa ‘garlands’ (on the passage, see 
also Saito, 2006, 469). The Skt. root Çk1ip ‘throw’ and the Toch. grundverb 
‘emit’ are indeed not too distant semantically. However, since all roots 
beginning with tä- show palatalization in the PPt made to a Pt II stem, the PPt 
rather belongs to a Pt III, and Pt III is not a likely candidate in a kausativum 
paradigm. In addition, such a Pt III from a root Atärk- also seems attested in 
TA. According to Peyrot, 2007a, 800, one furthermore has to read and restore 
(t)[e]tärkuwermeM in 617 b 5 (without clear context). 
~ Atärk- ‘± (die Besinnung) verlieren’, ‘± lose (one’s consciousness)’ (tr) (-/-/III) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) —;-,-, crakär 
PPt — 

 Ipv — 
The Pt III TA crakär in A 395 a 4 is analyzed as a form of Atärka- ‘emit’ by the 
manuals, but this would not fit morpho(no)logically at all. Therefore, I set up 
a separate, A-characterless root Atärk- that may be cognate to similarly A-
characterless TB tärk-, even though this cannot be proven semantically. The 
collocation TA ime crakär in A 395 a 4 seems to have the meaning “sie 
verloren das Bewußtsein”; see Schmidt, 1974, 124f. Note that the root ‘twine’ is 
beyond doubt attested in TA in the noun tark ‘earring’, cf. Adams, DoT, 295. 
One may start with a basic meaning ‘twine around (one’s mind)’ e ‘± lose 
(one’s consciousness)’. On the possible PPt TA tatärku1 see s.v. Atärka- ‘emit’. 
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇterK ‘sich drehen’ (2LIV, 635). Adams, DoT, 
295 connects the nom. agentis tarkattsa ‘carpenter’ presupposing a Sub V 
stem. However, tärk- ‘twist’ is rather expected to have non-A-character in 
contrast to tärka- ‘emit’, and since ‘twist’ does not mirror carpentry work too 
accurately, I prefer to set up a different, otherwise unattested root tarka- ‘± do 
carpentry’ for the nom. ag. 
 
tärka- ‘entlassen, rauslassen’, ‘dismiss, emit’ (tr) (x/a/x) 

Prs VI (x) tärkanau-c, tärkanat, tärkanaM/tärknaM-ne/tärknaM;  
tärkanam, tärkanacer, tärkanaM/tärknaM| 
-,-, tärkanatär;-,-, tärkänantär (MQ) 
Imp tarkanoym (Š),-, tärkänoy (MQ);— 

 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part tärknamane (MQ) 
 Ger I tärkanalle/tärknalle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) tarkau,-, tarkaM; tarkam, tarkacer,-  

Opt tarkoym, tärkoyt (MQ), tarkoy;-,-, tarko-ñ 
Ger II tärkalye (MQ)/tarkallona Abstr II tarkalyñe Priv — 
Inf tarkatsi/tarkatsi (Š) 

 Pt I (x) cärkawa, cärkasta, carka;-,-, cärkare|-,-, tärkate;-,-, tärkante 
 PPt tärkau/tärko1 (MQ)/tärkauw (MQ)| tärko1 
 Ipv I (a) ptarka/tarka; ptarkaso 
The 2.sg. Prs tärkanat is often attested in caravan travel passes, the 3.sg.mid. 
Prs tärkana[tä]r is found in SHT 8, 1868 (reading: K. T. Schmidt), and the 
3.pl.mid. Prs in THT 1859 b [recte a] 1 (MQ): cowai TarKanantRa ////. tarknaM 
in the small fragment 147 frg. a b 3 is without much value. I cannot find 
tärknan-ne mentioned in Thomas, 1979, 169 as being attested in an unpubl. 
Berlin text. A 2.sg. Opt (tä)rkoyt is to be restored in THT 1540 frg. a + b a 5; see 
Schmidt, 2007, 325. The subjunctive stem shows ablaut and persistent initial 
accent (text H 149.37, where the Ger tärkalye is attested, has MQ character). 
Sieg/Siegling list a form cärkat in TochSprR(B), glossary, 127, which they 
analyze as a preterit, but this cannot be a correct TB Pt form and is maybe 
simply a typo. An Ipv ptarka-ñ is also attested in THT 1295 a 1: ptarka-ñ 
ponta tRa$konta “erlaß mir alle Sünden!” (thus the translation by Thomas, 
1997, 83, without text ref.); an MQ variant 2.pl. Ipv ptärkaso-me is further 
found in THT 1228 b 1. The oblique PPt tärko1 is, e.g., attested in 217 b 1. 
= Atärka- ‘entlassen, rauslassen’, ‘dismiss, emit’ (tr) (x/a/a)  

Prs VI (x) -,-, tärna1;-,-, tärneñc Imp —;-,-, carkar|-,-, carkat;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tärnamaM 
 Ger I tärnal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) tarkam,-, tarka1;-, tärkac, tärkeñc Opt —  
 Ger II tärkal Abstr II tärkalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, cärk;-,-, tarkar 
PPt tärko 
Ipv I (a) ptark; ptärkäs 

The subjunctive forms TA tarka1 and TA tärkeñc are only listed in TEB I, 228, 
§ 412,2, and TEB II, 105 without ref. The manuals analyze the Pt III TA crakär 
in A 395 a 4 as a kausativum form of this root, but this is not likely from a 
morphological point of view. For this form, see s.v. Atärk- ‘± lose (one’s 
consciousness)’. The nom.pl. masc. PPt TA tatärku1 attested without much 
context in the medical/magical text PK NS 4 b 3 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; also listed by Couvreur, 1956, 98 without ref.) 
nevertheless rather belongs to a kausativum of this stems than to Atärk- ‘± lose 
(one’s consciousness)’. The text treats dream oracles: //// k(··) tatärku1 cwaM 
ce “(if) these ... are made emitted on you”. 
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SEM. The middle form ma tärkana[tä]r attested in SHT 8, 1868 is passive, as 
per K. T. Schmidt apud SHT 8, 1868, fn. 4: “(ein Wort oder ähnliches) wird 
nicht entlassen, geäußert”. The Prs TA carkat is a reciprocal middle (see 
Schmidt, 1974, 319). ETYM. Usually seen as a cognate of Hitt. tarna- ‘let in’ and 
derived from PIE *ÇTerKH ‘lassen’ (2LIV, 635); for Hittite see now Kloekhorst, 
2008, 847 (who rather sets up PIE *ÇterK|). Differently, Schmidt, 1988, 476ff. 
and 1992, 104f. (but on the problematic sound change *H > Toch. k set up by 
Schmidt, see chap. tk-Roots, fn. 1).  
 
Atärm- ‘zittern, erregt sein’, ‘tremble, be agitated’ (itr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs I (a+) -,-, trämä1;-,-, tärmiñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tärmmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Verbal forms are only attested in TA, but cf. TB tremi ‘anger’. Sieg, 1943, 137 
proposes the meaning ‘in Zorn geraten’ for the root. ETYM. PIE *Çtrem ‘zittern’ 
(2LIV, 648f.). 
 
täl(- ‘(er)tragen’, ‘carry, bear’ (tr) (x/-/-) 

Prs VI (x) -,-, tällaM (MQ);-,-, tallaM/tällan-ne (MQ) 
|-,-, tlanatär-ñ;-,-, tlanantär-ñ Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tällalle Abstr I — 
Sub I(?) — Opt — 

Ger II tälle (sic, MQ) Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf tällätsi (MQ) 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv VI (a) ptälle-ñ (MQ);- 
The Ger I tällalle is attested in PK AS 6A b 2, the Ipv ptälle-ñ in PK AS 12D a 5 
(MQ), and an Inf tällätsi in PK AS 12D b 4 (MQ) (all unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The Ger II tälle ‘burden’ (only MQ) was said to 
derive from a Sub V form *tälalle by WTG, 138, § 129, Anm. 1, but the MQ Inf 
tällätsi can neither be a Sub V nor a Sub VI form, because in MQ texts /a/ is 
precisely not rendered by (ä). However, it may be a mere error for the Sub IXb 
Inf tälästsi. If we indeed have to do with a Sub I, Ipv ptälle-ñ then would be 
another case of an imperative in -e standing beside both a verbal stem in PT 
*-a- and a verbal stem in PT *-ä- (see chap. Ipv 37.8.). Whether [t]lava in 584 a 
9 (MQ) is to be analyzed as a 1.sg. Pt of this root remains unclear since the 
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form is without context (at least the reading with initial t is certain, and a 
writing (v) for (w) is indeed attested a couple of times). As for an alleged Pt 
tläwa said to be attested in PK NS 252 a 3 by Saito, 2006, 404, according to G.-J. 
Pinault (p.c.) such a form cannot be found in either PK NS 252 or PK NS 252a. 
K. T. Schmidt apud Saito, 2006, 403 with fn. 27 further adduces a restored PPt 
(tä)llowa from a text cited as “8871.4”, but I cannot find such a text/signature 
in the Berlin or in the Paris collection. 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘(auf)heben, (er)tragen’, ‘lift up, carry’ (tr) (x/a/x) 

Prs IXb (x) taläskau,-, talä11äM;-,-, taläskeM|-,-, tällästär (MQ);—  
Imp talä11im,-, talä11i-ne;— 

 nt-Part talä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) -,-, talä11äM;— Opt -,-, täla11i (MQ);— 

Ger II talä11älonasa Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf talästsi 

 Pt II (x) calawa,-, cala;—|-,-, calate;— 
 PPt ceclu| in ceccalorsa 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs taläskeM is attested in PK AS 7K a 2 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the Ger II talä11ä[l]o[nasa] (fem.pl. perlative) 
in SHT 7, 1621 (reading: K. T. Schmidt), the Inf talästsi in IOL Toch 724 a 1 
(Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), and the 3.sg.mid. Pt calate in THT 3597 b 4 (MQ): sayusa 
ceM calate “ein Adler (?) ergriff sie (scil. die Affenjungen)” (cf. the translation 
by Schmidt, 1983a, 276; sayusa is an unclear hapax); the reading of an active 
form cala-ne ‘grabbed him’ can safely be excluded. The nt-Part talä11eñca is 
read in 107 a 4 (contra the manuals) by Schmidt, 2008a, 316 with fn. 18 and 
Pinault, 2008, 114 and 128. 
= Atäl(- ‘(auf)heben’, ‘lift up’ (tr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tlalune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The Abstr TA tla(luneyo) is to be restored with certainty in YQ 2 a 2f.; despite 
the existence of a Sanskrit parallel version, it remains uncertain which stem 
formation of this root is to be restored in TA (–)lyaM in A 244 b 4 (cf. 
Hackstein, 1995, 34). Note that it cannot be excluded that the Sub stem is of 
Class VI (*tällalune > TA tlalune by degemination). 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘(auf)heben, (er)tragen’, ‘lift up, raise, bear’ (tr) (m/-/a) 

Prs VIII (m) -,-, tlä1tär;— Imp — 
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 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf tlässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -,-, cacäl;— 
PPt caclu 
Ipv — 

SEM. The manuals do not mention any difference in meaning between 
grundverb and kausativum, but such a difference exists, as already implicitly 
stated by Adams, DoT, 296; to put it more explicitly, the TB grundverb has 
always the durative meaning ‘carry a burden’ (in a figura etymologica with 
tälle ‘burden, load’ in 389 b 4, 514 a 9, and PK AS 12D a 5), and it is also used 
metaphorically. This durative meaning is also attested with forms of the TB 
kausativum (401 b 5; maybe also in 459, 7). In contrast to the TB grundverb, 
the TB kausativum (esp. the sk-forms) can in addition have terminative 
semantics: ‘lift up’ (‘a jewel’ in 337 a 1, cf. the Sanskrit parallel Pat 58; ‘a pot of 
porridge’ in 107 a 7) and ‘raise’ (e.g., ‘the head’ in 407 b 1). The TA kausativum 
likewise means both ‘carry’ and ‘lift’ (cf. TG, 440). Whether the middle forms 
of the present stem in TA are passives is unclear due to the lack of context. 
ETYM. PIE *ÇtelH ‘aufheben, auf sich nehmen’ (2LIV, 622ff.); see Adams, DoT, 
297. 
 
tälp(- ‘sich reinigen’, ‘be purged’ (itr) (—) 

Prs V — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tälpalle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The (substantivized) gerundive is made from the present stem, i.e., is a Ger I 
(not II, as per WTG, 249), according to Thomas, 1952, 56: Fill. St. b 4 tälpallesa 
yama1le “(es ist) zum Purgieren zu gebrauchen”, and Fill. Y 2 a 1f. tälpallesa 
ai1le “(ist) zum Purgieren zu geben”. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘reinigen’, ‘purge’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf talptsi 
 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The subjunctive class of the Inf talptsi is ambiguous (Sub I is set up by 
Kümmel, 2LIV, 623), and both Sub I and Sub II are a possible subjunctive stem 
of an antigrundverb paradigm. Pace the handbooks, there is no (Kaus. II) Prs 
IXb nt-Part attested in 107 a 4, because the form in question has to be read 
talä11eñca (Schmidt, 2008a, 316 with fn. 18 and Pinault, 2008, 114 and 128). 
SEM. Strictly speaking, the valency is not determinable, because there are only 
non-finite forms attested; nevertheless, the semantics and morphology of the 
forms rather point to the triple paradigm given here. ETYM. Adams, DoT, 297 
derives the root from PIE *Çtelp ‘Raum schaffen’ (2LIV, 623). 
 
täs- ‘put, set, place’ e tas- ‘id.’  
 
Atäs- ‘put, set, place’ e Ata(-s)- ‘id.’ 
 
tina- ‘± sich besudeln’, ‘± defile oneself’ (?) (a/m/-) 

Prs IX (a) — Imp -,-, tina11i (sic);— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, tinantär Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt ? — 
 PPt in tettinor 
 Ipv — 
The meaning ‘beschmutzt sein’ is assumed with question mark by WTG, 249. 
The meaning ‘± filth’ of the abstract tettinor in 522 a 5 (Š) is plausible: tettinor 
suwaM //// “they eat filth’’; see the partial translation of this manuscript by 
Couvreur, 1954a, 112. tina11i is attested in a small fragment edited sub 374 
(Qu): //// brahmapna (sic) tina11i • “(s)he defiled her/himself with brahman 
(?) ...”; the subjunctive is attested in 408 b 6 (S): 0se cai tallañc tinanträ tot 
laukaññe “which miserable ones defile themselves for such a long time” (the 
verbal form could also be read ninanträ, but there is no root nin- attested so 
far). WTG, 249 analyzes tina11i as imperfect of a present stem of Class IXa, i.e., 
a non-kausativum, and this is indeed the most likely analysis. Since the 
context is fragmentary, it cannot be excluded that tina11i is transitive, and the 
intransitivity of the Sub form due to its middle diathesis, because if the root 
were basically intransitive, both active and middle inflection would be 
unusual. The PPt (as presupposed by the abstract) at first glance seems to 
belong to a Pt III, but the coexistence of a Pt III with a Sub V is highly unusual. 
Consequently, the Pt III may belong to an antigrundverb paradigm (or even to 
a Subclass 7 Pt I). 
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tu- ‘shine’ e twa- ‘id.’ 
 
tuk(- ‘sich verbergen, Zuflucht nehmen’, ‘hide oneself, seek refuge in’  

(itr) (m/a/-) 
Prs II/III (m) cukemar,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) taukau-c,-,-;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt tukau  
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. Prs cukemar means ‘I seek refuge in’, as per Schmidt, 1974, 107: 268 b 
2 saim wästa tañ painene cukemar “O Schutz [und] Zuflucht, zu (?) deinen 
Füssen bin ich geborgen”. From a formal point of view, it can be analyzed as a 
present of Class II or Class III. Judging by its valency, Prs III seems more 
likely, but if taukau-c in H 149.26/30 b 2 is indeed to be analyzed as a form of 
this root (thus Adams, 1993b, 39; 1994b, 311 with fn. 3, and DoT 299), Prs II 
would be more regular; the traditional view on taukau-c is that the form 
either belongs to a root variant tauk- from sauk- ‘call’ (thus WTG, 250), or is 
merely a misspelling for saukau-c (thus Schmidt, 1974, 95, fn. 2). Admittedly, 
the meaning ‘call’ goes well with the passage in question, but so does ‘seek 
refuge in’ (cf. Pinault, 2008, 323). The same form is usually restored in line a 6 
of the same text (see Broomhead, l.c., and Schmidt, 1974, 95f. with fn. 2): H 
149.26/30 a 6 karuNik=añmala1(ka t)au[k]o[c]@ k[w]am(a)r[c]@, which is 
translated by Schmidt: ‘‘O Barmherziger, Mitleidiger! Ich schreie [und] rufe 
dich’’. But since kwamarc is a present form, we would expect the parallel 
verbal form to be a present stem formation as well, which is somehow 
problematic in view of the existence of another present stem with PT *-’äw- 
attested by cukemar. But since the beginning of the verbal form in line a 6 is 
damaged, we may be dealing with (s)auko-c in the first place (see s.v. kauk- 
‘call’). Carling, 2000, 344 proposes a complete restoration of an Ipv 2.pl. 
(ptukas) in 46 b 4. Beside the fem. pl. PPt tukowa in 283 b 2, the masc. nom.sg. 
tukau is now attested in THT 3597 (MQ = Mainz 655, 1) b 5 (cf. the translation 
by Schmidt, 1983a, 274).  
 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘verbergen’, ‘hide’ (tr) (m/-/m) 

Prs IXb (m) tukäskemar,-, tukästär (MQ);-,-, tukäskentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tukäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 
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 Pt II (m) caukamai,-, caukate;-,-, caukante 
 PPt ceccuku| ceccuko1 
 Ipv II (a) päccauk;- 
The 1.sg. Prs ma tuKaskemaR@ is attested in a text kept by the Regional 
Museum of the Province of Xinjiang in Ürümqi (inventory number 58 K.K. 18: 
2.1/8 a 5, unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The endingless 
Ipv PaccauKä@ is attested on the otherwise blank verso side of the monastery 
record PK Cp 34 (Couvreur, 1954, 89; Pinault, 1994b, 91). The kausativum 
means ‘hide something (in a concrete sense)’ or ‘conceal (a meaning, vel sim.)’; 
see Schmidt, 1974, 402. TochSprR(B) restores (tu)käskeM in 578 a 4 (M). The 
PPt ceccuko1 is attested in PK NS 306+305 a 4 (Couvreur, 1970, 177) and PK 
AS 16.3 a 2 (Pinault, 1989a, 156).  
= Atpuk(- ‘± verbergen, verborgen sein’, ‘± hide’ (?) (m/-/-)  

Prs VI (m)— Imp —;-,-, tpukñant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TG, 441 analyzes TA tpukñant in A 401 b 1 as 3.pl.mid. Imp form of the 
grundverb; differently, TEB I, 220, § 398,2 proposes a derivation from a 
(probably “kausativum”) subjunctive stem, but all supposed instances of 
imperfects built from subjunctive stems are very doubtful, and TA tpukñant 
would in any case be a regular 3.pl.mid. Imp of a Prs VI stem (cf., e.g., TA 
kropñant). The valency and exact meaning cannot be determined, because the 
form is without context. 
KAUSATIVUM ? ‘verbergen’, ‘hide’ (tr) (—) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf tpukässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt cacpuku 
Ipv — 

ETYM. According to Adams, 1993b, 39; 1994b, 311f., and DoT, 300 to be derived 
from PT *(wä-)täwk-, with TA showing the prefixed variant PT *wä-täwk- 
with pre-TA *wt- > TA tp-. Adams further connects the form with OE deog 
‘he concealed himself’ from a root *Çdewk he says resulted from a metathesis 
of PIE *Çkewd ‘hide’. Quite differently, Klingenschmitt, 1975a, 77 = 2005, 150, 
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fn. 1 proposed derivation from PT *tpåk- < pre-PT *ptak-, which would imply 
that TB c- and -au- have to be analogical innovations. 
 
Atu$k-iññ- ‘love’ e tä$kw-äññ- ‘id.’ 
 
tek- ‘touch’ e täk- ‘id.’ 
 
[tonokäM in 259 b 3 is interpreted as a possible 3.sg. verbal form by Adams, 

DoT, 310; however, such a stem could only belong to the koloktär 
type, and in this case we would rather expect a middle, so this 
analysis remains uncertain.] 

 
Atkal- e Atkäla?- ‘illuminate’ 
 
Atkäla?- ‘erleuchten’, ‘illuminate’ (tr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II  
Pt I (a) -,-, täkla-M;— 
PPt täklo 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM IV ‘erhellen, erklären’, ‘illuminate, illustrate’ (tr) (—) 
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part tkäl1antas 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The root is left untranslated in the manuals, but the semantics of the 
kausativum can now be determined on the evidence of the Old Turkish 
parallel MaitrHami XI 10 b 30ff. of A 273 a 3: (cemäk ak1ari ri)1akässi raritwu1 
• ma nu nervanac ritwont rake tkäl[1ant]a(s) (• wasäM mosann ats ak1ris 
kasaM yäñc); identification by Pinault, 1999, 199, restoration and translation 
according to Pinault, in print a: “Die Schriften mit einer derartigen Schaffung 
(Bildung) [sind] diese von R1is geschaffenen Schriftzeichen; aber, weil wir die 
für das NirvaNa passende Rede erhellen, deswegen zählen (wörtl. zum Zählen 
kommen) sie nicht zu der (geeigneten) Schrift’’. For TA täkla-M in A 153 b 2, 
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see Schmidt, 1997, 235. Pinault, in print also connects TA tkalluneyo in A 397 b 
2 (for which TG, 441 set up isolated Atkal-) with this root. 
 
Atpuk(- ‘hide’ e tuk(- ‘id.’ 
 
trappa- ‘straucheln, stolpern’, ‘trip’ (itr) (m/a/-) 

Prs IV (m) —;-,-, troppontär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part troppomane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, trappaM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt tatrappa1  
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs troppontär listed in TEB II, 200 without ref. can be found in THT 
1622 frg. b b 3. The subjunctive shows initial accent. The PPt tatrappa1 is 
attested in PK NS 53 b 4 (see Pinault, 1988, 101).  
= Atrapa- ‘stocken’, ‘falter’ (itr) (—)  

Prs IV — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part trapmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. Whereas in TB the verb has always the meaning ‘trip (with the feet)’, the 
once attested TA form refers to the voice (A 79 b 3). ETYM. Usually connected 
with PIE *Çtrep ‘treten, stampfen’ (2LIV, 650; without Toch.); see Adams, DoT, 
314 with ref., who sets up PT *trapw-, and no doubt TA trapmaM could be the 
final outcome of a form *trapwmaM. On the other hand, the assumption of a 
“redoublement secondaire” (as per VW I, 511) in order to account for TB -pp- 
is rather ad hoc. Since we have a Prs IV stem paradigm, I propose to start with 
an abstract noun pre-PT *trÔpma ‘stumbling’, i.e., an Ô-grade meH-stem, 
turning into *træ/apμa as basis of a denominative PT *trapwa- (for lenition m 
> μ, see the ref. in Malzahn, 2005, 389ff.). 
 
traska- ‘(zer)kauen’, ‘chew’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs II (a) -,-, tre11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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Sub V — Opt — 
Ger II traskalye Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
tras(k)alye ... tsaltalye in H 149.X.5 a 6/b 1 is the equivalent of Skt. 
khadaniyabhojaniya- ‘solid and soft food’ (Couvreur, 1954a, 46). The same 
phrase is now also attested in PK NS 95 b 6; see Pinault, 2000, 82 and 99f. The 
subjunctive stem has persistent initial accent. 
= Atraska- ‘(zer)kauen’, ‘chew’ (tr) (-/a/-)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, traska1-äM;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt taträskus 
Ipv — 

ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çtre@g ‘zernagen, zerbeißen’ (2LIV, 647), PT 
*tärsk- < PIE *tr@g-ske/o-; see Hackstein, 1995, 178ff. and cf. Adams, DoT, 
319. This is one of the very few roots where the present stem is synchronically 
less complex than the subjunctive stem. The once attested TB Prs II tre11äM 
(282 b 4) is surely to be analyzed as Prs II (the root can in this case 
synchronically still be set up as traska-, pace Eyþórsson, 1993, 49, fn. 19). The 
root ablaut is far from clear; if TA/TB trask- goes back to pre-PT *trogsk-, 
tre11- is most probably a back-formation.  
 
trä$k- ‘beklagen’, ‘lament’ (tr) (-/a/a) 

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part trä$mane (MQ) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) — Opt -,-, trañci;— 

Ger II — Abstr II trä$kalyñe Priv — 
Inf — 

Sub II — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II träñcalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, träñca-nes;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The Pt träñca-nes that was said to be attested in an unpublished Berlin text by 
Thomas, 1997, 111 can be found in THT 1507 b 5. The Abstr tr[ä]$kälñe is also 
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attested in THT 1167 a 4, the m-Part trä$mane also in THT 1170 frg. c a 1, and 
the thematic stem variant träñcalñe in the small fragment THT 1537 frg. d a 2: 
//// (re?)k[i]sa tRañcalñe //// ‘‘lament with (wo)rd(?)’’. The fact that the a-
preterit shows a palatalized root final in any case predicts the existence of a 
subjunctive stem of Class II. 
= Aträ$k- ‘sagen, sprechen’, ‘say, speak’ (tr) (x/-/-)  

Prs I (x) trä$käm, trä$kät, trä$kä1; trä$kmäs-si,-, trä$kiñc| 
-,-, trä$ktär;-,-, trä$käntär Imp -, cra$kä1t, cra$käs;-,-,cra$kär 

 nt-Part trä$käntap 
 m-Part trä$kmaM 
 Ger I trä$käl Abstr I — 

Inf trä$ktsi 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — 
 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
Awe- ‘say’ provides the suppletive subjunctive, preterit, PPt and imperative. 
The middle has only passive function (see Schmidt, 1974, 207). ETYM. Winter, 
1960, 184 proposed a relation of this root with ABtärka- ‘let out, emit’, and he is 
followed by Schmidt, 1988, 477ff. and 1990, 104f., who sets up a nasal present 
*tr-n-H- (sic, for expected *tr-n-H-) as a preform, which is doubtful for 
morphological and phonological reasons (see chap.s Prs VII 29.3., fn. 12 and 
tk-Roots, fn. 1), all the more because beside the irregular *tr-n-H- Schmidt also 
sets up a stem with the usual syllabification *tr-n-H- which he says is 
continued by Prs VI TA tärna- from Atärka- ‘let out, emit’. However, it is rather 
the narrower TB meaning ‘lament’ that is older than the wider TA meaning 
‘speak’. 
 
Aträ$k- ‘cling’ e tre$k- ‘id.’ 
 
Aträm- ‘tremble’ e Atärm- ‘id.’ 
 
Aträs- ‘?’ (?) (m/-/-) 

Prs VIII (m) —;-,-, trässantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax in A 155 a 3: //// placänyo trässanträ knanträ “with words they 
... [and] they strew”. 
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trik(- ‘sich irren, verwirrt sein’, ‘go astray, be confused’ (itr) (m/-/a) 
Prs III (m) -, triketar, triketär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I trikelye Abstr I trikelyñe 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II trikalñe (MQ) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, trika (MQ);— 
 PPt trikau| triko1 
 Ipv — 
The (substantivized) Ger I trikelye in H 149.X.3 (= HMR 1) b 2 has the 
approximate meaning ‘Rauschtrank’ (see Thomas, 1952, 60). The Abstr I 
trikelyñ(e) is attested in the small fragment THT 2382 frg. l b 2 (MQ), the Pt I 
trika in 339 a 4 (see Schmidt, 1974, 43, fn. 3). For the problematic Priv 
(a)traikatte, see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.2. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘verfehlen’, ‘fehlen, in die Irre gehen’, ‘in die Irre führen’,  

‘miss, fail’‘fail, go astray, stumble’, ‘lead astray’ (tr/itr) (a/x/a) 
Prs VIII (a) (tr/itr) -,-, trik1äM;-,-, trikseM Imp — 
 nt-Part trik1eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (x) (tr/itr) -,-, trisäM;-, triscer, trikeM Opt trisim,-, trisi; 

-,-, trisyeM|trisimar,-,-;— 
Ger II trisälle (MQ) Abstr II trisalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) (?) -,-, traiksa;— 
 PPt tetriku| tetriko1  
 Ipv — 
The nt-Part trik1eñc(a) is attested in THT 1686 a 3, the 3.pl. Opt [t]risy[e](M) in 
H 150.111 b 2 (see Broomhead I, 149). 
KAUSATIVUM II act. ‘in die Irre führen’, ‘lead astray’, mid. ‘ohnmächtig werden’, 

‘faint’ (tr) (a/-/x) 
Prs IXb (a) -,-, trikä11äM (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (x) -,-, traika-ne;—|-,-, traikate;— 
 PPt tetriko1 
 Ipv — 
A Prs or Sub trikä11äM is attested in the small fragment THT 2380 frg. z a 1 
(cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.): //// läkle triKaFFaM //// “suffering leads astray”. The 
Pt traikane in 90 b 3 (thus the correct reading in the manuscript) is to be 
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emended to traikate, according to TochSprR(B), i.e., a middle form; differently, 
WTG, 251 (traika-ne) and TEB I, 246, § 440,2. The form means ‘he fainted’; see 
Schmidt, 2001, 320; a middle traikate is further said to be attested in H 149.290 
b 3 by WTG, 251; Broomhead I, 214 and Schmidt, 1974, 137, but I think that 
one rather has to read traika-ne here: palsko traika-ne ot talante • teksa asyai 
oM1ameM “the spirit of the wretched one led him astray; he touched the nun 
from above”. In this case we would have a distinction between an active 
transitive ‘lead astray’ and a middle (intransitive/passive) ‘faint’. Broomhead 
I, 270 restores tr[ai](ka)//// in H 150.119 a 1, which is, of course, unclear with 
respect to voice and meaning and can as likely be restored to a Pt III traiksa. A 
contextless 3.sg. Pt traika-ñ is furthermore found in IOL Toch 376 a 3 (Peyrot, 
2007, s.v.). The PPt tetriko1 in 212 a 4 belongs to the kausativum, the other 
attestations of the PPt tetriku| tetriko1 rather to the antigrundverb paradigm, 
cf. the passages in Saito, 2006, 120f. 
= Atrik(- ‘verwirrt sein; ohnmächtig werden’, ‘be confused; faint’  

(itr) (m+/a/a)  
Prs III (m+) -,-, trikatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part trikantas 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I trikal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, treka1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, trik;— 
PPt triko 
Ipv — 

For the meaning ‘faint’, see Schmidt, 1974, 123f. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘verfehlen’, ‘verwirrt sein’, ‘verwirren’, ‘fail, miss’, ‘be  

confused’, ‘confuse, lead astray’ (tr/itr) (a+/-/a) 
Prs VIII (a+) (tr/itr) triksam,-,-;-,-, trikseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part trik1ant 
 m-Part trikäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf trikässi 
Sub II — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II trislune 
Pt III (a) (itr) triku,-,-;— 
PPt tatriku 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Prs TA trikä1 listed in TEB I, 175, § 298,4 is maybe only reconstructed 
on the basis of the attested forms. As is the case in TB, the forms of this stem 
can either have transitive, intransitive, or causative meaning; see chap. 
Valency 45.1.1.1. Therefore, an intransitive 1.sg. Pt III TA triku in A 295 a 4 
(analyzed as 1.sg. active by Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 54 = Winter, 2005, 438) 
would not be an irregularity within this paradigm, and apart from the more 
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archaic 1.sg. ending TA -u, the ä-grade of the root can also be regarded as an 
archaism; see also chap. Pt III 9.1.4. 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘gegen jd. fehlen, sündigen’, ‘sin against sb.’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part  
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf  
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt caccriku 
Ipv — 

SEM. For the remarkable valency of the root, see chap. Valency 4.5.1.1.1. ETYM. 
Adams, DoT, 316 and 2LIV, 648 follow the connection with nominal forms like 
Lat. tricae ‘trifles’ (cf. VW I, 514f.), setting up a PIE root *ÇtreyK ‘verfehlen’ 
(thus 2LIV), from which primary verbal forms are only found in Tocharian.  
 
Atrip- e Atriw(- ‘mix’ 
 
triw(- ‘sich vermischen, sich schütteln’, ‘be mixed, shaken’ (itr) (m/m/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, triwetär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, triwatär;— Opt triwoymar,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II triwalñe Priv — 
Inf triwatsi 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, triware 
 PPt triwo1 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. Opt triwoymar is found in PK AS 5C a 1 and PK NS 26 a 4 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 3.pl. Pt triware in 
PK AS 16.3 b 2 (Pinault, 1989a, 157). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘vermischen, schütteln’, ‘mix, shake (of body parts)’  

(tr) (a+/-/m) 
Prs IXb (a+) -,-, triwa11äM (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part triwäskemane/triwaskemane (MQ) 
 Ger I triwä11älle/triwa1le/triwa1älle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II triwä11älñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (m) -, traiywatai (MQ),-;— 
 PPt tetriwu| tetriwo1 
 Ipv II (a) pätriwa-ne;- 
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The imperative form pätriwa-ne ‘mix it!’ attested in H 149.add 119 b 4 and b 5 
has transitive semantics (cf. WTG, 251), and it is hence rather to be analyzed 
as Ipv II than Ipv I (pace the manuals); see chap. Ipv 37.1. 
= Atriw(- ‘sich vermischen’, ‘be mixed’ (itr) (m/a/-)  

Prs III (m) —;-,-, triwantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part triwamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) —;-,-, triweñc Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt triwo 
Ipv — 

A 3.sg. Prs TA triwatär is only listed in TEB II, 108, and probably merely 
reconstructed; the 3.pl. Prs (from an unpublished fragment, as per TG, 272, § 
389) is attested in THT 1134 b 3: //// ywar triwanTRa puK@ ////. The 3.pl. form 
TA tr(i)weñc found in A 378, 4 (//// ywar tr(i)weñc-ci •) that TG, 443 analyses 
as a present, is the expected subjunctive form, which is an unproblematic 
syntactic assumption for this passage. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘vermischen’, ‘mix’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I triwä1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt tatriwu/tattripu 
Ipv — 

TA triwä1äl is attested in PK NS 2 a (?) 3 (unpublished, reading according to 
G.-J. Pinault, p.c., already listed by Couvreur, 1956, 98, but without ref.). TA 

tattripu found in A 455 a 4 is usually regarded as a PPt variant of this root: 
//// saMtkäntuyo tattripu //// ‘‘mixed with remedies’’ (cf. Saito, 2006, 124). 
ETYM. If the PPt TA tattripu belongs here and shows the older root structure, 
one has to set up PT *trip-, cf. Adams, DoT, 317, but it cannot be excluded that 
p for w is merely a hypercorrect spelling. For further connections of PT *triw-, 
see Adams, DoT, 317. 
 
Atrisk- ‘erschallen, dröhnen’, ‘sound, boom’ (itr) (a/-/-)  

Prs VIII (a) -,-, triskä1;— Imp —;-,-, trisk1ar 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
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Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

For the analysis as Prs VIII and the intransitive valency of the Imp TA trisk1ar, 
see Hackstein, 1995, 101ff. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘erschallen lassen’, ‘let boom’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part triskäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -,-, tatrisäk;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. PIE *Ç(s)treyg (Gk. tr…zw ‘make a shrill sound, squeak’); see Hackstein, 
1995, 103f. (not in 2LIV). 
 
truka- ‘± geben, zuteilen’, ‘± give, portion’ (tr) (—) 

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I truknalle Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II trukale/trukalle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The Ger II trukale is often attested in business documents (always written 
with simple -l-); according to Sieg, 1950, 213, its meaning is ‘Zuteilung’; the 
same form with geminated -ll- is probably attested in the non-business text 
558 b 1, where, however, word separation and meaning are uncertain. 
Hackstein, 1995, 79 furthermore sets up a Prs IV stem (*trokotär) on the 
evidence of the noun trokol ‘Lieferung’ (hapax in 441 a 3; Adams, DoT, 321 
translates ‘± provisions’). To be sure, apart from the fact that this root already 
has a Prs VI, one would not expect a Prs IV from a root of the shape truka-, 
and even under the hypothesis of a secondary full grade variant (like to be 
seen with lita- ‘fall’, Prs IV laitotär), one would expect *traukotär : *traukol. As 
a matter of fact, abstracts in -l were in my view never formed from a present 
stem when there existed verbal stems other than the respective present stem 
at all; see chap. PPt 14.2. (cf., e.g., kaläl ‘womb’ from käl- ‘bear’, which is built 
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on the Sub I stem or the bare root itself); especially for abstracts in -ol 
belonging to historical stems in (*)-a-, see Pinault, 2008, 383f. and 2009, 481f. 
 
trus- ‘zerfleischen’, ‘tear to pieces’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs II (a) —;-,-, trusen-me Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
Hapax in H add.149 77 b 1: samanentso tro$ trusen-me swan-me misa “they {= 
different carnivores} tear up the innards of the living [and] they devour their 
flesh” (cf. Broomhead I, 246f.). Non-A-character can be reconstructed with 
some certainty. 
= Atrus- ‘zerfleischen’, ‘tear to pieces’ (tr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -,-, tatrusa-M;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Hapax in A 340 b 4: (katsa1iM tru)$k tatrusa-M • tapa-M samanäM ‘‘er {= the 
dog} riß ihm die [Bauch]höhle auf [und] fraß ihn lebendig’’ (restoration 
according to TEB II, 33, translation according to Sieg, Übers. II, 38); differently 
Pinault, 2004a, 257 for line b 3f.: sayu oki (lyukra särki pakär tak puskasyo 
1u)$k tatrusa-M “Eine Art Hundertfüßler (erschien unmittelbar darauf und) 
zerriß (die Brust mit den Muskeln)”. 
 
Atruska?- ‘anschirren’, ‘yoke’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt tursko 
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 Ipv — 
TA tursko ‘working animal’ is attested in A 361, 9. For the analysis of this 
form as a PPt of a root ABtrusk- ‘yoke’, which is also attested in TB truskäñña 
‘attellement, harnachement’, I follow Pinault, 2002, 314 (with ref.). According 
to Pinault, the root is cognate with Ved. dhúr- ‘(part of the) yoke’ and Hitt. 
turiya- ‘to yoke’ and hence goes back to PIE *dwrH-ske/o-. 
 
tre$k- ‘haften, hängen an’, ‘cling, stick, adhere’ (itr) (m/m/m) 

Prs IXa (m) -,-, tre$kastär;-,-, tre$kaskentär Imp -,-, tre$kä11i (sic);— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tre$ka1le Abstr I — 
Sub I (m) — Opt treñcimar,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv etre$kätte 
Inf — 

 Pt III (m) -,-, tre$ksate;— 
 PPt tetre$ku| tetre$ko1 
 Ipv — 
A 3.sg. Imp tre$kä11i seems attested in the small fragment IOL Toch 1105 a 2 
(cf. Tamai, 2007, s.v.; the form is without context, and may hence be an MQ 
form). The obliquus PPt tetre$ko1 is, e.g., found in 149 a 3. 
~ Aträ$k- ‘haften, hängen an’, ‘cling, stick, adhere’ (itr) (m+/m/m)  

Prs VIII (m+) -, trä$kä1tar, trä$kä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part trä$k1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf trä$ksi 
Sub I (m) -,-, trä$ktär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II trä$klune 
Sub VII — Opt —  
 Ger II trä$kñäl Abstr II — 
Pt III (m) -,-, trä$ksat;— 
PPt taträ$ku 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘hängen an’, ‘cling to’ (tr) (—) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt cacrä$ku 
Ipv  
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The PPt TA cacrä$ku has the same semantics as the grundverb, but is 
construed with direct object: A 222 a 7 0leyaM pältsäk cacrä$ku “[da] er 
[sein] Denken an eine Frau gehängt [hatte]” (Schmidt, 1974, 470). In contrast, 
the grundverb governs secondary cases; see, e.g., the examples with locative 
apud Kölver, 1965, 106f., such as A 413 b 3: ysalmsaM ma trä$kä1tär “er hängt 
nicht an den Sinnen”. 
ETYM. PT *tränk-, TB has generalized the e-vocalism; further connections are 
uncertain. 
 
twa$ka- ‘± anhaben, anziehen’, ‘± wear, don’ (?) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, twa$kate;— 
 PPt tatwa$kau| tatwa$ka1 
 Ipv — 
The Pt I twa$kate is attested in PK NS 70 b 2 and the PPt tatwa$ka1 in PK AS 
17G b 4 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). Schmidt, 
1986, 189 furthermore proposes to restore a 2.sg. Pt IV tw(a)$[kä](11atai) in 
KVac 12 b 2 with question mark; see below. 
= Atwa$ka- ‘± anhaben, anziehen’, ‘± wear, don’ (tr) (-/m/-)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) -,-, twa$katär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt tatwä$ku 
Ipv — 

SEM. The traditional translation of this root (‘einzwängen’ as per WTG, 252 
with question mark; cf. TEB II, 108, 201) is based on an etymological 
connection with PIE *Çtwenk ‘bedrängen, einzwängen’ (2LIV, 655), and this 
meaning is, according to Schmidt, 1984, 149, “durch die wenigen Belegstellen 
keineswegs gerechtfertigt”; but note that Schmidt, 1986, 75, nevertheless, 
translates ‘gezwängt’ in KVac 12 b 2, and there such a translation is indeed 
fitting: taisa ente nraintane tetemu 1aiyt pälko1-eñcuwañeM 
pa[t]r(·)[kä](·)[t](·) tw(a)$[kä](11atai ?) //// “als du in den Höllen [wieder]-
geboren worden warst, [in] glühende Eisenplatten(?) gezwängt”. Adams, 
DoT, 322f., rather proposes a wider meaning ‘± wear’ (or ‘don’ or ‘doff’) for the 
root, which also fits the new TA attestation in YQ 7 b 4: knuMtsäM wsa-
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yokaM aMsuk tatwä$kunt “wrapped in a supple, gold-colored cloak” 
(Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 110f.). 
 
twa-/twas(- ‘leuchten’, ‘shine’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs IXa (m) -,-, twasastär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
A PPt two1 is read in H 149.316 (= IOL Toch 105) b 3 by Couvreur, 1954, 84 (cf. 
WTG, 163, fn. 2), Broomhead I, 286, and Peyrot, 2007, s.v., but I would not 
exclude a reading nwo1; the meaning of the passage is entirely unclear. For 
342 b 7, I follow the reading nwau by TochSprR(B); on these passages, see also 
s.v. nu(- ‘cry’. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘anzünden’, ‘kindle’ (tr) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) -,-, twa11äM;— Opt twasä11im,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf twasässi 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The middle twasastär in 591 b 4 is intransitive, as per Thomas, 1966, 266. For 
the semantics and stem formations, see Hackstein, 1995, 348ff. In contrast to 
Hackstein, I analyze twasäsk- as a Sub IXb based on the extended stem twasa-, 
which has a parallel in swasa- ‘rain’; see below and the discussion in chap. 
Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6.2.3. The Prs IXa twasastär may be a back-formation to the 
Prs IXb. 
= Atwa-/Atwas(- ‘brennen’, ‘burn’ (?) (a/a/-)  

Prs VIII (a) -, tu1t,-;-,-, tuseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) (itr) — Opt -,-, twasi1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II twaslune 
Pt I in 
PPt tatwsu 
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Ipv — 
The valency of TA tu1t in A 92 a 5 can be either intransitive (thus Hackstein 
1995, 349: “warum brennst du mir immer feiner?”) or transitive: 0yal lykäly 
lykäly tu1t ñi “why do you [god Karman] enkindle me finer and finer?”. A 
3.pl. TA tuseñc-äM can be gained from A 28 a 5: //// ktuseñc-äM •. 
Alternatively, the form TA ktuseñc-äM may belong to a root Akätw- ‘deceive’ 
(as per TG, 428), but note the problem of the root vocalism; see s.v. Akatw-. 
ETYM. The root behaves somewhat similarly to s(u)wa-/swas(- and As(u)w(-/ 
Aswas(- ‘rain’. The existence of an s-extended TA PPt tatwsu < *tatwasawä 
formed to a preterit stem of Class I TA *twasa and the subjunctive stem TA 
twasa- speak in favor of the assumption that both TB and TA inherited a stem 
*twasa- already from PT; see the discussion in chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6.2.3. The 
evidence of both TB and TA clearly points to PT *twasa-, not *täwasa-; on the 
other hand, the obvious explanation for the TA Prs VIII tu1t, tuseñc by 
secondary truncation of stem-final PT *-a- in a Prs VIII or a former Prs IX (as 
probably suggested by Hackstein, 1995, 351) would seem to require the 
former existence of a pre-TA stem *täwa- parallel to PT *säwa- ‘rain’ (quite 
differently on TA tu1t, tuseñc Peters, 2006, 336). The root is obviously to be 
derived from PIE *ÇdweH ‘Rauch machen’ (²LIV, 158), as per Hackstein, 1995, 
18 and 352f.; quite differently Adams, DoT, 299. 
 
 

N 
 

Anas- ‘be’ e nes- ‘id.’ 
 

nak- ‘tadeln’, ‘blame, reprimand, reproach’ (tr) (m/-/m) 
Prs VIII (m) naksemar,-, nak1tär/nak1tär;-,-, naksentär/ naksentär 

Imp —;-,-, nak1iyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I nak1alye Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II nakälyñe Priv anakätte 
Inf naktsi 

 Pt III (m) -,-, naksate/naksate;-,-, naksante/naksante 
 PPt nanaku  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs variant nak1tär is attested in THT 1340 frg. d b 1 (MQ) beside 
nak1tär in 16 a 6 (Š) and 35 a 4 (MQ). Beside the expected 3.pl. Prs naksentär, 
there is a 3.pl. variant naksenträ found in 251 a 2 (Š); as for the preterit, there 
are a few attestations of forms written naksa° even in standard texts, while 
naksa° seems to be attested more often (e.g., also in PK AS 18 B a 2). Whether 
one can restore a 1.sg. Pt (nà)ksemar ‘I reprimanded’ in 36 a 4 (MQ) remains 
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uncertain (see 2TochSprR(B), 205). For the stem variation naks-/naks-, see 
chap. Pt III 9.1.1. 
= Anak- ‘tadeln’, ‘blame, reprimand, reproach’ (tr) (m+/m/m)  

Prs VIII (m+) -,-, nakä1tär;— Imp -,-, nak1at;— 
 nt-Part nak1ant 
 m-Part nakäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (m) -, nakäñtar, nakäñtär;-,-, nakñantär Opt —  
 Ger II nakñlye Abstr II — 
Pt III (m) —; naksamät,-,- 
PPt nanku 
Ipv — 

A 3.sg. Pt TA naksat is only listed in TEB II, 110 and most likely only 
reconstructed on the basis of the attested 1.pl. form. ETYM. According to 
Hackstein, 1995, 65ff., we have a k-extension of PIE *Ç}ne@ ‘blame’ (cf. 2LIV, 
282 *ÇHne@ ‘tadeln’); according to Peters, 2004, 434, fn. 24, to be derived from 
PIE *Çnek (2LIV, 451f.: ‘verschwinden’) with (only partly) generalized o-grade 
taken over from the perfect; see also chap. Pt III 9.1.1. 
 
nan(- ‘sich zeigen, erscheinen’, ‘appear’ (itr) (m/m/m) 

Prs V (m) -,-, nanatär (MQ);— Imp -,-, nanoytär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, nànàtär;— Opt -,-, nànoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) —;-,-, nanaMte 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. nanaträ in PK AS 12D (MQ) a 2 and the 3.sg.mid. nanoyträ in 
389 b 2 are rather present stem formations (i.e., indicative present and 
imperfect forms), as per Couvreur, 1954, 83 pace WTG, 252; note that 
according to G.-J. Pinault (p.c.), one has to read nanaträ and not nanaträ in PK 
AS 12D a 2; see the passage below s.v. yätka?- ‘?’; the analysis of nanatär in 598 
b 3 remains unclear, because it is attested in fragmentary context and the same 
is true for isolated nanaTaR-cä in THT 1335 frg. c a 2 (MQ). A 3.sg. Sub 
[n](a)[n](a)TaR@ is attested beyond doubt in THT 1539 frg. g a 1 (see Schmidt, 
2006, 461), and a 3.sg. Opt [n](a)noyt(ä)r is read by Schmidt in 81 a 3 (most 
recently 2001, 310, fn. 42 contra 2TochSprR(B)). Since the root and the stem-
final vowels in both of these certain subjunctive stem forms are damaged, we 
cannot say anything certain about the accentuation of the Sub V. The 3.pl. Pt 
nanaMte is attested in G-Su 3 (Pinault, 1987, 138). 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘zeigen’, ‘show’ (tr) (-/a/-) 
Prs IXa — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I nana1ale (sic) Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) -,-, nanä11äM-ne;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The Ger I is attested as a gloss on the Skt. part. necessitatis parijñeya# ‘for 
knowing’ in Or. 15009/89 b 4; see Tamai, 2009, 661. Pace WTG, 252, nanä11äM-
ne in the Pratimok1a text 325 a 5 is Sub not Prs; see Couvreur, 1954c, 114. 
ETYM. Maybe to be derived from a PT *knana- (just like the forms from Akna- 
‘know’), ultimately from *Çgne@ ‘recognize’; see Hilmarsson, 1996, 213f.; 
Adams, DoT, 333. 
 
nask- ‘baden, schwimmen’, ‘bathe, swim’ (itr) (a+/a/a) 

Prs II (a+) -,-, na11äM;-,-, naskeM Imp -,-, na11i (sic);— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part naskemane 
 Ger I na11alle Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) — Opt -,-, na11i;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf na1tsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, na11a;— 
 PPt nana11usa 
 Ipv — 
According to Schmidt, 2001b, 75, a 3.sg. Prs na11äM is attested in a graffito in 
the ‘Treppenhöhle’ in Qizil. naskeM in H 149.198 (= U 12) a 3 is the equivalent 
of 3.pl. Prs Skt. snanti ‘they swim’ (see Thomas, 1971, 24f.); TochSprR(B), 
glossary, 133 furthermore lists a 3.pl. Sub naskeM (without ref.), which may 
refer exactly to this passage, but naskeM is here certainly a present. Hackstein, 
1995, 172 doubts whether na11i in H 149.69 (= IOL Toch 19) a 3 is an imperfect 
of this root (thus, e.g., WTG, 252), because elsewhere in this text accented /a/ 
is written as (a); on the other hand, such a misspelling (i.e., omission of the a-
vowel) is not unlikely, and an Imp does make some sense in that passage: 
(tu)sa ime tetriku su na11i orkäntai “therefore with confused spirit he swam 
hither and thither” (see Broomhead I, 158 and Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). naskoy 
which is analyzed as another Opt from this root by the manuals rather 
belongs to naska- ‘spin’ (see below). The Imp na11itär listed by TochSprR(B), 
glossary, 133 — arguably referring to FK 590 (= PK NS 40) a 4 — has to be 
restored to (sai)na11itär, according to Schmidt, 1974, 16f., fn. 4 (see below s.v. 
sai-n- ‘lean on’). 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘baden’, ‘bathe’ (tr) (x/-/-) 
Prs IXb (x) —;-,-, naksäskentär (sic) Imp —;-,-, naskä1yeM (Š) 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV in 
 PPt nanaska1u (MQ)  
 Ipv — 
A 3.pl.mid. Prs n[a]k[s]äsk[e]nträ (instead of †naskäskenträ) is attested in a 
graffito in the ‘Treppenhöhle’ in Qizil, according to Schmidt, 2001b, 75. 
naskä[1] //// in the graffito Qu 34 is either to be restored to a 3.sg. Pt or to an 
nt-Part of this root, according to Pinault, 1994a, 176, 178, and 191; 2000a, 158. 
ETYM. To be derived from the present stem *snH-ske/o- from PIE *Ç(s)neH 
‘baden, schwimmen’ (2LIV, 572); see Hackstein, 1995, 172ff.; Adams, DoT, 334. 
 
naska- ‘spinnen’, ‘spin’ (tr) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) — Opt -,-, naskoy;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
naskoy is a hapax in 154 (= H 149.22) b 4. For morphological reasons, it cannot 
belong to nask- ‘bath’ (pace the manuals), as correctly seen by Adams, 1989a, 
5ff. and DoT, 334. The form is rather to be analyzed as a TB stem formation 
from the same PT root that is with certainty attested by Anaska- ‘spin’. The 
passage in question is, in my opinion, to be translated: ‘‘as a blind man spins a 
garment(?) [and] it will burn [if] he inadvertently/helplessly throws it into the 
maternal hearth ... it burns in the hearth’s [fire] of inconstancy’’; see Malzahn, 
2004, 212ff. 
= Anaska- ‘spinnen’, ‘spin’ (tr) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) naske,-,-;— 
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PPt nanäsku 
Ipv — 

SEM. The meaning of the TA forms is assured by an Old Turkish parallel; see 
Pinault, 2001, 132f. ETYM. PIE *Çsneh ‘spin’ (Pinault, l.c.; Hackstein, 2002, 10 
with fn. 24; 2LIV, 571f.). 

 
näk- act. ‘zerstören, verlieren’, ‘destroy, lose’, mid. ‘zugrunde gehen, 

verschwinden’, ‘fall into ruin, disappear’ (tr/itr) (x/x/x) 
Prs VIII (x) (tr/itr) -, näk1t (MQ), nak1äM;-,-, näkseM| 

-,-, nak1tär;-,-, näksentär  
Imp — 

 nt-Part näk1eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I + II (a) (tr) neku-me,-,-; nkem,-, nakäM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf naktsi 

Sub III (m) (itr) nkemar,-, nketär;— Opt -,-, näsitär/nsitär;— 
Ger II nkelle Abstr II nkelñe Priv — 
Inf nketsi 

Pt III (x) (tr/itr) nekwa, nekasta, neksa;—|-,-, neksate;-,-, neksante 
 PPt nenku| neneko1/nenko1  
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs näkseM is attested in Fill. W 5 a 3. A 1.sg. Sub neku-me is to be 
read in 542 a 1 instead of teku-me (from täk- ‘touch’), according to Schmidt, 
1984, 150f. and 1985, 430f. nakäM in 27 a 5 is to be analyzed as 3.pl. Sub I; see 
Hackstein, 1995, 85, fn. 136 with ref. The 1.pl. nkem is also transitive (cf. 
Hackstein, l.c.), and thus belongs to the active Sub I, which is possible despite 
the fact that it shows a thematic ending -em, since intrusion of thematic 
endings into athematic paradigms (esp. in the plural) is not uncommon; 
whether this form then attests to a subjunctive without initial accent remains, 
however, unclear, because the small fragment H 149.316 (= IOL Toch 105) may 
be an MQ text and metrical, so that the form may even show deletion of an 
accented syllable. The Inf nketsi belonging to the Sub III is found in PK AS 
17A a 1 (Pinault, 1984b, 168, 174f.) and IOL Toch 543 a 2 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), 
the 3.pl. Pt neksante in PK AS 17B b 5 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.). Note that the alleged 3.sg. Pt na[k]sa-(ñ) in H 150.117 b 3 (thus 
Broomhead I, 269; emended to neksa-(ñ) by Sieg apud Thomas, 1957, 220) has 
to be read taksa-c and belongs to täksa- ‘± destroy’ (Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 
272). 
= Anäk- act. ‘zerstören, verlieren’, ‘destroy, lose’, mid. ‘zugrunde gehen, 

verschwinden’, ‘fall into ruin, disappear’ (tr/itr) (x/m/x)  
Prs VIII (a) (tr) -,-, nkä1;-,-, näkseñc Imp -, näk1a1t,-;— 
 nt-Part näk1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I näk1äl Abstr I — 
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 Inf — 
Prs X (m) (itr) -,-, näknä1tär;-,-, nkäMsantär Imp —;-,-, nkäM1ant  
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part nkäMsamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub I (a) (tr) -, nakät,-;— 
 Ger II — Abstr II —  
Sub III (m) (itr) -, nkatar, nkatär;-,-, nkantr-äM Opt -,-, nsitär;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II nkalune 
Pt 0 (m) (itr) -,-, nakät;-,-, nakänt 
Pt III (a) (tr) -, ñakä1t, ñakäs;-,-, ñakär 
PPt nanku 
Ipv — 

The Ger TA näk1äl in A 2 b 3 has necessitative meaning ‘has to be destroyed’, 
according to Thomas, 1952, 53 and TEB II, 18, fn. 16; see also Pinault, 2008, 226. 
The transitive active Sub I 2.sg. TA nakät is attested in PK NS 1 a 4: mar 
0leyis mosaM kapñe sol nakät “you should not destroy your dear life because 
of the woman”; TA nakät is certainly Sub and not Pt 0 because of the 
preceding context: TA ppa1ar añcäM ñatse yä1 “Watch on yourself! Danger 
comes.” (unpublished, reading and translation according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; 
the form was also mentioned by K. T. Schmidt, apud Jasanoff, 1988, 74, fn. 11 
without further ref.). Schmidt, 1983, 130 furthermore restores a 2.sg. Pt III TA 
ñ(a)kä1t in A 247 a 1. 
SEM./ETYM. On the semantics and stem formations, see Hackstein, 1995, 85ff. 
in detail. The PPt of the grundverb can denote both ‘lost’ and ‘destroyed’ in 
both languages. To be derived from PIE *Çnek ‘verschwinden, verloren gehen’ 
(2LIV, 451f.); see Adams, DoT, 335. 
 
nätka- ‘fernhalten, wegstoßen’, ‘hold off, push away’ (tr) (a/a/x) 

Prs VI (a) -,-, natknaM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I nätknalle (sic) Abstr I — 
Prs VII (a) -,-, nätta$käM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, natkaM (M);— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (x) -,-, ñätka (MQ);-,-, ñitkare-ne|-, ñätkatai (sic, MQ),-;— 
 PPt nätkau/nätkowo 
 Ipv — 
The PPt variant nätkowo is attested in PK AS 7O a 1 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
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= Anätk(- ‘fernhalten, wegstoßen’, ‘hold off, push away’ (tr) (-/-/m)  
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf nätkässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Pt II (m) -,-, nanätkat;— 
PPt ñañitku 
Ipv — 

TA nanätkat and TA nätkässi are only listed in TEB II, 110.  
SEM./ETYM. Pace WTG, TEB (“stützen”), the meaning is rather ‘hold off, push 
away’ (first proposed by Couvreur, 1954, 91; Schmidt, 1989a, 304 gives as 
meaning ‘schützen, fernhalten’); see Jasanoff, 1978, 39, who derived the root 
from a PIE present *nud-ske/o- (*Çnewd, 2LIV, 456 without Toch.) and further 
(in more detail) Melchert, 1978, 123f., and Pinault, 1988, 154, fn. 15 on the new 
attestation of nätkau in PK NS 53 b 5, and also Pinault, 1988a, 179f. and 1992, 
165f. As appealing as the *Çnud etymology may appear, it does not fit the 
persistent root-initial palatalization found in the finite forms of the TB Pt I; 
this phenomenon could be easier accounted for by a pre-PT proto-form *neT-
sk- or *niT-sk- (the latter could be further derived from PIE *ni-dh-sk-; for 
possible parallels, see Hackstein, 2002, 6ff.). 
 
Anäp- ‘?’ e Atäpa- ‘?’ 

 
näm- act. ‘neigen’, ‘bend’, mid. ‘sich verneigen’, ‘bow’ (tr/itr) (x/m/x) 

Prs VIII (x) (tr/itr) -,-, nam1äM;-,-, namseM|-,-, nam1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (tr) — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II namalñe (M)/nmalyñe (MQ) 
Inf — 

Sub III (m) (itr) -,-, nmetär;-,-, nmentär Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf ñmetsi (sic) 

 Pt III (x) (tr/itr) —;-,-, nemar-nes|-,-, namtsate-ñ;— 
 PPt nmau 
 Ipv — 
Instead of a Ger I nmälye //// one has to read tsälye //// at the end of H 
add.149 62 b 5, as per Couvreur, 1966, 165, but tsälye is an unclear form. 
Similarly, Pt nemtsamai (thus the reading in WTG, 253) in PK AS 13D a 2 has 
to be read temtsamai, according to Couvreur, 1954, 89. The initial accent of the 
Abstr namalñe shows that we have to do with a Sub I (and not with Sub II). 
The 3.sg.mid. Sub nmetär is attested in PK AS 13B b 2 (Couvreur, 1954, 86 
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‘wird sich verneigen’), the 3.pl.mid. Sub nmentär in the Stein text Kucha 0187 
(= Or. 8212/1379) a 10 (first edited by Lévi apud Stein, 1928, 1029f.). On the 
other hand, palatalized ñmetsi in 335 a 5 is certainly an infinitive of this stem 
as well (cf. WTG, 112 with ref. to Skt. namayati ‘reicht dar’: “daß dargereicht 
werde Speise und Suppe”), and to be regarded as an archaism (see chap. Sub 
III 20.1.1.). The 3.sg.mid. Pt namtsate-ñ is attested in PK AS 17I b 4 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The PPt nmau listed in 
TEB II, 203 without ref. can be found in THT 1192 a 1. All intelligible active 
forms are transitive, and all middle forms intransitive (with the possible 
exception of unclear nam1tär). 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘neigen, verbeugen’, ‘bend, bow’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II in 
PPt ñeñmu/ñeñämu 

 Ipv — 
On the meaning of the PPt ñeñmu, see Hackstein, 1995, 68.  
= Anäm(- ‘sich verneigen’, ‘bow’ (itr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs VIII (a+) (itr) —;-,-, nämseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part nmäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf nmässi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II nmalune 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II nma1lune 
Pt I in 
PPt (itr) nmo  
Pt II in 
PPt (itr) ñañmu 
Pt III in 
PPt (itr) nanmu 
Ipv — 

In Tocharian A, all of the attested forms are intransitive, even the active Prs 
VIII form TA nämseñc, as per Hackstein, 1995, 68f.; as for the m-Part TA 
nmäsmaM, see now also the new attestation in YQ 10 b 2 (TA nmäsmaM 
kapsiñña “with bowed body”; see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 124f.); note that a 
third PPt stem formation TA ñañmu is now attested twice in YQ 10 b 5 and 
YQ 33 a 8 and despite its appearance as a PPt to a Pt II, the form has also 
intransitive meaning: ñañmusaM ka(psiñño) and ñañmusaM kapsiño ‘‘with 
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bowed body”; see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 124f. and 134f. In TA, the root is 
attested once together with an obliquus of direction (TA tkaM ‘towards the 
ground’ in A 257 a 7; see Carling, 2000, 47f.) like synonymous Aräma- ‘bow’, 
but in contrast to Aräma- (which is actually only found together with TA 
tkaM), this root is usually construed with the allative.  
ETYM. To be derived from the root set up as PIE *Çnem ‘sich neigen’ by ²LIV, 
453f. The synonymous root ABräma- ‘bend, bow’ arguably developed out of a 
nasal present PT *nämna- made from this same root that had turned into 
*rämna- via dissimilation, as cogently proposed by H. C. Melchert apud 
Adams, DoT, 531. There is a huge number of irregularities to be observed with 
this root. Each of the two languages has two different remarkable PPts, one 
pointing to a PT *näma/åwä and another suggesting a PT *n’æn’ämäwä. As 
for the first of that two PPts, the root-final *-a/å- most probably does not 
reflect a suffixal pre-PT *-a-, but rather the root-final *-h- suggested by (most 
probably) cognate Gk. nšmesij ‘retribution’ and nemh- (a stem allomorph met 
in the paradigm of nšmw ‘deal out, dispense’). The second probably 
synchronically belongs to a Pt II in both languages, but since TA ñañmu has 
intransitive semantics, and there are not any other kausativum forms attested 
in any of the two languages, it is a rather certain that PT *n’æn’ämäwä had 
originally belonged to the Pt III, which then itself may have started out as PT 
(tr) 3.sg.act. *n’æmäsa, (itr) 3.sg.mid. *n’ämä(sa)tæ with root-initial palatal. As 
for the depalatalization as a consequence to be assumed for the finite Pt III 
forms of Tocharian B, such a process had evidently occurred at least also in 
the Sub III, to judge from the archaic infinitive ñmetsi, and therefore may have 
been simply a root-specific trait. On the other hand, PT (tr) 3.sg.act. *n’æmäsa 
vs. (itr) 3.sg.mid. *n’ämä(sa)tæ (not *næm° with non-palatalizing *æ as is 
found in most of the other middle forms of the TB Pt III that constitute 
oppositional intransitives) is strongly reminiscent of historical TB (tr) 3.sg.act. 
Pt III lyauksa vs. (itr) 1.pl.mid. Pt III lyuksamnte, (tr) 3.sg.act. Pt III lyautsa-ñ 
vs. (itr) 3.pl.mid. Pt III lyutstsante. The intransitive semantics of the 3.pl.act. 
form of TA Prs VIII nämseñc is reminiscent at least of the intransitive 
semantics found with the 3.pl.act. TA Prs VIII trikseñc and the respective 
1.sg.act. Pt III triku (see chap. Valency 4.5.1.1.1.). 
 
närk- ‘fernhalten, unterlassen’, ‘keep away, refrain from’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, narkä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II narkä1älyñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) -, ñarkasta (MQ), ñarka-ñ;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv II (a) -; päñarkas 
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The 3.sg. narkä11äM (“Ps. oder Sub.”, thus TEB I, 232, § 418 without ref.) is 
attested in the small fragment THT 1538 frg. a b 2: //// (pa)lsko narKaFFa(M)-
ñ@ “keeps away my (sp)irit”; an MQ form [n]ärKaFFaM • is probably found in 
THT 1213 b 4; the Abstr II narkä1älyñe is often attested in KVac (see Schmidt, 
1986, passim). The 2.sg. Pt ñarkasta is found in the MQ text THT 1540 frg. f b 3 
(see Schmidt, 2007, 323), the 3.sg. Pt ñarka-ñ in PK AS 13D a 4 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; already listed in TEB II, 204 without 
ref.), the Ipv päñarkas in PK AS 17H b 2 (Pinault, 1988a, 183).  
= Anärk- ‘fernhalten, unterlassen’, ‘keep away, refrain’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf närkässi 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II närka1lune 
Pt II in 
PPt ñañärku 
Ipv — 

The PPt TA ñañärku is also attested in SHT 7, 1735 (reading: K. T. Schmidt). 
Couvreur, 1956, 76, s.v. savasañ proposes the restoration of a 2.sg. Pt III TA 
ñ(är)kä1t in A 247 a 1, but Schmidt, 1983, 130 argues that one should rather 
restore to TA ñ(a)kä1t (from Anäk- ‘destroy’). TB narkä1älyñe and TA 
närka1lune both correspond to Skt. vairamaNi ‘act of refraining (from sinful 
behavior)’. ETYM. The semantics of the respective abstract of the Gk. tómoj 
type nerke, which is ‘hesitation, delay’ is somehow reminiscent of that of Gk. 
n£rkh ‘numbness’. 
 
närs- ‘drängen’, ‘urge’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, narsä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) -,-, ñyarsa-me;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
 
Anäska?- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
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Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt näsko 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax in A 8 a 6; Sieg, Übers. I, 11 proposes a translation “ergraut (?)”, 
Lane, 1947, 44 ‘faded’. Judging by the formation of the PPt, the root has A-
character. 
 
Anätsw- ‘starve’ e mätstsa-/Anätsw(- ‘id.’ 
 
Anitk- ‘?’ e Anätk(- ‘hold off’ 
 
nitt(- ‘zusammenbrechen’, ‘collapse’ (itr) (a/-/a) 

Prs I/V (a) -,-, nittaM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf naittatsi  

 Pt I (a) -,-, naitta-c (MQ);-,-, naittare (MQ) 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Pt n[ai]tta-c Palsko is attested in THT 3597 b 4 (MQ, cf. the 
translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 274: “erbebte dein Sinn”). On the present class, 
see the discussion in chap. Prs V 27.1.1. The Inf naittatsi in 370 a 3 attests to an 
a-subjunctive stem with initial accent (although manuscripts with the 
signature T III M 42 hail from the western region, and not from Murtuq, as per 
Adaktylos et al., 2007, 41f., this one text 370 indeed looks like a Murtuq 
manuscript judging by the ductus, and there are no forms with MQ character 
to be found). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘niederreißen’, ‘tear down’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, naittä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (a) -, naitta11asta (sic),-;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
ETYM. PT *näytw-; see Winter, 1972, 388f. = 1984, 209f. = 2005, 160f., who 
proposes a further connection with naitwe ‘temple’; similarly Adams, DoT, 
338. 
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nip- ‘?’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) -,-, ñaipa;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The form is a hapax found in the monastery record 490 b I 5f., and refers to 
some kind of financial transaction: purnasä 0saneM nocot ñaipa taisa 6000 
makte nocot 0saneM kamate 1//// (purnasä is read by Schmidt, 2000, 227). 
The exact meaning remains unclear, all the more because nocot is also a 
hapax. Sieg, 1950, 221 proposes the translation: “Purtas ließ ebenfalls 6000 
0sane abheben (?), er selbst holte 1(000) 0sane ab”; Adams, DoT, 338 
proposes ‘± pledge’ on account of possible Iranian cognates, accepted by 
Cheung, 2007, 289; Winter, 2001, 135 = 2005, 524 ad 338 assumes ‘fix, 
determine’, but this scholar would now prefer ‘set aside, make available’ (W. 
Winter, p.c.). M. Peyrot (p.c.) connects the form with the noun nep (thus read 
by Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 258 contra TochSprR(B), s.v. 495 a 4) that is also 
attested in a business letter, though in a quite similarly unclear passage (see 
the discussion s.v. kut- ‘avert, eliminate’). In the end, the form remains 
uncertain. 
 
nu(- ‘schreien’, ‘cry’ (tr) (m/x/m) 

Prs III (m) -,-, ñewetär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -,-, nuwaM;— Opt -,-, nuwoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II nuwalñe/nwalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -, nawatai (MQ),-;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
A 3.sg. Sub nuwaM is arguably attested in PK AS 7M a 4 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The subjunctive has persistent initial 
accent, the Abstr variant nwalñe shows deletion of the accented syllable in 
metrical passages. nwau in 342 b 7 may be a PPt of this root: //// wän[t](r)e[ñ] 
no nwau [y]än pudñakte ywau //// “because of this thing/matter, however, 
having cried out he goes to the Buddha/he goes. The Buddha ...”; cf. Adams, 
DoT, 340, who, however, now (2DoT, s.v. nu- ‘shave off (??)’) prefers to set up 
a different root for both nwau and nwo1 in H 149.316 (= IOL Toch 105) b 3 (for 
the reading see also s.v. twa-/twas(- ‘shine’). 
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KAUSATIVUM III ‘(Schrei) schreien’, ‘shout (a shout)’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs IXb (a) — Imp -,-, nuwä11i (MQ);-,-, nuwä1yeM 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) -,-, ñawa;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Imp nuwä1yeM is attested in PK AS 15B b 3 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The manuals list a 2.sg.act. Prs IXb said to be 
attested in Amb (= PK NS 32) b 5 based on the edition by Lévi, 1912: //// – 
n[u]1t nuwalñe. WTG, 254 and TEB II, 204 emend to nust, the lautgesetzlich 
outcome of pre-TB *(nä)näwäs’k’ätä. Thomas, 1965, 195, on the other hand, 
rather reads nest, i.e., the 2.sg. of nes- ‘be’ (the passage is left untranslated in 
the edition by Couvreur, 1955, 112).  
= Anu- ‘schreien, erschallen’, ‘cry, sound’ (tr) (a+/-/a)  

Prs VIII (a+) -, nu1t, nu1;-,-, nuseñc Imp -,-, nu1a;-,-, nu1ar 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part nusmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) —;-,-, ñañwar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The verb refers to both unpleasant and pleasant sounds: e.g., of music(al 
instruments) in A 259 a [recte b] 3; see Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004a, 49 with fn. 
96, or the voice of the Buddha. The finite forms of the TB grundverb are 
basically transitive, even when they are not construed in a figura etymologica 
with related newe ‘cry’: 224 a 3 metär pontäMts kärtse1c nawatai “[als] du 
freundschaftliche Gesinnung zum Heil aller gebrüllt hast” (Schmidt, 1974, 98); 
K 3 b 6 yolo yamtsi ñewetär “brüllt, Böses zu tun” (Sieg, 1938, 13f.); nuwoytär 
in 236 frg. 1 (= THT 1478 frg. a) a 2 is without context. In TA, the Prs VIII can 
be either used in a figura etymologica with naweM (A 244 b 1), or absolutely 
(A 3 b 5 kayur11 oki nu1 “he roars like a bull”). In TB, the kausativum does not 
have a meaning different from that of the grundverb. ETYM. PIE *ÇnewH 
‘schreien, brüllen’ (2LIV, 456f.); Adams, DoT, 339f. (“*neu-”). TB Prs III ñew- < 
pre-PT *new- and likewise Pt II ñawa attest to a Narten behavior of the root, cf. 
Jasanoff, 1978, 44; Eyþórsson, 1993, 56, fn. 35. 
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nuka- ‘verschlucken, runterschlingen’, ‘swallow’ (tr) (a/a/-) 
Prs VI (a) -,-, nuknaM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, naukäMn-ne (MQ, sic);— Opt -, nukoyt,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt nukowä (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Opt nukoy listed in TEB I, 229, § 412,6 is probably only 
reconstructed. SEM. The manuals translate the root with ‘verschlingen’ on the 
evidence of (nuko)yt = Skt. gile# ‘would devour’ in U 20 b 6; the other 
passages suggest rather ‘swallow’, which is a reasonably good translation for 
Skt. gile# as well. 
 
Anut(- ‘disappear’ e naut(- ‘id.’ 
 
nusk- ‘reiben, (be)drücken’, ‘squeeze, (de)press’ (tr) (x/-/a) 

Prs IXa (x) -,-, nuska11än-me/ñuska11äM;-,-, nuskaskeM| 
nuskaskemar,-, nuskastär;— Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II ñu11alñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) ñauskuwa (MQ),-,-;— 
 PPt ñeñusku 
 Ipv — 
In a letter kept by the Regional Museum of Xinjiang in Ürümqi, Schmidt, 1997, 
236f. reads an Inf yno[s]si of this root showing “umgangssprachliche 
Lautung” (instead of the expected Inf †ñussi ) , but since the substitution of yn 
for ñ and of o for u is yet unknown in the informal styles and a sound change 
ñ > yn is further phonologically problematic, this is not convincing. The initial 
ak1ara of the Abstr (ñ)u11alñe in H 150.45 a 4 is just a restored one, but the 
visible traces of the damaged ak1ara indeed strongly favor palatal ñ and not 
non-palatalized n; see Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 254. The 1.sg. ñauskuwa 
does not belong to a Pt II (pace the manuals), but to an s-preterit; see Schmidt, 
1985, 433f.; Kim, 2007b, 74f., fn. 20, and chap. Pt III. Beside a restored PPt 
ñeñu(sku) in H 150.46 b 4, an undamaged form is now attested in the small 
fragment THT 1536 frg. g a 2. ETYM. To be derived from a PIE 
“Iterativpräsens” *gnu(g)-ske/o- from a PIE root *Çgnew(g) ‘drücken, 
schlagen, (zer)stoßen’ (not in ²LIV) and not a cognate of Awniska- ‘± crush, 
torment’, according to Hackstein, 1995, 183. The Sub II attests, however, rather 
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to the former existence of a (pre-PT) e-grade *-sk- present, which will have 
owed its e-grade most probably to a Narten present or a Narten preterit made 
from the same root; and the latter may indeed be continued by the TB Pt III 
showing root-initial palatalization (final -sk- of the Pt III being probably only 
an intruder from the *-sk- present). 
 
nes- ‘sein’, ‘be’ (itr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs I + II (a+) nesau, nest, nesäM/nesa-ñ/nesaM-ne; nesem, nescer (S)/ 
nescer (S), nesäM/nesaM-ne;-,-, nesteM Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part nesamane/nesmane 
 Ger I nesalle Abstr I nesalyñe  
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II nesalle Abstr II nesalyñe Priv — 
Inf nestsi/ nessi 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 1.pl. nesem shows a (no doubt secondary) thematic ending. nesalle 
functions both as Ger I and Ger II; see TEB I, 187, § 318,2,b, fn. 1 and § 319,1, 
fn. On the irregular imperfect (not listed here), see chap. Imp 15.1. The 
suppletive finite subjunctive stem, preterit stem, PPt, and imperative stem are 
provided by taka- ‘be’. There are also special copula forms, despite the fact that 
nes-/Anas- can have the function of a copula too. Although these are possibly 
not cognates of nes-/Anas-, I do not set up a separate lemma for them, but treat 
them right here: 3.sg. ste, with following enclitic pronoun star-; 3.pl. skente, 
skentar-/stare; a 2.sg. star is arguably attested in 405 a 2, cf. Batke, 1999, 20f. 
and Peyrot, 2008, 141, 232. As per Peyrot, 2008, 141 (with ref.), the variant stare 
is confined to eastern and colloquial documents. The etymology of skente is 
obvious: this form derives from the PIE stem *hs-sk-e/o- (most recently 
treated by Hackstein, 1995, 277ff.; Melchert, 2000a, 146; Ittzés, 2008, 28ff.), as 
already recognized by Meillet (see Watkins, 1969, 200). As for the forms with 
initial st-, for a long time it was customary to derive 3.sg. ste, star- from PIE 
*stH-o(r), and 3.pl. stare from PIE *stH-ro; see above all Watkins, 1969, 200 
(with the caveat “Die 3. Pl. stare zeigt die Endung des Präteritum Aktiv und 
ist vielleicht analogisch”); Jasanoff, 1978, 15; Rose, 1980, 72f.; Adams, 1988a, 58; 
DoT, 345; and still Jasanoff, 2003, 52. However, Stumpf, 1990, 87ff. showed that 
the forms with initial st- can derive from “sk0-te”, etc. (i.e., pre-PT *sk-e-t-), 
with the implication that 3.sg. ste and star- can be etymologically related to 
3.pl. skente, and this approach was then immediately adopted by many other 
scholars, in most detail by Hackstein, 1995, 272ff., and most recently by 
Peyrot, 2008, 141f. and Pinault, 2008, 642f. (with ref.); on the absence of final 
*-r in ste and skente, see also Hackstein, 1995, 274f., 281; Peters, 2004, 439. As 
for the 3.pl. variant stare, a proto-form starting with pre-PT *sk-e-t- is, of 
course, excluded in this case, so one would very much wish the (apparently 
rather recently created) form could be somehow explained as analogical 
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innovation based on 3.sg. ste and/or star- (see for such attempts above all 
Stumpf, Peyrot, and Pinault, ll.cc.), but it is only fair to say that one cannot get 
from ste and/or star- to stare via any kind of proportional analogy, as 
correctly seen by Jasanoff, 2003, 52. 
= Anas- ‘sein’, ‘be’ (itr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs I + II (a+) nasam, na1t, na1/näM; nasamäs, nas, neñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part nasmaM 
 Ger I nasäl Abstr I naslune 
 Inf — 
Sub I — Opt —  
 Ger II nasäl Abstr II naslune 
Pt — 
PPt naMtsu 
Ipv — 

The 2.pl. Prs TA nas is attested in, e.g., YQ 13 b 1. Precisely as the TB form 
nesalle, TA nasäl also functions both as Ger I and Ger II; see TEB I, 187, § 
318,2,b, fn. 1 and § 319,1, fn. All Ger and Abstr forms are clearly athematic, 
and this is undoubtedly the original stem formation. Some forms of the finite 
stem clearly show thematic inflection, which can likewise be observed in TB. 
And just like in TB, the finite subjunctive, preterit, and imperative is supplied 
by Ataka- ‘be’, and the imperfect is irregular (see chap. Imp 15.1.). Unlike TB, 
TA does not have special forms for the copula. 
SEM. On the semantics, see Batke, 1999, 30ff. The root can function as copula 
and as a verb of existence; the 3.sg. present indicative has always the meaning 
“es gibt” (“there is, exists”). ETYM. Either from PIE *Çnes ‘davonkommen, 
unbeschadet heimkehren’ (²LIV, 454f.) or from PIE *Çhes ‘be’ plus a prefixed 
particle *no. The first approach goes back to Meillet, 1911, 456, and since n- 
lacks palatalization, it is customary to set up pre-PT *nos-; see Pinault, 1989, 
134f.; Jasanoff, 1978, 14; and more recently García Ramón, 2004, 45 and 
Pinault, 2008, 639; somewhat differently, Jasanoff, 2003, 74, fn. 17 and 224 
rather opts for pre-PT *nes- “with secondary depalatalization?”, backing the 
assumption of a Narten behavior of this root by deriving the respective TA 
PPt naMtsu ‘been’ from a preform with a pre-PT root vowel *-o- (differently 
on the root vowel pre-TA *a in the proto-form starting with *nanas- Pinault, 
2008, 640; maybe the form derives simply from PT *nænæsawä). The second 
analysis was essentially first proposed by Pedersen, 1941, 161, who was later 
followed by Watkins, 1969, 200; de Simone, 1987, 143 (who claimed that PIE *o 
resulted regularly in TB e [!]; as for alleged Messapic no ‘sum’, see also the 
literature quoted in de Simone/Marchesini, 2002, 252); Klingenschmitt, 1994, 
361 = 2005, 394f.; and Adams, 1994a, 17ff.; DoT, 345.  
 
naut(- ‘verschwinden’, ‘disappear’ (itr) (-/a/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, nautaM;-,-, nautan-ne Opt -,-, nauyto-ñ (sic);-,-, nautoM 

Ger II nautalle Abstr II nautalñe Priv anautacce 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, nauta-ne;-,-, nautare-M (MQ) 
 PPt nanautau| nanauta1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Opt (n)autoM is restored in H 150.50 b 3 by Broomhead I, 265. The 
subjunctive has persistent initial accent. According to Schmidt, 1997c, 566, the 
Pt I derives from an old perfect of the Vedic sravi type, and also has the 
semantics typical of an old perfect. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘verschwinden lassen, vernichten’, ‘make disappear, destroy’ 

(tr) (a/-/a) 
Prs IXb (a) nautäskau,-, nautä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part naut11eñca (sic)/naut1eñca (Š, sic) 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf nautästsi/nautässi/nautastsi (MQ) 

 Pt IV (a) —;-,-, naut1are (Š, sic) 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
A 1.sg. Prs nau(täskau) is restored in PK NS 48 + 258 a 4 by Pinault, 1994, 187. 
On the loss of (*)ä in naut11eñca/naut1eñca and Pt naut1are (attested in the 
same manuscript as the nt-participles), see chap.s Pt IV 10.1.2.3. and Prs/Sub 
IX 31.1.5.1. 
~ Anut(- ‘verschwinden’, ‘disappear’ (itr) (-/m/-)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) -,-, nutatär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt nuto 
Ipv — 

A middle 3.sg. Sub TA nuta(tär) is restored with some certainty in YQ 19 a 5f. 
(Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 192). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘verschwinden lassen, vernichten’, ‘make disappear, destroy’  

(tr) (a/-/-) 
Prs VIII (a) -,-, nutä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part nut1antaM 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf nutässi 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II nuta1lune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. See Adams, DoT, 349 and in addition Hilmarsson, 1991, 32ff. Tocharian 
B seems to have used a denominative, and Tocharian A rather a primary 
formation. 
 
Anwa- ‘± dulden, leiden’, ‘± bear, suffer’ (?)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, nwat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

This root is set up by Couvreur, 1956, 81, 96 (without discussion) on the 
evidence of TA nwiññat in A 222 a 7 and TA nwat in A 222 b 4 = A 239 b 5 — 
as edited in TochSprR(A) —, and apparently also on account of the 
undisputed adj. TA nwam ‘sick’. Differently, TG, 380 suggested to read TA 
n<u> wiññat in A 222 a 7, followed by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 86, who 
nevertheless accepted Couvreur’s interpretation of TA nwat. Hilmarsson 
argued with respect to A 222 a 7 that while the question cannot be decided 
from a semantic point of view, a Prs XII stem TA nw-iññ- from a root Anwa- 
has to be excluded on morphological grounds, and it is certainly true that 
there cannot be found other Prs XII stems of a nw-iññ- kind in Tocharian A; 
on the other hand, Akña-ññ- does not provide a striking counterexample (see 
s.v. Akña-ññ-). As for TA nwat in A 222 b 4 = A 239 b 5, TG, 422 s.v. ak- 
similarly proposed to read n<u> wat in this passage, by taking TA wat to be 
the 3.sg. Pt of Awa- ‘lead’. However, I find it hard to believe that we have a 
misspelling or an irregular sandhi form nw for nuw three times (even though 
the meter in A 222 and A 239 “scheint in beiden Fällen nicht in Ordnung”, as 
per TochSprR(A)), and although Couvreur’s analysis makes sense both 
semantically and morphologically — at least with respect to TA nwat —, I set 
up Anwa- ‘± suffer’ at least on the evidence of TA nwat and TA nwam ‘sick’. 
ETYM. On the etymology, see Hilmarsson, 1991, 34f., and note that cognate TB 
onuwaññe ‘immortal’ clearly goes back to a PT proto-form starting with 
*æ(n)nuwa-, which seems to be at variance with PT *twasa- and *swasa-. 
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P 
 
parak(- ‘prosper’ e parak(- ‘id.’ 
 
pat?- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub ? — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf patätsi (MQ) 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Unclear hapax in 554 a 3. Krause, WTG, 256 translates ‘durchschreiten’, 
Adams, DoT, 369 ‘± dam, check’, both with question mark, and both suggested 
translations fit the context. MQ (patä°) can render both /patä°/ and /pätä°/, 
but evidently not /°ta°/; cf Peyrot, 2008, 34f. Accordingly, one should rather 
follow Krause (WTG, 143, § 137), who proposed a misspelling for a 
kausativum of Class IXb *patästsi. On the other hand, patätsi is strongly 
reminiscent of lyutätär from lut- ‘remove’ (for the rare examples of this kind, 
see chap. Sub II 19.1.2.). Adams, l.c., also proposed a Sub I of a grundverb 
from a root pät- or pat-; actually, one could even assume a Sub II. 
 
Apata- ‘pflügen’, ‘plough’ (tr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II 
Pt I (a) —;-,-, patar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Clear hapax in A 300 a 8: //// mak puklayo patar-äM “... viele Jahre pflügten 
sie diese [scil. die Zungen]”, cf. Kölver, 1965, 24. The passage clearly comes 
from one of the hell chapters of MSN; an exact Old Turkish parallel has not 
been identified so far (cf. Pinault, 1999, 205), but one can consult MaitrSä+im 
XXI 4, 8ff. for this kind of infernal punishment for ‘sins committed by the 
tongue’: “Die Höllenherrscher haben sie auf den Boden geworfen, ihre 
Zungen herausgezogen” (which roughly corresponds to A 300 a 7), and “und 
mit ... eisernen Pflügen zerbrochen und umgepflügt”, as translated by 
Geng/Klimkeit/Laut, 1998, 89. TG, 447 connects the verbal form with the noun 
TA pate that translates Skt. kr1i ‘plowing, cultivation’ in the bilingual text A 
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361, 2 and 3 (read pate instead of pane in TochSprR(A)). Although 
descriptively being a pre-PT oy-stem, this noun may ultimately reflect an o-
grade tómoj-type abstract pre-PT *PóT-os ‘plowing’, and the verb may have 
started out as a denominative to this pre-PT o-stem. See also Schmidt, 2002, 8, 
who in addition cites a TB cognate [p](·)to ‘Ackerbau, Pflügen’ without text 
reference. ETYM. PIE *ÇbedH ‘stechen, graben’ (2LIV, 66), as first proposed by 
Schneider, 1939, 249.  
 
patka- ‘aufgeben, ablegen, loswerden’, ‘give up’ (?) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) — Opt -,-, patkoy;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt in papatkarmeM 
 Ipv — 
The Opt patkoy is only listed in TEB II, 208 without ref. SEM. As per TEB II, 
208. The Abs papatkarmeM translates Skt. visreNayitva ‘having given up’ in H 
149.add 124 (= U 25) b 3 (see Thomas, 1971, 39) and the Toch. form is also 
attested in the parallel text TX 4 (now = THT 1355) b 3; see Thomas, 1974, 91ff. 
ETYM. The root is set up as patka-, not as pätka-, by Pinault, 2006, 110. Further 
connections are uncertain. 
 
parak(- ‘gedeihen’, ‘prosper’ (itr) (a/-/-) 

Prs I (a) — Imp —;-, porosicer, porosyeM 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II parakalñe Priv — 
Inf parakatsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
According to Schmidt, 2000, 226, the forms of the imperfect are attested in 370 
b 5 and 404 a 4 contra TochSprR(B), where the word separation is po rosicer 
and po rosyeM; based on the reading of TochSprR(B), WTG, 280 had set up a 
root rok- ‘leuchten’ (?), which is consequently a ghost root. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘zum Gedeihen bringen’, ‘make prosper’ (tr) (—) 

Prs IXa — Imp — 
 nt-Part parakä11eñca 
 m-Part parakäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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Sub — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
SEM. Instead of the meaning ‘sich freuen’ given by the manuals, Schmidt, 1984, 
152 proposes ‘prosper’ on account of the Sanskrit equivalent vrddhiM 
‘prosperity’ in H 149.314 b 5. ETYM. As per Adams, DoT, 357. 
 
Apars?- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs I/II/V — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part parsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax in A 142 a 6. 
 
Apas- ‘bitten, betteln’, ‘beg’ (tr) (m+/-/-)  

Prs X (m+) panäsmar,-, panä1tär;-,-, paMsantär Imp — 
 nt-Part paM1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf panässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II 
Pt I/III in 
PPt papsu 
Ipv — 

Probably the root was Apat(-: (*)-t- could disappear completely in front of an 
-n- in Tocharian A, and -c(-) could sporadically turn into -s(-) in both 
Tocharian A (cf. TA pis as a variant of the 2.pl. Ipv TA pic from Ai- ‘go’) and 
Tocharian B (cf., e.g., Peyrot, 2008, 77f.); the PPt may have belonged to a Pt VII 
built on a pre-PT present stem in *-eye/o-.  
 
Apas- ‘protect’ e pask- ‘id.’ 
 
pasa- ‘± sagen, flüstern’, ‘± speak, whisper’ (?) (-/a/-)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, pasaM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 328 b 4: || kattake klautsaine [pa]saM (·)e//// “if the householder ... 
in the ears ...”. Note that the lower part of the ak1ara (pa) is damaged, so one 
could read (p(·)a), i.e., the root may begin with a cluster. As for (·)e, this could 
be restored to the suffixed pronoun -(n)e (Pratimok1a rules generally address 
a single person, so singular -ne is more likely than plural -me). Since the 
preceding lines are treating Pat 28 and Pat 29 (cf. the commentary by 
Sieg/Siegling, TochSprR(B)), line b 4 should deal with the beginning of Pat 30 
— the visible traces of the ak1ara preceding the double daNDa is most likely a 
(ti), i.e., (pay)ti, being the end of Pat 29. The Sanskrit parallel of the rule is in 
translation: “Wenn ein Mönch Bettelspeise isst, die auf Veranlassung einer 
Nonne zubereitet worden ist, dann ist es ein Patayantika-Vergehen, es sei 
denn, der Herr des Hauses hat schon vorher die Initiative ergriffen” (cf. von 
Simson, 2000, 292). Hence, the Tocharian passage treats the initiative of the 
householder (Skt. prag-grhi-samarambhat- ‘on the preceding initiative of the 
householder’; see von Simson, 2000, 211), and consequently the passage could 
mean: “if [beforehand] the householder speaks (out an invitation) in (hi)s ear”. 
The proposal by Adams, DoT, 367 ‘± whisper’ is hence far more convincing 
than the one by WTG, 256 ‘blasen (?)’. D. Q. Adams (p.c.) furthermore points 
out to me that psalle in IOL Toch 946 a 2 may also belong here: //// ime psalle 
//// “the thought is to be uttered”. In that case, we would gain an ablauting 
Sub V stem from a root päsa-, but note that ablauting Sub V stems without 
persistent initial accent are very rare; see chap. Sub I/V 18.2.7. 
 
pask- ‘schützen, bewahren’, ‘(Regeln) befolgen’, ‘sich hüten’, ‘protect’, ‘obey  

(rules)’, ‘beware of’ (tr) (m+/x/m) 
Prs II (m+) paskemar,-, pa1tär; paskemntär (S),-, paskentär Imp — 
 nt-Part pa11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I pa11alle Abstr I — 
Sub II (x) —; paskem (MQ),-,-|-,-, pa1tär;—  

Opt pa11imar,-, pa11itär;-,-,  
pa11iyentär 
Ger II pa11alle Abstr II pa11alñe Priv apa11ätte 
Inf pa1tsi/passi 

 Pt I (m) pa11amai, pa11atai (MQ),-;-,-, pa11ante 
 PPt papa11u| papa11o1 
 Ipv I (m) -; pa11at (MQ) 
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The 1.sg. Prs paskemar and 1.sg. Pt pa1(1)a(mai) are attested in PK Cp 40-42 b 
5 and b 6 (Pinault, 1994b, 102), the 3.sg. Prs pa1tär in SHT 7, 1738 (= M 158.1) 
(reading: K. T. Schmidt). On the 1.pl. Prs paskemntär (not †paskemttär), see 
Peyrot, 2008, 156. The only active form is the 1.pl. Sub paskem in 574 a 4 (cf. 
Schmidt, 1974, 27: paskem <m>añyeM ‘‘wenn wir die Sklaven (nicht?) 
schützen”); the alleged 2.sg. active Opt pa11it is due to a rather daring 
emendation of passitwi in 286 a 2 to pa11it twe (cf. also Schmidt, 1974, 27f.). In 
S 5 (= PK AS 5B) a 1 one has to read a 1.sg.mid. Opt [pa1]1imar (see Pinault, 
1990a, 61, contra Thomas, 1966a, 171, fn. 6). The 3.pl.mid. pa11iyentär in 508 b 
3 is rather Opt than Imp, the same is true for the attestation in BM b 6 (on the 
evidence of the presence of ñäke ‘now’, cf. Broomhead I, 106). The 3.pl.mid. Pt 
pa11ante is found in PK AS 16.3 a 6 (Couvreur, 1954, 88; Pinault, 1989a, 157), 
and (pa)11ante is maybe also to be restored in THT 3597 a 7 (MQ), cf. the 
translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 273. Pace Broomhead I, 313, there is no 2.sg. Ipv 
pa11ar attested in St. 42.2.3 b 4, the form has to be read patär1c; see Peyrot, 
2007, s.v. IOL Toch 302. The imperative “pa(11a)t”  in H 149.148 (= U 24) b 5 is 
not a restored form, because Lévi, 1933 — unlike the Sieg School — uses 
round brackets for indicating damaged ak1aras; in fact, the ak1ara (11a) is 
clearly readable; see Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 39 (the text seems to have MQ 
character). 
= Apas- ‘schützen, bewahren’, ‘(Regeln) befolgen’, ‘sich hüten’, ‘protect’, ‘obey 

(rules)’, ‘beware of’ (tr) (m+/m/m) 
Prs II (m+) -, pa1tar, pa1tär;-,-, pasantär Imp — 
 nt-Part pa1ant 
 m-Part pasmaM 
 Ger I pa1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf passi 
Sub II (m) pasmar,-, pa1tär;— Opt —  
 Ger II pa1äl Abstr II pa1lune Priv in apa1tune 
Pt I (m) -, pa1ate, pa1at;— 
PPt pap1u 
Ipv I (m) ppa1ar; ppa1ac 

The 2.sg. TA pa1tar is Prs or Sub; the m-Part TA pasmaM has passive meaning 
(cf. TG, 447). The forms of the past tense are preterits, at least in all clear 
instances (on A 292 b 6, see Pinault, 1999, 223). TA apa1tune is attested in YQ 
32 a 7 and b 3. 
ETYM. PIE *-ske/o- present *pH-ske/o- from PIE *ÇpeH(y) ‘schützen, hüten, 
weiden’ (2LIV, 460); see Hackstein, 1995, 174ff. 
 
passa- ‘(Haut) abziehen’, ‘rip off (skin)’ (tr) (-/-/x) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 
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Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (x) —;-,-, passare-ne|passamai,-,-;— 
 PPt papasau 
 Ipv — 
The PPt papasausai kektsentsa (sic) is attested in THT 3597 b 6, cf. the 
translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 274 ‘‘über [deinen] zerfleischten Körper”. ETYM. 
The fact that the PPt just shows one single -s-, and -ss- is only found in the 
finite Pt forms, may suggest that the geminate is an innovation, and due to a 
former (re)interpretation of finite Pt forms in *-asa- as Pt III forms. In the end, 
even -pas- with one single -s- may not be original, but due to a prehistoric 
reanalysis of forms in *-asa- of an old Pt III as Pt I forms, so that, e.g., the 
connection with Gk. sp£w ‘draw, tear, pluck off or out’ (deemed possible by 
Adams, DoT, 368) remains a quite plausible option. 
 
päk- act. ‘kochen, reifen lassen’, ‘cook, let ripen’, mid. ‘kochen, reifen’, ‘cook,  

ripen’ (tr/itr) (x/-/-) 
Prs VIII (x) (tr/itr) -,-, pak1äM;-,-, pakseM|-,-, pak1tär;—  

Imp —;-,-, päk1iyeñ-c 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part päksemane 
 Ger I päk1alle (itr) Abstr I — 
Sub III (itr)— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II pkelñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt pepeku| pepeko1 

Ipv — 
The form pärk1alle in W 31 b 5 is most likely a misspelling for correct 
päk1alle, which is very often attested in this medical manuscript (thus 
Filliozat, 1948 ad W 31 b 5; Broomhead I, 29 transliterates the form in question 
as päk1alle, but the r is quite certain): (ma)l[kw]ersa pa{r}k1alle ‘‘has to be 
cooked in milk”. According to TEB II, 208, there is ‘‘regelrechtes pepeku in 
unveröffentlichtem Text”, which can now be identified as THT 1572 a 3: //// 
pepekwa oko(nta) ‘‘ripe fruit(s)”. Pace the handbooks and Saito, 2006, 480, in 
all attestations of alleged papeku the first ak1ara is actually damaged 
(including 409 b 3), so there is no such irregular PPt to be found at all, cf. 
Peyrot, 2007a, 799. The obl. PPt pepeko1 is attested without context in the 
small fragment THT 1224 b 3 (cf. Saito, 2006, 480). 
KAUSATIVUM I/IV ‘kochen lassen (?)’, ‘let cook (?)’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf — 
 Pt IV in 
 PPt pepak1u| pepak1o1 
 Ipv — 
pepak1u in Fill. Y 2 a 1 and b 4 is the equivalent of Skt. kvathitam (Çkvath 
‘cook’). Formally, the PPt belongs to a preterit stem of Class IV, and the 
meaning can indeed be that of a let- causative: Fill. Y 2 a 1 arirakkäMmpa 
pepak1u ka1ayä ‘‘a decoction with haritaki (= Terminalia chebula) that has 
been let cook” (for the passage see most recently Carling, 2003a, 51f.). The 
form is also attested in the medical text 497 b 4 (not in WTG), and the obliquus 
PPt pepak1o1 in THT 1556 b 4: //// k(a)nt(i)mpa pep(a)k1oF@ yuF@ ‘‘soup that 
has been let cook together with bread (?)”. To be sure, a mere transitive 
meaning ‘cooked’ is also possible in both passages. In contrast to the PPt built 
to Pt IV, the PPt built to Pt III has intransitive meaning, so that the former may 
indeed be its transitive counterpart: 409 b 3 //// (0sa)[la]mu[l]nta p(e)pekwa 
‘‘the roots of merit (= Skt. kusalamulam) [are] ripe”. 
= Apäk- ‘kochen, reifen’, ‘cook, ripen’ (itr/pass) (m/m/m) 

Prs VIII (m) (pass) — Imp —;-,-, päk1ant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Prs X (m) (itr) -,-, päknä1tr-äM;— Imp —;-,-, pkäM1ant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub III (itr) — Opt —  
 Ger II pkal/p1kal Abstr II pkalune/p1kalune 
Pt 0 (m) (itr) -,-, pakt-äM;— 
PPt pakku 
Ipv — 

The paradigm seems to belong to the TA subgroup of verbs having a 
transitive Prs VIII and an intransitive Prs X (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 62 with fn. 2; 
Hackstein, 1995, 89), the middle Imp TA päk1ant of Prs VIII in A 394 a 1 is 
clearly passive (see Schmidt, 1974, 266: “Speisen wurden gekocht”, an 
intransitive meaning such as “the food boiled” is excluded), whereas the Prs X 
Imp TA pkäM1ant in A 222 a 4 is intransitive (see Schmidt, 1974, 135), and the 
same is true for TA pakt-äM in A 341 a 7 despite Sieg’s translation in Übers. II, 
40 (see Couvreur, 1954b, 260; Schmidt, 1974, 130, fn. 1 and 1994, 130); TA 
päknä1tr-äM in A 124 b 6 is unclear (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 265f.). TA p1ka(lune) in 
A 268 b 8 is most certainly an abstract from this root on account of the Old 
Turkish parallel version (see already TG, 452, where, nevertheless, a special 
root is set up for this form; see also Schmidt, 1994b, 265 with fn. 135), the same 
holds true for the similarly damaged form TA p1ka(–) in line b 5 of the same 
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text (Couvreur, 1956, 80 restored Ger TA p1ka(l)). The Ger TA p1kal is, in my 
opinion, also attested in A 20 a 3: pñi kulypam tu p1kal ‘‘you will mature into 
one who desires virtue” (pace Sieg, Übers. I, 24, with fn. 5, who refers the form 
to TB pakw- ‘rely on, trust’: ‘‘du bist dem Buddha verläßlich (?)”).  
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇpeK ‘reif, gar machen’ (2LIV, 468); see 
Hackstein, 1995, 89f.; Adams, DoT, 368. 
A homonymous root päk- ‘pluck (wool)’ (< PIE *Çpek ‘(Wolle oder Haare) 
rupfen, zausen’, 2LIV, 467 without Toch.) is arguably attested by °pku that is 
often found in monastery records as second member of compounds with a 
meaning ‘plucked’ referring to animals; see the discussion by Pinault, 1998, 13 
with ref.; differently, Schmidt, 1997, 246, followed by Saito, 2006, 479f.; pace 
Saito, 2006, 481f., pku cannot simply be taken as an archaism reflecting an 
(intransitive middle) PIE root aorist of PIE *ÇpeK. 
 
päka- ‘beabsichtigen’, ‘intend’ (tr) (m/m/m) 

Prs Xa (m) -, päknastar, päknastär;-,-, päknaskentär  
Imp -,-, päkna11itär;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub VI (m) päknamar,-, päknatär;-,-, päknantär Opt -,-, päknoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II päknañe (M) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, pkate;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Prs päknastär is attested in PK AS 17K b 3, the 1.sg.mid. Sub 
päknamar in PK AS 7K b 3 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.). TochSprR(B) further proposed to restore a 1.sg.mid. Sub 
pä(knamar) in 343 b 5. The 3.sg.mid. Imp [pä]kna11itär is found in THT 1554 b 
2 (also listed in TEB I, 219, § 394,4 without ref.): //// (bodhi)[s](a)tve weFFaM 
0ce [Pa]kna11iTaR@ [y]amtsi cai //// ‘‘The Bodhisattva says: what (s)he intends 
to do ...” (the form may also be 2.pl., thus M. Peyrot, p.c.); the 3.sg.mid. Opt 
päknoytär is attested in THT 1235 b 2. The Abstr päknañe is an 
eastern/informal form; see Schmidt, 1986a, 641.  
= Apäka- ‘beabsichtigen’, ‘intend’ (tr) (m/m/m)  

Prs X (m) -, päkna1tar, päkna1tär;-,-, päknasantär Imp -,-, päkna1at;— 
 nt-Part — 

  m-Part päknasmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VI (m) — Opt -,-, päknasitär;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) pke, pkate, pkat;-, pkac, pkant 
PPt pko 
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Ipv — 
On the Opt TA päknasitär, see chap. Opt 23.2.2. According to Couvreur, 1956, 
78, TA pko in A 380 a 2 and a 3 is a PPt from this root (as suggested in TG, 448 
with question mark), and not an imperative of Ako- ‘destroy, kill’.  
ETYM. The root has A-character and is hence distinct from päk- ‘cook’; see 
Hackstein, 1995, 37; probably from PIE *Ç(s)pek ‘schauen, ansehen, spähen’ 
(2LIV, 575f., without Toch.), cf. Adams, DoT, 369. 
 
päkw- ‘sich verlassen, vertrauen auf’, ‘rely on, trust’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs I (m) pkwamar,-, paktär/pak1tär;-,-, pkwantär 
Imp —; psiyemtär,-,- 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pkwamane 
 Ger I pkwalle Abstr I — 
Prs XII (m) pkwaññemar, pkwantar,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II pkwalñe Priv empakwaccai (MQ) 
Inf paksi (sic) 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
A 1.sg. (Prs or Sub) pkwamar is attested in THT 1335 frg. 1 a 1. Beside the MQ 
form 3.pl.mid. pkwäntär in 255 a 1, the standard-TB form (Prs or Sub) is now 
attested in THT 2247 a 7. The 1.pl.mid. Imp psiyemtär is found in PK AS 14B a 
3, the Inf paksi in PK NS 54 b 4 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.), and the m-Part in the small fragment IOL Toch 764 a 3: 
p(e)rnerñe pkwamane ‘‘relying on rank/splendor”, cf. Peyrot, 2007, s.v. The 
(secondary) Prs XII stem is attested by the 1.sg.mid. pkwaññemar in IOL Toch 
690 b 1 and by the 2.sg.mid. pkwantar in THT 1456 a 2 (M. Peyrot, p.c.). 
In my opinion, the root is so far unattested in TA. The alleged Ger TA p1kal 
‘verläßlich (?)’ in A 20 a 3 (thus Sieg, Übers. I, 24, fn. 5), TA p1ka(–) in A 268 b 
5 (cf. the translation by Schmidt, 1994b, 264: ‘vertrau(enswürdig)’ (?)), and the 
abstract TA p1ka(lune) in A 268 b 8 belong to Apäk- ‘cook, ripe’; see s.v. ETYM. 
The traditional view derives the root from a u-extension of PIE *Ç(s)pek ‘look’ 
(e päka- ‘intend’); cf. Adams, DoT, 369; differently, Janda, 2000, 48, fn. 115 
proposed PIE had another root *ÇpeK denoting ‘vertrauen’ (followed by 2LIV, 
469); according to Kümmel, 2LIV, l.c., the TB present went back to a PIE 
present “*péK-/peK-u-”; in fn. 2 he makes the additional claim that because of 
the preservation of kw in Tocharian B “muß urtoch. *p0kw-, nicht *p0kw- 
vorliegen, das nur aus *pek(w)-w- entstanden sein kann”, by referring to Ringe, 
1996, 42; but see Fellner, 2005, 143 and note that -k- must have acted as 
syllable onset. 
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pät- ‘?’ e pat?- ‘?’ 
 
pätk- ‘give up’ e patka- ‘id.’ 
 
pätt?- ‘± klettern’, ‘± climb’ (?) (—)  

Prs II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pättemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt in puttuwermeM 
 Ipv — 
For the attestations in PK AS 13I b 1 and b 3, see WTG, 159, § 161; Couvreur, 
1954, 87 reads rämt instead of mta at the beginning of b 1; on the other hand, 
he seems to confirm Krause’s reading of the verbal forms in question. The m-
Part is strictly speaking ambiguous and may belong to a Prs II or a Prs III, but 
since a PPt of the inflectional type -u, -uwe1 is well attested for a subgroup of 
A-less roots forming a Pt III, it is reasonable to assume that pätt- is a root 
forming a paradigm with Prs/Sub II and Pt III. ETYM. To be derived from a PT 
root *pätw-; see Winter, 1972, 388 = 1984, 209 = 2005, 160. Consequently, 
Winter further derives the 3.sg. Prs TA pätwä1 in A 453 b 3 which is the only 
instance of the TA root Apätw- (as set up by TG, 448) from this very PT root, 
but admits that the fragmentary context does not give a clue on the meaning 
of the TA form. Although TA pätwä1 is apparently a translation of the 
preceding Skt. verbal form, this does not help much, because the Skt. form 
//// (·)anyate is damaged (note that one can also read (·)atyate). The visible 
ink traces on the manuscript suggest a restoration (p)an/tyate, (1)an/tyate or 
maybe (m)an/tyate, all of which do not lead to any known verbal form. A 
second possible attestation from a TA root Apätw- is a 3.pl. Pt TA pätwär 
found in the small fragment THT 1378 frg. g a 3 (differently, Tamai, 2007a, s.v. 
reads päkwär) that is also unclear. 
 
Apätw- ‘?’ e pätt?- ‘± climb’ 
 
Apän- ‘?’ (?) (a/-/-) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, pnä11-äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
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PPt — 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax in A 29 b 2. 
 
pänna- ‘strecken, (heraus-, hoch-)ziehen’, ‘stretch, pull (out, up)’ (tr) (x/a/x) 

Prs II (x) -,-, päññän-me (MQ);—|-,-, peññatär (Š, sic);—  
  Imp —;-,-, päññiyeM 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, pannaM;— Opt pannoym,-, pannoy;-,-, pannoM 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf pannatsi 

 Pt I (x) -,-, piñña;—|-,-, pännate;— 
 PPt pännau/pännowo (Š) 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs päññän-me in 253 b 2 belongs to this root, according to Adams, 
DoT, 370 (pace Winter, 1984a, 120 = 2005, 265). The 3.pl. Imp päññiyeM is 
attested in PK AS 16.6 B b 6 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, 
p.c.). Restoration to a Ger II pännalle is proposed by TochSprR(B) in 418 b 4; 
the form is without context, but since the subjunctive stem has persistent 
initial accent, such a restoration is not likely. The 1.sg. Opt pannoym is found 
in PK NS 23.2 b 1 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 
3.sg. Opt pannoy in KVac 21 a 5: kauc ñis sa$k pannoy, which translates Skt. 
avalaMbatu maM saMgha# ‘‘aufheben möge mich die Gemeinde”; see 
Schmidt, 1986, 89. The present stem is basically thematic; see Winter, 1972, 388 
= 1984, 208 = 2005, 160. Although the 3.sg. Prs peññatär shows a different root 
vocalism, the form belongs to this paradigm from a semantic point of view: 
558 b 3f. te maMt ma 1añ añmä kauc peññaträ ma alye$käM sinä11äM ‘‘Auf 
diese Weise zieht er weder sich selbst empor, noch bedrückt er andere” (see 
Schmidt, 1974, 314).  
= Apänwa- ‘strecken, spannen, ziehen’, ‘stretch’ (tr) (x/-/a)  

Prs II (x) -,-, pañwä1;-,-, pañweñc|—; pañwamtär,-,- Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pañwmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf pañwtsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II 
Pt I (a) —;-,-, panwar 
PPt pänwo 
Ipv — 

The m-Part is also attested in SHT 8, 1983 (reading: K. T. Schmidt). 
SEM. Pace Adams, DoT, 370, all TB instances are intransitive: 253 b 2 päññän-
m<e>=ecce pälskonta “he stretches forth the thoughts to them”; for 558 b 3, 
see above; 331 a 1 naitwe kärkallene släppo1 kuntipasaM wat parra pannaM 
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“if he [scil. a monk] pulls out a shell or a vessel sunk in a mud hole” (Winter, 
2003a, 109 = 2005, 531); H 149.26/30 a 5 ta ka 1pä samnai kektseñtsa nrai11i 
[s]l(e)mi pannoM ñis eM1ky awisne “Und [schon] in diesem [meinem] 
menschlichen Körper mögen mich Höllenflammen ziehen bis in die Avici[-
Hölle]” (Carling, 2000, 344); 238 a 1 (ymaimeM ci)mpyasta yolyyai onolmeM 
apayntameM kauc panatsi “Du hast vermocht, die Wesen (von dem) 
schlechten (Weg) [und] aus den schlechten Daseinsformen hochzuziehen” 
(Knoll, 1996, 60); 9 b 3 (pa)lsko pannatsis rupne yparwe “um den Geist zuerst 
auf die Gestalt zu richten” (TochSprR(B), transl., 15); 109 b 6 wäntalyi ite 
[pä]nnate kar11a “he stretched the bow completely and shot”; 429 a 5 piñña 
saukeM walaneM is not too clear; Itkin, 2004, 163f. compares 429 a 5 with A 63 
a 4, where TA walanas (obl.pl.) co-occurs with the same root. But on account 
of the Sanskrit parallel version (for which see Schmidt, 2004, 310), this noun 
has the meaning ‘Girlanden’, not ‘tent’, i.e., the passage has to be translated 
“he hung up sauke and garlands”; if this is correct, D. Q. Adams proposes 
(p.c.) that sauke may be connected with suk?- ‘hang down’ and have the 
meaning ‘streamer’. The PPt has passive meaning: 3 b 5 mäkte ñare tne 
pännowo kos sarkimpa w(o)p(o)trä “[w]ie der hier aufgezogene Faden, wie 
oft er mit dem Einschlag verwebt ist” (TochSprR(B), transl., 7). ETYM. To be 
derived from the root set up as PIE *Ç(s)penh ‘ziehen, spannen’ in 2LIV, 578f.; 
see Hackstein, 1995, 23 and 26f. on the question whether we are dealing with a 
se/ or ani/ root; and see also Adams, DoT, 370f. Klingenschmitt, 1982, 235 no 
doubt correctly set up an o-grade iterative present PIE *ponHw-éye/o- > 
*pæn’w’æ- (see also Kim, 2007a, 54f.), but some Tocharian forms clearly point 
to the former existence of yet another present, viz. one with a root vowel pre-
PT *e (maybe PIE *penHu-/*penuH-, which possibly was to result in pre-PT 
*penwa-, to which a new *penwe/o- could have been back-formed); for a 
possible alternative, see chap. Pt I 7.3.3. See also Ringe, 2000, 125 with fn. 13 
and the ref. in Kim, 2001a, 55. Winter, 1980b, 553 = 1984, 245 = 2005, 240 
discusses the preterit of this root among the group of preterits with root-initial 
palatalization, i.e., what I call Subclass 1; see the discussion in chap. Pt I 
7.1.3.1.  
 
Apänwa- ‘stretch’ e pänna- ‘id.’ 
 
pär- ‘tragen, bringen, holen, nehmen’, ‘bear, wear, carry, take’ (tr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs II (a+) -,-, paräM;-, parcer, pareM Imp —;-,-, priyeM 
 nt-Part preñca 
 m-Part premane 
 Ger I pralle/pärlle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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kama- ‘carry, take’ (Pt, PPt), ai- ‘give, take’ (middle Sub, Opt, and Inf), and as- 
‘bring, fetch’ (Sub and Ipv) serve as suppletive roots; see WTG, 58, § 60 for as- 
and Schmidt, 1974, 360ff. for ai-; on the suppletive system for the Toch. verbal 
forms with the meaning ‘take’, see in general Schmidt, 1984, 152. 
= Apär- ‘tragen, bringen, holen, nehmen’, ‘bear, wear, carry, take’ (tr) (m+/-/-)  

Prs II (m+) -,-, pärtär; pramtär,-, prantär Imp -,-, parat;-,-, parant 
 nt-Part prant 
 m-Part pärmaM 
 Ger I präl Abstr I — 
 Inf pärtsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

A 1.sg. Imp TA (pare) is furthermore completely restored by Sieg, Übers. II, 
39, fn. 1 in A 340 b 7. Akama- ‘carry, take’ provides the suppletive subjunctive 
stem, preterit stem, PPt, and imperative stem. 
SEM. According to Schmidt, 1974, 367, ‘‘herrscht [die Bedeutung] ‘tragen’ im 
Präsensstamm, ‘nehmen’ dagegen in den übrigen Stämmen vor”. ETYM. PIE 
*Çber ‘tragen, bringen’ (2LIV, 76f.); see Adams, DoT, 371. On the question of 
the development of *ber-e/o- to TB pär-, see chap. Sound Laws 1.7. 
 
pärk- ‘fragen, bitten’, ‘ask, bring up a question, ask for, beg’ (tr) (x/a/x) 

Prs VIII (x) preksau-s, prek1t, prek1äM;-,-, prekseM  
Imp -,-, prek1i-ne;-,-, prek1iyeM|-,-, prek1itär;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part preksemane 
 Ger I prek1alle Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) preku,-, prekäM-ne;-,-, parkän-me Opt -, parsit, parsi-ne;— 

Ger II parkälle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf parktsi 

 Pt III (x) prekuwa,-, preksa;-,-, prekar|—;-,-, parksante-ne 
 PPt peparku| peparko1  
 Ipv III (m) -; parksat 
On the ablauting 3.pl. Sub parkän-me in 7 a 2, see Winter, apud WTG, 119, fn.; 
Schmidt, 1974, 54, fn. 1; 2TochSprR(B), 151 (incorrectly Couvreur, 1954, 85). 
The Inf parktsi is attested in the Berlin monastery record THT 1574 that is 
published in TEB II, 74 (older signature = X 369). The 1.sg. Pt prekuwa is 
found in KVac 24 a 5 (see Schmidt, 1985, 433 and 1986, 56). 
= Apärk- act. ‘bitten’, ‘ask for, beg’, mid. ‘fragen’, ‘ask, bring up a question’  

(tr) (x/m/x)  
Prs VIII (x) praksam,-,-;-,-, prakseñc| prakäsmar,-, prakä1tär;—  

Imp — 
 nt-Part prak1äntañ 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I prak1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf prakässi 
Sub I (m) pärkmar,-,-;-, pärkcär, pärkäntär Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II pärklune 
Pt III (x) prakwa,-, prakäs;—|-,-, präksat/pärksat;-,-, präksant 
PPt papräku 
Ipv III (m) ppärksar; ppärksac 

The 3.pl. Prs TA praks[e]ñc is attested in SHT 8, 1983 (reading: K. T. Schmidt). 
In TA, the meanings ‘ask, bring up a question’ and ‘ask for, beg’ are confined 
to the middle and to the active forms of the finite verb respectively, cf. 
Schmidt, 1974, 376ff., but note that non-finite forms can have both meanings. 
According to Hilmarsson, 1991a, 72, a subjunctive stem of Class VII is to be 
supposed in addition on account of TA pärkñäm, which seems to be a verbal 
adjective (or nomen agentis) derived from such a stem. 
ETYM. PIE *Çprek ‘fragen’ (2LIV, 490f.); see Hackstein, 1995, 73ff.; Adams, DoT, 
371f. According to Hackstein, the PT æ-grade of the present stem has been 
analogically introduced from the preterit. On the question of the respective 
PIE aorist, see Klingenschmitt, 1982, 62; Hackstein, 1995, 75f.; and (quite 
differently) Jasanoff, 2003, 175ff. 
  
pärka- ‘aufgehen’, ‘verständlich werden’, ‘(a)rise’, ‘become clear’ (itr) (-/x/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) —;-,-, pärkaM-me (sic)|-,-, pärkatär;—  

Opt -,-, pärkoytär-ñ;— 
Ger II — Abstr II pärkalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -, pärkasta (MQ), parka;— 
 PPt pärkau (MQ)/pärkawo (Š)  
 Ipv I (m) parkar;- 
The 3.pl. Sub pärkaM-(m)e (sic) is attested in PK AS 16.2 b 6, the 3.sg.mid. Opt 
pärkoytär-ñ in Ot 6B b 1 (Couvreur, 1954, 85; Schmidt, 1974, 275), and the 
3.sg.mid. Sub in the MQ text THT 1321 b 4: Makte kauNa ParkatRa La0tse 
“thus the sun will/would rise brightly”. Pace Couvreur, parkän-me in 7 a 2 
belongs to pärk- ‘ask’; see above s.v. pärk- ‘ask’. parkar in 556 a 2 is rather an 
Ipv (thus WTG, 258) than a 3.pl. s-preterit (thus Sieg/Siegling, TochSprR(B), 
glossary, 138) — although the direct context of the form is unclear — this text 
shows a couple of imperative forms, and, what is more, an s-preterit stem 
(NB: wit a root vowel pre-TB *-a-!) would be extremely odd from a 
morphological point of view. The second member of compound °pirko ‘rising 
(of the sun)’ may attest to a Pt I stem with palatalizing *ä, i.e., a pre-PT e-grade 
(see Klingenschmitt, 1994, 314 = 2005, 356, fn. 6, and the discussion in chap.s 
Sound Laws 1.7. and Pt I 7.1.3.1.). 
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= Apärka- ‘aufgehen’, ‘verständlich werden’, ‘(a)rise’, ‘become clear’  
(itr) (m/-/a)  
Prs III (m) -,-, pärkatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pärkamaM  
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, pärka-ci;-,-, parkar 
PPt pärko 
Ipv — 

For the second member of compound TA °pärkant, see chap. Prs Part 36.2.2. 
SEM. The original meaning is ‘rise (of heavenly bodies)’, also attested in 
nominal forms; see Winter, 1988, 776ff. = 2005, 330ff. ETYM. PIE *ÇberG ‘hoch 
werden, sich erheben’ (2LIV, 78f.); see Adams, DoT, 372f. and cf. chap. Pt I 
7.3.3. 
 
pärsa- act. ‘versprengen, besprengen (tr)’, ‘sprinkle (tr)’, mid. ‘spritzen (itr)’,  

‘spray (itr)’ (tr/itr) (a/x/x) 
Prs VI (a) —;-,-, parsnan (MQ) Imp —;-,-, pärsnoM 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I pärsnalle Abstr I — 
Prs VII (x) -,-, prantsäM;— Imp -,-, präntsitär (S, sic);— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf pärsatsi 

 Pt I (x) —;-,-, pirsare|-,-, pärsate;— 
 PPt pärsau 
 Ipv — 
Ger I [pä]rsnalle has to be read in Fill. M 3 b 7 and [pä]rsnallona in Fill. W 42 a 
4, according to Sieg, 1955, 78 and 83. Note the Imp präntsitär (S) with -änts- 
instead of expected †-äM1-. An Inf pärsatsi is only listed in TEB II, 209, a PPt 
pärsau only in TEB I, 240, § 433. WTG, 259 restores a Sub IX Inf pirsässi in S 8 
b 1 (= a 3; see Thomas, 1966a, 179), but according to Thomas, l.c., with fn. 5, it 
has to be read [1i]s(s)i (e si- ‘drain’) instead. It is quite conceivable that one 
has to emend a 3.sg. Pt pärsate in 88 (= THT 1924) a 3 (written märsane), as 
suspected by TochSprR(B), cf. Schmidt, 2001, 317 with fn. 96; for the passage, 
see also Pinault, 2004a, 259f.: ‘‘es spritzte Schlamm auf von der Erde”. Adams, 
DoT, 416 separates the Prs VII synchronically and sets up a special stem 
pränts- for it, which, nevertheless, diachronically is a nasal present of pärs-; 
but I think a synchronic separation is not really necessary, because a Prs VII 
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occurs beside a Prs VI also in the case of other roots, and the semantics and 
the valency are also the same: the intransitive valency of the Imp präntsitär in 
107 a 1 can be due to the middle voice (like with pärsate discussed above): ma 
no nta totka rano parna präntsitär ‘‘aber auch nicht ein bißchen spritzte 
heraus”; see Schmidt, 2008a, 321 and Pinault, 2008, 118. In contrast, the active 
Prs VII form prantsäM in 18 b 5f. is transitive: (ku)ñci(t) kuñcit misa prantsäM 
toM nraintane sällantäts ‘‘Sesam[tropfen?] für Sesam[tropfen?] bespritzt in 
solchen Höllen das Fleisch der Zänkischen”; see Winter, 2001, 136 = 2005, 525 
ad 416; differently Adams, DoT, 464: ‘‘sesame[-sized piece by] sesame[-sized 
piece his] flesh spattered in those hells”; it actually forms an equation with 
Apris-; see s.v. 
= Apärs(- ‘versprengen’, ‘sprinkle, spray’ (tr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) —;-,-, prasar 
PPt pärso 
Ipv — 

The PPt TA (pä)rsos is, in my opinion, also to be restored in A 278 a 8; see 
below and s.v. Aräsa- ‘stretch (out)’. 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘besprengen’, ‘sprinkle, water’ (tr) (m/-/a) 

Prs VIII (m) -,-, pärsä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -,-, papärs;-,-, papärsar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA pärsat in A 340 b 7 (analyzed as being unclear in TG, 449) has to be 
emended to TA pär<k>sat ‘he asked’, as per Sieg, Übers. II, 39, fn. 2.  
SEM. The TB middle is intransitive, the active transitive; see Schmidt, 1974, 
131f., whereas the only attestation of a TA middle in A 259 a [recte b] 3 is 
passive; see Schmidt, 1974, 226, and for the passage also Geng/Laut/Pinault, 
2004a, 49f. The TA kausativum does not have causative semantics, but 
nevertheless the use seems to be somewhat different from that of the 
grundverb. The one attested finite grundverb form is only construed with 
‘water’: A 63 a 3 prasar wräntu ‘they sprinkled water’ (cf. Schmidt, 2004, 310); 
the PPt in A 174 b 1 is without context; in A 278 a 8 one can, in my opinion, 
furthermore restore TA (pä)rsos (fem.) on account of the Old Turkish parallel 
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version, cf. Pinault, 1994c, 387 (who, in contrast, proposes a restoration TA 
(rä)rsos): A 278 a 8 //// (pä)rsoss oki puk sam wartsi katkmaMn tak “like 
spraying (the taste of the elixir of life), the whole crowd rejoiced”. In contrast, 
the kausativum refers to the object TA wär on the one hand and is in addition 
construed with the perlative TA ayäMtwa, denoting ‘spray water over the 
bones’ (attested a couple of times in A 12); a perlative is also found in A 89 a 3: 
//// (tka)na wär papärsar “they sprayed water on (the ground?)” (restoration 
according to W. Winter, p.c.); on the other hand, the passive construction in A 
259 a 4 is construed with an instrumental: pärsä1tär tkaMñkät snum1iM 
swaseyo “Besprengt wird die Erde mit einem Wohlgeruchsregen” (see 
Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004a, 49f.). In TB, both of these uses are attested for the 
transitive active: Prs VI in 121 a 6 wär ... parsnan ‘‘they sprinkle water”, Pt I in 
45 a 3 pirsare keM ‘‘they sprinkled the ground”. ETYM. PIE *Çpres ‘spritzen’ 
(2LIV, 492f.); see Adams, DoT, 375. Cf. also Apris- ‘± sprinkle’. 
 
pärsk(- ‘sich fürchten’, ‘be afraid’ (itr) (a/a/a) 

Prs V (a) praskau, praskat, praskaM;-,-, parskaM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I parskalle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) praskau,-, praskaM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II pärskalñe (MQ) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, pärska (MQ);-,-, pärskare 
 PPt pärskau/pärsko4| pärsko1/pärsko1ä (sic) 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. praskau that is attested three times in the graffito 298 is Sub not Prs 
(Pinault, 2008, 16f.). The 3.sg. praskaM in K 3 b 5 is taken as subjunctive in the 
translation by Sieg, 1938, 13. On the ablaut of the Prs V, see chap. Prs V 27.1.1. 
Thomas, 1952, 32 analyzes parskallona in 14 b 1 as Ger II (thus also TEB I, 228, 
§ 412,2), but Ger I (thus WTG, 259) makes more sense. The more archaic PPt 
variant pärsko4 is attested in THT 1305 a 4. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘erschrecken’, ‘frighten’ (tr) (x/-/-) 

Prs IXb (x) —;-,-, parskäskeM|-,-, parskästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf parskässi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs parskäskeM is attested in PK AS 7A a 4 (unpublished piece of K 
1, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the middle parskästär in the small 
fragment THT 1419 frg. g a 1: //// • yolaiñesa parsKastRa Kartsauñe //// (also 
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cited by Schmidt, 1974, 506 with the signature Z 547), and the same form 
(pa)rs(kä)s(trä) can be restored in PK NS 70 b 4; the Inf is found in the same 
line (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Apärsk(- ‘sich fürchten’, ‘be afraid’ (itr) (m/-/a)  

Prs III (m) praskmar,-, praskatär;-,-, praskantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part praskmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II präskal/pärskal Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, pärsäk;— 
Pt III (a) prasku,-,-;— 
PPt pärsko 
Ipv — 

TA prasku in A 230 b 3 is analyzed as intransitive 1.sg. active of an s-preterit 
by Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 53 = Winter, 2005, 437; see also chap.s Valency 
4.5.1.1. and Pt III 9.1.2.1. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘erschrecken’, ‘frighten’ (tr) (—) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pärskäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The form is attested without context in the small fragment THT 1382 frg. i b 1; 
a kausativum paradigm is set up for morphological reasons. 
ETYM. Traditionally, this root is compared to Go. faurhts ‘fearful’, etc., so that 
the Germanic forms and the Tocharian root must be derived from a PIE root 
*Çprek/k or *preg/g ‘be afraid’ (2LIV, 491: *ÇpreK), the *-ske/o- present *prK-
ske/o- of which clearly was the starting point for the Toch. root; see 
Hackstein, 1995, 192ff. As for the PT æ-vocalism of the present and 
subjunctive stem in TB and of the present stem in TA, Rasmussen, 1996 = 
1999, 616f. suggests analogical influence from a lengthened-grade sigmatic 
aorist stem *prek-s- (which may also be reflected by the unusual intransitive 
Pt III TA prasku). 
 
päl- ‘(Ohren) spitzen, lauschen’, ‘listen closely, prick up (one’s ears)’  

(tr) (-/m/-) 
Prs VIII in °päl1i Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II (m) -,-, piltär;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv III (a) -; pepiltso 
For the analysis of the present stem and the imperative, and for the semantics, 
I follow Winter, 1962, 121 = 1984, 139 = 2005, 79. pepiltso in 3 b 4 was 
emended to an obliquus PPt pepiltso<1> by TochSprR(B), transl., 7, fn. 4 
(followed by WTG, 185 and 262), but Winter, l.c., no doubt correctly interprets 
pepiltso as imperative form. A present stem of Class VIII is implied by the 
second member of compound °päl1i found in H 149.X.3 (= HMR 1) a 4: 
klausa-pil1i ‘± pricking up one’s ears’ = Skt. tu1Nim upasrutika# ‘‘listening 
secretly, sneaking”; cf. 16 b 2 (klaut)sa-päl1i (cf. TochSprR(B), transl., 28, fn. 1). 
Second members of verbal governing compounds with the suffix -i are 
exclusively formed to roots without A-character; see Malzahn, in print. A 
parallel to H 149.X.3 is now furthermore provided by the Berlin fragment 
THT 1543 frg. g a 2 (MQ): //// [Tsa] klauTSa piltRa //// (we are dealing with 
Pat 75), cf. also Saito, 2006, 483 (who cites this text by its older signature). The 
Sub evidently had a pre-PT root vowel *e and may have undergone 
depalatalization of root-final *-l’- before -t-, as has been the case in kaltär from 
käly- ‘stand’. Finally, the Inf pältsi in the far from clear passage 118 a 2 (MQ) 
may be the expected Inf from this Sub I/II stem, but this analysis is not really 
supported by the context (for pältsi, see also s.v. pält?- ‘drip’). 
 
päla- ‘loben, preisen’, ‘praise’ (tr) (m/m/m) 

Prs VI (m) pällamar,-, pällatär;-,-, pällantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pällamane 
 Ger I pälalyu (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) palamar,-,-;-,-, palantär (sic, Š) Opt paloymar,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II palalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) palamai, palatai, palate;-,-, palante (MQ) 
 PPt papalau| papala1 
 Ipv — 
The m-Part pällamane is attested in PK NS 43 b 2 (Thomas, 1972, 164). The 
form palatai-ne in 296 b 1 does not have any linguistic value; TochSprR(B) 
judged the text as being ‘‘sehr fehlerhaft”, which is not surprising, because the 
manuscript has now, in fact, been carbon-dated to the 12/13th cent. (see 
Tamai, 2005). The subjunctive has persistent root-initial accent. The obliquus 
PPt papala1 is attested in PK AS 4A a 1 (unpublished, reading according to G.-
J. Pinault, p.c.). 
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= Apäla- ‘loben, preisen’, ‘praise’ (tr) (m/m/m)  
Prs VI (m) —; pällamtär,-, pällantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf pällatsi 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, palantär Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II pallune 
Pt I (m) -,-, palat;-,-, palant 
PPt paplu 
Ipv — 

TA planträ in A 359, 28 is interpreted as a metrically shortened form of TA 
pällanträ by Couvreur, 1956, 80: TA talkeyäntu tosäm planträ “they praise 
these sacrifices”. Although this analysis makes good sense, a connection with 
a root Apla- (as per TG, 453f.) cannot be excluded (see below s.v. Apla-). 
SEM. Note that the middle can also have passive function, e.g., TA pällamtär in 
A 15 a 2 (“we are praised”), cf. Schmidt, 1974, 245. ETYM. PIE *Ç(s)pelH 
‘öffentlich sprechen’ (2LIV, 576); see Adams, DoT, 376f. 
 
Apäl(- ‘erlöschen’, ‘come to extinction’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs III (m) -,-, platär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA plont in A 403 b 1 may be the PPt of this root (thus TG, 450), but due to the 
fragmentary context this cannot be proven. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB/KAUSATIVUM ‘löschen’, ‘extinguish’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, plä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part päl1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -, palyä1t,-;— 
PPt paplu 
Ipv — 

The Pt III belongs to what I call antigrundverb, whereas one cannot decide 
whether the Prs VIII goes back to an s-present or to an sk-present (and hence 
to a kausativum paradigm). 
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pälk- ‘leuchten, glänzen’, ‘shine’ (itr) (a/-/a) 

Prs I (a) -,-, palkäM;— Imp -,-, palysi/pälsi (MQ);-,-, pälsyeM (MQ) 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, pälka (MQ);-,-, pälkare 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Imp variant Palsi (MQ) is attested in THT 1179 frg. a b 3 (cf. Tamai, 
2007a, s.v.), the 3.pl. Pt pälkare in PK AS 17D a 1 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘erleuchten’, ‘zeigen’, ‘illuminate’, ‘show’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part palkäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) -,-, pyalka;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The m-Part palkäske(mane) can be restored in IOL Toch 766 a 1 (Peyrot, 2008a, 
110). The existence of a 2.sg. Prs (IXa or IXb) pälkastar laying behind p’lk’st’r 
in Man.Bil. 17 (= U 100, v. 2) is questionable; see most recently Pinault, 2008a, 
98f., who prefers a reading 1 lkastar as proposed by Thomas, 1960, 150. 
= Apälk- ‘leuchten, glänzen, erscheinen’, ‘shine, appear’ (itr) (a/-/a)  

Prs I (a) -,-, pälkä1;-,-, pälkiñc Imp -,-, pälsa;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, pälk;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The subjunctive stem set up in the glossary in Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 273 has 
to be a misprint, because all analyzable attestations of TA pälkä1 in YQ are 
present forms.  
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘erleuchten’, ‘zeigen’, ‘illuminate’, ‘show’ (tr) (m/-/-) 
Prs VIII (m) -, pälkä1tar,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II pälka1lune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. Schmidt, 1974, 186ff., 1997c, 544f. claims that Apälk- ‘shine’ and Apälka- 
‘see’ are not ‘‘zwei selbständige Verben”, but show voice alternation between 
an ‘‘objektives Aktiv” and “subjektives Medium”; but see the discussion in 
chap. Voice 5.2.2.2. ETYM. PIE *Çbleg/g denoting ‘glänzen’ according to 2LIV, 
86f., but see Hackstein, 1995, 112f. with fn. 15 for the claim that the PIE root 
*Çbleg already had the meaning ‘brennen, leuchten’, ‘‘wobei der Vorgang 
‘brennen’ die Grundbedeutung und dessen Wirkung bzw. optische 
Begleiterscheinung ‘leuchten’ Nebenbedeutung ist”.  
 
pälka- ‘sehen, erblicken’, ‘(auf)blicken’, ‘see, look at’, ‘look (up)’ (tr) (-/a/x) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) palkau,-, palkaM; palkam,-,- Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II palkalñe  
Priv empalkaitte/empalkatte (MQ) 
Inf palkatsi 

 Pt I (x) -, pälykasta, palyka;-,-, pälykare/pilykar (S)|-,-, pälkate;— 
 PPt pälkau| pälkowwa| pälko1 
 Ipv I (x) palka; palkas| palkar;- 
läk(- ‘see, look’ provides the suppletive present stem. There exists an m-Part 
päl[k]ama[ne] attesting to a present stem made from this root in PK NS 40 (= 
FK 590) b 5 according to Sieg apud Couvreur, 1948, 328: //// [ta]rsauna 
päl[k]ama[ne] ////, which is rendered as ‘‘bedrog ziende” by Couvreur. 
However, in my opinion, a reading päl[w]amane ‘‘lamenting deceit (plural in 
Toch.)”, i.e., a form of pälwa- ‘lament’ is more plausible (cf. the facsimile apud 
Van Windekens, 1940, Tab. IV; a look at the original manuscript also clearly 
suggests (lwa) instead of (lka)). A middle Sub may be attested in THT 1311 b 6 
if one is willing to accept the irregular syncope of the accented (!) root vowel 
(a separation into sap lkantär is not to be preferred because sap would be a yet 
unknown word): 0cesa plkanTar@ toM [riM] no //// (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.) 
“But how are the cities to be seen/visible (?)”. The 1.pl. Sub is attested in PK 
AS 16.8 b 3 (unpublished, reading according to Pinault, p.c.): palkaM@ ri //// 
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‘‘we will see the city”; the 2.sg. Pt Palykasta in the small fragment THT 1604 
frg. g a 1 is without context. The regular 3.pl. Pt pälykare is found in PK NS 
113 a 3 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.); on the 3.pl. 
variant pilykar, see chap. Pt I 7.2.1. The nom.pl. PPt pälkowwa can be found 
in PK AS 6C (= Ud 2) a 5f.: wraMtse stmanma [6] (tr)[o$ka]nma pälkowwa 
m=anaisai takaM ‘‘wenn die Dachrinnen und (Abfluß)löcher nicht genau 
gesehen werden” (reading and translation according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Apälka- ‘sehen’, ‘see’ (tr) (-/m/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) pälkamar, pälkatar, pälkatär;-,-, pälkantär  

Opt -, pälkitar,-;—  
 Ger II pälkal Abstr II pälkalune  
Pt I (m) pälke, pälkate, pälkat;-,-, pälkant 
PPt pälko 
Ipv I (m) pälkar; pälkac  

Aläk(- ‘see, look’ provides the suppletive present stem. Diachronically, the 
middle Imp forms TA pälkar and TA pälkac probably belonged to Apälka-, but 
synchronically they were rather taken for forms from Aläk(-, as per Schmidt, 
1974, 22f., fn. 4, because in Tocharian A all other imperative forms from roots 
starting with a p- show synchronically pp-.  
SEM. In TB, the verb is basically transitive, but it can also be used absolutely: 
365 a 5 (pa)lyka tä$wsa no k8cä katkemane pu(d)ñ(ä)ktemeM 1amaññe ot 
ritate ‘‘[m]it Liebe sah er aber auf, erfreut, [und] erstrebte alsdann das 
Mönchtum vom Buddha”; see Schmidt, 1974, 151; cf. also Winter, 2001, 135 = 
2005, 524 ad 377. In contrast to TB, in TA the verb is mostly construed with the 
allative; see the examples in Kölver, 1965, 89; in addition, there are also 
attestations with an obliquus: A 12 a 3 ayäntu kakloñcäs pälkant “they saw 
broken bones (of a lion)”, cf. Sieg, Übers. I, 15. The same is true for the 
suppletive root Aläk(- ‘see, look’. Whether the Priv empalkaitte/ TA apälkat 
‘unheeding, unconcerned, unworried’ is derived from this root (thus the 
analysis of WTG, 43) or rather from pälk(- ‘burn’ (preferred by Hilmarsson, 
1991, 70 for semantic reasons) is still a matter of discussion. From a semantic 
point of view, a development ‘without sight’ e ‘without consideration’ (cf. 
ModHG ‘rücksichtslos’) does not seem implausible to me; see also chap. Priv. 
ETYM. As above s.v. pälk- ‘shine’; according to Hackstein, 1995, 112f. with fn. 
15, the semantic development to ‘see, look’ was the consequence of a 
‘‘semantische Angleichung” to the suppletive root läk(- ‘see, look’.  
 
pälk(- ‘brennen’, ‘burn’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs III (m) -,-, pälketär-ne;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘verbrennen, quälen’, ‘burn, torment’ (tr) (x/m/x) 

Prs VIII (x) -,-, pälk1äM (MQ);—|-,-, palk1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (m) — Opt -,-, palysitär (sic);— 

Ger II — Abstr II pälysalñe/pilycalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt III (x) pelykwa,-, pelyksa;—|-, palyksatai,-;— 
 PPt pepalykusai| pepälyko1 (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Pt pelyksa is found in THT 1131 frg. j a 2 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). The 
root vowel of p(·)lyks(a)t(ai) in 83, 1 has to be restored as (a), not (e), for 
morphological reasons; see Hackstein, 1995, 11, fn. 6 with ref.; the 3.sg. 
pelyksate cited in TEB I, 177, § 301,3 without ref. is probably merely based on 
such an incorrect restoration. The middle forms of the antigrundverb are 
either passive (palk1trä in 14 b 3; see Schmidt, 1974, 211; differently 
2TochSprR(B), 165; similarly palyksatai in 83, 1), or direct-reflexive (palysitär 
in 20 b 2, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 314). The obl. PPt p[e]pälyko1 is attested without 
context in the small fragment THT 1540 frg. j b 1 (MQ); see Schmidt, 2007, 330. 
= Apälk(?- ‘verbrennen, quälen’, ‘burn, torment’ (tr) (a/-/m)  

Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, pälkseñc Imp -,-, pälk1a;— 
 nt-Part pälk1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf pälkässi 
Sub II — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II pläslune/pälyslune/pälslune 
Pt II (m) papälyke,-, papälykat;— 
PPt papälyku 
Ipv — 

ETYM. As above s.v. pälk- ‘shine’; according to Hackstein, 1995, 112f. with fn. 
15, the Sub II continues the subjunctive of a PIE root present, Prs VIII being an 
inner-Tocharian creation built to match the Pt III, which he says continues a 
PIE s-aorist: *bleg- > pre-TB *plyek-, attested pelyk- being analogically 
reshaped in order to match pälyk- (from *bleg-) and pälk- (from *blg-); but 
pelyk- may derive from a schwebeablaut variant *belg- > PT *p’ælk- as well; 
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see chap. Sound Laws 1.7. Kim, 2007, 190 derives the Sub II from a PIE root 
aorist subjunctive. 
 
pält?- ‘tröpfeln’, ‘drip’ (tr) (—) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I paltä1le (M)/ pältä1äle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
A look at the manuscript confirms the reading paltä[1le] in 324 b 2. In the very 
archaic, medical MQ text bi 41 b 2 one can furthermore read: //// yaMaFalle 
seKa melenne PaLTaFa[l]e //// “... has to be done; this has to be dripped into 
the nose” (this fragment that is part of the Berlin Middle Iranian manuscript 
collection belongs to the medical manuscript THT 2668ff. and was identified 
by D. Maue apud Sander, in print). Whether pältsi in 118 a 2 (MQ) is an 
infinitive of the grundverb of this root is entirely uncertain, because the 
context does not support a meaning ‘to drip’; see Krause, WTG, 122, § 120, fn. 
6; an alternative is analysis as Inf of the root päl- ‘listen closely’. 
= Apälta?- ‘± tropfen’, ‘± drop’ (itr) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, pältat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM./ETYM. The TA form is a hapax found in A 153 b 6; Couvreur, 1956, 71 
assigns the meaning ‘dropped’ to it. The actual reason for Couvreur to do so, 
and for the manuals to assume a meaning ‘drop, drip’ for the TB verb as well, 
is the noun TB pältakw/TA piltäk, which beyond doubt has the meaning 
‘drop’. Adams, DoT, 379 writes this noun is a derivative of the verbal root 
“with the concrete nominalizer -äkw”; unfortunately, there is no further 
evidence for such a Tocharian nominal suffix (pässakw/TA pässak ‘garland’ 
clearly being a borrowing from Iranian), but Adams’ analysis of the noun is 
nevertheless quite reasonable. A meaning ‘drop’ also makes sense for the one 
TA instance and for paltä1le in the medical text 324 b 2: //// paltä1le cau 1e 1 
sar kutär ot sark wa //// “... this has to be dripped, and one (drop?) will be 
poured over it, and the illness ...”. Whether pältsi in 118 a 2 (MQ) is an 
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infinitive of the grundverb paradigm from this root is totally uncertain, 
because the context does not support a meaning ‘drop’; see Krause, WTG, 122, 
§ 120, fn. 6. Judging by the TA preterit formation, the intransitive grundverb 
had most likely A-character. For the etymology, note Melchert, 1978, 120, fn. 
24. 
 
pälwa- ‘(be)klagen’, ‘lament’ (tr/itr) (a+/-/a) 

Prs V (a+) -,-, palwaM; pälwamo,-,- Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pälwamane 
 Ger I pälwalle Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II pälwalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, plyawa;-,-, plyaware 
 PPt in pepälyworsa 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg./pl. Prs is also attested in THT 1379 frg. a a 2. The Ger pälwalle in 284 
a 6 is taken for a ‘‘Schreibfehler für [the abstract] pälwalñe” by Thomas, 1952, 
59 for the reason that it is coordinated with other abstracts; on the other hand, 
gerundives can be substantivized, as Thomas, 1952 himself has shown; the 
expected Abstr is attested by the derived adjective pälwalñe11a found in H 
149.69 a 4; pälwalle in PK AS 12J a 5 (MQ) is most likely Ger I: kañcuki 
weFFaM • Palwalle te MaMt ñäke (reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; the 
passage is also mentioned by Thomas, 1979b, 48, but without commentary or 
translation) ‘‘the chamberlain says: ‘now one has to lament’”. In the small 
fragment 147 frg. 4 a 1 one can read an Abs pepälyworsa (instead of pepälyw 
orsa, as read by TochSprR(B)), according to TEB I, 247, § 441,3. The verb is 
used transitively in 46 b 2: nau1 su plyawa alye$käM ceM ñake c8 wes 
pälwamo “früher beklagte der diese anderen, jetzt beklagen wir ihn“ 
(TochSprR(B), transl., 69). All other forms from this root are used 
intransitively: 89 b 5 0se nai tamp añmala1ke palwaM säsweMtse araNemiñ 
lante 1pä ñem sausäM “Wer wohl klagt da so mitleiderregend [und] ruft den 
Namen des Herrn, des Königs AraNemi?” (Schmidt, 2001, 319); 15 (= 17) a 1 
trik(au) l(ak)l(e)sa añc(a)l 1arne pälwam(ane po)ysiMs rekauna “(darauf 
sprach Ananda,) der von Leid verwirrte, mit zusammengelegten Händen, 
jammernd zu dem Allwissenden die Worte” (TochSprR(B), transl., 24). This is 
also true for the second attestation of the preterit: 45 a 3 tu yparwe maka 
plyaware ñakti samna “[d]araufhin klagten sehr die Götter [und] die 
Menschen” (TochSprR(B), transl., 66). Evidently the root behaved precisely 
like Modern English lament, which can also used both transitively and 
intransitively. ETYM. As per Schmidt, 1982, 365, the root is best derived from 
PIE *ÇmlewH ‘speak’ (H = H or @ according to Hackstein, 1995, 18; H = H 
according to ²LIV, 447, fn. 3: “Der Stamm *pluwa- muß wohl auf der 3p 
*mluHánti beruhen, wodurch *H für die Wurzel erwiesen wird”); as it seems, 
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Adams, DoT, 380 now rather sides with Schmidt than with his own former 
take on the root (Adams, 1988a, 67). Pace TEB I, 247, § 441,3, the PPt does not 
suggest a former status of the Pt as Pt II; there is no reason not to take the 
preterit for a Pt I of Subclass 7, i.e., as a Pt I of the lyakawa type. 
 
pälska- ‘bedenken, denken’, ‘consider, think’ (tr) (x/x/x) 

Prs VI (x) -, pälskanat, pälskanaM;—|-,-, pälskanatär (MQ);— 
Imp pälskanoym,-, pälsknoy (sic);—|-,-, pälskanoytär;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pälskanamane 
 Ger I pälsknalle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) plaskau,-, plaskaM;—  

Opt pälskoym (MQ),-, pälskoy (MQ);—|-,-, palskoytär;— 
Ger II — Abstr II palskalyñe Priv — 
Inf palskatsi 

 Pt I (x) -,-, palska;-,-, pälskare|-,-, pälskate;— 
 PPt pälskau 
 Ipv I (a) plaska (MQ); palskaso 
The 3.sg.mid. Imp PalskanoyTar is attested without clear context in THT 1235 
b 4, and the non-MQ m-Part pälskanamane in THT 1681 a 1 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, 
s.v.). The expected 1.sg. Sub plaskau is now attested in THT 1335 frg. 1 b 5. 
The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. palskaso in 621 b 4 is analyzed as 
imperative (instead of 2.pl. Pt) by Winter, 2001, 132 = 2005, 521 ad 381; and 
although the form is without context, the root accent (implying former 
*päpälskaso) allows no other choice. The PPt is found in THT 1303 a 5 (cf. 
Tamai, 2007a, s.v.); pace Broomhead I, 179, instead of a pl. PPt of this root, one 
has to read pälko1 in H 149.49 (= IOL Toch 1) b 4; see Peyrot, 2007, s.v. 
= Apäl(t)ska- ‘denken’, ‘think’ (tr) (x/-/x)  

Prs VII (x) pältsä$kam,-, pältsä$ka1;-,-, pältsä$keñc| 
-, pältsä$katar,-;— 
Imp -,-, pältsäñsa;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pältsä$kamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf pältsä$katsi/pältsä$kasi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II pältskal Abstr II pälskalune 
Pt I (x) pälska,-,-;—|pälske, pältskate, pälskat;-,-, pälskant 
PPt pälsko 
Ipv I (m) ppälskar;- 

ETYM. Based on an *-ske/o- present from the same root that is continued by 
pälk- ‘shine’; see Melchert, 1978, 104, followed by Adams, DoT, 381 and 
Hackstein, 1995, 37, who suggests a semantic development ‘(wiederholt) 
beleuchten’ e ‘bedenken’. 
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Apä1t- ‘± rufen, jauchzen, locken’, ‘± call, cheer, woo’ (itr) (a/-/-)  
Prs I (a) -,-, pä1t1-äM;-,-, pä1tiñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TG, 451 gives as translation ‘‘etwa ‘locken’”, TEB II, 117 ‘rufen, schreien (?)’. 
Since the 3.sg. Prs is attested without context, these proposals are 
undoubtedly based on the evidence of the 3.pl. Prs TA pä1tiñc in A 253 b 4, 
where it refers to some kind of joyful utterance or encouragement; on the 
passage see most recently Pinault, 2006c, 72f.: (ypi)c pyappyas waras ypanträ 
añcalyi karyeñc 1omaM pä1tiñc 1omaM 1i ats wasac pälkitar “Elles font l’añjali 
(avec leurs mains) pleines de fleurs [et] de parfumes; certaines rient, certaines 
crient”. 
 
Apäs- ‘± gießen, spritzen’, ‘± spray, pour (water)’ (tr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs I (a+) -,-, pä1/pä11-äm;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part päsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

All attestations are without much context, but in each case the form seems to 
be constructed with the word for ‘water’: A 225 a 2 wär pä11-äm ‘‘± pours 
water for them”; A 91 a 2 wär päsmaM ‘‘pouring water” (both readings 
according to TG, 451 contra TochSprR(A)). Consequently, TG, 451 restores the 
word for ‘water’ in the third attestation in A 374, 5: ////(wä)r pä1 kapsñac 
‘‘sprays (wat)er on the body”. Note that TA psäl is not a Ger from this root, 
but is the equivalent of TB pisäl ‘glume’, as per Schmidt, 2002, 4f. 
 
päsa- ‘± speak’ e pasa- ‘id.’ 
 
Apäsa- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part päsnamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax in A 96 a 3: talke ypamaM kosmaM päsnamaM ‘‘making a 
sacrifice, killing, ...ing”.  
 
pia- ‘± blasen, trompeten’, ‘± blow, trumpet’ (tr/itr) (a/a/a) 

Prs V (a) —;-,-, piyaM Imp —;-,-, pyoyeM/piyoM 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II payalyñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -, payasta (MQ),-;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. piyaM in 589 a 6 is rather a present (thus, WTG, 261) than a 
subjunctive, because it is found together with the Prs form kalneM: kalneM 
ploryaM tne piyaM lwasa ka – – ‘‘the flutes resound, and the ... animals 
trumpet” (according to Pinault, 1994a, 188ff., ploriyo refers to a ‘flute’ or to 
some similar kind of ‘wind instrument’; differently Schmidt, 1986, 127). piyoM 
is attested in 66 a 7 without context in sentence-final position (which makes it 
likely that this is a verbal form) after a damaged sign (not in WTG); that this 
form has not to be restored further and is hence a 3.pl. Imp from this root 
makes morphologically the most sense. Couvreur, 1954, 88 lists two additional 
attestations of this root from unpublished Paris texts: PK AS 15D b 2 lo lmau 
takoy ma kes wayoy payalyñe ‘‘dürfte er niedersitzen, nicht dürfte er das 
Blasen (?) beachten” and PK AS 15D a 7 mek pyoyeM ‘‘dürften eine Melodie 
(?) singen (?)”, with mek probably being a loan from Skt. megha-. Adams, 
DoT, 467 adopts Couvreur’s analysis of mek, but Georg, 2001, 494 objects to 
this etymology with the argument that Skt. megha- should have the meaning 
‘cloud’; however, pace Georg, megha- can indeed refer to one of the basic 
melodies (see, e.g., M-W, s.v. raga-). In addition, Couvreur, l.c., analyzes the 
2.sg. Pt payasta in 214 b 4 as another form from this root (contra WTG, 219): 
(spä)ntaiytsñe11ai wrakai payasta klenauntsai ‘‘die hallende Perlenmuschel 
des Vertrauens bliesest (?) du”. ETYM. Sub V/Pt I are of the subtype with 
persistent root vowel -a-. For the Prs V forms with root vowel *ä, see the 
discussion in chap. Prs V. The verb is usually connected with OCS pÏti (WTG, 
261); 2LIV, 465 sets up PIE *ÇpeyH ‘singen’ on the evidence of the Toch. and 
OCS form; but see Reinhart in Eichner/Reinhart, 2006, 278f. As a matter of 
fact, the root rather denotes ‘blow, trumpet’ than ‘sing’; for this reason, I 
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would like to equate it with Apiwa- ‘blow’, see below s.v., and also s.v. pi(-n)- 
and Apis-. 
 
pika- ‘malen, schreiben’, ‘bilden’, ‘paint, write’, ‘form’ (tr) (a+/m/x) 

Prs VII (a+) -,-, pi$käM;-,-, pi$käM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pi$kemane 
 Ger I pi$kalle Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, paiykatär-ne;— Opt — 

Ger II paikalle Abstr II paikalñe Priv — 
Inf paikatsi 

 Pt I (x) -,-, paiyka; paiykam,-, paiykare | paikamai,-, paikate;— 
 PPt papaikau| papaika1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs is often attested in caravan travel passports (see the index in 
Pinault, 1987, 192f.). A Ger II paikalle is only listed in TochSprR(B), glossary, 
140; TEB I, 205, § 371,1 furthermore lists a 3.pl. Prs pi$keM which is a ghost 
form, according to Schmidt, 1994a, 224; on the other hand, Schmidt, 1987a, 293 
analyzes pi$käM in BM a [= b] 6 as 3.pl. instead of 3.sg. (on the text, see also 
Malzahn, 2007a, 273). The subjunctive stem has persistent initial accent. The 
3.pl. Pt paiykare is attested in the graffito G-Qm 5, a (misspelled) variant 
paiykere in G-Qm 12, and the 1.pl. Pt paiykam in the graffito G-Su 32 (see 
Pinault, 1987, s.v. and ad “Errata”), and also in SHT 1, 768: indr(a)s(·)nts[e] 
p[e]lkeM paikam ceM pkarsas ‘‘Wisset, [dass] wir diese Udanas für Indr(a)s(·) 
geschrieben haben”; see Schmidt, 1974, 450f. (contra SHT). The PPt papaika1 is 
found in PK AS 12D b 6 (MQ) (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.). 
= Apika- ‘malen, schreiben’, ‘paint, write’ (tr) (x/m/x)  

Prs I (x) -,-, pikä1;-,-, pikiñc|-,-, piktär;-,-, pikäntär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf piktsi 
Sub V (m) -,-, pekatär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II peklune 
Pt I (x) —;-,-, pekar| peke,-, pekat; pekamät,-,- 
PPt papeku 
Ipv — 

SEM. pi$käM in BM a [= b] 6 has the meaning ‘form’, according to Schmidt, 
1987a, 293: ‘‘Sie formen die Gestalt[en] der Wesen”. ETYM. To be derived either 
from PIE *Çpeyg ‘malen’ (2LIV, 464) or *Çpeyk (2LIV, 465f.: original meaning 
‘heraushauen, herausschneiden’ e ‘malen’ already in PIE); see Adams, DoT, 
384. On TA pik- see chap. Prs I 24.2.; on TA pekant ‘painter’ attesting to a 
former present stem of its morphological structure, see chap. Prs Part.  
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pi(-n)- ‘?’ (?) (—) 
Prs Xa — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I pina1le Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger I — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The form is a hapax in Fill. Y 2 a 4: meleMne pina1le. Sieg, 1938, 49, fn. 3 
proposed a meaning ‘schmieren’, and was in this respect followed by 
Couvreur, 1954, 84, but later the same scholar (Sieg, 1955, 66) translated ‘‘[die 
Medizin] ist in die Nase zu blasen”, this time followed by Carling, 2003a, 52. 
Accordingly, one cannot be sure that this root belongs with pia- ‘± blow, 
trumpet’, as is usually claimed. 
 
pilts- ‘anspannen’ e päl- ‘listen closely’ 
 
Apiw?- ‘card’ e Apewa?- ‘id.’ 
 
Apiwa- ‘(an)blasen’, ‘blow’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs V (a) -,-, piwa1-äM/piwa1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt papeyu 
Ipv — 

Two of the three forms are attested in A 124, a text that deals with the 
digestion system (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 266), and both of these two refer to TA 
want ‘wind’. Schmidt translates A 124 b 5: ‘‘wenn sie [scil. die Speise] sich im 
Âmasaya (~ Magen) befindet, von Wasser [und] Wind angefeuchtet [und] 
angeblasen ...”; similarly, Adams, 1982, 134: “the water wets it, the wind blows 
it”. The 3.sg. Prs is now also attested in YQ 32 a 6: piwa11 oky ak1a(räs) ////. 
The text in line a 6f. deals with the (bad) teachings of the brahmin Badhari: 
(päñ kän)t m(a)narkassi sne eMts sne 1/are pkis aklä1 sasträntu • piwa11 oky 
ak1a(räs) //// (knanma?)ñcäs ya1 m=alyes knanmañcäs ya1 karuNik wrasom. 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 33 do not propose a translation of TA piwa1 in this 
particular passage: ‘‘to all (five hundred) novices he teaches the Sastras 
without attachment, without effort. ... as it were (the) syllables (?) ... he makes 
... (knowledgeable?), he does not make ... knowledgeable, the compassionate 
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being”. In my opinion, one could think of a translation ‘‘as if he would just 
blow syllables”, which may be a metaphor for “talking nonsense”. ETYM. The 
TA verb can be equated with TB pia- ‘± blow, trumpet’ in case one is willing to 
trace the preterits made from these roots back to a PT proto-form *pæ/ayw’a- 
< *pæ/aw’ya- < pre-PT *pÔw(i)ya/o- (cf. TB saiyye, TA sayu ‘sheep/goat’ < 
pre-PT *qyow(i)yo-), which may further be equated with Arm. (h)ogi ‘breath, 
soul, spirit’, “vielleicht < *powiyo- zu einer schallnachahmenden Wurzel pu 
‘pusten, blasen’” (as per Klingenschmitt, 1982, 166, fn. 11). See also s.v. Apis-. 
 
Apis- ‘(Instrument) spielen, blasen’, ‘play (a musical instrument), blow’ (tr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II pisa1laM Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The form is a hapax in A 301 b 3: rapeyäntu pisa1laM ko1tlaM ‘‘musical 
instruments are to be played/blown and to strike”. Cf. Adams, DoT, 383. The 
one attested form looks like a form from a kausativum that was based upon 
another kausativum made from Apiwa- ‘blow’ (TA pis- possibly deriving from 
pre-TA *päyys- < *päyws- < *päywäs-; see below s.v. miw(-), but the 
semantics is still ‘blow’. 
 
Apuk- ‘ripen’ e Apäk- ‘cook, ripen’ 
 
putk- ‘schließen’, ‘shut’ (tr) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) —; putkäm (MQ),-,- Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt putkuwe1 
 Ipv — 
The meaning of this root is certainly ‘shut (a door)’; see Thomas, 1979b, 45; 
Pinault, 1994, 119f. with fn. 18; Pinault, 2000a, 151, and Schmidt, 1999a, 104ff. 
with ref. to Couvreur, 1953, 282 for PK AS 12H b 6. In older publications such 
as Thomas, l.c., the reading is given as mutkäm in PK AS 12H b 6, resp. 
mutkuwe1 in PK AS 17J b 1, but Schmidt, 1999a, 104ff. points out that one has 
to read putkäm and putkuwe1, respectively. As for the analysis of putkäm, the 
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context makes it highly likely that the form is a subjunctive (thus Pinault and 
Schmidt). Since PK AS 12H has MQ character, it is unclear whether the 
subjunctive has initial accent or not. It is most likely a back-formation to the Pt 
III presupposed by the PPt. Etymologically, the root may have the same origin 
as putk(- ‘divide’. 
 
putk(- ‘(ver)teilen, trennen, unterscheiden’, ‘divide, separate, distinguish’  

(tr) (x/a/x) 
Prs VII (x) -,-, putta$gaM (sic);-,-, putta$keM|-,-, putta$ktär;— 

Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I putta$källe Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) pautkau,-,-;-,-, putkaM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II putkalñe Priv — 
Inf putkatsi 

 Pt I (x) —;-,-, putkar (sic)|-,-, putkate;-, putkat (sic),- 
 PPt putkowä (Š)| putko1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs putta$gaM translates Skt. vibhajati ‘distinguishes’ in the 
bilingual text PK NS 13 + 516 a 5 (Couvreur, 1967, 154). The 3.pl. Sub putkaM 
is attested in IOL Toch 568 frg. a a 2 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), and the Inf putkatsi in 
the same text in line a 1, and also in IOL Toch 793 a 3 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.) and in 
H add.149 71 a 4 (Broomhead I, 329). The subjunctive has persistent initial 
accent. The 3.pl. Pt putkar (Ipv is excluded) is found in the business document 
SI P/117, 2: swara pwarane saumo1e pausye lau putkar@ ‘‘they have posted the 
men being in service separately to the four fires” (cf. Pinault, 1998, 15; 
Schmidt, 2001c, 161 suggests the same reading but a highly unlikely different 
translation and interpretation of the passage); the 3.sg.mid. Pt putkate is 
attested in PK Cp 36, 34 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), 
the 2.pl.mid. Pt putkat in PK NS 164 b 3 (cf. Bernhard, 1958, 209). 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘teilen’, ‘divide’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs IXb (m) —;-,-, putkäskentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I putkä11älya Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
putkäskentär is only listed in TEB II, 211 without ref. The PPt pepputku listed 
in WTG, 262 with the ref. M 153.2 b 4 (now = SHT 7, 1704) has to be read 
pepyutkuwa (e pyutk- ‘come into being’), according to K. T. Schmidt (apud 
SHT 7, 1704). 
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= Aputka- ‘teilen, trennen, unterscheiden’, ‘divide, separate, distinguish’  
(tr) (x/a/a)  
Prs VII (x) -,-, putä$ka1;—|—;-,-, putä$kantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf putä$katsi 
Sub V (a) potkam,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II putkalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, putäk;-,-, potkar 
PPt putko 
Ipv — 

A 3.sg. Pt TA pu(täk) is arguably attested in YQ 3 b 1 and a 3.pl. Pt TA 
(po)tkar in YQ 9 a 3; see also Pinault, 1990, 154. Maybe one can restore a 
3.sg.mid. Prs TA (p)[u]Ta$katRa yo1m(o)F@ in the small fragment THT 1411 frg. 
f a 1. 
SEM. The basic meaning is ‘divide’ judging by the nominal forms pautke 
‘tribute, share’ and TA potäk ‘paw’, according to Winter, 1982a, 401. All 
middle forms are passives. ETYM. Since long connected with Lat. putare 
‘prune’, and deriving the root from a pre-PT *put-ske/o- (see Adams, DoT, 391 
with ref.) would, of course, imply that the Latin verb to be compared had not 
started out as denominative to Lat. putus ‘pure’ often said to contain itself a 
root allomorph *puH- or *pHu- otherwise met in Lat. purus ‘pure’ (as recently 
claimed again by de Vaan, 2008, 502); see against such an assumption esp. 
Melchert, 1978, 123.  
 
perk?- ‘lugen, spähen’, ‘peer’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs II (m) —;-,-, perkentär-me Imp —;-,-, persiyeMtär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs perkentär-me is attested in PK AS 17I + NS 77.1 b 5 and PK AS 
17J b 1, the 3.pl. Imp persiyeMtär in PK AS 17J a 5; see Pinault, 1994, 114ff. 
Since the Imp shows a palatalized root final, it is more likely that we have to 
do with a Prs II than with a Prs III. ETYM. Pinault, 1994, 121ff. after discussing 
PIE *Ç(s)perG ‘se mouvoir rapidement, se hâter’ and PIE *Çberhg/k ‘luire, 
briller’ as possible etyma, finally seems to opt for *ÇberF ‘garder, tenir en 
sûreté’ and was followed by Zimmer, 1996, 119 (*ÇberF ‘beachten, 
bewahren’, 2LIV, 79f., without Toch.). Adams, DoT, 396 proposes an 
onomatopoetic origin. 
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Apewa?- ‘(Wolle) kämmen’, ‘card (wool)’ (itr) (-/-/m)  
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, pewat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Certain hapax in YQ 21 b 3: mäccak pewat ‘‘she herself did the carding”; see 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 144f. It is unclear whether the root had A-character or 
not, but A-character is far more likely. ETYM. According to Pinault, 2001, 133, 
to be derived from PIE *ÇbeyH ‘split’. 
 
Apota- ‘honor, flatter’ e pauta- ‘id.’ 
 
pauta- ‘schmeicheln’, ‘honor, flatter’ (itr) (m/a/-) 

Prs IV (m) -,-, pautotär;-,-, pautontär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I pautolle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) — Opt -,-, pautoy;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt papauta1 
 Ipv — 
Beside papautarmeM, the PPt papauta(1) is now attested in IOL Toch 477 a 2 
(Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
= Apota- ‘schmeicheln’, ‘honor, flatter’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs IV (m) -,-, potatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II potal Abstr II potlune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The verb is intransitive and construed with the allative (see Kölver, 1965, 
88; for 33 b 3, see also 2TochSprR(B), 203). ETYM. PIE *Çbewd ‘wach werden, 
aufmerksam werden’ (2LIV, 82f.). This connection goes back to Lane, 1938, 27, 
who, nevertheless, later (1948, 310) rather supported a by now entirely 
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outdated etymology by Pedersen, 1943, 18f. Evidently this is a denominative 
to an abstract *bowdo- ‘listening, attention’, cf. the semantics of Greek 
punq£nomai (‘learn, hear’) and especially the Greek personal names with 
Puq(o)- as first member as interpreted by Dubois, 2006, 55ff. 
 
pyak- ‘(ein-, nieder-)schlagen’, ‘strike, beat’ (tr) (-/a/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) — Opt pyasim-me,-, pyasi-ne;-,-, pyasyeM (MQ) 

Ger II pyakäle Abstr II pyakälyñe (MQ) Priv — 
Inf pyaktsi 

 Pt III (a) —;-,-, pyakar 
 PPt papyaku| papyako1  
 Ipv — 
A Ger II pyakäle is a gloss in a Paris Sanskrit text, according to Couvreur, 
1970, 182, and since the singular Opt forms are found in non-MQ texts (for H 
149.298, see Broomhead I, 129f.; for H 149 add.8, see Broomhead I, 96f., and 
Schmidt, 1974, 361), we are dealing with a subjunctive with persistent initial 
accent. A middle pyasiTaR@ is probably furthermore attested in THT 4060 a 3 
(without context; cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). The 3.pl. Pt pyakar is found in PK NS 
410 a 2: ene$ka pyakar “sie schlugen ein”, according to K. T. Schmidt apud 
Hackstein, 1993, 142f. with fn. 13.  
= Apyak- ‘(ein-, nieder-)schlagen’, ‘strike, beat’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf pyakässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The Inf TA (py)akässi is restored in A 311 b 6 by Thomas, 1956, 152; see also 
Hackstein, 1993, 144, with fn. 22. 
SEM. For the semantics, see Hackstein, 1993, 143ff. in detail; the phrase as 
pyak- lit. ‘beat on the head’ has the figurative meaning ‘depress, distress’. 
ETYM. PIE *ÇpyeH ‘schlagen’ (2LIV, 481f.), according to Hackstein, 1993, 141ff., 
who claims that pyak- derives from an aorist stem *piH-k-. 
 
Apya1t(- ‘kräftig sein, genährt werden’, ‘be strong, be nourished’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs IV (m) -,-, pya1tatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II pya1tlune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘wachsen lassen, aufziehen’, ‘make grow’ (tr) (a/-/x) 
Prs VIII (a) -,-, pya1tä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I pya1/ä1lis (sic) Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV (x) -,-, pya1t1a-m;—|pya1t1e,-, pya1t1at;-,-, pya1t1ant 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

I think that one can read TA pya1t1a<m> malkeyo ‘‘she made (them) grow 
with milk” in YQ 21 b 3, i.e., a correct form with following enclitic pronoun 
TA -m (consonant simplification in sandhi is not unusual). 
SEM. TG, 452 does not give a translation for the root; Couvreur, 1967, 158 
translates ‘sterken, wel bekomen’. Prs TA pya1tä1 in A 460 b 2 translates Skt. 
cchadayati ‘enjoy, like’ (= Pali cadeti ) . The passage is the equivalent of DN I, 
72 bhattañ ca me na cchadesi ‘‘food does not do me good” (see Couvreur, 
1967, 156). Five (transitive) attestations of this root in the YQ manuscript 
confirm a meaning ‘nourish, make grow’; see Pinault, 2001, 132, and cf. also 
TA pya1tlune in A 359, 40, which translates Skt. brMhaNa- ‘nourishment’. In A 
104 a 1 one has to read TA pya1tatär, which has to be translated ‘‘life is 
strong/well nourished”, according to TochSprR(A), 252 ad p. 59 with ref. to A 
331 a 1: (ra)sayaMyo pya1tatr ariñc ‘‘the heart is strong/is nourished by the 
elixir of life” (reading and restoration according to Couvreur, 1956, 76). ETYM. 
Maybe ultimately to be derived from PIE *ÇpeyH ‘anschwellen’ (2LIV, 464, 
without Toch.), according to Levet, 1975, 106, who already wanted to derive 
pya- from *piH- and also pointed to the parallel formation of Ako1ta- ‘hit’ (see 
s.v.); according to the communis opinio on laryngeal developments, we would 
in this case deal with *H or *@, i.e., *pi}-sT- > *p(i)ya-st- > TA pya1t-. 
Hackstein, 2002a, 275, fn. 35 now derives the root from a to-adjective *pi}t-
to-; alternatively, one could set up *peyH(o)s-te-H, the abstract of a 
denominative to-adjective. 
 
pyutk- act. ‘zustande kommen’, ‘come into being’, mid. ‘hervorrufen, 

zustandebringen’, ‘establish, create, accomplish’ (itr/tr) (x/a/x)  
Prs IXb (x) -,-, pyutkä11äM;-,-, pyutkäske-ne|-,-, pyutkästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt pyutkä11im,-,-; — 

Ger II — Abstr II pyutkä1ñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf pyutkässi 

 Pt II (x) -,-, pyautka;-,-, pyautkare| pyautkamai,-,-;— 
 PPt pepyutkuwa| pepyutko1  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. pyuTKasTaR@ attested in THT 1371 frg. g a 5 is without context. A 
1.sg. Opt (or Imp?) pyutkä11im is found in the small fragment THT 1335 frg. a 
a 2: //// pyutKa11im waste nestsi //// “I would become (became?) a refuge”. 
The 1.sg.mid. Pt pyautkamai is attested in the letter PK LC XVI (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), a nom.pl. PPt pepyutkuwa in SHT 7, 
1704 (see also Schmidt, 1990, 476f.; 1994b, 270f.; 2000, 233f.); PPt pepyu(tko1), 
respectively pepyutko(1), has to be restored in 268 b 3 and 380 b 6, according 
to TochSprR(B), s.v.  
= Apyutk- act. ‘zustande kommen’, ‘come into being’, mid. ‘hervorrufen,  

zustandebringen’, ‘establish, create, accomplish’ (itr/tr) (a/x/x) 
Prs VIII (a) -,-, pyutkä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (x) —;-,-, pyutkaseñc| pyutkasmar,-, pyutka1tär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (x) -,-, papyutäk;—|-,-, papyutkat;-,-, papyutkaMt 
Pt III (a) -,-, pyockäs/pyocksa-ci;— 
PPt papyätku 
Ipv — 

TA papyutäk is attested in B 605 a 4 in a TA colophon to an ak1ara chart 
(published in TochSprR(B), because there is a TB text on the verso side). 
SEM. The root has a remarkable voice/valency behavior; see chap. Voice 
5.2.2.1. In TA, the active is intransitive ‘come into being’, the middle is 
transitive ‘establish, create, accomplish’; there is no difference in meaning 
between the TA Pt II and the TA Pt III. In TB, there are only two middle forms 
and both are without clear context, so it is not entirely certain, but 
nevertheless likely, that TB had the same voice/valency alternation as TA. 
Since pyautkamai in the letter PK LC XVI is a 1. person, a translation ‘I have 
created/accomplished’ makes much more sense than ‘I have come into being’. 
ETYM. The traditional etymology is PIE *ÇbuH ‘become’ (2LIV, 98ff. without 
Toch.); see, e.g., Melchert, 1978, 121 (“unavoidable”); Van Windekens (VW I, 
399) objects that this etymology leaves the palatal root initial unexplained, 
and he is followed by Adams, DoT, 409, who prefers to derive the verb from a 
compound *pä-yutk-; to be sure, it has been claimed that py- had spread from 
the Pt II in TB and eventually was borrowed into TA; see Lane, 1965, 96 and 
Melchert, 1978, 121. Alternatively, one may toy with the idea that pre-PT *u 
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turned into Early PT *yu after both a labial and pre-PT *l, on account of pyutk- 
and TA lyom ‘mud, mire’, respectively. 
 
TA prak- e Apärk- ‘ask (for)’ 
 
TA pras- e Apärs(- ‘sprinkle’ 
 
TA prask- e Apärsk(- ‘be afraid’ 
 
prak?- ‘± fest machen’, ‘± fix’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt papraku 
 Ipv — 
According to Schmidt, 2000, 231, one can read papraku in 71, 4 (TochSprR(B) 
restored pa(py)aku) from a root prak- with unknown meaning (not in Saito, 
2006). D. Q. Adams (p.c.) suggests a connection with the adj. prakre ‘firm, 
fixed’ and proposes the translation: “from above the top-knot crown [is/was] 
firmly fixed”. Note that pace Broomhead I, 249 there is no second attestation 
of this form in H add.149 88 a 4 (“(pa)[p]rako1”), because here one has to read 
[t](e)[t]r[i]ko1 instead (see Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
 
pram?- ‘± im Zaum halten’, ‘± restrain’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf pramässi (Š) 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 18 a 3: palsko kantwa pramässi-s “um Geist und Zunge im 
Schranken zu halten”; see TochSprR(B), transl., 28 (ad 16/18 b 6).  
 
prask- e pärsk(- ‘be afraid’ 
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prä$k(- ‘sich fern-, zurückhalten’, ‘restrain oneself, keep away’ (itr) (m/-/-) 
Prs III (m) -,-, prä$ketär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf prä$katsi (MQ) 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
A 3.pl. Prs is probably attested in THT 1126 b 3: ma cai pRa$ke<M>tRa 1 • 
“they do not restrain themselves”. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘zurück-, abweisen’, ‘reject’ (tr) (a/a/a) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, pra$kä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) -, pra$käs-me (S, sic),-;— Opt pra$kä11im,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) -, pra$kasta,-;— 
 PPt pepra$ku| pepra$ko1 
 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. pra$käs-me (informal variant of †pra$käst-me) in 107 b 1 is Sub 
(Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 256; Pinault, 2008, 143). The 2.sg. Pt pra$kasta is 
found in PK AS 17C b 5 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c., 
also listed in TEB II, 215 without ref.), the PPt pepra$koF@ in the small 
fragment IOL Toch 915 b 3 (cf. Tamai, 2007, s.v.); it is uncertain whether 
(pep)rä$ko1 is the correct restoration in 529 b 2 (D); a likewise initially 
damaged (pe)pRa$koFa(Mts@?) seems attested in THT 1468 a 4. Both forms 
may also belong to the grundverb. 
= Aprä$k?- ‘sich zurückhalten’, ‘restrain oneself’ (itr) (a/-/-)  

Prs I (a) —;-,-, prä$kiñc/prä$ki-ñi Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA (p)rä($)k(i)ñc is restored in A 64 b 1 by Sieg, Übers. II, 24, fn. 17 (contra 
TochSprR(A)). 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘zurück-, abweisen’, ‘reject’ (tr) (a/-/a) 
Prs VIII (a) -, prä$kä1t,-;— Imp -,-, prä$k1a;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf pränkässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -, paprä$ka1t,-;— 
PPt in paprä$kurä1 
Ipv — 

A transitive Inf TA (prä$)[kä]ss(i) can be restored in YQ 10 a 7, cf. 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 124 (the reading (prä$)[kä]ts(i) in the edition has to be 
a typo, cf. Schmidt, 1999b, 281). The unpublished fragment where the 2.sg. Pt 
TA paprä$ka1t (TG, 453) is attested can be identified as THT 1308 frg. 2 a 4. 
 
Apris- ‘± besprengen’, ‘± sprinkle’ (?) (a/-/-) 

Prs VII/VIII (a) —;-,-, prisseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA prisseñc is a hapax in A 276 b 6; the text concerns act XVI of MSN, and the 
passage in question deals with good deeds that will lead to the encounter 
with the future Buddha Maitreya: //// ñc mosyo yp(e)ñc prisseñc pikiñc 
yärsanträ //// “(if) they ..., make with mos, prisseñc, paint, purge ritually”. 
Sieg/Müller, 1916, 402 already edited this text in a synoptic view together 
with the Old Turkish parallel version (now = MaitrSä+im (XVI) 51 a 1ff.; see 
Tekin, 1980, 142), but TA prisseñc was left untranslated in this 1916 edition 
and also in TG, 453. The same passage is now also attested in the Old Turkish 
Hami version (= MaitrHami XVI, 14 b 12ff.; identification according to Pinault, 
1999, 202), which is almost entirely an equivalent of the Sängim version. Since 
TA pikiñc ‘paint’ and TA yärsanträ ‘purge ritually’ are the equivalents of Old 
Turkish bädizäsär ‘if one paints’ and suvka kigürsär ‘if one dips into water’, 
the preceding forms, i.e., TA mosyo yp(e)ñc prisseñc must be the equivalents 
of Old Turkish suvasar and [y]ürü+ toprak tokisar ‘‘if one stamps white 
earth/clay”. TA mosyo ypeñc is the equivalent of Old Turkish [y]ürü+ toprak 
tokisar, cf. Pinault, 1994c, 366, who translates TA mosyo with ‘‘avec du torchis, 
de l’enduit”. Old Turkish toprak is, according to J. P. Laut (p.c.) ‘‘sicherlich ein 
Baumaterial für Häuser”, and the building of monasteries was certainly one 
possibility to achieve merits. As a parallel, J. P. Laut refers me to MaitrSä+im 
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(?) 101 b 16f., being an equivalent of the passage with the second attestation of 
TA mos in A 148 b 5: wyar mosyo yamlune //// ‘‘building of a monastery 
with mos” . Hence, we are finally left with Old Turkish suvasar as equivalent 
of TA prisseñc. Old Turkish suvasar is translated with “glättet” in 
Müller/Sieg, 1916, 402; Tekin, 1980, 142, and Geng/Klimkeit, 1985, 90. 
However, this meaning is rather unlikely, according to the following 
information kindly provided by J. P. Laut: ‘‘Bei suva- ‘bewässern, nässen, 
besprengen’ handelt es sich um ein denominales Verb (< suv ‘Wasser’); ob 
hiermit letztlich ein ‘Glätten’ gemeint ist, bleibt unklar”; J. P. Laut also referred 
me to Zieme, 1974, 300f., who discusses ‘bewässern’ as a probable meaning for 
this verb. J. P. Laut (p.c.) further proposes to translate the form in question in 
MaitrSä+im (XVI) 51 a 1 precisely rather with ‘‘und (rituell?) besprengt”. A 
similar meaning for the TA equivalent prisseñc can also be supported by 
etymological considerations. Already TG, 453 compared TA prisseñc (with 
question mark) with Apärs(- ‘sprinkle, spray’. As a matter of fact, a form 
†priseñc would be the exact equivalent of a 3.pl.act. form of the TB Prs VII 
from pärsa- act. ‘sprinkle (tr)’, mid. ‘spray (itr)’, which is attested by a 3.sg.act. 
prantsäM and a 3.sg.mid. Imp präntsitär, see s.v.  
 
pruk(- ‘(weg)springen’, ‘jump, leap (away)’ (itr) (x/-/a) 

Prs VI (x) -,-, pruknaM;—|-,-, pruknatär;-,-, pruknantär  
Imp —;-,-, pruknoyeM 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, pruka;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs pruknaM is attested in PK AS 7M a 6, the 3.pl. Imp pruknoyeM 
in PK AS 15B b 4 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘übergehen, ignorieren’, ‘overlook, neglect, ignore’ (tr) (m/-/a) 

Prs VIII (m) -, pruk1tar, pruk1tär;-,-, prukseMtär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part pruksemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I pruk1älñe (MQ) 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt VII (a) -,-, prusiya/prusya;— 
PPt peprukwe1 

 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. Prs pruk1tar is attested in PK AS 17C b 4 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 3.pl. Prs prukseMtär in PK AS 17I + NS 
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77.1 b 5 (Pinault, 1994, 115). Broomhead II, 188 restores an Abstr I 
pruk1a[l](ñ)[e] in 523 b 3 (differently WTG, 263: Ger I pruk1a[l](y)[e]), and the 
Abstr I prukFalñ(e) is now attested beyond doubt in THT 1230 frg. g b 1 
(apparently MQ character). The Pt VII is transitive and belongs to the 
antigrundverb: 42 a 5 ñis tremeMñ prusiya ‘‘he ignored me out of anger” (see 
TochSprR(B), transl., 62); it does not have ‘durative’ meaning (see Winter, 
1961, 89ff. = 1984, 160 = 2005, 28ff.); the second attestation of the Pt VII is 
without context. The PPt peprukweFa (listed as pepruku in TEB II, 215 
without ref.) is found in THT 1536 frg. c + e b 2 (MQ) (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
ETYM. PIE *Ç(s)prewg ‘jump’; see Hackstein, 1995, 36; Adams, DoT, 417 with 
ref. (not in 2LIV); and note in addition Melchert, 1978, 115 (“to be derived 
ultimately from IE *preu- ‘jump’”). 
 
prutk(- ‘versperrt, ausgeschlossen sein’, ‘erfüllt sein’, ‘be shut’, ‘be filled’  

(itr) (m/m/a) 
Prs III (m) -,-, prutketär;-,-, prutkentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part prutkemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, prutkatär;-,-, prutkantär Opt -,-, prutkoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II prutkalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I + III (a) —;-,-, prutkare/prautkar 
 PPt prutkauwa  
 Ipv — 
A standard-TB 3.sg. Sub prutkatär is now attested in THT 2237 a 3 (S): kantwo 
prutkaTaR@. The 3.pl. Pt prut[k]are is found in PK AS 18B a 1 (Pinault, 1984, 
376; 2008, 80). For Pt prautkar attested in 108 b 6 (S), see chap. Pt I 7.2.1.1.  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘versperren’, ‘füllen’, ‘shut’, ‘fill up’ (tr) (a/a/a) 

Prs IXb (a) prutkaskau (Š, sic),-, prutkä11äM/prutka11äM (sic); 
-,-, prutkäskeM (MQ) Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part prutkäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt -,-, prutka11i (MQ);— 

Ger II prutkä11älle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf prutkästsi (MQ) 

 Pt II (a) -,-, prautka;— 
 PPt peprutku| peprutko1 
 Ipv I (m) prutkar;– 
The m-Part prutkäskemane is attested in PK NS 31 a 4 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 3.sg. (most likely Opt) prutka11i in THT 
1314 a 5, and the PPt peprutko1 in 520 a 3. On the suffix variant -ask-/-a11-, see 
chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4.2. For the transitive Ipv I prutkar, see chap. Valency 
4.10.1. 
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= Aprutk(- ‘versperrt sein’, ‘erfüllt sein’, ‘be shut’, ‘be filled’ (itr) (-/a/a)  
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, protka1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II prutkalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, prutäk;-,-, protkar 
PPt prutko 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Pt TA prutäk is attested in YQ 33 b 5.  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘versperren’, ‘füllen’, ‘shut’, ‘fill up’ (tr) (a/a/a) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, prutkä1;-,-, prutäkseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (a) -,-, prutka1;-,-, prutkaseñc Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) —;-,-, paprutkar 
PPt paprutku 
Ipv — 

TA p[r](u)tkase(ñc) in A 165 a 3 (restored by TG, 453 with question mark) may 
be without context, but since the upper part of the document above the ak1ara 
p[r](·) is clearly preserved, and only the lower part damaged, we must be 
dealing with either pr(a) or pr(Ü). 
SEM. The verb often translates Skt. ni Çrudh, which basically has the meaning 
‘stop, check’ (cf. also Skt. nirodha- ‘destruction’ = prutkalñe), but its PPP 
niruddha- can have the special meaning ‘filled (with), veiled’. We are either 
dealing with a calque from Sanskrit that has spread from the participle into 
other parts of the paradigm, or with an independent semantic development of 
a similar kind in Tocharian. In A 356 b 4 the verb has rather the meaning 
‘were shut’ than ‘were filled’, as per Kölver, 1965, 21 and Melchert, 1978, 119, 
because according to Indian medical doctrine, mental disease causes blocking 
of corporal vessels and, as a consequence, fainting: cam klopyo a1anikyap 
bodhisatvap puk (ma)rmañ protkar-äM – – tkana kla ‘‘[b]y that suffering all 
the veins of the venerable Bodhisattva were blocked ... he fell to the ground” 
(Melchert, l.c.). ETYM. The etymology is unclear; see the discussion in Adams, 
DoT, 417f. (who prefers a compound *pä-rutk-), and Melchert, 1978, 121, who 
compares ModHG sperren, etc. (PIE *ÇsperH ‘(mit dem Fuß) stoßen’, 2LIV, 
585f. without Toch.). 
 
prek- ‘ask (for)’ e pärk- ‘id.’ 
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Apros- ‘sich schämen’, ‘feel ashamed’ (itr) (a/-/-)  
Prs II (m) —;-,-, prosantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part prosmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub II — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II pro1lune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. According to J. Katz, apud Ringe, 2000, 127, to be derived from a PIE 
root *Çprews ‘burn’, the semantic development having been ‘‘‘be ashamed’ r 
*‘blush’ r ‘burn’”. But the respective PIE root seems to have had the basic 
meaning ‘spray’ (see 2LIV, 493f.), the meaning ‘burn’ for this root is otherwise 
only attested late (for Skt. plo1ati, see EWAia II, 193 with ref.).  
 
Apla- ‘?’ (tr) (-/m/-)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, plantär Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt paplo 
Ipv — 

TG, 453f. lists a root Apla- without translation on account of the forms Prs or 
Sub TA planträ from A 359, 28 and PPt TA paplo from A 359, 20 (note also 
pa[p](l)o(s) possibly to be restored in A 191 b 1). Couvreur, 1956, 80 
interpreted TA planträ as a metrically shortened form of TA pällanträ from 
Apäla- ‘praise’: TA talkeyäntu tosäm planträ “they praise these sacrifices”. 
Although this makes some sense semantically (the preceding Skt. version is 
lost), I cannot find a parallel for CäCiCiV- > CCiV- in TA metrical texts. On the 
other hand, a PPt TA paplo can only belong to a preterit stem Apla- and not to 
Apäla- (Couvreur did not present an explanation for this PPt). If TA 
pa[p](l)o(s) is indeed to be restored in A 191 where it is parallel to the 
nom.sg.fem. PPt TA tatwsus ‘burned’, one may think of a meaning ‘± offer’, 
i.e., a verb having as object ‘sacrifice, libation’. Apla- can also continue PT 
*playa-, *plawa-, and *plaw’a-; see Hilmarsson, 1996, 184f. on similarly 
structured Aksa-. 
 
plak- act. ‘einverstanden sein’, ‘Einverständnis erhalten’, ‘agree’, ‘receive  

agreement’, mid. ‘um Einverständnis bitten’, ‘ask for permission’  
(itr) (a/a/m) 
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Prs VIII (a) — Imp —;-,-, plak1iyeM 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) -,-, plakäM;— Opt — 

Ger II plakälle (MQ) Abstr II — Priv amplakätte 
Inf plaktsi 

 Pt III (m) -, plaksatai-me,-;— 
 PPt paplaku (MQ) 
 Ipv III (m) plaksar;- 
Pace WTG, 264, there is no intransitive grundverb paradigm consisting of a 
Prs XII, the Priv amplakätte, and a Pt I plaka (sic). The alleged Prs XII form 
plakäntär in PK AS 12J a 5 has rather to be read [sklo]käntär (see Couvreur, 
1954, 84). The newly attested 3.sg. Sub [plak]äM in PK NS 95b 2 proves that 
the root had an athematic subjunctive stem of Class I (see Pinault, 2000, 82 and 
92): kary[o]r [plak]äM ‘‘si’l se met d’accord sur l’achat”. The respective 
athematic Ger II plakälle is found in PK AS 12D a 4 (MQ, unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), and the Priv amplakätte ‘without 
permission, not having been permitted’ is certainly to be assigned to this Sub I 
stem (see Hilmarsson, 1991, 91f.). The expected Pt III stem is attested by the 
2.sg. Pt plaksatai-me in KVac 19 b 4 (Schmidt, 1986, 52; for the passage, see 
also Pinault, 2005, 510), and the respective PPt paplaku ‘agreed’ can be found 
in THT 4001 a 5: 1amane paplaku ‘‘the monk (has) agreed” (reading according 
to K. T. Schmidt, p.c.). plaksar in 108 a 2 was reasonably analyzed as a 
respective 2.sg. Ipv III by Pinault, 2005, 508ff. Finally, the alleged a-preterit 
plaka that was said to be found in the monastery record 491 Kol. III a 1, 
according to Sieg, 1950, 222f., followed by WTG, is completely unclear, 
because the two preceding forms, i.e., ece mla1e are hapax legomena. 
= Aplak- mid. ‘um Einverständnis bitten’, ‘ask for permission’ (itr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (m) -,-, plaksat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. Hackstein, 1995, 115, correctly argues that the verb is not a “Kausativum” 
(pace the manuals) and that its valency is rather intransitive, the meaning 
being ‘agree, be in accordance with’. As for recently published kary[o]r 
plakäM (as per Pinault, 2000, 101), kary[o]r may function as subject, and the 
phrase to be translated: ‘‘a purchase will be agreed upon’’. The middle forms 
always have the special meaning ‘ask for permission to become a monk/nun’; 
see Schmidt, 1974, 422, and Schmidt 1986, 18 and 86. ETYM. Lat. placere 
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‘please’ is certainly a cognate of this root; see Hackstein, 1995, 116f.; Adams, 
DoT, 423f.; 2LIV, 485f. (*Çple@k ‘zufrieden machen, gefallen’); de Vaan, 2008, 
469 (*Çple}k). 
 
platk- e plätk- ‘overflow, develop, arise’ 
 
plant(- ‘vergnügt sein’, ‘rejoice, be glad’ (itr) (m/a/a) 

Prs IV (m) plontomar,-, plontotär;-,-, plontontär Imp plontimar,-,-;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part plontomane (MQ) 
 Ger I plontolle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) —; plantam,-,-, Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf plantatsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, planta;— 
 PPt paplantau| paplanta1 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. Prs plontomar is attested in PK AS 17I b 5, the 1.sg. Imp plontimar in 
PK AS 13H.1 a 3, plontomane in THT 1165 frg. 2 a 1, the 1.pl. Sub plantam in 
PK AS 17C a 5 (all PK texts above are unpublished, all readings according to 
G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; plontimar is also listed in TEB II, 216 without ref.), the Ger I 
plontolle in THT 1446 a 2, and the Inf plantatsi in THT 1235 a 1; the 
subjunctive stem has persistent initial accent. The PPt paplanta1 is, e.g., found 
in PK AS 17A b 2 (Pinault, 1984b, 169). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘Vergnügen bereiten’, ‘make glad’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv IV (m) planta1ar-me (sic);- 
= Aplant(- ‘vergnügt sein’, ‘rejoice, be glad’ (itr) (m/a/-)  

Prs IV (m) -, planttar,-;-,-, plantantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part plaMtmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf plantatsi 
Sub V (a) -,-, planta1;-, plantac,- Opt —;-,-, plantiñc 
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt papläntu 
Ipv — 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘Vergnügen bereiten’, ‘make glad’ (tr) (m/-/m) 
Prs VIII (m) -,-, plantä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV (m) —;-,-, plant1ant 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA plantä1tär is a passive (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 245f.), and this may also hold for 
TA plant1ant in YQ 24 b 1 (see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 164). ETYM. A cognate 
of Lat. splendere ‘shine’ (*Çsplend ‘glänzen, hell sein/werden’, 2LIV, 582), 
according to Adams, DoT, 425; Hackstein, 2003, 184 objects to this etymology 
for the reason that it would require PIE *-d- > PT *-t-, but PIE *-nd- > 
Tocharian -nt- seems to be also found in spänt(- ‘trust’. Accordingly, one 
could guess that the fate of PIE *(-)d- to undergo in (pre-)PT before turning 
into either zero or ts-/s- has been to become a voiced fricative, and that PIE 
*-d- escaped this process precisely in the position after *-n-, which is indeed 
an environment adverse to spirantization of voiced obstruents from a 
typological point of view (see, e.g., Méndez Dosuna, 1993, 104). 
 
plä$k(- ‘zum Verkauf kommen, stehen’, ‘come up, be for sale’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, plä$ketär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf plä$katsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, pla$ka;-,-, plä$kare/plä$kire 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The preterits pla$ka and plä$kare are often attested in monastery records of 
the Paris series PK Cp (= DA M 507); see Couvreur, 1954, 89f. The informal 
variant 3.pl. Pt plä$kire is found on the verso side of a painted wooden tablet 
that was apparently reused as a letter (= HWP 28, transcription by M. Peyrot, 
p.c.): ma 1 yakwi alyi plä$kire ‘‘the male horses were not on sale”. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘verkaufen’, ‘sell’ (tr) (x/a/a) 

Prs VIII (x) -,-, pla$k1äM; plä$ksem,-,-| plä$semar (sic),-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I plä$k1alle Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) -,-, plyañcän;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II plyäñcalñe Priv — 
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Inf plyaMssi/plyasi 
 Pt III (a) ple$kuwa,-, plye$ksa/pleksa; plye$kam,-, plye$kare (sic) 
 PPt in peplya$kor 
 Ipv VI peplya$ke;— 
The 1.pl. Prs PLa$ksem is attested in THT 4001 a 6 and a 8 (reading according 
to K. T. Schmidt, p.c.). The Ger I mlä$k1alle in 64 a 6 is to be emended to 
plä$k1alle (see TochSprR(B) ad 64 a 6). The 3.sg. Sub plyañcän is found in PK 
NS 95 a 4 and a 5, the Abstr plyäñcalñe in PK NS 95 a 4, and the Inf plyaMssi 
in PK NS 95 a 3 (see Pinault, 2000, 82). The attestations of the finite preterit 
come from unpublished business documents from the Paris collection; see 
Couvreur, 1954, 89f. The Ipv peplya$ke is attested in THT 1548 frg. b b 3 and b 
4 (also listed in TEB II, 217 without ref.); a PPt peplya$ku is only listed in TEB 
I, 250, § 445 without ref., but there is a respective absolutive attested in PK LC 
XXXVI, 5: ysare-peplya$kor11eM (obl.pl.) ‘pertaining to the sale of grain’ 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; also cited by Bernhard, 
1958, 111). Owing to the fact that the verb is quite often attested in documents 
of profane nature, there are many phonological informal-style variants: Inf 
plyasi in Ot. 12.9 (see Schmidt, 1986a, 648); 1.sg. Pt ple$kuwa (SI B Toch./11, 5; 
see Pinault, 1998, 8, and in PK Cp 39-43 a 8 unpublished, reading according to 
G.-J. Pinault, p.c., cf. also Schmidt, 1985, 433 with a wrong line number); 3.sg. 
Pt pleksa (see Schmidt, 1986a, 641). The 3.pl. Pt plye$kare is attested in a 
business document from the Paris collection (see Schmidt, 1986a, 648). On 
alleged 1.sg. Pt ple$kawa (as read by Couvreur, 1954 in St IA Kucha 0191, 4), 
see Schmidt, 1985, 433, who proposes restoration to ple$k(u)wa. ETYM. 
According to Pinault, 1994c, 366f., we may be dealing with a nasal present 
*linek-ti built from the root PIE *Çleyk ‘feil sein/feilbieten’ (2LIV, 406, without 
Toch.) compounded with the preverb *pe (> Hitt. pe ‘away’); similarly Adams, 
DoT, 426f. (both scholars also pointing to Lat. polliceor ‘offer’ as a possible 
parallel). 
 
Aplä$ka- ‘± zwicken’, ‘± pinch’ (?) (—)  

Prs V — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part plä$kamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt paplä$ku 
Ipv — 

SEM. According to Couvreur, 1956, 69, the verb denotes ‘zwicken, einklemmen, 
befestigen’; similarly TEB II, 121 (‘zupfen’), and such a meaning is indeed what 
the contexts seem to suggest: TA paplä$ku1 in A 4 b 3 is parallel to TA 
kako1tu1 ‘hit’; the PPt in A 171 b 5 refers to TA klosnaM ‘in the ears’. 
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plätk- ‘hervortreten, entstehen’, ‘overflow, develop, arise’ (itr) (-/a/a) 
Prs II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part plyetkemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) -,-, pletkäM;— Opt —;-,-, placyeM 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) —;-,-, pletkar-c 
 PPt plätku (S)| plätkwe1ne (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
The m-Part plyetkemane could formally belong to both a Prs II and a Prs III, 
but Sub I excludes Prs III. A 3.sg. Sub pletkäM has to be emended in 591 b 6 
(from 1letkäM). 
= Aplätk- ‘anschwellen’, ‘swell’ (itr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III in 
PPt paplätku 
Ipv — 

The phrase TA 1pät paplätkunt = Skt. saptotsada# ‘seven swellings’ is attested 
in A 213 a 4, the parallel YQ 14 a 1, and in addition in YQ 12 b 1 and b 4; on 
the form, see Melchert, 1978, 118ff. 
ETYM. The root is usually viewed together with the TA root Aplutk- (now also 
attested in TB) that has roughly the same meaning as ABplätk- (see below s.v. 
plutk- ‘± (a)rise?’). The semantics of both verbs are ably discussed by 
Melchert, 1978, 118ff., who derives both verbs ultimately from a PIE root 
*Çbel(h) ‘swell; gush forth’ (not in 2LIV, 87). More precisely, he first derives 
ABplätk- from a *-ske/o- present stem of a dental extension of the root *bl(h)-
D-ske/o- and Aplutk- likewise from a root variant *Çblew-D-ske/o-; finally, 
however, he toys with the idea that Aplätk- developed out of Aplutk- by 
pointing to TA “papyätku for papyutku”, although he does not seem to make 
such a proposal for TB plätk- as well. Alternatively, Hackstein, 2002, 8 sets up 
PIE *pltH-ske/o- from PIE *ÇpletH ‘breit werden, sich ausbreiten’ (2LIV, 486f., 
without Toch.); this etymology goes back to Schneider, 1941, 48f. Somewhat 
similarly to Melchert, Adams, DoT, 427f. suggests to derive the two roots 
plätk- and Aplutk- ‘step forth’ from one single pre-PT root with w-diphthong, 
the zero grade of which would have resulted in PT *ä by sound law, and PT 
*äw by the usual analogical reshaping of a root vowel *ä alternating with 
*æ/äw, and which could derive from a PIE root “bleud-” (cf. 2LIV, 90: 
*ÇblewdH ‘zerfließen’) otherwise attested in Gk. flud£w ‘have an excess of 
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moisture, overflow’; in the end, however, he rather opts for PIE *ÇpletH, so 
that he could connect plätk- with another root, viz. a root platk- ‘spread (out)’ 
(with question mark), according to DoT, 424 probably implied by the three 
nominal forms and hapax legomena platäMkam(o), platkare, and “possibly” 
platkye (if the word separation is correct). However, plataMkamampa attested 
in 330 a 5 is rather to be analyzed as a compound platäM-kama- (of the type 
°rita-, on which see Malzahn, in print). The passage comes from a 
commentary to Pat 71 (the rule about the prohibition of traveling together 
with bandits; on the preceding passage, see Schaefer, 1997, 167ff.) and it has 
an Old Turkish gloss, which Maue, 2009, 22 translates “mit den 
Verschwindenden(?)”. Since the passage enestaine plataMkamampa refers to a 
kind of criminal company a monk must not travel together with, one may 
think of a meaning ‘with those who carry words (in secret)’, i.e., ‘spies’ (cf. 
Adams, 2DoT, s.v. plata-kama-* ) . 
 
plu- ‘schwimmen, schweben’, ‘float, fly, soar’ (itr) (a/a/a) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, plu1äM/plu1a-ñ;-,-, pluseM Imp -,-, plu11i-ñ (sic);— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) -,-, plyewä-ñ;— Opt -,-, pluwi;— 

Ger II — Abstr II pluwälyñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) -,-, ply8sa/plyewsa;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs plu1a(M)-ñ is attested in PK AS 17C b 2 (sometimes also quoted 
as PK 17.3), the 3.pl. Prs pluseM in PK AS 16.8 a 5 (both unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c., and K. T. Schmidt, apud Hackstein, 1995, 95f. 
contra Couvreur, 1954, 84, who read plu1ar-ñ). plu1a-ne in 375 b 4 was 
emended to plu1i-ne by Sieg apud WTG, 107, § 107, fn. (see also Hackstein, 
1995, 93 with fn. 162 and 95f.). The 3.sg. plyewä(M)-ñ in PK AS 17C a 5 is Sub; 
see Hackstein, 1995, 94f. [p]lu1teM in 72, 2 (‘‘vermutlich für plu1t teM”, as per 
TochSprR(B)) could attest to a 2.sg. Prs plu1t, but this analysis is far from 
certain. The 3.sg. Opt p(lu)wi (a reading p(lyu)wi is also possible) is, in my 
opinion, attested in 100 b 2 (TochSprR(B) ad 100 b 2, fn. 19 proposes [p](lu)wi; 
Couvreur, 1954c, 106 does not translate this particular passage); in this text, 
Indra tests the character of the Bodhisattva who rather considers it possible 
that a couple of quite unnatural things might happen, than his desire of 
hearing a word of dharma teaching will cease: 100 b 1f. walo 1lentso spalmeM 
su pi(tt)[s](au) mena[k] [b 2] – – – [p](lu)wi teteka ‘‘the splendid king of the 
mountain [is rather] like an eyelash/trifle, (rather) would suddenly fly/float 
...” (for pittsau ‘eyelash, trifle’, see Malzahn, 2005, 391f.). The subjunctive stem 
seems to have persistent initial accent. The 3.sg. Pt plyewsa with palatalized 
root initial is now actually attested four times: the MQ form ply8sa in 365 a 3 
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(late archaic ductus) was already listed by the manuals; plyews=iprerne in SI 
P/2 = Pe 2 a 2 is analyzed as consisting of a 3.sg. Pt plyewsa by Stumpf, 1971a, 
103 and Hackstein, 1995, 92 (the manuals took the form to be an infinitive); the 
form is further attested in PK AS 17A a 6 (see Pinault, 1984b, 169), and now 
also in THT 1551 b 3 (apparently also cited by Thomas, 1968a, 213 without 
ref.). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘schweben lassen’, ‘let fly, soar’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf plyustsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
= Aplu- ‘schweben’, ‘fly, soar’ (itr) (-/-/a) 

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part plumaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) —;-,-, plawar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. See the detailed discussion by Hackstein, 1995, 92ff. There is only one 
single root plu- with both the meaning ‘float, swim’ and ‘fly’. ETYM. To be 
derived from PIE *Çplew ‘schwimmen, schweben’ (2LIV, 487f.); see Hackstein, 
1995, 96ff.; Adams, DoT, 428. Kümmel, 2LIV, 488, fn. 6 wants to derive the TB 
Sub I and the TA Prs I from a PIE Narten present (pace Bock, 2008, 332, fn. 
758, the fact that plyewä-ñ is Sub does not speak against setting up a Narten 
formation), but with regard to the durative semantics of the root, one should 
rather have expected a lengthened-grade aorist (as assumed by Peters, 2006, 
337f., fn. 20). 
 
plutk- ‘± hervortreten?’, ‘± (a)rise?’ (?) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 
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 Pt III in 
 PPt plutku 
 Ipv — 
The form is a hapax in THT 1371 frg. g b 2: //// satomñesa kauQ@ plutku • 
“over the richness (or better: treasures) risen high” (newly attested satomñe is 
apparently an Abstr derived from sate ‘rich’; note the eastern dialectal features 
-om- for -au- and -s# for -c#). The formation of the PPt presupposes Pt III, 
which is actually attested in TA. 
= Aplutk- ‘± hervortreten’, ‘± (a)rise’ (itr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -,-, plyocksa-m;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘± heraustreten lassen’, ‘± protrude, let flow out’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) —;-,-, paplutkar-äM 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The verb has roughly the same meaning as Bplätk-, and like this it is also 
intransitive (see also TEB I, 251, § 445, fn. 3), but there is some discussion with 
respect to the exact meaning of the verb Aplutk-. The Pt III TA plyocksa-m 
attested in A 395 b 2f. seems to be intransitive: mäMtne nimittajñes bramnassi 
sravasti riya pre säm maNDal plyocksam tmä(k) –––––– (manä)rkaM cam 
maNDlac katse wantaM ‘‘[a]ls der Zauberkreis vor der Stadt Sravasti von den 
vorzeichenkundigen Brahmanen fertiggestellt war, führten sie sogleich ... den 
Knaben an den Zauberkreis heran” (Krause, 1955, 40; followed by Carling, 
2000, 338); TEB II, 34, fn. 10 translates TA plyocksa-m here by ‘‘ihnen 
hervortrat’’. Differently, Melchert, 1978, 119: ‘‘[a]s before the city Sravasti of 
the n. brahmins the maNDala arose before them, then they led the boy up to 
the maNDala”. Melchert argues that the maNDala ‘‘[r]ather (...) rises before 
them as they walk towards it”. The Pt II TA paplutkar-äM in A 356 b 5 is not 
entirely clear: A 356 b 4f. cam klopyo a1anikyap bodhisatvap puk (ma)rmañ 
protkar-äM – – tkana kla • pontsaM kapsiññac sotracc oki [b 5] – – r pärne 
paplutkar-äM kakäl [t]o–m klopant wasäM mo1aM. Stumpf, 1971, 33 
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translates: ‘‘Zum ganzen Körper traten sie [scil. die Adern] ihm (offenbar) — 
wie zum ... — heraus”. Melchert, 1978, 119 restores [ysa]r at the beginning of b 
5 and translates: ‘‘[b]y that suffering all the veins of the venerable Bodhisattva 
were blocked ... he fell to the ground. They caused his blood to flow out into 
his whole body as into a ... He bore those sufferings for our sake”, and 
although TochSprR(A) indicates two unreadable ak1aras at the beginning of 
line 5, a look at the original manuscript indeed shows that the restoration of 
one single ak1ara (ysa) would fit the lacuna. ETYM. Melchert, 1978, 119f. 
derives the root from a dental extension *blew-D- from PIE Ç*blew, a root 
variant of PIE *Çbel(h) ‘swell; gush forth; bloom’ that is also continued in 
ABplätk- ‘overflow, develop, arise; swell’; see above. The alternative root 
etymology with PIE *ÇpletH ‘spread, extend’ (see the ref. in Adams, DoT, 
427f.) may go well with plätk- but is problematic with this root, because the u-
vocalism of the root would be unexplained (see Melchert, 1978, 119f.).  
 
 

M 
 

Amalyw- ‘crush’ e mely- ‘id.’ 
 
man(t)s(- ‘unglücklich sein’, ‘be sorrowful’ (itr) (m/m/m)  

Prs II (m) -,-, meM1tär;-,-, meMsentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Prs VI (m) -,-, mantsanatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part mantsanamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II (m) — Opt meM1imar,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Sub V (m) —;-,-mantsantär Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II maMtsalyñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, mantsate;— 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The m-Part mantsanamane is attested in PK NS 407 a 1 (Thomas, 1972, 168), 
the 1.sg. Opt meM1imar in PK AS 5B a 1 (Pinault, 1990, 165). The 3.sg. Prs 
mantsanatär is arguably also attested in 622 a 5. The 3.pl. Sub mantsantär is 
found in PK AS 15J b 3 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; 
also listed in TEB II, 220 without ref.). In 208 b 3 one has to read either a 3.sg. 
Pt mantsa[te] or to restore a 2.sg. Pt mantsa[t](ai), the 3.sg. Pt mantsa[t]e is also 
attested in 415 a 5 (not in WTG). The a-subjunctive has persistent initial 
accent. The noun meMtsi ‘grief, misery’ is most likely not an Inf from this root, 
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but a formation of the type naki; see Malzahn, 2005, 397. ETYM. Usually be 
derived from PIE *ÇmentH ‘quirlen, umrühren’ (2LIV, 438f.), cf. Adams, DoT, 
454; Malzahn, 2005, 397; Peters, 2006, 342, fn. 34. Both Malzahn and Peters set 
up a pre-PT present formation *mont(H)ye/o-, but this solution would imply 
that the stem allomorph resulting from *mont(H)ye- had been reinterpreted as 
an athematic stem, to judge from both the abstract meMtsi (which seems to 
attest to a Sub I stem meMts-, cf. Malzahn, l.c.) and the clear Prs II form 
meM1tär with palatalization of the root-final -s-. Maybe the stem comes rather 
from a pre-PT Narten formation in *-s- *men-s-ti, built exactly like the *klew-s-
ti underlying klyaus-/ Aklyos-. At any rate, the various forms from this root 
provide the key for a correct understanding of the -Ms- found without any 
exception or variant showing expected -nts- in the thematic paradigms from 
the roots laMs- ‘work on, perform, accomplish, build’ and 1äMs- ‘count (as)’ 
before non-palatalizing -e- from PIE *-o-: with respect to the root of this entry, 
the original distribution by sound law no doubt had been -nts- before any 
non-palatalizing vowel (cf., e.g., antse ‘shoulder’ with -nts- before -e from pre-
PT *-o-) vs. -M1-, but evidently thanks to intra-paradigmatic leveling, in the 
thematic present made from this root here the original variation pre-TB *-M1ä- 
vs. *-ntse- to be expected was turned into less divergent -M1- vs. -Mse- (as a 
corollary, contrarily to the claim made by Adams, DoT, 464 and 654, misa 
‘flesh’ can only derive from a pre-TB proto-form lacking a nasal in front of the 
-s- completely, no doubt as the consequence of an irregular dissimilatory loss 
of the second *-m- standing immediately in front of the *-s- in the PIE ancestor 
*memso-); the thematic paradigms from the roots laMs- and 1äMs- then just 
show the same kind of paradigmatic leveling as clearly found in the Prs II 
from this root. 
 
Amalka- ‘melken’, ‘Milch geben’, ‘milk’, ‘produce milk’ (?) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II malklune 
Pt I (m) —;-,-, malkant 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. According to TEB II, 124, the active had the transitive meaning ‘milk’ and 
the middle the intransitive meaning ‘produce milk’. Strictly speaking, a 
transitive meaning is only attested for the Abstr TA malklune ‘act of milking’; 
the only finite form, the middle Pt, is indeed intransitive: A 63 b 5 sne-
malkluneyo malk(a)nt ko(w)i ‘‘ohne Melken pflegten die Kühe Milch zu 
geben”; see Thomas, 1966, 273 and Schmidt, 2004, 311, the latter with reference 
to the Sanskrit parallel version, which has a middle Skt. duduhire ‘produced 
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milk by themselves’. ETYM. Evidently a denominative to a noun similar to TA 
malke ‘milk’ (~ TB malkwer) from *ÇHmelg ‘melken’ (cf. 2LIV, 279). 
 
Amask(- ‘schwierig sein’, ‘be difficult, present problems’ (itr) (m/x/m)  

Prs VII (m) — Imp -,-, masäMsat;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (x) -,-, maska1;—|—;-,-, maskantär Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) —;-,-, maskant 
PPt mamäsku 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘?’ (?) (—)  
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I maskä1la Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA maskä1la in A 230 a 3 is a substantivized Ger I, so that the basic meaning 
of what looks like a Kaus. I stem is difficult to establish; Thomas, 1952, 54 with 
fn. 2 translates ‘‘infolge des Vertauschenmüssens”; Peyrot (in print a) now 
rather proposes “because of words that presented difficulties”. 
SEM./ETYM. WTG, 267 and TEB II, 125, 221 take the root for a TA equivalent of 
mäsk- ‘(ex)change’ which is claimed by these manuals to be a kausativum of 
ABmäska- ‘be’. Melchert, 1978, 106f. objected to this traditional view by 
pointing out that TA mask- does not denote ‘exchange’, but rather ‘switch, 
juggle’, and connected it therefore rather with Lith. móju ‘wave, signal with 
the hand’ etc. (PIE *ÇmeH ‘Zeichen geben’, 2LIV, 425 without Toch.). Peyrot, 
in print a, now proposes a meaning ‘be difficult’ for Amask(- and connects it 
with PIE *Çme@ ‘tire, disturb’. 
 
mäk(- ‘laufen’, ‘run’ (itr) (m/m/m) 

Prs V (m) — Imp makoymar (Š),-,-;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) makamar,-,-;— Opt -,-, mäkoytär (MQ);— 

Ger II — Abstr II makalñe Priv — 
Inf makatsi 
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 Pt I (m) —;-,-, mkante 
 PPt mkauwa 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. (probably Sub) makamar is attested in the Stein text Or. 
8212/1668(C) (= Jig.I.i.02) b 3. The 1.sg. makoymar in 78 a 4 is not Opt, but 
Imp (see most recently Schmidt, 2001, 307f.), so that the form proves that the 
present stem had root-initial accent like the subjunctive stem (differently, W. 
Winter, p.c., proposes a misspelled Prs VII ma<$>koymar;). The 3.sg. 
mäkoytär in 295 a 7 is Opt, mä(k)oytär in 129 b 7 (not in WTG) is unclear. 
mas(c)e(r) in 108 a 5 is not a form of this root (as proposed by WTG, 265), but 
an informal-style form from yam- ‘do’; see most recently Peyrot, 2008, 160. The 
Abstr II is attested in the derived adjective makalñetse, and [m](a)k(a)lñe may 
also be restored in PK NS 107 a 2, where it serves as the equivalent of Skt. 
sarit- ‘river’ (see Thomas, 1978, 107). The 3.pl. Pt mkante is found in PK AS 
15A b 6 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c., also listed in 
TEB II, 220 without ref.). The verbal noun mäkorm(eM) is attested in PK AS 
6A as equivalent of Skt. saMdhavitva ‘having passed through’ (see Pinault, 
1990a, 57), and the PPt mkauwa in PK NS 51 a 4 (see Pinault, 1995a). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘zum Laufen bringen’, ‘make run’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf makästsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 450f., to be derived from PIE *Çmewg 
‘losbinden, abstreifen’ (2LIV, 443f. without Toch.). According to 
Malzahn/Peters, forthc., rather to be connected with Greek mac-‘fight’ (which 
is a medium tantum as in Tocharian; cf. m£cloj ‘lewd [said of women]’, 
ModHG ‘läufig’), and to be derived from a PIE root *ÇmeFH ‘run’ (Greek 
mace- < *mekha- via vowel metathesis). 
 
mä$k(- ‘unterlegen sein, einen Verlust erleiden, Mangel haben an’, ‘be 

inferior, lack, be deprived of’ (itr) (m/x/a) 
Prs III (m) -,-, mä$ketär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) —; mä$kamo,-,-|-,-, mä$katär;-,-, mä$kantär Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II mä$kalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) mä$kawa,-, mä$ka-ñ;— 
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 PPt mä$kau 
 Ipv — 
Schmidt, 1974, 47f., fn. 3, points to the possibility that mä$kamo in 231 b 5 
may also be a verbal adjective with the meaning ‘beabsichtigend’, but a 1.pl. 
does not only make perfect sense in this passage (as can also be inferred from 
Schmidt’s own translation), what is more, all mo-adjectives with a clear 
derivational history are based on a present stem (see chap. Sub VII 22.2.3.1., 
fn. 5). A 3.sg. middle Sub mä$katär is listed in TEB I, 228, § 412,2 without ref., 
and such a form can be read in THT 1466 a 3 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). In 
addition, Schmidt, 1974, 109 cites a passage satre lauke mä$katär-me ‘‘Euch 
fehlt es weit[hin] an Getreide” with the signature ‘‘X 369” (now = THT 1574 a 
2), but — as correctly cited in TEB II, 74—, this form, in fact, has to be read 
mä$ketär-me. The Abstr mä$kalñe seems attested in THT 1340 frg. d b 2 (pace 
Tamai 2007a, s.v., I do not interpret the sign above the ñ as virama), and 
(mä$ka)lñe is also restored by Pinault, 1994, 154 in PK NS 58 b 3. The 1.sg. Pt 
Ma$kawa is found in THT 1249 a 2, and a 3.sg. Pt Ma$ka-ñä@ probably in the 
small fragment THT 2667 b 2 (without context, provenance unknown). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘überwinden’, ‘overcome’ (tr) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt ma$kä11im,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
= Amä$k(- ‘unterlegen sein’, ‘be inferior’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II mä$kalune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘überwinden’, ‘overcome’ (tr) (—) 
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf mä$kässi 
Sub — Opt —  
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 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The basic meaning is ‘be inferior’ e ‘experience a loss, lack’, the 
oppositional transitive means ‘overcome’ (e.g., the klesas in S 7 a 2). The 
meaning ‘schuldig sein’, ‘beschuldigen’ given in TG, 454 is only attested by the 
noun TA ma$k ‘lack, fault’ (~ TB me$ki ‘lack’). ETYM. To be derived from PIE 
*Çmenk ‘lack’ parallel to Germanic (Proto-Germ. *mangjan ‘lack, miss’); see 
Adams, DoT, 452 (not in 2LIV). 
 
mänt(- act. ‘an-/umrühren; zerstören’, ‘stir; destroy’, mid. ‘zerstören’ or 

‘zerstört werden’, ‘aufgewühlt, mißgünstig gesinnt sein’, ‘destroy’ or 
‘be destroyed’, ‘be stirred, angry’ (tr/itr) (x/x/a) 
Prs VI (a) (tr) -,-, mintanaM;— Imp — ‘stir (clay)’ 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Prs XII (x) (tr/itr) -,-, mäntaM;-,-, mäntaññeM ‘destroy’ 

| mäntañemar,-, mäntantär;— Imp -,-, mäntañitär;-,-,  
mäntañyentär ‘be angry’ 
nt-Part — 

 m-Part — 
 Ger I mäntalle Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) (tr) -,-, mantäM;—| -,-, mantatär;— ‘destroy’ Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II mantalñe Priv amantatte ‘not being angry’ 
Inf mantatsi ‘stir’, ‘be angry’ 

 Pt I (a) mantawa,-,-;-,-, mantare ‘destroy’ 
 PPt mamantau| mamanta1 ‘evil, malicious’ 
 Ipv— 
The 3.sg. Prs VI mintanaM is attested in a Berlin text edited by Thomas, 1987, 
169ff. (now = THT 1459), which contains Pat 19. The Pali and Sanskrit parallel 
versions run (in translation): ‘‘if a monk pours or lets pour water containing 
living beings down on clay”. All Indian versions show a form from the root 
Skt. Çsic ‘pour’ in this passage. As per Hackstein, 1995, 20, fn. 8, the meaning 
of mintanaM seems to be ‘rührt (Lehm mit Wasser) an’; as per Thomas, 1987, 
175, immediately following man[t]a//// is best restored to man[t]a(tsi wat 
watkä11äM), which then ought to be translated “(or lets) stir” (strangely 
enough, Thomas himself [1987, 174] evidently uses “anrühren” as a synonym 
of “berühren”, i.e., “touch”). For the ending -äM of the 3.sg. Sub V mantäM, see 
chap. Sub I/V 18.2.1. A 3.sg. Opt mantoy is only listed in TEB I, 228, § 412,2 
without ref. The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. The 1.sg. Pt mantawa 
is found in THT 1295 b 3: 0ce kca palsko mantawa ‘‘whatever spirit I 
destroyed”; a 3.pl. Pt mantare is only listed in TEB II, 220 without ref. Schmidt, 
2001, 305, fn. 30 proposes to restore a 2.pl.mid. Prs VI (mäntana)tär-ñ in 79, 1 
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on the evidence of the parallel A 342 b [= a] 1 (note that (mantana)tär given in 
the same footnote and in fn. 31 can only be a typo like TA “manta(cärñi)” in 
fn. 31). However, since we are not dealing with a metrical passage and 
therefore do not know the exact number of syllables involved, the form can 
also be restored to a 2.pl.mid. Prs XII (mäntan)tär. 
= Amänta- act. ‘zerstören’, ‘destroy’, mid. ‘zugrundegehen’ or ‘zerstört werden’,  

‘aufgewühlt, mißgünstig gesinnt sein’, ‘fall into ruin’ or ‘be  
destroyed’, ‘be stirred, angry’ (tr/itr) (x/-/m)  
Prs V (x) (tr/itr) mäntam,-,-;-,-, mänteñc ‘destroy’| 

—;-, mäntacär, mäntantär ‘be angry’, ‘be destroyed’  
Imp mäñcawe,-,-;-,-, mäñcant ‘be angry’  

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part mäntamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf mäntatsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II mantlune ‘malignity’ 
Pt I (m) -,-, mantat;-,-, mantant 
PPt mamäntu 
Ipv — 

SEM. There is a concrete meaning ‘stir’ (object: ‘clay’) showing up in the TB 
passage edited by Thomas, 1987, 169ff. From this concrete meaning the 
meanings ‘destroy’ and ‘be stirred, be resentful, be angry, feel malice’ could 
have been derived easily; see Hackstein, 1995, 20, fn. 8 with parallels. All 
active forms are transitive and denote either ‘stir’ or ‘destroy’ (objects: H 
149.add 113 b 1 “monasticism”; 3 b 7 and 35 b 2 “desire”; A 355 b 1 “the 
boundary of saMvara”). The middle mantatär in 331 a 1 is used transitively (as 
per Hackstein, 1995, 39) or as a passive (as per Winter, 2003a, 112 = 2005, 534). 
The meaning ‘be resentful, be angry, feel malice’ is attested quite often (see the 
passages in Schmidt, 1974, 163ff., and 489, fn. 2; to be added here is PK AS 18 a 
5, for which see Thomas, 1979a, 239). The TA middle mäntantär in A 337 b 6 
has passive meaning as well or is an intransitive: nkäMsanträ puk sariräntu 
mäntanträ puk ak //// “all relics are destroyed/fall into ruin, all ak... are 
destroyed/fall into ruin”; note that Hackstein, 1995, 86 takes TA nkäMsanträ 
for an intransitive by translating “es gehen zugrunde alle Reliquien”. The Ger 
mäntalle ‘to be deleted’ that is often attested in the grammatical text 551 is also 
a morphologically problematic form. We are either dealing with a formation 
of Prs XII form *mäntaññälle reduced to mäntalle by haplology, or “mit 
Assimilation [...] ñ(ñ)ll > ll” , as in “*rinlle > rille, ebenso silyñe, saille”, 
according to K. T. Schmidt, p.c. with ref. to WTG, 121, § 120. In WTG, 266 this 
Ger is analyzed as a misspelled Sub V *mäntalle, but this cannot be true, 
because the form certainly conveys the meaning of a Ger I and therefore 
should be derived from a present stem; on the text see Malzahn, 2007c, 375ff. 
in detail. Couvreur, 1954, 91 sets up a separate root with the meaning ‘delete’ 
for mäntalle, but this is unnecessary, because ‘delete’ is quite close to ‘destroy’. 
ETYM. As first claimed by Thomas, 1987, 173ff., to be derived from PIE 
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*ÇmentH ‘quirlen, umrühren’ (2LIV, 438f.). According to Hackstein, 1995, 29f., 
this etymology is basically correct, but this scholar also claims that the two 
different kinds of nasal present stem formation (Prs VI and XII) and again the 
semantics of the root met in 331 a 1 and a 2 (which in his view is “‘(Erde) 
aufreißen/-graben’”) attest to influence from the similarly shaped PIE root 
“*matH- ‘reißen, rauben’” (*ÇmetH ‘wegreißen’ as per ²LIV, 442f.). The root 
variant mint- found in the Prs VI form mintanaM (by probably showing pre-
PT *me- > TB mi-, see chap. Sound Laws 1.7.) seems to attest to preservation 
of full-grade *mentH- until pre-PT times. Given the existence of a Prs VI in 
Tocharian B, the TA Prs V is probably best explained as a former Prs VI pre-
TA *mäntna-, which then may have turned into mänta- by dissimilatory loss 
of the suffixal nasal; but the Prs V may also derive from a PIE present 
*mentH-(e-)ti and thereby form a (near-)equation with Ved. mánthati (see 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 30). The Pt I possibly goes back to a Narten preterit 
*mentH-, which would imply that it diachronically belongs to the lyakawa 
type. This root furthermore ranks among those few that could use the same 
middle form both intransitively and transitively/passively. 
 
män(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’ e man(t)s(- ‘id.’ 
 
märk- ‘± besudeln’, ‘± besmirch’ (?) (—) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part märkä11eñca (MQ) 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The nt-Part MarKa11eñca is arguably attested in the small fragment THT 1227 
frg. b a 2 (MQ character) without much context (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). One 
may restore to: //// (ta)[Ka]r1(k)eM MarKa11eñca • “besmirching the clear ...”. 
The meaning is set up on the evidence of TA. 
= Amärk- ‘verwischen, besudeln’, ‘wegnehmen’ ‘smudge, besmirch’,  

‘take away’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub I — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II märklune Priv — 
Pt III (a) -,-, markäs;— 
PPt — 
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Ipv — 
SEM. The TA verbal root is left untranslated in the manuals (TG, 455). The 
abstract is attested by the privative compound TA sne-märklune found in A 
359, 15, which translates preceding Skt. aharyo (nidhir ucyate) ‘not to be taken 
away’. Finite TA markäs is found in A 120 b 5: tam pra1t penu sundari nandes 
pap1une markäs ‘‘Zu dieser Zeit hatte Sundari das sittliche Verhalten des 
Nanda weggenommen ...” (translation by Carling, 2000, 285). In TB, we have 
the following nominal forms that could belong to the same root: snai-markär 
= Skt. anavila# ‘not bleary, clear’, snai-märkär = Skt. ni1kalu1a ‘not muddy, not 
bleary’ (see Thomas, 1977, 111). If all of these forms belong to the same root, 
we may be dealing with a basic meaning ‘smudge, besmirch’ that would have 
been further developed into ‘make bleary, make clouded’ e ‘take away’. ETYM. 
To be derived from PIE *ÇHmerg ‘abstreifen, abwischen’ (2LIV, 280f.). 
 
märtka- ‘(Kopf) scheren’, ‘shave (the head)’ (tr) (-/m/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, märtkantär (MQ) Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II markalñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf markasi (sic) 

 Pt I (m) -,-, märtkate;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Sub is attested in THT 1859 b [recte a] 3 (archaic ductus): //// 
Martkantr=aFca (sic) (reading: D. Q. Adams, p.c., contra Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
The phrase ma markalñ(esa) as restored by TochSprR(B) in 309 a 4 (Š) 
translates Skt. (na mu)NDitena ‘not bald’ (instr.sg.); Adams, DoT, 455 restores 
here an adj. markalñ(etstse). The Inf markasi is arguably found in PK Cp 35, 
46 and PK Cp 38, 41 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, 
p.c.). The subjunctive stem has persistent initial accent. A PPt Martkau is 
probably attested in the small fragment THT 3080 a 4 without further context. 
= Amärtka- ‘wegkratzen, (Kopf) scheren’, ‘scrape off, shave (the head)’  

(tr) (-/-/x)  
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (x) -, märtka1t,-;—|—;-,-, märtkant 
PPt märtko 
Ipv — 
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TEB II, 39 reads TA [mä]r[t]ka1t in A 244 b 3 (= no. X, 10): TA [mä]r[t]ka1t 
(v)asaM pältskä1 ‘‘you (sg.) ... the false beliefs (Skt. vasana-)”. Schmidt, 1980a, 
341ff. has identified the Toch. text as a translation of VAV 2.24, Skt. 
sarvaraditadharmaya (dat.sg.) ‘‘der alle Dharmas zersplittert” (see Hartmann, 
1987, 103). The Skt. root Çrad (from which BHS aradita is derived) has not 
only the meanings ‘break, split, divide’, but also ‘scratch, scrape’, so one may 
guess that the basic meaning of the Tocharian root has only been ‘scrape (off)’, 
and that as an intended calque or simply by error the Tocharian translator of 
VAV 2.24 used this Tocharian root basically denoting ‘scrape (off)’ in order to 
render Çrad in a passage where this Sanskrit root actually denoted ‘break, 
split’.  
SEM. The middle TA märtkant has direct-reflexive function ‘shave one’s own 
head’; see Schmidt, 1974, 324. ETYM. See the discussion in Adams, DoT, 455. 
 
märs(- ‘vergessen’, ‘forget’ (tr) (m/x/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, märsetär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I märselle Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -, marsat (MQ),-;— Opt marsoym,-,-;—|-,-, marsoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf marsatsi (MQ) 

 Pt I (a) märsawa, märsasta, marsa;-,-, märsare 
 PPt märsau/märsa7 (MQ)| märso1 
 Ipv — 
Beside a restored form in 121 a 7, the 3.sg. Prs märsetär is now also attested in 
THT 1323 frg. 1 b 3 (pace Tamai, 2007a, s.v.): (a)lyeK@ (·)o(–) Ka11iM MarseTaR@ 
‘‘the other ... is forgetting the teacher”; and also in THT 1566 a 3: su ma 
MarseTaR@ “he does not forget”. The 3.sg. Sub marsaM in TEB I, 228, § 412,2 is 
probably only reconstructed on the basis of the attested optative, the middle 
3.sg. Opt [ma]rsoyTaR@ is attested in THT 1468 a 4. The subjunctive shows 
ablaut and persistent initial accent. A 3.pl. Pt märsare (MQ) is also found in 
THT 3597 (= Mainz 655, 1) a 7 (cf. the translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 273), and 
the PPt (mä)[r]s(o)1 is restored by TochSprR(B) in 46 b 1. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘vergessen machen’, ‘make forget’ (tr) (-/-/x) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part marsä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (x) -,-, myarsa-ne;—|-, myarsatai-me,-;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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An m-Part marsä11eñca is only listed in TEB II, 221 without ref. (not in Dietz, 
1981). Maybe the form refers to THT 1231 a 3. Even though from a 
paleographic point of view one has here rather to read marMar11añca 
Laklenta, such a form marMar11añca does not make much sense, so that one 
may indeed think of an emendation to mar<Sa>{r}11<e>ñca Laklenta “one who 
makes forget the sufferings” (the ak1aras (Ma) and (Sa) being easily subject to 
confusion). 
= Amärsa- ‘vergessen’, ‘forget’ (tr) (a/a/a)  

Prs VI (a) —;-,-, märsneñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) —;-, märsac,- Opt -, märsit,-;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, märs;-,-, mrasar 
PPt märso 
Ipv — 

ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çmers ‘vergessen’ (2LIV, 440f.); see Adams, 
DoT, 455f. According to Winter, 1980, 430 = 2005, 212, the TB Class III present 
replaced the nasal present found in TA(and also Armenian), and it is certainly 
true that the TB root does not behave like a typical Prs III root with respect to 
valency and subjunctive inflection (see chap. Prs III/IV). On the other hand, 
the root did not end in a laryngeal in PIE, and the Pt I found in both 
languages may have been based on an adverb similar to RV m41a ‘in vain’ (cf. 
Jasanoff, 2003, 156), so that the nasal present found in Tocharian A probably 
was not an inherited formation either. 
 
[mäl- ‘overflow’; this root is set up for the TB adjective mlamo and some TA 

forms by Adams, DoT, 456. mlamo is a hapax in S 8 (= PK AS 4B) b 1 
(see Thomas, 1966a, 180): • mlam[o] takoy-ñ ar(añ)[c](e) “may my 
heart be(come) m.”. According to Thomas, 1966a, 180, fn. 8, a reading 
mlam[au] is also possible, but such a form would not make much 
sense. A verbal adjective in -mo presupposes a present stem mälä-, 
because in all clear cases mo-adjectives are built to present stems; see 
chap. Sub VII 22.2.3.1, fn. 5. Traditionally, mlamo is analyzed as a 
cognate of mäla- ‘crush’, but Adams, DoT, 456 and 479 claimed that 
the use of mlamo in S 8 resembles closest that of the TA forms TA 
mlamaM and TA mlo, and that all of them attest to a separate root 
mäl- ‘overflow’. However, the TA forms in question can, in my 
opinion, indeed morphologically and semantically be derived from 
Amäla- ‘crush’ (see below). 1añ läklenta warpatsi wasir klautkoy-ñ 
arañce tsmoytär-ñ nete • As for mlamo, a meaning ‘overflowing’ as 
suggested by Adams is not too fitting, because immediately before 
the sentence starting with mlamo, there we find the following two 
other wishes expressed (the first of them also concerning the heart of 
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the speaker): //// “In order to suffer my own sufferings, may my 
heart turn into a jewel, may my strength grow” (cf. also the 
translation by Adams, DoT, 479, who prefers ‘diamond’); I think that 
with regard to these two preceding wishes, mlamo may be an 
adjective denoting ‘hard’, and ‘hard’ can have developed out of 
‘crushing’ (“that what crushes”). Accordingly, I think mlamo may 
attest to a former Prs I stem *mälä- that had, of course, once belonged 
to the paradigm built from the root mäl(- ‘(op)press, crush’.] 

 
mäla?- ‘schmelzen’, ‘melt’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt mlo1 
 Ipv — 
The PPt mlo1 is attested in KVac 15 b 3 with the meaning ‘‘molten (said of 
copper)”; see Schmidt, 1986, 47 and 79. For isolated mäl1älle in 341 a 1, see mil- 
‘wound, damage’. A PPt *mlau can regularly only belong to a root with A-
character. In that case this root would be homonymous with mäl(- ‘crush’, but 
both roots may have had quite different kinds of paradigms. ETYM. According 
to Schmidt, 1986, 133, the root is a cognate of ModHG schmelzen, and thus to 
be derived from PIE *Ç(s)meld ‘weich werden’ (2LIV, 431, without Toch.). 
 
mäl(- ‘zusammenpressen, bedrücken, zerquetschen’, ‘(op)press, crush’,  

mid. ‘leugnen’, ‘deny’ (tr) (m/-/-)  
Prs Xa (m) -,-, mällastär (Š)/mällastär (MQ)/mällästär (MQ);—  

Imp -,-, mällä11itär (MQ);— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub VI — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II mallalñe (MQ) Priv amallatte (MQ) 
Inf — 

 Pt I (?) in 
 PPt mamalo (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
Adams, 1989a, 12f. and DoT, 457 proposes to set up a separate root 2mäl- 
‘argue, dispute’ (with question mark) on the evidence of mällasträ in 63 b 7 (Š) 
and a possible nominal cognate for semantic and morphological reasons, but 
mällasträ can be interpreted as form of a Prs Xa of a root with A-character 
written in the standard orthography (cf. Hackstein, 1995, 287ff.), and the 
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traditional translation ‘denies’ is not unreasonable in this passage (cf. 
Hackstein, 1995, 316). The MQ form mällasträ is attested two times: 127 a 7 
aisamñe cpi mällasträ “he denies his knowledge” (see Hackstein, 1995, 316); H 
149.add 8 (= IOL Toch 127) b 3 belongs to Par 2 (the rule about the prohibition 
of stealing, cf. Pinault, 1988, 163, fn. 77), and has been misunderstood by 
Hilmarsson, 1996, 149f. The parts of this text separated by punctuation dots 
do not constitute a sentence, but are separate keywords from the casuistics of 
Par 2. The forms preceding the verbal form in question, i.e., snai-pewaM 
‘without feet’, etc., do not classify ‘‘thieves”, but different kinds of stolen goods 
(cf. Par 2, 4, 1). Consequently, H 149.add 8 b 3f. klepe mällasträ • we1perke 
1parkä11äM • lykaM sompasträ has to be translated: ‘‘(there is an offence, if) 
he (= the monk) denies the theft, makes the swag (?, hapax) disappear, (or) 
steals from thieves”. As for the Imp mällä11itär in 19 a 4 (MQ) and the 3.sg. 
Prs mäLLasTar now attested in THT 1451 frg. c b 4 (MQ) without context, these 
two forms obviously show the substitution of stem-final accented (*)-a- by -ä- 
that is also found with the Class IXa forms from art(t)(- and some other roots 
(see chap. Prs/Sub IX) — there is no need to assume that they belong to a 
Class Xb paradigm (as was already done by WTG, and most recently by Kim, 
2007b, 69, fn. 7). The Sub VI with a root vowel -a- due to a-umlaut clearly 
seems to imply the existence of a Pt I having such a root vowel -a- itself; 
otherwise one could hardly explain the presence of that root vowel -a- in the 
Sub VI, which no doubt must have started out as PT *mälna- with an original 
root vowel *-ä- still preserved in the Prs Xa (which must have started out as 
an -sk- enlargement of that nasal present PT *mälna-), and to be expected in a 
Tocharian outcome of the inherited nasal present *ml-n-H- assumed by 
Hackstein, 1995, 316f. (but note the doubts about such a PIE nasal present 
expressed in ²LIV, 432f. and by Jasanoff, 2003, 65, fn. 5). As for such a Pt I PT 
3.sg.act. *mala, with regard to the fact that we are dealing here with a root in 
final *-H- there is then no need to assume a denominative origin for the whole 
form or at least a suffixal origin for the final *-a; one can actually derive *mala 
from a Narten preterit PIE *melH-t > PT *m’æla with a root vocalism 
otherwise met in the lyakawa type, but with a final *-a of non-suffixal origin. 
Now beside a Narten preterit PT *m’æla one should have expected a PPt PT 
*m’æm’äläwä, and I think this archaic PPt is actually found in the PPt 
memilo1epi that synchronically belongs with a Prs VIII form 3.sg.act. mil1äM 
said to be built from a root mil- ‘wound, damage’, the -i- of which probably 
had replaced the expected -ä- that still seems to be seen in the Ger mäl1älle 
341 a 1 (MQ) precisely as a result of analogical influence from the PPt 
memilo1epi. On the other hand, as soon as PT *m’æla had turned into pre-TB 
*mala, a new PPt *mamalawä could have been coined, and such a proto-form 
also seems to be reflected in a historical PPt form of our root, viz. the PPt form 
attested in 159 b 6 that is taken for a nom.sg. m(a)[m]a[lo] in -o from *-au by 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 29 (there is not much left of the ak1ara (lo), but (lau) seems 
to be excluded, and o instead of au is indeed already found in documents 
with MQ character; the evidence from the manuscript would even allow 
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restoration to m(a)[m]a[l](l)o), and not for a (morphologically extremely 
awkward) obliquus m(a)[m]a[lo](1) (as was restored by TochSprR(B)). A 
former Prs I *mälä- seems to be implied by mlamo ‘hard’, see above s.v. mäl- 
‘overflow’; on the other hand, the pre-TB stem *malla- seems also to be found 
in a standard TB agent noun *mallantsa; variants of such a noun are found 
twice in THT 4062 a 1 and b 2 and have been claimed to denote ‘Winzer, 
Kelterer’ < ‘Zerdrücker [scil. der Weintrauben]’ by Schmidt, 2001d, 20f. 
(actually in the one instance we have mall[V]° and in the other malla°, but the 
latter I think can only be a misspelling for morphologically expected †malla°; 
note further the writing -ts- instead of -nts- in the same form mallatsasmeM in 
b 2). 
~ Amäl(- ‘zusammengepreßt sein’, ‘being crushed, pressed together’  

(itr) (m/-/-) 
Prs III (m) —;-,-, mlantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part mlamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt mlo 
Ipv — 

The present stem may be either Class II or III, but with regard to the rest of the 
paradigm, a Prs III is more likely. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB/KAUSATIVUM I ‘unterdrücken’, ‘repress’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs VIII (m) mläsmar,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The paradigms presented here are the ones given by the manuals. In contrast, 
Adams, 1989a, 11f., and DoT, 456f., argues that all TA forms apart from TA 
mläsmar in A 413 b 2 (ysalmas mläsmar ‘‘I repress the lust”) rather belong to a 
root mäl- ‘overflow’ together with TB mlamo in S 8 (= PK AS 4B) b 1; but for 
the latter see the discussion above s.v. mäl- ‘overflow’. As for the TA forms in 
question, Adams is perfectly right in pointing out that all are used together 
with TA oki ‘like, such as’, and seem to denote a (positive) emotional 
expression: A 22 a 6 täm pälkorä1 brhadyuti mlamann oki sukyo añumas(k)i 
(naMtsu) ‘‘als Brhaddyuti das sah, war er wie erdrückt(?) von Wohlbehagen 
and verwundert (dachte er bei sich)”; see Sieg, Übers. I, 26; A 398 b 4 
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(m)l(a)mann oki wsokoneyo ptañkät kä11inac trä$kä1 ‘‘... out of joy as it were, 
she says to the Buddha, the teacher”; A 312 b 8 wsokoneyo 1eñc mlo11 oki 
ñäktañ ‘‘vor Freude waren die Götter förmlich erdrückt”; see Sieg, Übers. II, 
28. A similar passage is, according to K. T. Schmidt (p.c.) attested in A 108 a 4, 
where instead of TA täm lo one should rather read TA mlo (a possibility TG, 
455 toyed with, but which was abandoned in TG, 444, s.v. nas-): ylaroneyo 
sasnotku tat mlo 1ñ<i>=ariñc. Schmidt translates: ‘‘durch Schwäche ermüdet 
wärest du erdrückt (durch) dein eigenes Herz” (but see below for Asnotk?- 
‘suffuse’). A completely different sense and phrase is found in A 284 a 3: 
(klo)pant lk(a)tsi • mlanträ wpanträ ////. Text A 284 is identified as MSN XXV 
(one of the hell chapters) by Pinault, 1999, 203. Although there is no exact 
parallel in the Old Turkish version for the passage in line a 3 (cf. 
Geng/Klimkeit/Laut, 1998, 117f.), this is evidently a description of the infernal 
torments, so one may translate: ‘‘ ... to see this sufferings. Being crushed and 
woven ...” (if TA wpantär is indeed a Prs III belonging to Awapa- ‘weave’, on 
which see s.v. Awäpa- ‘?’). 
SEM. Since the (transitive) meaning ‘deny’ is only attested for TB finite middle 
forms, it can easily be understood as developed out from a special middle use, 
such as ‘suppress oneself’. In contrast, the TA grundverb is intransitive. The 
original meaning of the root is most likely ‘crush, press together’, as still to be 
seen in TB †mallantsa ‘presser’ e ‘vintager’. ETYM. PIE *ÇmelH ‘mahlen’ (2LIV, 
432f.); for more cognates, see also mäl- ‘overflow’ and mil- ‘wound, damage’.  
 
mälk(- ‘± (an)legen (Schmuck, Waffen)’, ‘± put (on) (jewelry, weapons)’  

(tr) (-/-/m) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II malkalñe Priv — 
Inf malkatsi 

 Pt I (m) -,-, mälkate;-,-, mälkante 
 PPt mälkau (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
The subjunctive stem seems to have persistent initial accent. 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘± zusammenlegen (Arme)’, ‘± cross (arms)’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IX (a) -,-, mälkä11äM (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
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 Ipv — 
The restoration to a Prs IX form (mäl)kä11äM in 119 a 2 (MQ) is highly likely. 
For the meaning, see below. 
= Amälka- ‘zusammensetzen, -fügen’, ‘put together’ (tr) (-/a/m)  

Prs VII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part mlä$kmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) malkam,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) —;-,-, mälkant 
PPt mälko 
Ipv — 

SEM. The meaning of the 3.sg. Pt in H 149.add 12 b 3 is clear: tsaiñe mälkate 
‘‘put on jewelry” (direct-reflexive middle). More problematic than to be 
gleaned from the manuals is the 3.pl. Pt in 79, 2: kertteM o$kor mälkante. Sieg, 
Übers. II, 36, fn. 6 translates ‘‘legten sie {= the ministers of king AraNemi} die 
Schwerter aneinander”; similarly, Schmidt, 2000, 305: ‘‘legten zusammen”. The 
TA parallel of that story does not have a form of this root: A 342 b [= a] 3 tmä1 
(amasa)ñ kälycaM karesyo tanasolis yokmaMc 1tmorä1. Sieg and Schmidt, l.c., 
translate here: “Darauf sagen (die Minister), mit drohenden (?) Schwertern an 
der Tür der Danasala stehend”. On the unclear hapax TA kälycaM acting as 
adnominal of TA karesyo ‘with swords’, see now Carling, DThTA, s.v. kälyc* 
with the proposals ‘sheath’ (by W. Winter) or ‘sleeve’ (by G.-J. Pinault). Based 
on the TA evidence, the translation of the TB passage 79, 2 by Hilmarsson, 
1991, 134 (based on a proposal by Thomas, 1957, 92, fn. 1 to translate o$kor 
with ‘Umhüllung, Falte’) makes more sense than the ones given above: 
‘‘‘having taken (position), they sheathed [their] swords’ (i.e. ‘... they laid [their] 
swords in a cover’)”. Hence, we are dealing here with mälka- ‘put (onto)’ and 
an obliquus of direction (on which see most recently Carling, 2000, 6f.). On the 
other hand, the TB Prs in 119 a 2 refers to the body parts pokaine ‘arms’, so we 
may be dealing with a meaning like ‘put (together)’ in the sense of ‘cross’ (if 
the form is restored correctly). In TA, the root has the meaning ‘put together’ 
either said of concrete things (e.g., ‘bones’ in A 12 b 1) or of abstract concepts 
(A 371 a 4). The m-Part TA mlä$kmaM that is now attested twice in the YQ 
manuscript refers to ‘jewelry’, but the respective passages cannot simply be 
translated by ‘putting on jewelry’, because, interestingly enough, the m-Part is 
in both passages preceded by TA kälnmaM ‘sounding’: YQ 2 a 5 kälnmaM 
mlä$kmaM yetwesyo and YQ 3 a 1 kälnmaM mlä$kmaM yetwe(s); 
Ji/Winter/Pinault therefore translate ‘‘ornaments (which were) touching each 
other and making a (pleasant) noise”; see also Pinault, 1990, 190ff., who gives 
the meaning ‘arrangés, combinés’; on the Old Turkish parallel, see now 
Wilkens, 2008, 417f. ETYM. PIE *Çmelk ‘weave together’; see Adams, DoT, 457. 
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[Amält- ‘?’, the TA hapax mältont in A 152 a 4 may be a PPt from a root mält-, 
but has to remain unclear, because the sentence contains two more 
hapax legomena.] 

 
mä(s)?- ‘gehen’, ‘go’ (itr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I + III (a) -, masta, masa/massa/msa-ne;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The root provides the suppletive preterit stem of i- ‘go’, the plural of the 
suppletive preterit being itself suppleted by mit(- ‘set out, go, come’. TEB, 225, 
§ 407, fn. proposes that mas(c)e(r) in 108 a 5 may belong to this root, but 
Schmidt, 1986a, 646f. has shown that the form is an informal-style variant of 
yam- ‘do’. ETYM. Adams, DoT, 60f., following Van Windekens, derives the 
verb from ‘‘an intransitive use of *mews- ‘move, take’”, basically followed by 
2LIV, 445 s.v. *ÇmewsH ‘aufheben, wegnehmen’; but note that *Hmu- (as 
probably continued by musk(- ‘disappear’) would also result in this form. 
 
Amäs- ‘?’ (?) (m/-/-)  

Prs VIII (m) -,-, msä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt mamsu 
Ipv — 

TG, 455 does not give a translation for TA msä1trä in A 167 b 3, because it is 
attested without much context: //// koM msä1trä ay ////. Unfortunately, the 
two new attestations of the PPt TA mamsu in YQ 38 b 4 and YQ 39 b 7 are 
similarly unclear (for YQ 39 b 7, see also Ji, 1987, 76). Schmidt, 1999b, 284 
posits as meaning of the root ‘erscheinen’, Kausativum ‘erscheinen lassen, in 
Erscheinung bringen, zeigen’, but he does not discuss either passage. 
 
mäsk- ‘tauschen, (aus)wechseln, ändern’, ‘(ex)change’ (tr) (a/-/x) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, maskä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf maskässi 

 Pt II (x) myaskawa, myaskasta-ñ, myaska;—|myaskamai,-, myaskate; 
-,-, myaskante 

 PPt memisku| memisko1 
 Ipv IV (m) maskä11ar;- 
The Inf maskässi is also attested in THT 1683 a 5; the 3.pl. Pt myaskante is 
found in THT 1345 a 2 and in THT 1537 frg. g a 2 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
SEM. For the semantics, cf. Melchert, 1978, 106f. and Hackstein, 1995, 194f. 
ETYM. Melchert, 1978, 106f. objects to the traditional view that the verb is the 
kausativum of mäska- ‘be’ for semantic reasons. He further does not think that 
the verb is a cognate of Amask(- ‘change’ (thus the meaning given by the 
manuals; but see s.v.). Melchert rather derives this verb from a PIE present 
*mi-ske/o- from PIE *Çmey ‘wechseln; tauschen, ändern’ (2LIV, 426; see also 
Hackstein, 1995, 195ff.). For the i-vowel found in the PPt and in the abstract 
noun misko ‘exchange’, I would rather follow Schulze, 1924, 171f. = 1934, 246 
than Hackstein, 1995, 197, fn. 68. Normier, 1980, 258 assumed the verb is a 
cognate of Gk. Ame…bw ‘(ver)tausche’ and to be derived from PIE *HmiQ-
ske/o-. Apparently, pre-PT *misk- had turned to PT *mäsk-, which was then 
taken for the zero grade of a root with full grades PT *m’äsk- and *m(’)æsk-; 
see for a parallel wätk(- ‘decide, etc.’. 
 
mäska- ‘werden, sich befinden’, ‘become, be’ (itr) (m+/-/a) 

Prs III (m+) mäskemar, mäsketar, mäsketär/msketär;  
mäskemtär,-, mäskentär/mskentär 
Imp mäskimar-c,-, mäskitär;-,-, mäskiyentär 

 nt-Part mäskeñca 
 m-Part mäskemane 
 Ger I mäskelle Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II maskalläññe (sic) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, maska;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg.mid. Imp mäskimar-c is attested in PK AS 13F a 2 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 1.pl.mid. Prs mäskemträ in TX 1 (= 
THT 1350) b 7 and in TX 2 (= THT 1368) b 3 (see Thomas, 1974, 79 and 85), and 
also in THT 1550 b 4: //// wes no skwassoñcä@ MaskemtRa ‘‘but we are 
happy”. 
= Amäsk(- ‘werden, sich befinden’, ‘become, be’ (itr) (m+/-/a)  

Prs III (m+) mäskamar, mäskatar/mskatar, mäskatär/mskatär; 
-,-, mäskantär/mskaMtär 
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Imp — 
 nt-Part mskantasac 
 m-Part mäskamaM 
 Ger I mäskal Abstr I — 
 Inf mäskatsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -,-, mäskäs;-,-, mäskär 
PPt mamäsku 
Ipv — 

The 1.sg.mid. is attested in YQ 27 b 8, the 2.sg.mid. Prs variant TA mskatar in 
THT 2070 a 2. The 3.pl. Pt TA alu1 mäskär is also attested in SHT 6, 1536 as a 
gloss on Skt. pravara[yaM]ti (reading according to K. T. Schmidt apud SHT), 
but I cannot accept Schmidt’s translation ‘‘sie haben ferngehalten”. Amäsk(- is 
like TB mäska- otherwise only used intransitively, which is also true for the Pt 
III in A 379 a 2 (r1ivadnaM mäskäs pättañkät ‘‘the Buddha was in R1ivadaM”), 
and in A 239 a 2 ~ A 222 a 4 (arnaM mäskär umparñe ‘‘they were evil in their 
appearance”), so the BHS form must belong to one of those BHS causative 
formations that could also be used intransitively as, e.g., pariNamayati (see s.v. 
yu- ‘seek’). SEM. See Batke, 1999, 42ff. According to her, the clear instances of 
the finite present forms have the meaning ‘become’, while the meaning ‘sich 
befinden’ given by the manuals as translation of the root is only to be found in 
the imperfect and non-finite forms beyond doubt, and the same seems to be 
true for the few preterit forms. ETYM. *mn-ske/o- from the root PIE *Çmen 
‘bleiben, warten’ (2LIV, 437); see, e.g., Melchert, 1978, 104. It cannot be 
connected with IIr. *ÇmaH ‘be, become’ for phonological reasons; see Cheung, 
2007, 257. The manuals analyze mäsk- ‘(ex)change’ as kausativum of this root, 
but Melchert, 1978, 106f. rightly objected to that view (see s.v.). The inflection 
of the root as Pt III in TA is in my opinion best explained as due to an 
irregular weakening of *-a- to -ä-, which had to turn, e.g., a 3.pl. Pt I *mäskar 
into mäskär. 
 
mätstsa- ‘(ver)hungern’, ‘starve’ (itr) (m/m/-) 

Prs III (m) —;-,-, mätstsentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, mätsatär;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf mätstsatsi (MQ) 

 Pt I in 
 PPt in mätstsorsa  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Sub mätsatär is attested in the letter PK LC XX, 2 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
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~ Anätsw(- ‘(ver)hungern’, ‘starve’ (itr) (—)  
Prs III — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf nätswatsi  
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘verhungern lassen’, ‘let starve’ (tr) (-/m/-) 
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf nätswassi (sic) 
Sub IX (m) -,-, nätswa1tär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Both attestations of the kausativum are used together with TA añcäM ‘self’: A 
394 b 1f. n1nak 1ñ<i>=añcäm risat nätswassi ‘‘vielmehr gab er sich selbst hin 
zu verhungern”; see Thomas, 1957, 128f.; A 74 b 4 nätswa1tär añcäm ‘‘wird er 
von selbst verhungern [wtl. das Selbst verhungern lassen]”; see Schmidt, 1974, 
314. ETYM. Evidently a denominative to a noun in pre-PT *-wo- or *-wa-; as for 
a further diachronic analysis, it is tempting to see in the pre-PT noun in *-wo- a 
formation of the type Gk. ½soj < *wid-s-wo-, i.e., a *-wo- derivative from the 
allomorph of an s-stem that consisted of zero grades only. As for the root 
involved, naut(-/Anut(- ‘disappear, be destroyed’ may be a likely candidate, 
and since the PIE root underlying this Tocharian verbal root seems to have 
contained a laryngeal (viz. a *H), one probably will have to assume in 
addition that in a proto-form PIE *nuHt/d-s-wo- the laryngeal had been 
deleted by Schindler’s Wetter rule (see also s.v. rässa- ‘tear, pick’). 
 
mi- ‘verletzen, schädigen’, ‘hurt, harm’ (tr) (x/x/x)  

Prs IXb (x) -,-, miyä11äM/miya11äM (MQ);—|-,-, miyästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part miya11eñca (sic) 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (x) — Opt -,-, miyä11i;—|—;-,-, miyä1yentär 

Ger II — Abstr II miyä1älñe/miya1lñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf miyässi 

 Pt II (x) myayawa, myasta (sic),-;—|-,-, myayate;— 
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 PPt memiyu| memiyo1/memyo1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs variant miya11äM is found in THT 1314 a 5 (arch. ductus). The 
new attestation of a 3.pl. miyä1yentRa in IOL Toch 407 b 3 is without context 
(see now Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), but since the small fragment arguably contains 
Patayantikadharma, the form is rather Opt than Imp. Hackstein, 1995, 196, fn. 
67 proposes that the enigmatic memyas in 28 a 7 may be ‘‘Verschreibung für 
memyo1”, i.e., a PPt from this root, but this would be a quite heavy 
misspelling involving a wrong sibilant, and not merely the omission of a 
vowel sign. The manuals analyze the form as 2.pl. Pt hapax of a root mem- 
‘betrügen (?)’ (WTG, 269), and a 2.pl. preterit makes sense in the general 
context of that passage. Adams, 1993b, 35f. and DoT, 460 proposes a 
“reduplicated preterit” from a root 2mi- ‘befool’ which would have the same 
morphological structure as the TA finite Pt II forms, but as Hackstein, l.c., 
points out, this would be the only preterit of TB showing reduplication on the 
surface. To be sure, it is not certain that we are dealing with a verbal form at 
all. 
= Ami- ‘verletzen, schädigen’, ‘hurt, harm’ (tr) (x/-/-)  

Prs VIII (x) -,-, miyä1;—|-,-, miyä1tär/myi1tär (sic);—  
Imp —;-,-, mi1ant 

 nt-Part mi1ant 
 m-Part miyäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf miyässi 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II miya1lune 
Pt II in 
PPt mamiyu 
Ipv — 

SEM. The middle forms function as passives with the exception of TA myi1tär 
in A 6 b 3 and in A 21 a 6. ETYM. Adams, DoT, 460 correctly states that the 
attested forms look like a kausativum to a grundverb miy(-. To be derived 
from PIE *ÇmeyH ‘gering werden, schwinden’ as set up by 2LIV, 427 (without 
Toch.). The se/ character of the PIE root is there reconstructed on the sole 
evidence of the Sanskrit na-present and the Sanskrit zero grade mi-, which 
were, however, not taken to be probative by Klingenschmitt and Eichner (see 
the ref. apud 2LIV, fn. 2).  
 
mika?- ‘(die Augen) schließen’, ‘shut (the eyes)’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 
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 Pt I in 
 PPt miko1| miko1 
 Ipv — 
Since PPts in -au, -o1 are otherwise only formed from roots with A-character, 
it is likely that this is an A-root as well. ETYM. To be derived from PIE 
*ÇmeyF/Q ‘blinzeln, zucken’ (2LIV, 427, without Toch.); see Adams, DoT, 
460f. 
 
mit(- ‘sich aufmachen, gehen, kommen’, ‘set out, go, come’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, mitetär;-,-, mitentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II mitalye Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf mitatsy 

 Pt III (a) —; maitam, maitas, maitar/metär (sic)/maitare 
 Pt VI (a) —;-,-, maiteM  

PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The evident Prs III form mitetär is now attested in THT 1262 frg. a b 2. The 
3.pl. mitentär can also be found in the small fragment THT 1187 b 2. TEB II, 
221 lists an Abstr mitalñe, which may refer to WTG, 268 where the Ger II 
mitalyene is said to be found ‘‘für Abstr. mitalñe” in S 5 (= PK AS 5B) b 4 
(reedited by Thomas, 1966a, 173, who does not comment on this form), but 
Thomas, 1952, 59 reckoned with the possibility of a substantivized Ger II as 
well. The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. The glossary of 
TochSprR(B), 151 lists a subjunctive form maitaM that I cannot find in the yet 
published texts, and which — if it exists — would attest to an ablauting 
paradigm. The 3.pl. Pt variant metär (sic) is attested in the graffito G-Su 4 
(Pinault, 1987, 139), and the 2.pl. Pt maitas in PK AS 15C a 7 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The 3.pl. variant maitare has a 
secondary final -e; see Schmidt, 1986a, 647 and chap. Pt III 9.1.2.2. The plural 
of the preterit stem provides the suppletive plural for the preterit from mä(s)?- 
‘go’. Enigmatic maiteM in 484, 5 (MQ) is analyzed as a possible nominal form 
by WTG, 268; differently, Adams, DoT, 461 takes it to be a Prs I/II of this root. 
Text 484 is a monastery record, and the passage in question contains a familiar 
date formula: pis meñantsene maiteM kala //// “on the fifth (day) of the 
month ...” (cf. Carling, 2000, 275). Since we are dealing with a monastery 
record, maiteM — if it is a verbal form — should rather be a preterit rather 
than a present or subjunctive. It is conceivable that a 3.pl. Pt maiteM ‘they 
went’ was created in analogy to the 3.pl. Pt kameM ‘they came’; as for the 
semantics, note that the 3.pl. Pt maitare in 108 a 3 has indeed end-terminative 
meaning, i.e., is synonymous with kameM (see the translation of the passage 
by Carling, 2000, 89: “als sie an die Stelle, an der sie sein sollten, kamen [wtl. 
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gingen]”). Finally, a form of this root may also lie behind lau (m)ita ‘away ...’ 
in PK Cp 32, 6 (cf. Pinault, 1984a, 26). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘gehen lassen’, ‘let go’ (tr) (-/a/-) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I mit1le (sic) Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) -, mitäs-me (sic),-;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. Sub mitäs-[me] in H 150.122 b 4 shows informal simplification of a 
consonant cluster; see Schmidt, 1986a, 645; the form is certainly a subjunctive 
since it is parallel to the Sub kaskat ‘you will scatter’; see Broomhead I, 156. 
= Amit?- ‘sich aufmachen’, ‘set out’ (itr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -,-, metäs;-,-, metär 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

In spite of the objection by Couvreur, 1954, 261, TA metär in A 320 a 1 is 
arguably a preterit, which is the analysis by TG, 456; cf. also the translation by 
Sieg, Übers. II, 31.  
ETYM. Hackstein, 1995, 27f. derives the root from PIE *Ç(s)meytH ‘gehen 
lassen, schicken’ (2LIV, 430 sets up *ÇmeytH ‘wechseln, austauschen, 
entfernen’). Pt III beside Sub V and Prs III is very remarkable, because these 
two stems are usually paired with Pt I (3.pl. Pt maitare is not a reflex of an Pt 
I, but a secondary form; see above). One may assume that the active aorist 
made from the underlying PIE se/ root originally had intransitive valency, 
that the (itr) Sub V was based on such an active aorist PIE *meytH-t > PT 
*m’äyta-, and the (itr) Pt III derived from a respective (itr) active perfect PIE 
*me-moytH-e (with the root-final laryngeal resulting in zero by sound law); 
see chap. Pt I 7.3.3., fn. 37. 
 
mil- ‘verletzen, beschädigen’, ‘hurt, wound, damage’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, mil1äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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Sub — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt memilo1epi 
 Ipv — 
Adams, 1989a, 13f. and DoT, 462 proposes to analyze the Ger mäl1älle attested 
without context in 341 a 1 (MQ) (not in WTG) as a form of this root showing a 
more archaic root vocalism (the text has indeed some traces of late archaic 
ductus). According to Watkins, 1969, 75 and Adams, DoT, 462, the Prs VIII 
goes back to a present stem “PIE *mel-se/o-” claimed to be also reflected by 
the Old Irish noun mell ‘harm, destruction’ from *melso-, and which Adams 
wants to be derived from the same root that also underlies mäl(- ‘crush’ and 
mely- ‘crush’. However, these two Tocharian roots clearly derive from a PIE 
se/ root *ÇmelH, and the abstract milar ‘oppression’ also is best derived from 
an e-grade variant of that same root, with -a- going back to the root-final *-H-. 
As stated above s.v. mäl(- ‘crush’, I think that verbal mil- spread from (forms 
like) the PPt that in my view originally belonged to a Pt I PT *m’æla- from 
mäl(- ‘crush’; as for mäl1-, this may, of course, go back to *mlH-s- in the same 
way as the cognate old Prs I stem PT *mälä- reflected by mlamo ‘hard’ (see 
above s.v. mäl- ‘overflow’) may go back to *mlH-. 
 
miw(- ‘zittern, beben’, ‘tremble, quake’ (itr) (x/-/x) 

Prs I (a) -,-, miwäM;— Imp -,-, miwi;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part miwamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Prs XII (m) -,-, miwäntär (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II maiwalñe Priv — 
Inf maiwatsi 

 Pt I (x) -,-, maiwa;—|-,-, maiwate;— 
 PPt in mamaiwarsa 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. m(i)wänträ has to be restored in PK AS 12J b 1; see Couvreur, 
1954, 91; Thomas, 1979b, 8. The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. 
mamaiwarsa is attested in 338 b 2; cf. also Adams, DoT, 463. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘schütteln’, ‘shake’ (tr) (—) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part miwäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 
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Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
= Amiwa- ‘beben’, ‘shake, quake’ (itr) (a/-/-)  

Prs I+II (a) -,-, me1;-,-, meyeñc Imp -,-, meya;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II mewlune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The active forms have as subjects nouns denoting shaking natural 
objects, whereas the TB middle are found together with pit ‘bile’ and a 
genitive, as e.g., in 85 b 4f.: araNemiñ lante pit maiwate-ne “bebte dem König 
AraNemi seine Galle”, which is tantamount to “King AraNemi fainted”; see 
Schmidt, 1974, 120ff. ETYM. To be derived from the root set up as PIE 
*Çmyewh ‘(sich) bewegen’ by ²LIV, 445 with ref. (according to Hackstein, 1995, 
25 and 191, *Çmyehw had been the most original shape of the root). At least 
Vedic mivati ‘move (tr), push’ and Iranian *miwa- ‘remove’ indeed seem to 
belong with the Tocharian root; as for the other forms subsumed under 
*Çmyewh by ²LIV, most of them were claimed by Puhvel, 2004, 105 to belong 
with yet another PIE root denoting ‘totter, be about to fall, start to sink’; since 
according to Puhvel Gk. AmÚw ‘fall’ is also to be included there, this other root 
should best be set up as PIE *ÇHmew. As for the TA present stem forms, they 
go back to a root allomorph with an ablaut grade different from that met in 
TB miw- from PIE *miHw-, viz. PT *m(’)æyw-. The strange absence of 
surfacing -w- in the TA present has a parallel in the TA PPt papeyu from 
Apiwa- ‘blow’; probably pre-TA *-ywC- resulting from syncopated *-ywäC- 
was turned into *-yyC- (somewhat differently Adams, DoT, 463). The stem PT 
*maywa- constantly found in the Sub and Pt forms may have started out as a 
preterit formation in PT *-a- based on that same present stem PT *m(’)æyw-. 
 
Amuka?- ‘desist’ e mauk(- ‘id.’ 
 
mutka?- ‘ausgießen’, ‘pour (out)’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 
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Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, mutkare-ne 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 107 a 3f. Schmidt, 1999a, 95ff.; 2008a, 331 objects to the traditional 
translation ‘verstärken’ and translates the form with ‘ausgießen’ on account of 
a Sanskrit parallel version. In addition, Schmidt argues that mutkattses in line 
a 4 is not an allative of an Inf of this root — as is the traditional view — but 
has to be read mutkantses and is a noun indicating a certain unit of 
measurement (see also Pinault, 2008, 113f.). Finally, Schmidt shows that 
mutkäm in PK AS 12H b 6 and mutkuwe1 in PK AS 17J b 1, which also have 
been said to belong to this root by the manuals, are to be read putkäm and 
putkuwe1, respectively (see s.v. putk- ‘shut’). 
 
mus(- ‘sich erheben, hochgezogen sein’, ‘rise, be pulled up’ (itr/pass) (m/-/-) 

Prs VI (m) -,-, musnatär (MQ);-,-, musnantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in  
 PPt musau 
 Ipv — 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘aufheben’, ‘lift, give up’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf mu1si 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The Inf mu1si is analyzed as a grundverb form by the manuals, but Krause 
(WTG 126, § 122, fn. 4) rightly pointed out that one would rather expect a Sub 
V to be paired with a Prs VI and a Pt I. Actually, both attestations of the Inf 
mu1si do have transitive meaning (see below), while the Prs VI forms can be 
interpreted as intransitives: 119 a 2 (1añ ke)ktseñ tusa rsaM musnaträ 
(mäl)kä11äM pokaine was rendered as “daher reckt er (seinen) Körper, hebt 
[seine] Arme auf [und] legt [sie] zusammen” by Schmidt, 1974, 327; however, 
we cannot exclude that musnaträ is not constructed with pokaine: “stretches 
his body, rises, [and] crosses his arms”. The same kind of ambiguity is met in 
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H 149.14 a 5: (1emeMts ye)kt=añm sata1lñe kauc ka 1 aMtsne musnanträ “(Bei 
einigen) [ist] das Ausatmen [ganz] schwach [wtl. von schwachem Selbst], und 
[ihre] Schultern heben sich nur eben empor [bzw. sie heben ihre Schultern nur 
eben empor]” (restoration and translation according to Schmidt, 1974, 295 
contra Broomhead I, 143) — actually, the dual aMtsne can be either subject or 
object. The two attestations of the TB infinitive, on the other hand, rather have 
the transitive meaning ‘lift, give up’: S 3 (= St. Ch. 00316.b) a 1f. priyavargsa 
larauñe saul kekts(e)nn(e se) ñke ra cämpim muss[i] “durch den Priyavarga 
möchte ich die Liebe (zu) Leben [und] Körper noch heute aufheben können” 
(see Thomas, 1966, 166 with fn. 5, and Pinault, 1990a, 63). As for H 149.301 a 2 
////campya mu1si lakle kwri •, Broomhead I, 218 translates “if he were able to 
raise the suffering” (I would prefer “lift the sufferings”). The passive meaning 
‘be pulled up’ (said of a garment) is attested in the PPt musau in 322 a 1f. and 
a 2f., and this instance of a passive meaning seems to suggest that even in case 
the middle forms were indeed confined to intransitive semantics, there must 
existed at least active forms in the grundverb paradigm which had the 
transitive meaning ‘raise, pull up’. 
= Amusa- ‘sich heben’, ‘rise’ (itr) (m/-/m)  

Prs VI (m) -,-, musnatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I musnal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, musat;— 
PPt muso 
Ipv — 

The Ger I TA musnal is attested in PK NS 2 b (?) 4 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; also listed by Couvreur, 1956, 98 without ref.). 
Whereas TA musnatär in A 6 a 1 may be interpreted as a passive (“the jewelry 
was raised (by her breast)” — but see Sieg, Übers. I, 9, who translates 
intransitively), TA musat in A 23 b 3 is certainly intransitive: tmäk pro1luneyo 
1kara musat akärnunt asänyo ptañkät kä1ya(p) kapsaññac lkamaM pälsk[a]t 
“sofort wich er [wtl. hob er] sich mit Scheu zurück, [und], mit tränenden 
Augen auf den Körper des Buddha, des Meisters, blickend, dachte er” 
(Schmidt, 1974, 295 following Sieg, Übers. I, 27). ETYM. PIE *ÇmewsH 
‘aufheben, wegnehmen’ (2LIV, 445); see Adams, DoT, 466. 
  
musk(- ‘verloren gehen, verschwinden’, ‘disappear, perish’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, musketär;-,-, muskentär Imp —;-,-, muskintär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part muskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II muskalñe Priv — 
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Inf muskatsi 
 Pt I (a) -,-, muska;— 
 PPt muskau 
 Ipv — 
The Imp muski(ntär) can be restored in PK AS 16.2. a 4 (see Pinault, 1989a, 
155), the m-Part muskemane is attested in PK NS 55 b 3 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB + KAUSATIVUM II ‘schwinden lassen’, ‘make subside’  

(tr) (a/-/-) 
Prs IXb (a) -,-, muska11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II mu11alyñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The Abstr mu11alyñe is attested in PK AS 6E a 2 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the Prs muska11äM in W 4 a 5; for the analysis 
as Prs IXb, see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4.2. 
= Amuska- ‘verloren gehen, verschwinden’, ‘disappear, perish’ (itr) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II muskalune 
Pt I (m) -,-, muskat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. According to Hackstein, 1995, 191f., from *m(y)uh-ske/o- from PIE 
*Çmyehw ‘fortbewegen; sich fortbewegen’ (2LIV, 445f. *Çmyewh). Note, 
however, that Gk. AmÚw ‘fall’ and Hittite mau(s)- ‘fall’, which seem quite close 
to the Tocharian root with respect to semantics, may belong to yet another 
root, as per Puhvel, 2004, 105. 
 
Ame- ‘gage’ e mai- ‘id.’ 
 
Amet- ‘set out’ e Amit?- ‘id.’ 
 
mem- ‘deceive’ e mi- ‘hurt, harm’ 
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mely- ‘(zer)drücken’, ‘crush, squeeze’ (tr) (x/-/-) 
Prs II (x) -,-, melyiM/melyan-ne;-,-, melyeM|-,-, melyätär (MQ);—  

Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf melyatsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
melyäträ (not in WTG) found in 135 a 5 (MQ) is most likely a 3.sg.mid. Prs (or 
Sub) of this root: su melyäträ • ‘‘he crushes/is crushed”. The Inf melyatsi is 
attested in PK NS 406 a 5 (a photograph of this text is published on the front 
cover of LALIES 7). Note that both 3.sg. melyäträ and Inf melyatsi 
descriptively show lack of syncope of the thematic vowel *ä, but *ä must have 
replaced here more archaic *’æ from *-eye-; see below.  
= Amalyw- ‘(zer)drücken’, ‘crush, squeeze’ (tr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs II (a+) -, malywät,-;— Imp -,-, malywa;— 
 nt-Part malywäntaM 
 m-Part malywmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. We are dealing with a PIE causative-iterative present *molHwéye/o- 
from PIE *ÇmelH ‘grind’ (*molweye/o- > *mælw’æ-/mælw’äyæ-; Germanic also 
preserves an iterative *molHwéye/o-); see Klingenschmitt, 1982, 146, fn. 6, 235; 
Hackstein, 1995, 26; Kim, 2001a, 53f.; 2007a, 53f. 2LIV, 433 sets up a root 
*ÇmelHw ‘zerreiben, mahlen’ already for PIE. Adams, 1988a, 73 incorrectly 
posited a ye/o-present *molw-ye/o- (but cf. “molw-(e)ye/o-” in DoT, 470); 
similarly Rasmussen, 2006, 59 with fn. 2. 
 
mai- ‘± abschätzen, ermessen’, ‘± gage, gauge, estimate’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs IXa (m) -,-, maistär;— Imp -,-, mai11itär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXa — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf maistsi 

 Pt — 
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 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
WTG, 269 sets up two different roots: (1) mai- ‘messen’ said to be the 
equivalent of Ame-, and to be attested only by the noun maim ‘Maß’, and (2) 
mais- ‘überragen’ (with question mark) on the evidence of the Inf maistsi in 
273 a 2. Differently, Schmidt, 1974, 504 proposes to set up one single root mai- 
= Ame- from which he also derives maistär in 355 b 3 and mai11iträ in H 
add.149 83 b 5. A possible fourth attestation — the 2.sg. Pt maista — is gained 
by Schmidt, 2000, 229 thanks to a new reading of 622 a 4: ////–[v]asir maista 
ce preke. Unfortunately, all four attestations are not very clear with respect to 
semantics. maistär can be either Prs or Sub, it governs the object tsä$karwa 
‘mountain tops’; the context of mai11itär is quite unclear as well: //// 
[k]am[ñ]äkte mai11itRa Ta$kwa11e ‘‘the god of love ... pertaining to love”; for 
273 a 2 //// maistsi ram no päknaskenträ Krause, WTG, 121, § 120, fn. 4 
proposes a translation ‘‘[s]ie gedenken gleichsam zu übertreffen (??)”, a 
similar meaning is set up by Schmidt, 2000, 231 for maista in 622 a 4: “du hast 
übertroffen (?)”. Adams, DoT, 473 rather follows the analysis given by WTG 
for the Inf maistsi claiming a possible connection with TA messi, but he does 
not discuss the other forms. To be sure, TA messi ‘gage’ would be the perfect 
match for that TB stem, and a similar meaning for the TB forms is not 
excluded, so I accept the connection of these forms. As for the Prs/Sub stem, 
we are certainly dealing with an sk-stem formation *mæyäskä/æ- with early 
loss of *ä triggered by the preceding *y, i.e., of the same type to be seen with 
aisk-; see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6.2.1. 
= Ame- ‘ermessen’, ‘gage’ (?) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf messi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The TA Inf is a hapax in A 253 a 1 in a rather fragmentary context, but its 
meaning is nevertheless assured by an Old Turkish parallel version, which 
was already identified by Müller/Sieg, 1916, 405, who give the following 
translation of the respective Old Turkish passage: “Den auf dieser braunen 
Erde befindlichen Staub nach einzelnen Körnchen zu zählen, nicht [aber] jenes 
Weisheit [nach] und Begriff zu erfassen ... [ist möglich]” (cf. also Tekin, 1980, 
112; the Hami version does not provide a similar parallel at present time, cf. 
Pinault, 1999, 199); the TA passage A 253 a 1 //// tsaM tkaM messi • ca1i 
knanmuneyis mem pärtsi is translated by Müller/Sieg: “... Erde zu zählen; von 
jenes Weisheit das Maß zu erfassen”. ETYM. It is traditionally taken for 
granted that the root mai-/Ame- is to be connected with the nouns maim/TA 
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mem. In TB this noun has the meaning ‘(manner of) thinking, sense, 
cleverness’ (cf. TEB II, 223); on the other hand, TA mem is rather synonymous 
with TA yärm ‘measure, gage, amount’ (e.g., in the phrase TA lyutar mema1 
‘beyond all measure’; a meaning ‘sense, cleverness’ can, of course, easily be 
derived from a basic meaning ‘measure, measure of thinking’). In order to 
connect all of these forms, one can set up a PT root *m(’)æy- ‘measure, gage’. 
The PIE root involved then may have been either *Çmeh ‘messen’ (2LIV, 424, 
with fn. 1, where the connection of TB maistär is doubted) or *Çmed ‘messen, 
für Einhaltung sorgen, sich kümmern’ (2LIV, 423, without Toch.), as proposed 
by Winter, 1962a, 33 = 1984, 275 = 2005, 63, PT *m(’)æy- going back either to 
*meh-y- or to *me/od-y-. 
 
mauk(- ‘sich fernhalten von, ablassen von’, ‘refrain from, desist’ (itr) (-/a/x) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, maukaM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II maukalñe Priv amaukacci 
Inf — 

 Pt I (x) -, maukasta, mauka;-,-, maukare|-, maukatai (MQ),-;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. mauka in 591 b 6 has to be emended to Sub mauka<M>, as per 
TochSprR(B), s.v., fn. 7 (a 3.sg. Pt mauka is attested beyond doubt in 266 b 3). 
The Abstr mauka[l]ñ(e) is found in THT 1270 b 1 without context (the small 
piece seems to have MQ character); the Priv has the meaning ‘unablässig’, 
‘unceasing’ (see Hilmarsson, 1991, 31). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘?’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs IXb (m) -, maukästar (MQ),-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
A 2.sg. Prs (or Sub) maukästar is attested in the unpublished text PK AS 12A 
(MQ) a 3 (also listed in WTG, 270), according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c. 
~ Amuka?- ‘nachlassen, ablassen’, ‘desist’ (itr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -, muka1t,-;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Hapax in A 303 a 3: ma skaM muka1t ma siMsate //// “and you (sg.) did not 
desist nor were you satiated ...”. 
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çmewk ‘losbinden, abstreifen’ (2LIV, 443f. 
without Toch.); see Adams, DoT, 476 with ref. 
 
Amrosk(- ‘feel disgust’ e mrausk(- ‘id.’ 
 
mrausk(- ‘Überdruß, Ekel empfinden, der Welt entsagen’, ‘feel disgust,  

an aversion to the world’ (itr) (m/m/m) 
Prs VI (m) -,-, mrausknatär (MQ);-,-, mrauskantär (sic) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, mrauskatär;-,-, mrauskantär Opt — 

Ger II mrauskalye Abstr II mrauskalñe Priv — 
Inf mrauskatsi (tr) (Š) 

 Pt I (m) mrauskamai,-, mrauskate;-,-, mrauskante 
 PPt mamrauskau| mamrauska1 
 Ipv — 
mrauskna //// in 394 b 4 is restored to mrausknatär in TochSprR(B), s.v.; the 
emendation of mrauskanträ in K 3 a 5 (on the text see now Pinault, 2007, 210) 
to a 3.pl. Prs mrausknanträ by Sieg, 1938, 11 is very plausible; the 3.pl. Sub 
mrauskanträ is attested in PK AS 15J b 6 (unpublished, reading according to 
G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), and an MQ form mrauskantRa also in THT 1859 b [recte a] 
2. An intransitive 3.sg. mrauskatär is found in THT 1172 a 3: teki ktsaitsñ(e) 
srukalñes=empelye mrauskatRa ‘‘due to illness, old age, [and] death, one 
would feel a terrible aversion to the world” (the passage is also cited by 
Thomas, 1991, 19f. without ref.; the text has no site mark signature, but 
apparently MQ character). On the accent of the Sub V and the transitive Inf 
mrauskatsi in 5 a 7 (Š), see the discussion in chap. Sub I/V 18.3.2. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘(der Welt) überdrüssig machen’, ‘make someone feel  

disgust, an aversion to the world’ (tr) (m/-/-) 
Prs IXb (m+) -,-, mrauskästär;— Imp -, mrauskä11itar,-;— 
 nt-Part mrauskä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
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 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Prs mrauskästär is attested in PK NS 54 b 5: Laklenta1[1]eM 
klautkeMtsa 1añ añm no su mrauSKastRa (unpublished, reading according to 
G.-J. Pinault, p.c.) “due to the (different) ways of suffering, he makes himself 
feel an aversion to the world”. The 3.sg.mid. Imp mrauskä11itär in TEB I, 219, 
§ 394,4 and the 3.sg.act. Prs mrauskä11äM in TEB I, 213, § 382 are most likely 
only reconstructed on the basis of the attested forms. 
= Amrosk(- ‘Überdruß, Ekel empfinden, der Welt entsagen’, ‘feel disgust, an 

aversion to the world’ (itr) (m/-/m)  
Prs VII (m) -,-, mrosä$katär;— Imp —;-,-, mrosäMsant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf mrosä$katsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II mrosklune 
Pt I (m) -,-, mroskat;-,-, mroskant 
PPt mamrosku 
Ipv I (m) pämroskar;- 

TA mämroskar in A 301 b 8 has — no doubt correctly — been emended to TA 
pämroskar by TG, 457.  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘(der Welt) überdrüssig machen’, ‘make someone feel disgust,  

an aversion to the world’ (tr) (—) 
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part mroskäsmaM 
 Ger I mroskä1lis Abstr I — 
 Inf mroskässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Since TB has a Kausativum I paradigm, it is likely that the TA Prs VIII also 
goes back to an sk-present, i.e., constitutes a kausativum and not an 
antigrundverb stem. 
SEM. The root is often the equivalent of Skt. nir Çvid ‘feel an aversion to the 
world’. In Tocharian, the grundverb is construed with the perlative; see 
Thomas, 1991, 20, fn. 64 and Carling, 2000, 16. ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1988, 46f., fn. 
5 derives the root from a *-ske/o- present of PIE *ÇmrewH or *ÇmreHw, a root 
continued in the Av. passive aorist mraoi ‘was maltreated’ (not in 2LIV). But 
the full vowel of the root speaks against the derivation from a pre-PT sk-
present. It is more likely that we are dealing with a denominative derived 
from an unattested *mræwskæ ‘aversion’. 
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mluta- ‘± herausziehen, rupfen’, ‘± pull out, pluck’ (?) (—)  
Prs IXa — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I mluta1ällona Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II mlutalle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
SEM. WTG, 270 proposes a translation ‘‘‘anschwellen’ (?), ‘ziehen’ (?)”. The root 
is only attested in the medical Weber manuscript. The Ger I mluta1ällona in 
Fill. W 32 b 3 refers to ‘feathers’; see Sieg, 1955, 76: ‘‘Federn ... sind 
herauszuziehen (?)”. All three instances of the Ger II are unclear: Fill. W 3 a 4 
pä[r1ereM] nak1äM mlutalle sakä11äM ‘‘[das] vernichtet die Kopfschmerzen 
(?) (pärsareM, so zu verb{essern}), aber das Ziehen (?) (mlutalle) läßt es übrig”; 
see Sieg, 1955, 72; similarly, Fill. W 42 b 2 mlutalle sakä11äM pärsareM 
nak1äM. The interpretation of these passages depends on that of the otherwise 
unattested pärsare, for which Sieg, l.c., proposed a meaning ‘headache’, and he 
is followed, most recently, by Winter, 2001, 135 = 2005, 524 ad 375. Differently, 
Adams, DoT, 479: ‘‘it surpasses plucking [of the hair], it destroys lice [?]”. 
ETYM. Since the meaning is quite unclear, the proposed etymologies (on which 
see Adams, DoT, 479) are uncertain. 

 
mlutka- ‘loskommen, davonkommen’, ‘escape’ (itr) (m/m/-) 

Prs III (m) -,-, mlutketär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) mlutkamar,-,-;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs mlutketä[r] is attested in G-Qa 5 b (see Pinault, 1987, 168). The 
manuals (e.g., WTG, 270) analyze mlutku in W 38 b 4 and mlucku in W 7 a 6 
as PPts from this root, but this is very unlikely, because both forms are 
adnominals of kuñcit ‘sesame’, cf. Sieg, 1955, 72f.: ‘‘Falls zu der Wz. mlutk 
gehörig, könnte mit mlucku kuñcit ‘‘zerstampfter (?) Sesam” gemeint sein” (ad 
W 7 a 6); ‘‘Für [mlutku] kuñcit (38 b 4) muß wohl [mlucku] kuñcit 
‘‘zerstampfter (?) Sesam” gelesen werden” (p. 77). Consequently, Adams, DoT, 
479 sets up a separate root 2mlutk- ‘crush’ for these PPt forms. 
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ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘lösen, losmachen’, ‘take off’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) -,-, mlautkasa;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
3.sg. Pt III mlautkasa is attested in PK NS 44 b 4 referring to the taking off of a 
piece of jewelry: (pañ)äkte lkatsi toM tsaiññenta mlautkasa mañiyantse wa(sa) 
“in order to see the Buddha-lord, she took off these ornaments [and] ga(ve) 
[them] to a female servant” (unpublished, G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
~ Amluska- ‘loskommen, davonkommen’, ‘escape’ (itr) (m/a/-) 

Prs III (m) -,-, mloskatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) mloskam,-,-;— Opt —; -,-, mluskiñc  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt mlusko 
Ipv — 

TA mloskaträ in A 376 a 3 is almost without context, but since it is construed 
with an ablative just like the certain 1.sg. Sub in A 120 a 5, it is likely that it 
belongs to the same root. The damaged word form TA mlus(·)a //// in A 194 
b 1 can be restored to either TA mlus(k)a(t) or to TA mlus(k)a(lune), according 
to TG, 457; note that affiliation of ablauting Sub V stems with Prs III/IV is 
unusual. The PPt TA mluskos is attested in THT 1492 a 2. ETYM. Schneider, 
1941, 50 and Melchert, 1978, 121f. proposed a connection with Gk. blèskw ‘go, 
come’ from PIE *Çmel@ ‘hervorkommen’ (2LIV, 433f. without Toch.). We are 
in any case dealing with an sk-stem made from a root without dental in TA, 
but from a root with dental extension in TB, as per Melchert, l.c.: *mlu-ske/o- 
> TA mlusk-, *mlu-T-ske/o- > TB mlutk-; I cannot follow Hartmann, 2001, 113, 
fn. 76. 
 
Amluska- ‘escape’ e mlutka- ‘id.’ 
 
Amlok- ‘?’ (?) (a/-/-)  

Prs I (a) —;-,-, mlokiñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Hapax in A 166 a 4: • kats kärk nimäM mlokiñcäM esnaM pra ////. The 
passage remains totally unclear, because both TA kärk and TA nimäM are 
hapax legomena as well; however, one may guess they also refer to body parts 
like TA kats ‘belly’ and TA esnaM ‘shoulders’ do. 
 
 

Y 
 
Aya- ‘go, travel’ e iya- ‘id.’ 
 
Aya(p)- ‘machen’, ‘do’ (tr) (x/-/-)  

Prs II (x) ypam, yat, ya1; ypamäs, yac, ypeñc| 
ypamar, yatar, yatär; ypamtär,-, ypantär  
Imp -,-, ypa;-,-, ypar| -,-, ypat; -,-, ypant 

 nt-Part ypant 
 m-Part ypamaM 
 Ger I yal Abstr I — 
 Inf yatsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The second attestation of TA ypamträ is found in THT 1377 frg. e a 3. 
According to Pinault, 1997, 125 and 132 (pace TG, 457), instead of a 1.pl. Imp 
from this root, one should rather restore to TA (rita)mät in A 270 a 5 and to a 
Sub TA (ya)mät in A 270 b 4, so there is no attestation of a 1.pl. Ipv TA 
*ypamät attested at all. TA ya(p)- provides the suppletive present stem of TA 
yam- ‘machen’. ETYM. As already recognized by various scholars, the stem 
variant y(ä)p- shows up whenever the thematic vowel ought to have been 
pre-PT *o, and ya- whenever one expects pre-PT *e. Pinault, 1989, 113 derives 
the root from a cognate of Av. yav- etc., whereas Peters, 2004, 434 opts for pre-
PT *yeme/o-; Klingenschmitt, 1994, 314 = 2005, 356, fn. 6 was the first to 
suggest derivation from PIE *heye/o-. For the phonological details to be 
presupposed, see Peters, 2004, 429ff. According to this author, in this way the 
TA present can be derived from the same root as the TB equivalent, which is 
yamaskau, yama11äM, etc. from yam- ‘do’. 
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ya$k(- ‘verwirrt, betört sein’, ‘be deluded’ (itr) (-/a/a) 
Prs IV — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yo$komane 
 Ger I yo$kolle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, ya$kaM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, ya$ka;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
A 3.sg. Pt ya$ka is listed in TEB II, 225, and such a form may be attested in the 
small fragment THT 1299 a 2: //// m y[a]$ka wrotsai wertsai “... was deluded; 
the great gathering ...”. Ger I [yo]$kolle is found in H 149.321 b 2 (Broomhead 
I, 320). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘betören, verzaubern’, ‘bewitch’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) ya$käskau (MQ),-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf ya$kässi (S) 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
WTG, 270 lists an m-Part yä$kaskemane of the Prs IXb stem in PK AS 12D a 2 
with the remark “sic”, which has to be an emendation of what must have been 
read yänkaskemane and still has a wrong root vocalism; since a nasal before k 
is to my knowledge always rendered by ($) (except in the special cases of 
klyeñkträ in 255 a 5 and klyenträ in 254 a 3 from klä$k- ‘doubt’; see s.v.), it is 
with reason that Couvreur, 1954, 84 proposed to read rather yätkaskemane 
from an (otherwise unattested) root yätka?- (confirmed by G.-J. Pinault, p.c.); 
see s.v. yätka?- ‘?’. 
= Aya$k(- ‘verwirrt, betört sein’, ‘be deluded’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II ya$klune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘betören, verzaubern’, ‘bewitch’ (tr) (a/-/-) 
Prs VIII (a) — Imp -,-, ya$k1a;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Since TB has a Prs IXb as part of a kausativum, it is likely that the TA Prs VIII 
also goes back to an sk-present. 
SEM. The manuals translate both grundverb and kausativum by ‘betören’ 
(WTG, 270; TEB II, 128 and 225), but we would rather expect an intransitive 
grundverb and an oppositional transitive or causative, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 34f., 
fn. 1 with ref. to Couvreur, 1956, 72, who proposed a meaning ‘verlangen, irre 
werden’ for the grundverb. Unfortunately, the only finite form of the 
grundverb attested beyond doubt, the Sub ya$kaM in 516 b 1, has no clear 
context: ke ––– w(·)r palkaM ya$kaM wat. Hilmarsson, 1991b, 141 translates 
the form intransitively: “will look or be spellbound/enchanted”. The 
kausativum, on the other hand, has certainly the transitive meaning ‘delude, 
bewitch someone’ (e.g., in 109 a 10). ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1991b, 141f. derives 
the root from a variant with infixed nasal of PIE *ÇHyag ‘verehren’ (Ved. yájati 
‘sacrifices’, etc.) he claims was “a part of the religious and ritualistic 
vocabulary of the proto-language” (2LIV, 224, without Toch.). 
 
yat(- ‘fähig sein’, ‘be (cap)able’ (itr) (m/a/a) 

Prs IV (m) -,-, yototär;-,-, yotontär Imp -,-, yotitär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, yataM;— Opt -,-, yato

i
-ñ;-,-, yatoye-s (S) 

Ger II yatalle Abstr II yatalñe Priv — 
Inf yatatsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, yata-ne;—  
 PPt yayatau| yayata1 
 Ipv — 
Instead of a 3.sg. middle yatate in 109 a 10, Schmidt, 1974, 34, fn. 6 and 39f. 
rather wants to read a 3.sg. active yata-ne: 1e ka yatane ñis ya$kässi • 
sukentasa swaro(na) “nur einmal gelang es ihr [scil. Yasodhara], mich mit 
süßen Genüssen zu betören”. Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 262, objects to this 
reading, because there is, according to him, no positive argument for it; but 
one can indeed support Schmidt’s claim, because preterits in this kind of 
paradigm are mostly actives (see chap. Prs III/IV 26.2.4.). A second possible 
middle preterit yatamai may be attested in H 149.171 b 4, but the context is 
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unclear: //// (oro)cceM tewpeM keM po yata[mai] //// (restoration according 
to Broomhead I, 208); Schmidt, 1974, 40 rather interprets the form as Pt II of 
yät(- ‘adorn’ (see s.v.). The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. The Priv 
ayataicce is semantically unclear, but Hilmarsson, 1991, 60f. is correct in 
stating that ‘unsubdued, untamed’ is more likely than ‘indomitable’. Beside 
the attestations given in WTG, 271, we have the following: ayataiccu (voc.) in 
PK AS 17K a 3, ayataicce in PK AS 17H b 4 and in PK AS 5D a 2 (all 
unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.); for the Priv see chap. 
Prs/Sub IX 31.2.  
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘zähmen’, ‘tame’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, yat1äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) yatwa,-,-;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs yat1äM is attested in 201 a 3 (M), and since this is a prose text 
“kann also nicht, wie bisher angenommen, aus *yatä11äM (Prs. IX b) metrisch 
verkürzt sein”, according to Schmidt, 1974, 26, fn. 3; and although Thomas, 
1979, 177f., fn. 149 showed that this kind of syncope is indeed sometimes 
attested “in Prosatexten” written in the informal and eastern varieties of TB 
(see the discussion in chap.s Prs/Sub IX and Pt IV), Schmidt’s analysis is 
strongly backed by the 1.sg. Pt III yatwa in 365 b 6 (see Schmidt, 1974, 26, fn. 3 
contra WTG, 274 and Thomas, 1979, 178, fn. 149) and also by the existence of a 
Sub VII in TA. 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘befähigen, zähmen’, ‘enable, tame’ (tr) (-/x/m) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part yatä11eñca (MQ) 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (x) — Opt -,-, yatä11i/yata11i (sic);— 

|yatä11imar,-, yatä11itär;— 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf yatässi 

Pt II (m) —;-,-, yatante 
 Pt IV (m) -, yatä11atai (MQ), yatä11ate (sic);— 
 PPt yayatä11u| yayatä11o1  
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl.mid. Pt II yatante is attested in THT 1250 a 2 without much context: 
//// [ts](·)[r]nta taisa yatante • “the ... therefore enabled”. The small fragment 
in which the 3.sg.mid. Pt IV yatä11ate is found (H 150.104 b 5) can be an MQ 
text. The PPt yayatä11u is found in 310 b 1. There is a slight difference in 
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meaning between the antigrundverb (Prs VIII/Pt III) and the kausativum (Prs 
IX/Pt IV) inasmuch as the kausativum can have the additional meaning 
‘enable’.  
= Ayat(- ‘fähig sein’, ‘be (cap)able’ (itr) (m/a/-)  

Prs IV (m) -,-, yatatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yatmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, yata1;-,-, yateñc Opt -,-, yatis-si;—  
 Ger II yatal Abstr II yatlune 
Pt I in 
PPt yaytu 
Ipv — 

According to TG, 487 (“Nachträge’’), TA yatatär in A 17 b 3 belongs to this 
root (cf. also Sieg, Übers. I, 21, fn. 6: = Skt. sampadyate), and the same is 
probably true for (almost contextless) TA yatmaM in A 459 b 3. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘befähigen, zähmen’, ‘enable, tame’ (tr) (a/m/-) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, yatä1;-,-, yatseñc Imp —;-,-, yat1ant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I yatä1lyes Abstr I — 
 Inf yatässi 
Sub VII (m) yatñmar,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II yatñal (sic) Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çyet ‘sich (fest) hinstellen’ (2LIV, 313f.); see 
Adams, DoT, 490 with ref. The root vowel -a- cannot always been explained as 
a result of a-umlaut; at least in the TB Pt III, TB Prs VIII, and TA Sub VII -a- 
must rather derive from a pre-PT *-o-, and pre-PT *yot- is best assigned to a 
Narten perfect; Narten behavior of this root is also attested by RV yataná-. 
 
yam- ‘machen’, ‘do’ (tr) (x/x/x) 

Prs IXa (x) yamaskau/maskau, yamast/mas, yama11äM/ma11äM; 
-, mascer, yamaskeM| yamaskemar, yamastar, yamastär/  
mastär; yamaskemtär,-, yamaskentär/maskentär  
Imp -,-, yama11i/ma11i;-,-, yama1yeM |-,-, yama11itär/  
ma1itär;-,-, yama1yentär 

 nt-Part yama11eñca 
 m-Part yamaskemane 
 Ger I yama11älle Abstr I — 
Sub I+II (x) yamu, yamt, yamäM; yamem,-, yameM| 

yammar, yamtar, yamtär; yamamtär,-, yamantär  
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Opt yamim,-, yami; yamyem, yamicer, yamyeM| 
yamimar, yamitar, yamitär; yamiyemtär,-,- 
Ger II yamalle Abstr II yamalñe Priv ayamätte 
Inf yamtsi 

Pt IV (x) yama11awa/yam1awa/ma11awa, yama1asta/yam1asta,  
yama11a/ yam1a/ma11a; ma1am, yam1aso, yama11are/ 
yam1are/yama11ar-me/ yam1ar/ma11are/yama11ere|  
yama1amai/ yam1amai, yama1atai/yam1atai, yama11ate/ 
yam1ate; yama11amnte (S), yama1at, yama11ante 

 PPt yamu| yamo1 
 Ipv III (x) pyam; pyamtso| pyamtsar; pyamtsat; pyamttsait (MQ) 
The 2.sg.mid. Prs yamastar is attested in PK Cp 36, 32, a MQ form yamästar in 
PK AS 12D b 2 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 
3.pl. Pt yama11ar-me (sic) in PK AS 18B b 4 (Pinault, 2008, 78); the 1.pl. Sub 
yamem is found in the Paris monastery record PR (= PK Cp) 36, 41 (Couvreur, 
1954, 91). Informal-style variants with the stem allomorph mask-/ma11- are 
quite often attested in texts of profane nature; see Pinault, 1984a, 31; Schmidt, 
1986a, 645ff., and most recently Peyrot, 2008, 160f. The wall graffito Qu 34 
shows the 2.sg. Pt variants yama1asta and yam1asta (Pinault, 1994a, 175f.; 
2000a, 158); the odd 3.pl. Pt yama11ere is found in KVac 16 b 5 (Schmidt, 1986, 
49). In metrical texts, there are also syncopated forms such as 3.sg. Prs 
yam1äM, 1.pl. Prs yamskemtär, or 3.pl. Prs yamskeM; see also Thomas, 1979, 
174ff. The subjunctive stem shows both athematic and thematic forms. The 
manuals take this stem to be basically athematic; differently Winter, 1993, 202 
= 2005, 446 (without discussion). Since thematization of athematic paradigms 
is a common process most commonly attested in 1.pl. and 3.pl. forms, and 
since (*)yame- is precisely found in such a form, we certainly have to do with 
a secondarily thematized stem (see also Schmidt, 1985, 429). 
= Ayam- ‘machen’, ‘do’ (tr) (-/x/x)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub II (x) yamam, yamät, yamä1;-,-, yameñc| yammar,-, yamtär;-,-,  

yamantär Opt yamim, yamit, yami1; yamimäs,-,-| yamimar,  
yamitar, yamitär;-,-, yamintär 

 Ger II yamäl Abstr II yamlune 
Pt 0 (m) yamwe, yamte,-;— 
Pt III (x) yamwa, yamä1t, yamäs;-,-, yamär| yamtse,-, yamtsat/  

yamsat;-, yamtsac, yamtsant 
PPt yamu 
Pt IV in 
PPt yam1u 
Ipv III (x) pyam/pyama-m; pyamäs| pyamtsar; pyamtsac 
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Aya(p)- ‘do’ provides the suppletive present stem. A 2.sg. Sub TA (ya)mät 
(with future semantics) is restored in A 270 b 4 by Pinault, 1997, 132. The 
1.sg.mid. Opt yamimar is also attested in SHT 6, 1281, and the 3.sg. Pt 0 
yamä(t) is to be restored in A 375 b 5, according to Winter, 1976a, 29 = 2005, 
165, while TG, 457 proposed restoration to a 3.pl. active TA yamä(r); the 
remains of the ak1ara visible after (Ma) in the manuscript do not give a clue as 
to which assumption is more likely, but Winter’s guess is a morphologically 
plausible one. The PPt in A 354 b 5 that looks like a form from a kausativum 
paradigm does not have causative semantics but means “das Unerschaffene” 
(= nirvaNa); see Schmidt, 1989, 79. Accordingly, this is just an innovative form 
showing the same kind of suffixal enlargement that is met in Tocharian B. 
SEM. The middle has only rarely passive function, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 80, 228f., 
337ff., 422ff., 461ff. It is interesting to note that there does not seem to be a 
semantic difference between the middle root preterit and the middle s-preterit 
forms, as both occur in the same phrases, cf. A 253 b 6 pñi yamte “du hast dir 
gutes Verdienst erworben” (Schmidt, 1974, 435) beside A 346 b 4 pñintu 
yamtsac “welche Verdienste habt ihr erworben?” (Schmidt, 1974, 436). ETYM. 
See Adams, DoT, 492, and for a derivation from *Çyem ‘ausstrecken, 
hinstrecken’ (2LIV, 312) now also Peters, 2004, 429ff. with ref. 
 
yas(- ‘erregt sein’, ‘be excited’ (itr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, yasate;— 
 PPt yayasa1 
 Ipv — 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘erregen’, ‘excite’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, yasä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
SEM./ETYM. WTG, 273, 275 and TEB II 226 and 227 correctly set up two 
synchronically different roots yas- and yäs-. yäs- ‘excite (sexually)’ is transitive 
and a root without A-character, whereas the grundverb of yas(- ‘be excited’ 
(in non-sexual sense) is intransitive and clearly a root with A-character. Pace 
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the analysis in WTG, 275 and TEB II, 227, the 3.sg. Pt yasate in 366 b 3 rather 
belongs to this root yas(-, and not to yäs-, because a Class I preterit from yäs- 
should most probably turn out as †y1ate. 
 
yask- ‘betteln, bitten’, ‘beg’ (tr) (m/m/m) 

Prs IXa (m) yaskaskemar,-, yaskastär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I yaska11älle Abstr I — 
Sub II (m) -,-, ya1tär; yaskemtär,-,- Opt —;-,-, ya1yeMtär 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf ya11i (sic) 

 Pt I (m) -, ya11atai, ya11ate-ne;— 
 PPt yaya11o1 
 Ipv — 
According to Thomas (apud TEB II, “Berichtigungen zu Band I”, p. 264 and 
1965, 194), one has to read 1.pl. Sub yaskemtär instead of yaskamtär (thus, 
e.g., WTG, 273) in Amb (= PK NS 32) a 6. The 3.sg. yä1trä in 143 a 3 (MQ) is 
analyzed as a form of this root by WTG, 273, but (ä) for /a/ would be odd also 
in an MQ text; for the passage, see the discussion below under yäs- ‘excite, 
touch (sexually)’. The Inf ya11i is attested in PK Cp 40 b 4 (Pinault, 1994b, 102), 
the 2.sg. Pt ya11atai three times in KVac (Schmidt, 1986, passim), and now also 
in the small Pratimok1a fragment THT 1374 frg. z a 2; the PPt yaya11oF@ is also 
found in the small fragment IOL Toch 941 a 2 (cf. Tamai, 2007, s.v.). ETYM. The 
root is apparently derived from a pre-PT sk-present (directly continued in the 
Sub II); there exist at least two plausible etymological options: “ved. ya- 
‘bitten’”, etc. [see also Adams, DoT, 494] and “uridg. *diH-ske/o-” belonging 
to Gk. d…zhmai “1. suchen ..., 2. ... etw. ... erstreben”, as per Hackstein, 1995, 
185f. 
 
yäka- ‘nachlässig sein’, ‘be careless, neglect’ (itr) (m/m/-) 

Prs Xa (m) -,-, yäknastär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub VI (m) —;-,-, yäknantär Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt ykauwo| yko1äMts 
 Ipv — 
The restoration to (yä)knasträ in 12 a 6 is certain. 
= Ayäka- ‘nachlässig sein’, ‘be careless, neglect’ (itr) (m/m/-)  

Prs X (m) -, yäkna1tar,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VI (m) — Opt -,-, yäknassitär;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt yko 
Ipv — 

For the Opt, see the discussion in chap. Opt 23.2.2. ETYM. Said to derive from a 
PIE root *Çheg/gH ‘ermangeln’ by 2LIV, 231; cf. Adams, DoT, 494; but 
derivation from a *(H)iK- would be more attractive. 
 
yäksa- ‘umklammern, umarmen’, ‘entangle, embrace’ (tr) (m/-/-)  

Prs VI (m) -,-, yäksanatär-ne;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf yaksatsi 

 Pt I in 
 PPt yäksau (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
The Inf yaksatsi is attested in THT 1262 a 3: //// laryai ramno yaksatsi “... as 
to embrace a beloved (woman)”. Hence, the subjunctive seems to belong to 
the class with persistent initial accent. 
= Ayäksa- ‘umklammern, umarmen’, ‘entangle, embrace’  

(tr) (-/m/m) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) -,-, yäksatär;— Opt —;-,-, yäk1intr-äM  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, yäksat;— 
PPt yäkso 
Ipv — 

TA [yä]ksatär (TG, 459: “Frgm.”) is attested in THT 1149 a 4. 
ETYM. Unclear. Adams, 1989a, 8ff., compared IIr. *Çyakš ‘appear’ and Rigved. 
yásu- ‘± sexual embrace’, deriving all forms together with the Toch. nouns 
yakso ‘± food stuff’ and yäk1iye ‘flour’ from PIE *Çyek + s ‘press, squeeze’; on 
the latter two nouns, see also Isebaert, 1995, 298 (*Hweyg-s-eH ‘produit de 
céréales’ as in Lat. avena ‘oat’). Adams, DoT, 496 now calls his own former 
approach “superseded”, without offering another one. Note that in this root, 
PT *-ks- was preserved in Tocharian A and not turned into †-ps-. 
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yät(- ‘geschmückt sein’, ‘be decorated’ (itr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, ytate;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The intransitive grundverb form ytate is arguably attested in PK AS 13E b 7 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.): //// (–)rmeM riMne 
ytate • “... was decorated in the cities”. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘schmücken’, ‘adorn, decorate’ (tr) (m/-/m) 

Prs IXb (m) —;-,-, yatäskentär Imp -,-, yatä11itär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf yatästsi (MQ) 

 Pt II (m) yatamai-ne, yatatai,-;— 
 PPt yaitu| yaito1 
 Ipv II (a) pita;- 
The active Prs yatä11äM listed in TEB I, 212, § 381 is probably only 
reconstructed; a 3.pl.mid. Prs yätäske(ntär) can be restored in THT 1860 a 1. 
The 1.sg.mid. Pt yatamai is attested in PK AS 17.6 a 6 (Couvreur, 1954, 89), 
and probably also in THT 3042 a 1 and in THT 1392 frg. g b 2: ytari yatamai “I 
decorated the road”. The same form in MQ orthography is found in H 149.171 
b 4 (Broomhead I, 208; Schmidt, 1974, 40): //// (oro)cceM tewpeM keM po 
yata[mai] //// “I adorned the (gre)at mines [and] the earth completely”. On 
the other hand, Schmidt, 1974, 26, fn. 3 (contra WTG, 274) analyzes yatwa in 
365 b 6 as a form from yat(- ‘be capable’ and not from this root. The 2.sg.mid. 
Pt yatatai is attested in KVac 12 a 3 (Schmidt, 1986, 45) and in PK NS 48 + 258 
a 3 (Pinault, 1994, 185). pita in 94 b 2 has been ably analyzed as imperative 
from this root by Hilmarsson, 1991c, 76, with fn. 4 (traditionally, the form is 
connected with pito ‘price’; see most recently Schmidt, 2001, 326). 
= Ayät- ‘schmücken’, ‘sich schmücken’, ‘adorn’, ‘adorn oneself’ (tr) (m/m/m)  

Prs VIII (m) ytäsmar,-, ytä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part ytäsmaM 
 Ger I ytä1lis Abstr I — 
 Inf ytässi 
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Sub IX (m) — Opt yta1imar,-,-;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (m) yete,-,-;-,-, yetant 
PPt yetu 
Ipv — 

The forms analyzed as grundverb forms of this root by TG, 459 all rather 
belong to Ayat(- ‘be capable’, as per TG, 487 (“Nachträge’’). 
SEM. The TA verb belongs to the small group of media tantum that were 
basically transitive, but could also be used with direct-reflexive semantics; in 
the latter case, forms from this root were construed with an instrumental and 
had the meaning ‘adorn oneself with’ (Schmidt, 1974, 306); in addition, the 
middle can also have passive function (Schmidt, 1974, 246). ETYM. Usually 
derived from PIE *Çyet ‘sich (fest) hinstellen’, see 2LIV, 313f., where yat(- ‘be 
capable’ in connected.  
 
yätka?- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs IX — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yätkaskemane (MQ) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
WTG, 270 lists an m-Part yä$kaskemane with the remark “sic!” under the root 
ya$k- ‘betören’ as being attested in PK AS 12D a 2 (MQ); but the form has 
rather to be read yätkaskemane, as already suggested by Couvreur, 1954, 84 
and now confirmed by G.-J. Pinault, p.c. Unfortunately, the passage is not 
clear: //// ñäke ma yär1alle[s]cä snai ttuwerñe ñemo yätkaskemane nanatRa 
ma yärsemane Mapi Saswa [na] ////. D. Q. Adams (p.c.) proposes a meaning 
‘strive’, so that we may have a cognate of Ayätka- (see below, s.v.): “now he 
does not appear to the honored one seeking a name [i.e. reputation]” (snai 
ttuwerñe remains unclear; the reading tt is certain; for this kind of gemination 
in sandhi, see chap. Sound Laws 1.8.). The MQ writing yätkask- points to a 
stem with A-character; see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4. 
 
Ayätka- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs III — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I yätkal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
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Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

According to Schneider, 1941, 48, the root meaning may be ‘± erstreben’ 
judging by the attestations in A 157 b 1 and A 220 a 1, which is possible and 
may also fit the TB hapax of the possible cognate root yätka?- (see s.v.), but 
remains uncertain in the end. 
 
yän- ‘go’ e i- ‘id.’ 
 
yänm(- ‘erlangen, erreichen’, ‘achieve, reach’ (tr) (x/x/a) 

Prs Xa (x) yänmaskau,-, yänma11äM;-, yänmascer (MQ),  
yänmaskeM|-,-, yänmastär;— Imp — 

 nt-Part yänma11eñca 
 m-Part yänmaskemane 
 Ger I yänma1älyi Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) -,-, yonmäM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv ainmitte 
Inf — 

 Sub VI (x) yänmau (MQ),-, yaMnmaM (MQ)/ yänman (MQ); 
-, yanmacer (Š)/yänmacer (sic),-|—; -,-, yänmantär  
Opt yänmoym,-, yanmoy;-,-, yänmoyeM/yanmoM/ 
yänmoM (MQ) 
Ger II yänmalle Abstr II yänmalyñe (MQ) Priv ainmacce 
Inf yänmatsi 

 Pt III (a) yonwa (MQ), yonmasta, yonmasa;— 
 PPt yainmu| yainmo1o 
 Ipv — 
The subjunctive form yonmäM can in theory also be analyzed as Sub II, but 
the root vocalism suggests rather Sub I. According to Thomas, 1987a, 87, the 
form yemn8 in PK AS 18 B a 2 is not a 1.sg. Sub from this root, but a noun, 
which then was translated by Schmidt, 1997, 234 as ‘Torwärter’ (contra 
Couvreur, 1955, 115 and Pinault, 1984, 379). The Priv ainmitte ‘one who has 
not yet obtained’ is attested in a graffito in the ‘Treppenhöhle’ in Qizil, 
according to Schmidt, 2001b, 80, and the obliquus of yet another Priv 
(ai)nmacce is to be restored with certainty in the Udanavarga text TX 5 b 5 
(MQ, now = THT 1362) being an equivalent of Skt. aprapte ‘not achieved’ 
(Thomas, 1974, 97). The 1.sg. Opt yänmoym is also found in PK AS 17J b 3 
(Pinault, 1994, 116); on the other hand, there does not exits a 1.sg. Opt 
yänmoym in 206 a 2 (thus WTG, 275), because the reading and restoration to 
(yä)[n]moy ma proposed by TochSprR(B), s.v., makes more sense. The 3.sg. 
Opt yanmoy is found in PK AS 17C a 1 (unpublished, reading according to G.-
J. Pinault, p.c.). A 3.pl. Opt yanmoM is arguably attested in 362 a 7 (MQ), and 
a variant of this form yänmoM in 517 b 3 (MQ character; see Adaktylos et al., 
2007, 41). The Ger II yänmalle is found in PK AS 12C b 2 (MQ, unpublished, 
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reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.); for the homonymous member of 
compound °yänmalle, see s.v. yäp- ‘enter’. According to Schmidt, 1997, 236f., a 
1.sg. Pt yolmuwa (sic) from this root is attested in a text kept by the Regional 
Museum in Ürümqi, but this remains doubtful. The nom.pl. PPt yainmo1o is 
found in PK AS 17A b 3 (Pinault, 1984b, 169). 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘erlangen lassen’, ‘make obtain’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub Xb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf yanmässi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
~ Ayom(- ‘erlangen, erreichen’, ‘achieve, reach’ (tr) (a+/a/a)  

Prs X (a+) —;-,-, yomnaseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yomnasmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VI (a) -, yomnat, yomna1;-, yomnac, yomneñc Opt -,-, yämni1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II yomnalune 
Pt III (a) -,-, yomäs;-,-, yomär 
PPt yomu 
Ipv — 

A 2.sg. Pt TA (yomä)1t is restored in A 244 a 4 on the evidence of the Sanskrit 
parallel version by Schmidt, 1980a, 341; differently, Pinault, 2008, 285 restores 
here a 2.sg. Pt (yamä)1t from Ayam- ‘do’. In YQ 3 a 7 a 3.sg. (not 2.pl. as given 
in the index of Ji/Winter/Pinault) Pt TA yomäs from this root is assured by 
the Old Turkish parallel version; see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 56ff. with fn. 9 
(pace Thomas, 1991, 8, fn. 11, the reading is not to be doubted). Thomas, 2003, 
308 wants to read TA yämni1-ñi in YQ 36 a 6, which was also proposed as an 
alternative reading by Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 249 sub yämni and by Schmidt, 
1999b, 282. Differently from both Ji/Winter/Pinault and Schmidt — who 
refrained from further analysis — Thomas connected yämni precisely with 
this root; and whereas philology neither speaks in favor nor against such an 
assumption, this is no doubt the best analysis from a morphological point of 
view. Similar TA yämni1-äM is probably attested in A 204 a 2 without much 
context. The irregular PPt TA yomu was most likely coined on TA yamu 
‘done’ either in the same way or on the model of, and should not be taken for 
an outcome of the pre-PT “*(y)em-u- < *hehm-u-” that was set up by Saito, 
2006, 564. 
SEM. The middle yänmasträ in 251 a 6 is passive (Schmidt, 1974, 230f.); the 
middle yänmanträ in 409 b 5 is either a passive (“... disappearance, all things 
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are achieved”), or not (Adams, DoT, 498). ETYM. The additional -n- met in 
Tocharian B is said by Adams, DoT, 498 to have spread from a nasal present 
stem *yämna-, and a stem in surfacing -na- is indeed met in Tocharian A. 
However, one does not expect a present in (*)-na- to be built from a root with 
a Pt III, and the Sub I forms yonmäM and ainmitte precisely suggest that the 
stem in (*)-na- was simply owed to a regularization of a former present stem 
in rare *-nä-; the Sub I of TB and the Prs X found in both TB and TA then may 
ultimately go back to forms in *-(m)n-t- and *-(m)n-sk- in which an *-n- had 
developed out of, or after, *-m- in front of the dental consonants *-t- and *-s- 
(cf. chap. Prs/Sub X 33.2.). -o- acting as root vowel is due to u-umlaut caused 
by a prop vowel *-ä- turned into *-u- after the labial *-m- (cf. chap. Sound 
Laws 1.6.). As for the etymology, the root can be derived from *Çhem 
‘nehmen’ (²LIV, 236), as suggested by Jasanoff, 1978, 32 and Saito, 2006, 564, 
but it may be safer (as per Adams, DoT, 498) to resort again to *Çyem 
‘ausstrecken, hinstrecken’ (²LIV, 312) as in the case of yam- ‘make’. 
 
yäp- ‘eintreten’, ‘untergehen (Sonne)’, ‘enter’, ‘set (sun)’ (itr) (a+/a/a) 

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I yänmalle Abstr I — 
Prs Xa (a+) yänmaskau,-, yänma11äM;-,-, yänmaskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yänmaskemane 
 Ger I yänma11älle Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) yopu,-, yopäM-ne (Š);-,-, yäpäM (MQ)  

Opt yapim, yapit, yapi; yäpyem (MQ),-,- 
Ger II — Abstr II yapälñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf yaptsi 

 Pt III (a) -,-, yopsa;-,-, yopar 
 PPt yaipu| yaipo1 
 Ipv III (a) pyop;- 
The 3.pl. Sub yäpäM seems attested in THT 1859 a [= recte b] 1 (MQ), the 1.pl. 
Opt yä[p]ye[m] is found in PK AS 12D b 6 (MQ), the Abstr yapälñe ‘entering’ 
in PK NS 54 a 5 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; the 
latter is also quoted by Broomhead II, 314 by the older signature [FK] 1086). A 
2.sg. Pt yo(pasta) is tentatively restored by TochSprR(B) in 368 b 2, and so is a 
2.pl. Ipv (pyo)päs in 375 b 4; as for the latter restored form, note that otherwise 
only 2.pl. forms of Ipv III in -so are found.  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘eintreten lassen’, ‘let enter’ (tr) (x/-/-) 

Prs IXb (x) -,-, yapä11äM;—|-,-, yapästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part ipä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ipä11älle/yapä11älle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf — 
 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
ipä11eñca is a lexicalized form that functions as equivalent of Skt. 
patayantika-. In the Pratityasamutpada text THT 1558 one also finds ip- 
written in Ger I forms; actually, in this text there is a variation of ipä11älle, 
yapä11äle, and ipä1le. 
= Ayäw- ‘eintreten’, ‘enter’ (itr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -,-, yowäs;— 
PPt yaiwu 
Ipv — 

TG, 461 proposes that TA yowa in A 111 a 2 is a 1.sg. Pt from this root, but this 
is uncertain because of the fragmentary context. To be sure, TA yowa would 
be the expected form of the 1.sg. active Pt (cf. Winter, 1965a, 207 = 1984, 174 = 
2005, 132, fn. 1), and TA yowa tsakäl would make more sense than TA 
watsakäl; but pace Poucha (TLT 391, s.v. 1. tsäk-), TA tsakäl could hardly 
belong to Atsäk(- ‘pull’, and a root Atsak- would also remain unclear. 
SEM./ETYM. The grundverb is basically intransitive, but since we are dealing 
with a verb of motion it can be construed with an obliquus of direction (e.g., 
pintwat yäp- “den Almosengang antreten”; see Thomas, 1983, 15). Beside 
‘enter (e.g., a house)’, we also find the special meaning ‘set (said of the sun)’; 
see Winter, 1988, 787f. = 2005, 341f. Clear instances of the latter meaning are 
kaunantse yaipormeM “because of the sunset” (cf. Thomas, 1969, 243 without 
ref.; the passage can now be identified as THT 1681 b 5); kauM-yap[ts]i tä$tsi 
“until sundown” in PK AS 18B a 1 and a 3 (Pinault, 2008, 79), and kau<M> 
ya[p](ts)i in a parallel Berlin text (Thomas, 1987, 172; now = THT 1459 a 5). In 
addition, a second member of compound °yänmalle is sometimes interpreted 
as Ger from this root; it is found in kauM-yänmalle (PK NS 49 b 3) and ko[n-
y]änmalle (PK NS 49 b 2) “Sonnenuntergang (?)” (see Bernhard, 1958, 140; 
Pinault, 1998a, 363). It is obvious that this form acts as an abstract (as per 
Bernhard, 1958, 139f.; Adams, DoT, 497) made from a stem pre-TB *yämna- 
(which according to Adams, l.c., had been a present stem later replaced by the 
Prs Xa “perhaps because of its homophony with the subjunctive of yäm-”), but 
neither this stem nor the stem pre-TB *yämnä- (which could perfectly well 
have developed out of *yäpnä- phonologically, as per Adams, DoT, 685) met 
in the Prs Xa (and, as it seems, also in the Ger I yänmalle that is attested twice 
in the Pratimok1a text 321) make sense morphologically, especially if one 
takes into consideration the rest of the averbo. Luckily enough, some light is 
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shed on strange yänm- from Tocharian A, where the forms from Ayäw- all 
mean ‘enter’, and not any of them ‘set’. There the term for ‘west’ is TA koM-
wmant, which Pinault, 1998a, 363 convincingly argued to belong with kauM-
yänmalle also etymologically. As a consequence of this (near-)equation, one 
could and indeed should assume that in PT there had existed a root *w(’)äma- 
(also) denoting ‘set’, which as any root with A-character could, of course, have 
formed a nasal present in PT *-na-, and the pre-PT e-grade allomorph of 
which would have had to turn into TB yäm- by sound law. Accordingly, one 
is now free to derive formerly enigmatic TB -yänma- precisely from such a PT 
*w’ämna-; on the other hand, yänma- from *yänmä- may have been coined 
secondarily by some kind of hypercorrection on the model of the root yänm(- 
‘achieve, reach’, with which we find a variation between (old) (*)yo/änmä- 
and (innovated) (*)yänma-. As for the fact that the meaning ‘set’ is not 
restricted at all to the (*)yänma/ä- forms synchronically belonging to the TB 
root yäp-, it should be noticed that the PIE root *Çyeb ‘eingehen, eindringen’ 
(²LIV, 309) that clearly (as per Hackstein, 1995, 311f.; Adams, DoT, 497) 
contributed the by far greater part of the TB paradigms made from yäp- (and 
the whole paradigm made from Ayäw-) must have taken on notions similar to 
‘set’ also in other branches, to judge from nouns such as Gk. zófoj ‘dusk, 
gloom, (north)west’ (see Adams, DoT, 497; Janda, 2000, 206). As for cognate 
verbal forms of other branches, these mostly are confined to the meaning 
‘having sexual intercourse’. Based on Iranian cognates showing a similar 
neutral meaning ‘move, wander, crawl’, Cheung, 2007, 213 sets up two 
different roots PIE *Çyeb(h) ‘go, move (slowly) inside’ and PIE *Ç@yeb ‘have 
sexual intercourse’, which is quite unnecessary. At any rate, the root is not apt 
to prove a “Frühausgliederung” of Tocharian as was claimed by Schmidt, 
1992, 113 and other scholars; cf. Hackstein, 2005, 172. The o-vocalism is due to 
u-umlaut; see chap. Sound Laws 1.6. 
 
Ayäp- ‘do’ e Aya(p)- ‘id.’ 
 
[Ayäps- ‘?’; it is unclear whether TA yä[p]sant in A 70 b 4 is an nt-Part (with 

odd -sant instead of -sant) from an otherwise unattested verbal root 
or a nominal stem. Despite the fact that the text is identifiable, the 
passage remains unclear, cf. Thomas, 1989, 20f., who merely refers to 
the translation ‘Jahreszeiten’ suggested by Sieg.] 

 
Ayär(- ‘sich baden; sich (rituell) reinigen’, ‘bathe; purge oneself (ritually)’  

(?) (—)  
Prs X — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf yärnassi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
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Pt I in 
PPt in yayrurä1 
Ipv — 

The Inf TA yä(r·)assi in A 227/8 a 2 can either be restored to TA yärnassi or to 
TA yärrassi with assimilation; see Hackstein, 1995, 317f. with fn. 93 (the 
original manuscript is lost); the unpublished fragment in which the mere stem 
TA yärna- can be read (as per TG, 459), is THT 1154 a 3: //// sat wäryo yärna 
//// “with warm water bat(he) ...”.  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘baden, (rituell) reinigen’, ‘bathe, purge (ritually)’ (tr) (m/m/m) 

Prs VIII (m) —;-,-, yärsantär Imp — 
 nt-Part yär1antaM 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf yrässi 
Sub IX (m) — Opt yra1imar,-,-;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II yra1lune 
Pt II (m) -,-, yairat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv II (m) päyrar;- 

The m-Part TA yärsmaM in A 167 a 2 rather belongs to Ayärs- ‘show respect’; 
see s.v. Ayärs-. The 3.pl. TA yärsantär belongs to this root; see the discussion 
of the passage s.v. Apris- ‘± sprinkle’. For TA yär1antaM, see the ref. in 
Hackstein, 1995, 317f. The Abstr TA (yr)a[1](lune) is to be restored in A 24 b 3 
(Siegling apud Sieg, Übers. I, 28, fn. 14). Transitive Pt II TA yairat is attested in 
YQ 41 a 5.  
SEM. The valency of the grundverb (if Prs X and Pt I are indeed to be assigned 
to the grundverb) can strictly speaking not be determined, but the meaning 
‘bathe (itr)’ clearly suggests intransitivity (see Hackstein, 1995, 318). On the 
other hand, the non-finite forms of the Prs VIII seem to have a similar 
intransitive meaning ‘bathe’, i.e., the Inf TA yrässi in A 20 a 2f. (see Hackstein, 
1995, 317: “warmes Wasser zum Baden”), and the nt-Part TA yär1antaM “ich 
verehre dich, den, der sich rituell badet” (Hackstein, l.c., with fn. 91). In 
contrast, the finite forms govern an object, or have at least clearly transitive 
meaning. ETYM. PIE *ÇherH ‘waschen’ (2LIV, 239). 
 
Ayärk- ‘(ver)ehren’, ‘honor, venerate’ (tr) (m/-/m)  

Prs VIII (m) —;-,-, yärksantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf yärkässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (m) -,-, yärksat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 
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TA yä1trä in A 23 a 4 belongs to Ayärs- ‘show respect’ (see s.v.).  
ETYM. Usually connected with PIE *ÇherK ‘strahlen, singen’ (2LIV, 240f.). 
There exist no verbal forms from this root in TB, only the noun yarke 
‘reverence’. In addition, Isebaert, 1992, 290 and, independently, Carling, 2004, 
98 proposed that the adjective erkatte ‘unfriendly’ (on its use in a phrase with 
yam- ‘verächtlich machen’, see Schmidt, 1974, 464, with fn. 1) started out as a 
Priv based on a Sub V †yärka- from this root by the meaning “peu aimable, 
inamical, méprisant”, resp. “dishonoring, scornful“; but both also point out 
that in this case one would rather expect ai- instead of e-; of course, an 
†airkatte would indeed form a perfect equation with the TA adjective erkat 
‘unfriendly, disdainful’. 
 
yärtta?- ‘zerren’, ‘drag’ (tr) (a+/-/a) 

Prs I + II (a+) -,-, yarttäM;-,-, yärtten-ne Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yärtt(amane) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, yärtta-ne (sic);— 
 PPt yärttau (MQ)| yärto1 (sic) 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs yarttäM is attested in PK AS 7M a 5 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the oblique PPt yärto[1] in PK AS 16.2 a 4 
(Pinault, 1989a, 161f.). On the evidence of the new form yarttäM the claim 
made by Schmidt, 1985, 426 that the stem is thematic because of the ending 
-eM has to be rejected (see the discussion about secondarily thematized stems 
in chap.s Sub I/V and Prs I). The m-Part in 85 b 2 is damaged, and due to the 
new evidence rather has to be restored to y[ä](rt)t(amane) (in the parallel 
passage PK NS 355 b 2 the m-Part is completely absent).  
= Ayärta?- ‘zerren’, ‘drag’ (tr) (m/-/-)  

Prs I/II (m) -,-, yärtär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yärtmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Strictly speaking, the TA present stem is ambiguous, but one should rather 
expect a Prs I because of TB. Middle TA yärtär in A 55 b 2 is used as a passive 
(Schmidt, 1974, 255); the m-Part (cited in TG, 460 without ref.) is attested in 
THT 1483 frg. b b 3 (written TA yärT@maM).  
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ETYM. Although it has an athematic present, the root has most likely A-
character judging by the Pt I and PPt in TB. Note that TB -tt- is obviously not 
to be derived from PT *-tw-; there is no etymology that suggests itself. 
 
yärp- ‘achtgeben, aufpassen’, ‘observe, take care’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs VIII in yirp1uki Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II — Opt — 

Ger II yärpalle (MQ) Abstr II — Priv airpäcce/airpittona 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) -,-, yerpsa;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv III (a) –; pirpso 
 Ipv VI (a) pirpe;– 
A present stem of Class VIII is postulated on the evidence of the nomen 
agentis yirp1uki (denoting some kind of official title such as ‘inspector’). 
According to Hilmarsson, 1991, 106ff., the Priv airpätte ‘unbeachtet, sorglos’ 
belongs to this root (differently, Schmidt, 1986, 130 ad KVac 12 b 4). The Class 
of the subjunctive stem is ambiguous despite the claim made by Hilmarsson 
1991, 108f. that i for ä in airpittona in KVac 12 b 4 rather points to a thematic 
stem, because the y-insertion can also have been due to the preceding ai-
diphthong, to judge from ayataicce (based on a Sub V stem *yata- from yat(- 
‘be (cap)able’). The 2.sg. Ipv pirpe is attested in the MQ text PK AS 12B b 3 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.); the 2.pl. Ipv pirpso in H 
149.72 a 4 is analyzed as form of a kausativum from wärpa- ‘enjoy’ by 
TochSprR(B), glossary, 170 (there are no other forms of a kausativum of this 
root), but according to WTG, 275 and Broomhead II, 314, this Ipv rather 
belongs here. ETYM. Maybe to be derived from PIE *Çwerb ‘enclose’, as per 
Driessen, 2001, 66. Morphologically, the root may also be an antigrundverb to 
wärpa- ‘enjoy, etc.’, but the semantics do not back up such a claim.  
 
yärs- ‘Verehrung, Zuneigung bezeugen’, ‘show respect, affection’ (itr) (m/-/m) 

Prs II (m) yärsemar (MQ),-, yar1tär; yirsemtär,-,- Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yärsemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II yär1alle Abstr II yär1alñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) yär1amai,-, yär1ate;-,-, yir1ante 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The Ger II yär1alle is attested in PK AS 12D a 2 (MQ, unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the Abstr yär1alñe in the letter THT 1574 a 1 (= 
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X 369, published in TEB II, 74 as no. XXXIV, 1), and a variant yir1alñe also in 
the monastery record PK Cp 32, 1 (Pinault, 1984a, 24); the 1.sg.mid. Pt 
yär1amai is found in PK AS 17J b 2 (for the text, see Pinault, 1994, 116; the 
verbal form has already been cited by Couvreur, 1954, 88), and the 3.sg.mid. 
Pt yär1ate in THT 1295 b 3. 
= Ayärs- ‘Verehrung, Zuneigung bezeugen’, ‘show respect, affection’  

(itr) (m/m/m)  
Prs II (m) -,-, yä1tär (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yärsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub II (m) yärsmar,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II yär1lune 
Pt I (m) —;-,-, yär1ant 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA yä1trä in A 23 a 4 has to be emended to TA yä<r>1trä and belongs to this 
root and not to Ayärk- because of its being construed with the allative, as per 
Schmidt, 1974, 484 with fn. 3 (contra TG, 460 and Couvreur, 1956, 80). The m-
Part yärsmaM is without context, but its regular shape is the same that is met 
in the Sub II form TA yärsmar from our root (see also Winter, 1991, 47 = 2005, 
424). Despite the argumentation by Winter, 1977, 139 = 1984, 184 = 2005, 176, I 
take TA yärsmar in A 6 b 2 as a subjunctive (following TG, 460), because we 
have to do with a conditional subordinate clause; on the absence of the 
thematic vowel -a- in TA yärsmaM and TA yärsmar, see chap. Prs II 25.1.3. 
SEM. According to Schmidt, 1974, 482ff. and 1980, 407, the root has the 
meaning ‘mit innerer Beteiligung (Verehrung, Scheu, Liebe o.ä.) sprechen’; 
differently, Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 258f. The verb is intransitive and 
construed with the allative. 
 
Ayäw- ‘enter’ e yäp- ‘id.’ 
  
yäs- ‘erregen, (sexuell) berühren’, ‘excite, touch (sexually)’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs II (m) -,-, ya1tär;-,-, ysentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II ya1ñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. yä1trä in 143 a 3 (MQ) looks like a form of this root, but this is not 
suggested by the (very fragmentary) context: //// (sault)s(a) wärññai yä1trä 
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ma nrai //// “... lifelong ... (s)he, not hel(l)...”. WTG, 273 analyzed the form as 
one of yask- ‘beg’, but /a/ should not be rendered by (ä) in an MQ text. Since 
we seem to be dealing with a Mahakavya (as per TochSprR(B)), a form yä1tär 
‘excites (sexually)’ does not seem the most likely guess. More cogent is the 
proposal by Adams, DoT, 501, to set up a separate root yäsk- ‘± sully’ for this 
stem; see also below s.v. Ayäsk?- ‘?’. The 3.sg. Pt yasate in 366 b 3 cannot be a 
regular preterit of this root, because one would expect a palatalized form 
†yä1ate. yasate in this quite fragmentary passage rather belongs to yas(- ‘be 
excited’; see s.v. Probably a 3.pl. Prs I/Sub I that is construed with the locative 
of kektseñe ‘body’ is attested in the small fragment THT 2377 frg. r a 4 (MQ 
character): //// (ono)lmi kektsenne ySantRa 0ce ////. 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘(sexuell) berühren’, ‘touch (sexually)’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IX — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf ysissi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The Inf does not have at all the semantics typical of kausativum forms: Fill. M 
1 b 6 artärne päknaträ klai{M} ekalmi yamtsi taine ysissi yoñy<ai>11e to 
pwarne hom yama1äle s<a> ekalmi mäsketrä “in Ârdra soll man, wenn man 
die Absicht hat, sich eine Frau zu Willen zu machen, [ihre] {Scham} zu 
berühren, {ein Schamhaar} als Spende ins Feuer tun. Sie wird [ihm] zu Willen” 
(reading and translation according to Sieg, 1955, 79 except for the rendering of 
taine and yoñy<ai>11e to, which are left untranslated by Sieg, and for which I 
follow the translation by Adams, 1987, 3f.; differently, Thomas, 1991a, 298ff. 
reads naine and analyzes it as an adverb).  
~ Ayäs- ‘sieden’, ‘boil’ (?) (a/-/-)  

Prs II (a) -,-, ysä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA ysä1 is a hapax in A 467 b 2: ////(o)mälsuneya wär ysä1 “the water boils 
due to heat” (cf. Couvreur, 1956, 87). The valency is uncertain, TA wär can 
either be subject or object. 
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SEM. In TB, yäs- always has a sexual connotation, whereas the original 
meaning is apparently preserved in TA. The two present middle forms can be 
interpreted as passive forms at each of their instances, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 246 
for 2 b 7 (although Schmidt himself prefers to analyze 334 a 8f. as deponential 
or intensive middle; see Schmidt, 1974, 328, 481, and also Schmidt, 1997, 
238ff.). ETYM. Synchronically, this root is to be separated from yas(- ‘be 
excited (in a non-sexual sense)’ for morphological and semantic reasons. 
Diachronically, both yäs- and yas(- are ultimately to be derived from PIE 
*Çyes ‘sieden, schäumen’ (2LIV, 312f.); see Adams, DoT, 500f. 
 
yäsk- ‘± sully’ e yäs- ‘excite, touch (sexually)’ 
 
Ayäsk?- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II/III in 
PPt yayäsku  
Ipv — 

The PPt is attested twice (A 10 b 6 and A 193 b 1); while the latter instance is 
without much context, the former refers to the ‘head’, so that Sieg, Übers. I, 14 
— followed by Couvreur, 1956, 72 — proposed as meaning “etwa 
‘geschüttelt’”; Lane, 1947, 46 translated “having raised”. If the proposal by 
Adams, DoT, 501 for the hapax ya1tär ‘sullies’ in 143 a 3 is correct, one may 
also think to connect both roots and translate A 10 b 6 by “having disfigured 
the head” vel sim. 
 
yäst?- ‘herabstürzen’, ‘hurl down’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, yastare (sic) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
According to TochSprR(B), transl., 75 and glossary, 156, yasna //// in 56 b 6 
(Š) has to be read and restored to (ke)k(ts)eñ yasta(re) “sie stürzten den 
Körper herab”; cf. also 2TochSprR(B), 224. Krause, WTG, 276 analyzes yästarä-
k in 394 b 2 as a similar 3.pl. Pt from the same root, which he set up as yäst-. 
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Adams, DoT, 502 makes a similar proposal for yäsna //// attested in the small 
fragment 147 frg. 4 b 2. Since all of these verbal forms are attested in 
fragmentary context, the meaning assigned to this root is merely a guess 
based on what seems a related noun yäst ‘precipice’ (= Skt. prapata-), which is 
attested in the MQ text 338. If these forms indeed all belong together, the root 
vowel ought to have been -ä-, as proposed by the manuals. In that case, 
yasta(re) must be a misspelling for *yästare, because MQ texts do not render 
/a/ by (ä), and on the other hand one cannot rule out mere omission of the ä-
dots, cf. Peyrot, 2008, 34f. Note that a Pt stem *yästa- would presuppose A-
character for the root. ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 502, the verbal root is 
denominative to yast ‘precipice’. 
 
yu- ‘erstreben, sich neigen zu’, ‘seek, aspire to, turn towards’ (itr) (x/a/-) 

Prs IXb (x) -, yuwäst/yust-me (MQ), yuwä11äM;—| 
-,-, yuwästär;— Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) —;-,-, yuwäskeM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. Prs yuwäst is attested in KVac 30 b 2 (Schmidt, 1986, 63). yuwäskeM 
in K 2 a 6 is Sub and not Prs, according to Sieg, 1938, 7f. On the semantics, see 
below. 
= Ayu(- ‘sich neigen zu’, ‘turn, incline towards’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs III (m) -,-, ywatr-äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf ywatsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II ywalune 
Pt I in 
PPt ywont 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Prs TA ywatr-äM is attested in YQ 6 b 2: 1kara ywatr-äM 
“turns/inclines backwards”, cf. Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 106f. It remains 
uncertain whether TA ywar in TA ypeyis ywalune ywar in the small fragment 
A 233 a 2 is 3.pl. Imp (as proposed by TG, 460), or an adverb (see TG, 272, § 
389). 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘streben nach, streben zu’, ‘zuwenden’, ‘aspire to, reach out 

for’, ‘turn to (tr)’ (itr/tr) (a/a/-) 
Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, yuseñc Imp -,-, yu1a;— 
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 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (a) — Opt -,-, ywa1i1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. In both languages, what formally seems to be a kausativum is usually 
construed with the allative only, and accordingly intransitive and what I call 
Kaus. III; cf. 375 a 1 akal(k)is ... yuwä11äM “whichever wish he reaches out 
for” (on the other hand, the translations by Schmidt, 1974, 137 [“Zu welchem 
Wunsch auch immer er reif macht, eben dieser Wunsch geht ihm ganz in 
Erfüllung”] and Thomas, 1997, 108 [“Zu welchem Wunsch auch immer er 
selbst reif macht, ebenso der Wunsch wird ihm ganz erfüllt”] lack sense); K 2 a 
6 cmelasc yuwäskeM “they aspire to (re)birth” and b 1 tusc yuwä11äM 
“aspires to it” (see Sieg, 1938, 7f., contra Lévi, 1933, s.v.); 255 a 1 (ekñiññenta) 
skw[ä]nma1ca sai11e maka yuwästrä “(Besitztümern) [und] Glücksgütern 
wendet sich die Welt sehr zu” (Schmidt, 1974, 296). yust in 273 b 3 is 
construed with an enclitic pronoun: yust-me wa nnai tallañciskaM ma west-
mesca “you turn towards us, but the unfortunate ones, you do not speak to 
them”. In Tocharian A we likewise find only an allative in A 394 a 2: 
puttisparNac yu1a “he aspired to Buddhahood”, and the fragmentary passage 
A 181 b 5 ////c ywa1i1• also certainly contains an allative. However, both an 
obliquus and an allative is found in A 302 b 4, where TA yuseñc acts as an 
oppositional transitive: (–)(·)mä1 kärya1 yuseñc puk tosäM pñintu metraknac 
“[und] aus [ganzem] Selbst [und] Willen alle [ihre] verdienstvollen Taten 
Maitreya zuwenden”, as per Schmidt, 1996, 274. ETYM. To judge from K 2 a 6f., 
the kausativum paradigm of Tocharian B (and no doubt also that of Tocharian 
A) had the present pariNamayati as BHS equivalent (as per Edgerton, BHSD, 
s.v. with ref.; cf. also vol. I, 188f. § 38.23) that could have the same intransitive 
semantics as Skt. pariNamati, i.e., on the one hand denote ‘bend round (itr), 
turn (round) (itr), be transformed, change (itr), develop (itr), mature (itr), ripen 
(itr)’ (as it seems, Schmidt and Thomas, ll.cc., were not aware of this fact), and 
on the other hand denote the respective (oppositional) transitive semantics of 
its causative (which it actually seems to be on the morphological level). It is 
then rather obvious that yu-/Ayu(- ‘aspire to, turn towards’ must have quite a 
lot to do with yu(- ‘ripen’. I think that we are actually facing two different 
calque phenomena in Tocharian: on the one hand, one single root yu(- ended 
up denoting both ‘± turn towards (itr)’ and ‘ripen (itr)’ at least in Tocharian B 
under the influence of and based on the model of BHS pariNamayati and Skt. 
pariNamati, both of which could have both meanings (I guess it is far less 
likely that in both Tocharian and Sanskrit a semantic shift from ‘± turn 
towards (itr)’ to ‘ripen (itr)’ had occurred independently); on the other hand, 
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the respective kausativum paradigms were used intransitively in Tocharian B 
and both transitively and intransitively in Tocharian A on the very model of 
BHS pariNamayati, which was precisely used both ways — but note that there 
are also some other kausativum forms with intransitive valency (see chap. 
Valency 4.11.), and that there are even much more intransitive presents with 
causative morphology to be found in BHS, see Edgerton, BHSD, vol. I, 188f. § 
38.23. As for the question of the more original meaning of the Tocharian root 
(i.e., ‘± turn towards (itr)’ or rather ‘ripen (itr)’), I think ‘± turn towards (itr)’ is 
by far the better choice on account of two arguments already put forth by 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 127f.: on the one hand, TA yula ‘inclined towards’ suggests 
that the TA grundverb paradigm from Ayu(- ‘turn, incline towards’ had once 
inflected precisely like yu(- ‘ripen’, and had already at that early, prehistorical 
stage its historical meaning and not that of ‘ripen’, and on the other hand, only 
a root yu(- with the meaning ‘± turn towards (itr)’ could be plausibly 
etymologized (i.e., connected with what is set up as PIE *Çyew ‘festhalten, an 
sich ziehen, verbinden’ by ²LIV, 314). 
 
yu(- ‘reifen’, ‘ripen’ (itr?) (—) 

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yumane 
 Ger I yuwalye (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt —;-,-, yawoM 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt ywauwa 
 Ipv — 
The m-Part yumane is also attested in THT 1165 frg. 1 b 3 and maybe in 
addition in THT 4029 b 4, the Ger I yuwalye in H add.149 110 a 2 and a 4 
(MQ). As per Adams, DoT, 502, isolated yawoM in 593 a 2 is an Opt from this 
root: c(e)y yawoM (word separation proposed by TochSprR(B), fn.). This form 
is reminiscent of the 3.pl.act. Imp form sawon from suw(- ‘eat, consume’ and 
may lead to the guess that with respect to Sub and Pt inflection, yu(- had 
adopted the pattern found with rhyming suw(-. Adams also analyzes ywau 
//// in 342 b 7 as PPt of this root, but this form is attested in fragmentary 
context. SEM. The TB m-Part has clearly the meaning ‘reif, Reifender, 
zugänglich’; see Dietz, 1981, 143, and cf. the passage 197 a 6 discussed s.v. akl- 
‘learn’. ETYM. Traditionally, the verb is taken to be the grundverb of yu- ‘seek, 
aspire to’, and I think with reason; see above s.v. yu-. 
 
yuk(- ‘besiegen, überwinden, verdrängen’, ‘overcome, conquer, vanquish’  

(tr) (a/a/a) 
Prs VIII (a) -,-, yuk1äM;-,-, yukseM Imp -,-, yuk1i-ñ;— 
 nt-Part yuk1eñca 
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 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) —;-,-, yukaM Opt yukoym,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II yukalñe (S) Priv — 
Inf yukatsy/yukatsi (MQ?) 

 Pt I (a) yukawa,-, yuka-ne;— 
 PPt yukau/yuko| yuko1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Opt yukoy listed in TEB I, 230, § 412,6 is maybe only reconstructed; 
the Abstr yukalñe (sic) is also attested in the small Uv. fragment IOL Toch 367 
a 4 (Peyrot, 2008a, 111; provenance unknown), and an Inf variant yukatsi is 
arguably found in the small fragment THT 3603 frg. a b 3 (without context, 
provenance unknown). The subjunctive stem most likely has persistent initial 
accent. A 1.sg. Pt yu[k](awa) is restored in PK NS 36+20 b 4 by Couvreur, 
1964, 245; see also Schmidt, 2001, 324; the 3.sg. Pt yuka is also found in THT 
3597 a 8 (MQ, cf. the translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 273); the PPt variant yuko 
is attested in IOL Toch 758 b 3 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
= Ayuka- ‘besiegen, überwinden’, ‘overcome, conquer’ (tr) (a/a/-)  

Prs VI (a) -,-, yukna1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I yuknal Abstr I — 
 Inf yuknatsi 
Sub V (a) -, yokat,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt yuko 
Ipv — 

TA yuka //// in A 65 b 1 at the beginning of a pada may be restored to a 
preterit from this root (thus TG, 460), or to a Ger II TA yuka(l) (thus Sieg, 
Übers. II, 26, fn. 4). The 2.sg. TA yokat in A 96 a 4 rather belongs to this root 
and is neither an irregular subjunctive (thus TEB I, 230, § 412,6) nor present 
form of Ayok- ‘drink’ (thus Couvreur, 1956, 79): ////tu penu cam yokat ptsok 
ca1 wär “(if) you want to overcome this, (then) drink this water!”. The Inf TA 
(yu)knatsi is restored in PK NS 2 b (?) 4 by Couvreur, 1956, 98 (who does not 
cite a signature; the exact passage quote was provided by G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
SEM. See Hackstein, 1995, 98ff. in detail. The verb is basically transitive 
denoting ‘overcome’, but is occasionally to be translated by ‘win’ plus a 
locatival phrase, e.g., in S 6 (= PK AS 5C) a 1: yukoym weta klesa11ai (see 
Hackstein, l.c.: “siegen möchte ich in dem Klesa-[...]Kampf”), and in 19 a 7: 
(ma nta vas)tu tirthi yukaM “die Tirthas sollen (eben nicht) in der Sache 
siegen” (TochSprR(B), transl., 30; slightly differently, Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 
174: (manta va)stu). ETYM. Usually derived from PIE *Çyewg ‘be unquiet’; see 
Adams, DoT, 503; 2LIV, 315 sets up se/ character *ÇyewgH, but apparently only 
on account of the A-character of the Tocharian root; Kümmel apud 2LIV, 315 
reconstructs a nasal present from this root already for PIE, and states that 
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‘besiegt’ either derived from ‘macht unruhig’ or from intransitive ‘unruhig 
sein’, both of which hardly make sense. The semantics rather suggest that we 
have to do with the PIE root *Çyewg ‘anschirren’ (²LIV, 316), since ‘yoke’ could 
easily turn into ‘tame’ or ‘oppress’ (as happened occasionally in Greek), and 
the verbal stem PT *yäwka- may actually have started out as an instrumental 
sg. form of a pre-PT noun denoting ‘yoke’ that may have formed a perfect 
equation with Greek zugón, etc. ‘id.’ (for the semantics, cf. especially Lat. 
subiugo ‘subiugate’, ‘unterjochen’). Hackstein, 1995, 99f. is no doubt perfectly 
right in claiming that the Prs VIII from this root exclusively found in 
Tocharian B is to be viewed as a lectio difficilior. 
 
Ayutka- ‘sich sorgen’, ‘be worried’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs III (m) -, yutkatar,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II yutkal Abstr II yutkalune 
Pt I in 
PPt yutko 
Ipv — 

ETYM. To be derived from *Hyud-ske/o- from PIE *ÇHyud ‘in Bewegung 
geraten (ohne Ortsveränderung)’ (2LIV, 225f.); see Melchert, 1978, 103 and also 
Jasanoff, 2004, 148 (*Hyud-sk- “‘be agitated’ vs. Ved. yúdhyate ‘fights’”). 
 
yel?- ‘± untersuchen’, ‘± investigate’ (?) (—) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I yel1alyi Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The manuals propose the meaning ‘untersuchen (?)’ (cf. WTG, 276). WTG 
gives two Ger I attestations for the root, but one of them is due to an 
emendation: yelpallona in 192 a 4 “[v]iell. ist yel1allona zu lesen” 
(TochSprR(B), s.v.); the original manuscript has certainly p, but we may 
nevertheless be dealing with a copyist’s mistake, and a meaning ‘± investigate’ 
works well in this passage: ñake sak wi ayatanta yelpallona “now the twelve 
states (of sensation) are to be investigated” (cf. Couvreur, 1954c, 113, who, 
however, leaves precisely this verbal form untranslated). The second 
attestation yel1alyi in 152 a 5 (clearly to be read that way) is construed with 
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the adverb päst ‘away, back’, and if the meaning ‘± investigate’ is correct, päst 
in this passage is rather to be taken in its intensifying function: (1ärma)meM 
cai antsi päst yel1alyi “for this r(eason) one has to investigate these elements 
thoroughly”. ETYM. If the meaning ‘± investigate’ is correct and if the root has 
to be set up as yel- with Prs VIII (and not as yels- or even yelp- with Prs II), 
the root may be derived from PIE *Çwel ‘sehen’ (2LIV, 675 without Toch.; as 
verbal root otherwise only attested in Celtic); see Adams, DoT, 507. However, 
an e-grade root allomorph PT *wel- would be quite odd in an s-present. 
 
yok- ‘trinken’, ‘drink’ (tr) (a+/a/a) 

Prs I (a+) -, yokt, yokäM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part yokamane 
 Ger I yokalle Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) yoku,-, yokäM;-,-, yokäM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II yokalyñe Priv — 
Inf yoktsi 

 Pt VI (?) (a) -,-, yasa-c/yas;— 
 PPt yaku| yako1 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. yoku-c in 241 b 2 and the 3.sg. yokäM in PK NS 95 b 1 are 
subjunctives (Pinault, 2000, 82; 2008, 346). The 2.sg. Prs yokt is attested in SI 
P/65 b 3 (Schmidt, 1997a, 260; Pinault, 2002, 314), the 3.pl. Prs yokäM in W 33 a 
6 (see Schmidt, 1997, 249 and Schmidt, 1997a, 260, where he analyzes the form 
as a present), the Abstr (yo)[k]alyñem[e](M) in KVac 10 b 1 (Schmidt, 1986, 
43). According to Schmidt, 1997a, 258ff., a 3.sg. Pt VI yasa-c is attested in 250 a 
2, and, in addition, a 2. or 3.sg. Pt VI yas in H add.149 88 a 3 (it is certainly 
Schmidt’s and not Broomhead’s [I, 249] reading that is the correct one, cf. now 
Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 214): //// (tu)sa ya[s] yasar misa kektseñmeM 
allok pre(scyaine) //// “... trankest du [bzw. trank er] das aus Fleisch [und] 
Körper [strömende] Blut”. However, according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c., yas in the 
metrical passage IOL Toch 214 a 3 may stand for yasi, possibly an Imp: 
“therefore he absorbed (?) blood and flesh from the body at another time” 
(one cannot coordinate flesh and body, whereas flesh and blood form a 
phrase). The text 250 is, on the other hand, philologically very difficult. The 
form [yo]ku attested in PK NS 58 b 2 (first published by Lévi/Meillet, 1912, 23, 
with the reading yok; see now Pinault, 1994, 136ff.) was analyzed as PPt by 
Thomas, 1986, 129f., because of the preceding form su, which was itself 
analyzed as PPt by Sieg and consequently restored to (se)su. Differently, 
Pinault, 1994, 145f., takes the reading su seriously and analyzes it as 1.sg. Sub, 
and consequently he also analyzes [yo]ku that way. On the genuine PPt from 
this root (attested five times), see Peyrot, 2007a, 799. 
= Ayok- ‘trinken’, ‘drink’ (tr) (—)  

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf yoktsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Atsuk- ‘drink’ provides the suppletive subjunctive, preterit, PPt, and 
imperative stems. According to TEB I, 230, § 412,6, the form TA yoka[t] in A 96 
a 4 may be an analogical subjunctive (instead of expected *tsokat); Couvreur, 
1956, 79, analyzes the form as a Prs by the meaning ‘be thirsty’, but the verb 
has otherwise the meaning ‘drink’. To be sure, a present by the meaning 
‘drink’ does not make much sense in A 96 a 4, while a subjunctive of Ayuka- 
‘overcome’ does; see s.v. Ayuka-. 
ETYM. Certainly to be derived from PIE *ÇheQ ‘trinken’ (2LIV, 231), the root 
structure of which is the topic of some debate. The initial TB y- points to a 
preform *eK-, which may either be a Narten form (thus Pinault, 1994, 181; 
Weiss, 1994, 92, fn. 5) or the result of a reduplicated PIE present’s zero grade 
*he-hK- (thus Eichner, 1973, 82, followed by Schmidt, 1997a, 260f.). The o-
vocalism in the root is due to u-umlaut: *eKäC- etc. > Early PT *yækuC- etc. > 
*yokuC-; see chap. Sound Laws 1.6. Kim, 2000, 155ff. sets up the PIE root as 
*ÇheHQ, which formed a Narten present *(h)eHQ-/(h)eHQ- > *eQ-/ 
aQ- > PT *yækw-/*åkw-, and derives the attested forms from the PT paradigm 
via mutual analogy; but see most recently Kloekhorst, 2008, 237 on the 
Anatolian comparanda. The TB preterit form yas is derived by Schmidt, 1997a, 
261 from a PIE perfect 3.sg. *he-hoK-e, this scholar being basically followed 
by Widmer, 2001, 188ff., who sets up *hehÔQ-e. Differently, Kim, 2000, 156, 
fn. 13 derives the preterit from a PIE thematic root aorist, and similarly Peters, 
2004, 434. fn. 24: “doch kann B yas ‘er trank’ sehr gut einen schwundstufigen 
“themat.” Aorist *hQ-e-(t) fortsetzen”. Finally, Ringe, apud Kim, 2000, 156 
suggests that yas may show an analogical zero grade to *yokw- (cf. the ablaut 
o-/a- met in the antigrundverb from ar(- ‘cease’). 
 
Ayom(- ‘achieve, reach’ e yänm(- ‘id.’ 
 
yaukka- ‘anwenden, verwenden’, ‘use’ (tr) (m/m/m) 

Prs IX (m) -,-, yaukkastär (sic, M);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, yaukkantär Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II yaukkalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, yaukkate-ne;— 
 PPt yayaukka1 
 Ipv — 
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For the present stem, see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4.1 with fn. 4. The subjunctive 
has persistent initial accent. For the two glosses PPt yayauka1 and yayaukka1 
attested in M 158.1 (= site mark signature), see now SHT 7, 1738 and Schmidt, 
1990, 475. 
  
ykaM1-äññ- ‘Abscheu empfinden’, ‘feel disgust’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs XII (m) -, ykaM1antar (MQ), ykaM1antär; 
-,-, ykaM1ñentär/ykaM1äMññentär (sic) Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub XII — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II ykaM1älñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. Prs ykaM1antar is attested in the small fragment THT 1621 frg. b a 3 
(MQ): • kwipentar twe ykaM1anta[r] //// “you feel ashamed [and] disgusted”. 
ETYM. Certainly a denominative; see Hilmarsson, 1991a, 84f.; Adams, DoT, 
515. 
 
TA ypa- e Aya(p)- ‘do’ 
 
 

R 
 

rapa- ‘graben, pflügen’, ‘dig, plow’ (tr) (x/a/-) 
Prs VI (x) -,-, rapanaM;—|-,-, rapanatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, rapaM;— Opt -,-, rapoy;— 

Ger II — Abstr II rapalñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf rapatsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The middle 3.pl. Prs rapanatär (arguably non-passive) is attested in THT 3998 
a 1, and the same (non-passive) form should also be restored in THT 1170 frg. 
a b 2: //// (ra)panatRa wiTSa(k)[ai] //// “(d)igs up the root”. The 3.sg. Sub 
rapaM is found in H 149.296 a 4: [w]itskaM ceM 0se tu [ra](paM) “he who 
should dig up these roots” (Broomhead I, 133f.). Pace WTG, 277, rapaññe is 
not an abstract, but an adjective in -ññe (cf. rapaññe meMne, the designation 
of the twelfth month); see Pinault, 2008, 363f. The genuine Abstr [rapa](l)[ñe] 
can be found in PK NS 53 a 5 (Pinault, 1988, 100 and 106; the text does not 
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have MQ character, the reading is certain), so we have to accept that there is 
initial accent in the Inf and non-initial accent in the Abstr. 
~ Aräpa- ‘graben, pflügen’, ‘dig, plow’ (tr) (-/-/a)  

Prs V — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf rpatsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II raplune 
Pt I (a) -,-, rap;— 
PPt rarpu 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. Prs TA rpeñc in A 318 a 6 rather belongs together with TA rape 
‘music’ and TA rapänt- ‘musician’, as per TG, 461, fn. 1; see s.v. Aräp?- ‘make 
music’. The Abstr TA rapl[u]ne is attested in the gloss TA [sa]rk 
rapl[u]neyasälä in SHT 6, 1432 (a reading and translation different from that 
in SHT is given by K. T. Schmidt apud SWTF, s.v. kulapata: “zusammen mit 
dem Ausgraben [dem Mit-der-Wurzel-Herausreißen, d.i. der Vernichtung] 
des Geschlechtes [der Familie]”). ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 528f., the 
root is related to “Proto-Anatolian *terep- < *trep-” denoting ‘plow’ said to 
come from PIE *Çdrep ‘scratch, tear’, but note that 2LIV, 650 derives the 
Anatolian comparanda from PIE *Çtrep ‘wenden’ (as also did Janda, 1997, 8ff. 
and most recently Kloekhorst, 2008, 871), from which Toch. rapa- cannot be 
derived by sound law. 
  
ram(- ‘vergleichen’, ‘compare’ (tr) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, ramate (S);— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 107 a 2; on the passage, see Schmidt, 2008a, 322 and Pinault, 2008, 
123. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘vergleichen lassen’, ‘let compare’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, ramä11äMn-me (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf — 
 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs ramä11äMn-me is attested in PK Cp 36, 43: “let us compare” 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
 
räk(- ‘sich hinbreiten’, ‘extend oneself (over)’ (itr) (-/m/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) — Opt —;-,-, rakoyentär-ñ (Š) 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt rarakau 
 Ipv — 
The subjunctive stem seems to have persistent initial accent and persistent full 
vowel in the root, which is in accordance with the formation of the PPt that 
presupposes a Pt I of Subclass 5 *raka-. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘hinbreiten, bedecken’, ‘extend (over), cover’ (tr) (a+/a/x) 

Prs VIII (a+) raksau,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part räksemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf raktsi 

Sub II (a) -,-, rasäM (MQ);— Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (x) -,-, reksa-me;—| räksamai (MQ),-, raksate;— 
 PPt reraku/rerako1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs rak1äM listed in TEB I, 175, § 299,1c is probably only 
reconstructed. The existence of a 3.sg. Sub II rasäM has been questioned, but 
see discussion of the two attestations in Hackstein, 1995, 118ff., who claimed 
-a- has been introduced secondarily from the stem allomorph raka- of the 
grundverb. Hackstein correctly sets up two subjunctive stems, Sub II for 
rasäM and Sub I for the Inf raktsi; the latter form is so far only attested in the 
substantivized meaning ‘cover, sitting rug’ and is likely to be an archaism. 
Pace the manuals, M. Peyrot (p.c.) proposes to restore the alleged 1.sg. Pt 
räkwa in 339 a 6 (MQ) to a fem.pl. PPt (re)räkwa. The nom.sg. reraku is 
attested in THT 1387 frg. b b 2 (M. Peyrot, p.c.; cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). A PPt 
rera(ko1äM) is restored in 563 b 8 by TochSprR(B).  
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= Aräk?- ‘hinbreiten, bedecken’, ‘extend (over), cover’ (tr) (-/-/a)  
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -,-, raksa-M;-,-, rakär 
PPt rarku 
Ipv — 

SEM. The grundverb is expected to be intransitive, but the valency of 
rakoyentär-ñ in 271 a 1, which is the only attestation of a finite grundverb 
form, is difficult to determine. Marggraf, 1970, 30 takes the form to be 
transitive for the only reason that it has initial accent. On the other hand, the 
translation and interpretation of the passage by Schmidt, 1974, 276 is superior 
to that by Marggraf: (ke)ktseñi rakoyentär-ñ painene po pudñäkteMts “Die ... 
Körper aller Buddhas möchten sich zu meinen Füssen hinbreiten”. Hackstein, 
1995, 118 with fn. 29 adopts this translation of the form as direct-reflexive 
middle. Given that a grundverb with A-character correlated with an a-less 
antigrundverb is generally intransitive, I also interpret the form as intransitive 
and the suffixed pronoun as an indirect object; in any case, the initial accent of 
the form cannot have anything to do with valency; see chap. Sub I/V 18.2.4. 
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Ç@reg ‘gerade richten, ausstrecken’ (2LIV, 
304f.); see Hackstein, 1995, 120f. and Adams, DoT, 529f. Since this root is 
known for Narten behavior, Sub II (of the antigrundverb) rasäM may reflect 
an o-grade perfect. 
 
rä$k(- ‘aufsteigen, besteigen’, ‘ascend, mount, climb up’ (itr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II ra$kalle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf ra$katsi (MQ)/ rä$katsi (MQ) 

 Pt I (a) -,-, ra$ka;-, ra$kas, rä$kare (MQ) 
 PPt rä$kau (MQ)| rä$kormeM 
 Ipv — 
In the lacuna of 310 a 3, a 3.sg. Prs from this root may be restored with some 
certainty judging by the Skt. equivalent (see TochSprR(B), s.v.); however, the 
kind of stem formations will have to remain unknown. The Ger ra$kal(l)e or 
Abstr ra$kal(ñ)e in 355 a 6 (M) shows that we have a subjunctive with 
persistent initial accent. The 3.sg. Pt ra$ka is attested in PK AS 17K b 5 
(Bernhard, 1958, 100 with ref. to an older signature), the MQ form rä$ka in 338 
a 4. Beside the Abs rä$kormeM, a PPt rä$kau can be found in PK AS 12E a 5 
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(MQ, unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; already cited by 
Thomas, 1968a, 214 without signature). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘aufsteigen’, ‘ascend’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, ra$k1äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf raMktsi 

 Pt III (a) —;-,-, re$kare 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs ra$ksäM is attested in THT 1459 b [recte a] 3, edited by Thomas, 
1987, 170 without signature. According to Thomas, 1987, 177, a Ger I 
(rä)$k1alle is further to be restored in H 149.333 a 4 (instead of (tsä)$k1alle 
preferred by WTG, 306), but this is uncertain. The Inf raMktsi attests to a Sub I 
and cannot be a depalatalized Inf to a Sub II; see the discussion in chap. Sub 
I/V 18.1.2.2. The 3.pl. Pt re$kare is attested in PK AS 16.1 a 4 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; already listed in TEB II, 231 without 
ref.). 
SEM. The basic meaning seems to be ‘ascend’, but in many passages the actual 
meaning of the forms is difficult to determine. ra$ksäM in the above-
mentioned Patayantatika text is the equivalent of Skt. adhi Çstha, but the 
respective passages in the Sanskrit and Pali versions are not too clear either; 
see the discussion by Thomas, 1987, 175ff. Adams, DoT, 530 assumes the 
antigrundverb could have a meaning ‘take control of’. Since this is a verb of 
motion, the obliquus found with some forms from this root can be explained 
as obliquus of direction. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çreng ‘raise’, as per 
Adams, DoT, 530. 
 
Arät?- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III in 
PPt rartu 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax without context in the small fragment A 459 a 2. 
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rätka?- ‘± entstehen, (er)wachsen’, ‘± come into being, (a)rise’ (itr) (a/-/-) 
Prs VII (a) —;-,-, rätta$keM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
Pinault, 1988, 111f. discusses the possibility of restoring a PPt (r)ätkau in PK 
NS 53 b 5, but in the end rather opts for (s)ätkau (differently, Adams, DoT, 
531).  
= Arätk?- ‘± (er)heben’, ‘± cause to arise, raise’ (?) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part ritkäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III in 
PPt rarätku| raritku 
Ipv — 

SEM. The TB root must have A-character, since Prs VII is always associated 
with A-character. The above-mentioned TA forms lacking A-character could 
be assigned to a respective kausativum paradigm, but the equation of the TB 
and TA roots is a matter of discussion. 3.pl. Prs rätta$keM is a hapax in 17 b 3: 
curNanmasa 1älypentasa nano misa rätta$keM “(wenn ich mit dem Schwert 
eine Wunde am Körper mache), entsteht durch Pulver and Salben das Fleisch 
wieder” (TochSprR(B), transl., 25). However, Adams, DoT, 531 preferred to 
translate “[his] flesh heals again” and thought there were synchronically two 
different roots in Tocharian A, Arätk- ‘heal’ and Aritk- ‘cause to arise, raise’ 
(given up in 2DoT, s.v. rätk- ‘± heal, renew’). The Old Turkish parallel 
MaitrHami (X) 8, 1 (for which see Pinault, 1999, 199) assures that TA rarätku 
in the passage A 299 a 2 tsälpalune1iM kusalamulyo rarätku1 indeed means 
‘evoked’, not ‘healed’, cf. the Old Turkish parallel version: “durch die Kraft der 
guten Wurzel der Erlösung steigen jene [...] herab zur Erde” (as translated by 
Geng/Klimkeit/Laut, 1987, 372); we clearly have to do with (a)rising rather 
than with healing. In A 291 a 2 the translation ‘healed’ is completely excluded, 
because the PPt refers to Maitreya: //// (tsopatsäM karuNyo) rarätku trä$kä1 
“(Le Buddha Maitreya...) mis en mouvement par sa grande compassion, dit”; 
see Pinault, 1999, 206f. (Pinault sets up the root meaning as ‘mettre en 
mouvement, inspirer, exciter’). The i-variant TA raritku is found in A 384 b 3 
saMjñi1iM wäntyo raritku wlesum, which translates Skt. saMjñanilodutavrtti- 
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“dessen Verhalten durch den Bewußtheitswind hervorgerufen ist” (see TEB II, 
144 s.v. -wlesum). The attestation of the m-Part TA ritkäsmaM in A 146 a 3 is 
not all together clear. All in all, there evidently was just one single root 
involved, which had the basic meaning ‘(a)rise’, as per Melchert, 1978, 120. For 
the variation -ä-/-i-, Melchert aptly pointed to the same kind of variation 
found with TA litk(- ‘remove’ (for which there is attested a variant lätk- by 
TA lätkorä1). With respect to the latter root, it hardly would make sense to 
claim that -ä- was the lautgesetzlich, and -i- an analogical outcome of pre-PT 
*-i-, since the result of pre-PT *liC- by sound law was TB/TA lyäC-, and not 
läC-. Accordingly, it is best to follow the suggestion by Melchert, l.c., i.e., to 
assume that PT *r/läytk- could (at least sporadically) turn into r/lätk-. For the 
etymology, see again Melchert, l.c. 
 
Aräp?- ‘± musizieren, spielen’, ‘± make music, play’ (tr) (a/-/-)  

Prs II (a) —;-,-, rpeñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. Prs TA rpeñc in A 318 a 6 is a cognate of TA rape ‘music’ and of TA 
ra(pä)ntañ ‘musicians’, as per TG, 461, fn. 1: 1omaM nu rpeñc kispar wic 
1omaM tsärk //// “some (women) play kispar wic, some lute ...” (kispar is a 
hapax, wic may be wic ‘magic’, if the words are to be separated that way at 
all). The root ablaut is reminiscent of that met with Apika- ‘paint, write’, where 
TA pekant ‘painter’, obl.sg. TA pekäntaM, and TA peke ‘painting’ are found 
beside the Class I present stem TA pik- and the Sub V stem TA peka-. 
Likewise Atsip?- ‘dance’ has an nt-nomen agentis nom.pl. TA tsepäntañ 
‘dancer’ and a Prs I TA tsip?-. Note that a Sub V stem *rapa- ‘make music’ 
would have been homonymous with the Sub V/Pt I stem TA rapa- ‘dig, plow’ 
(see Aräpa- ‘dig, plow’). 
 
Aräpa- ‘dig, plow’ e rapa- ‘id.’ 
 
räm- ‘?’ (?) 

Prs/Sub I/II (m) -,-, ramtär-ñ;— Imp/Opt — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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WTG, 126, § 122, fn. 3 analyzes isolated • rämtä(r)//// in 365 b 4 (MQ) as Sub 
II form of räma- ‘bend’, which could indeed theoretically belong to an 
antigrundverb from that root; however, we now seem to have a second 
attestation of such a form that does not strongly support a meaning ‘bend’: 
THT 1335 frg. a b 5 //// 0ri ñas@ plaskau • ramTar-ñ palsko snai //// “if I 
think. The mind ... me without”. That isolated rämttär or rather rämntär in the 
small fragment 147, frg. 5 b also belongs here is quite uncertain (Thomas, 1983, 
12, fn. 14 connected it with räma- ‘bend’, and note that this otherwise isolated 
form indeed seems to be construed with an allative). For -mt- > -mnt-, see 
Peyrot, 2008, 156. Since all attestations are semantically unclear, I set up a 
special lemma for the root for the time being. 
 
räma- ‘sich neigen, sich verbeugen’, ‘bend, bow’ (itr) (a/x/m) 

Prs VI (a) — Imp —;-,-, rämnoyeM (MQ) 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) —;-,-, rmantär (MQ) Opt —;-,-, ramoM|-,-, rmoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, rämate;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Pace WTG, 278, rmamñe is not to be analyzed as an Abstr of this root (see TEB 
II, “Berichtigungen”, 264). On rämtä(r) in 365 b 4 and rämntär in 147 frg. 5 b, 
see s.v. räm- ‘?’. 
= Aräma- ‘sich neigen, sich verbeugen’, ‘neigen’, ‘bend (itr/tr), bow (itr/tr)’  

(itr/tr) (a/-/-)  
Prs VI (a) —;-,-, rämneñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt in rmorä1 
Ipv — 

SEM. In TA, the root is attested four times: A 11 a 1, A 159 a 2, A 174 a 6, YQ 19 
a 8, and in all passages it co-occurs with TA tkaM ‘towards the ground’; in TB, 
only two out of a total of six (clear) attestations show a corresponding 
construction with keM or an obliquus of direction: 33 b 4 and 246 a 3, 
according to the interpretation of keM ññi by Winter, 1962, 119 = 1984, 136f. = 
2005, 77. The synonymous root näm-/Anäm(- ‘bend, bow (tr/itr)’ is, in 
contrast, usually construed with an allative, though an obliquus of direction is 
attested for this root as well: A 159 a 2 sundarinac tkaM rmorä1 “having 
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bowed low towards the ground before Sundari”. Schmidt, 1974, 302 interprets 
rämoytär in 407 b 1 as a transitive form: kaccap su no täla11i asco rämoytär 
<r>mer “erhöbe die Schildkröte den Kopf [and] zöge [ihn] gleich wieder ein 
[wtl. beugte [ihn] gleich wieder]”. But I do not see why this transitive 
interpretation should be preferable to the intransitive one dismissed by 
Schmidt: “beugte sich gleich wieder”, because there is apparently no enclitic 
pronoun after rämoytär, and one may doubt that asco could be taken as a 
complement of both verbal forms. Even more problematic is the construction 
with kwipe ‘shame’, which resulted in a phrase with the meaning “sich der 
Scham beugen”, as per Schmidt, l.c.: 81 a 3f. päst ma kwipe rmoytär “(von 
einem Weisen soll eher der Tod hingenommen werden), [als daß] er sich der 
Schande beugte”. Similarly, Krause, 1971, 42, but differently, Thomas, apud 
2TochSprR(B), 236: “nicht soll das Scham[gefühl] weg[fort]gebeugt werden” = 
“als daß das Scham[gefühl] [...] unterdrückt würde” (similarly Krause, 1955, 
42; objections to Thomas, l.c., are in turn raised by Schmidt/Strunk, 1989, 261 
with fn. 27 and Schmidt, 2001, 310). A similar construction is attested in 255 b 
7: ce pi<s> sai11e alyinträ ñyatse kwipe rmantär mai “Diese fünf sollen [zwar] 
die Welt fernhalten, müssen sich aber der Not [and] Scham beugen” 
(Schmidt/Strunk, 1989, 261f.; but on alyintär, see rather s.v. al(- ‘± be 
restrained’); evidently an intransitive middle is here construed with an 
obliquus of direction. According to Schmidt, 1974, 302, fn. 1, transitive valency 
is found in A 10 b 6/11 a 1: mrac tkaM rmorä1 “den Scheitel zur Erde gebeugt 
habend”. ETYM. The etymological connection of the root with PIE *ÇremH 
‘ruhen, sich stützen auf’ (Hackstein, 1995, 22 with fn. 22; 2LIV, 252f. *Çhrem 
‘ruhig werden’) is not very convincing with respect to its semantics. 
According to Melchert (apud Adams, DoT, 531f.), the Sub V and Pt I forms 
from this root were secondary creations based on the Prs VI which in his view 
had started out as a nasal present to the root näm- of the same meaning, and 
then had undergone dissimilation of *nämn- to rämn-. At any rate, both 
ABräma- and näm-/Anäm(- seem to be causative alternation roots, so that an 
intransitive use of the middle forms was precisely to be expected; what comes 
as a surprise is that the active forms of the Prs VI from ABräma- have 
intransitive semantics in both Tocharian languages as well, and this strange 
behavior of ABräma- is strongly reminiscent of the intransitive valency shown 
by TA 3.pl.act. Prs VIII nämseñc from Anäm(- on the one hand and by active 
forms from nasal presents of other branches (such as Greek fq…nw ‘decay, 
wane’) on the other hand. 
 
räs- ‘± ermahnen, erinnern’, ‘± prompt, remind, admonish’ (?) (—) 

Prs IX — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I rsä11älle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 
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 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 316 a 4: (wi) tärya rsä11ä(lle); according to TochSprR(B), the passage 
deals with Ni#s.Pat. 10. The Pali version reads dvittikkhattuM codetabbo 
saretabbo, cf. Norman, 2001, 34f.: “prompting and reminding two or three 
times”, so the manuals usually equate rsä11ä(lle) with Pali codetabbo ‘to be 
prompted’ and therefore set up the meaning of the root as ‘antreiben’ (WTG, 
278, naming as a possible cognate rser ‘hate’). The Sanskrit version of 
Ni#s.Pat. 10 reads dvis tris codayitavya# smarayitavya# “soll er [...] zwei, drei 
Mal mahnen and erinnern”, cf. von Simson, 2000, 190 (text), 284 (trans.), so 
that the meaning of the root is indeed to be set up as ‘± prompt, remind, 
admonish’. We are most likely dealing with a Prs IXa, since one would not 
expect an *ä carrying the accent to be lost, although such a loss is indeed 
attested sporadically, but mostly in metrical texts, and this is a prose text. 
 
räsa?- ‘ausstrecken, recken’, ‘stretch (out)’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs V/XII (a) -,-, rsaM (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt in rsormeM 
 Ipv — 
The Abs rsormeM is attested in PK AS 15A + NS 350 a 3 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The present stem is usually taken to 
be a Prs V, but note that this analysis would require a persistent root vowel *ä, 
which is not so trivial an assumption. On the other hand, Adams, DoT, 532 
correctly pointed out that rsaM can also be interpreted as a Prs XII form, and 
this analysis gets support from the Prs VI that is found with the TA cognate of 
the root — actually, a Prs XII is also found to exist beside a Prs VI in the case 
of the root mänt(- ‘stir, destroy’. 
= Aräsa- ‘ausstrecken, recken’, ‘stretch (out)’ (tr) (a/a/-)  

Prs VI (a) — Imp -,-, räsña;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, rasa1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt in rsorä1 
Ipv — 
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TG, 462 proposes that //// rsoss in A 278 a 8 may be a (nom.sg. fem.) PPt form 
of this root, followed by Pinault, 1994c, 387, who refers to the Old Turkish 
parallel version, which reads in translation: “Wie den Geschmack des 
Lebenselixiers (amrta) ausstreuend”. However, since räsa- in both languages 
has always the object ‘arms’ (cf. also the derived noun and unit of 
measurement raso ‘span’), one should perhaps better restore TA (pä)rsos 
‘sprinkled’ from Apärs(- ‘sprinkle, spray’.  
ETYM. Quite unclear; see the various suggestions in Adams, DoT, 532. 
 
räsk- ‘± würzen (?)’, ‘± spice (?)’ (?) (—) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I raskä1lona Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in Fill. Y 1 b 4 according to the reading of Couvreur, 1954, 84, which is 
now confirmed by Carling, 2003, 40 with fn. 24. (p. 43): toy saMtkenta 
raskä1lona “diese Heilmittel sind zu ... (und darüber ist Saindhava-Salz als 
feines Pulver zu tun”, cf. also Sieg, 1955, 65, who had there read a form 
raswä1lona from the root räss(- ‘herausreißen’. According to Carling, 2003a, 
50f. and Pinault, in print, we are rather dealing with a root räsk- ‘rendre amer, 
saler’, to which the adj. räskare ‘hot, spicy, bitter’ belongs as well.  
 
Aräswa- ‘tear, pick’ e räss(- ‘id.’ 
 
räss(- ‘herausreißen, pflücken’, ‘tear, pick’ (tr) (x/-/x) 

Prs II (x) -,-, rä11iM (sic);— Imp —;-,-, rä11iyeM|—;-,-, rä1yentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II rassalñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (x) —;-,-, rässare|-,-, rässate;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Instead of a Ger raswä1lona built from this root, one has to read raskä1lona in 
Fill. Y 1 b 4, according to Couvreur, 1954, 84 and Carling, 2003, 40 (see s.v. 
räsk- ‘± spice’). The Abstr rassalñe is to be read in K 3 (= PK AS 7C) b 2, 
according to Pinault, 2007, 210 and contra TEB II, 68, No. XXV, 9. Since K 3 
does not seem to be an MQ text, we have to do with a subjunctive with 
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persistent initial accent. Sub V and A-character are to be assumed for TA, and 
also suggested for TB by the fact that the preterit would have been expected to 
show stem-final palatalization if it was affiliated with a subjunctive stem of 
Class II. The 3.sg.mid. Pt rässate is attested in PK LC XI a 2 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Aräswa- ‘herausreißen, pflücken’, ‘tear, pick’ (tr) (-/-/m)  

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part rsunamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf rsunatsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, räswat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The Abstr TA räswalune listed in TEB II, 133 is merely based on a form in A 
67 a 4 that was as a whole restored by TEB II, 28, no. III, 44. However, a 
subjunctive stem of Class V seems obvious. TG, 463 proposes to restore a 
3.pl.act. Pt TA (ra)swar in A 155 b 2: (ra)swar täm swamaM karas katkar “they 
pulled out ..., eating that they crossed the woods”. ETYM. A denominative to a 
noun in pre-PT *-wo- or *-wa- (the Prs II met in Tocharian B possibly deriving 
from a formation in pre-PT *-weye/o-); as for a further diachronic analysis, it is 
tempting to see in the pre-PT noun in *-wo- a formation of the Gk. type ½soj < 
*wid-s-wo-, i.e., a *-wo- derivative from the allomorph of an s-stem that 
consisted of zero grades only. As the root basic to such an s-stem, of course 
the one underlying ABrua- ‘pull out’ seems to suggest itself; but since this root 
probably ended in a laryngeal, one would have to assume in addition that 
Schindler’s Wetter rule had applied as well, i.e., that a *(H)ruH-s-wo- had been 
turned by that rule into a pre-PT *ruswo- (cf. the similar analysis I give for 
mätstsa-/Anätsw(- ‘starve’). 
 
Ari- ‘leave’ e Ari(-n)- ‘id.’ 
 
ri$ka- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf ri$katsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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Hapax in Fill. W 39 b 1: malkwersa triwä1ällya 1pakiye [pilkwersa ri$katsi sa 
1pakiye] “sont à mélanger avec du lait: emplâtre; ... cet emplâtre avec ...”; see 
Filliozat, 1948, 88, and cf. Broomhead I, 38: “is to be mixed in milk. The pill to 
... in pilkwer. This pill ...” Broomhead further comments: “The facsimile shows 
pi[lk]wersa [r]i$katsi almost clear. However both words appear to be hapax 
legomena, and the sense is not easy to imagine”. Adams, DoT, 533 proposes ‘± 
apply’; as cogent as the connection by Adams, DoT, 387 of pilkwer with the 
root pälk(- ‘burn’ is, a meaning ‘± boil, carbuncle’ and translation of the 
passage “a poultice over the boil [is] to be placed” is not too convincing in this 
context. In any case, the use of an infinitive instead of a gerundive is 
remarkable. If pilkwer is indeed a cognate of pälk(- ‘burn’, this word may 
refer to some kind of combustion residue “... is to be cooked in milk, the pill 
together with the cinder (?) is/has to ...”. As for the morphology, we only can 
have to do with a subjunctive stem of Class V with (persistent) initial accent 
(unless one is prepared to take ri$katsi as an erroneous spelling for *ri$katsi ) . 
 
rita- ‘suchen, erstreben, (Wunsch) hegen’, ‘seek, long for, cherish (a wish)’  

(tr) (x/m/m) 
Prs VI (x) -,-, ritanaM;—|-,-, ritanatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) ritamar,-, ritatär;-,-, ritantär Opt -,-, ritoytär;— 

Ger II ritale Abstr II ritalñe Priv — 
Inf ritatsi 

 Pt I (m) -, ritatai, ritate;— 
 PPt ritau| rito1 
 Ipv I (m) pritar; pritat 
The active Prs (r)itanaM is attested in an unpublished Berlin text, according to 
Thomas, 1979, 165 (if this is indeed a correct restoration — otherwise only 
middle forms are found from this root), the 3.sg.mid. Prs ritanatär-s in a text 
kept by the Regional Museum of Ürümqi, according to Schmidt, 1997, 236f. 
The 1.sg. Sub ritamar is found quite often, the Opt ritoytär is also attested in 
THT 1274 a 2 and THT 2247 b 7. The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. 
TochSprR(B) proposes to further restore a 3.pl.mid. Pt ri(tante) in 408 b 3. The 
obl. PPt rito1 is attested in 284 a 4 (rito1 wändrentse “of the thing longed for”, 
cf. Couvreur, 1954c, 110). 
= Arita- ‘suchen, erstreben, (Wunsch) hegen’, ‘seek, long for, cherish (a wish)’  

(tr) (m+/m/m)  
Prs VI (m+) -, rinatar, rinatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part rinantañ 
 m-Part rinamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf rinatsi 
Sub V (m) ritamar,-,-; ritamtär,-,- Opt -,-, rititär;—  
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 Ger II — Abstr II ritalune 
Pt I (m) -,-, ritat; ritamät,-,-  
PPt rito 
Ipv I (m) pritar;- 

The 1.sg. Pt TA (rita)mät can be restored in A 270 a 5, according to Pinault, 
1997, 125 contra TG, 457, where TA (ypa)mät was proposed. ETYM. On the 
evidence of the persistent initial accent found with the TB Sub V, rit- at least in 
this formation is best traced back to pre-PT *reyt- (see chap. Sub I/V), but there 
is no obvious etymology for this *reyt- available. 
 
Aritk- e Arätk?- ‘± evoke’ 
 
ritt(- ‘verbunden sein, verharren’, ‘sich ziemen’, ‘be attached, linked to,  

persist’, ‘be suitable for’ (itr) (m/m/a) 
Prs III (m) -,-, rittetär; rittemntär (S),-,- Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, rittatär;— Opt -,-, rittoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II rittalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) rittawa,-, ritta;— 
 PPt rittau/rittowo| ritto1 
 Ipv (x) -; prittaso| pärrittar (sic)/rittar; pärittat 
A 3.sg. Prs rettetär (sic) from this root is arguably also attested in SHT 7, 1709 
(reading according to K. T. Schmidt), and the 1.pl. Prs rittemntär not only in 
108 a 8 (S), but also in PK Cp 32, 4 (Pinault, 1984a, 24; on the ending -mntär, 
see Peyrot, 2008, 158). The MQ form restored to a 2.sg. Pt r(i)t(ta)sta in 203 b 1 
by TochSprR(B) is rather be restored to [r](ai)[t](ta)sta; see below. The 
2.sg.mid Ipv pärrittar (sic) is attested in PK AS 15H b 3 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), and the 2.pl.mid. Ipv pärittat in PK NS 38 + 37 
b 3 (Pinault, 1988a, 194; 2008, 50).  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘verbinden, anpassen, übersetzen, sich anschicken’, ‘connect,  

adapt, translate, set about’ (tr) (a+/-/x) 
Prs IXb (a+) rittäskau/rittask8 (MQ),-, rittä11äM;-,-, rittäskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part ritta11eñca (sic) 
 m-Part rittäskemane 
 Ger I rittä1älle Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf rittästsi 

 Pt II (x) -, raittasta,-;—|-,-, raittate;-,-, raittante 
 PPt rerittu/reritwa| reritto1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs rittäskeM is attested in PK AS 17D a 4 (Pinault, 1994, 128) and in 
H add.149 88 a 2 (Broomhead I, 249), the m-Part rittäskemane in PK AS 16.1 a 
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2 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). In 203 b 1 one should 
better restore a transitive 2.sg. Pt [r](ai)[t](ta)sta instead of an intransitive 2.sg. 
Pt: onolm[e](M) pern(e)[r]ñ(e)mpa [r](ai)[t](ta)sta “you have attached the 
beings to splendor” (cf. Kölver, 1965, 64); differently Carling, 2003b, 65. The 
3.sg.mid. Pt raittate is not only attested in the MQ text 339, but also in 527 b 4 
(D). TochSprR(B) restores a 3.pl.mid. (rai)[tt]an[t]e in 45 a 4, but since this 
form would show an unexpected accent, it is better to restore to a Pt I 
(ri)[tt]ante, if we are dealing with a form of this root at all; the 3.pl. Pt raittante 
is attested in the small fragment H 149.add 37 a 4 (Broomhead I, 118). 
= Aritw(- ‘verbunden sein, verharren’, ‘sich ziemen’, ‘be attached, linked to,  

persist’, ‘be suitable for’ (itr) (m+/a/a) 
Prs III (m+) -,-, ritwatär;-,-, ritwantär Imp — 
 nt-Part ritwantap 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) —;-,-, ritweñc Opt —  
 Ger II ritwal Abstr II ritwalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, ritu;— 
PPt ritwo 
Ipv I (a) -; pritwäs 

Active TA ri(t)w(e)ñc in A 220 a 2 can be present or subjunctive (cf. TG, 462), 
but since there exist no active present forms of Prs III/IV in TA at all, the form 
is better analyzed as Sub V. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘verbinden, übersetzen; erschaffen’, ‘connect, translate; create’  

(tr) (a/-/a) 
Prs VIII (a) -,-, ritwä1;-,-, ritwseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part ritw1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ritw1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf ritwässi 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II ritwa1äl Abstr II ritwa1lune 
Pt II (a) raritwa,-, raritu/rarittwa-M (sic);— 
PPt raritwu 
Ipv — 

SEM. The meaning ‘be suitable for’ is, e.g., attested in the Pratimok1a rule 331 b 
3: yatsi rittetär “(in that case) it is suitable (for a monk) to go”. For the 
meaning ‘translate’, see Sieg, 1937, 132ff., and Thomas, 1989, 9, who rather 
propose ‘abfassen, verfassen, verfertigen’ than ‘translate’. The verb is also used 
with respect to creating graphic characters in A 273 a 3 (cf. the Old Turkish 
parallel MaitrHami (XI) 15 a 1 in Geng/Klimkeit/Laut, 1988, 359, and Pinault, 
in print a). The function of the middle forms of the antigrundverb is not clear 
(despite Schmidt, 1974, 323, 343, and 437). ETYM. Evidently a denominative, 
but further connections are uncertain. 
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Aritw(- ‘be attached’ e ritt(- ‘id.’ 
 
ri-n- ‘verlassen, aufgeben’, ‘leave, give up’ (tr) (m+/m/m) 

Prs Xa (m+) -, rinastar, rinastär; rinaskemntär (S),-, rinaskentär  
Imp -,-, rinä11itär (MQ);— 

 nt-Part rina11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I rina1älle Abstr I — 
Sub I (m) -, rintar, rintär;— Opt riñimar,-, riñitär;— 

Ger II rilye Abstr II rilñe Priv — 
Inf rintsi/ritsi 

 Pt III (m) rintsamai, rintsatai/rinsatai, rintsate (Š)/rinsate-ne (Š);  
rintsamte (MQ),-, rintsante 

 PPt rerinu| rerino1 
 Ipv III (m) printsar/pritsar;- 
Thomas, apud 2TochSprR(B) restores a 1.sg.mid. Prs (rinaske)mar in 67 a 3. 
The 3.sg.mid. Imp rinä11itRa (sic) is attested in THT 3597 b 3 (MQ, cf. the 
translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 273), the 1.pl.mid. Pt rintsamai in PK Cp 8 b 2 
(Pinault, 1994b, 107; 2008, 372), and arguably also in THT 1573 frg. g b 1. The 
PPt rerino1 is found in 194 a 6 and PK AS 16.2 a 6 (Pinault, 1989a, 155). Instead 
of the Ipv from this root pritsa preferred by Thomas, 1969b, 58, fn. 24, 
Schmidt, 1990, 476 with fn. 21b rather wants to read preksa in M 153.2 a 4 (= 
SHT 7, 1704). 
= Ari(-n)- ‘verlassen, aufgeben’, ‘leave, give up’ (tr) (m+/m/m)  

Prs X (m+) -, rinä1tar, rinä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part riM1ant 
 m-Part rinäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf rinässi 
Sub VII (m) riñmar, riñtar,-;-, riñcär,- Opt -, riñitar, riñitär;—  
 Ger II riñäl Abstr II riñlune 
Pt III (m) rise, risate, risat;-,-, risant 
PPt raryu 
Ipv III (m) -; prisac 

Thomas, 1997, 110, fn. 203 proposes restoration of a 2.sg.mid. Prs TA rinä(1tar) 
in A 41 b 4. The m-Part TA (rinä)smaM is restored in A 15 a 4 by Sieg, Übers. I, 
18. ETYM. Perhaps to be derived from a transitive nasal present PIE *Hri-
néH/nH- from PIE *ÇHreyH ‘durcheinanderwirbeln’ (root shape and meaning 
according to Praust, 2000, 74) by a replacement of *-nH- by *-nu- (note that a 
nu-present is also attested in Slavic; see the ref. in 2LIV, 306, fn. 6); Adams, 
DoT, 536 even reckons with an inherited PIE *-nu- present. See also chap. Sub 
VII 22.2.2. 
  
ru- ‘± despair’ e rewa?- ‘id.’ 
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ru- act. ‘öffnen’, ‘open’, mid. ‘sich öffnen’, ‘open’ (tr/itr) (m/x/-) 
Prs VIII (m) —;-,-, rusentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) (tr) -, rewät,-; ruwäm (MQ),-,- Opt ruwim,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf rutsi 

Sub III (m) (itr) — Opt —;-,-, ruwyentär 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt in reruwermeM 
 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. Sub rewät is attested in PK AS 17A b 4f. (Pinault, 1984b, 169f.), so we 
are dealing with a subjunctive with persistent initial accent. Pace the manuals, 
the intransitive middle Opt ruwyentär is better analyzed as a Sub III stem 
formation; see chap. Sub III. The Abs reruwermeM in 393 a 3 is without 
context, but can formally be built from a PPt *reru from an s-preterit of this 
root. 
= Aru- ‘öffnen’, ‘open’ (tr) (a/-/-)  

Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, ruseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TG, 463 analyzes TA rwatsi in A 311 b 6 as Inf from this root, but this form 
rather belongs to Arua- ‘pull out’, as was seen independently by Couvreur, 
1956, 78 and Thomas, 1957, 152, fn. 7.  
SEM. The active has transitive, the middle intransitive valency; see Hackstein, 
1995, 77. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇrewH ‘open’ (set up by 2LIV, 510 as 
*Çrewh); see Hackstein, 1995, 77ff.; Adams, DoT, 537. Differently, Schmidt, 
2000a, 507ff. (PIE *Ç@wer). 
 
rua- ‘herausreißen’, ‘pull out’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs V (m) -,-, rwatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I ruwallona Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf — 
 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
rwatär is a gloss on Skt. mulacchid “die Wurzeln abschneidend” in SHT 5, 
1109; see Schmidt, 1990, 475. In theory, rwatär can be a TA form as well, and 
TA glosses are indeed otherwise found in Sanskrit texts from Murtuq (e.g., in 
SHT 5, 1030 and 1033), but since the same text also has a gloss a[s](p)a //// on 
Skt. anejya ‘immovable, unshakable’, which should be restored to a TB Priv 
a[s](p)a(watte) (see Schmidt, 1990, 475; the form is also attested elsewhere; see 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 35f.), rwatär is most likely also a TB word.  
= Arua- ‘herausreißen’, ‘pull out’ (tr) (—)  

Prs V — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf rwatsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The TA rwatsi in A 311 b 6 belongs to this root, as per Couvreur, 1956, 78 and 
Thomas, 1957, 152, fn. 7. ETYM. From PIE *Çrew} ‘ausgraben, herausreißen’; 
see Hackstein, 1995, 78 and Adams, DoT, 537 (2LIV, 510 sets up *ÇrewH 
‘aufreißen’; but note fn. 1: “toch. rwa- spricht gegen *h”). 
 
[ruk?- ‘± gleam, shine’; TochSprR(B) proposed a restoration to [ruk](ante)[c] 

(with question mark) in 224 b 1: [ruk](ante)[c] [lä]kts(i) esän(e) “es 
haben dir geglänzt” (cf. Sieg, apud Thomas, 1957, 175), but according 
to Schmidt, 2000, 226, one rather has to read and restore ruk(ai)Sa-c, 
which he (p. 231) takes to be a 3.du. preterit from a root ruk- 
‘leuchten’: [ruk](ai)[sä]-c [lä]kts(i) esän(e tä)$wäññane “thy brilliant 
eyes gleamed with love” (cf. Adams, DoT, 537 and 2DoT, s.v. 1ruk-). 
The reading (Sa) can be confirmed by the original manuscript; a 
restoration [ruk](ante)[c] is, in my opinion, indeed excluded. Since 
we are dealing with an MQ text with common archaic ductus, it is 
not a priori excluded that the dual ending -ais could show up with 
the final *-ä one has to reconstruct still preserved. However, such a 
dual form following by enclitic *-cä should rather have resulted in 
°ais-cä, which would also have consisted of two syllables. In 
addition, there is no other evidence for such a root; but note that 
Melchert, apud Adams, DoT, 537 suggested such a root might be a 
loan *ruk- from an Iranian language, a zero-grade variant from PIE 
*Çlewk ‘shine’. Finally, I would not altogether exclude the possibility 
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to restore another consonant above the ak1ara (k·), so maybe we have 
rather to do with a stem ru($)k- vel sim.] 

 
ruka?- ‘abmagern’, ‘emaciate’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt rukau 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 73 b 2. 
= Aruka?- ‘abmagern’, ‘emaciate’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt ruko 
Ipv — 

ETYM. A-character is presupposed by the PPt formation. Maybe a cognate of 
Lith. runkù ‘shrivel’, etc., cf. Adams, DoT, 537f. with ref. (not in 2LIV). 
 
Aruta?- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt ruto 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax in A 222 a 3: sne-pal1inäM riteyo ruto1 wrasa(s) “the beings are 
ruto1 in their non-dharma-like desire”, for which a translation ‘± deluded’ or 
similar would make some sense. A-character is presupposed by the formation 
of the PPt. 
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rutka- ‘(weg)bewegen, ablegen, ausziehen’, ‘(re)move, take off, doff’  
(tr) (m/a/x)  
Prs VII (m) rutta$kemar,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, rautkaM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II rutkalyñe Priv — 
Inf rutkatsi 

 Pt I (x) —;-,-, rotkär-ne (Š)|-,-, rutkate (S);— 
 PPt rutko1 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg.mid. Prs rutta$kemar listed in TEB I, 206, § 372 without ref. is 
attested without context in the small fragment THT 1131 frg. m a 1. The 
subjunctive has persistent initial accent. Probably rutkaM in THT 1309 b 3 
(MQ) belongs here as well: //// s[l]e Palsko ramTa rutkaM paiy(y)e “as like the 
mind they remove (?) the foot”. On the 3.pl. Pt rotkär-ne, see chap. Pt I 7.2.1.1. 
= Arutka- ‘(weg)bewegen, beseitigen’, ‘(re)move’ (tr) (m/-/a)  

Prs VII (m) rutä$kamar,-,-; rutä$kamtär,-,- Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II rutkalune 
Pt I (a) —;-,-, rotkar 
PPt rutko 
Ipv — 

According to TG, 463, one can read TA rutä$keñc-äM in A 98 a 1 instead of 
[t]ru sä$keñcäM (thus TochSprR(A)), but the context is unclear. 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 138 read a PPt from this root in YQ 43 a 1: TA 
[r]utk(o) akaQ@ “having moved (?) the sky”. Differently, Schmidt, 1999b, 280 
wants here to read TA (ka)[K]La(M) akaQ@. While reading the initial, damaged 
ak1ara as [K]La instead of [r]u is acceptable, I do not understand why Schmidt 
apparently omits the clearly visible ak1ara (tka) between [K]La and a; he does 
not discuss what a form TA (ka)[K]La(M) should be in morphological terms 
either, and since a root Aklätka- is further otherwise unattested, I rather accept 
the interpretation of Ji/Winter/Pinault. SEM./ETYM. According to Melchert, 
1978, 124f., the root is to be derived from a PIE *-ske/o- present *rud-ske/o- 
from PIE *Çrewd ‘roden’ (2LIV, 509, without Toch.). Despite Schmidt, 1974, 
409, 412f. (“Das Objekt geht aus dem Bereich des Subjekts hinaus”), the 
middle inflection does not convey any special function. 
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re(-sk)- ‘fließen’, ‘flow’ (itr) (a/-/-) 
Prs II/IX (a) -,-, re11äM;-,-, reskeM Imp —;-,-, re1yeM 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part reskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The m-Part reskema[ne] seems attested in THT 2243 a 3 without much 
context. The Imp re1yeM is only listed in TEB II, 232 without ref. The manuals 
assume we have to do with a root re- forming a present stem of Class IX (see 
also Hackstein, 1995, 203), but Adams, DoT, 540 correctly points out that one 
might as well set up a root resk- forming a present stem of Class II. Without 
further forms of the paradigm available, the question cannot be decided.  
 
rok- ‘shine’ e parak(- ‘prosper’ 
 
r(·)wa?- ‘± verzagen; sich schämen’, ‘± despair; be ashamed’ (itr) (-/-/a) 

Prs— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, r(·)wa;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 46 a 1: (rä)skre yamu erkatte r(·)wa=attsaik päst snai maiyya “heftig 
verärgert, verzagte (?) er ganz, der kraftlose”; see TochSprR(B), transl., 68. It is 
very likely that r(·)wa is a verbal form and more precisely a 3.sg. Pt, but the Pt 
I 3.sg. rawa from a root ru- ‘verzagen (?)’ restored by WTG, 280 cannot be a 
linguistically correct form. Adams, DoT, 537 rather restored to r(a)wa, but 
what I see on the original manuscript does not support such a reading — 
actually, one should have expected some traces of the a-grapheme still being 
visible after the lacuna. To judge by the lacuna, the most likely restoration 
would be r(e)wa, which would have to be taken for a monophthongized 
variant of a more original †raiwa. 
 
Arsu- ‘tear, pick’ e Aräswa- ‘id.’  
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L 
 

lare-ññ- ‘lieben’, ‘love’ (tr) (m/-/-) 
Prs XII (m) —;-,-, lareññentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 245 b 3 (MQ): (wä)ntärwa (no källa)tsis ka lareññenträ “why do they 
love to (acqui)re things?”; see Adams, DoT, 545. ETYM. Denominative 
ultimately built to the adj. lare ‘lovable’; see Hilmarsson, 1991a, 85 and Adams, 
DoT, 545. 
 
laMs- ‘verrichten, ausführen, erwirken, errichten’, ‘work on, perform, 

accomplish, build’ (tr) (m/m/m) 
Prs II (m) -,-, laM1tär;-,-, laMsseMtär (sic) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I laM1alle Abstr I — 
Sub II (m) — Opt -,-, laM1itär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf laM1tsi/lassi/laMssi 

 Pt I (m) laM1amai, laM1atai, laM1ate/laM11ate (S); 
-,-, laM1ante/laM11ante (sic) 

 PPt lalaM1uwa| lalaM1a1 (sic) 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl.mid. Prs laMsseMtär is attested in THT 1574 a 2 (published as no. 
XXXIV, 3 in TEB II, 74; see also Schmidt, 1974, 502), the Ger I laM1alle in PK 
Cp 36, 39 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 2.sg.mid. 
Pt la[M]1atai in the graffito Qu 34 (Pinault, 1994a, 175 and 181; 2000a, 157), and 
the obl. PPt lalaM1a1 in the letter PK LC XXI, 2: //// [s]atre lalaM1aF@ takaceR@ 
“you (pl.) shall work on the grain” (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.), the ending -a1 instead of expected -o1 surely being due to a 
misspelling (i.e., omission of the o-sign). An Opt (or Imp) 3.sg.mid. laM1i[t]rä 
is arguably further found in the small fragment THT 1268 a 2, an (isolated) 
1.sg.mid. Pt laM1amai in THT 1392 frg. a b 2. For the meaning of the nom.pl. 
fem. lalaM1uwa in PK AS 18 B (= MSL 19, 160) a 2, see Thomas, 1987a, 87ff. 
with ref.; differently Schmidt, 1997, 234. The forms with geminated -ss-/-11- 
come from eastern or informal texts. SEM. There are some passive forms (on 
which see Schmidt, 1974, 246f.), but the function of the middle is not always 
clear. ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 546f., we are dealing with a 
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“derivative” of laMs ‘work, service’. The root is certainly both an equivalent 
and a cognate of Awles- ‘perform, build, cultivate’ (cf. the noun TA wles, 
which is an equivalent of TB laMs and no doubt even to be equated with it), 
but any further analysis is extremely speculative. (One could toy with the idea 
that the nouns laMs, TA wles ‘work, service’ go back to a PT *w(ä)lant-sä from 
pre-PT *°su with the original semantics *‘of one in control, of one capable’, and 
the present/subjunctive stems to a denominative stem PT *w(ä)lantsw’ä/æ- of 
the type Gk. qšrmw; for the loss of *-t- in a (pre-)TB cluster (*)-nts-, see s.v. 
man(t)s(- ‘be sorrowful’.) 
 
latka- ‘abschneiden’, ‘cut off’ (tr) (a/-/m) 

Prs VI (a) — Imp —;-,-, latkanoyeñ-c 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf latkatsi (MQ)/latkatsi (MQ) 

 Pt I (m) -, latkatai (sic),-;-,-, latkante-c (MQ) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs latkanaM listed in TEB I, 205, § 370,1 is probably only 
reconstructed, whereas the 2.sg.mid. Pt latkatai listed in TEB II, 234 can be 
found in the very small fragment 344 frg. 4; the 3.pl. Pt latkante-c is attested in 
the MQ text THT 3597 (= Mainz 655,1) b 7; this text is parallel to that of 239, 
and in THT 3597 b 8 there is another attestation of the Inf latkatsi (sic, cf. the 
translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 274) that is also found in 239 b 3. Since all 
attestations come from documents with MQ character, the accent pattern of 
the subjunctive cannot be determined. 
= Alatka- ‘abschneiden’, ‘cut off’ (tr) (x/-/-)  

Prs VII (x) -,-, latä$ka1;—|—;-,-, latä$kantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf latä$katsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt lalätku 
Ipv — 

ETYM. See Melchert, 1978, 123. 
 
lar- ‘?’ (tr) (-/m/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (m) lar11imar,-,-;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Unclear hapax in THT 2251 a 3: //// [s](o)moTKaMñe ma ceM lar11imaR@• 
“likewise I will not ... them”. In theory, a word separation ceMl=ar11imaR@ is 
also conceivable, but a noun ceMlV is unattested as well and word-internal n 
is usually not written with a mere anusvara, so a word separation into ceM 
lar11imaR@ is more likely. 
 
lal- ‘sich anstrengen’, ‘exert oneself, make an effort’ (itr) (a+/a/a) 

Prs IXa (a+) -,-, lala11äM;-, lalascer, laläskeM (MQ) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lalaskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IV (a) lalyyau,-,-;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf lalyitsi 

 Pt VII (a) -, lalyyasta, lalyiya;— 
 PPt lalalu| lalalo1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs lala11äM is attested in KVac 28 a 2: “(der Buddha) müht sich ab” 
(Schmidt, 1986, 60, 97; see also Hackstein, 1995, 221), the 2.pl. Prs lalascer in 
THT 1554 b 3 (also listed in TEB I, 210, § 379,2 without ref.): ma 1 lalasceR@ ma 
yeS@ cimpalyi nesceR@ //// “you do not make an effort and you are not capable 
of ...”; the 3.pl. Prs laläskeM is found in THT 1860 a 3, the 1.sg. Sub lalyy[au] in 
PK AS 6A b 1 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The 
Abstr läl(ñ)e in 281 b 6 (MQ) does rather not belong to this root (thus WTG, 
281), but to lä-n-t- ‘go out’ (see Couvreur, 1954, 86). According to Pinault, 1988, 
105f., one may restore a Ger II (la)lälle with hypercorrect -ä- for -i- in PK NS 53 
a 5. The 3.sg. Pt lalyiya ‘he worked hard’ as listed by Winter, 1990, 376 = 2005, 
398 without ref. is attested in THT 1214 b 2: //// lalyiya Kartse-s sai11entse 
cew w[i] ////. Further, there is the Priv alalätte* ‘relentless, indefatigable’ 
attesting to a former Sub I stem; see Hilmarsson, 1991, 86ff. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘± sich verausgaben lassen, ermüden’, ‘± make exert oneself, 

tire’ (tr) (a/-/-) 
Prs IXb (a) -,-, lalä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
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Inf — 
 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The Prs IXb lalä11äM listed in TEB II, 234 without ref. with the meaning 
‘ermüden, bezwingen’ is attested in THT 1340 frg. c a 2: //// Kartse-yamiM 
laLaffaM • “(s)he tires the benefactor/makes the benefactor exert himself”. 
ETYM. Since the basic meaning of the root was ‘exert oneself’, etymologies that 
presuppose an original meaning ‘be fatigued’ (such as put forth by Winter, 
1990, 377 = 2005, 399; Hackstein, 1995, 221f.; Adams, DoT, 549) fail to convince. 
The only obvious fact about this root is that it followed the same inflectional 
and derivational patterns as akl- ‘learn’, but this may be due to a secondary 
process of leveling. At any rate, the root allomorph PT *lalä- is strongly 
reminiscent of the Hittite word lalu ‘penis’; maybe this verb had a history 
similar to that of ModHG fickfacken, which denotes ‘move to and fro, be busy, 
play tricks’ without any sexual connotation, although it is likely that it had 
referred (also) to sexual intercourse right at the start. 
 
läk(- ‘sehen’, ‘see, look’ (tr) (x/x/x) 

Prs IXa (x) lkaskau, lkast, lka11äM; lkaskem, lkascer-ne, lkaskeM| 
-, lkastar, lkastär;— Imp lka11im,-, lka11i;-,-, lka1yeM| 
-,-, lka11itär;— 

 nt-Part lka11eñca 
 m-Part lkaskemane 
 Ger I lka11älle Abstr I — 
Prs V (m) -,-, lkatär;-,-, lkantär-c Imp —;-,-, lkoyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I lkalle Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) lakau, lkat, lakaM/lka-ne; lkam-c, lkacer, lakaM| 

-,-, lkatär;-,-, lkantär 
Opt lkoym,-, lakoy;-, lkoycer, lkoyeM|—;-,-, lkoyentär 
Ger II lkalye Abstr II lkalyñe Priv — 
Inf lkatsi 

 Pt I (x) lyakawa, lyakasta, lyaka-ne; lyakam, lyakaso, lyakare/ 
lyakar-ne |-, lyakatai, lyakate;-,-, lyakante-me/lyakaMte 

 PPt lyelyku| lyelyko1/lyelyäko1 (MQ)/ lyelyakor/lyelykor/lelkor 
 Ipv I (a) pälyaka-me;- 
The 1.pl. Prs lkaskem is attested in PK NS 36A b 1 (Couvreur, 1964, 247), the 
2.pl. Prs lkascer-ne in THT 1680 a 2: neseM@ • walo [we]FFaM 0ce lkascer-ne 
“we are ... The king says: what you see ...”. A 3.sg.mid. Imp lka(11)[i](tär) is to 
be restored in PK NS 350 a 6 (Couvreur, 1964, 241, fn. 17). The 2.sg. Pt lyakasta 
is also found in THT 3597 (= Mainz 655, 1) b 4 (cf. the translation by Schmidt, 
1983a, 274), and the MQ form lyakasta in THT 1323 frg. 2 a 5. Beside the 3.pl. 
Pt lyakar-ne in 108 b 5 (S), the same 3.pl. ending variant lyakar-me is attested 
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in PK AS 18B b 4 (Pinault, 1984, 377; 2008, 78). The regular 2.sg.mid. Pt 
lyakatai (beside the MQ form in 207 a 2) is found in 358 frg., and the 3.sg.mid. 
Pt lyakate (beside lyakate) in 563 a 8 and 564 b 9. The 3.pl.mid. Pt variant 
lyakaMte is attested in G-Su 3 (Pinault, 1987, 138). The PPt variant lyelyäko(1) 
with non-syncopated root vowel ä is found in the metrical MQ text THT 1179 
frg. a b 5. The imperative is usually suppleted by pälka- ‘see’, but in PK NS 31 
b 4 we apparently have an imperative built from this root: [wa]lo weFFaM snai 
nerke Palyaka-me “the king says: let us see without delay!” (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The same text also shows another 
remarkable imperative form, viz. pkaka (see s.v. kaka- ‘call’). 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘sehen lassen, zeigen’, ‘make see, show’ (tr) (m/-/a) 

Prs IXb (m) lakäskemar,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part lakä11eñca 
 m-Part lakäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II lakä1ñe (S) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (a) -,-, lakä11a-me;— 
 PPt in lelakä11or 
 Ipv IV (a) -; plakäskes 
A 1.sg. Prs lakäskemar is only listed in TochSprR(B), glossary, 164 without ref. 
The nt-Part lakä11eñcaM is attested in PK NS 56 (= FK 1205) b 4 (see the 
photograph apud Van Windekens, 1940, pl. II). The Abstr lakä1ñe shows 
simplification of consonant clusters typical of the eastern TB variety (see 
Schmidt, 1986a, 648). Whether one can restore (lelakä)11usa in 85 a 1 remains 
uncertain; see 2TochSprR(B), 239 and Schmidt, 2001, 313, fn. 66. The 2.pl. Ipv 
plakäskes “show yourselves!” is attested in PK AS 17D a 5 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Aläk(- ‘sehen’, ‘see’ (tr) (x/-/-)  

Prs V (x) lkam, lkat, lka1; lkamäs, lkac, lkeñc|-,-, lkatär;-,-, lkantär  
Imp -, lyaka1t, lyak;-,-, lyakar 

 nt-Part lkant 
 m-Part lkamaM 
 Ger I lkal Abstr I lkalune 
 Inf lkatsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II lkal Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 2.sg. Imp TA lyaka1t is attested in PK NS 1 b 2 and 3 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; already listed by Couvreur, 1956, 98 
without signature). The forms of the subjunctive stem, the preterit stem, and 
the PPt are mostly suppleted by Apälka- ‘see’, but nevertheless the Ger TA lkal 
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is often used like a Ger II in the sense ‘worth seeing’; see Thomas, 1952, 34f.; 
according to Thomas, 1952, 63 with fn. 1, the noun TA lkal ‘sight’ is a 
substantivized Ger II. Synchronically, the imperatives TA pälkar and TA 
pälkac probably also belong here, but diachronically they may rather come 
from Apälka- ‘see’. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘sehen lassen, zeigen’, ‘make see, show’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part läk1antañ 
 m-Part lkäsmaM 
 Ger I lkä1laM Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV (a) laläk1awa,-,-;— 
PPt laläk1u 
Ipv — 

The Ger I TA lkä1laM (pl. fem.) is said to be attested in a document from 
TochSprR(A) by Couvreur, 1956, 97, who does not give a reference, but 
nevertheless seems to refer to A 227/8 b 5. The 3.sg. TA lkä1 listed in TEB I, 
174, § 298,1 is most likely only reconstructed. 
SEM. Whereas in TB the verb is only construed with the obliquus, in TA the 
obliquus denoting the seen object can be substituted by an allative; see Kölver, 
1965, 89 and Carling, 2000, 6. The same is true for the suppletive root Apälka-. 
All in all, both TA roots are basically transitive. The TA middle forms have 
mostly passive function (see Schmidt, 1974, 231ff.). The exclusively attested 
middle forms of the TB Prs V all seem to be passives, whereas passive 
function is not attested for the middle forms of Prs IX (cf. Hackstein, 1995, 
250). When the root as lakle/ TA klop ‘sufferings’ as its object, the phrase has 
the meaning ‘suffer’; see Schmidt, 1974, 193f. with fn. 1. The gerundive 
lka11älle attested often in 291 has the same meaning as the kausativum, i.e., 
‘show’, according to Thomas, 1952, 46 with fn. 2. ETYM. There compete two 
different attractive etymologies, and each of the two also has its flaws. As was 
first proposed by Meillet, 1911, 462 (more recently followed by Pinault, 1994, 
122f. and Hackstein, 1995, 251), läk- may go back to the zero-grade allomorph 
pre-PT *luk- of the PIE root *Çlewk ‘shine’ (otherwise continued by luk(- ‘light 
up’); this solution is phonologically impeccable for (*)läk- itself, but not so for 
the respective TB Pt I/ TA Imp stem PT *l’æka-, which (if assumed to be 
cognate) would have to owe its root vowel to an inner-Tocharian analogical 
innovation (aptly called “a neological vrddhi to the zero-grade läk-” by 
Adams, DoT, 550); and even granted that there evidently already in PT existed 
a preterit stem *w’ætka/å- from wätk(- ‘decide, differ’ that is to be explained 
precisely in terms of such a “ neological vrddhi” (see s.v.), such a strategy 
could hardly work also for isolated TB/TA lyak ‘visible’, on which see 
Malzahn, 2007, 241, fn. 16. On the other hand, U.S. scholars since Lane, 1948, 
307f. equate preterital PT *l’æk- with the leg- met in the Latin perfect legi from 
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PIE *Çleg ‘sammeln, auflesen’ (²LIV, 397 without Toch.); see above all Weiss, 
1993, 24f., 178f.; Jasanoff, 1998, 306; 2003, 193, § 112; Adams, DoT, 550. The 
problem with this etymology is that one (almost exclusively) finds TB/TA 
l(ä)k- outside the Pt/Imp of the grundverb paradigm; from a root with Narten 
behavior, beside pre-PT *leg-a- one should have expected an allomorph pre-
PT *leg-a- rather than a pre-PT *leg-a- with a schwa secundum eventually 
turning into non-palatalizing PT *ä. Actually there is one single form that 
seems to attest to a pre-TB *lyäk-, viz. the Ipv pälyaka-me; it is true that as a 
nonce form one should rather have expected †pälyaka, but possibly the form 
attested is precisely a misspelling of such a form with root vowel -a-. An ideal 
solution would be to derive preterital PT *l’æk- from PIE *leg-, and what 
seems to be PT *läk- from PIE *luk-, but such a strategy would hardly please 
William of Ockham. 
 
lä$k- ‘(herab)hängen’, ‘hang, dangle’ (itr) (-/-/a) 

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lä$kamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —; -,-, la$kar-ne (MQ) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
la$kar-ne in the small fragment THT 1428 a 3 (MQ) looks like a Pt of this root, 
and since we are dealing with a text in archaic ductus, it can only render a Pt I 
form la$kár-ne and not a (zero-grade) 3.pl. Pt III form †lä$kär-ne 
ANTIGRUNDVERB act. ‘aufhängen’, ‘hang up’, mid. ‘haften an’, ‘be attached to’ 

(tr/itr) (m/a/-) 
Prs VIII (m) —;-,-, lä$ksentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (a) (tr) —; la$käm-c,-,- Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv III (a) -; pla$so-ne 
It is likely that the Prs VIII form belongs to the antigrundverb and that its 
intransitive valency is due to the middle voice. The 1.pl. Sub la$käm-c is 
attested in PK AS 18A b 3; see below. The 2.pl. “Ipv I” pla$so-ne “mit kaus. 
Bedeutung” listed in TEB I, 235, § 423 without ref. is an s-imperative of Class 
III, and the form is attested in THT 1507 a 3: SarkameM pla$so-ne: “let him 
dangle from the back (?)”. 
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KAUSATIVUM II ‘(herab)hängen lassen’, ‘let dangle’ (tr) (—) 
Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lä$käskemane (MQ)/la$kaskemane (MQ) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
= Alä$k- ‘hängen’, ‘dangle’ (itr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs I (a+) -,-, lä$kä1;-,-, lä$kiñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lä$kmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ANTIGRUNDVERB + KAUSATIVUM II ‘hängen lassen’, ‘let dangle’ (tr) (a/a/-) 
Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, lä$kseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (a) — Opt lä$ñim,-,-;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt lyalyä$ku 
Pt III in 
PPt lalä$kunt 
Ipv — 

Judging by the context, it is likely that TA lalku in A 12 b 5 also belongs to this 
root, because the form refers to the ears of a lion, cf. the translation by Sieg, 
Übers. I, 16 “die Ohren (...) ließ er ein wenig herabhängen”. TG, 464, s.v. lä$k- 
proposes that TA lalku stands for *lal$ku and is a metrically shortened form 
of the PPt TA lalä$ku from Pt III (otherwise also attested in A 378, 2). To be 
sure, the grapheme ($) is, as far as I see, never attested as second member of 
an ak1ara, so that the unusual sequence l$k may simply have been unwritable 
(although I can see no reason why such an ak1ara should not have been 
created). For other instances of (*)R/WäNC- > -R/WNC- in (mostly metrical 
texts of) Tocharian A, see TG, 97f. On the other hand, it cannot be excluded 
that we are dealing with a PPt of a Pt III from a root TA *läk- ‘lie’, which quite 
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possibly may have denoted ‘make (the ears) lie (flat)’ (cf. ModHG Ohren 
anlegen); see s.v. lyäk- ‘lie’. 
SEM. The m-Part lä$kamane has intransitive meaning in H 149.add 13 b 2: 
lä$kamane ma lkatsi nta //// “hanging down [were the breasts of the women] 
which no man should [be allowed to] see” (Broomhead I, 126ff.), cf. also the 
mo-derivative lä$kamñane päscane “hanging breasts” in PK NS 102 b 3, as 
cited by Broomhead I, 128 and Hilmarsson, 1989, 98. As for the finite forms of 
the antigrundverb, while the middle is clearly intransitive (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 
297), la$käm-c in PK AS 18A b 3 has transitive valency: kampal ma päst 
kalatar matsisa kauc la$käm-c “bringst du das Gewand [den Mantel] nicht 
zurück [wieder], werden wir dich am [beim] Haupthaar aufhängen” (see 
Thomas, 1979a, 239, 244f., and 248), and the same holds for the Ipv III. It is 
therefore likely that we are dealing with a triple root consisting of grundverb-
antigrundverb-kausativum as suggested by TEB II, 135, and that lä$ksenträ in 
H 149.add 118 a 1 construed with the allative (okos wnolmi lä$ks[e]nträ “the 
beings hang on to success”; Broomhead I, 233f.) shows anticausative semantics 
simply because of the middle voice. For the allative construction met there, 
see also Carling, 2000, 74ff. In TA, the two attested finite active forms of the 
grundverb are construed with the allative and thereby intransitive (see 
Carling, 2000, 74f.; the second attestation of an active form in A 187 a 5 is 
without much context). In contrast, the Prs VIII TA lä$kseñc in A 58 b 1 is 
transitive: lä$kseñc haräs wrok “Perlenketten lassen sie herabhängen” (Sieg, 
Übers. II, 10). ETYM. Maybe to be derived from PIE *Çleng ‘move’; see Adams, 
DoT, 551. 
 
lä-n-t- ‘hinausgehen’, ‘go out, emerge’ (itr) (a+/a/a)  

Prs Xa (a+) lnaskau,-, lna11äM; lnaskem,-, lnaskeM  
Imp -,-, lna11i-ne;-,-, länna1yeM 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lnaskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub ? (a) lannu, lant, laM;-,-, laM Opt läññam (sic), lyñit (MQ), laññi; 

-,-, laññeM 
Ger II lalyai Abstr II lalñe Priv — 
Inf lantsi 

 Pt VI (a) latau, lac, lac/lais (S)/las/läco (MQ)/läca-ne;-, latso, lateM; 
-,-, ltais  

 PPt ltu| ltuwe1 
 Ipv VI/VII (a) -; platstso 
The 3.pl. Imp länna1yeM is attested in PK AS 17J a 5 (Pinault, 1994, 115), the 
1.sg. Sub lannu and the Ger II lalyai in PK AS 17D a 2 and a 4 (Pinault, 1994, 
127ff.), and the 3.sg. Opt laññi in THT 1926 a 3. läññam in the small fragment 
H 149.153 a 2 is most likely a 1.sg. Opt just like following yamim (cf. 
Broomhead I, 277): //// ente läññam ostameM ma sal yamim //// “if I become 
a monk/nun (lit. leave the house) I would not make a sal” . Broomhead II, 233 
interprets sal as the tree name attested in 275 a 2 (< Skt. sala- ‘Shorea robusta’), 
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but I do not see much sense in this interpretation (one may toy with the idea 
that we have to do with homonymic Skt. sala- ‘fence, enclosure’ — actually, 
these two words may have the same origin, cf. EWAia, 631; the Sala tree was 
an important building material in Ancient India; see Syed, 1992, 559; for the 
iconography cf. Palidoni, 2007, 129ff.; D. Q. Adams points out to me (p.c.) that 
we may be dealing with Skt. sala- ‘house’ and with a word play: “I will leave 
[my] house but not make a house”). It cannot be decided whether the 3.pl. 
laññeM in the MQ text 391 b 6 (ono)lmi ostameM laññeM is subjunctive or 
optative, but for morphological reasons an optative is more likely (see below). 
The 2.sg. of the preterit is lac < *hlud-e-s, which is homonymous with the 
3.sg. lac < *hlud-e-t; the 2.sg. lac is attested with certainty in Qu 34.1 g 7 and 
d 3; see Pinault, 1994a, 213ff.; 2000a, 158. The alleged 2.sg. lät as listed in WTG, 
283 is due to an emendation of lä[c] in 224 a 2 (MQ) (certainly to be read läc; 
see Pinault, 1994, 194; Schmidt, 2000, 226; Pinault, 2001b, 165f.). Consequently, 
lat in 384 a 4 (S) is not a preterit, but a subjunctive. Lane, 1953, 491 correctly 
objected that one would expect a 2.sg. Sub of this root to come out as lant; 
however, that is, in my opinion, exactly the form we indeed have in this 
passage: instead of lat twe ostameM “you will become a monk” it has to be 
read lan<t> twe with the usual simplification of -tt- in sandhi (ligatures of (nt) 
and (tt) are indistinguishable in this manuscript). The 3.sg. Pt variants las and 
lais are often attested in documents of profane nature (see Couvreur, 1954, 90), 
and lais is also found in the eastern text 107 b 4; for the informal-style features 
involved, see Schmidt, 1986a, 638 and 642. The 3.sg. Pt läco is found in the MQ 
text THT 1248 b 2 (metrical): //// wärttoFca Laco ||//// “went to the forest”; 
the variant läca-ne is attested in PK NS 506 b 2 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.).  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘hinausgehen machen’, ‘let go out’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) —;-,-, läntäskeM-ne (Š, sic) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv III (m) plyatstsar-me (S, sic);- 
= Alä-n-t- ‘hinausgehen’, ‘go out, emerge’ (itr) (a+/a/a)  

Prs VIII (a+) läntsam,-, läntä1; läntsamäs,-, läntseñc/läMtse  
Imp -,-, länt1a-m;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part läntäsmaM/läntsamantap 
 Ger I länt1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf läntässi/läntassi 
Sub II (a) läñcam,-, läñcä1;-,-, läñceñc/läñce Opt läñcim,-, läñci1-äM;—  
 Ger II läñcäl Abstr II läñclune 
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Pt VI (a) lca,-, läc/lca-M;-,-, lcär 
PPt laltu/lalntu/lantu 
Ipv VI (a) pläc; pälcäs 

The restoration to a 1.sg. Opt TA lä(ñcim) in A 266 a 2 by TG, 465 is assured 
by an Old Turkish parallel version (see already Müller/Sieg, 1916, 402; in 
addition, there is now also the parallel version MaitrHami (XVI) 13 b 24 
available); the restoration to TA (lä)ñci1-äM in A 166 b 5 remains uncertain. 
SEM. The verb used together with ostmeM/TA wa1tä1 ‘from the house’ 
denotes ‘become a monk/nun’. As a verb of motion, it can be construed with 
an obliquus of direction (see Thomas, 1983, 18), but it is basically intransitive. 
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çhlewd ‘steigen, wachsen’ (2LIV, 248f.); lät- is 
the outcome of the zero grade by sound law (on lut- ‘remove’, see Adams, 
1978a, 447). For the subjunctive stems, see chap. Sub VII 22.2.3., fn. 3 and 
22.2.3.2. The present stems were clearly based on (previous stages of) the 
respective subjunctive stems. The forms outside the present and subjunctive 
stem are usually nasalless with the exception of the PPt variants TA 
lalntu/lantu. As for the preterit, see Pinault, 1994, 193f.; Widmer, 2001, 181ff., 
and chap. Pt VI. 
 
Alätk- e Alitk(- ‘remove’ 
 
läm(- ‘sitzen’, ‘sit’ (itr) (a/a/x) 

Prs V (a) — Imp -,-, lamoy;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -, lamat, lamaM; lamam,-, lamaM Opt -,-, lamoy;— 

Ger II lamalle Abstr II lamälñe (MQ)/lamalñe Priv — 
Inf lamatsi 

 Pt I (x) -, lyamasta (MQ), lyama;-,-, lymare [|-,-, lmate;—] 
 PPt lmau| lmo1 
 Ipv I (a) plama; plamas-ñ (Š)/lämas (S) 
The present stem is usually suppleted by 1äm- ‘sit’, but, nevertheless, lamoy in 
PK AS 16.3 b 6 can only be imperfect, and not optative (see Pinault, 1989a, 
189). TochSprR(B) further restores a 1.sg. Opt la(moym) in 580 a 3. The Abstr 
lamalñ[e] is attested in the small fragment THT 1539 frg. g a 1 (Schmidt, 2006, 
461). The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. The 2.sg. Pt lyamasta is 
found in 344 frg. 6. The only middle form, 3.sg.mid. Pt lmate is attested in the 
monastery record PK Cp 32, 4 (Pinault, 1984a): sa$kram wtetse lmate “le 
monastère s’est assis de nouveau” (Pinault, 1984a, 26); “le monastère ... s’est de 
nouveau installé” (Pinault, 1984a, 31); “became set up” (Adams, 2DoT, s.v. 
1äm-). Hence, lmate does not have stative meaning, and therefore 
semantically rather belongs with the kausativum paradigm, which is 
reminiscent of the behavior of the two middle Ipv I forms karsar and prutkar, 
and of that of the middle forms from ABpyutk- as well; see chap. Voice 5.2.2.1. 
[läma]s in the difficult passage 331 a 5 can be either preterit or imperative (the 
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ak1aras may be damaged, but another reading is, nevertheless, excluded, and 
a form of this root is also supported by the Old Turkish gloss olgortmiš ärsär 
‘wenn gesetzt worden ist’, i.e., “wenn man (einen Mönch) sich aufzuhalten 
veranlaßt hat”; see Maue, 2009, 24), though Ipv is morphologically more likely, 
because the Pt is of Subclass 1 (omission of the imperative particle p- is 
attested once more in the same text, cf. Pinault, 2005, 496). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘setzen’, ‘zum Erliegen bringen’, ‘set’, ‘let subside’ (tr) (x/-/x) 

Prs IXb (x) -,-, lamä11äM;—|-,-, lamästär-ne;— Imp — 
 nt-Part lämä11eñcai (MQ) 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I lamä11alle (sic) Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

Pt I (m) -,-, lmate;— 
 Pt II (x) -,-, lyama;—|-,-, lyamate;— 
 PPt lyelyamo1 
 Ipv — 
A 3.sg. Prs (or Sub) lamä11äM is attested in H add.149 112 b 4 (Broomhead I, 
51) and in IOL Toch 585 b 3 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.; both forms are without 
context), the Ger I lamä11alle in KVac 20 b 1f. (Schmidt, 1986, 53), and the PPt 
ly(e)lyamo1 in IOL Toch 753 b 3 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
= Aläm(- ‘sitzen’, ‘sit’ (itr) (-/a/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) lamam,-, lama1;— Opt lmim,-,-;—  
 Ger II lmalyaM Abstr II lmalune 
Pt I (a) lyma, lyma1t, lyäm/lyma-M;-,-, lamar 
PPt lmo 
Ipv I (a) -; pälmäs/plamäs (sic) 

A1äm- ‘sit’ provides the suppletive present stem. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘setzen’, ‘niedersitzen machen’, ‘set’, ‘make sit down’  

(tr) (m/x/x) 
Prs VIII (m) -,-, lmä1tär;— Imp —;-, läm1ac,- 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (x) -,-, lma1tär;-,-, lmasaMntär Opt -,-, lma1i1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (x) -,-, lyalyma-M;—|-,-, lyalymat;— 
PPt lyalymu 
Ipv IV (m) -; pälma1ar 
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TG, 475 proposed to read a 3.sg. Prs TA lmä1 in A 295 a 3: trisul <l>mä1; but 
since the newly discovered parallel text YQ 36 beyond doubt has TA mä1, this 
word separation is now excluded (cf. Carling, 2000, 220, fn. 443). Similarly, the 
proposed restoration of a 3.sg.mid. Opt TA lma(1i)trä in A 261 b 4 by TG, 476 
is now also proven incorrect by the parallel text YQ 12 a 7 (cf. 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 124ff. and Pinault, 1999, 195); it has to be restored to 
3.pl. Sub TA lma(san)trä instead. TA lamä1 in A 5 b 1 further listed as 
probable form of this root by TG, 476 has to be emended to TA lapä1, 
according to Siegling apud Sieg, Übers. I, 8, fn. 8.  
SEM. The grundverb when used together with the obliquus (of locatival 
meaning) of ost/TA wa1t ‘house’ has the special meaning ‘stay at home’ = 
‘being a householder, not being a monk/nun’, and together with ompalskoññe 
‘meditation’ ‘sit in meditation’ (see Kölver, 1965, 112 and 2TochSprR(B), 221). 
The kausativum forms can usually be translated by unmarked ‘set’, but at 
least lämä11eñcai in 212 b 5 (MQ) should be rendered by ‘let subside’: 212 b 4f. 
klesanma11eM tekänma po lämä11eñcai “[o du, der du] die Klesa-Krankheiten 
völlig zum Erliegen bringst”; see Dietz, 1981, 111; similarly, YQ 19 b 5 
(sasä)lpurä1 spalmeM asana lmä1tär-m is best rendered as “having made them 
(enter) he makes them sit down on the seat of honor” (Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 
193). ETYM. Usually connected with PIE *ÇlembH ‘schlaff herabhängen’ (2LIV, 
411 with ref.), but this is hardly likely. Maybe rather a cognate of Gk. nwlem»j 
‘restless’ and derived from a PIE root *Ç@lemH ‘± rest’. 
 
lik(- ‘(ab)waschen’, ‘wash’ (tr) (m/m/m) 

Prs VI (m) -,-, laikanatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) — Opt —;-,-, laikontär-ñ 

Ger II — Abstr II laikalñe Priv — 
Inf laikatsi/laikasi (M) 

 Pt I (m) -,-, laikate;-,-, laikante 
 PPt lalaikau| in lalaikarmeM 
 Ipv — 
The reading l[ai]kanaträ in H 150.110 b 4 is certain, cf. Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL 
Toch 262. Sieg, 1955, 82 proposed to read and restore a Ger I [l](ai)[kana]ll(e) 
in Fill. M 3 b 1 (instead of [sono]päll(e) which is what Filliozat read), but 
according to Schmidt, 1974, 77, fn. 1, this reading cannot be supported by the 
visible traces of the ak1aras in question. Beside laikasi in 324 b 5 (M), the 
regular Inf laikatsi is attested in IOL Toch 723 b 2 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
KAUSATIVUM III act. ‘jd. waschen’, ‘wash sb.’, mid. ‘waschen’, ‘wash’ (tr) (x/-/-) 

Prs VIII (x) -,-, lik1an-me;—|-,-, lyik1tär/lik1tär;—  
Imp —;-,-, lik1yen-ne|-,-, lik1itär;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I lyik1alle Abstr I — 
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Sub — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
In PK NS 111 we have the variants 3.sg.mid. Prs lyik1tär (b 1) and lik1tär (a 3) 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.).  
= Alika- ‘(ab)waschen’, ‘wash’ (tr) (-/a/-)  

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf liktsi/lyiktsi 
Sub V (a) -,-, leka1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt laleku 
Ipv — 

SEM. The TB grundverb can be construed with obliquus (objects are, e.g., ‘face’, 
‘hands’) and it is therefore basically transitive, although it can also be used 
absolutely without object. Adams, DoT, 553 took the kausativum to have the 
meaning “(active and passive) ‘wash’ [object: another person]’’, but this only 
holds for the active forms. Of the two middle attestations of the kausativum, 
one is direct-reflexive (A(Ud.) 1 a 6), the other is a gloss on Skt. nirdhuyate 
and is interpreted as a passive by Schmidt, 1974, 235 (M 158.1 a 4, edited in 
SHT 7, 1738). According to Winter, 2003a, 119 = 2005, 540, the exact meaning 
of the verbal root is “rubbing or another cleansing activity”. ETYM. To be 
derived from PIE *ÇwleyK ‘befeuchten’ (2LIV, 696f.); see Hackstein, 1995, 122f. 
(and apud Bock, 2008, 285) with counterarguments against the alternative 
etymology by Schmidt, 1987a, 296f; Adams, DoT, 554. 
 
lita- ‘herunterfallen, herausfallen, sich abwenden, verlassen’, ‘fall (down, off),  

abandon, move away’ (itr) (m/a/a) 
Prs IV (m) -,-, laitotär;-,-, laitontär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part laitomane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) —;-,-, laitaM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II laitalñe Priv alaitacci 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, lita;— 
 PPt litau 
 PPt lalaitau| lalaita1 
 Ipv — 
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The 3.sg. Prs laitotär is attested in an unpublished Berlin text, according to 
Schmidt, 1974, 39 with fn. 2 (without ref.), which can now be identified as 
THT 1470 b 1 (without context); the same form laitoträ is also found in IOL 
Toch 524 a 3 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). The Priv alaitacci ‘not falling down’ is, 
according to Couvreur, 1954, 82, attested in FK 1205 (= PK NS 56) b 1 (ed. by 
Van Windekens, 1940 with an incorrect word separation). The existence of a 
full-vowel preterit laita as listed in the manuals for H 149.add 28 b 5 is 
uncertain; see WTG, 285, where Krause speculates about reading a subjunctive 
form laitaM instead. Such a full-vowel subjunctive (3.sg. or 3.pl.) is now 
attested in the small fragment THT 1275 b 1: //// (sa)sayormeM laitaM su //// 
“having lived (s)he/they fall(s). The ...”. As for H 149.add 28 b 5, Broomhead I, 
177f. indeed emends a 3.pl. Sub laitaM, which makes the best sense in this 
passage: (ono)[l(m)eMtsa] laita<M> ñäkcye sai11emeM “they will fall from the 
divine world into [the world] of the beings (?)” (cf. Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 
136; there is no trace of an anusvara on the manuscript). TochSprR(B), 
glossary, 165 and WTG, 283 claim a Ger lyitalle belongs to a causative (with 
non-kausativum morphology!) (‘herabfallen lassen’) of this root, but we may 
have to do with a different root here, for which see s.v. lyi(n)a- ‘± place’. On 
the other hand, the two other forms said to belong to such a causative by 
TochSprR(B) and WTG, i.e., the 3.sg. Pt lita and the PPt litau, are intransitive: 
282 b 7 te 1armtsa lita su hetubalike bhavaggrä postäññe yai “for this reason, 
Hetubalike fell and achieved the highest sphere of existence (= bhavagra)”; 
the PPt litau in H 149 add.13 b 3 has the meaning ‘slipped off (of a garment)’ 
(Broomhead I, 126f.); litale in Fill. W 42 a 6 is also unclear. The reduplicated 
PPt is attested more often than the unreduplicated one (also in SHT 7, 1704, 
for which see Schmidt, 1990, 476f.; 1994b, 270f.; 2000, 233f.) and it seems to 
have a similar meaning, cf. 333 a 5f. (Parajika): ma lalalu ma 1pä sakets so+ 
lalaitau 1amañemeM mäsketär “One who has shown no effort, and one who is 
not a son of the Sakyas, he has fallen from monkhood”. We are dealing with a 
PPt variant from an a-preterit stem with full vowel in the root, i.e., Subclass 5, 
which is actually to be expected beside a full-vowel subjunctive stem. It has to 
be pointed out that TA has basically the same ablaut variation, i.e., full vowel 
in the present/subjunctive vs. vowel *ä in the preterit, and full vowel in the 
PPt presupposing a preterit stem *leta-. 
= Alit(- ‘herunterfallen, herausfallen, sich abwenden, verlassen’, ‘fall (down, 

off), abandon, move away’ (itr) (m/x/a)  
Prs III (m) —;-,-, litantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf litatsi 
Sub V (x) -,-, leta1;—| -,-, letatär;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II litalune/letlune 
Pt I (a) -,-, lit;— 
PPt laletu 
Ipv — 
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The 3.sg.mid. Sub TA letatär is attested in YQ 11 b 4. TA lit and TA leta1 are 
considered as uncertain forms by TG, 465. Whereas the existence of TA leta1 
in the small fragment A 408 a 2 indeed remains uncertain (although the 
morphological analysis is impeccable), 3.sg. Pt TA lit in A 110 a 4 belongs here 
with some plausibility (“the shyness fell off”). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB/KAUSATIVUM I ‘± herunterfallen lassen’, ‘± let fall down’  

(tr) (a/-/-) 
Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, letseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The form is restored in A 138 b 5 by TG, 467 (s.v. let): yokas letse(–)@ “they let 
fall down the hairs (?)” — on the other hand, judging by the TB plural yakwa 
‘hair’, one should rather expect a different plural formation for the word for 
‘hair’ in TA, but the alternative ‘colors’ does not make much sense here; the 
passage is without further context.  
SEM. In both languages the verb has the meaning ‘fall down, fall off’ in a 
concrete sense (e.g., from a throne in 5 a 4; from heaven in A 58 a 6), and in a 
figurative sense (‘abandon monkhood’); in this figurative sense the meaning 
may lack the connotation of a downward movement, e.g., when used to 
describe the movement into a higher sphere of existence (as in H 149 add.13 b 
3), or moving away from one of the forms of existence (e.g., also from hell). 
Only in this sense the verb is equivalent to Skt. Çcyu ‘go away’, cf. K 7 a 1f.: 
(nr)[ai]ytam[eM] laitaM ~ Skt. narakac cyuto “von den Höllen (ge)fallen”; see 
Sieg, 1938, 29 with fn. 1. On the semantics, see also Melchert, 1978, 110, who in 
addition posits the meaning ‘pass (away)’. ETYM. The manuals (WTG, 283, 285; 
TEB II, 235f.; Adams, DoT, 554, 561) usually separate lit- and lait-, which is no 
doubt a more correct solution with respect to diachrony, but since PT *läyta- 
supplies the finite preterit forms for PT *lyata- in both languages, I thought it 
appropriate to subsume the two stems under one single entry. Similarly, 
Schmidt, 1974, 39, fn. 1; Melchert, 1978, 110; and Pinault, 1994, 126f. The root is 
usually derived from PIE *Çleyt ‘(weg)gehen’ (2LIV, 410), cf. Melchert, 1978, 
110 (“*leit(h)-”) and Hackstein, 2002, 9 with ref. and fn. 23 (Hackstein 
explicitly argues for a PIE se/ root *ÇleitH). In the terms of Tocharian, 
however, the concrete meaning ‘fall down from something’ is better to be 
taken as the original one, whereas the meaning ‘go way, part with, abandon’ 
can easily be interpreted as a secondary one. As per Adams, DoT, 561, the 
stem PT *layta- will have started out as a denominative formation. 
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litk(?- ‘entfernen’, ‘remove’ (tr) (a/a/a) 
Prs IXb (a) — Imp -,-, lyitkä11i;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) -,-, lyecciM (sic);-,-, lyaitkeM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) —;-,-, laitkär (MQ) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs lyitkä11aM listed in TEB I, 214, § 383,3 is probably only 
reconstructed. The 3.sg. Sub lyecciM is found in KVac 20 b 4 (for †lyaiccäM, 
see Schmidt, 1986, 138), so the Sub stem is clearly thematic. The 3.pl. Pt laitkär 
is found in H 149.add 122 a 2, a text with MQ character. The PPt litku is 
somewhat controversial. The form is a hapax in 587 a 5: pilko litku is 
generally translated as “averted gaze”; WTG, 283 translates rather freely 
“leidenschaftslos”. On his part, Couvreur, 1954, 87 doubts that we have to do 
with a PPt of this root at all, arguing one would expect *litkau, i.e., a PPt to an 
intransitive grundverb. Saito, 2006, 183f. analyzes litku as Pt III PPt of the 
plätku- type (see chap. PPt 14.1.1.). Note that the TA grundverb also seems to 
have transitive valency. 
= Alitk(- ‘entfernen’, ‘remove’ (tr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II litkalune 
Pt I (a) litka-M,-,-;— 
PPt litko/ in lätkorä1 
Ipv — 

For morphological reasons, one should rather expect an intransitive stem, but 
the sole finite attestation is transitive: YQ 41 a 6 (oktuk o)kät pi klesa1iM wars 
tmäkyok santanä1 litkaM “Ebenso habe ich den Schmutz der 88 klesas aus 
(ihrem) (Bewußtseins)strom entfernt”; see Wilkens, 2008, 424 with ref. to the 
Old Turkish parallel. 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘entfernen’, ‘remove’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
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Pt II in 
PPt lyalyitku 
Ipv — 

SEM. According to Couvreur, 1956, 69, TA litk(- has the meaning ‘tilgen, 
herabsinken, niedergeschlagen sein’. According to Melchert, 1978, 111, the 
difference in meaning between this root and lita- ‘fall off’ is “one of active 
participation of the subject”. ETYM. According to Melchert, 1978, 111, we are 
dealing with a *-ske/o- present *lit-ske/o- from the same root as to be seen in 
lita- ‘fall off’; see most recently Hackstein, 2002, 8f. (who sets up a form with 
laryngeal *H *litH-ske/o-). For the TA variant lätk-, see Melchert, 1978, 120 
and s.v. rätka?- ‘(a)rise’. 
 
lipa- ‘übrigbleiben’, ‘remain, be left over’ (itr) (m/m/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, lipetär/lyipetär;-,-, lyipentär Imp -,-, lipitär-ne;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, lipatär;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf lipatsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, lipa/lyipa;-,-, lyipare 
 PPt lipo1 
 Ipv — 
The palatalized initial of the 3.pl.mid. Prs is certain: in 590 a 8 (MQ) the upper 
part of the ak1ara ly(i) is clearly readable (not in WTG), in line a 5 the lower 
part of the ak1ara [ly]i is almost lost, but traces of the y still remain. A 
similarly palatalized 3.sg.mid. Prs variant lyipetär is now found in the small 
fragment THT 1227 b 1: • ma lyi((pe))tRa yolai //// ((pe) is added under the 
line by another hand), and a palatalized 3.sg.act. Pt variant l[y]ipa in H 
add.149 88 b 9 (see Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 214 contra Broomhead I, 250); 
the 3.pl.act. Pt lyipare is attested in PK LC XXXVI, 4 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). A PPt lipo(1) can be restored in H 150.117 a 5.  
= Alip(- ‘übrigbleiben’, ‘remain, be left over’ (itr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, lipa-ci;-,-, lepar 
PPt lipo/lyipo 
Ipv — 
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ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘übriglassen; verlassen’, ‘leave (behind)’ (tr) (-/a/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (a) -, lipñät,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -,-, lyepäs;— 
PPt lyalypu| †lyalyipu in lyalyipurä1 
Ipv — 

Lexicalized PPt TA lyalypu ‘karma’ probably shows the lautgesetzlich result 
of pre-PT *-lip-, whereas the Abs TA lyalyipurä1 ‘having left behind’ has -lyip- 
from pre-PT -leyp-; a bit differently Kim, 2006, 133 and 2007b, 90 with fn. 46. It 
is possible that the latter PPt synchronically rather belongs to an (unattested) 
Pt II stem from a Kaus. II paradigm; see chap. Pt III 9.1.6.2. 
ETYM. From PIE *Çleyp ‘kleben bleiben’ (2LIV, 408); Adams, DoT, 555; see also 
Pinault, 2001a, 254ff. 
 
liy(?- ‘± abwischen, reinigen’, ‘± wipe away, cleanse’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs IXa (m) -,-, lyyastär-ne;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt leleyu 
 Ipv — 
The alleged Pt lyyasa in 107 b 4 is not a verbal form of this root (thus, e.g., 
WTG, 285), but a nominal form denoting ‘limbs’ evidently from a completely 
different root, as first recognized by Winter, 2003a, 117f. = 2005, 538f. on the 
evidence of a second attestation in PK NS 53 a 4; this view can now also be 
supported by the Sanskrit parallel version of 107; see Schmidt, 2008a, 326f. 
and Pinault, 2008, 147f. As for the Prs lyyastärne, Adams, DoT, 553 suspected 
that this is a spelling for *lyyastärne, but the small fragment H 150.110 a 4 
does not show any MQ features; therefore, this is rather a Prs IX form in 
which original stem-final PT *-a- was replaced by *-ä-. As for the PPt leleyu 
found in 33 a 3, TochSprR(B), glossary, 166 and WTG, 285 assign this form to a 
root ley- ‘abziehen, loslassen’ for which there is no other evidence, so it is best 
taken as a PPt from this root, as per Adams, DoT, 553. The problem with this 
form is then that it clearly looks like a PPt to a Pt III, whereas the Prs IX form 
of Tocharian B seen together with the TA evidence would have rather 
suggested the existence of a Pt I †lyiya. For this reason, both Adams, l.c., and 
Peters, 2006, 346 wanted the -ey- of this form to have replaced a more original 
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*-ìy- (the latter explicitly assuming a sound change “leleyu < *læliy°”), but 
note that the absence of palatalization militates strongly against such an 
explanation: even granted that -ey- could indeed be some kind of substitute 
for *-ìy-, one ought to have expected †lyelyeyu. 
= Alya- ‘abwischen (Tränen)’, ‘fegen’, ‘wipe away (tears)’, ‘sweep’ (tr) (x/-/-)  

Prs VIII (x) —;-,-, lyaseñc|-,-, lya1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lyasmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II lyalune 
Pt I/III in 
PPt in lyalyorä1 
Ipv — 

SEM. The TB present form is attested without much context in H 150.110 a 3: 
//// (e)ntwe lyyas[tä]rne • (Broomhead I, 267). The meaning ‘wipe away’ is 
set up on the evidence of TA, and a meaning ‘cleanse’ would also fit the TB 
PPt in 33 a 3, as per Adams, DoT, 553. The TA forms have mostly ‘tears’ as 
object (A 70 a 1; A 99 b 1; A 108 b 3; A 109 b 2; A 170 a 4; A 297 a 1), once 
‘blood’ (A 10 b 6), twice ‘the ground’ (A 148 b 6; A 266 a 6), so that TG, 467 
deduced a meaning ‘fegen’ (‘sweep’). The middle is (transitive-)reflexive (A 
108 b 3 “wipes away her tears”). ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 553 (cf. 
Adams, 1988a, 67), “AB li-a- reflect PTch *li-a- from PIE *leiƒ(-eha)-, otherwise 
seen only in Sanskrit liyate ‘disappear, vanish’”. As a matter of fact, the TA 
evidence (at least the Prs VIII by its preservation of final -a- and also the PPt) 
seems to imply PT *l(’)ya-, and the TB evidence PT *l(’)äya-, which is 
reminiscent of the situation found with the roots twa-/twas(- ‘shine’/ Atwa-/ 
Atwas(- ‘burn’ and suwa-/swas(-/ Asuw(-/Aswas(- ‘rain’. With respect to the 
PPt leleyu it is probably the best strategy to assume that we are dealing here 
with one of the few roots that preserved distinct traces of both an aorist (PIE 
*liH-t > PT *l(’)äya) and an active perfect (PIE *le-loyH-e > PT *læy-ä-sa) still in 
historical times; at least one other such root seems to be mit(- ‘set out, go, 
come’ (see s.v.).  
 
lu?- ‘(ab)reiben’, ‘rub (off)’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, lyawa-ne;— 
 PPt in lyelyuwormeM  
 Ipv— 
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The manuals set up this root as lyu-. However, judging by TA, the root has 
rather to be set up as lu- (probably A-characterless in contrast to lua- ‘send’), 
the palatalization in the preterit and the PPt (which actually provide all of the 
attestations of this root in TB) being due to the special kind of preterit stem 
formation, i.e., that of Subclass 7. TochSprR(B), followed by WTG, 285, 
restores a 3.sg. Prs ly(u)weträ in 514 b 4, but according to Couvreur, 1954, 83, 
one has rather to restore ly(e)weträ ‘sends’. The form is without context, and 
the original manuscript, which may give a clue to the correct restoration, is 
lost, so the question cannot be decided. TochSprR(B) further proposes to 
restore (lya)[wa]re in 340 a 6.  
= Alu?- ‘(ab)reiben’, ‘rub (off)’ (tr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv I (m) pälwar;— 

According to Schmidt, 1974, 45f., fn. 7, the Ipv TA pälwar in A 433 a 8 belongs 
here judging by the Tibetan parallel version. ETYM. Maybe from the PIE root 
set up as *Çlew@ ‘waschen’ (2LIV, 418 without Toch.). 
 
lua- ‘senden’, ‘send’ (tr) (m/a/a) 

Prs III (m) lyewemar,-, lyewetär;-,-, lyewentär  
Imp -, lyewitär (sic), lyewitär;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lyewemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, lawäM (MQ, sic);— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) lywawa, lywasta/lyuwasta (MQ), lyuwa;— 
 PPt lypauwa (sic)| lwo1/lypa1 (sic) 
 Ipv I (a) plawa; pluwas 
The 1.sg.mid. Prs lyewemar is attested in PK LC XXVI, 3 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.); the 3.sg.mid. Prs lyewetär also in LP 3 
a 3 and in PK AS 17D a 3 (Pinault, 1994, 128), and, according to Couvreur, 
1954, 83, ly(e)wetär is further to be restored in 514 b 4 (contra WTG and 
TochSprR(B); see above s.v. lu?- ‘rub’). The 3.sg.mid. Imp lyewitär is found in 
PK AS 16.3 b 6 (Pinault, 1989a, 157). lawä<M> (sic! not lawaM as listed in 
WTG, 284) in the small fragment 316 a 2 is a 3.sg. Sub from this root (as is 
proven by the Skt. parallel Ni#sPat 10), for the weakening of -aM to -äM and 
the omission of M, see chap. Sub I/V 18.2.1. On the PPts lypauwa (in 591 a 3 
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from Sängim) and lypa1 (in the letter 492 a 3), see Peyrot, 2008, 88 and 150f. 
The 2.pl.act. Ipv pluwas can be found in PK LC X, 6 (see Pinault, 2008, 381). 
= Alua- ‘senden’, ‘send’ (tr) (-/a/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) lawam, lawat,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II lwal Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) lywa, lywa1t, lyu/lywa-M;-,-, lawar 
PPt lwo 
Ipv I (a) -; plos 

The authors of TG, 466 proposed to restore a 1.pl. Prs from this root in A 349 a 
2: was wil lun(amäs), and Sieg/Siegling were undoubtedly led to this 
suggestion by the fact that TA wil, the meaning of which is unknown, also co-
occurs with TA lawat-äM in A 108 a 5 (they were finally followed by Schmidt, 
1974, 45 with fn. 6). Although TB has a present of Class III and not one of 
Class VI, Prs VI in TA would not be unlikely, because the TB paradigm is, in 
fact, irregular (see chap. Prs III/IV). The 3.pl. Pt lawar (“frg.”) can be found on 
the small fragment THT 1410 frg. k b 3 (M. Peyrot, p.c.; Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
The Ipv TA pälwar in A 433 a 8 does not belong to this root, but to Alu?- ‘rub 
off’; see Schmidt, 1974, 45f., fn. 7. SEM. The verb is always transitive, that is 
even the TB present of Class III; see chap. Prs III/IV 26.2.1. ETYM. To be 
derived from PIE *ÇlewH ‘abschneiden, lösen’ (2LIV, 417; Adams, DoT, 555f.). 
For the formation of the lengthened-grade Prs III, see chap. Prs III/IV 26.5.3. 
 
luk(- ‘(auf)leuchten, hell werden’, ‘light up, be illuminated’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, lyuketär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf lukatsi (sic) 

 Pt I (a) -,-, lyuka-me;— 
 PPt in lalaukarne 
 Ipv — 
The Inf lukatsi is arguably attested in PK Cp 40 b 5 (Pinault, 1994b, 102), so the 
subjunctive has persistent initial accent. The verbal noun lalaukarne belongs 
to a PPt of a Pt I with a 3.sg.act. †lauka. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB act./mid. ‘erleuchten’, ‘illuminate’, mid. ‘light up, be  

illuminated’ (tr/itr) (x/m/x) 
Prs VIII (x) -,-, luk1äM;-,-, lukseM |-, luk1tar,-;-,-, luksentär  

Imp -,-, luk1i;— 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part luksemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (m) -,-, lyustär;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II lyusilñe Priv — 
Inf lyussi 

 Pt III (x) -,-, lyauksa/ly8ksa;-,-, lyaukar| 
-,-, lauksate (MQ); lyuksamnte,-,- 

 PPt lyelyuku| lyelyuko1 
 Ipv — 
The (transitive) 3.sg.mid. Sub lyustär is attested in PK AS 16.6A a 2 (see 
Couvreur, 1954, 86 and Schmidt, apud Hackstein, 1995, 124, with fn. 47); the 
3.pl. Prs lukseM listed in TEB I, 175, § 298,2, without ref. may be attested in 
THT 1455 a 3: //// swañcai (sic) lukseM //// (for swañcaiñ (?): “the rays 
illuminate”). The meaning of the isolated m-Part luksemane in 619 a 4 is 
unclear. The 3.sg. Pt variant ly8ksa is found in THT 1179 frg. a b 4, the 3.pl. Pt 
lyaukar in PK NS 34 b 1 (Pinault, 1988a, 188), the 1.pl.mid. Pt III lyuksamnte in 
PK AS 14B a 5 (Couvreur, 1954, 90; on the ending, see Peyrot, 2008, 158), and 
the 3.sg. Pt lauksate in St. 42.2.1 (= IOL Toch 285), a text with MQ character 
and archaic ductus. The middle PT forms seem to be intransitive; see below. 
According to Couvreur, 1961a, 101, an Abstr ly1silñesa ‘by brilliance’ is 
reflected by the form lšylyn’sh in Manichean script found in Man.Bil. 17 (= U 
100, v. 3; see most recently Pinault, 2008a, 99). The PPt lyelyuko1 is attested in 
514 a 6.  
= Aluk- ‘(auf)leuchten, hell werden’, ‘light up, be illuminated’ (itr) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part  
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt 0 (m) -,-, lyokät;-,-, lyokänt 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ANTIGRUNDVERB + KAUSATIVUM II ‘erleuchten’, ‘illuminate’ (tr) (a/-/a) 
Prs VIII (a) -,-, l1kä1/l1ku1;-,-, lukseñc-äM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part luksamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -,-, lyokäs;— 
Pt II (a) -,-, lyalyuk;— 
PPt lyalyku/*lyalyuku in lyalyukurä1 
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Ipv — 
Schmidt, 1999b, 281 and 283 correctly pointed out that TA lyalyuk=wa1tu in 
YQ 2 a 6 does not attest to a PPt TA lyalyuku, but to a 3.sg. Pt II TA lyalyuk. 
However, a PPt variant TA *lyalyuku is nonetheless presupposed by the Abs 
TA lyalyukurä1 in YQ 3 a 2; see chap. PPt 14.1.2. TA lyalyku seems to show 
loss of the root radical *-w-, and so do possibly also the TA Prs VIII forms 
3kä1, 3ku1. 
SEM. The middle forms from this root show a quite remarkable behavior. As a 
rule, in Tocharian middle forms from any given stem that are used 
intransitively in anticausative function do not get used simultaneously in 
other functions typical of a Tocharian middle; there are only very few 
exceptions to this rule and this root ranks among them; see chap. Voice 5.2.3. 
(another root showing such rare behavior is mänt(- ‘stir, destroy’, see s.v.). 
The middle Pt lauksate in St. 42.2.1 b 1 is certainly intransitive, i.e., 
anticausative as well, the 1.pl.mid. Pt lyuksamnte can also be taken for a 
passive (see Hackstein, 1995, 124). The non-finite TA luksamaM has probably 
also intransitive meaning; see Hackstein, 1995, 126. ETYM. From PIE *Çlewk 
‘aufleuchten, hell werden’ (2LIV, 418f.; see Hackstein, 1995, 126ff. in detail with 
ref. and Adams, DoT, 556). The TA root preterit and the TB/TA Pt III forms 
seem to go back to a preterit with Narten ablaut (see chap. Pt 0), and the Sub II 
to the thematic PIE root present (differently, Kim, 2007, 190 derives the latter 
from the PIE root aorist subjunctive). On deverbal nouns with preserved 
lautgesetzlich PT *läk(w)- from pre-PT *luk-, see Kim, 2007b, 90 with ref. 
 
lut- act. ‘entfernen, vertreiben’, ‘remove, expel’, mid. ‘überschreiten’, ‘sich  

entfernen(von)’, ‘cross’, ‘go out (from), leave’ (tr/itr) (x/x/x) 
Prs IXa (x) lyutaskau,-, luta11äM;-,-, lyutasken-ne| 

-,-, lutastär;-,-, lutaskentär 
Imp — 

 nt-Part luta11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (x) —; lyutem-c, lyuccer,-|-,-, lyutätär (sic);—  

Opt -,-, lyuci-ne;— 
Ger II — Abstr II lyucalyñe Priv — 
Inf lyutsi 

Pt III (x) lyautwa,-, lyautsa-ñ;-, lautso (sic), lyautar|  
lyutsamai (MQ), lyutstsatai,-;-,-, lyutstsante 

 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The manuals refrain from determining the class of the subjunctive stem, but 
the newly attested Abstr II lyucalyñe in KVac 24 a 2 and the 2.pl. Sub lyuccer 
clearly point to Class II; see Schmidt, 1986, 56, 92 and 140 and Hackstein, 1995, 
244f. The 2.pl. Sub lyuccer is attested in PK AS 15C b 3 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 1.sg. Pt lyautwa in PK AS 13E a 2 
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(Couvreur, 1954, 89). The 3.sg.mid. lyutätär in 328 a 1 (S) is the equivalent of 
Skt. prakrami1yati, as per TochSprR(B); on the spelling, see chap. Sub II 19.1.2. 
= Alut- ‘entfernen’, ‘remove’ (tr) (a+/a/-)  

Prs VIII (a+) —;-,-, lutseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lutäsmaM 
 Ger I lut1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf lutässi 
Sub VII (a) lyutñam,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II/III in 
PPt lyalyutu 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Prs TA lutseñc is attested in PK NS 2 b (?) 3 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; also listed by Couvreur, 1956, 97f. without 
exact signature). The Sub TA lyutñam is found in YQ 16 a 6. TG, 466 doubted 
whether one can indeed restore a PPt TA lyalyu(tu) in A 76 b 2 and a TA 
lya(ly4)t(u) in A 312 b 7, but these restorations were accepted again by Sieg, 
Übers. II, 28 fn. 6, and TEB II, 29, fn. 8. Judging by the averbo, one would 
expect a Pt III stem, but the PPt makes one suspect that the Pt III had been 
replaced by a Pt II stem; see the discussion in chap. Pt III 9.1.6.2. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘entfernen lassen’, ‘let remove’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II luta1äl Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 124 and Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004, 362 read a Ger TA 
luna1äl in YQ 10 b 1 and translate: “He who selects for himself the 
householdership, he will be the one to cause confusion to the good ones”. 
Paleographically, the form can also be read as TA luta1äl, which would indeed 
be a form of the Sub IX to be expected for a corresponding kausativum 
paradigm, whereas TA luna1äl would be a morphologically odd form. 
However, the analysis as a form of the subjunctive stem is also somewhat 
problematic, because one would expect a Ger I in this passage, i.e., a form 
built from a present stem. 
SEM. The middle (only attested in TB) can be construed with an obliquus such 
as salyai ‘border of the country’, and in this case has the meaning ‘cross’; on 
the other hand, the middle can also be construed with an ablative and in this 
case it has the meaning ‘go out/away (from), leave’ (e.g., in 18 a 2), that is, 
shows the same intransitive meaning as lä-n-t- ‘go out’ (with which it is 
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related etymologically) and clearly functions as anticausative. In TA, the verb 
is usually found together with the noun TA mnu ‘considerations’, and this 
phrase has the meaning ‘get confused’ (cf. Hackstein, 1995, 243); the TA verb 
can also have the special notion ‘cancel (a debt)’; see Thomas, 1993, 208 with 
fn. 157. ETYM. From PIE *Çhlewd ‘steigen, wachsen’ (2LIV, 248f.; Hackstein, 
1995, 245ff.); the lautgesetzlich result of the zero-grade allomorph of this root 
is continued in the forms from the root lä-n-t- ‘go out’. lyaut- seems to go back 
to pre-PT *(h)lewd-, lyut- to pre-PT *(h)lewd-, whereas lut- may just owe its 
initial l- to analogical depalatalization of PT *l’äwt- from pre-PT *(h)lewd-. 
Note that the TB preterit with Narten ablaut cannot be traced back to a PIE 
aorist with such an ablaut for the fact that in PIE, the aorist from this root 
clearly has been rather (3.sg.) *hlud-e(t); on the other hand, PIE may have 
had a Narten present/imperfect stem from this root, but then the TB Sub II 
might suggest that pre-PT had rather inherited a thematic root present 
*hlewd-e/o- from PIE (according to Hackstein, 1995, 245f., the Sub II goes 
back to the subjunctive of the PIE root aorist and not to a present of the tršfw 
type, which would, of course, require that PIE subjunctives could turn into 
Tocharian subjunctives); so maybe it is best to assume that the preterit with 
the PT ablaut *l’æwt-/*l’äwt- started out as an inner-Tocharian innovation 
based on the analogical proportion pre-PT Prs *lewk-e/o- : Pt *lewk-/*lewk- = 
Prs *lewd-e/o- : x, x = Pt *lewd-/*lewd-. At any rate, inflectionally and 
semantically the paradigm from this root behaves like an antigrundverb to a 
grundverb lä-n-t- ‘go out’. 
 
Alutk(?- ‘make, turn into’ e klutk(- ‘turn, become’  
 
lup(- ‘(be)schmieren, beflecken’, ‘(hinein)werfen’, ‘rub, smear; besmirch, sully’, 

‘throw into’ (tr) (m/a/x) 
Prs VIII (m) -,-, lup1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I lup1alle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) laupau,-, laupaM;— Opt -,-, laupoy-ne;— 

Ger II — Abstr II lauwalñe Priv — 
Inf laupatsi 

 Pt I (x) —;-,-, laupare|-,-, laupate;— 
 PPt lalaupau 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Sub laupaM is attested in the small fragment THT 1629 frg. k b 2 (cf. 
Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). Instead of Inf lopatsi (thus, e.g., WTG, 285) one has to read 
the expected Inf laupatsi in Fill. W 34 b 3, as per Couvreur, 1954, 87. As for 
[lo]pate in 109 a 5 (thus WTG, 285), the ak1ara in question is damaged, so that 
one can similarly restore the form to [l](au)pate (as per TochSprR(B), s.v., fn. 
11). It is highly unlikely that lauw[tä] in 205 a 5 (MQ) is a 2.sg. Sub of this verb 
(cf. WTG, 127, § 123, fn. 4). The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. 
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Whether one can restore a PPt of Pt IV (lalaupä)11usa in 85 a 1 remains 
uncertain (see most recently Schmidt, 2001, 313 with fn. 66). 
= Alupa- ‘beflecken’, ‘besmirch’ (tr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II loplune 
Pt I in 
PPt lalupu 
Ipv — 

SEM. The verb has the concrete meaning ‘rub, smear’ (e.g., in Fill. W 31 b 3: 
asne lup1alle “has to be rubbed onto the head”), and the figurative meaning 
‘besmirch, sully’ (in 33 a 7: wrocce lup1tär nakimpa “he is sullied with a great 
fault”; TA sne loplune in A 217 b 6 being the equivalent of Skt. na lipta# 
‘unblemished’; on the passage, see Thomas, 1968a, 198f.). Once the verb is 
construed with the perlative, and in this case it seems to mean ‘± throw into’, 
as proposed by Sieg/Siegling in 31 b 1 = (32 a 4): ceM ksa yamtär appamat 
wrocce lup1tär nraisa “(wenn) diesen [= einen Arhat] einer verächtlich macht, 
wird er in die große Hölle geworfen” (see most recently Carling, 2000, 72; the 
sense intended here cannot simply be that the one offending becomes merely 
‘besmirched’, because according to Buddhist doctrine, insulting an Arhat leads 
inevitably to rebirth in hell). All clear middle forms seem to be passives. ETYM. 
According to Adams, DoT, 558, the root is to be derived from PIE *Ç(s)lewb 
‘gleiten, schlüpfen’ (2LIV, 567 without Toch.). 
 
TA let- e Alit(- ‘fall’ 
 
ley- ‘loslösen (?)’ e liy(?- ‘± wipe away’ 
 
lait- e lita- ‘fall’ 
 
Alotka- ‘turn’ e klautk(- ‘turn, become’ 
 
TA lop- e Alupa- ‘besmirch’ 
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LY 
 

lyäk- ‘liegen’, ‘lie (down)’ (itr) (a+/a/-) 
Prs II (a+) -,-, lyasäM;-,-, lyakeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part lykemane (MQ) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) lyakau,-,-;— Opt -,-, lyasi;— 

Ger II — Abstr II in lysalyñe11e Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
According to Winter, 1983, 324, lyakau in 345 a 4 is not a PPt (thus WTG, 285; 
TEB II, 237), but a 1.sg. Sub. Whether lyat in the fragmentary passage 606, 1 is 
a 2.sg. Sub of this stem remains unclear (this is doubted in WTG, 126, § 122, fn. 
2; similarly Pinault, 1989a, 164f., who interprets the form as a noun); in favor 
of subjunctive argues Winter, 1983, 324, who derives it from *l’äsät. lyakeM in 
516 b 2 that does not have a clear context is also ambiguous; formally, it can 
also be an obl.pl. of the otherwise attested noun lyake ‘?’. Isolated elykatte in 
the small fragment THT 1271 a 2 looks precisely like a privative based on a 
kausativum Sub V stem *lyäka-; alternatively, the form may belong with läk(- 
‘see’. 
Possibly the verb is also attested in TA (apart from the related noun TA lake 
‘resting place’ = leki ‘id.’), viz. by the PPt TA lalku in A 12 b 5, as is proposed 
by TG, 464. We would be dealing with a PPt formed to a (transitive) Pt III 
‘make lie (flat)’. On the other hand, the same form can also be analyzed as 
metrically shortened variant of a PPt of Alä$k- ‘hang, dangle’; see the 
discussion s.v. Alä$k-. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇleF ‘sich (hin)legen’ 
(2LIV, 398f.); Adams, DoT, 566. Ringe, 2000, 129f. derives the thematic 
subjunctive and present stem from the PIE root aorist subjunctive (for a 
possible *leF-ye/o-, see also Ringe, l.c., fn. 27). As a matter of fact, the 
intransitive active thematic root present of Tocharian has a perfect match in 
the Cypriot (Paphian) intransitive active thematic root imperfect kalecej 
transmitted in Hesychius and there glossed with katškeiso. 
 
lyi(n)a- ‘± plazieren’, ‘± place’ (?) (—) 

Prs V/VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I lyinalle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
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 Ipv — 
This Ger I is attested at least four times: in Fill. W 32 a 2; Fill. M 3 a 7, a 8, and 
b 1. Sieg, 1955, 82 read lyitalle; this lyitalle was interpreted as belonging to a 
causative paradigm (with non-kausativum morphology!) of the root lita- ‘fall’ 
by TochSprR(B), glossary, 165 and WTG, 283. In contrast, Filliozat, 1948, 76, 94 
and Couvreur, 1954, 91 read lyinalle. Adams, DoT, 554f. adopts the reading 
lyinalle and sets up a separate root li(n)- ‘± place’ correctly pointing out that 
this gerundive is transitive while the other forms said to belong to a causative 
paradigm of lita- by Krause are not. As for the reading, I rather agree with 
Filliozat and Couvreur. To be sure, there is in general no great difference 
between the signs (na) and (ta) in the Weber manuscript, but the slight 
difference that does exist enables us to state with some certainty that the form 
in W 32 a 2 indeed has to be read lyinalle. I would, on the other hand, not 
venture a guess as to which reading is the correct one in Fill. M. As for the 
semantics, Adams’ proposal ‘± place’ (of some nuance that eludes us) makes 
probably better sense than ‘let fall down’: Fill. M 3 a 7 t(aka) erkaune lyinalle 
is translated by Sieg, 1955, 82 “(wer aber den Wunsch hat, zwei Genossen in 
Streit zu lassen, soll zwei menschliche Skelette unter dem Namen dieser 
beiden siebenmal besprechen), [die Skelette] jedoch auf die Leichenstätte (?) 
fallen lassen” (Carling, 2000, 116f. correctly points out that the use of the 
locative singular in this passage is quite remarkable, because erkau 
‘graveyard’ is used in similar passages in the perlative or allative plural). The 
meaning of this passage has hence to be that both skeletons should be placed 
on one single grave (some kind of wooden platform, according to Hilmarsson, 
1991b, 149ff. and 152), so that ‘let fall down’ is obviously not a fitting 
translation. The other passages also go well with simple ‘place’: Fill. M 3 a 8 
sanatse twerene lyinalle saM nak1trä “it has to be placed on the door of the 
enemy, the enemy will be destroyed”; Fill. M 3 b 1 tverene lyinalle “has to be 
placed on the door”. The subject of the gerundive in Fill. M 3 a 8 is samñe ya1e 
‘needle of human (bones)” (cf. Filliozat, 1948, 102), in Fill. M 3 b 1 it is yarta1e 
ser(k) “string made of yart”  (reading and translation according to Sieg, 1955, 
82). The fourth attestation in Fill. W 32 a 2f. is without clear context (neither 
Filliozat nor Sieg, 1955, 76 translate the passage). Finally, litale (sic) in Fill. W 
42 a 6, which is also construed with the locative, should also be mentioned, 
because its usual interpretation of a Ger of lita- ‘fall’ meets the same problem 
of a different root ablaut: piyene litale “has to be ... in piya” (cf. Sieg, 1955, 78). 
In terms of morphology, a stem lyina- could be a Prs V from a root lyin- or a 
present VI from a root lyi-, and as per WTG, 71, § 75, fn. 4, lyin- from *l’äytn- is 
also possible, so that in the end a connection with lita- cannot be excluded at 
all. 
 
lyu- ‘rub’ e lu- ‘id.’ 

 
Alya- ‘wipe away’ e liy(?- ‘id.’ 
 
lyya- ‘wipe away’ e liy(?- ‘id.’ 
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W 
 

Awa$k- ‘chat’ e Awa$ka- ‘id.’ 
 
walaka- ‘stay, abide’ e walaka- ‘id.’ 
 

Awaly- ‘bedecken’, ‘cover’ (?) (—) 
Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part walyänt 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv —  

Clear hapax in A 292 a 7, a passage that deals with the 27th lak1aNa 
(attributes) of the Buddha: //// (1o)laraM poñcäM akmal1i mañ walyänt 
wär(ts knuMts käntu) ////: “la langue mince, large recouvrant toute la lune de 
la figure jusqu’au (front)”; see Pinault, 1999, 216, and also Couvreur, 1946, 593 
and 1956, 72 for TA walyänt as equivalent of Skt. avacchadayati ‘covers’. 
Apart from the Sanskrit parallel, there is now also the Old Turkish parallel 
MaitrHami (XXVI) B b 20-22 (for which see Pinault, l.c., and 
Geng/Klimkeit/Laut, 1998, 136: “die die gesamte Gesichtsfläche bedecken”). 
TA w(a)ly(ä)nt can in addition plausibly be restored in A 151 b 2 (cf. TG, 467), 
where it is without further context. See also ABwala- ‘cover’. 
 
Awa- ‘lead’ e waya- ‘id.’ 
 
wak(- ‘sich spalten, aufblühen’, ‘split apart, bloom’ (itr) (m/a/-) 

Prs IV (m) —;-,-, wokontär Imp —;-,-, wokyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, wakaM;— Opt -,-, wakö;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf wakatsi (MQ) 

 Pt I in 
 PPt wawakauwa| wawaka1 
 Ipv — 
The Inf wakatsi is attested in the small fragment THT 1536 frg. c + frg. e a 5 
(MQ), and the 3.pl.mid. Imp wo[k]y[e]ntRa probably in THT 1314 b 6. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB mid. ‘sich unterscheiden’, ‘differ’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs VIII (m) -,-, wak1tär-s;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. mid. Prs is also attested in the small fragment THT 1319 a 4, where it 
may also have the meaning ‘differ’: //// tusa sai11ene wak1Tar 1es[k]e //// 
“thus in the world ... differs solely”. Another attestation can be found in THT 
1711 b 2 without further context. 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘aufblühen lassen’, ‘let bloom’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II wak1alle (sic)/wak1älle (MQ) Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (a) -, wakä11asta (MQ),-;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Instead of the expected Ger †wakä11älle, we have wak1ä(lle) in H add.149 110 
b 2 (without clear context; the text seems to have MQ character; see 
Broomhead I, 257 and Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 234) and wak1alle in Fill. W 
12 a 5 (next to other Ger II forms): “hair is to blossom” (cf. also Broomhead I, 
14, who wrongly edits wak1alle).  
= Awak(- ‘sich spalten, bersten’, ‘split apart, break apart, burst’ (itr) (-/a/x)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, waka1;— Opt —  
 Ger II wakal Abstr II — 
Pt 0 (m) -,-, wakät;— 
Pt I (a) -,-, waka-M;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Sub V TA waka1-äM in YQ 15 b 1 does not have to be emended (as 
claimed by Hackstein, 1995, 129, fn. 72), since this is actually the form to be 
read here. The restoration to TA wak(a-M) in A 134 b 3 (thus TG, 468) is 
plausible, because the form precedes TA nkalunyaM kälk “went into ruin”. 
According to Hackstein, 1995, 132, one should uphold the reading TA wakä[t] 
of TochSprR(A) in A 455 a 5 against TA wakä[s] as read by TG, 468, and the 
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visible traces of the ak1ara indeed strongly point to (Ta) and not to (Sa), so we 
are dealing with a Pt 0 (the form is without any further context). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB act. ‘spalten’, ‘take apart’, mid. ‘sich unterscheiden’, ‘differ’  

(tr/itr) (m+/a/a) 
Prs VIII (m+) -,-, wakä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part wak1antaM 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (a) wakñam,-, wakñä1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) —;-,-, wakär 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The active 3.sg. Prs TA wakä1 listed in TEB I, 176, § 299,2b is probably only 
reconstructed (or due to a restoration of TA wakä //// in A 178 a 5, which, 
however, can also be restored a middle present or to a preterit form); TA 
wakär A 213 b 6 is analyzed as 3.pl. Pt III of this root in TG, 468; A 213 b 6 has 
now a direct parallel in YQ 14 b 2, where Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 94, fn. 16 
take TA wakär to be rather an adverb than a verbal form. To be sure, one 
would expect a Pt III of this structure from this root, and such a form would 
also make sense syntactically; see also Hackstein, 1995, 130. 
SEM. The middle forms of the antigrundverb are construed with the ablative 
and have the meaning ‘differ from’, so we are dealing with intransitive forms 
and a middle in anticausative function. See also Hackstein, 1995, 128ff. for the 
passages. ETYM. PIE *ÇweHg/g ‘brechen, zu Bruch gehen’ (2LIV, 664); see 
Hackstein, 1995, 132; but see also the discussion in Dettori, 1999, 293ff. with 
ref. reconstructing the root rather as *Çwag. 
 
Awa$ka- ‘schwatzen, scherzen’, ‘chat’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs IV (m) -,-, wa$katär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part wa$kmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

On the evidence of the m-Part TA wa$kmaM (attested twice) the sole finite 
form TA wa$ka(–) in A 265 b 1 can only be restored to a middle Prs IV TA 
wa$ka(tär) (cf. TG, 467): A 265 b 1 kare1 wa$ka(tär) “he laughs and chats”. 
The meaning ‘chat’ is now also supported by the Old Turkish parallel to A 265 
b 1, i.e., MaitrHami (XIII) 1 b 4 (identified by Pinault, 1999, 201; the Old 
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Turkish text is edited by Geng/Klimkeit/Laut, 1991, 285). ETYM. We are most 
likely dealing with a denominative, cf. TA wa$ke ‘chitchat’. 
 
Awata- ‘± stoßen, bohren’, ‘± thrust, stab’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs VI (a) — Imp -,-, watña;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Hapax in A 295 a 3: //// sälpmaM trisul mä1 kapsiññaM tsakña watña ////. 
The same passage is also attested in YQ 36 a 6, where only the beginning is 
preserved. Although we are undoubtedly dealing with MSN, the exact 
chapter and hence a possible Old Turkish parallel version cannot be identified 
yet (cf. Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 206f., fn. 3). Schmidt, 1974, 21, fn. 4 proposed 
the following translation (by reading trisul <l>mä1 instead of trisulmä1; but 
see now s.v. Aläm(- ‘sit’ and below): “... setzt er den glühenden Dreizack, in 
den Körper stach [and] stieß (?) er ...”. Differently, Carling, 2000, 220: “ein 
glühender Dreizack leuchtete tief in (?) dem ... Körper”. TA mä1 (not TA 
†lmä1) — a form Carling interprets as an adverb with the meaning ‘tief (?)’ — 
is strongly backed by the parallel YQ 36 a 7, where the word separation is 
certain. On the other hand, for morphological reasons it is not very likely that 
TA tsakña belongs to Atsak- ‘glow’, but rather to Atsaka- ‘pierce’ (see s.v.), so 
that the passage should probably be translated as: “he pierced [and] thrust (?) 
the glowing trident deeply (?) into the body”. ETYM. The respective Pt I †wat 
could derive from a Narten preterit *wedH-t (*Çwedh ‘stoßen’, 2LIV, 660). 
 
[wants- ‘?’, this root is set up by WTG, 286 for the alleged preterit form 

wantsa-ne in PK AS 13I b 6, but there one has to read auntsate (e 
au-n- ‘hit’) instead; see Pinault, 2007, 176f.] 

 
wapa- ‘weben, flechten’, ‘weave, braid’ (tr) (-/m/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, w(a)p(a)tär;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf wapatsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, wapa;— 
 PPt wawapau 
 Ipv — 
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There is some discussion concerning the correct restoration of w(·)p(·)tär in 3 
b 5: TochSprR(B) and WTG, 286 restore a Prs w(o)p(o)tär, while Couvreur, 
1954, 83 and Thomas, apud 2TochSprR(B), 145 restore a Sub w(a)p(a)tär for 
syntactical reasons; to be sure, since the verbal form is transitive, a Prs III form 
would indeed be very unlikely. Whether wp(·)lle in H 149.210 a 1 can be 
restored to a form of this root is unclear. It is without context, and 
Broomhead’s restoration (Broomhead I, 316) wp(e)lle would imply a Ger I 
from a present of Class III, which is at variance with the long root vowel that 
would imply Prs IV and with the transitive valency; even thought the script of 
H 149.210 a 1 is mostly rubbed off (see now IOL Toch 56), I would 
nevertheless expect some traces of a vowel sign, so that wp(a)lle is the most 
likely reading (see also the discussion about a root allomorph *wäp- below). 
The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. 
= Awapa- ‘weben, flechten’, ‘weave, braid’ (tr) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II wapalyi Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, wapat;— 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

Thanks to the YQ manuscript we now have the Ger II TA wapalyi (YQ 21 b 1), 
the 3.sg.mid. Pt TA wapat (YQ 21 b 4), and the abstract TA wapäMtsune 
‘weaving’ (YQ 21 a 8). For the stem allomorph TA wäp-, see below. The PPt 
TA wopu in A 288 b 6 (thus TG, 469) can now safely be emended to TA 
wo<r>pu ‘surrounded’ on evidence of the Old Turkish parallel version 
(identified by Pinault, 1999, 193); this emendation was already suspected by 
Sieg (apud Thomas, 1978, 123). The Old Turkish parallel MaitrHami (I) 7 a 
23ff. reads (in translation): “Badhari, der weise ..., und er wurde umgeben 
[von] den übrigen 500 Brah[manen]; mit gebeugtem [Körper faßte] er die 
Hand des Maitreya and [sprach] mit milden Worten folgendermaßen” 
(Geng/Klimkeit, 1988, 81); accordingly, A 288 b 6: //// wo<r>pu nmosaM 
kapsiñño badhari brahmaM • meträkyap tsara //// “surrounded (by the other 
brahmins) the Brahmin Badhari with bowed body (seized) the hand of the 
Maitreya ...”. 
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çweb ‘umwickeln, weben’ (2LIV, 658; rather 
*Ç}web; cf. Hajnal, 2002, 201ff.); see Adams, DoT, 586. There are some inner-
Tocharian problems with respect to stem formation and root vocalism. The 
TA equivalent of the TB stem wapa- ‘weave’ was set up as TA wäp- by the 
manuals (TG, 469; WTG, 286; TEB II, 140). However, the TA forms showing a 
stem TA wäp- are uncertain with respect to meaning, and since there now 
exist certain TA forms made from the expected stem TA wapa- ‘weave’, I 
separate TA wäp- from this root (see below). On the other hand, the weak-
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stem allomorph wäp- is indeed attested in the TB noun wpelme ‘cobweb’, 
which certainly belongs to the ‘weave’ root. So it is not unlikely that we have 
to do with a root of the type pika-, i.e., a basic root *wäpa- that generalized the 
full grade in the subjunctive/preterit. Under this assumption, wp(a)lle in H 
149.210 a 1 (if read correctly) may belong to the weak-grade present stem of 
the root, though being without context, it can as likely belong to an A-
characterless root Awäp- ‘?’. In sum, since no certain zero-grade verbal form is 
attested, I set up the ‘weave’ root as wapa- (not “wep-’’ as done by Eyþórsson, 
1993, 49, fn. 19, because wepe ‘corral, paddock’ is formed according to a 
productive process). 
 
Awampa?- ‘schmücken’, ‘decorate’ (tr) (m/-/m) 

Prs II (m) -,-, wamtär (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) wampe,-,-;— 
PPt wampu 
Ipv — 

The root must have inflected like samp(-/ Asum(- (with the exception that 
the Prs must have been of Class II, because of the root vowel -a- instead of o > 
u), i.e., PT *-a- must have been originally restricted to the preterit. See also 
wämp?- ‘?’. 
 
waya- ‘führen, lenken’, ‘lead, guide, drive’ (tr) (-/x/x) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -,-, wayaM (MQ);-,-, wayaM Opt -,-, wayoy;—| 

wayoymar,-,-;— 
Ger II wayalle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf wayatsi 

 Pt I (x) -, payasta (sic, MQ), waya;-,-, wayare|-,-, wayate;-,-, wayante 
 PPt wawayau| wawaya1 
 Ipv I (m) pwayar-me;- 
The 3.sg.mid. Opt wayoytär listed in TEB I, 228, § 412,1 is probably only 
reconstructed. A Ger II wayalle is attested according to Couvreur, 1954, 87 
without ref. The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. A 2.pl.act. Pt wayas 
is further only listed in TochSprR(B), glossary, 169 without ref., and since the 
form cannot be correct either (one should have expected †wayas), it is not 
listed here. ak- ‘lead’ provides the suppletive present stem. 
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= Awa- ‘führen, lenken’, ‘lead, guide, drive’ (tr) (-/x/m) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (x) -,-, watär;— Opt wawim,-,-;—  
 Ger II wal Abstr II walune 
Pt I (m) -,-, wat;-,-, want 
PPt wawo 
Ipv — 

Aak- ‘lead’ provides the suppletive present stem; but see also Awe- ‘sprout’. 
The 3.sg.mid. TA watr-äM is attested in THT 2069 b 1 (see Carling, DThTA, 
s.v. ak-). On the optative stem TA wawi-, see Hilmarsson, 1994, 101ff., and 
chap. Opt 23.2.3.  
SEM. There is no noticeable semantic difference between active and middle 
forms (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 385ff.). ETYM. See Adams, DoT, 36f. with ref., and in 
addition Hilmarsson, 1994a, 99; this will be a denominative either from a 
*woy(H)o/eH- or a *HwodHyeH-. 
 
Awara?- ‘erwachen’, ‘wake up’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt wawru 
Ipv — 

It is likely that the root has A-character. 
 
warka- ‘scheren (Schafe)’, ‘shear (sheep)’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II warkaMñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, warkare 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
warkaMñe in the small fragment 303 frg. f is without context, but can 
morphologically be interpreted as an Abstr II (for regular †warkalñe or rather 
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†warkalñe) of this root, thus WTG, 286; Adams, DoT, 579. The TA forms that 
are given as cognates of this TB root by the manuals all rather belong either to 
Awärk?- ‘work’ or to Awärk?- ‘turn’ (see s.v.). 
 
warpa?- ‘umgeben’, ‘surround’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt wawarpau| wawarpa1 
 Ipv — 
= Awarp(?- ‘umgeben’, ‘surround’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in  
PPt worpu 
Ipv — 

For TA worpu, see chap. Pt II 8.1.1., fn. 2. 
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çwerb ‘enclose’; see Driessen, 2001, 41ff.; 
Hackstein, 2003, 181. A-character and a root vowel -a- is only suggested by the 
TB forms. 
 
Awarpa?- ‘urge oneself’ e warwa?- ‘id.’ 
 
warwa?- ‘sich anspornen zu’, ‘prod, urge oneself’ (itr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, warwate;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘anspornen, anstreben’, ‘spur on, prod, urge’ (tr) (a/a/-) 
Prs IXb (a) -,-, warwä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part warwä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt warwä11im,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
= Awarpa?- ‘sich anspornen zu, verlangen nach’, ‘urge oneself’ (itr) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, warpat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA warpat in A 20 a 6 was analyzed as Pt of this root (although without 
translation) by TG, 468. Differently, Sieg, Übers. I, 24, fn. 11 and Couvreur, 
1956, 79 analyze the form as imperfect from Awärpa- ‘enjoy’: A 20 a 6 ptañkte 
ñom klyo1a warpat ñi pältsäk kaswoneyac “ich hörte den Namen des Buddha, 
mein Geist empfand Verlangen nach der Tugend” (Sieg, Übers. I, 24). 
Although a strong Imp TA warpat is phonologically possible, the analysis of 
the form as Pt from this root by TG, 468 is, nevertheless, the superior one, 
because a construction with allative like in this passage is indeed attested with 
TB warwa?- ‘prod’ as well, and since we are further dealing with non-remote 
past tense (“aktuelle Vergangenheit”; see Thomas, 1956, 199ff.), a preterit, and 
not an imperfect is expected. A form TA warpat is without much context also 
attested in THT 1483 frg. a a 2 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘anspornen’, ‘prod, urge’ (tr) (—) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part warpäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II warpä1lune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 
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SEM. The meaning ‘spur on’ is based on the nt-Part in K 11 b 6f.: 
srukalyñe11=ime wa1amo nau1 takaM warwä11eñca 1ek “[wenn] das 
Gedenken an den Tod [schon] vorher der stets anspornende Freund ist” (Sieg, 
1938, 52; Dietz, 1981, 68). ETYM. The PT shape of the root is *warp(a)-. While 
TB p > w is an eastern and informal sound change (see basically Winter, 1955, 
218ff. = 2005, 3ff.; Schmidt, 1986a, 640), in this case we find -w- persistently, 
that is, also in texts that do not seem to come from the eastern region 
(although the provenance of the Hoernle text and of the Paris text are 
unknown, both do not show eastern features, and it is very unlikely that these 
two collections include manuscripts from the Turfan oasis at all). Accordingly, 
Adams, DoT, 587, suggests that we are dealing with a special sound law in 
this case, i.e., p > w after “long vowel followed by a resonant”, which he says 
also triggered waiwa- ‘be wet’ < PT waypa-; however, the formerly 
homonymous root PT waypa- ‘surround’ does not show that kind of change 
(werwiye ‘garden’ for *werpiye is an informal-style form). It is possible that 
the formal styles introduced -w- from the informal ones in order to 
distinguish the homonymous roots ‘surround’ and ‘prod’, both of which are 
most likely roots with A-character. Adams’ analysis as a denominative built 
from a *werpe ‘± lash, stick’ is the best available. 
 
wala- ‘bedecken, umhüllen, verhüllen’, ‘cover, surround, conceal’ (tr) (m/x/m) 

Prs VI (m) walanamar,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I walanalle Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -,-, walatär (MQ);— Opt -,-, waloy-c (MQ);-,-, waloM (MQ)| 

-,-, waloytär;— Ger II — Abstr II walalñe Priv — 
Inf walatsi 

 Pt I (m) walamai,-,-;— 
 PPt wawalau| wawala1 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg.mid. walanamar is attested in IOL Toch 785 a 1 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. The nom. PPt wawalau is to be 
restored in 321 b 2 and 575 a 2 (as per TochSprR(B)), and probably also in the 
small fragment IOL Toch 436 a 1 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
= Awala- ‘bedecken, umhüllen, verhüllen’, ‘cover, surround, conceal’ (tr) (-/-/x)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (x) -,-, wala-M;—|-,-, walat;-,-, walant 
PPt wawlu 
Ipv — 
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SEM. The middle forms are passives, with the exception of at least the 1.sg. Pt 
walamai in 27 b 8, where the function of the middle is unclear. ETYM. To be 
derived from PIE *Çwel(H) ‘einschließen, verhüllen’ (2LIV, 674 without Toch.); 
see Hilmarsson, 1991, 46, and Hackstein, 1995, 302f. with fn. 44. Rather not 
with Adams, DoT, 588 from *Çwel ‘wind, twist’, which is more likely 
continued in wäl?- ‘± bend’; see s.v. 
 
walaka- ‘sich aufhalten’, ‘stay, abide’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs I (m) wolokmar,-, woloktär;-,-, wolokentär Imp -,-, wolositär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf  

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl.mid. Prs wolokenträ (sic) is attested in PK AS 7K a 2 (Couvreur, 1954, 
83), showing an analogical thematic 3.pl. ending. ETYM. Diachronically, we are 
dealing with a present of Class IV; see Adams, 1988, 401ff.; DoT, 581; and 
chap. Prs III/IV 26.3. 
 
waltsa- ‘zerstampfen, mahlen’, ‘crush, grind’ (tr) (a/a/a) 

Prs VI (a) —;-,-, waltsanan-me Imp -,-, waltsanoy-ne;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I waltsanalle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, waltsa-ñi (MQ);— Opt -,-, waltsoy;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf waltsasi 

 Pt I (a) waltsawa,-, waltsa; waltsam,-, waltsare 
 PPt wawaltsau 
 Ipv — 
waltsanan-me (probably 3.pl.) is attested in THT 1332 a 3 (M. Peyrot, p.c.). A 
form wa(ltsna)n is restored in 255 a 7/b 1 by TochSprR(B) and analyzed as 
3.pl. Prs of this root by WTG, 287. However, I doubt that the still visible left 
part of the first lost ak1ara can possibly be an (l); on the difficult passage, see 
the discussion s.v. saw- ‘live’. The Inf is often attested in administrative 
documents from the Paris collection; see Pinault, 1994b, 95f. The subjunctive 
has persistent initial accent. The 1.sg. Pt waltsawa is attested in PK Cp 27 b 3 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘mahlen lassen’, ‘let grind’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (a) —; waltsa1am (sic),-,- 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The causative 1.pl. Pt is often attested in administrative documents from the 
Paris collection, as per Pinault, 1994b, 95f.; cf., e.g., PK Cp 21, 8: ysare 
waLtsa1aM@ “we had the grain ground”. On the preservation of the stem-final 
-a- (not †waltsä11am), see chap. Pt IV 10.1.2.3. ETYM. Either a denominative or 
an o-grade eH-stem based on PIE *Ç(H)welH ‘strike’ (Hitt. wala¦zi ) , as per 
Adams, DoT, 589. 
 
wask(- ‘sich regen, sich bewegen, beben’, ‘stir, move, quake’ (itr) (m/-/m) 

Prs XII (m) -,-,wäskantär (Š)/waskäntär (MQ)/waskantär/ 
wäskäntär (MQ);—  
Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II waskalle (MQ) Abstr II — Priv awaskatte 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -, waskatai, waskate;-,-, waskante 
 PPt wawaskau| wawaska1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. variant wäskänträ is attested twice in MQ texts (143 b 1 and H 
149.add 124 a 6; on the latter text see Thomas, 1971, 39f.); H 149.add 124 in 
addition shows the form written as waskänträ in line a 3. A further variant 
wäskantär is attested in a standard text from Šorcuq, and waskanträ in U 18 b 
2, a text that does not seem to be an MQ text either. So, we have to do with 
two stem variants waskäññ- and wäskäññ- (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 154), because in 
an MQ text, /ä/ is normally not rendered by (a) (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 34; note that 
since we have (a) and not merely (a), we also cannot simply be dealing with 
omission of the ä-dots). Hilmarsson, 1991, 39ff. and 1991a, 77f. argues that the 
root is parallel to mänt(- ‘stir, etc.’ and should therefore be set up as wäsk(-, 
the a-vocalism having spread from the subjunctive. However, since -a- is also 
found in the kausativum and is the only root vowel attested in TA, I 
nevertheless maintain the traditional root shape. The Ger II waskalle is found 
in THT 1264 a 2, the 3.pl.mid. Pt waskante in THT 1431 frg. b b 2 (cf. Tamai, 
2007a, s.v.), the nom.sg. PPt wawaskau in PK NS 18 b 3, and the obl. PPt 
wawask(a1) in PK AS 17G a 2 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.). 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘wegbewegen’, ‘move away’ (tr) (-/a/-) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) -,-, waskä11äM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf waskästsi 

 Pt IV in 
 PPt wawaskä11u 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. waskä11äM in 331 a 1 is subjunctive, according to Winter, 2003a, 107 
= 2005, 530, and has the meaning ‘moves away’; the Inf is attested in THT 1647 
frg. j b 1 without any context, and the nom.sg.fem. PPt wawaskä11usa is found 
in PK NS 18 a 3 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Awask(- ‘sich bewegen, beben’, ‘move, quake’ (itr) (m/-/m)  

Prs VII (m) -,-, wasä$katär;-,-, wasä$kantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf wasä$katsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II wasklune 
Pt I (m) -,-, waskat;— 
PPt wawäsku 
Ipv — 

Since there are only middle forms attested from this root (including the 
restored one in A 259 a [recte b] 2, on which see Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004a, 45 
with fn. 95, and two more found in the unpublished texts THT 1976 a 2 and 
THT 2465 a 2, cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.), the 3.sg. TA wasä$ka(–) in A 337 b 9 
(prose) should be restored to a middle form as well (differently, Couvreur, 
1956, 85; for the reading, see TochSprR(A), “Nachträge”, 257 ad p. 185). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘aufrühren, beben lassen’, ‘stir up, let shake’ (tr) (—) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf waskässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV in 
PPt wawäsk1unt 
Ipv — 

The object of the Inf TA waskässi that is attested in the small, unpublished 
Berlin fragment THT 1153 b 3 is TA tkaM ‘ground’, cf. Thomas, 1969, 263, fn. 1 
(without ref.); the object of the PPt is ‘water’. 
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SEM. On the passages, see Melchert, 1978, 108f., and Hackstein, 1995, 197ff. 
ETYM. According to Hackstein, 1995, 199f. with ref., the root continues the PIE 
iterative present stem *uG-ske/o- from PIE *ÇweG ‘move’ (2LIV, 661: 
‘schweben; fahren’); on the other hand, Melchert, 1978, 108f., followed by 
Adams, DoT, 589f., rather opts for deriving the Tocharian verb from a PIE root 
*ÇweGh ‘shake, set in motion’ distinct from *ÇweG (not in 2LIV). The a-
vocalism of the root is in any case most likely due to a-umlaut from the 
subjunctive stem *waska- < *wæska-; see Hilmarsson, 1991, 39ff. (who 
proposes yet another etymology). 
 
wäks(- ‘± sich abwenden’, ‘± turn away’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs III (m) -,-, wäksetär;-,-, wäksentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt wäkso1ne 
 Ipv — 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘± zur Abkehr bringen’, ‘± make turn away’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs IXb (a) — Imp -,-, waksä11i-me;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) -, wyaksasta,-;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. waksä11i-me (arguably an imperfect) is attested in PK AS 16.9C a 3 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The 2.sg. Pt wyaksasta 
is to be read in 204 b 2, according to Schmidt, 2000, 226, and 231 contra 
TochSprR(B): pernerñe[sa] wyaksasta. SEM. WTG, 287 translates the root with 
‘beunruhigt sein’ (with question mark); Adams, DoT, 590 proposes ‘± be 
restless, wander’, but the most likely translation is ‘± sich abwenden’ given by 
Schmidt, 2000, 231, because the verb is construed with the ablative or the 
adverb lau ‘(a)far’. The PPt is without context, the 3.pl.mid. Prs wäksenträ is 
found in the difficult Buddhastotra 255 b 3ff.: isälyäntse {p}1ertwentsa cowai 
käntwa tärkänaM ma cpi nesäM pärki (or märki )  su wä11e we11äM 
<o>nolmeM • tesa sai11e wäksenträ alyauwcemeM ce preke aumiyene 
pälsko11e (ma) kälpasträ emälyai “By inciting jealousy, he loses the tongue, is 
without pärki (or märki ) , [and] lies to the beings. Thus (is) the world; they 
turn away from one another at this time, [not even] in feverish thinking he 
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gets fervent” (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 195 for the last part of the passage). The 
3.sg.mid. wäksetär is attested in 331 b 1f. (concerning Pat 74, i.e., the rule 
about accepting alms for no longer than four months from a single 
householder): nano nano preksemane takaM tanapatentse palsko lau wäksetär 
trä$kossu mäsketär “[if] (the monk) again [and] again is begging (scil. for 
alms after four months), [and] the mind of the householder turns away, [then] 
he (scil. the monk) becomes guilty”, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 158 (who by that time 
still followed the semantic proposal of WTG for wäks-) and Dietz, 1981, 122. 
ETYM. Probably a denominative from a noun *uG-s-eH- itself derived from 
PIE *ÇweG ‘move’ or *ÇweGh ‘shake, set in motion’, as per Adams, DoT, 590. 
 
wä$k- ‘± (Essen) zubereiten, anbieten’, ‘± prepare, offer (food)’ (tr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (m) -,-, wä$k1ate-ne;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in H 149.X 5 (= HMR 3) a 5: oskai wayate-ne • swatsi wä$k1ate-ne “he 
lead her into the house [and] ± offered/prepared for her food” (cf. Couvreur, 
1954a, 46 and Broomhead I, 74ff., who wrongly reads we$k-; see now Peyrot, 
2007, s.v. IOL Toch 248). 
 
wäta?- ‘kämpfen’, ‘fight’ (?) (m/-/a) 

Prs I/II/VII? (m) -,-, witär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II watalyñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, witare 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Couvreur, 1954, 84 proposed to read a 3.sg.mid. witär in 282 a 4: a$kain placsa 
se witrä “mit der falschen Rede kämpft er (?)”; this interpretation has the 
advantage of relating the form to a known root, whereas TochSprR(B) and 
WTG, 300 had to work with sewiträ from an otherwise unattested root sew- 
‘leiden (?)’. The form may be either Sub I or Sub II; and although a mere 
misspelling for wi<c>tär or a Prs VII wi<n>tär cannot be excluded (W. 
Winter, p.c.), witär is probably simply the regular reflex of PT *w’ät(’)ätär (as 
apparently assumed by Hackstein, 1995, 244 with fn. 112), cf. -tk- < pre-PT 
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*-täsk- and also -s- < *-s(ä)s- in wäsatai, etc. The abstract is attested in KVac 15 
a 5: [w]e[ta] wa[t]a[l](yñe) “Kriegshandwerk (?)”; see Schmidt, 1986, 47, 78. 
The subjunctive stem is more likely to be analyzed as Class V than Class I, 
because A-character is also suggested by the nominal forms derived from this 
root. watalyñe may then either show initial accent or be a misspelling for 
†watalyñe (KVac displays some incorrect writings). SEM. The valency is 
unclear, because alyauce in 21 b 7 witar=alyau(ce) “sie bekämpften einander” 
may be used as an adverb. ETYM. TA only has the related noun TA wac ‘fight’ 
(= TB weta). To be derived from PIE *Çwed ‘strike (down)’; see Adams, DoT, 
590 (rather *Çwedh as per 2LIV, 660; without Toch.). I propose to explain the 
allomorph wit- from PT *wäyt- as being due to a metathesis of palatalization 
of having occurred in an Early PT *w’ät-; see chap. Sound Laws 1.7. 
 
Awät(- ‘setzen, stellen’, ‘put, place’ (tr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs VI (a+) wnam,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part wnamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt wto 
Ipv — 

The present forms are attested in YQ 4 a 6 and YQ 42 a 3. 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘errichten, (aufrecht) hinstellen’, ‘erect, place (upright)’  

(tr) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) —;-,-, wotar 
PPt watunt 
Ipv — 

The kausativum does not seem to have causative semantics: A 63 a 4 wotar 
arkyant wätsyas “sie stellten große weiße Sonnenschirme auf” (see Schmidt, 
2004, 310 with ref. to the Sanskrit parallel version; the other preterit forms in 
this passage are not causatives either).  
 
wätk(- ‘sich entscheiden’, ‘entscheiden’, ‘entschieden sein’, ‘verschieden sein’,  

‘decide’, ‘be decided’, ‘differ’ (itr) (-/x/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) — Opt -, wätkoyt,-;—| —; wätkomtär,-,- 

Ger II in wätkalyce Abstr II watkalñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) wätkawa,-, wätka (MQ);— 
 PPt wätkau/watkowä (sic)| wätko1 
 Ipv — 
The 1.pl.mid. Opt wätkomtär is found in PK AS 17E b 5 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), a 2.sg.act. Opt wätkoy[Ta] arguably also in 
THT 3273 a 1: wätkoy[Ta] ta //// (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). The 1.sg. Pt wätkawa 
is attested in PK NS 31 a 3, the MQ form 3.sg. Pt wät(k)a in PK AS 12K b 6 
(both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). wätkalyce(M) in S 
6 (= PK AS 5 C) a 4 has the meaning ‘decided’ (see Thomas, 1966a, 175 and 
Pinault, 1990a, 62 and 66); the Abstr watkalñe (sic, misspelled for †wätkalñe) is 
attested in THT 1270 a 1 in fragmentary context beside tsralyñe ‘separation, 
apartness’, so it probably has the meaning ‘difference’. The PPt wätko1 in 88 b 
2 has the meaning ‘separated (from)’ (Schmidt, 2001, 317f.), wätkau in 108 a 7 
‘decided’ (Thomas, 1957, 254 and Saito, 2006, 194f.). Pace Winter, 1965, 208 = 
2005, 124, the PPt wätkau does not belong to the s-preterit of the 
antigrundverb, but is the expected PPt to the a-preterit. The verbal noun 
wätkal is used in the function of an adverb, the derived adj. wätkaltstse has 
the meaning ‘decided, definite, different’ (cf. adj. TA wätkalts ‘decided, 
definite’). wätkal in 284 b 7 means ‘das Entscheidende’, according to WTG, 288 
(cf. also the similar translation by Couvreur, 1954c, 111). The PPt variant 
watkowä (sic, misspelled for †wätkowä) is attested in H 150.42 a 5 
(Broomhead I, 345; Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 255). On the Priv aitka(tte), see 
chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.2. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘trennen’, ‘entscheiden’, ‘separate’, ‘decide’ (tr) (-/a/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I + II (a) -,-, wotkäM;-,-, wotkeM Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) -,-, otkasa-me (sic);— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Sub wotkeM is attested in PK AS 7 K a 2 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.); the form must be thematic, whereas the 3.sg. 
Sub wotkäM attested in 255 a 6 (MQ) is clearly athematic, and it is precisely 
the thematic 3.pl. ending -eM that is most easily introduced into athematic 
paradigms; see chap.s Prs I and Sub I; the o-vowels in both forms are certain 
(although the editors of 255 put the [o] in brackets, no other reading is 
possible), so a reading *w[e]tkäM as proposed by Eyþórsson, 1993, 57, 37 is 
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neither possible nor to be preferred, because root vowel o instead of e is also 
attested in the Sub II and in the Pt. Since w is lost by sound law before o in TB, 
the preterit has the result of (*)wo- by sound law, and the subjunctive forms 
have analogically persevered or restored w-; the o is due to former 
reduplication; see chap. Pt III 9.2.1. and Sub I/V 18.7.1.1.1. On the Sub I 
wotkäM in the difficult pada 255 a 6, see the discussion of the entire passage 
s.v. saw- ‘live’; note that in the parallel text 254 a 5 the pada ends with the 
verb: //// (wo)[tkäM •]. Here also belongs the adv. wetke ‘± away’ r *wetke 
‘separation’ (cf. Adams, DoT, 608). 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘befehlen’, ‘command’ (tr) (a/a/a) 

Prs IXb (a) watkäskau, watkäst, watkä11äM/watka1äM (MQ)/ 
wätka1äM (MQ);-, watkäscer-ñ,-  
Imp -,-, watkä11i;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I watkä1le Abstr I wätka11älyñe (sic) 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt -,-, watka11i (sic);— 

Ger II — Abstr II watkä1lñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) yatkawa, yatkasta, yatka;-,-, yatkare 
 PPt yaitku| yaitko1 
 Ipv II (a) pitka; pitkaso 
The manuals analyze the Abstr I wätka11älyñesa in 251 b 2 and the 3.sg. Prs 
wätka1äM in H 149.add 123 b 3 as Prs IXa forms, which should further belong 
to the grundverb. However, wätka11älyñesa translates Skt. sasanena 
‘command’ (instr.sg.), and is hence clearly a kausativum. As is discussed in 
chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4., this form and others showing the suffix -àsk-/-à11- 
are simply relic forms preserving A-character. The Ger I watkä1le is attested 
in KVac 20 a 4 (Schmidt, 1986, 53). For morphological reasons, PPt yaitko1 in 
520 a 4 rather belongs to the kausativum and hence has the meaning 
‘commanded’ instead of “geteilt” (pace Saito, 2006, 196). An Ipv (pi)tk(a)so is, 
according to WTG, 288, and Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 151, to be restored in 7 a 3. 
A very archaic PT stem *w’ætkå- is presupposed by yotkolau; see chap. PPt 
14.2. 
= Awätk(- ‘sich trennen’, ‘getrennt sein’, ‘entschieden sein’, ‘separate (itr)’, ‘be  

separated’, ‘be decided’ (itr) (m/-/a)  
Prs III (m) wätkamar,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf wätkatsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II in wätkalts Abstr II wätkalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, wtäk;— 
PPt wätko 
Ipv — 
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The forms have the following semantics: TA (wä)tkamar in A 74 b 3 ‘separate’; 
TA wätkatsi in YQ 42 b 4 ‘to separate’ (Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 78f.); TA wtäk 
in A 58 b 5 “entschieden” (Sieg, Übers. II, 10); TA wätko in A 92 a 2 judging by 
the preceding PPt TA tsro ‘separated’ has arguably also the meaning 
‘separated’ (cf. Saito, 2006, 194), and the same is true for A 107 b 1, because 
there the PPt is correlated with TA pkänt ‘separated’; TA wätkalune in A 82 a 
1 is without much context, and so is TA watka1-äm in A 410 a 2, which TG, 
469 proposed to emend to a Sub V TA *watka1-äm, but this form is more 
likely an error for Sub IX wätka1-äm, i.e., due to a mere omission of the ä-dots. 
The middle Sub V form TA wätkamar listed in Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 277 is 
due to a former restoration in YQ 12 b 8, which had been abandoned in favor 
of TA wätka(ltsuneyo) in the actual edition (G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The adj. TA 
wätkalts derived from the Ger II has the meaning ‘decided, definite’ (cf. TB 
wätkal, wätkaltstse).  
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘trennen’, ‘entscheiden’, ‘beantworten’, ‘separate (tr)’, ‘decide’,  

‘answer’ (tr) (-/a/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (a) -,-, wätka1;-,-, wätkaseñc Opt —  
 Ger II wätka1äl Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) wackwa,-,-;— 
PPt watkurä1 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Sub TA wätka1 (A 213 b 5) and TA wätka11-äm (A 213 b 3; YQ 14 b 
4) seem to have the meaning ‘answer’, according to Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 
90ff., cf. A 213 b 3 + YQ 14 a 7f.: kuprene säm yasäM ca1 penu pärklune • sne 
(tä)$klune atä$kät wätka11-äm “if this one (is able to answer) these questions 
asked also by you (immediately and without hesitation)”. Differently, 
Thomas, 1990, 55: “wenn er auch dieses euer Fragen (ohne Hemmung [und] 
ungehindert euch bestimmt [entscheidet, zu unterscheiden vermag])”; 
similarly Schmidt, 1994b, 260 (“bestimmt”). The Old Turkish parallel 
MaitrHami (II) 6 a 8ff. reads in translation: “wenn er dieses derartig von euch 
Gefragte zu unterscheiden geruht”, “D.h. wenn er die Fragen im Herzen zu 
erkennen vermag” (Geng/Klimkeit, 1988, 133 with fn. 37). The two other 
subjunctive forms are construed in a kind of figura etymologica with TA 
wätkalts ‘decided’: YQ 14 b 1 (= A 213 b 5): wätka1 wätkalts “will answer 
firmly”; YQ 14 b 4: k1prene säm penu sne tä$klune wätkalts wätka11-äm “if 
this one also gives his answers to you without hesitation and firmly” (both 
translations according to Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 91ff.). The fourth finite 
attestation of the subjunctive, TA wätkaseñc in A 33 a 5, is without context. 
The Abstr TA wätka1äl in A 16 a 3 is translated by Sieg, Übers. I, 19 with fn. 11 
with ‘Edikt’, being “eine zu entscheidende Sache”; Thomas, 1952, 14ff. points 
out that a form by that meaning should rather have been derived from the 
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present stem, but this is morphologically impossible. For that reason, Stumpf, 
1971, 28, with fn. 23 proposes to translate “ein Problem [wörtl. eine Sache], 
[das nur] durch einen solchen König entscheidbar [war]”. TA wackwa in A 31 
b 6 most likely means ‘separate, detach’: kucne ysar wackwa kapsiññä(1) 
“when I separated/detached blood (or: that I separated/detached blood) from 
the body”. The Abs TA watkurä1 in A 317 a 7 (not in TG, 469) can only belong 
to a PPt *watku formed to the Pt III ‘having decided’, cf. the translation by 
Saito, 2006, 194 (without morphological discussion; note finite -ck- pointing to 
pre-TA *w’ætk- vs. -tk- in the PPt pointing to pre-TA *wæwætk- rather than 
*w’æw’ätk-). 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘befehlen’, ‘command’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs VIII (a) wätkäsam,-, wätkä1;-, wätkäs (sic), wätkseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part wätkäsmaM 
 Ger I wätk1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf wätkässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) wotka-M, wotka1t, wotäk/wotka-m;-,-, wotkar 
PPt wotku 
Ipv II (a) putäk/putka-ñi;-  

All clear attestations have the meaning ‘order, command’ (A 6 a 4; A 20 b 2; A 
71 b 4; A 95 a 4; A 96 b 4; A 117 b 4; A 342 a [= b] 2; A 394 a 3; without much 
context are A 127 a 1; A 164 a 6; A 280 b 1, and the restored form in A 408 b 5). 
TEB II, 140 also lists a subjunctive stem of Class IX with the meaning 
‘command’ (TA wätka1 without ref.), but this may only be due to formal 
considerations. The PPt TA wotku replaced a more archaic TA watku still 
preserved in the meaning ‘command’. The original preterit-stem inflection is 
that of Class II; on contraction, occurrence of vowel balance and seemingly 
consistent Class I inflection, see chap. Pt II. 
SEM. The different meanings are discussed separately in each paradigm. The 
averbo given here deviates from the one given in the manuals. The root has 
three different verbal stems. The one with the meaning ‘command’ is the 
morphologically expected kausativum, and does not constitute a separate root 
(cf. Melchert, 1978, 112). In TA, all three stems have clearly different 
semantics. In TB, the Prs IXa also seems to have the meaning ‘command’ that 
is otherwise only met with the kausativum. It is interesting to note that there 
are no certain instances of present forms of the antigrundverb that show the 
expected meaning ‘separate (tr), decide’. The Sub I wotkäM may be construed 
without object, but since concurrence of Class I and Class V subjunctive stems 
made from the same root is always linked with valency opposition (at least 
with respect to active forms), Sub I is to be interpreted as a stem of the 
antigrundverb. ETYM. According to Melchert, 1978, 113, the root is to be 
derived from the PIE present-stem formation *wi-dh-ske/o- from the root 
*Çdeh ‘set’. Hackstein, 2002, 8 with fn. 21 proposes an alternative etymology 
*PIE *utH-ske/o- from PIE *ÇwetH ‘speak’, but still favors the one by 
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Melchert. Hackstein, l.c., fn. 21 furthermore objects to the etymological 
derivation from PIE *Hud-ske/o from PIE *ÇHwed ‘lead’ proposed by 
Jasanoff, 1978, 111 and Rasmussen, 1989, 53 for semantic reasons. At any rate, 
we have to start with a PT *wätk- that was taken for the zero grade of a root 
with full grades PT *w’ätk- and *w(’)ætk-, much as *mäsk- from pre-PT *misk- 
was taken for the zero grade of a root with full grades PT *m’äsk- and 
*m(’)æsk-; see s.v. mäsk- ‘exchange’. 
 
wänta- ‘umhüllen’, ‘cover’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs VI (a) —;-,-, wäntanañ-c (MQ) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt wantau (MQ, sic)| wänto1 (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
Beside the MQ form, a 3.pl. wäntanan-ne is also attested in PK NS 21 b 4 
(prose), according to Thomas, 1979, 168. The manuals (WTG, 288; TEB I, 200, § 
358) list a Sub I or Sub II 3.sg. wäntär and an Inf wäntsi from this root, but 
since the Prs VI and the TA Sub V attest to A-character, Ringe, 2000, 131, fn. 30 
doubts that these forms belong to this root at all. wäntär attested in the 
notoriously difficult passage 255 a 6 is indeed totally unclear and may not be a 
verbal form at all; see the discussion of the entire passage s.v. saw- ‘live’. The 
context of the alleged Inf wäntsi in H 149.316 b 3 is also completely unclear, 
and Broomhead I, 286 reads wät[ts]i and not wäntsi in the first place (see now 
also Peyrot, s.v. IOL Toch 105; both readings are paleographically arguable). It 
is hence possible to set up a separate, A-characterless root wänt- ‘?’ for these 
forms (the alleged s-preterit 3.sg. wantsa-ne said to be attested in PK AS 13I b 
6 by WTG, 286, is no further comparandum, because the form has to be read 
auntsate instead; see Pinault, 2007, 176f.). Beside the misspelled MQ form 
wantau, a correctly written fem. PPt wäntausa is found in IOL Toch 804 b 2 
(Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
= Awänta- ‘umhüllen’, ‘cover, envelop’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II wäntalune 
Pt I in 
PPt wänto 
Ipv — 
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ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çwend ‘(um)winden’ (2LIV, 681f.): see Adams, 
DoT, 592. 
 
Awäpa- ‘?’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs III (m) —;-,-, wpantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt —  
Ipv — 

According to TG, 469, the following forms are built from a root Awäp-: 
3.pl.mid. Prs TA wpanträ in A 284 a 3, 3.sg. Pt TA wpäs in A 75 a 6, and PPt 
TA wopu in A 288 b 6. However, the PPt has to be emended to TA wo<r>pu 
on account of the Old Turkish parallel version; see s.v. Awapa- ‘weave’. TG, 
469 does not give a translation for the root, and WTG, 286 refers to TA wäp- as 
equivalent of the TB root wapa- ‘weave’. Although the Sub/Pt has persistently 
TB/TA wapa-, it is not excluded that TA wpa- is indeed an ä-grade present 
stem belonging paradigmatically to TA wapa- ‘weave’ (we would be dealing 
with the pika-type, i.e., ä-grade present vs. persistent full-grade subjunctive/ 
preterit), and nominal ä-grade formations of the ‘weave’ root are also attested 
and indeed expected from an etymological point of view. Even though there 
is now an Old Turkish parallel attested for A 284 a 3 (identified by Pinault, 
1999, 203), there is no exact equivalent in the Old Turkish version for the TA 
passage in question: A 284 a 3 (klo)pant lk(a)tsi • mlanträ wpanträ //// “... to 
see these sufferings; they (= the people reborn in hell) are crushed together 
and ?”. It is not excluded that we are indeed dealing here with a meaning 
‘weave’ conveying a manner of torment, because perverting things and 
procedures from the domestic domain constitutes a basic part of the infernal 
tortures (see, in principal, Anderson, 2001, 59ff.), but it has to be admitted that 
the form remains doubtful. Finally, isolated TA wpäs in A 75 a 6 is totally 
unclear, and may not be a verbal form at all (cf. Sieg, Übers. II, 12, followed by 
TEB II, 26, fn. 5).  
 
Awäma- ‘± untergehen (Sonne)’, ‘± set (sun)’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II wmalune 
Pt — 
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PPt — 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM ? ‘?’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) —;-,-, womar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM./ETYM. The passage YQ 28 b 2 shows that the verb has the meaning ‘set’ 
with respect to the sun: säs koMñkät wmaluneyam yä1 “the sun is going 
down” (Ji/ Winter/Pinault, 1998, 36f.), cf. also the compound TA koMwmant 
‘sunset; west’ (opposed to TA koMpärkant ‘sunrise; east’ and reminiscent of 
TB kauM-yänmalle ‘sundown’; see Pinault, 1998a, 363). The only finite form 
comes from an unclear passage: A 237, 1 (s)awaM s(a)(st)räntu wakmtsaM 
entsant wom(a)r //// “they seized great, excellent Sastras, they made set (?) 
...”. Whether the TB hapax wämyu in 282 a 4 is a PPt of the same root as 
proposed by Adams, DoT, 593 is uncertain: //// sai11e se klesanma11ai 
wämyu räskre kaswasa. Adams, l.c., translates: “this world is roughly covered 
by the leprosy [?] of klesas”, and compares Gk. dÚomai having the two 
meanings ‘disappear into, sink in’ and ‘cover oneself with’. Differently, 
Winter, 1965a, 206 = 1984, 172f. = 2005, 131, refers to TA wmar ‘jewel’ (< 
*wämawar), and hence sets up the original root semantics with ‘glow’. Further 
connections are uncertain. 
 
wämp?- ‘?’ (?) (m/-/-) 

Prs IXa (m) -,-, wämpastär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PP — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in the unpublished text pieced together from the fragments PK AS 7M 
+ NS 122a + NS 261 + NS 262 in line b 1 (pada 25a; Karmavibha$ga): sn(ai) 
peñyai (l)k(a)11äM | krak1trä ersna wämpasträ (reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.; | indicates caesura). The text treats the characteristics of old age 
and death, so that a connection with Awampa?- ‘decorate’, TA wampe 
‘decoration’ does not make too much sense. Since the preceding stanza speaks 
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about poor eye sight, one may think that this passage also refers to eye sight 
becoming poor: “[the old one] sees ... without splendor; [the eye sight] 
becomes blurred, it blurs the forms”; for krak1trä, see s.v. krak?- ‘± become 
dirty, blurred (?)’.  
 
wär- ‘ausüben, betreiben’, ‘practice’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs IXb (m) -,-, warästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part waräskemane 
 Ger I warä11älle Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II warä11älñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II in 
 PPt yairu| yairo1 
 Ipv II (m) -; pirat 
An Imp or Opt form waRa11i //// is probably attested in the small fragment 
THT 3273 a 2. I analyze the Abstr as formation of the subjunctive stem, 
because abstracts are rarely derived from the present stem. 
= Awär- ‘ausüben, betreiben’, ‘practice’ (tr) (-/a/-)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part wärsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (a) — Opt —; wra1imäs,-,-  
 Ger II wra1läM Abstr II wra1lune 
Pt II in 
PPt wawru 
Ipv II (m) -; purac 

The present stem is now attested by TA wärsmaM in YQ 19 b 8; see 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 192f.  
SEM./ETYM. According to Couvreur, 1942, 20f., the basic meaning is ‘purify, 
meditate’, from which ‘practice’ is derived secondarily, because 
morphologically he interprets this root as kausativum to wär((-sk)- ‘smell’ by 
comparing Skt. bhavayati ‘practice, purify, perfume’, which is often rendered 
by wär((-sk)- ‘smell’. The development would have been ‘faire sentir’ e 
‘parfumer’, ‘purifier’, and then ‘practice’. However, while this root would be 
the morphologically expected kausativum of wär(-, wär(- itself has an sk-
extension wärsk- with complete syncope of the former stem-final -a-. 
 
Awär- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt woru 
Ipv — 

The PPt TA woru is attested in A 213 a 5 (= YQ 14 a 2) and YQ 4 a 4; the 
passage A 213 a 5 = YQ 14 a 2f. deals with one of the 32 bodily marks 
(lak1anas) of the Bodhisattva: TA kasu woru esnum = Skt. 
susaMvrttaskandha- ‘wohl abgerundete Schultern habend’ (see Couvreur, 
1946, 590f.; Thomas, 1990, 48; Schmidt, 1994b, 258); although the same lak1ana 
is also described with the closely resembling PPt TA worku in YQ 12 b 1 TA 
(ka)su worku esnaM, TA woru cannot be a mere misspelling for TA worku 
(for which see s.v. Awärk?- ‘turn’), because TA woru is actually attested in two 
different manuscripts. TA worku ‘turned’ in YQ 12 b 1 is the literal translation 
of Skt. -vrtta- (as per Hackstein, 1995, 81ff.), so that TA woru could be a more 
poetic one; Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 91 translate ‘well-shaped’. In YQ 4 a 4 TA 
woru relates to an instrumental of TA maitär ‘friendship’ and refers to the 
eyes of Maitreya: maiträyo worunt a1uk späntont tsen-yokass a(sänyo) “with 
his blue eyes full of friendship and totally confident” (Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 
75); the Old Turkish parallel version has yazok as equivalent of TA worunt, 
and this form “wird im Altuigurischen gerne zur Charakterisierung des 
Gesichtsausdrucks (vgl. yazok yüzin „mit entspanntem (offenem) Gesicht“) 
verwendet”; see Wilkens, 2008, 425 with fn. 77 with ref. to a proposal by P. 
Zieme to translate yazok with “flach”. This fits the translation ‘make wide (?)’ 
of the root Awär- in the glossary by Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 277 suggesting we 
have to do with a cognate of the adj. TA wärts/TB wartse ‘wide’. If one is 
willing to separate TA woru in A 213 a 5 (= YQ 14 a 2) from TA woru in YQ 4 
a 4, there are further possibilities for the interpretation. The Old Turkish 
parallel version has twice tüšwi ‘hängend’ for the lak1ana TA kasu woru 
esnum (see Geng/Klimkeit, 1988, 309); though this does not necessarily mean 
that TA woru must have the same meaning, one could derive Awär- ‘hang’ 
from PIE *ÇHwer ‘hang’ (2LIV, 290 without Toch.). Finally, I would not 
exclude the possibility that TA woru in A 213 a 5 (= YQ 14 a 2) is a cognate of 
TB wärnamane ‘turning’ (if this is not from wärta- ‘turn’; see s.v.), and hence a 
literal translation of Skt. -vrtta- as well. In the end, despite the Sanskrit and 
Old Turkish parallels, the basic meaning of TA woru remains uncertain, and 
so does even the question whether the two instances of TA woru belong to 
one and the same root Awär-. 
 
wär(-/wärsk- ‘riechen’, ‘smell’ (itr/tr) (x/-/m) 
wär(- Prs/Sub I/II (m) (tr) -,-, wartär;— Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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Sub V (itr) — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf wratsi 

wärsk- Prs II (a+) (itr) -,-, war11äM/war1äM-ne;-,-, warskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part warskemane (sic) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (tr) — Opt — 

Ger II warskalle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf warstsi/warssi 

 Pt I (m) (tr) —;-,-, wärskante 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Adams, DoT, 596 quite plausibly analyzes wa[rt]är in 247 b 4 as Prs I/II from 
the unextended root: //// (wa)[wa]kauwa pyapyaino wartto räm no wawarpo 
wa[rt]rä wa[s··] //// “he smells the blooming flowers surrounding, as it were, 
the forest”. Although TochSprR(B), s.v., fn. 5 states that wa[rk]rä is a possible 
alternative reading, judging by the original manuscript, I would say that 
wa[rt]är is indeed the correct reading (the angle of the right bend is far too 
wide for a (k)). To be sure, the form can also be a subjunctive. For the stem 
*wär(ä)sk-, see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6.2.2., and for the loss of *-ä- between -r- 
and -sk- W. Winter, apud Hackstein, 1995, 205, with fn. 3 and Ringe, 1989a, 37. 
The loss of that *-ä- then caused the initial accent attested in warskemane and 
war1äM-ne in K 11 a 2; see Hackstein, 1995, 257f., and also chap. Prs/Sub IX 
31.1.6.2.2. The m-Part warskemane is attested in PK NS 97 b 4 referring to 
kanta, arguably a loan from Skt. gandha- ‘smell’ (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). Hackstein, 1995, 256f. analyzes the Inf warstsi 
as a Sub I form, but this form can also perfectly well derive from the PT stem 
*wäräsk’ä/æ- set up by Hackstein himself. The Ger (II or I) warskalle is 
plausibly attested in the small fragment THT 2381 frg. k a 3 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, 
s.v.): warskalle MaskeTa(r). 
= Awär- ‘riechen’, ‘smell’ (tr/itr) (a/-/m)  

Prs VIII (a) (itr) -,-, wrä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV in 
PPt wawär1u 
Ipv III (m) (tr) pursar;- 

SEM. On the voice/valency pattern of seemingly active intransitive and middle 
transitive forms, see Schmidt, 1974, 185f.; 1992, 111f.; 1997c, 543f., and the 
discussion in chap. Voice 5.2.2.2. Pace Adams, DoT, 596, the Inf wratsi in K 8 b 
3 has intransitive meaning (thus WTG, 289; see Hackstein, 1995, 256): (ma)k[a] 
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tak[aM] (on)olmi tuntse no 1arm tsa koynameM yolo were onolments aunasträ 
wratsi “(wenn) viele Wesen (Lügner) sind, beginnt auch auf Grund davon aus 
dem Munde der Wesen ein übler Geruch zu riechen” (reading, restoration, 
and translation according to Sieg, 1938, 38). ETYM. Said to derive from PIE 
*Çwer ‘beobachten, wahrnehmen’ (2LIV, 685f.; Hackstein, 1995, 261ff.). 
 
wärk?- ‘wirken, tun’, ‘work, have an effect’ (tr) (—) 

Prs VIII in wark1äl Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
= Awärk?- ‘wirken, tun’, ‘work, have an effect’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VIII in wär11äl/wärk1äl Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM./ETYM. See Hackstein, 1995, 78ff. The verbal abstract wark1äl/TA wärk1äl 
has the meaning ‘strength, force, power’. TA wärk1antañ and TA worku 
belong rather to Awärk?- ‘turn’ (see s.v.). To be derived from PIE *Çwerg 
‘wirken, tun’ (cf. 2LIV, 686f.); cf. Adams, DoT, 579f. Note that the stem PT 
*wärks’ä- may after all derive from an inherited *wrg-s- and not be based on 
an inner-Tocharian innovation, given the fact that *wrg-s- seems also to be 
attested by Go. waurstw ‘work’. 
 
Awärk?- ‘drehen, neigen lassen’, ‘turn’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part wärk1antañ 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt worku 
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Ipv — 
For the analysis of the forms I follow Hackstein, 1995, 81ff. We have to do 
with a kausativum of a root Awärk?- ‘turn (around)’ being also attested in the 
noun TA wärkänt ‘wheel’. The PPt TA worku in YQ 12 b 1 (ka)su worku 
esnaM as equivalent of Skt. susaMvrttaskandha- ‘having well-rounded 
shoulders’ is a genuine form (and not a misspelling for TA woru; see above 
s.v. Awär- ‘?’) and a literal equivalent of Skt. vrtta- ‘turned’. ETYM. To be 
derived from PIE *ÇHwerg ‘sich drehen, sich neigen’ (2LIV, 290; Hackstein, 
l.c.). 
 
wärta- ‘sich drehen’, ‘turn’ (?) (—) 

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part wärnamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in PK AS 17A b 6 (see Pinault, 1984b, 170, 185ff.), a prose passage of a 
text lacking MQ characteristics, so that the Prs VI stem belongs to the na-class 
(see chap. Prs VI). 
= Awärt(?- ‘werfen’, ‘throw’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -,-, worta-M;-,-, wortar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

On contraction and vowel balance, see chap. Pt II 8.1.3.1. 
ETYM. As per Pinault, 1984b, 185, the grundverb from this root is attested 
exclusively in Tocharian B, and the kausativum ‘let turn’ e ‘throw’ only in 
Tocharian A; but see also the discussion s.v. Awär- ‘?’. To be derived from PIE 
*Çwert ‘sich umdrehen’ (2LIV, 691f.). 
 
Awärp- ‘surround’ e Awarp(?- ‘id.’ 
 
wärpa- ‘empfinden; genießen; durchmachen; entgegennehmen; einwilligen’,  

‘feel; enjoy; suffer; receive; consent’ (tr) (m/m/m) 
Prs VI (m) wärpanamar/wärpnamar, wärpnatar (MQ), wärpanatär/ 
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wärpnatär (sic)/wärpnatär; -,-, wärpanantär/wärpnantär  
Imp -,-, wärpänoytär (MQ);— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part wärpanamane/wärpnamane (sic) 
 Ger I wärpanalle/wärpnalyi (Š) Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) warpamar, warpatar, warpatär;—  

Opt warpoymar,-, warpoytär;-,-, wärpontär (MQ)/ 
wärpoyentär (S) 
Ger II warpalle Abstr II warpalñe Priv — 
Inf warpatsi 

 Pt I (m) wärpamai, wärpatai, wärpate; warpamte,-, wärpante 
 PPt wärpau (MQ)| wärpo1 
 Ipv I (m) purwar; purpat /purwat 
The 1.sg.mid. Sub warpamar is attested in PK AS 15E b 3 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 2.sg.mid. Sub warpatar a couple of 
times in KVac (Schmidt, 1986, passim), and a correct 3.sg.mid. Sub form 
warpaträ (beside odd 3.sg.mid. wärpatar) in IOL Toch 607 a 1 (Peyrot, 2007, 
s.v.; an MQ variant is found in THT 1305 a 6). The 3.sg.mid. Opt warpoytRa is 
found in THT 1543 frg. d a 5 (pace Tamai, 2007a, s.v.), the 3.pl.mid. Opt 
variant wärpoyenTaR@ in THT 2171 a 3 (S); the latter is the only form based on 
the Sub V stem and attested in a standard text that shows non-initial accent. 
The Ipv pirpso analyzed as kausativum form from this root by TochSprR(B), 
glossary, 170, rather belongs to yärp- ‘take care’ (see s.v.). The Priv airpätte, 
which Schmidt, 1986, 130 analyzed as a form of this root (“unerduldbar”), also 
rather belongs to yärp- ‘take care’ (see s.v.). The Ipv purwat (S) shows the 
eastern/informal sound change p > w (see most recently Peyrot, 2008, 88).  
= Awärpa- ‘empfinden; genießen; durchmachen; entgegennehmen;  

einwilligen’, ‘feel; enjoy; suffer; receive; consent’ (tr) (m+/m/m)  
Prs VI (m+) wärpnamar,-, wärpnatär; wärpnamtär,-, wärpnantär  

Imp — 
 nt-Part wärpnantas 
 m-Part wärpnamaM 
 Ger I wärpnal Abstr I — 
 Inf wärpnatsi 
Sub V (m) -,-, wärpatär;-,-, wärpaMtär  

Opt -, wärpitar, wärpitär;-,-, wärpintär  
 Ger II wärpal Abstr II wärpalune 
Pt I (m) wärpe, wärpate, wärpat;-,-, wärpant 
PPt wärpo 
Ipv I (m) purpar/purpar; purpac/purpac 

The 1.sg. Prs TA wärpnamar is attested in the small fragment THT 1411 frg. d 
a 1. According to Sieg, Übers. I, 24, fn. 11, and Couvreur, 1956, 79, TA warpat 
in A 20 a 6 is an Imp from this root: ptañkte ñom klyo1a warpat ñi pältsäk 
kaswoneyac “ich hörte den Namen des Buddha, mein Geist empfand 
Verlangen nach der Tugend” (Sieg, Übers. I, 24), but a Pt of Awarpa?- ‘urge 
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oneself’ (as per TG, 468) is more likely; see s.v. Awarpa?-. In A 121 b 4 one has 
to restore a 1.pl. middle form TA wärpa(mtär/mät), but it remains unclear 
whether subjunctive or preterit is to choose. Damaged TA w[ärp]n(·)m(·)t 
//// in A 155 a 1 should be read and restored to the m-Part TA 
w[ärp]n(a)m(a)n, as proposed by TG, 470. The restoration of a 1.pl.mid. Imp 
TA wärpn(a)m(ä)t by Kölver, 1965, 140 (who strangely translates the form as a 
present “wir genießen”) is very unlikely, because one would have expected 
the fremdzeichen (Ma), not (ma). 
SEM. A neutral sense ‘receive’ is, e.g., attested in 20 a 5: ot taM patrai 
warpoymar “dann möchte ich diese Schale entgegennehmen” (TochSprR(B), 
transl., 32); according to Hackstein, 2003, 181, the basic meaning of the verb is 
‘embrace’, figuratively ‘perceive/enjoy’, and ‘comprehend intellectually’. For 
the meaning ‘consent’ (construed with infinitive, e.g., in A 370, 4), see Schmidt, 
1986, 122. ETYM. Because of the (almost) constant initial accent found with the 
TB Sub V stem, I would infer that the root vowel at least in this category 
derives from a pre-PT *e, which would further require that at least in this 
category, the root allomorph had been pre-PT *wreP-, and not *werP-. Peters, 
forthc., indeed proposes a connection with Gk. ršpw ‘sink, incline towards, 
happen’. 
 
[wärs- ‘beflecken’ (WTG, 289); as per Schmidt, 1994b, 273f.; 2000, 235, this is a 

ghost root, because the form in question, i.e., orsa-c in 243 a 2, 
belongs to ar(- ‘cease’; see s.v.] 

 
wärsa?- ‘± bemitleiden’, ‘± pity’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, warsa;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 22 a 1. The context points to a meaning ‘± take pity on’; see 
TochSprR(B), transl., 22. Since in the Pt I the root-final consonant is 
unpalatalized, the root had most likely A-character. 
~ Awras- ‘empfinden, erleiden’, ‘feel, suffer’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs II (a) -,-, wra1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I —Abstr I — 
 Inf wrasy 
Sub II — Opt —  
 Ger II wra1äl Abstr II — 
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Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Both roots may belong together (cf. WTG, 289; Adams, DoT, 595). Whether the 
noun TA wraske ‘illness’ belongs here as well is not so clear.  
 
Awärs- ‘atmen’, ‘breathe’ (itr) (a/-/-)  

Prs VIII (a) -,-, wärsä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Undisputed hapax in A 146 b 4: ma säm tmaM wärsä1 “(the embryo) is not 
breathing at that time”. The root is also attested in the nouns TA wraseM 
‘breath’ and TA wrasom ‘being’. 
 
wärsk- ‘smell’ e wär((-sk)- ‘id.’ 
 
wäl?- ‘± biegen, krümmen’, ‘± bend’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II in 
 PPt yailuwa 
 Ipv — 
The root is also attested in the noun yel ‘worm’. The PPt yailuwa ‘bent’ in 73 b 
1 refers to ‘fingers’; see WTG, 290. For semantic reasons, I follow the manuals 
in separating this root wäl- ‘bend’ from wäla?- ‘± shatter’. wäl- or yäl- ‘± bend’ 
is arguably to be derived from PIE *Çwel ‘drehen, rollen’ (2LIV, 675 without 
Toch.); see Adams, DoT, 596. 
 
Awäl- ‘sterben’, ‘die’ (itr) (m/m/a)  

Prs X (m) wälläsmar,-, wällä1tär/wlä1tär;—  
Imp wläM1e/wläM1awe,-,-;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf wlässi (sic) 
Sub III (m) -,-, wlatär; wlamtär,-,- Opt —  
 Ger II wlal Abstr II wlalune 
Pt III (a) -,-, wläs; wälmäs,-,- 
PPt walu 
Ipv — 

SEM. Although the root inflects like a causative alternation verb in the present 
and in the subjunctive, the only attested meaning is ‘die’, that is, semantically 
it behaves precisely like an unergative root. ETYM. According to Hackstein, 
1995, 301ff. to be derived from a PIE root “*wel@- itr. ‘(in kriegerischer 
Auseinandersetzung) besiegt, getötet werden’” also met in Hittite ¦ulla- 
“‘vernichtend schlagen’” and Greek alônai “‘(im Kampf) besiegt werden, 
fallen’” (differently ²LIV, 679: ‘schlagen’), and therefore to be separated from 
wäla?-/Awäla?- ‘shatter’ (which according to Hackstein, l.c., comes from a root 
*ÇHwelh ‘schlagen, rupfen’), the Prs X deriving from a nasal present in pre-
PT *-na- which was eventually replaced by PT *-nä-, and the s-preterit 
deriving from an “itr. Akt. Wz.-Aor. **wl@-t ..., *wl@me bzw. medial *wl@-to, 
*wl@-medH” (in which forms the laryngeal had to vanish by sound law); 
according to Peters, 2006, 339, fn. 25 the latter was “eher ein altes Prät. VI ..., 
wobei wiederum eine 3.Pl. *}wl@-ent ‘sie wurden überwältigt’ ... 
Ausgangspunkt für ein gemeintochar. schwundstufiges themat. Prät. 
*wäl-´ä/æ- ‘sterben’ gewesen sein wird”. As a matter of fact, the present and 
subjunctive formations from this root may just be modeled on those of one of 
its antonyms, viz. Atäm- ‘be born’; as for the Pt III, there exist also some other 
active Pt III forms in Tocharian A showing both intransitive valency and an 
-ä- as root vowel (which at least in one clear case did not palatalize), and 
which accordingly should be best derived from former middle forms; as a 
consequence, TA wläs may actually go back to a passively used middle form 
built from an inherently transitive root, e.g., one with the meaning ‘shatter, 
beat, defeat’; note, however, that both Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic Luwian 
attest to a verbal root *wal- ‘die’ possibly to be connected with our root (as per 
Melchert, 1994, 254), and in addition that Lycian has a verbal root la- ‘die’ 
derived by Melchert, 1994, 290, 308, 316 from a “(virtual) PA *wlaH-” no doubt 
somehow related to the Luwian root. 
 
wäla?- ‘± zerschlagen, zerzausen’, ‘± shatter, tousle’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt wlauwa| wlo1 
 Ipv — 
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Instead of a 3.sg.mid. Sub walträ from this root (thus WTG, 290), one has to 
read kälträ in PK AS 12G a 3 (MQ), according to Couvreur, 1954, 86: //// 
tw(e)r[e]ne KaltRa “stands at the door” (confirmed by G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; cf. also 
the translation of the text by Couvreur, 1953, 282). The PPt wlauwa seems in 
addition attested without context in THT 1158 a 5. 
= Awäla?- ‘zerschlagen’, ‘shatter’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt wlo 
Ipv — 

SEM. Adams, DoT, 596 translates the root with ‘curl’ on the evidence of the PPt 
wlo1äM in 89 a 2 and the kausativum PPt yailuwa. However, the TA 
equivalent PPt TA wlo and the TB form wlauwa attested in H 149.14 a 3 show 
a somewhat different meaning: wlauwa asci cets pilentacci ywarc no ksa 
1emeMts katsañ “their heads battered [and] yet others again among them 
[were] covered in wounds [and] some with their stomachs ...” (Broomhead I, 
143ff.; cf. also Hackstein, 1995, 302 with fn. 43). The meaning ‘shatter’ for the 
TA equivalent wlo is certain: A 247 b 3 tmäk yok wlo tñi knanmuneyis pkänt 
a(tsaM) “eben dadurch [ist] von dir zerspalten worden (jegliche) Hinderung 
des Verstandes” (see Thomas, 1956, 283). The passage has been identified by 
Schmidt, 1987, 158 as a translation of VAV 2.38; unfortunately, precisely the 
pada in question is lost in the Sanskrit text, but we do have the Tibetan 
version that runs in German translation: “[Dessen Geist rein ist, dadurch daß 
alle] Befleckungen and negativen Eindrücke beseitigt sind {...}, dir sei 
Verehrung!”; see Hartmann, 1987, 112. As for yailuwa, it may be better to set 
up a separate root; see s.v. wäl?- ‘± bend’. ETYM. Said to be derived from PIE 
*ÇHwelh ‘schlagen, rupfen’ by Hackstein, 1995, 302 with fn. 43 (not in 2LIV). 
The formation of the PPt rather points to a root with A-character, which is in 
accordance with the fact that the roots Awäl- ‘die’ and wäl?- ‘± bend’ do not 
seem to have A-character, so then these roots were not homonyms. From the 
A-character root wäla- one may then further derive wla(-sk)- ‘± give off, waft’ 
as a secondary sk-extension of the an(-sk- type, but the semantics hardly fit; 
see s.v. 
  
Awälka?- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
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Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt wälko 
Ipv — 

The only morphologically clear and undamaged form from this root is the PPt 
in A 166 a 3, which, however, remains semantically unclear: //// kär1to 
wälk=oki klopant utkraM wärpnatär //// “as if being cut off and ... he suffers 
severe sufferings” (cf. Saito, 2006, 87; the form in the fragmentary passage A 
440 a 3 compared with this one with question mark by TG, 471 is written 
wäl@k(a) with virama in the middle, so it hardly belongs here; it may be true 
that in TA and TB virama is sometimes indeed written word-internally, but, to 
my knowledge, this kind of writing is only found very rarely and is confined 
to morpheme boundaries, as in the cases of TA (o)mä[l@]suneya in A 467 b 2 
and yärT@maM in THT 1483 frg. b b 3). Whether TA walkä //// in the small 
fragment A 170 b 1 is a form from this root and a verbal form at all remains 
also unclear: //// (naiva)sikañ yokmas walkä //// (restoration according to 
me) “the ... pertaining to the dwelling places ... the doors”. If it belongs here, 
one may think of a meaning ‘± burst open” vel sim. Judging by the formation 
of the PPt, the root had A-character. 
 
wälts?- ‘zusammenfassen’, ‘sum up, condense’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PP aultsu 
 Ipv — 
On aultsu < *woltsu, see Ringe, 1989a, 36ff.; the PPt also underlies the adverb 
aultsorsa ‘briefly, in sum’, which is the TB equivalent of TA waltsura, woltsura 
‘id.’. 
= Awälts?- ‘zusammenfassen’, ‘sum up, condense’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PP in woltsura 
Pt III in 
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PP waltsu 
Ipv — 

A PPt TA †woltsu is presupposed by the adverb TA woltsura (attested once) 
‘briefly, in sum’ = TB aultsorsa, and similarly TA †waltsu by the adverb TA 
waltsura (attested seven times). 
 
wäs- ‘sich kleiden, anziehen’, ‘don, wear (clothes)’ (itr/tr) (m/m/m) 

Prs IXa (m) —;-,-, yäskeMtär Imp -,-, yä11itär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I yä1älle (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub I (m) -,-, wastär;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf wastsi/wassi 

 Pt III (m) -, wäsatai (sic), wässate;— 
 PPt ausu| auso1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl.mid. Prs yäskeMtär is attested in KVac 12 a 1 (Schmidt, 1986, 45; see 
also Hackstein, 1995, 264f.); the 3.sg.mid. Sub form wastär found in PK NS 95 
b 1 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.) attests to a Sub I 
stem; the 2.sg.mid. Pt wäsatai is often found in KVac 12 (this manuscript often 
shows forms with simplification of double consonants, cf. Schmidt, 1986, V, 
and 2; the variant wasatai is certainly merely due to erroneous omission of the 
ä-dots, even though it is attested a couple of times in the manuscript). The 
active 3.pl. Pt wä11are attested in H 149.add 5 b 4 can hardly belong to this 
root (thus, e.g., WTG, 290), because of the palatalized suffix -11- and because 
of the fact that there are otherwise only middle forms to be found; see the 
discussion in Hackstein, 1995, 267f. I set up a separate root wäsk- ‘?’ for the 
form in question; see s.v. 
= Awäs- ‘sich kleiden, anziehen’, ‘don, wear (clothes)’ (itr/tr) (-/m/m)  

Prs II — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I wa1laM Abstr I — 
 Inf wassi 
Sub I/V (m) — Opt wsimar, wsitar,-;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (m) wse,-,-;-,-, wsant 
PPt wasu 
Ipv III (m) pusar;- 

The Inf TA wassi is attested in YQ 25 a 3, on which see also Schmidt, 1999b, 
283. Since the noun TA wsal ‘garment’ is apparently formed to an a-stem from 
this root, and since the non-palatalized Opt forms TA wsimar, etc. can 
likewise be analyzed as a-subjunctives (as per Winter 1977, 143 = 1984, 188 = 
2005, 180), we certainly have to set up a Sub V for TA. On the other hand, the 
fem.pl. Ger TA wa1laM (pace the manuals; Thomas, 1952, 32; TEB I, 223; § 402 
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fn. 1) appears to derive from a thematic present and not from a subjunctive 
stem (cf. TA akäl1äl ‘pupil’ built from Prs VIII), so we have TA †wa1äl ‘what is 
to put on’ clearly pointing to a Prs II with a root vowel that probably had been 
pre-PT *e. The pairing of Sub V with Pt III may be odd, but can easily be 
explained by a reinterpretation of the middle-only Pt III stem *wäsa- as Pt I 
stem; the same kind of reanalysis took place precisely in TA in the case of the 
middle-only Pt III *ænkäsa- from e$k-/AeMts(- ‘seize’. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘jd. bekleiden’, ‘dress sb.’ (tr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (m) wose-M,-,-;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The kausativum is only attested by TA wose-M in YQ 41 a 3 (in contrast to 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 277, I do not analyze TA pusar-ñi in YQ 26 a 7 as a 
form of the kausativum).  
SEM. The verb can be construed with an object in the obliquus (107 b 4 f. 
wässate ka1ar-wassi “he put on the Ka1aya-garment”), which is usually a 
noun made from the same root. The verb is medium tantum (the alleged 
active form wä11are rather belongs to a separate root wäsk- ‘?’; see below); 
therefore the voice alternation “Akt. ‘jem. bekleiden’, Med. ‘sich (sibi) 
anziehen’” reconstructed by WTG, 290 is not backed by any historical 
evidence, but probably by the root vowel of Prs II which most likely had been 
a pre-PT *e. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çwes ‘(Kleidung) anhaben, 
bekleidet sein mit’ (2LIV, 692f.; Hackstein, 1995, 265ff.; Adams, DoT, 597). 
Hackstein interprets the irregular palatalization of the root initial in the Prs 
IXa as a reflex of the PIE root “stative” *wes-toy ‘hat an’, on which the Toch. sk-
present he says had been based (*wes-ske/o-). According to Kümmel (2LIV, 
692f.), the athematic subjunctive may directly continue the PIE root “stative”, 
but TB wäs- clearly points to origin from a non-Narten root aorist *us-to.  
 
wäs- ‘verweilen, wohnen, leben, ruhen’, ‘dwell, abide, live, lie down’  

(itr) (a+/a/a) 
Prs IXa (a+) -,-, wsa11äM;-,-, wsaskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part wsä11eñca (MQ) 
 m-Part wsäskemane (MQ) 
 Ger I wsa11älle Abstr I — 
Sub IV (a) w1iyau,-, w1i-ñä (sic);-,-, w1iyeM Opt — 

Ger II w1ille Abstr II w1ilñe Priv — 
Inf w1itsi 

 Pt VII (a) w1eyawa (S),-, w1iya;— 
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 PPt au1u 
 Ipv — 
See Thomas, 1966a, 171, fn. 2 for the 1.sg. Sub w1iyau (now = THT 1681 b 5; 
the passage is also cited in Bernhard, 1958, 244, fn. 15) and 3.sg. Sub w1i-ñä 
(sic). The Ger II w1ille is found in PK AS 12H b 5; see Thomas, 1986, 134, and 
Pinault, 2000a, 151; beside the PPt au1uwa there is also the PPt au1usa in PK 
AS 12H b 4 (MQ); see Pinault, 2000a, 151. wä11are in H add.149 5 b 4 does 
rather not belong to this root; see the discussion in Hackstein, 1995, 268 and 
s.v. wäsk- ‘?’.  
SEM. For the semantics, see Hackstein, 1995, 218f. ETYM. To be derived from 
PIE *ÇHwes ‘(ver)weilen, die Nacht verbringen’ (2LIV, 293f.; in detail 
Hackstein, 1995, 219ff.; Adams, DoT, 597f.). Klingenschmitt, 1994, 407 = 2005, 
432, fn. 165 assumes that the subjunctive continues a PIE present *Hus-iH-
ye/o-, the imperfect of which PIE *HusiH-yet is continued in the preterit by 
simply adding the -a-suffix. Adams, 1988a, 73 sets up a simple ye/o-present 
“*us-ye/o-”, but Kim, 2007a, 52 assumes a “morphological replacement” of 
some kind, because “*Hus-yé/ó- should have become PT *wä1ä/æ-”. 
 
wä(s)?- ‘geben’, ‘give’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I + III (a) wsawa, wsasta, wasa/wsa-ne/wsa; wasam/ 
wsam,-, wsar-ne/wsar/wsare/wsär-ñi/wäsare/wsare 

 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
The stem provides the suppletive preterit stem for the active forms of ai- ‘give’ 
(note that its middle means ‘take’). The singular forms are clearly forms of Pt I, 
whereas in the plural we have a mix of forms from both Pt I and Pt III. The 
1.sg. wsawa is found in letters of the Paris collection and in the Berlin letter 
470 a 2, and it is also attested in the literary texts 22 a 8 (Š) and H add.149 88 b 
4 (provenance unknown); the 2.sg. wsasta is found in the literary MQ text 221 
a 4 and in the graffito Qu 34 (see Pinault, 1994a, 175), and the restoration of a 
2.sg. wsa(sta) in 239 b 3 is now assured by the parallel text THT 3597 (= Mainz 
655, 1) b 6 (cf. Schmidt, 1983a, 273f.). The 3.sg. wasa/wsa- is attested fairly 
often, including literary texts from Šorcuq and MQ, the informal-style variant 
wsa in PK Cp 11, 5 (Peyrot, 2008, 155). The 1.pl. wsam is, e.g., attested in the 
Paris monastery record PK Cp 26, 1 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.), and the 1.pl. variant wasam in the Berlin monastery record 490 
Kol. I b 2. According to Winter, 1997, 187 = 1998, 351 = 2005, 495, wasam 
simply stands for wäsam, claiming we are dealing with “a manuscript in 
which schwa dots are not used with wa-”; note that omission of the ä-dots on 
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wä is also attested otherwise in documents of profane nature or, e.g., in the 
KVac manuscript (see s.v. wäs- ‘don’). Beside the 3.pl. Pt I wsare there are 
various 3.pl. Pt III forms attested: wsar-ne ‘they gave him’ in PK NS 36A b 4 
(Couvreur, 1964, 247), the MQ form wsär-ñi ‘they gave me’ in BM b 4, and 
wsaR@ in the administrative documents THT 4059 a 1 and THT 4062 a 1 
(Schmidt, 2001d, 20ff.); in addition, there are the 3.pl. Pt forms wsare and 
wäsare found in business documents. The monastery records edited by 
Pinault, 1998 show the 3.sg. Pt wasa and 3.pl. Pt wsare. 
= Awä(s)?- ‘geben’, ‘give’ (tr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) wsa, wsa1t, wäs;—  
Pt III (a) —;-,-, wäsr-äM 
PPt wawu 
Ipv — 

The root provides the suppletive preterit and PPt for Ae- ‘give’. The existence 
of a 2.sg. TA wsa1t in A 132 a 5 “bleibt zweifelhaft” (TG, 424, fn. 2; 
TochSprR(A) separates //// [p(·)a]neya wsa 1tam). In favor of a 2.sg. preterit 
one could refer to the 2.sg. Pt in line a 4 TA taka1t ‘you were’; therefore I 
would like to propose degemination in a phrase TA wsa1t <t>am “you gave 
this”. The 1.sg. TA wsa is now also a couple of times attested in the YQ 
manuscript. ETYM. Schmidt, 1986a, 648 argues the 3.pl. forms wsare, wäsare, 
and wsare are informal-style forms, because of their being attested in 
documents of profane nature, and that wsär-ñi, found in BM (which is a 
manuscript in archaic ductus; see Malzahn, 2007a, 269ff.), is a formal-style 
variant, so that one should conclude that the Pt III is the original class. On the 
other hand, Winter, 1965a, 208 = 1984, 174f. = 2005, 133, fn. 1 sets up PT *wäsa- 
as the original stem by claiming that “die vom Normalparadigma 
abweichenden Formen der dritten Person Plural nur mit suffigiertem 
Pronomen belegt sind” and that the zero-grade root ablaut speaks against an 
old s-preterit. According to WTG, 185f., the TA PPt suggests a former s-less 
root *we- that formed an s-preterit that was later reanalyzed as a Pt I. In 
contrast, Winter, 1997, 187f. = 1998, 351f. = 2005, 495f. believes that the original 
root shape was rather *wäs-. The reason for Winter to start with *wäs- is his 
idea of connecting the verbal root with TB wase ‘poison’, which he claims goes 
back to old *wis-o-. Tocharian would, if Winter’s assumption is correct, 
however, be the only language to preserve the verbal root *Çwis meaning 
‘give’, on which the PIE noun for ‘poison’ he claims was based. Differently, 
Adams, DoT, 101 derives the root from a se/o-present formed with the 
preverb *wi-, which is not too likely a scenario for morphological reasons. This 
could be bettered by assuming that *wi, or *bi, or rather a *wi-de@ or *bi-
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de@-, was turned into/formed an s-preterit. On stems of similar structure 
with the root *Çdeh ‘set’ continued in Tocharian, see Hackstein, 2002, 7ff. In 
addition, Hackstein, 2001, 17ff. has reasonably argued that the irregular 
imperative to the TB verb for ‘give’, i.e., the 2.sg. pete, etc. is to be derived 
from PIE *Çde@ as well. Hackstein, 2001, 30f. further shows that the similarly 
opaque TA imperatives of the verb for ‘give’, i.e., the 2.sg. TA pa1 and 2.pl. TA 
pac may go back to *Çde@ as well, though in the end he prefers to derive 
them from a root PIE *Ç@wis, and then proposes to derive wä(s)?- ‘give’ from 
that root as well (2LIV, 297 sets up this root as *Ç@eyt ‘mitnehmen’). 
 
wäsk- ‘move’ e wask(- ‘id.’ 
 
wäsk- ‘?’ (?) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, wä11are 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax without much context in H 149.add 5 b 4: //// ne [w]ä11are • tumeM 
Suddhoda(ne) //// “they ... (in ?). Thereupon Suddhodana ...”. The manuals 
mostly take the form as Pt from wäs- ‘put on (clothes)’, but as Hackstein, 1995, 
267f. points out correctly, this is highly improbable for morphological reasons, 
and so would be assignment to wäs- ‘dwell’. We may be dealing with a root 
wäsk- forming a palatalized a-preterit, which would imply a thematic 
subjunctive and present stem. 
 
wi- ‘erschrecken’, ‘frighten’ (tr) (a/m/-) 

Prs IXb (a) —;-,-, wiyäskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I/II (m) -,-, wiyatär-ne;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II wiyälyñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
WTG does not list this root, and TEB II, 241 lists it with the present form only 
and translate it with ‘erschrecken, scheuchen (?)’. The 3.pl. Prs wiyäskeM is 
attested in PK NS 30 a 2 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.): 
//// rna ywarcä walkwi ramTa wiyäskeM m(ñ)[cu](1keM) //// “amid ... they 
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frighten the prince like wolves”; on walkwe from PIE *w5Kos ‘wolf’, see 
Fellner, 2005, 141f. The 3.sg.mid. Sub wiyatär-ne is attested in PK NS 45 b 2 
and the Abstr wiyälyñe in PK AS 15D b 4 (both unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). Note that wìyä-, wiya- instead of expected 
*wìC- must be back-formations to 3.pl. Sub I/II †wiyentär and similar forms 
with wiye-. 
= Awi(- ‘sich fürchten’, ‘be frightened’ (itr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt wiyo 
Pt III (a) wiyu,-,-;— 
Ipv — 

Schmidt/Winter, 1992, 54 = Winter, 2005, 438 analyze TA wiyu in A 295 a 4 as 
a 1.sg.act. of an intransitive s-preterit from this root: TA wiyu triku cam 
klopyo ‘‘ich war verstört [und] verwirrt durch dieses Leid’’. For similar highly 
irregular Pt III forms, see also chap.s Valency 4.5.1.1. and Pt III 9.1.2.1. 
ETYM. PIE *Çdwey ‘in Furcht geraten, erschrecken’ (2LIV, 130). 

 
wik(- ‘schwinden’, ‘disappear’ (itr) (m/m/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, wiketär;-,-, wikentar-ne (sic) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, wikatär-me;—  

Opt -,-, wikoytär;-,-, wikoyntär/wikoyentär 
Ger II wikalle (MQ) Abstr II wikalñe Priv — 
Inf wikatsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, wika;— 
 PPt wiko1äM 
 Ipv I (a) -; pwikaso 
The 3.sg.mid. Sub wikatär-me is attested in PK AS 17D a 5 (see Couvreur, 
1954, 87, followed by Carling, 2003b, 66: traike wrotstse amar1e wikatär-m(e) 
snai lyipär “die große Verwirrung des Unwillens wird euch restlos 
schwinden”). TochSprR(B) proposed to restore a 2.sg.act. Opt (wiko)yt in 406 
b 4, but this remains uncertain. The 3.pl.mid. Opt variant wikoye[n](Ta)R@ 
seems attested in THT 2171 a 4. For the transitive Ipv pwikaso ‘remove!’ 
(formally Ipv I), see below.  
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ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘vermeiden, sich fernhalten von’, ‘avoid’ (tr) (a/a/-) 
Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, wiksen-ne Imp — 
 nt-Part wik1eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I wik1alle Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) — Opt wisim,-, wisi;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf wissi/wistsi (MQ) 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv III (a) -; pwikso 
The 1.sg. Prs wiksau is only listed in TEB I, 175, § 299,2 without ref., the 3.sg. 
wik1äM only in TEB I, 175, § 299,1c; both forms are maybe merely 
reconstructed. The alleged 3.sg. Sub wisä(M) said to be attested in H 149.165 
(= U 26) b 3 [recte b 4] by WTG, 291 is based on an incorrect word separation 
by Lévi, 1933, 56; see Thomas, 1969a, 299, fn. 47; 1971, 42. Instead of an Abstr 
[wik]1älñe (thus TEB II, 68, no. XXV, 9) one has to read rassalñe in K 3 (= PK 
AS 7C) b 2, as per Pinault, 2007, 210. Hackstein, 1995, 136 has correctly 
analyzed the Ipv 2.pl. pwikso as s-imperative (contra the manuals), but I see 
no compelling reason to interpret the two attested forms (13 a 1, 33 a 1) as 
intransitives. For the a-stem Priv aikaccepi, see Hilmarsson, 1991, 55f. and 
chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.2.  
KAUSATIVUM II ‘vertreiben, entfernen’, ‘drive away, remove’ (tr) (a/a/a)  

Prs IXb (a) wikäskau,-, wikä11äM;-,-, wikäskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part wikä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I wikä11älle Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt wikä11im,-, wikä11i;— 

Ger II — Abstr II wikä1älñe/wik1älñe Priv — 
Inf wikässi/wikastsi (MQ) 

 Pt II (a) -, yaikasta, yaika;-,-, yaikare 
 PPt yaiku| yaiko1 
 Ipv II (x) pika;-|-; pikat (MQ) 
A 3.sg. Prs/Sub lau ... wikä11äM is also attested in THT 1126 a 4. The 3.pl. Pt 
yaikare is found in PK AS 6D a 3f. (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.) and PK AS 16.3 a 1 (Pinault, 1989a, 156).  
= Awik(- ‘schwinden’, ‘disappear’ (itr) (m/a/a)  

Prs III (m) —;-,-, wikantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, weka1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II wikalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, wika-m;— 
PPt wiko 
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Ipv — 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘vermeiden, sich fernhalten von’, ‘avoid’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs VIII (a) -, wikä1t, wikä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I wikä1läM Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt 

Ger II — Abstr II — 
 Pt III in 
 PPt wawiku  
 Ipv — 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘vertreiben, entfernen’, ‘drive out, remove’ (tr) (a+/a/a) 

Prs VIII (a+) -,-, wikä1;-,-, wikseñc Imp -,-, wik1a;— 
 nt-Part wik1ant 
 m-Part wikäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf wikässi 
Sub IX (a) wikasam,-, wika1;— Opt — 

Ger II wika1äl Abstr II wika1lune 
 Pt II (a) -,-, wawik;-,-, wawikar 
 PPt wawiku 

Ipv II (a) pwika-m;— 
The Prs VIII is the present stem of both the antigrundverb (< s-present) and 
the kausativum (< sk-present). We are dealing with the antigrundverb in A 
246 b 4: (u)mpar-ytar wikä1t “du vermeidest den schlechten Weg” (Hackstein, 
1995, 134 with fn. 93), A 227/8 b 7: wikseñc mantlune “they avoid (the evil) 
disposition” (cf. Pinault, 1999, 231), and arguably also in YQ 9 b 4: (kärsna)läM 
wram puk kärso wikä1läM wram wawiku knanmaM pap1u “having learned 
everything that can be learned, having avoided everything that can be 
avoided, wise and disciplined” (cf. Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 61, who, however, 
translate ‘removed’). The Inf TA wikässi in YQ 1 a 6 rather belongs to the 
kausativum: wraske mokone wlalune wikässi “in order to remove sickness, 
old age, and death” (Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 65). The 3.pl. Pt TA wawikar-
ä(m) (TG, 472 “Frgm.”) can be found in THT 1542 frg. e a 3. 
SEM. Hackstein, 1995, 133ff. with fn. 90 argues that there are transitive forms 
made from the grundverb having the same meaning as the kausativum, which 
would be very remarkable, and could, as Hackstein points out correctly, only 
be secondary. However, I am not convinced by the examples. The alleged 
3.sg.mid. Prs wiketrä in H 149.46 b 5 as restored by Broomhead I, 54 (k1se 
e$käl wike(trä) //// “he who drives away passion”) can be restored to 
wike(mane) “disappearing passion”; wikatsi in 127 b 6 (MQ) (waimene sklok 
wikatsi “[es ist] schwierig, Zweifel zu vertreiben”) is, in fact, a non-finite form, 
and may be interpreted as “[it is] difficult [for] doubt to disappear” (thus 
Adams, DoT, 599); the same is basically true for the non-finite forms Ger 
wikalle in 295 b 8 and for restored w(i)k(or)m(eM) in 203 b 1; TA wika(trä) in 
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A 391 a 6 is also a restored form attested in sentence and pada-final position 
without much context. TochSprR(A) edits //// s puk wika(–) •. Although we 
have here a translation of Uv. 12.17 c-d, i.e., a translation of Skt. prahasyate 
‘will remove’ (cf. Bernhard, 1965, 198), this does not mean that the Tocharian 
translator used a transitive TA wika(trä). As for the 2.pl. Ipv pwikaso in K 1 b 
[recte a] 5 (ekñiñ)[ñ](e)[n]t(a) pw[i]kaso “lasset den Besitz fahren” (see Sieg, 
1938, 4, not discussed by Hackstein, l.c.), this would not prove transitive 
valency for the grundverb either, because the imperative of basically 
intransitive stems can (very rarely) be used transitively; see chap. Valency 
4.10.1. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çweyg ‘in Bewegung geraten, sich 
entfernen’ (2LIV, 667f.; Hackstein, 1995, 134ff.) or maybe from PIE *Çweyk 
‘eingehen, eintreten’ (2LIV, 669f.); see Adams, DoT, 600; cf. also chap. Sub II 
19.1.5. 
 
Awin- ‘?’ (?) (a/-/-)  

Prs II (a) —;-,-, wineñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax in YQ 4 b 8: //// apat swañcenañ wineñc-äM “rays appear (?) 
on his right side” (Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 75).  
 
wina-ññ- ‘Gefallen finden’, ‘enjoy, find pleasure in’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs XII (m) -,-, winantär;-,-, winaññentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub XII — Opt — 

Ger II winalye Abstr II winalñe/winaññe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The restoration of contextless wina[n](·)[a]r in 361 a 9 (M) to a 2.sg.mid. Prs 
from this root (thus WTG, 291 with question mark) is very uncertain; the 
3.sg.mid. winanträ is attested in IOL Toch 801 b 3 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
= Awin-iññ- ‘Gefallen finden’, ‘enjoy, find pleasure in’ (itr) (m/m/-)  

Prs XII (m) -,-, witär (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub XII (m) -, wiñtar,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The manuals do not list a TA equivalent of the TB root, but Hilmarsson, 1991a, 
86f. adduced the 2.sg.mid. Sub TA wiñtar in A 70 b 6, whose meaning is 
assured by the Sanskrit parallel version: “wirst du dich wie zwischen ... 
befindlich bestimmt erfreuen” (see Sieg, Übers. II, 44, with fn. 11; Thomas, 
1989, 21). Furthermore, Hilmarsson followed the interpretation of A 222 a 7 by 
TG, 380 by which an Imp TA wiññat is gained: k1l(e)yaM pältsäk cacrä$ku 
mrosä$katsi ma n<u> wiññat “having attached [his] thought [on]to the 
woman, he did not take pleasure [in] renouncing”. Although this is perfectly 
possible, unlike Hilmarsson I would not exclude that Couvreur’s reading of 
the passage resulting in a TA Imp nwiññat from a root Anwa- is correct; see 
the discussion s.v. Anwa- ‘± bear, suffer’. In addition, one can restore the word 
fragment TA witä(–) in A 462 a 5 to TA witä(r) and analyze it as a 3.sg.mid. 
Prs from this root (cf. TG, 471, where TA witä(–) and TA wiñtar are treated as 
cognates). The form translates preceding Skt. rocate, which has to be 
translated by ‘enjoys’ and not ‘shines’, because of its being coordinated with 
k1amate ‘is appropriate’ (see Sieg, 1943, 137; Couvreur, 1956, 70 contra Poucha, 
TLT, 301 s.v. 2wi-; Skt. rocate and k1amate are often found together, cf. SWTF 
s.v. k1am). For TA wineñc-aM in YQ 4 b 8 I follow Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 277 
in setting up a special root Awin- ‘?’; see s.v. 
ETYM. Said to be a denominative based on an n-stem *winan- ‘joy’ (allegedly 
continued in TB wina)  by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 85ff., but the analysis of wina as 
an n-stem is clearly wrong; see below s.v. wina-sk- ‘venerate’. 
 
wina-sk- act. ‘verehren’, mid. ‘bekennen, beichten’, act. ‘venerate, honor’, mid.  

‘confess’ (tr) (x/a/a) 
Prs IXa (x) winaskau, winast, wina11äM; winaskem,-,-;-,-, winaskeM|  

winaskemar (MQ),-,-;— Imp —;-,-, wina1yen-ne 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I wina11älle Abstr I — 
Sub IXa (a) — Opt -,-, wina11i;— 

Ger II — Abstr II wina11älñe Priv — 
Inf winassi 

 Pt IV (a) -, wina11asta, wina11a-me;-,-, wina11are/wina11ar-ne (S) 
 PPt wewinä11u| wewina11o1/ in wewinä11ormeM 
 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. Pt wina11asta is attested in KVac 24 b 3 (Schmidt, 1986, 57), and a 
3.pl. Pt variant wina11are with clearly readable -are (beside the restored form 
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in 108 b 1) can be found in the small fragment THT 2370 frg. k a 1. The 
nom.sg. PPt wewinä11(u) with replacement of -a- by -ä- is attested in IOL 
Toch 274 a 6 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v. contra Broomhead I, 365), and beside the PPt 
wewina11o1 with preservation of the (*)-a- in 74 b 1, there is also an Abs 
wewinä11ormeM to be found in PK AS 17K b 2 (cited by Lévi/Meillet, 1913, 
385 under a different signature). 
= Awina-s- ‘verehren’, ‘honor, venerate’ (tr) (a+/-/a)  

Prs VIII (a+) winasam,-,-; winasamäs,-, winaseñc  
Imp -,-, wina1a-M;-,-, wina1ar 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part winasmaM 
 Ger I wina1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf winassi 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II wina1lune 
Pt IV (a) -,-, wina1a;— 
PPt in wawiM1urä1 
Ipv — 

SEM. The middle (only attested in TB) has the meaning ‘confess’; see Schmidt, 
1974, 415. ETYM. Melchert, 1978, 127 and Schmidt, 1982, 367 derive the root 
from a primary PIE present stem formation *wnH-ske/o- from PIE *ÇwenH 
(2LIV, 682f. ‘liebgewinnen’, without Toch.), but phonologically only a 
(somewhat irregular) full-grade variant *wenH-ske/o- would do the trick. 
Since Tocharian B has a noun wina ‘joy’, one would like very much to side 
with Hackstein, 1995, 101, who took the verb for a denominative from that 
noun, and (implicitly) also wanted to explain the irregular preservation of the 
-a- in front of the TA Prs VIII morpheme -s- by the status of the verb as 
denominative. If this analysis is correct, no doubt the Prs XII verb wina-ññ-/ 
Awin-iññ- ‘enjoy’ is also best explained as a denominative (see for such an 
analysis Hilmarsson, 1991a, 85ff. with ref. and also Adams, DoT, 602). There is 
just one problem with such a kind of analysis: Tocharian A does not have a 
noun †wiM for ‘joy’, and responds to TB wina with a noun derived from the 
same root, but with a completely different kind of stem formation, viz. TA 
wañi. Adams, DoT, 603 rather recommends to separate this verb from wina 
(and *ÇwenH) completely. 
 
wip- ‘schütteln, schlenkern’, ‘shake, dangle’ (tr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs IX (a+) -,-, wipä11äM (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part wipäskemane (MQ) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
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 Ipv — 
SEM. The m-Part wipäskemane refers to body parts (head, arms); this is 
arguably also true for the 3.sg. Prs wipä(11äM) in 597 a 5 (to be restored with 
some certainty), since this form seems to refer either to a form mas ‘fist’ (thus 
Adams, DoT, 603) or m=(a)s ‘head’ (thus TochSprR(B) with fn. 14); in both 
cases a final -c must have been dropped, which is a phenomenon indeed 
found otherwise. There are only MQ forms attested, so the accent and hence 
the present class is unclear (note that the manuscript 597 hails from the Kuca 
region and not from Murtuq; see Adaktylos et al., 2007, 41f.). ETYM. To be 
derived from PIE *Çweyp ‘in schwingende/zitternde Bewegung geraten’ (2LIV, 
671 without Toch.); see Adams, DoT, 603. 
 
Awip- ‘be wet’ e waiw(-/Awip(- ‘id.’ 
 
Awe- act. ‘sprießen lassen’, ‘let sprout’, mid. ‘sprießen’, ‘sprout’  

(tr/itr) (x/-/-)  
Prs VI (x) -,-, wena1;—|-,-, wenatär;-,-, wenantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

A transitive active TA wena<1> is to be restored in A 145 a 4, as per TG, 473. 
The 3.pl.mid. in A 156 a 2 is intransitive (cf. Schmidt, 1974, 132), the 3.sg.mid. 
TA wenaträ (TG, 472 “frg.”) is attested in THT 1142 b 1 (without context). 
ETYM. Since in Tocharian A root-final -t- could disappear before the nasal 
suffix, we may be dealing with a root Aweta- (Prs VI roots always have A-
character). On the other hand, maybe this is rather a denominative to a *-neH- 
derivative, but further cognates are unclear. 
 

Aweka- ‘auseinanderfallen, zerbrechen’, ‘fall apart, break’ (itr) (-/m/m)  
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, wekantär Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, wekat;— 
PPt waweku 
Ipv — 
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SEM. According to TG, 473, there is a homonymic root Awek-2 ‘tell lies’ attested 
in the PPt TA waweku in A 272 b 3 and A 371 a 5, for which see s.v. Awek?- 
‘lie’. A clear instance of a PPt TA waweku ‘fallen apart’ made from this root is 
attested in A 13 a 2 (referring to ‘bones’). ETYM. See below s.v. Awek?- ‘lie’. 
 
Awek?- ‘lügen’, ‘lie, tell lies’ (tr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I/III in 
PPt waweku 
Ipv — 

According to TG, 473, one has to set up to different roots Awek- ‘fall apart’ and 
Awek-2 ‘tell lies’. The latter is said to be attested by the PPt TA waweku found 
in A 272 b 3 and A 371 a 5: A 272 b 3 //// wa(we)ku ma smale skam 
s1katikañ; A 371 a 5 //// smale vi1am tsär waweku wewñu tam “if I speak an 
evil, hard ... lie”. In both passages the PPt is found beside TA smale ‘lie, 
falsehood’ being the equivalent of Skt. mr1avada- ‘lie, falsehood’, one of the 
akusala karmapatha (“karmically unwholesome deeds”, “heilswidrige 
Handlungsweisen”; see basically Weber, 1999, 13ff., and Pinault, 1999, 229). It 
is unclear to me whether TA waweku in these two passages still functions as a 
PPt or is rather a lexicalized term denoting some kind of sinful verbal 
communication such as the no doubt related TB term waike ‘lie’. Saito, 2006, 
377 opted for the first kind of analysis, rendering A 371 a 5 by “Wenn ich eine 
boshafte, harte, in Widerspruch geratene [wtl. auseinandergefallene] Lüge 
ausgesprochen habe ...” (and thereby referring the PPt to a root denoting 
‘auseinanderfallen’ still synchronically), and Couvreur, 1959, 252 for the 
second kind of approach, taking TA waweku in the same passage evidently as 
a TA term for the sixth akusala karmapatha, which is named in Sanskrit 
saMbhinnapralapa and has to be rendered by ‘chitchat, babble, nonsense’. If 
TA waweku was indeed such a term, it could still have started out as a PPt 
from a root denoting ‘break’, cf. Modern English break the news and TB 
käskor ‘chitchat’ derived from the root käska- ‘scatter’ — actually Pinault, 1999, 
230 has shown that in A 227/8 b 7 precisely TA käs(k)o (no doubt from a TA 
cognate of the TB root käska- ‘scatter’) functions as a TA equivalent of Skt. 
saMbhinnapralapa-. ETYM. As argued immediately above, this TA PPt (and as 
a consequence also TB waike ‘lie’) may perfectly well derive from a root with 
the original meaning ‘break (tr/itr)’; actually the forms from Aweka- ‘fall apart, 
break’ may belong to a denominative from a pre-PT *woyko- derived from the 
root *Çweyk said to have denoted ‘aussieben’ by ²LIV, 670. Adams, DoT, 612 
also assumed a denominative origin for what he thinks was a TA verb “wek- 
‘to lie’”, and further accepted Schneider’s (1939, 253) connection with a 
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Germanic root denoting ‘deceive, betray’ (from *Çsweyq ‘ausweichen; im Stich 
lassen’ according to ²LIV, 608; there is no mention of the Tocharian root). 
 
we-ñ- act. ‘sagen, sprechen’, ‘say, speak’, mid. ‘genannt werden’,  

‘be called’ (tr) (x/a/x) 
Prs IXa (x) weskau, west, we11äM; weskem, wescer, weskeM;  

-,-, westeM| weskemar, westär (sic), westär;-,-, weskentär  
Imp we11im, we11it, we11i;-,-, we1yeM 

 nt-Part we11eñca 
 m-Part weskemane 
 Ger I we11älle (Š) Abstr I — 
Sub (a) weñau, went, weM; weñem, weñcer, weñeM  

Opt weñim,-, weñi;— 
Ger II welle Abstr II welñe Priv — 
Inf wentsi 

Pt V (x) weñawa/wñawa, weñasta/wñasta (MQ), weña/wña-ne;  
weñam, wñas, weñare/wñare/weñare-nes (S)/weñar-mes 
(S)/weñar (S)/wñar-ne (S)|—;-,-, weñante 

 PPt weweñu| weweño1 
 Ipv V (a) poñ; pontso (Š)/ poñes (S) 
The 2.sg.mid. Prs westrä translates Skt. gi<r>yase in H add.149 80 a 3 (cf. 
Couvreur, 1966, 180; Broomhead I, 361); the present stem shows clear 
instances of initial accent, cf. Hackstein, 1995, 208f., which, however, may all 
just be due to the patär rule (cf. chap. Sound Laws 1.3.). The 2.sg. Imp we11it 
is attested in PK AS 7A b 6 (= unpublished part of K 1, reading according to 
G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 2.sg. Sub w(e)nt-mescä in St. 42.2.1 a 3 (= IOL Toch 285, 
MQ character), cf. Broomhead I, 312 and Peyrot, 2007, s.v. A passive 3.pl.mid. 
Pt (weñ)[a]nte is restored by Pinault, 1989a, 157 and 184f. in PK AS 16.3 b 1. 
The preterit forms often show irregular syncope of the root vowel e, and do so 
even in archaic texts such as 274 (see the survey in Peyrot, 2008, 148), 
evidently as a result of irregular weakening (viz. of PT *æ to *ä) in forms of 
high frequency (as also encountered in TA we; see below), as per Winter, 1977, 
155f. = 1984, 201 = 2005, 192f.; cf. Peters, 2004, 438, fn. 40.  
= Awe-ñ- ‘sagen, sprechen’, ‘say, speak’ (tr) (-/a/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (a) weñam,-, weñä1;-,-, weñeñc Opt -,-, weñi1;— 

Ger II weñläM Abstr II weñlune 
 Pt V (a) weña, weña1t, we/weña-M; weñamäs, weñas, weñar 
 PPt wewñu 
 Ipv V (a) peM; penäs 
Aträ$k- ‘say, speak’ provides the suppletive present stem. For the 3.sg. Pt TA 
we (instead of expected †weM), see Winter, 1977, 155f. = 1984, 201 = 2005, 192f. 
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with ref., who assumes irregular reduction not unusual in forms of high 
frequency (NB: comparable to the syncope of the root vowel in the TB preterit; 
see above); similarly Peters, 2006, 340, fn. 26. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘sagen lassen’, ‘make say’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I wenä1lis Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The middle is always passive and has the meaning ‘be called’ (see 
Schmidt, 1974, 207; 224f.). ETYM. Usually derived from PIE *ÇweK ‘sagen’ 
(2LIV, 673f., without Toch.); see the discussion in Adams, DoT, 606f.: 
according to Lane, 1953a, 287, followed by Winter, 1977, 133ff. = 1984, 178ff. = 
2005, 170ff. and Hilmarsson, 1991a, 113f., the stem weñ- continues PIE *woK-
n-ye/o- > *wæk-ñ(ñ)-, but this analysis actually runs counter to the established 
rules of PIE syllabification, and a proto-form *woKn-ye/-, which would be 
consistent with those rules, could not have led to PT *wæññ- (see for this 
reconstruction Hilmarsson, 1991a, 106); therefore, we-ñ- is to be derived from 
*ÇHwed(H) ‘utter’ (cf. 2LIV, 286), as per Pinault, 1994, 135 and Peters, 2006, 
344f., fn. 47, 48. The verb is discussed in more detail in chap. Sub VII 22.2.3.1.  
 
waiw(- ‘feucht sein/werden’, ‘be/become wet’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II waiwalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The hapax waiwalñe in Fill. Y 3 a 2 is the equivalent of Skt. saMkleda- 
‘humidité par putréfaction’; see most recently Carling, 2003a, 55. Judging by 
the A-character of the respective TA root, we are most likely dealing with a 
form from a Sub V with persistent initial accent and not one from a Sub I (thus 
WTG, 121, § 120, fn. 3). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘feucht machen, benetzen’, ‘moisten’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, waiwä11äM-ne;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
~ Awip(- ‘(sich) benetzen, anfeuchten’, ‘moisten’ (?) (—)  

Prs V — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf wipasi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt wipo 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘feucht machen’, ‘make wet’ (tr) (a/-/-) 
Prs VIII (a) -,-, wipä11-äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt —  
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Since TB has an oppositional transitive present stem of Class IXb, it is likely 
that the TA Prs also goes back to an sk-stem, i.e., belongs to a kausativum and 
not an antigrundverb paradigm. 
SEM. The once attested Inf TA wipasi in A 430 a 3 was said to have the 
meaning ‘moisten’ (cf. Thomas, 1954, 729 with fn. 144, contra TG, 472 ‘feucht 
sein’): war wipasi lywaM sam skaM “and she sent him water to moisten”, but 
see chap. Valency 4.10.2. There is no noticeable difference in meaning between 
the PPt TA wipo of the grundverb in A 124 b 5 (wäryo ... wipo “moistened by 
water”) and the kausativum TA wipä11äM in A 124 b 2 (wär wipä11äM “water 
moistens (the food during digesting)”), but there is most likely a difference in 
valency. TG, 472 restores a Pt II TA w(a)wiwar (for TA wawipar) in A 63 a 6, 
but this remains uncertain despite the fact that there is now a newly 
discovered Sanskrit parallel version available that is usually quite close to the 
Tocharian text (Rupyavati-Jataka, ed. by Hahn, 1992, 56; see Schmidt, 2004, 
310ff.), because the Sanskrit text lacks an equivalent of this very passage: 
////w(a)wiwar rotkar pakär pasinas “they moistened ... [and] they carried 
away the treasures”. 
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ETYM. The TB paradigm seems to be denominative, and the TA forms rather 
look like primary ones; the same kind of divergence is also met with naut(-/ 
Anut(- ‘disappear’; for TB -w- instead of -p-, see Adams, DoT, 614. 
 
[Awkätka- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II wkätkalune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Hapax in the bilingual text A 389 a 2; unfortunately, the Sanskrit part is lost 
and the form is without much further context: //// (·)th(·) • p(a)p1une 
wkätkalune kle ////. In any case, TA wkätk- is an odd root structure, so I 
propose to separate and emend to p(a)p1une wkä<M> tkalune “right behavior 
(= Skt. sila-), manner, [and] consideration (Skt. vicara-) ...”. Note that °e wkät 
would not be a regular sandhi outcome of °e okät ‘eight’, because -e o- in 
sandhi usually results in °=o-; see Stumpf, 1971a, 106.] 
 
wkän- ‘drink’ e auk- ‘± set in motion’ 
 
Awniska- ‘± zerreiben, quälen’, ‘± crush, torment’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs VII (a) -,-, wnisä$ka1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt wawneskunt 
Ipv — 

On the 3.sg. Prs TA wnisä$ka1, see Hackstein, 1995, 181f. with ref.; the PPt TA 
wawneskunt is attested in YQ 2 b 4. ETYM. According to Pinault, 1990, 194ff., 
to be derived from PT *wänäysk- < PIE *wi-nik-ske/o- from *Çneyk ‘sich 
erheben’ (2LIV, 451 without Toch.) and with the preverb *wi- ‘apart’; see also 
Hackstein, 1995, 181ff. According to Hackstein, this root is not a cognate of 
nusk- ‘squeeze’. 
 
Awras- ‘feel, suffer’ e wärsa?- ‘± pity’ 
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[wrak- ‘?’; a 3.pl. Pt wrakar is listed with question mark in WTG 173, § 170 as 
the only representative of a root wrak-. The hapax is attested in H 
149.69 b 4 and co-occurs with another hapax (that cannot even be 
read with certainty), so the meaning is unknown: (pa)[tr]i larepi cwi 
pat/ntuk wrakar ñke “now wrakar pat/ntuk of the dear (fa)ther” (cf. 
Broomhead I, 158). Itkin, 2004, 163 correctly points out that one can 
also read pantu kwrakar. His further interpretation of pantu- as loan 
from Skt. bandhu- ‘relative, friend’ does also make good sense with 
(pa)[tr]i larepi cwi, but his connection of kwrakar with kwrakar (572 
a 2), a loan from Skt. ku/agara- ‘upper room, garret’, does not suggest 
itself in this passage semantically, though Itkin is certainly right in 
stating that the two a-vowels do speak in favor of a loan word.]  

 
wrata- ‘formen’, ‘shape, form’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II wratalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The subjunctive stem seems to have persistent initial accent. 
= Awrata- ‘formen’, ‘shape, form’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II wratal Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. ñem wratalñe in H 149.add 27 b 2 is the equivalent of Skt. nama-rupa- 
‘name and form’; see Couvreur, 1954, 87; Broomhead I, 166f. TA sne wratal in 
A 387 a 3 translates preceding Skt. arupi ‘formless, without form’. ETYM. As 
per Adams, DoT, 616; evidently a denominative. 
 
Awratka- ‘± (Fleisch) zubereiten’, ‘± prepare, handle (meat)’ (?) (a+/-/-) 

Prs VII (a+) -,-, wratä$ka1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part wratä$kamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

In both instances the verb refer to TA swal ‘meat’; the m-Part said to come 
from an unpublished fragment in TG, 473 can now be found in THT 1441 frg. 
a a 3, and is without further context: //// (s)[wa]l wraTa$kamaM ////. 
Schneider, 1940, 200f. was the first to propose a translation ‘cook’ and to 
connect the root with Lith. vérdu ‘cook’; this interpretation has been followed 
by most scholars (most notably by Melchert, 1978, 120), except K. T. Schmidt, 
who apud Hartmann, 2001, 109, fn. 63 claims the meaning to be “unsicher”; 
the forms can indeed refer to any kind of meat handling including, e.g., also 
‘cutting’; on A 399 b 3, see now Peyrot, in print. Since it is even unclear 
whether TA swal is subject or object, the valency remains unclear as well. 
 
wlawa- ‘beherrschen’, ‘sich zurückhalten’, ‘control’, ‘restrain oneself’  

(tr) (-/m/m) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) -,-, wlawatär;— Opt wlawoymar,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II wlawalñe Priv awlawatte 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -, wlawatai, wlawate;— 
 PPt wawlawau| wawlawa1 
 Ipv I (m) -; pulawat 
The 3.sg.mid. Opt wlawoytär in TEB I, 228, § 412,1 is probably only 
reconstructed. The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. The 2.pl.mid. Ipv 
pulawat is attested in PK AS 17H b 3 (Pinault, 1988a, 183), and wawlawa1 in 
PK AS 17H b 5 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Awlawa- ‘(sich) beherrschen’, ‘control (oneself)’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II wlawlune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM./ETYM. The middle can have reflexive function, cf. chap. Valency 4.9.3. 
Hilmarsson, 1991, 43f. connects the root with Ved. vrNoti ‘cover’ from PIE 
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*Çwel(H) ‘einschließen, verhüllen’ (2LIV, 674 without Toch.), claiming “a banal 
development” from ‘to cover’ to ‘to constrict, contain’; however, the 
underlying noun PT *wälawæ may rather have been derived from the root 
*ÇwelH ‘stark sein, Gewalt haben’ (2LIV, 676f.), cf., e.g., Gk. Egkrat»j ‘having 
possession of; self-controlled’ from Gk. kr£toj ‘strength, power’. 
 
wla(-sk)- ‘± verströmen’, ‘± give off (scent), waft’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs II/IX (a) —;-,-, wlaskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PP — 
 Ipv — 
wlaskeM were “(the blossoming trees) give off [their] scent” is attested in PK 
AS 17H a 5 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). We may be 
dealing either with a Prs II, or with a Prs IXa. Could it be that in a PT phrase 
*wärask- wæræ the *-r- of the verb was dissimilated to (*)-l-? See also wäla?- ‘± 
shatter, tousle’. 
 
Awles- ‘verrichten, ausüben, errichten, bearbeiten (Boden)’, ‘perform, build,  

cultivate (soil)’ (tr) (m+/x/m)  
Prs II (m+) -, wle1tar, wle1tär;-,-, wlesantär Imp — 
 nt-Part wle1antañ 
 m-Part wlesmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf wlessi 
Sub II (x) — Opt -, wle1it,-;—|-,-, wle1itär;—  
 Ger II wle1äl Abstr II wle1lune 
Pt I (m) wle1e,-, wle1at;-,-, wle1ant 
PPt wawle1u 
Ipv I (m) ple1ar;- 

The 3.sg.mid. TA wle1at that is a couple of times attested in A 255 is rather 
preterit than imperfect (see Thomas, 1957, 189; Pinault, 2008, 95), and the same 
is true for TA wle1at in A 301 a 1 (cf. the passage in Pinault, 2004a, 258), and 
the 1.sg.mid. TA wle1e in A 270 b 2 (cf. Pinault, 1997, 131). In addition, these 
forms are now also attested in preterit function in the YQ manuscript, cf. 
Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1989, 278: 1.sg.mid. TA wle1e (YQ 25 b 8), 3.sg.mid. TA 
wle1at (YQ 23 a 8), and 3.pl.mid. TA wle1ant (YQ 24 a 1, although this form is 
without direct context). SEM. The function of the middle is unclear, according 
to Schmidt, 1974, 501ff. ETYM. The root evidently forms an equation with 
laMs- ‘work on, perform, accomplish’; see s.v. 
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S 
 

TA salc- e tsalta- ‘chew’  
 
sampa- ‘hochmütig sein’, ‘be conceited’ (itr) (—) 

Prs IV — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sompolle Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II sampalle (sic) Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
A present stem form is also to be restored in 428 b 5 sompo ////. Adams, DoT, 
626, s.v. sampa calls this noun a “nominal derivative of samp-”, but the verb 
rather looks like a non-primary formation itself. 
 
saw- ‘leben’, ‘live’ (itr) (a+/a/a) 

Prs II (a+) sayau,-, saiM; sayem,-, sayeM Imp — 
 nt-Part sayeñca 
 m-Part samane (Š)/samane (Š) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) sayau,-,-;-,-, saweM (sic) Opt sayim,-, sayi;— 

Ger II saille Abstr II sailñe Priv — 
Inf saitsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, saya;— 
 Pt VII (a) -,-, sawiya;— 
 PPt sasayu (Š)| sasayo1 
 Ipv VI (a) psay(e); psaiso 
A 2.sg. sait (Prs or Sub) is only listed in TochSprR(B), glossary, 177. The 3.pl. 
Prs variant saiM cited by WTG, 295 in 3 b 5 is rather a 3.sg.; see Peyrot, 2008, 
139, fn. 227. Peyrot, 2008, 2008, 139f. furthermore correctly points out that it 
cannot be confirmed by the context that saweM (sic) in H 149.42 b 5 is indeed 
a 3.pl. form from this root and offers an alternative reading for the reason that 
one would expect †saweM in the first place. However, one may take the 
omission of the a-stroke for a mere writing error. The 3.sg. sayi in H 149.296 a 
2 is “eher Opt. als Impf.”, according to Couvreur, 1954, 84. The Ger II can be 
found in THT 1296 a 3: saul saille. That there also existed an Abstr saulyñe 
(beside often attested sail(y)ñe) to be read in 89 b 1 remains uncertain (see 
Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 244; and most recently Schmidt, 2001, 319, fn. 110 and 
Peyrot, 2008, 140). The class of the imperative is debated. The manuals label 
the forms as Ipv I, but the plural Ipv psaiso cannot be a regular Ipv I; 
therefore, Hilmarsson, 1991, 50, fn. 38 doubts that one can restore the (once 
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attested) 2.sg. Ipv in 404 b 1 to an Ipv I form psa[y](a), and rather proposes 
that we have to do with psay(ä) = psayä, i.e., an a-less imperative sg. psay, pl. 
psaiso, and he is followed by Adams, DoT, 627. However, we may also be 
dealing with an e-imperative of Class VI, i.e., restore to a 2.sg. psay(e), to 
which a 2.pl. psaiso in the Šorcuq 404 text would be the perfectly expected 
plural (see chap. Ipv 37.6.). The obliquus PPt sasayo(1) in 96 a 1 is based on an 
emendation of attested sasay[a] (TochSprR(B), s.v., with fn. 5; note that an o-
vowel should still be visible over the sign which is hardly damaged), and this 
can now be supported by the forms (sasa)yo11äM in PK AS 17J b 2 (Pinault, 
1994, 116) and sasayo(1) in IOL Toch 308 b 6 (Peyrot, 2008a, 105). The 3.sg. Pt 
VII sawiya in 576 a 4 also belongs to this root, as per Winter, 1961, 90f. = 1984, 
162 = 2005, 29f. In addition, WTG, 295 interprets the highly problematic hapax 
sen in 255 a 7 as a Prs or (shortened) Opt from that root (a misspelling e for ai 
is not too problematic; word-final (n) instead of (M) is unusual, but not 
unattested; note that text 255 is littered with writing errors of a kind that 
makes one suspect the text was dictated). However, sen seems to be transitive 
(if this is a verbal form at all), and sai- ‘live’ is intransitive. The whole stanza 
255 a 6ff. actually runs as follows (| indicates caesura): keM ma tällaM 
yoloy[nä] | 1ek wänträ no w[o]tkäM k[r(u)i] | (kreñc o)nolmi tällan[n]e (= 254 
a 5) | o$kolma ra seruweM • yamor 11äññe aknatsa | yamor 11äññe aisaumye 
| sen o$kolmai sai11ene | 1äñ yoññiy<ai> wa(–)n m[a]. The quarter pada sen 
o$kolmai sai11ene has seven syllables, so we cannot restore another syllable to 
the form sen. Schmidt, 1974, 300 translates the first part: “Die Erde erträgt 
nicht den Bösewicht (?): Stets verhüllt sie sich (?), wenn er entscheidet (?)” 
(Saito, 2006, 198: “verhüllt sie ihn”), for the following part cf. also the 
translation by Adams, DoT, 628: “The fool of the deed and the wiseman of the 
deed [both] set the elephant in motion” (as for the fact that the text explicitly 
speaks of a female elephant, one may refer to the fact that it is usually she-
elephants that are trained as working animals and hunting mounts). W. 
Winter (p.c.) proposes the following translation for the whole passage: “The 
earth does not support evil (?) whenever she decides a matter — it is the 
people that support it just as the she-elephant supports a hunter. It is a matter 
of karma whenever a fool or a wise man prods (?) the female elephant; she 
does not choose her way freely”. wänträ standing for wäntre ‘matter’ would 
have to be a misspelling, but note that the text does exactly show this kind of 
error in wränta for wrenta in line a 2. Another possibility, in my opinion, is a 
separation 1ek <k>wänträ containing a yet unattested stem *kw-äññ-, which, 
however, does not lead anywhere. Winter also proposes to restore wa(tka)n 
from wätk(- ‘decide’ in a 7 instead of wa(ltsna)n; however, I think that for 
paleographic reasons, the most likely reading of the damaged ak1ara is (Ka), 
i.e., wakän, which could, in theory, be a 3.sg. of the Antigv. of wak(- ‘split, 
burst apart’ (or wakänma, the plural of waki ‘difference’, which, however, 
does not seem to fit syntactically). 
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KAUSATIVUM III ‘leben’, ‘live’ (itr) (x/-/m) 
Prs IXa (x) sawaskau,-, sawa11äM (M);—|-,-, sawästär (MQ);—  

Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sawä11älle (sic)/sawa11älle (Š) Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (m) -,-, saw1ate (Š);-,-, saw1ante (Š) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. sawaskau is attested in PK AS 16.7 a 5 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The present stem has non-initial accent; see 
Winter, 1961, 93 =1984, 165 = 2005, 32, which is in accordance with the fact 
that what formally looks like a kausativum has the same intransitive valency 
as the grundverb; the sole exception is sawä11älle from the small fragment 43 
a 3 (standard TB), which is without much context and may therefore be a real 
causative form denoting ‘let live’. 
= Asaw- ‘leben’, ‘live’ (itr) (a+/a/-)  

Prs II (a+) -, sot, so1;-,-, saweñc Imp -, sawa1t,-;-, sawas,- 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part samaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf sotsi 
Sub II (a) — Opt -,-, sawi1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II solune 
Pt I in 
PPt saso 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM III ‘leben’, ‘live’ (itr) (m/-/-) 
Prs VIII (m) —; sosamtär,-,- Imp -,-, so1at-äM;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Pace TG, 475, the 3.sg. Pt TA sosa-M in A 24 a 5 rather belongs to Aku- ‘pour’. 
SEM. Although basically intransitive, the verb can be construed with saul/TA 
sol in a figura etymologica ‘live the life’ both in the grundverb and the 
kausativum. What is formally a kausativum also has the intransitive meaning 
‘live’. The function of the middle is unclear. ETYM. Some manuals (TG, WTG, 
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but not TEB) set up two different roots sau- and sai-; diachronically, sai-/say- 
goes back to PT *saw’(ä)- with *-’ä- from pre-PT *-e-, and sau-/saw- to PT 
*saw- with unpalatalized *-w-. To be derived from PIE *Çqye@ ‘leben’ (2LIV, 
215f.), i.e., a we/o-present with zero grade *qi@-we/o- or full grade *qye@-
we/o-. For a reconstruction with the full grade, see Klingenschmitt, 1994, 312 = 
2005, 355; 1994a, 245 = 2005, 457 with ref. On the other hand, both Hackstein, 
1995, 23f., fn. 29, and Ringe, 2000, 125f. prefer to derive the Toch. root from 
zero-grade *qi@w-e/o-. On loss and preservation of -w-, see also 
Þórhallsdóttir, 1988, 198f., and Winter, 1988a, 211ff. = 2005, 346ff. On TA 
samaM and samane, see also Winter, 1965a, 205 = 2005, 130. Strangely enough, 
the nouns saul ‘life’ and saumo ‘man’ at first glance seem to imply that there 
once also existed a PT athematic stem *sawä-; but probably the ancestor forms 
of these two words rather had been formed so early that the basis on which 
they were built had still to be the bare root and not any verbal stem derived 
by a suffix from the bare root. 
 
sä$k- e si$k- ‘?’ 
 
sä(-nask)- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub ? — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf snassi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
W. Winter (p.c.) proposes to restore a PPt (se)ssiyu in 600 b 4, which would 
form an equation with TA sasyu. Because of the preserved -a-, the infinitive 
form cannot belong to a kausativum paradigm. If the TB root is indeed a 
cognate of Asi-, the TB Inf will be based on an -sk- enlargement of a nasal 
present in PT *-na- that was attached to the lautgesetzlich outcome of a zero-
grade root allomorph pre-PT *ki-, whereas the TA Inf sinassi would show 
either the lautgesetzlich outcome of either a pre-PT e-grade allomorph *key- or 
a pre-PT zero-grade allomorph *ki- as if from Very Early pre-PT *kiH- with 
analogically introduced laryngeal or at least vowel length, or an analogical 
outcome of that zero-grade root allomorph pre-PT *ki-. 
~ Asi- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs X — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf sinassi 
Sub — Opt —  
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 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III in 
PPt sasyu 
Ipv — 

Synchronically, TA sinassi implies a Prs X from a root with A-character, and if 
TA sasyu in A 69 a 2 is a PPt of this root (as per TG, 474), we have to do with a 
root Asi(- that behaved like Ayom(- ‘achieve’.  
SEM./ETYM. The Inf forms are hapax legomena in both languages: 405 b 7 
yärke11e wark1äl snassi ma campya “die Gewalt der Verehrung vermochte er 
nicht auszudrücken (??)” (thus WTG, 121, § 120, fn. 4); A 399 a 6: //// 
wsokone1iM wärk1älyo ska sinassi cämpä1 “durch die Macht der Freude 
vermag er noch (?) auszudrücken (??)” (thus WTG, l.c.; TG, 474 also restores 
this infinitive at the beginning of line b 2). Couvreur, 1956, 71 proposes for the 
TA root as meaning “etwa ‘zufrieden sein’”, Adams, DoT, 642 translates 405 b 
7 by “he couldn’t release the power of praise” and assumes the TB nasal 
present is a substitute of the PIE nasal present *kiH-new- from PIE *Çk/keyH 
‘sich in Bewegung setzen’ (2LIV, 346 without Toch.). There are various 
possible meanings for TA sasyu in A 69 a 2. 
 
sänm- ‘binden, fesseln; festlegen (Regeln)’, ‘bind; determine (rules)’  

(tr) (m+/a/x) 
Prs IXb (m+) -, sanmästar (MQ), sanmästär;-, sanmästär,  

sanmäskentär Imp — 
 nt-Part sanmä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sanmä11älle Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt -,-, sanmä11i-ne/sänma11i (MQ);— 

Ger II sänmä1lye (MQ) Abstr II saMmä11älñe (MQ) Priv — 
Inf sanmässi 

 Pt II (x) -,-, sanmya;-,-, sanmyare (sic)/sanmyar-ne| 
-, sanmyatai, sanmyate;— 

 PPt sessanmu| sessanmo1/scesänmo1 
 Ipv — 
A 1.sg. Opt sanmä11im is only listed in TochSprR(B), glossary, 175, the 3.sg. 
Opt variant sänma11i is attested in THT 1314 a 5 (MQ): Qanma11i waT@ 
prutka[11](i) “or would bind [and] block”. A 3.pl.mid. Prs (sanmä)skentär can 
be restored on account of the Sanskrit parallel version in PK NS 107 a 4; see 
Thomas, 1977, 109, and a Ger I sa(nm)ä(1a)le is also to be restored in 503 b 1, 
according to K. T. Schmidt, apud SHT 3, 902, and 2000, 227. The form 
sänmä1lye in 284 b 2 does not need to be a misspelling for an Abstr 
sänmä1lñe, because it can be analyzed as a substantivized Ger; the Abstr 
saMmä11älñe is attested in 164 b 1. The 3.pl. Pt variant sanmyar-ne with loss 
of -e before the clitic is attested in THT 1507 a 4 (see Peyrot, 2008, 135). In 589 
b 8 TochSprR(B) restores a 1.pl.mid. Pt (sanmya)mte. SEM. The middle 
functions as passive or has the same meaning as the active (e.g., in 308 b 5; see 
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Schmidt, 1974, 498). ETYM. Word-initial (pre-)PT *st- rather than *k- (as still 
assumed by Klingenschmitt, 1994, 409 = 2005, 433, who set up a “*kemh-ske-”) 
seems to be implied by the initial sc- found in the obl.sg. of the PPt 
sce[s]ä(n)[m]o1 in TX 1 (= THT 1350) a 3 (MQ), provided the manuscript 
pieces are indeed to be joined in the way suggested by Thomas, 1974, 79. As a 
matter of fact, Schmidt, 1992, 106ff.; 1994a, 228; 1995, 273f. derived the root 
from an inherited nasal present in PIE *-n(e)H- made from the root PIE 
*ÇstembH ‘stützen’ (²LIV, 595; there the root is quite incorrectly glossed as 
‘sich stützen, sich stemmen’ as a consequence of both the assumption that 
stäm(-/A1täm(- ‘stand’ derives from this PIE root as well and ignoring the 
causative alternation phenomenon); the reconstruction of original *-mb- is 
backed by Peters’ explanation of the enigmatic -y- found in the Pt II (Peters, 
2006, 341, fn. 32); the former existence of a pre-TB verbal stem *sämná- (not to 
be derived from *sä-sämna- and therefore still lacking the reduplication 
syllable presupposed by the initial accent of the Prs/Sub IXb) as predicted by 
Schmidt’s etymology is indeed suggested by sanmau, pl. sänmanma ‘fetter, 
bond’; see Malzahn, 2005, 396. (Substitution of root-final *-a- by -ä- could, of 
course, be expected in a IXb formation.) Connecting the root with PIE 
*ÇdemH ‘zähmen, bändigen, gefügig machen’ (²LIV, 116f.) as advocated by 
Evangelisti and most recently by Hilmarsson 1991b, 161ff. is also quite 
improbable for the reason that PT *ts’- never resulted in s- in any other verbal 
form of Tocharian B.  
 
[säts- ‘schlagen (?)’ (WTG, 294) is a ghost root; see Couvreur, 1954, 83.] 
 
särsa- ‘?’ (?) (—) 

Prs III — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I särselle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Unclear hapax in Fill. W 11 a 4f.: platkare mässakene a(1i)ye särselle se laiko 
arkwi yama1äM “bei Ausschlag (?) [und] Gelbsucht (?) [ist] Ziegen[milch] 
hinzuzufügen (?) (die Bedeutung des nur hier belegten särselle bleibt 
unsicher); dieses als Bad macht weiß”; see Sieg, 1955, 73f., followed by 
Broomhead I, 13. D. Q. Adams (p.c.) suggests that the form refers to ‘whey’ or 
‘cream’ and can in this case be connected with PIE *k/kers ‘run’ (Lat. curro), 
because ‘whey’ is the runny part of the milk residue (see now 2DoT, s.v. 
särselle). 
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[si$k- ‘?’ (?) (-/a/-) 
The manuals (e.g., WTG, 60, § 62, fn.) set up a verbal root sä$k- ‘± delay, 

hesitate’ to be derived from PIE *Çkenk ‘in der Schwebe sein, hängen’ 
(2LIV, 325 without Toch.) on the evidence of a restored 2.sg. 
s[i]$k[a](t) in the difficult business letter 495 (= H 150.103) b 1. Pace 
TochSprR(B), Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 258 now prefers the 
following reading and restoration: ceyna caneM l[au] c(ä)rkawa-s 
(p)o [p]re[k]sau-sm(eM) po s[i]$k[as] aiskau //// (for the preceding 
sentence, see s.v. kut- ‘eliminate’). Apart from the question of the 
correct restoration of the last, unreadable ak1ara, the form seems 
rather to be a noun. One may translate: “These caneM I left with you. 
I ask all [back ?] from you. All si$ka(s) I shall give.” Another possible 
form of this word may be attested in the small fragment THT 1526 
frg. a b 1 (M): //// (yä)lts[e]nmasa si$ka ////, where it is constructed 
with the perlative of ‘thousand’.] 

 
Asi- e sä(-nask)- ‘?’ 
 
suwa- ‘essen, konsumieren’, ‘eat, consume’ (tr) (x/a/x) 

Prs V (x) -, swat, suwaM;-,-, suwaM/swaM-ne|-,-, swatär;—  
Imp —;-,-, swoyeM/sawon/swoM 

 nt-Part sawañca (Š) 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I swalle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) su,-, suwaM/suwaM;-,-, suwaM/swa-ñ Opt -,-, suwoy;— 

Ger II swalle Abstr II — Priv esuwacca 
Inf swatsi 

 Pt I (x) -, sawasta, suwa/sawa;-,-, saware/sawar|-,-, sawate;— 
 PPt sesu| in sesuwer 
 Ipv — 
A 3.pl. Opt or Imp is also attested in the small fragment THT 1200 a 4: swatsi 
suwoM •. The 1.sg. Sub su is attested in PK NS 58 b 2, according to Pinault, 
1994, 136ff., esp. 170ff. Pace Thomas, 1958, 306, one cannot restore a 2.sg. Sub 
suwat in M 135.2 (= SHT 7, 1704), as per Schmidt, 1990, 476f.; 1994, 270f., and 
2000, 233. The 2.sg. Pt sawasta is attested three times in KVac 15 (Schmidt, 
1986, passim), and also in THT 1540 frg. a + b a 3 (Schmidt, 2007, 325). The 
3.sg. Pt sawa is found twice in documents of profane nature from the Paris 
collection (PK Cp 35, 2 and PK Cp 38, 3), in the literary text 250 a 2, and 
probably in 534 a 3, whereas the 3.sg. Pt variant suwa is attested as TB gloss 
on the TA form 3.sg. Pt tap in A 394 b 1; note further that sawa in PK Cp 38, 3 
was corrected from original suwa (see Peyrot, 2008, 145 with fn. 244). For the 
3.pl. Pt sawar attested in the business document SI B Toch./9, 12f., see Pinault, 
1998, 4. The “durative” 3.sg. Pt sawiya listed as form of this root by WTG, 294 
belongs to saw- ‘live’, as per Winter, 1961, 90f. = 1984, 162 = 2005, 29f. 
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= Asuwa- ‘essen’, ‘eat’ (tr) (a+/-/-)  
Prs V (a+) swam, swat, swa1;-,-, sweñc Imp — 
 nt-Part swant 
 m-Part swamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf swatsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II swal Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA swal is only attested as a noun by the meaning ‘meat’, so that it is to be 
analyzed as Ger II, i.e., formed from the subjunctive stem (see Thomas, 1952, 
62 with fn. 1). Atapa- ‘eat’ provides the suppletive finite subjunctive stem, 
preterit stem, and PPt (no imperative form is attested). 
SEM. The middle is always used as a passive (see Schmidt, 1974, 207). In 
business documents the verb can refer to consuming in a boarder sense (e.g., 
sa$kantse sesu “consumed by the monastery”; see Pinault, 1994b, 108), and 
maybe even to non-food stuff in the case of the object 1arwai ‘wool’, according 
to Pinault, 1998, 13; D. Q. Adams (p.c.) suggests that since the attestations of 
1arwiye, 1arwai published so far point to a product gained from female sheep 
and goats it may refer to ‘cheese’ (according to him maybe a cognate of 
Albanian gjizë (< *srdyo-) and Lat. serum ‘whey’) — see now 2DoT, s.v. 
1arwiye; very differently Schmidt, 1997, 244ff., whose interpretation of the line 
SI B Toch./9, 11 is quite bizarre with regard to the further contents of this 
letter, which he neither mentions nor discusses. ETYM. To be derived from PIE 
*ÇgyewH ‘kauen’ (2LIV, 168); see Winter, 1965, 199f. = 2005, 115f.; Schmidt, 
1982, 365; and Pinault, 1994, 174ff., but the details are tricky. At least the stem 
allomorphs TB/TA swa-/ TB suwa- of the sg.act. forms of the Prs and the Sub 
are best derived from a PIE = pre-PT e-grade of the root; as for the 1.sg.act. 
Sub su, its shape (that is, the absence of any visible reflex of stem-final (*)-wa-) 
can be neatly explained in the terms of the synchronic rule detected by 
Winter, 1965, 204 = 2005, 120 (quite differently Pinault, 1994, 176, who prefers 
to derive the form from a Very Early pre-PT “*gyuH-o, ou bien *gyewH-o”). 
As for the TB Pt I, at a first glance the forms with sawa- and the 3.sg. sawa 
seem to suggest origin in a PIE o-grade formation (thus Kümmel apud ²LIV, 
168, fn. 5), but then there is also the finite preterit form suwa. This form was 
taken for the 1.sg.act. of a Pt III by Couvreur, 1954, 87 and Hackstein, 1995, 51, 
fn. 22 (who then also took the PPt sesu for a Pt III form), but as a matter of 
fact, suwa is neither a 1.sg., nor “in den Pariser Klosterrechnungen mehrfach 
belegt” (as claimed by Hackstein, l.c.), but a 3.sg. and only attested (almost) 
twice, i.e., in the TA manuscript A 394 b 1 as TB gloss of 3.sg. TA tap and as 
the original form (corrected into sawa) in the monastery record PK Cp 38,3 
(see above). It is then a most likely guess that the TB Pt I paradigm from this 
root had started out as 3.sg. suwa, 3.pl. saware, that is, had showed the same 
kind of root ablaut regularly met in the respective TA Pt I paradigms (pre-TB 
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*sæw- probably having been preserved and not analogically replaced by 
*säw- due to an especially high frequency of the 3.pl.act. form; for other traces 
of such a TA-like inflexion in Tocharian B, see chap. Pt I 7.1.3.5.), and that only 
later *sawa- was generalized in the whole Pt I paradigm of standard 
Tocharian B (although still preserved in the informal and eastern varieties of 
Tocharian B), owed to the fact that paradigms with an (*)ä/a-ablaut otherwise 
hardly existed at least in standard Tocharian B. (As it seems, (*)sawa- finally 
spread also into the 3.pl.act. Imp and from there even into the -nt- participle.) 
As for the PPt sesu, which accordingly cannot be assigned to a Pt III, see 
Winter, 1965, 204 = 2005, 120 and also (implicitly) Peters, 2006, 336, fn. 17 and 
346, fn. 51.  
 
Asura- ‘sich sorgen’, ‘be concerned’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs III (m) -,-, suratär;-, suracär,- Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sural Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 2.pl.mid. Prs TA suracär is attested in YQ 13 b 7. ETYM. As Winter, 1980, 
439 = 2005, 221 points out correctly, the noun TA suram ‘sorrow’ presupposes 
a subjunctive stem beginning with s° as well, so that the palatal initial cannot 
simply be explained as feature of the present stem. Evidently a denominative 
to an e-grade ro-stem, maybe a pre-PT *dew-ro- belonging with Gk. deÚteroj 
‘second’, etc. 
 
ser- ‘jagen’, ‘hunt’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IV — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf seritsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Obviously a ye/o-denominative to an ancestor of ser(u)we/ TA saru ‘hunter’, 
which is usually taken for inherited from PIE (see the ref. in Adams, DoT, 
634); differently, Pinault, 2006b, 179ff. assumes that the noun is rather a loan 
(accepted by Cheung, 2007, 338 s.v. *sarw). 
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Asew-iññ- ‘gähnen’, ‘yawn’ (itr) (m/-/-)  
Prs XII (m) -,-, sewiMtär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub XII — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II sewiñlune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. According to Adams, apud Hilmarsson, 1991a, 91ff. (cf. VW I, 479), we 
may be dealing with a denominative based on an n-stem PT “*sæiwän-” from 
pre-PT “*GeH1y-wn” [sic!] (from PIE *ÇGehy ‘gähnen’, 2LIV, 173f. without 
Toch.); according to Hackstein, 2002a, 229, w is merely a hiatus glide. 
 
sai- ‘live’ e saw- ‘id.’ 
 
Aso- ‘live’ e Asaw- ‘id.’ 
 
[sow- ‘?’, Adams, DoT, 635 proposes that one may restore a present form of 

Class IV in 143 a 5 (rather a 2.sg. sowota(r), because the manuscript 
has sowota). Since the form is isolated, this remains possible but 
uncertain.] 

 
sau- ‘live’ e saw- ‘id.’ 
 
sauk- ‘call’ e kauk- ‘id.’ 

 
snask- e sä(-nask)- ‘?’ 
 
 

! 
 

1äMs- ‘zählen, betrachten als’, ‘count, count as’ (tr) (x/-/m) 
Prs II (x) -,-, 1äM1aM (sic);—|-,-, 1aM1tär;-,-, 1äMsentär (MQ)  

Imp —;-,-, 1äM1yentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part 1äMsemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II 1äM1alñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, 1äM1ate;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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The active form 1äM1aM //// is attested in H add.149 86 a 2, so one may 
think of restoring a clitic pronoun in order to explain the accent. Since 
abstracts are rarely derived from the present stem, I set up a respective 
subjunctive stem of Class II for 1äM1alñe. A Ger (I or II) FaMFalle is probably 
attested in THT 1860 b 3, the 3.sg.mid. Pt 1äM1ate is found in PK AS 15D b 4 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘betrachten als’, ‘count, count as’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IX (a) —;-,- 1änäskeM (sic) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
SEM. The verb has the concrete meaning ‘count something’ (e.g., in 41 a 7), and 
just like Skt. gaNaya- it can also have the figurative meaning ‘count as’. This 
figurative meaning is possibly also found with 1änäskeM (Š) in 522 a 3, which 
is usually (WTG, 94, § 93, fn. 2) analyzed as kausativum form of this root: 
(a)la1moM 1änäskeM epe no 1ärnemeM ////, cf. the translation by Couvreur, 
1954c, 112: “als (z)ieke zal men hem rekenen of uit handen ...” (i.e., “one will 
count him as an ill person”), so that the sk-stem formation does not seem to 
have a causative meaning. In any case, 1änäskeM cannot be a correct form. 
The middle forms seem to have the same semantics as the active ones. ETYM. 
K. T. Schmidt (apud EWAia II, 836, “Nachträge” ad sa&s) compares the root 
with Ved. Çsa&s ‘preisen, feierlich aussprechen’ from PIE *Ç(s)kens 
‘(zweckgebunden) zählen’, the semantic development being ‘der Reihe nach 
zählend bzw. aufzählend’ e ‘bewerten, einschätzen’. For the traditional 
derivation from the PIE number *sem ‘one’, see Adams, DoT, 653, but with 
respect to his claims about preservation of the nasal before -s-, see s.v. 
man(t)s(- . 
 
1äm- ‘sitzen, bleiben’, ‘sit, remain’ (itr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs II (a+) 1amau,-, 1amäM;-, 1amcer, 1ameM  
Imp -,-, 1ami;-, 1micer, 1amyeM 

 nt-Part 1meñca 
 m-Part 1memane 
 Ger I 1malle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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The root provides the suppletive present stem of läm(- ‘sit’. The 2.pl. Prs 
1amcer is attested in IOL Toch 407 b 1 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). 
= A1äm- ‘sitzen, bleiben’, ‘sit, remain’ (itr) (a/-/-)  

Prs II (a) -,-, 1mä1;-, 1mac, 1meñc Imp 1mawa,-, 1ma;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I 1mäl Abstr I — 
 Inf 1ämtsi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The root provides the suppletive present stem of Aläm(- ‘sit’.  
SEM. The verb is basically intransitive (just like ABläm(- ‘sit’), and again just 
like ABläm(- ‘sit’, it can be construed with the obliquus of ost/TA wa1t ‘house’ 
and TB ompalskoññe ‘meditation’ in the sense of ‘staying at home’ = “being 
grhastha, householder’, respectively ‘meditate’ (see Kölver, 1965, 112, and 
2TochSprR(B), 221). ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çsed ‘sich setzen’ (2LIV, 
513f., without Toch.); root-final *-d- was bound to be lost by sound law, but 
the loss compensated by -m- taken over from the suppletive root läm(- in 
order to regain a suitable root structure, according to G.-J. Pinault (p.c.). 
 
1ärk- ‘übertreffen’, ‘surpass’ (tr) (m/-/m) 

Prs IXb (m) -,-, 1arkästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part 1ärkäskemane (MQ) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II (m) -, 1arkatai, 1arkate;— 
 PPt 1e11irku 
 Ipv — 
Beside the MQ forms 1ärkästrä in 284 a 1 and 1arkästär in 345 a 4 (not in 
WTG), 1arkästrä with initial accent is also attested in the non-MQ texts THT 
1344 frg. 3 b 2 and in IOL Toch 414 b 2. The 2.sg.mid. Pt 1arkatai and 3.sg.mid. 
Pt 1arkate are also found in THT 3597 (= Mainz 655, 1) a 4 and a 6 (cf. the 
translation by Schmidt, 1983a, 273). 
= A1ärk- ‘übertreffen’, ‘surpass’ (tr) (m/-/-)  

Prs VIII (m) -,-, 1ärkä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
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Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt 1a1ärku 
Ipv — 

SEM. The middle forms are not passive, the function of the middle is unclear 
(cf. Schmidt, 1974, 505ff.). ETYM. Winter, 1980b, 555 = 1984, 248 = 2005, 242 
interprets the verbal stem as kausativum of särk(-, for which he sets up the 
meaning ‘steigen lassen’; but see s.v. särk(-. For the standard etymology with 
Hitt. šarku- ‘eminent, illustrious, powerful’, see most recently Kloekhorst, 
2008, 734. 
 
1ärtt?- ‘antreiben’, ‘incite’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs IX (m) -,-, 1arttastär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II/III in 
 PPt 1e1artu 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Prs 1arttastär is according to TEB II, “Berichtigungen“, 263 
attested in an unpublished text. It may be a Class IX form with initial accent 
and preservation of stem-final *-a-. 
= A1ärtw- ‘antreiben’, ‘incite’ (tr) (-/a/-)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (a) -,-, 1ärttwa1-äm;– Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II/III in 
PPt 1a1ärttwu 
Ipv — 

There are some doubts about the reading of TA (1a)1ärttwa1äm in A 69 a 6 (cf. 
TG, 476; Poucha, TLT, 340). TochSprR(A) reads ta[k] (1a)1ärttwa1äm, but in the 
“Verbesserungen und Nachträge”, p. 252 Sieg/Siegling rather propose: “lies ta 
– 1ärttwa1äm. Die Ergänzung (1a) erscheint uns jetzt nicht mehr 
gerechtfertigt”. To be sure, the upper part of the damaged ak1ara cannot be 
anything else than a (ka) without a dependent vowel on it (but theoretically, 
we could also be dealing with a (ku)): ta[k](·)a 1ärttwa1äm. 
ETYM. See Adams, DoT, 655. To judge from the root structure, we have to do 
with a denominative which, however, inflected like a primary verb, exactly 
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like — and possibly on the model of — rhyming PT *s’p’ärtw- standing beside 
PT *spartwa- (see s.v. spartt(-). 
 
A1ärtw- ‘incite’ e 1ärtt?- ‘id.’ 
 
1ärp- ‘hinweisen, unterweisen, erklären’, ‘indicate, explain, instruct’ (tr) (x/a/a) 

Prs VIII (x) -,-, 1är1päM (sic);-,-, 1arpseM|—;-,-, 1ärpsentär-ne  
Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part 1ärpsemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) 1arpau-me (sic)/1ärpau-me,-,-;—  

Opt -, 1ärpit (MQ), 1arpi;— 
Ger II — Abstr II 1ärpalñe Priv — 
Inf 1arptsi 

 Pt III (a) -,-, 1erpsa;-,-, 1erpar-me 
 PPt 1e1ärpu| 1e1arpo1  
 Ipv — 
A 1.sg. (1ä)rp1im is restored in H 149.add 113 b 3 by Broomhead I, 163, but 
Peyrot, 2007, s.v. IOL Toch 155 now rather reads (–)r11im. The nom.sg. PPt 
1e1ärpu is attested in PK AS 7K b 1 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c.), a (1e)[1ä]rpuwer is further found in 620 a 5. 
= A1ärp- ‘hinweisen, unterweisen, erklären’, ‘indicate, explain, instruct’  

(tr) (a/a/a)  
Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, 1ärpseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part 1ärpäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (a) — Opt 1ärpñim,-,-;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Sub IX (a) — Opt -,-, 1ärpa1i1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II 1ärpa1lune 
Pt II (a) -,-, 1a1ärp;— 
PPt 1a1ärpu 
Ipv — 

As for the optative form TA 1ärpa1i(–) in A 463 a 4, despite the caveat of 
Couvreur, 1967, 164, a 3.sg.act. TA 1ärpa1i(1) is the most likely guess. The 
existence of a Sub IX stem beside the Sub VII is certain in any case because of 
the Abstr attested in the compound TA 1oma-1ä(r)p(a)1lune-yumäñcsa in A 
353 a 5, which can be restored on account of the Sanskrit equivalent 
ekoddesai# (instr.pl.) “nach einer einzigen Anweisung handelnd”; see 
Schmidt, 1989, 74. ETYM. As per Adams, DoT, 656 (labial extension of PIE 
*Çser ‘tie’ or PIE *Çswer ‘speak (solemnly)’). 
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1i- ‘± herausfließen lassen’, ‘± drain’ (tr) (—) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf 1issi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
= A1i- ‘± herausfließen lassen’, ‘± drain’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf 1issi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The TB Inf [1i]s(·)i is read by Thomas, 1966a, 179 with fn. 5 in S 8 b 1 on 
account of the parallel ////ss[i] in 104 a 1, but he does not give a translation 
for the passage. Thomas furthermore refers to the TA parallel A 311 b 6 
ysaräM 1i – – • without proposing a restoration. Adams, 1982, 134f.; DoT, 691 
restores TA 1i(ssi) in A 311 b 6 (the ink traces on the manuscript indeed speak 
in favor of ss) and proposes a meaning ‘drain’ because of the respective 
objects ysara/TA ysaräM ‘blood’: “to drain the blood”. According to Adams, 
l.c., the TB PPt siyau of the grundverb may be attested in the fragmentary text 
324 b 1. Differently, Schmidt, 1974, 93f., fn. 5 connects the isolated PPt siyau in 
324 b 1 with siya- ‘sweat’.  
ETYM. As per Adams, DoT, 691 (PIE *Çsey ‘drip, run, moisten’). 
 
A1kita- ‘± scheinen’, ‘± appear, seem’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs V (m) —;-,-, 1kitantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 
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Hapax restored by Sieg, Übers. II, 9, fn. 19 in A 58 a 6: ñäktañ ñäkcyas 
wimantwä1 litatsy oki 1kita(ntär) “die Götter scheinen (?) gleichsam von den 
göttlichen Palästen herabzufallen”. 
 
A1tara?- ‘ermüden, müde werden’, ‘become tired’ (itr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, 1tar;— 
PPt 1a1tru 
Ipv — 

The PPt TA 1a1tru is attested in YQ 6 b 3. According to Ji/Winter/Pinault, 
1998, 108, fn. 7, the same root also underlies the noun TA 1tare ‘‘Anstrengung” 
in A 278 b 2. The same passage A 278 b 2 may also contain a finite preterit 
form TA 1tar, because the complex TA puklo1tar (thus read by TochSprR(A); 
Poucha, TLT, 184) can also be separated into TA pu klo 1tar, i.e., pu<k> klo 
1tar ;  see the detailed argument in Pinault, 1994c, 383ff., who also refers to the 
Old Turkish parallel MaitrHami (IV) 7 b: “Obwohl wir uns bemühten, jenen 
zu verstehen, indem wir unsere guten Werke und Tugenden, die wir seit 
vierzig Kalpas bzw. sechzig Kalpa-Perioden angehäuft hatten, 
hervorbrachten, haben wir es nicht geschafft und konnten jenen Mönch nicht 
verstehen” (as translated by Geng/Klimkeit, 1988, 243). Accordingly, Pinault, 
1994c, 388 reads and translates A 278 b 2: säksäk stwarak kalpa1i 1tare wasäM 
pu klo 1tar smam knanmune “L’effort de soixante [et] quarante kalpas fut mis 
en avant par nous, [mais] notre connaissance (de ce moine) resta telle qu’elle 
était” (TA klo is PPt of käl(- ‘lead’). Whereas Pinault interprets TA 1tar as an 
adverb referring to TA sma-m (“rester immoble”, TA 1tar < PIE *stH-ró-), 
Schmidt, 1999b, 280 interprets TA 1tar in A 278 b 2 — without discussion or 
reference to Pinault, 1994c — as a 3.sg. Pt from this root claimed by him to be 
an equivalent of Skt. Çsram ‘sich abmühen, müde werden, ermüden’. If 
Schmidt’s interpretation is correct, one would have to translate (while 
separating TA puk lo?) “our effort lasting 60 [times] 40 kalpas has tired us 
completely (?) [but/and] the knowledge remained (or: increased) for us” (for 
TA sma-m, see below s.v. stäm(-/A1täm(- ‘stand’, and Atsäm(- ‘increase’). 
  
A1täm(- ‘stand’ e stäm(- ‘id.’ 
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S 
 

satask- ‘exhale’ e sata-sk- ‘id.’ 
 
sanapa- ‘anoint’ e sanapa- ‘id.’ 
 

Asay- ‘satiate’ e soy- ‘id.’ 
 
sak(- ‘zurückbleiben’, ‘remain over, remain behind’ (itr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt sasakauwa 
 Ipv — 
ANTIGRUNDVERB mid. ‘bleiben, sich zurückhalten’, ‘remain, restrain oneself’  

(itr) (m/-/-) 
Prs VIII (m) -,-, sak1tär (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
It can be assumed that the stem is basically transitive and that we have to do 
with a middle in anticausative function (cf. the active TA cognate) or in 
reflexive function: 520 b 2 (poy)s(i)ntaMts no nanaku su 1añ añm s(a)k1tär 
empa(lkaitte) “aber vom (Alleswissenden) getadelt, hält er sich selbst 
unbekü(mmert) zurück” (Schmidt, 1974, 316); 555, 3 //// (pe)laikne sak1trä se 
saul 1pä musketär “... das Gesetz bleibt, dies Leben [aber] schwindet” 
(Schmidt, 1974, 138). 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘zurückhalten, zurücklassen’, ‘restrain, leave behind’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, sakä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part sakä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf sakässi 
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 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
An Inf sakässi is only listed in TEB II, 253. 
= Asak(- ‘bleiben’, ‘remain’ (itr) (m/a/a)  

Prs IV (m) —;-,-, sakantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) —;-,-, sakeñc Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, sak;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘zurückhalten’, ‘restrain’ (tr) (-/a/-) 
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf sakässi 
Sub VII (a) — Opt sakñim,-,-;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The Inf in A 7 a 3 has the meaning ‘restrain oneself’ (just like the reflexive 
middle Prs VIII in TB), being construed with TA añcäm ‘self’. The context of 
the Sub TA sakñim in A 123 b 4 is unclear; for its status, cf. Hilmarsson, 1991a, 
67f. 
 
sata-sk- ‘ausatmen’, ‘exhale’ (itr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs IXa (a+) -,-, sata11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part sataskemane 
 Ger I in sata11älle11e Abstr I — 
Sub IXa — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II sata1lñe Priv — 
Inf satastsy 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The Inf satastsy is said to be attested by Thomas, 1972, 443, fn. 5, but he gives 
no reference. The stem is a secondary sk-extension of an A-character root 
*sata- (cf. an(-sk- ‘breathe’, the model of which this root may be based). 
Further connections are uncertain, cf. Adams, DoT, 673. 
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sanapa- ‘salben, einreiben’, ‘anoint’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs I (m) -,-, sonoptär;— Imp -,-, sonopitär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sonopälle Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II sanapalle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf sanapatsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt —  
 Ipv — 
SEM. The verb is transitive, the middle voice having clearly reflexive function 
in Fill. W 40 b 3f.: se ce 1alype sonopträ – – – wikentär-ne “wer sich dieses Öl 
einreibt, dem vergehen ...” (Sieg, 1955, 78; Schmidt, 1974, 307 and 355). Note, 
however, that we have to do with an old member of Prs Class IV; see chap. 
Prs III/IV 26.3. ETYM. Maybe a loan from pre-Khotanese *z0naf-, as per 
Adams, 1988, 403, and DoT, 674.  
 
Asama?- ‘an sich nehmen, aufbewahren, sammeln’, ‘take, keep, gather’  

(tr) (-/-/m)  
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, samat;— 
PPt in sasmurä1 
Ipv I (m) psamar;- 

ETYM. Probably a denominative to an adverb of the type Gk. omÊ ‘together’. 
One could also toy with the idea that the forms attested from this root 
originally formed one single paradigm together with those attested from 
Asuma- ‘take away of, deprive of’, but this is neither recommended by the 
semantics nor by what is clearly a TB cognate of the latter TA root. 
 
samp(- ‘wegnehmen’, ‘take away, deprive of’ (tr) (m/-/m) 

Prs IXa (m) -,-, sompastar-ñ, sompastär;-,-, sompäskentär (MQ)  
Imp — 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II sampalle Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf sampatsi 
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 Pt I (m) -,-, sampate;-,-, sampaMte-ñ 
 PPt sassampa1 
 Ipv I (m) psampar;- 
The 3.sg.mid. Prs sompastRa is also attested in THT 1160 a 4 and THT 1216 b 1, 
the 3.pl.mid. Prs sompäskentär in St. 42.2.3 a 1 (a text with MQ character), the 
Ger II sampal(l)e in IOL Toch 603 a 4 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), the 3.pl. Pt 
sampaMte-ñ in PK AS 18A b 4 (Thomas, 1979a, 240), and the obl. PPt 
sassampa1 in PK Cp 37, 44 and PK AS 7K a 4 (both unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c., also cited by Couvreur, 1954, 89 without ref.). 
The restoration of sampa //// in 496, 7 to a middle form 3.sg. sampa(te) is 
not only recommended by the meter (cf. TochSprR(B), fn. s.v.), but also by the 
fact that the root is otherwise medium tantum. Beside the MQ form 
samp(a)tsi, and the newly attested Ger II sampalle, the Inf sampatsi is now 
also attested in the small fragment THT 1293 frg. 1 a 2 (saul sampatsi “to take 
away the life”), and in IOL Toch 214 a 5 and IOL Toch 477 b 1 (for which see 
Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), so that the subjunctive stem has persistent initial accent. 
~ Asuma- ‘wegnehmen’, ‘take away, deprive of’ (tr) (m+/-/-)  

Prs VI (m+) -, sumnatar, sumnatär;-,-, sumnantär Imp — 
 nt-Part sumnant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II suma3ne 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv I (m) psumar;— 

Instead of a 3.sg.mid. Prs TA sumnaträ, one has to restore to a 3.pl. Prs TA 
sumna<n>trä in A 355 b 1; see TG, 479. 
ETYM. Evidently we have to set up a pre-PT paradigm present *somPä- vs. 
preterit *somPa/o- (Tocharian A having generalized as root vowel what was 
the outcome of pre-PT *-o- by sound law in the original athematic root 
present). The etymology of *somPä- is not clear to me; in case one is willing to 
accept a metathesis pre-PT *nos-bi > *son-bi, one could equate *somPä- with 
Gk. nósfi ‘aloof, apart, away from’. 
 
sar?- ‘pflanzen’, ‘plant’ (tr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I/VII (m) -,-, saryate (MQ);— 
 PPt — 
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 Ipv — 
= Asar?- ‘pflanzen, säen, kultivieren’, ‘plant, sow, cultivate’ (tr) (-/-/x)  

Prs— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I/VII (x) -,-, sarya;—|-,-, saryat;-,-, saryant 
PPt sasäryu| in sasräyurä1 (sic) 
Ipv — 

TA saryat in A 18 b 6 is analyzed by the manuals as a possible imperfect or 
preterit form from this root. Thomas, 1957, 78 takes this main clause verb for 
an imperfect, but the sentences quoted in Thomas 1957, 79f. that resemble the 
sentence containing TA saryat all have a preterit as main clause form, so I 
analyze the form as a preterit. A 3.pl.mid. TA (sa)ryant is restored by Sieg, 
Übers. II, 32, fn. 13 in A 320 b 8; the 3.sg.act. TA sarya (sic) is now attested in 
YQ 21 b 7. Finally, it is possible, but far from certain, that TA saryä1lune 
attested in the small fragment THT 1378 frg. a b 7 without context belongs 
here as well. Beside the Abs TA sasräyurä1 (sic) in A 372 a 3, there is a form 
TA satsräryo1 (sic) in A 355 b 2 that is emended to expected TA †sasäryurä1 by 
Sieg/Siegling, s.v. fn. 9. 
SEM. According to Adams, DoT, 683, the basic meaning is ‘plant’, not ‘seed, 
sow’; differently Schmidt, 1999b, 284. TA kappas sar- in YQ 21 b 7 is matched 
by Old Turkish käbäs tarï- ‘cultivate cotton’; see Pinault, 2001, 132. ETYM. It is 
impossible for me to decide on the evidence currently available whether we 
have to do with a Pt VII or rather with a Pt I, since the TB Pt is only attested 
by a form from a document with MQ character, and since for Tocharian A one 
has to reckon with analogical influence from the imperfect kind of inflection 
anyway, witness the 3.sg.act. TA sarya (except if one would want to claim that 
in Tocharian A, PT *-Cäya(-) was bound to turn precisely into (*)-Cyã(-) with 
bimoric -ã(-) by sound change). To judge from the old *-men- abstracts TB/TA 
sarm ‘seed’ and TA säryam ‘sowing’, there once existed at least two different 
respective subjunctive < present stems, PT *sarä- and PT *särya-, the latter of 
which may have started out as an aorist stem of a denominative to a noun 
pre-PT *sr-ya- or even a pre-PT *sr-iyo-, the PT outcome of which may have 
finally turned into *sarya- by analogical influence from the subjunctive stem 
PT *sarä- (cf. Adams, DoT, 683, who suggested “we may have here a 
denominative from *serye”). On the other hand, one could also set up a 
present stem pre-PT *sor-(e)ye/o- (cf. Klingenschmitt, 1978, 1ff. = 2005, 159ff.) 
that could have served as a basis for a Pt VII. Probably from the root set up as 
*Çser ‘aneinanderreihen, verknüpfen’ by ²LIV, 534f. and as *ÇserH 
‘aneinanderreihen’ by Hackstein, 2002, 4 with fn. 13 (see also Adams, l.c.). For 
attempts to derive the Tocharian forms rather from PIE *Çseh ‘sow’, see 
Rasmussen, 1989, 28, fn. 10; Kim, 2007a, 51; and again Adams, l.c., but not any 
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of them could satisfactorily account for the two subjunctive stems PT *sarä- 
and PT *särya-. 
 
sary- ‘sow’ e sar?- ‘plant’ 
 
Asäka- ‘± folgen’, ‘± follow’ (?) (-/a/m)  

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part säknamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, ska1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) —;-,-, skant 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The meaning ‘folgen’ proposed in TG, 477 is not certain (as pointed out 
by Schmidt, 1974, 290), but at least plausible in A 111 a 4: tkaM rap skant 
y1anaM “he dug the ground, and they followed into the trench”. 
 
[Asä$k- ‘?’, according to TG, 477, a present form TA sä$keñcäM from such a 

root may be attested in A 98 a 1, but both the passage and the word 
separation are unclear (see also s.v. Arutka- ‘(re)move’). In the second 
passage A 94 a 4, we rather have to read a 3.sg. Prs TA wnisä$ka1-ñi 

from Awniska- ‘± crush, torment’; see Couvreur, 1956, 86.] 
 
Asäta?- ‘?’ (?) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) -,-, stat;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax in A 222 b 6: //// tam pra1taM stat nuM kossi pättaMñkät • “at 
this time he again ... to kill the Buddha”. One may think of a meaning like ‘± 
decide on’ etc., cf. the parallel construction in the same line: pkat nuM kossi 
1ñi macär (sic) “again he intended to kill his own mother”.  
 
sätk(- ‘sich ausbreiten’, ‘spread out’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs III (m) —;-,-, sätkentär-ne Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part sätkemane 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II in sätkalñecci Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, sätkare 
 PPt sätkau 
 Ipv — 
The m-Part [sä]tkema[n]e is attested in PK NS 699 a 3 (Couvreur, 1964, 248). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB + KAUSATIVUM II ‘verbreiten’, ‘spread’ (tr) (a/-/m) 

Prs IXb (a) — Imp —;-,-, sätkä11iyeM-ne (MQ) 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (m) sätkasamai (sic),-,-;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Imp sätkä(11iyeM)-ne is restored by G.-J. Pinault, p.c., in the 
unpublished MQ text PK AS 12K a 1 (the form is parallel to the 3.pl. Imp 
rä11iy[e](M) ‘they pulled out’), and is most likely a form of Prs IXb. 
= Asätk(- ‘sich ausbreiten’, ‘spread out’ (itr) (m/-/a)  

Prs III (m) -,-, sätkatär;-,-, sätkantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II sätkalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, stäk/sätka-M;-,-, satkar 
PPt sätko 
Ipv — 

On the 3.pl.act. Pt TA satkar in imperfect function in A 312 a 3, see chap. Imp 
15.3.1. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘verbreiten’, ‘spread’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs VIII (a) -,-, sätkä1;-,-, sätkseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) —;-,-, sasätkar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 
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ETYM. Maybe to be derived from PIE *sut-ske/o- from the root *Çsewt 
(*ÇHsewt ‘aufwallen’, as per 2LIV, 285); see Pinault, 1988, 154, fn. 17, and 
Adams, DoT, 684. For an alternative etymology (which would require pre-PT 
*siC- > PT *säC-), see Melchert, 1978, 121. 
 
[Asäm-, instead of TA sämse(–) as read by TochSprR(A) and TG, 477 in A 13 b 

5, Sieg, Übers. I, 17, fn. 4 rather emends to and restores TA nämse(ñc) 
‘they bow’, cf. TG, 446.] 

 
särk(- ‘± sich kümmern um; ziehen (?)’, ‘± take care of; pull (?)’ (tr) (a/a/-) 

Prs VII (a) -,-, sra$käM;-,-, srä$ken-ne Imp —;-,-, srañciyeM 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) — Opt -,-, sarkoy;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt särkau 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs sra$käM is attested in PK AS 7M a 2, the 3.pl. Prs srä$ken-ne in 
PK AS 6E a 1 (both unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), and 
the 3.sg. Sub sarkoy in the Old Turkish–Tocharian bilingual U 5208 = Toch 
923 a 5, according to Schmidt, 2008a, 330. The expected PPt särkau can most 
probably be found in the small fragment THT 1170 frg. e b 3 (MQ character; 
cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.): //// (1a)rmtsa • Sarkau ta wa etre //// “because of ... . 
But having taken care of her, the hero ...”. 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘± dazu zu bringen, sich zu sorgen’, ‘± let take care of’ (tr) (—) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sarkä11älle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PP — 
 Ipv — 
The Ger I sarkä11älle is to be read in K 11 (= PK AS 7N) a 4, according to G.-J. 
Pinault, p.c. 
= Asärka- ‘± sich kümmern um’, ‘± take care of’ (?) (a/-/-) 

Prs VII (a) -, srä$kat, srä$ka1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part srä$kantas 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
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Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. Different proposals for the meaning of this root have been offered so far. 
Since the TB Imp in 107 a 1 clearly refers to the preparation of ‘porridge’ (on 
which see most recently Pinault, 2008, 116ff. and Schmidt, 2008a, 329f.) and 
the TA forms to some emotional uproar, the manuals gave ‘in Wallung 
bringen’ as meaning of the root (following Sieg, Übers. II, 10; Übers. II, 35 
‘regst dich auf’; TEB II, 254; Couvreur, 1954b, 261 also proposed ‘fährst du 
fort’). Unfortunately, the new attestation found in an Old Turkish bilingual 
rather complicates the question. According to Schmidt, 2008a, 330, sarkoy in U 
5208 (cf. the photograph at DTA) is the equivalent of Old Turkish tartsar 
‘wenn er zieht’; he then further proposes to set up the meaning of the root as 
“ziehen; sich kümmern um, (Speisen) zubereiten”. Similarly, Pinault, 2008, 
117f. (without yet referring to the new attestation) sets up ‘take care of, be 
deeply concerned with’, a meaning that would also fit all the attestations from 
unpublished Paris texts: PK AS 7M a 2 (completed by PK NS 122a, PK NS 261, 
PK NS 262): cmelasc allo$kna sra$käM proskai ktsaitsñe(sa) “he is concerned 
with the fear about old age”; 3.pl. Prs srä$ken-ne in PK AS 6E a 1 is less clear: 
sarmäske wi srä$ken-ne •; K 11 (= PK AS 7N) a 3f.: sak pärkawänta pyapyai 
ailyñentse tuk-yakne sarKaFFalle “one (he) should take great care in this way 
of the ten advantages of giving flower(s)”. For TA srä$kat in A 343 a 2 Pinault, 
l.c., proposes the translation ‘tu te préoccupes’. ETYM. Winter, 1980b, 555 = 
1984, 248 = 2005, 242 analyzed this root as grundverb of 1ärk- ‘surpass’, but 
this is not too convincing for morphological and semantic reasons. If the basic 
meaning of the root is indeed ‘take care of’, one will want to derive it from the 
zero grade of PIE *ÇswerF ‘krank sein; sich sorgen’ (2LIV, 613f., without 
Toch.), according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; cf. also the connection by Schmidt, 
2008a, 330 with Ved. surk1ata (among others). 
 
särp?- ‘± pochen, schlagen’, ‘± beat (of the heart)’ (itr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I/III (a) —;-,-, särpar (MQ) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in the MQ text 119 a 4: aräñci särpar ka “the hearts have beaten”. WTG, 
298 analyzes the form as Pt I (with loss of -e before a clitic), while Peyrot, 2008, 
135 prefers a Pt III (if the form is a verbal form at all). The apparent zero grade 
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does not a priori exclude a Pt III, because such Pt III forms are occasionally 
indeed found; see chap. Pt III 9.1.4. 
 
säl(- ‘(auf)fliegen’, ‘fly, arise’ (itr) (-/-/m) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, salate-ne;— 
 PPt sasalau| sasalla1 
 Ipv — 
The nom. PPt sasalau is attested in H add.149 83 a 2 (now = IOL Toch 205; not 
in Broomhead; cf. now Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), cf. Hilmarsson, 1990, 93. 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘(herab)stürzen, (herab)werfen’, ‘throw (down)’ (tr) (-/-/x) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf 1ällatsi 

 Pt I (x) -, 1alasta, 1alla;-,-, 1allare/1alare| -, 1alatai, 1allate;— 
 PPt (se)salyu (MQ)/ sälyu 
 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. Pt 1alasta is attested in the graffito Qu 34; see Pinault, 1994a, 174; 
2000a, 157. The PPt (se)salyu with non-palatalized root initial found in 338 a 1 
belongs to this antigrundverb paradigm. There even seems to be another PPt 
variant sälyu in IOL Toch 879 b 3 (I owe the form to D. Q. Adams, p.c.), which 
is best taken as a ltu-type PPt built to the stem *sälyä/æ-; but note the absence 
of syncope and also the fact that in 338 a 1 the PPt form that I give as (se)salyu 
should not be read as a form without reduplication and taken as another 
rendering of that sälyu, because in documents with typical MQ features such 
as 338 an /ä/ not carrying the accent is rendered by (ä) and not by (a).  
KAUSATIVUM II ‘(herab)stürzen, (herab)werfen’, ‘throw (down)’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, 1alä11äM;-,-, 1aläskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part 1alä11eñcai 
 m-Part 1aläskemane 
 Ger I 1alä1le Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II 1alä11älñe Priv — 
Inf 1alässi 

 Pt II in 
 PPt in 1e1lorsa 
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 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs forms [1alä]1[1]ä(M) and (1a)[lä]11ä(M) are attested in graffiti 
from Qizil (Schmidt, 2001b, 74 and 76 ad painting no. 21 and no. 12). The 3.pl. 
Prs 1aläskeM is found in the small fragment THT 1622 frg. c b 3, the Abstr 
1aLaFFalñe probably in IOL Toch 998 b 3 (apparently a Pratiyasamutpada text): 
• antseM 1aLaFFalñe 1otri (·)e //// “throwing the elements [is ?] the mark ...” 
(Tamai, 2007, s.v., wrongly reads y(·)LaFFalñe). The Inf 1alässi is also attested 
in SI B Toch./13, 1 (Pinault, 1998, 6ff.). 
= Asäl(- ‘(auf)fliegen’, ‘fly, arise’ (itr) (a+/-/-)  

Prs I (a+) —;-,-, sliñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part sälmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt sasluMt 
Ipv — 

ANTIGRUNDVERB/KAUSATIVUM I ‘werfen’, ‘throw’ (tr) (—) 
Prs VIII— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part släsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM./ETYM. For the semantics and the averbo (but not for the further analysis) 
I follow in general the detailed treatment by Hilmarsson, 1990, 87ff. Certainly 
a cognate of Lat. salire ‘jump, leap’, etc.; for the details of the diachronic 
morphology, see Malzahn, in print a. 
 
sälka- ‘herausziehen; vorführen, zeigen’, ‘pull; show’ (tr) (m/x/m) 

Prs VII (m) -,-, sla$ktär;-,-, sla$kentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sla$källe Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) -,-, salkaM;—| salkamar,-,-;-,-, sälkantär (MQ)  

Opt -,-, salkoy-ne;—| 
-,-, sälkoytär (MQ);— 
Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf salkatsi 

 Pt I (m) sälkamai, sälkatai (MQ), sälkate;-,-, sälkante 
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 PPt sälko1äMts 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl.mid. Prs sla$kentär is attested in PK NS 34 b 2 (Pinault, 1988a, 188), 
the 3.pl.mid. Sub sälkanträ in the MQ text THT 1254 a 2 (differently Tamai, 
2007a, s.v.). In PK AS 13I b 4 the expected Inf salkatsi and not †salkatsa is to be 
read (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c., contra Thomas, 
1954, 756), and this Inf is now also attested in THT 1323 frg. 1 a 4: //// kaucä@ 
salkatsi. Since we apparently have to do with an ablauting subjunctive with 
persistent initial accent, one has to restore to a 3.sg. Opt (sa)lkoy-ne instead of 
(sä)lkoy-ne in 154 b 1 (pace TochSprR(B); WTG, 298). In TA, the restoration TA 
sä(lko) //// in A 427 a 2 is assured by the Sanskrit equivalent Skt. hrta- ‘pulled 
out’ (see Couvreur, 1966, 169). SEM. The concrete meaning ‘pull out’ is, e.g., 
attested in PK NS 107 a 5: (wit)s(a)kai sälkorme(M) = Skt. mulam uddhrtya 
“after the root had been pulled out”; the figurative meaning ‘show, present’ is, 
e.g., attested in 5 b 2f. The function of the middle is unclear (despite Schmidt, 
1974, 439, 469, 487, 300). ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çselk ‘ziehen’ (2LIV, 
530); see Adams, DoT, 689. 
 
sälpa?- ‘glühen’, ‘glow’ (itr) (a+/-/a) 

Prs I + II (a+) -,-, salpäM;-,-, salpeM Imp -,-, sälpi-ne;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part sälpamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (?) — Opt — 

Ger II sälpallentse (Š, sic) Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf sälpatsi (sic) 

 Pt I (a) -,-, salpa;— 
 PPt sälpowsai (Š) 
 Ipv — 
Since the plural salpeM in 406 a 6 refers to the singular subject käMtwo 
‘tongue’, TochSprR(B), s.v., fn. 8 consequently emends it to a 3.sg. salpäM, cf. 
also Schmidt, 1986, 426; an assured instance of the 3.pl. Prs salpeM is now 
found in PK AS 17D a 2 (Pinault, 1994, 128), so we have to do with a basically 
athematic present stem that has introduced a thematic 3.pl. ending (cf. chap. 
Prs I 24.1.2.). The class of the subjunctive stem is not so clear. One would 
expect Sub V judged by TA and the TB preterit forms, but then all the forms 
attested so far from the Sub stem would have to show misspellings. 
Accordingly, Adams, DoT, 689f. analyzes the Sub as Class I. As for the Inf, 
Broomhead I, 114 renders the form in question in H. 149.add 134 b 6 as 
damaged säl[pa](ts)i, and a reading [a] is indeed not likely, because some 
trace of the a-vowel should still be visible on the manuscript (cf. Peyrot, 2007, 
s.v. IOL Toch 178); sälpallentse ‘of the fever’ in 497 a 8 (Š) may show a 
defective writing such as stwara does in line a 6, so that a misspelling (or 
careless copying from an MQ text) cannot be totally excluded. The mo-
adjective sälpamo ‘glowing’ is not diagnostic, because mo-adjectives are 
generally based on the present stem (see chap. Sub VII 22.2.3.1., fn. 5). Finally, 
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there may be a 1.sg.mid. Opt Salpoymar attested in the small fragment THT 
2372 frg. d b 2 that would certainly attest to a Sub V, but the form is without 
further context. The 3.sg. Pt salpa is also attested in THT 1445 b 4. 
= Asälpa- ‘glühen’, ‘glow’ (itr) (a/a/-)  

Prs I (a) sälpäm,-,-; sälpmäs,-, sälpiñc Imp —;-,-, sälypar 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part sälpmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf sälptsi 
Sub V (a) — Opt -,-, sälpi1;—  
 Ger II sälpalyi Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt sälpont 
Ipv — 

TA sälpäm in A 92 a 3 is certain; see TochSprR(A), “Verbesserungen und 
Nachträge”, 252 ad p. 53. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘zum Glühen bringen’, ‘make glow’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II sälpa1lune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. Cf. Pinault, 2001a, 252 and Hackstein, 2003b, 83 for setting up pre-PT 
*sulp-. 
 
si- ‘drain’ e 1i- ‘id.’ 
 
sika- ‘treten, schreiten’, ‘step, set foot’ (itr) (a/a/-) 

Prs VI (a) -,-, siknaM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, saikaM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çseyk ‘erreichen’ (2LIV, 522); see Adams, DoT, 
691. 
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Asik(- ‘überschwemmt werden’, ‘be overflown’ (itr) (m/a/-)  
Prs III (m) —;-,-, sikaMtär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, seka1;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt siko 
Ipv — 

ANTIGRUNDVERB/KAUSATIVUM I ‘überschwemmen’, ‘overflow’ (tr) (—) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II/III in 
PPt sasiku 
Ipv — 

SEM. Since the present stem is of Class III, the grundverb should be 
intransitive. The verb refers to ‘water’ (A 14 a 2; A 152 a 4), the active 3.sg. Sub 
TA seka1-äm in A 72 a 2 is used metaphorically: sne pla wlamträ was talo1 
seka1-äm swa(l) “... wenn wir Elenden ohne Ausnahme (?) sterben, dann wird 
euch Fleisch im Überfluß sein (und es wird schlecht werden)”, as per Peyrot, 
in print. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇseyK ‘ausgießen’ (2LIV, 523). 
 
si-n- med. ‘sich sättigen an’, ‘bedrückt sein’, mid. ‘satiate oneself’, ‘be  

depressed’ (itr) (m/-/m) 
Prs Xa (m) -, sinastar,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II silñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (m) -,-, sintsate;— 
 PPt sesinu| sesino1 
 Ipv — 
The Abstr silñe has the meaning ‘depression’. The nom.sg. PPt sesinu is 
attested in THT 1339 a 5 and in IOL Toch 308 b 2 (Peyrot, 2008a, 105). 
KAUSATIVUM I act. ‘sättigen’, ‘satiate’, mid. ‘bedrückt werden’, ‘get depressed’ 

(tr) (x/-/-) 
Prs Xb (x) -,-, sinä11äM;—|—;-,-, sinäskentär (MQ) Imp — 
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 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
According to Hackstein, 1995, 297, the 3.sg. Prs sinä11äM has the meaning 
‘sättigt, läßt satt werden’; the 3.pl.mid. Prs sinäskentär ‘bedrückt sein’ cited by 
TEB I, 215, § 386 without ref. can now found in THT 1191 b 5 (MQ character): 
//// k(·) kly(au)seM añMatse siNaskentRa Laklesa “... they listen[, and] become 
depressed because of suffering”. 
= Asi-n- act. ‘sättigen’, ‘satiate’, mid. ‘sich sättigen an’, ‘bedrückt sein’, ‘satiate  

oneself’, ‘be depressed’ (tr/itr) (x/m/m)  
Prs X (x) -, sinä1t,-;-,-, siMseñc|-, sinä1tar, sinä1tär;-,-, siMsantär  

Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I siM1äl Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (m) —;-,-, siñantär Opt — Priv asinät 
 Ger II siñäl Abstr II siñlune 
Pt III (m) -, siMsate,-;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

According to Sieg, Übers. I, 30, a 2.sg.mid. TA si(nä1tar) is to be restored in A 
25 b 5. The PPt TA sasyu rather belongs to Asay- ‘satiate’; see s.v. Asay-. TG, 
478 furthermore proposes that TA ma sasiM • in A 209 b 5 may contain a 3.sg. 
Pt II of this root. 
SEM. According to Hackstein, 1995, 295, we are not facing two homonymous 
roots si-n- ‘satiate’ and si-n- ‘be depressed’, but with one single root that has 
the basic meaning ‘satiate’, the meaning ‘be depressed’ being due to a special 
semantic development of the middle: ‘sich ersättigen an’ e ‘ermatten, 
müde/bedrückt werden’. Contrary to the manuals, Hackstein, 1995, 297f. 
shows that the meaning ‘sich sättigen’ is also to be found in TB. ETYM. 
According to Hackstein, 1995, 299f., the root is not to be connected with Ved. 
sinati ‘binds’, etc. (as proposed by Hollifield, 1978, 173ff.; see also the 
discussions by Adams, 1979, 297ff. and Hilmarsson, 1991c, 86f.), but rather 
with PIE *ÇseH(y) ‘satt werden’ (2LIV, 520f.). The basic Toch. stem is an 
athematic nasal present (e subjunctive) *säynä- from *sinu-; see chap. Sub VII 
22.2.2.; *sinu- obviously replaced an even more archaic *si-n-H-. See also s.v. 
soy-/Asay- ‘satiate’. 
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Asipa- ‘salben’, ‘anoint’ (tr) (m/-/-) 
Prs I/II (m) -,-, siptär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf siptsi 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II sepal Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt sasepu 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg.mid. TA siptär (TG, 478 “Frgm.”) is attested in the small fragment 
THT 2509 a 2 without context. 
ETYM. Probably to be derived from PIE *Çseyb ‘fließen lassen’ (2LIV, 521). 
 
siya- ‘schwitzen’, ‘sweat’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs III (m) -,-, syetär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II syalle Abstr II syalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt siyau 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Prs syeträ is attested in 236 frg. 1 b 3 (now = THT 1478); see 
Schmidt, 1974, 93f. with fn. 5 following an assumption by Winter, 1962a, 31 = 
1984, 273 = 2005, 61, who was more reluctant to accept his own proposal than 
Schmidt; the PPt siyausai attested in 324 b 1 without context also belongs to 
this root, as per Schmidt, l.c. 
ETYM. In the manuals the root is set up as sya-, but the underlying structure 
must be PT *säya-. To be derived from PIE *Çsweyd ‘in Schweiß ausbrechen’ 
(2LIV, 607); see Ringe, 1987, 117; possibly a denominative from a noun *swid-
yeH-.  
 
ABsu- ‘rain’ e suwa-/ Asuw(- ‘id.’ 
 
Asu?- ‘nähen’, ‘sew’ (?) (—)  

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sul Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
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Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA sul is attested as gloss in the Sanskrit text SHT 5, 1033; for its meaning, see 
Schmidt, 1994b, 269f. It is conceivable that this root in contrast to Asuw(- ‘rain’ 
did not have A-character, but note that Asuw(- ‘rain’ also formed a present of 
Class I. 
 
suk?- ‘herabhängen; zögern’, ‘hang down; hesitate’ (itr) (-/m/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub XII (m) — Opt -,-, sukaññitär;-,-, sukaññiyentär 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Opt sukaññitär is attested in the small fragment THT 1235 b 2, 
optative (and not imperfect) is certain; see below. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘verweilen/zögern lassen’, ‘let linger/hesitate’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) —;-,-, 1ukäskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
SEM./ETYM. The 3.pl.mid. Opt sukaññiyentär in 530 b 2 translates preceding 
Skt. abhipralambeyu (sic) ‘they may let dangle’. The Kaus. I 3.pl. Prs IXb 
1ukäskeM is construed with the adverb waiptayar in 44 b 3: c8 (ma) tn(e) 
1ukäskeM waiptayar “Die Vorstellungen lassen ihn hier nicht zögern”, as 
translated by TochSprR(B), transl., on account of Skt. vi Çlambh (cf. also 
2TochSprR(B), 214). Differently, WTG, 300 and TEB II, 256 gloss the root with 
‘herabhängen, verweilen’. The new attestation in THT 1235 b 2 rather speaks 
in favor of a meaning ‘hesitate’: wentsi Pakno(y)[Ta]r no sukaññitRa //// “but if 
(s)he intends to speak [and] hesitates ...” (reading pace Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
WTG and TEB, l.c., also analyze suknaM in H 149.44 b 2 as a form of this root, 
but this rather belongs to suka- ‘± bring’; see s.v. suka-. Hilmarsson, 1991a, 
78ff., and Adams, DoT, 694 want to set up one single root suk- ‘hand over, 
deliver’, ‘dangle’. Although this cannot be excluded, I rather separate the 
roots, because the semantics are not very close, and both may differ with 
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respect to A-character (to be sure, this root also may basically have A-
character, because deverbative Class XII forms regularly lose A-character; see 
chap. Prs/Sub XII). 
 
suka- ‘± (über)bringen’, ‘± bring’ (tr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs VI (a+) -,-, suknaM;-,-, suknaM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part suknamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs suknaM is attested in PK AS 15C b 4: yasodharañ suknaM “he 
brings (the jewelry) to Yasodhara” (Pinault, 1989a, 189), the m-Part 
suknamane in PK AS 17C b 2 (Thomas, 1979, 164). The 3.pl. suknaM is found 
in H 149.44 b 2: tumeM cwi pyapyaiM suknaM uppal “then they bring him 
lotus flowers” (cf. Broomhead I, 193, who analyzed the form as belonging to 
suk?- ‘dangle’, but the meaning ‘bring’ makes more sense).  
= Asuka- ‘± (über)bringen’, ‘± bring’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part suknamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt in sukorä1 
Ipv — 

SEM./ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1991a, 78ff., followed by Adams, DoT, 694, sets up 
one single verbal stem suk- ‘hand over, deliver’, ‘dangle’, whereas TEB II, 256 
assigns the attested forms to two different roots suk-. According to 
Hilmarsson, 1991a, 80, the root “does not express the idea of ‘handing 
something over’ but rather that of ‘holding something aloft toward someone’”. 
Although this may be true, and since the combination of Prs XII and Prs VI is 
furthermore not uncommon, I rather follow TEB in distinguishing two 
different roots; note that suk?- means ‘dangle’ and ‘hesitate’, and a semantic 
development ‘dangle’ e ‘let hang aloft e ‘deliver’ is certainly not trivial. The 
two roots may not be homonymous either, because they may differ with 
respect to A-character. 
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As4ka1-iññ- ‘glücklich sein’, ‘be happy’ (itr) (m/-/-) 
Prs XII (m) -,-, s4ka1iñtär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. Most likely a denominative, the basic noun of which is unattested. 
Unrelated TB skw-äññ- ‘be happy’ is formed in a similar way. 
 
sum- ‘± träufeln’, ‘± trickle’ (tr) (—) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sumä11älle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The form is attested twice in medical texts, e.g., in Fill. W 13 a 6: esane 
sumä11älle “es ist in die Augen zu träufeln” (Sieg, 1955, 74). 
 
Asuma- ‘take away’ e samp(- ‘id.’ 
 
suwa-/swas(- ‘regnen’, ‘rain’ (itr) (a+/a/a) 

Prs V (a+) —;-,-, suwaM Imp -,-, suwoy;-,-, swoyen/sawoM (sic) 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part swamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, swasaM;— Opt -,-, swasoy;— 

Ger II swasallye Abstr II swasalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, swasa;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Opt swasoy seems attested in THT 1550 b 5 (such a form is listed in 
TEB I, 228, § 412,1 without ref.), and the Abstr swasalñ(e) in the small 
fragment THT 1539 frg. d a 3 (see Schmidt, 2006, 464). 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘regnen lassen’, ‘let rain’ (tr) (a+/a/a) 
Prs IXb (a+) swasäskau,-,-;-,-, swasäskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part swasä11eñca 
 m-Part swasäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt —;-,-, swa1ye-ñ (sic) 

Ger II — Abstr II in swasä11älñe11e Priv — 
Inf swasässi 

 Pt IV (a) swasä11awa, swasä11asta, swasä11a;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs swasäskeM is attested in PK NS 39 b 2; see Thomas, 1979, 177, fn. 
148; the Imp or Opt swasä1yeM from an unpublished Berlin text he also 
mentions there (without ref.) can be found in THT 1687 frg. b b 3; the 3.sg. Pt 
swaSa1[1]a is also attested in THT 1927 b 6. The derived adj. swasä11älñe11e is 
found in PK AS 17B b 2, the m-Part swasäskemane in PK AS 15A a 2 (both 
unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). Pace the manuals, I 
analyze the Prs and Sub of the kausativum as stems of Class IXb instead of XI; 
see the discussion in chap. Prs XI. 
= Asuw(-/Aswas(- ‘regnen’, ‘rain’ (itr) (a+/-/a)  

Prs I (a+) —;-,-, swiñc Imp —;-,-, svawrä/sawr-äm 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part sumaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II swaslune 
Pt I (a) —;-,-, swasar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TG, 478 lists TA svawrä in A 274 a 2 and TA sawr-äm in A 298 a 4 as uncertain 
imperfects from this root (cf. also TG, “Nachträge”, 486), and this analysis 
makes indeed perfect sense in the respective passages: A 274 a 2 (= MSN XI, 
cf. Pinault, 1999, 199; the passage has no direct equivalent in the Old Turkish 
parallel version): meya tkaM svawrä wroki ciñcraM sla pya(pyas) “es bebte 
die Erde, es regneten Perlen zusammen mit lieblichen Blumen” (as translated 
by Schmidt, 1974, 121); A 298 a 4 (= MSN XXI, cf. Pinault, 1999, 203f.; there is 
no exact equivalent in the Old Turkish parallel version): //// tkana • sawr-äm 
sälpmaM yepeyntu kare(ñ) “... on the ground. Glowing knives [and] swords 
rained down on ...”. On the imperfect formation, see chap. Imp 15.3.3. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘regnen lassen’, ‘let rain’ (tr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs VIII (a+) -,-, swasä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part swa11antaM 
 m-Part swasäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Instead of a 2.sg. TA swa[sä](1t) (thus the reading and restoration in TEB II, 
39, no. X, 10), one has to restore to TA swa(rä)1t(ar) in A 244 b 3, i.e., a form 
from Aswar(?- ‘have pleasure in’ on account of the Sanskrit parallel version, as 
per Schmidt, 1983, 128; 1987, 158f. In A 50 a 1 one can arguably restore TA 
swasä(1): TA omlaM akrunt swasä(1) “(s)he lets rain hot tears” (the restoration 
to an imperfect form is excluded). Pace the manuals, I analyze the Prs of the 
kausativum as Class VIII; see the discussion in chap. Prs XI (the geminated 
-11- is most likely a reflex of the former sk-stem suffix). 
ETYM. To be derived from the root set up as PIE *ÇsHew ‘regnen’ by 2LIV, 545. 
On the formation of the TA Prs, see above all Pinault, 1994, 177f. and 
Klingenschmitt, 1994, 408 = 2005, 433, fn. 169. The s-extended stem variant 
swasa- is, according to Adams, DoT, 693f., a denominative of swese ‘rain’ (“< 
*su@-os-o-”); according to Winter, 1965, 193 and 207 = 2005, 109, the noun is 
precisely a back-formation on the basis of the subjunctive stem *swasa-. On 
the sa-extension, see also the discussion in chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.6.2.3. and 
Peters, 2006, 336. Note that TA swaslune, TA swasar clearly imply pre-TA < 
PT *swasa-, whereas the TB Prs V seems to require pre-TB < PT *säwa-; quite 
possibly, PT *säwa- is to be presupposed on the evidence of the TA 3.pl. Imp 
sawr-äm as well. It is a rather obvious guess that PT *säwa- was originally 
banned from polysyllabic forms, and that the *-ä- of *säwa- had developed in 
what even earlier had been monosyllabic forms. There are different opinions 
on the origin of this *s(ä)wa-; see above all Pinault, 1994, 177; Hackstein, 1995, 
18 on the one hand, and Lindeman, 1987, 301 on the other hand. 
 
Ase- ‘support’ e sai-n- ‘id.’ 
 
sew- ‘leiden (?)’ e wäta?- ‘fight’ 
 
sai-n- med. ‘sich stützen auf, abhängen von’, ‘lean on, rely on’ (itr) (m/m/m) 

Prs Xa (m) -,-, sainastär;-,-, sainaskentär (MQ) Imp -,-, saina11itär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I (m) —;-,-, sainäntär (MQ) Opt — 

Ger II saille Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf saitsi/saintsi 

 Pt III (m) saintsamai,-,-;— 
 PPt sasainu| sasaino1 
 Ipv III (m) psainar;- 
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The 3.sg.mid. Prs sainastär is attested in KVac 28 b 4 (Schmidt, 1986, 61); the 
3.sg.mid. Imp (sai)na11itär is, according to Thomas, 1972a, 230 and Schmidt, 
1974, 16f., fn. 4, to be read and restored in FK 590 (= PK NS 40) a 4 (ed. by Van 
Windekens, 1940, tab. III; cf. also Couvreur, 1948, 327f.): //// (sai)na11iträ 
1pikaisa ekasri$ke r1ake su “the r1i Ekasr$ga leant on a crutch”. Probably one 
can separate a 3.sg.mid. Sub saintRa in the small fragment THT 1599 frg. f a 3. 
The Inf variant saintsi is attested in an unpublished Paris text, according to 
Couvreur, 1954, 85; the Ger II saille is found in KVac 22 a 3 (Schmidt, 1986, 55). 
The manuals cite the form of the 1.sg.mid. Pt in 515 b 4 as sentsamai, but the 
root vowel seems, in fact, to be damaged, so already TochSprR(B) proposed to 
read s[ai]ntsamai (the original manuscript seems lost). PPt sasaino1 is attested 
in 195 b 4. Hilmarsson, 1991c, 72ff. interprets the PPt and the Ipv as 
formations of a kausativum and translates the passage 41 a 1 by “having made 
inhaling [and] exhaling lean toward (or: lean for) [the benefit of] body [and] 
soul”, i.e., “having swayed inhaling [and] exhaling for [the benefit of] body 
[and] soul”. The Pratimok1a rule 322 a 1 ma (ca)$ke sasainu osne 1malle 
Hilmarsson translates by “having pressed [his] stomach [against another 
monk] he is not to dwell in the house”, comparing Skt. aMsasaMgha//ika- 
‘nudging the shoulders (when monks enter a house together)’. However, 
according to K. T. Schmidt, apud von Simson, 2000, 307, fn. 8 this passage 
rather refers to the Saik1a rule B 18: “wir wollen uns nicht mit in die Seiten 
gestemmten Armen in ein Haus setzen”, i.e., “die Seite stützend” (the manuals 
translate ca$ke/TA cwa$ke with ‘Schoß’, which may be fitting for A 314 a 7, 
but not, e.g., for W 14 b 2, where it refers to a region below the belly — not 
with Adams, DoT, 250 ‘breast’). The interpretation of 322 a 1 given by Schmidt 
is, in my opinion, now confirmed by the London parallel text IOL Toch 803 b 
[= a] 1: //// [s](a)sainu osn(e) ////; the next line b [= a] 2 certainly deals with 
Saik1 B 19 or B 20 (cf. Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). Hilmarsson, l.c., 72 also analyzes the 
Ipv psain[a] in the bilingual text 527 a 1 psain[a] kl(·) //// (= Skt. avadhatsva 
srotaM “listen!”) as a kausativum and restores kl(autsai) “(lit.) make the ear 
lean” = “pay attention”. But according to Schmidt, 1974, 25, fn. 4, one can also 
read a middle form psain[a](r), because the upper part of the ak1ara in 
question is damaged. Since a reading of the regular active s-imperative †psain 
is excluded without emendation, I follow Schmidt’s proposal. 
~ Ase- ‘(unter)stützen’, ‘support’ (tr) (m/m/-)  

Prs VIII (m) —;-,-, sesantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part sesmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub VII (m) señmar,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III in 
PPt saseyu 
Ipv III (m) psesar; psesac 
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SEM. See the detailed discussion in Hilmarsson, 1991c, 67ff. The Ger II in KVac 
22 a 3 has a figurative sense ‘‘stützen, bewahren’’, as per Schmidt, 1986, 90 
with fn. 7. The analysis of the valency is difficult. There is no certain 
attestation of transitive use in TB; though most finite TB forms are attested in 
fragmentary context and are hence unclear with respect to valency, at least 
sainaskentär in 125 a 2 seems to be construed with perlative: //// 
(pelai?)knesa sainaskentär; restoration according to W. Winter, p.c. Things are 
different in TA. Hilmarsson, l.c., analyzes the TA verb also as an intransitive 
one. It is true that most of the forms discussed by him are construed with the 
perlative or the allative, but all of them are non-finite forms (on the PPt, see 
also Carling, 2000, 176f.). On the other hand, there is now an apparently 
transitive finite form in YQ 28 b 3: (mana)rkañ badhariM brahmaM amparc 
sesanträ “the disciples supported Badhari the Brahmin on both sides” 
(Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 36f.). Transitive is also the 2.sg. Ipv TA (ps)esar in A 
359, 3 (restored with some certainty): (ps)esar ymar sem tñi säm, translating 
Skt. upanisrayasu saraNaM. Schmidt, 1974, 279, with fn. 5 translates “stütze 
dich schnell auf eine Stütze (Obl.) für dich”, and Hilmarsson, l.c., 69 “rely 
immediately on a shelter for yourself”; Hilmarsson assumes that the transitive 
valency found with this form is simply owed to its status as imperative, 
because the imperative of basically intransitive verbs can show transitive 
valency (which is true, although this is attested very rarely; on that question, 
see chap. Valency 4.10.1.). The 1.sg.mid. Sub TA señmar in A 233 a 4 is 
without context; for the Ipv TA psesac-ñi in YQ 28 b 1, see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 
1998, 36f. ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1991c, 83f., followed by Pinault, 2002a, 259, 
derives the root from PIE *ÇsHey ‘fesseln, binden’ (2LIV, 544, without Toch.); 
the PIE nasal present *si-n-H- clearly must have been replaced by *si-n-u- in 
pre-PT; cf. Adams, DoT, 700 and see chap. Sub VII 22.2.2. 
 
soy- ‘satt werden, gesättigt’, ‘become sated, satisfied’ (itr) (a/a/a) 

Prs II (a) —;-, soycer, soyeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) — Opt -,-, soyi;— 

Ger II — Abstr II soylñe Priv ontsoyätte/ontsoytte 
Inf soytsi 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, soyare 
 PPt sosoyu| sosoyo1 
 Ipv — 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘sättigen, zufrieden stellen’, ‘satiate, satisfy’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs IXb (a) -, soyast (sic), soyä11äM;-,-, soyäskeM-ne (MQ)  
Imp —;-,-, soyä1yeM 

 nt-Part soyä11eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 
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Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf soyässi/soyasi (MQ) 

 Pt IV (a) soyä11awa (MQ), soy1asta, soy1a;-,-, soy11are (MQ) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 2.sg. Prs soyast is attested in PK AS 17I + NS 77.1 a 5 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 3.sg. soyä11äM also in THT 1324 
frg. b a 5 (Garbhavakrantisutra): //// wi Kante reFFaM soyäFFaM kektseñ po 
yke postaM 3(0) (differently Tamai, 2007a, s.v.) “... 200 flows [and] satiates the 
body completely one after the other 30.”. The 3.pl. Imp soyä1yeM can be 
found in THT 1179 frg. a b 5 (M. Peyrot, p.c.; differently Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). 
The 1.sg. Pt soyä11awa from IOL Toch 47 has MQ character (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 
229). 
= Asay- ‘sättigen, zufrieden stellen’, ‘satiate, satisfy’ (tr) (-/-/?) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (?) -,-, sasya-(ñi/t);— 
PPt sasyu 
Ipv — 

According to Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 278, the 3.sg. Pt TA sasya in YQ 41 a 4 is 
either to be restored to an active form TA sasya<-ñi> or to a middle form TA 
sasya<t>. They furthermore analyze it as a causative to Asi- ‘satiate’, but, while 
this root is certainly a cognate, the claim by Winter, 1977, 156f. = 1984, 202 = 
2005, 193f. that PPt TA sasyu < *sasayu is the direct equivalent of TB sosoyu is 
no doubt correct. We are dealing with a TA root Asay- = TB soy- beside nasal-
extended ABsi-n- ‘satiate’. The attestations of the PPt are certain; the question 
mark behind the form in TEB II, 155 simply indicates that such a form is 
restored by TEB II in text no. III, p. 49. ETYM. The root-final -y- is no doubt 
owed to a resegmentation of pre-PT *sa-ye/o- (< PIE *seH-ye/o-) as *say-e/o-; 
the root is PIE *ÇseH(y) ‘satt werden’ (2LIV, 520f.); see the discussion by 
Hackstein, 1995, 299f., and also s.v. si-n- ‘satiate’. 
 
saup- ‘?’ (?) 

Prs/Sub I/II — Opt — 
Ger saupälya (MQ) Abstr — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
saupälya is read by Peyrot, 2007 in IOL Toch 80 (= H 149.291) a 2 (pace 
Broomhead I, 159): //// (keklyau1o)rne slokänma toM saupäl[ya] ñäs sm[i]lle 
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[p]akri yamä11ate te mäM(t weña) //// “having heard these slokas, she 
saupälya, offered a smile to me [and] (spoke) thus:” (the text has archaic 
ductus and MQ character). Broomhead identified the manuscript as 
containing Sakraprasna; its Sanskrit parallel was edited by Waldschmidt, 
1932. In my opinion, the passage is parallel to the following passages of the 
two Chinese versions as given in German translation by Waldschmidt, l.c., 74 
(the situation is that a Ghandarva tells the Buddha how he won the love of a 
girl by singing to her): “Großer Seher, als ich diese Strophen sang, da schaute 
sich jenes Mädchen um, freute sich, lachte unterdrückt und sprach zu mir:” 
(Madhyamagama); “Als jenes Göttermädchen meine Strophen gehört hatte, 
schlug es die Augen auf, lachte und sprach zu mir:” (Dirghagama). 
Accordingly, saup- either refers to the girl turning round to or looking at the 
Ghandarva, or to some act of showing her delight. 
 
skaya- ‘sich bemühen’, ‘strive, attempt’ (itr) (a+/a/-) 

Prs VI (a+) -,-, skainaM;-,-, skainaM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part skainamane 
 Ger I skainalle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) skayau (MQ),-, skayaM;— Opt skayoym,-, skayoy;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv I (a) päskaya/skaya; päskayas/skayas 
TochSprR(B), glossary, 188 lists a preterit skaya without ref. that cannot be 
identified with certainty (skaya in the small fragment 1508 a 2 can as easily be 
an Ipv). 
= Askaya- ‘sich bemühen’, ‘strive, attempt’ (itr) (a+/a/a)  

Prs VI (a+) -, skenat, skena1;-,-, skeneñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part skenmaM 
 Ger I skenal Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, skaya1;— Opt -,-, skawi1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II skaylune 
Pt I (a) skaya,-, skay;— 
PPt — 
Ipv I (a) -; päskayäs 

The 3.sg. Sub TA ska[y](a1) is restored by Sieg, 1937, 134 in A 230 a 7. The 3.sg. 
Opt TA skawi1 in A 83 a 2 belongs here for morphological reasons; see 
Hilmarsson, 1994, 101ff. with fn. 5. 
ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 707, we are dealing with a denominative 
based on skeye/TA ske ‘zeal, effort’. 
 
Askaw- ‘?’ e Askaya- ‘strive’ 
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skawa- ‘küssen’, ‘kiss’ (tr) (—) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf skawatsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
Fairly certain hapax in 83, 3: (e)$kormeM kenine lamästär-ne au(M)tsate-ne 
rupaske kantwas(a) skawa(tsi) “... ergriffen habend, setzt er ihn auf seine Knie 
[und] begann, [sein] Gesichtchen mit der Zunge zu küssen” (translation by 
Schmidt, 2001, 312). Pace Couvreur, 1954b, 261, the TA Opt form skawi1 in A 
83 a 2 rather belongs to Askaya- ‘strive’; see s.v. ETYM. As per Adams, DoT, 706. 
 
skära- ‘beschimpfen; drohen’, ‘scold, reproach; threaten’ (tr) (a+/a/x) 

Prs VI (a+) -,-, skarraM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part skärramane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, skaraM (MQ);— Opt -,-, skaroy;— 

Ger II skaralye (MQ) Abstr II skaralñe (MQ) Priv — 
Inf skaratsi 

 Pt I (x) —;-,-, skarare-ne|—;-,-, skarante (MQ) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Opt skaroy is arguably attested in 132 b 3, the Ger II skaralye in THT 
1191 a 5, and the 3.pl. middle Pt in the same text in line b 7 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, 
s.v.; the text has MQ character). The subjunctive seems to have persistent 
initial accent. 
 
Aske- ‘strive’ e Askaya- ‘id.’ 
 
skai- ‘strive’ e skaya- ‘id.’ 
 
sklok-äññ- ‘verzweifelt sein’, ‘despair’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs XII (m) -,-, sklokäntär (MQ);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
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 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
According to Couvreur, 1954, 83, the 3.sg.mid. Prs sk[l]okäntär is to be read in 
the unpublished Paris MQ text PK AS 12J a 5 (confirmed by G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
ETYM. A denominative based on sklok ‘doubt’; see Hilmarsson, 1991a, 87. 
 
skw-äññ- ‘glücklich sein’, ‘be happy’ (itr) (m/-/-) 

Prs XII (m) -,-, skwäntär (MQ);-,-, skwaññentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub XII — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf skwäntsi (MQ) 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Prs skwänTRa is attested in THT 4001 a 5 (reading according to 
K. T. Schmidt, p.c.). ETYM. A denominative based on sakw ‘good fortune, 
happiness’ (Hilmarsson, 1991a, 87). The respective but unrelated TA verb 
As4ka1-iññ- ‘be happy’ is formed in a parallel way. 
 
sta- ‘ändern’ e stal- ‘?’ 
 
[stal- ‘?’, a root stäl- or stal- is set up by the manuals (cf. WTG, 301) on the 

evidence of at least three attestations from the Weber manuscript: Fill. W 
7 b 1 (särwana) [1/]alla1älle; Fill. W 8 a 3 särwana [1/]alla1älle (as edited 
by Filliozat; Couvreur, 1954, 87 comments: “[n]ach dem Photo nicht sicher 
zu lesen”). Broomhead I, 9f. edits in the respective passages (sä)[rwana] 
[a?]lla1älle and särwana (a)lla1alle (sic, but the manuscript indeed has 
lla1älle), and gives the following translation and commentary of W 7 b 1: 
“disposes of jaundice from the face/rids the face of jaundice. ala11äle is 
possibly to be reconstructed instead of the earlier reading “1/ala11älle”. 
The MS. (facsimile) shows bad abrasion at this point in particular. The 
form is the Ger. I. of al- = to remove, rid, get rid of”. While this claim can 
be confirmed for W 7 b 1, where there is almost nothing left of the ak1ara 
in front of lla1älle, in W 8 a 3 there is, in my opinion, a lot left of the sign 
in question. First, it cannot possibly be an (a) as Broomhead wanted to 
restore there. I am not able to judge whether the black marks on the 
photograph under the main sign are ink remains or due to a damage on 
the manuscript, but we are certainly dealing with a ligature sign, 
although not with (1/a); I do not venture a guess on the correct reading. 
As for the Ger II 1/alla1allesa in Fill. W 2 b 2, Filliozat edits 
(1/a)l[l]a1a[lle]sa, and Broomhead I, 4, [a]la1a(lle)sa. We are faced again 
with the problem that precisely the initial ak1ara of the form is damaged. 
Judging by the ink traces, I do not think that the forms in W 2 b 2 and W 8 
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a 3 have the same initial ak1aras. In W 2 b 2 Filliozat’s reading (1/a) is a 
closer guess than (a), although the sign has to remain uncertain in the 
end. As a result one may state that at least a kausativum 1/aläsk- from a 
root stal- is a ghost form. Finally, Adams, 1982, 136 wanted to derive the 
hapax stalle in 496, 3 (Couvreur, 1954, 91: “unclear”; WTG, 71, § 75, fn. 1 
and p. 301 ‘ändern’; TEB II, 259 ‘ändern (?)’) from the grundverb of the 
supposed root stal-; for the passage, see most recently Pinault, 2008, 23, 
who prefers to set up a root sät- for this hapax from PIE *Çsewt ‘s’agiter, 
se soulever’.]  

 
stäm(- ‘stehen’, ‘stand’ (itr) (-/a/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, stamaM;— Opt stamoym,-, stamoy;-,-, stämoM (MQ) 

Ger II — Abstr II stamalñe Priv — 
Inf stamatsi 

 Pt I (a) simawa (M)/smawa, scmasta/smasta, sama/scma-c (MQ); 
-,-, stamare/simare (S);-,-, stamais (sic, MQ) 

 PPt stmau| stmo1 
 Ipv — 
käly- ‘stand’ provides the suppletive present stem. The subjunctive has ablaut 
and persistent initial accent. Instead of a 2.sg. Pt simasta from this root (thus 
WTG, 235; TochSprR(B) read simaistä or simaista), one has to read vasir 
maista in 622 a 4, as per Schmidt, 2000, 229. The 3.pl. Pt stamar[e] showing 
archaic ablaut (just like the dual) is attested in the unpublished text PK AS 15F 
b 4 (reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.); the 3.pl. Pt simare in the eastern 
text 108 a 1 (S) shows analogical reshaping; see chap. Pt I 7.1.3.8. On what 
seems to be a late i-epenthesis in the eastern Pt forms simawa and simare, see 
Peyrot, 2008, 57, but actually, -i- could go back to *-äy- with *-y- owed to the 
preservation of the root-initial palatalization. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘(hin)stellen’, ‘put, place’ (tr) (a/-/x) 

Prs IXb (a) -, stamäst, stamä11äM;-,-, stämäskeM (MQ) 
Imp —;-,- stamä1yeM/stam1yeM 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I stamä11äle Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II stamä1le Abstr II stamä11älñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) 1/amawa,-,-;— 
 Pt II (x) -, samasta, scama;—|-, scamatai (MQ),-;— 

Pt IV (m) -, stämä11atai-ne (Qu),-;— 
 PPt sessamu/sesmu| scescamo1 
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 Ipv II (x) päscama;-| psimar;- 
The 2.sg. (future) Prs stamäst is attested in PK AS 17A b 4 (Pinault, 1984b, 
169), the 3.pl. Prs (or Sub) stämäskeM in the MQ text THT 1860 a 2, the 3.pl. 
Imp stamä1yeM in PK AS 13E b 4, the 3.pl. Imp variant stam1yeM in PK AS 
13E b 5 (the latter two are unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, 
p.c.), the Ger I stamä11äle in KVac 18 a 4 (Schmidt, 1986, 50), the 1.sg. 
(transitive) Pt 1/amawa in PK NS 31 a 3 (Pinault, 1994, 107, fn. 4; on the 
phonology, see chap. Sound Laws 1.7., and on the formation chap. Pt I 7.3.7.), 
the 2.sg. Pt IV stämä11atai-ne in the graffito Qu 34 (Pinault, 1994a, 176; 2000a, 
158), the 2.sg. Pt II samasta in PK AS 13F a 2 (unpublished, reading according 
to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.), the 3.sg. scama in H 150.122 (= IOL Toch 278) a 5 (see 
Broomhead I, 156, who, however, translates an Ipv form; Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), 
the 2.sg.mid. Pt II scamatai in THT 1540 frg. f a 3 (Schmidt, 2007, 323), the 
nom.sg. variant PPt ses[sa]m[u] in H 149.71 a 8 (Broomhead I, 197), and the 
nom.sg. PPt variant sesmu in FK 590 (= PK NS 40) b 3 (Couvreur, 1948, 328f.) 
and in H 150.108 (= IOL Toch 259) b 4 (Broomhead I, 266; Peyrot, 2007, s.v.); 
the PPt scescamo1 is to be read in K 9 b 5 (Sieg, 1938, 43). According to 
Schmidt, 2000, 228 and 231, one also has to read a preterit form //// scama 
//// in 615 b 5 (contra TochSprR(B)).  
= A1täm(- ‘stehen’, ‘stand’ (itr) (-/a/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, 1tama1;— Opt —;-,-, 1tmiñc  
 Ger II 1tmal Abstr II 1tmalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, säm/sma-m;-,-, 1tamar 
PPt 1tmo 
Ipv I (a) pä1tam; pä1tmäs 

Akäly- ‘stand’ provides the suppletive present stem. The 3.sg. Pt TA sma-m in 
A 278 b 2 rather belongs to this root than to Atsäm(- ‘grow’, and the same is 
true for A 20 a 4 (“the hair stood up”). TA säm in A 43 b 6 is without clear 
context, but in A 22 a 2 and A 214 a 2 the meaning ‘stood’ is a fitting one. For 
sma-m in A 278 b 2 and a contextless Ger II TA smaFLan, see also s.v. A1tara?- 
‘become tired’ and Atsäm(- ‘increase’. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘stellen’, ‘put, place’ (tr) (a/a/a) 

Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, 1tämseñc Imp — 
 nt-Part 1tämsänt (sic) 
 m-Part 1tämsamaM (sic) 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf 1tmässi 
Sub IX (a) — Opt -,-, 1tma1i1;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II 1tma1lune 
Pt II (a) sasmawa, sasma1t, sasäm;— 
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PPt sasmu 
Ipv II (x) pässäm;-| -; päsmac 

SEM. According to Schmidt, 1992, 107, the meaning is terminative ‘anhalten, 
stehen, bleiben, zum Stehen kommen’. ETYM. Traditionally derived from PIE 
*ÇstembH ‘sich stützen, stemmen’ (2LIV, 595); VW I, 463; Ringe, 1991, 94; 
Schmidt, 1992, 106ff., but this root is rather continued in sänm- ‘bind’ (as 
proposed by Schmidt, l.c., and 1994a, 228); differently, Winter, 1962a, 27 = 
1984, 269 = 2005, 57 and Klingenschmitt, 1989, 81 = 2005, 270 (followed by 
Adams, DoT, 174f.) cogently rather set up a root *Çstem ‘set, put’ thought to 
be a variant of *ÇsteH ‘id.’ (cf. PIE *Çqem ‘go’ beside *ÇqeH ‘id.’, and see 
also täm- ‘be borne’). As for the root initial, palatal PT *s’t’ regularly turns into 
(standard TB) sc/ TA ss, which can be further simplified to s. 
 
stäl- ‘?’ e stal- ‘?’ 
 
stina-sk- ‘schweigen’, ‘be silent’ (itr) (-/m/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXa (m) —; stinaskemtär,-,- Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf stinastsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
TochSprR(B), glossary, 189 lists a 3.sg. Opt stinaskoy without ref., but there is 
reason to believe that the form refers to 154 (= H 149.22) b 4. Thomas, 1978, 
123 also discusses such a form (without text reference), stating that instead of 
stinaskoy one has to read naskoy, which is indeed true for the passage 154 b 4 
(see s.v. naska- ‘spin’). The 1.pl.mid. Sub stinaskemtär is attested in PK AS 17B 
a 3 (unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘zum Schweigen bringen’, ‘make silent’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv IV (m) pstina11ar;- 
 
stuwa- ‘?’ e tsuw(- ‘attach’ 
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staukk(- ‘anschwellen’, ‘swell’ (itr) (m/-/-) 
Prs VI (m) -,-, staukkanatär-me;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt stastaukkauwa 
 Ipv — 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘anschwellen lassen’, ‘make swell’ (tr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a+) -,-, staukkä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part staukkäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The PPt sessuko1 in 82 a 1 does not belong to this root, but rather to kuk- ‘± 
tire’, as per Winter, 1984, 213 = 2005, 270. SEM./ETYM. See the discussion by 
Winter, 1982b, 212ff. = 2005, 269ff. (contra WTG, 301; TEB II, 258). 
 
snätk?- ‘durchdringen, durchsickern’, ‘suffuse, permeate, imbue’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt ? in 
 PP snätku 
 Ipv — 
The reading sn- (not st-) is certain. A PPt formation of that kind is only 
attested from roots without A-character, notably with a small group of roots 
forming Pt III and with some irregular verbs (see chap. PPt 14.1.1.1.). 
~ Asnotk?- ‘durchdringen, durchsickern’, ‘suffuse, permeate, imbue’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
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Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt ? in 
PP sasnotku 
Ipv — 

According to Melchert, 1978, 117f., the TB and TA roots are cognates, while 
TEB II set up two different verbs snätk- ‘durchdringen’ and Asnotk- ‘müde, 
schlaff werden’ (thus also Couvreur, 1956, 72: Asnotk- ‘± erschöpft sein’). 
 
Asnotk?- ‘suffuse’ e snätk?- ‘id.’ 
 
spanta- e spänt(- ‘trust’ 

 
spartt(- ‘sich drehen; sich verhalten; sich befinden’, ‘turn; behave; be’ 

(itr) (m/x/a) 
Prs IV (m) -,-, sporttotär;-,-, sporttontär Imp -,-, sporttitär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part sporttomane 
 Ger I sporttolle Abstr I — 
Sub V (x) sparttau,-, spartaM; sparttam,-,-  

Opt sparttoym,-, spartoy;—|-,-, spartoytär (MQ);— 
Ger II — Abstr II sparttalyñe/sparttalñe Priv — 
Inf spartatsi 

 Pt I (a) spartawa,-, spartta;— 
 PPt pasparttau| päspartta1 (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Opt spartoy is attested in PK NS 48 + 258 a 6 (Pinault, 1994, 185), the 
1.sg. Pt (spa)rtawa is to be restored in H add.149 62 b 5 (Couvreur, 1966, 165), 
and beside simplified sparta in 44 b 8, the 3.sg. Pt spartta is found in THT 1247 
b 3. The subjunctive has persistent initial accent. For the Priv e1pirtacce, see 
chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.2. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘drehen’, ‘turn’ (tr) (a/a/a) 
 Prs IXb (a) -,-, 1partta11äM/spartta11äM;-,-, sparttaskeM Imp — 

nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I sparttä1älya (MQ) Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt 1parta11im,-,-;— 

Ger II — Abstr II spart1lñe Priv — 
Inf spartassi/sparttässi-ne 

 Pt II (a) -,-, 1pyarta;— 
 PPt pe1pirttu 
 Ipv — 
(s)parttä1älya (arguably Ger I) is attested in PK AS 12E (MQ) b 6 
(unpublished, reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The Prs/Sub IXb stem 
shows the three allomorphs: sparttäsk/11- (regular formation), sparttask- 
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(preservation of A-character), and 1pärttask/11- (attesting to a former Prs stem 
with pre-PT *e-vowel PT *s’p’ärtw(a)-, also still to be seen in the Priv 
e1pirtacce ‘unturned’ and in the Pt II); see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.2. 
= Aspartw(- ‘sich drehen; sich verhalten; sich befinden’, ‘turn; behave; be’  

(itr) (x/a/a)  
Prs II (a) -,-, sparcw1-äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Prs IV (m) -,-, sparcwatär;-,-, sparcwantär Imp — 
 nt-Part sparcwäntassi 
 m-Part sparcwmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) -,-, spartwa1;-,-, spartweñc Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II spartwlune 
Pt I (a) spartwa,-, sparttu;— 
PPt saspärtwu 
Ipv — 

An active, intransitive present stem of Class II standing beside a Prs IV verb is 
extremely odd. However, there is reason to believe that the 3.sg. Prs TA 
sparcw1-äM is not simply an error for TA †sparcwa1-äM (thus Winter, 1991, 47 
= 2005, 424, who also analyzes the m-Part TA sparcwmaM as a Class II form 
without discussion, though this form is ambiguous). The palatalized root final 
in the present stem forms of Class IV is very odd as well. Note that the only 
attestation of the nt-Part sparcwäntassi may as well belong to the Prs II stem, 
the more since it would be the only example of a Prs IV nt-Part. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘drehen’, ‘turn’ (tr) (a+/-/a) 
 Prs VIII (a+) -,-, spartwä1;-,-, spartwseñc  

Imp spartw1a, spartw1a1t, spartw1a;— 
nt-Part spartw1ant  

 m-Part spartwäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IX — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II spartwä1lune 
Inf — 

 Pt II (a) -,-, saspärtu;— 
Pt IV in  
PPt saspärtw1u 
Ipv — 

The imperfect form TA spartw1a is 1.sg. in A 270 a 6 and 3.sg. in A 214 a 3 (see 
Pinault, 1997, 126). The PPt TA saspärtw1unt in A 218 a 4 may be without 
direct context, though the Sanskrit parallel (Uv 21.6 d) as identified by 
Sieg/Siegling has Skt. aprativartitaM ‘not having made turned (back)’ (said of 
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the wheel of law), cf. SWTF, s.v.: “nicht zurückgedreht”, i.e., “was nicht 
zurückgedreht werden kann”.  
SEM. Being a (basically intransitive) verb of motion it can be construed with 
obliquus of direction; see Thomas, 1983, 13, fn. 18. ETYM. According to Adams, 
DoT, 715f., the verb is denominative, the underlying noun being attested in 
spertte ‘function, behavior (?)’ (but see rather Winter, 1972, 389 = 1984, 210 = 
2005, 161) and in TA spartu ‘lock, curled hair’. Nevertheless, I agree that this is 
a denominative and think we are dealing with an inherited form in *-oh-ye/o- 
(> TB Prs IV) beside which there was also a stem in *-eye/o- (> Prs II and 
possibly also TA Prs IV). The former present stem with what looks like a pre-
PT *e-vowel was in my view modeled on a similarly structured one made 
from the root pänna- ‘stretch’; actually, both roots also must have had o-grade 
presents in *-weye/o-; see chap. Prs III/IV 26.5.3. 
 
Aspartw(- ‘turn’ e spartt(- ‘id.’ 
 
spalka?- ‘± ringen um’, ‘± strive actively/forcefully for’ (itr) (m/-/m) 

Prs IXa (m) —;-,-, spalkkaskentär-ñ Imp —;-,-, spalka1yentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part spalkaskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -,-, spalkate;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl.mid. Prs spalkkaskentär-ñ (sic) is attested in a Paris text without 
signature, the m-Part spalkaskema(ne) in PK AS 13F a 5 (Couvreur, 1954, 84). 
Since there are only middle forms attested so far, active spalka1yeM in 100 b 4 
should better be restored to a middle form spalka1yeM(tär); see Thomas, 
2TochSprR(B), 252f., who lists yet another attestation of a 3.pl.mid. Imp 
spalka1yentär from an unpublished Berlin text without reference, which is 
arguably also quoted by Krause, 1961, 176: wnolm(i) spalka1yentär läk1i ramt 
kentsa “die Wesen mühten sich wie Fische auf dem Land” (now = THT 1573 
frg. a b 4). In DA 1 (= PK NS 398) a 1 one has to read 3.sg. Pt spalkate-ne 
(Pinault, 1988a, 179, with fn. 1; listed as uncertain reading by WTG, 303). 
~ Aspaltka?- ‘± ringen um’, ‘± strive actively/forcefully for’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs VII (m) —;-,-, spaltä$kantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part spaltä$kamaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
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PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The meaning is a matter of controversy. TG, 490; WTG, 302; Schmidt, 
1974, 175f.; Thomas, 2TochSprR(B), 252f.; and Adams, DoT, 716f. derive the 
verb from spelkte ‘zeal’ and consequently translate ‘± sich beeifern’, ‘± be 
zealous, make an effort’. In contrast, Couvreur, 1954, 84f. proposed ‘sich 
wälzen’; similarly, Winter, 1984a, 120 = 2005, 265, who translated ‘flap around, 
crawl’ in 100 b 4. According to D. Q. Adams (p.c.), the latter is indeed to be 
preferred, because out of the eight occurrences in TA and TB, two (one in TA 
and one in TB) are collocated with adverbs of motion, one instance (100 b 4) 
has actually three such adverbs. He further points out that a meaning 
‘act/move with force’ works everywhere; when there is no goal, as in THT 
1573, the meaning is something like ‘thrash about’; when it takes an infinitive 
as direct object we have ‘strive actively/forcefully for’; in that case, the noun 
spelkte/TA spaltäk ‘zeal’ would derive from the verbal stem. ETYM. The root 
vocalism and the TA Prs VII point to a root with A-character, but the present 
stem in TB does not show A-character (it is more likely that the stem is to be 
interpreted as spalkäsk-). Note that in TA the root ends in -tk, whereas in TB 
the root seems to end in plain -k, though in the respective noun formations we 
have the variants TA spaltäk ‘zeal’ and TB spelke(°) (often) beside spelkke(°) 
(less often), and speltke (once in the manuscript 333). Since 333 is written in 
late common archaic ductus and has many archaisms (to be sure, the text has 
the air of having been archaized on purpose), the stem should be set up as PT 
*spæltk(a)-. Winter, 1971, 219 = 1984, 42 = 2005, 152 proposed that the noun is 
a loan from an Iranian source, followed by Tremblay, 2005a, 426, who sets up 
OIran. *spardaka- as proto-form by assuming a sound law OIran. *rd > PT *lt 
(in contrast to OIran. *rt > PT *rt, p. 424), but as far as I can see this would be 
the only example for such a sound law. 
 
Aspaltka?- ‘± strive’ e spalka?- ‘id.’ 
 
spaw(- ‘vergehen, kleiner werden’, ‘subside, diminish’ (itr) (m/a/a) 

Prs IV (m) -,-, spowotär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, spawaM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv aspawatte 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) —;-,-, spaware-ñ 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
spawaM is attested as gloss in SHT 5, 1081 (at least judging by the facsimile 
provided in SHT), which may be a 3.sg. Sub of this root. The 3.pl. Pt spaware-
ñ is found in SI B Toch./11, 2 (Pinault, 1998, 8). 
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KAUSATIVUM I ‘verringern, reduzieren’, ‘reduce’ (tr) (-/-/a) 
Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (a) —;-,-, spawä1ar (sic) 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Pt spawä1ar is attested in SI B Toch./9, 3 (Pinault, 1998, 4). 
SEM. In H 149.81 a 3 the 3.sg.mid. Prs spowoträ is used as antonym to 
tse$keträ ‘arises’. In the St. Petersburg business documents the verb is used 
with respect to livestock (see Pinault, 1998, 4, with fn. 4). The Priv 
a[s](p)a(watte) is, according to Schmidt, 1990, 475, also attested as gloss on 
Skt. anejya- ‘unbeweglich, unerschütterlich’ in SHT 5, 1109 (also attested 
otherwise; see Hilmarsson, 1991, 35f.). ETYM. For a proposal, see Hilmarsson, 
1991, 36. 
 
spänt(- ‘vertrauen’, ‘trust’ (itr) (m/m/-) 

Prs III (m) —;-, späntetär, spänteMntär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I späntelle Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) — Opt -,-, späntoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II späntalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt späntauwa| spänto1 
 Ipv — 
The restoration (spä)ntoyträ in 2 a 6 is certain, cf. 2TochSprR(B), 141. The Abstr 
späntalñe speaks against a subjunctive with initial accent. Hence, the 
restoration to (sp)[a]ntoyträ in 139 b 5 as proposed in TochSprR(B) followed 
by WTG, 303 is not likely, because in MQ texts /ä/ is never rendered by (a) (cf. 
Peyrot, 2008, 34f.), and we do not expect a Sub V stem allomorph spanta- 
either, because this allomorph should also show up in the abstract and, 
moreover, such a stem would imply a likewise Pt I stem allomorph spanta-, 
which in turn would be reflected by a PPt †paspantau (but cf. the case of 
spärk(- ‘disappear’); since the preceding part of the pada in 139 b 5 is lost, a 
form of this verb is not even required by the context. I cannot make a guess 
for the correct restoration; a restoration [p](l)[a]ntoyträ from plant(- can be 
excluded because one would expect to see some remains of the l-sign. To be 
sure, the existence of a different root spanta- ‘?’ cannot be excluded, and the 
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isolated form spantamar in THT 1173 b 4 may indeed belong to such a root: 
Makte yknesa spantamar “in whatever form I ...”. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘vertrauen lassen, bewirken’, ‘make trust’ (tr) (a/-/-) 

Prs IXb (a) -,-, 1pantä1äM (sic);— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I 1pantä1älona (sic) Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II in 
 PPt pe1piMtu 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs 1pantä1äM cited by Thomas, 1997, 117 is attested in THT 1192 b 5 
and THT 1317 frg. b a 2. 
= Aspänta- ‘vertrauen’, ‘trust’ (itr) (m/-/a)  

Prs III (m) —;-,-, smäntantr-äM (sic) Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II späntal Abstr II späntalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, spänt;-,-, spantar 
PPt spänto 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl.mid. Prs TA smäntantr-äM in A 386 b 1 is a misspelling (or rather 
copyist’s error) for TA †späntantr-äM. TA spänt attested after lacuna in A 119 a 
3 may be a 3.sg. Pt of this root, cf. TG, 480. The 3.pl. Pt is now arguably 
attested in YQ 9 b 2; see Ji/Winter/Pinault, 1998, 60ff. with fn. 11, and Schmidt, 
1999b, 283. 
SEM. The grundverb is construed with secondary cases (commitative and 
perlative). It is difficult to decide whether construction with obliquus is also 
possible. Carling, 2000, 25f., fn. 114 refers to Kölver, 1965, 160, fn. 6 (ad chap. 
4), who quotes 2 b 2 for such a case, but Sieg/Siegling rather translate here: 
“sie haben das Vertrauen: ewig [ist] das Leben”, i.e., they take saul not as the 
object, but as the subject of a following nominal sentence. ETYM. Usually 
derived from PIE *Çspend ‘libieren’ (2LIV, 577f.; cf. Adams, DoT, 717 with ref.; 
see also Forssman, 1994, 105f.); for PIE *-nd- > Toch. -nt-, see s.v. plant(- 
‘rejoice’. 
 
spärk(- ‘verloren gehen, verschwinden’, ‘disappear, perish’ (itr) (m/m/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, spärketär;-,-, spärkentär Imp -,-, spärkitär;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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Sub V (m) — Opt -,-, spärkoytär;— 
Ger II spärkalle/sparkalye (Š, sic) Abstr II spärkalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, sparka-ne (Š, sic);— 
 PPt spärkau| spärko1/sparko1 (sic) 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Prs spärketär is also attested in THT 1427 b 4, THT 3272 a 2, and 
IOL Toch 791 a 2 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.), and the Opt spärkoytär-ñ also in THT 
1326 b 2 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). The more regular Ger II spärkal(l)e is found in 
the small fragment THT 3258 a 1 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.), and the PPt 
spärko(1äM)ts in IOL Toch 568 frg. a a 3 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.); the variant PPt 
sparko1 is attested in the monastery record PK Cp 32, 7 (Pinault, 1984a, 24); a 
form (spä)rko1 is also restored by TochSprR(B) in 405 b 3. Pace Saito, 2006, 
225, the PPt spärkau does not have transitive meaning. Since we have three 
attestations of a stem allomorph sparka- in the Sub (Ger II sparkalye), finite Pt 
(sparka-ne), and PPt (sparko1), one should indeed rather reckon with the 
existence of such an allomorph than dismiss these forms as mere errors; see 
the discussion in chap.s Pt I 7.1.3.5. and Sub V 18.2.11.  
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘sich verlieren’, ‘fehlen’, ‘get lost’, ‘go astray’ (itr) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub II (a) -,-, 1parsaM (sic);-,-, 1pärkeM (sic) Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
1parsaM is attested without context in KVac 26 a 1 (Schmidt, 1986, 58), which 
may be a 3.sg. Sub of this stem (if separated correctly). 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘vergehen lassen, vernichten’, ‘cause to disappear, destroy’  

(tr) (a/a/m) 
Prs IXb (a) -,-, 1parkä11äM;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I 1parkä1äle/1pärka11älle Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (a) — Opt -,-, 1parkä11i;— 

Ger II — Abstr II 1parkä1älñe Priv — 
Inf 1pärkastsi (MQ) 

 Pt II (m) -, 1pyarkatai-ne (MQ),-;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs F[P]arKaFFan-ne is also attested in THT 3599 (= Mainz 655, 3, MQ) 
in a piece glued to line 7 of frg. a, which, however, cannot belong there. The 
Ger I 1parkä1äle is attested in KVac 16 a 4 (Schmidt, 1986, 48), and the regular 
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IXb accent is also found in the uki-form 1parkä11ukiM; the irregularly 
accented Ger 1pärka11älle is found two times in the Weber manuscript: in M 1 
b 2 and, according to K. T. Schmidt, also in the medical text 505 b 2 = SHT 3, 
902, h (see also Schmidt 1997, 250f. and 2000, 227). On the Class IXb stem 
allomorphs, see chap. Prs/Sub IX 31.1.4.2. 
= Aspärk(- ‘verloren gehen, verschwinden’, ‘disappear, perish’ (itr) (-/-/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II spärkalune/spräkalune (sic) 
Pt I (a) -,-, spärk/spärka-M;— 
PPt spärko 
Ipv — 

The Abstr TA spräkalune (sic) is attested as gloss on Skt. vipatana 
‘Vernichtung, Beseitigung’ in SHT 8, 1818 (reading: K. T. Schmidt). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘sich verlieren’, ‘get lost, disappear’ (itr) (-/?/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub I in 1pärkä° Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (a) -,-, spärksa-m;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

A subjunctive, most probably 3.sg.act. TA 1pär[kä](1) may underlie the 
damaged form TA 1pärkä //// in A 234 a 4 and a 5: A 234 a 4 asai spärko sas 
1pärkä(1) “having lost the disposition (Skt. asaya-), he will get lost/lose ...”. 
Note that the TB Sub II also shows initial palatalization. 
KAUSATIVUM II ‘vergehen lassen, vernichten’, ‘cause to disappear, destroy’  

(tr) (x/-/m) 
Prs VIII (x) -,-, spärkä1;-,-, spärkseñc|—;-,-, spärksantär Imp — 
 nt-Part spärk1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II 1pärka1lune 
Pt II (m) —;-,-, saspärkant 
PPt 1a1pärku 
Ipv — 
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SEM. Most remarkably, the antigrundverb is intransitive, at least the two 
certain forms in both languages are; see the discussion in chap. Valency 
4.5.1.1.2. The same pattern is attested for the antigrundverb of trik(- ‘go 
astray, etc.’. The TA Prs VIII stem can formally either belong to the 
antigrundverb or to the kausativum, though all clear attestations seem to 
belong to the kausativum (A 65 b 2 puk akalntu spärk1ant “destroying all 
wishes”; A 302 a 8 1akkatsek metrak1inaM op1äly ma spärkä1 “[who] certainly 
does not miss the period of the Maitreya”, cf. Schmidt, 1996, 274; on TA 
op1äly, see now rather Pinault in Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004a, 49, fn. 94). ETYM. 
Probably to be derived from PIE *ÇsperG ‘sich beeilen’ (2LIV, 581, without 
Toch.); see Adams, DoT, 718. 
 
Asmänt- e Aspänta- ‘trust’ 
 
smi- ‘lächeln’, ‘smile’ (itr) (—) 

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part smimane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II smille Abstr II smilñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
A 3.sg. Prs smiyäM is only listed in TEB II, 260 without ref. and may be 
reconstructed. 
= Asmi- ‘lächeln’, ‘smile’ (itr) (—)  

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part smimaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çsmey ‘lachen, lächeln’ (2LIV, 568f.); see 
Adams, DoT, 721. 
 
sya- ‘sweat’ e siya- ‘id.’ 
 
srä$k- e särk(- ‘± take care of; pull (?)’ 
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sruka- ‘sterben’, ‘die’ (itr) (m/a/a) 
Prs III (m) -,-, sruketär;-,-, srukentär Imp —;-,-, srukyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part srukemane 
 Ger I srukelle Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) sraukau,-, sraukaM;— Opt -,-, srukoy;— 

Ger II srukalle/srukalle (MQ) Abstr II srukalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) srukawa,-, sruka; srukam, srukas, srukare 
 PPt srukau| sruko1 
 Ipv — 
The manuals list a middle Opt srukoyentär that is based on a restoration 
(sruko)yentär in 25 a 4 (e.g., 2TochSprR(B), 186); however, Schmidt, 1974, 46, 
fn. 1 doubts the correctness of this restoration because of the fragmentary 
context; there is indeed also a serious morphological problem for this 
restoration, since such a middle form from a subjunctive stem with ablaut and 
persistent initial accent would be unique (see chap. Sub I/V 18.2.5.). 
= Asruk- ‘töten’, ‘kill’ (tr) (-/-/m)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (m) -,-, sasrukat;— 
Pt III (m) -,-, sruksat;— 
PPt sasruku/sasruku 
Ipv — 

There is no difference in meaning or function between Pt II and Pt III. The PPt 
variant TA sasruku in A 160 a 3 is either a mere error or has analogical Ca- 
taken over from PPts to Pt I stems from roots of the structure CoCa-. 
ETYM. Adams, DoT, 723 with ref. derives the root from PIE *Çstrewg ‘streichen, 
abwischen’ (2LIV, 605, without Toch.); differently, Meillet, 1911, 461 assumed a 
k-extension of PIE *Çsrew ‘fließen, strömen’ (2LIV, 588, without Toch.), a 
suggestion rather met with favor by Melchert, 1978, 115. Most recently, 
Hackstein, 2003b, 84 preferred *ÇswerF ‘krank sein, sich sorgen’ (2LIV, 613f.). 
 
Asla$k-iññ- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub XII — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II sla$kiñlune 
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Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Unclear hapax in A 50 a 1: //// sla sla$kiñlune omlaM akrunt swasä(1) //// 
“with ... (s)he let rain hot tears”. ETYM. Hilmarsson, 1991a, 93f. compares the 
adverb slakkare/TA slakkär, the meaning of which also remains uncertain. 
 
släppa?- ‘± herunterfallen, einsinken’, ‘± fall into, sink in’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt släppo1 
 Ipv — 
Hapax in 331 a 1; for a detailed discussion of the passage, see Winter, 2003a, 
105ff. Judging by the PPt formation, the root has A-character. 
 
swar(- ‘gefallen’, ‘please’ (itr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II swaralñe (MQ) Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘sich Gefallen lassen, genießen’, ‘have pleasure in, enjoy’  

(tr) (m/-/m) 
Prs IXb (m) -,-, swarästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt IV (m) —;-, swarä11at,- 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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= Aswar(?- ‘sich Gefallen lassen, genießen’, ‘have pleasure in, enjoy’  
(tr) (m/-/-)  
Prs VIII (m) -, swarä1tar,-;-,-, swarsantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Pace TEB II, 39, no. X, 10, Schmidt, 1983, 128 and 1987, 158f. reads and restores 
a 2.sg.mid. Prs TA swa(rä)1t(ar) in A 244 b 3 on account of the Sanskrit 
parallel version. 
ETYM. Most likely a denominative based on sware ‘sweet’; see Adams, DoT, 
725. 
 
ABswasa- ‘rain’ e suwa-/ Asuw(- ‘id.’ 
 
 

TS 
 
Atsak- ‘?’ e Ayäw- ‘enter’ 
 
tsak- ‘(auf)leuchten’, ‘glow’ (itr) (m/-/m) 

Prs VIII (m) —;-,-, tsaksentär Imp -,-, tsak1itär;-,-, tsak1iyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tsaksemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (m) -,-, tsaksate (MQ);— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
According to Schmidt, 1974, 20, fn. 3, the 3.pl.mid. Prs tsaksentär in 567 a 2, 
the m-Part tsaksemane in 154 b 4, H 149.add 116 b 1, and H 149.342 b 4, and 
the 3.pl.mid. Imp tsak1iyentär-ne in H 149.323 a 2 belong to this stem and not 
to tsäk- ‘burn’. This seems also to be true for the 3.sg.mid. Imp tsak1iträ that is 
now attested in THT 1191 a 2: //// (1e)kka-1ekka tsak1iTRa • 1 “it glowed 
forever”. 
= Atsak- ‘(auf)leuchten’, ‘glow’ (itr) (m/m/m)  

Prs VIII (m) -,-, tsakä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub I/II (m) — Opt —;-,-, tsasintär  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt III (m) —;-,-, tsaksant 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

According to Schmidt, 1974, 20f., fn. 4 (contra TG, 481; TEB II, 159), the 3.sg. 
Imp TA tsakña in A 295 a 3 does not belong to this root, but to ABtsaka- ‘pierce, 
bite’ (see s.v.). ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇdeQ ‘mit Feuer behandeln, 
verbrennen’ (2LIV, 133f.); see Adams, DoT, 731. For the generalized *-o- in the 
root, see Peters, 2004, 434, fn. 24. 
  
tsaka- ‘(aus)stechen, beißen’, ‘pierce, bite’ (tr) (a/a/a) 

Prs VI (a) -,-, tsaknaM;— Imp -,-, tsaknoy (sic);-,-, tsaknoyeñ-c 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, tsakaM;— Opt — 

Ger II tsakalla Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, tsaka;— 
 PPt tsatsakau 
 Ipv — 
tsakno(y) //// in 154 a 6 should be further restored to a form with enclitic 
pronoun in order to explain the accent, as per Thomas, 1979, 166, fn. 81. 
TochSprR(B), glossary, 192 lists an Inf tsaktsi (sic) under this root, which may 
refer to tsaktsi attested in H 149.add 114 b 3, but this form belongs to tsäk- 
‘burn’. The Ger II tsakalla is attested in THT 1158 a 3 (cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v.), 
and tsakall(·) also in IOL Toch 363 b 2 (see Peyrot, 2007, s.v.). The subjunctive 
stem seems to have non-initial accent.  
= Atsaka- ‘stechen’, ‘pierce’ (tr) (a/-/-)  

Prs VI (a) — Imp -,-, tsakña;— 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

According to Schmidt, 1974, 20f., fn. 4, the 3.sg.act. Imp TA tsakña in A 295 a 3 
belongs to this root (pace TG, 481; TEB II, 159); see also the discussion of the 
passage sub Awata- ‘± thrust, stab’.  
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ETYM. Belongs either with Gk. d£knw ‘bite’ (the root of which behaves as if 
stemming from *dHk-; and see also the discussion by Adams, DoT, 731 and 
2LIV, 117f., fn. 1 with ref.) or PIE *ÇdeyHq ‘hineinstecken, stechen’ (2LIV, 142), 
as first proposed by Ringe, 1991, 71 (note that the meaning ‘bite’ is in 
Tocharian only attested with respect to reptiles), either via *diHq- or 
*dyoHq-. 
  
tsapa- ‘(zer)quetschen’, ‘mash, crush’ (?) (—) 

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tsapanale Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt tsatsapau 
 Ipv — 
~ Atsaw- ‘?’ (?) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt IV in 
PPt in tsatsäw1urä1 
Ipv — 

SEM. TEB II, 159 and 261 translates both the TB and TA root with ‘zerreiben, 
zerstoßen’, WTG, 305 proposes ‘zerstoßen, zerquetschen, klemmen (?)’. In TB, 
the verb is used with respect to preparing fish (Fill. P 1 a 2, cf. Sieg, 1955, 68) 
and with respect to a product of the khadira-tree (Acacia catechu, Cutch tree) 
being stuck to a door (twerene) in Fill. M 2 a 2, so that ‘mash, crush’ may be 
the most likely translation (cf. Sieg, 1955, 80; for the locative in this passage, 
see Carling, 2000, 167). The reference of the TA absolutive in A 431 a 2 is lost: 
//// m tsatsäw1urä1 riyac kälk sam penu “having ..., (s)he went back to the 
city; and she ...’’ (TG, 481 does not translate the verb; Poucha, TLT, s.v. 
proposes ‘tepidum facere (?)’; Couvreur, 1956, 70 translates ‘zerreiben’). ETYM. 
Traditionally derived from PIE *Çdeb ‘vermindern’ (2LIV, 132f., without 
Toch.), cf. VW I, 525 just like tsop?- ‘sting, poke’. Differently, Hackstein, 2001, 
19 derives the root from PIE *ÇdeHp ‘zerteilen’ (Gk. d£ptw ‘zerfleische’, etc., 
2LIV, 104 without this Toch. root). 
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tsarka- ‘erhitzen, herausbrennen; quälen’, ‘heat, burn [out]; torture’ (tr) (a/-/-) 
Prs VI (a) — Imp —;-,-, tsarkanoyeñ-c 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tsarkanalle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Prs tsärkanaM listed in TEB I, 208, § 376 is probably only (wrongly) 
reconstructed on account of the attested imperfect. tsarkanoyeñ-c in 231 a 5 
(although it has the siglum ‘M’) comes from the Kuca region, but does not 
have MQ character, rather informal-style features (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 220 
“classical~late”). Similar informal-style features appear in H add.149 86 = IOL 
Toch 213 (cf. Peyrot, 2008, 231), where the Ger I tsarkanalle ‘to be burnt [out]’ 
is found in a 5. Although the root is no doubt cognate to semantically similar 
tsärk- ‘heat, burn (out); torture’, it seems we are faced here with a stem 
*tsarka- to be set apart synchronically and not simply acting as a grundverb 
stem from that tsärk- (judging by transitive tsarkanoyeñ-c “they 
burnt/tortured you”). The Ger II forms listed by the manuals as grundverb 
formations belong to tsärk-; see s.v. 
 
Atsarta?- ‘weinen’, ‘weep’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs I/II (m) -, se(–)r,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part sertmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) tsarta,-,-;-,-, tsartar 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

TA se(··)r in A 79 b 1 must be restored to a 2. singular present of this root (cf. 
Sieg, Übers. II, 13 with fn. 15), but there is some uncertainty about the present 
stem class. The manuals restore a Prs I form TA se(rtta)r. With respect to the 
active Pt I forms, one might have rather expected a Class IV Prs. However, the 
regular Class IV form †sertacär does not fit into the lacuna. Winter, 1991, 47 = 
2005, 424 (who is only concerned with the m-Part) analyzes the present stem 
as a thematic one, so that one would have to restore to a 2.sg. Prs se(rcta)r in A 
79 b 1. To be sure, the m-Part can also be a Prs I form, so that the manual’s 
restoration TA se(rtta)r remains as likely. Note that the root vowel of TA sert- 
is odd, so that VW I, 524 assumed a borrowing from TB, but then one should 
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have expected †tsert- (see chap. Sound Laws 1.2.); probably PT *ts’ært- had 
turned into pre-TA *ts’æyrt- by a preservation process. 
 
tsarw(- ‘sich trösten, Mut fassen’, ‘be comforted, take heart’ (itr) (-/m/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) — Opt -,-, tsarwoytär;— 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt tsatsarwa1 
 Ipv — 
The accent of the subjunctive stem is unclear, because the sole attestation 
seems to come from a text with MQ character (U 15 a 1; cf. Peyrot, 2008, 233). 
The PPt tsatsarwa1 is attested in PK AS 17E b 3 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘trösten’, ‘comfort, console’ (tr) (x/-/m) 

Prs IXb (x) tsarwäskemar,-, tsarwästär-me;—  
Imp -, tsarwä11it-me,-;— 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II tsarwä1älyñe Priv — 
Inf tsarwästsi 

 Pt IV (m) tsarwä11amai (MQ),-, tsarwä11ate;— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv IV (m) -; ptsarwa11at-ne 
= Atsarw(- ‘sich trösten, Mut fassen’, ‘be comforted, take heart’ (itr) (m/-/m)  

Prs IV (m) -,-, tsarwatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (m) —;-,-, tsarwant 
PPt tsatsärwu 
Ipv — 

KAUSATIVUM I ‘trösten’, ‘comfort, console’ (tr) (—) 
Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part tsarw1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

Since TB has a Kausativum I with a present of Class IXb, the TA present most 
likely also goes back to an sk-present. 
SEM. The inchoative meaning ‘sich trösten, Mut fassen’ is set up according to 
Zimmer, 1996, 119, fn. 19 (WTG, 305; TEB II, 261 give a stative meaning 
‘getrost sein’). 
 
tsalta- ‘kauen’, ‘chew’ (?) (—) 

Prs VI — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tsaltanamane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II tsaltalye Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I in 
 PPt in tsatsaltarmeM (MQ) 
 Ipv — 
The subjunctive seems to have persistent initial accent. The juncture traskalye 
... tsaltalye in H 149.X.5 a 6/b 1 is the equivalent of Skt. khadaniyabhojaniya- 
‘feste und weiche Speise’; see Couvreur, 1954a, 46; the m-Part in H 150.50 b 4 is 
without context. 
~ Atsalta- ‘± verschlingen’, ‘± devour’ (itr) (m/-/-)  

Prs ? (m) —;-,-, salcantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

According to Winter, 1976a, 29 = 2005, 165, the hapax 3.pl.mid. Prs TA 
salcanträ in A 55 b 1 belongs to the otherwise unattested TA equivalent of this 
TB root, which makes good sense in this passage: //// (·)räsyo salcanträ 
lepssa tapärk “jetzt werden sie von den xxx verzehrt”, TA leps being a term 
for an unknown animal. Differently Couvreur, 1956, 71: “etwa ‘schlagen’”. 
Winter further analyzes the form as a Prs IV, on which see the discussion in 
chap. Prs III/IV 26.1.1. 
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Atsaw- ‘?’ e tsapa- ‘mash, crush’ 
 
tsäk- ‘pull, take (out, away)’ e Atsäk(- ‘id.’ 
 
tsäk- act. ‘verbrennen’, ‘burn (something)’, mid. ‘brennen’, ‘burn’  

(tr/itr) (x/m/x) 
Prs VIII (x) tsaksau,-, tsak1äM;—| tsäksemar,-, tsak1tär;-,-, tsäksentär  

Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tsäksemane 
 Ger I tsäk1alle Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II tsäkalñe Priv — 
Inf tsaktsi (tr) 

Sub III (m) tskemar,-,-;— Opt -,-, tssitär;-, tssitär,- 
Ger II tsäkelle Abstr II tskelñe Priv — 
Inf tsketsi (itr) 

 Pt III (x) —;-,-, tsekär (MQ)| tseksamai,-,-;— 
 PPt tsetsekuwa| in tsetsekor 
 Ipv — 
A 3.pl.act. Prs is probably attested in THT 1193 b 7 (apparently an MQ text): 
nrai11eM tallanTaM TSaksen-[m]e pwar=empe[l](y)[i] //// (differently Tamai, 
2007a, s.v.) “terrible fires burn the poor [denizens] of hell”. According to 
Schmidt, 1974, 20, fn. 3, the 3.pl.mid. Prs tsaksentär in 567 a 2, the m-Part 
tsaksemane in 154 b 4, H 149.add 116 b 1, and H 149.342 b 4, and the 3.pl.mid. 
Imp tsak1iyentär-ne in H 149.323 a 2 belong to tsak- ‘burn’. The Abstr tsäkalñe 
is attested in Gn 6 (= PK NS 11) a 5 and PK NS 566 a 2 (cf. Broomhead II, 275; 
without translation), and maybe also in Fill. P 1 b 1 (to be read instead of 
tmäkelñe, cf. Sieg, 1955, 68 who, however, emends to tsä<r>kalñe). The 
1.sg.mid. Sub III tskemar is found in THT 1681 b 3: ñkeK@ nrai11ana pwarasa 
tskem(a)[R](@) “now I burn in the fires of hell” (the verb is also listed in TEB II, 
261 without ref.). The Ger II in Fill. W 12 a 5 has to be read tsäkelle (contra 
Filliozat); WTG, 306 restores here tsäk(e)lle, but the (ke) is indeed still visible 
on the facsimile. The 1.sg.mid. Pt tseksamai is attested in PK AS 16.7 b [recte 
a] 6 (unpublished, the passage is quoted by Couvreur, 1954, 89, confirmed by 
G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). There is some debate about the 3.pl.act. Imp tsäk1yeñ-c in 
231 a 5 and the obl. PPt tsetse(ko1) in 369 a 5, which morphologically look like 
regular forms of this root, but Couvreur, 1954, 89 and 1954c, 110 analyzed 
both forms as belonging to a cognate of Atsäk(- ‘pull (out)’, and he is followed 
by Hackstein, 1995, 140, with fn. 120, who also points out that tsäk1yeñ-c 
should be rather compared with the Inf tsa$tsi ‘to flay’ “das etymologisch 
kaum von B /ts0k-1/ [‘ab-, herausziehen’] zu trennen ist”, but he leaves the 
details open (see s.v. Atsäk(- ‘pull’ and tsä$k- ‘flay’). The PPt tsetse(ko1) in 369 
a 5 is even less clear semantically: ce a1añika purpar ñake tsetse(ko1) 
siktalyemeM war. Hackstein, l.c., translates: “Ehrwürdiger, nimm jetzt dieses 
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aus dem Samen gezogene Wasser entgegen”, and in fn. 121 refers to a similar 
TA juncture TA tsuk- wär “Wasser ziehen, trinken”, Atsuk- being a cognate of 
Atsäk(- ‘pull (out)’. Adams, DoT, 733, on the other hand, relates the PPt with 
siktalymeM and translates “water from the boiled seed”. The fem.pl. PPt 
tsetsekuwa in H 149. 168 a 1 is without context and remains unclear; at least 
the verbal substantive tsetsekor in U 17 a 3 as equivalent of Skt. vaiklavartha- 
‘grievance’ does arguably belong to this root.  
= Atsäk- act. ‘verbrennen’, ‘burn (something)’, mid. ‘brennen’, ‘burn’  

(tr/itr) (x/-/m)  
Prs VIII (a) -,-, tskä1;-,-, tsäkse Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf tskässi 
Prs X (m) tsäknäsmar,-, tsäknä1tär;-,-, tskäMsantär  

Imp —;-,-, tskäM1ant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tsäknäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub III — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tskalune 
Pt 0 (m) -,-, tsakät;— 
PPt tsatsku 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Prs TA tskä1 in the fragmentary passage A 324 b 1 rather belongs 
here and not to Atsäk(- ‘pull (out)’ for morphological reasons (cf. TG, 482), 
though this cannot be proven by the context. 
SEM. Active forms are transitive, middle forms are intransitive (see the 
examples in Hackstein, 1995, 90f.). As for non-finite forms, the valency is 
determined by the stem formation: the Inf of the subjunctive stem of Class II 
has transitive, the Inf of the subjunctive stem of Class III intransitive meaning. 
The same seems to be true for the respective abstracts. Whereas tskelñe from 
the subjunctive stem of Class III refers to the ‘glowing’ of the horizon (= Skt. 
disodagha-; see Thomas, 1974, 83), tsäkalñe from the subjunctive stem of Class 
II refers to an illness (if correctly read in Fill. P 1 b 1, cf. Adams, DoT, 733: 
‘fever’). The Ger II tsäkelle (sic; see above) in Fill. W 12 a 5 is unclear, the Ger I 
tsäk1alle in Fill. W 32 b 3f. is ambiguous (tsäk1alle saMtkentampa “mit den 
Heilmitteln [zusammen ist es] zu verbrennen”, Sieg, 1955, 76). The m-Part has, 
as far as this is determinable, intransitive meaning (in H 149.26/30 a 4; K 12 b 
1; 154 = H 149.22 b 4; H 149.add 116 b 1; H 149.342 b 4 is without context). In 
TA the causative alternation is denoted by voice alternation linked with stem 
formation. ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇdeQ ‘mit Feuer behandeln, 
verbrennen’ (2LIV, 133f.; Hackstein, 1995, 91; Adams, DoT, 733). 
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Atsäk(- ‘(heraus-, ab-, ent)ziehen’, ‘pull, take (out, away)’ (tr) (x/m/x)  
Prs VI (x) -, tsäknat,-;—|-,-, tsäknatär;-,-, tsäknantär Imp —;-,-, sakant 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tsäknamaM 
 Ger I tsäknal Abstr I — 
 Inf tsäknatsi 
Sub V (m) tskamar,-,-;— Opt -, tskitar,-;—  
 Ger II tskal Abstr II tskalune 
Pt I (x) —;-,-, tsakar|-,-, tskat;-,-, tskant 
PPt tsko 
Ipv I (m) -; pätskac 

Whether TA tskant in the fragmentary passage A 314 b 2 belongs to this root 
is uncertain. On the passage see s.v. Akäs- ‘come to extinction’. 
KAUSATIVUM III ‘entziehen’, ‘take away’ (tr) (—) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part tsäk1ant 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. See Hackstein, 1995, 141f. in detail, and Thomas, 1993, 208, fn. 158. There 
is no noticeable semantic difference between grundverb and kausativum. 
ETYM. To be derived from PIE *Çdewk ‘ziehen’ (2LIV, 124; Hackstein, 1995, 
142f.). 
In contrast to the manuals, Couvreur, 1954, 89 and 1954c, 110, followed by 
Hackstein, 1995, 140, analyzes the TB 3.pl.act. Imp tsäk1yeñ-c in 231 a 5 and 
the obl. PPt tsetse(ko1) in 369 a 5 as belonging to a TB cognate of this root, i.e., 
to an antigrundverb with Prs VIII and Pt III of a TB root tsäk(- ‘pull (out)’, 
which would, however, be totally homonymous with tsäk- ‘burn’. See the 
discussion of the forms s.v. tsäk- ‘burn’ and tsä$k- ‘flay’. 
  
tsä$k- ‘(Haut) abziehen’, ‘flay’ (tr) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf tsa$tsi 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
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Assured hapax in S 8 a 3: yetse tsa$tsi kektseñmeM “to flay the skin from the 
body”. The stem formation is athematic; see the discussion in chap. Sub I/V 
18.1.2.2. Hackstein, 1995, 140 with fn. 119, further points out the parallelism 
between this Inf and the 3.pl. Imp tsäk1yeñ-c in 231 a 5 that is analyzed as 
regular form of tsäk- ‘burn’ by the manuals (see above s.v.): yetse tsäk1yeñ-c 
kektseñmeM “they burned away your skin from the body”. Hackstein rather 
follows Couvreur, 1954, 89, who related this form with Atsäk(- ‘pull’, and 
Hackstein further claims that both tsä$k- ‘flay’ and tsäk(- ‘pull’ (“abziehen, 
herausziehen”) are etymologically related, but he leaves the details open. To 
be sure, if one accepts a writing error, the 3.pl. tsäk1yeñ-c may also stand for 
tsä<$>k1yeñ-c in the first place (note that a cluster -$kC- is otherwise never 
simplified to -kC-, only the opposite, i.e., simplification to -$C- in a cluster 
-$kC- is common).  
~ Atspä$k- ‘(Haut) abziehen’, ‘flay’ (tr) (—)  

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf tspä$kässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt saspä$ku 
Ipv — 

 
tsä$ka- ‘sich erheben, aufstehen, entstehen’, ‘(a)rise’ (itr) (m/a/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, tse$ketär;-,-, tse$kentär  
Imp -,-, tse$kitär;-,-, tse$kiyentär 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tse$kemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) tsa$kau (MQ),-, tsankaM;-,-, tsa$kaM  

Opt -,-, tsa$koy;-,-, tsä$kon-me (sic) 
Ger II tsä$kalle (MQ)/tsa$kälyai (MQ)/  
tsä$kälyi (MQ)/tsa$kalyana 
Abstr II tsa$kalñe (sic) Priv — 
Inf tsa$katsi (sic) 

 Pt I (a) -, tsä$kasta, tsa$ka;— 
 PPt tsä$kau/tsä$kowä (MQ)/tsä$kowwa (MQ)| tsä$ko1 
 Ipv — 
The 1.sg. Sub tsa$kau is also attested in THT 3597 a 1 (MQ) and the 3.pl. Sub 
tsä$kaM also in THT 1191 b 7 (MQ); the 3.pl. Opt tsä$kon-me is found in PK 
NS 48 + 258 a 5 (DA) (Pinault, 1994, 185); the 3.sg. Sub tsankaM is attested 
quite often. Quite obviously, the subjunctive stem shows ablaut and persistent 
initial accent except in the 3.pl. Opt tsä$kon-me. The Ger II forms tsa$kälyai 
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and tsä$kälyi with irregular stem vowel are both found in the MQ text 552, 
which shows a lot of erroneous spellings; the regular fem.pl. tsa$kalyana 
comes from the Murtuq text THT 1265 a 1. The Inf tsa$katsi is also attested in 
SHT 7, 1738 (reading: K. T. Schmidt), and in the MQ text THT 1472 frg. a b 2. 
Instead of a middle preterit tsä$kate one has to separate tsä$ka te in 341 b 2 
(MQ), as per Schmidt, 1974, 46, fn. 2. Another attestation of the 3.sg.act. Pt is 
now to be found in the small fragments IOL Toch 708 b 2 (Peyrot, 2007, s.v.) 
and in THT 1470 a 3 (Qu): tsä$ka-ne • (a reading †tsä$kate is excluded, cf. 
Tamai, 2007a, s.v.). An isolated 3.pl. Pt tsä$kare (MQ) seems further attested 
in THT 1859 b [recte a] 1. The PPt variant tsä$kowä is found in the small MQ 
text THT 1237 b 2 (archaic ductus, metrical). Instead of a kausativum 
(tsä)$k1alle from this root (thus WTG, 306, etc.), one has to restore (rä)$k1alle 
in H 149.333 a 4, according to Thomas, 1987, 177, but either restoration is 
uncertain. ETYM. Traditionally derived from PIE *ÇdenF ‘erreichen’ (IEW, 
250) (cf. Adams, DoT, 734 with ref.); 2LIV does not set up this root any longer, 
the respective verbal forms are derived from a root PIE *ÇdeQH (p. 134f.) 
with nasal present *dQ-ne-H/-n-H-. For the remarkable root ablaut, see 
chap. Prs III/IV 26.1.4.1.  
 
Atsäna- ‘zusammensetzen, zusammenfügen’, ‘compose’ (?) (-/m/-)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, tsnantr-äM Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tsnalune 
 Inf — 
Pt I in 
PPt tsno 
Ipv — 

The unpublished fragment where contextless TA tsnantr-äM is attested (as per 
TG, 482) is THT 1151 b 2. An Abstr TA tsnalune is probably attested without 
context in the small fragment THT 2398 b 4, cf. Tamai, 2007a, s.v. Since Sub V 
and Abstr II are far more common than Prs V and Abstr I, I set up a Sub V for 
these otherwise contextless forms. SEM./ETYM. For the semantics, I follow 
Serzant, 2007, 105ff., who connects the root with the PIE nasal present stem 
*du-n-H- from *ÇdewH ‘zusammenfügen’ (2LIV, 123), i.e., the same PIE root 
that underlies ABtsuw(- ‘attach’. 
 
Atsäp- e Atsäm(- ‘increase’ 

 
tsäm(- ‘wachsen, entstehen’, ‘grow, increase, come into being’ (itr) (m/m/a) 

Prs III (m) -,-, tsmetär;-,-, tsmentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
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 m-Part tsmemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V (m) —;-,-, tsmantär Opt -,-, tsmoytär-ñ;-,-, tsmoyeMtär-ne 

Ger II — Abstr II tsmalñe Priv — 
Inf tsmatsi 

 Pt I (a) -,-, tsama;— 
 PPt tsmauwa| tsämo1 
 Ipv — 
Instead of an active 3.sg. Opt tsamoy, one has to read tsamo y1uwarsa 
prek1äM “befragt sehr (?) freundlich” in the letter 492 a 1, according to 
Couvreur, 1957, 47 (Thomas, 1985, 90 interprets y1uwarsa as a substantive by 
the meaning “mit Nachdruck”; see also Pinault, 1995, 193f.). The existence of 
an active subjunctive form tsamat (thus WTG, 307; TEB II, 262) gained from 
the complex [au]katsamatra in 516 b 4 is very uncertain, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 48f., 
fn. 3. For Krause/Thomas this word separation was acceptable, because they 
analyzed preceding [au]kat as a synonymic verbal form ‘let grow’, but note 
that the root auk-, in fact, does not mean ‘grow’ at all; see s.v. auk- ‘± set in 
motion’. Such an active subjunctive form would, moreover, be irregular in 
such a kind of paradigm. The 3.sg.mid. Opt tsmoytär-ñ is also found in THT 
1609 b 4. The Inf tsmatsi (also listed in TEB I, 229, § 412,2 without ref.) is 
attested in the small fragment THT 1509 b 1: tsmatsi-sco •. A PPt tsmauwa is 
said to be attested by Couvreur, 1954, 88 (without ref.), the PPt tsämo1 occurs 
in PK AS 16.2 b 2 (Pinault, 1989a, 155). 
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘vermehren, vergrößern, entstehen/wachsen lassen, fördern’,  

‘cause to grow, increase, promote’ (tr) (a/m/a) 
Prs VIII (a) -, tsam1t, tsäm1äM (MQ);-,-, tsämsen-ne Imp — 
 nt-Part tsäm1eñca 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tsäm1alle Abstr I — 
Sub I/II (m) -,-, tsamtär/tsamtär-ne (sic);— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf tsamtsi/tsämtsi (MQ) 

 Pt III (a) -,-, tsemtsa;— 
 PPt tsetsamu 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Sub tsamtär is attested in PK NS 54 a 1: kos koS@ tsamtRa 
yamornta bodhisatve wakiceM Tarya-yäkne • (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; the verbal form was already quoted by 
Couvreur, 1954, 86, and see also the translation by Schmidt, 1974, 470: “Sooft 
ein Bodhisattva die dreifach ausgezeichneten Taten fördert”, followed by 
Carling, 2003b, 69). Another 3.sg.mid. Sub tsamtär-ne is attested in the same 
text in line a 2: koS@ tsamTar-ne krentau(na) ////. On the Sub class, see chap. 
Sub II 19.1.4. The PPt tsetsamu is only listed in TEB II, 262 without ref.  
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= Atsäm(- ‘wachsen, einstehen’, ‘grow, increase, come into being’ (itr) (m/-/-)  
Prs III (m) —;-,-, samantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tsmalune 
Pt I in 
PPt tsmo 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg.mid. Prs TA samatär listed in TEB I, 175, § 298,2 is probably only 
reconstructed. Winter, 1980b, 561 = 1984, 254 = 2005, 248 (without ref.) lists a 
TA form sma-m with the translation “es wuchs uns”. Such a form can only be 
found in A 278 b 2, where the manuals analyze it as a preterit of A1täm(- 
‘stand’ (see, most recently, Pinault, 1994c, 389f.). Although there now exists an 
Old Turkish parallel version for the text A 278, the exact meaning of the Toch. 
passage remains uncertain, and a meaning ‘grew’ can therefore not be backed 
up with certainty (see the discussion of passage A 278 b 2 s.v. A1tara?- ‘become 
tired’); hence, I do not set up a preterit stem säm-, the more since there was 
certainly a TA säma- acting as the regular preterit stem of A1täm(- ‘stand’, and 
we would be facing two homonymous preterit stems. In the unpublished 
small fragment THT 1650 frg. b b 3 (no photograph at TITUS) one can read a 
contextless Ger II TA smaFLan that either belongs to a Sub IX from a root 
Asäm(- or to a palatalized Sub IX stem of this root or of the root A1täm(-. The 
PPt TA tspont in A 254 a 5 is certainly only a scribal error for correct TA 
tsmont, as assumed by TG, 482 s.v. tsäp-.  
KAUSATIVUM I ‘vermehren, einstehen/wachsen lassen’, ‘increase, cause to  

grow’ (tr) (a/-/m) 
Prs VIII (a) -,-, tsmä1;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tsma1lune 
Pt II (m) —;-,-, sasmant 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. Prs TA tsämseñc listed in TEB I, 175, § 298,2 is probably only 
reconstructed. 
SEM. For the variety of meaning, see Winter, 1962a, 26f. = 1984, 268f. = 2005, 
56f., who set up the basic meaning as ‘im Zustand allmählichen Entstehens 
sein’. ETYM. To be derived from the root set up as PIE *ÇdemH 
‘(zusammen)fügen, bauen’ by 2LIV, 114ff., according to Winter, 1962a, 25ff. = 
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1984, 267ff. = 2005, 55ff., followed by Hackstein, 1995, 138ff.; objections by 
Ringe, 1991, 109. Hackstein, l.c., derives the subjunctive stem directly from the 
PIE thematic present, so he analyzes the (ambiguous) Toch. subjunctive as one 
of Class II (claiming the -a- was taken over from a Sub V allomorph *tsama-). 
On the root ablaut, see most recently Nikolaev, 2005, 68ff. 
 
tsär(- ‘getrennt sein’, ‘be separated’ (itr) (m/-/a) 

Prs III (m) tsremar, tsetar (sic), tsretär;-,-, tsrentär-me Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tsrelle Abstr I tsrelñe 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II tsralle Abstr II tsralñe Priv — 
Inf tsratsi 

 Pt I (a) tsrawa,-,-;— 
 PPt in tsrorsa 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl.mid. Prs tsrentär-me is arguably attested in the small fragment THT 
2378 frg. g a 2 and the Inf tsr[a]tsi in THT 3596 b 2 (sentence-finally without 
further context); the 1.sg. Pt tsrawa is found in PK NS 31 a 3 (unpublished, 
reading according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c., also listed in TEB II, 262 without ref.). 
The PPt tsrau listed in TEB I, 239, § 431,3 is probably only reconstructed on 
account of the attested verbal noun. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘trennen’, ‘separate’ (tr) (m/-/a)  

Prs IXb (m) -,-, tsarästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf tsarstsi 

 Pt II (a) -, tsyarasta, tsyara;— 
 PPt in tsetstsarormeM 
 Ipv — 
The Inf tsarstsi (with irregular loss of *ä in a closed syllable) seems attested in 
IOL Toch 902 b 1 without context (cf. Tamai, 2007, s.v.). 
= Atsär(- ‘getrennt sein’, ‘be separated’ (itr) (-/m/a)  

Prs III — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I in sral1i Abstr I sralune 
 Inf — 
Sub V (m) -,-, tsratär (sic);— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tsralune 
Pt I (a) —; tsaramäs,-,- 
PPt tsro 
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Ipv — 
The analysis given here is quite different from that given in the manuals. TA 
tsaramäs in A 347 a 2 is neither present nor subjunctive (thus TG, 483), but 
preterit with regular full vowel in the plural stem, cf. Schmidt, 1974, 50f.; 1975, 
291f. The palatalized non-finite forms TA sralune ‘separation, being in a state 
of separation’ and the Ger TA sral are usually analyzed as formations based 
on the subjunctive stem of Class III, but in the YQ manuscript there is now the 
expected, regular Abstr TA tsralune ‘separation, being in a state of separation’ 
attested (YQ 29 a 8), which is formed to a subjunctive of Class V. TA sralune is 
consequently to be derived from a present stem of Class III. As for the 
gerundive TA sral “trennbar” to be found in some manuals (e.g., 2LIV, 119), 
such a form does not exist, there is only the adjective TA sral1i coming from 
the very fragmentary passage A 180 a 4: //// k snakyaM sral1i(naM?) kl[o] 
//// “... sole, to separate, pai(nful ?) ...”. TA sral1i is to be derived from a 
substantivized (!) gerundive *sral. Finally, TA tsratär may formally look like a 
present of Class III (thus Schmidt, 1974, 49), but in the passage A 146 b 4 the 
form should be analyzed as subjunctive, which is what TG, 438 did, because it 
is coordinated with another subjunctive: lapa kla1-äM tsratr-änn oki puk 
kapsañ(i) –––––– ma säm tmaM wärsä1 ma wasä($katä)r “er (= der Embryo) 
wird ihn (= ?) auf dem Kopf tragen [und] der ganze Körper gleichsam 
getrennt sein von ihm (= ?) ... nicht atmet er dabei, nicht bewegt er sich” (cf. 
the translation by Schmidt, 1974, 277 and Carling, 2000, 195; but for TA kla1-
äM see s.v. Aklawa- ‘fall’). The most plausible assumption is that we are 
dealing with a scribal error for TA †tsratär (on the paradigm, see Malzahn, 
2009, 63ff.). 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘trennen’, ‘separate’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tsräsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf tsrässi 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II (a) -, sasra1t,-;— 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. Pace Krause/Thomas (WTG, 307; TEB II, 159 and 262), Adams, DoT, 736 
correctly assumes that the grundverb does not have reflexive meaning (‘sich 
trennen’), but an intransitive-stative one ‘being in a state of separation’ (a 
passive meaning “getrennt werden” — which is what Schmidt, 1974, 49, fn. 2 
following TochSprR(B), glossary, 193 translated — is also incorrect). ETYM. To 
be derived from PIE *Çder ‘zerreißen (intr.), zerspringen’ (2LIV, 119f.); see 
most recently Malzahn, 2009, 63ff. 
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tsärk- ‘erhitzen, verbrennen; quälen’, ‘heat, burn; torture’ (tr) (a/-/-) 
Prs IXa (a) -,-, tsärka11äM;-,-, tsärkaskeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II tsärkalle Abstr II tsärkalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

Sub II — Opt — 
Ger II — Abstr II tsärsalñe Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III in 
 PPt tsetsarko1 
 Ipv — 
The manuals also list a Prs VI stem from this root being part of a grundverb 
paradigm of a — subsequently — triple root: Gv. Prs VI, Kaus. 1 *Prs VIII–Sub 
II–Pt III, Kaus. 2 Prs IXb (cf. TEB I, 208f., § 376 and TEB II, 262). It is true that 
the Prs VI forms in question may have the same meaning as the forms listed 
here, but since they are based on a stem *tsarka- (and are likewise transitive, 
i.e., do not constitute an intransitive grundverb), I set up two synchronically 
different roots, even though both roots are no doubt diachronically related 
(see above s.v. tsarka-). In addition, the manuals set up a (transitive) 
grundverb subjunctive of Class V (TEB II, 262), which would be expected 
beside a Prs VI stem; however, none of the attested subjunctive stem 
formations does show a suffix vowel -a-, and, what is more, the MQ 
attestations show -ä-, which can only belong to a subjunctive stem of Class I, 
as per Adams, DoT, 736f. In addition, tsärsalñe is certainly a thematic form of 
Class II (note that TA also has a subjunctive stem of Class II). Both Prs forms 
may come from MQ texts, but since the two respective manuscripts do not 
show otherwise any “MQ character” at all, it is obvious that we have to do 
with Prs IXa and not Prs IXb forms (pace the manuals). 
= Atsärk- ‘verbrennen; quälen’, ‘burn; torture’ (tr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub II — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II tsärslune 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

 
tsälp(- ‘hinübergehen, erlöst werden’, ‘pass away, be released, be redeemed’ 
  (itr) (m/m/a) 

Prs III (m) tsalpemar,-, tsälpetär;-,-, tsälpentär  
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Imp -,-, tsälpitär;-,-, tsälpiyentär 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tsälpelye Abstr I tsälpelñe 
Sub V (m) -,-, tsälpatär (MQ);— Opt tsälpoymar,-, tsälpoytär; 

-,-, tsälpoyntar (sic)/tsälpontär 
Ger II — Abstr II tsälpalñe Priv — 
Inf tsälpatsi 

 Pt I (a) tsälpawa, tsälpasta, tsalpa;-,-, tsälpare 
 PPt tsälpau/tsälpowo| tsälpo1/tsälpo1o 
 Ipv — 
A 1.sg.mid. Prs tsalpemar is only listed in TEB I, 211, § 380,1a without ref.; 
similarly, the 3.sg.mid. Imp tsälpitär is only listed in TEB II, 262 without ref. 
and both forms are probably only reconstructed; in addition, Krause, 1950, 31 
cites a 3.sg. active Imp tsälpi without ref. (not mentioned anymore in WTG). A 
3.pl.mid. Imp tsä(lpiyentär) can be restored in KVac 17 a 1 (as per Schmidt, 
1986, 16, fn. 41). The 1.sg.mid. Opt tsälpoyma(r) is also attested in THT 1235 a 
2, the 3.sg.mid. Opt tsälpoyträ (beside the hypercorrect form tsälpauyträ in 
295 b 4) in THT 3198 a 1, and the 3.pl.mid. Opt also in THT 1179 frg. a a 6: 
(wno)lmi La[k](l)entameM TSalpont[Ra] (differently Tamai, 2007a, s.v.) “the 
beings should be released from sufferings”. The 3.sg. Pt tsalpa is found in PK 
NS 54 b 6: //// [pr]akre e$sate ot ma tsalpa • (unpublished, reading according 
to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The Ipv I form listed by the manuals is to be analyzed as 
Ipv II. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘erlösen, befreien’, ‘redeem, free’ (tr) (x/m/m) 

Prs IXb (x) tsalpäskau,-, tsalpä11äM;—|-,-, tsalpästär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part tsälpä11eñca (MQ) 
 m-Part tsalpäskemane 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub IXb (m) — Opt tsälpa11imar (MQ),-,-;— 

Ger II tsalpä1le Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf tsalpästsi/tsälpastsi (MQ) 

 Pt II (m) -, tsyalpatai, tsyalpate (Š)/tsyalpate (sic);— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv II (m) pätsilpar-ñ;- 
 Ipv IV (m) tsalpä11ar-me;- 
The 1.sg. Prs tsalpäskau is only listed in TEB I, 211, § 380,1a, the 3.sg. 
tsalpä11äM only in TEB I, 212, § 382, and the 3.sg.mid. tsalpästär only in TEB I, 
174, § 297,1 without ref.; it is possible to restore such a 3.sg.mid. (tsa)LPasTaR@ 
in the small fragment THT 1396 frg. a a 2. The m-Part tsa(lpäs)[k](e)mane is 
attested in PK NS 38 + 37 b 1 (Pinault, 1988a, 194); the 3.sg. form tsyalpate in 
the Šorcuq text 30 b 5 is most likely due to copying from an MQ text, and the 
variant tsyalpate may come from an MQ manuscript itself (H 150.104 b 3); see 
also chap. Pt II 8.1.4. The Inf tsalpästsi is now also attested in the non-MQ text 
PK AS 7M a 2 (G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). The transitive Ipv pätsilpar-ñ has to be 
analyzed as an Ipv II form; see the discussion in chap. Ipv 37.2. 
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= Atsälp(- ‘hinübergehen, erlöst werden’, ‘pass away, be released, be  
redeemed’ (itr) (m/a/a)  
Prs III (m) -,-, salpatär;-,-, salpantär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part salpmaM 
 Ger I salpal Abstr I — 
 Inf salpatsi 
Sub V (a) -,-, tsalpa1;-, tsälpac, tsälpeñc  

Opt -,-, tsälpi; tsälpimäs,-, tsälpiñc  
 Ger II — Abstr II tsälpalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, tsälp;-, tsalpas, tsalpar 
PPt tsälpo 
Ipv — 

The 1.sg.mid. Prs TA salpmar listed in TEB I, 211, § 380,1a is probably only 
reconstructed. The 3.sg. Opt TA (tsälp)i-ñi is to be restored with certainty in A 
258 b 6; see Geng/Laut/Pinault, 2004a, 74. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘erlösen, befreien’, ‘redeem, free’ (tr) (m+/m/-) 

Prs VIII (m+) -,-, tsälpä1tär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part tsälp1ant 
 m-Part tsälpäsmaM 
 Ger I tsälpä1lye Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (m) — Opt -, tsälpa1itar,-;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt II in 
PPt sasälpu 
Ipv — 

ETYM. According to Adams, DoT, 738, perhaps to be derived from PIE *Çdelb 
‘graben, aushöhlen’ (2LIV, 143) with the semantic development ‘dig (out)’ e 
‘excavate’ e ‘extricate’ e ‘free’. As for the e-grade in TA salpatär, see chap. Prs 
III/IV. 
 
tsika- ‘formen, bilden’, ‘form, shape’ (tr) (-/a/m) 

Prs I — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tsikale (sic) Abstr I — 
Sub V (a) -,-, tsaikaM;— Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (m) -, tsaikatai (sic),-;-,-, tsaikante 
 PPt tsatsaikau| tsatsaika1 
 Ipv — 
The present class is a matter of discussion. The sole attestation, the Ger I 
tsikale, is attested twice in Fill. M 2 a 3 and a 6 (the reading can be confirmed). 
The manuals (WTG, 308; TEB II, 262; Adams, DoT, 738) set up Prs V; 
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differently, Winter, 1962a, 23 = 1984, 265 = 2005, 53 proposed a Prs VII 
*tsi$kale with omission of the nasal (objections against Prs VII are raised by 
Hackstein, 1995, 36, fn. 57); Klingenschmitt, 1982, 183, fn. 24 reckons with an 
athematic root present (Prs I). There can indeed be put forth parallels for the 
pairing of a zero-grade present of Class I or V with a full-vowel Sub V/Pt I 
stem; see also the discussion in chap.s Prs I 24.2. and Prs V 27.1.1. Taking the 
gerundive at face value, Prs I is maybe the most probable analysis after all. 
Instead of a 3.pl. Opt tsaikoM (thus WTG, 308), one has to read and restore a 
PPt (t)[s](a)tsaik[au] in H 149.168 (= IOL Toch 37) b 1, as per Peyrot, 2007, s.v. 
The 2.sg.mid. Pt tsaikatai is attested in the graffito Qu 34 (Pinault, 1994a, 175 
and 180; 2000a, 157), the 3.pl.mid. Pt tsaikante in PK AS 16.3 a 6 (Couvreur, 
1954, 88; Pinault, 1989a, 156), and the PPt tsatsaika1 in 204 b 2. 
= Atsika?- ‘formen, bilden’, ‘form, shape’ (tr) (—)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I in 
PPt tsatseku 
Ipv — 

ETYM. To be derived from PIE *ÇdeyG ‘bestreichen, kneten’ (2LIV, 140f.; 
Adams, DoT, 738f.). The concrete meaning ‘form clay’ is still attested in the 
Sub tsaikaM in 3 a 2, and in the compound lwaksa-tsaika ‘potter’ ~ TA kuntis-
tsek ‘id.’. 
 
tsita?- ‘berühren’, ‘touch’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, tsita-ne;— 
 PP — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg. Pt tsita-ne is attested in PK AS 7M b 4 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.). 
= Atsit(- ‘berühren’, ‘touch’ (tr) (a/a/a)  

Prs VI (a) tsinam,-,-;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
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 Inf tsinatsi 
Sub V (a) — Opt tsitim,-,-;—  
 Ger II — Abstr II tsitalune 
Pt I (a) -,-, tsit/tsita-M;— 
PPt tsito 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg. Pt TA tsit in A 9 a 1 has been corrected from TA tsis; see 
TochSprR(A), “Verbesserungen und Nachträge”, ad p. 8. Whether one can 
restore an Ipv of this root in A 158 b 6 — either TA ptseta(-m) or TA ptseta(-
ñi) as proposed by TG, 484 — or a middle TA ptseta(r) (as preferred by W. 
Siegling, pers. copy) remains uncertain because of the difference in root ablaut 
(this sentence-initial form is without further context). 
KAUSATIVUM IV ‘berühren lassen’, ‘make touch’ (tr) (—) 

Prs VIII — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tsitäsmaM 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The kausativum TA tsitäsmaM ‘making touch’ is attested in YQ 5 b 7 and YQ 
29 a 6 (on the meaning of TA antac tsit- in this passages, see Carling, 2000, 
88f.). 
 
tsip?- ‘tanzen’, ‘dance’ (itr) (a+/-/-) 

Prs I + II (a+) -,-, tsipäM;-,-, tsipeM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part tsipamane 
 Ger I tsipalle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs tsipeM is attested in PK AS 16.8 a 6 (unpublished, reading 
according to G.-J. Pinault, p.c.; also listed in TEB II, 262 without ref.), the Ger I 
tsipa[l](le) in KVac 11 a 3 (Schmidt, 1986, 44); on the thematic 3.pl. ending, see 
chap. Prs I 24.1.2. 
= Atsip?- ‘tanzen’, ‘dance’ (itr) (a/-/-)  

Prs I (a) —;-,-, tsipiñc Imp —;-,-, sepär 
 nt-Part tsipänt 
 m-Part — 
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 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

The 3.pl. TA tsi(piñc) is to be restored in A 193 b 3, according to Thomas, 
1958a, 142. Couvreur, 1956, 79 restores (tse)päntañ ap(tsaräntu) “dancing 
apsaras (nymphs)” in A 444 a 3 (thus already W. Siegling, pers. copy; note that 
one should better restore TA (tsi)päntañ; for this form and the nomen agentis 
TA tsepänt ‘dancer’, see chap. Prs Part 36.2.2.).  
 
tsuk(- ‘± (aus)saugen’, ‘± suck (out)’ (tr) (-/-/a) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub V — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf tsaukatsi (MQ) 

 Pt I (a) -,-, tsauka-c (MQ);— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
According to Schmidt, 1997a, 258f., the 3.sg. tsauka-c attested in 250 a 1 is a 
regular Pt I form (and no emendation necessary as proposed by TochSprR(B), 
fn. ad 250 a 1, and WTG, 277): p(a)kenta karsta-c tsauka-c (yasa)r (s)u “Er 
zerschnitt deinen (Scheitel in sieben) Teile [und] sog dein (Blut) aus’’ — the 
restoration (yasa)r, as already proposed by TochSprR(B), is quite certain. 
Schmidt, l.c., also mentions an Inf tsaukatsi as being attested in an 
unpublished Berlin text (without ref.), which seems to be THT 1536 frg. g b 2 
(MQ): //// rwe tsaukatsi 1 ////.  
ANTIGRUNDVERB ‘± säugen; aufziehen’, ‘± suckle; foster’ (tr) (a/-/a) 

Prs VIII (a) —;-,-, tsukseM Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub I — Opt — 

Ger II tsukäle (sic) Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt III (a) tsaukwa,-, tsoksa-ñ (sic);— 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl. Prs (tsu)kseM is restored in 415 a 3 by TochSprR(B) in view of the 
following 1.sg. Pt: (tsu)kseM säsuwerske wi pikla ñis no tsaukwa ci “they 
foster/suckle the boy, but for two years I fostered/suckled you”. The 3.sg. Pt 
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tsoksa-ñ in 23 b 7 seems to have some kind of metaphorical notion: ñäs 
weñ=erkatte rekaunasa tsoksa-ñ maka; TochSprR(B), transl., 39 simply 
translated “mit ärgerlichen Worten tränkte er mich”; Hackstein, 1995, 146 
referred to German “‘führen’ im Sinne von ‘anführen’” (i.e., ‘pull up’ e ‘foster’ 
and metaphorically ‘tease’) and to Lat. ducere ‘lead’, hence ‘lead (into a false or 
undesirable position)’ in accordance with the proposed etymology (see 
below). However, we may also merely be dealing with a metaphorical use of 
‘foster’ in this passage, which is dealing with Ânanda telling the Buddha how 
he was rejected and insulted when asking for alms. Hence, the passage may 
mean: “he fed me with harsh words” (instead of alms). On the other hand, D. 
Q. Adams points out to me (p.c.) that we may also take tsoksa at face value 
and set up a different root tsok- ‘± berate, castigate, criticize’ (see now 2DoT, 
s.v. tsok- ‘± berate’). The Ger II is obscure. It is attested twice on a wooden 
tablet from the Berezowsky collection that was first edited by Lévi, 1913, 320, 
fn. 1 with the signature ‘‘T.P.’’. Krause, WTG refers to the same text by quoting 
the page of Lévi’s edition (hence “Pä 320”): a 3 purNayä ñem samaske tsukäle 
1añ tärkate (reading according to WTG, 122, fn. 7). Krause translates: “Der 
Prinz PurNaya mit Namen wurde ... zum Tränken (?) gelassen” (I do not know 
why he translates ‘prince’ rather than ‘boy’). In line b 5 of the same text the 
form is construed with samaskeMtse, i.e., the gen.sg. of the same word again, 
but the rest is even more unclear (it may contain names): yurpa11e kapär citay 
samaskeMtse tsukäle. Hackstein, 1995, 143, fn. 132 and 146 objects to Krause’s 
interpretation (“überzeugt nicht”), though without coming up with an 
alternative for these difficult passages. No doubt a verb meaning ‘suckle’ 
could perfectly well relate to forms of samaske ‘boy’, but such a collocation 
would nevertheless come as a surprise in a caravan travel passport (if the 
piece is not a letter for another purpose; note that Krause’s translation would 
make some sense if one assumes a situation like “he himself let out the boy by 
the name P. in order to water (the camels vel sim.)”). Since the original 
document is unavailable at present time, the passages have to remain unclear.  
= Atsuka- ‘trinken’, ‘drink’ (tr) (-/a/a)  

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub V (a) tsokam,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (a) -,-, suk;— 
PPt tsuko 
Ipv I (a) ptsok;- 

Ayok- ‘drink’ provides the suppletive present stem. TA yoka[t] in A 96 a 4 is 
rather not a subjunctive form of this root, i.e., from *tsokat having undergone 
influence of the suppletive root Ayok- ‘drink’ (as per TEB I, 230, § 412,6), but 
belongs to Ayuka- ‘overcome’ (see s.v.).  
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SEM./ETYM. In TA, the root most often takes on TA wär ‘water’ as its object (or 
is otherwise used absolutely, cf. Hackstein, 1995, 144), and the meaning ‘drink’ 
is quite certain. TB is semantically more difficult. There are two alternative 
etymologies. The traditional etymology is *ÇdewF ‘produce (milk)’, as per 
Duchesne-Guillemin (see the ref. in Adams, DoT, 740). Differently, Lane, 1938, 
24 proposed PIE *Çdewk ‘ziehen’ (2LIV, 124), and he is followed by Hackstein 
1995, 145f. and Adams, l.c., for semantic reasons. Hackstein consequently sets 
up “trinken, wtl. ziehen” for the grundverb forms and for the antigrundverb 
forms “säugen/ziehen lassen” or “(auf)ziehen” and metaphorically “jem. mit 
ärgerlichen Worten (auf)ziehen” — in addition, Hackstein, 2003, 186 also 
refers to TA tskunteM macar ‘foster mother’, now attested in YQ 21 b 6; but 
see Pinault, 2006, 142f. Adams, most recently in DoT, 740 further interprets TA 
tspok ‘taste’ as a cognate and even derivative from this root, deriving TA tsuk- 
from PIE “*wi-deuk-” > PT “*wä-tsuk-” > *tspuk-, -p- having been lost before 
labial -u- by sound law (but see the objections by Ringe, 1991, 109, fn. 118). 
Schmidt, 1997a, 258f., by explicitly differentiating between “Grundverb” and 
“Kausativ”, sets up “(aus)saugen” for the grundverb and “säugen tränken, 
aufziehen” for what I call antigrundverb. Apart from the question of the 
etymology and exact meaning of the TB forms, the behavior of this root with 
respect to forming various different paradigms will constitute a singularity in 
any case, because antigrundverbs (i.e., a paradigm consisting of Prs VIII, Sub 
I, and Pt III) otherwise do not take on the semantics of a causative, i.e., 
Kausativum IV (like ‘suck, drink’ e ‘suckle, give to drink’ or ‘pull’ e ‘raise’), 
nor is there another example of a transitive antigrundverb standing beside a 
likewise transitive grundverb. 
 
tsuw(- ‘sich fügen zu, zusammen fügen, haften an’, ‘attach oneself, being 

stuck together, stick to’ (itr) (m/-/a) 
Prs III (m) -,-, tswetär;-,-, tswentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt I (a) -,-, tsuwa;-,-, tsware 
 PPt tswau| tswo1 
 Ipv — 
The 3.pl.mid. Prs tswenträ can be found in IOL Toch 767 b 1 (Peyrot, 2007, 
s.v.), and a similar 3.pl.mid. Prs stwentär (sic) is probably also attested in THT 
1324 frg. b b 1 (Garbhavakrantisutra), if one accepts a misspelling for 
†tswentär (such metatheses of graphemes are indeed sometimes attested). 
Otherwise one would have to set up a yet unknown root stuwa- ‘?’: //// no 
misa stwenTar-me misameM pitke asta mrest(iwe) (cf. the reading by Tamai, 
2007a, s.v.) “then the flesh sticks to them [and] from the flesh spittle, bone, 
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[and] marrow ...”. Beside the fem.pl. PPt, the nom.sg. PPt is now attested in 
THT 3598 frg. c b 1: matsi tsw[au] e //// “matted hair”. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘hinzufügen’, ‘add’ (tr) (—) 

Prs IXb — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tsuwä1älle/tsuwa1älle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt II in 
 PPt tsetsuwu 
 Ipv — 
= Atsuw(- act. ‘sich zusammenfügen’, ‘stick together’, mid. ‘gehorchen’,  

‘obey’ (itr) (m/-/x)  
Prs V (?) (m) -,-, tswatär;— Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt I (x) —;-,-, tsawar| tswe,-, tswat;-,-, tswant 
PPt tswo 
Ipv — 

The 3.sg.mid. TA tswatär in A 71 b 1 is certainly a present, not a subjunctive 
form and can therefore only be Prs V, unless one wants to assume a 
misspelling for Prs III †tswatär, which is the expected Prs stem formation. 
KAUSATIVUM I ‘zusammenfügen’, ‘put together’ (tr) (-/a/-) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub IX (a) tswasam,-,-;— Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
Ipv — 

SEM. The middle of the TA grundverb has the figurative meaning ‘obey’, the 
active has the concrete meaning ‘stick together’ (see Schmidt, 1974, 491f.; this 
is also true for the undiscussed passage A 131 b 3; A 324 b 3 is without clear 
context). On the other hand, a difference in meaning between active and 
middle forms in TB cannot be found (pace WTG, 309). ETYM. To be derived 
from PIE *ÇdewH ‘zusammenfügen’ (2LIV, 123 with ref.); because of the 
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intransitive valency, the Pt I rather has a suffix (*)-a- than one developed out 
of a root-final laryngeal. 
 
TA tseta- ‘?’ e Atsit(- ‘touch’ 
 
tsere-ññ- ‘betrügen’, ‘deceive’ (tr) (m/-/-) 

Prs XII (m) -, tserentar-ñ, tserentär;-, tserentär, tsereMñentär Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub XII — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf tserentsi 

 Pt V in 
 PPt tsetserñu 
 Ipv — 
A 3.pl.mid. Prs tsereMñentär is only listed in TEB I, 217, § 390 without ref. The 
Inf tserentsi is attested in PK AS 17A a 3 (Pinault, 1984b, 169). ETYM. A 
denominative probably based on tserek(w)* ‘deception’ (only pl. tserekwa is 
attested); see Winter, 1977, 134 = 1984, 179 = 2005, 171 and Hilmarsson, 1991a, 
87f. contra VW II/2, 182. 
 
tsop?- ‘stechen’, ‘sting, poke’ (tr) (x/-/-) 

Prs I (x) -,-, tsopaM-ne;—|-,-, tsoptär;— Imp —;-,-, tsopyeM-ne| 
—;-,-, tsopiyentär 

 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I tsopalle Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt — 
 PPt — 
 Ipv — 
The 3.sg.mid. Prs tsoptär is attested in PK AS 17A a 2 (Pinault, 1984b, 168), the 
3.pl.mid. Imp or Opt tsopiyentär in PK NS 161 b 5 (having as subject yak1i 
‘demon’), according to Broomhead II, 281. 
= Atsop?- ‘stechen’, ‘sting, poke’ (tr) (a/-/-)  

Prs I (a) —;-,-, tsopiñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
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PPt — 
Ipv — 

ETYM. The root is traditionally derived from the same root as tsapa- ‘mash, 
crush’, i.e., PIE *Çdeb ‘vermindern’ (2LIV, 132f., without Toch.), cf. VW I, 525; 
535; Adams, DoT, 743, the latter explaining the different root vocalism with 
different root ablaut. Differently, Schmidt, 1980, 408; 1989a, 308 derives tsop- 
from a u-present “urtoch. *tsap-u-” showing u-umlaut and tsapa- from the 
nasal present showing a-umlaut, the nasal present in *-na- having replaced a 
former nu-present. To be sure, the assumption of u-umlaut (on which see 
chap. Sound Laws 1.6.) is the most likely explanation for the o showing up in 
the root of both TA and TB. Instead of a morphologically doubtful u-present, 
one better assumes that a former prop vowel *-ä- was turned to *u by the 
preceding labial, and then gets a clearly non-reduplicated present of the 
*molH-e/-ti type as reconstructed by Jasanoff. 
 
tsk-äññ- ‘kennzeichnen’, ‘mark, characterize’ (?) (—) 

Prs — Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
Sub — Opt — 

Ger II — Abstr II — Priv — 
Inf — 

 Pt V in 
 PPt tsetskäñño1 
 Ipv — 
ETYM. For the stem structure, I follow Winter, 1984a, 118 = 2005, 263 contra 
WTG, 309 and TEB II, 263. According to Winter, l.c., we are dealing with a 
denominative based on an unattested noun *tsäk ‘mark’ (derived from PIE 
*Çdeyk ‘show’). Differently, VW I, 534, and Adams, DoT, 744 reckon with a 
deverbative from tsäk- ‘burn’; but see the objections by Hilmarsson, 1991a, 82. 
To be sure, Hilmarsson, 1991a, 82 himself assumes a deverbative from the root 
Atsäk(- ‘pull (out)’, so far only attested in TA with certainty. 
 
Atspä$k- ‘flay’ e tsä$k- ‘id.’ 
 
Atspok?- ‘sich schmecken lassen’, ‘enjoy (food)’ (tr) (a/-/-)  

Prs I (a) —;-,-, tspokiñc Imp — 
 nt-Part — 
 m-Part — 
 Ger I — Abstr I — 
 Inf — 
Sub — Opt —  
 Ger II — Abstr II — 
Pt — 
PPt — 
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Ipv — 
The second attestation of TA tspokiñc (TG, 484: “Frgm.”) is to be found on the 
hardly legible fragment THT 1331 frg. b b 1: //// [s]we[ñc]-äM tspok(i)ñc-
[äM]. ETYM. Adams, 1987, 5f. and DoT, 740 interprets TA tspok ‘taste’ as a 
cognate of tsuk(- ‘suckle, etc.’/ Atsuka- ‘drink’; see above s.v. Atsuka- ‘drink’. 
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Proto-Indo-European 
 

*ÇbedH, 696 
*ÇbeyH, 729 
*belg-, 718 
*Çbel(h), 744, 748 
*Çber, 160, 707 
*ber-e/o-, 364, 3644 
*ÇberG, 709 
*ÇberF, 728 
*Çberhg/k, 728 
*Çbewd, 729f. 
*Çbleg/g, 716 
*bleg-, 718 
*Çblew, 748 
*ÇblewdH, 744 
*ÇbuH, 57, 732 
*ÇdeHp, 976 
*Çde@, 900 
*Çdeyk, 999 
*ÇdemH‘tame’, 921 
*ÇdemH ‘build’, 986 
*Çder, 988 
*ÇdewH, 984, 997 
*Çdewk, 982, 996 
*diH-ske/o-, 790 
*dikaH-ye/o-, 399 
*do@, 508 
*Çdrep, 813 
*Çdwey, 901 
*Çdeb, 976, 999 
*ÇdeQ, 975, 981 
*ÇdeQH, 567, 984 
*Çdeh, 643f., 645, 650, 654, 900 
*ÇdeyG, 992 
*ÇdeyHq, 976 
*Çdelb, 991 
*Çdem, 654 
*ÇdenF, 984 
*ÇdewF, 996 
*Çdewk, 663 

*(d)Qr-eH-, 601 
*ÇdweH, 677 
*ÇGen, 604 
*Çg/geHd, 557 
*Çgar, 605 
*Çgenh, 295, 29625, 325, 331, 570 
*Çger, 605 
*ÇgerH, 57, 601 
*Çg@en, 604 
*gi-genh-ti, 184, 457 
*gi-gn@-ske/o-, 571 
*ÇgyewH, 923 
*Çgne@, 611, 679 
*ÇGehy, 925 
*ÇGer, 605 
*ÇGew, 598 
*ÇGewd, 600 
*ÇGweH, 633 
*Çgem, 559 
*Çger, 605 
*ÇgewH, 633 
*Çgnet, 557 
*Çgnew(g), 690 
*Çgwel(h), 603 
*ÇFer, 605 
*Çqem, 321, 572 
*qem-, 226 
*Çqes, 327, 596 
*Çqye@, 919 
*qm-ske/o-, 469 
*ÇQen, 596 
*(H)ag-e/o-, 364 
*ÇHeyk, 544 
*(H)iK-, 791 
*ÇHyag, 785 
*Hyud-ske/o-, 461, 809 
*ÇHreyH, 827 
*(H)ruH-s-wo-, 823 
*Ç(H)wert, 57 
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*Çhag, 520 
*Çhay, 543 
*Çhar, 530 
*Çheg/gH, 791 
*Çhe(H)Q, 811 
*Çhey, 57, 256, 526, 783 
*Çhem, 796 
*Çhep, 552 
*ÇherH, 799 
*ÇherK, 800 
*Çhes, 57, 256, 692 
*Çhlewd, 344f., 843, 858 
*Çhnek, 539 
*hn-pu}, 525 
*Çhrem, 820 
*hr-n-H-, 469 
*hs-ske/o-, 691 
*Ç}web, 388, 866 
*ÇHeb, 552 
*ÇHeg ‘lead’, 520, 523 
*ÇHeg ‘say’, 522 
*ÇHey, 543 
*Hek-es-, 523 
*Heks-o-, 523 
*ÇHenH, 541 
*ÇHenh, 57, 524 
*ÇHep, 552 
*ÇHer, 530 
*ÇHerH, 527 
*ÇHewg, 550 
*ÇHew(H), 553 
*ÇHg/ger, 559 
*ÇHgreg, 575 
*ÇHlew, 531 
*ÇHmelg, 750 
*ÇHmerg, 756 
*ÇHmew, 772 
*ÇHne@, 678 
*ÇHsewt, 939 
*ÇHwed, 882 
*ÇHwed(H), 343, 910 
*ÇHweks, 550 
*ÇHwelh, 894 
*Ç(H)welH, 873 
*ÇHwer, 886 

*ÇHwerg, 889 
*ÇHwes, 898 
*Ç@eyt, 900 
*Ç@elh, 532 
*Ç@er, 527, 542 
*Ç@yeb, 798 
*Ç@lemH, 845 
*Ç@reg, 815 
*Ç@wis, 900 
*Çyeb, 798 
*ÇyeH ‘go’, 537 
*ÇyeH ‘beg’, 790 
*Çyek, 791 
*Çyem, 783, 789, 796 
*Çyes, 804 
*Çyet, 787, 793 
*Çyew, 807 
*Çyewg(H), 808 
*Çyewg, 809 
*Çk/keyH, 920 
*Çk/kers, 921 
*ÇkeHs, 564 
*ÇkemH, 559 
*Çkenk, 922 
*ÇkerH, 577 
*Çkewk, 608 
*kewk-e/o-, 364 
*Çkley, 592, 593, 625, 626 
*kley-e/o-, 364 
*Çklew, 106, 521, 587, 623, 632 
*klews-, 168 
*Çkwehp, 563 
*Çkwes, 633 
*ÇkeHw, 607, 609 
*Çkel(h), 143, 584, 586, 591 
*Çkel@, 584 
*Çker, 605 
*Çkers, 581, 583 
*Çkewd, 663 
*Çkewp, 563 
*Çkleng, 624 
*Çklep, 589, 594, 619 
*Çklewb, 620 
*ÇklewH, 620 
*klmH-s-, 625 
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*kl-n-h-, 469 
*Çkreh(y), 578 
*Çk(w)ap, 563 
*Çkwep, 563 
*Çkwerp, 601 
*Çk(w)leyk, 629 
*ÇKel(h), 562, 586, 603, 628 
*ÇKerpH, 561, 602 
*ÇKreyH, 152, 577 
*Kri-n-H-, 496 
*Çleg, 159f., 839 
*ÇleF, 860 
*Çleyk, 743 
*Çleyp, 851 
*Çleyt(H), 848 
*ÇlembH, 845 
*Çleng, 841 
*ÇlewH, 854 
*Çlew@, 158, 853 
*Çlewk, 114-116, 829, 838, 856 
*lit-ske/o-, 461 
*Çmed, 778 
*ÇmeFH, 31454, 751 
*Çmeh, 778 
*ÇmeH, 750 
*Çme@, 750 
*Çmey, 765 
*ÇmeyF/Q, 769 
*ÇmeyH, 768 
*ÇmeytH, 770 
*ÇmelH, 762, 771, 775 
*ÇmelHw, 775 
*Çmel@, 782 
*Çmelk, 763 
*Çmen, 766 
*Çmenk, 753 
*ÇmentH, 749, 755 
*Çmer, 57 
*Çmers, 758 
*ÇmetH, 755 
*Çmewk, 779 
*ÇmewsH, 764, 774 
Çmyehw, 772, 775 
*Çmyewh, 772, 775 
*ÇmlewH, 158, 720 

*ml-n-H-, 469, 760 
*ÇmreHw, 780 
*ÇmrewH, 780 
*Çneyk, 912 
*Çnek, 114, 195, 2772, 327, 678, 682 
*Çnem, 685 
*Çnes, 692 
*nes-ske/o-, 638 
*Çnewd, 683 
*ÇnewH, 689 
*n-gno@to(y), 487 
*ni-dh-sk-, 683 
*nud-ske/o-, 461 
*nuHt/d-s-wo-, 767 
*ÇpeH(y), 699 
*ÇpeyH ‘sing’, 723 
*ÇpeyH ‘swell’, 731 
*Çpeyg, 724 
*Çpeyk, 724 
*Çpek, 702 
*ÇpeK ‘ripen’, 327, 702 
*ÇpeK ‘trust’, 703 
*pH-ske/o-, 321, 4614 
*ÇpyeH, 730 
*Çple@k, 741 
*ÇpletH, 744, 745, 748 
*Çplew, 57, 746 
* *ÇpreK, 712 
*Çprek, 708 
*prek-s-, 4041 
*Çpres, 711 
Çprews, 739 
*ÇremH, 820 
*Çreng, 816 
*Çrewd, 831 
*ÇrewH ‘open’, 828 
*ÇrewH ‘rip’, 829 
*Çrewh, 828 
*Çrew}, 829 
*Çsed, 927 
*Çseh, 936 
*ÇseH(y), 946, 955 
*Çsey, 930 
*Çseyb, 947 
*Çseyk, 944 
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*ÇseyK, 945 
*Çselk, 943 
*sem, 926 
*Çser(H), 929, 936 
*Çsewt, 939, 959 
*ÇsHey, 954 
*ÇsHew, 952 
*Ç(s)kens, 926 
*Ç(s)kedH, 143, 565 
*Ç(s)k(w)el, 603 
*Ç(s)lewb, 859 
*Çsmey, 971 
*Ç(s)meytH, 770 
*Ç(s)meld, 759 
*Çsneh, 681 
*Ç(s)neH, 680 
*Ç(s)pek, 703 (bis) 
*Ç(s)pelH, 714 
*Çspend, 968 
*Ç(s)penh, 706 
*Ç(s)perG, 728, 971 
*Çsplend, 742 
*Ç(s)prewg, 737 
*ÇsperH, 738 
*Çsrew, 972 
*ÇsteH, 58, 640, 644, 961 
*Çstem, 961 
*ÇstembH, 921, 961 
*Ç(s)tewd, 651 
*Ç(s)treyg, 672 
*Çstrewg, 972 
*Çsweyd, 388, 947 
*Çsweyq, 909 
*Çswep, 57 
*Çswer, 929 
*ÇswerF, 940, 972 
*ÇTerKH, 658 
*teHg-, 202 
*Çtehg, 202, 646 
*ÇteHg/g, 646 
*ÇtelH, 660 
*Çtelp, 661 
*Çtem, 654 
*Çtemh, 20220, 654 
*Çtemp, 168 

*Çteng/g, 635 
*ÇtenF, 648 
*ÇterH, 655 
*ÇterK|, 658 
*ÇterK, 656 
*tlH-ske/o-, 459 
*Çtre@g, 666 
*ÇtreyK, 670 
*Çtrem, 658 
*Çtrep ‘stomp’, 665 
*Çtrep ‘turn’, 813 
*tr@g-ske/o-, 366, 46412, 666 
*tr-n-H-, 42212, 667 
*ÇtenF, 648 
*Çwag, 864 
*Çweb, 866 
*Çwed(h), 865, 877 
*ÇweGh, 549, 875, 876 
*ÇweG, 549, 875, 876 
*ÇweHg/g, 864 
*Çweyg, 904 
*Çwey(H), 868 
*Çweyk, 904 
*Çweyk, 908 
*Çweyp, 907 
*ÇweK, 343, 910 
*Çwel, 892 
*Çwel(H), 872, 915 
*ÇwelH, 915 
*Çwel@, 893 
*Çwend, 883 
*ÇwenH, 906 
*Çwer, 888 
*Çwerb, 801, 869 
*Çwerg, 888 
*Çwert, 889 
*Çwes, 897 
*wes-toy, 366, 897 
*ÇwetH, 881 
*wi-dh-ske/o-, 461, 881 
*Çwis, 899 
*wis-o-, 899 
*ÇwleyK, 846 
*w5K-o-, 901 
*Çwrep, 31454 



INDEX VERBORUM 1051

 
Tocharian A 

 
ak, 523 
aknats, 486, 487 
aklyuneya, 332 
aks-, 471f. 
at-, 518 
ar, 157 
alas, 532 
awu, 196 
eMts(-, 139, 292 
okñä1, 338f. 
ok1u, 222 
oks-, 471f. 
o$kaläm, 38933 
o$kraci, 547 
oñant, 3424, 488, 490 
o1eñi, 1618 
o1eM, 1618 
kakäM, 188f. 
kakärnu, 1755, 182, 18929 
kare-, 1720 
kakrupu, 11, 239 
kakropu, 11, 239 
kack-, 16, 4612 
kätk(-, 92-95 
kälymaM, 363 
kälymar, 363 
ki, 61 
kukäl, 251 
kum-, 321 
koM-ypant, 484, 653 
koM-wmant, 484, 798 
kcäk, 16, 1618, 17 
kñasu, 196 
kña-ññ-, 474 
knatär, 29625 
knitär, 258, 296, 325, 352 
kmaM, 2256 
krasar, 148 
krasa1, 148, 312 
kropnämaM, 98, 493 
kla$k, 617 
klawrä, 19915, 202, 258, 3716 

†kla$k, 618 
kla$kaM, 617, 618 
klyo1, 135, 163-169 
klyo1a, 13517, 261 
klyo1amäs, 134, 261 
klyo1ar, 13518, 261 
klyo1as, 13518, 261, 262 
campu, 40, 196 
cämpamaM, 363 
cämpä1, 262 
cäm11a, 262 
cey, 254-256 
cai, 254-256 
ñakäs, 114-117 
takmäs, 3633, 4983 
ta1, 149 
taskmaM, 438 
täkwa1a, 217, 264 
tpukñant, 264 
trä$k-, 422f.12 
trik(-, 74f. 
triku, 75, 76, 196 
trey, 255 
trai, 255 
nakät, 114-117 
näk-, 330 
näm(-, 90 
nwam, 694 
pate, 695 
paly-, 15 
parat, 160 
päk-, 330 
päknasitär, 353 
päklyossu, 512, 514 
°pärk, 13 
°pärkant, 483f., 483f.9 
pärmaM, 363 
pärra-krase, 581 
pärsk(-, 76 
pälk-, 106f. 
pälka-, 106f. 
pälk(?-, 107 
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pältwakä1, 353 
pä1tak-ñi, 47, 3633, 498, 500 
pik-, 358f. 
piltäk, 14, 719 
p1kal, 702, 703 
puklakaM, 353 
pekant, 484, 485, 495 
pkana-ñi, 96, 189, 295, 499 
pyutk-, 104f. 
pyock-, 15, 1618, 17, 4612 
prasar, 147f. 
prasku, 71, 76, 196 
pratsak, 10, 1110 
plyock-, 15, 1618 
mrasar, 147f. 
mlä$kmaM, 421f., 423, 493 
ya-, 92 
yatñal, 337f. 
yäknassitär, 353 
yärsmaM, 363 
yärsmar, 363 
yok-, 3, 12 
yom(-, 12 
yow-, 12 
ysalmañ, 388 
raritwa, 173 
ri(-n)-, 340f. 
†lalyutäk, 18624 

lä-n-t-, 3423, 344f. 
luk-, 90 
lwakis, 353 
lyak, 10, 11, 158-162, 186-188, 262f. 
lyokät, 112, 151 
lyock-, 15, 1618, 17 
wak, 1211 
wack-, 15, 1517 
watu, 176, 24825 
watka1-äM, 29217 
watku, 176, 24825, 24927 
wawu, 176, 248 
wa1laM, 365 
wak, 157 
watña, 264 
wapaMts*, 486 
 
 

wampu, 248 
wawäsku, 248 
wawlu, 248 
wär(-, 106, 107f. 
wärkänt, 1721 
wäl-, 76, 7626, 85, 8835 
wä(s)?-, 139, 198 
wi(-, 76 
wipasi, 98 
wiyu, 71f., 75, 76, 196 
we, 222, 343 
we-ñ-, 343f. 
wotar, 1212, 24825 
wotka-M, 173, 188 
wotku, 176, 24825 
worta-M, 188 
woltsurakk, 176 
wrasom, 38832 
salcantär, 368, 370 
sasmawa-m, 173 
saw-, 86, 98 
säm, 145 
suk, 145 
stäk, 16, 1618 
snu, 8 
1älyp, 1517 
1ey, 254-256 
1ai, 254-256 
1täm(-, 144 
satkar, 257, 262 
salat, 10, 156 
sawär, 259, 263f. 
sasyu, 1755, 182, 18929, 239 
sarya, 229 
ska1-äM, 294, 29422 
snai, 255f.8 
sparcwa-, 368 
sparcwäntassi, 3749, 483 
sparcw1-äM, 375 
spärk(-, 75f. 
svawrä, 263f. 
swa11antaM, 438 
tsakña, 264 
tsarta?-, 84f. 



INDEX VERBORUM 1053

 
Tocharian B 

 
aknatsa, 486, 487 
atraikatte, 269, 28711, 45226, 455f. 
apa11ätte, 271 
ayataicce, 45226, 456 
aran-me, 283 
arar-c, 13825, 197, 209, 310 
ala11älle, 3343, 443 
asare, 157 
ake, 523 
akl-, 106 
ak1alñe, 318 
aks-, 471f. 
aksa-, 98 
aksa11eñca, 481f. 
ar(-, 311, 46515 
ara, 157 
art(t)(-, 22 
artta-, 156 
arsko1, 15754, 220, 237, 46515 
altsi, 334 
alyinträ, 333f. 
ipä11älle, 445f. 
ipä11eñca, 63, 445f. 
iya-, 92, 30337, 457 
ekamätte, 270, 321 
ekätkatte, 270 
ekältte, 270 
ekwalatte, 271 
e$k-, 311 
e$kälpatte, 269 
eñatketse, 636f. 
enä11emane, 4371, 4825 
empalkaitte, 17, 271f., 271f.3 
empalkatte, 2723, 29320 
er-, 311 
erkatte, 800 
e1pirtacce, 454 
ai-, 311, 31148 
aikacce, 455 
aiksataiy, 20424 
aitkatte, 456 
ainmacce, 409 

aiymo, 2761 
aiwol, 245 
aisk-, 448 
o$kolmo, 38933 
otkasa, 1517, 192, 209, 310 
onuwaññe, 694 
onolme, 388f. 
orkäntai, 1721 
orsa-c, 197, 209, 310 
auk1u, 222, 237 
auks-, 471f. 
auñento, 3424, 488, 490 
au-n-, 311, 48819 
aultsu, 248 
au1u, 237, 248 
ausu, 12, 248 
kakamar, 283 
kantär, 2804, 29625, 321, 326 
kamau, 2243 
kamtsamar, 29523 
karyor, 244 
karsar, 96, 97, 45226, 459 
kalas, 306f. 
kaläl, 672 
kawar, 197 
kanare, 1789, 295 
kawa-, 146, 15551 
kaskat, 289, 301, 314 
käñiyoytär, 296, 325 
kätk(-, 61f., 92-95, 293 
kätkre, 219, 228, 412, 444 
kätta$kaM, 419 
kätna-, 3447 
kän(-, 90 
käMtaM, 419 
käm-, 207, 266 
kärka-, 293 
kärkalle, 573, 575 
kärkkalle, 575 
kärtkalle, 575 
kärya-, 152 
kärs(-, 145f., 293, 30327, 457 
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kärsta-, 152 
käln-, 106 
kälpar, 137 
†källom, 3504 
käs-, 1945 
käskatär, 289, 301, 314, 315 
kutär, 329 
kulyitär-s, 257 
kokale, 251 
kolokanträ, 382 
kowsa, 197 
kñitär, 325 
kñyoytar, 296, 325 
knetär, 29625 

kyanamar, 294, 295f., 325 
kyanasta, 181 
kyana-, 15449, 295 
krake, 612 
kras(-, 2315 
krastäM, 148, 282, 298 
†krempär, 1969 
kraupa-, 156 
kla$ka-, 153f. 
klayä, 282 
klawa, 153, 30942 
klatsat, 148 
kle$ke, 617 
klautka-, 153f. 
klautkar, 137 
klyautkamte, 177, 178 
klyau1a, 163-169, 230, 262 
cake, 48516, 48922 
campät, 319 
campya, 136, 163-169 
carka, 145 
cirar, 137 
†clava, 18319 
ña11imar, 258 
ñas, 181 
ñätka, 131, 158, 146, 158 
ñauskuwa, 193 
ñmetsi, 324 
ñyas, 181 
ñyarsa-me, 181 
taccimar, 25915, 289, 348f.1 

tarkattsa, 486, 656 
taläskau, 315 
tallaM, 413 
tall2, 243 
ta, 149 
taka-, 154, 157 
tas-, 108 
tätta-, 18, 250 
tärka-, 293 
tärknaM, 412 
täryaka, 489, 48922 
tälle, 416 
tällaikantsa, 486f. 
tässate, 194 
tkentsa, 533 
tpästär, 445 
trä$k-, 3446, 422f.12 
trä$kalyñe, 312, 314 
trä$kä, 3242 
trik(-, 72-75 
trokol, 245, 672 
twasastär, 449 
nawatai, 1299 
naksate, 194f. 
nittaM, 404f. 
nes-, 311, 31148 
naukäM-ne, 282 
nkem, 312, 314 
parakatsi, 284f., 304, 315, 383 
palyka, 14, 123, 145 
palysitär, 318 
patär, 6 
paraka-, 284f., 381-383 
päknamo, 3445 
päccauk, 97 
pätriwa-ne, 96, 499 
pänna-, 17f.22, 123, 146 
pär-, 13 
pärka-, 123, 125, 144 
pälk-, 106f. 
pälka-, 106f. 
pälk(-, 1415, 107, 321f. 
pältakw, 14, 719 
pälyaka-me, 499 
pätsilpar-ñ, 18, 502, 503 
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°pirko, 13, 14, 1721, 144, 708 
pirsare, 13, 145 
pile, 15 
pilko, 14, 15, 1516, 484 
piltär, 329 
pilto, 1413, 15, 1721 
pilykar, 137 
piyaM, 404f. 
pis, 13 
putkar, 137 
pe$ksa, 97 
peññatär, 362f. 
pelyksa, 1516 
paiyka, 153, 155f., 156 
°pku, 702 
pyutk-, 104f. 
pratsako, 10 
prakre, 733 
prutk(-, 15145 
prutkar, 96, 97 
prekuwa, 191-193 
prekwa, 6f., 191-193 
prautkar, 127, 132f., 138f. 
plakäskes, 220, 506, 511 
plataMkamampa, 745 
plaktsi, 319 
plaskau, 148 
ple$kuwa, 193 
plye$kare, 138 
pwikaso, 96, 97 
makamar, 314 
makoymar, 258, 25915 
mallantsa*, 486, 761, 762 
ma11awa, 2181, 307, 788 
mantäM, 282 
man(t)s(-, 320 
mäk(-, 288, 301, 304, 313, 31454 
mäl(-, 409 
mä(s)?-, 125, 152, 198 
mätstsa-, 15145 
mit, 13 
mit(-, 312f.50 
miretär-ne, 518 
miw(-, 84 
miwäM, 359, 405f. 

misa, 749 
musk(-, 15145 
muska11äM, 434, 440, 442 
mek, 723 
melyatsi, 318f., 363 
melyätär, 363 
me11äM, 518 
maiteM, 227 
maisk-, 448 
myarsa-ne, 177 
mrauskatsi, 97, 294, 296f. 
mrauska-, 284, 296f., 30327 
mla$käM, 518 
mlamo, 758f. 
mlutka-, 15145 
yakso, 791 
yasa-c, 224 
yatante, 1722 
yat1äM, 44414 
yam-, 219, 311, 444 
yas, 224 
yäk1iye, 791 
yänm(-, 408f. 
°yänmalle, 797 
yäsk-, 448 
yu-, 86 
yerkwanto, 1721 
yok-, 3, 12, 311, 31148 
yotkolau, 245 
yonm-, 12 
yonmasa, 192 
yop-, 12 
yriye, 1618 
ylaiñäkte, 1721 
yselme, 388 
y1iye, 1618 

raktsi, 319 
raMktsi, 280 
rasäM, 280, 319, 320 
†räkwa, 19813 
räss(-, 152 
rita-, 288, 301, 304, 313, 31454 
ritt(-, 15145, 152 
ri-n-, 340f. 
ruwyentär, 3231 
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resk-, 448 
rotkär-ne, 127, 132f., 138f., 1969 
†lat, 3459 
lant, 345 
lannu, 345 
lawä, 283 
läk(-, 312 
†lät, 2255 
lä-n-t-, 344f. 
lämas, 1235, 307, 500 
lit(-, 14332, 285, 29828, 3681 
litk(-, 320 
luk(-, 90, 108f., 322 
lukatsi, 304, 313, 314 
lut-, 321 
lauksate, 114-116, 151, 195 
lmate, 85 
lyakar-me, 137 
lyaka, 158-162, 186-188 
lyipa-, 158, 29827 
lyuka-me, 145 
lyuksamnte, 114-116, 151 
lyutätär, 319 
walkwe, 901 
wase, 899 
waskamo, 3445 
wastär, 329 
wapa-, 154, 155f. 
wätka11älyñe, 7727, 434, 442 
wär(-, 106, 107f. 
wärpa-, 288, 293, 301, 304, 313,  
 31454 
wärsk-, 362, 448f., 45937, 46515,  
 46616 
wä(s)?-, 125, 139, 152, 198 
wäs-, 336 
wäsate, 194 
wik(-, 321, 322, 3226 
wikatsi, 97 
witare, 14 
witär, 14, 17, 319 
wina, 14, 17, 905, 906 
wiyatär-ne, 319 
wek, 1211 

we-ñ-, 343f. 

weñar, 137 
weñmo, 343f.5 
wesk-, 448 
wotkäM, 310 
†wkänmo, 3445 
wpelme, 388 
wlawa-, 95 
w1eyawa, 228f. 
wsär, 1969 
sama, 126, 145 
satomñe, 747 
sarsa, 145 
salaka, 159 
sawañca, 482 
sawar, 137 
sawiya, 231 
sawon, 259 
sanmyar-ne, 174 
†sanmyare, 177 
saya, 231 
sarsa, 188, 263 
sal, 841f. 
saw-, 86, 98 
sawa, 127, 1278, 132 
säccätsi, 61, 79, 318 
sänm-, 3215 
suwa-, 312 
suwa, 127, 1278, 132 
sem, 2244 
seruwe, 3, 335 
sauwa-me, 204 
sauwwa, 204 
1arwiye, 923 
1alype, 1517 
†1aiyit, 2531 
1ñor, 1211 
1/amawa, 16, 79, 146, 161f. 
1pärka11älle, 7827, 441, 442 
-1pirtt-, 14, 454 
saryate, 229 
sala-, 156 
sätk(-, 15145 
sätkasamai, 192 
särpar ka, 13825, 198 
säl(-, 1517, 1618, 78f., 158 
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sompastär, 1211 
sosoyu, 11, 236 
sauke, 706 
skaya-, 153 
skentar-, 691f. 
skente, 691f. 
star-, 691f. 
stare, 691f. 
stalle, 959 
stäm(-, 127, 132, 144 
ste, 691f. 
sparka-, 126f. 
spartta-, 155f., 454 
spärk(-, 75f., 126f., 293 
syelme, 388 
 

srañciyeM, 259, 25915 
swasa-, 154, 155f. 
tsa$tsi, 280 
tsamat, 289, 301 
tsamtär, 230 
tsä$ka-, 293 
tsälpatsi-s, 97 
tsikale, 359, 405 
tsirauñe, 18 
tsuk(-, 6422 
tsetstsarormeM, 18 
tsopaM-ne, 360 
tsopalle, 360 
tsyalpate, 176f. 
tsyalpate, 176f.  

 
Anatolian 

 
Hitt. annanu-, 541 
Hitt. ¦ann(a)-, 541 
Hitt. ¦aš(š)-, ¦eš(š)-, 533 
Lyc. la-, 893 
Hitt. lalu, 836 
Hitt. mau(s)-, 775 

Lyc. qãti, qãñti, 541 
Hitt. šarku-, 928 
Hitt. tarna-, 658 
Luw. *wal-, 893 
Hitt. wala¦zi, 873 

 

Indo-Iranian 
 

*Çyakš, 791 *ÇmaH, 766 *Çruk, 829 
 
 

Sanskrit 
 

ati Çkram, 567 
atisrtavyaM, 61, 6118 

adhi1/hita-, 6321 
adhya Çpad, 567 
anu Çkamp, 649 
anumodayati, 61 
alasa-, 532 
alpa-matra-, 6421 
avajananti, 6421 
akhyati, 622 
Ved. i1aNyáti, 4786 

uttanikaroti, 628 (bis) 
klamyati, 625 
Çklis, 629 
khanyat, 61 
khanayet, 61 
Ved. grbhayati, 479 
Ved. grbhNati, 479 
codayati, 61 
Çcyu, 848 
Ved. tudáti, 321 
ni Çrudh, 738 
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niruddha-, 738 
nirminoti, 6421 
ni1edha-, 6421 

pariNamati, 806 
pariNamayati, 806 
patayantika, 61 
prapayati, 61 
Ved. mánthati, 755 
megha-, 723 
Ved. yataná-, 787 
Çya, 790 
yana-, 617 
 

Ved. yásu-, 791 
liyate, 852 
vi Çmrs, 619 
vilambayanti, 61 
vrtta-, 886 
vairamaNi, 686 
Çsa&s, 926 
Çsas, 540 
surk1ata, 940 
smarayati, 61 
hata, 606 
hasayati, 63 

 
Avestan 

 
xrap-, 603 mraoi, 780 yav-, 783 

 
Armenian 

(h)ogi, 726 
 

Greek 
 

¥gnwtoj, 487 
Ame…bw, 765 
AmÚw, 772, 775 
áptw, áptomai, 552 
blèskw, 782 
d£knw, 976 
datšomai, 650 
dšrkomai, 5713 
deÚteroj, 924 
d…zhmai, 790 
dÚomai, 884 
e£lw, 7626 
Ed£h, 60, 150 
Edr£kh, 150 
Édrakon, 5713 

Epurgèqh, 156 
Étrafe, 322, 397 
Éfqarke, 457 
Éfqore, 457 
zófoj, 798 
IaÚw, 336 
kalecej, 860 

klšptw, 336 
mac-, 31454, 751 
m£cloj, 31454, 751 
n£rkh, 686 
nšmesij, 685 
nemh-, 685 
nósfi, 935 
nwlem»j, 845 
o½comai, 537 
paûe, 96f. 
purgwtój, 156 
všpw, 31454, 891 
všw, 39747 
sp£w, 700 
-tag-, 20220 

tšmacoj, 20220 

tršfomai, 322, 397 
tr…zw, 672 
flud£w, 744f. 
c£zomai, 557 
ca…rw, 39747 
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Latin 

 
acer, 523 
axare, 522 
carmen, 555 
cedo, 567 
celare, 40055 

clingo, 624 
curro, 921 
dicare, 399 
eunt-, 49024 
ferent-, 49024 
legi, 16061, 187, 838f. 
noxa, 4302 

placere, 740f. 
polliceor, 743 
purus, 728 
putus, 728 
salire, 942 
splendere, 742 
subiugo, 809 
tricae, 670 
tundere, 651 
uenari, 40055 

uide-, 159 

 
Germanic 

 
Go. berum, 187 
OHG blat, 1413 

OE deog, 663 
Go. faurhts, 712 

OIce. hverfa, 601f. 
Proto-Germ. *mangjan, 753 
Go. tekan, 646 
Go. waurstw, 888 

 

Balto-Slavic 
 

Lith. móju, 750 
OCS pÏti, 723 
 

Lith. runkù, 830 
Lith. vérdu, 914

 
 

 



INDEX LOCORUM 

 
A 29 b 6, 9238 
A 55 b 3, 7325, 75 
A 69 a 6, 928 
A 79 b 1, 977 
A 81 b 4, 7325 
A 92 a 5, 677 
A 132 a 5, 899 
A 146 b 5, 585 
A 150 a 1, 94 
A 160 a 5, 74 
A 170 b 1, 895 
A 213 a 5, 886 
A 217 a 4f., 547 
A 222 a 3, 830 
A 222 a 4, 75 
A 222 a 7, 905 
A 222 b 6, 937 
A 227/8 b 4f., 74f. 
A 230 b 7, 602 
A 239 a 2, 75f. 
A 247 b 3, 625, 894 
A 264 a 2, 618 
A 265 b 1, 864 
A 266 b 8, 618 
A 272 b 3, 908 
A 273 a 3, 664 
A 276 b 6, 735f. 
A 278 a 8, 710f., 822 
A 278 b 2, 931 
A 284 a 2, 93 
A 284 a 3, 883 
A 288 a 5, 93 
A 288 b 6, 866 
A 295 a 3, 865 
A 295 a 4, 75 
A 299 a 2, 817 
A 301 a 1, 581 
A 305 b 2, 93 
A 309 a 2, 569 
A 340 b 5, 609 
A 342 b 3, 763 
A 345 a 3ff., 618 

A 360, 8, 61 
A 371 a 5, 908 
A 379 b 3, 9238 
A 379 b 4, 653 
A 389 a 2, 912 
A 391 a 6, 904 
A 395 b 2, 586 
A 439 a 3, 98 
A 440 a 3, 895 
A 444 a 3, 994 
A 461 b 3, 622 
A 461 b 4, 628 (bis) 
A(Ud.) 1 b 5, 95 
B 2 b 8f., 92, 9239 
B 3 b 5, 866 
B 5 a 2, 9238 
B 5 a 7, 97 
B 19 b 7, 585 
B 23 b 7, 995 
B 29 b 2, 61 
B 29 b 5, 72 
B 30 a 6, 97 
B 46 a 1, 832 
B 79,2, 763 
B 81 b 1, 3264, 4406 
B 84 b 1, 2531 
B 90 b 3, 74 
B 100 b 1f., 745 
B 107 a 3, 104 
B 108 b 3f., 61 
B 119 a 4, 940 
B 127 b 6, 97, 903 
B 133 a 4, 61 
B 139 b 5, 967 
B 152 a 5, 809f. 
B 154 b 2f., 533 
B 154 b 4, 680 
B 192 a 4, 809 
B 203 b 1, 826 
B 204 b 3, 544 
B 214 a 1, 108 
B 214 a 2f., 544 
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B 220 b 5, 602 
B 229 a 4, 3504 
B 241 b 1, 72 
B 243 b 4, 95 
B 247 b 4, 887 
B 255 a 6ff., 917 
B 255 b 3ff., 875f. 
B 261 b 4, 74 
B 266 b 2, 607 
B 274 b 4f., 546, 548 
B 282 a 4, 876 
B 282 b 1, 73 
B 282 b 2f., 72 
B 293 a 3, 72 
B 293 b 1, 74 
B 296 b 4, 61 
B 297, 1 b 1f., 104 
B 316 a 4, 821 
B 322 a 1, 953 
B 324 b 2, 719 
B 328 b 4, 698 
B 329 a 4, 104 
B 330 a 5, 745 
B 331 a 5, 638, 843f. 
B 331 b 1f., 876 
B 331 b 3f., 590 
B 333 a 8, 94 
B 339 a 6, 814 
B 342 b 7, 688 
B 355 b 4, 94 
B 363 a 3, 617 
B 370 b 1, 73 
B 401 b 3, 29523 
B 401 b 4, 29523 
B 403, 3, 61 
B 407 b 1, 820 
B 408 b 3, 561 
B 429 a 2, 94 
B 490 b I 5f., 688 
B 495 a 4, 599 
B 495 b 1, 922 
B 516 b 4, 547, 985 
B 527 a 1, 953 
B 575 a 7, 5025 
B 589 a 6, 723 
B 591 a 5, 104, 590 

B 597 a 5, 907 
B 608 a 2, 94 
bi 41 b 2, 719 
Fill. M 3 a 4, 582 
Fill. M 3 a 5, 582 
Fill. M 3 a 7, 861 
Fill. W 2 b 2, 958f. 
Fill. W 3 a 4, 781 
Fill. W 7 b 1, 958f. 
Fill. W 8 a 3, 958f. 
Fill. W 32 a 2, 861 
FK 590 a 4, 953 
FK 590 b 5, 716 
H 149.X.4 a 1f., 636f. 
H 149.15 b 2, 73 
H 149.15 b 3, 552f. 
H 149.26/30 a 6, 608, 662 
H 149.26/30 b 1, 96 
H 149.37 b 3, 4417 
H 149.39 a 1, 531 
H 149.45 b 4, 455 
H 149.46 b 5, 903 
H 149.69 b 3, 586 
H 149.69 b 4, 913 
H 149.153 a 2, 841f. 
H 149.290 b 1, 95 
H 149.290 b 3, 74 
H 149.291 a 2, 955f. 
H 149.295 a 3f., 73 
H 149.329 a 1, 481f., 523 
H 149.add 8 b 3f., 760 
H 149.add 12 a 2, 588 
H 149.add 65 b 5, 615 
H 149.add 113 b 3, 929 
H 149.add 116 a 2, 108 
H add.149 88 a 3, 810 
H add.149 88 b 7, 607 
H add.149 101 b 3, 602 
HWP 28, 742 
IOL Toch 803 b 1, 953 
IOL Toch 946 a 2, 698 
IOL Toch 998 b 3, 942 
K 2 a 5, 73 
K 7 b 3, 73, 75 
K 8 a 1, 73 
KVac 17 a 3, 3343, 44311 
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Man.Bil 23, 224f.4 
PK AS 6C a 5f., 717 
PK AS 7M a 2, 940 
PK AS 7M b 1, 612, 884f. 
PK AS 7M b 4, 586 
PK AS 12D a 2, 793 
PK AS 12F b 4, 630 
PK AS 12G a 3, 894 
PK AS 12J a 5, 720, 740 
PK AS 12K b 5, 575 
PK AS 13E b 7, 530, 792 
PK AS 13G b 2, 73 
PK AS 13I b 6, 865 
PK AS 17C b 4f., 2847 
PK AS 17I + NS 77.1 b 4, 545 
PK Cp 32,4, 843 
PK Cp 37,30, 578 
PK LC XXI,2, 833 
PK LC XXVII,3, 639 
PK NS 1 a 4, 682 
PK NS 1 b 1f., 522 
PK NS 4 b 3, 657 
PK NS 30 a 2, 900f. 
PK NS 31 b 4, 837 
PK NS 40 a 4, 953 
PK NS 40 b 5, 716 
PK NS 44 b 4, 782 
PK NS 54 a 1, 985 
PK NS 54 b 5, 780 
S 3 a 5, 95 
S 6 b 6, 72 
S 8 b 1, 758f. 
S 8 b 2, 598 
S 8 b 2f., 547f. 
S 8 b 4, 72 
SI B Toch./9,11, 923 
SI P/117,2, 727 
THT 1126 b 3, 734 
THT 1154 a 3, 799 
THT 1172 a 3, 779 
THT 1174 b 2, 608 
THT 1175 a 2, 549 
THT 1178 b 4, 648 
THT 1179 frg. a a 6, 990 
THT 1191 a 2, 974 
THT 1191 b 5, 946 

THT 1193 b 7, 980 
THT 1227 frg. b a 2, 755 
THT 1235 b 2, 948 
THT 1250 b 1, 594 
THT 1262 a 3, 791 
THT 1275 b 1, 847 
THT 1295 a 1, 657 
THT 1295 b 1, 583 
THT 1295 b 3, 753 
THT 1295 b 4, 577 
THT 1299 a 2, 784 
THT 1309 b 3, 831 
THT 1311 b 6, 716 
THT 1312 b 1, 574 
THT 1314 a 5, 920 
THT 1321 b 4, 708 
THT 1323 frg. 1 b 3, 757 
THT 1324 frg. b a 5, 955 
THT 1324 frg. b b 1, 996 
THT 1335 frg. a a 2, 104 
THT 1335 frg. a b 5, 819 
THT 1340 frg. c a 2, 836  
THT 1347 b 4, 525 
THT 1359 b 2, 595 
THT 1371 frg. g b 2, 747 
THT 1392 frg. g b 2, 792 
THT 1411 frg. c a 4, 2256 
THT 1419 frg. f b 2, 541 
THT 1419 frg. g a 3, 573 
THT 1463 a 6, 569 
THT 1507 a 3, 839 
THT 1538 frg. a b 2, 686 
THT 1539 frg. b b 3, 651 
THT 1540 frg. f+g a 4, 546f. 
THT 1543 frg. d b 3, 597 
THT 1550 b 4, 765 
THT 1554 b 2, 702 
THT 1554 b 3, 835 
THT 1556 b 4, 701 
THT 1565 a 1, 619 
THT 1573 frg. a b 4, 965 
THT 1592 frg. a a 2, 635 
THT 1615 frg. a b 2, 571 
THT 1621 frg. b a 3, 634, 812 
THT 1680 a 2, 836 
THT 1681 b 3, 980 
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THT 1686 a 3, 73 
THT 1859 a 2, 533 
THT 2251 a 3, 526, 835 
THT 2380 frg. z a 1, 74 
THT 2457 a 3, 569 
THT 3597 b 4, 659 
THT 3597 b 6, 61 
THT 3599 frg. a b 5, 583 
U 5208 a 5, 939, 940 

Ud 2 a 5f., 717 
YQ 3 a 7, 795 
YQ 4 a 4, 886 
YQ 10 b 1, 857 
YQ 12 b 1, 886 
YQ 21 b 3, 731 
YQ 32 a 6, 725f. 
YQ 43 a 1, 831 
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